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GLOSSARY 

Of Some Non English Terms 
 

Word 

 

Approx. Meaning 

Amrit Nectar, holy water used at the time of Sikh 

initiation ceremony 

Ashtpadian Stanzas with eight phrases 

Chautukaiy Stanzas of four phrases 

Dutukaiy Couplets of two phrases 

Ghar Beat for the musical measure 

Granth Holy Scripture 

Gurbani Guru’s word (or composition) 

Guru Spiritual Teacher, Sikh prophet  

Maya Worldly riches and power, worldly attachment, 

worldly illusion 

Mehla Term followed by a number indicating the 

Guru-who authored a particular hymn in Sri 

Guru Granth Sahib 

Nanak The first Sikh Guru 

Panchpada A stanza of five phrases 

Paurri Step of a stair case, stanza in an epic  

Rag, Raag Musical measure 

Sahib Suffix for Respect 

Salok Couplet or short stanza 

Shabad Sound, word, hymn 

Sikh Disciple, Follower of Sikhism 

Sri Prefix for Respect, such as Sir 

Sri Guru Granth Sahib (SGGS) Sikh Holy Scripture and eternal Guru 

Turya 

Vaar 

A high spiritual state of mind  

Epic, a long poem with stanzas and Paurris 

Waheguru Wondrous preceptor, God 
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FOREWORD 

 

I.J. Singh 

Professor Emeritus 

Anatomical Sciences 

New York University 

 

Sikhism comes to us from history and the lives of the Founder-Gurus along with 

their writings; as also some selected compositions of saints and bards revered in that time 

and culture.  

Many of these poets and bards, came from all castes and divisions of Hinduism, 

others were from Islam. In the Indian culture of the day, these men would never ever sit 

together to share their beliefs and practices, nor break bread together, and absolutely would 

not be caught on the adjoining pages of the same holy book. Yet that is exactly what the 

Guru Granth, the Sikh scripture does.When Guru Arjan compiled the first recension of 

Sikh scripture in 1604, he included the writings of Hindus – both of low castes and high – 

and also of Muslims. If Judeo-Christian scriptural writings had been freely available at that 

time, I have little doubt that some would have found inclusion and commentary in this 

tome – the Adi Granth.  

Fully a century later, with minor modifications and the inclusion of the writings 

of Guru Tegh Bahadur, the ninth Sikh Master, the living Word of the Adi Granth was 

anointed as the Guru Granth (now respectfully referred as Sri Guru Granth Sahib). Three 

centuries have now passed. 

Even though the northwest part of the Indian subcontinent is where they arose, 

historically Sikhs were never really limited to Punjab. The past century has seen large and 

significant Sikh communities in the United States, Canada and Great Britain, with 

impressive pockets in much of the European Union, and also in East Africa and many parts 

of South East Asia. 

There is now a sea change in reality. There are generations of Sikhs being raised 

outside Punjabi ambience all across the world. Almost three million Sikhs now live outside 

Punjab and India. Adding complexity to this narrative is the fact that Sri Guru Granth 

Sahib was compiled in the language and the cultural context of the times, yet its message 

speaks across the bounds of time, geography, and culture.  

Guru Nanak, the Founder of the faith, was born in 1469. His writings form a 

large corpus of the Guru Granth that was finalized by the tenth Master, Guru Gobind Singh 

in 1708. The script of Sri Guru Granth Sahib is the Guru-designed Gurmukhi; the 

languages used are many – the lexicon comes from most of the languages extant in India at 

that time, including Arabic, Persian, the scholarly language of Sanskrit, the language of 

poetry Braj Bhasha and of course, Punjabi – the native language of Punjab, which itself is 

a fascinating mélange of the languages of the many invaders who found their way into 
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Punjab through the Khyber pass. These include the Caucasians and Greeks, as well as 

people from Iran, and what we now term the Middle East. There are many more. 

Much of Sikh teaching, therefore, is cast in the metaphoric structure of Indic 

mythology. Not that this mythology is integral to the Sikh message, but the teaching has to 

be in the contextual framework of the language, vocabulary and culture of the times.  Only 

then can a student find meaning in it. The entire teaching is in the form of inspired, divine 

poetry, and like all good poetry that is not doggerel, the reader needs to pause a moment to 

make sense of the metaphoric language along with its many possible meanings and 

applications. A literal rendering just will not do. 

Keep in mind that Sri Guru Granth Sahib deals with eternal themes that have 

occupied mankind forever, matters that we are seemingly hard wired for in our DNA: the 

sense of self, the nature of God and man and the relationship between them, the Creator 

and Creation and mankind’s fragile but crucial place in it-- from which we then find ways 

to interpret life and death and principles by which to live and die. This is heavy-duty stuff 

– though we sometimes dismiss it simply as the “meaning of life” or the “MOL” moment 

that every life has. The meaning is in the interpretation, and every generation has to 

explore it anew. This also means that good people will fight over minutiae as well as differ 

over the broader context. 

Obviously then, for a new generation of Sikhs growing up outside the cultural 

and linguistic milieu of Punjab and Punjabi language, discovering and nurturing a sense of 

intimacy with the Guru’s message is not so simple a matter.  I know of what I speak, for 

I’ve been there. 

This is exactly what Daljit Singh Jawa has to contend with. It is no easy task.  It’s 

the kind of work that no one can claim or hope to finish entirely. So Jawa has tried a 

different tack. He provides the original text (reproduced Dr. Kulbir Singh Thind’s seminal 

work) in one column and in the next column he gives a transliteration of the original in 

Romanized script (schematically developed by Dr. Kulbir Singh Thind), so that the novice 

can read the text reasonably competently.  

I have to add that this transliteration is easy on the eyes; it skips most diacritical 

marks and the bells and whistles that are so critical to a linguist. One could argue that it 

leaves the reader without the ability to read or mine the words for their exact meaning, but 

it helps the reader over the greatest of hurdles without the complexity of fine embroidery. 

This approach undoubtedly benefits the average reader and perhaps whets his/her appetite 

to delve further into the intricacies of the language and that’s all to the good. And then the 

icing on the cake:  Jawa reserves sufficient space on every page to provide not a literal 

translation of a hymn (shabad), but a conceptual statement of its essential message in 

serviceable English, often minus the mythological baggage. I find this an essential and 

most attractive feature of Daljit Singh Jawa’s painstaking work. 

Many complete translations of Siri Guru Granth Sahib in English are available; I 

know of at least five, and many more translations of selected parts exist. There is no 

official, approved version. Personally, I like this. I celebrate them all. We may not always 

agree with any one translation; I don’t, and hope that nor will you. What the many 

viewpoints do is to propel you, the reader, on a path for yourself. And what can be better 

than that? This is a large canvas that Daljit Singh Jawa has painted. I hope readers will 

enjoy it as I have done – particularly the millions who now live outside Punjab and Punjabi 

ambit and yet are intimately attached to or curious about the Sikh message. 
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I.J. Singh 

July, 2014 

 

PREFACE 

Author Daljit Singh Jawa 

Dear Readers, 

This brief explanation of Sri Guru Granth Sahib is the author’s humble submission to 

you after a continuous effort of more than nineteen years. Right at the outset, let me 

confess that I am no scholar, and no literary figure, who could truly and accurately 

translate, interpret, or explain what is written in the great scripture called Sri Guru 

Granth Sahib (SGGS). This is merely a modest attempt to address the need of those 

readers who want to understand, enjoy, and appreciate what is written in this holy 

book but being born and raised outside Punjab, India, are not familiar with the 

language, culture, history or context in which SGGS was originally composed and 

written more than 500 years ago. The one message, which is both implicit, and 

explicit in this holy scripture, and which the author particularly wants to share with 

the rest of the world is that we have been all created by the same one Creator, and “It 

is The Same Light” which pervades in us all. As such, we are the children of the same 

parent. Therefore, we should all live like brothers and sisters, always loving each 

other, and our Creator. 

The author is very much grateful to the great Punjabi and English translators whose 

works he consulted, and kept in front of him while completing this explanation. These 

eminent scholars include Dr. Sahib Singh, Gyani Harbans Singh, Dr. Bhai Vir Singh, 

Sardar Manmohan Singh, Dr. Gopal Singh, and S. Gurbachan Singh Makin. In 

addition the author is very grateful to all his family members, friends, and other well-

wishers who have helped him in this effort.  

The author acknowledges the work done by S. Gurbaksh Singh Saggu of Patiala 

(India), for putting together the Gurmukhi text, and English transliteration of each 

shabad in Sri Guru Granth Sahib from the Gurbani CD authored by Dr. Kulbir Singh 

Thind, MD and its English interpretation by the author in its present printable form.. 

In addition he wants to acknowledge his elder brother Dr. Manjit Singh Jawa, who 

meticulously read the English translation portion of the manuscript and suggested 

many needed corrections. The author also acknowledges, Miss Greta Pearl of 

University of Kansas for her editing work, and S. Ranbir Singh Kaberwal for 

developing and maintaining the author’s website Gurbani wisdom.  

I hope the readers would find this work to be helpful in better understanding the 

divine message, which the Sikh Gurus, great Hindu devotees, Muslim mystics, and 

other saints want to convey to us for the enrichment of our worldly life, and the 

eternal peace of our soul. 

 

Daljit Singh Jawa 
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Bhagtan Di Bani 
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Key to Pronunciation Symbols 
Gurmukhi 
Character 

Symbols used 
for 

romanization 

Examples of Pronunciation 
 

A, A, E 
(a) 

abut, ago, abroad, achieve, 
adopt, agree, alone, banana 

E Ao 
(o) 

oak, oath, oatmeal, 

s source, less, simple, some 

h hat, head, hand, happy 

k kin, cook, ache, kick, cat 

kh German ich, Buch (deep 
palatal sound of k) Khaki (a 
yellowish color), Khomeni 
(Ayatula) 

g go, big, gift, gag, game 

gh Deep palatal sound of ‘g’ 
something like in ghost 

ny Must be learnt. 

ch chin, nature, church 

chh Similar to sh in shin, must be 
learnt 

j job, gem, edge, join, judge 

jh Deep labial sound of ‘j’ 

nj Must be learnt. 

t tie, attack, tin, tap, 

th thug, 

d did, adder, deed, dam, 
double, 

dh Deep palatal sound of ‘d’ 
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n Must be learnt. 

t Must be learnt. 

th thin, thick, three, ether, 

d the, then, either, this, there 

Dh Deep labial sound of 'the' 

n no, own, sudden, nib, 

p pepper, lip, pit, paper 

f fifty, cuff, phase, rough, fit, 
foot, fur 

b baby, rib, bib, button, 

bh Deep palatal sound of ‘b’ 

m mum, murmur, dim, nymph 

y yard, young, union 

r red, car, rarity, rose 

l lily, pool, lid, needle, lamb 

v vivid, give, live 

rh Deep palatal sound of ‘r’ 
(must be learnt) 

sh shy, mission, machine, 
special 

kh Deep palatal sound of ‘kh’ 

g Deep palatal sound of ‘g’ 

z zone, raise, zebra, xylem 

f Deep labial sound of ‘f’ 

l Deep palatal sound of ‘l’ 

H Same as ‘h’ but of short 
duration 

H Same as ‘h’ but of short 
duration 

ch Same as ‘ch’ but of short 
duration 

t Same as ‘t’ but of short 
duration 
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t Same as ‘t’ but of short 
duration 

n Same as ‘n’ but of short 
duration 

y Same as ‘y’ but of 
short duration 

R 
(r) 

Same as ‘r’ but of short 
duration 

v Same as ‘v’ but of short 
duration 

aa bother, cot, father, cart, palm 

aaN This adds nasal tone to ‘aa’ 

i tip, banish, active, pit, it, give 

ee Nose bleed, bee, feed, beat, 

u bull, pull, full, cure hood, 
book 

oo cool, pool, boot, tool, rule 

ay ray, say, day, hay, bay 

ai mat, map, bad, lad, glad, rat, 
bat, 

o bone, know, toe, note, go 

ou out, pound, now, loud 

N indicates that a preceding 
vowel or diphthong is 
pronounced with the nasal 
passages open, as in French 
un bon vln blanc 

N or M indicates that a preceding 
vowel or diphthong is 
pronounced with the nasal 
passages open, as in French 
un bon vln blanc 
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SGGS  P-601 

sorath mehlaa 3. 

har jee-o tuDh no sadaa saalaahee      

pi-aaray Jichar ghat antar hai saasaa. 

ik pal khin visrahi too su-aamee jaana-o 
baras pachaasaa. 

ham moorh mugaDh sadaa say bhaa-ee 

gur kai sabad pargaasaa. ||1|| 

 

har jee-o tum aapay dayh bujhaa-ee. 

har jee-o tuDh vitahu vaari-aa sad hee 

tayray naam vitahu bal jaa-ee. rahaa-o. 

 

ham sabad mu-ay sabad maar 

jeevaalay bhaa-ee sabday hee mukat 
paa-ee. 

sabday man tan nirmal ho-aa har    
vasi-aa man aa-ee. 

sabad gur daataa Jit man raataa har    

si-o rahi-aa samaa-ee. ||2|| 

 

sabad na jaaneh say annay bolay say 

kit aa-ay sansaaraa. 

har ras na paa-i-aa birthaa janam 
gavaa-i-aa jameh vaaro vaaraa. 

bistaa kay keerhay bistaa maahi 

samaanay manmukh mugaDh 
gubaaraa. ||3|| 

 

aapay kar vaykhai maarag laa-ay bhaa-
ee tis bin avar na ko-ee. 

jo Dhur likhi-aa so ko-ay na maytai 

bhaa-ee kartaa karay so ho-ee. 

naanak naam vasi-aa man antar     
bhaa-ee avar na doojaa ko-ee. ||4||4|| 
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Sorath Mehla-3 

Chaupada- 4-16 

In paragraph 2 of the previous shabad, Guru Ji stated: “(O’ my friends), by praising 

(God) through the word (of the Guru), I obtain (spiritual) life and through Guru’s 

instruction (my worldly) fear has vanished. My God is eternal and very handsome. 

The one who serves (and follows the advice of) the Guru, that one’s mind gets 

attached (to God. The one in whose mind is enshrined) the eternal word (or Name of 

God) and the eternal word (of the Guru), day and night that one remains awake (and 

alert to the worldly temptations).” Therefore, in this shabad, even for himself Guru Ji 

prays to God to bless him, that he may always keep meditating on His Name and 

singing His praise. He also recognizes that meditation upon God’s Name is not 

possible, without first reflecting on the Guru’s word and following his advice. 

Guru Ji says: “O' my God, (bless me), that I may always praise You as long as there is 

breath in my body. Because, O’ Master, even if You are forsaken for a moment, I 

deem it (as if) fifty years have passed. O’ my brothers (and sisters), forever we have 

been ignorant fools, and only through the word of the Guru, the light (of divine 

wisdom) has become manifest in us.” (1)  

Therefore addressing God, he says: “O' my beloved God, You Yourself please make 

me understand (the way to meditate on Your Name). O' my dear God, I am always a 

sacrifice to You and I am a sacrifice to Your Name.”(1-pause) 

Now, as if sharing with someone how he achieved his present state, Guru Ji says: “O’ 

my brother, it was through the word (of the Guru, that I became detached from 

worldly involvements, as if to the world) I had died; yes, it was the word (of the Guru, 

which has kind of made me) dead (to the world) and then rejuvenated me (to the new 

spiritual life). It was also through the (Guru's) word that I obtained salvation (from 

worldly attachments). It is through the (Guru's) word that my mind and body has 

become immaculate, and God has come to abide in my mind. (O’ my friends), the 

Guru's shabad (of advice) is the giver, with which my mind has been imbued and has 

remained merged in God.”(2) 

Therefore, commenting on the state and fate of those self-conceited persons who do 

not care for the Guru's word, he says: “(O’ my friends, they who do not realize the 

value of the Guru’s) word are like dumb and blind persons; (I wonder), why have they 

come to this world (at all)? They never obtained the relish of God, (therefore) they 

have wasted their life in vain and will keep going through births and deaths again and 

again. They are like the worms of filth, and the totally blind and self-conceited 

persons are consumed in that very filth.”(3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by once again addressing his friend. He says: “O' my 

brother, God Himself sees what He has done and then He Himself guides some 

persons on the right path; and there is none other who can do that. Whatever has been 

written in the destiny of a person from the very beginning, nobody can erase that;  
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whatever the Creator wills happens. In short, O’ my brother, (I) Nanak submit that 

when God is enshrined in the mind, (then one realizes that there is none other (like 

Him).”(4-4) 

The message of this shabad is that even while talking to other persons about 

virtuous things, we should keep praying to God to help us utter the right words, 

and we should be so much in love with Him that even a moment’s separation 

should appear to us a very long, unbearable period. 

sorath mehlaa 3. 

gurmukh bhagat karahi parabh bhaaveh 

an-din naam vakhaanay. 

bhagtaa kee saar karahi aap raakhahi jo 
tayrai man bhaanay. 

too gundaataa sabad pachhaataa gun 

kahi gunee samaanay. ||1|| 

 

man mayray har jee-o sadaa samaal. 

ant kaal tayraa baylee hovai sadaa 
nibhai tayrai naal. rahaa-o. 

 

dusat cha-ukarhee sadaa koorh 
kamaaveh naa boojheh veechaaray. 

nindaa dustee tay kin fal paa-i-aa 

harnaakhas nakheh bidaaray. 

par-hilaad jan sad har gun gaavai har 
jee-o la-ay ubaaray. ||2|| 

 

aapas ka-o baho bhalaa kar jaaneh 
manmukh mat na kaa-ee. 

saaDhoo jan kee nindaa vi-aapay jaasan 

janam gavaa-ee. 

raam naam kaday cheeteh naahee ant 

ga-ay pachhutaa-ee. ||3|| 

 

safal janam bhagtaa kaa keetaa gur 

sayvaa aap laa-ay. 

sabday raatay sehjay maatay an-din har 
gun gaa-ay. 

μ naanak daas kahai baynantee ha-o 

laagaa tin kai paa-ay. ||4||5|| 
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Sorath Mehla-3 

Chaupada- 5-17 

In paragraph (2) of the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that it was through the word 

(of the Guru that he became so detached from worldly involvements, as if for the 

world) he had died and then was rejuvenated (to the new spiritual life) through the 

word. It was through the (Guru's) word that his mind and body became immaculate, 

and God came to abide in his mind. In this shabad, Guru Ji depicts the conduct of the 

Guru’s followers and also describes the state and fate of those self-conceited persons 

who do not care for the Guru’s word and follow the dictates of their own minds.  

He says: “(O' my friends), the Guru’s followers, always worship God by meditating 

on His Name, and they look pleasing to God. (O’ God), You take care of the devotees 

and save those who are pleasing to You. You are the giver of merits; it is through the 

word (of the Guru) that Your devotees have recognized You. It is by describing Your 

merits that (the devotees) remain merged in You, the possessor of merits.”(1) 

Addressing his mind once again, Guru Ji says: “O' my mind, always remember that 

loving God, so that at the time of your death, He may be your friend and mate and 

accompany You forever.”(1-pause) 

Now Guru Ji comments on the conduct of the company or the gangs of some self-

conceited wicked persons. He says: “The gangs of evil persons always earn falsehood; 

they never reflect and realize that nobody has obtained any peace through wickedness 

or slander. (They even forget, that God) tore apart the king Harnakash with His nails 

and He saved His devotee Prehlaad, who was always singing His praise.”(2) 

Commenting further on the conduct and fate of self-conceited persons), Guru Ji says: 

“(The self-conceited persons), always think themselves as very virtuous, but these 

self-conceited persons have no wisdom at all. They indulge in the slander of saintly 

people, so they will depart from here having wasted their lives. They never remember 

God's Name, therefore, in the end they would depart from this world repenting and 

grieving”(3). 

In conclusion, Guru Ji states: “(O’ my friends, God) has rendered fruitful the life of 

His devotees, and He Himself has yoked them to the service of the Guru. Being 

imbued with the (Guru's) word and remaining absorbed in a state of peace and poise, 

they sing praises of God day and night. Servant Nanak submits this prayer, that may 

he touch the feet of such devotees (of God and most humbly serve them)”(4-5) 

The message of this shabad is that we should always avoid the company of the 

false, self-conceited persons and we should be imbued in the love of God's Name, 

which would be our helper and savior in the end. 
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sorath mehlaa 3. 

so sikh sakhaa banDhap hai bhaa-ee je 

gur kay bhaanay vich aavai. 

aapnai bhaanai jo chalai bhaa-ee 
vichhurh chotaa khaavai. 

bin satgur sukh kaday na paavai     

bhaa-ee fir fir pachhotaavai. ||1|| 
 

har kay daas suhaylay bhaa-ee. 

SGGS  P-602 

janam janam kay kilbikh dukh kaatay 
aapay mayl milaa-ee. rahaa-o. 
 

ih kutamb sabh jee-a kay banDhan 
bhaa-ee bharam bhulaa saiNsaaraa. 

bin gur banDhan tooteh naahee 

gurmukh mokh du-aaraa. 

karam karahi gur sabad na pachhaaneh 
mar janmeh vaaro vaaraa. ||2|| 
 

ha-o mayraa jag palach rahi-aa bhaa-ee 

ko-ay na kis hee kayraa. 

gurmukh mahal paa-in gun gaavan nij 
ghar ho-ay basayraa. 

aithai boojhai so aap pachhaanai har 

parabh hai tis kayraa. ||3|| 
 

satguroo sadaa da-i-aal hai bhaa-ee vin 

bhaagaa ki-aa paa-ee-ai. 

ayk nadar kar vaykhai sabh oopar 
jayhaa bhaa-o tayhaa fal paa-ee-ai. 

naanak naam vasai man antar vichahu 

aap gavaa-ee-ai. ||4||6|| 

Sorath Mehla-3 

Chaupada- 6-18 

Oftentimes, there is a hot discussion and debate among many persons regarding who 

is a true sikh or disciple of the Guru. All give their own definitions, according to what  
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suits their own style or way of living. Some say only those who have been baptized, or 

taken Amrit, are the Sikhs. Others claim Amrit is not necessary, just living a truthful 

life without hurting others makes one a good Sikh. Still others think that simply by 

being born in a sikh family one becomes a sikh and nothing else matters. Guru Ji 

begins this shabad by giving the definition of a (true) Sikh, and tells us what kind of 

blessings, such a person obtains who meets this definition, and what kinds of pain and 

suffering that person goes through whose conduct is otherwise.   

He says: “O’ brothers (and sisters), that person is (a true) “Sikh”, friend and kin, who 

submits to the Guru’s will (and conducts his life in accordance with Guru’s guidance. 

But) O’ brothers (and sisters), the one who acts in accordance with one’s own will (or 

ego), that one gets separated (from God) and suffers blows (of fate). In short, without 

(following the guidance of) the true Guru, one never obtains peace and repents again 

and again.”(1) 

Describing briefly the kind of peace the devotees obtain, Guru Ji says: “(They who 

follow Guru’s advice become like servants of God, and) O’ brothers (and sisters), the 

servants of God are (always) in peace. (Because) on His own (God) has brought about 

their union with Him (through the Guru, and He has) washed off their pains and sins, 

(accumulated by them) birth after birth.”(1-pause) 

Explaining why it is necessary to follow Guru’s advice, and what kinds of sufferings 

and pains a person suffers who only keeps doing the worldly tasks without caring for 

Guru’s advice, he says: “O’ my brothers (and sisters, without following Guru’s 

guidance), this family of ours also becomes like bonds for our soul, and (that is why 

the entire) world remains lost in doubt. Without the guidance of the Guru these bonds 

cannot be broken lose, but the one who follows Guru’s advice, that one finds the way 

of liberation (from the worldly bonds. On the other hand, they who keep doing 

(worldly) tasks, but don’t act on the Guru’s words (of advice) keep on dying and 

being born again and again.”(2)  

Commenting further on the state of the world and why it keeps suffering while the 

Guru’s followers live in a state of stability in the company of God, Guru Ji says: “O' 

brothers (and sisters), the world is caught in selfishness and ego, and no one (truly) 

cares for any other. But they who follow Guru's advice, by singing (God’s) praises 

they live in the presence of God, and abide in their own home (of the heart, or the 

mansion of God). The person who in this (world) realizes his or her self, (and keeps 

examining the self), God remains that person’s helper throughout.”(3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by answering the question: “The Guru is gracious on all, 

then why some do not receive his grace while others do?” He says: “O' my brothers 

(and sisters), the true Guru is always merciful (on everybody), but without destiny, 

what could we obtain? He sees everybody with one sight and showers his grace on 

everybody. However, whatever is the attitude of a person (towards the Guru, that 

person) obtains the fruit accordingly. (It is just like that even though rain falls all over 

the area, but still only the fields, which have been leveled and prepared properly 

receive the benefit of this rain, but the sand dunes and hillocks don’t benefit from it,  
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because all the rain water is washed off. In short), O’ Nanak, only when we still our 

ego from within, that (God’s) Name is enshrined in our mind.”(4-6) 

The message of this shabad is that they who follow the will and desire of the 

Guru, remain happy and peaceful, but they who follow their own self-conceit, 

repent and grieve and are subjected to the pains of birth and death again and 

again. 

sorath mehlaa 3 choutukay. 

sachee bhagat satgur tay hovai 

sachee hirdai banee. 

satgur sayvay sadaa sukh paa-ay    
ha-umai sabad samaanee. 

bin gur saachay bhagat na hovee hor 

bhoolee firai i-aanee. 

manmukh fireh sadaa dukh paavahi 

doob mu-ay vin paanee. ||1|| 

 

bhaa-ee ray sadaa rahhu sarnaa-ee. 

aapnee nadar karay pat raakhai har 

naamo day vadi-aa-ee. rahaa-o. 

 

pooray gur tay aap pachhaataa sabad 

sachai veechaaraa. 

hirdai jagjeevan sad vasi-aa taj kaam 
kroDh ahaNkaaraa. 

sadaa hajoor ravi-aa sabh thaa-ee 

hirdai naam apaaraa. 

jug jug banee sabad pachhaanee 

naa-o meethaa maneh pi-aaraa. ||2|| 

 

satgur sayv Jin naam pachhaataa 
safal janam jag aa-i-aa. 

har ras chaakh sadaa man taripti-aa 

gun gaavai gunee aghaa-i-aa. 

kamal pargaas sadaa rang raataa 

anhad sabad vajaa-i-aa. 

tan man nirmal nirmal banee sachay 
sach samaa-i-aa. ||3|| 
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raam naam kee gat ko-ay na boojhai 
gurmat ridai samaa-ee. 

gurmukh hovai so mag pachhaanai 

har ras rasan rasaa-ee. 

jap tap sanjam sabh gur tay hovai 
hirdai naam vasaa-ee. 

naanak naam samaaleh say jan 

sohan dar saachai pat paa-ee. 
||4||7|| 

Sorath Mehla-3 

Chaupada – 7-19 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that they who follow the will and desire of the 

Guru remain happy and peaceful, but they who follow their own self-conceit, repent 

and keep suffering pains of birth and death again and again. In this shabad, he 

explains how and why those who follow Guru’s advice remain happy and enjoy peace 

and bliss, what kinds of changes the Guru’s advice brings in their lives and what is the 

result of these changes.  

He says: “(O’ my friends), it is only from the true Guru that one obtains (the 

inspiration and instruction for) true worship of God, and the true word of the Guru is 

enshrined in one’s mind. (That is why they) who serve (and follow) the true Guru 

always obtain peace, (and that is why) the rest of the world, (which is without the 

Guru’s guidance) keeps wandering lost in ignorance. Therefore the self-conceited 

persons keep roaming around; they always suffer in pain, as if they have drowned 

without water.”(1) 

Therefore, Guru Ji advises us and says: “O' my brothers (and sisters), always remain 

in the shelter (of the Guru. Because the one who remains in his shelter, the Guru) 

shows his grace (upon that person), saves the honor, and gives glory (to that person) 

through (God’s) Name.”(1-pause) 

Describing the blissful changes which happen in the life of the person who follows the 

Guru’s advice, he says: “(O’ my friends), by following the perfect Guru, (the one) 

who has recognized the self and has reflected on the true word, (that person) has 

abandoned lust, anger, ego, and in the heart has come to abide forever (God), the life 

of the world. Because of the limitless Name of God being in the heart, (such a person 

sees that God) pervading everywhere, (and feels that he or she is) always in His 

presence. Through the word (of the Guru, that person) has recognized that age after 

age, (the way to meet God) is through Gurbani (the Guru’s word), and God’s Name 

seems sweet to (such a person’s) mind.”(2) 
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Now describing the blessings received by those devotees who have followed the 

advice of true Guru and meditated on God's Name, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), 

fruitful is (that person’s) advent into this world, who by serving (and following) the 

true Guru has realized the Name (of God). By tasting the relish of the nectar of God’s 

(Name, that person’s) mind is satiated forever, again and again one keeps singing 

(God’s) praises, and by acquiring (divine) merits, one feels satiated (from worldly) 

desires. The lotus of one’s heart blooms (in happiness), one always remains imbued 

with the love of God, and keeps playing a non-stop melody (of divine music) in the 

heart. Through the immaculate word (of the Guru), one’s mind and body become 

immaculate, and one remains absorbed in the absolute true God.”(3) 

In closing, Guru Ji tells us who really understands the concept of God's Name. He 

says: “(O’ my friends, on one’s own) no one understands the reality of God's Name; 

only through the Guru's instruction is it enshrined in one’s mind. The one, who 

becomes a Guru’s follower realizes the way (to meet God), and one’s tongue always 

remains filled with the relish of God’s Name. (O' my friends), all worship, penance, 

and austerity is (effectively) performed by (following the) the Guru’s (advice), and 

(God’s) Name is enshrined in the heart. O' Nanak, the devotees who meditate on 

God's Name look beauteous and obtain honor in the true (God’s court.”(4-7)  

The message of this shabad is that all merits and true worship happen only 

through the true Guru (by following Gurbani (in Guru Granth Sahib). When we 

meditate on God’s Name under the guidance of the Guru, we obtain all kinds of 

merits, peace, and happiness, and receive honor in God’s court. 

sorath mehlaa 3 dutukay. 

satgur mili-ai ultee bha-ee bhaa-ee 
jeevat marai taa boojh paa-ay. 

so guroo so sikh hai bhaa-ee Jis jotee 

jot milaa-ay. ||1|| 

 

man ray har har saytee liv laa-ay. 

man har jap meethaa laagai bhaa-ee 

gurmukh paa-ay har thaa-ay. rahaa-o. 

SGGS  P-603 

bin gur pareet na oopjai bhaa-ee 

manmukh doojai bhaa-ay. 

tuh kuteh manmukh karam karahi  
bhaa-ee palai kichhoo na paa-ay. ||2|| 
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gur mili-ai naam man ravi-aa bhaa-ee 
saachee pareet pi-aar. 

sadaa har kay gun ravai bhaa-ee gur kai 

hayt apaar. ||3|| 
 

aa-i-aa so parvaan hai bhaa-ee je gur 

sayvaa chit laa-ay. 

 

naanak naam har paa-ee-ai bhaa-ee gur 
sabdee maylaa-ay. ||4||8|| 

Sorath Mehla-3 

Chaupada- 8-20 

(Dutukaiy) 

The crux and the central idea of Sikh faith is that one ought to be completely in tune 

with and constantly meditating on God and remain merged in His love. However, this 

love for God comes through meditating and repeatedly remembering His Name, His 

love, His blessings, and His merits. But this love for the Name and constant repetition 

of that, whether with mouth or within the heart, and the attraction and craving for this 

Name comes only when one follows Guru's word or Guru's advice. In this beautiful 

shabad, Guru Ji clarifies and elucidates this theory of the Sikh faith, and tells us the 

blessings, merits, and the absolute necessity of seeking the shelter and following the 

guidance of the Guru, which has been so beautifully recorded in Guru Granth Sahib Ji.  

Guru Ji starts by saying: “O' my brothers, upon meeting the true Guru (and following 

his advice, one’s interest turns back (away from evil impulses) and in this way, when 

one (gets so much detached from worldly affairs, as if one has) died, even though 

physically still alive, Only then one is able to understand (the secret of living a 

spiritual life). O' my brothers, the one (who gives such an understanding) is the Guru, 

and the one (who understands this thing) is the Sikh, whose (soul) light (God) unites 

with His (own prime soul or) Light.”(1)  

Therefore, advising his own mind (and indirectly us) Guru Ji says: “O' my mind, 

attune yourself to God. O' my mind, by meditating on God again and again, we start 

loving God, and O’ brothers (and sisters), the one who follows Guru’s guidance finds 

a place (in the presence) of God.”(1-pause) 

Explaining what happens if one doesn’t seek or follow Guru’s guidance, he says: “O' 

my brothers (and sisters), without the (guidance of the) Guru, love for God doesn’t 

arise (in one’s mind), and the self-conceited person (who keeps following the dictates 

of the mind remains) in love with the other (worldly things rather than God. 

Therefore, whatever other ritualistic deeds such as observing fasts or bathing at holy 

places one does prove so useless, as if) the self-conceited person is thrashing chaff, 

which doesn’t yield anything.”(2) 
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Now describing, what happens when we meet the Guru and follow his advice, he says: 

“O' my brothers (and sisters), upon meeting the Guru (and following his advice, 

God's) Name prevails in the mind, and one (gets imbued with) true love and affection 

(for God), and then through the Guru's infinite love, one always keeps singing praises 

of God.”(3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “O' my brothers (and sisters), fruitful becomes the advent 

of that person who attunes the mind to the service (and follows the advice) of the 

Guru. In short, O' Nanak, through the Guru we obtain the (gift of God's) Name, and 

through his word the Guru unites (a person with God).”(4-8) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to enjoy the bliss of union with God, 

then we should develop true love for God. That true love is developed only by 

constantly meditating on God's Name, which is not easy to do on one’s own. It 

becomes only sweet and pleasing when one follows the instruction of the Guru. 

Therefore, guidance of the Guru is absolutely essential for eternal bliss and 

union with God. 

sorath mehlaa 3 ghar 1. 

tihee gunee taribhavan vi-aapi-aa   
bhaa-ee gurmukh boojh bujhaa-ay. 

raam naam lag chhootee-ai bhaa-ee 

poochhahu gi-aanee-aa jaa-ay. ||1|| 
 

man ray tarai gun chhod cha-uthai chit 
laa-ay. 

har jee-o tayrai man vasai bhaa-ee 

sadaa har kay gun gaa-ay. rahaa-o. 
 

naamai tay sabh oopjay bhaa-ee naa-ay 

visri-ai mar jaa-ay. 

agi-aanee jagat anDh hai bhaa-ee 

sootay ga-ay muhaa-ay. ||2|| 
 

gurmukh jaagay say ubray bhaa-ee 

bhavjal paar utaar. 

jag meh laahaa har naam hai bhaa-ee 
hirdai rakhi-aa ur Dhaar. ||3|| 
 

gur sarnaa-ee ubray bhaa-ee raam 
naam liv laa-ay. 

naanak naa-o bayrhaa naa-o tulharhaa 

bhaa-ee Jit lag paar jan paa-ay. ||4||9|| 
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Sorath Mehla-3 

Chaupada- 9-21 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that if we want to attain real bliss and union 

with God, then we should develop true love for God. That true love is developed only 

by constantly meditating on God's Name, which is not easy to do on one’s own. It 

becomes only sweet and pleasing when one follows the instruction of the Guru. 

Therefore, guidance of the Guru is absolutely essential for eternal bliss and union with 

God. In this shabad, he explains how God’s Name, which ordinarily seems unpleasant 

and insipid, starts sounding sweet and pleasant through the Guru’s guidance, and how 

it helps us rise above the three states of action, evil, and virtue to the fourth state 

called Turya, in which we feel completely detached from worldly affairs and are only 

interested in God’s Name and singing His praise. 

First commenting on the general state of the world, Guru Ji says: “O' my brothers, the 

entire world is engrossed in the three modes (or states of mind, in which one thinks of 

either acquiring power, or doing virtuous deeds to obtain self- recognition, or doing 

evil deeds to harm one’s real or perceived enemies). The Guru makes a person 

understand this thing. O' my brothers (and sisters), go and ask the (divinely) wise 

persons; (they would tell you that) only by attuning to God's Name can we be 

liberated (from worldly entanglements).” (1) 

Therefore addressing his mind, Guru Ji says: “O' my mind, abandon the (above) three 

states (of mind), and attune yourself to the fourth (state called Turiya or state of poise 

and balance, in which one is interested only in meditating on God’s Name and singing 

His praise). O' my brothers, therefore always sing praises of God, (so that) the dear 

God may come to reside in Your mind.”(1-pause) 

Elaborating on the merits of meditating on God’s Name, Guru Ji says: “O' my 

brothers (and sisters), all (divine wisdom) arises in one’s mind, by meditating on 

God’s Name, and upon forgetting the Name, (this wisdom) dies down. But, O' my 

brothers (and sisters), this world is blind and ignorant, therefore being asleep in 

ignorance all have been cheated (out of the fruit of human life, the reunion with 

God).”(2) 

Describing the kinds of people, who have been saved and how, Guru Ji says: “O' my 

brothers (and sisters), by following Guru’s advice, they who have awakened (from 

this false sleep of worldly allurements) have been saved and ferried across the 

dreadful (worldly) ocean. O' my brothers (and sisters), the real object (or the profit) of 

coming into this world is (to meditate on God's) Name, which (the Guru’s followers) 

have kept enshrined in their heart.”(3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “They who are in the Guru’s shelter, by attuning their 

minds to God’s Name, have been saved. O’ Nanak, the Name is like a ship and a 

barge, riding which the devotees swim across (the worldly ocean).”(4-9)  
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The message of the shabad is that only by following Guru’s advice, we 

understand that unlike the rest of the world, we have to rise above the three 

states of mind for power, vice or virtue. By meditating on God’s Name under the 

guidance of the Guru, we have to obtain Turya, the fourth state of mind, in which 

we are detached from worldly allurements, are attuned to God’s Name and sing 

His praise. In this way, by riding the ship (earning the profit) of God’s Name, we 

swim across the worldly ocean. 

sorath mehlaa 3 ghar 1. 

satgur sukh saagar jag antar hor thai 

sukh naahee. 

ha-umai jagat dukh rog vi-aapi-aa mar 
janmai rovai Dhaahee. ||1|| 

 

paraanee satgur sayv sukh paa-ay. 

satgur sayveh taa sukh paavahi naahi ta 

jaahigaa janam gavaa-ay. rahaa-o. 

 

tarai gun Dhaat baho karam kamaaveh 

har ras saad na aa-i-aa. 

sanDhi-aa tarpan karahi gaa-itaree bin 
boojhay dukh paa-i-aa. ||2|| 

 

satgur sayvay so vadbhaagee Jis no aap 
milaa-ay. 

har ras pee jan sadaa tariptaasay 

vichahu aap gavaa-ay. ||3|| 

 

ih jag anDhaa sabh anDh kamaavai bin 
gur mag na paa-ay. 

naanak satgur milai ta akhee vaykhai 

gharai andar sach paa-ay. ||4||10|| 

Sorath Mehla-3 

Chaupada – 10-22 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that only by following Guru’s advice, we 

understand that unlike the rest of the world, we have to rise above the three states of 

mind for power, vice or virtue. By meditating on God’s Name under the guidance of 

the Guru, we have to obtain Turya, the fourth state of mind, in which we are detached 

from worldly allurements, are attuned to God’s Name and sing His praise. In this way, 

by riding the ship (earning the profit) of God’s Name, we swim across the worldly  
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ocean. In this shabad, he tells us again, how the guidance of the Guru is absolutely 

essential for one’s spiritual growth, and how any other ritualistic deeds and worships 

are useless in providing any peace or comfort to one’s soul, and one keeps on 

suffering, without obtaining spiritual understanding.  

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), in this world, only the true Guru is like an ocean of 

peace, and peace cannot be obtained any where else. The entire world is gripped in the 

pain of ego, it keeps dying to be born again and cries bitterly.”(1) 

Therefore, addressing us Guru Ji says, “O' mortal, obtain comfort by serving (and 

following the guidance of) the true Guru. If you serve the true Guru, you would obtain 

peace; otherwise you would depart (from this world), wasting (your invaluable 

human) birth.”(1-pause) 

In order to do something about their spiritual uplift, some people do try to perform 

certain faith rituals, and other such acts, but these acts are motivated by the three 

impulses of Maya (or worldly attachments), rather than sincere worship of God. 

Therefore, commenting on the futility of such deeds, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), 

the person, who under the influence of three modes of Maya, performs many rituals, 

does not obtain the relish of God. Such a person may be doing all the three daily 

prayers, giving water to the gods, or may be uttering Gyatri  (the most sacred Hindu 

mantra), still without obtaining (spiritual) wisdom, suffers great pain.”(2) 

On the other hand, describing the blessings received by those who act on Guru’s 

advice. He says: “(O’ my friends), that person is very fortunate who serves (and 

follows the guidance of) the true Guru, and whom (God) Himself unites (with the 

Guru). Drinking the nectar of God, such a devotee sheds ego from within and always 

remains satiated.”(3) 

Concluding this shabad, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), this world is (so ignorant as if 

it is) all blind and does all its deeds in this darkness (of ignorance). It doesn’t realize, 

that the way to salvation is not obtained, without the (guidance of) the Guru. O' 

Nanak, only when one meets (and acts on the guidance of the) Guru, one sees (God) 

with one’s own eyes, and finds the true (God) in the home (of the heart itself).”(4-10) 

The message of this shabad is that it is through the Guru that one obtains the 

Name of God and obtains grace and spiritual happiness. All other deeds, which 

are done in the pursuit of Maya or worldly riches and power, without the 

guidance of the Guru, never bring us any lasting happiness. 

sorath mehlaa 3. 

bin satgur sayvay bahutaa dukh laagaa 
jug chaaray bharmaa-ee. 

ham deen tum jug jug daatay sabday 

deh bujhaa-ee. ||1|| 
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har jee-o kirpaa karahu tum pi-aaray. 

satgur daataa mayl milaavhu har naam 
dayvhu aaDhaaray. rahaa-o. 

 

mansaa maar dubiDhaa sahj samaanee 
paa-i-aa naam apaaraa. 

har ras chaakh man nirmal ho-aa kilbikh 

kaatanhaaraa. ||2|| 

SGGS  P-604 

sabad marahu fir jeevhu sad hee taa fir 

maran na ho-ee. 

amrit naam sadaa man meethaa sabday 
paavai ko-ee. ||3|| 

 

daatai daat rakhee hath apnai Jis 
bhaavai tis day-ee. 

naanak naam ratay sukh paa-i-aa 

dargeh jaapeh say-ee. ||4||11|| 

Sorath Mehla-3 

Chaupada – 11-23 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that it is through the Guru that one obtains the 

Name of God and obtains grace and spiritual happiness. All other deeds, which are 

done in the pursuit of Maya or worldly riches and power, without the guidance of the 

Guru, never bring us any lasting happiness. In this shabad, he again tells us, how 

without the guidance of the Guru one keeps suffering, and therefore he shows us how 

to pray to God for blessing us with the guidance of the Guru, so that we may obtain 

through him the gift of God’s Name, which is the cure all for peace and spiritual bliss. 

So addressing God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my reverend God), without serving (and 

following) the true Guru, (a human soul) keeps suffering in severe pain and keeps 

wandering throughout all the four ages (forever). O' God, we are (like) poor and meek 

(beggars at Your door), and You have been the benefactor, age after age; through the 

word (of the Guru, please) instruct us about (the right way to live our life).”(1) 

Stating, what exactly he wants from God, Guru Ji says: “O' my dear God, show Your 

kindness, by uniting us with the benefactor true Guru, join us with You, and give us 

the support of Your Name.”(1-pause) 
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Describing the blessings a person who has obtained the gift of  (God’s) Name receives 

through the Guru, he says: “(O’ my friends), one who has obtained (God's) infinite 

Name by stilling one’s (worldly) desire, that one’s double mindedness has merged 

into a state of stability and poise. By tasting the relish of God’s (Name), such a 

person’s mind has become immaculate, (because God’s Name) can wash away (all 

one’s) sins.”(2) 

Describing more benefits of stilling our worldly desires, by living in accordance with 

the Guru’s word, he says: “(O’ my friends), if by following the (Guru’s) word (you 

detach yourself so much from the worldly desires, as if you) have died, then you 

would live (a spiritual life) forever, and you would never suffer (a spiritual) death. (O’ 

my friends), the nectar like (God’s) Name is always sweet, however it is only a rare 

person who obtains it through the (Guru’s) word.”(3) 

Finally Guru Ji tells us how extremely difficult is to obtain this commodity of Name 

and who is the real storekeeper or the guard of this precious commodity. He says: 

“The donor (God) has kept this bounty of God's Name under His own control; He 

gives to whosoever He pleases. O' Nanak, they who are imbued with God's Name, 

have enjoyed peace (here), and only they are approved in God’s court.”(4-11) 

The message of this shabad is that only through the word of the Guru can one die 

to the sense of duality and understand the glory and merits of God's Name. Only 

through God's Name and drinking the nectar of God, all one’s sins are erased, 

one always lives in peace, and is received with honor in God’s court. 

sorath mehlaa 3. 

satgur sayvay taa sahj Dhun upjai gat 
mat tad hee paa-ay. 

har kaa naam sachaa man vasi-aa 

naamay naam samaa-ay. ||1|| 
 

bin satgur sabh jag ba-uraanaa. 

manmukh anDhaa sabad na jaanai 
jhoothai bharam bhulaanaa. rahaa-o. 
 

tarai gun maa-i-aa bharam bhulaa-i-aa 
ha-umai banDhan kamaa-ay. 

jaman maran sir oopar oobha-o garabh 

jon dukh paa-ay. ||2|| 
 

tarai gun varteh sagal sansaaraa ha-

umai vich pat kho-ee. 

gurmukh hovai cha-uthaa pad cheenai 
raam naam sukh ho-ee. ||3|| 
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tarai gun sabh tayray too aapay kartaa 

jo too karahi so ho-ee. 

naanak raam naam nistaaraa sabday 
ha-umai kho-ee. ||4||12|| 

Sorath Mehla-3 

Chaupada- 12-24 

In paragraph (1-pause) of the previous shabad, Guru Ji prayed to God to show His 

kindness and unite him with the true Guru. In this shabad, he explains in detail what 

happens when on being united with the Guru, one starts serving him and leading one’s 

life in accordance with Guru’s word or Gurbani. Guru Ji also tells, how without the 

guidance of the Guru, the world remains engrossed in the three modes of Maya and 

does deeds for the sake of gaining more power, acts of charity to win recognition and 

fame, or does evil deeds and sins for selfish gains or inflicting harm on others.  

He says: “(O’ my friends), when one serves (and listens to the) true Guru, then in 

one’s heart arises a wave of (spiritual) poise, and only then one understands the way 

to high (spiritual) state. The eternal (God’s) Name comes to abide in one’s mind, (and 

by meditating on the) Name one merges in the Name itself.”(1)  

Commenting on the state of the world without the guidance of the Guru, he says: “(O’ 

my friends), without following (the guidance of) the true Guru, the entire world is 

wandering like mad; the self-conceited, blind (human being) doesn’t recognize the 

true word of the Guru, therefore remains lost in false beliefs and doubts.”(1-pause) 

Describing further how the influence of Maya (the worldly riches and power) is 

misleading the world, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), the three modes of Maya (for 

power, vice, or virtue) have misled (the world) into illusion; therefore in one’s ego, 

one keeps creating bonds (for oneself). As a result (the process) of birth and death 

keeps hovering over one’s head, and one keeps going through the womb, suffering in 

pain (again and again).”(2) 

Commenting further on the state of the world, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), these 

three modes of Maya are prevailing in the entire world; (getting caught in these 

modes) out of ego, it has lost its honor. However, if one becomes a Guru’s follower, 

then one (rises above these three states and) realizes the fourth state (of poised balance 

called Turya, and by meditating on) God’s Name, one lives in peace.”(3)  

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by humbly praying to God on behalf of us all. He says: 

“O' my God, all the three modes (of Maya), are Yours; You Yourself are the Creator, 

and whatever You do that happens. O’ Nanak, it is through the word of the true Guru, 

that one sheds away one’s self conceit, and then through God's Name, one is 

emancipated (from the three modes of Maya, and pains of birth and death).”(4-12) 
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The message of this shabad is that if we want to get rid of the bonds of three 

modes of Maya (or the impulses for power, vice, or virtue), then we must listen 

and act in accordance with the Guru’s word (the Gurbani as contained in Guru 

Granth Sahib Ji), and meditate on God's Name. 

sorath mehlaa 4 ghar 1 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

aapay aap varatdaa pi-aaraa aapay aap 
apaahu. 

vanjaaraa jag aap hai pi-aaraa aapay 

saachaa saahu. 

aapay vanaj vapaaree-aa pi-aaraa 

aapay sach vaysaahu. ||1|| 

 

jap man har har naam salaah. 

gur kirpaa tay paa-ee-ai pi-aaraa amrit 

agam athaah. rahaa-o. 

 

aapay sun sabh vaykh-daa pi-aaraa 

mukh bolay aap muhaahu. 

aapay ujharh paa-idaa pi-aaraa aap 
vikhaalay raahu. 

aapay hee sabh aap hai pi-aaraa aapay 

vayparvaahu. ||2|| 

 

aapay aap upaa-idaa pi-aaraa sir aapay 

DhanDh-rhai laahu. 

aap karaa-ay saakh-tee pi-aaraa aap 
maaray mar jaahu. 

aapay patan paat-nee pi-aaraa aapay 

paar langhaahu. ||3|| 

 

aapay saagar bohithaa pi-aaraa gur 

khayvat aap chalaahu. 

aapay hee charh langh-daa pi-aaraa kar 
choj vaykhai paatisaahu. 

aapay aap da-i-aal hai pi-aaraa jan 

naanak bakhas milaahu. ||4||1|| 
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Sorath Mehla-4 

Chaupada- 1-25 

Guru Ji concluded the previous shabad with the remark that it is God, who is the 

Creator of everything including the three modes (of Maya), and whatever He does 

happens. In this shabad, he admiringly elaborates on that theme.  

He says: “(O’ my friends), my beloved God Himself pervades everywhere, and He 

Himself remains detached. That beloved (God) is Himself the peddler of the world, 

and He Himself is the eternal merchant (and banker). That dear (God) Himself is the 

trade, Himself the trader, and Himself the eternal credit.”(1) 

Therefore addressing his mind (and indirectly us), Guru Ji says: “O' my mind, 

meditate on God and praise God's Name, again and again. It is only through Guru’s 

grace that we obtain to that beloved (God), who is giver of the nectar (of God’s 

Name), and who is incomprehensible and unfathomable.” (pause) 

Describing the all-pervasive nature of God, and how He is playing all the roles in this 

drama of the world, which He has conceived, scribed, and is now playing; Guru Ji 

says: “The beloved (God) Himself listens (to the prayers of His creatures), and 

Himself takes care of all. He Himself speaks through the mouths of all. He Himself 

strays a person, and He Himself shows the right way. In short, dear (God) Himself is 

present everywhere, and He Himself is carefree.”(2) 

Continuing his comments, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), God Himself creates all the 

creatures, and He Himself yokes them to different tasks. The dear (God) Himself 

creates (the creation), and when He Himself kills, the creature dies. God Himself is 

the river bank (on the river of life), Himself the boatman (in the form of the Guru), 

and He Himself helps a person to cross over (the worldly ocean).”(3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), that dear (God) Himself is this 

(worldly) ocean, Himself the ship (in the shape of His Name), and becoming a captain 

in the form of the Guru, He guides this ship. That dear (God) Himself rides (the ship), 

crosses over (the worldly ocean), and Himself performs and watches His miracles. In 

short, O' Nanak, the dear God Himself is merciful, and forgiving the devotees He  

Himself unites them (with Him).”(4-1) 

The message of this shabad is that God is pervading everywhere and in every 

heart. Whatever is happening and whatever is being done to anybody, it is God’s 

doing. The entire world is like a stage, on which God is playing this wonderful 

drama. The uniqueness of this drama is that in this play, God is the author, 

director, producer, the entire cast, all the sets, and even all the audience. 

Therefore, we should never feel inflated with ego in good times or depressed in 

bad ones, because soon the scene (or the circumstances) will change. Instead, we 

should try to watch and enjoy this drama, as if we are watching an interesting 

thriller on a TV or cinema screen. 
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sorath mehlaa 4 cha-uthaa. 

aapay andaj jayraj saytaj ut-bhuj 
aapay khand aapay sabh lo-ay. 

aapay soot aapay baho manee-aa kar 

saktee jagat paro-ay. 

SGGS  P-605 

aapay hee soot-Dhaar hai pi-aaraa 

soot khinchay dheh dhayree ho-ay. 
||1|| 

 

mayray man mai har bin avar na     
ko-ay. 

satgur vich naam niDhaan hai pi-aaraa 
kar da-i-aa amrit mukh cho-ay.  

rahaa-o. 

 

aapay jal thal sabhat hai pi-aaraa 

parabh aapay karay so ho-ay. 

sabhnaa rijak samaahadaa pi-aaraa 
doojaa avar na ko-ay. 

aapay khayl khaylaa-idaa pi-aaraa 

aapay karay so ho-ay. ||2|| 

 

aapay hee aap nirmalaa pi-aaraa 

aapay nirmal so-ay. 

aapay keemat paa-idaa pi-aaraa 
aapay karay so ho-ay. 

aapay alakh na lakhee-ai pi-aaraa aap 

lakhaavai so-ay. ||3|| 

 

aapay gahir gambheer hai pi-aaraa tis 

jayvad avar na ko-ay. 

sabh ghat aapay bhogvai pi-aaraa vich 
naaree purakh sabh so-ay. 

naanak gupat varatdaa pi-aaraa 

gurmukh pargat ho-ay. ||4||2|| 
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Sorath Mehla 4 

(Chaupada 2-26) 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that God is pervading everywhere and in every 

heart. Whatever is happening and whatever is being done to anybody, it is God’s 

doing. The entire world is like a stage on which God is playing this wonderful drama.  

The uniqueness of this drama is that in this play, God is the author, director, producer, 

the entire cast, all the sets, and even all the audience. In this shabad, he elaborates on 

this concept and tells us how God is in every form of creation, in every sphere, in 

every place, and doing everything.  

He says: “(O’ my friends, God) Himself is all forms of creation, whether born out of 

eggs, placenta, sweat, or earth. He Himself is all continents and He Himself is all the 

worlds. The beloved (God) Himself is like a thread, (and using His power, He has 

strung all the worlds on it like many jewels. (In other worlds, He Himself is the law, 

and using His power He governs all the universes under this law). He Himself is the 

holder of that thread, and when He pulls (the thread of His power, the entire universe) 

falls like a heap (and is destroyed).”(1) 

Therefore, Guru Ji addresses his mind and says: “O' my mind, to me no one else 

seems to be there except God (who has such power). In the true Guru lies the loving 

treasure of (God’s) Name, showing mercy, the Guru trickles (the Name nectar) in the 

mouths (of his disciples).”(1-pause) 

Elaborating on the all-pervasiveness and omnipotence of God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my 

friends), the dear (God) Himself is contained in water, earth, and everywhere; 

whatever the beloved (God) Himself does that happens. The dear (God) Himself 

provides sustenance to all and there is none other (who does that). That dear one 

Himself makes the creatures play (and act in different roles, and) whatever He does 

that happens.”(2) 

Now commenting on the intangible qualities of God, Guru Ji says: “The dear (God) 

Himself is the most immaculate, and has immaculate reputation. He Himself evaluates 

Himself, and whatever He Himself does that happens. We cannot describe His form, 

because He is indescribable. He Himself makes (some persons) understand His 

form.”(3) 

Concluding this shabad, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), that dear God Himself is 

(like) a deep (ocean), and there is no other equal to Him. That dear (God) Himself, 

(pervades and) enjoys all hearts, and in all men and women is that (God). O' Nanak, 

that God is pervading in an invisible (form everywhere), and through the Guru He 

becomes visible.”(4-2) 
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The message of this shabad is that God is present everywhere, in everything, and 

in every creature. It is He who has created this creation, and it is He who is 

running and doing everything in the form of different creatures and phenomena. 

Therefore, we should never feel proud of ourselves, or hate anybody or any 

happening, and following Guru’s advice keep admiring His wonderful play, 

singing His praises, and meditating on His Name.  

sorath mehlaa 4. 

aapay hee sabh aap hai pi-aaraa aapay 

thaap uthaapai. 

aapay vaykh vigsadaa pi-aaraa kar choj 
vaykhai parabh aapai. 

aapay van tin sabhat hai pi-aaraa aapay 

gurmukh jaapai.||1|| 

 

jap man har har naam ras Dharaapai. 

amrit naam mahaa ras meethaa gur 

sabdee chakh jaapai. rahaa-o. 

 

aapay tirath tulharhaa pi-aaraa aap 

tarai parabh aapai. 

aapay jaal vataa-idaa pi-aaraa sabh jag 
machhulee har aapai. 

aap abhul na bhul-ee pi-aaraa avar na 

doojaa jaapai. ||2|| 

 

aapay sinyee naad hai pi-aaraa Dhun 

aap vajaa-ay aapai. 

aapay jogee purakh hai pi-aaraa aapay 
hee tap taapai. 

aapay satgur aap hai chaylaa updays 

karai parabh aapai. ||3|| 

 

aapay naa-o japaa-idaa pi-aaraa aapay 

hee jap jaapai. 

aapay amrit aap hai pi-aaraa aapay hee 
ras aapai. 

aapay aap salaahadaa pi-aaraa jan 

naanak har ras Dharaapai. ||4||3|| 
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Sorath Mehla-4 

Chaupada- 3-27 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that God is present everywhere, in everything, 

and in every creature. It is He who has created this creation, and it is He who is 

running and doing everything in the form of different creatures and phenomena. 

Therefore, we should never feel proud of ourselves, hate anybody, or any happening, 

and following Guru’s advice keep admiring His wonderful play, singing His praises, 

and meditating on His Name. In this shabad, Guru Ji elaborates on this theme and 

gives additional beautiful examples of the uniqueness and all-pervasiveness of God in 

every creature, every sphere, every place, and in every activity that is happening in 

this world. Reflecting on these wonderful ways and astonishing antics, one is bound to 

go into a strange sense of awe and appreciation for God. 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), that dear (God) Himself is everything. He Himself 

creates, and He Himself destroys. The dear one Himself watches His miracles, and 

feels pleased seeing the same. That dear (God) Himself pervades in all the woods and 

blades of grass and becomes known through the Guru.”(1) 

Therefore instructing his mind (and indirectly us), Guru Ji says: “O' my mind, 

meditate on God's Name, because by meditating on God again and again, one gets 

satiated. The nectar Name of God is very sweet, but it is only when you taste it 

through the guidance of the Guru that its real taste is realized.”(pause)  

Now Guru Ji gives two very beautiful examples to illustrate the wondrous ways of the 

wonderful God. First example is that of pilgrimage stations on riverbanks, where 

people used to go by boat or barge rides, and the second example is that of catching 

fish in the ocean. He says: “Dear God Himself is the holy bank, Himself the barge, 

and He Himself swims across riding it. Dear (God) Himself casts the net (in the 

worldly ocean), and He Himself is all the fish (like human beings in the world (who 

get caught in the net of worldly attachments. Even then, He) Himself is infallible, the 

dear one never makes any mistake, and no other one seems like Him.”(2) 

Now taking examples from the spiritual side, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), dear 

(God) Himself is the horn (of the yogis), and Himself the tune (coming out of that 

horn). The dear one Himself is the yogi, and He Himself performs penance. He 

Himself is the true Guru, Himself the disciple, and God Himself delivers the 

sermon.”(3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “The dear (God) Himself, makes us meditate on the 

Name, and He Himself does the meditation. The dear (God) Himself is the nectar, and 

He Himself is the relish. O’ Nanak, the dear (God) Himself praises Him, and Himself 

gets satiated by the relish of God’s (Name).”(4-3) 
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The message of this shabad is that God is in every sphere of life in the universe, 

creating wonderful plays everywhere, and He Himself performs every activity in 

every play of His. So listening to and watching such astonishing miraculous ways 

of the wonderful Waheguru, we should go into rapture and keep uttering 

Waheguru again and again, and thus keep meditating on His Name. 

sorath mehlaa 4. 

aapay kandaa aap taraajee parabh aapay 
tol tolaa-i-aa. 

aapay saahu aapay vanjaaraa aapay 

vanaj karaa-i-aa. 

aapay Dhartee saajee-an pi-aarai pichhai 

tank charhaa-i-aa. ||1|| 

 

mayray man har har Dhi-aa-ay sukh   

paa-i-aa. 

har har naam niDhaan hai pi-aaraa gur 
poorai meethaa laa-i-aa. rahaa-o. 

 

aapay Dhartee aap jal pi-aaraa aapay 

karay karaa-i-aa. 

aapay hukam varatdaa pi-aaraa jal 
maatee banDh rakhaa-i-aa. 

aapay hee bha-o paa-idaa pi-aaraa bann 

bakree seehu hadhaa-i-aa. ||2|| 

SGGS  P-606 

aapay kaasat aap har pi-aaraa vich 

kaasat agan rakhaa-i-aa. 

aapay hee aap varatdaa pi-aaraa bhai 
agan na sakai jalaa-i-aa. 

aapay maar jeevaa-idaa pi-aaraa saah 

laiday sabh lavaa-i-aa. ||3|| 

 

aapay taan deebaan hai pi-aaraa aapay 

kaarai laa-i-aa. 

Ji-o aap chalaa-ay ti-o chalee-ai  pi-aaray 
Ji-o har parabh mayray bhaa-i-aa. 

aapay jantee jant hai pi-aaraa jan naanak 

vajeh vajaa-i-aa. ||4||4|| 
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Sorath Mehla-4 

Chaupada- 4-28 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that God is in every sphere of life in the 

universe, creating wonderful plays everywhere, and He Himself performs every 

activity in every play of His. So listening to and watching such miraculous ways of 

the wonderful Waheguru, we should go into rapture, keep uttering Waheguru again 

and again, and meditating on His Name. In this shabad, Guru Ji illustrates how God is 

pervading in every aspect of the universe, how He is running the astonishing 

phenomena of the universe, and how under His command, the different elements, 

spheres, and phenomena, which apparently are opposed to each other are running so 

smoothly for such a long time. 

Starting with this new beautiful example of a shopkeeper, Guru Ji says: “ (In the shop 

of the world), God Himself is the balance, Himself the (balancing) pointer, He 

Himself has weighed it (and kept it in balance). He Himself is the merchant; Himself 

the peddler (in the form of man), and He Himself has completed the deal. The dear 

one Himself has created this earth, He has Himself balanced it with (a very small) 

counterweight (and has kept the universe in perfect balance, just by His command.”(1) 

Next addressing his own mind, Guru Ji says: “O' my mind, it is by meditating on God 

again and again that (any one) has found peace. God’s Name is a treasure (of 

comforts, whosoever has sought the Guru’s refuge), the perfect Guru has made it seem 

pleasing (to that person).” (pause) 

Elaborating on God's pervasiveness in all land, water, and the vegetation, Guru Ji 

says: “Dear (God) Himself is the earth, Himself the water, and He Himself does and 

gets everything done. The dear One Himself issues the command, (and through it He) 

has kept land and water bound together, (and even though land is surrounded by 

water, yet as per God’s command, water cannot erode it , as if) tying a goat and lion 

together, (He) is making them walk together.”(2) 

Giving yet another beautiful example Guru Ji illustrates, how under God’s command 

different powerful entities or the elements exist side by side. He says: “Dear (God) 

Himself is the wood, (Himself the creator of fire), and He Himself has put fire in that 

wood. He Himself is abiding within (the wood), and in His fear the fire cannot burn 

(the wood). The dear (God) Himself is the killer, and Himself the reviver, and all 

creatures are breathing, whom He is enabling to breathe.”(3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “The dear one Himself is the power, Himself the ruler, 

and Himself yokes everybody to his or her task. Therefore, O' my dear (friends, we 

should live) and conduct our life as it pleases my dear God. Devotee Nanak (says), 

dear (God) Himself is the musician, He Himself is all the musical instruments (in the 

form of creatures), and all these instruments (creatures are doing, and) playing, as He 

makes them play (or perform).”(4-4) 
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The message of this shabad is that it is God, who is the cause and doer of 

everything. Whatever He wants us to do or whatever way He wants us to behave, 

we have to do accordingly. But it is from the Guru that we obtain this wisdom 

and knowledge to understand God’s will or command for us.  

sorath mehlaa 4. 

aapay sarisat upaa-idaa pi-aaraa kar 
sooraj chand chaanaan. 

aap nitaani-aa taan hai pi-aaraa aap 

nimaani-aa maan. 

aap da-i-aa kar rakh-daa pi-aaraa aapay 
sugharh sujaan. ||1|| 

 

mayray man jap raam naam neesaan. 

satsangat mil Dhi-aa-ay too har har 
bahurh na aavan jaan. rahaa-o. 

 

aapay hee gun varatdaa pi-aaraa aapay 
hee parvaan. 

aapay bakhas karaa-idaa pi-aaraa aapay 

sach neesaan. 

aapay hukam varatdaa pi-aaraa aapay 

hee furmaan. ||2|| 

 

aapay bhagat bhandaar hai pi-aaraa 
aapay dayvai daan. 

aapay sayv karaa-idaa pi-aaraa aap 

divaavai maan. 

aapay taarhee laa-idaa pi-aaraa aapay 

gunee niDhaan. ||3|| 

 

aapay vadaa aap hai pi-aaraa aapay hee 
parDhaan. 

aapay keemat paa-idaa pi-aaraa aapay 

tul parvaan. 

aapay atul tulaa-idaa pi-aaraa jan naanak 

sad kurbaan. ||4||5|| 
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Sorath Mehla-4 

Chaupada – 5-29 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that it is God who is the cause and doer of 

everything. Whatever He wants us to do or whatever way He wants us to behave, we 

have to do accordingly. In this shabad, Guru Ji elaborates on this point, tells us how 

God has created the universe and the creatures on it, and how all the planets, the 

human beings, and other creatures are acting and doing their assigned jobs as per His 

command. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), dear God Himself creates the universe, and Himself 

illuminates it by creating the sun and the moon. He Himself is the power of the 

powerless, and honor of the honor less. Showing His kindness, the dear one protects 

(His creatures); He Himself is wisest of the wise, and the knower of all hearts.”(1) 

Therefore instructing his own mind (and ours) Guru Ji says: “O' my mind, meditate on 

God's Name, the mark of approval (in God’s court). Joining the society of saints 

meditate on God, so that (after this life there is no more birth or death for you), and 

you don’t have to go through coming and going (in and out of the world) 

again.”(pause) 

Elaborating on the unique bounties of God and how He blesses us with merits and 

then approves us on the basis of those qualities, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), on His 

own the Dear (God) distributes merits (among the creatures), and then approves them 

(on the basis of those merits). The dear one Himself arranges for the grace (of Name 

upon us, from the Guru), and He Himself stamps us with the mark of truth (and 

approval). Dear (God) Himself makes (the creatures) obey His command and Himself 

issues the command.”(2) 

Guru Ji adds: “The Dear (God) Himself is the store house of devotion, and He 

Himself bestows the gift of (devotion upon His devotees). Himself, the dear one yokes 

(the creatures) to His service, and Himself honors them. On His own, the dear (God) 

goes into meditation, and He Himself is the treasure of merits.”(3) 

In closing, Guru Ji says: “Dear (God) Himself is the highest of the high, and He 

Himself is supreme.  He Himself estimates the worth (the net merits in the creatures); 

He Himself is the scale, and He (Himself is the weight (or the criteria on which the 

creatures) are judged. On His own, the dear un-weighable (and un-estimable God, gets 

the creatures) weighed (judged), and devotee Nanak is always a sacrifice to 

Him.”(405)  

The message of this shabad is that God is all-powerful. It is actually by God's 

grace that some remember His Name, and it is by His grace that some are yoked 

to His service. Therefore, instead of ever feeling any kind of ego because of our 

worship or performance of any rituals, we should always pray to God to show 

His grace on us and grant us the gift of His service, devotion, and meditation of 

His Name. So that He may keep showering His grace on us, and one day bless us 

with His eternal union. 
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sorath mehlaa 4. 

aapay sayvaa laa-idaa pi-aaraa aapay 
bhagat omaahaa. 

aapay gun gaavaa-idaa pi-aaraa aapay 

sabad samaahaa. 

aapay laykhan aap likhaaree aapay laykh 

likhaahaa. ||1|| 

 

mayray man jap raam naam omaahaa. 

an-din anad hovai vadbhaagee lai gur 

poorai har laahaa. rahaa-o. 

 

aapay gopee kaan hai pi-aaraa ban aapay 

ga-oo charaahaa. 

aapay saaval sundraa pi-aaraa aapay 
vans vajaahaa. 

kuvlee-aa peerh aap maraa-idaa  pi-aaraa 

kar baalak roop pachaahaa. ||2|| 

 

aap akhaarhaa paa-idaa pi-aaraa kar 

vaykhai aap chojaahaa. 

kar baalak roop upaa-idaa pi-aaraa 
chandoor kans kays maaraahaa. 

aapay hee bal aap hai pi-aaraa bal 

bhannai moorakh mugDhaahaa. ||3|| 

 

sabh aapay jagat upaa-idaa pi-aaraa vas 

aapay jugat hathaahaa. 

SGGS  P-607 

gal jayvrhee aapay paa-idaa pi-aaraa  Ji-o 

parabh khinchai ti-o jaahaa. 

jo garbai so pachsee pi-aaray jap naanak 
bhagat samaahaa.||4||6|| 
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Sorath Mehla-5 

Chaupada – 6-30 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that God is all-powerful. It is actually by God's 

grace that some remember His Name, and it is by His grace that some are yoked to 

His service. Therefore, instead of ever feeling any kind of ego because of our worship 

or performance of any rituals, we should always pray to God to show His grace on us 

and grant us the gift of His humble service, devotion, and meditation of His Name. So 

that He may keep showering His grace on us, and one day bless us with His eternal 

union. In this shabad, he tells us how God Himself yokes us into His service, and 

makes us sing His praises. He also tells us what happens if one becomes too arrogant 

or proud of oneself. 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), dear (God) Himself yokes the creatures into (His) 

service, and Himself instills the zeal for devotion (in their minds). He Himself makes 

them sing His praise, and on His own He attunes them to the word (of the Guru). He 

Himself is the pen, Himself the writer, and He Himself writes the writ (of destiny on 

one’s forehead).”(1) 

Guru Ji therefore instructs his mind and says: “O' my mind meditate on God’s Name 

with a great zeal. The fortunate person (who meditates on the Name), day and night 

bliss prevails (in that person’s life), and through the perfect Guru, such a person reaps 

the profit (of meditating on God’s Name).”(pause) 

Guru Ji now takes the example of mythological god Krishna, who used to herd cows 

in the jungles of Varinda Ban, where many of his girlfriends (known as Gopis) used to 

come to play with him and listen to melodious music of his flute. According to the 

legend, god Krishna is believed to have killed a ferocious elephant named Kuwalia 

Peerr, even in his childhood. Referring to these incidents in the life of god Krishna, 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), dear (God) Himself is the Gopis, Himself Krishna, and 

Himself herds the cows in the forests. (Dear God), Himself is the dark-skinned, 

handsome groom, and He Himself plays the flute. (God) Himself killed the elephant 

Kuwalia Peerr, assuming the role of child Krishna.”(2) 

Referring to the battle between god Krishna and his cruel uncle Kanss, in which, the 

former defeated many mighty wrestlers in the court of the latter in a public arena, 

Guru Ji says: “Dear (God) Himself sets us up the arena (of the world), and plays and 

watches the shows arranged by Him. The dear One Himself gives birth to the child 

(Krishna), and He Himself kills the demons like Chandoor, Kanss, and Kais. Dear 

(God) Himself has the power, and He Himself destroys the power and might of the 

foolish proud (egocentrics).”(3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “Dear (God) Himself creates the entire world, and He has 

kept the world in His own hands. He Himself (has kept the creatures under His 

control, as if) the dear one has Himself put a chain around the necks (of the creatures),  
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and as God pulls, they go in that direction. Nanak says, whosoever indulges in self-

conceit, that one would be destroyed; (therefore, O’ my friends), by worshipping God 

we should remain absorbed in His devotion.”(4-6) 

The message of this shabad is that this world is God's play in which He Himself is 

the producer, the actor, and the audience. God is Himself the ultimate power, 

and He Himself, destroys the power and might of the foolish self-conceited 

persons. Therefore day and night, we should keep meditating on His Name and 

remain absorbed in His devotion and never allow us to be swayed by ego or self-

conceit of any kind. 

sorath mehlaa 4 dutukay. 

anik janam vichhurhay dukh paa-i-aa 
manmukh karam karai ahaNkaaree. 

saaDhoo parsat hee parabh paa-i-aa 

gobid saran tumaaree. ||1|| 

 

gobid pareet lagee at pi-aaree. 

jab satsang bha-ay saaDhoo jan hirdai 
mili-aa saaNt muraaree. rahaa-o. 

 

too hirdai gupat vaseh din raatee tayraa 
bhaa-o na bujheh gavaaree. 

satgur purakh mili-aa parabh pargati-aa 

gun gaavai gun veechaaree. ||2|| 

 

gurmukh pargaas bha-i-aa saat aa-ee 
durmat buDh nivaaree. 

aatam barahm cheen sukh paa-i-aa 

satsangat purakh tumaaree. ||3|| 

 

purkhai purakh mili-aa gur paa-i-aa Jin 

ka-o kirpaa bha-ee tumaaree. 

naanak atul sahj sukh paa-i-aa an-din 
jaagat rahai banvaaree. ||4||7|| 

Sorath Mehla-4  
 

Chaupada – 7-31 (Dutukaiy) 

Guru Ji concluded the previous shabad, stating, “Whosoever indulges in self-conceit 

will be destroyed; (therefore O’ my dear friends), by worshipping Him, we should 

remain absorbed in His devotion.” In this shabad, Guru Ji elaborates on this concept  
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and tells us how the egocentric persons do all their deeds in self-conceit and then 

suffer on account of that. Finally he tells us, how by seeking the shelter of the Guru, 

their ego is stilled and they also merge in God. 

Guru Ji says: “(O' my friends), by doing arrogant deeds, the self-conceited person gets 

separated (from God), and keeps suffering in pain for innumerable births. But 

immediately upon coming in contact with the saint (Guru), has obtained God. 

(Because, O’) God, that person has sought Your shelter.”(1) 

Explaining how as soon as the self-conceited persons come in contact with the Guru, 

they obtain God’s sight, Guru Ji says: “(On meeting the saint and faithfully acting on 

his advice), love of God seems very endearing to them. Therefore, when they obtain 

the company of saintly persons, they find peace-giving God in their heart.”(pause) 

Explaining further the above phenomena, Guru Ji says: “(O' God, although), day and 

night You invisibly abide in the hearts (of Your creatures), the foolish persons who 

have strayed do not understand how to love You (and feel Your presence. But whom) 

the true Guru has met, God becomes manifest, and reflecting on (God’s) virtues, that 

person sings His praises.”(2)  

Guru Ji adds: “(O’ my friends, the person) who comes to the shelter of the Guru, that 

person’s mind is illuminated by (divine) wisdom, peace prevails within, and such a 

person gets rid of the harmful intellect (which was swaying him or her into evil ways. 

In this way), O’ God, by joining the company of Your saints, and by realizing the 

presence of God in oneself, one has obtained peace.”(3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad, by describing the state of the person who has been 

united with God through the guidance of the Guru. He says: “(O' God), on whom has 

been bestowed Your grace, they have obtained the (guidance of) the Guru, (and then 

that) person has obtained the supreme Being. O’ Nanak, (in this way, one has) 

obtained inestimable peace and poise, and (being attuned to God) day and night, one 

remains awake to (any evil influences).”(4-7) 

The message of this shabad is that because of our ego and indulgence in arrogant 

foolish deeds, we are separated from God and then we suffer pains of births and 

deaths for many ages. Therefore, we should pray to God to bless us with the 

guidance of the Guru, so that we may follow Guru's advice and meditate on 

God's Name. Then we would be able to again realize God in ourselves, and be 

reunited with Him and live in eternal peace. 

Personal note:  Dear readers, this humble author (actually the poor copy cat of so 

many other translators), has to express his concern that for last so many pages, he 

has been basically following the Punjabi Translation by the extremely knowledgeable, 

and spiritual person of his time, Dr. Bhai Vir Singh Ji. This was the last shabad, 

which he could translate from the original Guru Granth Sahib, in seventeen years, 

before God called him home. 
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In July, 1997 this humble servant of yours had an heart attack and was concerned 

whether he would get the opportunity even to complete what Dr. Bhai Vir Singh had 

the opportunity to do in Punjabi. But by God's grace, at least the Guru has given him 

that much opportunity to complete and revise about 607 Pages and hope that God 

Himself would grant him further opportunity to complete the task of translating and 

presenting to the Sangat, the complete translation to which God prompted him in 

April 1995, when the Sangat of the Kansas City Gurdwara dishonorably kicked him 

out for “the mistake of sponsoring a Gursikh to teach Sikh religion and language to 

the Sikh children.” May God grant everybody the right intellect!  

From now on, the humble author would basically use Panjabi translation by Giani 

Harbans Singh fellow Panjabi University Patiala, India. The main reason for this 

selection is that Giani Harbans Singh has generally followed Prof. Sahib Singh, but 

wherever he found basic differences in the meanings of a particular phrase or 

sentence between Sahib Singh and  many others, he examined these on the basis of 

context, grammar, pronunciation, and all other relevant criteria, and then selected the 

one which appealed most to him.  

(Dated April 2, 1998, Dec. 27. 03, Aug 2. 08, Feb. 5, 2013) 

sorath mehlaa 4. 

har si-o pareet antar man bayDhi-aa har 
bin rahan na jaa-ee. 

Ji-o machhulee bin neerai binsai ti-o 

naamai bin mar jaa-ee. ||1|| 
 

mayray parabh kirpaa jal dayvhu har   

naa-ee. 
ha-o antar naam mangaa din raatee 

naamay hee saaNt paa-ee. rahaa-o. 
 

Ji-o chaatrik jal bin billaavai bin jal pi-aas 

na jaa-ee. 

gurmukh jal paavai sukh sehjay  hari-aa 

bhaa-ay subhaa-ee. ||2|| 
 

manmukh bhookhay dah dis doleh bin 

naavai dukh paa-ee. 

janam marai fir jonee aavai dargahi milai 
sajaa-ee. ||3|| 
 

kirpaa karahi taa har gun gaavah har ras 

antar paa-ee. 

 

naanak deen da-i-aal bha-ay hai tarisnaa 
sabad bujhaa-ee. ||4||8|| 
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Sorath Mehla-4 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should pray to God, and ask Him 

to bless us with the guidance of the Guru, so that we may follow Guru's advice, and 

meditate on God's Name. Then we would be able to again realize God in ourselves, be 

reunited with Him, and live in eternal peace. In this shabad, Guru Ji shows us what 

kind of a deep love for God he feels in his heart, so that we may also try to follow his 

footsteps. 

Guru Ji says: “My heart has been so pierced from within by the love of God that I 

cannot survive without (seeing) Him. Just as a fish dies without water, similarly 

without (God’s Name, I feel so weak and powerless, as if I am) dead.” (1) 

Therefore, addressing God in utter humility and devotion, Guru Ji says: “O' my dear 

God, bestow upon me Your kindness and give me the water of Your Name. In my 

heart, day and night I beg for Your Name, because it is only through (Your) Name, 

that I find (spiritual) peace.” (pause) 

Explaining why he so much longs for God’s Name, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), 

just as a pied cuckoo cries grievously without water, because without (the special) 

drop of water its thirst is not quenched. (It is satiated only when it obtains that special 

drop); similarly, a Guru’s follower obtains peace and blossoms with divine love upon 

obtaining the water (of God's Name).”(2) 

But regarding the fate of self-conceited persons, who do not care for the Guru’s 

advice, he says: “The self-conceited persons, hungry (for the worldly wealth), wander 

in (all the) ten directions; without meditating on God's Name, they suffer in pain. 

They are born and die and then again fall into existences and receive punishment in 

God’s court.”(3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad, by saying: “(O’ God, only if You) show Your mercy, 

then we can sing God’s praises, and put the nectar of God’s (Name) in our heart. 

Nanak (feels that God) has bestowed grace on the humble (devotees), and through the 

(Guru’s) word, He has quenched our thirst (for worldly possessions).”(4-8) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to avoid the pains and sufferings of 

going through births again and again, we need to abandon our self-conceit and 

pursuit for the worldly riches and power. Instead, we should pursue and develop 

such a deep love for God that we feel as if we are dying without His Name and 

love so that God may show His mercy on us and bless us also with His grace and 

eternal union.  

sorath mehlaa 4 panchpadaa. 

 

achar charai taa siDh ho-ee siDhee 

tay buDh paa-ee. 

paraym kay sar laagay tan bheetar 
taa bharam kaati-aa jaa-ee. ||1|| 
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mayray gobid apunay jan ka-o deh 

vadi-aa-ee. 
gurmat raam naam pargaasahu 

sadaa rahhu sarnaa-ee. rahaa-o. 
 

ih sansaar sabh aavan jaanaa man 

moorakh chayt ajaanaa. 

har jee-o kirpaa karahu gur maylhu 
taa har naam samaanaa. ||2|| 
 

jis kee vath so-ee parabh jaanai Jis 
no day-ay so paa-ay.  

vasat anoop at agam agochar gur 

pooraa alakh lakhaa-ay. ||3||  
 

jin ih chaakhee so-ee jaanai goongay 
kee mithi-aa-ee. 

SGGS  P-608 

ratan lukaa-i-aa lookai naahee jay ko 
rakhai lukaa-ee. ||4|| 
 

sabh kichh tayraa too antarjaamee 
too sabhnaa kaa parabh so-ee. 

Jis no daat karahi so paa-ay jan 

naanak avar na ko-ee. ||5||9|| 

Sorath Mehla-4  

Panchpada 

In the second paragraph before (pause) in the previous shabad, addressing God, Guru 

Ji stated: “O' my dear God, bestow upon me Your kindness and give me the water of 

Your Name. In my heart, day and night I beg for Your Name, because it is only 

through (Your) Name, that I find (spiritual) peace.” In this shabad, he again 

comments upon the absolute necessity of Name, for one’s spiritual perfection; he also 

tells us how difficult it is for an ordinary person to acquire this boon. Because to an 

ordinary person, repeating God's Name again and again appears incredibly difficult, 

boring, and tiring. It is like eating or digesting some special food, which is very good 

for one’s health, but it appears so tasteless and insipid that one doesn’t like to even 

taste it. So comparing meditating on God's Name to eating a food, which is practically 

uneatable, but is very beneficial for one’s health, Guru Ji tells us about the virtues of 

God’s Name. 
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He says: “(Just as a person can enjoy perfect health, only when) he eats the uneatable 

(foods, similarly only when one meditates on God’s Name with full concentration of 

mind, which is extremely difficult), only then spiritual perfection is attained, and from 

this perfection one obtains (divine) wisdom. It is only when the shafts of (God’s) love 

pierce a person within the body, that the mind’s doubt can be removed.”(1) 

Therefore, Guru Ji humbly says: “O' my God of the universe, bestow honor on Your 

devotee. Through the Guru’s instruction, illuminate (my mind with) God’s Name, 

(and bless me that I may) always remain in Your shelter.”(pause) 

Showing further humility, and putting himself among the self-conceited persons like 

us, Guru Ji says: “This entire world is subject to coming and going, (therefore) O’ my 

ignorant and foolish mind, remember (God, and say to Him): “O’ my dear God, show 

kindness and unite me with the Guru, (only then, I could) get absorbed in Your 

Name.”(2) 

Explaining how valuable and extremely difficult it is to obtain the commodity of 

God's Name, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, only He) whose commodity (this Name 

is) knows (about its value, and only that person) to whom He gives His Name, 

receives it. This commodity is of unparalleled beauty and extremely 

incomprehensible; only the perfect Guru helps one to understand this inscrutable 

(commodity).”(3) 

Guru Ji now tells how indescribably blissful and pleasant the commodity of God's 

Name is. He says: “(O’ my friends), only the one who has tasted it knows its taste. It 

is like a dumb person tasting a sweet; (even if one likes it, still, one cannot say how 

tasty it is). However, the jewel (of God’s Name) cannot be kept hidden, even if one 

tries to hide.”(4) 

Therefore, Guru Ji concludes the shabad, by saying: “O' God, everything belongs to 

You. You are the inner knower, and You are the God who takes care of all. Devotee 

Nanak says on whom (God) bestows the gift (of Name), that person alone obtains it, 

(and except God) there is no one else (who can give this gift).”(5-9) 

The message of this shabad is that if unlike the rest of the world, we want to save 

ourselves from perpetual comings and goings, then we should acquire the gift of 

God’s Name by praying to God to bless us with the guidance of the perfect Guru. 

Because only He can properly train our mind to concentrate and meditate on 

God, who alone is the owner and giver of this priceless commodity. 

sorath mehlaa 5 ghar 1 titukay 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

kis ha-o jaachee kis aaraaDhee jaa sabh 

ko keetaa hosee. 
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jo jo deesai vadaa vadayraa so so 

khaakoo ralsee. 
nirbha-o nirankaar bhav khandan sabh 

sukh nav niDh daysee. ||1|| 

 

har jee-o tayree daatee raajaa. 

maanas bapurhaa ki-aa saalaahee ki-aa 

tis kaa muhtaajaa. rahaa-o. 

 

Jin har Dhi-aa-i-aa sabh kichh tis kaa tis 

kee bhookh gavaa-ee. 

aisaa Dhan dee-aa sukh-daatai nikhut 

na kab hee jaa-ee. 

anad bha-i-aa sukh sahj samaanay 
satgur mayl milaa-ee. ||2|| 

 

man naam jap naam aaraaDh an-din 
naam vakhaanee. 

updays sun saaDh santan kaa sabh 

chookee kaan jamaanee. 

Jin ka-o kirpaal ho-aa parabh mayraa 
say laagay gur kee banee. ||3|| 

 

keemat ka-un karai parabh tayree too 
sarab jee-aa da-i-aalaa. 

sabh kichh keetaa tayraa vartai ki-aa 

ham baal gupaalaa. 

 

raakh layho naanak jan tumraa Ji-o 

pitaa poot kirpaalaa. ||4||1|| 

Sorath Mehla-5  

Ghar-1 Titukaas 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if unlike the rest of the world, we want 

to save ourselves from perpetual comings and goings, then we should acquire the gift 

of God’s Name by praying to God to bless us with the guidance of the perfect Guru. 

However, a doubt may arise in our mind that this advice is good and valid for 

fulfilling our spiritual needs only, but while living in this world and in our households, 

we have our other financial, social, and family needs, so to whom should we go and 

depend upon, for help in meeting such worldly needs? In this shabad, Guru Ji answers 

that question and shares his thoughts and attitude with us in this matter, because in  
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addition to being a spiritual leader, he was also a husband and father, and had to fulfill 

his family obligations like any other householder.  

Expressing his faith in God even in this matter, Guru Ji says: “When every one has 

been and would be created by Him, then why should I beg from any other, or worship 

any other (god, goddess, or human being)? Moreover, whosoever seems to be great or 

high (in rank or riches) is going to (die one day, and) become dust. (Ultimately, it is 

that immortal), fearless, formless, Destroyer of fears (who would) give us all 

comforts, and (all) the nine treasures (of wealth).” (1) 

Guru Ji therefore addresses God and says: “O' my dear God, why should I praise or be 

dependent upon any poor human being, when it is only by Your gift that I am 

satiated?” (pause) 

Commenting upon the blessings of meditating on God’s Name, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my 

friends, the one who) has meditated on God, every thing becomes that one’s (own), all 

one’s hunger (for worldly things) is lost. The peace-giving Giver has bestowed such a 

kind of wealth that never falls short. (When) after uniting with him, the true Guru has 

united (one with God), bliss has prevailed (in one’s life), and imperceptibly one have 

merged in peace and comforts.”(2) 

Therefore, addressing his own mind, Guru Ji says: “O' my mind, utter (God’s) Name, 

meditate on the Name, and day and night contemplate on the Name. By listening to 

the sermon of the saints and holy persons, all one’s fear of death is removed. 

Therefore, they on whom my God has become merciful, have become attuned to the 

Guru's word.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by addressing God and says: “O' God, who can evaluate 

You, You are merciful on all the creatures. Whatever happens is as per Your doing; 

what can we the naïve, ignorant children do? But O' dear God (I), Nanak, am a 

devotee of Yours, save me, just as a merciful father would save his own child.”(4-1) 

The message of this shabad is that in case we want any kind of protection, 

happiness, or any kind of gifts or favors, we should not run after rich or 

powerful persons, because they are themselves transitory mortals with very 

limited and short lived power or influence. Instead, we should go and pray to 

God, just as small innocent children approach their dear father with love and 

affection. Then God would surely listen to our prayers and shower His mercy 

and grace on us. 

sorath mehlaa 5 ghar 1 choutukay. 

gur govind salaahee-ai bhaa-ee man 
tan hirdai Dhaar. 

saachaa saahib man vasai bhaa-ee 

ayhaa karnee saar. 
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Jit tan naam na oopjai bhaa-ee say tan 

ho-ay chhaar. 

saaDhsangat ka-o vaari-aa bhaa-ee Jin 
aykankaar aDhaar.||1|| 

 

so-ee sach araaDhanaa bhaa-ee Jis tay 
sabh kichh ho-ay. 

gur poorai jaanaa-i-aa bhaa-ee tis bin 

avar na ko-ay. rahaa-o. 

 

naam vihoonay pach mu-ay bhaa-ee 

ganat na jaa-ay ganee. 

vin sach soch na paa-ee-ai bhaa-ee 

saachaa agam Dhanee. 

aavan jaan na chuk-ee bhaa-ee 
jhoothee dunee manee. 

gurmukh kot uDhaardaa bhaa-ee day 

naavai ayk kanee. ||2|| 

 

simrit saasat soDhi-aa bhaa-ee vin 

satgur bharam na jaa-ay. 

anik karam kar thaaki-aa bhaa-ee fir fir 
banDhan paa-ay. 

chaaray kundaa soDhee-aa bhaa-ee vin 

satgur naahee jaa-ay. 

SGGS  P-609 

vadbhaagee gur paa-i-aa bhaa-ee har 

har naam Dhi-aa-ay. ||3|| 

 

sach sadaa hai nirmalaa bhaa-ee nirmal 

saachay so-ay. 

nadar karay Jis aapnee bhaa-ee tis 
paraapat ho-ay. 

kot maDhay jan paa-ee-ai bhaa-ee 

virlaa ko-ee ko-ay. 

 

naanak rataa sach naam bhaa-ee sun 
man tan nirmal ho-ay. ||4||2|| 
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Sorath Mehla-5  

Ghar-1 Chautukaas 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should not go to anybody for any 

thing or any favor. Instead we should only go and seek the help of God at all times 

and meditate on His Name. In this shabad, he teaches us how and under whose 

guidance we need to meditate on God’s Name, and how we should sing His praises. 

He says: “O' my brothers (and sisters), we should praise the supreme God by 

enshrining Him completely in our body and mind (and with full attention of all our 

faculties). Because for a (human being), this alone is the most important thing, that the 

true God comes to reside in the mind. O' brother, the bodies in which the (tune of 

God’s) Name doesn’t arise, those bodies have become (useless like) ashes.. O’ 

brother, I am a sacrifice to the company of those saintly persons, who have made the 

one God’s Name, the support of their life,.” (1) 

Giving the gist of his message, Guru Ji says: “O' my brothers (and sisters), we should 

only worship that true (God), from whom everything (in the universe) comes into 

existence. O’ brother, the perfect Guru has made (me) realize this thing, that except 

(God) there is no one else (who is the cause and doer of everything).” (pause) 

But commenting on the general state of affairs in this world, Guru Ji says: “O' my 

brothers, there is no end to the count of those persons who, without meditating on 

God's Name, have been completely (destroyed and) consumed by (spiritual) death. O’ 

my brother, spiritual purification cannot be obtained without the Name of that eternal 

God, who is the incomprehensible eternal Master and the source of all purity. O' my 

brothers, (without God's Name the process of) coming and going (in and out of the 

world) doesn’t end; and the pride of worldly (riches) is short lived. (On the other 

hand), O’ my brother, a Guru’s follower saves millions (of persons) by giving them 

just a bit of (God’s) Name.” (2)  

Now Guru Ji clarifies our doubts regarding those who read many religious books and 

do many other kinds of rituals as if that might be the way to reach God. On the basis 

of his own experience, he says: “O' my brothers (and sisters), I have reflected deeply 

on all the Simrities and Shastras (the Hindu holy books, but I have concluded) that 

without the guidance of the true Guru, one’s doubts are not removed, O’ brother. A 

person may become exhausted doing countless (ritualistic) deeds (suggested by the 

Shastras), but still one gets caught in (worldly) bonds again and again. O’ brothers 

(and sisters), I have searched through out all the four corners of the world, (but I have 

concluded that) without the (guidance of the) true Guru, there is no other place (for 

spiritual rest or guidance). Therefore O’ brother, the fortunate person who has 

obtained (the guidance of) the Guru meditates on God’s Name again and again.” (3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “O' my brothers (and sisters), the eternal (God) is always 

immaculate, and immaculate is the praise of that true (God). He alone obtains (this 

praise) on whom God shows His grace. But O' brothers (and sisters), even among 
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millions, rarely such a true person is ever found. O’ Nanak, (the person) who remains 

imbued with the true Name (of God) by listening to God’s Name, that (person’s) mind 

and body become immaculate.” (4-2) 

The message of this shabad is that all worldly wealth and possessions are of no 

avail and all the rituals or simple readings of the holy books are also useless for 

one’s spiritual advancement unless one reflects on the Guru’s word and under 

his guidance meditates on God’s Name. 

sorath mehlaa 5 dutukay. 

ja-o la-o bhaa-o abhaa-o ih maanai ta-o 
la-o milan dooraa-ee. 

aan aapnaa karat beechaaraa ta-o  la-o 

beech bikhaa-ee. ||1|| 

 

maaDhvay aisee dayh bujhaa-ee. 

sayva-o saaDh gaha-o ot charnaa nah 
bisrai muhat chasaa-ee. rahaa-o. 

 

ray man mugaDh achayt chanchal chit 
tum aisee ridai na aa-ee. 

paraanpat ti-aag aan too rachi-aa    

urjhi-o sang bairaa-ee.||2|| 

 

sog na bi-aapai aap na thaapai 

saaDhsangat buDh paa-ee. 

saakat kaa baknaa i-o jaan-o jaisay 
pavan jhulaa-ee. ||3|| 

 

kot paraaDh achhaadi-o ih man kahnaa 
kachhoo na jaa-ee. 

jan naanak deen saran aa-i-o parabh 

sabh laykhaa rakhahu uthaa-ee. 
||4||3|| 

Sorath Mehla-5  

Do Tukaas 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that all worldly wealth and possessions are of 

no avail, and all the rituals or simple readings of the holy books are also useless for 

one’s spiritual advancement, unless one reflects on the Guru’s word and under his 

guidance meditates on God’s Name. In this shabad, he is guiding us and telling us  
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how to conduct our life in the world, and what kind of relationships and feelings we 

should have for different people, so that in the eyes of God we are considered worthy 

of uniting with Him. He also tells us what kind of prayer we need to make before God 

to seek His blessings and forgiveness. 

First of all, Guru Ji makes it clear and says: “ (O’ my friends), as long as one has 

attachment for some and enmity with others, then one’s union (with God) remains 

difficult (and far away. In other words, if we want to meet God, then we should feel 

affection for all and hostility towards none). Furthermore, as long as one considers 

some as one’s own, and other as strangers, till then a curtain of the poisonous worldly 

relationships (remains between that person and God).” (1) 

Therefore Guru Ji shows us what kind of understanding or intellect we should beg 

from God? He says: “O' God, bless me with such understanding that I may keep 

performing the service assigned to me by the Guru and keep holding on to the shelter 

of Guru’s feet (his words), and he may never go out of my mind, even for moment or 

instant.”(pause) 

So instead of pointing fingers at others, Guru Ji admonishes his own mind, and says: 

“O' my foolish, unconscious, and mercurial mind, never has such a thing occurred to 

you, that forsaking the Master of your life breath, you are attached to others, and you 

are involved in the company and love of enemies (such as lust, anger, and greed   

etc.).” (2) 

Next sharing with us his experience of the company of saintly and self-conceited 

persons, Guru Ji says: “I have obtained this wisdom from the company of saintly 

persons, (that the one who) doesn’t remain attached to one’s self (interest or ego), no 

sorrow afflicts that one. (I have also learnt that) you should deem the silly talk of the 

power hungry persons (like) a waft of wind (which comes from one side and goes 

through the other).” (3)  

 Finally Guru Ji shows us how to pray to God when we realize that we are full of so 

many evil tendencies. He says: “O’ God, this mind (of mine) is covered with millions 

of sins and wrong doings, about which nothing can be said. Your humble servant 

Nanak has come to Your shelter; (please show mercy and) close the account (of his 

deeds).” (4-3)  

The message of this shabad is that in case we want to be emancipated from this 

worldly ocean and become united with God, then we should forgo all our sense of 

discrimination between friends and foes. We should erase our self-conceit and 

remain away from any misguidance of the self-conceited, power-hungry persons. 

Finally we should pray to God and say: “O' God we are full of so many sins and 

evil thoughts, please don’t take these into account, but in Your own mercy, 

forgive us and unite us with Yourself.” 
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sorath mehlaa 5. 

putar kaltar lok garih banitaa maa-i-aa 

sanbanDhayhee. 

ant kee baar ko kharaa na hosee sabh 
mithi-aa asnayhee. ||1|| 

 

ray nar kaahay paporahu dayhee. 

ood jaa-igo Dhoom baadro ik bhaajahu 

raam sanayhee. rahaa-o. 

 

teen sanyi-aa kar dayhee keenee jal 

kookar bhasmayhee. 

ho-ay aamro garih meh baithaa karan 
kaaran bisrohee. ||2|| 

 

anik bhaat kar manee-ay saajay kaachai 
taag parohee. 

toot jaa-igo soot baapuray fir paachhai 

pachhutohee. ||3|| 

 

Jin tum sirjay siraj savaaray tis          

Dhi-aavahu din rainayhee. 

jan naanak parabh kirpaa Dhaaree mai 
satgur ot gahayhee. ||4||4|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us, that in case we want to get liberated from 

this worldly ocean and get united with God, then we should forgo all our sense of 

discrimination between friends and foes. We should erase our self- conceit, and 

remain away from any misguidance by the self-conceited, power hungry persons. In 

this shabad, he is cautioning us against too much attachment with our relatives and 

friends, and even with ourselves and wants us to meditate on that God, who holds the 

thread of our life in His hand.  

He says: “(O' my friends), our sons, wife, and other persons in our household are 

related to us by the process of Maya (or worldly affairs), but at the time of death 

nobody is going to be standing there (to help us); all are false lovers.” (1) 

Even regarding our own body, he asks: “O' mortal, why are you embellishing your 

body with such care and concern? It will vanish away like a cloud of smoke, therefore 

only meditate on God, who alone is (your) true friend.” (pause) 
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Now Guru Ji shows us what kind of death awaits us and how our body, which we 

nourish with such care is going to be disposed off. He says: “(O’ my friends), mixing 

together three aspects of worldly behavior, (God) has created the (human) body, 

which would ultimately be disposed off by floating in water, throwing before dogs 

(and animals), or burning to ashes. But deeming yourself as immortal, you are sitting 

in your house, forsaking (God) the cause and doer (of everything).” (2) 

Now Guru Ji gives a very beautiful example about different kinds of people who are 

created by God and how all their existence depends upon the one command of God. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), in a myriad ways (God has created His creatures), and like 

pearls He has strung them in a necklace with one thread (of life breaths). O' my poor 

friend, (on His one command), any time this thread (of breaths) would break down, 

and after that you would repent.” (3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji advises: “(O’ my friends), He who has created you and after 

creating has embellished you, meditate on Him day and night. God has shown mercy 

on devotee Nanak, (therefore), I have caught hold of the support of the true Guru.”   

(4-4) 

The message of this shabad is that we should not be too much attached to our 

friends and relatives or our own body. Because our friends and relatives are 

associated with us for worldly convenience only, and wouldn’t accompany us in 

the end. Eventually, even our own body will die and be disposed off in one-way 

or another. We should only meditate on that God who has created us and is our 

only true friend. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

gur pooraa bhayti-o vadbhaagee 

maneh bha-i-aa pargaasaa. 

ko-ay na pahuchanhaaraa doojaa 
apunay saahib kaa bharvaasaa. ||1|| 
 

apunay satgur kai balihaarai. 

aagai sukh paachhai sukh sahjaa 

ghar aanand hamaarai. rahaa-o. 
 

antarjaamee karnaihaaraa so-ee 

khasam hamaaraa. 
nirbha-o bha-ay gur charnee laagay 

ik raam naam aaDhaaraa. ||2|| 
 

safal darsan akaal moorat parabh hai 

bhee hovanhaaraa. 

kanth lagaa-ay apunay jan raakhay 
apunee pareet pi-aaraa. ||3|| 
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vadee vadi-aa-ee achraj sobhaa 
kaaraj aa-i-aa raasay. 

SGGS  P-610 

naanak ka-o gur pooraa bhayti-o 

saglay dookh binaasay. ||4||5|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us to forsake our dependence on our relatives 

and friends, and instead take the shelter of the Guru and under his guidance meditate 

on God's Name. In this shabad, he tells us how fortunate he himself feels upon 

meeting the perfect Guru, and what kind of blessings he has been enjoying since that 

meeting. 

He says: “(O my friends), by great good fortune, I have obtained the sight of the 

perfect Guru, and my mind has been illuminated (with divine wisdom. I have realized) 

that (except God), no one else is able to come (to our help, so) I have put (complete) 

faith in my Master.” (1) 

Expressing his gratitude to his Guru, he says: “I am a sacrifice to my true Guru, (by 

whose grace) I have obtained peace now) in this world, (and I am assured of similar 

peace in the) future, so there is state of bliss in my mind.”(pause) 

Describing the blessings he is enjoying after meeting the Guru, he says: “(O’ my 

friends, since the time I have) yoked myself to the service of the Guru, I have 

developed faith in God’s Name. I have become fearless, (and I have developed the 

confidence that) same (God) is my Master, who is the inner knower of hearts, and 

doer (of everything).” (2)  

Elaborating on his faith in God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), that immortal (God), 

fruitful is whose vision, He is present now, and would always be there (in future). He 

keeps His devotees embraced to His bosom and is the lover (and savior of those who) 

love Him.” (3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), great is the glory and wondrous is His 

splendor, (by whose grace the) object (of life) has been accomplished. Nanak has met 

(and obtained the guidance of) the perfect Guru, and all his sufferings have been 

eradicated.” (4-5)  

The message of this shabad is that if we seek and act on the guidance of the 

perfect Guru (Granth Sahib Ji) and meditate on God's Name, He would become 

our savior, thus all our troubles would end, and we would obtain peace and 

poise, both in this and the next world.   
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sorath mehlaa 5. 

sukhee-ay ka-o paykhai sabh sukhee-aa 
rogee kai bhaanai sabh rogee. 

karan karaavanhaar su-aamee aapan 

haath sanjogee. ||1|| 

 

man mayray Jin apunaa bharam 

gavaataa.  

tis kai bhaanai ko-ay na bhoolaa Jin 
saglo barahm pachhaataa. rahaa-o. 

 

sant sang jaa kaa man seetal oh jaanai 
saglee thaaNdhee. 

ha-umai rog jaa kaa man bi-aapat oh 

janam marai billaatee. ||2|| 

 

gi-aan anjan jaa kee naytree parhi-aa 

taa ka-o sarab pargaasaa. 

agi-aan anDhayrai soojhas naahee 
bahurh bahurh bharmaataa. ||3|| 

 

sun baynantee su-aamee apunay 
naanak ih sukh maagai. 

jah keertan tayraa saaDhoo gaavahi tah 

mayraa man laagai. ||4||6|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we seek and act on the guidance of 

the perfect Guru and meditate on God's Name, God would become our savior, all our 

troubles would end, and we would obtain peace and poise, both in this and the next 

world. In this shabad, like a psychologist Guru Ji, is commenting upon the way, how 

a man or woman thinks about other persons and the environment around him or her on 

the basis of his or her own inner state of mind. He also tells how the Guru's wisdom 

enlightens us, and then we are able to see the world in that enlightened state of mind.  

He says: “To a (spiritually) happy person, everybody seems to be happy; (but, just as 

everything looks yellow to a patient of jaundice, similarly) to a sick person, everybody 

seems afflicted.. (But it is God) the Master, who is the doer and cause of everything, 

who has kept under His control all union and separation (and all happiness or 

sorrow).” (1) 
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Therefore, instructing his mind and indirectly us, Guru Ji says: “O' my mind, one who 

has shed doubt, and the one who has recognized God pervading in all (the creatures), 

for that one no one has (knowingly) gone astray, (it is God, who in His grand scheme 

of things, has assigned this role to that person  in this wondrous play of the world).” 

(pause) 

Now comparing the state of mind of those who listen to the saint (Guru) with those 

who only follow the dictates of their own mind, Guru Ji says: “ (O’ my friends), they 

whose mind has been soothed in the company of saints deem that the entire (world) is 

in peace and contentment. (But the rest of the world), whose mind remains afflicted 

with the malady of self-conceit keeps wailing in (the perpetual pain of) births and 

deaths.” (2) 

Elaborating on the above statement, Guru Ji says: “They in whose eyes has been put 

the slaver of divine wisdom, (they whose minds have been enlightened by the divine 

wisdom of the Guru), to them everything becomes clear, (and they view and deal with 

the world in its true perspective). But the one, who is in the midst of the darkness of 

ignorance, to that person, there seems no way (out of sorrow), and such a person 

keeps repeatedly wandering in existences.” (3) 

Therefore, Guru Ji prays to God and says: “O' my Master, listen to this prayer of 

mine; (I) Nanak beg for this comfort, that where the saints sing Your praise; there my 

mind may remain attuned.” (4-6) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to enlighten our mind and have 

peace and poise not only within ourselves, but may also live in peace with rest of 

the world around us, then we should seek the company of those saintly persons 

who are always singing God's praise. From them we should obtain divine 

wisdom, which would illuminate our minds and remove all the cobwebs of bad 

thoughts about others and cure our mind of all the diseases of duality and self-

conceit, etc. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

tan santan kaa Dhan santan kaa man 

santan kaa kee-aa. 

sant parsaad har naam Dhi-aa-i-aa 
sarab kusal tab thee-aa. ||1|| 
 

santan bin avar na daataa bee-aa. 

jo jo saran parai saaDhoo kee so 

paargaraamee kee-aa. rahaa-o. 

kot paraaDh miteh jan sayvaa har 
keertan ras gaa-ee-ai. 

eehaa sukh aagai mukh oojal jan kaa 

sang vadbhaagee paa-ee-ai. ||2|| 
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rasnaa ayk anayk gun pooran jan kee 
kaytak upmaa kahee-ai. 

agam agochar sad abhinaasee saran 

santan kee lahee-ai. ||3|| 
 

nirgun neech anaath apraaDhee ot 
santan kee aahee. 

boodat moh garih anDh koop meh 

naanak layho nibaahee. ||4||7|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to enlighten our mind and 

have peace and poise not only within ourselves, but may live in peace with rest of the 

world around us also, then we should seek the company of those saintly persons who 

are always singing God's praise. In this shabad, Guru Ji tells us, how to obtain that 

enlightenment from the saints, and with what kind of attitude, we should approach 

them, and then what kind of blessings we obtain.   

He says: “When I (so thoroughly shed off my self-conceit, that as if I had) surrendered 

my body, wealth, and mind to the saints, and by the grace of the saints meditated on 

God's Name, then happiness prevailed everywhere.” (1) 

Guru Ji therefore, declares: “(O' my friends), except the saint (Guru), there is no other 

giver (of true peace and happiness). Whosoever seeks the shelter of the saint (Guru) 

has crossed over this (worldly ocean).” (pause) 

Stating the benefits of following the advice of saints, he says: “(O’ my friends), 

millions of sins are erased when we perform the service suggested by the saints, 

because then with relish we sing praises of God. (By doing so), we obtain peace here, 

and honor hereafter. But it is with great good fortune that we obtain the company of 

saint (Guru).” (2) 

Continuing to describe the glory of saints, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, I don’t 

know) how far can I talk about the glory of saints, because I have only one tongue, but 

the saints are full of unaccountable merits. (It is only) by seeking the shelter of saints, 

that we can obtain (to that God), who is incomprehensible and always    

imperishable.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad, by showing us the kind of humility with which we 

should pray to God, and what should we pray for. He says: “O' God, I am a meritless, 

lowly orphan criminal, (but I) have sought the refuge of the saints. (I) Nanak, am 

drowning in the dark blind well of family attachment; please stand by me till the   

end.” (4) 
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The message of this shabad is that if in spite of our faults, we want to be saved; 

we should shed our self-conceit, pray to God to bless us with the guidance of 

saints, and live in accordance with their advice.  

Personal note: - Although in this shabad Guru Ji has very much praised the saints 

and advised us to seek their shelter, but there is always a danger of us falling pray to 

the hypocritical and actually unholy persons who call themselves saints. Therefore, 

for us the safest thing is to follow the advice contained in Guru Granth Sahib Ji, 

which is the essence of advice of the saints (gurus), not only from Sikh faith, but also 

from many other faiths. Therefore, in the humble opinion of this author, we need not 

seek the advice of any human being at this time. Because we already have the great 

treasure of divine wisdom, and whatever advice we need is available right in Guru 

Granth Sahib. By understanding and living in accordance with Gurbani, we can live 

in peace and honor, both here and hereafter. 

sorath mehlaa 5 ghar 1. 

jaa kai hirdai vasi-aa too kartay taa kee 

taiN aas pujaa-ee. 

daas apunay ka-o too visrahi naahee 
charan Dhoor man bhaa-ee. ||1|| 

 

tayree akath kathaa kathan na jaa-ee. 

gun niDhaan sukh-daatay su-aamee 
sabh tay ooch badaa-ee. rahaa-o. 

 

so so karam karat hai paraanee jaisee 
tum likh paa-ee. 

sayvak ka-o tum sayvaa deenee darsan 

daykh aghaa-ee. ||2|| 

 

sarab nirantar tumeh samaanay jaa    

ka-o tuDh aap bujhaa-ee. 

gur parsaad miti-o agi-aanaa pargat 
bha-ay sabh thaa-ee. ||3|| 

 

so-ee gi-aanee so-ee Dhi-aanee so-ee 
purakh subhaa-ee. 

kaho naanak Jis bha-ay da-i-aalaa taa 

ka-o man tay bisar na jaa-ee. ||4||8|| 
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Sorath Mehla-5 Ghar-1 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us to surrender our mind, body, wealth, and 

everything to the saints or devotees of God. The reason is that they help us to meditate 

on God's Name, and through that meditation God is enshrined in our hearts. (Actually, 

God always resides in our hearts, but it is only after obtaining divine guidance from 

the Guru, we realize this). In this shabad, Guru Ji tells us what kind of blessings one 

enjoys when one realizes this.   

In essence, Guru Ji says: “O' Creator, in whose heart You have come to abide, You 

have fulfilled every desire of that (person). You never go out of the mind of Your 

servant, because the dust of Your lotus feet (Your loving devotion) seems pleasing to 

that person’s mind.” (1)  

Next acknowledging God’s indescribable greatness, Guru Ji says: “O' Master, the 

treasure of merits and giver of peace, Your indescribable discourse cannot be 

described, highest is Your greatness.” (pause) 

Now, Guru Ji reveals to us the root cause of difference in the behavior and conduct of 

different human beings. He says: “O' God, one does that very deed, as is the writ You 

have written and put in one’s destiny. (However), to Your servant You have given the 

(gift) of Your service, and so (Your servant) feels satiated on seeing Your sight.” (2) 

Next Guru Ji tells us how those saints view the world on whom God shows His grace. 

He says: “O' God those to whom You Yourself give this understanding, they are able 

to see You pervading in every heart; by Guru's grace, all their ignorance is removed 

and to them You seem prevalent in all places.” (3) 

Finally Guru Ji tells us who are the truly wise persons and who are the true mediators 

on God. He says: “O' God, Nanak says that the person on whom You become 

merciful, from that person’s mind (You) are never forsaken, and such a person is truly 

wise, a true mediator, and is a person of good nature.” (4-8)  

The message of the shabad is that when we seek the shelter of the Guru and 

under his advice meditate on God's Name, we realize that God is enshrined in 

our hearts. Then we become so calm, contented, and wise that we feel that we 

have obtained all treasures, and all our wishes have been fulfilled. We are able to 

see God pervading in each and every heart and place and we become truly wise 

and honorable persons. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

sagal samagree mohi vi-aapee kab 

oochay kab neechay. 

suDh na ho-ee-ai kaahoo jatnaa 

orhak ko na pahoochay. ||1|| 
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SGGS  P-611 

mayray man saaDh saran chhutkaaraa. 

bin gur pooray janam maran na rah-ee 

fir aavat baaro baaraa. rahaa-o. 

 

oh jo bharam bhulaavaa kahee-at tin 

meh urjhi-o sagal sansaaraa. 

pooran bhagat purakh su-aamee kaa 
sarab thok tay ni-aaraa. ||2|| 

 

ninda-o naahee kaahoo baatai ayhu 
khasam kaa kee-aa. 

jaa ka-o kirpaa karee parabh mayrai mil 

saaDhsangat naa-o lee-aa. ||3|| 

 

paarbarahm parmaysur satgur sabhnaa 

karat uDhaaraa. 

 

kaho naanak gur bin nahee taree-ai ih 
pooran tat beechaaraa. ||4||9|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the paragraph before (pause) in the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that except the 

saint (Guru), there is no other giver of true peace and happiness. Whosoever seeks the 

shelter of the saint (Guru) has been ferried across this (worldly) ocean. In this shabad, 

he elaborates on this advice and while commenting on how the world is suffering on 

account of worldly attachments, Guru Ji tells us how a Guru’s follower saves him or 

herself from any such pain and suffering by remaining detached from worldly 

allurements. 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), the entire world is afflicted with worldly attachment. 

Sometime it feels elated (and self- conceited), and sometime down (or depressed. O’ 

my mind, by) any of our own efforts, we do not get purified (or liberated from the dirt 

of worldly attachment). Therefore no one obtains the end (object of life or   

salvation).” (1) 

Now telling his own mind (and us) the only way to be liberated from worldly 

attachments and what happens when we don’t follow that path, Guru Ji says: “O' my 

mind, by seeking the shelter of saint (Guru), we are liberated (from the bondage of 

worldly attachments. But) without (the guidance of) the perfect Guru, (liberation from 

the worldly attachments is not achieved); the process of birth and death does not end, 

and one keeps coming and going (in and out of this world) again and again.” (pause) 
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Now describing the difference, between the conduct of life and attitude of a God’s 

devotee, and the rest of the world, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), the entire world is 

entangled in those (worldly riches and power, which in spiritual terms) we call doubt 

and illusion. But the person who is the perfect devotee of (God) the Master, that 

person remains detached from all (worldly) allurements.” (2) 

But advising even those who realize the above, Guru Ji says: “ (O’ my friends), don’t 

disparage others for any reason, because all this is the doing of our Master. However, 

the one on whom my God has shown mercy, by meeting the society of the saintly 

persons, that one has meditated on God’s Name.” (3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), Nanak says that after reflecting 

completely (upon) the essence, (he has come to the conclusion) that without (the 

guidance of) the Guru, we cannot swim across (the worldly ocean. They who seek his 

shelter, true Guru the embodiment of the all pervading God ferries them across.” (4-9) 

The message of this shabad is that the entire world is entangled in the web of 

worldly attachments and keeps suffering the pains of births and deaths, again 

and again. The only way to save ourselves from this perpetual pain is that we 

should seek the guidance of the Guru, and without slandering or deriding others; 

we should follow Guru’s advice, and meditate on God's Name. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

khojat khojat khoj beechaari-o raam 

naam tat saaraa. 

kilbikh kaatay nimakh araaDhi-aa 
gurmukh paar utaaraa. ||1|| 

 

har ras peevhu purakh gi-aanee. 

sun sun mahaa taripat man paavai 
saaDhoo amrit baanee. rahaa-o. 

 

mukat bhugat jugat sach paa-ee-ai 
sarab sukhaa kaa daataa. 

apunay daas ka-o bhagat daan dayvai 

pooran purakh biDhaataa. ||2|| 

 

sarvanee sunee-ai rasnaa gaa-ee-ai 

hirdai Dhi-aa-ee-ai so-ee. 

karan kaaran samrath su-aamee jaa 
tay baritha na ko-ee. ||3|| 
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vadai bhaag ratan janam paa-i-aa 
karahu kirpaa kirpaalaa. 

saaDhsang naanak gun gaavai simrai 

sadaa gopaalaa. ||4||10|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that the entire world is entangled in the web of 

worldly attachments and keeps suffering the pains of births and deaths, again and 

again. The only way to save ourselves from this perpetual pain is that we should seek 

the guidance of the Guru, and without slandering or deriding others; we should follow 

Guru’s advice and meditate on God's Name. In this shabad, sharing with us the 

essence of his research, Guru Ji tells us how God’s Name is the essence of all kinds of 

worship, and why we should listen with our ears; see with our eyes, and utter with our 

tongue, God’s Name at all times. 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), after searching again and again, I have come to this 

conclusion: God's Name is the supreme essence of (all worship). By meditating on 

(God’s Name) under Guru’s guidance, even for a moment, it washes off one’s sins 

and ferries one across (the worldly ocean).” (1) 

Therefore very respectfully addressing us, Guru Ji says: “O' wise (holy) persons, drink 

the elixir of God’s (Name), because by listening to the nectar sweet word of the saint 

(Guru), the mind obtains supreme satisfaction.” (pause) 

Listing some of the reasons for his above statement, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), 

God is the giver of all comforts; it is from Him that we obtain salvation, joys, and the 

right way (of life). He is perfect Supreme Being, and the creator of the universe; He 

gives the boon of devotion to His devotee.” (2) 

Therefore advising us all, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), with our ears we should 

listen (to God’s Name), with our tongue sing His praise and enshrine that (God) in our 

heart. No one comes out empty handed from the door of that cause and doer, the all 

powerful being.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad, by showing us how we should pray to God, and what to 

ask for. He says: “By great good fortune, I have obtained this jewel (like valuable 

human) birth. O’ merciful Master, show mercy (and bless) Nanak, that in the company 

of saintly persons, he may sing (Your) praises, and always meditate on (You), the 

Master.” (4-10) 

The message of this shabad is that we should pray to God to bless us with the 

guidance and company of the saint Guru, so that we may sing praises of God and 

meditate on His Name with our ears, tongue, and heart, which is the essence of 

all worship. 
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sorath mehlaa 5. 

kar isnaan simar parabh apnaa man 
tan bha-ay arogaa. 

kot bighan laathay parabh sarnaa 

pargatay bhalay sanjogaa. ||1|| 

 

parabh banee sabad subhaakhi-aa. 

gaavhu sunhu parhahu nit bhaa-ee 

gur poorai too raakhi-aa. rahaa-o. 

 

saachaa saahib amit vadaa-ee bhagat 

vachhal da-i-aalaa. 

santaa kee paij rakh-daa aa-i-aa aad 

birad partipaalaa. ||2|| 

 

har amrit naam bhojan nit bhunchahu 

sarab vaylaa mukh paavhu. 

jaraa maraa taap sabh naathaa gun 
gobind nit gaavhu. ||3|| 

 

sunee ardaas su-aamee mayrai sarab 
kalaa ban aa-ee. 

 

pargat bha-ee saglay jug antar gur 

naanak kee vadi-aa-ee. ||4||11|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should pray to God to bless us with 

the guidance and company of the saint Guru, so that we may sing praises of God and 

meditate on His Name with our ears, tongue, and heart, which is the essence of all 

worship. In this shabad, he tells what kind of blessings he obtained by meditating on 

God's Name, so that we may also be inspired to sing God’s praises and meditate on 

His Name.  

He says: “(O’ my friends), after taking a bath and meditating on my God, my body 

and mind have become (healthy, and) disease-free. In the shelter of God, myriad of 

obstructions have been removed, as if my good fortune has awakened.” (1) 

Guru Ji therefore advises: “(O' my dear friends), this gospel of God has been 

beautifully uttered through the word (of the Guru). Therefore, O’ brothers, daily sing, 

listen, and read (this Bani. If you do that, you would find that) the perfect Guru has 

saved you (from all kinds of troubles).” (pause) 
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Next commenting upon the excellences of God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), God is 

eternal, of limitless glory, and the merciful Master is the lover of His devotees. That 

Savior has been existing even before the beginning of time and has been saving the 

honor of His saints in accordance with His ancient tradition.” (2) 

Therefore, Guru Ji advises: “ (O' my friends), daily partake this dainty dish of God's 

Name, and utter it from your mouth at all times. Every day sing praises of God, (by 

doing so you would find that all your problems including those associated with) old 

age, (fear of) death, and disease have fled away.” (3) 

Finally, Guru Ji expresses his gratitude and considering this as the glory of Guru 

Nanak, says: “ (O’ my friends), my Master listened to my prayer, then all (kind of) 

power became manifest (in me), and in this way glory of Guru Nanak became 

manifest throughout the entire universe.” (4-11) 

The message of this shabad is that we should daily sing and hear the beautiful 

and sweet hymns uttered by our Gurus with great devotion and attention, and 

meditate on God’s Name at all time. Then all our problems of old age, fear of 

death, and any other mental anguish or physical ailment would vanish.  

sorath mehlaa 5 ghar 2    cha-upday 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

ayk pitaa aykas kay ham baarik too mayraa 

gur haa-ee. 

sun meetaa jee-o hamaaraa bal bal jaasee 
har darsan dayh dikhaa-ee. ||1|| 

SGGS  P-612 

sun meetaa Dhooree ka-o bal jaa-ee. 

ih man tayraa bhaa-ee. rahaa-o. 
 

paav malovaa mal mal Dhovaa ih man tai 

koo daysaa. 

sun meetaa ha-o tayree sarnaa-ee aa-i-aa 

parabh mila-o dayh updaysaa.||2|| 

 

maan na keejai saran pareejai karai so 

bhalaa manaa-ee-ai. 

sun meetaa jee-o pind sabh tan arpeejai   
i-o darsan har jee-o paa-ee-ai. ||3|| 
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bha-i-o anoograhu parsaad santan kai har 
naamaa hai meethaa. 

jan naanak ka-o gur kirpaa Dhaaree sabh 

akul niranjan deethaa. ||4||1||12|| 

Sorath Mehla-5  

Ghar-2 Chaupadaas 

In this beautiful shabad, Guru Arjun Dev Ji, shares with us how he approached his 

Guru and father Guru Ramdas Ji, and asked him how he obtained the sight of God. So 

that he too may follow that path and enjoy the bliss of seeing and uniting with that 

eternal God. 

So addressing his Guru and father, Guru Ji says: “(O' dear father), we are the children 

of the same one Father; you are my Guru (and spiritual guide as well). O' my 

respected dear friend, listen: “(Each and every part of my body) would be a sacrifice 

(to You) again and again if you show me the sight (of God).” (1) 

Continuing his humble submission, Guru Ji says: “Listen O' my friend, I am a 

sacrifice to the dust of your feet, I (surrender) this mind of mine before you, (and I 

would do anything you ask me to do, but show me His sight).” (pause) 

Guru Ji adds: “I would massage your feet, would wash them with care and tenderness, 

and I would surrender this mind of mine to you. O’ my friend: “Listen, I have come to 

your shelter, give me such instruction that I may meet God.” (2) 

Now Guru Ji shares with us, the response of his father and Guru (Ram Das Ji) to this 

humble prayer. He says: “(Upon listening to this humble prayer, my father said: “(O’ 

my son), do not become proud, and seek the shelter (of God). Whatever God does, 

deem it as the best (thing for you). Listen, O’ dear friend, surrender all your life and 

body (to Him), this is how we obtain the sight of respected God.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by describing the result of following the above advice 

of his Guru. He says: “By the grace of the saint (Guru), I have received this blessing 

that (now) God’s Name has (become) sweet (for me). Guru has shown mercy upon 

devotee Nanak, (and he has) seen the caste-less, immaculate (God) prevailing 

everywhere.” (4-1-12) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to see the sight of the merciful 

immaculate God pervading everywhere, then we should humbly follow the 

advice of our Guru, and without any pride, surrender our mind, body, and 

everything to God, and deem whatever He does as the best thing for us.  
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sorath mehlaa 5. 

kot barahmand ko thaakur su-aamee 
sarab jee-aa kaa daataa ray. 

paratipaalai nit saar samaalai ik gun 

nahee moorakh jaataa ray. ||1|| 

 

har aaraaDh na jaanaa ray. 

har har gur gur kartaa ray. 

har jee-o naam pari-o raamdaas. 

rahaa-o. 
 

deen da-i-aal kirpaal sukh saagar 

sarab ghataa bharpooree ray. 

paykhat sunat sadaa hai sangay mai 
moorakh jaani-aa dooree ray. ||2|| 

 

har bi-ant ha-o mit kar varna-o ki-aa 
jaanaa ho-ay kaiso ray. 

kara-o bayntee satgur apunay mai 

moorakh dayh updayso ray. ||3|| 

 

mai moorakh kee kaytak baat hai kot 

paraaDhee tari-aa ray. 

gur naanak Jin suni-aa paykhi-aa say 
fir garbhaas na pari-aa ray. 

||4||2||13|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to see the sight of the 

merciful immaculate God, pervading everywhere, then we should humbly follow the 

advice of our Guru, and without any pride, surrender our mind, body, and everything 

to God, and deem whatever He does as the best thing for us. In his shabad, Guru Ji 

shows us, with how much humility we need to approach God, confess our faults, and 

ask Him to show His mercy upon us and save us. 

First making a general comment about the excellence of God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my 

friends), God is the master of millions of universes. He is the giver and the benefactor 

of all beings. He sustains them and every day takes care of them, but me an ignorant 

fool has not realized (and appreciated) even one of His merits.” (1) 
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Guru Ji even admits that he doesn’t know how to even remember God. (Indirectly he 

comments on those people who just mechanically keep repeating God’s Name, 

without real affection, and concentration of mind, and think that they are great saints 

or devotees). So assuming himself, as one of such devotees, Guru Ji says: “(O' my 

friends), I don’t know how to meditate on God. I only keep uttering God and Guru’s 

(Name, again and again). O' my reverend God, I have been nick named Ram Das (or 

God's servant, so save me).” (pause) 

Continuing to comment upon our ignorance about the merits and greatness of God, 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), the merciful and kind Master of the meek, the ocean of 

comforts is fully pervading in all the hearts. He always sees and listens to us and is 

always with us, but me the foolish one has deemed Him far away.” (2) 

Therefore, sharing with us what he does to remove his ignorance about God, Guru Ji 

says: “(O’ my friends), God is limitless, but I describe Him within certain limits. How 

do I know how great God is? Therefore I make a supplication before my true Guru 

and ask him: “O' sir, instruct (me), the foolish one (regarding God).” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by sharing with us the result of following the advice of 

his Guru. He says: “(O’ my friends), what to talk of a foolish person like me, (in 

Guru’s shelter even a person) with millions of sins has been ferried across. (In fact, 

anyone) who has listened to or seen Guru Nanak (and acted on his advice), that person 

hasn’t fallen into the womb again.” (4-2-13)  

The message of this shabad is that if we listen and act on the advice of Guru 

(Granth Sahib Ji), then what to speak of ignorant persons like us, who might 

have unknowingly made some mistakes, even the worst sinners, who have 

knowingly committed many crimes would be saved from any punishment and 

pain. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

Jinaa baat ko bahut andaysro tay 
mitay sabh ga-i-aa. 

sahj sain ar sukhman naaree ooDh 

kamal bigsa-i-aa. ||1|| 

 

daykhhu achraj bha-i-aa. 

Jih thaakur ka-o sunat agaaDh boDh 
so ridai gur da-i-aa. rahaa-o. 

 

jo-ay doot mohi bahut santaavat tay 
bha-i-aanak bha-i-aa. 

karahi bayntee raakh thaakur tay 

ham tayree sarna-i-aa. ||2|| 
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jah bhandaar gobind kaa khuli-aa Jih 

paraapat tih la-i-aa. 

ayk ratan mo ka-o gur deenaa 
mayraa man tan seetal thi-aa. ||3|| 

 

ayk boond gur amrit deeno taa atal 
amar na mu-aa. 

bhagat bhandaar gur naanak ka-o 

sa-upay fir laykhaa mool na la-i-aa. 
||4||3||14|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we listen and act on the advice of 

our Guru, then what to speak of ignorant persons like us, who might have 

unknowingly made some mistakes, even the worst sinners, who have knowingly 

committed many crimes, would be saved from any punishment and pain. In this 

shabad, he shares with us the blessings he obtained when following the advice of his 

Guru he meditated on God’s Name.  

Guru Ji starts by sharing with us the blessings he obtained when by Guru’s grace he 

saw God enshrined in him. He says: “(O’ my friends, when I saw the bliss-giving God 

enshrined in me), all the fear of things, about which I was (afraid), was erased. Now, I 

am absorbed in a state of equipoise, all my sense faculties are in peace, and I feel so 

delighted (as if) the inverted lotus (of my heart) has blossomed.” (1) 

Deeming it as a miracle, Guru Ji says: “Look (O’ my friends), a miracle has happened. 

The Master, about whom we used to hear that He is beyond the comprehension of our 

sense faculties and knowledge, (that God) the Guru has shown me in my own heart.” 

(pause) 

Elaborating on the results, of this miracle, he says: “The demons (such as lust, anger, 

and greed) who used to constantly torture me, they are now afraid of me, and say: “O' 

sir, we have come to your shelter, save us from God’s (wrath).” (2) 

Explaining another concept and describing what other blessings he has received, Guru 

Ji says: “ (O’ my friends), wherever the storehouse of (God’s) devotion has opened, 

(at that place) they in whose destiny it was so written, have obtained (the gift of God’s 

Name). The Guru has given me one such diamond (of God's Name, that with it) my 

body and mind have been cooled (and soothed).” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad, by saying: “Yes, (O' my friends), the Guru gave me 

just a drop of the nectar (of God’s Name, because of which) I have become eternal 

and immortal, and I would never die (a spiritual death). The Guru has entrusted Nanak 

with the storehouses of worship, and has not asked for the accounts at all.” (4-3-14) 
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The message of this shabad is that if we seek the shelter of the Guru, and 

following his advice, meditate on God’s Name, then we would realize God 

abiding in our heart; all our fears and mental anguishes would vanish forever, 

and we would enjoy a state of complete peace, bliss, and spiritual immortality.  

sorath mehlaa 5. 

charan kamal si-o jaa kaa man leenaa 
say jan taripat aghaa-ee. 

gun amol Jis ridai na vasi-aa tay nar 

tarisan tarikhaa-ee. ||1|| 
 

har aaraaDhay arog andaa-ee. 

Jis no visrai mayraa raam sanayhee 
tis laakh baydan jan aa-ee. rahaa-o. 

SGGS  P-613 

Jih jan ot gahee parabh tayree say 
sukhee-ay parabh sarnay. 

Jih nar bisri-aa purakh biDhaataa tay 

dukhee-aa meh gannay. ||2|| 
 

Jih gur maan parabhoo liv laa-ee tih 

mahaa anand ras kari-aa. 

Jih parabhoo bisaar gur tay 

baymukhaa-ee tay narak ghor meh 

pari-aa. ||3|| 
 

Jit ko laa-i-aa tit hee laagaa taiso hee 
vartaaraa. 

 

naanak sah pakree santan kee ridai 

bha-ay magan charnaaraa. 
||4||4||15|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we seek the shelter of the Guru, and 

following his advice, meditate on God’s Name, then we would realize God abiding in 

our heart, all our fears and mental anguishes would vanish forever and we would 

enjoy a state of complete peace, bliss, and spiritual immortality. In this shabad, Guru 

Ji is comparing the bliss enjoyed by those who, following the Guru’s advice, remain 

absorbed in God’s Name, unlike those who keep suffering pain and punishment by 

forsaking God and not listening to Guru’s advice. 
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Guru Ji says: “The devotees whose mind is attuned to the lotus feet (or love of God), 

they remain satiated (from worldly desires. On the other hand), they in whose mind 

the priceless merits (of God) haven’t been enshrined, those persons remain thirsty (for 

worldly things).” (1) 

Continuing the comparison, he says: “(O’ my friends), by meditating on God, the 

devotees have become healthy, and blissful. However, the one who forsakes my dear 

(God), deem that person is afflicted with millions of pains.” (pause) 

But the comparison doesn’t end there. Guru Ji adds “O’ God, they who have firmly 

held on to Your support are happy in Your sanctuary. On the other hand, the persons 

who have forgotten God, the architect of destiny, they are counted amongst the 

miserable persons.” (2) 

Therefore, acknowledging the clear benefits of seeking God’s shelter, Guru Ji says: 

“Obeying the Guru, they who have attuned their minds to God have enjoyed great 

bliss. But forsaking God, they who have turned their backs on the Guru (have refused 

to follow his advice have suffered so much pain, as if they have) fallen in the worst of 

hell.” (3) 

But Guru Ji always has compassion even for those sinners who have forgotten God. 

Putting himself in their position, he prays on their behalf, and says: “(O’ God, in) 

whatever (task You have) yoked (anyone), that one is engaged in that very (job) and 

exactly according to (Your command) has become that person’s conduct. But Nanak 

(says), they who have caught hold of the refuge of saints, they remain attuned to (the 

love of) God’s feet (and are saved).” (4-4-15) 

The message of this shabad is that if we choose to ignore the advice of the Guru 

and forsake God from our mind, then we are going to suffer all kinds of pains 

and miseries. On the other hand, if we seek the shelter and guidance of the Guru 

and remain attuned to the love of God, then we would enjoy supreme bliss. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

raajan meh raajaa urjhaa-i-o maanan 
meh abhimaanee. 

lobhan meh lobhee lobhaa-i-o ti-o har 

rang rachay gi-aanee. ||1|| 
 

har jan ka-o ihee suhaavai. 

paykh nikat kar sayvaa satgur har 
keertan hee tariptaavai. rahaa-o. 
 

amlan si-o amlee laptaa-i-o bhooman 

bhoom pi-aaree. 

kheer sang baarik hai leenaa parabh 
sant aisay hitkaaree. ||2|| 
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bidi-aa meh bidu-ansee rachi-aa nain 

daykh sukh paavahi. 

jaisay rasnaa saad lubhaanee ti-o har 
jan har gun gaavahi. ||3|| 

 

jaisee bhookh taisee kaa poorak sagal 
ghataa kaa su-aamee. 

 

naanak pi-aas lagee darsan kee 
parabh mili-aa antarjaamee. 

||4||5||16|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the first paragraph of the previous shabad, Guru Ji stated: “The devotees whose 

mind is attuned to the lotus feet of God remain satiated from worldly desires. On the 

other hand, they in whose mind the priceless merits of God haven’t been enshrined 

remain thirsty for worldly things.” In this shabad, by citing some commonplace 

examples from ordinary life, Guru Ji describes how deeply and continuously the true 

devotees of God keep singing His praise, and remain thirsty for His sight, and how 

God Himself quenches their thirst.  

He says: “ (O’ my friends), just as a king remains involved in the affairs of the state, a 

self-conceited person (is always on the look out for opportunities to satisfy his or her) 

ego, or a greedy person is lured by greed, similarly a (divinely) wise person remains 

absorbed in God’s love.” (1) 

But regarding God’s devotees, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), to the devotees of God, 

only this thing looks pleasing, that by seeing God close to them, serving the true Guru, 

and by singing God’s praise, they remain satiated.” (pause) 

Guru Ji elaborates on this passion of the devotees, by citing some more examples of 

love and obsessions of persons from different walks of life. He says: “ (O’ my 

friends), just as an addict remains attached to his addiction, a landlord is attached to 

his land and an infant is attached to milk, (similarly) the saints are lovers (of       

God).” (2) 

Guru Ji adds: “A scholar remains absorbed in studying books; the eyes feel comforted 

only by seeing (different things), or just as the tongue is always craving relishes, 

similarly a devotee always sings God’s praises.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by describing how God takes care of the desire of 

various people, and how his own desire has been fulfilled. He says: “(O’ my friends), 

whatever (type) of hunger (or desire) a person has, God is the fulfiller of that, 

(because) He is the Master (and knower of) all hearts. Nanak felt a thirst for the vision 

of God, and the Knower of hearts has come to meet him.” (4-3-16)  
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The message of this shabad is that just as different kinds of people are absorbed 

in different kinds of vocations, tastes, or obsessions, similarly we should become 

devotees of God and crave for His sight. So that one day God, the knower of our 

desires, may show His grace and fulfill our desire for His vision.  

sorath mehlaa 5. 

ham mailay tum oojal kartay ham 
nirgun too daataa. 

ham moorakh tum chatur si-aanay too 

sarab kalaa kaa gi-aataa. ||1|| 

 

maaDho ham aisay too aisaa. 

ham paapee tum paap khandan neeko 

thaakur daysaa. rahaa-o. 

 

tum sabh saajay saaj nivaajay jee-o 

pind day paraanaa. 

nirgunee-aaray gun nahee ko-ee tum 
daan dayh miharvaanaa. ||2|| 

 

tum karahu bhalaa ham bhalo na 
jaanah tum sadaa sadaa da-i-aalaa. 

tum sukh-daa-ee purakh biDhaatay tum 

raakho apunay baalaa. ||3|| 

 

tum niDhaan atal sulitaan jee-a jant 

sabh jaachai. 

 
kaho naanak ham ihai havaalaa raakh 
santan kai paachhai. ||4||6||17|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that just as different kinds of people are 

absorbed in different kinds of vocations, tastes, or obsessions, similarly we should 

become devotees of God and long for His sight. So that one day God, the knower of 

our hearts, may show His grace and fulfill our desire for His vision. However, one 

thing is obvious, that we have to approach God and ask for His grace in the most 

appropriate way. In this shabad, Guru Ji shows us how to approach God by first 

confessing our faults and shortcomings while recognizing His powers, and then 

praying to Him to save us in spite of all our faults and vices. 
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Guru Ji says: “(O' God) we are soiled (with the dirt of so many sins and vices), but 

You are the washer (and purifier of our sins). We are without any merits, but You are 

the donor (of all merits). We are foolish, but You are profoundly wise, and knower of 

all kinds of arts and techniques.” (1) 

Next showing us how to totally surrender ourselves before God and confess our 

shortcomings, Guru Ji says: “O' God, we are such (evil doers), and You are such a 

Forgiver. We are the sinners, and You are the Destroyer of sins; beauteous is Your 

abode, O’ my Master.” (pause) 

Recognizing the blessings bestowed by God on His creatures, Guru Ji says: “O' God, 

You have created all beings, by giving them body, soul, and life breaths. We the 

meritless ones do not have any merit, but You, the merciful one, keep bestowing gifts 

(on us).” (2) 

Guru Ji continues his confession on behalf of all human beings, and says: “O' God, 

You do so much good for us, but we don’t recognize or appreciate Your favors on us. 

However, You, the supreme Being, are giver of comforts and save Your children 

(from any harm).” (3)  

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O' God), You are the treasure (of all virtues), and 

eternal King (from whom) all mortals and beings beg. Nanak has only this (letter of 

reference, and beseeches You) to save us as being the followers of saint (Guru).”      

(4-6-17)  

The message of this shabad is that if we want to be saved in spite of all our sins, 

short-comings, demerits, and vices, we should pray to God, confess all our sins, 

and thank Him for all His favors. Like a child, we should request that He keep us 

free from any sinful habits and save us as being the Guru’s followers. 

sorath mehlaa 5 ghar 2. 

maat garabh meh aapan simran day tah 

tum raakhanhaaray. 

paavak saagar athaah lahar meh 
taarahu taaranhaaray. ||1|| 

 

maaDhou too thaakur sir moraa. 

eehaa oohaa tuhaaro Dhoraa. rahaa-o. 
 

keetay ka-o mayrai sammaanai 
karanhaar tarin jaanai. 

too daataa maagan ka-o saglee daan 
deh parabh bhaanai. ||2|| 
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khin meh avar khinai meh avraa achraj 

chalat tumaaray. 

roorho goorho gahir gambheero oochou 
agam apaaray. ||3|| 

SGGS  P-614 

saaDhsang ja-o tumeh milaa-i-o ta-o 
sunee tumaaree banee. 

anad bha-i-aa paykhat hee naanak 

partaap purakh nirbaanee. ||4||7||18|| 

Sorath Mehla-5  

Ghar-2 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to be saved in spite of all 

our sins, short comings, demerits, and vices, we should pray to God, confess all our 

sins, thank Him for all His favors, and like a child request Him to keep us free from 

any sinful habits and bless us with the guidance of the Guru. By now, at least one 

quality, which we must appreciate about our Guru Ji’s method of teaching, is that he 

doesn’t only give us some advice and leaves us at that. But after giving us some 

advice on the basis of his deep research, he demonstrates with a personal example to 

show us how to act on that advice. In this shabad, Guru Ji is showing us how we need 

to have full confidence in God for His protection and other blessings, and how we 

should approach and pray to Him to protect us and save our honor.  

So addressing God in a most grateful way, Guru Ji says: “O' our Savior, by bestowing 

Your meditation in the (fire like heat of the) womb of our mother, You keep us safe. 

(Now show Your similar kindness, and) ferry us across this fiery (worldly) ocean in 

which countless waves of the fire (of desire, sin, and evil passions) are raging.” (1) 

Expressing his full faith in God, Guru Ji says: “O' the Spouse of the goddess of 

wealth, You are my Master, and protector over my head. Here in this world or there 

(in the next world), I only have Your support.” (pause) 

Next, acknowledging our human weaknesses and faults in not duly appreciating that 

God who has created us all, but flattering those who bestow small favors on us, Guru 

Ji says: “O' God, (the foolish human being attaches so much importance (to a small 

thing) created by You, that he or she deems it great (like) a mountain, but (gives so 

little importance) to the Creator, (as if he or she deems Him) to be a straw. (But the 

fact is that) You are the Giver, and the entire universe is Your beggar. As per Your 

pleasure, You give charity to all.” (2) 
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Next appreciating and acknowledging God’s beauty, wisdom, and His wonders, Guru 

Ji says: “(O’ God), You are beauteous, mysterious, wise, patient, supreme, 

inaccessible, and limitless. In one moment, You are in one form, and in another You 

appear entirely different. Wonderful and astonishing are Your plays.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by again thanking God for His blessing. He says: “O' 

God, when You brought me in touch with the company of saint (Guru), I listened to 

Your (divine) word, (and then immediately upon) seeing the glory of desire-free,      

all-pervading (God), Nanak went into a state of (divine) bliss.” (4-7-18) 

The message of this shabad is that God is great and limitless. He is our protector 

and savior in all kinds of situations; therefore, we should have complete faith in 

Him. If we want to have the bliss of His vision then we need to listen and act on 

the true Guru's advice, sing the praises of God, and meditate on His Name. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

ham santan kee rayn pi-aaray ham 

santan kee sarnaa. 

sant hamaaree ot sataanee sant 
hamaaraa gahnaa. ||1|| 

 

ham santan si-o ban aa-ee. 

poorab likhi-aa paa-ee. 

ih man tayraa bhaa-ee. rahaa-o. 

 

santan si-o mayree layvaa dayvee 
santan si-o bi-uhaaraa. 

santan si-o ham laahaa khaati-aa har 

bhagat bharay bhandaaraa. ||2|| 

 

santan mo ka-o poonjee sa-upee ta-o 

utri-aa man kaa Dhokhaa. 

Dharam raa-ay ab kahaa karaigo ja-o 
faati-o saglo laykhaa. ||3|| 

 

mahaa anand bha-ay sukh paa-i-aa 
santan kai parsaaday. 

kaho naanak har si-o man maani-aa 

rang ratay bismaaday. ||4||8||19|| 
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Sorath Mehla-5 

Guru Ji concluded the previous shabad by stating that when God brought him in touch 

with the company of saint (Guru), he listened to His (divine) word, (and then 

immediately upon) seeing the glory of desire-free, and all-pervading (God), he went 

into a state of (divine) bliss. But this is not the only shabad where Guru Ji has 

expressed his gratitude and appreciation for the kind of spiritual guidance and 

inspiration he has received from the saint Guru (Ram Das Ji). He has expressed 

similar sentiments innumerable times. This shabad appears to be entirely dedicated to 

the sincere expression of his deep love, and gratitude for Guru (Ram Das Ji), whom he 

didn’t love and respect only as his father, but also as a perfect saint and his Guru.  

Describing his respect for his saint Guru, he says: “(O’ my) dear (friends, I love, 

respect, and so much depend upon my saint Guru, as if) I am the dust of the saints’ 

feet, and I am in the shelter of the saint (Guru. In fact), the saint (Guru) is my firm 

support; (he has so reformed and embellished my life, as if) that saint is my 

ornamental decoration.” (1) 

Summarizing his relationship with the Guru, he says: “(O’ my friends), the saint 

(Guru) and I have developed a mutual liking. (It appears that I have) obtained (this 

closeness with the saint Guru, as a result of my) pre-ordained destiny, and I love the 

saint (Guru) so much that I have said to him: “This mind is yours, O’ brother!)” 

(pause) 

Guru Ji now describes the kind of intimacy and closeness he has with the saints. He 

says: “(O’ my friends), my dealings are only with the saints, and with the saints I do 

business. From the saints, I have earned this profit, (now I am so much devoted to 

God as if) within me are storehouses brimful with (God’s) devotion.” (2) 

Next sharing with us, the blessings and confidence he is enjoying as a result of earning 

the wealth of God’s devotion, he says: “(O’ my friends, when) the saints entrusted me 

with the capital (of God's Name), the worry of my mind was removed. (Now I ask 

myself), what can the judge of righteousness do, (and on what basis he can award me 

any punishment), when all the account of my (past deeds) has been torn off?” (3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), by the grace of the saint (Guru,) I have 

obtained supreme bliss. Nanak says my mind now feels connected with God, and I 

have been imbued in His wondrous love.” (4-8-19)  

The message of this shabad is that we should seek the company of saintly people 

and sing God’s praises, under the guidance of the saint (Guru Granth Sahib) Ji. 

By doing so, we would wash off all our past sins and enjoy a state of supreme 

bliss of union with God. 
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sorath mehlaa 5. 

jaytee samagree daykhhu ray nar 
taytee hee chhad jaanee. 

raam naam sang kar bi-uhaaraa 

paavahi pad nirbaanee. ||1|| 

 

pi-aaray too mayro sukh-daata. 

gur poorai dee-aa updaysaa tum hee 
sang paraataa. rahaa-o. 

 

kaam kroDh lobh moh abhimaanaa taa 
meh sukh nahee paa-ee-ai. 

hohu rayn too sagal kee mayray man 

ta-o anad mangal sukh paa-ee-ai. ||2|| 

 

ghaal na bhaanai antar biDh jaanai taa 

kee kar man sayvaa. 

kar poojaa hom ih manoo-aa akaal 
moorat gurdayvaa. ||3|| 

 

gobid daamodar da-i-aal maaDhvay 

paarbarahm nirankaaraa. 

 
naam vartan naamo vaalayvaa naam 

naanak paraan aDhaaraa. ||4||9||20|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In this shabad Guru Ji is advising his mind (actually ours) and is telling us about the 

short-lived nature of all the wealth and possessions of this world and tells us what we 

need to do to obtain eternal bliss and emancipation. 

Guru Ji says: “O' mortal, whatever possessions or capital stock you see, all of that you 

would leave (here in this world and go. Therefore, instead of running after the worldly 

wealth), deal in (the wealth of) God's Name, so that you may obtain the state of 

salvation.” (1) 

Therefore, addressing God, Guru Ji says: “O' my Beloved, You are my giver of 

comforts. This is the wisdom rendered to me by the perfect Guru, therefore I have 

fallen in love with You.” (pause) 
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So addressing his mind (and indirectly us), Guru Ji says: “(O' my mind), we don’t 

obtain peace by indulging in lust, anger, greed, attachment, and ego. O' my mind, (it is 

by) becoming (humble, like) the dust of feet of everybody, that we obtain bliss, joy, 

and happiness.” (2) 

Guru Ji now assures us that our devotion to God and meditating on His Name does not 

go waste, and it is always fruitful. So he says: “(O’ my mind, remember and) serve 

(that God, who) never lets anybody’s efforts go in vain. He knows the inner condition 

of our heart. (O’ my friend), surrender your own mind so completely, as if) you have 

sacrificed your mind in the sacred fire and worship the immortal Guru-God.” (3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), God (who is known by many names, 

such as) Govind, Damodar, and Madhav is very compassionate and formless all 

pervading God. Therefore, Nanak (says, O’ my mind), make His Name as your thing 

of everyday use and the support of your life breaths.” (4-9-20)  

The message of this shabad is that in case we want to obtain eternal bliss and 

happiness, then instead of running after worldly wealth or possessions, we should 

try to earn the pleasure of God by meditating on His Name and singing His 

praise under Guru's guidance. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

mirtak ka-o paa-i-o tan saasaa 
bichhurat aan milaa-i-aa. 

pasoo parayt mugaDh bha-ay 

sarotay har naamaa mukh gaa-i-aa. 
||1|| 

 

pooray gur kee daykh vadaa-ee. 

taa kee keemat kahan na jaa-ee.   

rahaa-o. 
 

dookh sog kaa Dhaahi-o dayraa 

anad mangal bisraamaa. 
man baaNchhat fal milay achintaa 

pooran ho-ay kaamaa. ||2|| 

 

eehaa sukh aagai mukh oojal mit  

ga-ay aavan jaanay. 

nirbha-o bha-ay hirdai naam vasi-aa 
apunay satgur kai man bhaanay. 

||3|| 
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oothat baithat har gun gaavai dookh 
darad bharam bhaagaa. 

kaho naanak taa kay poor karammaa 

jaa kaa gur charnee man laagaa. 
||4||10||21|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the sentence before pause in the previous shabad, addressing God Guru Ji says: “O' 

my Beloved, You are my giver of comforts. This is the wisdom rendered to me by the 

perfect Guru, therefore I have fallen in love with You.” But, this is not the only 

blessing, which we receive from the perfect Guru. In this shabad, Guru Ji lists some 

more invaluable gifts, which the perfect Guru bestows upon his devotees and 

disciples.  

He says: “(O' my friends, the Guru) has reunited the separated ones (with God again, 

and in this way) he has revived the (spiritually) dead. (The persons, who were 

spiritually ignorant and uncivilized like) the animals and evil spirits, became his 

ardent audience, and they started singing God’s Name from their mouths.” (1) 

So addressing us Guru Ji says: “(O' my friend), look at the (amazing) glory of the 

perfect Guru, whose worth cannot be described.” (pause) 

Now listing some of the blessings the perfect Guru has bestowed upon different 

persons, he says: “(O’ my friends, the person who has come to his shelter, the Guru 

has so dispelled all that person’s troubles, as if he has) completely demolished the 

very abode of that person’s pains and sorrows, and within that person pervades peace, 

bliss, and joys. Imperceptibly that person obtained the fruits of heart’s desire, and (all) 

that person’s tasks were accomplished.” (2) 

Guru Ji adds: “(O’ my friends, they who have come to the Guru’s shelter) have 

obtained peace here (in this world), and honor in the next (world, or God’s court), and 

their comings and goings (in and out of this world) have come to an end. Because they 

have become pleasing to their true Guru’s heart, God’s Name has been enshrined in 

their minds, and they have become free from (any kind of fear, including death.” (3) 

Therefore, in conclusion, Guru Ji says: “ (O' my friends, the person who at all times, 

whether) sitting or standing, sings praises of God, all that person’s sorrow, pain, and 

doubt vanishes. Nanak says, perfect is that person’s destiny whose mind has become 

attuned to (Gurbani,) the Guru’s feet.” (4-10-21) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to obtain all kinds of comforts, 

bliss, happiness, and even salvation, then we should seek and follow the advice of 

the perfect Guru (Granth Sahib Ji), who has the power to reunite us with God, 

the true source of all peace, poise, and bliss.  
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sorath mehlaa 5. 

ratan chhaad ka-udee sang laagay 
jaa tay kachhoo na paa-ee-ai. 

SGGS  P-615 

pooran paarbarahm parmaysur 

mayray man sadaa Dhi-aa-ee-ai. ||1|| 

 

simrahu har har naam paraanee. 

binsai kaachee dayh agi-aanee. 
rahaa-o. 
 

marig tarisnaa ar supan manorath taa 
kee kachh na vadaa-ee. 

raam bhajan bin kaam na aavas sang 

na kaahoo jaa-ee. ||2|| 

 

ha-o ha-o karat bihaa-ay avradaa   
jee-a ko kaam na keenaa. 

Dhaavat Dhaavat nah tariptaasi-aa 

raam naam nahee cheenaa. ||3|| 

 

saad bikaar bikhai ras maato asaNkh 

khatay kar fayray. 

 

naanak kee parabh paahi binantee 
kaatahu avgun mayray. ||4||11||22|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to obtain all kinds of 

comforts, bliss, happiness, and even salvation, then we should seek and follow the 

advice of the perfect Guru, who has the power to reunite us with God, the true source 

of all peace, poise, and bliss. However, in this shabad, Guru Ji tells us how we are 

wasting our time, and instead of amassing genuine gems of the wealth of God’s 

Name, we are engaged in collecting worldly wealth, which ultimately proves to be 

worthless like the shells.  

Including himself in the category of ordinary human beings, Guru Ji humbly addresses 

himself and says: “Forsaking the jewel (of God's Name), we are attached to the 

pursuit of trinkets (of worldly riches) from which we don’t obtain any real merit.  
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(Instead of that), O' my mind, we should always remember the perfect all-pervading 

God.” (1)  

Guru Ji now addresses the human being in general and says: “O' human being, 

meditate on God’s Name, (which is immortal, but) O’ ignorant one, the frail body 

would perish (one day).” (pause) 

Comparing the worldly riches and God’s Name, Guru Ji says: “ (O’ my friend, the 

worldly wealth is like) a mirage, (which gives a false hope) to a thirsty deer, and is 

like fulfilling one’s object in a dream, which has no value. (The fact is) that except 

God’s Name, (nothing else) serves any purpose (in God’s court, and the worldly 

wealth) doesn’t accompany any one.” (2) 

Next commenting on the general conduct of the human being, he says: “ (O’ my 

friends, one) wastes one’s (entire) life in trying to satisfy one’s ego (for wealth and 

power), and doesn’t do any thing (truly useful) for one’s soul. (In spite of repeatedly) 

running after (worldly wealth and power), one is neither satiated nor one has reflected 

on God’s Name.” (3) 

Summarizing human life, Guru Ji says: “ (O’ my friends, in general a human being) 

remains intoxicated in the poisonous relishes (of worldly riches) and false pleasures, 

(and because of one’s) innumerable misdeeds, one keeps going through rounds (of 

births and deaths). Therefore, Nanak says, “O’ God, please rid me of my faults.” (4-

11-12) 

The message of this shabad is that we should not waste our time in running after 

worldly riches and power. Instead we should pray to God to wipe out our faults 

and yoke us in meditating on His Name.  

sorath mehlaa 5. 

gun gaavhu pooran abhinaasee kaam 

kroDh bikh jaaray. 

mahaa bikham agan ko saagar saaDhoo 
sang uDhaaray. ||1|| 

 

poorai gur mayti-o bharam anDhayraa. 

bhaj paraym bhagat parabh nayraa. 

rahaa-o. 

 

har har naam niDhaan ras pee-aa man 

tan rahay aghaa-ee. 

jat kat poor rahi-o parmaysar kat aavai 
kat jaa-ee. ||2|| 
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jap tap sanjam gi-aan tat baytaa Jis 
man vasai gopaalaa. 

naam ratan Jin gurmukh paa-i-aa taa 

kee pooran ghaalaa. ||3|| 

 

kal kalays mitay dukh saglay kaatee jam 

kee faasaa. 

 

kaho naanak parabh kirpaa Dhaaree 
man tan bha-ay bigaasaa. ||4||12||23|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad Guru Ji told us that we should not waste our time in running 

after worldly riches and power. Instead we should pray to God to wipe out our faults 

and yoke us in meditating on His Name. In this shabad he tells us what to do instead 

of running after the worldly riches and power, so that we can find union with God and 

achieve the real object of life for which we have been sent here. 

Guru Ji says: “(O' my friends), sing praises of the perfect imperishable God. (So that 

He may dispel and) burn down the poisons of lust and anger (in you). This world is 

(like a) terrible ocean of fire, which is very difficult to cross. (But the one who sings 

God’s praises by keeping ) the company of saints (God) saves that one (from 

drowning).” (1)  

Therefore, Guru Ji advises: “(O’ my friend), seek the shelter of the perfect Guru, 

(because anyone who has done that), the perfect Guru has dispelled the darkness of 

doubt (in that person’s mind. The Guru advises one to) meditate (on God) with loving 

devotion (so that one may see) God near in one’s company.” (pause) 

Guru Ji now lists some of the blessings obtained by those who have meditated on 

God’s Name. He says: “(O’ my friends, they who) have enjoyed the relish of the 

treasure of God’s Name, their minds and bodies have been satiated. They have 

realized that God is pervading here, there, and everywhere. (He is eternal, so) doesn’t 

ever come or go.” (2)  

Continuing to describe the merits of meditating on God under the guidance of the 

Guru, he says: “(O’ my friends), they who under the guidance of the Guru have 

obtained the jewel of (God’s) Name, their hard work has become fruitful. (Because by 

doing so, God comes to abide in their hearts, and) in whose mind resides the Master 

(obtains the merits of all kinds of) worships, penances, austerities, and becomes the 

knower of the essence of (divine) wisdom.” (3) 
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In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “ (O’ my friends, the person who has meditated on God 

under Guru’s guidance, all) that person’s troubles, conflicts, and sorrows have been 

obliterated, and noose of (spiritual) death has been cut off. Nanak says, God has 

become gracious (and that person’s) mind and body have become delighted.”            

(4-12-23) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to erase all our sorrows, fears, and 

pains, and enjoy a state of supreme bliss, then we should meditate on God's 

Name, under Guru's guidance.  

sorath mehlaa 5. 

karan karaavanhaar parabh daataa 

paarbarahm parabh su-aamee. 

saglay jee-a kee-ay da-i-aalaa so 
parabh antarjaamee. ||1|| 

 

mayraa gur ho-aa aap sahaa-ee. 

sookh sahj aanand mangal ras achraj 
bha-ee badaa-ee. rahaa-o. 

 

gur kee saran pa-ay bhai naasay 
saachee dargeh maanay. 

gun gaavat aaraaDh naam har aa-ay 
apunai thaanay. ||2|| 

 

jai jai kaar karai sabh ustat sangat 
saaDh pi-aaree. 

sad balihaar jaa-o parabh apunay Jin 

pooran paij savaaree. ||3|| 

 

gosat gi-aan naam sun uDhray Jin Jin 

darsan paa-i-aa. 

bha-i-o kirpaal naanak parabh 
apunaa anad saytee ghar aa-i-aa. 

||4||13||24|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to erase all our sorrows, 

fears, and pains, and enjoy a state of supreme bliss, then we should meditate on God's 

Name, under Guru's guidance. In this shabad, he tells us what happens when God 

becomes gracious on anyone, and with whom does He unite that person, and what 

happens after that.  
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Before going into further details, Guru Ji lists some of the unique qualities and powers 

of God. He says: “(O’ my friends, my) God the Giver is the Doer, and the One who 

accomplishes (everything happening in this world). That all pervading God is the 

Master of all. That merciful Being has created all beings. That God knows all     

hearts,” (1)  

Sharing his own experience, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), my Guru himself has 

become my helper. (As a result, I have obtained) peace, poise, bliss, relishing 

pleasures, and I am amazed at my glory.” (pause) 

Continuing to express his sense of gratefulness for his Guru, he says: “(O’ my 

friends), when I obtained the shelter of the Guru, all my fears vanished and I obtained 

honor in the true court (of God. In this way, by) singing (God’s) praises and 

meditating on Name of God, I have reached my destination (my home).” (2) 

Describing the response of the rest of the congregation (when they saw him being 

glorified), Guru Ji says: “Now everyone acclaims and praises me and they say that 

company of the saint (Guru) is very dear (to them also). Therefore, I am always a 

sacrifice to my God, who has preserved my honor.” (3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, they) who have obtained the sight of the 

Guru, by listening to his divine discourse on God’s Name, they have been ferried 

across (this worldly ocean). In short, (I) Nanak say, “My God has become merciful on 

me, and blissfully I have come to my home (and realized God in my heart).” (4-13-24) 

The message of this shabad is that if we seek the shelter of the Guru, and follow 

his advice by meditating on God's Name, then all our sins would be dispelled, 

and we would be honored both in this world and God's court.  

sorath mehlaa 5. 

parabh kee saran sagal bhai laathay 
dukh binsay sukh paa-i-aa. 

da-i-aal ho-aa paarbarahm su-aamee 

pooraa satgur Dhi-aa-i-aa. ||1|| 

 

parabh jee-o too mayro saahib 

daataa. 
kar kirpaa parabh deen da-i-aalaa 

gun gaava-o rang raataa. rahaa-o. 

 

satgur naam niDhaan drirh-aa-i-aa 

chintaa sagal binaasee. 
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SGGS  P-616 

kar kirpaa apuno kar leenaa man 
vasi-aa abhinaasee. ||2|| 

 

taa ka-o bighan na ko-oo laagai jo 
satgur apunai raakhay. 

charan kamal basay rid antar amrit 

har ras chaakhay. ||3|| 

 

kar sayvaa sayvak parabh apunay Jin 

man kee ichh pujaa-ee. 

naanak daas taa kai balihaarai Jin 
pooran paij rakhaa-ee. ||4||14||25|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we seek the shelter of the Guru, and 

follow his advice by meditating on God's Name, then all our sins would be dispelled 

and we would be honored both in this world and God's court. In this shabad, Guru Ji 

tells us what kind of blessings people obtained and how all their sorrows and troubles 

were ended when they sought the refuge of God.  

Describing it as his personal experience, Guru Ji says: “On seeking the shelter of God, 

all my fears were removed. My troubles were ended and I obtained peace and 

happiness. Yes, when I meditated on my perfect Guru, the all-pervading Master 

showed mercy to me.” (1) 

Guru Ji now makes a prayer to God and says: “O' my dear God, You are my master 

and my benefactor. O' merciful God of the meek, show Your mercy so that imbued 

with Your love I may sing Your praises.” (pause) 

Describing exactly what happened when he sought the shelter of his Guru, he says: 

“(When I entered his refuge), the true Guru made me meditate on the treasure of God's 

Name, and all my anxiety was destroyed. Then showing His mercy (God) made me 

His own and the imperishable (God) came to reside in my mind.” (2) 

Therefore on the basis of his personal experience and that of others who have sought 

the shelter of the true Guru, he states: “(O’ my friends, the one) whom the true Guru 

has saved as his own faces no obstacles. God's lotus feet (His loving Name) abide in 

that one’s mind, and one relishes the nectar of God.” (3) 
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Guru Ji therefore advises: “O' servant of God, serve your God, who has fulfilled the 

wish of your heart. Slave Nanak is a sacrifice to Him who has fully protected (his) 

honor.” (4-14-25) 

The message of this shabad is that in case we want to get rid of all our fears, 

doubts, troubles, and pains, then we should seek the shelter of our true Guru and 

meditate on God's Name, then God would come to abide in our heart and we will 

obtain eternal bliss. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

maa-i-aa moh magan anDhi-aarai 

dayvanhaar na jaanai. 

jee-o pind saaj Jin rachi-aa bal apuno 
kar maanai. ||1|| 

 

man moorhay daykh rahi-o parabh     
su-aamee. 

jo kichh karahi so-ee so-ee jaanai rahai 

na kachhoo-ai chhaanee. rahaa-o. 

 

Jihvaa su-aad lobh mad maato upjay 

anik bikaaraa. 

bahut jon bharmat dukh paa-i-aa       
ha-umai banDhan kay bhaaraa. ||2|| 

 

day-ay kivaarh anik parh-day meh par 
daaraa sang faakai. 

chitar gupat jab laykhaa maageh tab 

ka-un parh-daa tayraa dhaakai. ||3|| 

 

deen da-i-aal pooran dukh bhanjan tum 

bin ot na kaa-ee. 

kaadh layho sansaar saagar meh 
naanak parabh sarnaa-ee. ||4||15||26|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In this shabad Guru Ji is exposing the arrogance, ungratefulness, deceit, and other evil 

actions being indulged in by many human beings, who think themselves to be all 

powerful and clever, as if nobody knows their secrets. But Guru Ji wants to warn them 

that God is watching everything, and they would have to ultimately pay for their 

misdeeds. 
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So Guru Ji says: “Lost in the darkness of attachment for worldly wealth, one doesn’t 

realize the Giver, (who has given him everything. Instead of recognizing Him) who 

has created that person by giving life, soul, and body, the foolish person deems his or 

her own power (greater than God).” (1) 

Guru Ji therefore, addresses his own mind (indirectly us) and says: “O' my foolish 

mind, God the Master is seeing (everything). He is aware of whatever you do, and 

nothing remains hidden from Him” (pause). 

Now Guru Ji comments on the general nature of human beings and how they remain 

absorbed in all kinds of false relishes and evil pursuits. He says: “The human being 

remains intoxicated with all kinds of relishes of the tongue and greed; out of that are 

born many kinds of evils. Consequently, being weighed down by the bonds (and sins) 

of ego (the human being) wanders through many wombs and suffers great pain.” (2). 

Therefore, directly addressing those human beings who are secretly committing many 

sins but think that nobody is watching them, Guru Ji asks: “Behind so many closed 

doors (and making so many efforts to hide your evil acts), you remain involved in 

illegitimate relationships with spouses of others, but when Chitar and Gupat (the 

scribes of the judge of righteousness), ask you to render the account of your deeds, 

then tell me who would hide your secrets.” (3) 

Again, as per Guru Ji’s tradition of humility and the style of putting himself among 

the sinners and praying for their welfare, Guru Ji addresses God and says: “O' the 

merciful God of the meek, the perfect destroyer of all sorrows and sins, except You, 

we don’t have any other shelter (or place to go for help,. Please) pull us out of this 

(poisonous) ocean of the world. Nanak has sought Your refuge.” (4-15-26) 

The message of the shabad is that instead of running after false and sinful 

worldly pursuits to satisfy our lust and ego, we should recognize and be grateful 

to God for giving us this wonderful life, body, and soul, and we should pray to 

Him to save us from these worldly temptations and sins and emancipate us. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

paarbarahm ho-aa sahaa-ee kathaa 
keertan sukh-daa-ee. 

gur pooray kee banee jap anad 

karahu nit paraanee. ||1|| 

 

har saachaa simrahu bhaa-ee. 

saaDhsang sadaa sukh paa-ee-ai har 
bisar na kabhoo jaa-ee. rahaa-o. 
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amrit naam parmaysar tayraa jo 

simrai so jeevai. 
Jis no karam paraapat hovai so jan 

nirmal theevai. ||2|| 

 

bighan binaasan sabh dukh naasan 

gur charnee man laagaa. 

gun gaavat achut abhinaasee an-din 
har rang jaagaa. ||3|| 

 

man ichhay say-ee fal paa-ay har kee 
kathaa suhaylee. 

aad ant maDh naanak ka-o so parabh 
ho-aa baylee. ||4||16||27|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that instead of running after false and 

sinful worldly pursuits to satisfy our lust and ego, we should recognize and be grateful 

to God for giving us this wonderful life, body, and soul, and we should pray to Him to 

save us from these worldly temptations and sins and emancipate us. In this shabad, 

Guru Ji shares with us, the kinds of things, which are helpful in saving us from sinful 

temptations, and how God helps us when we meditate and act upon the advice of the 

perfect Guru. 

He says: “(O’ my friends, listening to) the discourses and singing of God’s praises are 

both peace giving. (Whosoever does that), God becomes their helper. O' human 

beings, enjoy (divine) bliss by singing and worshipping the word of the perfect   

Guru.” (1) 

Once again, Guru Ji affectionately addresses us and says: “O' my brothers (and 

sisters), meditate upon the eternal (God; O’ my friends, we) always obtain peace in 

the company of the saints, and God never goes out of our mind.” (pause) 

Next, Guru Ji affectionately addresses God Himself and says: “O' God, immortalizing 

is Your Name. Whosoever meditates upon it lives (a blissful life). By good fortune the 

person who receives it becomes immaculate.” (2) 

Continuing to describe the blessings of attuning our mind to the words of the Guru, he 

says: “(O’ my friends, the person) whose mind is attuned to the immaculate words of 

the Guru, all the impediments (in that person’s way) are destroyed, and all his or her 

pains flee away. Because by singing praises of the eternal and imperishable God day 

and night and remaining imbued with the love of God, one remains awake (to the 

worldly temptations).” (3) 
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In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), so peace-giving is the discourse of God, 

(that whosoever has listened and learnt a lesson from it, has) obtained all the fruits of 

his (or her) heart’s desire. Even for Nanak, that God has proved to be his helper in 

childhood, middle age, and the end (of life).” (4-16-27) 

The message of this shabad is that we should listen and act with love and 

devotion on the Gurbani, the word of the Guru (as contained in Guru Granth 

Sahib Ji). By doing so, God Himself would become our friend and savior, and 

then all our pains and troubles would flee away, and we would live in eternal 

peace.  

sorath mehlaa 5 panchpadaa. 

binsai moh mayraa ar tayraa binsai apnee 

Dhaaree. ||1|| 

 

santahu ihaa bataavhu kaaree. 

Jit ha-umai garab nivaaree. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

sarab bhoot paarbarahm kar maani-aa 

hovaaN sagal raynaaree. ||2|| 

 

paykhi-o parabh jee-o apunai sangay 

chookai bheet bharmaaree. ||3|| 

 

a-ukhaDh naam nirmal jal amrit paa-ee-ai 

guroo du-aaree. ||4|| 

 

kaho naanak Jis mastak likhi-aa tis gur 
mil rog bidaaree. ||5||17||28|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

Panchpada 

In this shabad Guru Ji is indirectly telling us the way to dispel our sense of 

selfishness, duality, and the worst of all diseases, the malady of self-conceit or ego. 

But in his unique style, Guru Ji expresses this in a question form, before his Guru as if 

he himself needs to find a cure for these problems.  

So he says: “I wish that all my (worldly) attachment, sense of mine-ness and         

thine-ness, and ego is destroyed.” (1) 
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Therefore, he approaches his Guru and says: “O' respected saints, please tell me about 

that effective medicine (or that effective way), using which I may get rid of ego and 

self-conceit.” (1-pause) 

Stating what else he is looking for, Guru Ji says: “I (also) wish that I may recognize 

God pervading everywhere, and I may become (the most humble person, as if) I am 

the dust of all.” (2)  

Stating one more wish of his, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my Guru, I also wish that) the wall of 

doubt (between me and God) is removed, so that I may see dear God in my   

company.” (3)  

His Guru answers: “(O’ my friend, that) cure all is God's Name, and this immaculate 

and immortalizing water is obtained only from the Guru’s door.” (4) 

On finding such a simple answer to all his problems, Guru Ji feels so happy and 

gratified that he exclaims: “Nanak says, in whose destiny is so pre-written, by meeting 

the Guru (that person) has got rid of all the ailments.” (5-17-28) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to get rid of all our ailments, such 

as self-conceit, duality, and worldly attachment, and want to realize God 

everywhere and in every heart, then we should seek the shelter of the Guru 

(Granth Sahib Ji) and obtain the panacea of God’s Name. 

SGGS  P-617 

sorath mehlaa 5 ghar 2 dupday 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

sagal banaspat meh baisantar sagal 
dooDh meh ghee-aa. 

ooch neech meh jot samaanee ghat 

ghat maaDha-o jee-aa. ||1|| 
 

santahu ghat ghat rahi-aa samaahi-o. 

pooran poor rahi-o sarab meh jal thal 
rama-ee-aa aahi-o. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

gun niDhaan naanak jas gaavai 

satgur bharam chukaa-i-o. 

sarab nivaasee sadaa alaypaa sabh 
meh rahi-aa samaa-i-o. ||2||1||29|| 
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Sorath Mehla 5  

Ghar 2 Dupadey 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to get rid of all our 

ailments, such as self-conceit, duality, and worldly attachment, and want to realize 

God everywhere and in every heart, then we should seek the shelter of the Guru 

(Granth Sahib Ji) and obtain the panacea of God’s Name. 

In this shabad, he gives us some very beautiful examples to illustrate how God is 

contained in every heart, whether good or bad, and every place whether high or low, 

so that we may not unnecessarily discriminate between human beings belonging to 

different races, colors or creeds, and discriminate between God’s creations of one 

place or the other.  

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), just as fire is contained in all vegetation, and butter is 

contained in all milks, similarly (His) light is pervading in all (the mortals of) high 

and low (caste), and God (is present) in the heart of all beings.” (1) 

Therefore, Guru Ji addresses us and reminding us says: “O' my dear saints, God is 

pervading in each and every heart; that perfect God is contained amongst all, and He 

is pervading in all waters and all lands.” (1-pause) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad by telling us what he himself does (and indirectly 

advises us what we need to do). He says: “(O’ my friends), my true Guru has removed 

my doubt, and now Nanak sings praises of that Treasure of merits, who (although) 

resides in all (places), yet always remains detached, and is pervading in all (beings).” 

(2-1-29) 

The message of this shabad is that we should recognize the presence of God in 

each and every heart, each and every place, and we should be cautious about 

hurting anybody’s feelings or polluting any place, because all hearts and all 

places are sacred, as they are abodes of God. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

jaa kai simran ho-ay anandaa binsai 

janam maran bhai dukhee. 

chaar padaarath nav niDh paavahi 

bahur na tarisnaa bhukhee. ||1|| 

 

jaa ko naam lait too sukhee. 

saas saas Dhi-aavahu thaakur ka-o man 

tan jee-aray mukhee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
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saaNt paavahi hoveh man seetal agan 
na antar Dhukhee. 

gur naanak ka-o parabhoo dikhaa-i-aa 

jal thal taribhavan rukhee. ||2||2||30|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should recognize the presence of 

God in each and every heart, and each and every place; therefore we should be 

cautious about hurting anybody’s feelings or polluting any place, because all hearts 

and places are sacred, being abodes of God. However, this goes without saying, that if 

we have to love all humans, all beings, and all places, because in all of them God their 

Creator is contained, then we have to keep remembering that Master of us at all times. 

In this shabad, Guru Ji gives us that very simple and straightforward advice. 

He says: “(O' my friend), by meditating on whom you obtain bliss, your fear of birth 

and death is destroyed, you obtain all the four objects of life (namely faith, wealth, 

satisfaction, and salvation), all the nine treasures, and you no longer hunger or thirst 

for any more worldly thing, (meditate on that God at all times.” (1) 

Continuing his advice, Guru Ji says, “By uttering God’s Name, you obtain peace, so 

meditate on that Master with each and every breath, with (full concentration of your) 

mind, body, heart, and tongue.” (1-pause) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by sharing with us his personal experience in this 

regard. He says: “(O’ my friend), in all waters, lands, and woods of all the three 

worlds, the Guru has revealed to Nanak, the presence of God (the source of all peace, 

bliss, and happiness). Therefore, I tell you that by meditating on God, you would also) 

obtain peace, your mind would feel comforted, and the fire (of worldly desire) 

wouldn’t keep smoldering inside you.” (2-2-30) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to obtain true peace and happiness, 

and if we want to achieve all the four objects of our life, then we should always 

meditate on God. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

kaam kroDh lobh jhooth nindaa in tay 

aap chhadaavahu. 

ih bheetar tay in ka-o daarahu aapan 
nikat bulaavhu. ||1|| 

 

apunee biDh aap janaavhu. 

har jan mangal gaavhu. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
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bisar naahee kabhoo hee-ay tay ih biDh 

man meh paavhu. 

 

gur pooraa bhayti-o vadbhaagee jan 
naanak kateh na Dhaavahu. 

||2||3||31|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want true peace and happiness, 

we should always meditate on God. But there are many among us who often find 

excuses for not doing so, giving such reasons as lack of time or so many other 

responsibilities. Some of us are even so clever that we go to the extent of saying that 

when God does and gets everything done from everybody, then it is His responsibility 

to make us meditate on His Name also. To justify our clever excuses, we often quote 

phrases from Sri Guru Granth Sahib, out of context, and twist their meanings to suit 

our purpose. But we forget that in addition to reading Guru Granth Sahib Ji, we have 

to follow our Gurus footsteps, as well. In this shabad Guru Ji shows us, how to pray to 

God and ask him to liberate us from temptations of lust, anger, greed, etc., and also 

the way to be united with Him.  

Addressing God in the humblest possible way, Guru Ji says: “O' God, (I realize that 

the impulses of) lust, anger, greed, falsehood, and slander (are very bad, but I cannot 

get rid of these on my own. Please) liberate me Yourself from these. (Yes), drive out 

these (evil instincts) from my within, and call me near You.” (1) 

Continuing his extreme humility, Guru Ji says: “O' God, You Yourself must show me 

the way (to get united with You), so that in the company of God’s devotees, I may 

sing songs of joy (of Your union).” (1-pause) 

Concluding his prayer, Guru Ji says: “ (O' God), instill in me this technique, that I 

may never forsake You from my heart. Lo, by good fortune, he has met the perfect 

Guru, so (now) devotee Nanak does not go anywhere else (looking for any other Guru 

or spiritual guide).” (2-3-31) 

The message of this shabad is that in case we want to get rid of all our evil 

passions of lust, anger, greed, slander, and falsehood, and we want to get close to 

God and see His vision, then we should pray to Him to unite us with perfect 

Guru (Granth Sahib Ji) and act on the advice given therein. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

jaa kai simran sabh kachh paa-ee-ai 

birthee ghaal na jaa-ee. 

tis parabh ti-aag avar kat raachahu jo 
sabh meh rahi-aa samaa-ee. ||1|| 
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har har simrahu sant gopaalaa. 

saaDhsang mil naam Dhi-aavahu 
pooran hovai ghaalaa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

saar samaalai nit paratipaalai paraym 
sahit gal laavai. 

 

kaho naanak parabh tumray bisrat 

jagat jeevan kaisay paavai. 
||2||4||32|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

Guru Ji concluded the previous shabad by praying to God to instill in him this 

technique, that he may never forsake God from his heart. In this shabad, he asks us to 

do the same thing and tells us why it is absolutely necessary to do so.  

Guru Ji commences the shabad by asking a rhetorical question. He says: “(O’ my 

friends), who is pervading in all, by meditating on whom we obtain everything and 

our effort doesn’t go waste, then forsaking Him, why are you getting involved in 

others?” (1) 

Therefore, addressing us in a very respectful way, he says: “O' saints, again and again 

meditate on God, the Master of the universe. (If) joining the congregation of saints, 

you meditate on His Name, your effort will be fruitful.” (1-pause) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, God) takes care of all, sustains us 

everyday, and with love He embraces us to His bosom. So, Nanak says (O’ God), by 

forsaking You, how can anybody survive in this world?” (2-4-32) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to enjoy an eternal life, and if we 

want to make sure that our efforts are not wasted, then forsaking the worship or 

pursuits of any other thing or anybody else, we should keep singing praises of 

God and meditating on His Name, in the company of saintly persons. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

abhinaasee jee-an ko daataa simrat sabh 
mal kho-ee. 

gun niDhaan bhagtan ka-o bartan birlaa 

paavai ko-ee. ||1|| 

 

mayray man jap gur gopaal parabh so-ee. 

jaa kee saran pa-i-aaN sukh paa-ee-ai 
baahurh dookh na ho-ee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
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vadbhaagee saaDhsang paraapat tin 
bhaytat durmat kho-ee. 

SGGS  P-618 

tin kee Dhoor naanak daas baachhai Jin 

har naam ridai paro-ee. ||2||5||33|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to enjoy an eternal life, and 

if we want to make sure that our efforts are not wasted, then forsaking the worship or 

pursuits of any other thing or anybody else, we should keep singing praises of God 

and meditating on His Name in the company of saintly persons. In this shabad, Guru 

Ji tells us what kinds of blessings he and others have obtained by meditating on God, 

and therefore what his advice is for us. 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), the imperishable God is the Giver of all living beings. 

By meditating on Him, all one’s dirt (of evil thoughts) is washed off. He is the 

treasure of merits, and (is like a daily) necessity of His devotees, but only a rare 

person attains Him.” (1) 

Therefore addressing his own mind (and indirectly us), Guru Ji says: “O' my mind, 

meditate on that same Guru-God, seeking whose shelter we obtain peace, and there is 

no pain after that.” (1-pause)  

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by saying: “(O’ my friends), it is only by good fortune 

that one obtains the company of saints, and upon meeting them, one gets rid of one’s 

evil intellect. (Therefore), Nanak seeks the dust of the feet (the humble service) of 

those who have enshrined God's Name in their hearts.” (2-5-33) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to wash the evil intellect of our 

mind and get rid of all our pains forever, then joining the company of saintly 

persons, we should meditate on God’s Name. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

janam janam kay dookh nivaarai 

sookaa man saDhaarai. 
darsan bhaytat hot nihaalaa har kaa 

naam beechaarai. ||1| 
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mayraa baid guroo govindaa. 

har har naam a-ukhaDh mukh dayvai 
kaatai jam kee fanDhaa. ||1|| rahaa-o 

 

samrath purakh pooran biDhaatay 
aapay karnaihaaraa 

 

apunaa daas har aap ubaari-aa 
naanak naam aDhaaraa. ||2||6||34|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to wash the evil intellect of 

our mind and get rid of all our pains forever, then joining the company of saintly 

persons, we should meditate on God’s Name. In this shabad, Guru Ji illustrates with 

the beautiful example of a doctor as to how the Guru cures us of our spiritual and 

psychological ailments and makes us fit and healthy in those respects, which is much 

more important than our physical fitness. 

He says: “(O' my friends, I have a doctor who) cures and completely obliterates the 

sufferings of myriad of births and rejuvenates my listless mind. Just by seeing His 

vision one feels delighted, and one starts reflecting on God's Name.” (1) 

Now Guru Ji reveals who that physician is, what kind of medicine he gives, and what 

is its effect. He says: “(O' my friends), my physician is Guru-God. He administers the 

panacea of God's Name in one’s mouth, which cuts away one’s noose of death.” (1-

pause) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by praying to God, the supreme Guru, and the ultimate 

Doctor. He says: “O' the Master of all powers, the all pervading perfect Being, You 

Yourself are their Creator. Nanak says: “By giving him the support of His Name, He 

has himself saved His servant.” (2-6-34)  

The message of this shabad is that we should have complete faith in our Guru, 

who gives us the medicine of God’s Name, which can cure all our psychological, 

spiritual, and physical ailments. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

antar kee gat tum hee jaanee tujh 

hee paahi nibayro. 

bakhas laihu saahib parabh apnay 

laakh khatay kar fayro. ||1|| 
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parabh jee too mayro thaakur nayro. 

har charan saran mohi chayro. ||1|| 
rahaa-o. 

 

baysumaar bay-ant su-aamee oocho 

gunee gahayro. 

kaat silak keeno apuno daasro ta-o 
naanak kahaa nihoro. ||2||7||35|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should have complete faith in our 

Guru, who gives us the medicine of God’s Name, which can cure all our 

psychological, spiritual, and physical ailments. In this shabad, he tells us how God is 

the ultimate judge of every action of ours, how He knows everything, and then he 

shows us the way to approach and pray to God, to forgive us and make us His own. 

Humbly addressing God, Guru Ji says: “O' God, only You know the inner state (of my 

mind). It is before You that the final judgment (about me) is going to happen.           

(O’ God, because of) doing millions of misdeeds, I have been going through rounds 

(of birth and death). But O’ my God, forgive me (this time, deeming me as Your   

own).” (1)  

Continuing his submission, Guru Ji says: “O' God my Master, You abide right by my 

side. O’ God, grant the shelter of Your feet to me, Your disciple.” (1-pause) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad by expressing his full confidence in God’s support. He 

says: “O' my infinite limitless Master, You are highest of the high (and like a) 

unfathomable (sea of) merits. Nanak says, when after cutting off the noose (of death, 

You) make one Your servant, then that person doesn’t remain dependant upon anyone 

else.” (2-7-35) 

The message of this shabad is that we should recognize God right in front of us. 

We should humbly pray to Him to pardon our sins and accept us as His own. If 

God is pleased with our love and sincerity, He may make us as His own and rid 

us of dependence on others, as well as any more cycles of births and deaths.  

sorath mehlaa 5. 

bha-ay kirpaal guroo govindaa sagal 
manorath paa-ay. 

asthir bha-ay laag har charnee govind 
kay gun gaa-ay. ||1|| 
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bhalo samoorat pooraa. 

saaNt sahj aanand naam jap vaajay 

anhad tooraa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

milay su-aamee pareetam apunay ghar 

mandar sukh-daa-ee. 

har naam niDhaan naanak jan paa-i-aa 
saglee ichh pujaa-ee. ||2||8||36|| 

Sorath Mehla -5 

In the line before pause in the previous shabad (2-6-34), Guru Ji stated: “(O' my 

friends), my physician is Guru-God. He administers the panacea of God's Name in 

one’s mouth, which cuts away one’s noose of death.” In this shabad, he tells us what 

other blessings a person obtains when the God-like Guru is pleased with that person. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), they upon whom the God-like Guru becomes merciful, 

obtain all the objects of their mind. Because they become stable (and poised) by 

attuning to God’s feet (the immaculate words of the Guru) and by singing praises of 

God, the Master of the universe.” (1) 

Guru Ji therefore tells us: “(O' my friends), auspicious is that perfect moment, when 

by meditating on God's Name one obtains bliss and the never-ending melody of divine 

music rings (in one’s heart).” (pause) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O' my friends), the person who has met his beloved 

friend and Master, that person’s home or mansion becomes (peaceful and) comforting. 

(In short), servant Nanak says, all the wishes of that person have been fulfilled, who 

has obtained the treasure of God’s Name,.” (2-8-36) 

The message of this shabad is that we should seek the shelter of the Guru 

(Granth Sahib Ji), and sing praises of God, by attuning our minds to the 

immaculate words (the Gurbani) contained there in. Who knows, by becoming 

kind, the Guru may bless us also with stability of mind and spiritual joy. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

gur kay charan basay rid bheetar 
subh lakhan parabh keenay. 

bha-ay kirpaal pooran parmaysar 

naam niDhaan man cheenay. ||1|| 

 

mayro gur rakhvaaro meet. 

doon cha-oonee day vadi-aa-ee 
sobhaa neetaa neet. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
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jee-a jant parabh sagal uDhaaray 
darsan daykhanhaaray. 

 

gur pooray kee achraj vadi-aa-ee 

naanak sad balihaaray. ||2||9||37|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji expressed his gratitude and described some of the 

blessings showered upon him, by his God-like Guru. But that was not the end of it. In 

this shabad, he tells us what other benefits he has obtained from his gracious Guru, 

and what kind of glory and fame he is enjoying on account of that. 

He says: “(O’ my friends, I feel that) God has arranged some special auspicious 

moments (for me, by virtue of which) Guru's (immaculate) words have been enshrined 

in my heart. The perfect, all-pervading God has become kind to me, and I have 

recognized the treasures of Name in my mind.” (1) 

Describing his closeness with the Guru, he says: “(O' my friends), the Guru has 

become my protector (and savior). He blesses me with manifold glory, (and I am) 

being honored day after day.” (1-pause) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by saying: “(O' my friends, it is not just me or chosen 

few, but such is) the glory of the perfect Guru, (that) God has emancipated all mortals 

and beings who saw the sight of (the Guru and followed his advice). Therefore, Nanak 

is always a sacrifice (to the Guru).” (2-9-37) 

The message of this shabad is that we should always pray to God to show mercy 

on us and attune us to His feet (the Guru's words, or Gurbani in Guru Granth 

Sahib Ji). So that by reflecting on the immaculate advice of the Guru, we may 

realize God within ourselves and enjoy the celestial bliss of His presence. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

sanchan kara-o naam Dhan 

nirmal thaatee agam apaar. 

bilachh binod aanand sukh 
maanhu khaa-ay jeevhu sikh 

parvaar. ||1|| 
 

har kay charan kamal aaDhaar. 

sant parsaad paa-i-o sach bohith 
charh langha-o bikh sansaar. 

||1|| rahaa-o. 
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bha-ay kirpaal pooran abhinaasee 
aapeh keenee saar. 

paykh paykh naanak bigsaano 

naanak naahee sumaar. 
||2||10||38|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In this world everybody tries to earn and amass some kind of wealth. Some try to have 

big bank balance; others want to build thriving business, while some want to have lots 

of properties and possessions. In this shabad, Guru Ji tells us what kind of wealth he 

tries to accumulate and earn. 

He says: “(O’ my friends, I) amass the immaculate wealth of Name of the everlasting, 

infinite, and unfathomable (God). O' the Sikhs and family (members of the Guru, this 

wealth is so limitless that with great pleasure, you may) live consuming this wealth, 

and enjoy (spiritual) plays, pleasures, comforts, and bliss.” (1) 

But before going further, Guru Ji expresses his gratitude to his Guru for his present 

blissful state. He says: “(O’ my friends, now) God's immaculate feet have become my 

anchor, it is by the grace of the saint (Guru) that I have obtained the ever stable       

ship (of God's Name), riding which I would cross over the poisonous worldly 

(ocean).” (1-pause) 

Finally thanking God for His grace, Guru Ji says: “ (O' my friends, it is not my own 

effort, which has brought me all this happiness. I feel that) on His own, the perfect 

imperishable God took care of me and became kind to me. Nanak feels delighted 

seeing Him again and again, who has no limit.” (2-10-38) 

The message of this shabad is that instead of running after worldly riches and 

possessions, we should try to earn and amass the wealth of God's Name, which 

not only we would enjoy, but also our friends, relatives, and our generations can 

enjoy, in spite of consuming it lavishly. Moreover that Name would help us cross 

over the worldly ocean, and we would be emancipated from any future pains of 

births and deaths.  

sorath mehlaa 5. 

gur poorai apnee kal Dhaaree sabh ghat 

upjee da-i-aa. 

aapay mayl vadaa-ee keenee kusal 
khaym sabh bha-i-aa. ||1|| 
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satgur pooraa mayrai naal. 

SGGS  P-619 

paarbarahm jap sadaa nihaal. rahaa-o. 
 

antar baahar thaan thanantar jat kat 

paykha-o so-ee. 

 

naanak gur paa-i-o vadbhaagee tis 

jayvad avar na ko-ee. ||2||11||39|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad (2-9-37), Guru Ji advised us that we should always pray to 

God to show mercy on us and attune us to His feet (the Guru's words). So that by 

reflecting on the immaculate advice of the Guru we may realize God within ourselves 

and enjoy the celestial bliss of His presence. In this shabad, perhaps referring to the 

circumstances, when the Mughal government of that time was torturing him, Guru Ji 

is telling us how everybody became kind and merciful to him, and how there was 

complete peace and happiness for him when his Guru showed mercy on him.  

He says: “The perfect Guru has used his power and compassion has welled up in the 

hearts of all (human beings for me. None of this is due to my efforts, it is) on His own 

that by uniting all persons with Him, He glorified me, and there is now peace and bliss 

everywhere.” (1) 

Therefore, briefly describing his present state of mind, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, 

now I feel that) my perfect Guru is with me, and by meditating on the all pervading 

God I always feel delighted.” (1-pause) 

In closing, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, now) both within and without, in all places 

and the places in between, wherever I look, I see only Him. (Therefore) Nanak      

says, by great good fortune he has obtained such a Guru, whom nobody can equal.” 

(2-11-39) 

The message of this shabad is that if we humbly seek the Guru’s shelter and as 

per his advice meditate on God's Name, then the Guru blesses us with so many 

merits that we find happiness all around, all become very kind and friendly to us, 

and we enjoy the bliss of beholding God in every heart and every place. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

sookh mangal kali-aan sahj Dhun 
parabh kay charan nihaari-aa. 
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raakhanhaarai raakhi-o baarik satgur 
taap utaari-aa. ||1|| 
 

ubray satgur kee sarnaa-ee. 

jaa kee sayv na birthee jaa-ee. rahaa-o. 
 

ghar meh sookh baahar fun sookhaa 

parabh apunay bha-ay da-i-aalaa. 

naanak bighan na laagai ko-oo mayraa 
parabh ho-aa kirpaalaa. ||2||12||40|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

The Fifth Guru (Arjun Dev Ji) had only one son named Hargobind; he was afflicted 

with some serious illness (probably smallpox), for which at that time there was no 

cure. People used to resort to some superstitions including worshipping a goddess 

called Seetla. But Guru Ji tried none of those things; instead he reposed his full faith 

in God and prayed only to Him for His protection. When by God's grace his son was 

cured, he uttered many shabads thanking and praising God for His mercy. This 

shabad appears to be one of those compositions.  

Guru Ji says: “When I beheld the sight of God’s feet (and listened attentively the 

soothing advice) of the Guru), peace, joy, happiness, and a blissful tune of poise 

welled up in me. The Savior saved the child and the true Guru brought down 

(Hargovind’s) fever.” (1) 

Summarizing, his happiness, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), whose service doesn’t go 

in vain, I have been saved by seeking the shelter of that true Guru.” (1-pause) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “ (O' my friends, when) my eternal God became 

gracious), peace prevailed both in and outside the house. O’ Nanak, when my God 

became kind to me, then no obstruction came (in my life).” (2-12-40) 

The message of this shabad is that during times of any afflictions or woes, instead 

of running after some quacks, astrologers, or worshipping any idols, we should 

seek the shelter of the Guru (Granth Sahib) with true love and devotion and 

meditate on God’s Name. Then God would surely show mercy on us and would 

rid us of all kinds of physical or mental pains and worries.  

sorath mehlaa 5. 

saaDhoo sang bha-i-aa man udam naam 
ratan jas gaa-ee. 

mit ga-ee chintaa simar anantaa saagar 

tari-aa bhaa-ee. ||1|| 
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hirdai har kay charan vasaa-ee. 

sukh paa-i-aa sahj Dhun upjee rogaa 
ghaan mitaa-ee. rahaa-o. 

 

ki-aa gun tayray aakh vakhaanaa keemat 
kahan na jaa-ee. 

naanak bhagat bha-ay abhinaasee apunaa 

parabh bha-i-aa sahaa-ee. ||2||13||41|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that during times of any afflictions or 

woes, instead of running after some quacks, astrologers, or worshipping any idols, we 

should seek the shelter of the Guru (Granth Sahib) with true love and devotion, and 

meditate on God’s Name. Then our true Guru would surely show mercy on us and 

would rid us of all kinds of physical or mental pains and worries. In this shabad, Guru 

Ji shares his own experience and tells us what kinds of blessings he obtained when 

joining the society of the saints, he sang praises of God. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), in the company of saints, an inspiration welled up in my 

mind, I meditated on the jewel-like (valuable God’s) Name and sang praises (of God. 

In this way), by meditating on the infinite (God), O’ my brothers, my anxiety was 

removed, and I swam across the sea (of worldly existence).” (1) 

Continuing to describe the blessings obtained by him, Guru Ji says: “(O' my friends, 

when in the company of saints) I enshrined the (loving remembrance of the) lotus feet 

of God in my heart, I obtained peace and a sweet divine melody of equipoise started 

ringing in my mind, which obliterated the multitude of ailments.” (pause) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad by expressing his gratitude. So addressing God, he 

says: “(O' God), which of Your merits, may I utter and describe, (because) their value 

cannot be expressed. Nanak (says that) his God has become his helper, and he has 

become a (true) devotee of that imperishable (Being).” (2-13-41). 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to have guidance and a motivation 

to meditate on God's Name, which is the cure for all woes; then we should seek 

the company of the saintly persons. In that company, we would automatically 

have the zeal and eagerness to meditate on the immaculate Name of God and sing 

His praises; then God would become merciful on us, all our sorrows and 

sufferings would end, and we would start enjoying the inner divine music and 

state of equipoise. 
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sorath mehlaa 5. 

ga-ay kalays rog sabh naasay parabh 
apunai kirpaa Dhaaree. 

aath pahar aaraaDhahu su-aamee 

pooran ghaal hamaaree. ||1|| 

 

har jee-o too sukh sampat raas. 

raakh laihu bhaa-ee mayray ka-o 
parabh aagai ardaas. rahaa-o. 

 

jo maaga-o so-ee so-ee paava-o apnay 
khasam bharosaa. 

 

kaho naanak gur pooraa bhayti-o miti-o 

sagal andaysaa. ||2||14||42|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad (2-12-40), Guru Ji advised us that during times of any 

afflictions or woes, instead of running after some quacks, astrologers, or worshipping 

any idols, we should seek the shelter of the Guru with true love and devotion, and 

meditate on God’s Name. Then God would surely show mercy on us and would rid us 

of all kinds of physical or mental pains and worries. In this shabad, Guru Ji again 

describes, how in all humility he prayed for the welfare of his own son, what kind of 

complete faith he had in the mercy of God, and how grateful he is to God for showing 

His mercy on him, and for saving his son from a life-threatening disease.  

He says: “(O’ my friends), my God has shown His mercy and my troubles and 

afflictions have all hastened away. Therefore, O' my dear saints, meditate on (that 

God) at all times (by whose grace), my effort has become fruitful.” (1) 

Describing how he prayed to God, he says: “(O’ my friends, I only humbly said:) “O’ 

my dear God, You are my source of happiness, wealth and capital; please save my 

brother (like son); this is my prayer before (You, O’) God.” (pause) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by showing us the kind of firm faith he has in God. He 

says: “(O’ my friends), I have (so much) faith in my Master that whatever I beg from 

Him I obtain that. (Further, I) Nanak say, “I have obtained the perfect Guru, (by 

whose grace) all my fear has been removed.” (2-14-42)  

The message of this shabad is that we should have complete faith in our Guru 

and God, and whenever, we have any problem, we should seek the guidance of 

the Guru, and beg only from God whatever we need.  
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sorath mehlaa 5. 

simar simar gur satgur apnaa saglaa 
dookh mitaa-i-aa. 

taap rog ga-ay gur bachnee man ichhay 

fal paa-i-aa. ||1|| 

 

mayraa gur pooraa sukh-daata. 

karan kaaran samrath su-aamee pooran 
purakh biDhaataa. rahaa-o. 

 

anand binod mangal gun gaavhu gur 
naanak bha-ay da-i-aalaa. 

 

jai jai kaar bha-ay jag bheetar ho-aa 

paarbarahm rakhvaalaa. ||2||15||43|| 

Sorath Mehla 5 

Guru Ji concluded the previous shabad by stating that he has so much faith in his 

Master that whatever he begs from Him he obtains. He has obtained the perfect Guru, 

by whose grace all his doubt has been removed. In this shabad, Guru Ji describes 

again how by meditating on God, he got rid of all pain and obtained bliss for himself, 

and his family, particularly for his son. 

He says: “By repeatedly meditating on my true Guru, I have got rid of all my sorrow. 

Just by the words of the Guru, all the ailments, and fevers (afflicting my son) have 

vanished, and I have obtained the fruit of my heart’s desire.” (1) 

Therefore, Guru Ji proclaims: “(O' my friends), my Guru is the giver of complete 

comfort and peace. He is the cause of all causes, the all-powerful master, the perfect 

person, and the architect of our destiny.” (pause) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji invites us all and says: “(O' my friends), sing songs of joy and 

praise, because Guru Nanak has become merciful on us, God has become our Savior, 

and our glory rings throughout the world.” (2-15-43) 

The message of this shabad is that in case we want to get rid of all our worries, 

pains, and maladies, and if we want to enjoy glory and honor in the world, then 

we should seek the shelter of the Guru and under his guidance sing praises of 

God. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

hamree ganat na ganee-aa kaa-ee 

apnaa birad pachhaan. 
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haath day-ay raakhay kar apunay 

sadaa sadaa rang maan. ||1|| 

 

saachaa saahib sad miharvaan. 

banDh paa-i-aa mayrai satgur poorai 
ho-ee sarab kali-aan. rahaa-o. 

 

jee-o paa-ay pind Jin saaJi-aa ditaa 
painan khaan. 

apnay daas kee aap paij raakhee 

naanak sad kurbaan. ||2||16||44|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

This and the previous five shabads are kind of a series of shabads uttered by the Fifth 

Guru (Arjun Dev Ji) to thank and praise God, for saving his son (from some terrible 

ailment) and ridding him of all other pains and anguishes. In this shabad, Guru Ji 

wants to clarify another concept that we should not be proud of any of our own efforts 

or perform certain rituals, and then expect God to pay us in return. Rather we should 

realize that whenever God listens to our prayers and dispels our pains or sufferings, 

He does it out of His own compassionate nature, regardless of our shortcomings or 

merits. Therefore, we should always be humble and thankful to Him and have faith 

that it is God's own tradition of mercy and compassion that He always saves his 

devotees and His beloveds. 

So in that sense Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, God) didn’t take into account my 

(merits or faults), but realizing His own tradition, he extended His hand and has saved 

His own people, by virtue of which I always enjoy His love.” (1) 

Describing the blessing showered upon him by God, Guru Ji says: “The true God is 

always merciful. My perfect true Guru has put a stop (on my problems, including the 

afflictions of my son, so) now there is bliss all around.” (pause) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by expressing his gratitude to God, and says: “I, Nanak, 

am always a sacrifice (to that God), who instilling life created and embellished this 

body of mine, gave me food and dress, and who has Himself preserved the honor of 

His servant.” (2-16-44) 

The message of this shabad is that whenever we are in trouble or we need help or 

protection of God, we should not go to Him and say: “O' God I did so much 

worship or meditation for You, therefore do this or that thing for me. Instead, in 

all humility we should say: “O' God, please don’t take into account my 

shortcomings, but in accordance with Your own tradition of protecting your 

servants and devotees, save me from this trouble also.” 
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SGGS  P-620 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

durat gavaa-i-aa har parabh aapay 

sabh sansaar ubaari-aa. 

paarbarahm parabh kirpaa Dhaaree 
apnaa birad samaari-aa. ||1|| 

 

ho-ee raajay raam kee rakhvaalee. 

sookh sahj aanad gun gaavhu man 
tan dayh sukhaalee. rahaa-o. 

 

patit uDhaaran satgur mayraa mohi 
tis kaa bharvaasaa. 

 

bakhas la-ay sabh sachai saahib sun 

naanak kee ardaasaa. ||2||17||45|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

This shabad seems to be uttered by the fifth Guru Ji on an occasion when a very tragic 

epidemic or disaster that was about to befall, but it was somehow averted. In this 

shabad, he expresses gratitude to God on behalf of all the people.  

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), on His own the reverend God has dispelled the 

impending calamity and has saved the entire world, and thus (God) has lived up to His 

tradition.” (1) 

Summarizing this event, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), the protection by God, the 

king has come to play (in this event. Therefore I suggest that you all) sing praises (of 

God; by doing so, you would obtain) peace, poise, and bliss, and your mind, body, and 

soul would become comfortable.” (pause) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), my God is the savior of sinners; I have 

(full) faith in Him. Listening to the prayer of Nanak, the true God has forgiven (all, 

and saved the world from a tremendous calamity).” (2-17-45) 

The message of this shabad is that if facing big tragedies or imminent disaster, we 

pray to God with full faith and reliance in Him, in accordance with His own 

tradition, He definitely saves us. 
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sorath mehlaa 5. 

bakhsi-aa paarbarahm parmaysar 
saglay rog bidaaray. 

gur pooray kee sarnee ubray kaaraj 

sagal savaaray. ||1|| 

 

har jan simri-aa naam aDhaar. 

taap utaari-aa satgur poorai apnee 
kirpaa Dhaar. rahaa-o. 

 

sadaa anand karah mayray pi-aaray har 
govid gur raakhi-aa. 

vadee vadi-aa-ee naanak kartay kee 

saach sabad sat bhaakhi-aa. 
||2||18||46|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

This shabad again is a humble expression of fifth Guru Ji’s sense of gratefulness to 

God for curing his son Hargovind of the dreaded disease of smallpox, for which there 

was no cure at that time. Guru Ji thinks it as God's special favor. 

Therefore, he says: “(O’ my friends), the all-pervading God has become gracious, and 

He has dispelled all my maladies. By seeking shelter of the perfect Guru, I have been 

saved, and all my tasks have been (successfully) accomplished.” (1)  

Instead of assigning any credit for this cure to his own efforts, Guru Ji humbly 

describes this as special favor of Guru and God on him, and says: “(I, a) devotee of 

God, only meditated on the support of His Name, (but) it was the true Guru, who 

showing his mercy, dispelled the fever (and cured my son).” (pause) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O' my friends), God has saved Hargovind, so I 

continuously enjoy a state of bliss. O’ Nanak, great is the glory of the Creator; (this is 

what the Guru’s) true word and his discourse (say).” (2-18-46) 

The message of this shabad is that whenever we are very worried about the 

health or safety of our loved ones, we should sincerely seek the shelter of the 

Guru and under his shelter meditate on God's Name.  
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sorath mehlaa 5. 

bha-ay kirpaal su-aamee mayray tit 
saachai darbaar. 

satgur taap gavaa-i-aa bhaa-ee thaaNdh 
pa-ee sansaar. 

apnay jee-a jant aapay raakhay jameh 

kee-o hattaar. ||1|| 

 

har kay charan ridai ur Dhaar. 

sadaa sadaa parabh simree-ai bhaa-ee 
dukh kilbikh kaatanhaar. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

tis kee sarnee oobrai bhaa-ee jin    
rachi-aa sabh ko-ay. 

karan kaaran samrath so bhaa-ee 

sachai sachee so-ay. 

naanak parabhoo Dhi-aa-ee-ai bhaa-ee 
man tan seetal ho-ay. ||2||19||47|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In this shabad, also, Guru Ji expresses his gratitude to God, and describes how God 

has become merciful on him and saved his son from a terrible affliction. On the basis 

of his personal experience, he has some practical advice for us also. 

Guru Ji says: “In that true court, my Master became merciful on me. (O’ my friends), 

the true Guru dispelled the fever (of my son, and I felt so good, as if) peace prevailed 

in the entire world. (In this way, God) Himself saved His creatures and              

beings, therefore the demons of death (were left unoccupied, as if they) had gone on 

strike.” (1) 

Therefore on the basis of his personal experience, Guru Ji advises us and says: “O' my 

friends, enshrining His feet (His Love) in our heart ever and forever, we should 

meditate on God, (because He) is the dispeller of sorrows.” (1-pause) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “O' brothers, we have been saved in the shelter of Him 

who has created everybody. O’ brothers, He is so powerful, that He is the cause and 

doer of everything. Eternal is the glory of true (God). Nanak says, O’ brothers, we 

should meditate on God (by doing so), our mind and body feel comforted.” (2-19-47) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to obtain relief from the physical 

ailments or psychological worries, then we should seek the shelter of the Guru 

and under his guidance meditate on God's Name, so that He may become 

merciful on us and rid us of all our woes. 
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sorath mehlaa 5. 

santahu har har naam Dhi-aa-ee. 

sukh saagar parabh visra-o naahee man 

chindi-arhaa fal paa-ee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

satgur poorai taap gavaa-i-aa apnee 

kirpaa Dhaaree. 

paarbarahm parabh bha-ay da-i-aalaa 
dukh miti-aa sabh parvaaree. ||1|| 

 

sarab niDhaan mangal ras roopaa har 
kaa naam aDhaaro. 

 

naanak pat raakhee parmaysar uDhri-aa 

sabh sansaaro. ||2||20||48|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

We have to marvel at our fifth Guru who is singing and uttering one hymn after 

another in praise of God for curing his son; here we are such thankless persons that 

what to speak of singing shabads in His praise, we do not truly thank Him even once, 

in spite of His so many favors upon us and our family members. 

Once again, sharing his inner most thoughts, he says: “O' my respected saints,             

I wish that I may keep meditating on God’s Name. I may never forget God, the   

ocean of peace, (and in this way, I may keep) obtaining the fruit of my heart’s desire.”  

(1-pause) 

Explaining why he feels so grateful, Guru Ji says: “By showing His mercy, the perfect 

Guru has dispelled the affliction (of my son); the transcendent God has become 

merciful, and the suffering of my entire family has ended.” (1) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O' my dear friend), God's Name is my main prop. It is 

the treasure of all joy, nectar, and beauty. Nanak says God has saved his honor, (and 

he feels as if) the entire world has been saved.” (2-20-48) 

The message of this shabad is that God is the treasure of all bliss and happiness, 

and we should never forsake His Name from our mind, then all our troubles 

would end and all our wishes fulfilled. 
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sorath mehlaa 5. 

mayraa satgur rakhvaalaa ho-aa. 

Dhaar kirpaa parabh haath day 
raakhi-aa har govid navaa niro-aa. 

||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

taap ga-i-aa parabh aap mitaa-i-aa 
jan kee laaj rakhaa-ee. 

saaDhsangat tay sabh fal paa-ay 

satgur kai bal jaaN-ee. ||1|| 

 

halat palat parabh dovai savaaray 

hamraa gun avgun na beechaari-aa. 

SGGS  P-621 

 

atal bachan naanak gur tayraa safal 
kar mastak Dhaari-aa. ||2||21||49|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

This shabad is also an expression of Guru Ji’s happiness and sense of gratitude on the 

recovery of his son Hargovind from the then life-threatening ailment of smallpox. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), my true Guru has become my savior; showing His mercy 

and extending His hand, God has saved my son Hargovind, and now he is completely 

hail and hearty.” (1-pause) 

Continuing to express his gratitude, Guru Ji says: “The fever is gone, God has Himself 

banished it and saved the honor of His slave. I am a sacrifice to the true Guru; from 

the company of saints, I have obtained all the rewards.” (1) 

Showing complete humility and gratitude, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, God) did not 

take into account my merits or faults, but He embellished both this and the next life of 

mine (by blessing me with peace in this life and ensuring honor for me in His court). I 

therefore, say: “O' Guru Nanak, never failing is your word; you have saved me (by 

extending your mercy and protection on me), by placing your auspicious hand upon 

my forehead” (2-19-47) 

The message of this shabad is that when we have complete faith in our true 

Guru; then God Himself saves us by extending His personal protection and saves 

us from all troubles or maladies. 
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sorath mehlaa 5. 

jee-a jantar sabh tis kay kee-ay so-ee 
sant sahaa-ee. 

apunay sayvak kee aapay raakhai 
pooran bha-ee badaa-ee. ||1|| 

 

paarbarahm pooraa mayrai naal. 

gur poorai pooree sabh raakhee ho-ay 

sarab da-i-aal. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

an-din naanak naam Dhi-aa-ay jee-a 

paraan kaa daataa. 

 

apunay daas ka-o kanth laa-ay raakhai 
ji-o baarik pit maataa. ||2||22||50|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In so many of the previous shabads, Guru Ji praised and thanked God many times for 

curing his son Hargovind. In this shabad, he draws a conclusion and gives us his 

advice on the basis of his personal experience. 

He says: “(O' my friends), all beings and creatures have been created by that (God), 

and He alone is the support of the saints. He Himself protects the honor of His servant 

and his honor remains perfectly intact.”(1) 

Talking about himself, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), the perfect, all-pervading God 

is (always) with me. The perfect Guru has completely preserved my honor in every 

way, and all (people) have become kind towards me.” (1-pause) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by expressing his gratitude to God (and indirectly 

suggests us what should we do when He blesses us with any favors or saves us from 

any danger. He says: “Day and night, Nanak meditates on the Name (of that God), 

who is the giver of life and life breath. Hugging him to His bosom, He saves His 

servant, just as a father or mother (protects and loves his or her child).” (2-20-50) 

The message of this shabad is that just as a child has full faith in his mother and 

father, we should have complete faith in our Guru and God. Then surely God 

will save us and protect our honor and would also love every one of us. Further, 

before and after receiving any favors, we should continuously keep remembering 

and thanking God for His love and kindness. 
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sorath mehlaa 5 ghar 3 cha-upday 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

mil panchahu nahee sahsaa chukaa-i-aa. 

sikdaarahu nah patee-aa-i-aa. 

umraavahu aagai jhayraa. 

mil raajan raam nibayraa. ||1|| 
 

ab dhoodhan katahu na jaa-ee. 

gobid bhaytay gur gosaa-ee. rahaa-o. 
 

aa-i-aa parabh darbaaraa. 

taa saglee mitee pookaaraa. 

labaDh aapnee paa-ee. 

taa kat aavai kat jaa-ee. ||2|| 
 

tah saach ni-aa-ay nibayraa. 

oohaa sam thaakur sam chayraa. 

antarjaamee jaanai. 

bin bolat aap pachhaanai. ||3|| 
 

sarab thaan ko raajaa. 

tah anhad sabad agaajaa. 

tis peh ki-aa chaturaa-ee. 

mil naanak aap gavaa-ee. ||4||1||51|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

Ghar-3 Chaupadaas 

Most of us always remain in a kind of mental struggle and conflict between our dark 

impulses for lust, anger, and greed, etc. on one side and our moral and ethical values 

echoed by our conscience or inner voice on the other. We often find ourselves unable 

to decide between the two paths, and sometimes go to different experts or wise men 

for advice. But even they are unable to fully resolve the conflict of our mind. In this 

shabad Guru Ji metaphorically compares these inner impulses to the physical enemies 

or rivals who are trying to bother him on the basis of their worldly power and 

influence; he shares with us how he resolved this conflict and obtained true justice and 

relief. 

Sharing his experience, Guru Ji metaphorically says: “(O’ my friends, even after 

discussing) collectively (among themselves), the elect (of my village) did not remove  
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my doubt, nor the (village) chiefs satisfied me. (I placed my) dispute before the rulers 

(as well, but they too didn’t do any justice. Ultimately after) meeting God the king, 

(my dispute with the inner impulses) was finally resolved.” (1) 

Therefore, describing his present state of mind, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, since 

the time) I have met God, the Guru and the Master of the universe, I don’t go 

searching anywhere (for resolving any conflicts in my mind).” (pause) 

Describing the satisfaction and peace of mind, he obtained from the court of God, 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), when I reached the court of God, all the cries (and 

disturbing thoughts of my mind) were stilled. (In this way, when) I obtained what I 

was seeking for, (then the wandering of my mind ceased, and there was no need) to 

come or go anywhere.” (2) 

Now Guru Ji tells us some of the features of the court of God. He says: “(O’ my 

friends, in that court), the judgment is always based on truth and justice. There the 

master and the servant are considered on equal footing (and no partiality is shown 

towards the master or any one else because of one’s riches or power. Furthermore, 

God is the) inner knower (of our hearts, and without the need for any witnesses, or 

other proofs), He knows (everything), and without anybody speaking, He Himself 

recognizes (who is right and who is wrong).” (3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, that God) is the king of all places. There 

in His presence rings the non-stop melody of bliss. No one can outsmart that (God) 

Therefore, Nanak says that shedding our self-conceit, (we should try to) meet 

Him.”(4-1-51) 

The message of this shabad is that in case we have any kinds of conflicts or 

doubts in our mind, then instead of going to any scholars or other authorities, we 

should pray to God to remove all our doubts and guide us. Then God would 

Himself bless us with the right guidance, and settle all the disturbing conflicts of 

our mind. Further, we should remember that God is the inner knower of hearts, 

and He knows everything happening within or without us. Therefore we should 

not try to play smart with Him, because sooner or later, He would justly reward 

or punish us for all our good or bad deeds. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

hirdai naam vasaa-iho. 

ghar baithay guroo Dhi-aa-iho. 

gur poorai sach kahi-aa. 

so sukh saachaa lahi-aa. ||1|| 
 

apunaa ho-i-o gur miharvaanaa. 

anad sookh kali-aan mangal si-o ghar 

aa-ay kar isnaanaa. rahaa-o. 
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saachee gur vadi-aa-ee. 

taa kee keemat kahan na jaa-ee. 

sir saahaa paatisaahaa. 

gur bhaytat man omaahaa. ||2|| 

 

sagal paraachhat laathay. 

mil saaDhsangat kai saathay. 

gun niDhaan har naamaa. 

jap pooran ho-ay kaamaa. ||3|| 

 

gur keeno mukat du-aaraa. 

sabh sarisat karai jaikaaraa. 

naanak parabh mayrai saathay. 

janam maran bhai laathay. 

||4||2||52|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that in case we have any kinds of conflicts 

or doubts in our mind, then instead of going to any scholars or other authorities, we 

should pray to God to remove all our doubts and guide us. Then God would Himself 

bless us with the right guidance and settle all the disturbing conflicts in our mind. In 

this shabad, on the basis of his personal experience he tells us, what kinds of blessings 

we obtain by meeting the Guru.  

He says: “O' my friends, enshrine the Name (of God) in your mind, and while sitting 

in your home keep meditating on your Guru. This is the truth which the perfect Guru 

has uttered (and whosoever has acted on this advice) has obtained true happiness.” (1) 

Sharing with us the blessings obtained by him by following the guidance of his Guru, 

he says: “My Guru has become merciful on me, and I feel as if I have returned to my 

home after bathing in so many joys, pleasure, and happiness, (and now my mind is in 

a state of peace and bliss).” (1-pause) 

Therefore, Guru Ji proclaims: “(O' my friends), true is the glory of the Guru, his worth 

cannot be described. (The Guru) is the king of kings, and upon meeting such a Guru, 

one’s mind feels inspired (to meditate on God’s Name).” (2)   

Continuing to describe the blessings received from the Guru, he says: “(O’ my 

friends), on joining the saint (Guru’s) congregation, all (my) sins were washed off. (In 

Guru’s congregation), by meditating on God’s Name, the treasure of merits, all one’s 

tasks are accomplished.” (3) 
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In closing, he says: “(By this gift of God's Name), the Guru has built the door of 

salvation, and for that gift the entire world hails his victory. Nanak says, “God is with 

me, and my fears of birth and death have been removed.” (4-2-52) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to enjoy supreme bliss in this life 

and salvation afterwards, then we should seek the shelter of the Guru, and 

following his instruction; meditate on God's Name, which is the treasure of all 

happiness, bliss, and salvation. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

gur poorai kirpaa Dhaaree. 

parabh pooree loch hamaaree. 

kar isnaan garihi aa-ay. 

anad mangal sukh paa-ay. ||1|| 
 

santahu raam naam nistaree-ai. 

oothat baithat har har Dhi-aa-ee-ai      
an-din sukarit karee-ai.||1|| rahaa-o. 

SGGS  P-622 

sant kaa maarag Dharam kee pa-orhee 

ko vadbhaagee paa-ay. 

kot janam kay kilbikh naasay har 

charnee chit laa-ay. ||2|| 

 

ustat karahu sadaa parabh apnay jin 

pooree kal raakhee. 

jee-a jant sabh bha-ay pavitaraa satgur 
kee sach saakhee. ||3|| 

 

bighan binaasan sabh dukh naasan 
satgur naam drirh-aa-i-aa. 

kho-ay paap bha-ay sabh paavan jan 

naanak sukh ghar aa-i-aa.||4||3||53|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to enjoy supreme bliss in 

this life and salvation afterwards, then we should seek the shelter of the Guru and 

following his instruction meditate on God's Name, which is the treasure of all 

happiness, bliss, and salvation. In this shabad, Guru Ji is describing the kind of bliss  
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he obtained and the peace and poise he enjoyed when showing his mercy the Guru 

removed all his troubles, and he meditated on God's Name. 

So describing his experience, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), the perfect Guru has 

become kind to me, and God has fulfilled my desire (to meditate on His Name. Now I 

feel as if) after bathing (and purifying) my mind, I have come back to my house,     

(and I am back in tune with my real self and God) and have obtained bliss, joy, and 

peace.” (1) 

Therefore, on the basis of his personal experience, Guru Ji affectionately suggests: “O' 

my dear saints, it is through God's Name, that we are emancipated; (therefore, in all 

states), whether sitting or standing, we should meditate on God’s (Name), and every 

day we should practice honest living (and thank God).” (1-pause) 

However, Guru Ji observes: “(O’ my friends), only a rare fortunate person walks the 

saintly way, or climbs the ladder of righteousness (leading a simple and pure saintly 

life and practices truth, honesty, and humility in his or her daily life. By doing so), 

one’s sins of myriad of lives are washed off, and the mind is attuned to God’s feet 

(His Name).” (2) 

Therefore, Guru Ji advises us: “(O’ my friends), always praise that God of yours who 

has manifested His full power. (By doing so), all beings and creatures become 

immaculate; this is the eternal assurance of the true Guru.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by describing his own experience. He says: “(O' my 

friends), the true Guru has firmly implanted God's Name (in my heart), which is the 

destroyer of all obstructions, and dispeller of all sorrows. So I have got rid of my sins, 

all beings have become immaculate, and devotee Nanak has found peace in his own 

heart.” (4-3-53) 

The message of this shabad is that we should seek the guidance of the Guru, and 

under his guidance, meditate on God's Name. Then all our evil tendencies and 

sins would be washed off. We would become pure and immaculate, and would 

reside in a permanent state of peace, poise, and bliss.  

sorath mehlaa 5. 

saahib gunee gahayraa. 

ghar laskar sabh tayraa. 

rakhvaalay gur gopaalaa. 

sabh jee-a bha-ay da-i-aalaa. ||1|| 

 

jap anad raha-o gur charnaa. 

bha-o kateh nahee parabh sarnaa. 
rahaa-o. 
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tayri-aa daasaa ridai muraaree. 

parabh abichal neev usaaree. 

bal Dhan takee-aa tayraa. 

too bhaaro thaakur mayraa. ||2|| 

 

jin jin saaDhsang paa-i-aa. 

so parabh aap taraa-i-aa. 

kar kirpaa naam ras dee-aa. 

kusal khaym sabh thee-aa. ||3|| 

 

ho-ay parabhoo sahaa-ee. 

sabh uth laagee paa-ee. 

saas saas parabh Dhi-aa-ee-ai. 

har mangal naanak gaa-ee-ai. 

||4||4||54|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should seek the guidance of the 

Guru, and under his guidance meditate on God's Name. Then all our evil tendencies 

and sins would be removed. We would become pure and immaculate and would reside 

in a permanent state of peace, poise, and bliss. In this shabad, he shows us how to 

express our full faith and belief in the protection of God.  

Addressing God, he says: “O' my Master, the unfathomable (ocean) of merits, this 

entire household and the army (of servants) is Yours. O' my Guru-God, (since the time 

You have become) my guardian, all people have become compassionate to me.” (1) 

Sharing with us his present way of life, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), by meditating 

on the Guru’s feet (his Gurbani), I live in a state of bliss, and being in the sanctuary of 

God, I never have any fear.” (pause) 

Now Guru Ji describes what kind of faith God instills in the hearts of His devotees. He 

says: “O’ God, the destroyer of fear, in the heart of Your servants, (You) have erected 

an unshakable foundation (of faith). You are my most powerful Master. (For me), You 

are my power, wealth and support.” (2) 

Next describing the blessings obtained by joining the society of saints, Guru Ji says: 

“(O’ my friends), whosoever have obtained the company of saints, God has Himself 

emancipated them. Showing His mercy, God has blessed them with the relish of God's 

Name, and then peace and happiness (has prevailed in their lives).” (3) 
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In closing, he says: “(O’ my friends, whose) helper God has become, all (the world) 

has hastened to fall at that person’s feet. Therefore, Nanak (says) we should meditate 

on God with each and every breath and sing His praises.” (4-4-54)  

The message of this shabad is that we should have full faith in the protection of 

God. Because when under the Guru's guidance we meditate on His Name, He 

becomes our helper, and we obtain all peace and glory. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

sookh sahj aanandaa. 

parabh mili-o man bhaavandaa. 

poorai gur kirpaa Dhaaree. 

taa gat bha-ee hamaaree. ||1|| 
 

har kee paraym bhagat man leenaa. 

nit baajay anhat beenaa. rahaa-o. 
 

har charan kee ot sataanee. 

sabh chookee kaan lokaanee. 

jagjeevan daataa paa-i-aa. 

har rasak rasak gun gaa-i-aa. ||2|| 
 

parabh kaati-aa jam kaa faasaa. 

man pooran ho-ee aasaa. 

jah paykhaa tah so-ee. 

har parabh bin avar na ko-ee. ||3|| 
 

kar kirpaa parabh raakhay. 

sabh janam janam dukh laathay. 

nirbha-o naam Dhi-aa-i-aa. 

atal sukh naanak paa-i-aa. ||4||5||55|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should have full faith in the 

protection of God. Because when under Guru's guidance we meditate on His Name, 

He becomes our helper, and we obtain all peace and glory. In this shabad, he is 

sharing with us the kind of peace, pleasure, and bliss he has obtained since the time he 

has realized God in his mind and has been meditating on God's Name. 

He says: “(O' my friends, since the time I have realized and) met the mind-pleasing 

God, (I enjoy a state of) peace, poise, and bliss. When the perfect Guru showed mercy 

I obtained this high state of emancipation (from the worldly attachments).” (1) 
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Describing his present state of mind, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, now) my mind is 

absorbed in loving devotion of God, (and I feel that) the non-stop flute of (divine) 

music keeping playing within me everyday.” (pause) 

Describing how carefree he feels since the time he has found his support in God, Guru 

Ji says: “(O' my friends), so powerful is the support of God's feet (and His Name that 

now) all my dependence on others has ended. (I feel that I have) obtained the Giver of 

life to the world, (and now my mind) is singing His praises with great love and 

relish.” (2) 

Describing further the blessings obtained by him, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, now) 

God has cut off the noose of the demon of death, and the wish of my heart has         

been fulfilled; now wherever I look I find Him, and I don’t see anything else except 

God.” (3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “Showing His mercy, God has saved His (devotees) and 

has rid us of afflictions of myriad of births. (In short), Nanak says that by fearlessly 

meditating on (God’s) Name, he has obtained eternal peace.” (4-5-55) 

The message of this shabad is that when we repose full faith in our Guru and God 

and meditate on God’s Name with love and devotion, then He protects us 

completely and frees us from dependence on anybody else. Furthermore, all our 

sins of myriads of births are washed off, and we enjoy eternal peace and bliss.   

sorath mehlaa 5. 

thaadh paa-ee kartaaray. 

taap chhod ga-i-aa parvaaray. 

gur poorai hai raakhee. 

saran sachay kee taakee. ||1|| 
 

parmaysar aap ho-aa rakhvaalaa. 

saaNt sahj sukh khin meh upjay man 

ho-aa sadaa sukhaalaa. rahaa-o. 

 

har har naam dee-o daaroo. 

tin saglaa rog bidaaroo. 

apnee kirpaa Dhaaree. 

tin saglee baat savaaree. ||2|| 
 

parabh apnaa birad samaari-aa. 

hamraa gun avgun na beechaari-aa. 

gur kaa sabad bha-i-o saakhee. 
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tin saglee laaj raakhee. ||3|| 
 

bolaa-i-aa bolee tayraa. 

too saahib gunee gahayraa. 

jap naanak naam sach saakhee. 

apunay daas kee paij raakhee. 

||4||6||56|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that when we repose full faith in our Guru 

and God and meditate on God’s Name with love and devotion, then God protects us 

completely and frees us from dependence on anybody else. Furthermore, all our sins 

of myriads of births are washed off, and we enjoy eternal peace and bliss. In this 

shabad, Guru Ji again expresses his gratitude to God for curing his son and blessing 

his family with peace and happiness. He also shows us how to be humble and grateful 

to God for His favors. 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), God has brought peace and comfort to my home. The 

malady (of smallpox) has departed from the family. (I didn’t try any superstitions to 

get rid of this affliction), I only sought the refuge of the true (God), and the perfect 

Guru has saved (my honor).” (1) 

Instead of being inflated with any kind of self-conceit or claiming that it was as a 

result of his efforts, Guru Ji humbly ascribes all credit to God, and says: “(O’ my 

friends, in this difficult time) God Himself became merciful on me and in an instant 

peace, poise, and comforts welled up (in our family), and the mind became peaceful 

forever.” (pause) 

Guru Ji now tells us how all this happened. He says: “(O’ my friends, what happened 

was that the Guru) gave me the medicine of God's Name, which drove away all the 

affliction (from my family. In short), God showed His mercy, which set right 

everything.” (2) 

Once again, instead of claiming credit for himself or any of his merits, Guru Ji humbly 

states: “God did not take into account my merit or demerit, He (simply) honored His 

own tradition (of protecting His devotees). In fact, the truth of the Guru's word has 

become manifest, and my honor has been saved.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad in more humility, and says: “O' God, I speak as You 

make me speak. (I don’t even know how to express my thanks). You are the Master of 

unfathomable merits. Nanak meditates on God’s Name, which has become a witness 

to truth and has saved the honor of His servant.” (4-6-56) 
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The message of this shabad is that whenever we are facing any kind of affliction 

or danger in our family, we need not get depressed, or seek help of astrologers, or 

indulge in any kind of superstitions. All we need to do is to have faith in God as 

our savior and protector, keep making our own sincere efforts, and meditating 

on His Name. Then in accordance with His own tradition, He would rid us of all 

our problems. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

vich kartaa purakh khalo-aa. 

vaal na vingaa ho-aa. 

majan gur aaNdaa raasay. 

jap har har kilvikh naasay. ||1|| 

 

santahu raamdaas sarovar neekaa. 

jo naavai so kul taraavai uDhaar    
ho-aa hai jee kaa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

jai jai kaar jag gaavai. 

man chindi-arhay fal paavai. 

sahee salaamat naa-ay aa-ay.  

apnaa parabhoo Dhi-aa-ay. ||2|| 

 

sant sarovar naavai. 

so jan param gat paavai. 

marai na aavai jaa-ee. 

har har naam Dhi-aa-ee. ||3|| 

 

ih barahm bichaar so jaanai. 

jis da-i-aal ho-ay bhagvaanai. 

baabaa naanak parabh sarnaa-ee. 

sabh chintaa ganat mitaa-ee. 
||4||7||57|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

This shabad might be referring to two different aspects or interpretations. One is the 

historical context, in which Guru Ji is thanking God for His support and protection 

during the construction of the holy pool at Amritsar at that time called Ram Das Pur 

in India. But according to other writers and translators, the word Ram Das Pur refers 

to the holy pool within our own mind, which might be called the city of the devotees 

of God (Ram). Below is the interpretation in historical context.  
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Expressing his gratitude to God and the Guru upon successful construction of the pool 

around the Golden Temple, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), God Himself came to 

participate (in the construction of the pool, therefore) not even the slightest harm 

occurred (to anybody or anything). In this way, the Guru has rendered fruitful this 

ablution of mine, and by meditating on God’s (Name), my sins have vanished.” (1) 

Guru Ji now addresses his friends and says: “O' my dear saints, this pool of Ram Das 

is very beauteous, whosoever bathes (in this tank) saves his (or her entire) lineage, and 

his (or her own) soul is emancipated, as well.” (1-pause) 

Describing the kinds of blessings a person obtains on bathing in this holy pool (of 

nectar), Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), whosoever bathes in this pool with true 

devotion) obtains the fruit of his (or her) heart’s desire, and the entire world sings that 

person’s praise. (I myself feel that) after bathing in that pool and meditating on my 

God, I have come back to my home safe and sound. (Because in those days many 

times, people who used to go to far off holy places to have their ritualistic baths, were 

robbed or physically harmed on the way).” (2) 

Commenting further on the benefits of taking a bath in this pool, Guru Ji says: “(O’ 

my friends, the devotee who takes a bath in the (congregational) pool of the saint 

(Guru), obtains the supreme state (of emancipation. That person) meditates on God’s 

Name again and again (and by doing so, that person) neither dies nor comes and goes 

(or goes through births and deaths again).” (3) 

But not all people understand what Guru Ji is really saying. Therefore, he clarifies and 

says: “(O’ my friends), only that person (truly) understands this divine discourse on 

whom God becomes merciful. O’ my respected friend, Nanak says that the one who 

remains in the shelter of God has erased all the account of worries.” (4-7-57) 

The message of this shabad is that when we embark on some holy project with 

the sincere intention of serving others, then God Himself becomes our helper, as 

He did when Guru Ji was constructing the holy pool at Amritsar. This pool is 

much different than other so called holy pilgrimage stations, because only in this 

case, right in the middle of this pool is Harimandir Sahib in which divine music 

keeps playing at all times and celestial waves and vibrations keep stirring the 

water. Therefore, bathing at this pool with a pure mind while uttering or 

listening to the divine hymns has surely an exceptional divine value.  

sorath mehlaa 5. 

paarbarahm nibaahee pooree. 

kaa-ee baat na rahee-aa ooree. 

gur charan laa-ay nistaaray. 

har har naam samHaaray. ||1|| 
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apnay daas kaa sadaa rakhvaalaa. 

kar kirpaa apunay kar raakhay maat 
pitaa ji-o paalaa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

vadbhaagee satgur paa-i-aa. 

jin jam kaa panth mitaa-i-aa. 

har bhagat bhaa-ay chit laagaa. 

jap jeeveh say vadbhaagaa. ||2|| 
 

har amrit banee gaavai. 

saaDhaa kee Dhooree naavai. 

apunaa naam aapay dee-aa. 

parabh karanhaar rakh lee-aa. ||3|| 
 

har darsan paraan aDhaaraa. 

ih pooran bimal beechaaraa. 

kar kirpaa antarjaamee. 

daas naanak saran su-aamee. 
||4||8||58|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the opening lines of the previous shabad, Guru Ji expressed his gratitude to God for 

His direct help in the construction of the pool at the Golden Temple, by saying: “(O’ 

my friends, in the construction of the pool), God Himself came to participate, 

therefore not even the slightest harm occurred (to anybody or anything). In this way 

the Guru has rendered fruitful this ablution of mine, and by meditating on God’s 

(Name), my sins have vanished.” It appears that Guru Ji uttered this shabad also when 

all the tasks including the construction of the Golden Temple along with its pools and 

other ancillary buildings were completed successfully, and there was fulfillment all 

around. 

But instead of letting any trace of ego enter his mind, Guru Ji expresses his thanks and 

says: “(O’ my friends), the all pervading God has stood by me to the last and now 

there is nothing which remains unaccomplished or uncompleted. By attuning to         

his feet, the Guru has emancipated (his devotees) and they have cherished God's 

Name.” (1) 

Regarding the graciousness of God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), God is always the 

savior of His servant. By showing His mercy and considering His servants as His 

own, He saves them, just as parents save their child.” (1-pause) 

Stating how fortunate are those persons who obtain the guidance of the true Guru and 

under his guidance meditate on God’s Name, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), it is by  
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good fortune that some have obtained (the guidance of) the true Guru who has 

obliterated the path of (birth and) death for them. Because their mind is attuned to the 

loving devotion of God, and one who lives meditating (on God) is very fortunate.” (2) 

Next describing the conduct of a true devotee of God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, a 

true devotee of God keeps) singing the nectar-like rejuvenating (divine) word, (the 

Gurbani), and thus bathes in the dust of the feet of the saint (Guru. However, it should 

be remembered that God) Himself has blessed (His devotees) with His Name (and in 

this way) the creator God has saved (them).” (3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “This is the perfect and immaculate wisdom that the sight 

of God is the main support of (a devotee’s) life breath. O’ the Knower of hearts, show 

mercy, for Nanak seeks Your shelter, O’ my Master.” (4-8-58) 

The message of this shabad is that when we have full faith in God and meditate 

on His Name, God makes us His own, protects us like His children, and 

accomplishes all our tasks successfully. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

gur poorai charnee laa-i-aa. 

har sang sahaa-ee paa-i-aa. 

jah jaa-ee-ai tahaa suhaylay. 

kar kirpaa parabh maylay. ||1|| 
 

har gun gaavhu sadaa subhaa-ee. 

man chinday saglay fal paavhu jee-a kai 

sang sahaa-ee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

naaraa-in paraan aDhaaraa. 

ham sant janaaN raynaaraa. 

patit puneet kar leenay. 

kar kirpaa har jas deenay. ||2|| 
 

paarbarahm karay partipaalaa. 

sad jee-a sang rakhvaalaa. 

har din rain keertan gaa-ee-ai. 

bahurh na jonee paa-ee-ai. ||3|| 
 

jis dayvai purakh biDhaataa. 

har ras tin hee jaataa. 

jamkankar nayrh na aa-i-aa. 

sukh naanak sarnee paa-i-aa. ||4||9||59|| 
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Sorath Mehla 5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that when we have full faith in God and 

meditate on His Name, then God makes us His own, and He protects us like His 

children and fulfills all our tasks successfully. In this shabad, Guru Ji describes what 

kinds of blessings he obtained by serving the Guru. 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), the perfect Guru has yoked me to his feet (his humble 

service, because of which) I have felt God accompanying me everywhere. Showing 

His mercy God has united me with Himself, (so now) wherever I go, I feel happy.” (1)  

Therefore, Guru Ji advises: “(O' my friends), always sing praises of God with 

devotion; (by doing so) you would obtain the fruits of your heart’s desire, and God 

would become the helper of your soul.” (1-pause) 

Elaborating on his own experience and state of mind, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), 

God is now the main stay of my life breath. I (feel that) I am the dust of the feet of the 

saintly devotees. Showing mercy, the (saints) bless (people) with the praise of God, 

(and in this way they) have purified even the sinners.” (2) 

Therefore on the basis of his personal experience, Guru Ji advises: “O' my friends, the 

all-pervading God always sustains us. Being always in our company, He remains the 

protector of our soul. (Therefore), day and night we should sing praise of God, (by 

doing so) we are not made to go through the (rounds of) birth and death again.”(3) 

Guru Ji concludes by making one thing clear about the relish and gift of God’s Name. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), only that person realizes the relish of God whom the 

Architect of our destiny blesses with it. In short, Nanak says even the demon (or fear) 

of death doesn’t come near (the person) who has obtained peace in the shelter (of 

God).” (4-9-59) 

The message of this shabad is that we should keep meditating on God’s Name 

and singing His praises with true love and devotion. Then He would always be on 

our side and would fulfill all the wishes of our heart.  

SGGS  P-624 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

gur poorai keetee pooree. 

parabh rav rahi-aa bharpooree. 

khaym kusal bha-i-aa isnaanaa. 

paarbarahm vitahu kurbaanaa. ||1|| 
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gur kay charan kaval rid Dhaaray. 

bighan na laagai til kaa ko-ee kaaraj 
sagal savaaray. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

mil saaDhoo durmat kho-ay. 

patit puneet sabh ho-ay. 

raamdaas sarovar naatay. 

sabh laathay paap kamaatay. ||2|| 
 

gun gobind nit gaa-ee-ai. 

saaDhsang mil Dhi-aa-ee-ai. 

man baaNchhat fal paa-ay. 

gur pooraa ridai Dhi-aa-ay. ||3|| 
 

gur gopaal aanandaa. 

jap jap jeevai parmaanandaa. 

jan naanak naam Dhi-aa-i-aa. 

parabh apnaa birad rakhaa-i-aa. 
||4||10||60|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In this shabad Guru Ji tells us again how by contemplating on God's Name in the 

company of saintly persons, we purify our soul, and then how the perfect Guru fulfills 

all our wishes. 

Describing the joy he feels in his mind after meditating on God’s praise in the 

company of his Guru, he says: “(O’ my friends), the perfect Guru has (completely) 

fulfilled my wish, (and now I am able to see that) God is fully pervading everywhere. 

(I am in a state of peace and bliss, and my entire body and mind feel so fresh and 

healthy, as if) I have obtained a bath of my inner soul. (Therefore), I am a sacrifice to 

the all-pervading God.”(1) 

Elaborating on the bliss he enjoys since enshrining his Guru’s advice in his heart, 

Guru Ji says: “Since the time I have enshrined in my heart the lotus feet of the Guru 

(his divine words), not even the slightest obstruction (has come in my path), and all 

my tasks have been accomplished successfully.” (1-pause) 

Continuing to describe the blessings obtained by him in the company of the saint 

(Guru), he says: “(O’ my friends), by meeting the saint (Guru), I have shed away all 

my evil intellect. (O’ my friends, by sincerely singing praises of God in the company 

of saints), all the sinners have become immaculate. Yes, by taking a bath in the pool 

of Guru Ram Das (and by singing praises of God in the society of saints), all the sins 

committed by a person are washed off.”(2) 
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Therefore, on the basis of his own experience and observation, Guru Ji advises: “(O' 

my friends), everyday we should sing praises of God of the universe; joining the 

company of saintly persons, we should meditate (on Him. Anyone who) meditates on 

the perfect Guru from the core of the heart, obtains the fruits of his or her heart’s 

desire.” (3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji states: “The Guru God, the sustainer of the universe, is 

embodiment of bliss; (His) servant leads his life, remembering that source of    

supreme bliss again and again. Devotee Nanak says that (the person) who has 

meditated on God's Name, God has blessed (that person) according to His ageless 

tradition.” (4-10-60) 

The message of this shabad is that joining the company of the saintly persons; we 

should daily meditate on God and sing His praises with true love and devotion. 

Then our bad intellect and sins would be washed off, and showing His mercy 

God would accomplish all our tasks and would bless us with true peace.  

raag sorath mehlaa 5. 

dah dis chhatar maygh ghataa ghat 
daaman chamak daraa-i-o. 

sayj ikaylee need nahu nainah pir 

pardays siDhaa-i-o. ||1|| 

 

hun nahee sandaysaro maa-i-o. 

ayk kosro siDh karat laal tab chatur 

paatro aa-i-o. rahaa-o. 

 

ki-o bisrai ih laal pi-aaro sarab gunaa 

sukh-daa-i-o. 

mandar char kai panth nihaara-o nain 
neer bhar aa-i-o. ||2|| 

 

ha-o ha-o bheet bha-i-o hai beecho 
sunat days niktaa-i-o. 

bhaaNbheeree kay paat pardo bin 

paykhay dooraa-i-o. ||3|| 
 

bha-i-o kirpaal sarab ko thaakur sagro 

dookh mitaa-i-o. 

kaho naanak ha-umai bheet gur kho-ee 

ta-o da-i-aar beethlo paa-i-o. ||4|| 
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sabh rahi-o andaysro maa-i-o. 

jo chaahat so guroo milaa-i-o. 

sarab gunaa niDh raa-i-o. rahaa-o 
doojaa. ||11||61|| 

Raag Sorath Mehla-5 

This shabad is one of the superb examples of Guru Ji’s poetry. Like many other 

shabads, Guru Ji beautifully uses here the metaphor of a young, innocent bride who 

feels the pangs of separation from her young, beloved spouse. She sheds tears while 

trying to see him from a distance and waiting continuously for a message from him. 

But without any news, she is totally disappointed and goes crying before her mother to 

share with her the pain of her heart. In this shabad, Guru Ji compares himself to that 

separated young bride and God to her spouse gone far away and expresses his pain 

and longing for his spouse (God) in the following words. 

On behalf of that love-filled bride feeling the pangs of separation, he says: “O' my 

mother, in all the ten directions the thick dark clouds overshadow the skies like a 

canopy, and the dazzling lightning is scaring me. My bridal couch is lonely and my 

eyes are without sleep, because my beloved spouse has gone away to a foreign 

country.” (1) 

Stating the reason why she is now feeling pain of separation much more than previous 

such occasions when her spouse had similarly gone away, Guru Ji says: “(O' my 

mother), previously when my beloved spouse used to go even a mile away, then (more 

than) four letters (from him) used to come. (But, O’ mother), now (even though he has 

gone to far off places for such a long time), not even a single message has come from 

him.” (pause) 

As if responding to her mother’s suggestion to forget about her spouse for some time 

and redirect her thoughts to something else, she says: “(O’ my mother), how can I 

forsake that beloved of mine, who is full of all merits and who is the giver of 

comforts. When climbing on the top of the house I look towards his path, my eyes are 

filled with tears.” (2) 

Now trying to understand the reason for this separation, and as if talking to       

herself, she says: “I hear that my spouse is in a very nearby country (my heart itself). 

But there is the wall of ego between us. Actually, like the feather of a butterfly, there 

is only a very thin curtain between us, but because I do not see Him, He seems so far 

away.” (3) 

After obtaining this understanding from the Guru and seeking his help to further 

enlighten him, he says (on behalf of that bride): “(O' my mother, the bride soul) on 

whom the Master of all becomes merciful, He removes all her pain. Nanak says, she 

whose wall of ego the Guru has demolished, she has obtained to the merciful all-

pervading God.” (4)  
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Guru Ji concludes the shabad as if that long separated bride happily conveys to her 

mother the news of her union with her beloved Spouse and says: “O' my mother, all 

my doubt has now ended, because the Guru has united me with that king and the 

treasure of all merits, whom I was seeking.” (pause-2-11-61) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to unite our soul with the Prime 

Soul from whom it has been separated for so many ages, then we should seek the 

guidance of the Guru and remove all the barriers of ego from our inner most self. 

After that we should remember God with such intense love and devotion that He 

blesses us with His vision, and we enjoy the bliss of eternal union with Him. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

ga-ee bahorh bandee chhorh nirankaar 

dukh-daaree. 
karam na jaanaa Dharam na jaanaa 

lobhee maa-i-aaDhaaree. 

naam pari-o bhagat govind kaa ih 
raakho paij tumaaree. ||1|| 

 

har jee-o nimaani-aa too maan. 

nicheeji-aa cheej karay mayraa govind 

tayree kudrat ka-o kurbaan. rahaa-o. 

 

jaisaa baalak bhaa-ay subhaa-ee lakh 

apraaDh kamaavai. 

kar updays jhirhkay baho bhaatee 
bahurh pitaa gal laavai. 

pichhlay a-ogun bakhas la-ay parabh 

aagai maarag paavai. ||2|| 

 

har antarjaamee sabh biDh jaanai taa 

kis peh aakh sunaa-ee-ai. 

kahnai kathan na bheejai gobind har 

bhaavai paij rakhaa-ee-ai. 

avar ot mai saglee daykhee ik tayree ot 
rahaa-ee-ai. ||3|| 

SGGS  P-625 

ho-ay da-i-aal kirpaal parabh thaakur 

aapay sunai baynantee. 
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pooraa satgur mayl milaavai sabh 

chookai man kee chintee. 

har har naam avkhad mukh paa-i-aa jan 
naanak sukh vasantee. ||4||12||62|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In this shabad, Guru Ji shows us how we should approach God for His forgiveness 

and mercy. He also explains that like a father who admonishes and even punishes 

young child for his so many mistakes, but ultimately embraces him to his bosom and 

blesses him with all kinds of favors, God also becomes gracious on us and blesses us 

with His blessings.  

Therefore addressing God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God), You are restorer of our lost life 

opportunity, liberator of bonds, and our formless savior during sorrows. (O' my 

Master), I don’t know any deeds of virtue or righteousness; I am a greedy worshipper 

of wealth. However, I am known as a devotee of God, so please save the honor of 

Your (Name).” (1) 

Going into still more humility, Guru Ji adds: “O' my dear God, You are the honor of 

the honor less. O’, my God, You make the worthless the most worthy, I am a sacrifice 

to Your nature and power.” (pause) 

Giving an example to show how merciful and large-hearted our God is, Guru Ji says: 

“In accordance with his nature, a child might commit numerous mistakes and sins, and 

the father may instruct and admonish in various ways, but ultimately he hugs that 

child to his bosom. (Similarly, if the human beings submit to Him in humility), God 

forgives all their previous sins and puts them on the right path from then on.” (2) 

Guru Ji therefore advises us and says: “(O’ my friends), God is the knower of all 

states within our hearts, (so forsaking Him), we cannot go anywhere to relate the state 

(of our mind. But we should know that simply by mere outward) sayings or 

utterances, God is not pleased. (It is only when He is convinced that a person has 

come to Him with sincere regret and humility, and when) it so pleases God, only then 

He saves one’s honor.” 

(Therefore, in all humility, Guru Ji says: “O’ God, I have seen (and tried) the support 

of all others (and have been totally disappointed); now I am depending upon Your 

support (alone).” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by sharing with us how God becomes merciful and 

listens to our prayer. He says: “When God becomes merciful, He Himself listens to 

our prayers. (After) uniting us with the true Guru, He unites us with Himself, and then 

all the anxiety of our mind is dispelled. Devotee Nanak says that (since the time the 

Guru) has administered the medicine of (God’s) Name in his mouth, he is abiding in 

peace and bliss.” (4-12-62)  
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The message of this shabad is that even if we have committed so many mistakes 

and blunders and have tried all other means of salvation, we should pray to God 

in complete humility and sincerely ask Him to forgive our sins. Then just as a 

father forgives the mistakes of his child, God would forgive us and unite us with 

the Guru. The Guru would bless us with the gift of God's Name, and then by 

meditating on the Name under his guidance, we would be rid of our anxieties and 

would enjoy a state of complete peace and bliss. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

simar simar parabh bha-ay anandaa dukh 

kalays sabh naathay. 

gun gaavat Dhi-aavat parabh apnaa kaaraj 

saglay saaNthay. ||1|| 
 

jagjeevan naam tumaaraa. 

gur pooray dee-o updaysaa jap bha-ojal 

paar utaaraa. rahaa-o. 
 

toohai mantree suneh parabh toohai sabh 
kichh karnaihaaraa. 

too aapay daataa aapay bhugtaa ki-aa ih 

jant vichaaraa. ||2|| 
 

ki-aa gun tayray aakh vakhaanee keemat 

kahan na jaa-ee. 

paykh paykh jeevai parabh apnaa achraj 

tumeh vadaa-ee. ||3|| 
 

Dhaar anoograhu aap parabh savaamee 

pat mat keenee pooree. 

sadaa sadaa naanak balihaaree baachha-o 
santaa Dhooree. ||4||13||63|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that even if we have committed many 

mistakes and have tried all other means of salvation, still we should pray to God in 

complete humility and sincerely ask Him to forgive our sins. Then just as a father 

forgives the mistakes of his child, God would forgive us and unite us with the Guru. 

The Guru would bless us with the gift of God's Name, and then by meditating on the 

Name under his guidance, we would enjoy complete peace. In this shabad Guru Ji 

describes some of the blessings obtained by him by meditating on God's Name. 

Indirectly he is telling us what kind of blessings we can also obtain if we remember 

our God with true love and devotion. 
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He says: “(O’ my friends), by meditating again and again on God, I have obtained 

peace and bliss. All my pains and anxieties have hastened away. By singing praises 

and meditating on (God), all my tasks have been accomplished.” (1) 

So expressing his gratitude to God, he says: “(O' God), life rejuvenating is Your Name 

for the world. My perfect Guru has given me this instruction that by meditating (on 

Your Name), one crosses the terrible worldly ocean.” (1-pause) 

Next describing some of the unique merits of God, Guru Ji says: “O' God, You 

Yourself are (Your) counselor, and You Yourself listen to (the prayers of Your 

creatures. In fact), You are the doer of everything. You Yourself are the giver (of all 

gifts) and Yourself the enjoyer (of those gifts); what (power) does the poor mortal 

have?” (2) 

Being astonished and humbled by seeing the merits of God, Guru Ji says: “O' my 

God, which of Your merits, may I utter and describe? Your worth cannot be told. (My 

mind) finds new life (and energy just) by looking at You (through Your nature) again 

and again. Yes, amazing is Your glory (O’ my God.)” (3) 

Now Guru Ji concludes this shabad and expressing his thanks, he says: “Extending 

His mercy, God the Master has Himself saved my honor and illuminated my intellect. 

Therefore ever and forever, Nanak is a sacrifice (to God) and craves for the dust of the 

saints’ feet (who gave him this instruction of meditating on God's Name).” (4-13-63) 

The message of this shabad is that our God is so great and powerful that if we 

meditate on His Name with true love and devotion, then all our tasks are 

accomplished successfully and we enjoy a peaceful and blissful life both here and 

hereafter. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

gur pooraa namaskaaray. 

parabh sabhay kaaj savaaray. 

har apnee kirpaa Dhaaree. 

parabh pooran paij savaaree. ||1|| 

 

apnay daas ko bha-i-o sahaa-ee. 

sagal manorath keenay kartai oonee 
baat na kaa-ee. rahaa-o. 

 

kartai purakh taal divaa-i-aa. 

pichhai lag chalee maa-i-aa. 

tot na kathoo aavai. 

mayray pooray satgur bhaavai. ||2|| 
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simar simar da-i-aalaa. 

sabh jee-a bha-ay kirpaalaa. 

jai jai kaar gusaa-ee. 

jin pooree banat banaa-ee. ||3|| 
 

too bhaaro su-aamee moraa. 

ih punn padaarath tayraa. 

jan naanak ayk Dhi-aa-i-aa. 

sarab falaa punn paa-i-aa. 
||4||14||64|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that our God is so great and powerful that if 

we meditate on His Name with love and devotion, then all our tasks are accomplished 

successfully and we enjoy a peaceful and blissful life both here and hereafter. It 

appears that the fifth Guru Ji uttered this shabad to express his thanks to God on 

successful completion of the holy pool at Amritsar and all others tasks without any 

problem or obstruction.  

As if narrating the story how God helped him in all his tasks, Guru Ji says: “(O' my 

friends), I repeatedly bowed (and humbly prayed to) the perfect Guru, and God 

accomplished all my tasks successfully. (In fact), God Himself showed His mercy and 

fully protected my honor (and let no problem come in the way of my tasks).” (1) 

Expressing his gratitude to God for His help and kindness, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my 

friends, God) came to the help of His servant, (and the) Creator fulfilled all his 

wishes, so there was no dearth of anything.” (pause) 

Now referring specifically to the completion of the holy pool at Amritsar, Guru Ji 

most humbly says:  “(O’ my friends), it is the Creator God who charged me with the 

(task of completion of) the pool, (and by God’s grace, the requisite funds started 

pouring in with such promptness, as if the goddess of) wealth had started running after 

me. (So I am convinced) that my perfect Guru desires only this thing, that there should 

not be any shortage on any account.” (2) 

Now Guru Ji describes how not only God, but also the people around him became 

compassionate to him. He says: “(O’ my friends), by remembering the merciful God 

again and again, all beings became kind to me. Therefore, I sing and acclaim the 

victory of that God of the universe, who has arranged (successful completion of) this 

entire project.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by once again showing his humility, because he doesn’t 

want to attribute even an iota of credit to him and wants to give all the credit to God  

in the humblest possible words. So he says:  “(O' God),  You are my most powerful  
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Master. All the credit for this charitable (deed) goes to You. Servant Nanak has 

meditated on the one (God) and obtained the fruit of all virtuous deeds.” (4-14-64) 

The message of this shabad is that if we only meditate on God and have full faith 

on His support and help, then God would so arrange our affairs that all our tasks 

would be completed successfully, and we would not face any problem or 

obstruction in our way. 

 sorath mehlaa 5 ghar 3 dupday 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

raamdaas sarovar naatay. 

sabh utray paap kamaatay. 

nirmal ho-ay kar isnaanaa. 

gur poorai keenay daanaa. ||1|| 

 

sabh kusal khaym parabh Dhaaray. 

sahee salaamat sabh thok ubaaray gur 

kaa sabad veechaaray. rahaa-o. 

 

saaDhsang mal laathee. 

paarbarahm bha-i-o saathee. 

naanak naam Dhi-aa-i-aa. 

aad purakh parabh paa-i-aa. ||2||1||65|| 

Sorath Mehla-5  

Ghar 3 Dupaddaiy 

There is a great difference of opinion between different translators on the meaning of 

this shabad. Some think that the holy pool of Ram Das, which is referred to in this 

shabad refers to the holy pool around the Golden Temple, Amritsar. While others 

think that this temple indirectly refers to any congregation of the holy saints, and 

taking a bath in Ram Das Sarovar means meditating on God's Name in that holy 

company.  In the humble opinion of the author, from the historical context, and the 

context of this and many other shabads uttered by Guru Ji in praise of Golden 

Temple, the first interpretation seems to be more appropriate.  It is perhaps for this 

reason that there is specific phrase in daily Sikh prayer for ablution in this pool at 

Amritsar. Another distinction about this pool is that in its midst, Gurbani Kirtan is 

always recited, and the holy waves of Gurbani are believed to give some special 

divine qualities to its water. We need to remind ourselves that Guru Gobind Singh Ji 

prepared Amrit (the immortalizing nectar) by reciting five holy hymns into a bowl of 

water. 
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So in that context, Guru Ji describes the merits of this holy pool, and says: “By 

bathing in the pool of Ram Das, all the sins which I had ever committed were washed 

off. Yes, by bathing (in this pool), I became immaculate. (I feel) that the perfect Guru 

has given (me this opportunity to bathe in this pool) as a charity.” (1) 

Continuing to describe the blessing, received from his Guru, he says: “(O' my 

brothers), by reflecting on the Guru's word I have saved all my virtues (from being 

spoiled by any kind of temptation), and God has provided me with all kinds of bliss 

and happiness.” (pause) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by describing the blessings of the company of the holy 

saints. He says: “(O' my friends), by joining the society of the saints all the dirt of my 

sins has been washed off, and God has become my companion. (In short, I) Nanak, 

have meditated on God's Name and have realized God, the Primal Being.” (2-1-65) 

The message of this shabad is that when we meditate on God, and bathe in the 

holy pool (whether the pool at Golden Temple, Amritsar or the pool of holy 

congregation of saints) with full love and devotion, God becomes our helper and 

companion and bestows upon us all kinds of bliss and happiness. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

jit paarbarahm chit aa-i-aa. so ghar 

da-yi vasaa-i-aa. 

SGGS  P-626 

sukh saagar gur paa-i-aa. taa sahsaa 

sagal mitaa-i-aa.||1|| 

 

har kay naam kee vadi-aa-ee. 

aath pahar gun gaa-ee. 

gur pooray tay paa-ee. rahaa-o. 
 

parabh kee akath kahaanee. 

jan boleh amrit banee. 

naanak daas vakhaanee. 

gur pooray tay jaanee. ||2||2||66|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad (4-14-64), Guru Ji told us that if we only meditate on God and 

have full faith on His support and help, then God would so arrange our affairs that all 

our tasks would be completed successfully, and we would not face any problem or  
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obstruction in our way. In this shabad, Guru Ji is describing for us the glory of God's 

Name, how we obtain it, and what happens when God comes to abide in our heart, and 

we are absorbed in His Name.  

He says: “(O’ my friends), the heart in which God comes to reside, that heart God has 

flourished (with virtues and joys. In fact), when a person has obtained (the company) 

of the Guru, the ocean of comforts, (the Guru) has removed all (that person’s) 

dread.”(1) 

Therefore, Guru Ji proclaims: “(O’ my friends), all the above is the glory of God’s 

Name; I have obtained (this understanding) from the perfect Guru, therefore at all 

times, I keep singing praises (of God).” (pause) 

In closing, Guru Ji says: “(O' my friends), indescribable is the gospel of God. (His) 

devotees keep uttering nectar like words (of Gurbani in His praise). Servant Nanak 

says, (he has) understood this (concept) from the perfect Guru.” (2-2-66) 

The message of this shabad is that seeking Guru's advice, we should keep 

meditating on God’s Name and singing His praises day and night. So that 

showing mercy, God may come to abide in our heart, then all our fear would be 

removed, and we would enjoy perfect bliss.  

sorath mehlaa 5. 

aagai sukh gur dee-aa. 

paachhai kusal khaym gur kee-aa. 

sarab niDhaan sukh paa-i-aa. 

gur apunaa ridai Dhi-aa-i-aa. ||1|| 
 

apnay satgur kee vadi-aa-ee. 

man ichhay fal paa-ee. 

santahu din din charhai savaa-ee. rahaa-o. 
 

jee-a jant sabh bha-ay da-i-aalaa parabh 

apnay kar deenay. 

sahj subhaa-ay milay gopaalaa naanak 

saach pateenay. ||2||3||67|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the opening lines of the previous shabad, Guru Ji stated: “(O’ my friends), the heart 

in which God comes to reside, that heart God has flourished (with all kinds of virtues 

and joys. In fact), when a person has obtained (the company) of the Guru, the ocean of 

comforts, (the Guru) has removed all that person’s dread.” In this shabad, Guru Ji 

shares with us how he was blessed when in his heart he mediated on his Guru. 
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He says: “(O’ my friends), the Guru has given me comfort in the past,and has 

arranged for bliss in the future (as well. In fact), when I meditated on the Guru in my 

heart, I obtained the treasure of all comforts.” (1) 

Therefore, Guru Ji advises us: “O' my dear saints, this is the glory of our Guru, that 

(from him) we obtain the fruits of our heart’s desire. O' dear saints, (the Guru’s) glory 

multiplies day by day.” (pause) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my saintly friends, all those who seek the shelter of 

the Guru), become compassionate, (because) God makes them as His own. O’ Nanak, 

they are filled with faith (and devotion) for the true (God), and then in a very natural 

sort of way, they meet God, the Master of the universe.” (2-3-67) 

The message of this shabad is that when we keep meditating on our Guru and 

enshrine his nectar words (or Gurbani) in our heart, God becomes very gracious 

upon us; He blesses us with all kinds of joys, and we meet Him in a very natural 

sort of way. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

gur kaa sabad rakhvaaray. 

cha-ukee cha-ugirad hamaaray. 

raam naam man laagaa. 

jam lajaa-ay kar bhaagaa. ||1|| 

 

parabh jee too mayro sukh-daata. 

banDhan kaat karay man nirmal 

pooran purakh biDhaataa. rahaa-o. 

 

naanak parabh abhinaasee. 

taa kee sayv na birthee jaasee. 

anad karahi tayray daasaa. 

jap pooran ho-ee aasaa. ||2||4||68|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that when we keep meditating on our Guru and 

enshrine his nectar words (Gurbani) in our heart, God becomes very gracious upon us; 

He blesses us with all kinds of joys, and we meet Him in a very natural sort of way. In 

this shabad also, Guru Ji shows us what kind of faith and trust we should have in the 

word (or Gurbani) of the Guru, and he shares with us his experience of bliss, 

happiness, and protection under the guidance of the Guru and the watchful eye of 

God.  
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He says: “(O’ my friends), the word of the Guru is my protector. (It is like a) security 

guard posted around me (to save me from any kinds of evil impulses. So), my mind is 

attuned to God’s Name, (therefore in the absence of any evil thoughts, even) the 

demon of death has run far away (from me) in shame.” (1)  

Expressing his trust in God, Guru Ji says: “O' God, You are the giver of happiness to 

me; by snapping the bonds of Maya (the worldly attachments), You purify the mind. 

You are the perfect Being and the judge of justice.” (pause) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “O' Nanak, God is imperishable; His service (or worship) 

never goes to waste. O' God, Your servants live in bliss, and by meditating on You 

their heart’s desire is fulfilled.”(2-4-68) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to enjoy complete happiness and 

peace of mind then we should meditate on God's Name, and have full faith that 

God would protect us at all times. Then we won’t have anything to fear, and we 

would always live in perfect peace and bliss. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

gur apunay balihaaree. 

jin pooran paij savaaree. 

man chindi-aa fal paa-i-aa. 

parabh apunaa sadaa Dhi-aa-i-aa. ||1|| 
 

santahu tis bin avar na ko-ee. 

karan kaaran parabh so-ee. rahaa-o. 
 

parabh apnai var deenay. 

sagal jee-a vas keenay. 

jan naanak naam Dhi-aa-i-aa. 

taa saglay dookh mitaa-i-aa. ||2||5||69|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to enjoy complete 

happiness and peace of mind, then we should meditate on God's Name and have full 

faith that God would protect us at all times. Then we won’t have anything to fear, and 

we would always live in perfect peace and bliss. In this shabad, Guru Ji is expressing 

his gratitude to his Guru, who has saved his honor and who has given him the right 

instruction and united him with God. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), I am a sacrifice to my Guru who has fully saved my   

honor. I have always meditated on my God and have obtained the fruit of my heart’s 

desire.” (1) 
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Therefore, Guru Ji tells us: “O' (my dear) saints, there is no one else except Him. That 

God is the cause and doer of everything.” (pause) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by telling us about the blessings he obtained when he 

meditated on God's Name. He says: “(O’ my friends), God has bestowed His blessings 

(upon me), and has put all beings under my control. (In short, when) the devotee 

Nanak meditated on God (He) obliterated all his pains.” (2-5-69) 

The message of this shabad is that when we have full faith in our Guru and seek 

his shelter, becoming merciful he gives us God's Name and then by meditating on 

God's Name, we obtain the fruit of our heart’s desire, all our enemies come 

under control, and all our pain is removed. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

taap gavaa-i-aa gur pooray. 

vaajay anhad tooray. 

sarab kali-aan parabh keenay. 

kar kirpaa aap deenay. ||1|| 
 

baydan satgur aap gavaa-ee. 

sikh sant sabh sarsay ho-ay har har 
naam Dhi-aa-ee. rahaa-o. 

 

jo mangeh so layveh. 

parabh apni-aa santaa dayveh. 

har govid parabh raakhi-aa. 

jan naanak saach subhaakhi-aa. 

||2||6||70|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that when we have full faith in our Guru, and 

we seek his shelter, becoming merciful, he gives us God's Name. By meditating on 

God's Name, we obtain the fruit of our heart’s desire, all our enemies come under 

control, and all our pain is removed. In this shabad, Guru Ji shares with us his 

personal experience, and tells us how his perfect Guru banished the fever of his son 

Hargovind, who was afflicted with the life-threatening malady of smallpox.  

First expressing gratitude for his Guru, he says: “(O’ my friends), the perfect Guru has 

dispelled the (smallpox) fever (of my son), and the (joyous) tunes of non-stop melody 

are ringing (in my heart). God has blessed me with all kinds of pleasures, and showing 

His kindness, He has Himself bestowed (these comforts on me).” (1) 
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Guru Ji once again declares: “(O’ my friends), the true Guru has himself destroyed the 

affliction (of my son), and by meditating on God’s Name all my sikh (disciples) and 

the saintly (friends) have become delighted.” (pause) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), whatever His devotees ask for, they 

obtain that (from God. Because) God gives (untold gifts) to His saints. God has saved 

(his son) Hargovind (from the dreaded disease). Nanak has (always) uttered the Name 

of the eternal God.” (2-6-70) 

The message of this shabad is that in case we want to obtain complete cure from 

any kind of disease or trouble, then we should have full faith in God, and under 

Guru’s guidance we should meditate on His Name. He would surely save us and 

bring peace and happiness in all our family.  

sorath mehlaa 5. 

so-ee karaa-ay jo tuDh bhaavai. 

mohi si-aanap kachhoo na aavai. 

ham baarik ta-o sarnaa-ee. 

parabh aapay paij rakhaa-ee. ||1|| 
 

mayraa maat pitaa har raa-i-aa. 

kar kirpaa partipaalan laagaa kareeN 

tayraa karaa-i-aa. rahaa-o. 

 

jee-a jant tayray Dhaaray. 

parabh doree haath tumaaray. 

SGGS  P-627 

je karaavai so karnaa. 

naanak daas tayree sarnaa. 

||2||7||71|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that in case we want to obtain complete 

cure from any kind of disease or trouble, then we should have full faith in God and 

under Guru’s guidance, we should meditate on His Name. He would surely save us 

and bring peace and happiness in all our family. In this shabad, Guru Ji teaches us 

how to completely surrender our body and mind to God. He also teaches us how 

abandoning all our cleverness or wisdom, we should place ourselves at the feet of God 

and pray to Him, to make us do only that thing which pleases Him. In other words,  
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Guru Ji shows us how in perfect humility and complete devotion, we need to follow 

the will and command of God.  

He says: “O' God, I do not know any wisdom or cleverness. I am simply a child and 

have come to Your shelter. Please make me do only that thing, which pleases You. O' 

God, You Yourself have saved my honor.” (1) 

Continuing his prayer, Guru Ji says: “O' God the king, You are my mother and father. 

Showing Your mercy and kindness, You are sustaining me, therefore I do only what 

You make me do.” (pause) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “O' God, all the beings and creatures are dependant upon 

Your support. The thread of their life is in Your hands. They have to do what You 

make them do. Slave Nanak seeks Your shelter.” (2-7-71) 

The message of this shabad is that abandoning all our cleverness, we should 

repose full faith and confidence in God and pray to Him to bless us with the 

wisdom to recognize and obey His Will.   

sorath mehlaa 5. 

har naam ridai paro-i-aa. 

sabh kaaj hamaaraa ho-i-aa. 

parabh charnee man laagaa. 

pooran jaa kay bhaagaa. ||1|| 
 

mil saaDhsang har Dhi-aa-i-aa. 

aath pahar araaDhi-o har har man 

chindi-aa fal paa-i-aa. rahaa-o. 

 

paraa poorbalaa ankur jaagi-aa. 

raam naam man laagi-aa. 

man tan har daras samaavai. 

naanak daas sachay gun gaavai. 

||2||8||72|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad (2-6-70), Guru Ji advised us that in case we want to obtain 

complete cure from any kind of disease or trouble, then we should have full faith in 

God and under Guru’s guidance we should meditate on His Name. He would surely 

save us and bring peace and happiness in all our family. In this shabad, Guru Ji is 

telling us about the blessings he has obtained when under the instruction of the Guru 

he enshrined God's Name in his mind. 
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He says: “(O' my friends, when)  God's Name was  enshrined in my heart, my entire 

task was accomplished. (I have come to the conclusion) that whose destiny is 

awakened, that person’s mind is attuned to God’s feet (His Name).” (1)  

Guru Ji adds: “(O’ my friends), joining the society of saints, whosoever has meditated 

on God and has remembered Him at all times, has obtained the fruit of his or her 

heart’s desire.” (pause) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “Whose pre-ordained destiny is awakened, that person’s 

mind is attuned to God’s Name. O’ Nanak, that person’s mind and body remain 

merged in God’s vision and such a person keeps singing praises of the eternal 

God.”(2-8-72)  

The message of this shabad is that if we want to get the desires of our heart 

fulfilled, then joining the congregation of the saint (Guru), we should meditate on 

God's Name day and night. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

gur mil parabhoo chitaari-aa. 

kaaraj sabh savaari-aa. 

mandaa ko na alaa-ay. 

sabh jai jai kaar sunaa-ay. ||1|| 
 

santahu saachee saran su-aamee. 

jee-a jant sabh haath tisai kai so 

parabh antarjaamee. rahaa-o. 

 

kartab sabh savaaray. 

parabh apunaa birad samaaray. 

patit paavan parabh naamaa. 

jan naanak sad kurbaanaa. 

||2||9||73|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, while describing the blessings of meditating on God's Name, 

Guru Ji was perhaps laying emphasis more on the spiritual bliss and happiness. In this 

shabad Guru Ji wants to clarify our doubt that it is not just the spiritual or intangible 

bliss, which God's Name brings to us, but it also brings us happiness, comfort, and 

freedom from all kinds of worry and anxiety in our worldly affairs also, including our 

relationships with other people. 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, when upon) meeting the Guru (and participating in the 

Guru’s congregation), I contemplated upon God, He set right my entire task. Now, no 

one speaks ill of me, and all proclaim my victory.” (1) 
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So on the basis of his own experience, Guru Ji says: “O' my (dear) saints, truly 

(dependable) is the shelter of  (God), the Master. Because all beings and creatures are 

under His control, and that God is the inner knower of all hearts.” (pause) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by saying: “(O’ my friends, God) sets right all the tasks 

(of His devotees. Because) He maintains His old tradition (of protecting the honor of 

His saints. Not only that, His Name) can even purify the (worst) sinners, so devotee 

Nanak is always a sacrifice to Him.” (2-9-73) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to obtain not only spiritual bliss, 

but also peace and success in our worldly affairs then following the advice of our 

Guru (Granth Sahib Ji), we should meditate on God’s Name  

sorath mehlaa 5. 

paarbarahm saaj savaari-aa. 

ih lahurhaa guroo ubaari-aa. 

anad karahu pit maataa. 

parmaysar jee-a kaa daataa. ||1|| 
 

subh chitvan daas tumaaray. 

raakhahi paij daas apunay kee kaaraj aap 
savaaray.  rahaa-o. 

 

mayraa parabh par-upkaaree. 

pooran kal jin Dhaaree. 

naanak sarnee aa-i-aa. 

man chindi-aa fal paa-i-aa. ||2||10||74|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the concluding stanza of the previous shabad, Guru Ji said to us: “(O’ my friends, 

God) sets right all the tasks (of His devotees. Because) He maintains His old tradition 

(of protecting the honor of His saints).” In this shabad, he shares his personal example 

as to how God saved his honor and provided him with peace and bliss by saving his 

little young son from the then dreaded and often-fatal disease of smallpox. Because 

even his own brother, Prithi Chand, had tried to kill this young child and had wished 

that Guru Arjan might die childless, so his own son may be anointed the next Guru.  

Therefore expressing his gratitude to God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), it is the all-

pervading God, who created and embellished (my son Hargovind. It) is the Guru who 

has saved this loving little child. (Now my disciples and friends, congratulate us and 

say): “O’ father and mother, enjoy in bliss, (because) God is the Giver of life.” (1) 
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Continuing to express his gratitude, Guru Ji says: “O' God, Your devotees wish the 

welfare (of Your servant); You save the honor of Your servants, and Yourself 

accomplish all their tasks.” (pause) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by proclaiming the greatness of God and saying: “(O’ 

my friends), my God is a great benefactor, He has manifested His full power. So, 

when Nanak came to His shelter, he obtained the fruit of his heart’s desire.” (2-10-74) 

The message of this shabad is that whenever our family or we are in trouble, 

instead of going anywhere else and seeking help of other human beings or lesser 

gods and goddesses, we should seek the shelter of God and pray to Him in the 

most humble and sincere way. Then unless God has certain other better plans, 

(which we cannot understand or appreciate at that time), He would save and 

protect us from all kinds of troubles and maladies and fulfill all the wishes of our 

heart. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

sadaa sadaa har jaapay. 

parabh baalak raakhay aapay. 

seetlaa thaak rahaa-ee. 

bighan ga-ay har naa-ee. ||1|| 

 

mayraa parabh ho-aa sadaa da-i-aalaa. 

ardaas sunee bhagat apunay kee sabh 
jee-a bha-i-aa kirpaalaa. rahaa-o. 

 

parabh karan kaaran samraathaa. 

har simrat sabh dukh laathaa. 

apnay daas kee sunee baynantee. 

sabh naanak sukh savantee. 
||2||11||75|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

The fifth Guru Arjan Dev Ji uttered this shabad also in gratitude to God for saving his 

son from the terrible malady of smallpox. In those days, there was no vaccine or other 

cure invented for this contagious disease, which used to spread from family to family 

and from village to village, and many times would wipe out entire cities. During those 

days people used to chant different kinds of hymns, mantras, and charms, or prayers, 

before idols of different gods and goddesses to save themselves. But Guru Ji only 

prayed to God and his son was saved. 
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So expressing his thanks to God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), I always meditated 

on God (alone), and God Himself became the savior of the child (Hargovind). He put 

a stop to the malady of smallpox (and thus by meditating on the) God’s Name, all my 

troubles went away.” (1) 

Describing how God has always been kind to him and His devotees, Guru Ji states: 

“(O' my friends), my God has always been gracious. He has listened to the prayer of 

His devotees and has been always kind to all creatures.” (pause) 

Therefore, Guru Ji concludes the shabad by saying: “(O’ my friends), God is all 

powerful to do and get anything done. By meditating on God, all my suffering has 

been removed. (God) has listened to the prayer of His servant and Nanak (says: 

“Now) the entire (congregation) sleeps in peace.” (2-11-75) 

The message of this shabad is that God is always kind to us, and in case of any 

trouble and anxiety, all we need to do is to remember Him and meditate on His 

Name with true love, devotion, and humility. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

apnaa guroo Dhi-aa-ay. 

mil kusal saytee ghar aa-ay. 

naamai kee vadi-aa-ee. 

tis keemat kahan na jaa-ee. ||1|| 
 

santahu har har har aaraaDhahu. 

har aaraaDh sabho kichh paa-ee-ai 
kaaraj saglay saaDhahu. rahaa-o. 
 

paraym bhagat parabh laagee. 

so paa-ay jis vadbhaagee. 

jan naanak naam Dhi-aa-i-aa. 

tin sarab sukhaa fal paa-i-aa. 
||2||12||76|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that God is always kind to us, and in case of 

any trouble and anxiety all we need to do is to meditate on His Name with true love, 

devotion, and humility. In this shabad, he describes the kind of bliss he himself enjoys 

by meditating on God, and therefore what kind of advice he has for us. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), by meditating on my Guru, I have returned to my home 

safe and sound (and I feel a great sense of peace and bliss in my heart). All this is the 

glory of God's Name. Its worth cannot be described.” (1) 
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Therefore, on the basis of his own experience, Guru Ji advises: “O' (my dear) saints, 

again and again meditate on God. (Because) by meditating on God, we obtain 

everything. (In this way) you would also accomplish all your tasks.” (pause) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O' my friends, my) mind is attuned to the loving 

devotion (of God. I feel that the person who) obtains this state is very fortunate. 

Therefore, servant Nanak says, they who have meditated on God's Name have 

obtained the fruit of all comforts (and pleasures).” (2-12-76) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want that all our affairs are adjusted 

successfully and we want to enjoy all kinds of comforts, then we should 

repeatedly meditate on God’s Name with true love. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

parmaysar ditaa bannaa. 

dukh rog kaa dayraa bhannaa. 

anad karahi nar naaree. 

har har parabh kirpaa Dhaaree. ||1|| 

SGGS  P-628 

santahu sukh ho-aa sabh thaa-ee. 

paarbarahm pooran parmaysar rav rahi-aa 
sabhnee jaa-ee. rahaa-o. 
 

Dhur kee banee aa-ee. 

tin saglee chint mitaa-ee. 

da-i-aal purakh miharvaanaa. 

har naanak saach vakhaanaa. ||2||13||77|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the opening stanza of the previous shabad (2-11-75), expressing his thanks Guru Ji 

said: “(O’ my friends), I always meditated on God (alone), and God Himself became 

the savior of the child (Hargovind). He put a stop to the malady of Small Pox, (and 

thus by meditating on) God’s Name, all my troubles went away.” In this shabad again, 

Guru Ji expresses his thanks to God and shares with us how God has completely 

wiped out all his pains and sufferings, and how the divine word has erased all his 

worries.  

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), the all pervading God has put  (such) a stop (to my 

troubles, as if) it has demolished the very source of all pains and sorrows. God has 

shown such kindness on me (that now) all men and women (associated with me) are in 

bliss.”(1) 
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Therefore addressing us in a most friendly and sweet way, Guru Ji says: “O' my dear 

saints, there is happiness everywhere, (and I can see) that the perfect God is pervading 

in all places.”(pause) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by uttering the most famous and often quoted lines of 

Guru Granth Sahib, which express our belief that the hymns contained in the Guru 

Granth Sahib Ji, are really divine words (conveyed to us through our Gurus). He says: 

“(O’ my friends), the divine word of God has come (into my mind), which has erased 

all my anxiety. Nanak is truthfully saying that the merciful God has been very kind to 

me.”(2-13-77) 

The message of this shabad is that the divine words as contained in Guru Granth 

Sahib Ji are the words coming from God Himself. So if we enshrine the message 

of this Baani in our mind and act on it, then all our worries and pains would go 

away, and we would enjoy an eternal state of blissful union with God. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

aithai othai rakhvaalaa. 

parabh satgur deen da-i-aalaa. 

daas apnay aap raakhay. 

ghat ghat sabad subhaakhay. ||1|| 

 

gur kay charan oopar bal jaa-ee. 

dinas rain saas saas samaalee pooran 

sabhnee thaa-ee. rahaa-o. 

 

aap sahaa-ee ho-aa. 

sachay daa sachaa dho-aa. 

tayree bhagat vadi-aa-ee. 

paa-ee naanak parabh sarnaa-ee. 
||2||14||78|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

Guru Ji concluded the previous shabad by declaring that he is “truthfully saying that 

the merciful God has been very kind to him.” In this shabad, he elaborates on this 

statement and tells us how God protects us both in this and next world, and what we 

need to do to always deserve His kindness upon us. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), God is merciful to the meek, and He is their protector both 

in this and the next world. In each and every heart resound these beauteous words, that 

He has (always) saved His servants.” (1) 
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Describing his present state, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), I am a sacrifice to the 

Guru’s feet (his immaculate words). Day and night, with each and every breath I 

meditate on that perfect God, who is fully pervading everywhere.” (pause) 

But, instead of claiming any credit for his own merits or efforts, he concludes the 

shabad by saying “(O’ my friends, it is through Guru’s kindness) that one obtains the 

everlasting support of eternal God. Therefore Nanak says, O’ God, by seeking Your 

shelter (through the kindness of the Guru), the gift of Your devotion and praise is 

obtained.” (2-14-78) 

The message of this shabad is that in case we want God to protect us here and 

hereafter and everywhere then we should pray to our Guru to show his kindness 

and help us in seeking the shelter of God. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

satgur pooray bhaanaa. 

taa japi-aa naam ramaanaa. 

gobind kirpaa Dhaaree. 

parabh raakhee paij hamaaree. ||1|| 
 

har kay charan sadaa sukh-daa-ee. 

jo ichheh so-ee fal paavahi birthee aas 

na jaa-ee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

kirpaa karay jis paraanpat daataa so-ee 
sant gun gaavai. 

paraym bhagat taa kaa man leenaa 

paarbarahm man bhaavai. ||2|| 
 

aath pahar har kaa jas ravnaa bikhai 

thag-uree laathee. 

sang milaa-ay lee-aa mayrai kartai sant 
saaDh bha-ay saathee. ||3|| 
 

kar geh leenay sarbas deenay aapeh 
aap milaa-i-aa. 

kaho naanak sarab thok pooran pooraa 

satgur paa-i-aa. ||4||15||79|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

Guru Ji concluded the previous shabad by saying: “O’ God, by seeking Your shelter 

(through the kindness of the Guru), the gift of Your devotion and praise is obtained.” 
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In this shabad, Guru Ji elaborates on this point and also tells us what kind of blessings 

we obtain when through the Guru we meditate on God with loving devotion. 

So sharing with us his own experience, he says: “(O’ my friends), when it so pleased 

the perfect true Guru, I meditated on God’s Name. Then God of the universe showed 

His mercy and protected my honor.” (1) 

On the basis of his personal experience, Guru Ji tells us: “(O' my friends), the Guru's 

feet (his immaculate words) are always comforting. (By acting on Guru’s advice), you 

obtain whatever you wish for, and your hope never goes unfulfilled.” (1-pause) 

But Guru Ji emphasizes that meditating on God's Name or singing His praises comes 

only when God Himself shows His mercy. So he says: “(O’ my friends), only that 

saint on whom God the Giver of life breath shows His mercy, sings praises of God. 

Then one’s mind is absorbed in the loving devotion of God, and He looks pleasing to 

the mind.” (2) 

Now sharing with us the blessings he obtained by meditating on God’s Name, Guru Ji 

says: “(O' my friends), by meditating on God's Name at all the time, the influence of 

the deceiving poison (of worldly attachments) was removed (from my mind). Then 

my Creator united me with Himself, and (many) saints and sages became my 

companions.” (3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji tells: “(O’ my friends, under the shelter of the Guru, whosoever 

has meditated on God’s Name), extending His own hand, God has blessed that person 

with everything. In fact, He has Himself united that person with Him. Therefore 

Nanak says, the one who has found the perfect Guru has obtained everything.”          

(4-15-79) 

The message of this shabad is that we should never feel proud of our devotion or 

meditation on God's Name. Instead we should humbly pray to God to show His 

mercy upon us and bless us with the Guru’s guidance. When He blesses us with 

Guru’s guidance, which helps us in meditating on God’s Name, then extending 

His own protection, God fulfills all our desires and blesses us with His eternal 

union. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

gareebee gadaa hamaaree. 

khannaa sagal rayn chhaaree. 

is aagai ko na tikai vaykaaree. 

gur pooray ayh gal saaree. ||1|| 
 

har har naam santan kee otaa. 

jo simrai tis kee gat hovai uDhrahi 
saglay kotaa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
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sant sang jas gaa-i-aa. 

ih pooran har Dhan paa-i-aa. 

kaho naanak aap mitaa-i-aa. 

sabh paarbarahm nadree aa-i-aa. 

||2||16||80|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should never feel proud of our 

devotion or meditation on God's Name. Instead we should humbly pray to God to 

show His mercy upon us and bless us with the Guru’s guidance. When He blesses us 

with Guru’s guidance, which helps us in meditating on God’s Name, then extending 

His own protection God fulfills all our desires and blesses us with His eternal union. 

In this shabad, he describes his way of life, and the kinds of weapons he uses against 

those who try to bother or harm him.  

He says: “(O’ my friends), humility is my mace; (to consider myself as) the dust of all 

is my double edged sword. No evildoer can stand before these (weapons). This is the 

essence of strategy, which the perfect Guru has taught me.” (1) 

Stating on what else he leans upon, Guru Ji says: “(O' my friends), for the saints, 

God’s Name is their shield. Whosoever meditates on it, obtains salvation. In fact, 

millions are saved (by meditating on God's Name).” (1-pause) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), the person who has sung God’s praise 

in the company of the saints has obtained this perfect wealth of God’s Name. Nanak 

says, the one who has erased one’s self (conceit from within), God has become visible 

to that one everywhere.” (2-16-80) 

The message of the shabad is that if we erase our ego and meditate on God's 

Name with complete faith in God, then we would have the best weapons in the 

world before which no evildoer can stand. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

gur poorai pooree keenee. 

bakhas apunee kar deenee. 

nit anand sukh paa-i-aa. 

thaav saglay sukhee vasaa-i-aa. ||1|| 

 

har kee bhagat fal daatee. 

gur poorai kirpaa kar deenee virlai kin 
hee jaatee. rahaa-o. 
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gurbaanee gaavah bhaa-ee. 

oh safal sadaa sukh-daa-ee. 

naanak naam Dhi-aa-i-aa. 

poorab likhi-aa paa-i-aa. ||2||17||81|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad (4-15-79), Guru Ji advised us that we should never feel proud 

of our devotion or meditation on God's Name. Instead we should humbly pray to God 

to show His mercy upon us, and bless us with the Guru’s guidance. When He blesses 

us with Guru’s guidance, who helps us in meditating on God’ Name, then extending 

His own protection, God fulfills all our desires, and blesses us with His eternal union. 

In this shabad, Guru Ji is sharing with us the kind of blessings he obtained, when his 

Guru showed complete mercy on him. 

He says: “(O’ my friends, when) the perfect Guru showed his full mercy on me, he 

gave me the gift (of God’s meditation. Since then) I have enjoyed peace everyday, and 

I live in comfort in all places.” (1) 

Therefore on the basis of his own experience, Guru Ji proclaims: “(O’ my friends), 

worship of God is very fruitful. By showing his mercy, the Guru has blessed me (with 

this gift). Only a very rare person has realized (its value).” (pause) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by saying to us: “Come, O' my brothers (and sisters), let 

us sing Gurbani (the divine word of the Guru); it is always fruitful and peace giving. 

Nanak (says), whosoever has meditated on (God’s) Name, has realized his or her pre-

ordained destiny (of meeting God).” (2-17-81) 

The message of this shabad is that joining the congregation of saintly persons, we 

should sing Gurbani (the divine hymns in Guru Granth Sahib Ji) with full love 

and devotion, so that we too may realize the fruit of our pre-ordained destiny 

and meet God in this life itself.  

sorath mehlaa 5. 

SGGS  P-629 

gur pooraa aaraaDhay. 

kaaraj saglay saaDhay. 

sagal manorath pooray. 

baajay anhad tooray. ||1|| 
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santahu raam japat sukh paa-i-aa. 

sant asthaan basay sukh sehjay saglay 
dookh mitaa-i-aa.||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

gur pooray kee banee. 

paarbarahm man bhaanee. 

naanak daas vakhaanee. 

nirmal akath kahaanee. ||2||18||82|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the opening lines of previous shabad, Guru Ji said: “(O’ my friends, when) the 

perfect Guru showed his full mercy on me, he gave me the gift (of God’s meditation. 

Since then) I have enjoyed peace everyday, and I live in comfort in all places.” But 

that is not all, in this shabad. Guru Ji tells us what other benefits and blessings he 

obtained when he meditated on his perfect Guru. 

He says: “(O’ my friends, by) meditating on the perfect Guru, I successfully 

accomplished all my tasks. All the wishes of my heart were fulfilled, and (I felt so 

happy) as if tunes of non-stop divine music were playing in my mind.” (1) 

Therefore addressing us all, Guru Ji says: “O' my dear saints, I have obtained peace by 

meditating upon God's Name. By residing in peace and poise in the company of 

saints, I have eradicated all my suffering.” (1-pause) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by proclaiming: “(O' my friends, Gurbani), the word of 

the perfect Guru, is pleasing to God’s mind. Servant Nanak has described this 

immaculate and indescribable discourse.” (2-18-82) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to please God and enjoy the melody 

of non-stop divine music in our heart, then we should meditate on our perfect 

Guru by singing Gurbani with love and devotion. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

bhookhay khaavat laaj na aavai. 

 ti-o har jan har gun gaavai. ||1|| 

 

apnay kaaj ka-o ki-o alkaa-ee-ai. 

jit simran dargeh mukh oojal sadaa 

sadaa sukh paa-ee-ai.||1|| rahaa-o. 
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ji-o kaamee kaam lubhaavai. 

ti-o har daas har jas bhaavai. ||2|| 
 

ji-o maataa baal laptaavai. 

ti-o gi-aanee naam kamaavai. ||3|| 
 

gur pooray tay paavai. 

jan naanak naam Dhi-aavai. 
||4||19||83|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

It is generally observed that even those people who try to meditate on God or sing His 

praise sometimes feel hesitant, shy, or embarrassed, as if they are doing something 

wrong, undesirable, or trying to show off their holiness. So sometimes, they try to 

hide or even skip their daily meditation or reading of the scriptures, lest their friends 

or relatives make fun of them. In this shabad, Guru Ji tells us that meditating on God's 

Name is the object of our life, and it is our duty. So while performing this duty and 

trying to achieve our objective, we should never feel ashamed or embarrassed.  

He says: “(O’ my friends), just as hungry man doesn’t feel any shame while eating his 

food, similarly, the devotee of God keeps singing praises of God (without bothering 

what other people might think about this act of his or hers).” (1) 

Explaining why we should not feel ashamed or hesitant in meditating on God's Name, 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), that meditation (by doing which) we obtain honor in 

the (God’s) court and always obtain peace, why should we show any laziness in doing 

that job of ours?” (1-pause) 

Next, Guru Ji gives some more examples to illustrate how a devotee of God has 

always a deep and earnest desire to meditate on God's Name. He says: “ (O’ my 

friends), just as a lustful person is always greedy to satisfy his or her lust, similarly 

singing of God’s praise is pleasing to God’s slave.” (2) 

Giving yet another example, Guru Ji says: “Just as a mother always remains attached 

to her child, similarly a divinely wise person always tries to earn (the wealth of God’s) 

Name.”(3) 

However, Guru Ji concludes the shabad by saying: “O' Nanak, (only that person) 

meditates on (God’s) Name, who obtains (this gift) from the perfect Guru.”(4-19-83) 

The message of this shabad is that our duty and the very object of life is to earn 

the profit of God's Name. Therefore, we should not feel ashamed or 

procrastinate in meditating on God's Name, and we should not care what other 

people think or say about us. 
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sorath mehlaa 5. 

sukh saaNd ghar aa-i-aa. 

nindak kai mukh chhaa-i-aa. 

poorai gur pehraa-i-aa. 

binsay dukh sabaa-i-aa. ||1|| 

 

santahu saachay kee vadi-aa-ee. 

jin achraj sobh banaa-ee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

bolay saahib kai bhaanai. 

daas banee barahm vakhaanai. 

naanak parabh sukh-daa-ee. 

jin pooree banat banaa-ee. 

||2||20||84|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad Guru Ji advised us to meditate on God's Name without feeling 

any hesitation or worrying about what other people may say or do. In this shabad, he 

shares his own experience of meditating on God's Name without any fear and tells us 

how God protected his honor and put all his slanderers to shame. 

He says: “(By fearlessly meditating on God's Name), I came to my house safe and 

sound. The slanderers (who tried to harm me) were put to shame. Also the perfect 

Guru (honored me) with a robe of honor, and all my woes vanished.” (1) 

But Guru Ji doesn’t feel self-conceited at this occasion, instead showing his humility 

he says:  “O' my dear saints, (all this) is the glory of the eternal (God), who arranged 

this astonishing honor (for me)” (1-pause) 

Guru Ji now concludes the shabad by quoting the authority on the basis of which he is 

speaking. He says: “(O' my friends, this) servant is uttering the divine word and is 

speaking as per the desire of his Master. Nanak says, that God who has created this 

perfect arrangement is always bliss giving.” (2-20-84) 

The message of this shabad is that if we meditate on God's Name without any 

fear or hesitation, then God would save our honor and provide us with peace and 

comfort, while putting our slanderers to shame and awarding them due 

punishment. 
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sorath mehlaa 5. 

parabh apunaa ridai Dhi-aa-ay. 

ghar sahee salaamat aa-ay. 

santokh bha-i-aa sansaaray. 

gur poorai lai taaray. ||1|| 

 

santahu parabh mayraa sadaa da-i-aalaa. 

apnay bhagat kee ganat na gan-ee 

raakhai baal gupaalaa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

har naam ridai ur Dhaaray. 

tin sabhay thok savaaray. 

gur poorai tus dee-aa. 

fir naanak dookh na thee-aa. 
||2||21||85|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us how by fearlessly meditating on God's Name 

he came back to his house safe and sound. The slanderers (who tried to harm him) 

were put to shame, the perfect Guru honored him with a robe of honor, and all his 

woes vanished. But that is not all. In this shabad, he tells us what other blessings and 

benefits he has obtained by meditating on God, and on that basis, what kind of advice 

he has for us.  

He says: “(O’ my friends), by meditating on my God in my mind, I have returned to 

my home, safe and sound. (I feel as if) peace has prevailed in the entire world, (and) 

the perfect Guru has ferried us across (this worldly ocean).” (1) 

Therefore on the basis of his own experience, Guru Ji says: “O' (dear) saints, my God 

is always merciful. He does not take into account the deeds of His devotee; that 

Master of the universe saves the (devotees, like His) children.”(1-pause) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O' my friends), they who have enshrined God's Name in 

their heart have (successfully) accomplished all their tasks. When feeling pleased, the 

Guru has given (anybody the gift of God’s Name), O’ Nanak, no pain has (ever) 

afflicted that person again.” (2-21-85) 

The message of this shabad is that if we seek the shelter of the Guru and feeling 

pleased the Guru blesses us with the gift of God’s Name, then the perfect God 

does not take into account our past sins and shortcomings; He becomes merciful 

on us and protects us just as a father saves and protects his children. 
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sorath mehlaa 5. 

har man tan vasi-aa so-ee. 

jai jai kaar karay sabh ko-ee. 

gur pooray kee vadi-aa-ee. 

taa kee keemat kahee na jaa-ee. ||1|| 

 

ha-o kurbaan jaa-ee tayray naavai. 

jis no bakhas laihi mayray pi-aaray so jas 
tayraa gaavai. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

tooN bhaaro su-aamee mayraa. 

jantaaN bharvaasaa tayraa. 

naanak parabh sarnaa-ee. 

mukh nindak kai chhaa-ee. ||2||22||86|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the opening stanza of the previous shabad (2-20-84), Guru Ji told us that by 

fearlessly meditating on God's Name, he came back to his house safe and sound. The 

slanderers who tried to harm him were put to shame. Also, the perfect Guru honored 

him with a robe of honor, and all his woes vanished. In this shabad, he picks up that 

thread again and shares with us his present state of mind, and he expresses his 

gratitude to God and his faith in Him. 

He says: “(O’ my friends, He who has saved my honor, that) same God is abiding in 

my mind and body; everybody is hailing my victory. (O’ my friends, so high is the) 

greatness of the perfect Guru, that its worth cannot be described.” (1) 

Therefore, addressing God, Guru says: “O' God, I am a sacrifice to Your Name. O’ 

my dear, whom You forgive, (that person) sings Your praises.” (1-pause) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by expressing his complete confidence and faith in God 

and says: “O' God, You are my most powerful Master; the saints depend upon Your 

support. Nanak is seeking the shelter of God, and the slanderer (would be put to such 

a shame, as if) ashes have been put on to his face.” (2-22-86) 

The message of this shabad is that we should have complete faith in our perfect 

Guru and God and sing His praises. By doing so, God would become merciful on 

us and would reside in our mind and body. Then we would feel a great bliss and 

all other people around us would proclaim our victory. 
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sorath mehlaa 5. 

aagai sukh mayray meetaa. 

paachhay aanad parabh keetaa. 

parmaysur banat banaa-ee. 

fir dolat kathoo naahee. ||1|| 

 

saachay saahib si-o man maani-aa. 

har sarab nirantar jaani-aa. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 

SGGS  P-630 

sabh jee-a tayray da-i-aalaa. 

apnay bhagat karahi partipaalaa. 

achraj tayree vadi-aa-ee. 

nit naanak naam Dhi-aa-ee. 

||2||23||87|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should have complete faith in our 

perfect Guru and God and sing His praises. By doing so, God would become merciful 

on us and would reside in our mind and body. Then we would feel a great bliss and all 

other people around us would applaud our victory. In this shabad, Guru Ji shares with 

us the blessing already received by him, and what more he is expecting in the future as 

a result of meditating on God’s Name.  

He says: “(O’ my friends, God) blessed me with happiness so far,,(and I am sure) that 

He would provide me with bliss in future as well. The all-pervading God has made 

such arrangement, that (my mind) does not waver any more.” (1) 

Describing very briefly how it all happened, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, when) my 

mind was convinced about (the power and kindness of God) the eternal Master, I 

realized that God abides in all (places and hearts).” (1-pause) 

Therefore, Guru Ji concludes the shabad by saying: “O' my merciful (God), all beings 

are Yours, You sustain and protect Your devotees. Astonishing is Your glory. 

Therefore, day and night Nanak meditates on Your Name.” (2-23-87) 

The message of this shabad is that in case we want to enjoy happiness and 

protection of the merciful God then we should meditate on His Name everyday. 
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sorath mehlaa 5. 

naal naraa-in mayrai. 

jamdoot na aavai nayrai. 

kanth laa-ay parabh raakhai. 

satgur kee sach saakhai. ||1|| 
 

gur poorai pooree keetee. 

dusman maar vidaaray saglay daas 
ka-o sumat deetee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

parabh saglay thaan vasaa-ay. 

sukh saaNd fir aa-ay. 

naanak parabh sarnaa-ay. 

jin saglay rog mitaa-ay. ||2||24||88|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the opening stanza of the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that God blessed him 

with happiness before, and he is sure that God would provide him with bliss in future 

as well. The all-pervading God has made such arrangement, that his mind doesn’t 

waver any more. He concluded the shabad by saying: “O' my merciful (God), all 

beings are Yours, You sustain and protect Your devotees.” In this shabad Guru Ji 

once again expresses his complete confidence in God and tells us how with the 

assurance of God on his side, he is not even afraid of the demon of death, and how 

God has destroyed all his enemies and blessed him with divine wisdom. 

He says: “(O’ my friends, God) the King of human beings is with me, (and now even) 

the demon of death doesn’t come near me. (I have complete confidence in the) eternal 

assurance of the true Guru, that God saves His (devotees) by embracing them to His 

bosom.” (1) 

Describing the blessings bestowed on him by the Guru, he says: “(O’ my friends), the 

perfect Guru provided me with complete protection. He destroyed and chased away all 

my enemies and imparted wisdom to the devotee.” (1-pause) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), God has populated all the places (and 

provided me with peace and comfort, and I feel as if) I have returned to my home safe 

and sound. (In short), Nanak is in the refuge of (that) God, who has destroyed all his 

afflictions.” (2-24-88) 

The message of this shabad is that when we seek the shelter and the guidance of 

our true Guru, and under his instruction meditate on God's Name, God becomes 

so merciful and kind to us that He adjusts all our affairs and blesses us with 

peace and happiness all around. 
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sorath mehlaa 5. 

sarab sukhaa kaa daataa satgur taa 

kee sarnee paa-ee-ai. 

darsan bhaytat hot anandaa dookh 
ga-i-aa har gaa-ee-ai. ||1|| 
 

har ras peevhu bhaa-ee. 

naam japahu naamo aaraaDhahu gur 

pooray kee sarnaa-ee. rahaa-o. 
 

tiseh paraapat jis Dhur likhi-aa so-ee 

pooran bhaa-ee. 

naanak kee baynantee parabh jee 
naam rahaa liv laa-ee. ||2||25||89|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the second stanza of the previous shabad, Guru Ji stated that the perfect Guru 

provided him with complete protection. He destroyed and chased away all his 

enemies, and imparted wisdom to the devotee. Therefore on the basis of his personal 

experience, Guru Ji has a very valuable advice for us in this shabad. 

He says: “(O' my friends), the true Guru is the giver of all kinds of comforts. 

(Therefore, we should pray to God) to put us in His shelter. By seeing Him, we are in 

bliss, our pain goes away (and then in gratitude, we) sing God’s praises.” (1) 

Continuing his advice, Guru Ji says:  “O' my brothers (and sisters), partake the nectar 

of God; repeat God's Name and meditate on God's Name, under the protection of the 

perfect Guru.” (pause) 

In closing, Guru Ji says: “(This gift of God's Name) is obtained only by the one in 

whose destiny it is so preordained. O' my brothers, that person alone is perfect. Nanak 

prays before God: “I may remain attuned to (God’s) Name.” (2-25-89) 

The message of this shabad is that we should always pray to God to bless us with 

the guidance of the perfect Guru, who is the giver of all comforts and God’s 

Name, the most valuable wealth.  

sorath mehlaa 5. 

karan karaavan har antarjaamee jan 

apunay kee raakhai. 

jai jai kaar hot jag bheetar sabad guroo 
ras chaakhai. ||1|| 
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parabh jee tayree ot gusaa-ee. 

too samrath saran kaa daataa aath 
pahar tumH Dhi-aa-ee. rahaa-o. 

 

jo jan bhajan karay parabh tayraa tisai 
andaysaa naahee. 

satgur charan lagay bha-o miti-aa har 

gun gaa-ay man maahee. ||2|| 

 

sookh sahj aanand ghanayray satgur 

dee-aa dilaasaa. 

jin ghar aa-ay sobhaa saytee pooran 
ho-ee aasaa. ||3|| 

 

pooraa gur pooree mat jaa kee pooran 
parabh kay kaamaa. 

gur charnee laag tari-o bhav saagar jap 

naanak har har naamaa. ||4||26||90|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should always pray to God to bless 

us with the guidance of the perfect Guru, who is the giver of all comforts and God’s 

Name, the most valuable wealth. In this shabad again, Guru Ji proclaims the 

omnipotence of God and complete protection provided by the Guru. Indirectly in this 

shabad, he also tells us about (Guru Granth Sahib), the Guru of the world 

He says: “(O' my friends), God is the cause and doer of everything. He is the inner-

knower of all hearts and protects the honor of His devotees. The person who tastes the 

nectar of the Shabad Guru (the divine word or Gurbani), that person’s glory resounds 

throughout entire world.” (1) 

Therefore, Guru Ji addresses God and expressing his complete confidence in Him, 

says: “O' Master of the universe, I seek Your shelter. You are omnipotent, and 

provider of refuge to all, therefore I meditate on You at all times.” (pause) 

Expressing his full faith in God, Guru Ji says: “(O' my dear God), the devotee who 

sings Your praise has nothing to fear. By attuning to the true Guru's feet, all one’s fear 

has been erased, and one sings God’s praises in one’s mind.” (2) 

Describing his own story, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, when my) true Guru gave me 

solace, I obtained peace, poise, and abundant bliss. (I felt as if) I had returned home 

with glory after conquering entire world, and all my desire has been fulfilled.” (3) 
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In conclusion, Guru Ji says: "(O’ my friends), the perfect Guru, whose intellect is 

perfect, perfect are his deeds. Nanak says, by attuning to the Guru's feet (his Gurbani), 

and meditating on God's Name again and again, he has ferried across the dreadful 

worldly ocean.” (4-26-90)  

The message of this shabad is that we should have complete faith in our Shabad 

Guru (Granth Sahib Ji), and meditate on God's Name day and night. Then we 

would be liberated from the worldly bonds and enjoy eternal bliss. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

bha-i-o kirpaal deen dukh bhanjan 

aapay sabh biDh thaatee. 

khin meh raakh lee-o jan apunaa gur 
poorai bayrhee kaatee. ||1|| 

 

mayray man gur govind sad              
Dhi-aa-ee-ai. 

sagal kalays miteh is tan tay man 
chindi-aa fal paa-ee-ai. rahaa-o. 

 

jee-a jant jaa kay sabh keenay parabh 
oochaa agam apaaraa. 

 

saaDhsang naanak naam Dhi-aa-i-aa 

mukh oojal bha-ay darbaaraa. 
||2||27||91|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

Many times we feel that we are in so much troubles and have so many anxieties, that 

we feel completely helpless. Some people even go to the extent of committing suicide. 

But in this shabad Guru Ji tells us that when we seek the shelter of the true God with 

full confidence, God Himself arranges our affairs and delivers us from all our 

troubles, and we feel as if there was nothing to be afraid of to start with. Guru Ji 

doesn’t say these things on the basis of some theory, but he is telling this on the basis 

of his own experience. 

He says: “When God, the destroyer of woes of the humble and meek, became        

kind, He Himself made all the arrangement. In a moment, He saved His devotee and 

the perfect Guru cut off the shackle (of the entrapment in which the devotee was 

caught).” (1) 

Therefore advising his own mind and indirectly us, Guru Ji says: “O' my mind, we 

should always meditate on our Guru God, (by doing so) all the troubles from our body 

are dispelled, and we obtain the fruit of our heart’s desire.” (pause) 
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Guru Ji concludes the shabad by saying: “He who has created all beings and creatures, 

that lofty God is incomprehensible. In the company of saintly persons, Nanak has 

meditated on His Name. (As a result of which), he has received honor in (God’s) 

court.” (2-27-91) 

The message of this shabad is that even when we are surrounded by many 

troubles and we feel so completely helpless, that we think that nobody can save 

us, we should seek the shelter of our Guru and meditate on God's Name. Then 

God would become merciful on us and He would so arrange the things, so that all 

our troubles would vanish in a moment and we would enjoy such a state of 

complete peace and bliss, as if all our troubles were only a bad dream. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

simra-o apunaa saaN-ee. 

dinas rain sad Dhi-aa-ee. 

haath day-ay Jin raakhay. 

har naam mahaa ras chaakhay. ||1|| 

SGGS  P-631 

apnay gur oopar kurbaan. 

bha-ay kirpaal pooran parabh daatay  
jee-a ho-ay miharvaan. rahaa-o. 

 

naanak jan sarnaa-ee. 

Jin pooran paij rakhaa-ee. 

saglay dookh mitaa-ee. 

sukh bhunchahu mayray bhaa-ee. 
||2||28||92|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

Guru Ji concluded the previous shabad by stating that he is in the shelter of the Guru 

God, who has completely saved his honor and has erased all his pain. In this shabad, 

he shares with us his present daily life, how he feels thankful to God and the Guru for 

saving his honor, and providing him with all kinds of comfort and bliss. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), I contemplate on (God) my Master. Day and night, I 

meditate on (that God), who extended his hand and saved me, (and by whose 

kindness) I have tasted the supreme nectar of God’s Name.” (1) 
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Next expressing his gratitude to the Guru, he says: “I am (also) a sacrifice to my Guru, 

(because of whom) the perfect God and Giver became gracious and other beings (also) 

became kind to me.” (pause) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), slave Nanak is in the shelter (of God), 

who has completely saved his honor and has dispelled all his woes. Now enjoy peace, 

O’ my brothers (and sisters).” (2-28-92). 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to end all our troubles and want 

that not only God, but also all people around us may become kind towards us, 

then under the guidance the Guru we should meditate on God's Name and sing 

His praises day and night. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

sunhu binantee thaakur mayray jee-a 
jant tayray Dhaaray. 

raakh paij naam apunay kee karan 

karaavanhaaray. ||1|| 

 

parabh jee-o khasmaanaa kar pi-aaray. 

buray bhalay ham thaaray. rahaa-o. 
 

sunee pukaar samrath su-aamee 

banDhan kaat savaaray. 

pahir sirpaa-o sayvak jan maylay naanak 
pargat pahaaray. ||2||29||93|| 

 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to end all our troubles and 

want that not only God, but also all people around us may become kind to us, then 

under the guidance of the Guru we should meditate on God's Name and sing His 

praises day and night. In this shabad, he shows us how to pray to God for His 

protection and support in spite of all our faults and shortcomings. He also tells us what 

happens when we approach God with that attitude.  

So addressing God, Guru Ji says: “Listen to my prayer, O' my Master; all beings and 

creatures are dependent on Your support. O', the Doer and Cause of everything, 

uphold the honor of Your Name (and save us).” (1) 

Now Guru Ji shows us how we should beg God for his protection. He says: “O' my 

(reverend) God, (You are our Master. Whether) good or bad, we are Yours, (so 

discharge Your) Masterly duty (and save us).” (pause) 
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Guru Ji concludes the shabad by sharing with us the result of above prayer. He says: 

“(O’ my friends), the all powerful Master listened to my cry (for help), and cutting off 

my bonds He embellished me (with merits). Then honoring him with a robe of honor, 

He united His devotee (with Him), and Nanak became known throughout the world.” 

(2-29-93) 

The message of this shabad is that if in spite of all our faults and shortcomings, 

we still want protection of God, then we should approach Him with an attitude of 

complete surrender and ask Him to save us like a master saves his servants. By 

doing so, God would listen to our prayer. He would then not only save us, but 

would also honor us with such glory that we would be renowned in the entire 

world. 

sorath mehlaa 5. 

jee-a jant sabh vas kar deenay sayvak 

sabh darbaaray. 

angeekaar kee-o parabh apunay bhav niDh 

paar utaaray. ||1|| 
 

santan kay kaaraj sagal savaaray. 

deen da-i-aal kirpaal kirpaa niDh pooran 

khasam hamaaray. rahaa-o. 
 

aa-o baith aadar sabh thaa-ee oon na 
katahooN baataa. 

bhagat sirpaa-o dee-o jan apunay partaap 

naanak parabh jaataa. ||2||30||94|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if in spite of all our faults and 

shortcomings, we still want protection of God, then we should approach Him with an 

attitude of complete surrender and ask Him to save us like a master saves his servants. 

By doing so, God would listen to our prayer. Then He would not only save us, but 

would also honor us with such glory that we would be renowned in the entire world. 

This has been the message of previous many shabads also. In the last shabad of this 

series, fifth Guru (Arjan Dev Ji) describes in general how God has helped His 

devotees to conquer their enemies, provided them with honor in His court, and 

adjusted all their affairs.  

He says: “(O’ my friends, when they humbly sought the shelter of God), He brought 

all creatures and beings under their control, (and seated with honor) all His devotees 

in His court. (In this way, God) protected His (servants) and ferried them across the 

dreadful (worldly) ocean.” (1) 
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Guru Ji therefore proclaims: “(O’ my friends, God has) set right all the tasks of the 

saints. Our all pervading Master is merciful to the meek, and is a treasure of 

kindness.” (pause) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by describing the change in everything, including 

behavior of other people, after God showered His grace on him. He says: “(O’ my 

friends, because of the honor given by God), I am now welcomed and honored 

everywhere, and there is no dearth of anything. Nanak says that all this (honor) is due 

to the grace of God, who has bestowed the robe of honor on His devotee.” (2-30-94) 

The message of this shabad is that when we approach God with the right attitude 

and pray to Him for His help with complete humility and sincerity, He listens to 

our prayer; then He turns things around so much, that those very people who 

didn’t want to see us start welcoming us with honor and gratitude.  

sorath mehlaa 9 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

ray man raam si-o kar pareet. 

sarvan gobind gun sun-o ar gaa-o 
rasnaa geet. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

kar saaDhsangat simar maaDho hohi 

patit puneet. 

kaal bi-aal Ji-o pari-o dolai mukh 
pasaaray meet. ||1|| 
 

aaj kaal fun tohi garas hai samajh 
raakha-o cheet. 

kahai naanak raam bhaj lai jaat a-osar 

beet. ||2||1|| 

Sorath Mehla-9 

Now begins the series of shabads uttered by Guru Ji in his ninth physical form, and 

this shabad brings us to the hard-core reality of life. This reality is that with every day 

our life is becoming shorter and our friendship or love for our relatives and friends is 

not going to be of any help at the time of death or after that. The only thing, which is 

going to be useful, is the love for God and His Name. Therefore in this shabad, Guru 

Ji advises us to form friendship with God and utilize opportunity of this human birth 

to meditate on God's Name so that this life of ours becomes fruitful. 

Therefore addressing his own mind and indirectly us, Guru Ji says: “O' my mind, 

imbue yourself with the love of God. With your ears, listen to the praise of God, and 

with your tongue sing songs (in His praise).” (1-pause) 
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Warning us about the urgency of meditating on the Name but at the same time giving 

us a hint, which is helpful in meditating on God's Name, Guru Ji says: “(O' my 

friend), join the company of saintly persons and meditate on God. (By doing so), even 

the sinners become immaculate. O’ my friend, (don’t delay in this matter at all), 

because with its mouth open the dragon of death is hovering over you (ready to 

devour you any moment).” (1) 

Guru Ji now concludes the shabad by reminding us again about our impending death. 

So he says: “O' my friends, understand this thing (clearly that) today or tomorrow, the 

demon of death will cease you and have you in its grip. Therefore Nanak says, O' my 

friend, meditate on God's Name, because this opportunity is passing you by.” (2-1) 

The message of this shabad is that with every moment, our life is becoming 

shorter and at any time we could be caught in the grip of death. Therefore we 

should immediately join society of saintly persons, sing praises of God, and 

meditate on His Name, so that this valuable human life of ours does not go waste. 

sorath mehlaa 9. 

man kee man hee maahi rahee. 

naa har bhajay na tirath sayvay chotee 

kaal gahee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

daaraa meet poot rath sampat Dhan 

pooran sabh mahee. 

avar sagal mithi-aa ay jaan-o bhajan 
raam ko sahee. ||1|| 

 

firat firat bahutay jug haari-o maanas 
dayh lahee. 

naanak kahat milan kee baree-aa simrat 

kahaa nahee. ||2||2|| 

Sorath Mehla-9 

Many times we think in our own mind that when we grow old or when we retire, we 

would do all the spiritual things. We would worship God, visit holy places, and do all 

other such virtuous deeds. Guru Ji wants us to be careful about all such thoughts and 

advises us not to postpone our good intentions, because who knows whether death 

would wait for us until that time. It may take us away much sooner, and then on our 

last breaths we would repent very bitterly.  

As if commenting on the state of mind of such a person who had all the desires or 

intentions of meditating on God’s Name and visiting the holy places, Guru Ji says: 

“(O’ my friends, the person who keeps postponing meditation on God, the desire) of  
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his or her mind remains in the mind only. He or she is not able to worship God, or 

serve at pilgrimage places; instead, the (demon of) death grips by the forelocks (and 

drags the person to hell).” (1-pause) 

Therefore Guru Ji cautions us and says: “(O' my friends, whether it is your) spouse, 

friends, sons, vehicles, possessions, wealth, and all lands, deem all these as false. 

(Only meditation on) the Name of God is the right thing to do (because except God’s 

Name, nothing would accompany you after death).” (1) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad by asking his mind (actually us) a very blunt question. 

He says: “(O' my friend), after roaming around ages after ages and getting exhausted, 

you got this human body; Nanak says, then why in this chance for union (with God) 

don’t you meditate (on Him)?” (2-2) 

The message of this shabad is that we should not postpone our good intentions of 

meditating on God's Name for latter dates, such as after retirement or old age. 

Instead we should recognize that this human life is a wonderful opportunity for 

us to reunite with God from whom we have been separated for ages. Therefore 

lest death may overtake us unaware and all our good intentions remain in our 

mind, we should right away join the society of saintly persons and meditate on 

God’s Name.  

sorath mehlaa 9. 

man ray ka-un kumat tai leenee. 

par daaraa nindi-aa ras rachi-o raam 
bhagat neh keenee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

mukat panth jaani-o tai naahan Dhan 
joran ka-o Dhaa-i-aa. 

SGGS  P-632 

ant sang kaahoo nahee deenaa 

birthaa aap banDhaa-i-aa. ||1|| 
 

naa har bhaJi-o na gur jan sayvi-o 

nah upJi-o kachh gi-aanaa. 

ghat hee maahi niranjan tayrai tai 

khojat udi-aanaa. ||2|| 
 

bahut janam bharmat tai haari-o 

asthir mat nahee paa-ee. 

 

maanas dayh paa-ay pad har bhaj 
naanak baat bataa-ee. ||3||3|| 
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Sorath Mehla-9 

It goes without saying that generally instead of meditating on God's Name and making 

the best use of our life, we keep wasting it in pursuits of worldly riches and power, 

slandering others, or pursuing our lusts and temptations. In this shabad, putting 

himself in our position, Guru Ji shows us how to counsel our mind and do the right 

thing. 

So addressing his mind, Guru Ji says: “O' my mind, from where have you got this bad 

advice that you are engrossed in (sexual affairs) with others’ spouses or slandering 

others and have not done God’s worship?” (1-pause) 

Giving a warning to his mind (and indirectly us) about the end result of such evil 

pursuits, Guru Ji says: “(O' my mind, so far) you haven’t understood the path to 

salvation (from worldly riches and power), instead you have been running after 

amassing wealth. (But remember that) in the end (you would find that) none of these 

things has given you company, and unnecessarily you have got yourself tied in the 

bonds (of worldly riches and power).”(1) 

Commenting on those who mistakenly keep going to mountains or forests to free 

themselves from worldly bonds and find God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friend), you 

neither mediated on God, nor served the Guru, and nor developed any divine wisdom 

in you. The immaculate God is there in your heart, but you have been searching Him 

in jungles.” (2)  

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by saying: “(O' my friend), you have got tired of 

wandering around through so many lives, but you never obtained the wisdom to 

obtain stability (and get rid of the rounds of birth and death). Nanak (says, the Guru 

has) told me this thing, (that O’ mortal, after) obtaining the status of human body, you 

should meditate on God (so that at least this time you accomplish the object for which 

you have come to this world).” (3-3) 

The message of this shabad is that we should not keep wasting our precious 

human life in false worldly pursuits, slandering others, or indulging in other 

evils. Instead, we should utilize this human opportunity to meditate on God 

under Guru’s guidance, and try to realize Him who is within our own heart. 

sorath mehlaa 9. 

man ray parabh kee saran bichaaro. 

Jih simrat gankaa see uDhree taa ko 

jas ur Dhaaro. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

atal bha-i-o Dharoo-a jaa kai simran 

ar nirbhai pad paa-i-aa. 

dukh hartaa ih biDh ko su-aamee tai 

kaahay bisraa-i-aa. ||1|| 
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jab hee saran gahee kirpaa niDh gaj 

garaah tay chhootaa. 

mahmaa naam kahaa la-o barna-o 
raam kahat banDhan tih tootaa. ||2|| 

 

ajaamal paapee jag jaanay nimakh 
maahi nistaaraa. 

naanak kahat chayt chintaaman tai 
bhee utreh paaraa. ||3||4|| 

Sorath Mehla-9 

In the previous shabad Guru Ji advised us that instead of running after worldly 

pursuits for riches and power or trying to satisfy our evil desires, we should utilize this 

opportunity of human life for meditation on God. In this shabad, he quotes many 

examples, which prove that even the worst sinners have been saved by meditating on 

God with true love and devotion, to say nothing of ordinary people like us.  

First Guru Ji quotes the example of Ganika, a prostitute, whom a saint gave a parrot 

who used to utter the word “God” again and again. Copying it, Ganika also started 

repeating God's Name, first mechanically then with real devotion, and so she was 

saved. Therefore addressing his mind, Guru Ji says: “O' my mind reflect on the refuge 

of God. Enshrine the praise of that God in your mind, meditating on whom (even a 

prostitute) like Ganika was emancipated.” (1-pause) 

Next Guru Ji gives the example of the devotee Dhruv, the young son of a king who 

was very much hurt when his stepmother rudely pushed him away from his father’s 

lap. He went crying to his mother for this injustice, who instructed him to meditate on 

God in order to receive justice. This young child then did so much penance that 

ultimately God became gracious on him and He not only saved him, but also gave 

such a position of honor that the pole star was named after Dhruv. So Guru Ji says: 

“O' my mind, by meditating on whom Dhruv became eternal and obtained the status 

of fearlessness, why have you forsaken that Master from your mind, who in this way 

is a destroyer of pain?” (1) 

Guru Ji gives yet another example of a mythological being who was turned into an 

elephant by a Brahmin’s curse and was then caught in the grip of a crocodile, but 

when he passionately prayed for the help of God, he was saved. So citing that story, 

Guru Ji says: “(O' my mind), when the elephant Gaj cried for God’s help, he was 

saved from the crocodile. How much may I describe the glory of God's Name, 

meditating on whom (the elephant’s) bonds were broken?” (2) 

Finally Guru Ji gives the example of Ajamall, the son of a Brahmin, who was ruined 

by living with a prostitute, but was ultimately saved, when acting on the advice of a 

saint, he named his son as Narayan (another name for God), and was saved when at  
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the time of death he called upon Him with true devotion. Guru Ji says: “Ajamall, who 

was known as a sinner throughout the entire world, was saved in a moment. Therefore 

Nanak says, (O’ my mind), meditate on God, the wish-fulfilling jewel, so that you are 

also ferried across (this dreadful worldly ocean)” (3-4) 

The message of this shabad is that even if we have committed many blunders and 

sins, from now on we should start leading a virtuous life, meditate on God's 

Name, and sincerely pray to God to forgive our past sins. Who knows, like so 

many others, God may shower His blessings and save us as well. 

sorath mehlaa 9. 

paraanee ka-un upaa-o karai. 

jaa tay bhagat raam kee paavai jam 
ko taraas harai. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

ka-un karam bidi-aa kaho kaisee 
Dharam ka-un fun kar-ee. 

ka-un naam gur jaa kai simrai bhav 

saagar ka-o tar-ee. ||1|| 

 

kal mai ayk naam kirpaa niDh jaahi 
japai gat paavai. 

a-or Dharam taa kai sam naahan ih 

biDh bayd bataavai. ||2|| 

 

sukh dukh rahat sadaa nirlaypee jaa 

ka-o kahat gusaa-ee. 

 

so tum hee meh basai nirantar 
naanak darpan ni-aa-ee. ||3||5|| 

Sorath Mehla-9 

Most of us keep thinking, how can we accumulate more riches, power, social 

influence, or welfare of our family, and we generally spend our entire life running 

after these worldly pursuits. But there are some awakened souls, who at some stage in 

life, realize that the worldly pursuits are not going to lead us anywhere, so instead of 

that we should make some efforts to redeem our own soul, and do some works of 

righteousness or worship of God, so that we may not have to go through and suffer the 

pain of worldly entanglements again. In this shabad, Guru Ji reflects on this very 

question. 

As if talking to us, Guru Ji first asks: “(O’ my friends), what kind of effort one should 

make, by which one may obtain worship of God and conquer the fear of the demon of 

death?” (1-pause) 
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Continuing the question, Guru Ji says: “What deeds and what kind of education one 

may acquire, and what other deeds of righteousness one may perform? What is that 

name told by the Guru, by meditating on which one may swim across the dreadful 

(worldly) ocean?” (1) 

Now answering his own question, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), in this KalYug, 

(present age) only the Name of (God) is the treasure of mercy, meditating on which 

one obtains salvation. No other deeds of righteousness are equal to that (Name. Even) 

the Vedas tell us this.” (2) 

For this reason, some people abandon their households and families and go and seek 

Him elsewhere. But Guru Ji tells us that there is no such need, we can find Him right 

within us. He says: “(O’ my friends), He whom you call God of the universe is beyond 

any pain or pleasure and always remains detached. Nanak says that (God) 

continuously abides within you, just as (the image always resides in) the mirror. 

(Therefore, there is no need for you to go anywhere).” (3-5) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to be saved and ferried across this 

dreadful worldly ocean, then all we need to do is to meditate on God and realize 

Him within our own heart. 

sorath mehlaa 9. 

maa-ee mai kihi biDh lakha-o gusaa-ee. 

mahaa moh agi-aan timar mo man rahi-o 

urjhaa-ee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

sagal janam bharam hee bharam kho-i-o 

nah asthir mat paa-ee. 

bikhi-aaskat rahi-o nis baasur nah 
chhootee aDhmaa-ee. ||1|| 

 

saaDhsang kabhoo nahee keenaa nah 
keerat parabh gaa-ee. 

 

jan naanak mai naahi ko-oo gun raakh 

layho sarnaa-ee. ||2||6|| 

Sorath Mehla-9 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that if we want to be saved and ferried across 

this dreadful worldly ocean, then we should meditate on God and realize Him within 

our own heart. But there still remains one difficulty. Even though He resides within 

us, the question is how to recognize Him? In this shabad, putting himself in our 

situation, and as if talking to his mother, Guru Ji reflects on this question and shares 

his thoughts with us. 
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So on our behalf, Guru Ji first asks: “O' my mother, in what way may I know about 

God, the Master of the earth? (Because) my mind is entangled in the intense worldly 

attachment and pitch darkness of ignorance.” (1-pause) 

Continuing to confess on our behalf, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my mother, how could I 

recognize God, because) I have wasted away all my lifetime in one doubt after the 

other, and have never obtained such wisdom, which may keep my mind stable. Day 

and night I have been engrossed in the poisonous (worldly) affairs and my meanness 

never went away.” (1) 

In closing, Guru Ji prays: “I never joined the company of the saintly persons, nor I 

ever sang praise of God. Devotee Nanak (says: “I am meritless, but O’ God), I have 

sought Your shelter (please save me, anyway You can).” (2-6) 

The message of this shabad is that even if we have wasted all our lifetime in 

worldly pursuits and have never meditated on God's Name, we should still  

approach God in complete humility and say to Him, “O' God even though we 

have no merit, we seek Your shelter; please save us, howsoever You may. 

sorath mehlaa 9. 

maa-ee man mayro bas naahi. 

nis baasur bikhi-an ka-o Dhaavat kihi 
biDh roka-o taahi. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

bayd puraan simrit kay mat sun 
nimakh na hee-ay basaavai. 

par Dhan par daaraa si-o rachi-o 

birthaa janam siraavai. ||1|| 

 

mad maa-i-aa kai bha-i-o baavro 

soojhat nah kachh gi-aanaa. 

ghat hee bheetar basat niranjan taa 
ko maram na jaanaa. ||2|| 

SGGS  P-633 

jab hee saran saaDh kee aa-i-o 
durmat sagal binaasee. 

tab naanak chayti-o chintaaman 

kaatee jam kee faasee. ||3||7|| 
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Sorath Mehla-9 

Many people try to be good and religious, but in spite of all kinds of efforts including 

reading of religious books, their mind does not remain under control and succumbs to 

greed, lust, or other enticements. In this way in spite of their good intentions and 

efforts, their life goes waste, because their mind is not stabilized and it cannot 

concentrate on meditation of God. So putting himself in that situation, Guru Ji reflects 

over these questions and shares the answers with us.  

As if addressing his mother, Guru Ji says: “O' my mother, my mind doesn’t remain 

under my control. Day and night, it runs after poisonous (worldly) pursuits. (I wonder) 

in what way can I stop it from doing that?” (1-pause) 

Describing how even reading and listening to discourses on various Hindu scriptures 

is of not much help, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my mother), even after listening to the 

knowledge and the advice of  (the great Hindu  religious books, such as) Vedas, 

Puranas, and Simrities, this mind doesn’t internalize their instruction, even a little bit. 

But it remains engrossed in thoughts about others’ wealth and women, and in that way 

it spends all its life in vain.” (1) 

Summarizing this state of the human mind, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my mother), being 

intoxicated with the wine of Maya, (the worldly wealth, the mind) has gone crazy and 

it doesn’t acquire any wisdom. It doesn’t realize that the immaculate God resides 

within the heart itself, but it doesn’t know the secret of that God.” (2) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad by telling us how the mind comes under control, so that 

we can stop it from indulging in evil pursuits. He says: “(O’ my friends), as soon as 

one comes to the shelter of the saint (Guru), all one’s evil intellect vanishes, and then 

O’ Nanak, one meditates on the all wish-fulfilling God and cuts away one’s noose of 

death.” (3-7) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to control our mind and avoid 

succumbing to worldly temptations, then we should seek the shelter of the saint 

Guru, so that our evil intellect is destroyed and we engage in meditating on 

God’s Name. By doing so our noose of death would be cut off, and we won’t have 

to suffer through any more rounds of birth and death. 

sorath mehlaa 9. 

ray nar ih saachee jee-a Dhaar. 

sagal jagat hai jaisay supnaa binsat 

lagat na baar. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

baaroo bheet banaa-ee rach pach rahat 
nahee din chaar. 

taisay hee ih sukh maa-i-aa kay urjhi-o 

kahaa gavaar. ||1|| 
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ajhoo samajh kachh bigri-o naahin bhaj 
lay naam muraar. 

 

kaho naanak nij mat saaDhan ka-o 

bhaakhi-o tohi pukaar. ||2||8|| 

Sorath Mehla-9 

Most of us remain involved in enjoying worldly pleasures and luxuries as if we are 

going to stay here forever. We don’t realize that the entire world can be destroyed in a 

moment, so we shouldn’t waste our time in useless pursuits. In this shabad, Guru Ji 

awakens us to the reality of the transitory nature of our life and rest of the world.  

He says: “O' mortal, enshrine this truth in your mind that the entire world is like a 

dream, it doesn’t take any time for it to perish.” (1-pause) 

Citing another example, he says: “(O’ my friend, just as somebody) might have built a 

wall of sand and even plastered it, still it doesn’t last for more than a few days, 

similarly short lived are these worldly comforts; why are you entangled in these O’ 

foolish person?”(1) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by reminding us that still we can save ourselves if we 

listen to his advice. He says: “(O’ mortal), understand this thing that until now, no 

(irreversible) damage has occurred; (therefore mend your ways, and) meditate on 

God’s Name. Nanak is loudly sharing with you this personal view of the saintly 

people.” (2-8)  

The message of this shabad is that everything in this world is very short-lived. 

Therefore without wasting any more time in worldly pursuits, we should 

immediately start meditating on God's Name, so that we might be able to save 

our soul from further pains of births and deaths. 

sorath mehlaa 9. 

ih jag meet na daykhi-o ko-ee. 

sagal jagat apnai sukh laagi-o dukh 

mai sang na ho-ee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

daaraa meet poot sanbanDhee 

sagray Dhan si-o laagay. 

jab hee nirDhan daykhi-o nar ka-o 
sang chhaad sabh bhaagay. ||1|| 
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kahooN kahaa yi-aa man ba-uray ka-o 

in si-o nayhu lagaa-i-o. 

deenaa naath sakal bhai bhanjan jas 
taa ko bisraa-i-o. ||2|| 

 

su-aan poochh Ji-o bha-i-o na 
sooDha-o bahut jatan mai keen-o. 

naanak laaj birad kee raakho naam 

tuhaara-o leen-o. ||3||9|| 

Sorath Mehla-9 

Generally we spend most of our time in discharging our duties towards our families 

and trying to socialize and please our friends and relatives so that they might be of 

help to us during our time of need. But it commonly happens that when they find us 

without any money or of not much use to them, most of our friends and relatives 

abandon us. Even if some of our relatives, such as our spouse or children, want to 

help, they cannot do so at the time of our death or after that. So we have to depend 

upon somebody else. Guru Ji wants us to realize this fact of life and tells us, who 

could be our most dependable support, before and after death.  

He says: “I have not seen any (real) friend in this world. The entire world is busy in 

looking after its own comfort, and nobody gives us company during our time of 

sorrow.” (1-pause) 

Commenting on the attitude of even our closest relatives and friends, Guru Ji says: 

“(O’ my friends, our) spouse, friends, sons, and relatives all are attached to the 

(worldly) wealth; as soon as they find a person to be poor, forsaking his (or her) 

company, they immediately run away.” (1) 

Therefore putting himself in the situation of those people, who in spite of their best 

intentions, cannot convince their minds about the right thing to do, Guru Ji says: “(O’ 

my friends), I don’t know what may I say to this crazy mind of mine that is imbued 

with the love of (false and short-lived friends), and has forsaken singing praises of 

merciful God of the meek, and the destroyer of all fears.” (2) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by saying: “O' God, just as a dog’s tail does not get 

straightened in spite of all the efforts, (similarly I have tried all kinds of efforts, but I 

have not been able to control my mind). Nanak prays, O’ God, I have meditated on 

Your Name, (please) keep Your old tradition (and save me).” (3-9)  

The message of this shabad is that we should not depend upon the support of our 

friends and relatives during our adverse circumstances. Instead, we should seek 

the shelter of the Guru and under his guidance meditate on God’s Name, so that 

God may support and save us from the beginning to end. 
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sorath mehlaa 9. 

man ray gahi-o na gur updays. 

kahaa bha-i-o ja-o mood mudaa-i-o 

bhagva-o keeno bhays. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

saach chhaad kai jhoothah laagi-o 

janam akaarath kho-i-o. 

kar parpanch udar nij pokhi-o pas kee 
ni-aa-ee so-i-o. ||1|| 

 

raam bhajan kee gat nahee jaanee 
maa-i-aa haath bikaanaa. 

urajh rahi-o bikhi-an sang ba-uraa 

naam ratan bisraanaa. ||2|| 

 

rahi-o achayt na chayti-o gobind birthaa 

a-oDh siraanee. 

 

kaho naanak har birad pachhaana-o 
bhoolay sadaa paraanee. ||3||10|| 

Sorath Mehla-9 

In the olden days, in order to live like yogis, some people used to shave their hair, 

adorn ochre (orange-colored) robes, abandon their families, but still indulge in all 

kinds of clever and false deeds, and in this way deceive themselves and rest of the 

world. Therefore, the common people just remained ignorant about the value of God's 

Name and remained entangled in worldly pleasures. In this shabad, Guru Ji puts 

himself in the situation of those people, and addressing his own mind tries to give it 

the right advice. So that we may also take a cue and follow the right path of 

meditating on God’s Name, and not just depend on these outward holy garbs for our 

salvation. 

So addressing his own mind (and indirectly all such people), Guru Ji says: “O' my 

mind, how does it matter if you have shaved off your hair and adorned ochre clothing, 

but have not grasped instruction of the Guru.” (1-pause) 

As if showing the mirror to his mind, Guru Ji says: “(O' my mind, the reality is that) 

forsaking truth, you have attached yourself to falsehood and have wasted away your 

human life in vain. By doing hypocritical deeds, you have filled your belly, (ran your 

household), and then like an animal have kept sleeping, (unaware of the false worldly 

pleasures)” (1) 
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Summarizing a person’s life conduct, Guru Ji says: “(O’ mortal), you did not 

understand the (right) way to worship on God, instead you let yourself be sold at the 

hands of Maya (by being guided only by the pursuits of worldly wealth). O' fool, you 

have been engrossed in poisonous (evil) deeds, and you have forsaken the jewel of 

God's Name.” (2) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by showing us how even now we can save ourselves. 

Addressing God on our behalf, he says: “O' God, I have remained ignorant, did       

not meditate on God and have wasted my life in vain. But Nanak says, O' God, 

recognize Your own tradition (of saving Your devotees, we) mortals always make 

mistakes.” (3-10) 

The message of this shabad is that even if we have been wasting our time in 

worldly pleasures or thinking ourselves as holy persons, by only adopting 

outward garbs, then we should still confess before God all our mistakes and ask 

Him to forgive us, and save us in accordance with His own primal tradition. 

sorath mehlaa 9. 

jo nar dukh mai dukh nahee maanai. 

sukh sanayhu ar bhai nahee jaa kai 
kanchan maatee maanai. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

nah nindi-aa nah ustat jaa kai lobh moh 
abhimaanaa. 

harakh sog tay rahai ni-aara-o naahi 

maan apmaanaa. ||1|| 

 

aasaa mansaa sagal ti-aagai jag tay 

rahai niraasaa. 

kaam kroDh Jih parsai naahan tih ghat 
barahm nivaasaa. ||2|| 

 

gur kirpaa Jih nar ka-o keenee tih ih 
jugat pachhaanee. 

naanak leen bha-i-o gobind si-o Ji-o 

paanee sang paanee. ||3||11|| 

Sorath Mehla-9 

In some previous shabads Guru Ji commented on the general nature of an ordinary 

person, who remains absorbed in worldly possessions, or relatives and friends. In this  
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shabad, he tells us the qualities of a divinely wise person who has really absorbed the 

Guru's instructions in his or her mind and is absorbed in God even while living in the 

household.  

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), the person who doesn’t panic in pain is not attached to 

comforts, has no fear (in the mind), and deems gold as clay; (in other words the one 

who has so much peace and poise of mind that he or she doesn’t waver during times 

of adversity, or gets bloated with ego upon hearing some good news and for whom 

riches and poverty are immaterial, is truly a divinely wise person).” (1-pause) 

Guru Ji further describes the conduct of such a wise person and says: “(Such a person) 

neither indulges in slandering, nor flattering (others, nor indulges in any kind of) 

greed, false attachment, or self-conceit. Such a person remains detached from joys  

and sorrows and neither honor nor dishonor (can shake that person from his or her 

faith).” (1) 

Continuing his description of the conduct of a wise person, Guru Ji says: “(A divinely 

wise person) sheds all hopes and desires and remains detached from the world. (The 

evils of) lust or anger do not come near (that person) and in that (immaculate) mind 

abides God.” (2) 

Guru Ji concludes by telling us who are those persons who reach such a state of peace 

and poise. He says: “The one on whom the Guru has shown his mercy realizes this 

technique (of remaining stable in all situations), and Nanak says that (such a person) 

merges in God of the universe, just as (river) water merges in the water (of the 

ocean).”(3-11) 

The message of this shabad is that in case we want to merge in God and enjoy a 

state of supreme bliss, then we should pray for the kindness of the Guru, so that 

he may give us such an intellect that we rise above all the worldly pains, 

pleasures, hopes, desires, greed, attachment, honor, and dishonor, and even while 

living in this world, we should be more concerned with love of God rather than 

the world. 

SGGS  P-634 

sorath mehlaa 9. 

pareetam jaan layho man maahee. 

apnay sukh si-o hee jag faaNDhi-o ko 
kaahoo ko naahee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

sukh mai aan bahut mil baithat rahat 
chahoo dis ghayrai. 
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bipat paree sabh hee sang chhaadit 

ko-oo na aavat nayrai. ||1|| 

 

ghar kee naar bahut hit jaa si-o 

sadaa rahat sang laagee. 

jab hee hans tajee ih kaaN-i-aa parayt 
parayt kar bhaagee. ||2|| 

 

ih biDh ko bi-uhaar bani-o hai jaa si-o 
nayhu lagaa-i-o. 

ant baar naanak bin har jee ko-oo 

kaam na aa-i-o. ||3||12||139|| 

Sorath Mehla-9 

In the previous shabad (3-9), Guru Ji advised us that during adverse circumstances, 

we should not depend upon the support of our friends and relatives. Instead, we 

should seek the shelter of the Guru and under his guidance meditate on God’s Name, 

so that God may support and save us from the beginning to end. In this last shabad of 

Raag Sorath, the ninth Guru Ji once again impresses on us the need to have devotion 

and love for God, because except God, nobody is going to be our helper or mate 

during the times of our stress or adversity, particularly in the end. 

He says: “O' my dear friend, realize this thing in your mind, that the entire world is 

bound to its own comfort, and no one is (an everlasting friend or helper) of anybody 

else.” (1-pause) 

Commenting upon the true nature of our friends and relatives, about whom we might 

feel so confident that they would always be on our side in times of need, Guru Ji says: 

“(O’ my friend), in good times (when you have riches and power), many would come 

to spend time with you, and would surround you from all sides. But as soon as any 

calamity befalls you, all would desert your company and no one would come near you 

(to help or console).” (1) 

But what to speak of friends? Guru Ji points out that in the end, even our closest 

relatives cannot help us. He says: “Even the woman of your house (your wife), for 

whom you have so much fondness, and who always remains close to you, as soon as 

your soul leaves your body, she will run away from you calling you a ghost.” (2) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O' my friend), Nanak says that the world, with which 

(the mortal) is imbued with love, has been made in this way; except for God, nobody 

else proves helpful in the end.” (3-12-139)  
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The message of this shabad is that we should realize that all our friends and 

relatives are primarily concerned with their own welfare and not ours. Therefore 

in the time of real need, they would not or cannot help us. Therefore, if we want 

to find any real support at all times, including the time of death, we should 

depend upon the support of God Himself, who alone is our eternal friend and 

helper. 

Detail of Shabads: - Sorath M: 1=12, M: 3=12, M: 4=9, M: 5=94, M: 9=12, 

Total=139 

sorath mehlaa 1 ghar 1 asatpadee-aa 
cha-utukee  

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

dubiDhaa na parha-o har bin hor na  

pooja-o marhai masaan na jaa-ee. 

tarisnaa raach na par ghar jaavaa tarisnaa 
naam bujhaa-ee. 

ghar bheetar ghar guroo dikhaa-i-aa sahj 

ratay man bhaa-ee. 

too aapay daanaa aapay beenaa too 

dayveh mat saa-ee. ||1|| 

 

man bairaag rata-o bairaagee sabad man 

bayDhi-aa mayree maa-ee. 

antar jot nirantar banee saachay saahib    
si-o liv laa-ee. rahaa-o. 

 

asaNkh bairaagee kaheh bairaag so 

bairaagee je khasmai bhaavai. 

hirdai sabad sadaa bhai rachi-aa gur kee 

kaar kamaavai. 

ayko chaytai manoo-aa na dolai Dhaavat 
varaj rahaavai. 

sehjay maataa sadaa rang raataa saachay 

kay gun gaavai. ||2|| 

 

manoo-aa pa-un bind sukhvaasee naam 

vasai sukh bhaa-ee. 

Jihbaa naytar sotar sach raatay jal boojhee 
tujheh bujhaa-ee. 
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aas niraas rahai bairaagee nij ghar taarhee 
laa-ee. 

bhikhi-aa naam rajay santokhee amrit sahj 

pee-aa-ee. ||3|| 

 

dubiDhaa vich bairaag na hovee jab lag 

doojee raa-ee. 

sabh jag tayraa too ayko daataa avar na 
doojaa bhaa-ee. 

manmukh jant dukh sadaa nivaasee 

gurmukh day vadi-aa-ee. 

apar apaar agamm agochar kahnai keem 

na paa-ee. ||4|| 

 

sunn samaaDh mahaa parmaarath teen 

bhavan pat naamaN. 

mastak laykh jee-aa jag jonee sir sir laykh 
sahaamaN. 

karam sukaram karaa-ay aapay aapay 

bhagat darirh-aam. 

man mukh jooth lahai bhai maanaN aapay 
gi-aan agaamaN. ||5|| 

SGGS  P-635 

jin chaakhi-aa say-ee saad jaanan ji-o 
gungay mithi-aa-ee. 

akthai kaa ki-aa kathee-ai bhaa-ee    

chaala-o sadaa rajaa-ee. 

gur daataa maylay taa mat hovai niguray 
mat na kaa-ee. 

ji-o chalaa-ay ti-o chaalah bhaa-ee hor     

ki-aa ko karay chaturaa-ee. ||6|| 

 

ik bharam bhulaa-ay ik bhagtee raatay 
tayraa khayl apaaraa. 

jit tuDh laa-ay tayhaa fal paa-i-aa too 

hukam chalaavanhaaraa. 

sayvaa karee jay kichh hovai apnaa jee-o 
pind tumaaraa. 
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satgur mili-ai kirpaa keenee amrit naam 
aDhaaraa. ||7|| 

 

gagnantar vaasi-aa gun pargaasi-aa gun 
meh gi-aan Dhi-aanaN. 

naam man bhaavai kahai kahaavai tato tat 

vakhaanaN. 

sabad gur peeraa gahir gambheeraa bin 
sabdai jag ba-uraanaN. 

pooraa bairaagee sahj subhaagee sach 

naanak man maanaN. ||8||1|| 

Sorath Mehla-9 Ghar-1 Astpadian- Chautukaas 

It appears that Guru Nanak Dev Ji uttered this shabad in order to clarify his beliefs 

regarding worshipping different gods and goddesses, reading holy books, or 

renouncing the world, and going to jungles or crematoriums, becoming a recluse or 

yogi to acquire any miraculous powers or to search God.  

He says: “I don’t get into any double-mindedness; I don’t worship anybody else 

except God, so I don’t go to (worship at any) cremation grounds or graves. Lured by 

desire, I don’t look with covetous eyes on anybody else’s possessions, because God’s 

Name has stilled my (worldly) desire. The Guru has shown me God’s abode, in the 

house of (my own heart) and this state is pleasing to my mind, which is imbued with 

poise. Therefore, I say: O’ my Master, (all this is Your grace), You Yourself are the 

most sagacious and far seeing; that alone is the true wisdom, which You give.” (1) 

Elaborating on his present state of mind, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my mother), as I am filled 

with the pain of separation (from God), my mind has become detached from the 

world. (The Guru’s) word has pierced my mind. (Divine) light is within me, and keeps 

playing a non-stop (music of divine) word, which has attuned my mind to the eternal 

Master.” (1-pause) 

Now Guru Ji tells us who are true renouncers (of the world), and what does it really 

mean to be detached. He says: "Unaccountable renouncers claim that they are 

detached (from the world). But that alone is the (true) detachedness, which is pleasing 

to the Master. Through the word (of the Guru), a fear (and respect for God) always 

remains enshrined in the mind of a renouncer, and he or she does the deed advised by 

the Guru. He or she meditates only on the one (God); his or her mind doesn’t waver 

(towards worldly riches), and he or she keeps his mercurial mind under control. 

(Thus) being imbued with poise, and being always intoxicated with the love (of God), 

he or she keeps singing praises of the true (God).” (2)     

 Describing the blessings of such a true renunciation and as if sharing his thoughts 

with God and us, Guru Ji says: “(O' my friends), the person whose air-like, mercurial  
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mind rests even for a moment in the bliss giving God's Name (is a true renouncer), 

and that person enjoys divine bliss. (O’ God), the person whose (fire of worldly) 

desire You have extinguished, his or her tongue, eyes, and ears become imbued with 

the truth. Such a renouncer remains free from any kinds of hopes or fears, and remains 

attuned to (the divine) within his or her own mind. He or she remains contented with 

the alms of (God’s) Name and drinks the nectar of God’s Name in a state of 

equipoise.” (3) 

However, Guru Ji wants us to understand the prerequisites of obtaining this true 

renunciation or detachedness from the world. He says: “(O’ my friends), a state of true 

renunciation in one’s mind doesn’t develop if one is in duality (or torn between love 

for worldly riches and God), and as long as there is even a little bit of love for the 

other (worldly things. O’ God), this entire world is Yours; You are the only one Giver, 

and there is none other. Therefore, they who are self-conceited always keep suffering 

in pain, but (God) blesses the Guru’s followers with honor. (That God) is limitless, 

inaccessible, and incomprehensible, and simply by words, (His) worth cannot be 

estimated.”(4) 

Next commenting upon the nature of relationship between God and His creatures, 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, God) is the Master of all the three worlds (the earth, the 

water, and the sky). He remains absorbed in a deep trance, in which no thoughts arise. 

His Name is the supreme wealth for the mortals. Whatever creatures are born in this 

world, on all of their foreheads is written their destiny (by God, based on their past 

deeds), and they bear (pain or pleasure according to that destiny).  On His own, He 

makes them do good or bad deeds, and He Himself makes them worship Him. By 

living in the fear (of God) the pollution of falsehood is removed from one’s mind and 

the mouth, (and in this way) on His own, God imparts one incomprehensible 

wisdom.” (5) 

On the basis of above statements, Guru Ji advises us: “(O’ my friends), only those 

who have relished (the taste of nectar of God’s Name) know its taste, (but they cannot 

describe it) just as a dumb person cannot describe the taste of sweets. O' my brothers, 

what can we say about the indescribable (God. The best thing for us is to simply) do 

what pleases Him. (But remember, it is only) when the Giver of merits unites us with 

the benefactor Guru, only then we obtain the (right) wisdom, but the one who doesn’t 

have a Guru has no (divine) wisdom at all. (In short) O' my brothers (and sisters), as 

He wants us to do, we should simply do that; what more cleverness can anybody 

exercise?” (6) 

Guru Ji now describes why there are some who are imbued with God's devotion, 

while others are not. Realizing that this difference also is in a way as per God’s own 

scheme of things, he says: “(O' God), there are some whom You have strayed in 

doubt, while others You have imbued with (Your) devotion; limitless is Your play! 

(O' God), howsoever You have yoked us, that kind of fruit (or occupation) we have 

obtained. You are the one who is running (this show of the world) as per Your 

command. (What to speak of anything else), even Your service I could perform if I 

had something (of my own, because I know that even) this life and body belongs to  
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You. Upon meeting the true Guru, You showed mercy, and gave me the support of 

Your nectar-like Name.” (7)                                   

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by describing his own experience, and thus indirectly 

tells us, what is the true state of detachedness and renouncement. He says: (O' my 

friends, by Guru’s grace) I have realized (God) abiding in the tenth door (of my 

mind), which is now illuminated with (His) merits. Now (my detached) mind remains 

attached to the (divine) merits and wisdom. (God's) Name seems pleasing to my mind; 

it makes me utter God’s Name myself, and motivates others to also utter it, and only 

reflects on the essence (of God's Name. The (divine) word is the Guru, and the 

prophet and is very deep and profound, and without (the Guru's) word, this world has 

gone crazy. Finally Nanak says, that person is a true renouncer who remains stable in 

a state of equipoise. That person is very fortunate whose mind truly believes in the 

one eternal God.” (8-1) 

The message of this shabad is that in order to become true renouncers and truly 

detached persons, we need not go to jungles or cremation grounds, or undergo 

any kind of austerities. All we need to do is to have our faith only in one God and 

no one else. Then following the gospel word of the Guru (Gurbani as contained in 

Guru Granth Sahib) we should live as per God's will, and meditate on His Name. 

Then God would bless us with true peace, poise, and detachment, and we will be 

the true renouncers and truly happy persons. 

sorath mehlaa 1 titukee. 

aasaa mansaa banDhnee bhaa-ee karam 

Dharam banDhkaaree. 

paap punn jag jaa-i-aa bhaa-ee binsai 

naam visaaree. 

ih maa-i-aa jag mohnee bhaa-ee karam 
sabhay vaykaaree. ||1|| 

 

sun Pundit karmaa kaaree. 

Jit karam sukh oopjai bhaa-ee so aatam tat 
beechaaree. rahaa-o. 

 

saasat bayd bakai kharho bhaa-ee karam 
karahu sansaaree. 

pakhand mail na chook-ee bhaa-ee antar 

mail vikaaree. 

in biDh doobee maakuree bhaa-ee ooNdee 
sir kai bhaaree. ||2|| 
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durmat ghanee vigootee bhaa-ee doojai 
bhaa-ay khu-aa-ee. 

bin satgur naam na paa-ee-ai bhaa-ee bin 

naamai bharam na jaa-ee. 

satgur sayvay taa sukh paa-ay bhaa-ee 
aavan jaan rahaa-ee. ||3|| 

 

saach sahj gur tay oopjai bhaa-ee man 
nirmal saach samaa-ee. 

gur sayvay so boojhai bhaa-ee gur bin mag 

na paa-ee. 

Jis antar lobh ke karam kamaavai bhaa-ee 
koorh bol bikh khaa-ee. ||4|| 

 

Pundit dahee vilo-ee-ai bhaa-ee vichahu 
niklai tath. 

jal mathee-ai jal daykhee-ai bhaa-ee ih jag 

ayhaa vath. 

gur bin bharam vigoochee-ai bhaa-ee ghat 
ghat day-o alakh. ||5|| 

 

ih jag taago soot ko bhaa-ee dah dis 
baaDho maa-ay. 

bin gur gaath na chhoot-ee bhaa-ee 

thaakay karam kamaa-ay. 

ih jag bharam bhulaa-i-aa bhaa-ee kahnaa 
kichhoo na jaa-ay. ||6|| 

 

gur mili-ai bha-o man vasai bhaa-ee bhai 
marnaa sach laykh. 

majan daan chang-aa-ee-aa bhaa-ee 

dargeh naam visaykh. 

SGGS  P-636 

gur ankas Jin naam drirh-aa-i-aa bhaa-ee 

man vasi-aa chookaa bhaykh. ||7|| 
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ih tan haat saraaf ko bhaa-ee vakhar naam 
apaar. 

ih vakhar vaapaaree so darirhai bhaa-ee 

gur sabad karay veechaar. 

Dhan vaapaaree naankaa bhaa-ee mayl 
karay vaapaar. ||8||2|| 

Sorath Mehla-1 Tituki 

In this shabad, Guru Ji comments on the general nature of the world, which is 

engrossed in all kinds of hopes, desires, and duality. Some people who are engaged in 

doing ritualistic deeds think that just by doing these rituals and ceremonies they would 

be ferried across or saved. Guru Ji wants to shed light on the end result of all such 

things and tells us what is the best way to end our cycle of birth and death and find 

acceptance in God's court.  

Addressing us, Guru Ji says: “O' my brothers, (worldly) hopes and desires are like 

bonds for the human soul, and so are all those ritualistic deeds of righteousness. 

Because of (these believed ritualistic) sinful or virtuous deeds, the world keeps getting 

born, and then by forsaking God's Name, it gets destroyed. In short, this (worldly play 

or) Maya is deceiving the world, and all the (ritualistic) deeds prove useless.” (1)  

Now specifically referring to pundits (Hindu priests), who are obsessed with 

performing rituals and ceremonies, Guru Ji says: “Listen, O' ritual-minded pundit, 

(instead of doing these ceremonial deeds) reflect and find out what deed brings  (true) 

happiness.” (pause) 

Commenting further on the conduct of such a pundit who simply gives lectures to the 

others, but doesn’t do the right thing himself, Guru Ji says: “(O' dear pundit), you 

stand up and give lectures about Shastras and Vedas, but you yourself do those 

worldly deeds, (which keep you bound into the cycles of birth and death). O' brother, 

through hypocrisy the dirt (of sins) is not washed off, instead the scum of evil 

thoughts (keeps building up) inside you. This is the way by which a spider is 

entrapped in its own web, (and dies) getting tossed upside down.” (2) 

Guru Ji now draws our attention to the problem of our false intellect, which misleads 

us into wrongful or useless worldly deeds. He says: “O' my brothers, because of false 

intellect, most (of the world goes astray) and is destroyed. O’ my brother, (the truth is 

that) without the true Guru, one cannot obtain God's Name, and without obtaining 

God's Name one’s doubt does not go away. It is only when one serves the true Guru 

(by acting on his word, the Gurbani), that one finds peace, and one’s further comings 

and goings come to an end.” (3)  
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Describing other benefits of serving the Guru, and acting upon his word or Gurbani, 

he says: “O' my brother, it is from the true Guru that truth and equipoise is obtained, 

and becoming immaculate the mind merges in the true (God). But only the one who 

follows the Guru realizes this, and without the Guru one does not find the (right) way.  

(But) what is the use of doing any (such) deeds, by the one in whom is the greed (for 

worldly wealth); by uttering lies (such a person) only keeps eating poison (for his or 

her soul).” (4) 

Guru Ji now gives some very vivid examples to illustrate the futility of all these empty 

ritualistic deeds, and the absolute need for the guidance of the Guru. Addressing the 

pundit in particular and others in general, Guru Ji says: “O' pundit, if we churn yogurt, 

then butter comes out, but if we churn water then we see (only) water (and nothing 

else); this world is also the same way, (if you keep doing empty rituals, then you 

would get nothing, but if you meditate on God's Name with sincerity, then you would 

meet God). But, O’ my brother, without the Guru’s (guidance), we are destroyed in 

doubt (and we are not able to see that) incomprehensible God, who pervades each and 

every heart.” (5) 

Next commenting on the fragile nature of the world and necessity of the Guru to 

successfully guide us through its complications, Guru Ji says: “O' my brother, this 

world is flimsy like a thread of cotton, and (it is so completely entrapped by 

allurements of worldly riches and power, as if) it has been tied in all the ten directions 

by (worldly attachments or) Maya. O’ brother, (countless persons) are exhausted 

doing different (ritualistic) deeds, but without following the Guru; the knot (of 

worldly attachment) doesn’t become loose. (In short), this world is gone so much 

astray in the illusion (of worldly attachments and ritualistic deeds) that nothing more 

can be said about it.” (6) 

Now listing virtues of the Guru’s guidance, he says: “O' my brothers, when we meet 

the Guru, God's fear comes to abide in our heart. (Then a person realizes that) to die in 

God’s fear is one’s true destiny. Then O’ my brother, we also realize that in the court 

of God, the Name is held superior to any ablution, charity, or other good deeds. O’ 

brother, Guru is like a goad (an iron piece, with the help of which a rider keeps an 

elephant under control), which makes us meditate on (God’s) Name; then all the false 

pretension of mind disappears, (and God) comes to reside in our heart.” (7) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “O' my brothers, this body is (like) the shop of a jeweler, 

where the commodity (sold) is the Name of the limitless (God. But) O’ brother, only 

that merchant amasses this commodity who reflects on the Guru's word. O’ Nanak, 

blessed is that merchant, who by joining the (the Guru’s congregation) does this 

business.” (8-2)  

The message of this shabad is that if we want to get rid of entanglements and 

illusions of this world, then instead of empty rituals and ceremonies, we should 

still our ego, reflect on the Guru's word and joining saintly congregation, 

meditate on God's Name. Then God would come to reside in our heart and we 

would enjoy eternal bliss. 
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sorath mehlaa 1. 

JinHee satgur sayvi-aa pi-aaray tinH kay 
saath taray. 

tinHaa thaak na paa-ee-ai pi-aaray amrit 

rasan haray. 

booday bhaaray bhai binaa pi-aaray 

taaray nadar karay. ||1 

 

bhee toohai salaahnaa pi-aaray bhee 

tayree saalaah. 

vin bohith bhai dubee-ai pi-aaray 
kanDhee paa-ay kahaah. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

saalaahee salaahnaa pi-aaray doojaa avar 
na ko-ay. 

mayray parabh saalaahan say bhalay     

pi-aaray sabad ratay rang ho-ay. 

tis kee sangat jay milai pi-aaray ras lai tat 
vilo-ay. ||2|| 

 

pat parvaanaa saach kaa pi-aaray naam 
sachaa neesaan. 

aa-i-aa likh lai jaavnaa pi-aaray hukmee 

hukam pachhaan. 

gur bin hukam na boojhee-ai pi-aaray 

saachay saachaa taan. ||3|| 

 

hukmai andar nimmi-aa pi-aaray hukmai 

udar majhaar. 

hukmai andar jammi-aa pi-aaray ooDha-o 
sir kai bhaar. 

gurmukh dargeh jaanee-ai pi-aaray chalai 

kaaraj saar. ||4|| 

 

hukmai andar aa-i-aa pi-aaray hukmay 

jaado jaa-ay. 

hukmay baneh chalaa-ee-ai pi-aaray 
manmukh lahai sajaa-ay. 

hukmay sabad pachhaanee-ai pi-aaray 

dargeh paiDhaa jaa-ay. ||5|| 
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hukmay ganat ganaa-ee-ai pi-aaray 

hukmay ha-umai do-ay. 

hukmay bhavai bhavaa-ee-ai pi-aaray 
avgan muthee ro-ay. 

hukam sinjaapai saah kaa pi-aaray sach 

milai vadi-aa-ee ho-ay. ||6|| 

 

aakhan a-ukhaa aakhee-ai pi-aaray ki-o 

sunee-ai sach naa-o. 

JinHee so salaahi-aa pi-aaray ha-o tinH 

balihaarai jaa-o. 

naa-o milai santokhee-aaN pi-aaray 
nadree mayl milaa-o. ||7|| 

 

kaa-i-aa kaagad jay thee-ai pi-aaray man 
masvaanee Dhaar. 

laltaa laykhan sach kee pi-aaray har gun 

likhahu veechaar. 

 

Dhan laykhaaree naankaa pi-aaray saach 
likhai ur Dhaar. ||8||3|| 

Sorath Mehla-1 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to get rid of entanglements 

and illusions of this world, then instead of empty rituals and ceremonies, we should 

still our ego, reflect on the Guru's word and meditate on God's Name. Then God 

would come to reside in our heart and we would enjoy eternal bliss. In this shabad, he 

tells us why it is important to reflect on the Guru’s word, so that following Guru’s 

advice, we may achieve the purpose for which God sent us in this world, and when we 

depart from here we are received with honor in His court.  

He says: “ O’ my dear (friend), they who have served the true Guru (by following his 

advice, not only they themselves, but also many others) in their company have been 

saved. O’ dear, no obstruction is put (in their way to union with God), because on 

their tongue is always the nectar Name of God. They who have no fear of God are 

drowned by the weight (of sins), but they on whom (God) shows His grace, He ferries 

them across (the worldly ocean).” (1) 

Therefore Guru Ji addresses God and says: “O' dear (God), I have concluded (that in 

all circumstances), we have to praise You and sing Your praises alone, because 

without the ship (of Your Name) we are drowned in this dreadful (worldly ocean), and 

we cannot find any bank (or shore to land).” (1-pause) 
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Now affectionately urging us to only praise God and nobody else, Guru Ji says: “O' 

dear friend, (remember that) we have to praise the praise worthy (God alone), because 

there is no other (like Him. O’ my dear), those who praise God, they are the virtuous 

ones, but it is only by being imbued with the love of (Gurbani, the word of the Guru) 

that one is imbued with the love (of God). Therefore, if one obtains the company of 

such a one, then by getting the relish (of singing God’s praise), O’ my dear, that 

person also churns out the essence (and meditates on God’s Name).” (2) 

Now Guru Ji brings to our consideration the importance of meditating on God’s Name 

and obeying His command. He says: “O' my dear (friend, I tell you that God’s) Name 

is the true stamp (or the gate pass) required to enter the mansion of God with honor. 

(Also remember my) dear, whosoever has come (into this world, is supposed to depart 

with such written pass (of God's Name. O’ my dear), recognize this command of 

(God) the commander. However, O’ my dear, without (the guidance of) the Guru, we 

don’t understand the (God’s) command; (Keep in mind that) everlasting is the power 

of the eternal (Guru).” (3) 

Commenting on the importance of God’s will and how pervasive it is throughout our 

lives and rest of the world, Guru Ji says: “O' my dear brother, it is under His Will that 

you were conceived, you were placed in the womb (of your mother), and it is as per 

His will, O’ my dear that you were born with your head down (and legs up). But it is 

only the Guru’s followers, O’ my dear, who are recognized (with honor) in God’s 

court, because they depart from (the world) after embellishing their life (by achieving 

the object for which they were sent here).” (4) 

Elaborating on the importance of abiding by God's will, Guru Ji says: “O' my dear 

brother, it is as per God’s will that one comes into this world, and under His command 

that one departs (from here. It is as per God’s) will that the mortals are bound and 

driven away (against their will), and as per His will the self-conceited receive 

punishment. (But the person) who recognizes (God’s) will through the word (of the 

Guru) goes to  (God’s) court with honor).” (5) 

Now commenting on the all pervasiveness of God's will, Guru Ji says: “O' my dear 

friend, it is as per His command that one is made to account for one’s (good and bad) 

deeds, and it is as per His will that there is ego and duality. It is as per His command 

that one wanders (in existences), and deceived by faults the world cries (in pain). But 

the one who recognizes the command of (God) the Master O' my dear, obtains true 

(God) and is honored (everywhere).” (6). 

After stating the importance of God's will in every sphere of life, Guru Ji comments 

on the nature of God’s Name and merits of meditating on it. He says: “O’ my dear, 

(no doubt) it is difficult to utter (God’s) Name, so how can we listen to this true 

Name? Therefore I am a sacrifice to those who have praised that God. O’ my dear, (if 

I) obtain God’s Name, I would be satiated and if the gracious God unites me with 

Him, I would be united.” (7) 
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Guru Ji concludes this shabad by advising us to write about the limitlessness of 

praises of God. He says: O’ my dear, if our body becomes paper, mind the ink pot, 

and tongue becomes the pen for writing truth, then O’ my dear, reflect and write about 

the merits (of God). Nanak says, blessed is that writer O' my dear, who having the true 

(God) enshrined in the mind, writes (about the merits of God).” (8-3). 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to swim across this worldly ocean 

and enter the blissful mansion of God, then we should seek the company of those 

holy souls who have truth in their own hearts, recognize the will of God, and 

keep on meditating on the praises of God from the core of their hearts.  

sorath mehlaa 1 pahilaa dutukee. 

too gundaatou nirmalo bhaa-ee nirmal 
naa man ho-ay. 

ham apraaDhee nirgunay bhaa-ee tujh 

hee tay gun so-ay. ||1|| 
 

mayray pareetamaa too kartaa kar 

vaykh. 
ha-o paapee paakhandee-aa bhaa-ee 

man tan naam visaykh. rahaa-o. 

SGGS  P-637 

bikh maa-i-aa chit mohi-aa bhaa-ee 
chaturaa-ee pat kho-ay. 

chit meh thaakur sach vasai bhaa-ee jay 

gur gi-aan samo-ay. ||2|| 
 

roorhou roorhou aakhee-ai bhaa-ee 

roorhou laal chalool. 
jay man har si-o bairaagee-ai bhaa-ee 

dar ghar saach abhool. ||3|| 
 

paataalee aakaas too bhaa-ee ghar 

ghar too gun gi-aan. 

gur mili-ai sukh paa-i-aa bhaa-ee 

chookaa manhu gumaan. ||4|| 
 

jal mal kaa-i-aa maajee-ai bhaa-ee bhee 

mailaa tan ho-ay. 

gi-aan mahaa ras naa-ee-ai bhaa-ee 
man tan nirmal ho-ay. ||5|| 
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dayvee dayvaa poojee-ai bhaa-ee ki-aa 

maaga-o ki-aa deh. 

paahan neer pakhaalee-ai bhaa-ee jal 
meh booDheh tayhi. ||6|| 
 

gur bin alakh na lakhee-ai bhaa-ee jag 

boodai pat kho-ay. 

mayray thaakur haath vadaa-ee-aa 
bhaa-ee jai bhaavai tai day-ay. ||7|| 
 

ba-ee-ar bolai meethulee bhaa-ee saach 
kahai pir bhaa-ay. 

birhai bayDhee sach vasee bhaa-ee 

aDhik rahee har naa-ay. ||8|| 
 

sabh ko aakhai aapnaa bhaa-ee gur tay 

bujhai sujaan. 

jo beeDhay say oobray bhaa-ee sabad 
sachaa neesaan. ||9|| 
 

eeDhan aDhik sakaylee-ai bhaa-ee 

paavak ranchak paa-ay. 

khin pal naam ridai vasai bhaa-ee 
naanak milan subhaa-ay. ||10||4|| 

Sorath Mehla-1 Pehla Dutaki 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to swim across this worldly 

ocean and enter the blissful mansion of God, then we should seek the company of 

those holy souls who have truth in their own hearts, recognize the will of God, and 

keep on meditating on the praises of God from the core of their hearts. In this 

beautiful shabad, he shows us how to go and confess to God about our demerits and 

evil intellect, how we can wash off our dirt of sins through the Guru, and why 

worshipping smaller gods and goddesses or their statues is useless. Finally he tells 

how even a moment of God's Name, when meditated from the core of one’s mind, can 

destroy even massive loads of sins.  

Guru Ji says: “O' my dear God, You are immaculate giver of virtues, but (because of 

evil thoughts) our mind is not pure. O' my dear God, we are sinners and without 

merits; it is only from You that we can obtain any merits.” (1)  

Continuing his address to God, Guru Ji says: “O' my Beloved, You are the creator and 

after creating it, You are watching Your creation. O’ God, I am a sinner and a 

hypocrite; instill in my mind and body the special Name.” (pause)  
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Now Guru Ji comments on the state of the human mind, which is filled with so much 

evil, and how can it be removed, He says: “O' God, our mind is lured by the poison of 

Maya (the worldly riches and power, and through its worldly) cleverness, it looses its 

honor (before God). But if it absorbs the Guru given knowledge, then God comes to 

reside in the mind, and it remains attuned to the eternal (God).” (2) 

Next Guru Ji gives us some friendly advice, and tells us how we can obtain that 

beautiful God, as well as peace and comfort, and be rid of all our doubts. He says: “O' 

my brothers, again and again we call God very handsome, who is always deep red 

(imbued with immense love). If our mind is so imbued with the love (for God that it 

feels detached from the rest of the world), then the infallible (God) becomes manifest 

in the house of our heart.” (3) 

Therefore, Guru Ji addresses God and says: “O' my God, You pervade the nether 

regions and the skies and each and every heart. Through the Guru, You impart the 

knowledge about Your merits. By meeting the Guru, O’ my brothers, all the doubt of 

our mind is dispelled and we obtain peace (of mind).” (4) 

Many people go to different holy places to bathe, in the belief that by doing so they 

would clean both their mind and body. But Guru Ji wants to tell us, what is the best 

kind of bath for all purposes. He says: “O’ my brother, even when we try to clean our 

body by rubbing it with water (again and again), the body still remains dirty. But if we 

bathe (our mind) in the supreme nectar of the divine wisdom, then both our body and 

mind become immaculate.” (5) 

Guru Ji now tells us about the futility of worshipping idols of gods. He says: “O' my 

dear brothers, (many of us) worship (the stone images of) gods and goddesses, but 

what can we ask them, and what could they give? (What to speak of helping others     

to swim across), when we wash these stones in water, they themselves drown in 

water.” (6) 

Therefore Guru Ji says: “O' my brothers, without (the guidance of) the Guru, the 

incomprehensible (God) cannot be comprehend, and the world is drowned (in evils) 

and looses its honor. (But nothing is under the control of the mortals). All glories are 

in the hand of my Master (God), and He gives these to whomsoever He pleases. ”(7) 

Next, Guru Ji gives a beautiful example to illustrate, what should be our conduct if we 

truly want to find and unite with God. He says: “That bride (soul, who wants to win 

her spouse God) utters soft, sweet words (in praise of God), and meditates on the 

eternal (God). Pierced with the love and longing (for God, she) remains absorbed in 

the eternal (God), and with immense love remains attuned to God’s Name.” (8) 

Describing the signs of those who have been accepted by God as His own, he says: 

“O' my brothers, everybody claims that God is his or her own, but the one who 

comprehends God through the Guru is the truly wise person. They who are pierced 

(with God’s love) are saved, and Guru’s word is the eternal stamp of approval (with 

them).” (9) 
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Guru Ji concludes this shabad with a very beautiful and famous example to illustrate 

how even by meditating on God's Name for an instant, one can wash away myriads of 

sins and obtain salvation. He says: “O' my brothers, just as we may accumulate lots of 

fire-wood, and then put just a little bit of fire in it, (the entire pile gets burnt and 

becomes ashes; (similarly,) O Nanak, if even for a moment (God’s) Name gets 

enshrined in our heart, we unnoticeably obtain union (with God).” (10-4) 

The message of this shabad is that there is no use of bathing at holy places, 

worshipping statues, or lesser gods and goddesses to wash off our loads of sins in 

order to obtain salvation or to meet God. All we need to do is to meditate on 

God’s Name under Guru’s guidance. Because, if even for a small moment, God’s 

Name is enshrined in our heart, all our sins would be destroyed, and 

unnoticeably we would meet Him. 

Sorath  mehlaa 3 ghar 1 titukee 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

bhagtaa dee sadaa too rakh-daa har jee-o 

Dhur too rakh-daa aa-i-aa. 

par-hilaad jan tuDh raakh la-ay har jee-o 
harnaakhas maar pachaa-i-aa. 

gurmukhaa no parteet hai har jee-o 

manmukh bharam bhulaa-i-aa. ||1|| 

 

har jee ayh tayree vadi-aa-ee. 

bhagtaa kee paij rakh too su-aamee 

bhagat tayree sarnaa-ee. rahaa-o. 

 

bhagtaa no jam johi na saakai kaal na 

nayrhai jaa-ee. 

kayval raam naam man vasi-aa naamay 
hee mukat paa-ee. 

riDh siDh sabh bhagtaa charnee laagee gur 

kai sahj subhaa-ee. ||2|| 

 

manmukhaa no parteet na aavee antar 

lobh su-aa-o. 

gurmukh hirdai sabad na baydi-o har naam 
na laagaa bhaa-o. 

koorh kapat paaj leh jaasee manmukh 

feekaa alaa-o. ||3|| 
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bhagtaa vich aap varatdaa parabh jee 
bhagtee hoo too jaataa. 

maa-i-aa moh sabh lok hai tayree too ayko 

purakh biDhaataa. 

SGGS  P-638 

ha-umai maar mansaa maneh samaanee 

gur kai sabad pachhaataa. ||4|| 

 

achint kamm karahi parabh tin kay Jin har 
kaa naam pi-aaraa. 

gur parsaad sadaa man vasi-aa sabh kaaj 

savaaranhaaraa. 

onaa kee rees karay so viguchai Jin har 

parabh hai rakhvaaraa. ||5|| 

 

bin satgur sayvay kinai na paa-i-aa 
manmukh bha-uk mu-ay billaa-ee. 

aavahi jaaveh tha-ur na paavahi dukh meh 

dukh samaa-ee. 

gurmukh hovai so amrit peevai sehjay 

saach samaa-ee. ||6|| 

 

bin satgur sayvay janam na chhodai jay 

anayk karam karai aDhikaa-ee. 

vayd parheh tai vaad vakaaneh bin har pat 
gavaa-ee. 

sachaa satgur saachee Jis banee bhaj 

chhooteh gur sarnaa-ee. ||7|| 

 

Jin har man vasi-aa say dar saachay dar 

saachai sachi-aaraa. 

onaa dee sobhaa jug jug ho-ee ko-ay na 
maytanhaaraa. 

naanak tin kai sad balihaarai Jin har   

raakhi-aa ur Dhaaraa. ||8||1|| 
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Sorath Mehla-3 Ghar-1 Tituki-1 

In this shabad, Guru Ji advises us to have complete faith in God and become His real 

lover and devotee. He also wants to assure us that when we become His true devotee, 

then God protects and saves us like His children, because this is His tradition. Guru Ji 

quotes many examples from mythology to prove his point. He also tells us what 

happens to those who do not have faith in God and only care about money or their 

worldly possessions.  

First Guru Ji quotes the example of devotee Prehlaad and his father Harnakash, who 

because of earlier devotion had a blessing from God that he would not die under any 

imaginable conditions. According to these blessings, neither any human nor any 

animal could kill him; he would die neither during day, nor night, neither inside, nor 

outside a building. With that kind of blessings, he started proclaiming himself God 

and issued draconian commands to worship him instead of the real God. Many times, 

he even tried to kill his own son who refused to worship any body else except God. 

Ultimately when Prehlaad was tied to a red hot iron pillar,  God assumed the shape of 

a half man and half lion, came out of the that pillar, saved Prehlaad, and when it was 

neither day nor night, He killed Harnakash by putting his body half inside and half 

outside the house. 

So addressing God, Guru Ji says: “O' my dear God, You have always been protecting 

the honor of the devotees from the very beginning of this world. (For example), You 

saved the devotees like Prehlaad and annihilated the demon Harnakash. Therefore O’ 

God, the Guru’s followers have full faith (that You would ultimately save them, but) 

the self-conceited remain lost in doubt.” (1) 

Therefore addressing God, Guru Ji says: “O' my respected God, it is Your glory (to 

save the honor of Your devotees, so once again) save the honor of Your devotees, 

because Your devotees have sought Your shelter.” (pause) 

Describing the blessings showered on the devotees, he says: “(O’ my friends), even 

the demon of death cannot touch the devotees and (the fear of) death doesn’t go near 

devotees. (Instead of the fear of death, only) God’s Name resides in their mind, and 

through the Name itself they obtain salvation. Furthermore because of their poised 

disposition (obtained by following the advice of the) Guru, riches and miraculous 

powers unnoticeably keep chasing them.” (2) 

On the other hand, commenting on the state of mind and conduct of the self-conceited 

persons, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, in the minds) of the self-conceited persons, 

faith in God doesn’t arise, because within them is greed and self interest. Without the 

grace of the Guru, they are not pierced (or impressed) with the word (of the Guru, and 

they) are not imbued with the love of God’s Name. The speech of the self-conceited 

persons is also (rude) and insipid; (one day, their) mask of falsehood and hypocrisy 

would be removed (and their true nature exposed to the world).” (3) 
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Switching back to the conduct of the devotees and the blessings enjoyed by them, 

Guru Ji says: “O’ God, You pervade in the devotees, and You are known through 

Your devotees. O’ God, the worldly attachment is all Your creation, and You alone 

are the creator of everything. By stilling their ego, the devotees have absorbed it in 

their mind itself, and through the word of the Guru, they have recognized You.” (4) 

Now describing how God helps His devotees, Guru Ji says: “ O’ God, (the devotees 

to) whom God's Name is pleasing, without their knowing, You accomplish their tasks. 

By Guru's grace, they in whose mind (God) is always enshrined, (He) accomplishes 

all their tasks. (In short), whose savior is God, anyone who tries to rival them is 

ruined.” (5) 

Once again commenting on the state of the self-conceited persons, Guru Ji says: “(O’ 

my friends), without serving (following the advice of) the true Guru, no one has ever 

attained (God), and the self-conceited persons have died crying and barking (like 

dogs). They keep on coming and going (in and out of this world), but do not find a 

place of rest, and keep suffering and being consumed in pain itself. (But the person 

who seeks the shelter of the Guru, and) becomes a Guru’s follower, partakes the 

nectar (of Name) and unnoticeably merges in the eternal (God).” (6) 

Once again clarifying the necessity of having the guidance and grace of the true Guru 

for any kind of salvation or relief for the human being, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), 

without serving (and following) the true Guru, (the cycle of) of birth (and death) 

doesn’t spare (the mortal), even if one may perform countless (ritualistic) deeds. They 

who read (religious books, such as) Vedas, and then enter into debates without 

(attaining) God, they lose their honor. (O’ my friends), eternal is the true Guru, eternal 

is whose word, and they who hasten to the Guru’s shelter, are saved.” (7) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), they in whose mind is enshrined God 

are recognized in the court of the true God. Their glory is sung age after age, which 

nobody can erase. Nanak is always a sacrifice to those who have enshrined God in 

their mind.” (8-1) 

The message of this shabad is that we should try to become true devotee of God 

and have full faith that He would save our honor just as He saved so many of His 

devotees in the past. On the other hand, if we remain self-conceited and do not 

follow the advice of the Guru, we would suffer and repent in the end. 

sorath mehlaa 3 dutukee. 

niguni-aa no aapay bakhas la-ay      

bhaa-ee satgur kee sayvaa laa-ay. 

satgur kee sayvaa ootam hai bhaa-ee 

raam naam chit laa-ay. ||1|| 
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har jee-o aapay bakhas milaa-ay. 

gunheen ham apraaDhee bhaa-ee 
poorai satgur la-ay ralaa-ay. rahaa-o. 

 

ka-un ka-un apraaDhee bakhsi-an       
pi-aaray saachai sabad veechaar. 

bha-ojal paar utaari-an bhaa-ee satgur 

bayrhai chaarh. ||2|| 

 

manoorai tay kanchan bha-ay bhaa-ee 

gur paaras mayl milaa-ay. 

aap chhod naa-o man vasi-aa bhaa-ee 
jotee jot milaa-ay. ||3|| 

 

ha-o vaaree ha-o vaarnai bhaa-ee 
satgur ka-o sad balihaarai jaa-o. 

naam niDhaan Jin ditaa bhaa-ee gurmat 

sahj samaa-o. ||4|| 

 

gur bin sahj na oopjai bhaa-ee 

poochhahu gi-aanee-aa jaa-ay. 

satgur kee sayvaa sadaa kar bhaa-ee 
vichahu aap gavaa-ay. ||5|| 

 

gurmatee bha-o oopjai bhaa-ee bha-o 
karnee sach saar. 

paraym padaarath paa-ee-ai bhaa-ee 

sach naam aaDhaar. ||6|| 

 

jo satgur sayveh aapnaa bhaa-ee tin kai 

ha-o laaga-o paa-ay. 

janam savaaree aapnaa bhaa-ee kul 
bhee la-ee bakhsaa-ay. ||7|| 

 

sach banee sach sabad hai bhaa-ee gur 
kirpaa tay ho-ay. 

naanak naam har man vasai bhaa-ee tis 

bighan na laagai ko-ay. ||8||2|| 
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Sorath Mehla-3 Dutuki 

Many times some people become absolutely hopeless and depressed thinking that they 

are so devoid of merits, and have become such sinners, that now there is no 

redemption for them. In this shabad Guru Ji wants to give even such people a message 

of hope, and wants to assure them that even if they don’t have any merit or virtue, and 

they consider themselves as worst sinners, if they just seek and follow the advice of 

the true Guru, God could still forgive them and put them onto the right path under the 

direction of the true Guru; ultimately they would also be saved. 

So Guru Ji says: “O’, my brother, on His own, He forgives the meritless persons and 

yokes them into the service of the true Guru (who provides them true guidance). 

Service of the true Guru is the most sublime thing to do, O’ my brother, because it 

attunes our mind to God's Name.” (1) 

In his humility, Guru Ji goes to the extent of saying: “O’ my brother, forgiving us on 

His own, the merciful God unites us with Him. I (myself) was a meritless sinner, but 

through the perfect true Guru has united me with Him.” (pause) 

Guru Ji now even alludes to mythology and says: “O' my dear, who knows how many 

sinners and evil doers God has forgiven by (by inspiring them to) reflect on the true 

word (the Gurbani). O’ my brother, by making them ride the boat (and providing 

them the guidance) of the true Guru, He has ferried them across the dreadful (worldly) 

ocean.” (2) 

Once again citing his own example, Guru Ji humbly says: “O' my brothers, I feel that 

by meeting the philosopher stone-like true Guru, from (a sinner) like rusted iron, I 

became (pure like) gold. (What happened was that after I followed the Guru's advice), 

I shed off my self-conceit and then God's Name was enshrined in my mind, O’ 

brother, (and then God) united my light with (His supreme) light.” (3) 

Therefore expressing his thanks to his true Guru, who has blessed him with such a 

blessing, Guru Ji says: “I am a sacrifice again and again to my true Guru, O’ brother, 

who gave me the treasure of God's Name, and now following the Guru’s instruction, I 

remain absorbed in a state of peace and poise.” (4) 

In order to impress upon us the importance of the Guru, he once again says: “O' my 

brothers, you can go and ask the divinely wise persons, that without the Guru’s 

advice, state of poise does not arise. Therefore, O' my brothers, shedding self-conceit 

from within, perform the service of the true Guru (and follow his advice).” (5) 

Explaining further the blessings obtained by following the Guru's advice, he says: “O' 

my brothers, through the Guru's advice, fear and respect (for God arises in one’s 

mind), and the deed done under fear of God is the essence of true service. (Through 

this divine fear), we obtain the commodity of God's Name, which becomes our eternal 

support.” (6) 
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Guru Ji now tells us how much respect he has for those who serve and follow their 

true Guru. He says: “O' my brothers, I fall at the feet (and salute) those who serve 

their true Guru, because (by doing that), they embellish their own life and also get 

their entire lineage saved.” (7) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “O' my brothers, eternal is the word and eternal is 

Gurbani, but it is through the Guru's kindness that one obtains (this gift), and Nanak 

says that in whose mind God’s Name comes to reside, that person suffers no 

obstruction or problem in his (or her life’s journey towards union with God).” (8-2) 

The message of this shabad is that even if we feel ourselves so meritless and 

sinful, that we think that our case is hopeless, we should still seek the shelter of 

the Guru and following his advice meditate on God's Name. Who knows, God 

may forgive us also and through the Guru, one day unite us also with Him. 

SGGS  P-639 

sorath mehlaa 3. 

har jee-o sabday jaapdaa bhaa-ee 

poorai bhaag milaa-ay. 

sadaa sukh sohaaganee bhaa-ee an-din 
ratee-aa rang laa-ay. ||1|| 

 

har jee too aapay rang charhaa-ay. 

gaavhu gaavhu rang raatiho bhaa-ee 

har saytee rang laa-ay. rahaa-o. 

 

gur kee kaar kamaavnee bhaa-ee aap 

chhod chit laa-ay. 

sadaa sahj fir dukh na lag-ee bhaa-ee 
har aap vasai man aa-ay. ||2|| 

 

pir kaa hukam na jaan-ee bhaa-ee saa 
kulkhanee kunaar. 

manhath kaar kamaavnee bhaa-ee vin 

naavai koorhi-aar. ||3|| 

 

say gaavahi Jin mastak bhaag hai bhaa-

ee bhaa-ay sachai bairaag. 

an-din raatay gun raveh bhaa-ee 
nirbha-o gur liv laag. ||4|| 
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sabhnaa maar jeevaaldaa bhaa-ee so 
sayvhu din raat. 

so ki-o manhu visaaree-ai bhaa-ee Jis 

dee vadee hai daat. ||5|| 

 

manmukh mailee dummnee bhaa-ee 

dargeh naahee thaa-o. 

gurmukh hovai ta gun ravai bhaa-ee mil 
pareetam saach samaa-o. ||6|| 

 

ayt janam har na chayti-o bhaa-ee ki-aa 
muhu daysee jaa-ay. 

kirhee pavandee muhaa-i-on bhaa-ee 

bikhi-aa no lobhaa-ay. ||7|| 

 

naam samaaleh sukh vaseh bhaa-ee 

sadaa sukh saaNt sareer. 

naanak naam samaal too bhaa-ee 
aprampar gunee gaheer. ||8||3|| 

Sorath Mehla-3 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that even if we feel ourselves so meritless 

and sinful that we think our case as hopeless, we should still seek the shelter of the 

Guru and following his advice meditate on God's Name. Who knows, God may 

forgive us also and one day through the Guru, may unite us also with Him. In this 

shabad, he tells us why Guru’s advice is so important for us and what happens if we 

ignore that advice. 

He says: “O' my brothers, it is only through (Gurbani), the Guru's word that God is 

recognized, and when our destiny is fulfilled, (the Guru) unites us (with God). O’ my 

brother, by remaining imbued with (God’s) love such bride (souls) are always in 

peace.” (1) 

But Guru Ji wants to caution us against any thoughts of self-conceit entering our 

mind. He wants us to realize that it is God's grace, that in spite of all our demerits and 

shortcomings He imbues us with His love. So addressing God and us, he says: “O' 

God, You Yourself imbue us with Your love. Therefore, O’ my brothers, imbued with 

the love of God, keep singing again and again the songs of God’s praise, immersed in 

His love (and devotion).” (pause) 
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Next impressing upon us the necessity of sincerely following Guru’s instruction, Guru 

Ji says: “O' my brothers, shedding your self-conceit, with full concentration of mind, 

do what the Guru asks you to do. Then there would always be a state of poise (in your 

life); no sorrow would afflict you, and God would Himself come to abide in your 

heart.” (2) 

Now commenting on the state of those self-conceited persons who do not care for 

Guru’s advice and follow the dictates of their own mind, Guru Ji says: “O' my 

brothers, the bride (soul) who does not realize (and obeys) the will of the spouse 

(God), is a characterless bad woman. (The bride soul) who does deeds as per the 

obstinacy of her mind, without (meditating) upon God's Name, she remains (like) a 

dealer in falsehood.” (3) 

Turning his attention back to those fortunate persons, who truly sing praises of God, 

Guru says: “O' my brothers, only those in whose destiny it has been so preordained 

sing praises of God imbued with true love (for God; while still living in their 

households,) they become detached (from the worldly entanglements). O’ brother, 

being imbued with (God’s) love, day and night they sing (God’s) praises, remaining 

fearlessly attuned to the Guru’s (words).” (4) 

Pointing to the greatness of God, he says: “O' my brothers, serve (and remember) that 

(God) day and night who gives life and death to all. Yes, why should we forsake from 

our mind that God, who has bestowed great gifts on us?” (5)   

Comparing the self-conceited persons and the Guru’s followers, Guru Ji says: “O’ 

brother, the self-conceited  (human) bride remains filled with filthy (evil) thoughts, 

her mind always keeps wavering (in evil). There is no place for her in the court (of 

God). But if she becomes a Guru’s follower, O’ brother, she reflects onthe merits of 

God, and by meeting the beloved (God) she also merges in the true (God).” (6) 

As if reminding us for the last time, Guru Ji says: “O' brothers, the one who has not 

remembered God, how would that one face God (upon reaching God’s court? Then 

one would realize that in spite of warning sirens going off (as deaths of one’s close 

relatives, still one) remains lured by (worldly greed), and lets oneself be robbed (of 

life’s object).” (7) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “O' my brothers, they who enshrine God's Name in their 

minds live in peace, and their body is always in peace and comfort. Therefore Nanak 

says, meditate on (God’s) Name, O' brother, who is limitless and is of unfathomable 

merits.”(8-3) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to wash off the sins of myriad of 

births, and want to enjoy a permanent state of peace and bliss, then we should do 

what the Guru wants us to do, which is to meditate on God's Name, and sing His 

praises with true love and devotion. 
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sorath mehlaa 5 ghar 1 asatpadee-aa 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

sabh jag Jineh upaa-i-aa bhaa-ee karan 

kaaran samrath. 

jee-o pind Jin saaJi-aa bhaa-ee day kar 
apnee vath. 

kin kahee-ai ki-o daykhee-ai bhaa-ee 

kartaa ayk akath. 

gur govind salaahee-ai bhaa-ee Jis tay 

jaapai tath. ||1|| 

 

mayray man japee-ai har bhagvantaa. 

naam daan day-ay jan apnay dookh darad 

kaa hantaa. rahaa-o. 

 

jaa kai ghar sabh kichh hai bhaa-ee na-o 

niDh bharay bhandaar. 

tis kee keemat naa pavai bhaa-ee oochaa 
agam apaar. 

jee-a jant partipaaldaa bhaa-ee nit nit 

kardaa saar. 

satgur pooraa bhaytee-ai bhaa-ee sabad 
milaavanhaar. ||2|| 

 

sachay charan sarayvee-ah bhaa-ee 
bharam bha-o hovai naas. 

mil sant sabhaa man maaNjee-ai bhaa-ee 

har kai naam nivaas. 

mitai anDhayraa agi-aantaa bhaa-ee kamal 
hovai pargaas. 

gur bachnee sukh oopjai bhaa-ee sabh fal 

satgur paas. ||3|| 

SGGS  P-640 

mayraa tayraa chhodee-ai bhaa-ee        

ho-ee-ai sabh kee Dhoor. 
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ghat ghat barahm pasaari-aa bhaa-ee 
paykhai sunai hajoor. 

Jit din visrai paarbarahm bhaa-ee tit din 

maree-ai jhoor. 

karan karaavan samratho bhaa-ee sarab 
kalaa bharpoor. ||4|| 

 

paraym padaarath naam hai bhaa-ee    
maa-i-aa moh binaas. 

tis bhaavai taa mayl la-ay bhaa-ee hirdai 

naam nivaas. 

gurmukh kamal pargaasee-ai bhaa-ee ridai 
hovai pargaas. 

pargat bha-i-aa partaap parabh bhaa-ee 

ma-oli-aa Dharat akaas. ||5|| 

 

gur poorai santokhi-aa bhaa-ee ahinis 

laagaa bhaa-o. 

rasnaa raam ravai sadaa bhaa-ee saachaa 
saad su-aa-o. 

karnee sun sun jeevi-aa bhaa-ee nihchal 

paa-i-aa thaa-o. 

Jis parteet na aavee bhaa-ee so jee-arhaa 

jal jaa-o. ||6|| 

 

baho gun mayray saahibai bhaa-ee ha-o tis 
kai bal jaa-o. 

oh nirgunee-aaray paaldaa bhaa-ee day-ay 

nithaavay thaa-o. 

rijak sambaahay saas saas bhaa-ee 

goorhaa jaa kaa naa-o. 

Jis gur saachaa bhaytee-ai bhaa-ee pooraa 
tis karmaa-o. ||7|| 

 

tis bin gharhee na jeevee-ai bhaa-ee sarab 
kalaa bharpoor. 

saas giraas na visrai bhaa-ee paykha-o 

sadaa hajoor. 
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saaDhoo sang milaa-i-aa bhaa-ee sarab 
rahi-aa bharpoor. 

Jinaa pareet na lagee-aa bhaa-ee say nit 

nit marday jhoor. ||8|| 

 

anchal laa-ay taraa-i-aa bhaa-ee bha-ojal 

dukh sansaar. 

kar kirpaa nadar nihaali-aa bhaa-ee keeton 
ang apaar. 

man tan seetal ho-i-aa bhaa-ee bhojan 

naam aDhaar. 

naanak tis sarnaagatee bhaa-ee je kilbikh 
kaatanhaar. ||9||1|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 Ghar-1 Astpadian 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to wash off the sins of 

myriad of births and enjoy a permanent state of bliss and happiness, then we should 

do what the Guru wants us to do: meditate on God's Name and sing His praises with 

true love and devotion. In this shabad, he lists some of the merits of God, how He 

gives us our life breath, and provides for our sustenance. He also tells us of the 

relationship between Guru and God, how He can be realized by following the Guru’s 

word or Gurbani, and why it is necessary to remember God and be united with Him.  

Guru Ji says: “O' my brothers, He who has created all this universe, He is capable of 

doing and getting everything done. It is He, who by providing His power has formed 

our body and soul. O’ brother, (the question is) to whom should we go and ask, how 

could we see that one Creator, (who is) indescribable? (The answer), O’ my brothers 

is that we should praise (our) Guru, who is embodiment of God through whom the 

essence (God) is realized.” (1)  

Therefore, advising his own mind (and indirectly us), Guru Ji says: “O' my mind, we 

should meditate on God, the architect of our destiny. He gives the gift of Name to His 

devotee and is the destroyer of pain and suffering.” (pause) 

Once again describing some of the qualities of God and the best way to get united 

with Him, Guru Ji says: “O' my brothers, He in whose house is everything, whose 

storehouses are brimful with all the nine treasures (of wealth), His worth cannot be 

estimated, that infinite and incomprehensible (God) is the highest of the high. O’ 

brother, He is the one who sustains all beings and creatures, and takes care of them 

day after day. To meet that God, O' my brothers, we should go and see the true Guru, 

who unites us with Him through his word (the Gurbani).” (2)  
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Elaborating on the above, he says: “O' brothers, we should serve the feet (meditate on 

the Name) of the true God. (By doing so), all our fear and doubt is destroyed. Joining 

the congregation of saints, we should cleanse our mind, so that (it) abides in God’s 

Name. Then the darkness of ignorance is removed and the heart blooms (in joy) like a 

lotus. (In short), O' brothers, (by acting on the) the advice of the Guru peace wells up 

in the mind, and we can obtain all the fruits (of our desires) from the true Guru.”(3) 

Next giving us some practical advice concerning how we conduct ourselves in this 

world, Guru Ji says: “O' brothers, we should shed off our (sense of) “mine and thine”, 

and we should become (humble, like) the dust of feet of all. We should realize that 

God pervades each and every heart, and He sees and hears everything, as if He is right 

there. (Therefore, we should have so much fear and love for God in our mind), that the 

day He is forsaken from our mind, (we should feel like) dying in repentance, because 

He is powerful to do and get everything done and is full of all powers.” (4) 

Stating the merits of having true love for God’s Name, Guru Ji says: “O' my brothers, 

in whose heart is present the commodity of love for God's Name, that person’s 

attachment for Maya (the worldly riches and power) is destroyed. O’ brother, if it so 

pleases Him, He unites a person with Himself, and in that person’s heart is enshrined 

(God’s) Name. Through the Guru, one’s lotus (like heart) blooms in delight, and is 

illuminated (with divine wisdom). The glory of God becomes manifest (and one 

realizes that it is through God’s power) that the earth and sky are in bloom.” (5) 

Describing the blessings a person obtains on whom the Guru bestows his gifts, Guru 

Ji says: “O’ brother, whom the perfect Guru has satiated, day and night that person 

remains attuned to the love of God. With true love and relish, that person’s tongue 

always utters God’s (Name). This becomes one’s everlasting love and objective. One 

then survives, and gets rejuvenated by listening (to God’s praise) again and again, 

(and in this way one) obtains an eternal place (in God’s mansion). But O’ brother, the 

soul, which doesn’t develop faith (in the Guru), may that soul get burnt down.” (6) 

Now listing the merits of God and how can we meet Him, Guru Ji says: “Many are the 

merits of my God, O’ brother; I am a sacrifice to Him. He sustains even the meritless 

ones, O’ brother, and gives support to the unsupported. That Master whose Name is 

beauteous and loveable, O’ brother, He provides us sustenance with each and every 

breath. Perfect is his destiny, O’ brother, who meets the true Guru, (because it is 

through the Guru, that we meet God).” (7) 

Now Guru Ji describes how he himself remembers God and how he feels the 

importance of the true Guru. He says: “O' my brothers, that God is full of all powers, 

and I cannot live without remembering Him even for a moment. I try that He should 

not be forsaken (from my mind even) while I am breathing or (putting a) morsel (of 

food in my mouth, and I wish to) always see Him in my presence. It is through the 

company of the saint (Guru) through which I was united (with Him, and now) I see 

Him pervading everywhere. But, O’ brother, they who have not been imbued with 

love (of such a God), repent and grieve in agony day after day.” (8) 
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Guru Ji concludes the shabad by sharing with us the blessings he obtained by 

meditating on God’s Name. He says: “O' my brothers, by (providing me His total 

care, as if) making me hold to His gown, He ferried me across the dreadful worldly 

ocean of pain. Showing His grace, O’ brother, He blessed me and provided me with 

unlimited support. Then His Name became my main stay and (spiritual) food, and my 

mind and body became contented. (In short), Nanak is in the shelter of God, who is 

the destroyer of all our sins and evil deeds.” (9-1)  

The message of this shabad is that if we seek Guru's advice, and meditate on 

God's Name, we would obtain peace and calmness and a source of permanent 

support, which would unite us with that God who is the creator of the entire 

universe. 

 sorath mehlaa 5. 

maat garabh dukh saagro pi-aaray tah 

apnaa naam japaa-i-aa. 

baahar kaadh bikh pasree-aa pi-aaray 
maa-i-aa moh vaDhaa-i-aa. 

Jis no keeto karam aap pi-aaray tis 

pooraa guroo milaa-i-aa. 

so aaraaDhay saas saas pi-aaray raam 
naam liv laa-i-aa. ||1|| 

 

man tan tayree tayk hai pi-aaray man 
tan tayree tayk. 

tuDh bin avar na karanhaar pi-aaray 

antarjaamee ayk. rahaa-o. 

 

kot janam bharam aa-i-aa pi-aaray anik 

jon dukh paa-ay. 

saachaa saahib visri-aa pi-aaray 
bahutee milai sajaa-ay. 

Jin bhaytai pooraa satguroo pi-aaray 

say laagay saachai naa-ay. 

SGGS  P-641 

tinaa pichhai chhutee-ai pi-aaray jo 
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saachee sarnaa-ay. ||2|| 

mithaa kar kai khaa-i-aa pi-aaray tin tan 
keetaa rog. 

ka-urhaa ho-ay patisati-aa pi-aaray tis 

tay upJi-aa sog. 

bhog bhunchaa-ay bhulaa-i-an pi-aaray 
utrai nahee vijog. 

jo gur mayl uDhaari-aa pi-aaray tin 

Dhuray pa-i-aa sanjog. ||3|| 

 

maa-i-aa laalach ati-aa pi-aaray chit na 

aavahi mool. 

Jin too visrahi paarbarahm su-aamee 
say tan ho-ay Dhoorh. 

billaat karahi bahutayri-aa pi-aaray utrai 

naahee sool. 

jo gur mayl savaari-aa pi-aaray tin kaa 

rahi-aa mool. ||4|| 

 

saakat sang na keej-ee pi-aaray jay kaa 

paar vasaa-ay. 

Jis mili-ai har visrai pi-aaray so muhi 
kaalai uth jaa-ay. 

manmukh dho-ee nah milai pi-aaray 

dargeh milai sajaa-ay. 

jo gur mayl savaari-aa pi-aaray tinaa 
pooree paa-ay. ||5|| 

 

sanjam sahas si-aanpaa pi-aaray ik na 
chalee naal. 

jo baymukh gobind tay pi-aaray tin kul 

laagai gaal. 

hodee vasat na jaatee-aa pi-aaray 

koorh na chalee naal. 

satgur Jinaa milaa-i-on pi-aaray saachaa 
naam samaal. ||6|| 

 

sat santokh gi-aan Dhi-aan pi-aaray jis 
no nadar karay. 

an-din keertan gun ravai pi-aaray amrit 
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poor bharay. 

dukh saagar tin langhi-aa pi-aaray 

bhavjal paar paray. 

Jis bhaavai tis mayl laihi pi-aaray say-ee 

sadaa kharay. ||7|| 

 

samrath purakh da-i-aal day-o pi-aaray 

bhagtaa tis kaa taan. 

tis sarnaa-ee dheh pa-ay pi-aaray je 
antarjaamee jaan. 

halat palat savaari-aa pi-aaray mastak 

sach neesaan. 

so parabh kaday na veesrai pi-aaray 

naanak sad kurbaan. ||8||2|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that if we seek Guru's advice and meditate on 

God's Name, we would obtain peace and calmness and a source of permanent support, 

which would unite us with God, the creator of the entire universe. In this shabad, 

Guru Ji is commenting on the general nature of human being who, although meditates 

on God even standing upside down on its head while in the mother’s womb, but as 

soon as it comes out, is lured by worldly attachments and pleasures; forsakes God 

Himself, and then keeps suffering through rounds of births and deaths.  

He says: “O' my dear, in the mother’s womb, which is like an ocean of pains, (God) 

made the human being meditate on His Name (and saved it from dying. But when the 

mortal was) taken out (of the mother’s womb and brought out into the world, where) 

the poison of worldly attachments was already spread, (God) intensified the mortal’s 

affinity for worldly riches. However, the one on whom God showed His mercy, He 

united that one with the perfect Guru. Such a person meditates on (God) with each and 

every breath, and keeps attuned to God’s Name.” (1) 

Therefore, humbly addressing God, Guru Ji submits: “O' my dear (God), in my mind 

and body is Your support, Yes my dear, You are my anchor. (I know that) except 

You, nobody else is the doer of anything, and You are the one and only knower of all 

hearts.” (pause) 

Guru Ji now once again addresses us and giving us right guidance, says: “O' my dear, 

after wandering through millions of existences and suffering the pain in myriad of 

wombs, (a mortal obtains the human birth. But the one from whose mind) the true 

Master is forsaken receives severe punishment. On the other hand they whom (God) 

unites with the perfect true Guru are attuned to Name of the true (God). By following 
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(the example of) such persons who seek the shelter of the true (God) O’ my dear, we 

are also saved.” (2) 

Now commenting on the general nature of a human being, who indulges in enjoying 

dainty dishes, costly clothes, and other false worldly pleasures, Guru Ji says: “O' my 

dear,  one eats (many foods) deemed sweet (or pleasing). But these things later 

become bitter, O’ my dear, (because these result in some kind of disease) from which 

arises much pain and suffering. (Actually by making the mortal) enjoy these (false 

worldly) pleasures, (God) has strayed (the mortal from the right path, due to which) 

the pain of separation (from God) does not end. On the other hand, by uniting with the 

Guru, whom (God) has saved (from such false pleasures) as per pre-ordained destiny, 

they have been united (with Him).” (3)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

Therefore on our behalf, Guru Ji prays to God, and says: “O' my dear (God), they who 

always remain engrossed in the pursuits and the greed for Maya (the worldly riches 

and power), You don’t come into their mind at all. O’ my all-pervading Master, they 

from whose mind You are forsaken (their entire human birth is in vain, therefore 

spiritually,) their bodies become (useless like) dust. Then they cry and shriek a lot, but 

O’ Beloved, their pain does not cease. (On the other hand) by uniting with the Guru, 

whom (God) has embellished their (spiritual) capital remains safe.” (4) 

Next Guru Ji tells us how to deal with the Saakats or the self-conceited persons, who 

instead of God are in effect worshippers of worldly riches and power. He says: “O' my 

dear, as far as possible do not keep company with the Saakats, because by meeting 

them, one forsakes God (and consequently) departs from the world in disgrace. O’ my 

dear, a self-conceited person finds no refuge in God’s court, and receives punishment. 

(On the other hand), by uniting them with the Guru whom God has embellished, O’ 

my dear, they obtain complete success (in life).” (5) 

Once again warning us against trying any kinds of rituals, cleverness or hypocrisies, 

which the self-conceited persons practice many times, Guru Ji says: “O' my dear, (one 

may practice) thousands of disciplines or clever tricks, but not even a single one (of 

these) accompanies (a person after death). They who have turned away from God of 

the universe their entire lineage, becomes accursed. Because the person, who in spite 

of having the commodity (of Name), does not realize that (he or she has lost the game 

of life, and none of the) false wealth would accompany (that person after death. On 

the other hand, whom God) has united with the true Guru, they meditate on (God's) 

Name.” (6) 

Describing what kind of blessings those persons obtain on whom God shows His 

grace, Guru Ji says: “O' my dear, they on whom God shows His grace are blessed with 

truth, contentment, (divine) wisdom, and meditation. Day and night, they sing praises 

of God, and remain totally fulfilled with the nectar (of Name). O’ my dear, they swim 

across the ocean of worldly sufferings, reach the other shore, (and meet God). In 

short, the one who is pleasing to You, O’ my dear (God), that person You unite with 

Yourself, (and such persons) become immaculate for their entire life.” (7) 
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In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “O' my dear, God is all-powerful, and merciful. His 

devotees have only His support in their mind. Therefore His devotees fall at His feet  
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(and seek God’s shelter) who is the inner knower of everything. O’ my dear, He has 

embellished their present and the next world, and has put His stamp of approval on 

their foreheads. Therefore, Nanak prays that God may never be forsaken from his 

mind, and he is always a sacrifice to Him.” (8-2)  

The message of this shabad is that often lured by temptations of worldly riches 

and power, we forsake God, commit many sins and then keep suffering the pains 

of births and deaths. If we want to end this cycle of pain and suffering, we should 

pray to God to bless us with the guidance of the Guru, so that he may guide us 

away from these temptations, and attune us to the Name of God, and re-unite us 

with Him. 

sorath mehlaa 5 ghar 2 asatpadee-aa 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

paath parhi-o ar bayd beechaari-o nival 
bhu-angam saaDhay. 

panch janaa si-o sang na chhutki-o aDhik 

ahaN-buDh baaDhay. ||1|| 

 

pi-aaray in biDh milan na jaa-ee mai kee-
ay karam anaykaa. 

haar pari-o su-aamee kai du-aarai deejai 

buDh bibaykaa. rahaa-o. 

 

mon bha-i-o karpaatee rahi-o nagan firi-o 

ban maahee. 

tat tirath sabh Dhartee bharmi-o dubiDhaa 
chhutkai naahee. ||2|| 

SGGS  P-642 

man kaamnaa tirath jaa-ay basi-o sir 
karvat Dharaa-ay. 

man kee mail na utrai ih biDh jay lakh 

jatan karaa-ay. ||3|| 

 

kanik kaaminee haivar gaivar baho biDh 

daan daataaraa. 

ann bastar bhoom baho arpay nah milee-ai 
har du-aaraa. ||4|| 
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poojaa archaa bandan dand-ut khat 
karmaa rat rahtaa. 

ha-o ha-o karat banDhan meh pari-aa nah 

milee-ai ih jugtaa. ||5|| 
 

jog siDh aasan cha-oraaseeh ay bhee kar 
kar rahi-aa. 

vadee aarjaa fir fir janmai har si-o sang na 

gahi-aa. ||6|| 
 

raaj leelaa raajan kee rachnaa kari-aa 

hukam afaaraa. 

sayj sohnee chandan cho-aa narak ghor 
kaa du-aaraa. ||7|| 
 

har keerat saaDhsangat hai sir karman kai 

karmaa. 

kaho naanak tis bha-i-o paraapat Jis purab 
likhay kaa  lahnaa. ||8|| 
 

tayro sayvak ih rang maataa. 

bha-i-o kirpaal deen dukh bhanjan har har 
keertan ih man raataa. rahaa-o doojaa. 

||1||3|| 

Sorath Mehla-5 Ghar-2 Astpadian 

It appears that somebody, who had exhausted himself doing all kinds of rituals, 

ablutions, worships, and had subjected his body to extreme tortures, but still did not 

succeed in wiping out the inner temptations, or obtain any peace of mind came to 

Guru Ji and asked for his guidance. After listening to his story, Guru Ji provides an 

answer for the benefit of all. 

Narrating his story, the man says: “(O’ Guru Ji), I have read scholarly books, reflected 

on Vedas, performed (yogic exercises for controlling breath and cleaning the inner 

system, such as) Nival and Bhuengam, but still I couldn’t get rid of the five evil 

passions (of lust, anger, greed, attachment and ego), instead I was bound even more to 

self-conceit.” (1) 

So very affectionately addressing Guru Ji, he says: “O’ my beloved Guru, I have tried 

innumerable (ritualistic) deeds, (and have concluded that) one cannot go and meet 

(God, in this way). So, being totally exhausted, I have fallen at your door; O’ my 

master, bless me with the true sense of discrimination (between the right and wrong 

path).” (pause) 
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Describing other ritualistic things which he tried, the man says: “I tried remaining 

silent, holding a begging bowl in my hand, roamed around naked in the jungles, and 

went to pilgrimage stations, and holy shores all around the world, but still I couldn’t 

get rid of my sense of duality (or attraction for worldly riches and power).” (2) 

After going through different ways of works himself and observing others who had 

tried even much more drastic measures, sharing his conclusion with the Guru Ji, the 

man says: “(O’ Guru Ji, I have concluded that even if)according to the desire of one’s 

mind, one may go and settle down at a holy place, (and obeying old superstitions) get 

himself cut by a saw put on the head, and may make millions of such efforts, still the 

dirt (of evil desires) doesn’t get removed.” (3) 

(See Note at the bottom) 

Talking about those who do many charitable deeds and give costly charitable 

donations, he says: “(O’ Guru Ji, I have observed, that even the one who has become 

the) giver of many such things as gold, beautiful women, elephants, and horses, and 

may give food, clothing, and lot of land in charity, still that one doesn’t obtain the gate 

of God.” (4) 

Commenting on ceremonial worships and rituals, he says: “(I have observed that) 

even if one remains engrossed in doing worships, making flower offerings, prostrating 

(one self before gods), and performing all the six holy deeds (prescribed in the Hindu 

faith); one still remains bound in ego, and one doesn’t meet God by any such 

techniques.”  (5) 

Now talking about the yogic postures and exercises, for the purpose of union with 

God, he says: “(One might have) got tired of doing (all the) eighty-four kinds of  

(postures or) Asanas, done by the yogis, and adepts. That one might have prolonged 

one’s life by a long time, but still one is born again and again, and has never obtained 

God’s company.” (6) 

Finally, commenting on the lifestyles of rulers and other such rich and powerful 

people, he says: “(I have observed that, there may be those, who have) enjoyed the 

luxuries and privileges of kingships, the ostentations of kings, and have issued 

irrevocable commands. They might have enjoyed beauteous beds, embellished       

with sandal and other scents, (but all these luxuries lead one) to the door of terrible 

hell.” (7)  

After listening about the futility of all such ways of works, and rituals, Guru Ji tells 

that seeker and us the best and most effective way to unite with God, and what is the 

best place to practice that technique. He says: “O' my brothers, the best deed of all 

deeds is to sing praises of God in the company of the saints. But Nanak says, only that 

fortunate person obtains this (opportunity), who is pre-ordained to obtain it.” (8) 
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Therefore, Guru Ji concludes the shabad by addressing God and showing us that he 

uses the same method himself. He says: “O' my God, this servant of Yours is imbued 

with Your love. (Since) You the destroyer of pains, have become merciful on me, this 

mind of mine is imbued (with the relish of) singing praise of God again and again.” 

(pause-2-1-3) 

The message of this shabad is that in case we want to obtain God, then all these 

empty rituals, ceremonies, charities, or yogic exercises are of no use. In fact, all 

these practices multiply our self-conceit and lead us deeper into hell. The best 

thing is to pray to God to grant us the company of His holy saints, and in their 

company we should sing praises of the all-merciful God. 

Note:- It may be very hard for some readers to believe that there was such a tradition. 

But It is a historical fact that in order to completely rob the credulous people, some 

crafty Hindu priests in India had circulated this belief that if some one would so erase 

his self conceit, that he would put his head under a saw at such and such holy place, 

he would straight away go to heaven. In this way the Pundits would kill that person, 

and loot away all his personal belongings. 

raag sorath vaar mahlay 4 kee 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

salok mehlaa 1. 

sorath sadaa suhaavanee jay sachaa man 

ho-ay. 
dandee mail na kat man jeebhai sachaa   

so-ay. 

sasurai pay-ee-ai bhai vasee satgur sayv 
nisang. 

parhar kaparh jay pir milai khusee raavai 

pir sang. 

sadaa seegaaree naa-o man kaday na mail 

patang. 

dayvar jayth mu-ay dukh sasoo kaa dar kis. 

jay pir bhaavai naankaa karam manee sabh 

sach. ||1|| 

mehlaa 4. 

sorath taam suhaavanee jaa har naam 
dhandholay. 
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gur purakh manaavai aapnaa gurmatee har 

har bolay. 

har paraym kasaa-ee dinas raat har ratee 
har rang cholay. 

har jaisaa purakh na labh-ee sabh      

daykhi-aa jagat mai tolay. 

gur satgur naam drirh-aa-i-aa man anat na 

kaahoo dolay. 

jan naanak har kaa daas hai gur satgur kay 
gol golay. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

too aapay sisat kartaa sirjanhaari-aa. 

tuDh aapay khayl rachaa-ay tuDh aap 
savaari-aa. 

daataa kartaa aap aap bhoganhaari-aa. 

sabh tayraa sabad vartai upaavanhaari-aa. 

ha-o gurmukh sadaa salaahee gur ka-o 

vaari-aa. ||1|| 

Raag Sorath 

Vaar Of Mehla-4 

Salok Mehla-1 

In this stanza Guru Ji wants to comment on the utility of singing songs in different 

Ragas (or musical measures), including Sorath, which is considered a very melodious 

Raga in Indian musical system. He tells us when this or any other musical melody 

becomes most beautiful and enchanting. 

Using a beautiful metaphor, Guru Ji compares the human soul in quest of happiness in 

this and the next world, to a human bride who wants to look beautiful to all and wants 

to enjoy peace and pleasure both in her parents’ and in-laws’ house. He says: “(O’ my 

friends), a bride (soul) singing hymns in Sorath, looks always beauteous if she 

enshrines the true (God) in her mind. On her teeth is no dirt (of falsehood), there is no 

width (of discrimination or enmity) in the mind, and on her tongue is always that true 

(God. By unhesitatingly serving and) following the true Guru, she abides in fear (of 

God, in this world, the) parents’ house, and (the next world, the) in-laws’ house. If 

shedding love for outward dresses (or holy garbs) she meets her beloved (God), she 

happily enjoys the company of her spouse (God. The bride), who is always 

embellished with (ornaments) of (God’s) Name in her mind is never touched by even  
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a little bit of dirt (of evil thoughts). When her elder and younger brothers-in-law 

(impulses of lust and anger) have perished miserably, then she is not afraid of her 

mother-in-law (Maya, the worldly riches) also. In short, O' Nanak if such a bride 

(soul) becomes pleasing to God, then deem that she is embellished with jewel-like 

destiny and she sees the true (God) everywhere.” (1) 

Mehla-4 

In this stanza again, Guru Ji tells us from another angle how singing of the Sorath 

melody becomes pleasing and enchanting. He says: “The musical measure Sorath 

becomes blissful, when the bride (soul) tries to find and meditate on God's Name 

through it. She should please her Guru, and through the Guru's instruction, she should 

utter God’s Name again and again. Day and night, she remains deeply attached to 

God, and her soul remains imbued in the love of God. (She says), “I have searched the 

entire world, but I haven’t found anybody like God. It was the true Guru, who 

implanted God's Name in me, and now my mind never wavers (for the love of any 

other).” Therefore, the devotee Nanak is a servant of God and a slave of the slaves of 

the true Guru.” (2) 

Paurri 

Finally Guru Ji addresses God and says: “O' the Creator, You Yourself are the creator 

of this universe. You Yourself have set up the (worldly) play, and You Yourself have 

embellished it. You Yourself are the Giver and the Doer, and You Yourself are the 

Enjoyer (of all the worldly pleasures). O' the Creator, it is Your command that rules 

(this world), and under the guidance of the Guru, I always praise You and am a 

sacrifice to the Guru.” (1) 

The message of this Paurri is that singing of praises in various musical measures 

and melodies is only useful if we are singing with our whole heart and are trying 

to search God through these musical melodies. Further, we need to realize that it 

is God who has set up this play of the world, and everywhere it is His command, 

which is prevailing. But all this understanding we obtain only through the Guru. 

SGGS  P-643 

salok mehlaa 3. 

ha-umai jaltay jal mu-ay bharam aa-

ay doojai bhaa-ay. 
poorai satgur raakh lee-ay aapnai 

pannai paa-ay. 

ih jag jaltaa nadree aa-i-aa gur kai 
sabad subhaa-ay. 

sabad ratay say seetal bha-ay naanak 

sach kamaa-ay. ||1|| 
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mehlaa 3. 

safli-o satgur sayvi-aa Dhan janam 

parvaan. 
Jinaa satgur jeevdi-aa mu-i-aa na 

visrai say-ee purakh sujaan. 

kul uDhaaray aapnaa so jan hovai 
parvaan. 

gurmukh mu-ay jeevday parvaan heh 

manmukh janam maraahi. 

naanak mu-ay na aakhee-ahi je gur 

kai sabad samaahi. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

har purakh niranjan sayv har naam 
Dhi-aa-ee-ai. 

satsangat saaDhoo lag har naam 
samaa-ee-ai. 

har tayree vadee kaar mai moorakh 
laa-ee-ai. 

ha-o golaa laalaa tuDh mai hukam 

furmaa-ee-ai. 
ha-o gurmukh kaar kamaavaa je gur 

samjaa-ee-ai. ||2|| 

Salok Mehla-3 

In the previous Paurri, Guru Ji advised us that singing God’s praises in various 

musical measures and melodies is only useful if we are singing with our whole heart, 

and are trying to search for God through these musical melodies. Further, we should 

realize that it is God who has set up this play of the world and everywhere it is His 

command, which is prevailing. But all this understanding we obtain only through the 

Guru. In this shabad, he tells us what happens when we do anything for the sake of 

our self-conceit, and how to save ourselves from being consumed by ego.  

He says: “(O’ my friends, when people indulge) in ego, they start getting (harmed 

and) burnt (by it so much, as if they have been burnt down to death (by it, but) when 

after wandering around in duality (the love of worldly riches), they come to the (door 

of the Guru), the perfect Guru saves them by including them in his congregation. Then 

through the beauteous shabad of the Guru, the world burning (in the ego) becomes 

apparent to them. Then O’, Nanak by getting imbued with (Gurbani) the Guru’s word, 

and by meditating on the true (God’s Name), they are soothed.” (1) 
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Mehla-3 

Therefore, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, they) who have served the true Guru, their 

life is blessed and approved. (In fact, they alone) are wise, who (in all circumstances), 

whether dead or alive, don’t forget the true Guru. They emancipate their lineage and 

such devotees are approved (in God’s court. In short), the Guru’s followers are 

approved, both in life and death, but the self-,conceited, simply waste their life. O' 

Nanak, we should not consider those persons as dead, who merge in the word of the 

Guru (so much, that they keep reflecting on it, and practicing it in all their life).” (2) 

Paurri 

On the basis of the above, Guru Ji advises: “(O’, my friends, if we want to save 

ourselves from being consumed and ruined by worldly conceit and attachment, then) 

by serving the immaculate Being, we should meditate on God's Name. But it is only 

by joining the society of saints that we merge in God’s Name. (Therefore I pray): “O' 

God, supreme is Your service, yoke me, the foolish one, into that service. I am the 

slave of Your slaves, command me (and bless me, that) I may do that task (for You), 

which the Guru has instructed me (to do).” (2)  

The message of this shabad is that if we are totally exhausted in the pursuits of 

Maya (the worldly riches and power), and want to get rid of all our problems and 

mental tortures, we should seek the shelter of the Guru and follow his advice 

with complete attention of mind. Then joining that congregation of the Guru, we 

should sing praises of God, and meditate on His Name. Surely, one day God 

would shower His grace on us also and would bless us with peace, poise, and the 

bliss of His eternal union. 

salok mehlaa 3. 

poorab likhi-aa kamaavanaa je kartai 
aap likhi-aas. 

moh thag-ulee paa-ee-an visri-aa 

guntaas. 
mat jaanhu jag jeevdaa doojai     

bhaa-ay mu-i-aas. 
Jinee gurmukh naam na chayti-o say 

bahan na milnee paas. 

dukh laagaa baho at ghanaa put kalat 
na saath ko-ee jaas. 

lokaa vich muhu kaalaa ho-aa andar 

ubhay saas. 
manmukhaa no ko na vishee chuk    

ga-i-aa vaysaas. 
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naanak gurmukhaa no sukh aglaa 
Jinaa antar naam nivaas. ||1|| 

mehlaa 3. 

say sain say sajnaa je gurmukh mileh 

subhaa-ay. 
satgur kaa bhaanaa an-din karahi say 

sach rahay samaa-ay. 

doojai bhaa-ay lagay sajan na  
aakhee-ahi je abhimaan karahi 

vaykaar. 

manmukh aap su-aarthee kaaraj na 
sakahi savaar. 

naanak poorab likhi-aa kamaavanaa 

ko-ay na maytanhaar. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

tuDh aapay jagat upaa-ay kai aap 
khayl rachaa-i-aa. 

tarai gun aap sirJi-aa maa-i-aa moh 

vaDhaa-i-aa. 

vich ha-umai laykhaa mangee-ai fir 
aavai jaa-i-aa. 

Jinaa har aap kirpaa karay say gur 
samjhaa-i-aa. 

balihaaree gur aapnay sadaa sadaa 

ghumaa-i-aa. ||3|| 

Salok Mehla-3 

In the opening lines of the previous Paurri, Guru Ji stated that when people indulge in 

ego, they start getting harmed and burnt by it so much, as if they have been burnt to 

death. In this salok, he expands further on the state of the self-conceited persons, and 

tells us the basic reason for this state, and who are those who instead of suffering any 

such pain enjoy immense peace and comfort, and what is the lesson for us.  

First stating the fundamental principle of pain and pleasure in this world, Guru Ji says: 

“(O’ my friends), one has to live according to one’s pre-written (destiny), which the 

Creator has written Himself (on the basis of one’s past deeds. In accordance with that 

writ, God has put in one’s lot) the potion of worldly attachment (due to which, one) 

forgets (God), the treasure of virtues. (This is the overall general situation of the  
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world, therefore spiritually) don’t deem the world as alive (in reality) it is lying dead 

in duality (the love of worldly riches and power). Therefore, they who have not 

meditated on God's Name are not allowed to sit near God (or enjoy His company), 

they suffer from a terrible pain, and not even their son or wife, (for whom they 

accumulated worldly riches and power) accompanies them (to the end). They are 

disgraced among the people, and they sigh in pain within themselves. But O’ Nanak, 

the Guru’s followers, within whom is enshrined God's Name, live in utmost (peace 

and) comfort.” (1) 

Mehla-3 

Now Guru Ji tells us who are our real friends and well-wishers, and who are simply 

selfish persons (whom we need to avoid). He says: “They alone are our (true) 

relatives, and well-wishers, who in a natural sort of way meet us through the Guru. 

Day and night, they live and act on the will of God, and always remain absorbed in the 

eternal (God). But, they who are attached to the love of other (worldly riches and 

power) are not called true friends, who feel proud of them, and indulge in evil deeds. 

These egoistic persons are self-serving and cannot help us in our task. O' Nanak, (such 

persons) have to reap the fruit of their own doings (in the past), and no one can erase 

their (pre-written) fate or destiny.” (2) 

Paurri 

But Guru Ji understands that all things, which happen in the world, are a play or 

drama set up by God, and he is a sacrifice again and again to his Guru, who has given 

him this unique insight.  

Therefore addressing God, he says “(O' God), by creating the world, You Yourself 

have set up this play. You Yourself have created the three impulses  (of vice, virtue, 

and power), and thus spread across the attachment to Maya (worldly riches and 

power). They, who are merged in self-conceit, are asked to account for their deeds, 

and so they keep coming and going (again and again in and out of this world). But 

they on whom God shows His graces, the true Guru has given them this understanding 

(and they are saved). Therefore, I am sacrifice to that Guru, and I go around him again 

and again (who has given me also this understanding and saved me from worldly 

attachments).” (3)  

The message of this Paurri is that if we want to be saved from rendering the 

accounts of our deeds and the punishment of continuous pains of births and 

deaths then we should seek and follow the guidance of the Guru, who may give us 

true understanding about the world and imbue us with the love of God’s Name. 

salok mehlaa 3. 

maa-i-aa mamtaa mohnee Jin vin 

dantaa jag khaa-i-aa. 
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manmukh khaaDhay gurmukh ubray 
Jinee sach naam chit laa-i-aa. 

bin naavai jag kamlaa firai gurmukh 

nadree aa-i-aa. 

SGGS  P-644 

DhanDhaa karti-aa nihfal janam   

gavaa-i-aa sukh-daata man na      

vasaa-i-aa. 
naanak naam tinaa ka-o mili-aa jin ka-o 

Dhur likh paa-i-aa. ||1|| 

mehlaa 3. 

ghar hee meh amrit bharpoor hai 

manmukhaa saad na paa-i-aa. 

Ji-o kastooree mirag na jaanai 
bharmadaa bharam bhulaa-i-aa. 

amrit taj bikh sangrahai kartai aap    

khu-aa-i-aa. 

gurmukh virlay sojhee pa-ee tinaa 
andar barahm dikhaa-i-aa. 

tan man seetal ho-i-aa rasnaa har saad 

aa-i-aa. 

sabday hee naa-o oopjai sabday mayl 

milaa-i-aa. 

bin sabdai sabh jag ba-uraanaa birthaa 
janam gavaa-i-aa. 

amrit ayko sabad hai naanak gurmukh 

paa-i-aa. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

so har purakh agamm hai kaho kit biDh 

paa-ee-ai. 

tis roop na raykh adrist kaho jan ki-o 
Dhi-aa-ee-ai. 

nirankaar niranjan har agam ki-aa kahi 

gun gaa-ee-ai. 
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jis aap bujhaa-ay aap so har maarag 

paa-ee-ai. 

gur poorai vaykhaali-aa gur sayvaa    
paa-ee-ai. ||4|| 

Salok Mehla-3 

Commenting on the general situation of the world in the first paragraph of the 

previous shabad, Guru Ji stated that spiritually, the world is lying dead in duality (the 

love of worldly riches and power, instead of love for God). In this shabad, he tells us 

how this love for Maya or worldly riches and power has strayed many people and 

destroyed them, and how the Guru’s followers have got themselves saved. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), the attachment for Maya (the worldly riches and power) is 

so very enticing; (that without being noticed it has misled so many people, as if) 

without teeth, it has devoured the world. The self-conceited have been consumed (by 

it); but the Guru’s followers who have attuned themselves to the Name of the eternal 

(God,) have been saved. Through the Guru’s word, it has become apparent that 

without (meditating on) God’s Name, the world is roaming around like crazy. (In 

general), by remaining engrossed in worldly affairs (the mortals) have wasted their 

human birth in vain, and haven’t enshrined (God) the giver of peace, in their mind. 

But O' Nanak, only those have obtained the (gift of God's) Name in whose destiny it 

was so pre-ordained.” (1) 

Mehla-3 

Now Guru Ji tells us where this gift of Name can be found, and what are its blessings 

or benefits. He says: “(O’ my friends), our own home (of the heart) is brimful with the 

nectar (of Name), but the self-conceited have not obtained its taste. (The condition of 

these persons is like) a deer, who doesn’t know about the (fragrant) musk within it 

(and it keeps roaming in doubt and getting lost. (Similarly), abandoning the nectar (a 

self-conceited person) collects the poison (of worldly wealth. But is helpless, because) 

the Creator Himself has strayed (such a person from the right path). It is only rare 

Guru’s followers who have received the (right) understanding, and the Guru has 

shown them that God is within them. Then their mind and body has been soothed and 

their tongue has enjoyed the relish (of uttering God’s Name. O’ my friends, only 

through (Gurbani does the Guru’s) word cause God’s Name to well up (in one’s 

mind), and it is throught the world, that (the Guru) effects the union (of a mortal with 

God. But without (reflecting on the Guru's) word, the entire world is roaming about 

crazy, and it has wasted (the human) birth in vain. In short, O' Nanak, the (Guru's) 

word is the only (life rejuvenating) nectar, which is obtained through the Guru.”  (2) 

Paurri 

Guru Ji now tells us how and where God can be found, in spite of Him being 

incomprehensible and unreachable, and how can we meditate on Him, when we don’t  
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know anything about Him. As if asking us, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), God is 

beyond the comprehension (of our intellect), so how can we find Him? He, the 

invisible one has no form or features, tell O’ devotees, how can we meditate on Him? 

That formless immaculate God is beyond the reach of our understanding (faculties), 

uttering which of His merits, can we sing His praises?  (The answer is that) whom 

God Himself wants to realize, that person (He) puts on the right path (and unites with 

a true Guru, who helps that person to comprehend and see God within the self). The 

perfect Guru has shown (God to me, and I say that) it is by serving  (and following the 

advice of) the Guru, that we find (God).” (4)  

The message of this Paurri is that in case we want to get rid of all the pains and 

sufferings of Maya (the worldly riches and power), enjoy the elixir of the Name 

and obtain union with God, then instead of running after worldly riches and 

power, we should seek the advice and shelter of the Guru. By following his advice 

we would be able to taste the divine nectar within our own heart, and then being 

absorbed in God's loving and life rejuvenating Name, we would also comprehend 

and visualize God within ourselves. 

salok mehlaa 3. 

ji-o tan koloo peerhee-ai rat na 
bhoree dayhi. 

jee-o vanjai cha-o khannee-ai sachay 

sand-rhai nayhi. 
naanak mayl na chuk-ee raatee atai 

dayh. ||1|| 

mehlaa 3. 

sajan maidaa rangulaa rang laa-ay 

man lay-ay. 
ji-o maajeethai kaprhay rangay bhee 

paahayhi. 
naanak rang na utrai bi-aa na lagai 

kayh. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

har aap vartai aap har aap        

bulaa-idaa. 
har aapay sarisat savaar sir DhanDhai 

laa-idaa. 

iknaa bhagtee laa-ay ik aap          
khu-aa-idaa. 
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iknaa maarag paa-ay ik ujharh      

paa-idaa. 
jan naanak naam Dhi-aa-ay gurmukh 

gun gaa-idaa. ||5|| 

Salok Mehla-3 

In the previous Paurri, Guru Ji advised us that in case we want to get rid of all the 

pains and sufferings of Maya (the worldly riches and power), enjoy the elixir of the 

Name and obtain union with God, then instead of running after worldly riches and 

power, we should seek the advice and shelter of the Guru. By following his advice we 

would be able to taste the divine nectar within our own heart and then being absorbed 

in God's loving and life-rejuvenating Name, we would also comprehend and visualize 

God within ourselves. In this shabad, Guru Ji shows us what kind of love he has for 

God and indirectly tells us how should we love God and what should we pray for. 

He says: “(My love for God is so deep that even if) my body is crushed in an oil pres, 

still not a drop of blood would come out of it. (In other words, even if I am subjected 

to unmentionable tortures for the sake of God, not even a single sigh of grief or 

complaint would come out of it, just as he proved it, when he was martyred by being 

made to sit on an red hot iron grill, with blazing fire underneath. At that time, instead 

of crying or complaining, he was saying: “Sweet is Your will O’ my God, I long for 

Your Name alone). My soul is willing to get cut into many pieces for the sake of love 

for the true (God. In short), Nanak prays that whether day or night, his union with 

(God) may never end.” (1) 

Mehla-3 

Now Guru Ji talks about his beloved God and the intensity of his love for Him. He 

says: “My spouse (God) is very loving and playful. By imbuing with (His) love, He 

entices away one’s heart. That love is strong and fast like the clothes dyed and 

specially treated in the fast dye of madder. O’ Nanak the color (of that love) does not 

fade, and no other (color or love for anyone else) has any effect (on the person so 

dyed, and imbued with the love of God).” (2) 

Paurri 

However, Guru Ji clarifies that it is God Himself who pervades everywhere, and 

yokes all to their tasks: some to the task of His devotion, and others He strays from 

the right path. He says: “(O’ my friends), God Himself is pervading (in all), and He 

Himself makes them speak. By Himself establishing the world, He yokes every one to 

his (or her) task. Some, He assigns to (His) worship, and some He strays. (In other 

words), He puts some people on the (right) path, and others He purposely sends into 

wrong directions, (such as running after worldly wealth or power, or practicing 

useless ritualistic deeds). Servant Nanak meditates only on the (God's) Name and 

through the Guru sings His praise.” (5) 
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The message of this Paurri is that our love for God should be so intense and pure 

that even if on account of His love, we have to suffer untold miseries, torture, and 

even death, we should not waver. Further, we should not feel proud of that love, 

instead we should think it as God's blessing on us, who has yoked us in His 

service, because there are many who are roaming about madly in pursuit of 

Maya (the worldly riches and power), and if we are on the right path, it is God's 

grace on us, and we should not be proud of that. 

salok mehlaa 3. 

satgur kee sayvaa safal hai jay ko 

karay chit laa-ay. 

man chindi-aa fal paavnaa ha-umai 
vichahu jaa-ay. 

banDhan torhai mukat ho-ay sachay 
rahai samaa-ay. 

is jag meh naam alabh hai gurmukh 

vasai man aa-ay. 

naanak jo gur sayveh aapnaa ha-o tin 

balihaarai jaa-o. ||1|| 

mehlaa 3. 

manmukh man aJit hai doojai lagai 
jaa-ay. 

tis no sukh supnai nahee dukhay 
dukh vihaa-ay. 

ghar ghar parh parh Pundit thakay 

siDh samaaDh lagaa-ay. 

ih man vas na aavee thakay karam 

kamaa-ay. 

bhaykh-Dhaaree bhaykh kar thakay 
athisath tirath naa-ay. 

SGGS  P-645 

man kee saar na jaannee ha-umai 

bharam bhulaa-ay. 

gur parsaadee bha-o pa-i-aa 
vadbhaag vasi-aa man aa-ay. 

bhai pa-i-ai man vas ho-aa ha-umai 

sabad jalaa-ay. 
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sach ratay say nirmalay jotee jot 
milaa-ay. 

satgur mili-ai naa-o paa-i-aa naanak 

sukh samaa-ay. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

ayh bhoopat raanay rang din chaar 

suhaavanaa. 
ayhu maa-i-aa rang kasumbh khin 

meh leh jaavnaa. 

chaldi-aa naal na chalai sir paap lai 
jaavnaa. 

jaaN pakarh chalaa-i-aa kaal taaN 
kharaa daraavanaa. 

oh vaylaa hath na aavai fir 

pachhutaavnaa. ||6|| 

Salok Mehla-3 

In previous Paurri (4), Guru Ji advised us that in case we want to get rid of all the 

pains and sufferings of Maya (the worldly riches and power), enjoy the elixir of the 

Name and obtain union with God, then instead of running after worldly riches and 

power, we should seek the advice and shelter of the Guru. By following his advice we 

would be able to taste the divine nectar within our own heart, and being absorbed in 

God's loving and life rejuvenating Name, we would comprehend and visualize God 

within ourselves. In this shabad, he wants to make one thing clear, that serving or 

following the Guru has to be from one’s heart, and not just a formality or something to 

be done out of compulsion. 

He says: “(O' my friends), the service of the true Guru is fruitful if one performs it 

with full attunement of one’s heart (in that service. When one serves and follows 

faithfully the Guru’s advice), one obtains the desire of one’s heart, and the ego from 

one’s within goes away. (Such a true service) breaks down one’s (worldly) bonds, one 

is emancipated and remains absorbed in the eternal (God). It is not possible to        

find (God’s) Name in this world, but by following Guru’s advice it comes to reside in 

the mind. Therefore, they who serve (follow) their Guru, Nanak is a sacrifice to 

them.” (1) 

Mehla-3 

Now Guru Ji comments on the state of egoistic persons, who in their self-conceit keep 

performing different rituals and ceremonies, and think themselves to be holy, but 

actually they are doing useless deeds. 
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He says: “(O’ my friends), the mind of a self--conceited person is unconquerable, (and 

it cannot be controlled), because (instead of God), it gets attached to the love of other 

(worldly) things. Therefore, a self-conceited person does not have peace even in 

dream, and spends the night (of life) in one pain after the other. (Among the self-

conceited are included those) pundits who are exhausted reading Vedas (and other 

such books) again and again in houses (of different people). Similar are those sidhas, 

who remain seated in a trance, but still their mind does not come under control, in 

spite of being exhausted from doing all such (ritualistic) deeds. Similarly, those who 

adopt holy garbs have got tired of roaming about (all) the sixty-eight places of 

pilgrimage, but are not able to understand the state of their mind and are lost in doubt 

and self-conceit. But by great fortune, they in whose mind, by Guru's grace has 

developed the respectful fear of God, in their mind God has come to reside. Yes, it is 

only when the fear and respect for God wells up, that the mind comes under control, 

and through the shabad (of the Guru) one’s self-conceit is burnt away. (In other 

words), they who are imbued with the love of the true God, are (truly) immaculate and 

their light is merged in supreme light (of God). But O’ Nanak, it is only upon meeting 

the true Guru (that God’s Name) is obtained, and one merges in (eternal) peace.” (2) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by warning us about the end fates of all those kings and 

rulers who seem to be enjoying worldly pleasures and riches. He says: “(O’ my 

friends), all these parties and merry-making of the kings and rulers are pleasing only 

for a few days. All this ostentations and embellishments of Maya (the worldly riches 

and power) are like the color of a poppy flower, which would fade away within a 

moment. When we depart from this world, (the Maya or worldly wealth) doesn’t 

accompany us, (but on its account) we carry along with us (a big load of) sins. (At that 

time, when the demon of death drives the one away), then one looks dreadful. (Then 

one repents grievously for not meditating on God’s Name, but one doesn’t get that 

opportunity again.” (6) 

The message of this Paurri is that this life is an opportunity for us to meditate on 

God's Name, and get re-united with our dear father God from whom we have 

been separated for many ages. Therefore it shouldn’t be wasted in false 

enjoyments and luxuries. Instead, we should try to obtain the gift of Name by 

serving the true Guru, and that service can only be fruitful if it is done with a 

true love and devotion. 

salok mehlaa 3. 

satgur tay jo muh firay say baDhay 
dukh sahaahi. 

fir fir milan na paa-inee jameh tai mar 

jaahi. 

sahsaa rog na chhod-ee dukh hee meh 

dukh paahi. 

naanak nadree bakhas layhi sabday 
mayl milaahi. ||1|| 
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mehlaa 3. 

jo satgur tay muh firay tinaa tha-ur na 
thaa-o. 

ji-o chhutarh ghar ghar firai duhchaaran 
badnaa-o. 

naanak gurmukh bakhsee-ah say satgur 

mayl milaa-o. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

jo sayveh sat muraar say bhavjal tar   

ga-i-aa. 

jo boleh har har naa-o tin jam chhad 

ga-i-aa. 

say dargeh paiDhay jaahi Jinaa har jap 
la-i-aa. 

har sayveh say-ee purakh Jinaa har 

tuDh ma-i-aa. 

gun gaavaa pi-aaray nit gurmukh 
bharam bha-o ga-i-aa. ||7|| 

Salok Mehla-3 

In the previous Paurri, Guru Ji advised us that this life is an opportunity for us to 

meditate on God's Name and shouldn’t be wasted in false enjoyments and luxuries. 

Instead, we should try to obtain the gift of Name by serving the true Guru, and that 

service can only be fruitful if it is done with a true love and devotion. In this shabad, 

Guru Ji is telling us what kind of pains and sufferings those persons undergo who first 

come to the Guru and become his disciples, but if for some reason their expectations 

or selfish purposes are not fulfilled, they turn their back on the Guru, and start doing 

things as per their own self-conceit or following some other fake Gurus and cults. 

Guru Ji says: “They who turn their back on the Guru (at the time of death, they are) 

bound (by the demons of death) and suffer pain. They repeatedly keep getting born 

and dying, but are not able to meet (God). Their malady of Doubt does not spare them, 

and surrounded by miseries, they keep suffering in one pain after the other. However, 

O' Nanak, whom in His mercy (God) forgives, through (Gurbani, the Guru’s) word, 

He unites (them with Him).” (1) 

Mehla-3 

In this salok also Guru illustrates with some beautiful examples, the kind of fate those 

self-conceited persons suffer, who turn their back on the Guru. He says: “They who  
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turn their back on the Guru, don’t find any place of rest or peace. Just as a deserted 

woman keeps roaming from house to house and is disgraced, (similar is their state). 

But O' Nanak, those Guru’s followers (whom God) forgives, through the true Guru, 

(God) unites them with (Him).” (2) 

Paurri 

Guru Ji concludes the Paurri by describing the blessings obtained by a person who 

following the advice of the Guru meditates on God's Name. He says: “They who serve 

(and meditate on the Name of) the true (God), the destroyer of pride, they swim across 

the dreadful (worldly) ocean. They who utter God’s Name again and again, them the 

demon of death leaves alone. They who have meditated on God, go to the (God's) 

court with honor. (However O' God), only those persons serve (meditate on) You, on 

whom is Your grace. By following the Guru, my doubt has vanished. (Therefore O’ 

God, bless me that I too may) sing Your praises everyday.” (7) 

The message of this Paurri is that we should never turn our back on the Guru, 

nor start acting as per our own self-conceit, or the guidance of some fake Gurus. 

Otherwise we would suffer great pain in this life and would keep suffering pains 

of birth and death in future as well. Therefore no matter what, we should never 

forsake the shelter of the Guru, and under his guidance keep meditating on 

God’s Name. One day, in His mercy, God would forgive all our sins and would 

bless us with the bliss of His eternal union. 

salok mehlaa 3. 

thaalai vich tai vastoo pa-ee-o har bhojan 

amrit saar. 

Jit khaaDhai man taripat-ee-ai paa-ee-ai 

mokh du-aar. 

ih bhojan alabh hai santahu labhai gur 
veechaar. 

ayh mudaavanee ki-o vichahu kadhee-ai 

sadaa rakhee-ai ur Dhaar. 

ayh mudaavanee satguroo paa-ee 
gursikhaa laDhee bhaal. 

naanak Jis bujhaa-ay so bujhsee har    

paa-i-aa gurmukh ghaal. ||1|| 

mehlaa 3. 

jo Dhur maylay say mil rahay satgur si-o 

chit laa-ay. 
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aap vichhorhayn say vichhurhay doojai 

bhaa-ay khu-aa-ay. 

naanak vin karmaa ki-aa paa-ee-ai 
poorab likhi-aa kamaa-ay. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

bahi sakhee-aa jas gaavahi    
gavanhaaree-aa. 

har naam salaahihu nit har ka-o 
balihaaree-aa. 

Jinee sun mani-aa har naa-o tinaa ha-o 

vaaree-aa. 

gurmukhee-aa har mayl    
milaavanhaaree-aa. 

ha-o bal jaavaa din raat gur 
daikhanhaaree-aa. ||8|| 

Salok Mehla-3 

This salok, by the third Guru Amar Das Ji, is similar to the one entered by fifth Guru 

Arjan Dev Ji at the end of Guru Granth Sahib Ji. Both are referred as Mundaavani (or 

a riddle). The difference is that in the present shabad, the emphasis is on the question 

or the riddle, but in the one at the end, the emphasis is more on the solution or the 

answer.  

In the present salok, Guru Ji says: “In the slaver (of the heart) are placed three things 

(truth, contentment, and reflection) which form the essence of the nectar-like food of 

God’s Name, eating which our mind is satiated and we find the gate to salvation. O’ 

saints, this food is very difficult to find and can only be obtained by reflecting on the 

Guru’s (word. But) we should never remove this riddle (forsake this food) from our 

within, and we should always keep it enshrined in our heart. The true Guru has put 

this riddle (before us), but the Guru’s followers have found out (its solution, and 

understood its importance). But O' Nanak, only whom God Himself would make it 

understand, (that person) would understand (and solve this riddle), and by putting in 

the effort advised by the Guru, would obtain to God.” (1) 

Mehla-3 

Now Guru Ji tells us why some people are united with God, while others remain 

separated from Him. He says: “(O’ my friends), whom (God) has pre-ordained to 

unite (with Him), by attuning their mind to the (word of the) true Guru, He unites 

them (with Him). But whom He Himself has separated from Him, they get separated  
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by straying into the love of the other (worldly things, instead of God). O’ Nanak, 

without destiny we cannot obtain anything and we have to live in accordance with our 

pre-ordained destiny (which is based on our past deeds).” (2) 

Paurri 

Guru Ji concludes the Paurri by telling us how in this life, people do the necessary 

deeds to be united with God. He says: “Sitting together like close girlfriends, the 

singers (devotees of God) sing His praises. (They love Him so much that they) go as a 

sacrifice to God (and advise others also to) sing praises of God’s Name day and night. 

I (Nanak) am a sacrifice to those who have listened to and believed in God's Name. O’ 

God, unite me with such Guru’s followers, who unite me (with You. I wish that) I 

may sacrifice myself day and night to those who have seen the Guru.” (8) 

The message of this Paurri is that right in our own heart is the nectar of God’s 

Name, which can unite us with God. To find that nectar, the best way is to join 

together with other Guru following friends and sing praises of God, so that if 

such be our destiny God may unite us also with Him. 

salok mehlaa 3. 

SGGS  P-646 

vin naavai sabh bharamday nit jag 
totaa saisaar. 

manmukh karam kamaavnay         
ha-umai anDh gubaar. 

gurmukh amrit peevnaa naanak 

sabad veechaar. ||1|| 

mehlaa 3. 

sehjay jaagai sehjay sovai. 

gurmukh an-din ustat hovai. 

manmukh bharmai sahsaa hovai. 

antar chintaa need na sovai. 

gi-aanee jaageh saveh subhaa-ay. 

naanak naam rati-aa bal jaa-o. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

say har naam Dhi-aavahi jo har    

rati-aa. 
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har ik Dhi-aavahi ik iko har sati-aa. 

har iko vartai ik iko utpati-aa. 

jo har naam Dhi-aavahi tin dar sat 
ghati-aa. 

gurmatee dayvai aap gurmukh har 
japi-aa. ||9|| 

Salok Mehla-3 

In the previous Paurri, Guru Ji told us that right in our own heart, is the nectar of 

God’s Name, which can unite us with God. To find that nectar the best way is to join 

together with other Guru-following friends and sing praises of God, so that if such be 

our destiny, God may unite us also with Him. But in this shabad, Guru Ji tells us how 

without benefiting from this inexhaustible treasure of God’s Name, which is present 

within our own heart, the world is suffering a great spiritual loss and keeps indulging 

in other self-conceited deeds, which bring lot of pain and sorrow to it. He also notes 

that there are only a few Guru’s followers who drink this life-rejuvenating nectar of 

God’s Name and live in peace. 

Guru Ji says: “Without meditating on God's Name all people are wandering around 

aimlessly, and in this way every day they are suffering a (spiritual) loss in this world. 

The self-conceited persons keep doing deeds in darkness of ignorance of their ego. 

But the Guru’s followers drink the immortalizing nectar, by reflecting on the (Guru’s) 

word.” (1) 

Mehla-3 

Now comparing the states of mind of the Guru’s followers and the self-conceited 

persons, he says: “(O’ my friends, a Guru’s follower) wakes up in a state of poise, and 

also sleeps in poise (thus remains absorbed in God both while awake, and while 

asleep). Day and night a Guru’s follower wishes to keep praising God. But the self-

conceited person keeps wandering around (aimlessly, because) within that person is 

anxiety (and therefore) cannot sleep (in peace. The spiritually) wise keep awake and 

sleep in (God’s) love. O’, Nanak (I) am a sacrifice to those, who are imbued with the 

love of (God’s) Name.” (2) 

Paurri 

Finally, stating the characteristics of those who meditate on God’s Name, Guru Ji 

says: “Only they meditate on God's Name, who are imbued with God’s love. They 

meditate only on the one (God), who alone has (all the) power. (They believe that) 

there is only one (God, who) alone is eternal, (who) alone pervades (all), and (who) 

alone has created all the creation. (Therefore), they who meditate on God's Name have 

cast away (all) fear. (However, it is God who Himself) blesses one with the Guru’s 

instruction, and through the Guru a person meditates on God's (Name).” (9) 
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The message of this Paurri is that if we want to get rid of all our fears and live in 

a state of peace, and poise, then instead of wandering in worldly ways day and 

night, we should keep meditating on God’s Name, under the guidance of the 

Guru. 

 salok mehlaa 3. 

antar gi-aan na aa-i-o Jit kichh sojhee 
paa-ay. 

vin dithaa ki-aa salaahee-ai anDhaa 

anDh kamaa-ay. 

naanak sabad pachhaanee-ai naam 

vasai man aa-ay. ||1|| 

mehlaa 3. 

ikaa banee ik gur iko sabad veechaar. 

sachaa sa-udaa hat sach ratnee 
bharay bhandaar. 

gur kirpaa tay paa-ee-an jay dayvai 

dayvanhaar. 
sachaa sa-udaa laabh sadaa khati-aa 

naam apaar. 
vikh vich amrit pargati-aa karam   

pee-aavanhaar. 

naanak sach salaahee-ai Dhan 
savaaranhaar. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

Jinaa andar koorh vartai sach na 

bhaav-ee. 
jay ko bolai sach koorhaa jal jaav-ee. 

khoorhi-aaree rajai koorh Ji-o vistaa 

kaag khaav-ee. 

Jis har ho-ay kirpaal so naam       
Dhi-aava-ee. 

har gurmukh naam araaDh koorh 
paap leh jaav-ee. ||10|| 

Salok Mehla-3 

In the previous Paurri, Guru Ji advised us that if want to get rid of all our fears and 

live in a state of peace and poise, then instead of wandering in worldly ways, day and  
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night, we should keep meditating on God’s Name under the guidance of the Guru. In 

this salok, he tells us why except following the Guru’s guidance all other self-

conceited ways are unsuccessful in bringing us closer to God and bringing peace and 

poise in our life?  

He says: “(O’ my friends, if instead of the Guru’s word, we keep following our self-

conceited ways, then the divine) wisdom, which would have given us some true 

understanding, doesn’t manifest itself. Moreover without seeing (God), how can we 

praise (Him)? Therefore the blind, (ignorant apostate) keeps falling into more and 

more darkness (of ignorance). O' Nanak, it is only when we recognize (and act on the 

Guru’s) word, that (God’s) Name comes to reside in our mind (and we start moving in 

right direction of union with God).” (1) 

Mehla-3 

In this salok, Guru Ji wants to caution us against being misled by fake Gurus’ words 

(which they claim as Gurbani). He says: “(O’ my friends), there is but one (true) word 

(or Gurbani), and there is only one true Guru (the Guru Granth Sahib), and you 

should reflect only on the one word (the Gurbani included in the Guru Granth Sahib. 

This Gurbani alone) is the true commodity, and this alone is (like) the true shop, 

which is filled to the brim with (invaluable gems) and diamonds (of God’s devotion 

and blessings. However) these gems are obtained only through the kindness of the 

Guru, if (God) the Giver gives (the same to somebody). The one who has purchased 

this true commodity of the ever-profitable limitless Name (of God, for that person, 

even while still living) in the midst of (worldly) poison, the divine nectar (of God’s) 

Name) becomes manifest. However, it is only by His grace, (that God) helps a person 

to drink it. O' Nanak, we should meditate on that eternal (God, and say) blessed is that 

Embellisher (of all).” (2) 

Paurri 

Guru Ji concludes the Paurri, by warning us about the company of false people. He 

says: “(O’ my friends), they within whom pervades falsehood, truth is not pleasing to 

them. If somebody speaks truth, the false person is burnt (in anger), because the false 

(self-conceited) are satisfied only by falsehood, just as a crow eats (and gets satiated 

only by eating) filth. However on whom God becomes merciful, (that person) 

meditates on God's Name, and by  meditating on God’s Name under Guru’s guidance, 

one’s falsehood and sin is removed.” (10) 

The message of this Paurri is that we should realize that the false self-conceited 

persons do not like the truth. They like only falsehood. We should remain away 

from such persons, and meditate on God’s Name, only through the Guru’s word 

or Gurbani (as contained in Guru Granth Sahib Ji).  
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salok mehlaa 3. 

saykhaa cha-uchaki-aa cha-uvaa-i-aa 
ayhu man ikat ghar aan. 

ayharh tayharh chhad too gur kaa 

sabad pachhaan. 
satgur agai dheh pa-o sabh kichh 

jaanai jaan. 
aasaa mansaa jalaa-ay too ho-ay 

rahu mihmaan. 
satgur kai bhaanai bhee chaleh taa 

dargeh paavahi maan. 

naanak je naam na chaytnee tin Dhig 
painan Dhig khaan. ||1|| 

mehlaa 3. 

har gun tot na aavee keemat kahan 
na jaa-ay. 

naanak gurmukh har gun raveh gun 

meh rahai samaa-ay. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

har cholee dayh savaaree kadh 

paiDhee bhagat kar. 
har paat lagaa aDhikaa-ee baho baho 

biDh bhaat kar. 

ko-ee boojhai boojhanhaaraa antar 
bibayk kar. 

so boojhai ayhu bibayk Jis bujhaa-ay 

aap har. 
jan naanak kahai vichaaraa gurmukh 

har sat har. ||11|| 

Salok Mehla-3 

As per Bhai Harbans Singh Ji, this salok refers to a historical episode, described in 

Gur Partap Suraj by Bh. Santokh Singh Ji. According to this story, the third Guru 

Amar Das Ji chastised a Sheikh (leader of a Muslim clan) living in Goendwaal, whose 

sons and disciples used to bully sikhs out of jealousy and damage their water carrying 

vessels, when they used to go to the river bank to fetch water for the Guru’s kitchen. 

Ultimately, this Sheikh was brought before Guru Ji, and when asked to explain, the 

Sheikh started talking in a roundabout manner to evade the real issue. 
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So addressing the Sheikh directly, Guru Ji said: “O’ wandering and wobbling, 

roundabout Sheikh, bring your mind to the one substantive issue, (whether or not your 

sons and supporters have engaged in bullying the sikhs, and tried to damage their 

water carrying vessels)? Forsake all these lame and crooked excuses; understand the 

word (the question) the Guru (is asking you. Don’t try to hide any thing, because he) 

knows everything. (Therefore, you better) fall at the feet of the true Guru (and ask for 

his forgiveness. In his mercy, he is advising you to) burn away all your (worldly) 

hopes and desires, and live in it like a guest (instead of picking fights with your 

neighbors. In this way), if you would also walk in the will of the true Guru, you would 

obtain honor in God's court. Finally, Nanak says, (O’ Sheikh, meditate on God’s 

Name, because) they who do not meditate on the Name, cursed is their food and 

cursed is their wear.” (1) 

Mehla-3 

Now Guru Ji tells us how useful is singing of God’s praise. He says: “By singing 

praises of God one never suffers a loss, and its worth cannot be described. Therefore, 

O' Nanak, a Guru’s follower sings praises of God, and remains absorbed (in reflecting 

on) the merits of God.” (2) 

Paurri 

Guru Ji concludes the Paurri by artistically and poetically describing the beauty of 

this human body in spiritual terms. He says: “(O’ my friends), this body of ours is like 

a shirt (for our soul), which God has made and embellished with the embroidery of 

devotion. This blouse of ours is bedecked with many kinds of silk, but only a rare 

divinely knowledgeable person understands this fact by reflecting on it in his or her 

mind. Only whom God Himself makes to understand, can understand this divine 

mystery. Slave Nanak utters this thought, that it is only through the Guru that the 

eternal God can be meditated upon.” (11) 

The message of this Paurri is that instead of making false excuses, we should 

listen and reflect on the Guru’s word (Gurbani as included in Guru Granth 

Sahib Ji). Deeming ourselves to be a guest in this world, we should try to live in 

peace, humility, and harmony with our neighbors. Further, we should realize 

that God has blessed us with this human body, which is like a beautiful silken 

dress for our soul. We should further beautify it by doing the embroidery work 

of God’s devotion on it. In this way, by acting on the advice of the Guru, we 

would obtain honor in God’s court.  

SGGS  P-647 

salok mehlaa 3. 

parthaa-ay saakhee mahaa purakh 

bolday saajhee sagal jahaanai. 
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gurmukh ho-ay so bha-o karay aapnaa 
aap pachhaanai. 

gur parsaadee jeevat marai taa man 

hee tay man maanai. 

Jin ka-o man kee parteet naahee 

naanak say ki-aa katheh gi-aanai. ||1|| 

mehlaa 3. 

gurmukh chit na laa-i-o ant dukh 

pahutaa aa-ay. 

andrahu baahrahu anDhi-aaN suDh na 
kaa-ee paa-ay. 

Pundit tin kee barkatee sabh jagat 

khaa-ay jo ratay har naa-ay. 

Jin gur kai sabad sahaali-aa har si-o 
rahay samaa-ay. 

Pundit doojai bhaa-ay barkat na     

hova-ee naa Dhan palai paa-ay. 

parh thakay santokh na aa-i-o an-din 
jalat vihaa-ay. 

kook pookaar na chuk-ee naa sansaa 

vichahu jaa-ay. 
naanak naam vihooni-aa muhi kaalai 

uth jaa-ay. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

har sajan mayl pi-aaray mil panth 

dasaa-ee. 
jo har dasay mit tis ha-o bal jaa-ee. 

gun saajhee tin si-o karee har naam 

Dhi-aa-ee. 

har sayvee pi-aaraa nit sayv har sukh 
paa-ee. 

balihaaree satgur tis Jin sojhee paa-ee. 

||12|| 

Salok Mehla-3 

Many persons, even when listening to the Guru's word (the Gurbani) or to the advice 

of divinely wise people, some times think that the advice does not apply to them; it  
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applies to others, or to different times and context. In this shabad Guru Ji removes that 

misconception, and tells us that in whatever context and with whatever other people 

the Guru might be conversing and giving his advice, that advice is applicable to the 

entire world. For example there is a line in Guru Granth Sahib saying “Sabat, Soorat, 

Dastar Sira  (meaning that one should have the complete form given by God and 

should have a turban on his head), and there is another line “Sabat, Soorat, Rabb di, 

Bhanney Be-emaan” which means that one, who spoils the complete form given by 

God is a dishonest person. Those Sikhs who do not want to keep long hair or wear a 

turban, rationalize that here Guru Ji was talking only to some Muslims, so it is 

applicable only to Muslims and not to them. But they don’t realize that even though in 

this context Guru Ji is talking to Muslims, but still the advice is applicable to all, 

because he did not say that only a Muslim should keep his form whole (as given by 

God). In this shabad, Guru Ji clarifies that whatever the great wise men say is 

applicable to all. In so many other instances, when he talks to pundits, or Muslim 

priests, and says that one should always speak truth, do honest deeds, it does not mean 

only pundits or Muslims need to do that, and it is OK for Sikhs to tell lies and cheat. 

Finally, if Sikhs do not care to act on the advice of Guru Granth Sahib, in whom they 

believe, then who else will? This clarifies that even though a great person may be 

referring to a story relating to particular persons, the moral contained therein is good 

for all.  

Guru Ji says: “The great men may be speaking about certain true story (or truth) 

referring to a particular happening, but the (moral or advice in that story) is applicable 

to the entire world. Therefore, the one who becomes a Guru’s follower enshrines fear 

and love (for the Guru's advice) understands oneself, (and examines the self to find 

out whether or not he or she is acting on that particular advice of the Guru). By Guru’s 

grace, (such a person so completely erases self-conceit, as if that person has) died 

while still alive, and his or her mind is convinced by the mind itself (and is contented). 

But O’ Nanak, they whose mind has not achieved contentment cannot give any useful 

discourse on (divine) wisdom.” (1) 

Mehla-3 

Now Guru Ji addresses those Pundits (who consider themselves great scholars), and 

says to them: “(O’, Pundit), through the Guru, they who have not attuned their mind 

(to God) are overtaken by grief in the end. Being blindly (ignorant) both from within 

and without, they do not understand anything. But O’ Pundit, they who are imbued 

with the love of God’s Name, the entire world partakes (of the spiritual food) because 

of them. Through the Guru’s words, they who have praised God remain merged in 

God. O’ Pundit, by being imbued with the love of the other (worldly riches and 

power), neither the contentment of mind happens, nor one obtains the wealth (of 

God’s Name). They are exhausted reading (holy books), but still have not obtained 

contentment (of mind),  day and night their (life) burns (in the agony of worldly 

desires). Their wailing and crying never ends, nor the dread within (their mind) goes 

away. (In short) O' Nanak, without (meditating on) God's Name, such people depart 

from the world in utter disgrace.” (2) 
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Paurri 

After clarifying that the Guru’s advice is applicable universally, and after stating that 

simple reading of religious books (without understanding and without developing true 

love for God) doesn’t get a person any nearer to God, or gives any kind of 

contentment, Guru Ji shows us by his personal example what should we do. 

Addressing God, Guru Ji says: “O' my beloved (God), unite me with (such Guru-

following) friends, from whom I may enquire the true path (leading to Your door). I 

am ready to sacrifice myself (and do anything) for that friend who tells me (the way to 

meet) God. (Upon meeting such friends or guides), I would share their merits (by 

following their good example) and would meditate on God's Name day and night. I 

would serve (and worship my) beloved (God), and would obtain peace by           

serving Him. I am a sacrifice to the true Guru, who has given me this (right) 

understanding.” (12) 

The message of this Paurri is that we should not try to play clever with the Guru, 

and say to ourselves or others that this or that advice of the Guru does not apply 

to us, or try to simply read religious books for the sake of ceremonies without 

really grasping their meaning and acting on the advice therein. Instead, we 

should pray to God to unite us with the Guru, (the real spirit and essence of the 

word or Gurbani, as included in Guru Granth Sahib Ji), and following this 

advice, we should meditate on God's Name with true love and devotion. One day, 

God would show His grace on us also and would bless us with His union. 

salok mehlaa 3. 

Pundit mail na chuk-ee jay vayd 
parhai jug chaar. 

tarai gun maa-i-aa mool hai vich      
ha-umai naam visaar. 

Pundit bhoolay doojai laagay       

maa-i-aa kai vaapaar. 
antar tarisnaa bhukh hai moorakh 

bhukhi-aa mu-ay gavaar. 
satgur sayvi-ai sukh paa-i-aa sachai 

sabad veechaar. 

andrahu tarisnaa bhukh ga-ee sachai 
naa-ay pi-aar. 

naanak naam ratay sehjay rajay Jinaa 

har rakhi-aa ur Dhaar. ||1|| 

mehlaa 3. 

manmukh har naam na sayvi-aa dukh 
lagaa bahutaa aa-ay. 
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antar agi-aan anDhayr hai suDh na 
kaa-ee paa-ay. 

manhath sahj na beeJi-o bhukhaa ke 
agai khaa-ay. 

naam niDhaan visaari-aa doojai lagaa 
jaa-ay. 

naanak gurmukh mileh vadi-aa-ee-aa 

jay aapay mayl milaa-ay. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

har rasnaa har jas gaavai kharee 
suhaavanee. 

jo man tan mukh har bolai saa har 

bhaavnee. 
jo gurmukh chakhai saad saa 

tariptaavnee. 
gun gaavai pi-aaray nit gun gaa-ay 

gunee samjhaavanee. 

Jis hovai aap da-i-aal saa satguroo 
guroo bulaavanee. ||13|| 

Salok Mehla-3 

In the second salok of the previous Paurri, while addressing those Pundits (who 

consider themselves great scholars of religion), Guru Ji said to them: “(O’ Pundit), 

they who have not attuned their mind (to God) through the Guru are overtaken by 

grief in the end.” He also told them, that many people are exhausted reading (holy 

books), but still don’t obtain contentment of mind, so day and night their life passes in 

burning in the agony of worldly desires. In this salok, Guru Ji again stresses on this 

point.  

He says: “(O' my friends), even if a Pundit keeps reading Vedas (and all other such 

religious books) for all the four ages, still the filth (of evil desires in his mind) doesn’t 

get removed. Because the root cause of (this filth) is the three pronged Maya (the 

desire for worldly riches and power), and in his self-conceit he forsakes God’s Name. 

Yes, forgetting (God), these Pundits are attached to the love of Maya (the worldly 

riches and power), and are engaged in the business of earning (more and more) 

worldly wealth. Within them is hunger and fire of desire, and these foolish (Pundits) 

die, consumed by the hunger (for worldly wealth). But they who have reflected on the 

true word of the Guru and have served (followed the path shown by the) true Guru 

have obtained peace. Because of being imbued with the love of true (God’s) Name, 

hunger and (fire of) desire has gone from within them. O' Nanak, they who are 

imbued with God’s Name, and who have enshrined God in their mind, have 

imperceptibly become contented.” (1) 
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Mehla-3 

Now Guru Ji comments on the fate of those egoistic persons who do not follow the 

advice of the Guru, keep wasting their life in useless worldly pursuits, and do not 

meditate on God's Name. He says: “A self-conceited person has not meditated on 

God's Name, due to which great agony and pain afflicts him. Within (the egoistic 

person) is the darkness of ignorance, due to which such a person cannot obtain true 

understanding (of the problem). Due to the obstinacy of the mind, (such a person has 

been doing all kinds of ritualistic worships), in a state of poise hasn’t sown (the seed 

of God’s Name, and without this spiritual food, what would this hungry (soul) eat in 

the next world? Such a person has forsaken the (true) treasure of God's Name, and 

instead has become attached to the love of other (worldly riches and power). But O' 

Nanak, when through the Guru, God Himself unites with Him, one obtains glories (of 

God’s Name.” (2)  

Paurri 

In the above two shabads, Guru Ji commented on the futility of reading religious 

books and giving lectures, without enshrining the essence of divine wisdom in one’s 

own mind. In this Paurri, he tells us about the right use of the tongue. 

He says: “That tongue is very beautiful and pleasing which sings God's praise with 

love and relish. (That tongue), which with full concentration of body and mind utters 

God’s Name, is pleasing to God. (That tongue), which through the Guru tastes the 

relish (of God’s Name), becomes contented (and doesn’t long for other worldly 

relishes). Day and night, it sings praises of its beloved (God), and by singing these 

praises, it helps others to understand the merits (of God. But only the tongue) on 

which (God) becomes gracious, keeps uttering Guru’s Name again and again.” (13) 

The message of this Paurri is that simple reading of religious books does not and 

would not satisfy our hunger and quench our thirst for God, and we would have 

nothing to depend upon when we go to the next world. For this reason the best 

use of the tongue, or the mouth is to sing praises of God with full devotion and 

concentration of body and the mind, only then we would become pleasing to God.  

salok mehlaa 3. 

hastee sir Ji-o ankas hai ahran Ji-o sir 

day-ay. 

man tan aagai raakh kai oobhee sayv 
karay-i. 

SGGS  P-648 

i-o gurmukh aap nivaaree-ai sabh 
raaj sarisat kaa lay-ay. 
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naanak gurmukh bujhee-ai jaa aapay 

nadar karay-i. ||1|| 

mehlaa 3. 

Jin gurmukh naam Dhi-aa-i-aa aa-ay 

tay parvaan. 

naanak kul uDhaareh aapnaa dargeh 

paavahi maan. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

gurmukh sakhee-aa sikh guroo 

maylaa-ee-aa. 
ik sayvak gur paas ik gur kaarai     

laa-ee-aa. 

Jinaa gur pi-aaraa man chit tinaa 
bhaa-o guroo dayvaa-ee-aa. 

gur sikhaa iko pi-aar gur mitaa putaa 

bhaa-ee-aa. 

gur satgur bolhu sabh gur aakh guroo 
jeevaa-ee-aa. ||14|| 

Salok Mehla-3 

In previous Paurri (12), Guru Ji advised us that we should not try to play clever with 

the Guru and say to others or ourselves that this advice of the Guru does not apply to 

us. Instead, we should pray to God to unite us with the Guru, and acting on his advice, 

we should meditate on God's Name with true love and devotion. In this shabad, Guru 

Ji illustrates with a beautiful example, how without any questioning or our clever 

reasoning, we should simply submit to the Guru’s advice and faithfully turn the 

direction of our life in which the Guru advises us to turn. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), just as there is a goad (a sharp-pointed piece of iron) on the 

head of an elephant, (which the elephant driver pokes in its neck to indicate to it 

which way to turn), or just as anvil submits itself to (the strikes of the hammer), 

similarly a Guru’s follower should surrender his/her body and mind to the Guru, and 

be always ready to keep serving (following Guru’s advice and orders, unmindful of 

the reason or the difficulty involved in following these commands). In this way, when 

the Guru’s follower completely sheds his or her ego or self-conceit, (he or she feels so 

much satiated as if) he or she has obtained the kingdom of the entire universe. 

However, O' Nanak, only when (God) Himself casts His glance of grace that we 

obtain such understanding by following Guru’s advice.” (1) 
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Mehla-3 

Now Guru Ji tells us what are the benefits or the blessings obtained by such Guru’s 

followers who have totally surrendered to the will or advice of their Guru. He says: 

“(O’ my friends), approved is the advent of those Guru’s followers (who have totally 

surrendered themselves to the Guru, and then as per his instruction) have meditated on 

God's Name. O’ Nanak, they save their lineage, and obtain honor in God's court.” (2) 

Paurri 

Next Guru Ji tells us how the Guru treats his disciples and what kind of things the 

Guru’s followers do when they join together on their own. Comparing the Guru’s 

followers and disciples of the Guru to intimate female friends, he says: “(O’ my 

friends), the Guru has united and brought together the Guru following friends. Some 

remain near the Guru and serve him, some the Guru yokes to different tasks. They in 

whose heart and mind abides the beloved Guru, the Guru bestows his love on them. 

The Guru has the same love for his friends, sons, daughters, sisters, and brothers. 

(Therefore, O’ Guru’s followers), all of you should repeatedly utter true Guru’s Name, 

because when we utter the word “Guru”, he blesses us with (spiritual) life.” (14) 

The message of this Paurri is that we should surrender our body, mind, and soul 

altogether to the will and command of the Guru. Then our self-conceit would go 

away, and we would feel so happy and contented, as if we are ruling over the 

entire earth. We should also note that the Guru loves all his followers like his 

sons, daughter, friends, sisters, and brothers. Therefore, we should praise and 

utter our Guru’s Name again and again. 

salok mehlaa 3. 

naanak naam na chaytnee agi-aanee 

anDhulay avray karam kamaahi. 

jam dar baDhay maaree-ah fir vistaa 
maahi pachaahi. ||1|| 

mehlaa 3. 

naanak satgur sayveh aapnaa say jan 
sachay parvaan. 

har kai naa-ay samaa-ay rahay chookaa 

aavan jaan. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

Dhan sampai maa-i-aa sanchee-ai antay 
dukh-daa-ee. 
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ghar mandar mahal savaaree-ah kichh 
saath na jaa-ee. 

har rangee turay nit paalee-ah kitai 

kaam na aa-ee. 

jan laavhu chit har naam si-o ant ho-ay 
sakhaa-ee. 

jan naanak naam Dhi-aa-i-aa gurmukh 

sukh paa-ee. ||15|| 

Salok Mehla-3 

In the previous Paurri, Guru Ji advised us that we should surrender our body, mind, 

and soul altogether to the will and command of the Guru. Then our self-conceit would 

go away, and we would feel so happy and contented as if we are ruling over the entire 

earth. In this salok, he tells us what happens if ignoring the advice of the Guru we 

don’t meditate on God’s Name.  

He says: “O' Nanak, the ignorant unwise who do not meditate on (God's) Name and 

keep doing other (useless) deeds, (in the end) they are tied and beaten at the door of 

the demon of death and get consumed in the filth (of evils).” (1) 

Mehla-3 

Now describing the blessings enjoyed by those devotees who serve and follow the 

advice of their Guru, he says: “O' Nanak, they who serve (and follow) their true Guru 

are (adjudged) true and approved (in God's court). They remain absorbed in God’s 

Name, and their coming and going (in and out of this world) is ended.” (2) 

Paurri 

Finally comparing the end results of amassing worldly wealth and the wealth of God’s 

Name, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), we amass wealth of worldly riches, but 

ultimately it proves painful. We build and embellish our houses and palaces (with all 

kinds of decorations, but in the end) none of these goes with us. Similarly, when) we 

try to raise different breeds of horses (or collect different vehicles), these serve no 

purpose (in the end). Therefore, O' humans, attune your mind to God’s Name, which 

would become your helper in the end. Servant Nanak (says that) through the Guru, the 

person who has meditated on (God’s) Name, has obtained peace.” (15) 

The message of this Paurri is that amassing of worldly riches and possessions 

wouldn’t help us in the end, and may even prove painful. But if under the 

guidance of the Guru, we attune our mind to meditating on God's Name, it would 

be our companion in the end and would bring us peace in this and the next 

world. 
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salok mehlaa 3. 

bin karmai naa-o na paa-ee-ai poorai 

karam paa-i-aa jaa-ay. 

naanak nadar karay jay aapnee taa 
gurmat mayl milaa-ay. ||1|| 

mehlaa 1. 

ik dajheh ik dabee-ah iknaa kutay 

khaahi. 

ik paanee vich ustee-ah ik bhee fir 
hasan paahi. 

naanak ayv na jaap-ee kithai jaa-ay 

samaahi. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

tin kaa khaaDhaa paiDhaa maa-i-aa 
sabh pavit hai jo naam har raatay. 

tin kay ghar mandar mahal saraa-ee 

sabh pavit heh Jinee gurmukh sayvak 
sikh abhi-aagat jaa-ay varsaatay. 

tin kay turay jeen khurgeer sabh 

pavit heh Jinee gurmukh sikh saaDh 
sant charh jaatay. 

tin kay karam Dharam kaaraj sabh 
pavit heh jo boleh har har raam naam 

har saatay. 

jin kai potai punn hai say gurmukh 
sikh guroo peh jaatay. ||16|| 

Salok Mehla-3 

In the previous Paurri, Guru Ji advised us that amassing of worldly riches and 

possessions wouldn’t help us in the end, and may even prove painful. But if under the 

guidance of the Guru, we attune our mind to meditating on God's Name, it would be 

our companion in the end and would bring peace in this and the next world. In this 

salok, Guru Ji tells us who are those who obtain the wealth of God’s Name and how 

do they obtain it.  

He says: “(O’ my friends), without the grace (of God, His) Name cannot be obtained. 

It is obtained only through His kindness. O’ Nanak, if (God casts His glance of grace  
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on someone), then by attuning him or her to the Guru’s instruction, He unites that 

person with Him.” (1) 

Mehla-3 

Now Guru Ji wants to bring to our attention the point that irrespective of the manner 

in which the dead body is disposed, no one knows where the soul goes after death. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), some people burn (their dead), some bury in the ground, 

while some (unfortunate ones are thrown away into open and their bodies) are eaten 

by dogs. Some we cast into water (of some lake or river), and some (as per the custom 

of Parsi faith) are kept in dry wells (to be cut into pieces, and fed to birds). But O' 

Nanak, (irrespective of the) way (of disposal), it is not known where (the souls) go 

and reside in the end.” (2) 

Paurri 

In the previous Paurri, Guru Ji told us how people try to amass wealth and 

possessions by different means, yet instead of bringing them happiness; it proves 

painful in the end. In this Paurri, Guru Ji tells us how even these riches and worldly 

possessions can become a blessing if properly used. He says: “All the partaking of 

food, wearing of clothes, and enjoying of worldly riches of those who are imbued with 

the love of God's Name is sanctified. Their houses, mansions, palaces, hotels, motels, 

all are sacred where the Guru-following servants, devotees, and the renouncers of the 

world go and stay in peace and comfort. Blessed are all their horses, along with their 

saddles, and clothes underneath, on which the Guru’s followers, sikhs and saintly 

people ride and go (to different places). Immaculate are all their deeds, works of 

righteousness, and faith, who always utter the Name of the eternal (God. In short), 

they in whose destiny is virtue, those Guru-following sikhs go (and take the shelter) of 

the Guru (and lead their lives in accordance with his advice).” (16)  

The message of this Paurri is that if we want to be near our Guru and be blessed 

with the gift of God's Name, we should understand that it is only by God's grace 

that we are pre-ordained to obtain the gift of the Guru’s guidance and God's 

Name. We should also realize that no matter in what way our body is disposed, 

we don’t know where the soul goes after death. Lastly, it is right and even sacred 

to earn wealth have magnificent houses and expensive cars, if these are used to 

serve the Guru’s followers: sikhs, saints, and other holy or needy persons.  

salok mehlaa 3. 

naanak naavhu ghuthi-aa halat palat 
sabh jaa-ay. 

jap tap sanjam sabh hir la-i-aa 
muthee doojai bhaa-ay. 

jam dar baDhay maaree-ah bahutee 

milai sajaa-ay. ||1|| 
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SGGS  P-649 

mehlaa 3. 

santaa naal vair kamaavday dustaa 

naal moh pi-aar. 

agai pichhai sukh nahee mar jameh 

vaaro vaar. 

tarisnaa kaday na bujh-ee dubiDhaa 
ho-ay khu-aar. 

muh kaalay tinaa nindkaa tit sachai 
darbaar. 

naanak naam vihooni-aa naa urvaar 

na paar. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

jo har naam Dhi-aa-iday say har har 

naam ratay man maahee. 

Jinaa man chit ik araaDhi-aa tinaa 
ikas bin doojaa ko naahee. 

say-ee purakh har sayvday Jin Dhur 

mastak laykh likhaahee. 

har kay gun nit gaavday har gun   
gaa-ay gunee samjhaahee. 

vadi-aa-ee vadee gurmukhaa gur 

poorai har naam samaahee. ||17|| 

Salok Mehla-3 

In the previous Paurri, Guru Ji told us that if we want to be near our Guru and be 

blessed with the gift of God's Name, we should understand that only by God's grace 

we are pre-ordained to obtain the gift of the Guru’s guidance, and God's Name. In this 

salok, he tells us what are the consequences which those persons suffer who let the 

time slip by without meditating on God’s Name, and let them be misled by the 

attachment for Maya or worldly riches and power. 

He says: “O' Nanak, they who have lost the opportunity to meditate on God's Name, 

lose both this world and the next (and they suffer disgrace both in this world and in 

God’s court). Even all (the merit of) their worship, penance, and strict discipline is 

confiscated from them, and (their intellect) is deceived by the love for the other 

(worldly riches and power. Therefore) bound at the door of demon of death, they are 

beaten and are awarded severe punishment.” (1) 
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Mehla-3 

Now Guru Ji comments on the general habits and attitude of slanderers and their end 

fate. He says: “(The slanderers) bear enmity with the saints, but have love and 

affection for the wicked. They find no peace, either here in this life or the next, and 

they keep on dying and taking birth again and again. Their fire of desire is never 

quenched, and they are wasted away in duality (love of things other than God). In the 

court of the true God, these slanderers are disgraced. (In short) O' Nanak, they who 

are devoid of God's Name, find no place of rest either in this or the next world.” (2) 

Paurri 

Guru Ji concludes the Paurri by describing the conduct of Guru’s followers who 

meditate on God's Name, and what kind of blessings they obtain. He says: “(O’ my 

friends), they who meditate on God's Name are imbued with it from within their 

minds. (They who) have meditated with the full concentration of mind, except one 

(God) there is no other for them. Only those persons worship God in whose destiny it 

has been so pre-ordained. Every day, they sing praises of God, and (by reflecting on 

His) merits, they instruct (their minds). This is the great glory of the Guru’s followers, 

that under the guidance of the perfect Guru they remain merged in God’s Name.” (17) 

The message of this Paurri is that we should not have enmity with the saintly 

people and friendship with the slanderers, instead we should use this opportunity 

of human life in singing praises of God, and meditating on the His Name under 

the guidance of our Guru (Granth Sahib Ji). 

salok mehlaa 3. 

satgur kee sayvaa gaakh-rhee sir deejai 
aap gavaa-ay. 

sabad mareh fir naa mareh taa sayvaa 

pavai sabh thaa-ay. 

paaras parsi-ai paaras hovai sach rahai 

liv laa-ay. 

jis poorab hovai likhi-aa tis satgur milai 
parabh aa-ay. 

naanak gantai sayvak naa milai jis 

bakhsay so pavai thaa-ay. ||1|| 

mehlaa 3. 

mahal kumhal na jaannee moorakh 

apnai su-aa-ay.  

sabad cheeneh taa mahal laheh jotee 

jot samaa-ay.  
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sadaa sachay kaa bha-o man vasai taa 

sabhaa sojhee paa-ay. 

satgur apnai ghar varatdaa aapay la-ay 
milaa-ay.  

naanak satgur mili-ai sabh pooree pa-ee 

Jis no kirpaa karay rajaa-ay. ||2||  

pa-orhee. 

Dhan Dhan bhaag tinaa bhagat janaa jo 
har naamaa har mukh kehti-aa.  

Dhan Dhan bhaag tinaa sant janaa jo 

har jas sarvanee sunti-aa.  

Dhan Dhan bhaag tinaa saaDh janaa 
har keertan gaa-ay gunee jan banti-aa.  

Dhan Dhan bhaag tinaa gurmukhaa jo 

gursikh lai man Jinti-aa.  

sabh doo vaday bhaag gursikhaa kay jo 

gur charnee sikh parh-ti-aa. ||18|| 

Salok Mehla-3 

In stanza (2) of previous Paurri (15), Guru Ji stated: “O' Nanak, they who serve (and 

follow) their true Guru, are (adjudged) true and approved (in God's court). They 

remain absorbed in God’s Name, and their coming and going (in and out of this 

world) is ended.” However, it is not easy to serve and follow the advice of the Guru 

for an ordinary person. Because one is generally more concerned with earning worldly 

wealth and power for one self and one’s family, which may seem to bring one 

immediate peace and happiness, rather than earning wealth of God’s Name, whose 

value one doesn’t know. In this shabad, Guru Ji recognizes how difficult it is to serve 

the Guru and follow his advice, but he also tells us what kinds of merits and blessings 

a person obtains who is successful in truly serving the Guru.  

He says: “(O’ my friends), it is extremely difficult to serve the true Guru (and act on 

his advice; one has to so) erase one’s self-conceit, (as if one has to) surrender one’s 

head (or life before the Guru). The one who by following the word (of advice) of the 

Guru, erases one’s self-conceit (to the extent that it is as if for the world), one has 

died, doesn’t die again (or go through the cycle of birth and death, and) it is only then 

that one’s service becomes fruitful.”  

Explaining the above phenomenon, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), just as by touching 

a philosopher’s stone iron becomes gold, similarly by being in the company of the 

Guru (one also becomes so immaculate) that one remains imbued with  
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the true (God). However, only the one in whose destiny it has been pre-ordained 

meets the true Guru and then God (Himself). O' Nanak, by counting (one’s merits and 

other charitable deeds) a servant or a devotee cannot obtain God, only the one on 

whom God becomes gracious is approved in His court.” (1) 

Mehla-3 

Now Guru Ji comments on the state of mind of the self-conceited persons, and tells 

how even they can mend themselves and have a chance to meet God. He says: “(O’ 

my friends), because of their worldly selfish motive, the ignorant (self-conceited 

persons) do not know what is the right or wrong place (to go). Only by reflecting on 

(Gurbani), the word of the Guru, they can reach the mansion of God, and their light 

can merge in the (supreme) Light (of God). If the fear of the true (God) always resides 

in their mind, then they obtain all this understanding: the true Guru who always 

resides in his own home (divine form), on his own he unites the devotee with him. O' 

Nanak, in His will on whom (God) shows His grace, upon meeting the Guru all that 

person’s service is fully approved.” (2) 

Paurri 

Guru Ji concludes this Paurri by praising all those who meditate on God's Name, 

carry out His will or just stand ready to serve Him whenever He so desires. He says: 

“Blessed again and again are those devotees who with their mouths utter God’s Name, 

and fortunate are those saints who listen to the praises of God with their ears. Exalted 

are those saintly people, who become virtuous by singing praises of God. Great is the 

destiny of those Guru’s followers, who by following the Guru’s advice conquer their 

minds. But most fortunate are those Gursikhs, who have fallen at the feet of the Guru 

(and have surrendered themselves to the Guru).” (18)  

The message of the Paurri is that no doubt it is extremely difficult to be a true 

servant of the Guru. But if we can control our mind and completely surrender 

before the true Guru's will, do whatever Guru wants us to do, and under his 

guidance sing praises of God, then we will be considered very fortunate and our 

Guru himself will unite us with God. 

salok mehlaa 3. 

barahm bindai tis daa barahmat rahai ayk 
sabad liv laa-ay. 

nav niDhee athaarah siDhee pichhai 

lagee-aa fireh jo har hirdai sadaa    
vasaa-ay. 

bin satgur naa-o na paa-ee-ai bujhahu 

kar veechaar. 

naanak poorai bhaag satgur milai sukh 

paa-ay jug chaar. ||1|| 
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mehlaa 3. 

ki-aa gabhroo ki-aa biraDh hai manmukh 

tarisnaa bhukh na jaa-ay. 

gurmukh sabday rati-aa seetal ho-ay aap 
gavaa-ay. 

andar taripat santokhi-aa fir bhukh na 

lagai aa-ay. 

SGGS  P-650 

naanak je gurmukh karahi so parvaan hai 

jo naam rahay liv laa-ay. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

ha-o balihaaree tinn kaN-u jo gurmukh 

sikhaa.  

jo har naam Dhi-aa-iday tin darsan 

pikhaa. 

sun keertan har gun ravaa har jas man 
likhaa.  

har naam salaahee rang si-o sabh kilvikh 

krikhaa.  

Dhan Dhan suhaavaa so sareer thaan hai 
Jithai mayraa gur Dharay vikhaa. ||19|| 

Salok Mehla-3 

Some people consider themselves superior than others or of higher status. Particularly 

in Hindu faith, the persons of Brahmin caste think themselves higher than those of the 

other castes. In this shabad, Guru Ji tells us who are true Brahmins or of superior 

caste, and how can they maintain their Brahminhood or high status in the society.  

He says: “(O’ my friends), only when a Brahmin understands God and remains 

attuned to the one word (the God’s Name), that his or her Brahaminhood (or high 

status in the society) remains intact. All the nine worldly treasures (such as money, 

good health, power) and the eighteen extra psychic powers to perform miracles (such 

as become big or small, appear and disappear) keep running after (such a person) who 

always enshrines God in the heart. (But, O’ my friends), by reflecting within 

understand (this fact), that without (the guidance of) the true Guru, we cannot obtain 

the Name (or the divine love and enlightenment). O’ Nanak, it is only through perfect  
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destiny that one obtains the (guidance of the) true Guru, and enjoys peace (of mind) 

forever.” (1) 

Mehla-3 

Next Guru Ji compares the state of minds of self-conceited persons and Guru’s 

followers. He says: “Whether young or old, the hunger and fire of desire from within a 

self-conceited person doesn’t go away. (On the other hand, the Guru’s follower who 

is) imbued with the love of (Guru’s) word,  is contented and sheds self-conceit. When 

their within is satiated and contented, the hunger (for worldly riches and power) 

doesn’t afflict the (Guru’s follower) again. Therefore whatever the Guru’s       

followers who remain attuned to God’s Name do, O' Nanak, that is approved (in 

God’s court).” (2)  

Paurri 

Guru Ji concludes the Paurri by saying: “I am a sacrifice to those sikhs who follow 

the Guru. (I wish that) I may see the sight of those who meditate on God's Name. By 

listening to the songs of God’s praise (from them), I may utter God’s praises and 

enshrine God’s glory in my mind. By singing praises of God with love and devotion, I 

may uproot all my sins. (Therefore I say), blessed again and again is that body place, 

in which comes to abide my Guru.” (19) 

The message of this Paurri is that joining the company of those Guru’s followers 

who always remain imbued with God's love, we should sing praises of God and 

enshrine these praises in our mind. Then we would become fully contented, and 

we would feel that all our desires for worldly riches and status have been 

satiated. 

salok mehlaa 3. 

gur bin gi-aan na hova-ee naa sukh 

vasai man aa-ay. 

naanak naam vihoonay manmukhee 
jaasan janam gavaa-ay. ||1|| 

mehlaa 3. 

siDh saaDhik naavai no sabh khojday 
thak rahay liv laa-ay. 

bin satgur kinai na paa-i-o gurmukh 

milai milaa-ay. 

bin naavai painan khaan sabh baad 
hai Dhig siDhee Dhig karmaat. 

saa siDh saa karmaat hai achint karay 

jis daat. 
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naanak gurmukh har naam man vasai 

ayhaa siDh ayhaa karmaat. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

ham dhaadhee har parabh khasam 

kay nit gaavah har gun chhantaa. 

har keertan karah har jas sunah tis 

kavlaa kantaa. 

har daataa sabh jagat bhikhaaree-aa 
mangat jan jantaa. 

har dayvhu daan da-i-aal ho-ay vich 

paathar kiram jantaa. 

jan naanak naam Dhi-aa-i-aa 
gurmukh Dhanvantaa. ||20|| 

Salok Mehla-3 

In the previous Paurri (18), Guru Ji told us that no doubt it is extremely difficult to be 

a true servant of the Guru, but if we can control our mind and make it completely 

surrender before the true Guru's will, do whatever Guru wants us to do, and under his 

guidance sing praises of God, then our Guru will himself get us united with God. 

Reflecting on such strong words, many persons may think that if it is so difficult to 

serve the Guru and obtain the (divine) knowledge from him, then why cannot we 

obtain that knowledge by other means, such as reading the holy books, or listening to 

some knowledgeable people? In this salok, Guru Ji provides answer to all such 

questions.   

He says: “(O’ my friends, no matter how much a person may study and reflect), 

without the (guidance of the) true Guru, neither (divine) knowledge develops (in a 

person), nor peace comes to abide in the mind). O’ Nanak, the self-conceited (who 

are) devoid of (God’s) Name depart from (the world) having lost the battle of life.” (1)  

Mehla-3 

Now Guru Ji comments on the efforts of some people who to try to obtain God’s 

Name through some yogic exercises or miraculous powers. Guru Ji wants to remove 

their misgivings as well. He says: “(O’ my friends), all the ascetics and adepts seek 

(God’s) Name and have exhausted themselves trying to attune their minds (to God). 

But without (the guidance of) the true Guru, no one has obtained (the Name), because 

it is only (when God) unites a person with the Guru that one receives it. Without the 

Name, all one eats or wears is in vain, (and without His Name), accursed is the 

psychic power, and accursed is the miracle. However, that indeed is the miracle and 

extra psychic power, when (God) suddenly bestows the gift (of Name on someone. In  
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short), O’ Nanak, this alone is the astonishing deed and the miracle when through the 

Guru's (guidance): God's Name comes to reside in the mind.” (2) 

Paurri 

Finally Guru Ji tells us what does he do to obtain the gift of God’s Name. He says: “I 

am a court singer of my Master; day after day, I sing poems in praise of that God. Yes, 

I sing praises of God and listen to the praises of that God, the Master of the goddess of 

wealth. God alone is the benefactor, and the entire world is the beggar. O’ God, 

becoming gracious, You give the gifts (of food, even) to the insects and beings in 

stones. O’ servant Nanak, they who under the guidance of the Guru have meditated on 

God’s Name are affluent.” (20) 

The message of this Paurri is that if we want to obtain the gift of God's Name and 

divine wisdom, then we must seek the shelter of the Guru and through his 

guidance praise God's Name and sing praises of God in the company of Guru’s 

followers, so that God may bless us also with this gift. 

salok mehlaa 3. 

parh-naa gurh-naa sansaar kee kaar hai 

andar tarisnaa vikaar. 

ha-umai vich sabh parh thakay doojai 
bhaa-ay khu-aar. 

so parhi-aa so Pundit beenaa gur sabad 

karay veechaar. 

andar khojai tat lahai paa-ay mokh    
du-aar. 

gun niDhaan har paa-i-aa sahj karay 
veechaar. 

Dhan vaapaaree naankaa Jis gurmukh 

naam aDhaar. ||1|| 

mehlaa 3. 

vin man maaray ko-ay na sijh-ee 

vaykhhu ko liv laa-ay. 

bhaykh-Dhaaree teerthee bhav thakay 
naa ayhu man maari-aa jaa-ay. 

gurmukh ayhu man jeevat marai sach 

rahai liv laa-ay. 

naanak is man kee mal i-o utrai         
ha-umai sabad jalaa-ay. ||2|| 
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pa-orhee. 

har har sant milhu mayray bhaa-ee har 
naam darirhaavahu ik kinkaa. 

har har seegaar banaavahu har jan har 

kaaparh pahirahu khim kaa. 

aisaa seegaar mayray parabh bhaavai 

har laagai pi-aaraa parim kaa. 

har har naam bolhu din raatee sabh 
kilbikh kaatai ik palkaa. 

har har da-i-aal hovai Jis upar so 

gurmukh har jap Jinkaa. ||21|| 

Salok Mehla-3 

In the first salok of previous Paurri, Guru Ji stated that no matter how much a person 

may study and reflect, without the guidance of the true Guru, neither divine 

knowledge develops, nor peace comes to abide in the mind. In this salok, he explains 

why such reading and reflecting doesn’t help a person in obtaining salvation or union 

with God. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), the reading and giving lectures (on religious philosophies) 

has become (like any other) worldly occupation, (and more so) when within one’s 

mind is the (fire) of desire and evil. Motivated by ego, all (pundits) have exhausted 

themselves reading (the books and scriptures) and have ruined themselves by being 

imbued with the love of duality (or worldly riches, rather than sharing true divine 

knowledge. In reality, only that person is truly) learned, sagacious, and a wise scholar 

who reflects on the Guru's word. He or she searches (for divine knowledge) within his 

inner-self, finds out the essence (of God), and obtains to the door of salvation. In a 

state of poise, he or she reflects (on the divine virtues) and finds (God) the treasure of 

merits. O’ Nanak, blessed is that (divine) businessman, to whom is available the 

support of (God’s) Name through the Guru.” (1) 

Mehla-3 

Now Guru Ji comments on another essential aspect of obtaining God’s Name and His 

blessings, the controlling or stilling of one’s mind. He says: “(O’ my friends), let 

anyone fix one’s attention and find out for oneself, that without stilling the mind, no 

one ever succeeds (in fulfilling the purpose of life. Even those recluses, who have 

adorned) holy garbs, have exhausted themselves roaming about (different) holy 

places, (but have found out that) this mind cannot be stilled (using any such methods). 

It is only through the Guru, that this mind (gets so much under control, and detached 

from worldly allurements, as if it) dies while still alive, and then remains attuned to  
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the true (God). O' Nanak, this is how the filth of (evil thoughts in) the mind is 

removed, by burning off one’s ego through the word (of the Guru).” (2) 

Paurri 

Guru Ji concludes the Paurri by inviting his saintly friends to help him in meditating 

on God’s Name with true love and devotion. He says: “Come, O' my saintly brothers, 

get together and implant in me a little bit of God’s Name. O' dear devotees of God, 

decorate yourselves with the Name of God and wear the dress of humility. This is the 

kind of dress, which pleases my God. Day and night, utter God’s Name, which 

destroys all the sins and evil deeds in an instant. (This is how) the one on whom      

God becomes merciful, by meditating on God through the Guru, wins (the game of 

life).” (21) 

The message of this Paurri is that if we want to win the game of life, then instead 

of reading and reflecting on religious books or delivering religious sermons for 

satisfying our ego, or roaming about wearing different holy garbs, we should join 

the saintly people in singing praises of God, and meditate on His Name with true 

love and devotion.  

SGGS  P-651 

salok mehlaa 3. 

janam janam kee is man ka-o mal 
laagee kaalaa ho-aa si-aahu. 

khanlee Dhotee ujlee na hova-ee jay 

sa-o Dhovan paahu. 

gur parsaadee jeevat marai ultee 

hovai mat badlaahu. 

naanak mail na lag-ee naa fir jonee 
paahu. ||1|| 

mehlaa 3. 

chahu jugee kal kaalee kaaNdhee ik 
utam padvee is jug maahi. 

gurmukh har keerat fal paa-ee-ai jin 

ka-o har likh paahi. 

naanak gur parsaadee an-din bhagat 

har uchrahi har bhagtee maahi 

samaahi. ||2|| 
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pa-orhee. 

har har mayl saaDh jan sangat mukh 
bolee har har bhalee baan. 

har gun gaavaa har nit chavaa 

gurmatee har rang sadaa maan. 

har jap jap a-ukhaDh khaaDhi-aa 

sabh rog gavaatay dukhaa ghaan. 

Jinaa saas giraas na visrai say har jan 
pooray sahee jaan. 

jo gurmukh har aaraaDhaday tin 

chookee jam kee jagat kaan. ||22|| 

Salok Mehla-3 

In second stanza (Mehla-3) of the previous paurri, Guru Ji stated: “It is only through 

the Guru that this mind is finally controlled  and detached from worldly allurements, 

as if it has died to the world, while still alive, and then remains attuned to the true 

God. This is how by burning off one’s ego through the word of the Guru, the filth of 

evil thoughts in the mind is removed.” In this salok, Guru Ji illustrates this point by 

citing the example of a dirty rag, often used by an oilman to wipe off dirt from his oil 

press.  

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), this mind of ours is soiled with the filth (of evils) of 

many births, and it has become black (with the dirt of sins). The oilman’s rag cannot 

be made clean, even if it is washed hundreds of times. (Similarly this soul of ours 

cannot be made immaculate, no matter how many times we bathe at holy places, or do 

other ritual worships. But) if by Guru’s grace, (one becomes so detached from worldly 

affairs, as if one has) died while still alive, then one’s intellect changes so much that it 

forsakes (the pursuits of worldly riches and power). Then O' Nanak, no more dust 

adheres (to the soul) and it is not made to go through existences repeatedly.” (1) 

Mehla-3 

Now Guru Ji comments on another aspect of life and tells us how even in this Kalyug 

(the present age), which is considered to be the worst and most sinful of all ages, we 

can attain a very high spiritual status. He says: “(O’ my friends, no doubt), out of all 

the four ages, Kalyug (the present age) is considered black (full of sins and evils. 

However, even) in this age, there is one sublime rank (which one can obtain. That 

rank) is that they in whose destiny, God has so written, obtain the fruit of singing 

God’s praises under the guidance of the Guru. O' Nanak, through the Guru's grace, 

day and night they utter (the words of) God’s worship, and remain absorbed in God’s 

devotion.” (2) 
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Paurri 

Therefore in light of comments made in the previous two saloks Guru Ji makes a 

supplication to God for himself, and indirectly advises us to do the same. He says: “O' 

God, unite me with the congregation of saintly persons, so that (in their company, I, 

too,) may utter God’s Name and immaculate words (in Your praise). I may sing 

praises of God, daily utter God’s Name and through Guru's instruction, I may always 

enjoy God’s love. (I know that) by taking the panacea of (meditation on) God's Name, 

all maladies and woes are destroyed. Those devotees of God (from whose minds) God 

is never forsaken (even while) breathing or eating, are known as the perfect and 

righteous people. (Such) Guru’s followers who thus meditate on God, for them the 

fear of the demon of death and dependence on the world is ended.”(22) 

The message of this Paurri is that our soul has been soiled for ages after ages, and 

births after births with so many sins and evils, that it is impossible to purify it by 

doing any kind of charities or other ritualistic deeds. The only way we can now 

purify it and hope to re-unite with God, is to join the company of saintly persons 

and sing praises of God, under the guidance of the Guru (Granth Sahib Ji). By 

doing so, we would not only wash off the dirt of all our past sins, but by Guru’s 

grace may also be reunited  with God. 

salok mehlaa 3. 

ray jan uthaarai dabi-ohu suti-aa ga-ee 

vihaa-ay. 

satgur kaa sabad sun na jaagi-o antar 
na upJi-o chaa-o. 

sareer jala-o gun baahraa jo gur kaar 

na kamaa-ay. 

jagat jalandaa dith mai ha-umai doojai 
bhaa-ay. 

naanak gur sarnaa-ee ubray sach man 
sabad Dhi-aa-ay. ||1|| 

mehlaa 3. 

sabad ratay ha-umai ga-ee 

sobhaavantee naar. 
pir kai bhaanai sadaa chalai taa bani-aa 

seegaar. 
sayj suhaavee sadaa pir raavai har var 

paa-i-aa naar. 
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naa har marai na kaday dukh laagai 
sadaa suhaagan naar. 

naanak har parabh mayl la-ee gur kai 

hayt pi-aar. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

Jinaa gur gopi-aa aapnaa tay nar     
buri-aaree. 

har jee-o tin kaa darsan naa karahu 

paapisat hati-aaree. 

ohi ghar ghar fireh kusuDh man Ji-o 
Dharkat naaree. 

vadbhaagee sangat milay gurmukh 

savaaree. 
har maylhu satgur da-i-aa kar gur ka-o 

balihaaree. ||23|| 

Salok Mehla-3 

In the previous Paurri, Guru Ji told us that our soul has been soiled for ages after 

ages, and births after births with so many sins and evils that it is impossible to purify 

it by doing any kind of charities or other ritualistic deeds. The only way we can now 

purify it and hope to reunite with God is by joining the company of saintly persons, 

and singing praises of God under the guidance of the Guru. By doing so we would not 

only wash off the dirt of all our past sins, but by Guru’s grace we may also  be 

reunited with God. But the problem is that humans are still lying asleep in worldly 

riches and power, and just as one suddenly wakes up scared from sleep, when one sees 

a bad dream, probably due to the weight of one’s own hand on the chest, the mortal is 

passing the night of life in similar fear, burdened by the weight of his or her own sins 

and evil deeds. In this salok, Guru Ji shows us the way to get out of such a pitiable 

state. He says: “O' mortal, you are weighed down (by the weight of your own sins, 

and the night of your life has practically) been spent while sleeping (and entangled in 

worldly affairs). In spite of hearing the (call of the) word of the true Guru, you didn’t 

wake up (from this slumber of worldly riches), and within you arose no eagerness (for 

meditating on God’s Name. In my opinion, may that) body be burnt down, which is 

without merit and doesn’t carry out the Guru’s will. I have seen that this world is 

burning in the fire of self-conceit and duality (love of things other than God). O’ 

Nanak, they who have meditated on God through the word (of the Guru) have been 

saved by seeking the shelter of the Guru.” (1)  

Mehla-3 

Next Guru Ji tells us what are the blessings obtained when one is imbued with love for 

the Guru’s word. He explains these blessings by citing the example of a young bride  
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who is imbued with the love of her beloved. He says: “By being imbued with the word 

of the Guru, whose self-conceit goes away, that bride (soul) becomes honorable. Her 

(soul’s) ornaments look beauteous on her, when she always walks in the will of her 

spouse (God, and does only those things which He likes). Her bed always looks 

beautiful and comforting to her, because that lady has obtained (the love of) her 

spouse, God. Moreover, neither her spouse (God) dies, nor she is ever afflicted with 

any pain, and that bride (soul) always remains a wedded lady. O' Nanak, because of 

the love of the Guru, God has united that soul (bride) with Him.” (2) 

Paurri 

After awakening us from the slumber of ignorance in the pursuit of Maya and 

advising us how we need to bedeck ourselves with the love of the Guru and his word 

like an obedient bride, Guru Ji now tells us what happens to those who try to slander 

or disown their Guru. He says: “(O’ my friends), they who have slandered their Guru 

are very bad persons. O' God, (I pray, that I) may never see the sight of such sinners 

and murderers. Like a wicked woman, they wander from house to house with their 

evil minds. It is only by good fortune that one obtains such a company, which has 

been embellished by the Guru. O' God, showing mercy unite me with the true Guru, I 

am a sacrifice to the Guru.” (23) 

The message of this Paurri is that we should awaken ourselves form the slumber 

of our sins and worldly enticements. We should know that they, who deny their 

Guru, are the worst sinners, and we should not associate with such people at all. 

Instead, we should love and be proud of our Guru and like young obedient brides 

we should live as per the will of our spouse (God), so that we may enjoy the bliss 

of His eternal union. 

salok mehlaa 3. 

gur sayvaa tay sukh oopjai fir dukh na 
lagai aa-ay. 

jaman marnaa mit ga-i-aa kaalai kaa 

kichh na basaa-ay. 

har saytee man rav rahi-aa sachay         

rahi-aa samaa-ay. 

naanak ha-o balihaaree tinn ka-o jo 
chalan satgur bhaa-ay. ||1|| 

mehlaa 3. 

bin sabdai suDh na hova-ee jay anayk 
karai seegaar. 
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pir kee saar na jaan-ee doojai bhaa-ay     
pi-aar. 

saa kusuDh saa kulkhanee naanak naaree 

vich kunaar. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

har har apnee da-i-aa kar har bolee 

bainee. 

har naam Dhi-aa-ee har uchraa har 
laahaa lainee. 

jo japday har har dinas raat tin ha-o 

kurbainee. 

Jinaa satgur mayraa pi-aaraa araaDhi-aa 

tin jan daykhaa nainee. 

ha-o vaari-aa apnay guroo ka-o Jin 
mayraa har sajan mayli-aa sainee. ||24|| 

Salok Mehla-3 

In the previous paurri, Guru Ji advised us that we should awaken ourselves form the 

slumber of our sins and worldly enticements. We should know that they who deny 

their Guru are the worst sinners, and we should not associate with such people at all. 

Instead, we should love and be proud of our Guru, and like young obedient brides, we 

should live as per the will of our spouse (God), so that we may enjoy the bliss of His 

eternal union. In this salok, he explains further what happens when we serve the Guru 

and act in accordance with his words of advice or Gurbani.  

He says: “By serving the Guru (and following his advice, such a) peace wells up (in 

one’s life) that no sorrow affects one again. (What to speak of ordinary troubles), even 

one’s (cycle) of birth and death is ended, because (the demon of death) has no power 

over that person. (In this state, one’s) mind is attuned to God, and remains absorbed in 

the true (God). Therefore O’ Nanak, (I) am a sacrifice to those who walk on the 

Guru's will (and live in accordance with Gurbani).” (1) 

Mehla-3 

Now Guru Ji tells us the consequences of not acting in accordance with the Guru’s 

word or Gurbani, and how degraded is considered such a person in spiritual circles. 

Comparing a mortal to a young bride, Guru Ji says: “Without following (Gurbani), the  
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(Guru's) word a bride (soul) is never purified, even if she adorns herself with 

countless ornaments (holy garbs). Being in love with the other (worldly riches), she 

doesn’t understand the essence of her spouse’s (desire, what He really wants). O’ 

Nanak, (spiritually), such a bride (soul) is impure, characterless, and most evil 

woman.”(2) 

Paurri 

In the light of the above statements, Guru Ji shows us for what we should pray to God. 

He says: “O' God, show Your mercy, that I utter words (in Your praise). I may always 

meditate and utter God’s Name, and earn the profit of (being in touch with) God. I am 

a sacrifice to those who day and night repeat God’s Name. I wish that I might see with 

my own eyes, those who have meditated on my dear true Guru. I am a sacrifice to my 

Guru, who has united me with God, my friend.” (24) 

The message of this Paurri is that it is absolutely essential that we follow the 

Guru’s advice, meditate on God's Name, and sing His praises day and night. We 

should also pray to God to bless us that we may always sing His praise, and 

meditate on His Name. We should ask Him to bless us with the company of such 

saintly people, who day and night meditate on Him and sing His praise.   

salok mehlaa 4. 

har daasan si-o pareet hai har daasan ko 
mit. 

har daasan kai vas hai Ji-o jantee kai vas 

jant. 

har kay daas har Dhi-aa-iday kar 

pareetam si-o nayhu. 

kirpaa kar kai sunhu parabh sabh jag 
meh varsai mayhu. 

jo har daasan kee ustat hai saa har kee 

vadi-aa-ee. 

har aapnee vadi-aa-ee bhaavdee jan kaa 
jaikaar karaa-ee. 

so har jan naam Dhi-aa-idaa har har jan 

ik samaan. 

jan naanak har kaa daas hai har paij 

rakhahu bhagvaan. ||1|| 

mehlaa 4. 

naanak pareet laa-ee tin saachai tis bin 

rahan na jaa-ee. 
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satgur milai ta pooraa paa-ee-ai har ras 

rasan rasaa-ee.||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

rain dinas parbhaat toohai hee gaavnaa. 

jee-a jant sarbat naa-o tayraa             

Dhi-aavanaa. 
too daataa daataar tayraa ditaa 

khaavnaa. 
bhagat janaa kai sang paap gavaavnaa.  

jan naanak sad balihaarai bal bal 

jaavnaa. ||25|| 

Salok Mehla-4 

In the previous Paurri, Guru Ji advised us to pray to God to bless us, so that we may 

always sing His praise and meditate on His Name. We should ask Him to bless us 

with the company of such saintly people, who day and night meditate on Him and sing 

His praise. In this salok, he tells us how much God loves such devotees of His, who 

sing His praise, and what kind of high regard He has for them.   

He says: “(O’ my friends), God is imbued with the love of His servants, and He is the 

friend of His devotees. God (is so much in love with them, that) He is under the 

control of His servants, just as a musical instrument is in the control of a musician. 

(He does whatever the devotees want Him to do. On their part), the servants of God 

meditate on Him imbuing themselves with the love for their beloved (God). (They 

pray and say: “O’ God), showing Your mercy, please listen, and let rain (of Your 

Name) fall all over the entire world. (Whatever is the praise of God's servants (is) the 

glory of God in reality, (and this kind of) praise is pleasing to God, which brings 

about acclamation of His servants. That person who meditates on God’s Name is the 

servant of God. God and His slave are like one and the same person. Devotee Nanak 

is a God’s slave, O’ God, save his honor (as well).” (1) 

Mehla-4 

Now Guru Ji describes the extent of His love for God and tells us whose help we need 

to meet that beloved God of ours. He says: “Nanak has imbued (himself) with such a 

(deep) love for that true (God), that he cannot live without (seeing) Him. (He has also 

realized) that we obtain the perfect (God) only when we meet the true Guru, , and then 

the tongue is satiated enjoying the relish of God’s (love).” (2) 

Paurri 

Guru Ji concludes the Paurri by describing the daily conduct of a true devotee, and 

how he or she feels about God. A true devotee says: “(O' God), it is only You (whose  
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praises) I sing day and night. All the beings and creatures meditate only on Your 

Name. O' God You are the giver and the donor, (and all the creatures) eat what You 

give. (Our duty is that by singing Your praises) in the company of Your devotees, (we  

get) rid of our sins. The devotee Nanak is ever and forever a sacrifice (to them).” (25)  

The message of this Paurri is that we should be imbued with such immense love 

for God, that He also falls in love with us and carries out our wishes. But our 

wishes should not be for worldly wealth or possessions, we should keep singing 

His praises and meditating on God's Name day and night, just out of our love for 

Him. 

salok mehlaa 4. 

antar agi-aan bha-ee mat maDhim satgur 

kee parteet naahee. 

andar kapat sabh kapto kar jaanai kaptay 

khapeh khapaahee. 

satgur kaa bhaanaa chit na aavai aapnai 
su-aa-ay firaa-ee. 

kirpaa karay jay aapnee taa naanak 

sabad samaahee. ||1|| 

mehlaa 4. 

manmukh maa-i-aa mohi vi-aapay doojai 

bhaa-ay manoo-aa thir naahi. 

an-din jalat raheh din raatee ha-umai 
khapeh khapaahi. 

antar lobh mahaa gubaaraa tin kai nikat 

na ko-ee jaahi. 

o-ay aap dukhee sukh kabhoo na paavahi 
janam mareh mar jaahi. 

naanak bakhas la-ay parabh saachaa je 

gur charnee chit laahi. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

sant bhagat parvaan jo parabh bhaa-i-aa. 

say-ee bichkhan jant Jinee har            
Dhi-aa-i-aa. 

amrit naam niDhaan bhojan khaa-i-aa. 

sant janaa kee Dhoor mastak laa-i-aa. 
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naanak bha-ay puneet har tirath naa-i-aa. 
||26|| 

Salok Mehla-4 

In  many previous paurris Guru Ji commented on the state of mind and the blessings 

enjoyed by those persons who follow the advice of the Guru and meditate on God 

with true love and devotion. In this salok, Guru Ji comments on those who are not 

convinced about the Guru’s advice and follow the dictates of their own mind. He tells 

us how such people remain engrossed and are ultimately consumed in falsehood. Out 

of compassion, he also tells how they can be saved. 

He says: “Within the mind (of a self-conceited person) is ignorance; (such a person’s) 

intellect has become mediocre, and this person has no faith in the true Guru. Within 

(such a person) is deceit and thinks that everywhere also is deceit; so practicing deceit, 

such persons  ruin themselves and others along with them. The will (or the advice) of 

the true Guru doesn’t come to their  minds, and they keep roaming around in pursuit 

of their selfish motives. (However, if God) shows His mercy, then O' Nanak, through 

the word (of the Guru, even such people) merge (into God).” (1) 

Mehla-4 

Continuing to describe the state and fate of self-conceited persons, Guru Ji says: “(O’ 

my friends), the self -conceited persons are afflicted by the love of worldly wealth and 

in that love of the other (worldly riches, rather than God), their mind does not remain 

steady. Day and night, they keep burning (in their greed), and in their ego keep 

ruining themselves and others. Within them is pitch-black darkness of greed; therefore 

no one goes near them. Therefore, they remain miserable by themselves, never find 

peace, (and keep going through the rounds of) birth and death. However, O' Nanak, (if 

they) attune their mind to the (word of) the Guru, the true God forgives (and saves 

them).” (2) 

Paurri 

Guru Ji concludes the Paurri, by telling us who are the true saints or devotees of God. 

He says: “Only those with whom God is pleased are called the approved saints or 

devotees (of God). They who have meditated on God are wise. They have fed 

themselves on the treasure of the nectar (of God's Name). Nanak has (so humbly and 

eagerly yoked himself to the service of the saints, as if he has) applied the dust of the 

feet of the saints on his forehead. (By doing so, he feels that) he has bathed in the 

sanctuary of God and has been sanctified.” (26) 
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The message of this Paurri is that they who don’t have faith in the Guru’s advice, 

become self-conceited, and in their ego, they ruin themselves and consume others 

as well. Therefore following Guru's advice, we should meditate on God's Name, 

so that showing His mercy He may forgive us and unite us with Him.  

salok Mehla 4. 

gurmukh antar saaNt hai man tan 
naam samaa-ay. 

naamo chitvai naam parhai naam 

rahai liv laa-ay. 

naam padaarath paa-i-aa chintaa     
ga-ee bilaa-ay. 

satgur mili-ai naam oopjai tisnaa 
bhukh sabh jaa-ay. 

naanak naamay rati-aa naamo palai 

paa-ay. ||1|| 

mehlaa 4. 

satgur purakh je maari-aa bharam 
bharmi-aa ghar chhod ga-i-aa. 

os pichhai vajai fakrhee muhu kaalaa 

aagai bha-i-aa. 

os aral baral muhhu niklai nit jhagoo 
sutdaa mu-aa. 

ki-aa hovai kisai hee dai keetai jaaN 

Dhur kirat os daa ayho jayhaa pa-i-aa. 

jithai oh jaa-ay tithai oh jhoothaa 

koorh bolay kisai na bhaavai. 

vaykhhu bhaa-ee vadi-aa-ee har 
santahu su-aamee apunay kee jaisaa 

ko-ee karai taisaa ko-ee paavai. 

ayhu barahm beechaar hovai dar 
saachai ago day jan naanak aakh 

sunaavai. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

gur sachai baDhaa thayhu rakhvaalay 
gur ditay. 

pooran ho-ee aas gur charnee man 

ratay. 
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gur kirpaal bay-ant avgun sabh hatay. 

gur apnee kirpaa Dhaar apnay kar 
litay. 

naanak sad balihaar Jis gur kay gun 

itay. ||27|| 

Salok Mehla-4 

In the first salok (Mehla-4) of the previous Paurri Guru Ji shed light on the conduct 

and state of minds of self-conceited persons, and described how such people keep 

burning (in their greed), and keep ruining others, as well as ruin themselves due to 

their ego. Within them is pitch-black darkness of greed, so no one goes near them. 

Therefore, they remain miserable, never find peace, and keep going through the 

rounds of birth and death. Guru Ji begins this Paurri, by describing how in contrast, 

the Guru’s followers remain cool and calm, and how by following the advice of the 

Guru, they keep meditating on God’s Name and get rid of all their thirst and hunger 

for worldly riches and power.  

He says: “(O’ my friends), peace prevails within a Guru’s follower, because his or her 

mind and body remains merged in (God’s) Name. Such a person only contemplates on 

the Name, reads about the Name, and remains attuned to the Name. In this way having 

obtained the bounty of Name, all his or her worry has gone away. However, only on 

meeting the true Guru, (God’s) Name wells up in one’s mind, and all one’s desire and 

thirst (for worldly things) goes away. In short, O' Nanak, they who are imbued with 

(God’s) Name, receive (the gift) of Name itself.” (1) 

Mehla-4 

In the previous salok, Guru Ji described the conduct of a Guru’s follower, and what 

kind of virtues such a person is blessed with. In this salok, he briefly narrates what 

happened when a self-conceited person named “Marvaaha Khattri” tried to harm the 

third Guru Amar Das Ji and his disciples with all kinds of false complaints and 

mischievous acts, so that we may know what happens to those who unnecessarily try 

to slander or harm the saints and devotees of God.  

Guru Ji says: “When the God-like true Guru hit (the slanderer Marvaaha Khattri with 

his curse), wandering in doubt he has left his home and has gone away. After his 

departure, his ill repute is spreading and wherever he goes, he is put to shame. All 

kinds of  nonsense comes out of his mouth, and every day he dies (in shame, uttering 

words of slander, like a mad dog) spitting foam. Now, no body can do anything to 

help him, because such is his pre-ordained destiny (based on his past misdeeds). 

Wherever he goes he is judged false there, because no one likes him when he tells lies. 

O’ brothers and saints, look at the glory of God Your Master, whatever one sows, so 

does one reap. This is the divine deliberation happening at the door of the eternal 

(God), which slave Nanak  recites in advance.” (2) 
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Paurri 

After comparing the conduct and end states of the Guru’s followers to the self-

conceited persons, Guru Ji expresses his gratitude to God for blessing him with a 

stable place to hold his congregations, and carry on his divine mission. He says: “The 

true Guru has established this stable place (for holding congregations). The Guru has 

also provided the security guards. My desire has been fulfilled (because) my mind has 

been imbued with the love of (his words of advice, which are like his) lotus feet. The 

Guru is infinite and merciful and he has destroyed all my demerits. In fact by showing 

his mercy, the Guru has made me his own and Nanak is always a sacrifice to the Guru, 

who has so many merits.”  (27) 

The message of this Paurri is that if we want to obtain peace and bliss in our 

mind and body and want to save ourselves from disgrace and ridicule of the 

world, then we should never slander the saints and devotees of God. We should 

faithfully follow Guru’s advice and meditate on God's Name day and night. 

Showing his mercy, the Guru would eradicate our faults, and we would enjoy a 

state of peace and bliss. 

salok mehlaa 1. 

taa kee rajaa-ay laykhi-aa paa-ay ab 
ki-aa keejai paaNday. 

hukam ho-aa haasal taday ho-ay 

nibrhi-aa handheh jee-a kamaaNday. 
||1|| 

mehlaa 2. 

nak nath khasam hath kirat Dhakay 
day. 

jahaa daanay tahaaN khaanay 
naankaa sach hay. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

sabhay galaa aap thaat bahaalee-on. 

aapay rachan rachaa-ay aapay hee 

ghaali-on. 

aapay jant upaa-ay aap partipaali-on. 

daas rakhay kanth laa-ay nadar 

nihaali-on. 
naanak bhagtaa sadaa anand bhaa-o 

doojaa jaali-on. ||28|| 
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Salok Mehla-1 

In the previous Paurri, Guru Ji contrasted the traits and behaviors of the Guru’s 

followers to the self-conceited persons, and also illustrated it by narrating the story of 

punishment and disgrace suffered by one of the self-conceited persons who tried to 

unnecessarily slander and bother the third Guru Amar Das Ji. In this salok, he seems 

to be talking to a pundit, and explaining to him, on what does the behavior and 

conduct of different types of persons depend?  

He says: “O' pundit, all receive what God has preordained for them, and so nothing 

can be done now. (On the basis of their past deeds, God’s) command was issued and 

their destiny was settled; that is what the creatures live by.” (1) 

Mehla-2 

In this salok, Guru Ji goes one step further and tells how a mortal is totally under the 

command of God. He says: “(O’ my friends, one is so totally under the control of 

God, as if) a ring is in one’s nose , whose control is in the hands of (God), the Master; 

(according to one’s past deeds, God) keeps pushing and pulling one around. O’ 

Nanak, the truth is that wherever one is destined to receive one’s sustenance, one has 

to go and eat it there.” (2) 

Paurri 

Now Guru Ji comments on the scheme of things set up by God:  how He creates and 

destroys His creation, how He loves and protects His devotees, and how He provides 

for the sustenance of His creatures. He says: “(O’ my friends, God has) Himself 

arranged all the things and established the expanse (of the universe). He Himself 

creates His creation and then He Himself destroys it. He Himself creates the beings 

and the creatures, and He Himself provides them with sustenance. He keeps His 

servants hugged to His bosom, and blesses them with His glance of grace. O’ Nanak, 

there is always bliss in the minds of the devotees, because He has burnt down their 

love of the other (worldly riches and power).” (28) 

The message of this Paurri is that if we want to enjoy eternal bliss in our minds, 

then we have to gladly accept the fact that all of us have to live in accordance 

with the destiny pre-ordained for us by God in accordance with our past deeds, 

and we have to go and partake our sustenance wherever God has pre-determined 

it for us. We have also to realize that God has made arrangements for 

everything. He Himself creates and destroys His creation and lovingly keeps His 

servants hugged to His bosom.  

salok mehlaa 3. 

ay man har jee Dhi-aa-ay too ik man ik 
chit bhaa-ay. 
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ha-o har kai sad balihaarnai Jit sayvi-ai 

sukh paa-ay. 

har kee-aa sadaa sadaa vadi-aa-ee-aa 
day-ay na pachhotaa-ay. 

naanak gurmukh mil rahai ha-umai sabad 

jalaa-ay. ||1|| 

mehlaa 3. 

aapay sayvaa laa-i-an aapay bakhas 

karay-i. 
sabhnaa kaa maa pi-o aap hai aapay saar 

karay-i. 

naanak naam Dhi-aa-in tin nij ghar vaas 
hai jug jug sobhaa ho-ay. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

too karan kaaran samrath heh kartay mai 
tujh bin avar na ko-ee. 

SGGS  P-654 

tuDh aapay sisat sirjee-aa aapay fun     

go-ee. 

sabh iko sabad varatdaa jo karay so     

ho-ee. 

vadi-aa-ee gurmukh day-ay parabh har 
paavai so-ee. 

gurmukh naanak aaraaDhi-aa sabh 

aakhahu Dhan Dhan Dhan gur so-ee. 
||29||1|| suDhu 

Salok Mehla-3 

In the previous Paurri, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to enjoy eternal bliss in our 

minds, then we have to gladly accept the fact that all of us have to live in accordance 

with the destiny pre-ordained for us by God in accordance with our past deeds, and we 

have to go and partake our sustenance, wherever God has pre-determined it for us. We 

have also to realize that God has made arrangements for everything. He Himself  
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creates and destroys His creation and lovingly keeps His servants hugged to His 

bosom. Guru Ji now concludes this epic (Vaar of Sorath) by advising his own mind, 

and indirectly ours to meditate on God with love and respect. He also tells us how He 

always keeps showering great gifts on His creatures, but unlike human beings He 

never regrets giving these gifts.  

 He says: “(O' my soul), remember the beloved God with single-minded devotion and 

love. These are always the glories of God, that He never regrets giving (a gift). 

(Therefore), I am always a sacrifice to God; by serving whom we obtain peace. O' 

Nanak, the Guru’s followers remain united (with God) by burning their ego through 

the Guru’s word.” (1) 

Mehla-3 

Next stating another unique power and virtue of God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, 

on His own) God yokes people to His service, and He Himself showers His grace. He 

Himself is (like) mother and father of all, and He Himself takes care of them. O' 

Nanak, they who meditate on (God's) Name have abode in their own home (they 

remain stable in their mind). Their glory is acclaimed age after age.” (2) 

Paurri 

Guru Ji concludes the epic by acknowledging God’s unlimited power and expressing 

his full faith in Him. He says: “O’ Creator, You are capable of accomplishing 

anything; (for me) there is no other (Power). On Your own, You have created the 

world, and then on Your own, You have destroyed it. Everywhere it is one (God’s) 

command, which prevails; whatever He does, that happens. Whom God blesses with 

glory through the Guru, that person alone gets it. O’ Nanak, He can be worshipped 

only through the Guru;  therefore all should again and again say, blessed is that Guru.” 

(29-1-corrected) 

The message of this Paurri is that if we want to obtain peace and glory, we should 

seek the shelter of the Guru and meditate on God's Name with true love and 

concentration of mind. We should always be thankful to God who gives us so 

many bounties and never regrets the same. We should also remember that it is 

only as per His grace that a person obtains guidance of the Guru and the glory of 

God’s Name. 

raag sorath banee bhagat kabeer 

jee kee ghar 1 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

but pooj pooj hindoo moo-ay turak 

moo-ay sir naa-ee. 
o-ay lay jaaray o-ay lay gaaday 

tayree gat duhoo na paa-ee. ||1|| 
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man ray sansaar anDh gahayraa 

chahu dis pasri-o hai jam jayvraa. 
||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

kabit parhay parh kabitaa moo-ay 

kaparh kaydaarai jaa-ee. 

jataa Dhaar Dhaar jogee moo-ay 
tayree gat ineh na paa-ee. ||2|| 

 

darab sanch sanch raajay moo-ay 

gad lay kanchan bhaaree. 
bayd parhay parh pandit moo-ay roop 

daykh daykh naaree. ||3|| 

 

raam naam bin sabhai bigootay 

daykhhu nirakh sareeraa. 

har kay naam bin kin gat paa-ee kahi 
updays kabeeraa. ||4||1|| 

Rag Sorath Bani Bhagat Kabir Ji Kee  Ghar-1 

In this shabad Bhagat (devotee) Kabir Ji is commenting on the practices of different 

faiths and sects and other people, and how they waste their lives in observing their 

meaningless customs and rituals based on false beliefs; he tells us how all are ruined 

without meditating on God’s Name.   

He says: “The Hindus are ruined worshipping the statues, and the Muslims by bowing 

towards the west (believing that God exists only in the west or Kaaba). The (Hindus) 

burn their dead, while (Muslims) bury their dead, (both thinking that theirs is the    

only right way). However, O' God both have not understood Your state (what You 

like).” (1) 

Therefore addressing his own mind, Kabir Ji says: “O' my mind, (there is so much 

ignorance in the world, as if this) world is (like a) blind well and in all the four sides 

the noose of death prevails.” (1-pause) 

Continuing his comments on the practices of different faiths and sects, Kabir Ji says: 

“The poets have died reading and singing poems (to show off their knowledge and 

poetic skills, and the recluses who take pride in wearing tattered rags, and calling 

themselves) Kaapris, have wasted their lives visiting (holy places like) Kedaar Nath. 

Similarly yogis have died growing matted hair. But (O’ God), even they have not 

understood the (right) way (to please You).” (2)  
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Now Kabir Ji turns his attention to those who try to find pleasure while living in the 

world itself. He says: “(O’ God), the kings have died amassing wealth and burying 

heavy loads of gold underground; the pundits have died reading (voluminous 

scriptures like) the Vedas, (and many) women have spent their lives (trying to beautify 

themselves, and) looking at themselves (in the mirrors).” (3) 

Kabir Ji concludes his remarks by saying: “(O’ my friends), look into your own 

minds, and find out for yourselves that without (meditating on) God's Name, all are 

ruined. Therefore, Kabir is stating this sermon, that no one has obtained salvation 

without (meditating on) God’s Name.” (4-1) 

The message of this shabad is that we cannot obtain salvation or union with God 

by performing ritualistic deeds, such as worshipping statues, bowing in a 

particular direction, or wearing certain kinds of clothes. The one and only way 

by which we can reach God and obtain salvation is by meditating on God's 

Name. 

jab jaree-ai tab ho-ay bhasam tan rahai 

kiram dal khaa-ee.  

kaachee gaagar neer parat hai i-aa tan 
kee ihai badaa-ee. ||1|| 
 

kaahay bha-ee-aa firtou fooli-aa fooli-aa.  

jab das maas uraDh mukh rahtaa so din 

kaisay bhooli-aa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

ji-o maDh maakhee ti-o sathor ras jor jor 

Dhan kee-aa. 

martee baar layho layho karee-ai bhoot 
rahan ki-o dee-aa. ||2|| 
 

dayhuree la-o baree naar sang bha-ee 
aagai sajan suhaylaa. 

marghat la-o sabh log kutamb bha-i-o 

aagai hans akaylaa. ||3|| 
 

kahat kabeer sunhu ray paraanee paray 

kaal garas koo-aa. 

jhoothee maa-i-aa aap banDhaa-i-aa ji-o 

nalnee bharam soo-aa. ||4||2|| 

Kabir Ji –2 

In the previous shabad, Kabir Ji advised us that we couldn’t obtain salvation or union 

with God by performing ritualistic deeds, such as worshipping statues, bowing in  
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particular directions, or wearing certain kinds of clothes. The one and only way by 

which we can reach God and obtain salvation is by meditating on God's Name. In 

stanza (3), he stated that kings have died amassing wealth and burying heavy loads of 

gold underground, (but have ultimately found no lasting happiness in this way). In this 

shabad, he comments in more detail on the fate of those who spend their lives 

amassing wealth.  

Reminding us about the hard facts about our state after death, Kabir Ji says: “(O' my 

friends, after death), if (our body) is cremated, it becomes ashes; if buried it is eaten 

by swarms of insects. Just as water put in the earthen pitcher (oozes out, when the 

pitcher dissolves), similar is the state of this body (because with the passage of time, it 

dies also).” (1) 

Now, chastising us about our arrogance in youth, Kabir Ji reminds us about our 

extremely vulnerable state in the mother’s womb, and says: “O' my brother, why are 

you roaming around so puffed up. Have you forgotten those days, when for ten 

months you remained hanging upside down in the mother’s womb (and prayed to God 

to save you)?” (pause) 

Continuing his comments on foolish obsessions of human beings, Kabir Ji says: “Just 

as a bee moves around from flower to flower to collect honey, similarly the foolish 

mortal has amassed wealth (by pinching pennies), but at the time of death, all say: 

“Let us take him away immediately, why should this ghost (like dead body) be 

allowed to remain here?” (2) 

Next commenting upon the care and loyalty of our relatives and friends for whom we 

try to amass wealth by all kinds of honest and dishonest means, Kabir Ji says: “(When 

a man dies), his wedded wife goes along (with the dead body, only) till the gate, soon 

after his friends and mates (leave him). Up to the cremation grounds, the members of 

the family go, but beyond that the soul is all alone.” (3) 

In conclusion, Kabir Ji warns us and says: “Listen O' human beings, Kabir says, that 

you are so caught in the grips of death, (as if) you have fallen in a well. (But, you 

yourself are responsible for this state, because) just as a parrot gets itself entrapped by 

a reed, similarly you have got yourself bound to the false worldly wealth (which 

would ultimately ruin you, and make you keep suffering in the perpetual pains of 

births and deaths).”(4-2) 

The message of this shabad is that we should not be obsessed with amassing more 

and more wealth or committing sinful deeds for us or for our relatives and feel 

egoistic on any account. In the end, none of our relatives or friends would 

accompany us after death. Our body would be totally consumed, and unless we 

have meditated on God’s Name during our lifetime, our soul would keep 

suffering pains of births and deaths. 
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bayd puraan sabhai mat sun kai karee 

karam kee aasaa. 

kaal garsat sabh log si-aanay uth pandit 
pai chalay niraasaa. ||1|| 

 

man ray sari-o na aykai kaajaa. 

bhaJi-o na raghoopat raajaa. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 
 

ban khand jaa-ay jog tap keeno kand 

mool chun khaa-i-aa. 

naadee baydee sabdee monee jam kay 

patai likhaa-i-aa. ||2|| 

 

bhagat naardee ridai na aa-ee kaachh 

koochh tan deenaa. 

raag raagnee dinbh ho-ay baithaa un 
har peh ki-aa leenaa. ||3|| 

 

pari-o kaal sabhai jag oopar maahi 
likhay bharam gi-aanee. 

SGGS  P-655 

kaho kabeer jan bha-ay khaalsay 

paraym bhagat Jih jaanee. ||4||3|| 

Kabir Ji –3 

In the previous shabad (4-1), Kabir Ji told us that we couldn’t obtain salvation or 

union with God by any of the ritualistic deeds, such as worshipping statues, bowing in 

a particular direction, or wearing certain kinds of clothes. The only way by which we 

can reach God and obtain salvation is by meditating on God's Name. In this shabad, 

he comments again on the practices of different faiths and sects in order to find 

salvation or meet God. He tells us about the hollowness and uselessness of all these 

rituals, and tells us about the only right way to become immaculate and be united with 

God.  

Kabir Ji says: “There were some people who upon listening to (the philosophies of) 

Vedas and Puranaas hoped (to obtain salvation) by doing some (ritualistic) deeds. 

However, all such wise people were caught in the noose of death, and even the pundits 

(and scholars of Vedas) departed from this world in a state of despair.” (1) 
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Therefore instructing his own mind (actually us), Kabir Ji says: “O' my mind, they 

(who might have performed all other ritualistic deeds as propagated by the pundits, 

unless) they worshipped God the king, their single most important task (of obtaining 

salvation, or union with God) wasn’t accomplished.” (1-pause) 

Continuing his comments on the practices of different faiths and sects, Kabir Ji says: 

“Many have gone to forests and other places, performed all kinds of yogas and 

penances, and survived only on fruits and roots. But all those who wear flutes (around 

their necks), discourse on Vedas, keep uttering one word (for God) or who just remain 

silent, all of them have been subjected to the rounds of death (and birth).” (2) 

Kabir Ji now comments on those who adorn their bodies with different ritualistic 

marks and signs, and sing with gusto incantations from the Vedas. Kabir Ji says to 

them: “O' man, you have decorated your body with different kinds of colors and 

marks, but the sincere true devotion as advised by the sage Narad has not been 

enshrined in your mind. What a person,who has established a kind of hypocritical 

shop for singing songs in different musical measures, can obtain from God.” (3) 

In conclusion, Kabir Ji says: “The death is hovering all over the world, and even all 

those so called wise men have been deceived by these false delusions, and are 

included in the list of death. (I) Kabir say, that only those have become Khalsa        

(the pure ones, or God's own), who have really understood the loving adoration of 

God.” (4-3) 

The message of this shabad is that there is no use of wasting our time in 

performing any rituals, rites, yogic exercises, or abandoning the world. Also, 

singing songs in His praise without true devotion is of no use. What we need to do 

is to develop true and sincere loving devotion for God; only then we would be 

called the pure ones or Khalsa, the ones having direct connection with God, and 

eternally united with Him. 

ghar 2. 

du-ay du-ay lochan paykhaa. 

ha-o har bin a-or na daykhaa. 

nain rahay rang laa-ee. 

ab bay gal kahan na jaa-ee. ||1|| 
 

hamraa bharam ga-i-aa bha-o bhaagaa. 

jab raam naam chit laagaa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

baajeegar dank bajaa-ee. 

sabh khalak tamaasay aa-ee. 

baajeegar savaaNg sakaylaa. 

apnay rang ravai akaylaa. ||2|| 
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kathnee kahi bharam na jaa-ee. 

sabh kath kath rahee lukaa-ee. 

jaa ka-o gurmukh aap bujhaa-ee. 

taa kay hirdai rahi-aa samaa-ee. ||3|| 

 

gur kichant kirpaa keenee. 

sabh tan man dayh har leenee.  

kahi kabeer rang raataa. 

mili-o jagjeevan daataa. ||4||4|| 

Kabir Ji-Ghar-2 

In this beautiful shabad, Kabir Ji is sharing with us the state of his mind and the 

feeling of bliss and happiness, which he obtained when he was blessed with the 

Guru’s guidance, which transformed his total outlook and helped him see God 

everywhere and in everything. 

Describing what he is able to see now with this changed outlook, Kabir Ji says: “(O’ 

my friends, the Guru’s guidance has so opened my inner eyes, that) now where ever I 

see with my both eyes (open), I don’t see anyone other than God. My eyes remain 

imbued with (God’s) love, and now I cannot talk about anything (other than God.” (1) 

Stating, how all this has happened, he says: “When my mind became attuned to God's 

Name, my doubt was dispelled and all my fear hastened away.” (1-pause) 

Next explaining how he now looks upon and understands the world, Kabir Ji says: 

“(O’ my friends, now I understand, that this world is like a magic show, put on by 

God). When the magician beats His small drum, all the public comes to (see) the 

show. When the magician folds His play, then He is left alone to enjoy His own 

musing.” (2) 

However in order to clarify how we obtain this true understanding about God and the 

play of the world, Kabir Ji says: “(O’ my friends, just by) talking about (these things 

again and again, the mind’s) doubt doesn’t go away. The entire world has exhausted 

itself, trying to explain (this world phenomenon). Through the Guru, whom (God has) 

Himself given this understanding (in that person’s mind, He) remains enshrined.” (3) 

Kabir Ji concludes the shabad by sharing with us, how one obtains the above true 

understanding. He says: “(O’ my friends), they upon whom the Guru has shown just a 

little bit of kindness, all their body, mind, and soul have merged in God. (In short) 

Kabir says, the one who is imbued with the love (of God) has attained to (God), the 

Giver of life).” (4-4) 
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The message of this shabad is that when the Guru shows even a little bit of mercy 

on any one, that person’s total outlook is so transformed, that he or she sees only 

God everywhere. That person understands that this world is just like a magical 

play put up by God, and then the person remains imbued with His love.  

jaa kay nigam dooDh kay thaataa. 

samund bilovan ka-o maataa. 

taa kee hohu bilovanhaaree. 

ki-o maytai go chhaachh tuhaaree. ||1|| 
 

chayree too raam na karas bhataaraa. 

jagjeevan paraan aDhaaraa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

tayray galeh ta-uk pag bayree. 

too ghar ghar rama-ee-ai fayree. 

too ajahu na chaytas chayree. 

too jam bapuree hai hayree. ||2|| 
 

parabh karan karaavanhaaree. 

ki-aa chayree haath bichaaree. 

so-ee so-ee jaagee. 

Jit laa-ee tit laagee. ||3|| 
 

chayree tai sumat kahaaN tay paa-ee. 

jaa tay bharam kee leek mitaa-ee. 

so ras kabeerai jaani-aa. 

mayro gur parsaad man maani-aa. ||4||5|| 

Kabir Ji-5 

In the previous shabad, Kabir Ji stated that when the Guru shows even a little bit of 

mercy on any one, that person’s total outlook is so transformed, that person sees only 

God everywhere. That person understands that this world is just like a magical play 

put up by God, and then remains imbued with His love. In this shabad, Kabir Ji shares 

with us how after obtaining this enlightenment, he instructed and convinced his soul 

to engage in meditating on God’s Name, and then enjoyed the divine bliss.   

So addressing his soul, as if she is a young bride ready to churn milk, Kabir Ji says: 

“(O' my soul), become the  milkmaid of that (God), in whose house are the springs of 

milk of (divine knowledge like) Vedas, and ocean (-like) vessels (of saintly 

congregations) to churn the milk. By doing so, even if you don’t obtain the butter (of 

God’s union), still He would not (let your effort go waste and) deprive you of the 

buttermilk (of ordinary bliss).” (1) 
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Therefore, addressing his soul once again, Kabir Ji says: “O' my dear soul, why don’t 

you make that God your Spouse, who is the anchor of life of the world?”(1-pause) 

Next, reminding the soul about its many past births and deaths and its slavery from 

birth to birth, Kabir Ji says: “O' my dear soul, because of the collar (of worldly 

attachment) around your neck and fetters (of worldly desires) in your feet, God has 

made you roam about from house to house (of one existence to the other), but still you 

don’t remember Him. Therefore O’ poor one, the demon of death has kept you in his 

sight (to torture you again).” (2) 

But Kabir Ji realizes another aspect of the reality of the life that our soul is helpless on 

its own. It cannot do anything unless God Himself shows His mercy and unites the 

human soul with the Guru who puts it on the right path. So he says: “(O’ my friends), 

there is nothing under the control of the poor soul. It is God who is capable of doing 

or getting everything done. Whenever after sleeping (and remaining lost in worldly 

attachments, it has) woken up (and become aware that it is wasting its precious human 

birth), then it was pulled in (the direction) in which (God) yoked it.” (3) 

Referring to the above true realization, Kabir Ji addresses his soul again and says: “O' 

my soul, from where did you get (the instruction with which you totally erased your 

doubt? (Answering his own question, Kabir Ji says: “By Guru’s grace, my mind was 

convinced, and (I) Kabir realized that (divine) relish (of God’s Name).” (4-5) 

The message of this shabad is that we should seek the guidance of the Guru, to 

acquire the essence of divine wisdom and obtain the nectar of divine bliss by 

meditating on His Name. Then all our doubts would be removed, all our worldly 

bonds would be cut off, and we would obtain salvation. 

Jih baajh na jee-aa jaa-ee. 

ja-o milai ta ghaal aghaa-ee. 

sad jeevan bhalo kahaaNhee. 

moo-ay bin jeevan naahee. ||1|| 
 

ab ki-aa kathee-ai gi-aan beechaaraa. 

nij nirkhat gat bi-uhaaraa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

ghas kuNkam chandan gaari-aa. 

bin nainhu jagat nihaari-aa. 

poot pitaa ik jaa-i-aa. 

bin thaahar nagar basaa-i-aa. ||2|| 
 

jaachak jan daataa paa-i-aa. 

so dee-aa na jaa-ee khaa-i-aa. 

chhodi-aa jaa-ay na mookaa. 

a-uran peh jaanaa chookaa. ||3|| 
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jo jeevan marnaa jaanai.  

so panch sail sukh maanai. 

kabeerai so Dhan paa-i-aa. 

har bhaytat aap mitaa-i-aa. ||4||6|| 

Kabir Ji- 6 

In the previous shabad, Kabir Ji advised us that we should seek the guidance of the 

Guru to acquire the essence of divine wisdom and obtain the nectar of divine bliss by 

meditating on God’s Name. Then all our doubts would be removed, our worldly bonds 

would be cut off, and we would obtain salvation. In this shabad, he tells us about the 

importance of erasing our ego so completely, as if we have so died to the self, that all 

the insults, injuries or remarks of the world have absolutely no effect on us. Kabir Ji 

also tells us about the sign when one’s effort is considered successful. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), He without whom one cannot survive, if we meet that God 

then our effort is satiated (and fulfilled). In that state, one obtains an eternal life and is 

called a virtuous person (by everybody). However this (kind of life and good 

reputation) cannot be obtained without dying (spiritually and erasing our self-conceit 

completely) .” (1) 

It appears that at this stage Kabir Ji had already attained to God, and his effort had 

already been approved and fulfilled, so now he says: “When now I have (attained to 

God), what more may I talk about the knowledge or my reflections, (when I have 

obtained eternal life. I have now) seen with my own eyes, that this world is passing us 

by (daily).” (1-pause) 

Now Kabir Ji talks about, how his soul has merged in the prime soul of God, and what 

kind of wisdom he has obtained. Citing a metaphor, he says: “Just as saffron is ground 

up and mixed (so thoroughly) with sandalwood (that it is hard to distinguish the two), 

similarly my soul has been merged in the prime soul of God, and now even without 

looking at it I have understood the reality of the entire world. (This appears to be such 

a miracle), as if a son (the soul) has given birth to his father (God), and without a 

stable place the city has been inhabited (and life has become stable).” (2) 

Kabir Ji now tells us what kind of blessings he has obtained after attaining the stage as 

described above. He says: “Now it looks as if a beggar has obtained the Giver himself, 

and what He has given him he cannot spend, and even by giving to others, it does not 

finish; therefore, his begging from others has now ended.” (3) 

In conclusion, Kabir Ji says: “The person who knows how to die while alive (in other 

words, who knows how to completely erase his self-conceit while he is still living in 

the world), that approved one enjoys this eternal bliss. (I), Kabir have obtained that 

riches, and by seeing God have erased my self-conceit.” (4-6) 
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The message of this shabad is that if we want to enjoy eternal bliss and those 

riches which never get exhausted then we need to still our ego so much, as if we 

have died to the world, even when we are still alive, and are not affected by all 

the remarks and slanders of the world.  

ki-aa parhee-ai ki-aa gunee-ai. 

ki-aa bayd puraanaaN sunee-ai. 

parhay sunay ki-aa ho-ee. 

ja-o sahj na mili-o so-ee. ||1|| 

 

har kaa naam na japas gavaaraa. 

ki-aa socheh baaraN baaraa. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 

 

anDhi-aaray deepak chahee-ai. 

SGGS  P-656 

ik basat agochar lahee-ai. 

basat agochar paa-ee. 

ghat deepak rahi-aa samaa-ee. ||2|| 

 

kahi kabeer ab jaani-aa. 

jab jaani-aa ta-o man maani-aa. 

man maanay log na pateejai. 

na pateejai ta-o ki-aa keejai. ||3||7|| 

Kabir Ji  -7 

In this shabad, Kabir Ji wants to caution us about customary reading of holy books, 

singing songs, or reciting different mantras and hymns. Because if by reading and 

doing all these rituals we do not get the essence of their message, and realize the 

incomprehensible God in us, then there is no use of such reading or listening to such 

holy books. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), what is the use of reading and reflecting or listening to the 

(religious books, such as) Vedas and Puranas)? What could we gain by (such) reading 

or listening, if we don’t  effortlessly obtain to that (God)?” (1) 

Therefore chastising his own mind (and indirectly us), Kabir Ji says: “O’ foolish 

(mind), you are not meditating on God’s Name, (I wonder) what are you thinking 

about again and again?” (1-pause) 
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Kabir Ji now comments on the necessity and real purpose of divine knowledge. He 

says: “(Just as we need a lamp in the darkness, similarly) we need a lamp (of divine 

knowledge to illuminate our inner) darkness, so that we may find out that one 

commodity (of God’s Name), which is beyond the comprehension of our ordinary 

sense faculties. (When a person) obtains that one incomprehensible commodity (of 

God’s Name), then the lamp (of divine knowledge) remains enshrined (in one’s heart, 

and one remains united with God).” (2) 

Describing his state of mind after obtaining that precious commodity, Kabir Ji 

proclaims: “(O’ people) Kabir says, that I have now realized that (incomprehensible) 

God; since the time I have realized Him, my mind has been convinced (about the 

omnipotence of God. However, I have observed that) people are not satisfied with 

mind’s satisfaction alone. (They still look for some ritualistic formula to obtain God. 

So, there is no use of arguing with them, and ultimately we have to say that) if they 

aren’t convinced, then what can we do? (So, we shouldn’t waste our time arguing with 

them).” (3-7) 

The message of this shabad is that there is no use of reading or listening to holy 

books if we do not recognize that incomprehensible God in us. Once we have 

realized Him, we need not worry about the remarks of other people. We should 

remain absorbed in meditating on His Name, and keep enjoying the bliss of His 

union. 

hirdai kapat mukh gi-aanee. 

jhoothay kahaa bilovas paanee. ||1|| 

 

kaaN-i-aa maaNjas ka-un gunaaN. 

ja-o ghat bheetar hai malnaaN. ||1||   

rahaa-o. 
 

la-ukee athsath tirath nHaa-ee. 

ka-uraapan ta-oo na jaa-ee. ||2|| 

 

kahi kabeer beechaaree. 

bhav saagar taar muraaree. ||3||8|| 

Kabir Ji –8 

In the previous shabad, Kabir Ji told us that there is no use of reading or listening to 

holy books if we do not recognize that incomprehensible God in us. In this shabad, he 

addresses those seemingly pious persons who go to pilgrimage places or deliver 

scholarly lectures on religion and philosophy, but within them is still evil and their 

hearts still need purification. He tells us the best way to purify our mind and realize 

the essence of God in us. 
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Perhaps talking to such a hypocritical holy scholar, Kabir Ji says: “O' man, within 

your mind is deceit, but from your mouth you utter such words as if you are a (great) 

scholar (of divine knowledge). O' false one, why are you (delivering these useless 

sermons as if you are) churning water?” (1) 

Continuing his address to this shallow and fake scholar, Kabir Ji says: “O' man, for 

what purpose are you washing your body (from outside), when there is filth (of evil 

thoughts in it)?” (1-pause) 

Now Kabir Ji illustrates his point with an example. He says: “Even if a (bitter 

pumpkin, or) gourd is washed in (all the) sixty-eight pilgrimage places, still its 

bitterness does not go away. (Because there is bitterness within it, so any outward 

washing does not help. Similarly, if one has falsehood in one’s heart, washing of the 

body doesn’t do any good).” (2) 

Kabir Ji concludes the shabad, by showing us the way to purify our mind. He says: 

“After thoughtful reflection, Kabir says: “O’ the Destroyer of pride, (none of the 

ritualistic ways can save us, so please) help us swim across the dreadful (worldly) 

ocean.” (3-8) 

The message of this shabad is that there is no use of bathing at holy places or 

giving scholarly lectures, if from within our mind deceit and falsehood is not 

eradicated. The best way to wash our sins and purify ourselves is to humbly pray 

to God to show His mercy and save us from the effects of sinful world. 

sorath 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

baho parpanch kar par Dhan li-aavai. 

sut daaraa peh aan lutaavai. ||1|| 

 

man mayray bhoolay kapat na keejai. 

ant nibayraa tayray jee-a peh leejai. ||1|| 
rahaa-o. 

 

chhin chhin tan chheejai jaraa janaavai. 

tab tayree ok ko-ee paanee-o na paavai. 

||2|| 

 

kahat kabeer ko-ee nahee tayraa. 

hirdai raam kee na jaapeh savayraa. 

||3||9|| 
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Sorath Kabir Ji – 9 

It is seen that many times we indulge in all kinds of deceits and illegitimate measures 

to collect and usurp other people’s rights and wealth, and then we come home and 

lavishly spend on our families, as if we are doing all these sins for them. 

In this shabad, Kabir Ji tells us that in the end none of them would help us; we alone 

would have to pay for our deeds. So addressing us, Kabir Ji says: “(O' man), by 

practicing many deceits you bring home wealth which belongs to others, and then 

upon reaching (home) you squander it away on your sons and wife.” (1) 

Then to his own mind (and ours), he says: “O' my strayed mind, do not practice 

deceit, because in the end it would be from (your) soul, that the account of your deeds 

would be demanded (and it alone would be punished).” (1-pause) 

Warning us about another fact of life, Kabir Ji says: “(O' my friend), with the passing 

of every moment, your body is becoming weaker and weaker, and is showing signs of 

impending old age. Then (all those for whom you are committing theses sins and 

deceits would prove so thankless, that) none of them would give you even a sip of 

water.” (2)  

In conclusion, Kabir Ji advising himself (and us), says: “O’ Kabir, (in reality) none is 

(truly) yours. (Therefore instead of wasting time and energy in earning wealth by 

sinful means for the sake of your family or friends), why don’t you meditate on God at 

the earliest age (while you are still young, and have the time)?” (3-9) 

The message of this shabad is that we should not indulge in any kinds of 

illegitimate and sinful practices to usurp wealth belonging to others. Because our 

families and friends, for whom we commit all these sins, are not going to be of 

any help to us in the end, and our soul alone would have to suffer the punishment 

for our evil deeds. Therefore, if we want to save our soul from this punishment, 

then we should pray to God, and meditate on His Name as early as possible, 

because who knows when our life may end. 

santahu man pavnai sukh bani-aa. 

kichh jog paraapat gani-aa. rahaa-o. 
 

gur dikhlaa-ee moree. 

Jit mirag parhat hai choree. 

moond lee-ay darvaajay. 

baajee-alay anhad baajay. ||1|| 
 

kumbh kamal jal bhari-aa. 

jal mayti-aa oobhaa kari-aa. 

kaho kabeer jan jaani-aa. 

ja-o jaani-aa ta-o man maani-aa. ||2||10|| 
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Kabir Ji – 10 

In this shabad, Kabir Ji shares with us, how by Guru's grace, he overcame his 

weaknesses, stabilized his mercurial mind, and made it fit for union with God, so that 

we too may take a lesson from his experience.  

Affectionately addressing his saintly friends, he says: “O' dear saints, my air-like, 

(mercurial mind) has now obtained some relief. (I feel that now this mind is) 

somewhat fit for obtaining union (with God).” (pause) 

Describing how all this happened, Kabir Ji says: “(O’ my friends, what happened was 

that my) Guru showed me the hole (or that weakness), through which the animal (-like 

impulses of lust and anger) would secretly enter (and overcome my mind. I have 

become aware of this weakness now and have so trained my faculties that none of 

these temptations can affect me, as if I have) closed these doors, (and now within me) 

resound the instruments of non-stop (divine) music.” (1) 

Elaborating on his experience, Kabir Ji says: “(O’ my friends, before the above 

realization), my body was like a pitcher filled with the water (of evil impulses). But 

now (by Guru’s grace, I have got rid of all those evil thoughts, as if) I have spilled the 

(old stale) water out of it, and made it stand upright (ready to be filled with the 

immaculate advice of the Guru). Devotee Kabir says, I have realized (God), and since 

the time I have realized (Him), my mind has been satiated.” (2-10)  

The message of this shabad is that we should seek the advice of the Guru and 

under his advice close our mind, ears, and eyes to all those things, which give rise 

to passions for falsehood, deceit, or lust, etc. Then we would be able to recognize 

God within ourselves, and enjoy the music of non-stop melody and eternal bliss. 

raag sorath. 

bhookhay bhagat na keejai. 

yeh maalaa apnee leejai. 

ha-o maaNga-o santan raynaa. 

mai naahee kisee kaa daynaa. ||1|| 

 

maaDho kaisee banai tum sangay. 

aap na dayh ta layva-o mangay. rahaa-o. 

 

du-ay sayr maaNga-o choonaa. 

paa-o ghee-o sang loonaa. 

aDh sayr maaNga-o daalay. 

mo ka-o don-o vakhat Jivaalay. ||2|| 
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khaat maaNga-o cha-upaa-ee. 

sirhaanaa avar tulaa-ee. 

oopar ka-o maaNga-o kheeNDhaa. 

tayree bhagat karai jan theeNDhaa. ||3|| 
 

mai naahee keetaa labo. 

ik naa-o tayraa mai fabo. 

kahi kabeer man maani-aa. 

man maani-aa ta-o har jaani-aa. ||4||11|| 

Raag Sorath Kabir Ji  –11 

It appears that Kabir Ji uttered this shabad in a mood of great friendship and affection, 

and a state in which a faithful servant earns the pleasure of his Master and then feels 

free to ask for whatever he needs. 

So in that loving and loyal mood, Kabir Ji addresses God and says: “(O’ God), there 

cannot be any worship on an empty stomach; here is your rosary, take it back. All I 

want is the dust of the saints’ feet (and nothing else, because) I don’t owe anything to 

anybody.” (1) 

Continuing, his loving address, Kabir Ji says: “O’ God, how can my friendship with 

You last, (if I have to remain hungry). Therefore if on Your own, You don’t give me 

(the necessities of life), I would get these by asking (from You).” (pause) 

Now Kabir Ji presents the list of his demands before his friend and Master (God), and 

says: “(O’ God), I ask for two sairs (about four pounds) of wheat flour, along with 

half a pound of clarified butter and some salt. I ask for (about) one pound of lentils, 

which may sustain me for both times (the morning and evening).” (2) 

Continuing his list of demands, Kabir Ji says: “I ask for a cot with four legs, a pillow, 

a comforter, and over that I ask for a blanket, so that this devotee may perform Your 

worship, imbued with Your love and devotion.” (3) 

But before concluding the shabad, Kabir Ji wants to clarify that his demands are not 

out of greed, these are bare necessities of life. Indirectly he is telling us that we have 

the right to ask God to provide us with the basic necessities of our life, but we should 

not be greedy to ask Him for unnecessary wealth or possessions, which we may never 

be able to utilize. So he says: “O’ God, I have not entered into any kind of greed (all 

these things are necessary only to maintain my body). It is only Your Name, which 

has become pleasing to my mind. (I) Kabir say, that my mind is convinced (about 

You), and only when the mind was convinced, that I (truly) understood You, O’ God.” 

(4-11) 
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The message of this shabad is that it is all right for us to go to God and beg Him 

for the necessities of life, But we should not be swayed by greed. Our real passion 

should be meditation on God's Name and union with Him. 

raag sorath banee bhagat 

naamday jee kee ghar 2 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

jab daykhaa tab gaavaa. 

ta-o jan Dheeraj paavaa. ||1|| 
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naad samaa-ilo ray satgur bhaytilay 

dayvaa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

jah jhil mil kaar disantaa. 

tah anhad sabad bajantaa. 

jotee jot samaanee. 

mai gur parsaadee jaanee. ||2|| 
 

ratan kamal kothree. 

chamkaar beejul tahee. 

nayrai naahee door. 

nij aatmai rahi-aa bharpoor. ||3|| 
 

jah anhat soor uj-yaaraa. 

tah deepak jalai chhanchhaaraa. 

gur parsaadee jaani-aa. 

jan naamaa sahj samaani-aa. ||4||1|| 

Raag Sorath Bani Bhagat Nam Dev Ji Kee Ghar 2 

In this shabad devotee Namdev Ji is sharing his experience in realizing and seeing 

God within him, after meeting the true Guru, and following his advice. This shabad is 

very similar to the one uttered by Guru Nanak Dev Ji at page 599 of SGGS under the 

caption “Sorath Mehla 1, Ghar 3”. Citing this and many other such examples, Prof. 

Sahib Singh Ji argues that Guru Nanak Dev Ji, had already been collecting and noting 

down the Banis of other devotees in his notebook from different parts of India, and 

upon his death, he passed this notebook including his own Bani to Guru Angad Dev 

Ji, and the same process continued till the time the fifth Guru Arjan Dev Ji compiled 

Guru Granth Sahib Ji.   
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Anyhow, devotee Nam Dev Ji starts the shabad by saying: “(O’ my friends), 

whenever I see God, I sing His praises and only then (I), a servant (of God) obtain 

contentment.” (1) 

Stating, how all this happened, he says: “(O’ my friends), when, I met the Guru     

God, I got (so much) absorbed in the (Guru’s) word (that I saw God’s vision within 

me).” (1-pause) 

Now sharing his blissful experience of seeing God, he says: “(This experience has 

brought such a change in me that) the mind, which was previously mercurial in nature, 

is now being impressed by the continuous relish of Guru’s word. Now my soul has 

merged in the prime soul (of God), and by the true Guru’s grace I have recognized 

that (divine) light.” (2) 

Describing the wonderful scene, which he is enjoying within his mind, Nam Dev Ji 

says: “(O’ my friends, now I can see that) the lotus-like chamber of my heart is filled 

with the jewels (of virtues). There is dazzling illumination, like that of lightning. 

(Now I see God) near, not far, and He is pervading in my own soul.” (3)  

In conclusion, Nam Dev Ji says: “(O’ my friends), just as where there is uninterrupted 

light of the sun, there the light of an ordinary lamp seems very dim, (similarly now 

with the light of divine knowledge within my mind, all other knowledge seems 

insignificant). By Guru’s grace, servant Nam Dev (has understood this fact) and has 

easily merged in Him.” (4-1) 

The message of this shabad is that in case we want to remove the darkness of our 

mind and experience within us the peace and poise of God, then we should take 

guidance from our Guru (Granth Sahib Ji), and like Nam Dev Ji meditate on His 

Name with true love, devotion, and humility. 

ghar 4 sorath. 

paarh parhosan poochh lay naamaa kaa 
peh chhaan chhavaa-ee ho. 

to peh dugnee majooree daiha-o mo ka-o 

baydhee dayh bataa-ee ho. ||1|| 

 

ree baa-ee baydhee dayn na jaa-ee. 

daykh baydhee rahi-o samaa-ee. 

hamaarai baydhee paraan aDhaaraa. 

||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

baydhee pareet majooree maaNgai ja-o 

ko-oo chhaan chhavaavai ho. 

log kutamb sabhahu tay torai ta-o aapan 
baydhee aavai ho. ||2|| 
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aiso baydhee baran na saaka-o sabh 
antar sabh thaaN-ee ho. 

gooNgai mahaa amrit ras chaakhi-aa 

poochhay kahan na jaa-ee ho. ||3|| 

 

baydhee kay gun sun ree baa-ee jalaDh 

baaNDh Dharoo thaapi-o ho. 

naamay kay su-aamee see-a bahoree 
lank bhabheekhan aapi-o ho. ||4||2|| 

Sorath Nam Dev Ji –2 

Ghar-4 

According to a legend, one time the thatched hut of devotee Nam Dev Ji was burnt 

down. One of his dear friends, who used to be a very good carpenter came and rebuilt 

the hut with great love and affection without taking any payment. To Nam Dev Ji it 

appeared as if God had Himself come and rebuilt it through his friend. One of Nam 

Dev Ji’s neighbors saw that beautiful hut and asked about the address of that perfect 

artisan.  

Referring to the above episode, Nam Dev Ji says: “A neighbor near my house asks 

Nama: “From whom have you got this hut of yours re-built? Please tell me about that 

carpenter, I am ready to pay him double the wages you paid.” (1)  

Nam Dev Ji answers: “O sister, that carpenter’s (address), couldn’t be given like that. 

You see, that carpenter pervades everywhere, and He is the support of my life breath.” 

(1-pause) 

As for the wages, which the carpenter demands, Namdev Ji says: “(O’ sister), if 

anybody wants to get his or her hut built from him, that carpenter asks for the wages 

of love (and not any monetary compensation). It is only when a person detaches him 

or herself from all people and the family, then on His own that carpenter comes to that 

person’s house.” (2) 

Elaborating on the unique qualities of that carpenter, Namdev Ji says: “(O’ sister), I 

cannot describe such a carpenter, (because) He  pervades in each and every heart and 

in all places. Just as if a dumb person has tasted an extremely sweet (and tasty) thing, 

upon asking he cannot describe this (taste, similarly I cannot describe that 

Carpenter).” (3) 

However mentioning a few of His merits, Namdev Ji says: “Listen to (some of the) 

merits of that carpenter, O’ sister. It was He, who built a bridge over the ocean (for 

Ram’s armies to cross over and invade the demon King Ravan of Lanka). It was He,  
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who gave eternal status to the (devotee) Dhruv. It was that God of Nama, who brought 

back Sita from the imprisonment of king Ravan and appointed (his brother) 

Bhabhikhan as the king of Siri Lanka.” (4-2) 

The message of this shabad is that in case we want to meet God, and have such a 

relationship that on His own, He takes care of our needs and desires, then we 

need to worship Him with so much love and affection that He comes to reside in 

our mind, and we are able to recognize Him in every heart, and everywhere. 

sorath ghar 3. 

anmarhi-aa mandal baajai. 

bin saavan ghanhar gaajai. 

baadal bin barkhaa ho-ee. 

ja-o tat bichaarai ko-ee. ||1|| 
 

mo ka-o mili-o raam sanayhee. 

Jih mili-ai dayh sudayhee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

mil paaras kanchan ho-i-aa. 

mukh mansaa ratan paro-i-aa. 

nij bhaa-o bha-i-aa bharam bhaagaa. 

gur poochhay man patee-aagaa. ||2|| 
 

jal bheetar kumbh samaani-aa. 

sabh raam ayk kar jaani-aa. 

gur chaylay hai man maani-aa. 

jan naamai tat pachhaani-aa. ||3||3|| 

Sorath Ghar-3 

In the previous shabad, devotee Nam Dev Ji advised us that in case we want to meet 

God and have such a relationship with Him that on His own He takes care of our 

needs and desires, then we need to worship Him with so much love and affection that 

He comes to reside in our mind and we are able to recognize Him in every heart and 

everywhere. In this shabad, Namdev Ji tells us what kind of divine music we hear 

within ourselves, and the bliss our mind enjoys, when it is totally attuned to God’s 

love and realizes His presence within.  

He says: “(O’ my friends, when one is so absorbed in God’s Name that one realizes 

God within, then such a divine music starts playing within that person, as if) a drum 

with no skins is being played, without the rainy season a cloud thunders, or rain is 

falling without the clouds. (But all such experiences happen only when) one reflects 

on the (divine) essence.” (1) 
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Stating his own experience, Nam Dev Ji says: “(O’ my friends), I have met my 

cherished friend God, meeting whom my body has become immaculate.” (1-pause) 

Illustrating what happened, Nam Dev Ji says: “(O’ my friends), just as upon coming 

in contact with the philosopher stone, (iron) becomes gold, similarly my mind has 

been convinced by obtaining the instruction of the true Guru. Now within my speech 

and thought is woven the jewel of God's Name, I love God as my own, and all my 

doubt has vanished.” (2) 

Nam Dev Ji concludes the shabad by saying: “(O’ my friends, just as upon falling in 

the ocean), the water in a pitcher becomes one with the ocean (water, similarly my 

mind has) realized the one God pervading everywhere, and (I) devotee Namdev have 

understood the essence of God.” (4-3)  

The message of this shabad is that if we want to enjoy God's presence in our 

mind and enjoy the experience of falling rain without the clouds and the music 

without the instruments, then we need to have full faith in the Guru's 

instructions and meditate on God's Name with true love, affection, and 

concentration of mind. 

raag sorath banee bhagat ravidaas 

jee kee 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

jab ham hotay tab too naahee ab toohee 

mai naahee. 

anal agam jaisay lahar ma-i odaDh jal 

kayval jal maaNhee. ||1|| 

 

maaDhvay ki-aa kahee-ai bharam aisaa. 

jaisaa maanee-ai ho-ay na taisaa. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 
 

narpat ayk singhaasan so-i-aa supnay 
bha-i-aa bhikhaaree. 

achhat raaj bichhurat dukh paa-i-aa so 

gat bha-ee hamaaree. ||2|| 
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raaj bhu-i-ang parsang jaisay heh ab 

kachh maram janaa-i-aa. 

anik katak jaisay bhool paray ab kahtay 
kahan na aa-i-aa. ||3|| 
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sarbay ayk anaykai su-aamee sabh ghat 

bhogvai so-ee. 

kahi ravidaas haath pai nayrai sehjay    
ho-ay so ho-ee. ||4||1|| 

Raag Sorath Bani Bhagat Ravi Das Ji Ki 

In this beautiful shabad, devotee Ravi Das Ji tells us how we are the parts and 

different forms of God Himself. But in our ignorance and ego, we think God as 

different from the world. Ravi Das Ji wants to remove this delusion of ours.  

First addressing God, Ravi Das Ji says: “(O’ God), as long as (there is self-conceit 

within us, and we think that) we are (there), You don’t manifest (in us). But when You 

become manifest, our self-conceit goes away. (Now I understand that just as) during a 

big hurricane, an ocean is filled with a myriad of waves, (which in reality are different 

forms of) water in the water, (similarly all creatures are Your representations).” (1) 

Therefore Ravi Das Ji humbly makes a confession and says: “O’ God, what should we 

say, we are so deluded by our doubt that what we believe, (in reality) is not like that.” 

(1-pause) 

Giving an example of our self-created doubts and delusions, Ravi Das Ji says: “Just as 

a king while still sitting on his throne falls asleep, and in a dream becomes a beggar, 

then in spite of having the kingdom, he is separated (from this reality and) suffers in 

pain, similar is our state.” (2) 

Describing how he has realized the truth, Ravi Das Ji cites some well-known 

examples. He says: “Just as there is the well- known story of a rope appearing as a 

snake (to someone), I have understood somewhat about the secret (of the relationship 

between God and His creation. Just as looking at) so many different kinds of (gold) 

bracelets, one may mistake them (as being made of different materials, but in reality 

these are all gold, similarly) now even if I may try to say (that God and His creatures 

are different), I cannot say that.” (3) 

In conclusion, Ravi Das Ji says: “(O’ my friends), the one unique God (pervades) in 

all. It is He who (pervades) in all the hearts. Ravi Das says that He is nearer to us than 

even our hands, and whatever is happening in natural way, (is happening) in His will 

(so we should accept it gladly, and shouldn’t worry about it or try to change it).” (4-1) 

The message of this shabad is that God is pervading everywhere and in every 

heart, but because of our ego we consider ourselves different from Him. It is 

because of our ego that all the struggles and fights are happening between 

human beings. Therefore, we need to erase our ego and see God pervading 

everywhere and in every heart, then we would live in peace and enjoy the bliss of 

God’s union. 
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ja-o ham baaNDhay moh faas ham 

paraym baDhan tum baaDhay. 

apnay chhootan ko jatan karahu ham 
chhootay tum aaraaDhay. ||1|| 

 

maaDhvay jaanat hahu jaisee taisee. 

ab kahaa karhugay aisee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

meen pakar faaNki-o ar kaati-o raaNDh 
kee-o baho baanee. 

khand khand kar bhojan keeno ta-oo na 

bisri-o paanee. ||2|| 

 

aapan baapai naahee kisee ko bhaavan 

ko har raajaa. 

moh patal sabh jagat bi-aapi-o bhagat 
nahee santaapaa. ||3|| 

 

kahi ravidaas bhagat ik baadhee ab ih 
kaa si-o kahee-ai. 

jaa kaaran ham tum aaraaDhay so dukh 

ajhoo sahee-ai. ||4||2|| 

Ravi Das Ji –2 

It appears that devotee Ravi Das Ji uttered this very beauteous and pictorial shabad, 

while addressing God with a great sense of affection, love, child-like innocence, and 

ownership.  

In his childlike affection and love for God, devotee Ravi Das Ji goes to the extent of 

teasing his beloved God, and says: “(O’ God agreed that as a human being), I am 

bound in the attachment (for the world, but remember that) You are also bound in the 

bonds of my love. However, You better make efforts for Your own release (from the 

bonds of our love, because as for) Us, we get liberated (from the worldly bonds) by 

meditating on You.” (1) 

Talking to God, in even more loving and ownership manner, Ravi Das Ji says: “(O’ 

my) dear God, You know, what kind (of love, I have for You). So, how could You do 

any thing to (evade me or my love)?” (1-pause) 

Illustrating the intensity of his love for God with a very beautiful example, Ravi Das 

Ji says: “(O’ God), just as when a fish is caught, it is cut into pieces, and then cooked  
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and consumed bit by bit, but even then it does not forget the water (because after 

eating fish, one keeps feeling thirsty for water again and again; similar O’ God, is my 

love is for You).” (2) 

Now talking plainly about God and His relationship with the world, Ravi Das says: 

“(O’ my friends), God isn’t the property of  anyone’s father. He belongs to (those who 

truly are in) love with Him. This entire world is entangled in the mesh of worldly 

attachments, but the devotees (of God) are not afflicted with this distress.” (3) 

However Ravi Das Ji concludes this shabad by making a fervent appeal to God. He 

says: “(O’ God), Ravi Das says, (my) one devotion for (You) has multiplied so much, 

that I don’t know to whom I may say about it. The reason for which I meditated on 

You, I am still suffering from that pain (of separation from You. Please now unite me 

with You).” (4-2) 

The message of this child-like loving devotional shabad is that if we want to meet 

God, and become one with Him, then our love for Him should be like that of a 

fish, which cannot survive even for a moment without water. Similarly our love 

for God should be so strong, that we should feel restless without seeing Him.  

dulabh janam punn fal paa-i-o birthaa 

jaat abibaykai. 

raajay indar samsar garih aasan bin har 

bhagat kahhu kih laykhai. ||1|| 

 

na beechaari-o raajaa raam ko ras. 

Jih ras an ras beesar jaahee. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 

 

jaan ajaan bha-ay ham baavar soch 

asoch divas jaahee. 

indree sabal nibal bibayk buDh 
parmaarath parvays nahee. ||2|| 

 

kahee-at aan achree-at an kachh 
samajh na parai apar maa-i-aa. 

kahi ravidaas udaas daas mat parhar 

kop karahu jee-a da-i-aa. ||3||3|| 

Ravi Das Ji –3 

In the previous humble and child-like loving devotional shabad, devotee Ravi Das Ji 

advised us that if we want to meet God and become one with Him, then our love      

for Him should be so strong that no matter how much pain or suffering we have to 
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endure, we should never stop meditating on His Name. However in this shabad, he is 

making a confession on behalf of all of us and describing how we are wasting away 

this invaluable human life in pursuits of Maya (worldly riches and power) to fulfill 

our worldly desires rather than utilizing this opportunity to love and unite with God.  

He says: “(Perhaps) as a reward for some good deeds done by us in the past, we 

obtained this invaluable (human) life, but being without good judgment, it is being 

wasted away. (We don’t realize) that even if we have palaces like (the legendry) king 

Indra, without devotion to God these account for nothing (in God’s court).” (1) 

Commenting upon our life conduct, Ravi Das Ji says: “(O’ my friends, we) have not 

thought about the relish (of the Name of) God the king, (upon tasting which) the taste 

of all other relishes gets forsaken.” (1-pause) 

Commenting further on our foolishness, Ravi Das Ji says: “(O’ my friends), 

knowingly and unknowingly, we have gone crazy, and the days (of our lives) are 

passing in good and bad thoughts. Our lusts and passions are strong, but our sense of 

discrimination is very weak, therefore thoughts of acquiring spiritual wisdom do not 

enter (our mind).” (2) 

Ravi Das Ji concludes this shabad by making a confession before God on our behalf 

and praying to Him for forgiveness. He says: “(O’ God), we say one thing, but do 

something else. In us Maya (the worldly attachment) has become so strong that we 

don’t realize our foolishness. O’ God, Your servant Ravi Das says, that he is now tired 

of this foolishness, therefore shedding Your anger, show mercy on his soul (and unite 

him with You).” (3-3) 

The message of this shabad is that we should realize that daily we are wasting our 

precious life in pursuits of Maya or worldly riches and power, and we do not 

have the wisdom to love and meditate on God. Therefore we should pray to God 

to show His mercy upon us, and shedding His anger, give us the right wisdom to 

meditate on His Name, and unite us with Him. 

sukh saagar surtar chintaaman 

kaamDhayn bas jaa kay. 

chaar padaarath asat dasaa siDh nav 
niDh kar tal taa kay. ||1|| 
 

har har har na jaapeh rasnaa. 

avar sabh ti-aag bachan rachnaa. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 
 

naanaa khi-aan puraan bayd biDh     

cha-utees akhar maaNhee 
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bi-aas bichaar kahi-o parmaarath raam 

naam sar naahee. ||2|| 

 

sahj samaaDh upaaDh rahat fun badai 

bhaag liv laagee. 

kahi ravidaas pargaas ridai Dhar janam 
maran bhai bhaagee. ||3||4|| 

Ravi Das Ji –4 

It appears that in this shabad, Ravi Das Ji is addressing  a pundit, who is absorbed in  

reading and discussing all kinds of theories on Vedas and Shastras, but is not 

reflecting on their essence (or the real message of these religious books), or 

meditating on the Name of God, who has all kinds of treasures in His control and can 

fulfill all our wishes.  

So addressing such a pundit (and indirectly all those who merely read and discuss 

books), Ravi Das Ji says: “(O’ pundit, why don’t you remember that God) who is the 

ocean of peace, under whose control are all the (five miraculous trees), the wish 

fulfilling gem, and elysian cow (who can yield what ever one wants. Yes, why don’t 

you remember that God), on the palm of whose hand are the four cardinal boons (of 

righteousness, financial prosperity, fulfillment of desires, and salvation), power to 

perform all the eighteen kinds of miracles, and all the nine treasures?” (1) (See Note 

Below) 

Addressing that pundit (and indirectly all of us) again, Ravi Das Ji asks: “O’ pundit, 

why forsaking all other things, you do not utter the Name of that God from your 

tongue again and again?” (1-pause) 

Referring to Vedas and Shastras, the Hindu holiest books, Ravi Das Ji reminds us and 

says: “(O’ brother), myriad of legends and all the different modes of doing rituals 

described in the Vedas and Puranas, are all confined in the thirty-four letters (of the 

Sanskrit alphabet). But after great reflection, Vayasa, the great seer has stated, this as 

the essence (of all righteous deeds and faith, that no other way) is equal (in merit) to 

God’s Name.” (2) 

In conclusion, Ravi Das Ji says: “When through great destiny, the person whose 

attention is imperceptibly attuned to God, his mind becomes free of all kinds of strife. 

Ravi Das says, then that person’s mind is illuminated (with divine knowledge), and 

fear of birth and death hastens away.” (3-4) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to find peace and get rid of all our 

fears including that of birth and death, then instead of religious books we should 

concentrate on the essence and meditate on God's Name. 
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Note :-In Hindu mythology, it is believed that in heaven, which is ruled by god Indira, 

there are five special trees, including the famous “Paar Jaat” or the wish-fulfilling 

tree. Similarly there is a gem called “Chinta Mani”, which can also do, whatever one 

desires, and also there is one elysian cow called “Kaam Dhen”, which yields, 

whatever its owner desires. The eighteen miraculous powers refer to the different 

kinds of powers acquired by some yogis, such as the power to appear and disappear 

at will, or fly in air. The nine treasures refer to the different kinds of treasures under 

the control of god “Kuber”. 

ja-o tum girivar ta-o ham moraa. 

ja-o tum chand ta-o ham bha-ay hai 

chakoraa. ||1|| 
 

maaDhvay tum na torahu ta-o ham nahee 

toreh. 

tum si-o tor kavan si-o joreh. ||1||    

rahaa-o. 

 

ja-o tum deevraa ta-o ham baatee. 

ja-o tum tirath ta-o ham jaatee. ||2|| 

SGGS  P-659 

saachee pareet ham tum si-o joree. 

tum si-o jor avar sang toree. ||3|| 

 

jah jah jaa-o tahaa tayree sayvaa. 

tum so thaakur a-or na dayvaa. ||4|| 

 

tumray bhajan kateh jam faaNsaa. 

bhagat hayt gaavai ravidaasaa. ||5||5|| 

Ravi Das Ji –5 

In this shabad, Ravi Das tells what one feels and says to God when one is imbued 

with unconditional love for Him and  completely surrenders oneself to Him.  

He says: “(O’ God, You are the master of everything in the world and nobody knows 

what You are). However, if You are (some body beautiful like) a green hillside, then I 

would like to be a peacock (who dances with joy on seeing that beautiful sight). If 

You are (glorious and bright like) a moon, then I (want to be) a Chakor (in love with 

Your light).” (1) 
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Elaborating on the extent of his love, Ravi Das Ji says: “(O’ God), even if You break 

with me, I would not break with You, because after breaking with You, with whom 

can I fall in love? (I don’t see anyone else like You).” (1-pause) 

Continuing to express his feelings of love for God, Ravi Das Ji cites a few examples 

and says: “O’ God, if You are an earthen lamp, then I am the wick (of that lamp). If 

You are a pilgrimage place, then I am a (pilgrim) traveling there.” (2) 

Contrasting his love for God with the rest of the world, Ravi Das Ji says: “O’ God I 

have imbued myself with true love for You, and after thus falling in love with You, I 

have broken (all connection) with others (in the world).” (3) 

Stating his present state of mind, Ravi Das Ji says: “(O’ God), wherever I go (I see 

You only and feel) all my activities are in Your service. (Because, I don’t see) any 

other god who is as (gracious and powerful) Master as You.” (4) 

In conclusion, Ravi Das Ji says: “(O’ God), by worshipping You (and singing Your 

praises), the bonds of death are cut off, and that is why for the sake of Your devotion, 

Ravi Das sings (Your) praises.” (5-5) 

The message of this shabad is that our love for God should be such that no matter 

what, we should always keep praising and loving Him, just as a peacock loves a 

mountain, or a cuckoo loves the moon. 

Personal Note: Brother SurJit Singh Ji of Oklahoma did the translation of this 

shabad, and above is the dictation, which he wrote on a paper (with a few 

modifications by the author for consistency with rest of the translation). 

jal kee bheet pavan kaa thambhaa rakat 
bund kaa gaaraa. 

haad maas naarheeN ko pinjar pankhee basai 

bichaaraa. ||1|| 

 

paraanee ki-aa mayraa ki-aa tayraa. 

jaisay tarvar pankh basayraa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

raakho kanDh usaarahu neevaaN. 

saadhay teen haath tayree seevaaN. ||2|| 

 

bankay baal paag sir dayree. 

ih tan ho-igo bhasam kee dhayree. ||3|| 
 

oochay mandar sundar naaree. 

raam naam bin baajee haaree. ||4|| 
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mayree jaat kameenee paaNt kameenee 

ochhaa janam hamaaraa. 

tum sarnaagat raajaa raam chand kahi 
ravidaas chamaaraa. ||5||6|| 

Ravi Das Ji –6 

In this shabad, devotee Ravi Das Ji reminds us about the true nature of our body, 

which is so weak and transitory. He wants us to concentrate on the meditation of 

God's Name, which is everlasting and can give us real peace and bliss.   

He says: “(O’ mortals), our body is like a wall of water, supported by a pillar of air. It 

is covered with the plaster of our (mother’s) blood and (father’s) semen, and the body 

is a cage of bones and flesh in which lives the poor (soul) bird.” (1) 

Therefore, Ravi Das Ji says: “O’ human being, why do you (indulge in such thoughts 

as) “what is mine, and what is yours”, (and keep amassing worldly possessions, when 

your stay in the world) is like that of a bird’s stay on a tree?” (1) 

Commenting further on our obsession with amassing wealth and building magnificent 

mansions, Ravi Das Ji says: “(O’ people), you lay deep foundations, and build walls 

(for your big houses, but you don’t realize that) the maximum land needed (for your 

sleep or your burial) is only three and a half hands (about six feet). (2) 

Now Ravi Das Ji comments on those who spend too much time and resources in 

decorating themselves. He says: “(O’ my brothers), you comb your hair and tie a 

slanting turban on your head (to show yourself off, but you don’t remember that) this 

body of yours which you (are trying to decorate so lavishly) is going to become a heap 

of ashes one day.” (3) 

Next talking about those who build lofty buildings and run after beautiful women to 

fulfill their lusts, Ravi Das Ji says: “(O’ friends, you build) great mansions (and try to 

satisfy your lusts with) beautiful women, but without meditating on God's Name you 

would lose the game (or purpose) of life (which is to reunite with God).”  (4) 

Finally Ravi Das Ji humbly prays to God (and indirectly suggests us to do the same). 

He says: “(O’ God, no doubt) I belong to a low caste and a low lineage and my birth 

also was in a very humble family, but the cobbler Ravi Das prays to You, that he has 

come to Your shelter (and begs You to save him, as You will).” (5-6) 

The message of this shabad is that our stay in this body and the world is  short-

lived, like guests in a hotel for a night or so. Therefore instead of wasting our 

time in trying to amass unnecessary wealth and possessions, we should utilize it 

in meditating on God's Name and being reunited with Him. 
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chamrataa gaaNth na jan-ee. 

log gathaavai panhee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

aar nahee Jih topa-o. 

nahee raaNbee thaa-o ropa-o. ||1|| 
 

log ganth ganth kharaa bigoochaa. 

ha-o bin gaaNthay jaa-ay pahoochaa. ||2|| 
 

ravidaas japai raam naamaa. 

mohi jam si-o naahee kaamaa. ||3||7|| 

Ravi Das Ji -7 

It appears that in this shabad, by using the metaphor of mending shoes, as is the 

general job of a cobbler, Ravi Das Ji is commenting on the natural human tendency to 

try to maintain their bodies by taking different medicines, vitamins, and even doing 

surgeries, as if they want to prolong the life of their bodies, just as one tries to prolong 

the life of one’s shoes by taking these to a cobbler and asking him or her to mend it by 

sowing or patching it at the torn off or cracked places. But in spite of being a cobbler, 

Ravi Das Ji doesn’t want to repair any more shoes, or even try to prolong his life, 

because he is now so much imbued with the love of God that he wants to unite with 

Him.  

He says: “Even though (other) people get the shoes (and bodies) mended (or repaired 

from different cobblers, or doctors , yet) I, a poor cobbler, don’t know how to repair 

or mend the shoe (of my own body).” (1-pause) 

Commenting further on his inability to mend the shoes, Ravi Das Ji says: “ (Just as 

now), I don’t have the awl to thread the shoes, nor the scrapping tool to scrape the old 

worn out places and patch the same (similarly I don’t have any attachment for the 

world, or feel the need to repair my relationships with it).” (1) 

Continuing his comments, Ravi Das Ji says: “(I see that) by trying to mend (and cure 

their bodies) again and again, the world has ruined itself very badly, but without 

trying to repair (my body), I have reached (the mansion of God).” (2) 

Ravi Das Ji concludes the shabad by stating what he is doing now. He says: “Now (I) 

Ravi Das only meditate on (God's) Name. (I have discarded any attachment for the 

body, so) I don’t have any business with the demon of death.” (3-7) 

The message of this shabad is that instead of devoting our entire time and energy 

to improve our health, and prolong our lives, we should spend some time and 

energy in remembering God and establishing relationship with Him, which 

would help us obtain eternal bliss and save us from future pains of births and 

deaths. 
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raag sorath banee bhagat bheekhan 

kee 

ik -oNkaar satgur parsaad.  

nainhu neer bahai tan kheenaa bha-ay 
kays duDh vaanee. 

rooDhaa kanth sabad nahee uchrai ab ki-

aa karahi paraanee. ||1|| 

 

raam raa-ay hohi baid banvaaree. 

apnay santeh layho ubaaree. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

maathay peer sareer jalan hai karak 

karayjay maahee. 

aisee baydan upaj kharee bha-ee vaa kaa 
a-ukhaDh naahee. ||2|| 

 

har kaa naam amrit jal nirmal ih  a-ukhaDh 

jag saaraa. 

gur parsaad kahai jan bheekhan paava-o 
mokh du-aaraa. ||3||1|| 

Raag Sorath Bani Bhagat Bhikhan Ki 

In this shabad, devotee Bhikhan Ji is commenting on the status of human beings when 

they grow old and suffer from all kinds of mental and physical ailments, but still 

remain attached to their bodies, and do not utilize their remaining days to meditate on 

God's Name, which could cure all their physical and mental ailments and even help 

them obtain salvation.  

He says: “(In the old age, when) water flows from the eyes, the hair become white like 

milk, and the throat  is choked (with mucus), which makes it hard even to speak. In 

such a state, what can you do, O’ mortal?” (1) 

Bhikhan Ji suggests we pray to God and say: “O’ God the king, become physician and 

save Your saints.” (1-pause) 

Resuming his address, Bhikhan Ji says: “(O’ mortal, in the old age), your forehead 

keeps aching, the rest of the body (feels like) burning, and there is pain in your heart. 

(In short), such a distress has arisen for which there is no cure.” (2) 

But even in such a pitiable state, Bhikhan Ji suggests a remedy and says: “(O’ mortals, 

even in such a state), there is one medicine, which is famous all over the world, (and  
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that cure-all) is the nectar like water of God’s Name. By Guru’s grace, devotee 

Bhikhan says: “(By using this medicine of Name) I would obtain the door to salvation 

(and so can you).” (3-1) 

The message of this shabad is that when we are very old, our physical faculties 

like eyes, ears, and tongue are in bad shape, and all our body is in pain; however, 

even in such a condition, if we meditate on God's Name with true love and 

devotion, then we can get rid of all these physical ailments and obtain salvation. 

aisaa naam ratan nirmolak punn 
padaarath paa-i-aa. 

anik jatan kar hirdai raakhi-aa ratan na 

chhapai chhapaa-i-aa. ||1|| 

 

har gun kahtay kahan na jaa-ee. 

jaisay goongay kee mithi-aa-ee. ||1|| 
rahaa-o. 
 

rasnaa ramat sunat sukh sarvanaa chit 

chaytay sukh ho-ee. 

kaho bheekhan du-ay nain santokhay 
jah daykhaaN tah so-ee. ||2||2|| 

Bhikhan Ji –2 

In the previous shabad, devotee Bhikhan Ji suggested that God's Name is such a 

panacea that it will not only cure us of all our physical ailments, but it can also help us 

obtain salvation and divine bliss. In this shabad, he shares with us the kind of joy and 

ecstasy he experienced when he meditated on God’s Name. 

 He says: “(O’ my friends, when by Guru’s grace I meditated on God’s Name, I felt 

such a happiness and bliss that I felt that perhaps) as a reward for some past virtues, I 

have obtained such a priceless gem of God’s Name; and in spite of making countless 

efforts (to keep it hidden) in my heart (I concluded that the glow of this diamond is 

such that) this jewel cannot be kept hidden, (no matter how much we may) try to 

hide.” (1) 

Illustrating the difficulty in describing the merits of God and His Name with an 

example, Bhikhan Ji says: “(O’ my friends, even if he tries) a dumb person cannot 

describe the taste of a sweet (similarly just) by saying, the virtues of God cannot be 

described.” (1-pause) 

Bhikhan Ji concludes the shabad by describing the bliss he experiences when he 

meditates on God’s Name. He says: “(O’ my friends, I have observed that when) with 

my tongue I utter (God’s Name, I enjoy its relish, when I) listen my ears obtain peace,  
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and peace prevails in my mind and thoughts. (In short) Bhikhan says: “ (Upon 

meditating on God's Name), both my eyes have become so contented, that now 

wherever I look (I find) that same (God).” (2-2) 

The message of this shabad is that if we meditate on God’s Name with true love 

and devotion, then divine peace and bliss pervades our entire body, and we 

obtain such divine wisdom that we see God everywhere. 

SGGS  P-660 

Dhanaasree mehlaa 1 ghar 1      
cha-upday 

ik-oNkaar sat naam kartaa purakh 

nirbha-o nirvair akaal moorat 
ajoonee saibhaN gur parsaad. 

jee-o darat hai aapnaa kai si-o karee 
pukaar. 

dookh visaaran sayvi-aa sadaa sadaa 

daataar. ||1|| 

 

saahib mayraa neet navaa sadaa sadaa 

daataar. ||1||  rahaa-o. 

 

an-din saahib sayvee-ai ant chhadaa-ay 

so-ay. 
sun sun mayree kaamnee paar utaaraa 

ho-ay. ||2|| 

 

da-i-aal tayrai naam taraa. 

sad kurbaanai jaa-o. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

sarbaN saachaa ayk hai doojaa naahee 

ko-ay. 
taa kee sayvaa so karay jaa ka-o nadar 

karay. ||3|| 
 

tuDh baajh pi-aaray kayv rahaa. 

saa vadi-aa-ee deh Jit naam tayray laag 
rahaaN. 

doojaa naahee ko-ay Jis aagai pi-aaray 

jaa-ay kahaa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
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sayvee saahib aapnaa avar na jaachaN-o 

ko-ay. 
naanak taa kaa daas hai bind bind 

chukh chukh ho-ay. ||4|| 

 

saahib tayray naam vitahu bind bind 

chukh chukh ho-ay. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
||4||1|| 

 Dhanasri Mehla-1 Chaupadas. 

With this shabad, Guru Ji begins a new chapter in the musical measure called Rag 

Dhanasri. This measure is supposed to bring out feelings of love and the pain of 

separation of human soul from its spouse, God.  

Putting himself in our situation, Guru Ji expresses his fear and says: “(O’ my friends, 

this world is like a sea of sufferings, looking at these sufferings), my soul feels afraid, 

(and I wonder) before whom I may go and cry (for help? So after pondering over all 

other possible supports), I served (and meditated upon God) the dispeller of sorrows, 

who is always a gracious benefactor.” (1)  

Sharing with us a unique quality of this Benefactor, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), 

my Master is (so generous, that He) daily keeps on giving new gifts, as if) every day, 

He is the new Giver, and ever and forever He keeps on giving.” (1-pause)  

Therefore advising his own mind (and indirectly us), Guru Ji says: “(O’ my soul), day 

and night we should serve (and contemplate) the Master, because it is He who would 

save us in the end. Yes, listen carefully O’ my intellect, (it is by meditating on Him, 

that we are able to) cross over (the dreadful worldly ocean).” (2) 

Guru Ji now addresses God Himself and says: “(O’ my) merciful (God, it is only by 

meditating) on Your Name, that I can swim across (the dreadful worldly ocean. 

Therefore) I always am a sacrifice to You.” (1-pause) 

Describing how important it is to meditate on the one God alone and nobody else, 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), everywhere, it is the one (God) alone who is eternal, 

and there is no other (except Him). Only that person on whom He casts His glance of 

grace does His service (and worships Him).” (3) 

Therefore Guru Ji lovingly addresses God again, and says: “O’ my Dear, (in Your 

absence I become so restless that I wonder), how can I live without You? Please bless 

me with such a great gift, by virtue of which I may always remain attuned to Your 

Name. Because O’ dear, there is no other to whom I could go and describe (my pain).” 

(1-pause) 
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Reiterating his firm faith in one God alone, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), I serve 

only my Master and I don’t beg from anybody else. Nanak is a slave of that (God), 

and bit by bit he is a sacrifice to Him.” (4) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by re-iterating: “O’ my Master, I sacrifice myself bit by 

bit over Your Name.” (1-pause-4-1) 

The message of this shabad is that it is only one God, who can save and 

emancipate us from this dreadful worldly ocean. Therefore we should always 

worship and meditate on His Name alone and none else. 

Dhanaasree mehlaa 1. 

ham aadmee haaN ik damee muhlat 
muhat na jaanaa. 

naanak binvai tisai sarayvhu jaa kay 

jee-a paraanaa. ||1|| 

 

anDhay jeevnaa veechaar daykh kaytay 

kay dinaa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

saas maas sabh jee-o tumaaraa too mai 

kharaa pi-aaraa. 

naanak saa-ir ayv kahat hai sachay 
parvadgaaraa. ||2|| 

 

jay too kisai na dayhee mayray 
saahibaa ki-aa ko kadhai gahnaa. 

naanak binvai so kichh paa-ee-ai purab 

likhay kaa lahnaa. ||3|| 

 

naam khasam kaa chit na kee-aa 

kaptee kapat kamaanaa. 

jam du-aar jaa pakarh chalaa-i-aa taa 

chaldaa pachhutaanaa. ||4|| 

SGGS  P-661 

jab lag dunee-aa rahee-ai naanak kichh 
sunee-ai kichh kahee-ai. 

bhaal rahay ham rahan na paa-i-aa 
jeevti-aa mar rahee-ai. ||5||2|| 
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Dhanasari Mehla 1 

In this shabad, Guru Ji wants us to remember the fact that we human beings depend 

upon each and every breath and we don’t know whether we will be breathing our next 

breath or not.  God has given this body and soul of ours to us for a certain purpose. In 

this shabad, Guru Ji is telling us what is that purpose, and how we should use the time 

available to us. 

Addressing us Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), we the human beings depend upon one 

breath, (the moment we stop breathing we are dead). We don’t know how much more 

time (we are going to have in this world. Therefore, O’ my friends,) Nanak       

submits, serve (and contemplate on that God) who has given (you) this body and life 

breaths.” (1) 

But since we human beings, do not take seriously any such advice, Guru Ji, once 

again, reminds us in little harsher words, and says: “O’ blind person, think about it 

and see for yourself, for how many days (more you are going to live)?” (1-pause) 

Next expressing his love for God, Guru Ji says: “O’ God, each and every breath, our 

flesh, and all our life belongs to You, and You are truly dear to me; O’ true Sustainer, 

this is what (humble) poet Nanak says,” (2) 

But pleading on behalf of others who don’t love God or don’t remember Him, Guru Ji 

says: “O’ my Master, if You don’t give (the gift of Your love to anyone), then what 

ornament (or any valuable thing) any person can offer (in exchange for this love)? 

Therefore Nanak submits, that we (the human beings) obtain only that, which we have 

to receive as pre- written in our destiny (based on our past deeds).” (3) 

Therefore commenting on the conduct and fate of a false self-conceited person, Guru 

Ji says: “(O’ my friends, a self-conceited) false person always keeps amassing 

falsehoods and doesn’t contemplate on God’s Name in his or her mind. But when the 

demon of death catches and drives a person to hell) then that person repents, (but 

nothing can be done now).” (4) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad by giving us this message: “I have exhausted 

myself trying to search and have found that nobody stays in this world (forever). 

Therefore, as long as we live in this world we should listen or say something 

(about God, and so erase our ego, as if) we are dead even while living. (5-2) 

Dhanaasree mehlaa 1 ghar doojaa 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

ki-O simree sivri-aa nahee jaa-ay. 

tapai hi-aa-O jee-arhaa billaa-ay. 

siraj savaaray saachaa so-ay. 

tis visri-ai changa ki-O ho-ay. ||1|| 
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hikmat hukam na paa-I-aa jaa-ay. 

ki-O kar saach mila-O mayree maa-ay. 

||1|| rahaa-O. 
 

vakhar naam daykhan ko-ee jaa-ay. 

naa ko chaakhai naa ko khaa-ay. 

lok pateenai naa pat ho-ay. 

taa pat rahai raakhai jaa so-ay. ||2|| 
 

jah daykhaa tah rahi-aa samaa-ay. 

tuDh bin doojee naahee jaa-ay. 

jay ko karay keetai ki-aa ho-ay. 

Jis no bakhsay saachaa so-ay. ||3|| 
 

hun uth chalnaa muhat ke taal. 

ki-aa muhu daysaa gun nahee naal. 

jaisee nadar karay taisaa ho-ay. 

vin nadree naanak nahee ko-ay. 
||4||1||3|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-1 Ghar-2 

In this shabad Guru Ji is placing himself in the situation of those people who have 

love for God, but find themselves utterly incapable of concentrating on Him and 

meditating on His Name. So they feel sad and wonder how they are going to meet 

God and be saved. Guru Ji shows us how we can solve this problem.   

As if sharing his concern with his mother, Guru Ji says: “ (O’ my mother), how can I 

meditate on Him when I cannot concentrate on Him. (Without meditating, I feel as if) 

my heart is burning and my soul is wailing. It is that true (God) who creates and 

embellishes us; by forsaking Him, how could there be any good (outcome)?” (1) 

Realizing another fact, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my mother, that God) cannot be obtained 

through any cleverness or by issuing a command. (Therefore, I wonder) how can I 

meet that true (God), O’ my mother?” (1-pause) 

Guru Ji now comments on those who sometime go to congregations and holy places, 

but are not really interested in God's Name; they are more interested in pleasing other 

people and in turn obtain pleasure in their company. So he says: “It is only a rare one 

who goes in search of (true) commodity of God's Name. Nobody really tastes, and 

nobody eats. (In other words, nobody really tries, and nobody enjoys the bliss of 

God’s Name; people there go simply to please others, but they need to remember that) 

by pleasing the people, one doesn’t obtain honor (in God’s court). There, one’s honor 

is only saved if that (God) Himself protects it (and blesses one with the gift of His 

Name).” (2) 
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Therefore addressing God and us, he says: “O’ God, wherever I look I see You 

pervading there, and there is no place where You are not. Even if one tries (to obtain 

the commodity of Your Name), nothing can happen by one’s efforts (alone, because 

only that person obtains God's Name) on whom the true One bestows (that gift).” (3) 

Coming back to the original question, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), any moment or 

instant, we may soon have to depart (from this world. Therefore everyone should 

ponder), “how would I face (God, when I) don’t have any merit with me?” (But the 

point is that howsoever He blesses, one becomes like that. O’ Nanak, without          

His grace there is none (who is blessed with the gift of Name, and is therefore 

saved).” (4-1-3) 

The message of this shabad is that we shouldn’t feel arrogant if we are meditating 

on God’s Name. Instead we should feel thankful to God for blessing us with this 

invaluable gift, because without God’s grace the commodity of His Name cannot 

be obtained. Secondly, we shouldn’t condemn those who don’t meditate on God’s 

Name and have other interests, because however God makes a person, he or she 

becomes like that.  

Dhanaasree mehlaa 1. 

nadar karay taa simri-aa jaa-ay. 

aatmaa darvai rahai liv laa-ay. 

aatmaa paraatamaa ayko karai. 

antar kee dubiDhaa antar marai. ||1|| 
 

gur parsaadee paa-I-aa jaa-ay. 

har si-O chit laagai fir kaal na khaa-ay. 

||1|| rahaa-O. 
 

sach simri-ai hovai pargaas. 

taa tay bikhi-aa meh rahai udaas. 

satgur kee aisee vadi-aa-ee. 

putar kaltar vichay gat paa-ee. ||2|| 
 

aisee sayvak sayvaa karai. 

Jis kaa jee-O tis aagai Dharai. 

saahib bhaavai so parvaan. 

so sayvak dargeh paavai maan. ||3|| 
 

satgur kee moorat hirdai vasaa-ay. 

jo ichhai so-ee fal paa-ay. 

saachaa saahib kirpaa karai. 

so sayvak jam tay kaisaa darai. ||4|| 
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bhanat naanak karay veechaar. 

saachee banee si-O Dharay pi-aar. 

taa ko paavai mokh du-aar. 

jap tap sabh ih sabad hai saar. 

||5||2||4|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-1 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we shouldn’t feel arrogant if we are 

meditating on God’s Name. Instead we should feel thankful to God for blessing us 

with this gift, because without God’s grace His Name cannot be obtained. Secondly 

we shouldn’t condemn those who don’t meditate on God’s Name and have other 

interests, because howsoever God makes a person, he or she becomes like that. In this 

shabad Guru Ji once again stresses that point.  

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), only when (God) bestows His grace can one meditate 

on His Name. (When one is blest with God’s grace, then) one’s soul becomes tender 

(like wax) and one remains attuned (to God). Then one considers one’s own soul and 

others’ soul as one, (because both originate from the same prime soul or God). Then 

the duality within (or the feeling of differences between one’s own, or others) dies in 

the mind itself.” (1)  

Stating how (love for) God is obtained), Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), it is only 

through Guru's grace that (love for God) can be obtained. When one’s mind is attuned 

to God, then (the fear of) death doesn’t afflict that person.” (1-pause)  

Describing what happens when we meditate on God, Guru Ji says: “When we 

meditate on the eternal (God), our mind is illuminated (with divine knowledge). Then 

even while living in the poisonous (world), one remains detached (from it). Such is 

the glory of true Guru that even in the midst of one’s sons, (daughters), and wife, one 

obtains salvation.” (2) 

Now describing how a servant of God should serve Him and what kinds of blessings 

one receives, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), a servant of God should do such a 

service (of the Master) that to whom belongs one’s life, one should surrender it before 

Him. (One’s attitude should be such that) whatever pleases the Master should be 

acceptable (to him or her, and one shouldn’t complain or protest against it even a bit). 

Such a servant is approved in God’s court.” (3) 

Listing what other steps a true devotee needs to take to win God’s pleasure, Guru Ji 

says: “(A true devotee) should enshrine the image (the word) of the true Guru in the 

mind. (When one does that), one obtains whatever one wishes. (In fact), the        

eternal God bestows (such) grace on that servant, that he or she is not (even) afraid of 

death.” (4) 
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In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), Nanak submits that when one reflects 

upon and develops love for (Gurbani), the true word one obtains the gate to salvation, 

and (concludes) that the word (God’s Name) is the essence of all worship and penance 

etc.” (5-2-4) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to find the gate to salvation and 

eternal bliss, then we should follow the advice of the Guru and cheerfully accept 

God’s will in all circumstances. Further, we should follow the advice contained in 

the Gurbani (as included in Shri Guru Granth Sahib Ji), with full faith and true 

love and meditate on God’s Name. This is the essence of all worship, austerities, 

and everything else.  

Dhanaasree mehlaa 1. 

jee-O tapat hai baaro baar. 

tap tap khapai bahut baykaar. 

jai tan banee visar jaa-ay. 

Ji-O pakaa rogee villaa-ay. ||1|| 

 

bahutaa bolan jhakhan ho-ay. 

vin bolay jaanai sabh so-ay. ||1|| rahaa-O. 

 

Jin kan keetay akhee naak. 

Jin Jihvaa ditee bolay taat. 

SGGS  P-662 

Jin man raakhi-aa agnee paa-ay. 

vaajai pavan aakhai sabh jaa-ay. ||2|| 

 

jaytaa moh pareet su-aad. 

sabhaa kaalakh daagaa daag. 

daag dos muhi chali-aa laa-ay. 

dargeh baisan naahee jaa-ay. ||3|| 

 

karam milai aakhan tayraa naa-O. 

Jit lag tarnaa hor nahee thaa-O. 

jay ko doobai fir hovai saar. 

naanak saachaa sarab daataar. ||4||3||5|| 
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Dhanasari Mehla-1 

According to some authors, Guru Ji recited this shabad on meeting a poor beggar who 

was suffering from leprosy. Guru Ji told him the way to cure not only his body, but 

also his soul. This shabad also gives us some valuable insights into the causes of our 

sufferings, and how we can avoid these sufferings and live in peace. 

He says: “(O’ my friends, our) mind suffers in (pain) again and again, and grieving 

like this one unnecessarily hurts oneself very much. The one who forsakes the word 

(of God) writhes and cries like a (chronic) leprosy patient.” (1) 

However, telling us about the futility of such crying, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), 

to talk or complain too much (about one’s problems) is fruitless, because even without 

(our) speaking, (God) knows everything.” (1-pause)  

Guru Ji therefore advises: “(O’ my friends), He who has given us ears, eyes, and nose, 

He who has provided us with the tongue which speaks so fast, He who kept our body 

in the fire of mother’s womb, (by whose power) the breath moves everywhere, and we 

can speak (everything) and go everywhere; (we should meditate on that God).” (2) 

Next warning us against false worldly attachments, riches, and pleasures, he says: 

“(O’ my friends), all the love and attachment for worldly relations, riches, power, and 

relishes of the tongue are just like the black stains (on our soul). When a              

person departs from here with all those stains of sins, one cannot find a place in God’s 

court.” (3) 

However, Guru Ji has compassion even for sinners; therefore he pleads on our behalf 

to God and says: “(O’ God), it is only by Your grace, that one obtains (the intellect) to 

utter Your Name, only by attuning to which one can swim across (the worldly ocean), 

and there is no other place (where one can go to save one self). But O’ Nanak, even 

when one is drowning (in the ocean of worldly pains), one can still (save one’s self 

and) become whole (by meditating on God’s Name), because O’ Nanak, that eternal 

Giver (is always merciful).” (4-3-5) 

The message of this shabad is that if we forget God's Name and keep getting 

entangled in worldly attachments and pursuits of false worldly pleasures, then 

we become very miserable and cry like chronic patients. In such a situation, the 

only way to obtain relief for our body and soul is to pray to God to show His 

grace and bless us with the gift of His Name, which can dispel all our problems. 

Dhanaasree mehlaa 1. 

chor salaahay cheet na bheejai. 

jay badee karay taa tasoo na chheejai. 

chor kee haamaa bharay na ko-ay. 

chor kee-aa changa ki-O ho-ay. ||1|| 
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sun man anDhay kutay koorhi-aar. 

bin bolay boojhee-ai sachiaar. ||1||    
rahaa-O. 
 

chor su-aali-O chor si-aanaa. 

khotay kaa mul ayk dugaanaa. 

jay saath rakhee-ai deejai ralaa-ay. 

jaa parkhee-ai khotaa ho-ay jaa-ay. ||2|| 
 

jaisaa karay so taisaa paavai. 

aap beej aapay hee khaavai. 

jay vadi-aa-ee-aa aapay khaa-ay. 

jayhee surat tayhai raahi jaa-ay. ||3|| 
 

jay sa-O koorhee-aa koorh kabaarh. 

bhaavai sabh aakha-O sansaar. 

tuDh bhaavai aDhee parvaan. 

naanak jaanai jaan sujaan. ||4||4||6|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-1 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we forget God's Name and keep 

getting entangled in worldly attachments and pursuits of false worldly pleasures, then 

we become very miserable and cry like chronic patients. But still, many of us indulge 

in many crimes including stealing from others. When caught, we try to escape 

punishment by trying to bribe or flatter the judge. If that doesn’t work, then we start 

attacking the judge’s integrity, or level other implicit accusations. But none of these 

has any effect on a righteous judge.   

Therefore, warning us against any sins or misdeeds, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), if 

a thief flatters, (a judge’s) heart is not moved. Even if (the thief) denigrates the judge, 

it doesn’t harm (the judge’s reputation) at all. (Moreover) nobody comes forward to 

defend or provide security on behalf of the thief. So how can the one who has been 

called a thief be redeemed (in the eyes of others)?” (1) 

Therefore admonishing his own mind and indirectly us, Guru Ji says: “Listen, O’ 

blind, greedy, and false mind, a true person is recognized without even saying a word, 

(so you don’t have to say anything if you are innocent).” (1-pause) 

Describing further how in spite of numerous attempts, a thief cannot hide him or 

herself, he says: “A thief may be very handsome, or may be very wise, (but is 

considered worthless), just as the worth of a base (rupee) is only two shells. (He or she 

is like) that false coin, which even if put along with the genuine coins is judged false 

when tested.” (2) 
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Guru Ji now warns us against the consequences of our bad deeds, and also tells us 

how difficult is to try to change anybody’s conduct. He says: “One obtains the reward 

of whatever one does. One reaps what one sows. Even if one praises oneself, still one 

follows that path and does according to whatever is one’s bent of mind; (therefore we 

should not waste too much of our time in trying to mend other persons, we should take 

care of our own conduct).” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by telling us that even though sometimes one may be 

able to mislead the world with one’s sweet tongue and false assertions, still that 

falsehood is not hidden from God. So Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), even if by 

speaking hundreds of lies, and even if the entire world may (be fooled) into deeming 

(one as a good person, still (a false person) is not approved in God’s court). Nanak 

says that sagacious God knows everything. O’ God, if it so pleases You, even a 

simpleton (who is honest) is approved (in Your court).” (4-4-6) 

The message of this shabad is that no matter how clever or a smooth talker one 

may be, and even if one succeeds in fooling the world, still a guilty person is 

identified in God’s court and has to suffer the punishment for all one’s sins. On 

the other, hand even a simpleton who is honest is approved in His court. 

Dhanaasree mehlaa 1. 

kaa-I-aa kaagad man parvaanaa. 

sir kay laykh na parhai I-aanaa. 

dargeh gharhee-ahi teenay laykh. 

khotaa kaam na aavai vaykh. ||1|| 

 

naanak jay vich rupaa ho-ay. 

kharaa kharaa aakhai sabh ko-ay. 
||1|| rahaa-O. 

 

kaadee koorh bol mal khaa-ay. 

baraahman naavai jee-aa ghaa-ay. 

jogee jugat na jaanai anDh. 

teenay ojaarhay kaa banDh. ||2|| 

 

so jogee jo jugat pachhaanai. 

gur parsaadee ayko jaanai. 

kaajee so jo ultee karai. 

gur parsaadee jeevat marai. 

so baraahman jo barahm beechaarai. 

aap tarai saglay kul taarai. ||3|| 
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daanasband so-ee dil Dhovai. 

musalmaan so-ee mal khovai. 

parhi-aa boojhai so parvaan. 

Jis sir dargeh kaa neesaan. 
||4||5||7|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-1 

In stanza (3) of the previous shabad, Guru Ji stated: “One obtains the reward of 

whatever one does. One reaps what one sows. Even if one praises oneself, still one 

follows that path and does according to whatever is one’s bent of mind.” In this 

shabad, Guru Ji educates us about the background causes of different natures and 

characters of different human beings. He also tells us how can one become true to 

one’s profession or title.  

He says: “(O’ my friends), our body is like paper and the mind is like God’s order 

written on that paper (expressing the will or judgment of God regarding that person. 

But) the ignorant human being doesn’t read this (divine) command, (and doesn’t try to 

understand that based on the past deeds, what kinds of tendencies have already been 

programmed into his or her nature). In the court of God, human destiny is written 

(with different combinations of) three impulses (of Maya or tendencies for vice, 

virtue, and power). But see just as a false (coin) serves no purpose (in anyone’s 

pocket, similarly a false person is not considered useful in God’s court and is therefore 

not allowed to stay there).” (1) 

Continuing the example of coins, Guru Ji says: “If there is any silver in a coin, then O’ 

Nanak, everybody says it is genuine again and again; (similarly if there is purity in 

any one, that one is called a true person).” (1) 

Now Guru Ji comments on the conduct of those who are supposed to be of higher 

moral values, and more truthful than the ordinary people, but in actuality are the worst 

of all. Giving a few examples, he says: “The qazi (who is both a Muslim judge and 

faith leader, but still by taking bribes he pronounces unjust judgments, as if he is) 

eating dirt by telling lies. (Similarly on the one hand) a brahmin takes baths (at holy 

places, but on the other hand he) kills animals. The so-called yogi is so blind (without 

true knowledge) that he does not know the way (to unite with God. Thus) all these 

three (kinds of people towards whom people look as role models) are the 

arrangements for one’s ruin.” (2) 

Now Guru Ji tells us who is the true yogi, qazi, or a brahmin. He says: “(O’ my 

friends, he alone is the true) yogi who knows the way (to be united with God), and by 

Guru's grace realizes that there is only one God. He (alone) is the true qazi (or the 

judge), who turns his mind back from (ill gotten wealth), and by Guru's advice dies 

while still alive (completely annihilates his worldly desires. Finally), he is the true 

brahmin, who reflects on Braham (the all-pervading God. Such a Brahmin) saves 

himself, and saves all his generations.” (3) 
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In closing, Guru Ji says: “That person alone who washes (the dirt of falsehood in) his 

or her heart is (truly) wise  He alone is a (true) Muslim who sheds the dirt (of evils). 

Only that learned person is accepted (in God’s court who) understands (the way of 

life) and whose forehead bears the mark (of approval of God’s) court.” (4-5-7)  

The message of this shabad is that if we want to be accepted in God's court, then 

we have to shed our greed for worldly riches and power, make our heart pure, 

and wash the dirt of evil thoughts from our mind and become true like pure 

silver coins, worthy of acceptance in God’s treasury, His blissful presence. 

Dhanaasree mehlaa 1 ghar 3 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

kaal naahee jog naahee naahee sat kaa 
dhab. 

thaansat jag bharisat ho-ay doobtaa iv 

jag. ||1|| 
 

kal meh raam naam saar. 

akhee ta meeteh naak pakrheh thagan 
ka-O sansaar. ||1|| rahaa-O. 
 

aaNt saytee naak pakrheh soojh-tay tin 
lo-a. 

SGGS  P-663 

magar paachhai kachh na soojhai ayhu 

padam alo-a. ||2|| 
 

khataree-aa ta Dharam chhodi-aa 

malaychh bhaakhi-aa gahee. 

sarisat sabh ik varan ho-ee Dharam kee 
gat rahee. ||3|| 
 

asat saaj saaj puraan soDheh karahi 
bayd abhi-aas. 

bin naam har kay mukat naahee kahai 

naanak daas. ||4||1||6||8|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-1 Ghar-3 

According to some historians, Guru Nanak Dev Ji recited this shabad, while 

commenting on the degradation of Indian society to the extent that even the Brahmins  
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and yogis, who were supposed to show true path to people were cheating them by 

false claims of having powers to perform miracles. People had lost so much moral 

courage that they changed their dress and conduct of life to look and behave like 

Muslims to please the rulers of that time. In his Gurmukhi translation of Sri Guru 

Granth Sahib, Bh. Harbans Singh states that as per the writings of Bh. Santokh Singh, 

this shabad refers to the story of a Brahmin of Lahore (Pakistan), who used to sit with 

closed eyes in a lotus pose with miniature idols of gods placed on a worshipping stool 

in front of him. He used to claim that even though he keeps his eyes closed, yet still he 

could see what is happening in all three worlds (the earth, the sky, and the 

netherworld). In order to expose this false claim and money gathering excuse of the 

Brahmin, Guru Ji placed the stool behind his back. When the Brahmin opened his 

eyes, he was very nervous at not seeing his stool and asked Guru Ji if he knew where 

it is? Instead Guru Ji said to him that since he claimed that he knew what is happening 

in all the three worlds, he himself should know about everything including his stool. 

But the Brahmin couldn’t find the stool at his own back. So Guru Ji uttered this 

shabad, advising him and all of us against such hypocritical attempts to deceive 

others.      

First commenting on the general conduct of the people during those days, Guru Ji 

says: “This is no good time, because there is neither any true yoga (or union with 

God), nor the life of truth. Even the holy pilgrimage places of the world have been 

defiled and this entire world is drowning (in sin and false worldly values).” (1) 

Therefore, Guru Ji laments: “The most sublime thing in Kal Yug (the present age) is 

God’s Name. But (instead of advising people to do the right thing, the spiritual leaders 

like this Brahmin play such tricks as) closing their eyes, and pinching their nostrils to 

deceive the world.” (1-pause)  

Continuing his comments, Guru Ji says: “(These people) grip their nose with their 

thumb and two first fingers, (and while their eyes are closed, claim that) all the three 

worlds are revealed to them. But they don’t know what is happening behind            

their back; strange is their lotus pose (sitting in which they make such baseless 

claims)!” (2)  

Next commenting on the conduct of Khattris (the warrior class people), who claim 

themselves as the second highest caste, Guru Ji says: “The people of warrior classes 

have forsaken their Dharma (faith) and adopted the language of Muslims, (whom they 

call unclean or) malechas. In this way, the entire world has become of one caste (of 

impurity, and uncleanliness), and the state of righteousness has deteriorated.” (3)  

Finally commenting on the shallow and useless practices of customary reading of holy 

books by the brahmins and priests, without following or acting on the  message 

contained therein, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, the pundits) scribe such 

philosophical treatises as the Asht adhyaaee Granth, and reflect on the Puranas and 

Vedas (the Hindu holy books), but servant Nanak says that salvation cannot be 

obtained without (meditating on) God's Name.” (4-1-6-8) 
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The message of this shabad, which Guru Ji uttered more than five hundred years 

ago, is still true today. It is true today that many times even the Sikhs adopt the 

culture and customs of the place where they happen to live. They follow those 

seemingly saintly people who claim to perform miracles or tell them about their 

future. Just like ritual reading of Gita or Ramayana by the Hindus, Sikhs do 

continuous reading of Guru Granth Sahib Ji without trying to understand or 

follow the message contained there in. It is time that Sikhs should pay heed to the 

advice of their own Gurus and abandon such empty rituals. 

Dhanaasree mehlaa 1 aartee 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

gagan mai thaal rav chand deepak banay 
taarikaa mandal janak motee. 

Dhoop mal-aanlo pavan chavro karay 

sagal banraa-ay foolant jotee. ||1|| 

 

kaisee aartee ho-ay bhav khandnaa 

tayree aartee. 

anhataa sabad vaajant bhayree. ||1|| 

rahaa-O. 
 

sahas tav nain nan nain hai tohi ka-O 

sahas moorat nanaa ayk tohee. 

sahas pad bimal nan ayk pad ganDh bin 

sahas tav ganDh iv chalat mohee. ||2|| 

 

sabh meh jot jot hai so-ay. 

tis kai chaanan sabh meh chaanan ho-ay. 

gur saakhee jot pargat ho-ay. 

jo tis bhaavai so aartee ho-ay. ||3|| 
 

har charan kamal makrand lobhit mano 
andino mohi aahee pi-aasaa. 

kirpaa jal deh naanak saaring ka-O  ho-ay 

jaa tay tayrai naam vaasaa. ||4||1||7||9|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-1 Aarti 

It is believed that Guru Nanak Dev Ji recited this shabad when he was visiting the 

Hindu temple of Jagan Nath Puri in south India. At that time the priests were 

performing Aarti (the ritual of adoration of the statues) by lighting lamps placed in a 

big platter and chanting mantras. Instead of joining them, Guru Ji came out and sat  
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outside in the open. When after finishing Aarti, the pundits came out and asked him 

why he did not join them, Guru Ji pointed to the sky, and told them he was watching 

the real (Aarti) adoration of God being performed in the sky and uttered this shabad. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), the sky is (like) a big platter in which the sun and moon 

have become lamps and the galaxy of stars is like pearls scattered in that salver. The 

fragrance wafting from the (sandalwood trees of) Malaya mountains is the incense, the 

wind is waving the fan, and the entire vegetation is raining flower petals over this 

(divine) light.” (1) 

Then in that poetic and devotional mood, Guru Ji addresses God and says: “O’ the 

Destroyer of fears, what kind of adoring and wonderful Aarti of Yours is being 

performed in which the non-stop melody of Your word is playing like the sweet tune 

coming out of a flute.” (1-pause) 

Now, reflecting on the wonders of God, His different forms and manifestations, Guru 

Ji says: “O’ God, You possess thousands and thousands of eyes, (yet being without a 

form,) You don’t have any eye. Similarly You have thousands of forms, yet have no 

particular form. (Reflecting on Your presence everywhere, one may think that) You 

have thousands of immaculate feet (but in reality, You don’t) have even a single foot. 

(In reality), You don’t have even one nose, (but You are so enjoying all the fragrances 

of the world), as if You have thousands of noses. (O’ my Beloved), such like wonders 

of Yours have captivated (my heart)!” (2) 

Resuming his address to the pundits, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), in all (the 

creatures)  the light (and power) of the same one (God) pervades. Because of that light 

(or power), there is light (and understanding) in all the creatures. But it is through the 

Guru's instruction, that light becomes manifest (and one realizes the presence of this 

divine light in all creatures). When one likes, whatever is happening under God’s will, 

that is  (His true) Aarti (or adoration).” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by expressing his love for God. He says: “O’ God, like 

the black bee, I thirst day and night for the honey of Your lotus feet (the nectar of 

Your Name). Please show mercy and give (that water) to the pied cuckoo, Nanak, so 

that (he may remain always attuned to You, and) obtain abode in Your Name itself.” 

(4-1-7-9) 

The message of this shabad is that instead of focusing on the artificial adorations 

or performing Aarti by lighting lamps before statues or pictures, we should enjoy 

the natural beauty created by God, where all the elements like wind, water, sun, 

moon, and the stars are working in such harmony, as if performing the true Aarti 

of God. For us the human beings, cheerfully accepting the will of God is His best 

adoration.  

Explanation of digits at the end: - 4= Number of stanzas, (excluding the pause). 1=the 

one Shabad of Aarti, 7= the total Shabads in “Ghar 2, and Ghar 3, 9= Total Shabads 

in Dhanasari, by the first Guru Nanak Dev Ji.  
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Dhanaasree mehlaa 3 ghar 2       

cha-upday 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

ih Dhan akhut na nikhutai na jaa-ay. 

poorai satgur dee-aa dikhaa-ay. 

apunay satgur ka-O sad bal jaa-ee. 

gur kirpaa tay har man vasaa-ee. ||1|| 
 

say Dhanvant har naam liv laa-ay. 

gur poorai har Dhan pargaasi-aa har 
kirpaa tay vasai man aa-ay. rahaa-O. 

 

avgun kaat gun ridai samaa-ay. 

pooray gur kai sahj subhaa-ay. 

pooray gur kee saachee banee. 

sukh man antar sahj samaanee. ||2|| 
 

ayk achraj jan daykhhu bhaa-ee. 

dubiDhaa maar har man vasaa-ee. 

naam amolak na paa-I-aa jaa-ay. 

gur parsaad vasai man aa-ay. ||3|| 
 

sabh meh vasai parabh ayko so-ay. 

gurmatee ghat pargat ho-ay. 

sehjay Jin parabh jaan pachhaani-aa. 

SGGS  P-664 

naanak naam milai man maani-aa. 
||4||1|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-3 Ghar-2 Chaupadey 

Generally we run after worldly riches, power, and worldly possessions, as if all these 

riches and possessions are going to bring us happiness forever. But at the same time 

we remain worried and miserable, due to the fear of loosing our wealth and 

possessions. In this shabad, Guru Ji advises us to amass the wealth of God’s Name, 

which does not run out or can be stolen, and which brings us eternal happiness. He 

also tells us from were this wealth is obtained.  
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Stating why he recommends the wealth of God’s Name, he says: “(O’ my friends), the 

perfect Guru has shown me that this wealth (of God’s Name) neither falls short, nor 

goes away. I am forever a sacrifice to the true Guru of mine, because it is by the grace 

of the Guru that I have enshrined God in my mind.” (1) 

Stating who are truly rich and how fortunate are they who have obtained the wealth of 

Name, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, truly) rich are they who attune their mind to 

God's Name. The perfect Guru has manifested the wealth of God’s Name (to them), 

and by God’s grace this (wealth) has come to abide in their minds.” (1-pause) 

Stating what other blessings and benefits one obtains from the Guru, he says: 

“(Anyone who comes to the shelter of the Guru), through the poised nature of the 

perfect Guru, his or her faults are dispelled and virtues are enshrined in the heart. (O’ 

my friends), the word of the perfect Guru is everlasting and unknowingly enshrines 

peace in one’s mind.” (2) 

Listing another astonishing thing about the blessings bestowed by the Guru, he says: 

“O’ brothers, look at another amazing wonder (of the Guru): by destroying duality 

(and attachment for worldly wealth), he has enshrined God’s (Name) in the mind (of a 

person who has come to his shelter. We should also remember that) the invaluable 

Name cannot be obtained (in any other way), it is only by Guru's grace that it gets 

enshrined in one’s mind.” (3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), in all pervades that same one (God). 

However, it is by acting on Guru’s instruction that He becomes manifest in one’s 

heart. O’ Nanak, they who have imperceptibly known and realized Him,  (know that) 

when one obtains the (God’s Name), one’s mind is convinced (about God’s 

omnipotence).” (4-2)  

The message of this shabad is that instead of running after worldly wealth or 

possessions, we should seek the guidance of the Guru and following his advice, 

try to amass the wealth of God's Name, which is far better than worldly wealth 

because it provides eternal peace, poise, and everlasting happiness.   

Dhanaasree mehlaa 3. 

har naam Dhan nirmal at apaaraa. 

gur kai sabad bharay bhandaaraa. 

naam Dhan bin hor sabh bikh jaan. 

maa-I-aa mohi jalai abhimaan. ||1|| 

 

gurmukh har ras chaakhai ko-ay. 

tis sadaa anand hovai din raatee poorai 
bhaag paraapat ho-ay. rahaa-O. 
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sabad deepak vartai tihu lo-ay. 

jo chaakhai so nirmal ho-ay. 

nirmal naam ha-umai mal Dho-ay. 

saachee bhagat sadaa sukh ho-ay. ||2|| 
 

Jin har ras chaakhi-aa so har jan log. 

tis sadaa harakh naahee kaday sog. 

aap mukat avraa mukat karaavai. 

har naam japai har tay sukh paavai. ||3|| 
 

bin satgur sabh mu-ee billaa-ay. 

an-din daajheh saat na paa-ay. 

satgur milai sabh tarisan bujhaa-ay. 

naanak naam saaNt sukh paa-ay. ||4||2|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-3 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that instead of running after worldly 

wealth, we should seek the guidance of the Guru, and following his advice, try to 

amass the wealth of God's Name, which is far better than worldly wealth, because it 

provides eternal peace, poise, and everlasting happiness. In this shabad, Guru Ji 

educates us further about the qualities of God’s Name, and tells us what kinds of 

blessings one obtains in whose mind this wealth is enshrined.   

Guru Ji begins the shabad by comparing the merits of worldly wealth and the wealth 

of God’s Name. He says: “(O’ my friends), God’s Name is extremely immaculate and 

infinite. Through the Guru's word, storehouses (of one’s mind) are filled with (the 

wealth of God's Name. O’ my friend), except God’s Name, consider all other (wealth 

as nothing but) poison. (Because the worldly wealth fills a person) with arrogance and 

one keeps burning in worldly attachment.” (1) 

However, Guru Ji notes: “(O’ my friends), by Guru's grace, only a very rare person 

tastes this elixir of God’s (Name). Such a person always enjoys divine bliss day and 

night, (which is) only obtained through perfect fortune.” (1-pause) 

Explaining the universality of the merits of Guru’s word and God's Name, Guru Ji 

says: “(O’ my friends), the word (of the Guru is like a) lamp, which pervades all the 

three worlds (and enlightens them with divine knowledge). Whosoever tastes (this 

word, and reflects on it) becomes immaculate. Through the immaculate Name, such a 

person washes off the dirt of ego, and through true devotion to God always obtains 

peace and happiness.” (2) 

Now Guru Ji tells us about the merits of a person, who has tasted this elixir of     

God’s Name. He says: “(O’ my friends), the person who has tasted the elixir of God’s  
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(Name) is (truly) a God’s subject. Therefore, such a person is always joyous and is 

never afflicted with sorrow. Such a person is emancipated (from evils, and) liberates 

others also, because that person meditates on God’s Name and obtains peace from 

God.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by stressing upon the importance of receiving guidance 

and grace of the true Guru. He says: “(O’ my friends), without the (guidance of the) 

true Guru, the entire world dies wailing (in pain). Day and night it burns (in the fire of 

worldly desires), but does not obtain any peace (of mind. If) the true Guru meets 

someone, he quenches the (fire of one’s) desires, and then O’ Nanak, by meditating on 

God's Name, that person obtains peace.” (4-2) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to obtain permanent peace and 

contentment, then instead of running after false worldly riches, we should seek 

the guidance of the true Guru who may help us in enshrining God's Name in our 

heart, which would make us feel satiated, and bring peace and happiness. 

Dhanaasree mehlaa 3. 

sadaa Dhan antar naam samaalay. 

jee-a jant Jineh partipaalay. 

mukat padaarath tin ka-O paa-ay. 

har kai naam ratay liv laa-ay. ||1|| 

 

gur sayvaa tay har naam Dhan paavai. 

antar pargaas har naam Dhi-aavai. 

rahaa-O. 
 

ih har rang goorhaa Dhan pir ho-ay. 

saaNt seegaar raavay parabh so-ay. 

ha-umai vich parabh ko-ay na paa-ay. 

moolhu bhulaa janam gavaa-ay. ||2|| 

 

gur tay saat sahj sukh banee. 

sayvaa saachee naam samaanee. 

sabad milai pareetam sadaa Dhi-aa-ay. 

saach naam vadi-aa-ee paa-ay. ||3|| 

 

aapay kartaa jug jug so-ay. 

nadar karay maylaavaa ho-ay. 

gurbaanee tay har man vasaa-ay. 

naanak saach ratay parabh aap      

milaa-ay. ||4||3|| 
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Dhanasari Mehla-3 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to obtain permanent peace 

and contentment, then instead of running after false worldly riches, we should seek the 

guidance of the true Guru who can help us in enshrining God's Name in our heart, 

which would make us feel satiated and bring lasting peace and happiness. In this 

shabad, he elaborates on the conduct of those who seek the guidance of the Guru and 

meditate on God’s Name. He also tells us once again how one should conduct one’s 

life, whose guidance one should seek and act upon, so that one may always enjoy 

peace and happiness in this world and honor in God’s court.    

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, He who has provided sustenance to all the beings and 

creatures, one should always preserve the wealth of that (God’s Name) within, 

because (God) bestows the commodity of salvation only on those who remain imbued 

with and attuned to God’s Name.” (1) 

Guru Ji now tells us from where God's Name is obtained. He says: “(O’ my friends), 

through the service of the Guru, one obtains the riches of God's Name, then one’s 

inner self is illuminated, and one meditates on God's Name.” (1-pause) 

Illustrating the love between God and devotees with a beautiful example, Guru Ji 

says: “(O’ my friends), this love (of a devotee for) God is like the fast color and deep 

love of a (young) bride for her beloved groom. The bride (soul), who embellishes 

herself with the ornaments of peace and contentment, she enjoys the company of that 

God. However, no one obtains God through self-conceit. Such a person is misguided 

from the very roots, and wastes one’s life in vain.” (2) 

Next explaining how Guru's service helps one in one’s spiritual journey and leads to 

glory, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), from the Guru (one obtains) peace, poise, 

comforting words, and then with the help of true service (of the Guru, and by 

faithfully acting on his advice) one merges in (God’s) Name. The person who upon 

union (with God) through the word always meditates (upon Him)  through the true 

Name (that person) obtains glory.” (3) 

However, Guru Ji concludes this shabad by stressing upon the grace of God for 

obtaining any kind of blessings. He says: “(O’ my friends), the Creator has been 

existing and pervading through all the ages, and only when He casts His glance of 

grace, union with Him takes place. (Therefore, one should) enshrine God in one’s 

mind through the Guru’s word. O’ Nanak, they who are imbued with the love of the 

true God, them He Himself unites (with Himself).” (4-3) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to obtain union with God, then we 

should act on the Guru’s advice and meditate on God's Name with true love and 

devotion. Then our inner self will be illuminated; we will find peace and poise 

and by God's grace will be united with Him. 
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Dhanaasree mehlaa 3 teejaa. 

jag mailaa mailo ho-ay jaa-ay. 

aavai jaa-ay doojai lobhaa-ay. 

doojai bhaa-ay sabh paraj vigo-ee. 

manmukh chotaa khaa-ay apunee pat 

kho-ee. ||1|| 
 

gur sayvaa tay jan nirmal ho-ay. 

antar naam vasai pat ootam ho-ay. 

rahaa-O. 
 

gurmukh ubray har sarnaa-ee. 

raam naam raatay bhagat darirhaa-ee. 

bhagat karay jan vadi-aa-ee paa-ay. 

saach ratay sukh sahj samaa-ay. ||2|| 
 

saachay kaa gaahak virlaa ko jaan. 

gur kai sabad aap pachhaan. 

saachee raas saachaa vaapaar. 

so Dhan purakh Jis naam pi-aar. ||3|| 
 

tin parabh saachai ik sach laa-ay. 

ootam banee sabad sunaa-ay. 

SGGS  P-665 

parabh saachay kee saachee kaar. 

naanak naam savaaranhaar. ||4||4|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-3-Teeja 

Explaining how Guru's service helps one in one’s spiritual journey and leads to glory 

in stanza (3) of the previous shabad, Guru Ji said: “(O’ my friends), from the Guru 

(one obtains) peace, poise, comforting words, and then with the help of true service 

(of the Guru, by faithfully acting on his advice,) one merges in (God’s) Name. The 

person who upon getting united (with God) through the word always meditates (upon 

Him), through the true Name obtains glory.” In this shabad, he describes further how 

the word or guidance of the Guru is essential for helping the world in avoiding the dirt 

of evils, which make one suffer the perpetual pains of birth and deaths; Guru Ji also 

tells who are those who save themselves from any such filth of sins and how. 
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He says: “(O’ my friends, by getting entangled in worldly attachments) the world 

becomes dirty (with) sins, and keeps becoming dirtier. Because of greed for the other 

(worldly riches, instead of love for God,) it keeps coming and going (in and out of the 

world. In fact), the entire world has been ruined because of duality. The self-conceited 

person suffers blows (of fate) and has lost his or her honor.” (1) 

Guru Ji now tells us how one’s mind can be purified and how can one obtain true 

honor and a good reputation. He says: “(O’ my friends), through the Guru’s service 

(by following his advice) one becomes immaculate; (by doing so) God’s Name comes 

to abide in one’s within, and one’s reputation becomes super.” (1-pause) 

Describing the rewards received by a person who follows Guru's advice, he says: “By 

seeking the shelter of God, the Guru’s followers are saved (from being entrapped in 

worldly attachments. Because they are) imbued with God's Name, (the Guru) implants 

(God’s) worship in them. By performing worship of God, the devotee obtains glory. 

Being imbued with the love of the true (God,) they merge in peace and poise.” (2) 

Guru Ji now comments on the general attitude of the human beings towards the 

eternal God, and what should a Guru’s follower do. He says: “(O’ my friend), 

understand that only a rare person is the customer (seeker) of the eternal (God). 

Through the Guru's word, (such a person) realizes his or her own self. (God’s Name) 

is the true (profitable) commodity, and it is the truest (the most profitable) business. 

(Therefore), that person who loves God's Name is really blessed.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad by telling us about the reward and status of those whom 

God has united with His Name. He says: “(O’ my friends), there are some whom that 

true God has united to the truth (of God's Name), to them He recites the immaculate 

word (of the Guru). Yes, true is the doing of the true God, and Nanak says that 

through the Name, He Himself embellishes (all).”  (4-4) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to save ourselves from the evils of 

the world, and want to find permanent peace and bliss, we should follow Guru’s 

advice and be imbued with the love of the eternal God. Then God would show 

His grace upon us and absorb us in the bliss of His union. 

Dhanaasree mehlaa 3. 

jo har sayveh tin bal jaa-O. 

tin hirdai saach sachaa mukh naa-O. 

saacho saach samaalihu dukh jaa-ay. 

saachai sabad vasai man aa-ay. ||1|| 

 

gurbaanee sun mail gavaa-ay. 

sehjay har naam man vasaa-ay. ||1|| 
rahaa-O. 
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koorh kusat tarisnaa agan bujhaa-ay. 

antar saaNt sahj sukh paa-ay. 

gur kai bhaanai chalai taa aap jaa-ay. 

saach mahal paa-ay har gun gaa-ay. ||2|| 

 

na sabad boojhai na jaanai banee. 

manmukh anDhay dukh vihaanee. 

satgur bhaytay taa sukh paa-ay. 

ha-umai vichahu thaak rahaa-ay. ||3|| 

 

kis no kahee-ai daataa ik so-ay. 

kirpaa karay sabad milaavaa ho-ay. 

mil pareetam saachay gun gaavaa. 

naanak saachay saachaa bhaavaa. 

||4||5|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-3 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to save ourselves from the 

evils of the world, and want to find permanent peace and bliss, we should follow 

Guru’s advice and be imbued with the love of the eternal God. Then God would show 

His grace upon us and absorb us in the bliss of His union. In this shabad, Guru Ji 

states how much he loves and respects the person who follows the Guru’s advice and 

meditates on God’s Name. He also tells us about the state and fate of a self-conceited 

person and the kinds of pains one suffers when one doesn’t care for the Guru’s advice. 

Guru Ji says: “I am a sacrifice unto those who serve God (and mediate on His Name), 

because truth is in their heart, and the eternal Name (of God is on their tongue). O’ my 

friends, you should also keep) remembering the truly eternal (God, because by doing 

so, one’s) pain goes away and (by meditating upon Him) through the word of the true 

(Guru, He) comes to abide in one’s mind.” (1) 

Giving us a very simple straightforward advice, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friend), listen 

to Gurbani, (the word of the Guru); it washes the dirt (of evil thoughts in the mind), 

and imperceptibly enshrines God’s Name in it.” (1-pause) 

Elaborating on the benefits of listening to Gurbani and acting on it, he says: “(O’ my 

friends, the Gurbani) dispels falsehood and evil intent, and quenches the fire of 

(worldly desires, and as a result) contentment, poise, and peace prevail within (one’s 

mind. Secondly), when one conducts oneself according to the will (or guidance of the 

Guru), one’s self-conceit goes away. Then by singing praises of God, one obtains to 

the mansion of the eternal (God).” (2) 
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But commenting on the conduct of self-conceited persons, Guru Ji says: “The blind, 

self-conceited person neither understands the (divine) word, nor cares about the word 

(uttered by the Guru. Therefore, such a person’s) life passes in misery. Only when  

one meets the true Guru (and follows his advice, the) Guru puts a stop to the ego 

within.” (3) 

In closing, Guru Ji says: “To whom can we complain, when there is only one Giver. 

When He shows His mercy, then through the (Guru’s) word, one is united (with Him. 

Therefore I) Nanak (wish) that upon meeting my beloved (Guru), I may sing praises 

of the eternal (God, and thus) becoming true, I may become pleasing to the eternal 

(God).” (4-5)  

The message of this shabad is that following the advice of the Guru we should 

meditate on God's Name, and sing His praises. So that we may get rid of our 

falsehood and evil intentions, and become pleasing to God, so that we may enjoy 

peace and happiness in this life and become worthy of His union in the next.  

Dhanaasree mehlaa 3. 

man marai Dhaat mar jaa-ay. 

bin man moo-ay kaisay har paa-ay. 

ih man marai daaroo jaanai ko-ay. 

man sabad marai boojhai jan so-ay. ||1|| 

 

Jis no bakhsay har day vadi-aa-ee. 

gur parsaad vasai man aa-ee. rahaa-O. 

 

gurmukh karnee kaar kamaavai. 

taa is man kee sojhee paavai. 

man mai mat maigal mikdaaraa. 

gur ankas maar jeevaalanhaaraa. ||2|| 

 

man asaaDh saaDhai jan ko-ee. 

achar charai taa nirmal ho-ee. 

gurmukh ih man la-I-aa savaar. 

ha-umai vichahu tajai vikaar. ||3|| 

 

jo Dhur rakhi-an mayl milaa-ay. 

kaday na vichhurheh sabad samaa-ay. 

aapnee kalaa aapay parabh jaanai. 

naanak gurmukh naam pachhaanai. 
||4||6|| 
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Dhanasari Mehla-3 

Elaborating on the benefits of listening to Gurbani in stanza (2) of the previous 

shabad, Guru Ji said: “(O’ my friends, Gurbani, dispels falsehood and evil intent, and 

quenches the fire of worldly desires; as a result, contentment, poise, and peace 

prevails in one’s mind. Secondly, when one conducts oneself according to the will or 

guidance of the Guru, one’s self-conceit goes away. Then by singing praises of God, 

one obtains to the mansion of the eternal God.” In this shabad, Guru Ji describes how 

very useful is the Guru’s word in helping one to still or control one’s mind and reach 

God. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), when the mind is controlled, the desires of mind also come 

under control; without controlling the mind, it is not possible to obtain God. However, 

it is only a rare one, who knows the medicine (or the way to) conquer the mind. Only 

that person knows the true remedy who understands that it is by following the word 

(or advice of the Guru) that the mind gets stilled (and remains unaffected by worldly 

desires).” (1) 

Stating the blessings one receives on whom God becomes gracious, Guru Ji says: “(O’ 

my friends), on whom (God) becomes gracious and gives honor, through Guru’s grace 

(God’s Name) comes to abide in that one’s heart.” (1-pause) 

Now explaining the ways to control one’s mind, Guru Ji says: “When one acts 

according to the advice of the Guru, and does only those deeds which are pleasing to 

him, then one understands the nature of this mind. (Then one also understands that 

intoxicated with the wine of self-conceit), the mind has become like an elephant and it 

is only the goad (or the discipline) of the Guru's word which can rejuvenate (the mind, 

which has died in worldly evils).” (2)  

Elaborating further on the nature of mind, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friend, ordinarily) 

the mind is incorrigible, it is only a rare person who keeps it in check. When one eats 

the uneatable (and is able to concentrate the mind on God’s Name), only then one’s 

mind becomes immaculate. By shedding ego and evil from within, a Guru’s follower 

has corrected his or her mind, has (driven out) the ego from within, and has discarded 

all evil tendencies.” (3) 

In closing, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), whom God has united with Him from the 

very beginning, they never get separated (from Him), because they remain merged in 

the word (of the Guru). His mysterious power only (God) Himself knows. But     

Nanak says, that a Guru’s follower only recognizes the Name (and remains attuned    

to it).” (4-6) 

The message of this shabad is that no doubt the human mind is like an 

uncontrollable, intoxicated elephant, but if we want to be united with God then 

we have to control our mind and shed our ego. It is only by following the Guru's 

advice and meditating on God's Name that we are able to do so and remain 

united with Him. 
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Dhanaasree mehlaa 3. 

kaachaa Dhan saNcheh moorakh gaavaar. 

manmukh bhoolay anDh gaavaar. 

bikhi-aa kai Dhan sadaa dukh ho-ay. 

naa saath jaa-ay na paraapat ho-ay. ||1|| 

 

saachaa Dhan gurmatee paa-ay. 

kaachaa Dhan fun aavai jaa-ay. rahaa-O. 

 

manmukh bhoolay sabh mareh gavaar. 

bhavjal doobay na urvaar na paar. 

satgur bhaytay poorai bhaag. 

saach ratay ahinis bairaag. ||2|| 

 

chahu jug meh amrit saachee banee. 

poorai bhaag har naam samaanee. 

siDh saaDhik tarseh sabh lo-ay. 

poorai bhaag paraapat ho-ay. ||3|| 

 

sabh kichh saachaa saachaa hai so-ay. 

ootam barahm pachhaanai ko-ay. 

sach saachaa sach aap drirh-aa-ay. 

SGGS  P-666 

naanak aapay vaykhai aapay sach laa-ay. 

||4||7|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-3 

In this shabad, Guru Ji tells us how foolishly we are spending and wasting our lives in 

running after the false worldly wealth and how much pain and suffering it is bringing 

us. Therefore he tells us what kind of wealth can bring us everlasting peace, and how 

we can obtain it.  

He observes: “Those who are unwise ignorant fools, they amass the false short-lived 

(worldly) wealth. Such self-conceited blind fools are strayed (from the righteous path. 

They don’t realize) that the poisonous (worldly) wealth always brings pain. This 

wealth neither goes with anyone (in the end), nor one obtains any (spiritual) profit 

from it.” (1) 
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Now stating the real nature of the false, short-lived wealth, and how can one obtain 

the true everlasting wealth, he says: “(O’ my friends), the false, short-lived worldly 

wealth keeps coming and going again and again, but the true everlasting wealth (of 

God’s Name), one obtains by following the Guru's instruction.” (1-pause) 

Guru Ji now compares the attitude and fate of those self-conceited persons who keep 

running after false wealth, and those fortunate persons, who see the Guru and follow 

his advice. He says: “(O’ my friends), all the uncouth, self-conceited fools die (a 

spiritual death). They are drowned in the dreadful worldly ocean; (they neither find 

happiness in this world, nor in the next, as if) they are neither on this nor on the other 

shore (of the worldly ocean. But) by perfect destiny, they who meet the true Guru (and 

following his advice keep meditating on God’s Name) day and night, they remain 

imbued with the eternal (Name), and become detached (from the worldly wealth).” (2) 

Commenting on the blessings of the Guru’s word or Gurbani, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my 

friends), through out all the four ages, Gurbani is like the rejuvenating nectar. 

Through perfect destiny, (one is imbued with it) and merges in God’s Name. All the 

adepts and seekers in all regions crave for (this wealth), but only by perfect destiny 

one obtains it.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by making a general comment about God and His 

scheme of things. He says: “(O’ my friends), it is only a rare person who recognizes 

the supreme God. (The one who realizes this knows that) all what we see is true, and 

true is that God (who has created it). That true and eternal God Himself reveals the 

truth (about Him), and O’ Nanak, He Himself looks at (His creation) and Himself 

yokes all to His truth.” (4-7) 

The message of this shabad is that instead of wasting our life in running after the 

false, worldly wealth which in the end brings us nothing but pain, we should try 

to invest our time in collecting the true wealth of God's Name. Then we will find 

peace and happiness. However it is only through the grace of the true God that 

we are diverted from the pursuit of the short-lived worldly wealth to the 

everlasting wealth of God’s Name. Therefore we should always pray to God for 

His grace and keeping us on the right track. 

Dhanaasree mehlaa 3. 

naavai kee keemat mit kahee na jaa-ay. 

say jan Dhan Jin ik naam liv laa-ay. 

gurmat saachee saachaa veechaar. 

aapay bakhsay day veechaar. ||1|| 

 

har naam achraj parabh aap sunaa-ay. 

kalee kaal vich gurmukh paa-ay. ||1|| 
rahaa-O. 
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ham moorakh moorakh man maahi. 

ha-umai vich sabh kaar kamaahi. 

gur parsaadee haN-umai jaa-ay. 

aapay bakhsay la-ay milaa-ay. ||2|| 

 

bikhi-aa kaa Dhan bahut abhimaan. 

ahaNkaar doobai na paavai maan. 

aap chhod sadaa sukh ho-ee. 

gurmat saalaahee sach so-ee. ||3|| 

 

aapay saajay kartaa so-ay. 

tis bin doojaa avar na ko-ay. 

Jis sach laa-ay so-ee laagai. 

naanak naam sadaa sukh aagai. 

||4||8|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-3 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that instead of wasting our life in running 

after false, worldly wealth, which in the end brings us nothing but pain, we should try 

to invest our time in collecting the true wealth of God's Name. In this shabad, Guru Ji 

elaborates on the value and blessings of God’s Name, and how we can obtain it. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), the limit of the worth of God's Name cannot be described; 

blessed are those devotees who have attuned their mind to the one Name. True is the 

Guru’s advice, and true is his deliberation. On his own (God) blesses a person with 

(such) thought.” (1) 

Re-emphasizing the above statement, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), on His own God 

recites His astonishing Name to (a person). In Kal Yug (the present age of strife), one 

obtains it by becoming a Guru’s follower.” (1-pause) 

Now Guru Ji tells us why we human beings keep suffering, and how can we avoid it. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), we do all our deeds in ego; (if we reflect, we find that     

we) are foolish in our minds (and therefore) we are foolish (overall. When through the 

Guru's grace the self-conceit departs, (God Himself) forgives and unites us with  

Him.” (2) 

Referring back to the problems caused by the worldly wealth, Guru Ji comments: 

“The (poisonous) worldly wealth gives rise to lot of ego (in a person). Because of this 

arrogance, one is drowned (in sinful thoughts and deeds); therefore, one finds no 

respect (anywhere. On the other hand, upon forsaking one’s self-(conceit), peace 

always arises. (Therefore as for as I am concerned, I always) praise that eternal 

(God).” (3) 
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In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), that Creator Himself creates all. 

Without Him there is no other second. He alone is attuned to the true (God), whom He 

Himself so attunes. O’ Nanak, one who gets attuned to God’s Name, always finds 

peace (here in this) and in the next (world).” (4-8) 

The message of this shabad is that instead of running after worldly wealth, which 

gives rise to self-conceit and brings pain and suffering in the end, we should 

meditate on God's Name, which is the true, everlasting wealth and would provide 

us with peace both here in this world and there in the next. 

raag Dhanaasiree mehlaa 3 ghar 4 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

ham bheekhak bhaykhaaree tayray too 
nij pat hai daataa. 

hohu dai-aal naam dayh mangat jan 

kaN-u sadaa raha-O rang raataa. ||1|| 

 

haN-u balihaarai jaa-O saachay tayray 

naam vitahu. 
karan kaaran sabhnaa kaa ayko avar na 

doojaa ko-ee. ||1|| rahaa-O. 

 

bahutay fayr pa-ay kirpan ka-O ab kichh 
kirpaa keejai. 

hohu da-I-aal darsan dayh apunaa aisee 

bakhas kareejai. ||2|| 

 

bhanat naanak bharam pat khoolHay 

gur parsaadee jaani-aa. 

saachee liv laagee hai bheetar satgur   

si-O man maani-aa. ||3||1||9|| 

Raag Dhanasari Mehla-3 Ghar-4 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that instead of running after worldly 

wealth, which produces self-conceit and brings pain and suffering in the end, we 

should meditate on God's Name, which is the true everlasting wealth and provides us 

peace both here in this world and in the next. He also told us that it could only be 

obtained through the grace of God. In this shabad, he shows us the way to humbly 

approach and pray to Him for blessing us with this gift. 
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Guru Ji begins by most humbly addressing God, and saying: “(O’ God), we are Your 

beggars, and You are Your own Giver, (because You don’t have to seek any one’s 

permission for doing anything). Please be gracious and give (the gift of) Name to the 

begging devotee, so that he may always remain imbued with Your love.” (1) 

Stating how much he respects Him and values His Name, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God), I 

am a sacrifice to Your eternal Name; You are the cause and doer of everything; there 

is no other second (from whom I may beg anything).” (1-pause) 

Continuing his humble address to God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God), this (unwise) miser 

has suffered through many rounds (of birth and death in myriad of species. But    

please now) become kind, and bestow such gift on me that You bless me with Your 

sight.” (2)  

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by sharing with us his present state of mind. He says: 

“Nanak submits, (that he is now so enlightened, as if) the shutters of his doubt have 

been opened, and through Guru's grace he has realized (God). Now within him, he is 

truly attuned (to God) and his mind has developed faith in the true Guru.” (3-1-9) 

The message of this shabad is that following Guru Ji's example, we should 

approach God like a beggar and ask Him for the gift of His invaluable Name, 

and bless us with His sacred sight, so that our perpetual rounds of births and 

deaths may come to an end and we enjoy the bliss of His eternal union. 

Dhanaasree mehlaa 4 ghar 1  

cha-upday 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

jo har sayveh sant bhagat tin kay 

sabh paap nivaaree. 

ham oopar kirpaa kar su-aamee rakh 
sangat tum jo pi-aaree. ||1|| 
 

har gun kahi na saka-O banvaaree. 

ham paapee paathar neer dubat kar 

kirpaa paakhan ham taaree. rahaa-O. 
 

janam janam kay laagay bikh morchaa 

lag sangat saaDh savaaree. 

Ji-O kanchan baisantar taa-I-O mal 
kaatee katit utaaree. ||2|| 
 

har har japan japa-O din raatee jap 
har har har ur Dhaaree. 

har har har a-ukhaDh jag pooraa jap 

har har ha-umai maaree. ||3|| 
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SGGS  P-667 

har har agam agaaDh boDh aprampar 
purakh apaaree. 

jan ka-O kirpaa karahu jagjeevan jan 

naanak paij savaaree. ||4||1|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-4 Ghar-1 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji showed us how to approach God like a beggar and ask 

Him for the gift of His invaluable Name and bless us with His sacred sight, so that our 

perpetual rounds of births and deaths may come to an end, and we enjoy the bliss of 

His eternal union. In this shabad, he re-emphasizes the way of approaching God in 

utmost humility, and also tells us about the merits of joining the company of His 

saints and singing His praises. 

So addressing God, he says: “O’ God, the saints and devotees who serve You (by 

meditating on Your Name), You wash off all their sins. O’ Master, show mercy on us 

and keep us in that (saintly) congregation, which is dear to You.” (1) 

Showing still more humility, Guru Ji says: “O’ the Master of this world, I cannot 

describe Your merits. We the sinners are drowning like stones. Show mercy, and ferry 

us, the stone-like sinners, across (the worldly ocean).” (1-pause) 

Illustrating the merits of joining the saintly congregation with a beautiful example, 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), just as the dirt attached to gold is removed by being 

heated in fire, similarly by joining the company (of saints), a soul is purified of the 

poison and rust (of sins), collected by it birth after birth.” (2) 

Guru Ji now tells what he himself does, so that we may take cue from his personal 

life. He says: “(O’ my friends), day and night I meditate on God's Name again and 

again, and by repeating His Name I enshrine that God in my mind. Because,        

God's Name is the perfect cure in this world; by uttering God's Name I have stilled my 

ego.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by saying: “O’ God, You are unfathomable, beyond 

human comprehension, limitless, and infinite Being. O’ the life of the world, show 

mercy on Your servants, and save the honor of devotee Nanak.” (4-1) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to obtain the gift of God's Name 

and His grace, we should pray to God to bless us with the company of His saints. 

So that in their company, we may sing His praises, wash off our sinful tendencies, 

and pray to God to save our honor and ferry us across this worldly ocean.  
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Dhanaasree mehlaa 4. 

har kay sant janaa har japi-O tin kaa 

dookh bharam bha-O bhaagee. 

apnee sayvaa aap karaa-ee gurmat 
antar jaagee. ||1|| 
 

har kai naam rataa bairaagee. 

har har kathaa sunee man bhaa-ee 

gurmat har liv laagee. ||1|| rahaa-O. 
 

sant janaa kee jaat har su-aamee 

tumH thaakur ham saaNgee. 

jaisee mat dayvhu har su-aamee ham 
taisay bulag bulaagee. ||2|| 
 

ki-aa ham kiram naanH nik keeray 

tumH vad purakh vadaagee. 

tumHree gat mit kahi na sakah parabh 
ham ki-O kar milah abhaagee. ||3|| 

 

har parabh su-aamee kirpaa 
Dhaarahu ham har har sayvaa 

laagee. 

naanak daasan daas karahu parabh 
ham har kathaa kathaagee. ||4||2|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-4 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to obtain the gift of God's 

Name and His grace, we should pray to God to bless us with the company of His 

saints, so that in their company, we may sing His praises, wash off our sinful 

tendencies, and pray to God to save our honor and ferry us across this worldly ocean. 

In this shabad, he describes the kinds of blessings those saintly people obtain who 

meditate on God’s Name. He also explains how the saints think and talk to God in 

utter humility when they are contemplating on Him. 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), the saintly devotees of God who have meditated on 

God, their pain, doubt, and dread has vanished. His service (God) Himself got done 

(and through His grace), Guru’s instruction is awakened in them.” (1) 

Guru Ji now describes what happens when a person remains absorbed in meditating 

on God’s Name. He says: “(O’ my friends), the one who is imbued with the love of 

God's Name, becomes detached (from worldly affairs). As one listens to the discourse  
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on God, it appeals to the mind, and through Guru’s instruction the mind is attuned to 

God.” (1-pause) 

Describing how the saints of God feel about their social status, which in those days 

was primarily based on caste, Guru Ji says: “O’ God, (people feel proud of their caste, 

but for) the saints, You are their caste. You are the Master, and we are only Your 

followers. O’ God the Master, whatever instruction You give us, we speak and 

perform accordingly.” (2) 

Guru Ji adds: “(O’ God), what are we, the lonely and minuscule insects before You? 

You are the great supreme being. O’ God, we cannot describe Your state or limit, so 

how can we the unfortunate ones meet You?” (3) 

Therefore, Guru Ji concludes the shabad by humbly praying to God and asking Him 

to show His mercy. He says: “O’ God the Master, show Your mercy so that we may 

get engaged in Your service. Make Nanak the servant of Your servants, so that we 

may keep discoursing on Your gospel.” (4-2) 

The message of this shabad is that even if we are meditating on God's Name, we 

should never feel proud or self-conceited on account of that. Instead we should 

always humbly pray to God to show His grace so that we may remain attached to 

His Name and may always enjoy talking and listening about His gospel. Lastly 

we should not feel any pride on account of our caste or race or anything like that. 

Dhanaasree mehlaa 4. 

har kaa sant satgur sat purkhaa jo bolai 
har har baanee. 

jo jo kahai sunai so muktaa ham tis kai 

sad kurbaanee. ||1|| 

 

har kay sant sunhu jas kaanee. 

har har kathaa sunhu ik nimakh pal sabh 
kilvikh paap leh jaanee. ||1|| rahaa-O. 

 

aisaa sant saaDh Jin paa-I-aa tay vad 

purakh vadaanee. 

tin kee Dhoor mangah parabh su-aamee 

ham har loch luchaanee. ||2|| 

 

har har safli-O birakh parabh su-aamee 

Jin japi-O say tariptaanee. 

har har amrit pee tariptaasay sabh 
laathee bhookh bhukhaanee. ||3|| 
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Jin kay vaday bhaag vad oochay tin har 

japi-O japaanee. 

tin har sangat mayl parabh su-aamee jan 
naanak daas dasaanee. ||4||3|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-4 

In paragraph (2) of the previous shabad (4-1), Guru Ji stated that just as the dirt 

attached to gold is removed by being heated in fire, similarly by joining the company 

(of saints) a soul is purified of the poison and rust (of sins) collected by it birth after 

birth. In this shabad, he explains why the saints or devotees of God have such magical 

powers, why he respects them so much, and how fortunate are those who seek their 

company. 

 First telling us who is the saint of God and the true Guru, and how much he respects 

him, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, that person alone) is the saint of God, the true 

Guru, and the immaculate being, who utters the divine word of God. Who so ever 

recites or listens to (this divine word or Gurbani) is emancipated, and I am always a 

sacrifice to that person.” (1) 

Therefore advising us in a very affectionate and respectful way, Guru Ji says: “O’ my 

dear saints of God, listen to the praise of God with your ears. Because if you listen to 

the discourse on God’s Name even for an instant, all your sins and misdeeds will be 

washed off. ” (1-pause) 

Describing how much he respects those who have obtained such a true Guru as 

described above, Guru Ji says: “They who have obtained such a true saint (Guru), they 

have become very great and honorable persons. (I respect them so much that I say to 

God), “O’ my God and Master, I beg for the dust of their feet, I have a great craving 

for that.” (2) 

Guru Ji now tells us what are the benefits of worshiping God. He says: “(O’ my 

friends), God is like a tree yielding all kinds of fruits, they who have meditated on 

Him have been satiated. By drinking the nectar of God’s (Name), they have been 

satiated, and all their hunger (for worldly riches and power) has been removed.” (3) 

Therefore in conclusion, Guru Ji says: “They who are very fortunate have meditated 

on God’s (Name). O’ God the Master, unite me with their company; Nanak is a 

servant of their servants.” (4-3) 

The message of this shabad is that we should have the greatest respect and 

adoration for those saints and devotees of God who meditate on God’s Name and 

discourse about Him. Following their example, we should sing God’s praises and 

meditate on His Name.  
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Dhanaasree mehlaa 4. 

ham anDhulay anDh bikhai bikh 

raatay ki-O chaalah gur chaalee. 

satgur da-I-aa karay sukh-daata ham 
laavai aapan paalee. ||1|| 
 

gursikh meet chalhu gur chaalee. 

jo gur kahai so-ee bhal maanhu har 

har kathaa niraalee. ||1|| rahaa-O. 
 

har kay sant sunhu jan bhaa-ee gur 

sayvihu bayg baygaalee. 

satgur sayv kharach har baaDhhu 
mat jaanhu aaj ke kaalHee. ||2|| 
 

har kay sant japahu har japnaa har 

sant chalai har naalee. 

Jin har japi-aa say har ho-ay har mili-
aa kayl kaylaalee. ||3|| 
 

har har japan jap loch lochaanee har 
kirpaa kar banvaalee. 

jan naanak sangat saaDh har maylhu 

ham saaDh janaa pag raalee. ||4||4|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-4 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should have the greatest respect 

and adoration for those saints and devotees of God who meditate on God’s Name and 

discourse about Him. Following their example, we should sing God’s praises and 

meditate on His Name. However he begins this shabad by pointing out that we human 

beings are ordinarily so inebriated with the allurements of worldly riches that it is 

almost impossible for us to follow the path shown by the Guru, unless he himself 

becomes gracious on us and makes us follow his path.  

He says: “(O’ my friends), we the blind fools are captivated by the poison (of worldly 

riches and power), so how can we walk on the path shown by the Guru. Only if the 

bliss-giving true Guru shows mercy could he put us on his path.” (1) 

Therefore with great sincerity and love, Guru Ji urges us and says: “O’ my Gursikh 

(Guru-following) friends, walk on the path shown by the Guru. Deem whatever the 

Guru says as the best (thing for you), because astonishing is the discourse of God, 

(and only Guru knows what is best for us).” (1-pause) 
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Reminding us that without giving us any notice our life could end any instant, Guru Ji 

says: “O’ the saints of God, my brothers, quickly serve (and follow the advice of) the 

Guru as soon as possible. Equip yourself with the sustenance of Guru’s service, and 

don’t think that you would do this task later today or tomorrow.” (2) 

Guru Ji now tells us about the benefits, which we receive when we meditate on God. 

He says: “O’ the saints of God, meditate on God’s Name, (because by doing so) the 

God’s saint departs in the company of God (after death. In fact), they who have 

meditated on God have become (one with) God and have met the playful and sportive 

God.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad by showing, how much he values meditation on God's 

Name, and service of the saints. He says: “O’ Master of the universe, I am longing and 

craving to meditate on Your Name. Show Your mercy, and unite Nanak with the 

society of saints, so that I may continue (serving and) obtaining the dust of the saintly 

devotees.” (4-4) 

The message of this shabad is that without any further delay, we should follow 

the advice of the Guru and under his guidance meditate on God's Name. Further 

we should serve God’s saints with utmost devotion so that showing His mercy, 

God may unite us also with Him. 

SGGS  P-668 

Dhanaasree mehlaa 4. 

har har boond bha-ay har su-aamee 
ham chaatrik bilal billaatee. 

har har kirpaa karahu parabh apnee 

mukh dayvhu har nimkhaatee. ||1|| 
 

har bin reh na saka-O ik raatee. 

Ji-O bin amlai amlee mar jaa-ee hai ti-O 
har bin ham mar jaatee. rahaa-O. 
 

tum har sarvar at agaah ham leh na 

sakahi ant maatee. 

too parai parai aprampar su-aamee mit 
jaanhu aapan gaatee. ||2|| 
 

har kay sant janaa har japi-O gur rang 
chaloolai raatee. 

har har bhagat banee at sobhaa har 

japi-O ootam paatee. ||3|| 
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aapay thaakur aapay sayvak aap 

banaavai bhaatee. 

 

naanak jan tumree sarnaa-ee har 

raakho laaj bhagaatee. ||4||5|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-4 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that without any further delay, we should 

meditate on God's Name under Guru’s guidance. Further we should serve God’s saints 

with utmost devotion so that showing His mercy, God may unite us also with Him. In 

this shabad, he shows us by personal example how much he loves God, and with what 

kind of humility and urgency he begs God for the gift of His Name, so that we may 

also do the same.  

So, He says: "O’ God, for us, You are like the Swanti drop (the unique life-saving 

drop of water), for which we are wailing like (the bird) Chhatrik. O’ God, show Your 

mercy and just for an instant, put this (drop) in my mouth.” (1) 

Giving another example to illustrate the intensity of his craving for God, Guru Ji says: 

“(O’ my friends), without God I cannot survive even a little bit. Just as an addict dies 

without his intoxicant, similarly without God’s (Name), I feel like dead.” (1-pause) 

Now recognizing our inability to assess God’s limit or His state, Guru Ji says: “O’ 

God, You are like an ocean of extremely unfathomable depth, we cannot measure 

even a little bit of the end of (Your depth). O’ limitless Master, You are farther than 

the farthest, only You know Your limit and state.” (2) 

Describing the blessings, the devotees have obtained who have meditated on God, 

Guru Ji says: "(O’ my friends), the saintly devotees who have meditated on God have 

been imbued with the deep color of Guru’s love. They who have meditated on God’s 

Name have obtained sublime honor, and have received great glory (in this world and 

the next)." (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by reminding us that devotion for God is not something, 

which we can develop on our own. It is God who creates circumstances through which 

we are yoked to His devotion and He saves our honor. Therefore, Guru Ji says: “(O’ 

my friends), He Himself is the Master and Himself the servant, and He Himself 

creates the circumstances, (which make us meditate on His Name. Therefore O’  

God), devotee Nanak has come to Your shelter, please save the honor of Your 

devotee." (4-5) 

The message of this shabad is that without entering into self-conceit or futile 

searches into the limit or extent of God, we should most humbly pray to Him to 

bestow upon us the life-giving drop of His Name, upon drinking which we may 

keep remembering Him with true devotion and may be saved. 
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Dhanaasree mehlaa 4. 

kalijug kaa Dharam kahhu tum bhaa-ee 

kiv chhootah ham chhutkaakee. 

har har jap bayrhee har tulhaa har japi-O 
tarai taraakee. ||1|| 

 

har jee laaj rakhahu har jan kee. 

har har japan japaavhu apnaa ham 

maagee bhagat ikaakee. rahaa-O. 

 

har kay sayvak say har pi-aaray jin japi-O 

har bachnaakee. 

laykhaa chitar gupat jo likhi-aa sabh 
chhootee jam kee baakee. ||2|| 

 

har kay sant japi-O man har har lag 
sangat saaDh janaa kee.  

dinee-ar soor tarisnaa agan bujhaanee siv 

chari-O chand chandaakee. ||3|| 

 

tum vad purakh vad agam agochar tum 

aapay aap apaakee. 

jan naanak ka-O parabh kirpaa keejai kar 
daasan daas dasaakee. ||4||6|| 

Dhanasari Mehla 4 

Many of us often find that in the present age, lots of struggles and fights keep going 

between different countries, states, social groups, and even the members of same 

family. Perhaps that is why the previous ages were called Sat Yug (the golden age), 

Treta (the silver age), and Duappar (the brass age) because of the prevalence of more 

truthful living and far less fights and quarrels than the present age, which is called Kal 

Yug (the iron age). In this shabad, Guru Ji explores what can we do to avoid all such 

nerve wrecking conflicts and enjoy a peaceful life. 

Posing a question and then answering it himself, Guru Ji says: "O’ brothers, describe 

the way of righteousness in the (present age, called) Kal Yug, (adopting which) we 

may be liberated (from worldly struggles and entanglements? The answer is) that 

meditation on God and His Name is like a boat or a barge. (The one who has ridden 

this boat and) has contemplated on God becomes a swimmer (of the worldly ocean) 

and swims across it.” (1)  
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Therefore Guru Ji prays to God and says: "O’ God, save the honor of Your devotees, 

and make us meditate on Your Name, I have begged You for Your devotion alone." 

(1-pause) 

Next describing the blessings obtained by those who have meditated on God’s Name, 

Guru Ji says: "(O’ my friends), the devotees of God who recite the word (the Name) 

of God are God’s beloveds who have worshipped God (through) Guru’s words. (By 

doing so) they are liberated and excused from the account (of deeds), which Chitar 

and Gupat (the recording angels) have written (in their accounts), and any balance 

owed to the demon of death is also cleared." (2) 

Elaborating on the blessings obtained by the devotees of God, Guru Ji says: "(O’ my 

friends), by joining the society of the saintly persons, the devotees of God who have 

meditated on God’s Name, God the embodiment of emancipation has become 

manifest within them, (as if within them) the cooling moon has risen, which has 

extinguished the fire of desires in them, and has put off the scorching sun (of evil 

tendencies)." (3) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad by making a prayer to God. He says: “(O’ God), You 

are the supreme Being, inaccessible, and beyond the comprehension of our 

understanding capabilities, and everywhere You Yourself are there. O’ God, show 

mercy on devotee Nanak and make him the servant of Your servants." (4-6) 

The message of this shabad is that even in this present age called Kal Yug, which 

is full of strife, struggles, and fights, if we want to be saved and ferried across the 

dreadful worldly ocean, then we should seek the service and guidance of God’s 

servants, and in their company meditate on God’s Name with true love and 

devotion. Who knows, one day God may shows His grace and save us also. 

Dhanaasree mehlaa 4 ghar 5 dupday 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

ur Dhaar beechaar muraar ramo ram 
manmohan naam japeenay. 

adrist agochar aprampar su-aamee gur 

poorai pargat kar deenay. ||1|| 

 

raam paaras chandan ham kaasat losat. 

har sang haree satsang bha-ay har 
kanchan chandan keenay. ||1|| rahaa-O. 
 

nav chhi-a khat boleh mukh aagar 
mayraa har parabh iv na pateenay. 

jan naanak har hirdai sad Dhi-aavahu I-O 

har parabh mayraa bheenay. ||2||1||7|| 
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Dhanasari Mehla-4 Ghar-5 Dupadaiy 

In the previous shabad Guru Ji told us that if we want to be saved and ferried across 

the dreadful worldly ocean, even in this present age called Kal Yug, which is full of 

strife, struggles, and fights, then we should seek the service and guidance of God’s 

servants, and in their company meditate on God’s Name with true love and devotion. 

Who knows, one day God may shows His grace and save us also. In this shabad, he 

elaborates on this concept.  

He says: "(O’ my friends), enshrining the captivating God in your heart and reflecting 

on Him, meditate on His Name. The perfect Guru has made manifest (in the heart) 

that God, who is invisible, in-comprehensible, and limitless." (1) 

Illustrating his own transforming experience in the company of God’s saintly 

congregation with beautiful examples, Guru Ji says: "(O’ my friends), the all-

pervading God is like the philosopher stone and a sandalwood tree while I was like (a 

piece of ordinary) wood and iron. When in the congregation of God’s saints, I was 

blessed with the company of God, He made me (pure like) gold and (fragrant like) 

sandalwood.” (1-pause) 

Therefore, on the basis of his personal experience, Guru Ji advises: "(O’ my friends), 

even if you recite (all the holy scriptures, including) the nine books (on Sanskrit 

grammar), or the six (Shastras) from your tongue, my God is not impressed.     

Devotee Nanak (says), always worship Him from your heart; this is how my God is 

pleased." (2-1-7) 

The message of this shabad is that God is not impressed by ritualistic reading or 

memorizing scriptures, He is only pleased with us, when we remember Him from 

the core of our hearts. But this kind of awakening comes only, when we come in 

contact with the company of saintly people and meditate on Him; only then we 

become pure like gold and fragrant like sandalwood.  

Dhanaasree mehlaa 4. 

SGGS  P-669 

gun kaho har lahu kar sayvaa satgur iv 

har har naam Dhi-aa-ee. 

har dargeh bhaaveh fir janam na aavahi 
har har har jot samaa-ee. ||1|| 

 

jap man naam haree hohi sarab sukhee. 

har jas ooch sabhnaa tay oopar har har 

har sayv chhadaa-ee. rahaa-O. 
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har kirpaa niDh keenee gur bhagat har 

deenee tab har si-O pareet ban aa-ee. 

baho chint visaaree har naam ur Dhaaree 
naanak har bha-ay hai sakhaa-ee. 

||2||2||8|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-4 

In paragraph (1) of the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that enshrining the 

captivating God in our heart and reflecting on Him, we should meditate on His Name. 

The perfect Guru has made manifest in the heart that God, who is invisible, 

incomprehensible, and limitless. In this shabad, he tells us how to enshrine God's 

Name in our hearts, and what are the blessings obtained when we do that. 

He says: "O’ my mind, by serving the true Guru (by following his advice) and 

remembering His merits, attain to that God (and in this way keep) meditating on 

God’s Name. (By doing so), you would be approved in God's court, you would not go 

through birth and death after that, and your light would merge in (God’s supreme) 

light." (1) 

Once again urging his mind (and indirectly us), Guru Ji says: “O’ my mind, meditate 

on God's Name, (then) you would become happy forever. (Remember that) singing 

praises of God is the highest (deed of all). This kind of service of God gets one 

liberated (from all kinds of sins and suffering)." (pause) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by sharing with us his own experience in this regard. He 

says: “(O’ my friends), God the treasure of kindness showed mercy upon me and the 

Guru blessed me with God’s worship, then I was imbued with God’s love. Nanak 

(says, when) I enshrined God’s Name in my mind, it made me shed away all my 

worry, because  God became my helper." (2-2-8) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to get rid of our worries, enjoy 

eternal bliss, and merge in God, then following Guru’s advice we should lovingly 

sing God’s praises and meditate on His Name.  

Dhanaasree mehlaa 4. 

har parh har likh har jap har gaa-O har 

bha-ojal paar utaaree. 

man bachan ridai Dhi-aa-ay har ho-ay 

santusat iv bhan har naam muraaree. ||1|| 
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man japee-ai har jagdees. 

mil sangat saaDhoo meet. 

sadaa anand hovai din raatee har keerat 

kar banvaaree. rahaa-O. 

 

har har karee darisat tab bha-I-O man 

udam har har naam japi-O gat bha-ee 
hamaaree. 

jan naanak kee pat raakh mayray           

su-aamee har aa-ay pari-O hai saran 

tumaaree. ||2||3||9|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-4 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to get rid of our worries, 

enjoy eternal bliss, and merge in God, then following Guru’s advice we should 

lovingly sing God’s praises and meditate on His Name. In this shabad, he tells us how 

not just our tongue should be uttering God’s Name, but our mind and body should 

also be doing that, how all our deeds and thoughts be dedicated to God’s praise, and 

what kind of blessings we obtain by doing that.  

Guru Ji says: "(O’ my friend, be so much in love with God that you only) read about 

God, write about God, meditate on God, and sing about God. (By doing so), God 

would ferry you across the dreadful (worldly) ocean. By mediating on God in the 

mind, with the tongue, and from the heart, God is satisfied. This is how you should 

utter God's Name." (1) 

So advising his own mind (and indirectly us), Guru Ji says: "O’ my mind, we should 

meditate on God's Name in the company of saintly friends. By singing praises of God, 

always a state of bliss keeps prevailing day and night.” (1-pause)  

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by stressing upon the fact that only when God shows 

His mercy on us, we meditate on God’s Name. Sharing his own experience, he says: 

"(O’ my friends), when God cast His glance of grace, the inspiration (to meditate on 

His Name) arose in my mind. Then by meditating on God’s Name, I obtained supreme 

state. (Now I pray): “O my Master, save the honor of devotee Nanak; he has come and 

sought Your shelter.” (2-3-9) 

The message of this shabad is that we should be so totally imbued with the love of 

God that whatever we read, write, hear, or sing, it should be about God only. 

Secondly we should never feel arrogant about our devotion to God. Instead, we 

should always keep praying to Him to show His grace and keep us attuned to His 

Name. By doing so God would save our honor, and we would always enjoy a 

supreme state of bliss.  
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Dhanaasree mehlaa 4. 

cha-oraaseeh siDh buDh taytees kot mun 
jan sabh chaaheh har jee-O tayro naa-O. 

gur parsaad ko virlaa paavai jin ka-O 

lilaat likhi-aa Dhur bhaa-O. ||1|| 

 

jap man raamai naam har jas ootam 

kaam. 

jo gaavahi suneh tayraa jas su-aamee  

ha-O tin kai sad balihaarai jaa-O.     

rahaa-O. 
 

sarnaagat partipaalak har su-aamee jo 

tum dayh so-ee ha-O paa-O. 

deen da-I-aal kirpaa kar deejai naanak 

har simran kaa hai chaa-O. ||2||4||10|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-4 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that we should never feel arrogant about our 

devotion to God. Instead, we should always keep praying to Him to show His grace 

and keep us attuned to His Name. In this shabad, he tells us how myriads of people, 

and even angels crave God’s Name, but cannot obtain it. He also tells us who are the 

fortunate ones, blessed with this gift, and shows us how to keep praying for it. 

He says: "(O’ God), the eighty-four (chosen adepts or siddhas of the yogi sect), the 

men (of divine wisdom) like Buddha), 330 million gods, (and innumerable) sages, all 

crave Your Name. However, it is only a rare person, who by the Guru’s grace obtains 

(this gift. Because only they receive this gift of God’s Name) in whose destiny love 

for God’s Name has been pre-ordained in God’s court." (1) 

Guru Ji therefore not only advises his own mind, but also tells how much he respects 

the one who meditates on God’s Name. He says: "O’ my mind, meditate on God's 

Name, because singing praises of God is the most auspicious thing to do. O’ my 

Master, whosoever listen to Your praise, I am always a sacrifice to them.” (1-pause) 

Therefore Guru Ji concludes the shabad by humbly praying to God. He says: "O’ God 

the Master, the protector and savior of those who come to seek Your shelter, I obtain 

only that which You bestow upon me. O’ merciful Master of the meek, show      

mercy and give (me the gift of Your Name), Nanak has a craving to meditate on God." 

(2-4-10) 
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The message of this shabad is that it is very rare, fortunate persons, who by 

God’s grace obtain God’s Name through the Guru. Therefore we should never 

feel conceited about it; instead we should always be thankful to God for His 

blessing and keep humbly praying to Him to continue blessing us with His grace. 

Dhanaasree mehlaa 4. 

sayvak sikh poojan sabh aavahi sabh 
gaavahi har har ootam baanee. 

gaavi-aa suni-aa tin kaa har thaa-ay 

paavai jin satgur kee aagi-aa sat sat 
kar maanee. ||1|| 

 

bolhu bhaa-ee har keerat har bhavjal 
tirath. 

har dar tin kee ootam baat hai 
santahu har kathaa jin janhu jaanee. 

rahaa-O. 

 

aapay gur chaylaa hai aapay aapay 

har parabh choj vidaanee. 

jan naanak aap milaa-ay so-ee har 
milsee avar sabh ti-aag ohaa har 

bhaanee. ||2||5||11|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-4 

It is a common observation that many people regularly go to see the Guru and seem to 

perform all kinds of rituals and services, but still they remain spiritually as blank as 

before. On the other hand, there are some who might have been going to the Guru for 

a much less time and have performed much less service than the others, but their 

service seems to have been accepted and they are blessed with peace and poise. In this 

shabad, Guru Ji explains why it is so. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), all kinds of disciples and devotees (of the Guru) come to 

worship God. They all sing the sublime hymns (in praise) of God. However, (God) 

approves the singing or listening of only those who accept the advice and instruction 

of the true Guru as true (and obey it without any question).” (1) 

Explaining what is the Guru’s command, he says: "O’ my brothers (and sisters, while 

living) in this pilgrimage station of the world, sing praises of God. O’ saintly 

devotees, they who have realized and understood the gospel of God, their word is 

accepted as immaculate and given a great respect at God’s door.” (1-pause) 
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In conclusion, Guru Ji says: "(O’ my friends), God Himself is the Guru and Himself 

the disciple, and God the Master Himself performs His wondrous plays. Devotee 

Nanak says: “Only that person would be united with God, whom He Himself unites, 

because forsaking all others, such a person loves  (God’s discourse) alone." (2-5-11) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to be united with God then without 

questioning, we should do what the Guru says which is to meditate on God’s 

Name, and sing His praises with true love and devotion. 

Dhanaasree mehlaa 4. 

ichhaa poorak sarab sukh-daata har 

jaa kai vas hai kaamDhaynaa. 

so aisaa har Dhi-aa-ee-ai mayray jee-
arhay taa sarab sukh paavahi mayray 

manaa. ||1|| 

SGGS  P-670 

jap man sat naam sadaa sat naam. 

halat palat mukh oojal ho-ee hai nit 

Dhi-aa-ee-ai har purakh niranjanaa. 
rahaa-O. 
 

jah har simran bha-I-aa tah upaaDh 

gat keenee vadbhaagee har japnaa. 

jan naanak ka-O gur ih mat deenee 
jap har bhavjal tarnaa. ||2||6||12|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-4 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to be united with God, then 

we should do what the Guru says without questioning, which is to meditate on God’s 

Name, and sing His praises with true love and devotion. In this shabad, he tells us 

how beneficent it is to meditate on God's Name and what kind of blessings we obtain 

by doing that. 

Addressing his own mind (and indirectly us), Guru Ji says: "O’ my mind, God is the 

fulfiller of our wishes, and the giver of all comforts, under whose control is Kaam 

Dhena (the legendary cow, which can fulfill all our desires). O’ my mind, if you 

meditate on such a God, you would obtain all kinds of comforts." (1) 

Therefore advising his mind and us, Guru Ji again says: "O’ my mind, always 

meditate on the everlasting Name. We should daily meditate on the immaculate God, 

(by doing so) we receive honor both in this and next world." (1-pause) 
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In conclusion, Guru Ji says: "(O’ my mind), where God’s meditation is done, all woe 

and strife takes leave from there. However it is only through great good fortune that 

God is meditated upon. The Guru has given this instruction to devotee Nanak, that by 

contemplating on God, we swim across the dreadful (worldly) ocean.” (2-6-12) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to get rid of all our troubles, have 

all our wishes fulfilled, and obtain salvation, then we should meditate on the 

eternal God’s Name. 

Dhanaasree mehlaa 4. 

mayray saahaa mai har darsan sukh 

ho-ay. 

hamree baydan too jaantaa saahaa 
avar ki-aa jaanai ko-ay. rahaa-O. 
 

saachaa saahib sach too mayray 
saahaa tayraa kee-aa sach sabh     

ho-ay. 
jhoothaa kis ka-O aakhee-ai saahaa 

doojaa naahee ko-ay. ||1|| 
 

sabhnaa vich too varatdaa saahaa 

sabh tujheh Dhi-aavahi din raat. 

sabh tujh hee thaavhu mangday 
mayray saahaa too sabhnaa karahi ik 

daat. ||2|| 
 

sabh ko tujh hee vich hai mayray 
saahaa tujh tay baahar ko-ee naahi. 

sabh jee-a tayray too sabhas daa 

mayray saahaa sabh tujh hee maahi 
samaahi. ||3|| 
 

sabhnaa kee too aas hai mayray      
pi-aaray sabh tujheh Dhi-aavahi 

mayray saah. 
ji-O bhaavai ti-O rakh too mayray    

pi-aaray sach naanak kay paatisaah. 
||4||7||13|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-4 

Guru Ji began the previous shabad by saying: "O’ my mind, God is the fulfiller of    

our wishes, and the giver of all comforts, under whose control is Kaam Dhena (the  
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legendary cow, which can fulfill all our desires). O’ my mind, if we meditate on such 

a God, we obtain all kinds of comforts.” Reading such lines, most of us may be 

tempted to express our wishes for all kinds of worldly wealth and luxuries. But that is 

not what our Guru advises us. In this shabad, he tells us what is his strongest wish and 

how lovingly he begs for it with a childlike innocence.  

He says: "O’ my King, just by seeing Your sight, peace prevails (in my mind). O’ 

Master, only You know the pain (in my heart), who else can understand this pain." 

(pause) 

Expressing his genuine admiration for God, Guru Ji says: "O’ my King, You are the 

eternal Master. Whatever You do, all that also is true. Therefore O’ Master, whom we 

may call false, when there is none else except You?” (1)  

Re-emphasizing his belief in the all-pervasiveness and omnipotence of God, Guru Ji 

says: "O’ King, You pervade all, and everyone meditates upon You day and night. O’ 

my Master, all beg from Your door, and You alone give to all." (2) 

Now Guru Ji explains another concept regarding the relationship between the Creator 

and His creation. He says: "O’ my King, all the creation is contained within You, and 

no one can go outside Your command. O’ my King, all creatures are Yours, and You 

belong to all, and all of them ultimately merge in You.” (3) 

In closing, Guru Ji says: "O’ my Beloved, You are the hope of everybody, and O’ my 

Master, all worship You. O’ the eternal King of Nanak, keep him in Your shelter, 

howsoever You will." (4-7-13) 

The message of this shabad is that God is our one and only eternal Master, and it 

is only from Him that we can beg for anything. Therefore, we must love and 

worship Him from the core of our heart. 

Dhanaasree mehlaa 5 ghar 1      
cha-upday 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

bhav khandan dukh bhanjan savaamee 
bhagat vachhal nirankaaray. 

kot paraaDh mitay khin bheetar jaaN 

gurmukh naam samaaray. ||1|| 

 

mayraa man laagaa hai raam pi-aaray. 

deen da-I-aal karee parabh kirpaa vas 
keenay panch dootaaray. ||1|| rahaa-O. 
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tayraa thaan suhaavaa roop suhaavaa 

tayray bhagat soheh darbaaray. 

sarab jee-aa kay daatay su-aamee kar 
kirpaa layho ubaaray. ||2|| 

 

tayraa varan na jaapai roop na     
lakhee-ai tayree kudrat ka-un 

beechaaray. 
jal thal mahee-al ravi-aa sarab thaa-ee 

agam roop girDhaaray. ||3|| 

 

keerat karahi sagal jan tayree too 

abhinaasee purakh muraaray. 

Ji-O bhaavai ti-O raakho su-aamee jan 
naanak saran du-aaray. ||4||1|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 Ghar-1 Chaupadaiy 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that God is our one and only eternal 

Master, and it is only from Him that we can beg for anything. Therefore, we must love 

and worship Him from the core of our heart. In this shabad, he shows us how to 

approach God, and what kinds of favors and bounties to ask from Him. 

Addressing God in the most respectful manner, Guru Ji says: "O’ my Master, the 

destroyer of the fear (of birth and death), dispeller of sorrows, and the formless lover 

of Your devotees, under Guru’s guidance whosoever meditates on Your Name, 

millions of (that person’s) sins are erased in an instant.” (1) 

Describing the kind of bliss he is experiencing in his present state of undiluted love 

for God, Guru Ji says: "(O’ my friends), my mind is attuned to (the Name of my) 

beloved God. The merciful Master of the meek has showed His kindness, (and has) 

brought the five demons (of lust, anger, greed, attachment, and ego) under my 

control." (1- pause) 

Guru Ji now shows us how to address God and ask Him to save. He says: "(O’ my 

dear God), beauteous is Your abode, beauteous is Your form, and Your devotees look 

handsome in Your court. O’ the Giver and Master of all creatures, show Your mercy 

and save me (from worldly temptations)." (2) 

Continuing to sing praises of God, Guru Ji says: "O’ my dear God, we cannot see 

Your color, nor we can understand Your form, and there is nobody who can 

comprehend Your expanse. O’ God of limitless power, You are pervading in waters, 

lands, spaces, and all places." (3) 
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Guru Ji concludes this shabad by saying: "O’ my God, all creatures sing Your praise. 

You are the imperishable Being, and destroyer of all prides. Servant Nanak has come 

to seek shelter at Your door, save him as You will." (4-1) 

The message of this shabad is that God is all-powerful; He can erase myriads of 

our sins and remove all our pains in an instant. Therefore we should seek His 

shelter and pray to Him to save us as He pleases. 

Dhanasri mehlaa 5. 

bin jal paraan tajay hai meenaa jin jal 

si-o hayt badhaa-i-o. 

kamal hayt binsi-o hai bhavraa un 
maarag nikas na paa-i-o. ||1|| 

 

ab man aykas si-o moh keenaa. 

marai na jaavai sad hee sangay satgur 
sabdee cheenaa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

SGGS  P-671 

kaam hayt kunchar lai faaNki-o oh par 

vas bha-i-o bichaaraa. 

naad hayt sir daari-o kurankaa us hee 

hayt bidaaraa. ||2|| 

 

daykh kutamb lobh mohi-o paraanee 

maa-i-aa ka-o laptaanaa. 

at rachi-o kar leeno apunaa un chhod 
saraapar jaanaa. ||3|| 

 

bin gobind avar sang nayhaa oh jaanhu 

sadaa duhaylaa. 

kaho naanak gur ihai bujhaa-i-o pareet 

parabhoo sad kaylaa. ||4||2|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

It is a common observation that humans, animals, and even insects have some kind of 

love or passion for something. Some time this craving is so keen and obsessive that 

the humans or creatures afflicted by it cannot resist the temptation to take the bait and  
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lose their life or suffer for their mistake for the rest of their life. In this shabad, Guru 

Ji illustrates this fact and tells us what kind of love can bring us eternal joy, instead of 

death or suffering.  

First citing the example of the fish’s love for water and of black bee for lotus, Guru Ji 

says: "(O’ my friends), the fish who has intensified its love for water, loses its life 

when it is without it. Similarly because of love for the lotus, a bumble bee is ruined 

when it cannot find the way to come out (of the lotus).” (1) 

Now as if talking to his mind but indirectly to us, Guru Ji tells us with whom he is in 

love and why. He says: "Now, O’ my mind, I have imbued myself with the love for 

the one (God), who neither dies, nor goes any where, and is always in my company. I 

have understood Him by reflecting on the true Guru’s word (and following his 

advice).” (1-pause)  

Citing some more examples of the worldly attachments and consequences thereof, 

Guru Ji says: "Motivated by lust, the elephant is caught in the net, and the poor animal 

falls under the control of others. Similarly lured by the special sweet music played by 

the hunter, the deer surrenders its head, and because of that love it loses its life." (2) 

Now talking about humans, Guru Ji says: "(Similarly) looking at his family, the 

mortal is lured by greed, becomes obsessed with (amassing) worldly wealth and is so 

extremely engrossed in it as if it is his or her own. (But the person doesn’t realize that) 

definitely (one day) one must abandon it all, and one has to depart from this world." 

(3) 

Therefore Guru Ji concludes the shabad by telling us about a form of love, which can 

provide us eternal joy. He says: "(O’ my friends), whosoever falls in love with any 

body else except God, assume that he or she remains miserable. Nanak says, the Guru 

has taught him this thing: there is always bliss in the love of God." (4-2) 

The message of this shabad is that instead of falling in love with worldly riches, 

possessions or relatives, which often brings us pain, we should have love for God, 

which will ensure us eternal happiness. 

Dhanasri mehlaa 5. 

kar kirpaa dee-o mohi naamaa banDhan 
tay chhutkaa-ay. 

man tay bisri-o saglo DhanDhaa gur kee 

charnee laa-ay. ||1|| 

 

saaDhsang chint biraanee chhaadee. 

ahaN-buDh moh man baasan day kar 
gadhaa gaadee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
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naa ko mayraa dusman rahi-aa naa 
ham kis kay bairaa-ee. 

barahm pasaar pasaari-o bheetar satgur 

tay sojhee paa-ee. ||2|| 

 

sabh ko meet ham aapan keenaa ham 

sabhnaa kay saajan. 

door paraa-i-o man kaa birhaa taa mayl 
kee-o mayrai raajan. ||3|| 

 

binsi-o dheethaa amrit voothaa sabad 
lago gur meethaa. 

jal thal mahee-al sarab nivaasee naanak 

rama-ee-aa deethaa. ||4||3|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji had advised us that instead of falling in love with 

worldly riches, possessions or relatives, we should have love for God that would 

ensure us eternal bliss and happiness. In this shabad, Guru Ji tells us what did he do to 

fall in love with God, and what happened as a result. 

He says: "(O’ my friends, to imbue myself with God’s love, I joined the congregation 

of saintly persons). Showing mercy, (the congregation) gave me (the gift of) God’s 

Name. By attuning me to the lotus feet (the word) of the Guru liberated me from 

(worldly) bonds; (in this way), entire (worldly) entanglement was forsaken from my 

mind.” (1) 

Briefly stating what he did after joining the saintly congregation, he says: “Upon 

joining the congregation of saintly persons, I gave up worrying about help             

from others. (I then so thoroughly purged myself) of arrogant intellect, worldly 

attachments and mind’s desire, (as if) digging a pit I have buried these deep under 

ground." (1-pause) 

Describing his present state of mind, Guru Ji says: "(I feel that) now there is no enemy 

of mine, nor I am inimical to any one. The Guru has given me this understanding that 

God has spread Himself in this entire expanse, and He is pervading in all.” (2) 

Elaborating on the above, Guru Ji says: "(Now) I have made everybody as my friend, 

and I have become the friend of all. When the separation of my mind from God went 

far away, (God) my king united me with Him.” (3) 
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Summarizing his experience, Guru Ji says: “(Now, by the grace of the saintly 

company) the obstinacy of my mind has vanished, the nectar (of God’s Name) has 

come to abide (in my mind and Gurbani, the) Guru’s word, sounds sweet to me. (As a 

result), Nanak has seen the all pervading God in water, land, and space.” (4-3) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to get rid of all our mental tortures 

and worldly problems and want to develop friendship with all, and have enmity 

with none, then we should join the company of saintly persons. By doing so all 

the obstinacies of our mind go away, and all people appear to us as our friends 

and we see God pervading everywhere and in everybody. 

Dhanasri mehlaa 5. 

jab tay darsan bhaytay saaDhoo bhalay 

dinas o-ay aa-ay. 

mahaa anand sadaa kar keertan purakh 

biDhaataa paa-ay. ||1|| 

 

ab mohi raam jaso man gaa-i-o. 

bha-i-o pargaas sadaa sukh man meh 

satgur pooraa paa-i-o. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

gun niDhaan rid bheetar vasi-aa taa 

dookh bharam bha-o bhaagaa. 

bha-ee paraapat vasat agochar raam 

naam rang laagaa. ||2|| 

 

chint achintaa soch asochaa sog lobh 

moh thaakaa. 

ha-umai rog mitay kirpaa tay jam tay 
bha-ay bibaakaa. ||3|| 

 

gur kee tahal guroo kee sayvaa gur kee 
aagi-aa bhaanee. 

kaho naanak jin jam tay kaadhay tis gur 

kai kurbaanee. ||4||4|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In the first stanza of the previous shabad, describing the blessings he received upon 

joining the saintly congregation, Guru Ji says: “Showing mercy, (the congregation) 

gave me the gift of God’s Name and by attuning me to the lotus feet (the word) of the 

Guru, liberated me from (worldly) bonds and the entire (worldly) entanglement was  
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forsaken from my mind.” In this shabad, he tells us what other blessings he obtained 

when he saw the sight of the Guru. 

He says: “Since the time I have seen the sight of the saint (Guru, my) good days have 

come. By always singing praises of God, a state of extreme bliss keeps prevailing (in 

my mind), I have obtained the supreme Being.” (1) 

Guru Ji adds: “(O’ my friends), now I sing praises of God in my mind. I have obtained 

(the guidance of the) the true Guru, (due to which) my mind has received (divine) 

illumination and there is always peace in my mind.” (1-pause) 

Describing what happened after that, he says: “When (God) the treasure of virtues 

came to abide in my mind, all my pain, doubt, and fear ran away. I obtained the 

incomprehensible commodity and was imbued with the love of God’s Name.” (2) 

Stating what other blessings he has received, Guru Ji says: “From a worried state, (I 

have now) become worry-free. I no longer think too much about anything, and all my 

sorrow, greed, and attachment has ended. By (God’s) grace, the malady of ego has 

been removed, (and I am) emancipated from (the fear of) demon of death.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad by describing his present state of mind. He says: “Now, 

performing service, and obeying Guru’s command seems pleasing to my mind. Nanak 

says, that I am a sacrifice to that Guru, who has liberated me from (the clutches of) the 

demon of death.” (4-4) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to get rid of our ego, worry, and 

fear of death, then we should seek the shelter of the Guru (Granth Sahib Ji), and 

follow the advice contained therein with true love and devotion. Then the Guru 

would free us of all troubles including the fear of death. 

Dhanasri mehlaa 5. 

jis kaa tan man Dhan sabh tis kaa    
so-ee sugharh sujaanee. 

tin hee suni-aa dukh sukh mayraa   

ta-o biDh neekee khataanee. ||1|| 

 

jee-a kee aykai hee peh maanee. 

avar jatan kar rahay bahutayray tin til 
nahee keemat jaanee. rahaa-o. 

 

amrit naam nirmolak heeraa gur 
deeno mantaanee. 

digai na dolai darirh kar rahi-o pooran 

ho-ay tariptaanee. ||2|| 
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o-ay jo beech ham tum kachh hotay 

tin kee baat bilaanee. 

SGGS  P-672 

alankaar mil thailee ho-ee hai taa tay 

kanik vakhaanee. ||3|| 

 

pargati-o jot sahj sukh sobhaa baajay 

anhat baanee. 

kaho naanak nihchal ghar baaDhi-o 
gur kee-o banDhaanee. ||4||5|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

While listing some of the blessings he received from God, in paragraph (3) of the 

previous shabad, Guru Ji said: “From a worried state, (I have now) become worry-

free. I no longer think too much about anything, and all my sorrow, greed, and 

attachment has ended. By (God’s) grace, the malady of ego has been removed, (and I 

am) emancipated from (the fear of) demon of death.” In this shabad, Guru Ji describes 

the present blissful state of his mind and how he has been able to attain such a 

peaceful state. 

He says: “(O' my friends), to whom belongs my mind, body, and wealth, He alone is 

the wisest and most judicious person. When He listened to (my story of) weal and 

woe, I discovered a very good way (of attuning to Him).” (1) 

Describing what happened before he reached this state, Guru Ji says: “(O' my friends), 

my mind was convinced only by the one (God). To dissuade me from Him, other 

people exhausted themselves making many efforts, but (my mind) didn’t value their 

(arguments) even a little bit.” (pause) 

Next Guru Ji shares with us the kinds of blessings he enjoyed after his Guru gave him 

the mantra of the Name. He says: “(O’ my friends), the mantra of the Name is an 

invaluable jewel which the Guru has given me. Now my mind doesn’t feel depressed 

or wavers, (instead it) remains firm in its faith (in God), and I have been fully 

satiated.” (2) 

Commenting on the other inner struggles, weaknesses, and faults, Guru Ji says: “(O’ 

my friends), those differences, which used to exist between me and others, their entire 

concept has disappeared. Just as upon joining (and melting) together different 

ornaments become a single lump, which is described as gold, (similarly my state of 

mind has become as such, and I feel myself and all others as part of the same one 

God).” (3) 
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Guru Ji concludes this shabad by expressing his gratitude to the Guru for such a 

blissful state. He says: “Now the light of God has become manifest in me; I have 

obtained peace, poise, and glory, and within my mind rings the celestial music of non-

stop melodies. Nanak says that (now my mind is in such a steady state, as if God has) 

built me a stable house which the Guru has inhabited.” (4-5) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to get rid of all our weaknesses and 

sinful tendencies which separate us from others and God, and if we want to enjoy 

blissful union with Him then we should follow the Guru’s advice and beg him for 

the mantra of the Name, and reunite us with God. 

Dhanasri mehlaa 5. 

vaday vaday raajan ar bhooman taa kee 

tarisan na boojhee. 

lapat rahay maa-i-aa rang maatay 

lochan kachhoo na soojhee. ||1|| 

 

bikhi-aa meh kin hee taripat na paa-ee. 

Ji-o paavak eeDhan nahee Dharaapai 

bin har kahaa aghaa-ee. rahaa-o. 

 

din din karat bhojan baho binjan taa 

kee mitai na bhookhaa. 

udam karai su-aan kee ni-aa-ee chaaray 

kuntaa ghokhaa. ||2|| 

 

kaamvant kaamee baho naaree par 

garih joh na chookai. 

din parat karai karai pachhutaapai sog 
lobh meh sookai. ||3|| 

 

har har naam apaar amolaa amrit ayk 
niDhaanaa. 

sookh sahj aanand santan kai naanak 

gur tay jaanaa. ||4||6|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

Many times it is observed that some people are obsessed with amassing wealth and 

power, others are obsessed with enjoying different foods and clothes or fulfilling their 

lusts, as if these things could truly satiate them and provide permanent pleasure.         

In this shabad, Guru Ji wants to warn us that just as feeding more wood into the fire  
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increases the intensity of the fire rather than putting it out, similarly no matter how 

much wealth, riches, food, or clothes one may have, and no matter in how many 

sensual pleasures, one may indulge, one’s hunger and desire for all these things keeps 

multiplying. In the end he tells us, what is that commodity, which can provide us 

lasting satisfaction and from where can we obtain it. 

First commenting on the state of great kings and landlords, he says: “(O' my friends), 

the cravings of even the great kings and masters of lands has never been quenched. 

They have been so engrossed in the love of worldly riches and power, that except their 

intoxication with worldly riches, they cannot see (or think about) anything else.” (1) 

Giving the essence of his observations in this regard, Guru Ji says: “(O' my friends), 

nobody has ever obtained satisfaction in (amassing) the poison (of worldly riches and 

power). Just as fire is not quenched by fuel, (similarly) without God’s Name, (a 

human being’s worldly desire) is never satiated.” (pause) 

Citing some more examples of unsatisfied desires, Guru Ji says: “The person who day 

after day wants to enjoy different dainty dishes, that person’s hunger never gets 

quenched. (For the sake of tasty foods), he or she makes efforts like a dog (looking for 

crumbs and) searches all the four corners.” (2) 

Commenting now on those who are obsessed with lust for sex, Guru Ji says: “No 

matter how many wives a sex maniac might have, still he cannot resist his urge to look 

at another person’s woman with an evil eye. Day after day, he indulges in illicit sexual 

relations and then also repents. (But still he cannot forsake his lust. Thus) in this 

mental torture and greed, he withers (day after day.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by telling us how we can find true and lasting 

satisfaction and peace. He says: “(O’ my friends), God’s Name is a limitless and 

invaluable treasure, (which can provide us lasting satisfaction). Nanak has learnt from 

the Guru that (because of this treasure), peace, poise, and bliss prevail in (the mind of 

saints).” (4-6) 

The message of this shabad is that we should not waste our time in running after 

worldly riches and power or obsessed with satisfying our sensual pleasures, 

because all these pursuits never satisfy our desires. The one and only thing that 

can give us permanent peace and happiness is the jewel of God's Name and that 

jewel we can find only by following the advice of our true Guru (Granth Sahib 

Ji). 

Dhanasri mehlaa 5. 

lavai na laagan ka-o hai kachhoo-ai 
jaa ka-o fir ih Dhaavai. 

jaa ka-o gur deeno ih amrit tis hee 

ka-o ban aavai. ||1|| 
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jaa ka-o aa-i-o ayk rasaa. khaan paan 

aan nahee khuDhi-aa taa kai chit na 
basaa. rahaa-o. 

 

ma-uli-o man tan ho-i-o hari-aa ayk 
boond jin paa-ee. 

baran na saaka-o ustat taa kee 

keemat kahan na jaa-ee. ||2|| 

 

ghaal na mili-o sayv na mili-o mili-o 

aa-ay achintaa. 

jaa ka-o da-i-aa karee mayrai thaakur 
tin gureh kamaano manntaa. ||3|| 

 

deen dai-aal sadaa kirpaalaa sarab 
jee-aa partipaalaa. 

ot pot naanak sang ravi-aa ji-o 

maataa baal gopaalaa. ||4||7|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should not waste our time in 

running after worldly riches and power or be obsessed with satisfying our sensual 

pleasures, because all these pursuits never satisfy our desires. The one and only thing 

that can give us permanent peace and happiness is the jewel of God's Name and that 

jewel we can find only by following the advice of our true Guru. In this shabad, he 

describes how more precious and satisfying the commodity of God's Name is than any 

other thing in the world, and who is the rare fortunate person who is blessed with this 

gift.  

He says: “(O’ my friends), none of the (worldly) things for which a person runs after 

again and again comes close (in merit to the nectar of God’s Name. Only, whom the 

Guru blesses with this nectar can really appreciate its worth.” (1) 

Stating how satisfying and invaluable this commodity of God's Name is, Guru Ji says: 

“(O’ my friends), the one who has once relished the taste of (God's Name, the hunger 

for eating or drinking anything else doesn’t abide in that one’s mind.” (pause) 

Describing the kinds of blessings obtained by those who obtain even a little bit of 

God's Name, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), the one who has obtained even a drop (of 

this nectar), that one’s mind and body bloom (in joy and spiritual bliss). I cannot 

describe the glory (of such a person) and cannot tell (its) worth.” (2) 
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However cautioning us against taking any hasty or ineffective steps to obtain this 

invaluable commodity, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, the nectar of God's Name) has 

neither been obtained by anybody through effort, nor through service, it has come to a 

person without even his or her knowing. (These fortunate persons are) those on whom 

my Master has showed mercy and they have meditated on the Guru’s mantra (of 

God’s Name).” (3)  

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by sharing with us his own state of mind and his own 

happiness. He says: “(O’ my friends), the merciful Master of the meek is always kind; 

He is the sustainer of all creatures, like warp and woof, He is bonded with Nanak, as a 

mother is (bonded with her) young child.” (4-7) 

The message of this shabad is that the bliss of God's Name is far more satisfying 

and everlasting than any other kind of worldly wealth or possession. However, it 

cannot be purchased for any monetary price or obtained through any other 

effort. The one and only way to obtain this gift is to keep praying to God to bless 

us with the guidance of God. Only then, if God shows mercy on us, He sends us to 

the Guru, who makes us meditate on God’s Name, then unknowingly this gift 

comes to abide in our mind.  

Dhanasri mehlaa 5. 

baar jaa-o gur apunay oopar jin har 
har naam darirh-aa-yaa. 

mahaa udi-aan anDhkaar meh jin 

seeDhaa maarag dikhaa-yaa. ||1|| 
 

hamray paraan gupaal gobind. 

eehaa oohaa sarab thok kee jisahi 

hamaaree chind. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

jaa kai simran sarab niDhaanaa maan 
mahat pat pooree. 

naam lait kot agh naasay bhagat 

baachheh sabh Dhooree. ||2|| 
 

sarab manorath jay ko chaahai sayvai 

ayk niDhaanaa. 
paarbarahm aprampar su-aamee 

simrat paar paraanaa. ||3|| 
 

seetal saaNt mahaa sukh paa-i-aa 

satsang rahi-o olHaa. 

har Dhan sanchan har naam bhojan 
ih naanak keeno cholHaa. ||4||8|| 
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Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that the bliss and joy of God's Name is far 

more satisfying and everlasting than any other kind of worldly wealth or possession. 

However, it cannot be purchased for any monetary price or obtained through any other 

effort. The one and only way to obtain this gift is to keep praying to God to bless us 

with the guidance of the Guru. Only then if God shows mercy on us, He sends us to 

the Guru, who makes us meditate on God’s Name, then unknowingly this gift comes 

to abide in our mind. In this shabad, Guru Ji expresses his gratitude to the Guru and 

God and shares with us the kinds of blessings he is enjoying upon obtaining this gift. 

He says: “I am a sacrifice to my Guru who has implanted God's Name (in my mind), 

which in this pitch-dark (worldly) forest has shown me the straight path (to spiritual 

emancipation).” (1) 

Next expressing his firm faith in God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, now) God is the 

support of my life-breaths, who has the worry of taking care of all my needs, here (in 

this world) and there (in the next).” (pause) 

Describing how much the devotees of God value the service of God, Guru Ji says: 

“(O’ my friends), all devotees crave the dust of that God’s feet, meditating on whom 

all kinds of treasures, glory, influence, and full respect is obtained, and upon reciting 

whose Name a myriad of sins vanish away.” (2) 

Therefore, Guru Ji advises: “(O’ my friends), if anybody wants to get all his or her 

wishes fulfilled, that person should serve (and worship that God, who is) the treasure 

(of all kinds of wealth). By meditating on that limitless, all pervading Master, we 

swim across (the worldly ocean).” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad by sharing his own experience. He says: “(O’ my 

friends), when I sought the refuge of the saints, I obtained immense comfort, peace, 

and supreme bliss, and my honor was preserved. So now amassing the wealth of 

God’s Name and partaking the meal of God’s Name is what Nanak has made his way 

of life.” (4-8) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to fulfill all our wishes and find 

peace, poise, and bliss, then under the guidance of Guru (Granth Sahib Ji), we 

should try to amass the wealth of God’s Name. 

SGGS  P-673 

Dhanasri mehlaa 5. 

jih karnee hoveh sarmindaa ihaa 

kamaanee reet. 

sant kee nindaa saakat kee poojaa 
aisee darirh-ee bipreet. ||1|| 
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maa-i-aa moh bhoolo avrai heet. 

harichand-uree ban har paat ray ihai 
tuhaaro beet. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

chandan layp hot dayh ka-o sukh 
garDhabh bhasam sangeet. 

amrit sang naahi ruch aavat bikhai 

thag-uree pareet. ||2|| 

 

utam sant bhalay sanjogee is jug meh 

pavit puneet. 

jaat akaarath janam padaarath kaach 
baadrai jeet. ||3|| 

 

janam janam kay kilvikh dukh bhaagay 
gur gi-aan anjan naytar deet. 

saaDhsang in dukh tay niksi-o naanak 

ayk pareet. ||4||9|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In this shabad Guru Ji is holding a mirror to our face and showing us what kind of 

humans we are, how we do all those things that would bring us dishonor and severe 

punishment in God’s court. However, in his compassion Guru Ji also tells us how we 

can get rid of our worldly attachments, lusts, and evils, and avoid any future suffering. 

Addressing us directly, he says: “(O' mortal), You are doing such deeds which would 

bring You shame (in God’s court). You slander the saints, but adore the worshippers 

of power; You have embraced such vicious intellect.” (1) 

Opening our eyes further, Guru Ji says: “(O' my friend), You are so misguided by the 

attachment for worldly riches, that forsaking God, You love other (entities. Remember 

that) the limit of Your lifespan (is like the short span of) an imaginary castle in the 

sky, or the period green leaves last in a jungle.” (1-pause) 

Next citing some vivid examples, Guru Ji shows us how misguided we are in our 

habits and preferences. He says: “(O' my friend), just as even when sandal paste is 

applied on the body of a donkey, it still feels comfort in rolling over in dirt. Similarly, 

You are not attracted by rejuvenating nectar (of God’s Name), but You are in love 

with the poisonous herb (of worldly riches).” (2) 

Guru Ji now tells us the way to get out of the circle of viciousness and how we can 

obtain eternal bliss. He says: “(O' my friends), in this world, only the saints remain 

pure and immaculate, and it is only by good fortune that one can meet or find such  
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immaculate saints. (Only upon meeting them, we realize that) our valuable human    

life is being wasted, (as if it is being) wasted away in exchange for (useless brittle) 

glass.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by describing his own experience on obtaining the 

company and the guidance of the saint Guru, and what kind of blessings he obtained. 

He says: “The Guru (gave me such divine wisdom that I knew right from the wrong 

and started meditating on God’s Name, as if he) put the slaver of (divine knowledge in 

my eyes, (and then) all my sins committed during many births were washed off. (In 

short), in the company of the saints, I got rid of all my troubles and pains, and (I) 

Nanak am now only in love with that One (God).” (4-9). 

The message of this shabad is that our human nature is such that even when we 

are doing good deeds or performing faith rituals, we end up slandering the 

saints, and praising the power hungry. All these acts are going to bring us 

dishonor in God's court and nothing else. So if we want to get rid of all these 

troubles and earn honor in the court of God then we need to go and seek the 

shelter of the Guru (Granth Sahib) and under his guidance develop a real and 

sincere love for God.  

Dhanasri mehlaa 5. 

paanee pakhaa peesa-o sant aagai gun 

govind jas gaa-ee. 

saas saas man naam samHaarai ih 
bisraam niDh paa-ee. ||1|| 
 

tumH karahu da-i-aa mayray saa-ee. 

aisee mat deejai mayray thaakur sadaa 

sadaa tuDh Dhi-aa-ee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

tumHree kirpaa tay moh maan chhootai 

binas jaa-ay bharmaa-ee. 

anad roop ravi-o sabh maDhay jat kat 
paykha-o jaa-ee. ||2|| 
 

tumH da-i-aal kirpaal kirpaa niDh patit 
paavan gosaa-ee. 

kot sookh aanand raaj paa-ay mukh tay 

nimakh bulaa-ee. ||3|| 
 

jaap taap bhagat saa pooree jo parabh 
kai man bhaa-ee. 

naam japat tarisnaa sabh bujhee hai 

naanak taripat aghaa-ee. ||4||10|| 
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Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that our human nature is such that even when 

we are doing good deeds or performing faith rituals, we end up slandering the saints 

and praising the power hungry. All these acts are going to bring us dishonor in God's 

court and nothing else. So if we want to get rid of all such troubles and earn honor in 

the court of God, then we should go and seek the shelter of Guru (Granth Sahib) and 

under his guidance develop a real and sincere love for God. In this shabad, Guru Ji 

shows us how much he loves and respects the saint (Guru), and with what kind of 

devotion and humility he prays for the service and guidance of the saint (Guru). He 

also shares with us what kind of peace and bliss he experiences when he meditates on 

God’s Name in the company of saints. 

Guru Ji starts the shabad by praying to God and saying: “(O' God, show mercy and 

bless me with the most difficult and humble service of the saint Guru, so that I may) 

carry water, wave a fan, and grind corn for the saint (Guru) and sing glory and praises 

of Master of the world. I wish that I may obtain this treasure of bliss, that with every 

breath my mind may meditate on (Your) Name.” (1) 

Summarizing his prayer to God, Guru Ji says: “O' my Master, show mercy on me and 

bless me with such understanding that ever and forever I may keep meditating on 

You.” (1-pause) 

Elaborating on his prayer to God, Guru Ji says: “(O' God, I wish that) by Your grace I 

may be relieved of the worldly attachment and self-conceit, and my doubt may be 

destroyed. Wherever I may go and see, I may see God the embodiment of bliss 

pervading in all.” (2)  

Describing the kind of bliss, he experiences when he meditates on God’s Name, Guru 

Ji says: “(O' God), You are gracious, merciful, treasure of kindness, purifier of 

sinners, and Master of the universe. Even when I utter Your Name for a moment, (I 

feel as if) I have found bliss and happiness of millions of kingdoms.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by telling us what is true worship and devotion of God. 

He says: “(O' my friends), only that worship, penance, or devotion (of God) is perfect, 

which is pleasing to God’s mind. By meditating on God’s Name, all (my worldly) 

desire has been quenched, and (I Nanak) feel fully satisfied and satiated.” (4-10) 

The message of this shabad is that if we wish that all our worldly desires may be 

fulfilled and we feel such peace and bliss as if we have obtained millions of 

kingdoms, then we should pray to God to bless us with the most humble service 

and guidance of the saint Guru (Granth Sahib), so that under his guidance, we 

may meditate on God’s Name with true love and devotion.  
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Dhanasri mehlaa 5. 

jin keenay vas apunai tarai gun bhavan 
chatur sansaaraa. 

jag isnaan taap thaan khanday ki-aa ih jant 

vichaaraa. ||1|| 

 

parabh kee ot gahee ta-o chhooto. 

saaDh parsaad har har har gaa-ay bikhai 

bi-aaDh tab hooto. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

nah sunee-ai nah mukh tay bakee-ai nah 

mohai uh deethee.  

aisee thag-uree paa-ay bhulaavai man 
sabh kai laagai meethee. ||2|| 

 

maa-ay baap poot hit bharaataa un ghar 
ghar mayli-o doo-aa. 

kis hee vaaDh ghaat kis hee peh saglay lar 

lar moo-aa. ||3|| 

 

ha-o balihaaree satgur apunay jin ih chalat 

dikhaa-i-aa. 

goojhee bhaahi jalai sansaaraa bhagat na 
bi-aapai maa-i-aa. ||4|| 

 

sant parsaad mahaa sukh paa-i-aa saglay 
banDhan kaatay. 

har har naam naanak Dhan paa-i-aa 

apunai ghar lai aa-i-aa khaatay. ||5||11|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In many previous shabads, Guru Ji told us how we are entangled in different forms 

and garbs of Maya, such as riches, power, influence, possessions, or worldly 

relationships, etc. He also told us the way to get out of its clutches. In this shabad, he 

once again describes how powerful the allurement of Maya (or worldly attachment) is 

and how helpless we are against this most powerful enemy. 

He says: “That (Maya, which) has brought the three modes (or impulses for vice, 

virtue, and power), and  all the four corners of the world under its control, and has  
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even destroyed those places where one performs sacred worships, (or) goes for 

ablution and penance; what is this lowly human being (before such a ruthless 

enemy)?” (1) 

Now describing the only way to get out of the clutches of this powerful enemy, as if it 

was his personal experience, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), only when I obtained    

the refuge of God was I released (from the grip of Maya). Yes, when by the grace of       

the saint (Guru) I sang praises of God, the maladies of evil lusts came to an end.”      

(1-pause) 

Commenting upon the true nature of this powerful enemy, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my 

friends, this Maya is such a sneaky entity) that when it comes (and misguides our 

mind), we do not hear about it, nor does it say anything from its tongue, nor is it seen 

when it is captivating us. By administering such a secret potion it makes us go astray 

and it appears pleasing to the minds of all.” (2) 

Giving more insight into the nature of Maya and illustrating how powerful this hidden 

force is, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, this Maya is so powerful that) between 

mother, father, sons, friends, and brothers, in household after household, it has planted 

seeds of duality (or difference). Some have less, and some have more of (this wealth), 

and all are dying fighting for it.” (3) 

Guru Ji therefore expresses his gratitude to the Guru, who has revealed to him the 

reality of Maya (its initial charm, but ultimately deadly consequences). He says: “I am 

a sacrifice to my true Guru who has shown me this  play (of Maya). I see that the 

entire world is burning in this invisible fire. But Maya cannot touch the devotees (of 

God).” (4)  

In closing, Guru Ji says: “By saints’ grace I have obtained supreme bliss, and all my 

bonds (of Maya) have been cut off. Nanak has obtained the wealth of God's Name, 

which he has earned and brought to home (of his heart).” (5-11) 

The message of this shabad is that love for worldly riches and power is so 

invisible and deceiving that what to speak of ordinary persons, even those who 

live at holy places and do all kinds of penances or worship are afflicted by it, 

Further what to speak of other relations; this Maya creates differences, even 

between friends, brothers, sisters and parents. So ordinary human beings are in 

a way very powerless before this mighty foe. However, if we seek the company 

and guidance of the true saint (Guru Granth Sahib), understand true nature of 

this worldly poison, and meditate on God's Name, then we can be liberated from 

its clutches and obtain eternal bliss. 

Dhanasri mehlaa 5. 

tum daatay thaakur partipaalak naa-ik 

khasam hamaaray. 
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SGGS  P-674 

nimakh nimakh tum hee partipaalahu 
ham baarik tumray Dhaaray. ||1|| 

 

jihvaa ayk kavan gun kahee-ai. 

baysumaar bay-ant su-aamee tayro ant 

na kin hee lahee-ai. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

kot paraaDh hamaaray khandahu anik 

biDhee samjhaavhu. 

ham agi-aan alap mat thoree tum 
aapan birad rakhaavahu. ||2|| 

 

tumree saran tumaaree aasaa tum hee 
sajan suhaylay. 

raakho raakhanhaar da-i-aalaa naanak 

ghar kay golay. ||3||12|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that love for worldly riches and power is so 

invisible and deceiving that what to speak of ordinary persons, even those who live at 

holy places and do all kinds of penances and worships are afflicted by it. Further what 

to speak of other relations; this Maya creates differences even among friends, 

brothers, sisters, and parents. So ordinary human beings are in a way very powerless 

before this mighty foe. However, if we seek the company and guidance of the true 

saint (Guru), understand true nature of this worldly poison, and meditate on God's 

Name, then we can be liberated from its clutches and obtain eternal bliss. In this 

shabad, he shows us how to pray to God in all humility and ask Him to save us in 

spite of all our faults. 

He says: “O' God, You are our gift-giving Master, protector, sustainer and our 

champion proprietor. It is You who sustain us every moment, and we the children 

survive on Your support.” (1) 

Commenting upon God’s limitless merits and limited human capabilities, Guru Ji 

says: “(O' God, You have a myriad of qualities), we have but one tongue; (we don’t 

know with that tongue) which of Your merits we may describe. O’ infinite and 

limitless God, nobody can find Your end or limit.” (1-pause) 

Now acknowledging our own repeated mistakes and God’s repeated pardons, Guru Ji 

says to Him: “(O' God), You destroy millions of our sins and counsel us in a myriad  
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ways, but we are ignorant, immature (beings of) little intellect. (But ignoring all our 

faults), You maintain Your primal tradition (and save us).” (2)  

In closing, Guru Ji says: “(O' God), we have come to Your shelter; our only hope is in 

You, You alone are our helpful friend. Nanak says, O’ the merciful Master and 

Savior, save us, we are Your own slaves.” (3-12)  

The message of this shabad is that no matter what sins we have committed, and 

how many faults we have, still if we approach God with the humility and 

childlike affection, God would surely pardon us and save us. 

Dhanasri mehlaa 5. 

poojaa varat tilak isnaanaa punn daan 
baho dain. 

kahoo-aN na bheejai sanjam su-aamee 

boleh meethay bain. ||1|| 

 

parabh jee ko naam japat man chain. 

baho parkaar khojeh sabh taa ka-o 

bikham na jaa-ee lain. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

jaap taap bharman basuDhaa kar uraDh 
taap lai gain. 

ih biDh nah patee-aano thaakur jog jugat 

kar jain. ||2|| 

 

amrit naam nirmolak har jas tin paa-i-o 

jis kirpain. 

saaDhsang rang parabh bhaytay naanak 
sukh jan rain. ||3||13|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

Guru Ji concluded the previous shabad (4-10), by stating that only that worship, 

penance, or devotion of God is perfect which is pleasing to Him. As for himself, by 

meditating on God’s Name, his worldly desire has been fully satiated. In this shabad 

again, he states that all these different kinds of rituals and practices to reach God and 

His gate are futile. He also tells us about the only thing that can please God, and how 

can one obtain it. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), many Hindus perform worship, observe fasts, apply frontal 

marks(as a mark of their holiness), bathe (at pilgrimage places), give much to charity, 

and utter sweet words, but the Master is not pleased by any such things.” (1) 
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Stating how can one obtain true peace and find God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), it 

is only by meditating on God’s Name that the mind gets peace. All try to search (God) 

in many ways, but without meditating on His Name, it is not only difficult, but 

impossible to obtain (Him).” (1-pause) 

Describing the futility of other outward rituals and austerities, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my 

friends), by performing worships, doing penances, roaming around the earth (and 

visiting holy places), standing upside down, raising and holding breaths in the 

foreheads, (and other) such yogic or Jain methods, (God) is not pleased.” (2) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by telling us what is the only thing that can bring us true 

peace, and how we may obtain it. He says: “(O’ my friends), the priceless jewel of 

rejuvenating (God’s) Name and His praise, only they have obtained on whom God has 

shown mercy. O’ Nanak, the devotees who by lovingly participating in the company 

of saintly persons have experienced God, pass their night (of life in peace).” (3-13) 

The message of this shabad is that all kinds of rituals, worships, penances, 

charities, sweet words, or going to pilgrimage places are of no use in pleasing 

God and winning His grace. If we want to meet God, we should pray to Him to 

unite us with the company of the saintly persons, and in their company we should 

sing praises of God and meditate on His Name with love and affection. Only then 

God may be pleased with us, show us His sight, and bless us with everlasting 

peace and bliss.  

Dhanasri mehlaa 5. 

banDhan tay chhutkaavai parabhoo 

milaavai har har naam sunaavai. 

asthir karay nihchal ih manoo-aa 

bahur na kathoo Dhaavai. ||1|| 

 

hai ko-oo aiso hamraa meet. 

sagal samagree jee-o hee-o day-o 

arpa-o apno cheet. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

par Dhan par tan par kee nindaa in 

si-o pareet na laagai. 

santeh sang sant sambhaakhan har 
keertan man jaagai. ||2|| 

 

gun niDhaan da-i-aal purakh parabh 
sarab sookh da-i-aalaa. 

maagai daan naam tayro naanak ji-o 

maataa baal gupaalaa. ||3||14|| 
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Dhanasari Mehla-5 

All of us at some time find ourselves engrossed in so many troubles, tensions, and 

vices that we wish that there were someone who could get us out of this mess and 

bring us real peace and happiness. But we generally don’t find such a person and keep 

on continuing our old ways. In this shabad, Guru Ji shows us to whom could we go in 

such situations, and what should we really ask for. 

First, he wonders: “(Is there anybody) who could liberate me from (the worldly) 

bonds, unite me with God, recite to me God's Name, and stabilize this mercurial mind 

of mine so that it doesn’t run in different directions again?” (1) 

Stating what kind of a price he is willing to pay to such a person, he says: “Is there 

any such friend of ours (who can do this)? I would give him all my possessions 

including my life and heart and surrender my mind to him.” (1) 

Next listing the kinds of faults and weaknesses he wishes to get rid of and where he 

would like his mind to be attuned, Guru Ji says: “(I wish) that I may never fall in love 

with the wealth, other’s women, or slander. I wish that in the company of saints, I may 

converse with the saints, and my mind remains alert in singing praises of God.” (2) 

Summarizing his wishes, Guru Ji addresses God Himself and says: “O' God, You are 

the merciful treasure of virtues, and gracious Giver of all comforts. Just as a child 

(asks for his food and drinks) from his mother, Nanak asks for the charity of Your 

Name.” (3-14) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to get rid of all our vices, bad habits 

and all kinds of worldly bonds, and obtain permanent peace and bliss, then just 

as a child affectionately goes to his or her mother for its milk, we should 

affectionately ask God for the gift of His Name.  

Dhanasri mehlaa 5. 

har har leenay sant ubaar. 

har kay daas kee chitvai buri-aa-ee 
tis hee ka-o fir maar. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

jan kaa aap sahaa-ee ho-aa nindak 
bhaagay haar. 

bharmat bharmat oohaaN hee moo-ay 
baahurh garihi na manjhaar. ||1|| 
 

naanak saran pari-o dukh bhanjan 
gun gaavai sadaa apaar.  

nindak kaa mukh kaalaa ho-aa deen 

dunee-aa kai darbaar. ||2||15|| 
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Dhanasari Mehla-5 

It appears that Guru (Arjan Dev Ji) uttered this shabad to express his thanks to God, 

when many of his enemies tried to harm him, but instead they got into serious trouble 

themselves, and some of them (like Sulhi and Sulbhi Khan, who came to attack Guru 

Ji, themselves got killed on the way) and could not return to their homes.  

He says: “God has saved (his) saints. Whosoever thinks ill of God’s servant himself 

suffers punishment.” (1-pause) 

Giving some more details, Guru Ji says: “God Himself became the helper of His 

devotee, so suffering defeat, the slanderers (themselves) ran away. They died 

wandering around there itself and didn’t reach their homes again.” (1)  

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, as for as) Nanak (is concerned, he) has 

sought the shelter of (God), the destroyer of pains, and always sings praises of the 

limitless God. But the slanderers have been (so much disgraced in this world and     

the next as if their) face has been blackened both in the courts of the people and  

God.” (2-15) 

The message of this shabad is that if we have full faith in the protection of God, 

He would on His own save us from all kinds of attacks by our slanderers, and 

would suitably punish and dishonor them.  

Dhanaasiree mehlaa 5. 

ab har raakhanhaar chitaari-aa. 

patit puneet kee-ay khin bheetar 

saglaa rog bidaari-aa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

gosat bha-ee saaDh kai sangam 

kaam kroDh lobh maari-aa. 

simar simar pooran naaraa-in sangee 
saglay taari-aa. ||1|| 

SGGS  P-675 

a-ukhaDh mantar mool man aykai 
man bisvaas parabh Dhaari-aa. 

charan rayn baaNchhai nit naanak 

punah punah balihaari-aa. ||2||16|| 
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Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that if we have full faith in the protection of 

God, then He would on His own save us from any kinds of attacks by our slanderers 

and would suitably punish and dishonor them. He also indirectly shared with us how 

God saved him from the attacks of so many powerful enemies. It appears that Guru Ji 

uttered this shabad to express his gratitude further and also state what is he doing after 

that experience. 

He says: “Now, I have contemplated on my Savior who in an instant has purified the 

sinners and has dispelled my entire ailment.” (1-pause) 

Describing what else happened in his spiritual life, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, 

another thing which happened was that) a friendly discussion (upon spiritual topics) 

took place in the Guru’s forum. (With the help of lessons learnt from there, I) stilled 

(my impulses for) lust, wrath, and greed. Also, I liberated all my companions (in 

addition to myself) by meditating on God again and again.” (1) 

Therefore on the basis of his personal experience, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), the 

one true panacea for the mind is the primal mantra of God’s (Name) in which my 

mind has reposed its faith. O’ God, Nanak seeks the dust of the feet (the most humble 

service) of Your saints and is a sacrifice to them again and again.” (2-16) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to get rid of all our ailments and 

anxieties, then we should have full faith in the protection of God. To get that 

protection we should seek humble service of the saints and meditate on His Name 

and sing God’s praises in their company.  

Dhanasri mehlaa 5. 

mayraa laago raam si-o hayt. 

satgur mayraa sadaa sahaa-ee jin 

dukh kaa kaati-aa kayt. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

haath day-ay raakhi-o apunaa kar 
birthaa sagal mitaa-ee. 

nindak kay mukh kaalay keenay jan 

kaa aap sahaa-ee. ||1|| 

 

saachaa saahib ho-aa rakhvaalaa 

raakh lee-ay kanth laa-ay. 

nirbha-o bha-ay sadaa sukh maanay 

naanak har gun gaa-ay. ||2||17|| 
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Dhanasari Mehla-5 

Guru Ji started the previous shabad by expressing his thanks to God by indirectly 

referring to the incident when God saved him from his enemies and slanderers who 

tried to attack him physically. He said: “Now, I have contemplated on my Savior, who 

in an instant has purified the sinners and has dispelled my entire ailment.” In this 

shabad, Guru Ji again expresses his gratitude to God for his protection, and shows us 

how he doesn’t forget his benefactor (God) even after his job has been done and his 

wish fulfilled. Instead he becomes His perpetual admirer and devotee.  

He says: “(O’ my friends), my mind is imbued with the love of the all-pervading God. 

My true Guru is always my helper who has (erased all) signs of suffering (in my life, 

as if He has) cut it from its very root.” (1-pause) 

Summarizing what happened without going into any specifics, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my 

friends), by recognizing me as His own (servant, God) has saved me by extending His 

hand (of protection) and has ended all my distress. He has so disgraced the slanderers, 

(as if He has) blackened their faces and has become helper of His devotees” (1) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by expressing His gratitude to God for protecting him 

against all troubles. He says: “(O’ my friends), the true God is the sustainer and 

preserver (of His devotees), hugging them to His bosom He saves them. (In His 

company) Nanak has become fearless and has always enjoyed peace by singing His 

praises.” (2-17) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to be free from all kinds of worries, 

troubles, and even attacks of our enemies, then we should have full faith in God 

and keep singing His praise. God would extend His own hand to protect us, and 

all our enemies would be put to shame. 

Dhanaasiree mehlaa 5. 

a-ukhaDh tayro naam da-i-aal. 

mohi aatur tayree gat nahee jaanee 
tooN aap karahi partipaal. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

Dhaar anoograhu su-aamee mayray 
dutee-aa bhaa-o nivaar. 

banDhan kaat layho apunay kar kabhoo 

na aavah haar. ||1|| 

 

tayree saran pa-i-aa ha-o jeevaaN tooN 

samrath purakh miharvaan. 

aath pahar parabh ka-o aaraaDhee 
naanak sad kurbaan. ||2||18|| 
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Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to be free from all kinds of 

worries, troubles, and even attacks of our enemies, then we should have full faith in 

God and keep singing His praise. In this shabad, he shows us how to express our faith 

in God, not only for saving us from external enemies and problems, but during all 

kinds of problems, pains, and ailments, whether internal, external, physical, or 

psychological. He also teaches us how to pray and ask God for favors, and what kind 

of favors we should ask for. 

He says: “O' my merciful Master, Your immaculate Name is the panacea (for all 

maladies, and problems). I, the wretched one, have not understood the extent of Your 

power; You Yourself provide me sustenance.” (1-pause) 

Next making a humble prayer, Guru Ji says: “O' my Master, show mercy and rid me 

of the sense of duality (the love of worldly riches). Making me Your own, cut off my 

(worldly) bonds, so that I may never face defeat (in life).” (1) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by expressing even more humility and throwing himself 

completely at the mercy of God. He says: “O' God, it is only in Your shelter that I 

survive. You are the all-powerful and merciful God. (Bless me that I) may meditate 

upon (You) at all times; Nanak is always a sacrifice to You.” (2-18) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to get rid of our weaknesses and 

faults such as the sense of duality and worldly entanglements, then we should 

pray to God in utter humility and beg His mercy for ridding us of all these faults 

and weaknesses of ours, and we should meditate on Him at all times. 

raag Dhanasri mehlaa 5 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

haa haa parabh raakh layho. 

ham tay kichhoo na ho-ay mayray savaamee 

kar kirpaa apunaa naam dayh. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

agan kutamb saagar sansaar. 

bharam moh agi-aan anDhaar. ||1|| 
 

ooch neech sookh dookh. 

Dharaapas naahee tarisnaa bhookh. ||2|| 
 

man baasnaa rach bikhai bi-aaDh. 

panch doot sang mahaa asaaDh. ||3|| 
 

jee-a jahaan paraan Dhan tayraa. 

naanak jaan sadaa har nayraa. ||4||1||19|| 
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Raag Dhanasari Mehla-5 

It is our human nature that we get ourselves entangled in all kinds of problems arising 

out of lust, anger, greed, and ego, without caring about the advice of our Gurus and 

religious or spiritual guides. But when all these seemingly alluring projects bring us 

many kinds of problems, mental torture, and physical ailments, then we wail in pain 

and go crying before God to save us from these troubles and miseries. In this shabad, 

Guru Ji is putting himself among us and as if feeling our pain, he prays to God on our 

behalf. Actually he shows us how we should approach God to show mercy and save 

us when surrounded on all sides with seemingly insurmountable troubles and mental 

tortures.  

So expressing a great sense of suffering and urgency on our behalf, Guru Ji says: 

“Save us, save us, O' God (from our evil impulses). O’ my Master, nothing can be 

done by us, showing mercy give us Your Name.” (1-pause) 

Now as if describing the basic reasons for our misery, Guru Ji says: “O' God, the 

family and the world is like a sea of fire, (filled with) darkness of delusion, worldly 

attachment, and ignorance.” (1) 

Elaborating on the reasons for human sufferings, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God, one keeps 

going through) high and low (mental states), during pleasure or pain, and one’s hunger 

(for worldly riches) is never satiated.” (2) 

Throwing more light on the state of our mind and the ailments it is afflicted with, 

Guru Ji says: “O' God, our mind is infected with the virus of lusts and poisonous 

intrigues, and is accompanied by five incorrigible demons (of lust, anger, greed, 

attachment, and ego).” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad by showing us how we should counsel our mind to save 

us from our external enemies. Therefore, as if addressing himself, Guru Ji says: “O' 

Nanak, always deem God near you (and say: “O God, all these) creatures, the world, 

all our life-breaths, and wealth is Yours (and You alone can save us).” (4-1-19) 

The message of this shabad is that even when in great pain and sufferings, and 

under attack from internal and external enemies, if we sincerely pray to God to 

save us, He would rescue and save us. 

Dhanasri mehlaa 5. 

deen darad nivaar thaakur raakhai jan 

kee aap. 

taran taaran har niDh dookh na sakai     
bi-aap. ||1|| 
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saaDhoo sang bhajahu gupaal. 

aan sanjam kichh na soojhai ih jatan kaat 
kal kaal. rahaa-o. 

 

aad ant da-i-aal pooran tis binaa nahee 
ko-ay. 

janam maran nivaar har jap simar        

su-aamee so-ay. ||2|| 

 

bayd simrit kathai saasat bhagat karahi 

beechaar. 

mukat paa-ee-ai saaDhsangat binas    
jaa-ay anDhaar. ||3|| 

 

charan kamal aDhaar jan kaa raas 
poonjee ayk. 

SGGS  P-676 

taan maan deebaan saachaa naanak kee 
parabh tayk. ||4||2||20|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that when in great pain and sufferings and 

under attack from internal and external enemies, if we sincerely pray to God to save 

us, He would rescue and save us. In this shabad, he again emphasizes on the forgiving 

and merciful nature of God, and how He blesses His devotees who seek His refuge. 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), by removing the pain of the humble needy persons, 

God saves (the honor of) His devotees. God, the treasure of virtues, is like a ship     

that ferries us across (the worldly ocean. By seeking His shelter), no pain can afflict 

us.” (1) 

Therefore addressing us directly, Guru Ji says: “(O' my friends), in the company of 

saintly persons, meditate on the Master of the universe. Except for this, no other way 

comes to my mind. (Therefore O’ my friend, I suggest) that using this strategy (of 

meditating on God's Name), you cut down the noose of death.” (pause) 

Re-emphasizing the merciful and forgiving tradition of God from the very beginning, 

Guru Ji says: “(O' my friends), God is kind to His creatures from the beginning to the 

end, except Him there is none other. Therefore to get yourself liberated from (the 

pains of future) births and deaths meditate on that God.” (2) 
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Guru Ji now wants to remind us that it is not only he who is stressing upon the 

importance of company of the saintly persons, but this is the essence of all the holy 

books as well. He says: “(O’ my friends, the Hindu’s books on philosophy and 

religion, including) the Vedas, Simritis, the Shastras, and all the devotees after due 

reflection agree that in the company of the saints, we obtain salvation and darkness of 

our ignorance is dispelled.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by describing how he feels about God. He says: “(As far 

as I am concerned) God's lotus feet (His Name) is the anchor of His devotees and that 

is their one and only source of wealth and possession. (In short), Nanak says that faith 

in God is his only source of power, respect, and court of appeal.” (4-2-20) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to get rid of all our pains and 

rounds of birth and death, then we should make God's Name as our only support 

and sing His praises in the company of saints. 

Dhanasri mehlaa 5. 

firat firat bhaytay jan saaDhoo poorai 
gur samjhaa-i-aa. 

aan sagal biDh kaaNm na aavai har 

har naam Dhi-aa-i-aa. ||1|| 

 

taa tay mohi Dhaaree ot gopaal. 

saran pari-o pooran parmaysur binsay 
sagal janjaal. rahaa-o. 

 

surag mirat pa-i-aal bhoo mandal 
sagal bi-aapay maa-ay. 

jee-a uDhaaran sabh kul taaran har 

har naam Dhi-aa-ay. ||2|| 

 

naanak naam niranjan gaa-ee-ai   

paa-ee-ai sarab niDhaanaa. 

kar kirpaa jis day-ay su-aamee birlay 
kaahoo jaanaa. ||3||3||21|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to get rid of all our pains, 

and rounds of birth and death, then we should make God's Name as our only support 

and sing His praises in the company of saints. It appears that Guru Ji uttered this 

shabad in order to instruct us directly on the basis of his personal search and 

conclusion, regarding the best method to meet God and get rid of our worldly 

entanglements. 
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He says: “(O' my friends), after searching hard (for different methods of getting rid of 

the worldly bonds), when I met the (true) devotee and saint (Guru, then the) perfect 

Guru made me understand that (except God’s Name), all other methods (such as 

pilgrimages, fasting, and rituals) do not prove useful. So I meditated on God's   

Name.” (1) 

Describing what happened after that, Guru Ji says: “Since then I have put my faith in 

the support of God of the universe, and by falling at the feet of that perfect God, all 

my entanglements have been destroyed.” (pause) 

Therefore, on the basis of his personal experience, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, the 

worldly entanglements of) Maya have afflicted (all the inhabitants of) heaven, earth, 

nether regions, and other planets. The one and only way to save one’s own soul and 

emancipate all our lineage is to meditate on God’s Name.” (2)  

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O' my friends), Nanak says that by singing the Name of 

the immaculate God, we find all kinds of treasures. However, only a rare person on 

whom God shows His grace understands this (fact).” (3-3-21)  

The message of this shabad is that if we want to get rid of all worldly 

entanglements and save ourselves including our lineage, then we should seek the 

shelter of the Guru and meditate on God's Name.  

Dhanasri mehlaa 5 ghar 2 cha-upday 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

chhod jaahi say karahi paraal. 

kaam na aavahi say janjaal. 

sang na chaaleh tin si-o heet. 

jo bairaa-ee say-ee meet. ||1|| 
 

aisay bharam bhulay sansaaraa. 

janam padaarath kho-ay gavaaraa. 

rahaa-o. 
 

saach Dharam nahee bhaavai deethaa. 

jhooth Dhoh si-o rachi-o meethaa. 

daat pi-aaree visri-aa daataaraa. 

jaanai naahee maran vichaaraa. ||2|| 
 

vasat paraa-ee ka-o uth rovai. 

karam Dharam saglaa ee khovai. 

hukam na boojhai aavan jaanay. 

paap karai taa pachhotaanay. ||3|| 
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jo tuDh bhaavai so parvaan. 

tayray bhaanay no kurbaan. 

naanak gareeb bandaa jan tayraa. 

raakh lay-ay saahib parabh mayraa. 

||4||1||22|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-2 Chaupadaiy 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to get rid of all worldly 

entanglements and save ourselves including our lineage, then we should seek the 

shelter of the Guru and meditate on God's Name. But the fact is that in spite of Guru 

Ji's clear advice, we still run after Maya, or worldly riches and possessions, none of 

which would go along with us when we depart from this world. Similarly, we keep 

doing all those other things against which Guru Ji specifically warns us and then we 

blame our destiny or God for the resulting pain and suffering. 

So commenting on the conduct of humans, Guru Ji says: “(O' my friends, generally 

human beings) do those useless things which they ultimately leave here, when they 

depart (from this world). They remain involved in those worldly entanglements, which 

are of no use. They remain attached to the love of (those) who don’t accompany them 

(at the end. The five impulses of lust, anger, greed, attachment, and ego) are really 

enemies, but are deemed friends.” (1) 

Therefore summarizing the spiritual and moral state of the world, Guru Ji says: “(O’ 

my friends), the world is lost in so much delusion that it is wasting its (precious 

human) birth in vain.” (pause) 

Commenting further on the conduct of human beings in general, he says: “(O’ my 

friends, man has become so perverse that, he) doesn’t want to even look at (or talk 

about) truth or righteousness. (But deeming) falsehood and fraud as sweet (and 

pleasing), he remains involved (in these). To him the gift is dear, but forsaken is the 

Giver (who gave him this gift. He lives his life, as if) the poor fellow doesn’t know 

about (his impending) death.” (2) 

Continuing to comment on the general human conduct, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, 

the strayed human being struggles and) runs after the thing which belongs to others, 

(or would be so one day, and in that effort) loses all  human duty and righteousness. 

He does not realize the will of God (for which he remains suffering in the rounds of 

birth and death, or) comings and goings (in and out of the world. In short, the human 

being) keeps committing sins, but grieves (when punished).” (3) 

However in his compassion, Guru Ji prays to God on our behalf, and says: “O' God, 

whatever pleases You is acceptable to me. I am a sacrifice to Your will. Poor Nanak is 

Your devotee and slave. O' God, my Master, save me (as You will).” (4-1-22) 
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The message of this shabad is that we should realize ourselves how we are 

entangled in the pursuits of misguided tasks and worldly riches that we have to 

leave here. We are friends with those persons who are not going to accompany 

us. We should remember that we are going to die any day, therefore without any 

further delay, we should humbly pray to God to show mercy and save us. 

Dhanasri mehlaa 5. 

mohi maskeen parabh naam aDhaar. 

khaatan ka-o har har rojgaar. 

sanchan ka-o har ayko naam. 

halat palat taa kai aavai kaam. ||1|| 
 

naam ratay parabh rang apaar. 

saaDh gaavahi gun ayk nirankaar.    
rahaa-o. 
 

saaDh kee sobhaa at maskeenee. 

sant vadaa-ee har jas cheenee. 

anad santan kai bhagat govind. 

sookh santan kai binsee chind. ||2|| 
 

jah saaDh santan hoveh ikatar. 

tah har jas gaavahi naad kavit. 

saaDh sabhaa meh anad bisraam. 

un sang so paa-ay jis mastak karaam. 
||3|| 
 

du-ay kar jorh karee ardaas. 

charan pakhaar kahaaN guntaas. 

parabh da-i-aal kirpaal hajoor. 

naanak jeevai santaa Dhoor. ||4||2||23|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should realize ourselves how we 

are entangled in the pursuits of misguided tasks and worldly riches that we have to 

leave here. We are friends with those persons who are not going to accompany us. We 

should remember that we are going to die any day, therefore without any further 

delay, we should humbly pray to God to show mercy and save us. In this shabad, he 

tells us what kind of riches and way of life he has made the mainstay of his life, 

instead of worldly riches, possessions, relatives, or friends. He also tells us how he 

goes about amassing these riches, and what he prays for. 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), for me the humble one, God’s Name is my support. 

For me, (meditation on) God’s Name is the way to earn my daily sustenance. (For me)  
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God’s Name is the only one thing to amass, so that it may be of use to me both in this 

and the next world.” (1) 

Before stating why does he seek the service and guidance of the saint (Guru) for 

amassing the wealth of God’s Name, he briefly describes the way of life of true saints. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), imbued with unlimited love (they) remain absorbed in 

God’s Name, and the saints keep singing praises of the one formless God.” (pause) 

Therefore, listing some of the merits of the saint (Guru), he says: “(O’ my friends), the 

glory of the saints lies in their extreme humility. (The main reason for treating) the 

saints with honor is that they have understood the way to praise God. The highest bliss 

for the saints is to worship God of the universe. There is always peace in (the minds) 

of saints and within them, all worry has vanished.” (2) 

Describing the signs of a society of saints or holy persons, he says: “(O’ my friends), 

where the saints and holy people get together, there they sing God’s praises by playing 

music and reciting poetry. In the society of saints, one finds peace of mind and bliss. 

However, only those who are destined for God’s grace obtains their company.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by showing us the way to pray to God for the company 

of the saints and meditating on God's Name. He says: “(O' God), with folded hands I 

make this prayer that washing the feet of saints (showing them utmost humility), I 

may say to You, O’ the treasure of merits, merciful, kind, and always present God, 

Nanak  may live in the dust of the feet of the saints ( by performing their most humble 

service).” (4-2-23) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to find real peace and happiness, 

then we should seek the shelter and the company of the saintly persons. Their 

identification is that they are extremely humble, and imbued with God’s love, 

and always keep singing His praise. When we find such a true saint (Guru) we 

should pray to God to bless us that we keep serving him with utmost respect, 

humility, and meditate on God’s Name.  

SGGS  P-677 

Dhanasri mehlaa 5. 

so kat darai je khasam samHaarai. 

dar dar pachay manmukh vaychaaray. 

||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

sir oopar maat pitaa gurdayv. 

safal moorat jaa kee nirmal sayv. 

ayk niranjan jaa kee raas. 

mil saaDhsangat hovat pargaas. ||1|| 
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jee-an kaa daataa pooran sabh thaa-ay. 

kot kalays miteh har naa-ay. 

janam maran saglaa dukh naasai. 

gurmukh jaa kai man tan baasai. ||2|| 
 

jis no aap la-ay larh laa-ay. 

dargeh milai tisai hee jaa-ay. 

say-ee bhagat je saachay bhaanay. 

jamkaal tay bha-ay nikaanay. ||3|| 
 

saachaa saahib sach darbaar. 

keemat ka-un kahai beechaar. 

ghat ghat antar sagal aDhaar. 

naanak jaachai sant raynaar. ||4||3||24|| 

 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to find real peace and 

happiness, then we should seek the shelter and the company of the saintly persons, 

and in their service and company, meditate on God’s Name. In this shabad, he tells us 

about the kind of blessings such a person who keeps remembering God obtains. 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), the person who always meditates on God is not afraid 

of anything. But the wretched self-conceited ones die frightened again and 

again.”(pause) 

Describing how such a person thinks and how he or she is blessed with divine 

wisdom, Guru Ji says: (O’ my friends, such a person who meditates on God believes 

that) like father and mother on his or her head is Guru God, fruitful is whose sight, 

immaculate is whose service, whose capital stock is the one immaculate God. By 

joining the company of saints (and singing God’s praise), his or her mind is 

illuminated (with spiritual wisdom).” (1) 

Next explaining the blessings one receives when by Guru’s grace God comes to abide 

in one’s mind, Guru Ji says: “(O' my friends), God is the Giver of all creatures, who 

pervades everywhere, millions of one’s troubles are removed by meditating on whose 

Name, by Guru’s grace, one in whose mind He comes to reside, that one’s entire pain 

of birth and death is destroyed.” (2) 

Guru Ji now tells who are the true devotees of God, and how they are blessed. He 

says: “(O’ my friends), they alone get a seat in God's court, whom God Himself unites 

with Him. Yes, they alone are the true devotees who are pleasing to the eternal (God). 

They become free from enslavement of the demon of death.” (3) 
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In closing, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), God is eternal and everlasting is His court. 

No one can reflect upon and say the worth of God. He is within all the hearts and is 

the support of all. Therefore, Nanak begs for the dust of the feet (the humble service) 

of His saints, (and begs them to bless him with the gift of God’s Name).” (4-3-24) 

The messages of this shabad is that if we want to be free from all enemies and 

worries on account of our past sins, then we should seek the humble service of 

the holy saints and in their company meditate on God's Name, so that He may 

show mercy and ignoring our past deeds accept us in His court. 

Dhanasri mehlaa 5 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

ghar baahar tayraa bharvaasaa too jan 
kai hai sang. 

kar kirpaa pareetam parabh apunay 

naam japa-o har rang. ||1|| 

 

jan ka-o parabh apnay kaa taan. 

jo too karahi karaaveh su-aamee saa 

maslat parvaan. rahaa-o. 

 

pat parmaysar gat naaraa-in Dhan 

gupaal gun saakhee. 

charan saran naanak daas har har 

santee ih biDh jaatee. ||2||1||25|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to be free from all enemies 

and worries on account of our past sins, then we should seek the humble service of the 

holy saints and in their company meditate on God's Name, so that He may show 

mercy and ignoring our past deeds, accept us in His court. In this shabad, he shows us 

how to express full faith in the guidance and protection of God.  

Putting himself in our situation, Guru Ji says: “(O' God), whether in my house or 

outside, I have full faith in Your support. (Because I believe and have firm faith) that 

You are always accompanying Your devotees. O’ my beloved God, show Your mercy 

(and bless me that) imbued with Your love, I may meditate on Your Name.” (1) 

Describing the kind of faith a devotee has in his God, he says: “(O' God), the devotees 

bank on the power of their God. Whatever You do or make them do, O’ Master, (to 

Your devotees) that advice is (readily) acceptable.” (pause) 
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In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O' my friends, for a devotee), God is his or her honor, 

salvation, and the stories regarding God’s virtues is their wealth. O’ Nanak, the 

servants of God always remain in the refuge of (God’s Name, which is like His) lotus 

feet. This is the way which (God’s) saints have learnt (and adopted).” (2) 

The message of this shabad is that we should have complete faith in God's power 

and support. Whatever He does or gets done, we should gladly accept this as the 

best thing for us. Further we should keep humbly praying to God to keep us in 

His shelter and bless us with the gift of His Name. 

Dhanasri mehlaa 5. 

sagal manorath parabh tay paa-ay kanth 

laa-ay gur raakhay. 

sansaar saagar meh jalan na deenay kinai 
na dutar bhaakhay. ||1|| 

 

jin kai man saachaa bisvaas. 

paykh paykh su-aamee kee sobhaa aanad 

sadaa ulaas. rahaa-o. 

 

charan saran pooran parmaysur 
antarjaamee saakhi-o. 

jaan boojh apnaa kee-o naanak bhagtan 

kaa ankur raakhi-o. ||2||2||26|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad Guru Ji advised us that we should have complete faith in God's 

power and support. Whatever He does or gets done, we should gladly accept this as 

the best thing for us. In this shabad, he tells us what kind of blessings we enjoy when 

we hold such a faith in our mind. 

He says: “(O’ my friends, they who have complete faith in God) have got all their 

wishes fulfilled from God. Hugging them to his bosom, the Guru has saved them. He 

didn’t let them burn (or suffer) in the (fire like) worldly ocean, and none of them said 

that (the worldly ocean) is difficult to cross).” (1) 

Describing the state of mind of the people who have full faith in God, he says: “They 

in whose minds is true faith (in God), seeing again and again the glory of their Master 

(they always live in) a state of bliss and ecstasy.” (pause) 
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In closing, Guru Ji says: “(They who have full faith in God), always remain in the 

refuge and shelter of the perfect God. They have clearly seen the inner Knower 

pervading everywhere. O’ Nanak, after knowing and understanding (their inner state, 

God) has accepted them as His own and has saved the emerging faith of His 

devotees.” (2-2-26) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want that all our wishes be fulfilled, we 

should have full faith in God’s protection and kindness. He would surely protect 

us like a father protects His infant child.  

Dhanasri mehlaa 5. 

jah jah paykha-o tah hajoor door 

katahu na jaa-ee. 

rav rahi-aa sarbatar mai man sadaa 
Dhi-aa-ee. ||1|| 
 

eet oot nahee beechhurhai so sangee 

ganee-ai. 

binas jaa-ay jo nimakh meh so alap 
sukh bhanee-ai. rahaa-o. 
 

paratipaalai api-aa-o day-ay kachh oon 

na ho-ee. 

saas saas sammaaltaa mayraa parabh 
so-ee. ||2|| 
 

achhal achhayd apaar parabh oochaa 

jaa kaa roop. 
jap jap karahi anand jan achraj aanoop. 

||3|| 
 

saa mat dayh da-i-aal parabh jit tumeh 

araaDhaa. 

SGGS  P-678 

naanak mangai daan parabh rayn pag 

saaDhaa. ||4||3||27|| 

 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want that all our wishes be 

fulfilled, we should develop full faith in God’s protection and kindness. He would  
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surely protect us like a father protects His infant child. In this shabad, he shows us the 

state of mind of a devotee, and what kind of bliss one feels when one develops full 

faith in God and meditates on His Name. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), wherever I see, I see Him right in front of me. He never is 

far from me. He is pervading in all (and I keep saying), O’ my mind, always 

remember Him.” (1) 

Advising us not to waste our time in worldly friendships and comforts, but instead 

have friendship with God, Guru Ji says: “(O' my friends), the one who doesn’t forsake 

us here or in the next world, we should consider (only that God as our true) 

companion. That which vanishes in a moment is counted as an insignificant 

(comfort).” (pause) 

Commenting on the blessings bestowed by God, Guru Ji says: “By providing them 

food, (my God) sustains all (creatures. In His store), there is never a shortage of 

anything. That God of mine protects us with every breath.” (2) 

Continuing to dwell on the unique qualities of God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, 

that God) who cannot be deceived or pierced, who is limitless, and whose power and 

personality is the highest of all, by meditating on that wonderful (God of) unparalleled 

beauty, His devotees enjoy (supreme) bliss.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by showing us what we should beg from God. He says: 

“O' my merciful God, bless (me) with such intellect that (I) may keep remembering 

You, and O’ God, Nanak (also) begs for the dust of the feet (humble service) of 

saints.” (4-3-27) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to find a friend who does not 

forsake us in this or the next world, and who provides us full protection and 

sustenance, then we should meditate on God with every breath of ours and ask 

Him to bless us with the humble service of the saint (Guru Granth Sahib Ji).  

Dhanasri mehlaa 5. 

jin tum bhayjay tineh bulaa-ay sukh 

sahj saytee ghar aa-o. 

anad mangal gun gaa-o sahj Dhun 

nihchal raaj kamaa-o. ||1|| 

 

tum ghar aavhu mayray meet. 

tumray dokhee har aap nivaaray apdaa 

bha-ee biteet. rahaa-o. 
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pargat keenay parabh karnayhaaray 
naasan bhaajan thaakay. 

ghar mangal vaajeh nit vaajay apunai 

khasam nivaajay. ||2|| 

 

asthir rahhu dolahu mat kabhoo gur kai 

bachan aDhaar. 

jai jai kaar sagal bhoo mandal mukh 
oojal darbaar. ||3|| 

 

jin kay jee-a tinai hee fayray aapay   
bha-i-aa sahaa-ee. 

achraj kee-aa karnaihaarai naanak sach 

vadi-aa-ee. ||4||4||28|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

Many authors believe that Guru Ji uttered this shabad on the occasion of his return to 

Amritsar from village Vadaali, where he along with many other sikhs had gone to 

avoid confrontation with his enemy Sulhi Khan, who was coming with special 

military force to attack him. But on the way Sulhi Khan fell into a brick kiln and died. 

After sometime all the danger passed away, Guru Ji returned to Amritsar. Then it is 

believed that through this shabad, he sent a message to his other friends and relatives 

who were still in Vadaali and asked them to come back.  

Guru Ji says: “(O' my friends), He who sent you (out) has now called you back (to 

Amritsar). Therefore, now you may come back to your home in peace and comfort 

(without any fear). In sweet melodious tunes, you may now slowly and steadily sing 

songs of joy in praises of God and enjoy the (pleasures of) eternal kingdom.” (1) 

Again summarizing his message, Guru Ji says: “Come back to your home, O' my 

friends. God has Himself destroyed your slanderers, and the menace has passed.” 

(pause) 

As for the present situation, he says: “(O’ my friends), the all powerful God has made 

us known (in the world), and all our running and hiding has ceased. Our Master has 

honored us, and in our heart always play joyful tunes.” (2) 

Therefore asking his friends and followers to live fear-free and have full faith in God, 

Guru Ji says: “O' my friends, remain (calm and) stable, depend upon the support of 

Guru’s words and never waiver (in your faith. By doing so), your victory would be 

proclaimed in the entire universe, and you would be honored in (God’s) court.” (3) 
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In closing, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), He whose creatures were (those enemies) 

has Himself made them turn back. He Himself became my helper. The Doer has done 

a wonder, O’ Nanak, eternal is His glory.” (4-4-28) 

The message of this shabad is that we should have full faith in God and should 

not waiver in our trust in His support. We should have full faith in the advice of 

the Guru, and do what he wants us to do and then leave it at that. Then even if 

He has to perform a miracle, God would surely come to our support, and our 

problems and enemies would vanish so quickly and unnoticeably, as if it was all a 

bad dream. 

Dhanasri mehlaa 5 ghar 6 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

sunhu sant pi-aaray bin-o hamaaray   
jee-o. 

har bin mukat na kaahoo jee-o. rahaa-o. 
 

man nirmal karam kar taaran taran har 

avar janjaal tayrai kaahoo na kaam jee-o. 

jeevan dayvaa paarbarahm sayvaa ih 
updays mo ka-o gur deenaa jee-o. ||1|| 

 

tis si-o na laa-ee-ai heet jaa ko kichh 
naahee beet ant kee baar oh sang na 

chaalai. 

man tan too aaraaDh har kay pareetam 
saaDh jaa kai sang tayray banDhan 

chhootai. ||2|| 
 

gahu paarbarahm saran hirdai kamal 

charan avar aas kachh patal na keejai. 

so-ee bhagat gi-aanee Dhi-aanee tapaa 

so-ee naanak jaa ka-o kirpaa keejai. 

||3||1||29|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-6 Ghar-6 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should have full faith in God and 

should not waiver in our trust in His support. We should also have full faith in the 

advice of the Guru and do whatever he wants us to do and then leave it at that. Then 

even if He has to perform a miracle, God would surely come to our support and our 

problems and enemies would vanish so quickly and unnoticeably, as if it was all a bad  
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dream. In this shabad also Guru Ji is telling us that except God no one can grant us 

salvation, therefore we have to meditate on His Name. 

Guru Ji says: “Listen, o' my dear saints, listen to this submission of mine, without (the 

grace of) God, no one can obtain salvation (from worldly bonds).” (pause) 

Therefore counseling his own mind (and indirectly us), he says: “O’ my mind, do the 

immaculate deeds (of meditating on God’s Name, because only) God is (like) a ship to 

ferry you across (the worldly ocean), and all other entanglements are of no use. My 

Guru has given me this advice; that only the service (worship of) God is the true giver 

of (eternal) life.” (1) 

Explaining why we should not fall in love with worldly things and why we should 

depend only on God for our support, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), we shouldn’t get 

attached to that which is of no (lasting) value, because at the end all those (worldly 

possessions) would not accompany us. In your mind and body, meditate on (God’s 

Name, in the company of) saints who are beloveds of God, in whose company your 

(worldly) bonds are broken.” (2) 

Guru Ji now indirectly refers to the inner state of mind of such people, who may say 

that they have full faith in our Guru and in God and they are not dependent on 

anybody else, but when some trouble comes, they start wavering and secretly start 

going to astrologers, fake saints, and even worshipping small gods and goddesses. But 

from outside they still keep claiming that they have full faith in Guru (Granth Sahib). 

Referring to that kind of situation, Guru Ji advises us: “O' my friends, in your heart, 

hold on to the shelter of God’s feet (His Name, and Guru’s words or Gurbani), and 

secretly do not cherish hope in any body else. O’ Nanak, he alone is the (true) 

devotee, divinely wise, and (God’s) worshipper, on whom He shows mercy.” (3-1-29) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to be freed from our worldly bonds, 

then we should have full faith in our Guru and God. Even in times of trouble we 

should not waver in our faith and start going to astrologers, fake saints, or 

worship other lesser gods and goddesses.  

Dhanasri mehlaa 5. 

mayray laal bhalo ray bhalo ray bhalo har 

mangnaa. 

daykhhu pasaar nain sunhu saaDhoo kay 

bain paraanpat chit raakh sagal hai 

marnaa. rahaa-o. 

 

chandan cho-aa ras bhog karat anaykai 

bikhi-aa bikaar daykh sagal hai feekay 
aykai gobid ko naam neeko kahat hai 

saaDh jan. 
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tan Dhan aapan thaapi-o har jap na 
nimakh jaapi-o arath darab daykh kachh 

sang naahee chalnaa. ||1|| 

 

jaa ko ray karam bhalaa tin ot gahee sant 
palaa tin naahee ray jam santaavai 

saaDhoo kee sangnaa. 

paa-i-o ray param niDhaan miti-o hai 
abhimaan aykai nirankaar naanak man 

lagnaa. ||2||2||30|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to be freed from our 

worldly bonds, then we should have full faith in our Guru and God. In this shabad, he 

tells us what kinds of things can bring us stable and lasting happiness, and how we 

may approach God for blessing us with these gifts.  

Guru Ji says: “O' my dear, the best thing to ask from God is His Name. (O’ my 

friends), listen to the words of the saint (Guru), and always keep (God),the Master of 

your life breaths in your mind, (because) if you see with open eyes, (except God), all 

have to die.” (pause) 

After highlighting these basic facts of life about the inevitability of our death, Guru Ji 

tells us how the other things in life are paltry and insignificant. He says: “(O’ mortal), 

you apply scents and perfumes (on your body) and indulge in countless luxuries. The 

saintly people say that all these worldly evils are insipid (and of very little value); only 

God’s Name is sublime. But you have assumed the body and wealth as yours and have 

not done meditation on God even for a moment. (But remember that) none of your 

wealth or possessions will accompany you (after death).” (1) 

In closing, Guru Ji comments on the state of those who seek the company of the saints 

and the blessings they have obtained in saints’ company. He says: “(O’ my friends), 

the one who is blessed with good destiny has grasped on to the shelter of the saint 

(Guru’s side  or Gurbani, the Guru’s word. Because) they who remain in the company 

of saint (Guru), even the demon of death does not trouble them. O’ Nanak, they have 

obtained the supreme treasure, from within them, ego has been erased, and their mind 

has been attuned to the one formless God.” (2-2-30) 

The message of this shabad is that instead of worldly riches or power, we should 

ask God to bless us with the company of saintly persons, humble service of (Guru 

Granth Sahib), and gift of His Name. 
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SGGS  P-679 

Dhanasri mehlaa 5 ghar 7 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

har ayk simar ayk simar ayk simar         
pi-aaray. 

kal kalays lobh moh mahaa bha-ojal 

taaray. rahaa-o. 

 

saas saas nimakh nimakh dinas rain 

chitaaray. 

saaDhsang jap nisang man niDhaan 
Dhaaray. ||1| 

 

charan kamal namaskaar gun gobid 

beechaaray. 

saaDh janaa kee rayn naanak mangal 
sookh saDhaaray. ||2||1||31|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 Ghar-7 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that instead of worldly riches or power, we 

should ask God to bless us with the company of saintly persons, humble service of the 

Guru, and gift of God’s Name. In this a very short and sweet shabad, Guru Ji is 

stressing again on the importance of meditating on God’s Name in the society of the 

saints. 

He says: “O' my dear (friend), meditate, meditate, meditate on that one God alone. 

This meditation would ferry you across the dreadful worldly ocean, (which is full of) 

conflict, pain, and greed.” (pause) 

Clarifying how often and in what kind of company we need to meditate on God's 

Name, he says: “(O' my dear friend), all day and night, with every breath, at every 

moment remember (God), and enshrining (God) the treasure of virtues in Your mind, 

meditate on Him without any hesitation in the company of the saints.” (1). 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O' my dear friend), bow to the lotus feet of the Guru 

(indicating that you are ready to obediently follow the advice of the Guru), reflect on 

the merits of God of the universe, and seek the dust (the humble service) of the     

saints and devotees of God, which O’ Nanak, is the anchor of peace and happiness.” 

(2-1-31) 
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The message of this shabad is that if we want to obtain peace and pleasure, then 

we should seek the company of the holy saints, and in their company, always 

meditate on God's Name, with every breath.  

Dhanasari mohllaa 5 ghar 8 dupday 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

simra-o simar simar sukh paava-o saas 
saas samaalay. 

ih lok parlok sang sahaa-ee jat kat mohi 

rakhvaalay. ||1|| 

 

gur kaa bachan basai jee-a naalay. 

jal nahee doobai taskar nahee layvai 
bhaahi na saakai jaalay. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

nirDhan ka-o Dhan anDhulay ka-o tik 
maat dooDh jaisay baalay. 

saagar meh bohith paa-i-o har naanak 

karee kirpaa kirpaalay. ||2||1||32|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad Guru Ji advised us that if we want to obtain peace and 

pleasure, then we should seek the company of the holy saints, and always meditate on 

God's Name with every breath in their company. In this shabad, he shares with us 

how he himself meditates on God’s Name, what kind of blessings he is experiencing, 

and how safe he feels in this unique wealth. 

He says: “(O' my friends), I keep meditating on God's Name with each and every 

breath, and by doing so I obtain peace. This Name of God is my friend and helper 

both in this and the next world, it is my savior everywhere.” (1) 

Listing some of the exceptional and invaluable qualities of Guru’s word (the 

Gurbani), he says: “(O' my friends), the Guru's word abides with my soul at every 

moment, (and this word is so meritorious that) water cannot sink it, a thief cannot steal 

it, and fire cannot burn it.” (1-pause) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O' my dear friends, this Name is so useful that) it is like 

a treasure for the penniless person, a stick for the blind man, or like mother’s milk for 

a child. (I) feel that the merciful God has showed mercy, and Nanak has found a ship 

in the (dreadful worldly) ocean, (and he is now sure to cross over it).” (2-1-32) 
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The message of this shabad is that if we want to find a friend and helper who 

would protect and save us both in this and the next world, then under the 

guidance of the Guru (Granth Sahib), we should meditate on God’s Name with 

each and every breath. By doing so we would feel that we have obtained a unique 

wealth that brings us supreme state of peace and bliss, keeps us safe and secure 

from thieves, fire, and water, and is like a ship to ferry us across the worldly 

ocean.   

Dhanasri mehlaa 5. 

bha-ay kirpaal da-i-aal gobindaa amrit 

ridai sinchaa-ee. 

nav niDh riDh siDh har laag rahee jan 
paa-ee. ||1|| 

 

santan ka-o anad sagal hee jaa-ee. 

garihi baahar thaakur bhagtan kaa rav 
rahi-aa sarab thaa-ee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

taa ka-o ko-ay na pahuchanhaaraa jaa 
kai ang gusaa-ee. 

jam kee taraas mitai jis simrat naanak 

naam Dhi-aa-ee. ||2||2||33|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad Guru Ji advised us that if we want to find a friend and helper 

who would protect and save us, both in this and the next world, then under the 

guidance of the Guru, we should meditate on God’s Name with each and every breath. 

By doing so, we would feel that we have obtained a unique wealth, which brings us 

supreme state of peace and bliss, keeps us safe and secure from thieves, fire, and 

water, and is like a ship to ferry us across the worldly ocean. The above was the 

conclusion on the basis of his personal experience, now in this shabad he tells us what 

kind of blessings other devotees have received on whom God has shown similar 

mercy.  

He says: “(O’ my friends), they on whom the merciful God of the universe has 

become kind, their mind has been irrigated with Amrit (the rejuvenating water of 

God’s Name. By virtue of which all the) nine types of treasures, and the powers to 

perform miracles have (come under their complete control, as if these things have) 

been attached to the feet of (God’s) devotees.” (1) 

Commenting on the kind of happiness, which the saints feel at every place, he       

says: “(O’ my friends), the saints feel a sense of peace and bliss at all places. (Because  
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they truly believe that) whether at home or outside, God is the savior of His devotees,     

(and they see Him) pervading everywhere, (therefore, they feel safe everywhere).”    

(1-pause) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad, by saying: “(O' my friends), nobody can equal or touch 

that person whose helper (and bodyguard) is the Master of the universe Himself. 

Therefore Nanak meditates on the Name of that (God), by contemplating on whom, 

even the fear of death is removed.” (2-2-33) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to rid ourselves of all kinds of fears 

and worries and want to enjoy the happiness, which far exceeds the one obtained 

by any other kind of treasure, wealth or miraculous powers, then we should 

meditate on God's Name and seek His grace and blessings. 

Dhanasri mehlaa 5. 

darabvant darab daykh garbai 
bhoomvant abhimaanee. 

raajaa jaanai sagal raaj hamraa ti-o 
har jan tayk su-aamee. ||1|| 

 

jay ko-oo apunee ot samaarai. 

jaisaa bit taisaa ho-ay vartai apunaa 
bal nahee haarai. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

aan ti-aag bha-ay ik aasar saran 
saran kar aa-ay. 

sant anugrah bha-ay man nirmal 

naanak har gun gaa-ay. ||2||3||34|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that if we want to rid ourselves of all kinds of 

fears and worries and want to enjoy the happiness, which far exceeds the one obtained 

by any kind of treasure, wealth, or miraculous powers, we should meditate on God's 

Name and seek His grace and blessings. In this shabad, he tells us what kind of love, 

faith, and even pride the true devotee of God has in his Master. 

He says: “(O’ my friends, just as) a wealthy person feels proud on seeing his wealth, a 

(big) landlord becomes arrogant (on account of his land), or just as a king feels proud 

knowing that the entire kingdom is his, similarly the God’s devotee depends upon the 

support of his Master, (but he doesn’t feel arrogant on this account).” (1) 
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Commenting on the conduct of those who depend on the support of God, Guru Ji says: 

“If anybody keeps in mind his support (God), then he does any deed according to his 

capacity and doesn’t lose courage.” (1-pause) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “Abandoning all other (supports, those who) have come 

to the shelter of God, and while saying again and again, (“O’ God, we have) come to 

seek Your shelter. Nanak says by the grace and the kindness of the saint (Guru), by 

singing .praises of God their minds become immaculate.” (2-3-34) 

The message of this shabad is that we should not have any kind of pride in our 

wealth, possessions, or power, we should have faith in God and under the 

guidance of our Guru we should sing praises of God. 

Dhanasri mehlaa 5. 

jaa ka-o har rang laago is jug meh so 

kahee-at hai sooraa. 

aatam jinai sagal vas taa kai jaa kaa 
satgur pooraa. ||1|| 

SGGS  P-680 

thaakur gaa-ee-ai aatam rang. 

sarnee paavan naam Dhi-aavan sahj 
samaavan sang. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

jan kay charan vaseh mayrai hee-arai 
sang puneetaa dayhee. 

jan kee Dhoor dayh kirpaa niDh naanak 

kai sukh ayhee. ||2||4||35|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In many previous shabads, Guru Ji has advised us to meditate on God's Name, not 

only just by repeating the Name but being really imbued with sincere love and 

affection for God. But the problem for human mind is that it finds more pleasure in 

worldly affairs and satisfying its lusts for worldly possessions, riches, and power, 

rather than God. Therefore love for God doesn’t come easily, and secondly even if 

one tries to live one’s life meditating on God, other people including one’s own 

friends and relatives start making fun and even opposing that person.  

Therefore, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), the person who in this age is imbued with 

the love of God is considered brave. The one whose true Guru is perfect, conquers 

one’s self, everything comes under that person’s control.” (1) 
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Guru Ji now tells us what to do to fall in love with God, and what are the blessings 

obtained by doing that. He says: “(O’ my friends), we should sing praises of God from 

the core of our heart. (In this way), by remaining in the shelter of God and meditating 

on God's Name, one merges in Him in a calm and quiet manner.” (1-pause) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad by making an earnest and humble supplication to God. 

He says: “(O’ God, show mercy, and bless me that the immaculate words of) 

devotees, which are like their lotus feet, may abide in my heart, and in their company, 

my body may become immaculate. Yes, O’ treasure of mercy, bless me with the dust 

of feet of Your devotees (their most humble service, because) for Nanak, that alone is 

(true) comfort.” (2-4-35) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to enjoy true comfort, then we have 

to be really brave and without bothering about the ridicule or slander by others, 

we should seek the guidance of the Guru, and meditate on God’s Name with true 

love and devotion. One day God would show His grace and bless us with true 

happiness and honor both in this and the next world. 

Dhanasri mehlaa 5. 

jatan karai maanukh dehkaavai oh 

antarjaamee jaanai. 
paap karay kar mookar paavai 

bhaykh karai nirbaanai. ||1|| 
 

jaanat door tumeh parabh nayr. 

ut taakai ut tay ut paykhai aavai 
lobhee fayr.  rahaa-o. 

 

jab lag tutai naahee man bharmaa 
tab lag mukat na ko-ee. 

kaho naanak da-i-aal su-aamee sant 

bhagat jan so-ee. ||2||5||36|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

Guru Ji concluded the previous shabad with a prayer, saying: “(O’ God, show mercy, 

and bless me that the immaculate words of) devotees, which are like their lotus feet 

may abide in my heart, and in their company my body may become immaculate. In 

this shabad, he comments on some of the weaknesses and evil tendencies in a human 

being, which prevent him or her from becoming a true devotee, and how one can 

become God’s true saint. 

He says: “(O’ my friends, one) makes several efforts to deceive other human beings, 

but that inner knower of hearts knows (everything). One commits sins and then denies 

the same, but wears robes (as if) seeking salvation.” (1) 
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Continuing his comments, Guru Ji says: “(O' God, an ordinary human being) thinks 

You are far away (but in fact), You are very near. A person looks this side, that side 

again and again (to make sure that nobody is watching), and again and again the 

greedy person is attracted towards (worldly riches).” (pause) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O' my friends), so long as the illusion of mind 

(regarding worldly riches) is not dispelled, no one can obtain salvation. Therefore 

Nanak, says that on whom the Master becomes gracious, that person alone (becomes 

the true) devotee or saint (of God).” (2-5-36) 

The message of this shabad is that we cannot dispel our evil tendencies, such as 

greed, and obtain salvation by simply adopting holy garbs. For that we have to 

seek God’s grace, which alone can make us true saints or devotees of God (and 

liberate us from all our evil tendencies).  

Dhanasri mehlaa 5. 

naam gur dee-o hai apunai jaa kai 
mastak karmaa. 

naam darirh-aavai naam japaavai taa 

kaa jug meh Dharmaa. ||1|| 

 

jan ka-o naam vadaa-ee sobh. 

naamo gat naamo pat jan kee maanai 
jo jo hog. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

naam Dhan jis jan kai paalai so-ee 
pooraa saahaa. 

naam bi-uhaaraa naanak aaDhaaraa 
naam paraapat laahaa.||2||6||37|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that we couldn’t dispel our evil tendencies, 

such as greed and obtain salvation by simply adopting holy garbs. For that we have to 

seek God’s grace, which alone can make us true saints or devotees of God (and 

deliver us from all our evil tendencies). In this shabad, he tells us how fortunate are 

those on whom God has shown His Grace, and the Guru has blessed them with God’s 

Name.  

He says: “(O’ my friends, in whose destiny was the grace of God, the Guru has 

blessed them with (His) Name. They, inspire and make others meditate on the Name, 

and that becomes their duty in this age.” (1) 

Describing how much the devotees love and value the Name, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my 

friends), for a servant of God, Name is his or her glory, the Name is the high spiritual  
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state, and Name is that person’s honor. Such a person (happily) accepts whatever 

happens as per God’s will.” (1-pause) 

In closing, he says: “He alone is the perfect banker in whose possession is the wealth 

of the Name. O’ Nanak, (such a person) deems Name as (his or her) business or 

sustenance, and earns the profit of Name.” (2-6-37)  

The message of this shabad is that we should pray to God to bless us with the 

guidance of the Guru, so that he may give us the gift of God's Name. After 

obtaining this gift we should spread it around and inspire others to meditate on 

God's Name also. For us, this should be our honor, glory, and life’s profit.  

Dhanasri mehlaa 5. 

naytar puneet bha-ay daras paykhay 
maathai para-o ravaal. 

ras ras gun gaava-o thaakur kay morai 
hirdai bashu gopaal. ||1|| 

 

tum ta-o raakhanhaar da-i-aal. 

sundar sughar bay-ant pitaa parabh 

hohu parabhoo kirpaal. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

mahaa anand mangal roop tumray 

bachan anoop rasaal. 

hirdai charan sabad satgur ko naanak 
baaNDhi-o paal. ||2||7||38|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should pray to God to bless us with 

the guidance of the Guru, so that he may give us the gift of God's Name. After 

obtaining this gift we should spread it around and inspire others to meditate on God's 

Name. For us this should be our honor, glory, and life’s profit. In this shabad, he 

shows us how to pray to God, and what to ask for even after being blessed with His 

sight. 

So addressing God, Guru Ji says: “O' God, come and abide in my heart, because by 

seeing Your sight my eyes have become immaculate. (I still wish that) the dust of 

Your feet may keep falling on my head. (In other words, I wish that I may keep 

hearing Your immaculate Name) and singing God’s praises with great gusto.” (1) 

Continuing his prayer, Guru Ji says: “O' my merciful God, You are my protector 

(from all troubles). O’ beauteous, wise, and infinite God and father, show kindness on 

me also.” (1-pause) 
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Guru Ji concludes the shabad by once again addressing God. He says: “O’ God, You 

are the embodiment of bliss and pleasure. Your words are of incomparable beauty and 

very delicious and pleasing to the soul. Therefore, (I) Nanak have enshrined the 

(words of the true Guru, which are like his) feet in my heart.” (2-7-38) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to be close to God and feel the bliss 

of His beauty within our own heart, then we should try to enshrine the words of 

the Guru in our heart and live accordingly in ever-blissful remembrance of God. 

Dhanasri mehlaa 5. 

apnee ukat khalaavai bhojan apnee 
ukat khaylaavai. 

sarab sookh bhog ras dayvai man hee 

naal samaavai. ||1|| 
 

hamray pitaa gopaal da-i-aal. 

Ji-o raakhai mehtaaree baarik ka-o 
taisay hee parabh paal.||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

meet saajan sarab gun naa-ik sadaa 
salaamat dayvaa. 

eet oot jat kat tat tum hee milai 

naanak sant sayvaa. ||2||8||39|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

Like the previous shabad, in this shabad also Guru Ji speaks about the excellences of 

God and tells us how God Himself takes care of us and provides us with all kinds of 

fun and pleasure and what we should be asking for?  

He says: “(O’ my friends), in His own way God provides us with the food, and in His 

own way He plays with us. He gives us all kinds of comforts, enjoyments, and 

pleasures, and abides with the minds of all.” (1) 

Showing another paternal aspect of God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), God our 

father is the sustainer of the earth and is merciful. Just as a mother looks after her 

child, similarly God sustains us.” (1-pause) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by making a supplication. He says: “O' God, You are 

my friend, and my mate. You are the master of all virtues and everlasting God. 

Whenever and wherever I see, I find You; Nanak (prays that he may be) blessed with 

service of saints.” (2-8-39) 

The message of this shabad is that merciful and affectionate God takes care of us 

like our own mother. The only thing we should ask from God is the service of the 

saint (Guru Granth Sahib Ji). 
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Dhanasri mehlaa 5. 

sant kirpaal da-i-aal damodar kaam 
kroDh bikh jaaray. 

raaj maal joban tan jee-araa in oopar lai 

baaray. ||1|| 

 

man tan raam naam hitkaaray. 

sookh sahj aanand mangal sahit bhav 

niDh paar utaaray. rahaa-o. 

SGGS  P-681 

Dhan so thaan Dhan o-ay bhavnaa jaa 

meh sant basaaray. 

jan naanak kee sarDhaa poorahu 
thaakur bhagat tayray namaskaaray. 

||2||9||40|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that in order to win the affection of God 

who is our father and mother we should beg from Him the gift of the humble service 

of the saints of God. In this shabad, he tells us what are the merits of obtaining the 

humble service of God’s devotees and how they help us in meeting Him. 

He says: “(O' my friends), my saint (Guru) the embodiment of the merciful God has 

shown kindness on me and has burnt away all my lust, anger, and (other such) 

poisons. (Therefore, I feel that) I may sacrifice all my kingdom, youth, and body for 

this saint Guru.” (1) 

Guru Ji now tells us about some other qualities of the saints of God. He says: “(O’ my 

friends), the saints love God's Name, both from their mind and body. They themselves 

live in peace, poise, bliss, and pleasure. They have ferried many people across the 

worldly ocean.” (pause)  

Guru Ji concludes this shabad by talking about the virtues of the places, where the 

saints put their feet. He also shows us what we should ask for from God. He says: 

“(O’ my friends), blessed is that place, blessed is that building, where the saints 

reside. O' God fulfill this wish of Nanak, that he may always bow to Your devotees.” 

(2-9-40) 
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The message of this shabad is that if we want to obtain peace, poise, and pleasure, 

then we should take the shelter of the holy saints of God. But for us Guru Granth 

Sahib is our eternal saint Guru. Therefore, all we need to do is to read, 

understand, and act on the Gurbani as contained therein. It would help us cross 

over the worldly ocean and would provide us with true peace and pleasure. 

Dhanaasree mehlaa 5. 

chhadaa-ay lee-o mahaa balee tay 
apnay charan paraat. 

ayk naam dee-o man manntaa binas na 

kathoo jaat. ||1|| 

 

satgur poorai keenee daat. 

har har naam dee-o keertan ka-o     
bha-ee hamaaree gaat. rahaa-o. 

 

angeekaar kee-o parabh apunai 
bhagtan kee raakhee paat. 

naanak charan gahay parabh apnay 

sukh paa-i-o din raat. ||2||10||41|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji described how his true Guru has emancipated him 

from the temptations of lust, greed, and anger, etc. In this shabad, he shares with us 

how his Guru has liberated him from the most powerful enemy Maya, or the 

temptation for worldly riches and power. 

He says: “(O’ my friends, my true Guru) has freed me from (the clutches of Maya,) 

the most powerful enemy, by attuning me to his feet (taking me under his protection). 

He gave me the one mantra of (God’s) Name, which neither perishes nor goes 

anywhere.” (1) 

Elaborating how his true Guru has blessed him, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), the 

perfect true Guru has bestowed this bounty (upon me); he gave me God’s Name for 

singing (praises of God, by doing which) I was saved.” (pause) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), God has (always) saved His devotees 

and has protected their honor. O’ Nanak, the one who has (sought His shelter and) 

caught hold of God’s feet has enjoyed peace day and night.” (2-10-41) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to be liberated from worldly 

illusions and enjoy eternal peace, then we should seek the shelter of our Guru 

(Granth Sahib) and pray for the gift of God’s Name.  
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Dhanaasree mehlaa 5. 

par harnaa lobh jhooth nind iv hee 
karat gudaaree. 

marig tarisnaa aas mithi-aa meethee ih 

tayk maneh saaDhaaree. ||1|| 

 

saakat kee aavradaa jaa-ay barithaaree. 

jaisay kaagad kay bhaar moosaa took 
gavaavat kaam nahee gaavaaree. 

rahaa-o. 
 

kar kirpaa paarbarahm su-aamee ih 

banDhan chhutkaaree. 

boodat anDh naanak parabh kaadhat 

saaDh janaa sangaaree. ||2||11||42|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In the previous many shabads, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to obtain peace and 

bliss, we should seek guidance of the Guru and under his guidance meditate on God's 

Name. In this shabad, Guru Ji comments on the life of those worshippers of power, 

who always run after worldly riches and power and spend their life stealing other’s 

wealth, telling lies, and slandering others, instead of meditating on God. He also 

shows us how to pray to God to save us from such things and liberate us from worldly 

bonds.  

First reflecting on the life of worshippers of power, Guru Ji says: “(A worshipper of 

power) has spent his or her (entire life), stealing (property belonging to others), 

indulging in greed, telling lies, or slandering (others). Such a person always remains 

under the hope of mirage like sweet but false illusions, and this is the only support 

which such a person has cherished in his or her mind.” (1) 

Commenting on the consequences of such false traits of a worshipper of power, Guru 

Ji says: “(O’ my friends), just as a mouse wastes away loads of paper by nibbling at 

them and none of that paper becomes of any use to that foolish creature, similarly the 

life of a worshipper of Maya goes in vain.” (pause) 

However, Guru Ji is always compassionate and merciful to all. Therefore putting 

himself in place of the sinners and misguided people, he prays to God on their behalf, 

and says: “O’ all-pervading God and Master, show mercy, and liberate us from these 

(worldly) bonds. Nanak (says), O’ God, by bringing them in the company of saintly 

persons, You have pulled out (and saved) those (ignorant) blind persons who were 

drowning in the (worldly) ocean.” (2-11-42)  
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The message of this shabad is that we should not waste our life bit by bit in 

misdeeds, such as falsehood, hypocrisy, slander, and stealing other’s property or 

rights. Instead, we should follow the lead of the Guru and humbly pray to God to 

show mercy on us and liberate us from our worldly bonds.  

Dhanaasree mehlaa 5. 

simar simar su-aamee parabh apnaa 
seetal tan man chhaatee. 

roop rang sookh Dhan jee-a kaa 

paarbarahm morai jaatee. ||1|| 
 

rasnaa raam rasaa-in maatee. 

rang rangee raam apnay kai charan 
kamal niDh thaatee. rahaa-o. 
 

jis kaa saa tin hee rakh lee-aa pooran 

parabh kee bhaatee. 

mayl lee-o aapay sukh-daatai naanak 
har raakhee paatee. ||2||12||43|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad (2-10-41), Guru Ji advised us that if we want to be liberated 

from worldly illusions and enjoy eternal peace, then we should seek the shelter of our 

Guru and pray for the gift of God’s Name. In this shabad, Guru Ji shares with us his 

own experience of meditating on God's Name and describes what kind of happiness 

and peace he has experienced by remembering God again and again.  

He says: “(O my friends), by meditating on my God and Master again and again, my 

body, mind, and heart have become (calm and) cool. Now for my soul, the 

transcendent God is its beauty, color, peace, and wealth, and God is my (high) caste; 

(I don’t care for any other kind of beauty, riches, or high caste).” (1) 

Describing his present state and what is he doing to continue enjoying this divine 

bliss, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), my tongue is intoxicated with the cure all of 

God's (Name). It is imbued with the love of its God, and for me God's lotus feet (the 

gospel word of His Name) is (like) my wallet and treasure.” (pause) 

In conclusion, he says: “(O’ my friends), He to whom I belonged has saved me, 

because perfect are the ways of God. On His own, the bliss-giving Benefactor has 

united (me with Him and) saved Nanak’s honor.” (2-12-43)  

The message of this shabad is that if we want peace, comfort and bliss and be 

saved from entanglements of Maya, then we should meditate on God's Name with 

love and devotion again and again at all times.  
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Dhanaasree mehlaa 5. 

doot dusman sabh tujh tay nivrahi 

pargat partaap tumaaraa. 

jo jo tayray bhagat dukhaa-ay oh 
tatkaal tum maaraa. ||1|| 

 

irkha-o tumree or har neet. 

muraar sahaa-ay hohu daas ka-o kar 

geh uDhrahu meet. rahaa-o. 

 

sunee bayntee thaakur mayrai 
khasmaanaa kar aap. 

naanak anad bha-ay dukh bhaagay 
sadaa sadaa har jaap. ||2||13||44|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

It so happens many times that if a person is not worldly powerful or shrewd and is 

absorbed in the devotion of God, out of envy, jealousy, or other selfish reasons, many 

people try to harm, dishonor, or spoil that one’s peace of mind unnecessarily. Then 

one wonders, what is the use of this devotion to God ? In this shabad, Guru Ji tells us 

how in such situations the true devotees of God react and think, and what kind of faith 

and trust they have in God.  

Expressing his faith in God, Guru Ji says: “O' God, all the villains and enemies (of a 

devotee) are dispelled by Your grace; Your glory is manifest to all. You have instantly 

destroyed whosoever hurts Your devotees, .” (1) 

Therefore, perhaps under some threatening circumstances, he addresses God and says: 

“O' God, day and night I look only towards You (for protection). O' the destroyer of 

demons, come and help Your servant, O' my friend come, and extending your hand 

save me.” (pause) 

Stating the result of his above prayer, Guru Ji concludes: “(O’ my friends), my Master 

listened to my prayer, and like a husband (protecting his bride), He saved me. (In 

short), O’ Nanak, by always meditating on God, all my woes went away, and I 

enjoyed all kinds of peace and bliss.” (2-13-44)   

The message of this shabad is that in case we want to be saved from all kinds of 

enemies and adversaries then we should meditate on His Name ever and forever, 

and whenever we are in trouble we should ask God with true devotion and faith 

for His help and He would surely protect us. 
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Dhanaasree mehlaa 5. 

chatur disaa keeno bal apnaa sir 

oopar kar Dhaari-o. 

kirpaa kataakh-y avlokan keeno daas 
kaa dookh bidaari-o. ||1|| 
 

har jan raakhay gur govind. 

kanth laa-ay avgun sabh maytay     

da-i-aal purakh bakhsand. rahaa-o. 
 

jo maageh thaakur apunay tay so-ee 

so-ee dayvai. 
naanak daas mukh tay jo bolai eehaa 

oohaa sach hovai. ||2||14||45|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us how God protects His devotees and saves them 

from the onslaughts and attacks of his adversaries and enemies. In this shabad, he 

again expresses his gratitude to God for protecting him from so many enemies, 

including the rulers, ungrateful slanderers, and some fanatic Muslim priests who 

couldn’t tolerate his message of peace, love, and grace of God on all humanity, 

irrespective of their faith, caste, or status. 

Describing the incident, and circumstances in general terms, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my 

friends, everywhere) in all the four directions, God has extended His power (and 

provided full protection, as if He) has placed His hand on the head (of His devotee). 

He cast His glance of grace and dispelled the pain of His servant.” (1) 

Elaborating on the blessings and protections received by him from the perfect God, 

Guru Ji says: “The Guru God has protected the devotees. Hugging them to His bosom, 

the forgiving merciful God erased all their faults.” (pause) 

Therefore on the basis of his personal experience, Guru Ji proclaims: “(O’ my 

friends), whatever a (true) devotee of God asks from the Master, He gives (the 

devotee) that very thing. O' Nanak, whatever the servant of God utters from his or her 

mouth, becomes true here (in this world) and there (in the next world).” (2-14-44)  

The message of this shabad is that if we become devotees of God, in true sense of 

the word, then God would protect us from all our enemies and fulfill each and 

every genuine wish of ours. 

(Perhaps that is why this shabad, and particularly its last line has become a very 

popular and an oft-quoted phrase among Sikhs).  
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SGGS  P-682 

Dhanaasree mehlaa 5. 

a-ukhee gharhee na daykhan day-ee 

apnaa birad samaalay. 

haath day-ay raakhai apnay ka-o saas 

saas partipaalay. ||1|| 
 

parabh si-o laag rahi-o mayraa cheet. 

aad ant parabh sadaa sahaa-ee Dhan 

hamaaraa meet. rahaa-o. 
 

man bilaas bha-ay saahib kay achraj 

daykh badaa-ee. 

har simar simar aanad kar naanak 

parabh pooran paij rakhaa-ee. 

||2||15||46|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that if we become devotees of God in true 

sense of the word, then God would protect us from all our enemies and fulfill each and 

every genuine wish of ours. In this shabad, he reaffirms this assurance and describes 

how he himself has been personally affected by looking at God’s astonishing wonders. 

He says: “(O’ my friends, God) doesn’t allow any moment of difficulty bother (His 

devotee. Because He always) remembers His old-standing tradition (of saving His 

servants. As if) extending His hand, He saves His (devotee from any kind of attack 

and) sustains him or her through each and every breath.” (1) 

Describing the peaceful state of his mind, with such an assurance from God, whom he 

considers his friend, Guru Ji says: “My mind is attuned to God. Blessed is my friend 

who is my helper from the beginning to the end.” (pause) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), my mind is in ecstasy seeing the 

wonderful glory of God; I have become a servant of God. (I say to myself), O’ Nanak, 

God has fully protected your honor, now enjoy pleasures by meditating on God again 

and again.” (2-15-46)  

The message of this shabad is that if we want a real helper and supporter of ours 

who always protects us and saves our honor, and is the most powerful power of 

all, then we should become a true devotee of God, whose very tradition it is to 

never let any pain or suffering come near His devotees.  
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Dhanaasree mehlaa 5. 

jis ka-o bisrai paraanpat daataa so-ee 

ganhu abhaagaa. 

charan kamal jaa kaa man raagi-o    
ami-a sarovar paagaa. ||1|| 

 

tayraa jan raam naam rang jaagaa. 

aalas chheej ga-i-aa sabh tan tay 

pareetam si-o man laagaa. rahaa-o. 

 

jah jah paykha-o tah naaraa-in sagal 

ghataa meh taagaa. 

naam udak peevat jan naanak ti-aagay 
sabh anuraagaa. ||2||16||47|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want a real helper and supporter 

of ours who always protects us and saves our honor, and is the most powerful power 

of all, then we should become a true devotee of God. His very tradition is to never let 

any pain or suffering come near His devotees. In this shabad, he compares the state of 

those who forget God with that of those devotees who always keep remembering Him. 

Commenting on the state of these two types of persons, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my 

friends), we should consider that person as unfortunate, (from whose mind is) 

forsaken the Giver and Master of life breaths. But whose mind is imbued with the love 

of God’s lotus feet (His Name), that person has become a lover of the nectar like pool 

(of God’s Name.” (1) 

Now most humbly describing his own state of mind, Guru Ji says: “(O' God), being 

imbued with the love of God’s Name, Your devotee has awakened (to the attacks of 

worldly allurements). Now all the laziness has vanished from his body, and his mind 

is now attuned to his beloved (Master).” (pause) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by stating: “(O’ my friends), now wherever I look, I see 

the all-pervading God in all hearts, just as a thread (can be seen going through all the 

beads in a necklace). Upon drinking the water of (God’s) Name, the devotee Nanak 

has abandoned all other (worldly) loves (or relishes).” 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to enjoy true bliss, and pleasure in 

life, then instead of worldly relations, friendships, or dainty dishes, we should try 

devotion and worship of God. We would find it so pleasing and enjoyable, that 

we would forsake all other worldly relishes and pleasures.  
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Dhanaasree mehlaa 5. 

jan kay pooran ho-ay kaam. 

kalee kaal mahaa bikhi-aa meh lajaa 

raakhee raam. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

simar simar su-aamee parabh apunaa 

nikat na aavai jaam. 

mukat baikunth saaDh kee sangat jan 
paa-i-o har kaa Dhaam. ||1|| 

 

charan kamal har jan kee thaatee kot 
sookh bisraam. 

 

gobind damodar simra-o din rain 

naanak sad kurbaan. ||2||17||48|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to enjoy true bliss and 

pleasure in life, then instead of worldly relations, friendships, or dainty dishes, we 

should try devotion and worship of God. We would find it so pleasing and enjoyable 

that we would forsake all other worldly relishes and pleasures. In this shabad, he 

shares with us his personal experiences and lists some of the blessings he has received 

by meditating on God again and again.  

Perhaps referring to the completion of his projects, Guru Ji says: “(O' my friends), the 

tasks of the devotees have been accomplished, and in this iron-age God has saved his 

honor (from being tarnished by the) poisonous worldly riches.” (1) 

So on the basis of his personal experience, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), by 

meditating on God our Master again and again, (even the fear of) the demon of death 

does not come near. (O’ my friends), the congregation of saintly persons is itself the 

heaven of salvation, where the servants of God have found God’s abode.” (1) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), through the support of His lotus feet, 

God’s devotees find millions of comforts. Therefore (I) Nanak (also) meditate on God 

of the universe and am always a sacrifice to Him.” (2-17-48) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to get rid of all fears, have all our 

affairs accomplished and enjoy bliss of millions of heavens, we should sing 

praises of God in the company of saints day and night.  
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Dhanaasree mehlaa 5. 

maaNga-o raam tay ik daan. 

sagal manorath pooran hoveh simra-o 

tumraa naam. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

charan tumHaaray hirdai vaaseh santan 

kaa sang paava-o. 

sog agan meh man na vi-aapai aath 
pahar gun gaava-o. ||1|| 

 

savast bivasthaa har kee sayvaa    
maDh-yaNt parabh jaapan. 

 

naanak rang lagaa parmaysar baahurh 

janam na chhaapan. ||2||18||49|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to get rid of all fears, have 

all our affairs accomplished, and enjoy bliss of millions of heavens, we should sing 

praises of God in the company of saints day and night. However, it is only by God’s 

grace that we get the opportunity to meditate on God’s Name. Therefore in this 

shabad, Guru Ji shares with us what he begs from God. 

He says: “From God I beg for (this) one gift, that I may meditate on Your Name; that 

would fulfill all my wishes.” (1-pause) 

Elaborating on his wish, Guru Ji says: “(O' God), I wish that Your lotus feet may 

abide in my heart, I may obtain the company of saints, my mind may never be 

afflicted by the fire of worries, and at all times I may sing Your praises.” (1) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad, by wishing that not only in old age, but also in every 

stage of his life, he should meditate on God’s Name. He says: “(O’ God), I wish that 

in the worriless stage (of childhood), I may serve God, and then (in my youth and old 

age or) the middle and end (of my life), I may meditate on God. (Because) Nanak 

(knows) that the one who is imbued with the love of God is not marked (to go 

through) birth (and death) again.” (2-18-49) 

The message of this shabad is that unlike ordinary worldly people who always 

ask for some worldly riches, possessions, or power, we should ask from God one 

and only gift and that is the gift of His Name so that we are not subjected to the 

pain of birth and death again. 
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Dhanaasree mehlaa 5. 

maaNga-o raam tay sabh thok. 

maanukh ka-o jaachat saram paa-ee-ai 

parabh kai simran mokh. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

ghokhay mun jan simrit puraanaaN bayd 
pukaareh ghokh. 

kirpaa sinDh sayv sach paa-ee-ai dovai 

suhaylay lok. ||1|| 
 

aan achaar bi-uhaar hai jaytay bin har 

simran fok. 

 

naanak janam maran bhai kaatay mil 
saaDhoo binsay sok.||2||19||50|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji shared with us that from God; he begs for (this) one 

gift, that he may meditate on God’s Name. But for the survival of a person and his 

family, one needs many other things as well, including food and shelter. In this 

shabad, he tells us where he goes for other necessities of life.   

He says: “(O’ my friends), I ask God for all the things (which I need, because I know 

that) by begging from another human being, we obtain nothing but exhaustion. 

However, by meditating on God's Name we (not only get what we need, but also 

obtain) salvation (from worldly desires).” (1-pause) 

Next Guru Ji wants to point out that what he stated above about the merits of God’s 

Name is also confirmed by other learned sages and saints as well. He says: “The sages 

and devotees who have carefully reflected on Simrities and Puranaas (the Hindu 

scriptures) and also deeply gone through the Vedas, all proclaim loudly that by 

serving (God), the ocean of mercy, (we enjoy happiness in this and the next world, 

and thus) our both worlds become pleasurable.” (1) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), without meditation on God, all other 

rituals and worldly codes of conduct are (useless and) hollow. Nanak says that on 

meeting the saint (Guru and following his advice), his fears of birth and death have 

been erased and all his sorrows have been destroyed.” (2-19-50) 

The message of this shabad is that we should be so much in love with God and 

have so much faith in Him that whatever we need, we should beg only from Him, 

instead of begging from any human being. Because any begging from the human 

beings brings us nothing but dishonor and disappointment, but meditation on 

God’s Name and begging from Him brings us salvation and eternal bliss. 
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Dhanaasree mehlaa 5. 

tarisnaa bujhai har kai naam. 

mahaa santokh hovai gur bachnee 

parabh si-o laagai pooran Dhi-aan. ||1|| 
rahaa-o. 

SGGS  P-683 

mahaa kalol bujheh maa-i-aa kay kar 
kirpaa mayray deen da-i-aal. 

apnaa naam deh jap jeevaa pooran ho-ay 

daas kee ghaal. ||1|| 

 

sarab manorath raaj sookh ras sad 

khusee-aa keertan jap naam. 

    

jis kai karam likhi-aa Dhur kartai naanak 
jan kay pooran kaam. ||2||20||51|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should be so much in love with 

God and have so much faith in Him that whatever we need, we should beg only from 

Him instead of begging from any human being. Because any begging from the human 

beings brings us nothing but dishonor and disappointment. But meditation on God’s 

Name and begging from Him brings us salvation and eternal bliss. In this shabad, he 

describes the blessings received by a devotee who meditates on God's Name.  

He says: “(By meditating on) God's Name all one’s fire like desires (for worldly 

things) are stilled. By acting on  (Gurbani) the Guru’s word, we obtain immense 

peace and contentment, and our mind is attuned to God.” (1-pause) 

Therefore, Guru Ji makes a prayer to God and says: “O' my merciful Master, show 

Your mercy, so that all the illusive plays of worldly riches and power may cease to 

charm me. Bless me with (the gift of) Your Name, so that meditating on it, I may 

survive (spiritually) and the effort of (this) devotee (of Yours) may be completed 

(successfully).” (1) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), by meditating on God, all one’s desires 

are fulfilled, (as if one has obtained all the comforts and pleasures of kingdom. But O’ 

Nanak, all the tasks of only that devotee are accomplished, in whose destiny, the 

Creator had so written from the very beginning.” (2-20-51) 
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The message of this shabad is that if we want to enjoy such peace and bliss, as if 

we are enjoying all the pleasures of a kingdom, then we should meditate on God's 

Name under Guru’s instruction. 

Dhanaasree mehlaa 5. 

jan kee keenee paarbarahm saar. 

nindak tikan na paavan moolay ood 

ga-ay baykaar. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

jah jah daykh-a-u tah tah su-aamee 

ko-ay na pahuchanhaar. 

jo jo karai avgi-aa jan kee ho-ay     

ga-i-aa tat chhaar. ||1|| 

 

karanhaar rakhvaalaa ho-aa jaa kaa 

ant na paaraavaar. 

 

naanak daas rakhay parabh apunai 
nindak kaadhay maar. ||2||21||52|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us how all our worldly desires and cravings are 

stilled by meditating on God's Name and how we get all the pleasures, comforts, and 

enjoyments of the world by depending on God. In this shabad, he tells us about 

another aspect of God's blessings. He describes how God protects His devotee from 

all kinds of enemies and slanderers. Guru Ji makes these remarks on the basis of his 

personal experience of being surrounded and attacked again and again by many 

slanderers and enemies, all of whom were ultimately destroyed by God.  

Referring to that situation, Guru Ji says: “God has taken care of His devotee. (Now) 

the slanderers cannot rest at all, they have been (so thoroughly annihilated, as if) 

becoming useless they have been blown away (by wind).” (1-pause) 

So on the basis of his personal experience, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), wherever I 

look, I see the Master pervading there, and nobody can equal Him. Whosoever tries to 

malign the devotees of God is instantly ruined (socially).” (1) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), the Creator whose limit or the ends are 

not known has become my savior and protector. In short, Nanak says, “God has saved 

His servants and has beaten away the slanderers.” (2-21-52) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want peace and protection from our 

slanderers and enemies, then we need to become true devotees of God by 

meditating on His Name at all times. 
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Dhanaasree mehlaa 5 ghar 9 

parh-taal 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

har charan saran gobind dukh 

bhanjnaa daas apunay ka-o naam 
dayvhu. 

darisat parabh Dhaarahu kirpaa kar 
taarahu bhujaa geh koop tay kaadh 

layvhu. rahaa-o. 

 

kaam kroDh kar anDh maa-i-aa kay 

banDh anik dokhaa tan chhaad 
pooray. 

parabh binaa aan na raakhanhaaraa 

naam simraavahu saran sooray. ||1|| 

 

patit uDhaaranaa jee-a jant taarnaa 

bayd uchaar nahee ant paa-i-o. 

gunah sukh saagraa barahm 
ratnaagaraa bhagat vachhal naanak 

gaa-i-o. ||2||1||53|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 Ghar-9 (Parrtaal) 

This shabad has been composed in Parrtaal (a type of music, in which the scales 

change many times). In this shabad, Guru Ji shows us how we should approach God 

to save us from punishment of our visible and invisible sins.  

He says: “O' God, the destroyer of pains, I have sought Your shelter, bestow the gift 

of Name on Your servant. O’ God, cast Your glance of grace, and extending Your 

hand pull me out of the well (of worldly attachments).” (pause) 

Making a confession before God on our behalf, Guru Ji says: “(O' God), we are bound 

in the attachments for Maya (worldly riches and power,) being blind in lust and anger. 

In the body (of our life conduct), there are countless holes (of sins, which we have) 

completely covered (and hidden from others). Except God, no one can save us (from 

punishment). Therefore O’ God, we have) come to Your shelter, (show mercy), make 

us meditate on Your Name (and save us).” (1) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad by showing us how to addresses God in such 

circumstances. He says: “O' the emancipator of sinners, and savior of creatures, even  
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the composers of Vedas could not find Your limit. O' the Ocean of virtues and 

happiness, O’ the mine of jewels and lover of Your devotees, Nanak is singing Your 

praise.” (2-1-53) 

The message of this shabad is that even if we are full of all kinds of faults and 

sins, still we should seek the shelter of God, make full confession of our faults and 

evil tendencies and ask God to bless us with the gift of His Name and in His 

mercy save us. Who knows as per His tradition, God may forgive and save us 

also. 

Dhanaasree mehlaa 5. 

halat sukh palat sukh nit sukh simrano 

naam gobind kaa sadaa leejai. 

miteh kamaanay paap chiraanay 
saaDhsangat mil mu-aa jeejai. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 
 

raaj joban bisrant har maa-i-aa mahaa 

dukh ayhu mahaaNt kahai. 

aas pi-aas raman har keertan ayhu 

padaarath bhaagvant lahai. ||1|| 

 

saran samrath akath agocharaa patit 
uDhaaran naam tayraa. 

 

antarjaamee naanak kay su-aamee 

sarbat pooran thaakur mayraa. 
||2||2||54|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that even if we are full of all kinds of faults 

and sins, still we should seek the shelter of God, make full confession of our faults 

and evil tendencies and ask God to bless us with the gift of His Name and in His 

mercy save us. As per His tradition, God may forgive and save us also. In this shabad, 

he explains how beneficial God's Name is, and how we should seek God’s shelter and 

ask Him to save us. 

He says: “(O' my friends), we should always meditate on God's Name, (because God's 

Name) provides us peace (both) in this and the next world. When joining the company 

of holy saints, we meditate on God's Name, even our sins committed since long past 

are erased and even the (spiritually) dead person is rejuvenated.” (1-pause) 
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Guru Ji now cautions us about the pitfalls of being involved in worldly riches, power 

or beauty. He says: “(O’ my friends), the great sages tell that involvement in 

dominions, youth, and beauty make men forsake God, and the love of Maya (worldly 

riches and power results in) great pain. However, it is only very fortunate ones, who 

are blessed with the sublime desire and craving for singing praises (of God).” (1) 

Concluding this shabad, Guru Ji says: “O', the un-describable, in-comprehensible, and 

all-powerful God, Your Name purifies the sinners. O' the inner knower of hearts, the 

master of Nanak, You are my all- pervading perfect God and Master.” (2-2-54) 

The message of this shabad is that in case we want to get away from the evil 

influences of Maya which makes us forget God and brings us all kinds of pains 

and sufferings, then we should pray to God to bless us with the gift of His Name, 

which will bring us peace and happiness both in this and the next world.  

Dhanaasree mehlaa 5 ghar 12 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

bandnaa har bandnaa gun gaavhu gopaal 

raa-ay. rahaa-o. 
 

vadai bhaag bhaytay gurdayvaa. 

kot paraaDh mitay har sayvaa. ||1|| 

SGGS  P-684 

charan kamal jaa kaa man raapai. 

sog agan tis jan na bi-aapai. ||2|| 

saagar tari-aa saaDhoo sangay. 

nirbha-o naam japahu har rangay. ||3|| 
 

par Dhan dokh kichh paap na fayrhay. 

jam jandaar na aavai nayrhay. ||4|| 
 

tarisnaa agan parabh aap bujhaa-ee. 

naanak uDhray parabh sarnaa-ee. 
||5||1||55|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that in case we want to get away from the evil 

influences of Maya, which makes us forget God and brings us all kinds of pains and 

sufferings, then we should pray to God to bless us with the gift of His Name, which 

will bring us peace and happiness both in this and the next world. In this shabad, he  
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re-emphasizes this point and tells us how meditation helps us in controlling ourselves 

from committing any sins or misdeeds, and thus prevents any kind of fear of death 

entering our mind.  

He says: “(O' my friends), pay obeisance to God again and again, and sing praises of 

God the (true) king.” (pause) 

Stating how fortunate is that person who is blessed with the guidance of the Guru, he 

says: “(O’ my friends), it is only by great good fortune that one meets the enlightening 

Guru (who shows the right way to please God. Then by following Guru’s advice and) 

serving God (by meditating on God’s Name), millions of one’s sins are erased.” (1) 

Describing what other blessings a person who is imbued with the love of God's Name 

obtains, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), whose mind is imbued with the love of  

(God’s) lotus feet (His immaculate Name), that person is not afflicted by any kind of 

sorrow or (the pain of) the  fire (of worldly desire).” (2) 

Therefore, Guru Ji advises: “(O’ my friends, even the dreadful worldly) ocean can be 

crossed over in the company of saint (Guru, if) imbued with the love of God, you 

fearlessly meditate on God’s Name.” (3) 

Listing other blessings, which one obtains by meditating on God’s Name, Guru Ji 

says: “(O' my friends), when a person meditates on God’s Name), stealing another’s 

wealth and any other such sin or evil deed is not committed by that person. Therefore, 

the dreadful demon of death doesn’t come near such a person.” (4) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, they who have meditated on God’s 

Name), God has Himself quenched the fire of (their worldly) desire, and O’ Nanak, 

they have been saved by seeking the shelter of God.” (5-1-55) 

The message of this shabad is that in case we want to shed all our evil tendencies 

and get all our sins erased from our record, then we should pray to God for 

blessing us with the guidance of the Guru, so that under his guidance we may 

meditate on God’s Name with true love and devotion. 

Dhanaasree mehlaa 5. 

taripat bha-ee sach bhojan khaa-i-aa. 

man tan rasnaa naam Dhi-aa-i-aa. ||1|| 
 

jeevnaa har jeevnaa. 

jeevan har jap saaDhsang. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

anik parkaaree bastar odhaa-ay. 

an-din keertan har gun gaa-ay. ||2|| 
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hastee rath as asvaaree. 

har kaa maarag ridai nihaaree. ||3|| 
 

man tan antar charan Dhi-aa-i-aa. 

har sukh niDhaan naanak daas paa-i-aa. 
||4||2||56|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us to bow to God again and again and 

meditate on God's Name under the guidance of the Guru. In this shabad, he explains 

further what kind of satisfaction and pleasures one obtains when one follows that path 

of truth and dwells on God's Name.   

He says: “(O’ my friends, the person) who has meditated on the Name with (full 

synchronization of) mind, body, and tongue feels as if one has partaken a true meal, 

(which has fully satiated that person’s hunger for worldly things).” (1) 

Therefore, Guru Ji declares: “(O' my friends), the (true) life is in living while 

meditating on God. (Therefore, for a truly fruitful) life, joining the saint (Guru)’s 

congregation, you should meditate on God.” (1-pause) 

Continuing to elaborate on the joys of meditating on God’s Name, Guru Ji: “(O’ my 

friends, the person) who day and night has sung praises of God (feels so delighted, as 

if he or she has) worn innumerable kinds of (beautiful) dresses.” (2) 

But that is not all, Guru Ji adds: “(O’ my friends, the person who in her or his) mind 

keeps visualizing the path to God, (experiences the joy of) riding elephants, chariots, 

and horses (the equivalent of the present day most expensive cars, limos, or personal 

jets).” (3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “O’ Nanak, the servant (of God) who in his or her mind 

and body has contemplated on God’s feet (His immaculate Name) has obtained  

(God), the treasure of (all) comforts.” (4-2-56) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want enjoy the highest pleasure, as if we 

have tasted the most delicious food, worn the most fancy clothes, and driven the 

most prestigious cars, then joining the Guru’s congregation, we should meditate 

on God's Name with full coordination of our mind, body, and soul.  

Dhanaasree mehlaa 5. 

gur kay charan jee-a kaa nistaaraa. 

samund saagar jin khin meh taaraa. 

||1|| rahaa-o. 
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ko-ee ho-aa karam rat ko-ee tirath    
naa-i-aa. 

daaseeN har kaa naam Dhi-aa-i-aa. ||1|| 
 

banDhan kaatanhaar su-aamee. 

jan naanak simrai antarjaamee. 
||2||3||57|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad Guru Ji advised us that if we want to enjoy the highest 

pleasure, as if we have tasted the most delicious food, worn the most fancy clothes, 

and driven the most prestigious cars, then joining the Guru’s congregation, we should 

meditate on God's Name with full coordination of our mind, body, and soul. In this 

shabad, he explains how beneficial and useful the Guru’s feet (represented by the 

Guru’s words or Gurbani) are, and what the true servants of God including himself do 

in this regard.  

He says: “(O' my friends, anyone who has sought his shelter), in an instant the Guru 

has ferried him or her across the vast worldly ocean. (Therefore, have faith that) the 

feet of the Guru (as represented by his words, the Gurbani) are the emancipator of 

one’s soul.” (1-pause) 

In accordance with their individual belief system, people choose different methods of 

worshipping (and pleasing) God. However stating, the method the true devotees of 

God chose in this regard, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, according to his belief or 

thinking), some person has become the lover of ritualistic deeds, some other bathes at 

holy places, but the (true) devotees have meditated on God’s Name (for this 

purpose).” (1) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by sharing with us, what he himself does in this regard. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), Nanak meditates on that Knower of hearts, who can free us 

from (our worldly) bonds.” (2-3-57) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to be ferried across this worldly 

ocean of Maya, then instead of resorting to rituals or bathing at holy places, we 

should take the shelter of the Guru’s feet (the guidance of Gurbani as included in 

Shri Guru Granth Sahib Ji) and meditate on God’s Name. 

Dhanaasree mehlaa 5. 

kitai parkaar na toota-o pareet.  

daas tayray kee nirmal reet. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

jee-a paraan man Dhan tay pi-aaraa. 

ha-umai banDh har dayvanhaaraa. ||1|| 
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charan kamal si-o laaga-o nayhu. 

naanak kee baynantee ayh. ||2||4||58|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 

Many of us pray and do a lot of ritual worship, but mostly to ask God for all kinds of 

worldly riches and power. If nothing else we ask for the gift of salvation. In this 

shabad, Guru Ji shows us what he asks and prays for. 

Addressing God, in a most endearing way, he says: “(O' God, bless me, that my) love 

for You may not break in any way, and may the conduct of Your servant remain 

immaculate.” (1-pause) 

Stating how passionately he loves God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, for this) 

servant, God is dearer to him than his life, breaths, mind, and wealth, (because that) 

God the Giver is the one who can put a stop to his ego.” (1) 

Concluding his simple loving prayer, Guru Ji says: “(O' God), this is the prayer of 

Nanak, that he may be imbued with the love of Your lotus feet (Your immaculate 

Name).” (2-4-58) 

The message of this shabad is that whenever we pray to God we should not ask 

for any kinds of worldly riches or power or even salvation, we should only ask 

God to bless us that our heart and mind may be imbued with the love for His 

immaculate Name. (This is perhaps the credo of the Sikhs).  

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

Dhanaasree mehlaa 9. 

kaahay ray ban khojan jaa-ee. 

sarab nivaasee sadaa alaypaa tohee 
sang samaa-ee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

puhap maDh Ji-o baas basat hai 
mukar maahi jaisay chhaa-ee. 

taisay hee har basay nirantar ghat 

hee khojahu bhaa-ee. ||1|| 

 

baahar bheetar ayko jaanhu ih gur gi-

aan bataa-ee. 

jan naanak bin aapaa cheenai mitai 
na bharam kee kaa-ee. ||2||1|| 
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Dhanasari Mehla- 9 

Many people go to the forests or mountains to find God, but are ultimately 

disappointed. In this shabad, Guru Ji advises us that there is no need to search for God 

in mountains or forests, because He abides within our own hearts.  

So addressing us, he asks: “(O' my friend), why do you go out in search (of God) in 

forests? (God) resides in all, but is always detached (from worldly affairs. That God) 

is abiding in your company itself.” (1-pause) 

Illustrating the above concept with some examples, he says: “(O' my friends), just as 

fragrance resides in a flower (or one’s) image in a mirror, similarly God resides within 

you, (therefore) O’ brothers, search Him in your heart itself.” (1) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by sharing with us what his own Guru has taught on this 

subject. He says: “(O' my friends), my Guru has given me this instruction, that we 

should realize the presence of that same one (God) both inside and outside. (In short) 

devotee Nanak says, that without reflecting on oneself, the weed of doubt is not 

removed.” (2-1) 

The message of this shabad is that in case we want to find God, then we need not 

go to any forests, mountains, or other far off places. If by reflecting on our self, 

we remove the web of false worldly illusions from our mind, and meditate on 

God’s Name; we can realize Him right within our own heart. 

Dhanaasree mehlaa 9. 

saaDho ih jag bharam bhulaanaa. 

raam naam kaa simran chhodi-aa    

maa-i-aa haath bikaanaa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

maat pitaa bhaa-ee sut banitaa taa kai 

ras laptaanaa. 

SGGS  P-685 

joban Dhan parabh-taa kai mad mai 

ahinis rahai divaanaa. ||1|| 

 

deen da-i-aal sadaa dukh bhanjan taa 

si-o man na lagaanaa. 

jan naanak kotan mai kinhoo gurmukh 
ho-ay pachhaanaa. ||2||2|| 
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Dhanasari Mehla- 9 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that in order to look for God, we need not go 

to any forests, mountains, or far off places; we can find Him right within our own 

heart by reflecting on our self, removing all the evil tendencies, and meditating on 

God’s Name. But the problem is that in spite of advice of all the sages and saints, the 

world does not care for God or His worship. Instead it keeps running after worldly 

riches and power or remains entangled in the family affairs. In this shabad, Guru Ji 

comments on this state of the world and tells who are the rare ones who attune their 

minds to God. 

Guru Ji says: “O’, saints, this world is lost in Doubt. It has abandoned meditation on 

God’s Name, and has instead sold itself to Maya (the worldly riches and power. In 

other words, instead of directing its time and energy on remembering God, the world 

is pre-occupied with amassing wealth, power or social status).” (1-pause) 

Commenting on another aspect of human preoccupation, Guru Ji says: “(O’ saints, 

this world) remains caught in the attachment for mother, father, brother, son, or wife. 

Day and night, the mortal remains intoxicated with (false pride of) youth, wealth, or 

fame.” (1) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ saints, one) doesn’t attune one’s mind to (that God), 

who is merciful to the meek, and is always the destroyer of pains. Devotee Nanak 

(says), it is only a rare one in millions who by Guru’s grace has realized (God).” (2-2) 

The message of the shabad is that we shouldn’t waste our life in always running 

after worldly riches and power or our family entanglements. We should devote at 

least some time to seek Guru’s guidance and attune our mind to our merciful 

Master, who can destroy all our pains and sufferings forever.  

Dhanaasree mehlaa 9. 

tih jogee ka-o jugat na jaan-o. 

lobh moh maa-i-aa mamtaa fun jih ghat 

maahi pachhaana-o. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

par nindaa ustat nah jaa kai kanchan 

loh samaano. 

harakh sog tay rahai ateetaa jogee 
taahi bakhaano. ||1|| 

 

chanchal man dah dis ka-o Dhaavat 
achal jaahi thehraano. 

kaho naanak ih biDh ko jo nar mukat 

taahi tum maano. ||2||3|| 
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Dhanasari Mehla- 9 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that the entire world is obsessed with amassing 

wealth, power, or false attachments with friends and relatives, and only a very rare 

person cares to remember God, who could forgive all one’s sins and remove all pains. 

In this shabad, he comments on those persons who go to the other extreme and 

completely breaking loose of their worldly ties go to forests and mountains to live the 

life of mendicants or yogis. But still they are not able to unite with God, which is the 

true purpose of Yoga. 

Therefore, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), do not deem that person knows the (true) 

way of yoga (or union with God), in whose mind you identify greed and worldly 

attachment.” (1-pause) 

Now giving the definition of a true yogi, Guru Ji says: “Deem him or her as a (true) 

yogi who does not indulge in slander or flattery of others; (prosperity or poverty make 

no difference to him or her, as if he or she) deems gold and iron as same, and always 

remains (so balanced in mind, as if he or she) remains detached from happiness or 

sorrow.” (1) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad, by taking the concept one step further. He says: “(O’ 

my friends), this mercurial mind keeps wandering in all the ten directions, it needs to 

be made stable and stopped (from wavering). Nanak says, he or she who knows this 

way, deem that person as emancipated.” (2-3) 

The message of the shabad is that one does not become a yogi or a liberated 

person, simply by abandoning one’s family and retiring to mountains or jungles. 

A true yogi is the one who even though living amidst his or her household, rises 

above the worldly lusts and attachments, and remains composed both in good 

and bad circumstances by meditating on God’s Name.  

Dhanaasree mehlaa 9. 

ab mai ka-un upaa-o kara-o. 

jih biDh man ko sansaa chookai bha-o 

niDh paar para-o. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

janam paa-ay kachh bhalo na keeno taa 

tay aDhik dara-o. 

man bach karam har gun nahee gaa-ay 

yeh jee-a soch Dhara-o. ||1|| 
 

gurmat sun kachh gi-aan na upji-o pas 

Ji-o udar bhara-o. 

kaho naanak parabh birad pachhaana-o 
tab ha-o patit tara-o. 

||2||4||9||9||13||58||4||93|| 
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Dhanasari Mehla- 9 

In stanza (1) of the previous shabad (2-2), Guru Ji commented that this world remains 

caught in the attachment for (worldly relations, such as) mother, father, brother, son, 

or wife. Day and night a human being remains intoxicated with (false pride of) youth, 

wealth, or fame. In this shabad, Guru Ji puts himself in the shoes of an ordinary 

person, who realizes that indeed so far, he has been wasting his life in useless worldly 

affairs and amassing those worldly riches and possessions, none of which is going to 

accompany him after death. So he starts thinking what can he do even at this late stage 

of his life, which may save him from the impending punishment.  

On our behalf, Guru Ji says to himself: “(I wonder) what remedy I may use now. 

(What could be the) way by which the doubt of (my) mind may be removed and I may 

cross over the dreadful (worldly) ocean?” (1-pause) 

Reflecting on past life, Guru Ji says (on our behalf): “Having received this human 

existence, I have done no good deed, which makes me very afraid. I have not sung 

praises (of God) through my deeds, words, or thoughts so I keep worrying about this 

fact in my mind.” (1) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God), even after listening to the Guru’s instruction, I 

have gained no divine knowledge. Just like an animal I keep on filling my belly. 

Therefore Nanak says: “O’ God, I the sinner can be saved (only) if You realize Your 

own innate nature (of saving Your devotees).” (2-4-9-9-13-58-4-93) 

The message of the shabad is that if we reflect on our life, we would conclude that 

our life has been full of evils and sins and devoid of any good deeds or true 

worship of God. In such circumstances, the only way to save ourselves is to most 

humbly pray to God to use His own merciful tradition and save us. 

Explanation of the ending Numerals: 

2= Two stanzas of this shabad, 4=the fourth shabad of M: 9, 9= Shabads by M: 1 in 

Raag Dhanasari, 9= Shabads by M: 3 in Raag Dhanasari, 13= Shabads by M: 4 in 

Raag Dhanasari, 58= Shabads by M: 5 in Raag Dhanasari 4= Shabads by M: 9 in 

Raag Dhanasari, Total = 93 in Raag Dhanasari so far. 

Dhanaasree mehlaa 1 ghar 2 

asatpadee-aa 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

gur saagar ratnee bharpooray. 

amrit sant chugeh nahee dooray. 

har ras chog chugeh parabh bhaavai. 

sarvar meh hans paraanpat paavai. ||1|| 
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ki-aa bag bapurhaa chhaprhee naa-ay. 

keecharh doobai mail na jaa-ay. ||1||  
rahaa-o. 
 

rakh rakh charan Dharay veechaaree. 

dubiDhaa chhod bha-ay nirankaaree. 

mukat padaarath har ras chaakhay. 

aavan jaan rahay gur raakhay. ||2|| 
 

sarvar hansaa chhod na jaa-ay. 

paraym bhagat kar sahj samaa-ay. 

sarvar meh hans hans meh saagar. 

akath kathaa gur bachnee aadar. ||3|| 
 

sunn mandal ik jogee baisay. 

naar na purakh kahhu ko-oo kaisay. 

taribhavan jot rahay liv laa-ee. 

sur nar naath sachay sarnaa-ee. ||4|| 
 

aanand mool anaath aDhaaree. 

gurmukh bhagat sahj beechaaree. 

bhagat vachhal bhai kaatanhaaray. 

ha-umai maar milay pag Dhaaray. ||5|| 
 

anik jatan kar kaal santaa-ay. 

maran likhaa-ay mandal meh aa-ay. 

SGGS  P-686 

janam padaarath dubiDhaa khovai. 

aap na cheenas bharam bharam rovai. ||6|| 
 

kahta-o parh-ta-o sunta-o ayk. 

Dheeraj Dharam DharneeDhar tayk. 

jat sat sanjam ridai samaa-ay. 

cha-uthay pad ka-o jay man patee-aa-ay. 
||7|| 
 

saachay nirmal mail na laagai. 

gur kai sabad bharam bha-o bhaagai. 

soorat moorat aad anoop. 

naanak jaachai saach saroop. ||8||1|| 
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Dhanasari Mehla-1: Astpadian 

In previous many shabads, Guru Ji has been stressing meditation on God’s Name, 

under the guidance of the saint (Guru). In this shabad, he describes the merits of a true 

Guru and how a true devotee benefits from the vast divine knowledge and guidance of 

the Guru. 

Comparing the Guru to an ocean of jewels and a true saint or devotee of God to a 

swan, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), the Guru is (like) an ocean full of the jewels (of 

God’s Name and divine wisdom). The saints (are like swans), who peck at the nectar 

like pearls (of wisdom) and they do not leave (this ocean). When the saints partake of 

the relish of God’s Name), that pleases God and the swan (like saint) obtains the 

Beloved of his soul in the ocean (of his Guru).” (1) 

However, Guru Ji cautions us against false saints and fake devotees. Comparing the 

former to a puddle and the latter to a crane, Guru Ji says: “What for a poor crane 

bathes in a puddle; (by doing so) it simply gets drowned in mud, and it’s dirt cannot 

be washed off. (In other words, forsaking the ocean like Guru, to worship gods and 

goddesses or false saints is like bathing in a puddle; by doing so one smears oneself 

with more mud of worldly attachments).” (1-pause) 

Next Guru Ji tells us, what kind of blessings a thoughtful person receives, who leads 

his or her life judiciously, does not fall into the traps of false saints or gurus, and leads 

a truthful life while meditating on God. He says: “(O’ my friends, the worldly awake 

persons) take steps in life after due thought and reflection. Abandoning any double-

mindedness, they become worshippers of only the formless God. By tasting the relish 

of emancipating God’s (Name), their comings and goings (or rounds of future births 

and deaths) come to an end, because the Guru has saved them.” (2) 

Now describing the intimate relationship between the Guru and a true devotee, Guru 

Ji again uses the metaphor of a lake and a swan, and he says: “(O’ my friends, just as 

a) swan does not go away forsaking the lake (and obtains its food of pearls in the pool, 

similarly the devotee who does not abandon the Guru), by doing loving devotion, 

merges in a state of (divine) poise. (In this way) the swan (-like sikh remains merged 

in the Guru-like) ocean, and the ocean (Guru remain merged in the) swan (like Sikh. 

In fact), indescribable is this discourse; (we can only say, that by  listening and acting) 

on the Guru’s words, (such a Gursikh obtains) honor (everywhere).” (3) 

Describing the spiritual state of a person who thus remains absorbed in his Guru, he 

says: “(O’ my friends) the person, who by Guru’s grace is attuned in a thoughtless 

meditation of God (his or her sexual desire is so stilled, that he or she) cannot be 

called a male or female, because that one always remains attuned to that God whose 

(divine) light pervades all the three worlds, and both gods and mortals always seek the 

shelter of that eternal Master.” (4) 
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Elaborating on the excellences of God and living in the pool of Guru’s congregation, 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, by living in the pool of the Guru’s congregation, the 

swan-like) Guru’s followers, attain to that God, who is the source of divine bliss, and 

support of the unsupported. By meditating on Him and reflecting on His merits, the 

Guru’s followers remain in a state of equipoise. (They realize that God) is the lover of 

devotees and destroyer of fear. By stilling their ego (and by participating in the holy 

congregation, the Guru’s followers) are attuned to God’s feet (His Name).” (5) 

Commenting on the insights gained by the Guru’s followers, into the ways of the 

world, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, a Guru’s follower realizes that) we have come 

into this world with death already written in our destiny, therefore even if we make 

countless efforts, death would still torture us. (But still a self-conceited person) wastes 

his or her valuable life in duality (love of worldly riches). Such a person does not 

reflect on the self and keeps crying in doubt.” (6) 

Now contrasting the above with the conduct of a Guru’s follower, he says: “(A Guru’s 

follower) says, reads, and listens about one (God alone), and finds all his or her 

support in that God, who is supporting the entire universe. If such a person’s mind 

becomes accustomed to the fourth state of (bliss), then chastity, austerity, and self-

control get enshrined in that person’s heart.” (7) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by describing the virtues attained by the Guru’s 

followers, who have attained the fourth state of bliss. He says: “Those who have 

become pure by remaining attuned to the true (God), their minds are not stained with 

the dirt (of evils). By acting on the Guru’s word, their fear and doubt hastens away. 

Therefore, Nanak begs for that eternal God whose form is of unparalleled beauty and 

whose existence is before the beginning of time.” (8-1) 

The message of the shabad is that if we want to reunite with our beloved God 

from whom we have been separated for such a long time, then we should seek the 

guidance of the Guru who is like an ocean of virtues and divine wisdom. By 

actively participating in his holy congregation, we should purify our conduct and 

meditate on God’s Name and try to reach the fourth state of complete peace and 

bliss.  

Dhanaasree mehlaa 1. 

sahj milai mili-aa parvaan. 

naa tis maran na aavan jaan. 

thaakur meh daas daas meh so-ay. 

jah daykhaa tah avar na ko-ay. ||1|| 

 

gurmukh bhagat sahj ghar paa-ee-ai. 

bin gur bhaytay mar aa-ee-ai jaa-ee-ai. 

||1|| rahaa-o. 
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so gur kara-o je saach darirh-aavai. 

akath kathaavai sabad milaavai. 

har kay log avar nahee kaaraa. 

saacha-o thaakur saach pi-aaraa. ||2|| 
 

tan meh manoo-aa man meh saachaa. 

so saachaa mil saachay raachaa. 

sayvak parabh kai laagai paa-ay. 

satgur pooraa milai milaa-ay. ||3|| 
 

aap dikhaavai aapay daykhai. 

hath na pateejai naa baho bhaykhai. 

gharh bhaaday jin amrit paa-i-aa. 

paraym bhagat parabh man             

patee-aa-i-aa. ||4|| 
 

parh parh bhooleh chotaa khaahi. 

bahut si-aanap aavahi jaahi. 

naam japai bha-o bhojan khaa-ay. 

gurmukh sayvak rahay samaa-ay. ||5|| 
 

pooj silaa tirath ban vaasaa. 

bharmat dolat bha-ay udaasaa. 

man mailai soochaa ki-o ho-ay. 

saach milai paavai pat so-ay. ||6|| 
 

aachaaraa veechaar sareer. 

aad jugaad sahj man Dheer. 

pal pankaj meh kot uDhaaray. 

kar kirpaa gur mayl pi-aaray. ||7|| 
 

kis aagai parabh tuDh saalaahee. 

tuDh bin doojaa mai ko naahee. 

Ji-o tuDh bhaavai ti-o raakh rajaa-ay. 

naanak sahj bhaa-ay gun gaa-ay. ||8||2|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-1 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji compared the Guru to a beautiful lake of jewels of 

(God’s Name), and a Guru’s follower) to a swan who eagerly pecks at these jewels 

and finds life breath of his or her soul (the beloved God). In this shabad, he explains 

how a Guru’s follower remains attached to his Guru and God and becomes acceptable 

to them. 
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He says: “(O’ my friends), that one alone who meets (God) in a very gradual and calm 

manner is (considered truly) approved. The thought of death or coming and going no 

longer arises in (that person’s mind. Such a) servant remains absorbed in the Master, 

and Master in the servant. (Wherever such a servant) sees, he or she sees no one else 

(except God).” (1) 

Guru Ji now tells us the way adopting which we can find that devotion which brings 

us peace and poise and how important it is. He says: “(O’ my friends), it is only 

through the grace of the Guru that we obtain the devotion (of God) and state of poise; 

without seeing (and following) the Guru, we suffer death and keep coming and 

going.” (1-pause) 

But the question is how can we find a true Guru who can give us the right kind of 

advice or guidance. In this regard Guru Ji advises: “(O’ my friends), follow (only) that 

Guru who makes you contemplate on that true (God), who makes you utter the praise 

of the indescribable (God), and unites (you with God) through his word (the Gurbani). 

For true servants of God, there is no other task (except meditation on God). True is 

their Master, and Truth is dear (to them.)” (2) 

Describing further the conduct of the true servant who has met the perfect Guru and 

through him the perfect God, Guru Ji says: “(The servant) who finds a true Guru, the 

(Guru) unites (that servant with God). Such a servant remains attuned to God’s 

(Name, His immaculate) feet. Such a person’s mind (then doesn’t run here and there 

after Maya, it remains) within his or her body, and the true (eternal God) always 

remains in that one’s mind. Such a person becomes true (or eternal) who upon 

meeting the (true) God is absorbed in Him.” (3) 

However, Guru Ji cautions us against ever feeling proud or egoistic on account of our 

efforts, because actually it is God Himself who is performing all these acts and 

making us love Him and get united with him. He says: “(O’ my friends), on His own 

(God) shows (His sight through the Guru), and Himself sees (and looks at one’s 

deeds). He is neither impressed by (any kinds of difficult worships done through) 

obstinacy, nor by many (false holy) garbs. (Actually that God), who after fashioning 

the (human) vessels, has put the rejuvenating nectar (of His Name) in them, their mind 

has been allured with (His) loving devotion).” (4) 

Guru Ji also wants to warn us against being proud of our scholarship, or study of 

scriptures, and not meditating on God, with true loving devotion. He says: “(O’ my 

friends, by) studying more and more (books, they who become proud and) forget 

(God), keep suffering (spiritual) blows, and (because of their) too much cleverness 

they keep coming and going (in and out of the world. On the other hand), one who 

meditates on God's Name, and (always remains under the fear of God, (as if) eats the 

food of God’s fear, such a Guru following servant remains absorbed (in God).”(5) 

Next commenting on the conduct of those who worship statues, live in holy places,   

or in jungles and mountains, Guru Ji says: “They who worship statues, bathe at holy  
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places, live in forests, or are detached (from the world) keep wandering in doubt; if 

their mind remains dirty (with the scum of evil thoughts), how can they become pure? 

Only the one who is merged in the true (God obtains honor (in God’s court) by 

meditating on His Name.)” (6) 

Guru Ji now shows us what we should do instead of useless rituals and ways of works. 

Praying on our behalf, he says: “O' my beloved (God), show mercy and unite me with 

(the true) Guru, whose mind always remains stabilized in peace and poise, and (who is 

civilized in) conduct (and immaculate) in thoughts, and who emancipates millions (of 

people) in an instant like the twinkling of an eye.” (7) 

As if realizing that God may not like His direct praise, Guru Ji expresses his difficulty 

and says: “O' God, before whom, may I praise You, because except You (I cannot see) 

anyone else. So, howsoever it pleases You, keep me in Your will, so that Nanak may 

keep singing Your praises in a state of peace and poise.” (8-2) 

The message of this shabad is that holy garbs, austerity, or rituals do not please 

God. Union with God cannot be obtained without following a true Guru, who 

himself has seen God and helps others to experience Him. It is only by following 

the true Guru that we meet God and live in eternal peace. 

Dhanaasree mehlaa 5 ghar 6 

asatpadee 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

jo jo joonee aa-i-o tih tih urjhaa-i-o 
maanas janam sanjog paa-i-aa. 

taakee hai ot saaDh raakho day kar haath 

kar kirpaa maylhu har raa-i-aa. ||1|| 
 

anik janam bharam thit nahee paa-ee. 

kara-o sayvaa gur laaga-o charan govind 
jee kaa maarag dayh jee bataa-ee. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 
 

anik upaav kara-o maa-i-aa ka-o bachit 

Dhara-o mayree mayree karat sad hee 
vihaavai. 

SGGS  P-687 

ko-ee aiso ray bhaytai sant mayree laahai 
sagal chint thaakur si-o mayraa rang 

laavai. ||2|| 
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parhay ray sagal bayd nah chookai man 

bhayd ik khin na Dheereh mayray ghar kay 
panchaa. 

ko-ee aiso ray bhagat jo maa-i-aa tay rahat 

ik amrit naam mayrai ridai sinchaa. ||3|| 

 

jaytay ray tirath naa-ay ahaN-buDh mail 
laa-ay ghar ko thaakur ik til na maanai. 

kad paava-o saaDhsang har har sadaa 

aanand gi-aan anjan mayraa man isnaanai. 
||4|| 

 

sagal asram keenay manoo-aa nah 

pateenay bibaykheen dayhee Dho-ay. 

ko-ee paa-ee-ai ray purakh biDhaataa 

paarbarahm kai rang raataa mayray man 

kee durmat mal kho-ay. ||5|| 

 

karam Dharam jugtaa nimakh na hayt 

kartaa garab garab parhai kahee na 
laykhai. 

jis bhaytee-ai safal moorat karai sadaa 
keerat gur parsaad ko-oo naytarahu 

paykhai. ||6|| 
 

manhath jo kamaavai til na laykhai paavai 

bagul Ji-o Dhi-aan laavai maa-i-aa ray 
Dhaaree. 

ko-ee aiso ray sukhah daa-ee parabh kee 

kathaa sunaa-ee tis bhaytay gat ho-ay 
hamaaree. ||7|| 
 

suparsan gopaal raa-ay kaatai ray banDhan 

maa-ay gur kai sabad mayraa man raataa. 

sadaa sadaa aanand bhayti-o nirbhai 
gobind sukh naanak laaDhay har charan 

paraataa. ||8|| 
 

safal safal bha-ee safal jaatraa. 

aavan jaan rahay milay saaDhaa. ||1|| 
rahaa-o doojaa. ||1||3||. 
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Dhanasari Mehla-5 Ghar-6 Ashtpadi 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that holy garbs, austerity, or rituals do not 

please God. Union with God cannot be obtained without following a true Guru, who 

himself has seen God and helps others to experience Him. It is only by following the 

true Guru that we meet God and live in eternal peace. In this shabad, he reminds us 

how valuable our life is, but how we are wasting this precious life in all kinds of 

pursuits of Maya or empty rituals without real love and devotion for God in our heart. 

He also tells us how we need to shape our life according to the advice (or Baani of the 

Guru) and make this life fruitful and meet God, which is the real objective of this life.  

He says: “(O’ my friends), in whatever species (a soul) took birth remains entangled 

in that. But only through good fortune, a rare one obtained birth as a human being. O' 

saint (Guru), I have depended on your support, extending your hand, please save me 

(from falling into existences again), and showing your grace unite me with God the 

King.” (1) 

Making a confession on our behalf, he says: “I have been wandering through 

countless existences, but I have not obtained peace. Now falling at your feet (O’ 

Guru), I serve you. (Please) tell me the way to meet God.” (1-pause) 

Continuing his prayer, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my Guru, every day) I make innumerable 

efforts and keep thinking about worldly wealth in my mind. (In this way, my entire 

life) is always being spent obsessing about mine (this or mine that. Now, I wish that) I 

may meet some such saint, who may remove all my worry and imbue me with love for 

God.” (2) 

Now speaking on behalf of those who have read all Vedas and other scriptures, but 

still find no true peace of mind, Guru Ji says: “I have read through all the Vedas (and 

other such books), but still the doubts of my mind have not been removed, and the 

five (faculties of sight, sound, smell, touch, and taste in my) body are not pacified 

even for a moment. (I still suffer from the impulses for lust and greed etc. Now, I wish 

that I may meet) some such devotee who himself is above the influence of worldly 

riches and power and may irrigate my mind with the nectar (of God's Name).” (3) 

Next talking on behalf of those who might have taken the trouble of visiting and 

bathing at all the holy places, but still found their mind polluted with evil thoughts and 

stained with more mud of ego, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), at how so many 

pilgrimage places I have bathed, I gathered that much more mud of egoistic intellect, 

(and God) the Master of my mind is not pleased even a bit (by any such ablutions. So 

now I wonder) when shall I obtain the company of saint (Guru, enjoy) the bliss of 

God’s (Name), and my mind may bathe in the pond of (divine) wisdom.” (4) 

According to Hindu Dharma, a man’s life is divided into four stages or Ashrams, 

called Brahamcharya, Grihsat Sanyas, and Vaanprast. In the first stage from the age 

of 1-25, a person is supposed to keep studying and remain celibate. In the second 

stage from twenty six to fifty years, he should marry and take care of the family. In  
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the third stage from fifty-one to seventy five, he should detach from family and devote 

himself to worship and faith rituals. In the last stage, he should retire to forests and 

devote himself completely to God’s worship and self-actualization. Speaking on 

behalf of those who have faithfully followed the above codes of conduct, Guru Ji says: 

“I have performed duties of all the Ashrams, but my mind has not been satiated, and 

without any discriminating knowledge I have been washing my body. (I wish that), I 

may find some person imbued with God’s love who may dispel the evil dirt of my 

mind.” (5) 

Next Guru Ji comments on the futility of all these rituals and ceremonies, which many 

people, perform in the belief that those rituals would lead them to salvation. He says: 

“(O’ my friends), the one who remains attached to the deeds and rituals (of one’s 

religion), but doesn’t love God even for a moment enters into ego again and again, 

(therefore none of those rituals) are taken into account. But the one who meets (the 

Guru) who makes all the efforts fruitful always sings praises of God. However by the 

grace of (such a) Guru, only some rare one sees (God) with one’s own eyes.” (6) 

Now commenting on the futility of such things as sitting in meditative poses for 

extremely long periods through sheer obstinacy of mind, but without (true) love for 

God, Guru Ji says: “(The person) who performs some deeds (such as sitting still in 

front of smoldering fire for long hours, or sleeping on a bed of nails) with the 

obstinacy of mind, not even an iota (of the effort of such a person) is taken into 

account. He or she is meditating like a crane, and (torturing him or herself on the 

prospective) support (of worldly recognition). If I could meet some such giver of 

peace who may recite to me the discourse of God, seeing (and following) him my 

spiritual state could reach become sublime.” (7) 

Finally Guru Ji shares with us the results of the practices adopted by him. He says: 

“(O’ my friends, with whom) God the king becomes pleased, He cuts off that person’s 

bonds of Maya (worldly riches and power). My mind too also remains imbued with 

the love for the Guru's word. (By Guru’s grace), the one who has been blessed with 

the sight of the fearless God, ever and forever a state of bliss remains prevailing in 

that person. In short O’ Nanak, by falling at the feet of God (His Name), such a person 

has obtained (all kinds of) comforts.” (8) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad by sharing with us his personal experience how his    

life has become fruitful, so that we too may try to emulate him. He says: “(O’ my 

friends, by meeting the saint (Guru), my comings and goings (in this world)          

have ended and the journey (of this human life) has become successful and fruitful.” 

(1-pause-second-1-3) 

The message of this shabad is that the human life is priceless. We should not 

waste it in pursuits of Maya or ritualistic acts of visiting different pilgrimage 

places or reading the holy books, without true love for God in our mind. Instead 

following the guidance of the Guru, we should meditate on God's Name with love 

and devotion, so that our journey of life may become fruitful and achieve its 

purpose of uniting with God. 
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Dhanaasree mehlaa 1 chhant 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

tirath naavan jaa-o tirath naam hai. 

tirath sabad beechaar antar gi-aan hai. 

gur gi-aan saachaa thaan tirath das 
purab sadaa dasaahraa. 

ha-o naam har kaa sadaa jaacha-o dayh 

parabh DharneeDharaa. 

sansaar rogee naam daaroo mail laagai 

sach binaa. 

gur vaak nirmal sadaa chaanan nit saach 
tirath majnaa. ||1|| 

 

saach na laagai mail ki-aa mal Dho-ee-ai. 

guneh haar paro-ay kis ka-o ro-ee-ai. 

veechaar maarai tarai taarai ulat jon na 

aav-ay. 

aap paaras param Dhi-aanee saach 
saachay bhaav-ay. 

aanand an-din harakh saachaa dookh 

kilvikh parharay. 

sach naam paa-i-aa gur dikhaa-i-aa mail 
naahee sach manay. ||2|| 

 

sangat meet milaap pooraa naavno. 

SGGS  P-688 

gaavai gaavanhaar sabad suhaavano. 

saalaahi saachay man satgur punn daan 

da-i-aa matay. 

pir sang bhaavai sahj naavai baynee ta 

sangam sat satay. 

aaraaDh aykankaar saachaa nit day-ay 
charhai savaa-i-aa. 

gat sang meetaa santsangat kar nadar 

mayl milaa-i-aa. ||3|| 
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kahan kahai sabh ko-ay kayvad     

aakhee-ai. 
ha-o moorakh neech ajaan samjhaa 

saakhee-ai. 

sach gur kee saakhee amrit bhaakhee tit 
man maani-aa mayraa. 

kooch karahi aavahi bikh laaday sabad 

sachai gur mayraa. 

aakhan tot na bhagat bhandaaree 

bharipur rahi-aa so-ee. 

naanak saach kahai baynantee man 
maaNjai sach so-ee. ||4||1|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-1 (Chhant) 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji explained how all these empty rituals, such as reading 

holy books, or bathing at different pilgrimage stations are of no use unless we have 

true love for God in our minds. Particularly regarding visiting and bathing at the 

pilgrimage places in stanza (4) of the above shabad, he stated that how so many 

pilgrimage places, one bathes, one gathers that much more egoistic intellect, (and 

God) the Master is not pleased even a bit (by any such ablutions). In this shabad, 

Guru Ji tells us, what kind of holy places he goes to wash off the undesirable instincts 

in his own mind, and what advice he has for us, on the basis of his experience. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), I also go to bathe at holy places, (but for me), the true 

place of pilgrimage is (God’s) Name. (For me) reflection on the (Guru’s) word, and 

inner (divine) knowledge is the holy place. (Yes, for me the divine) knowledge 

bestowed by the Guru is the everlasting place of pilgrimage, where always the 

confluence of the ten (most auspicious) festivals is being celebrated (See Note 

Below). I always beg for the Name of God (and pray): “O' God, the supporter of the 

earth, bestow upon me (that Name, because I know that this entire) world is diseased 

(with the malady of evils, and God's) Name is the only medicine for it, and without 

the true (Name), it gets stained with the dirt (of evil thoughts. Gurbani), the Guru's 

word is immaculate, which always provides light (and shows one the way to avoid the 

evil influences, and this is like taking) a daily bath at the holy place of truth.” (1) 

Elaborating on the virtues of bathing at such a pool of truth, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my 

friends), when we bathe at the holy place of truth and start living a truthful life, then) 

no evil dirt sullies us, and there is nothing left to wash. (Or we can say that) after 

weaving a necklace of virtues (and putting it around our necks), there is nothing left to 

(ask or) cry for. (Yes, the one who by) reflecting (on the Guru’s word) stills (the 

mind) crosses over (the worldly ocean himself and helps) others to cross over also, 

and doesn’t return to (this world and) goes through existences again. In this way one 

becomes (pure like the) philosopher’s stone (and such an embodiment of) truth seems 

pleasing to the true (God). Within such a person, a state of true happiness and bliss  
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keeps prevailing everyday, and all the pains caused by any bad deeds are destroyed. 

(In this way, the one who) has obtained the eternal (God’s) Name, whom the Guru has 

shown (the eternal God), that one’s true (and pure) mind never gets stained with dirt  

(of evil thoughts).” (2) 

Next Guru Ji tells us where and how we should take a bath, which is truly holy and 

emancipating and what are its merits. He says: “(O’ my friends), union with (God our 

true) friend in (holy) congregation is the perfect ablution. By singing praises of the 

praiseworthy (God) through the Guru’s word, (one’s life) becomes beauteous. They 

who praise the eternal (God) by believing (and following) the true Guru, their intellect 

becomes charitable and compassionate. When in a state of equipoise one bathes (in 

the pool of holy congregation), the company of the Master seems pleasing, as if one 

has taken a pure and true bath at the confluence and junction of the three holiest 

(Indian) rivers (Ganges, Yamuna, and Saraswati). Therefore (O' my friends), meditate 

on the one true Creator of the universe, who always keeps giving more and more. In 

the holy congregation in the company of the saint Guru, one’s spiritual state becomes 

supreme, and with His glance of grace (God) unites such a person (with Him).” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad by impressing upon us the innumerable and 

indescribable virtues of God. He says: “(O’ my friends), everyone describes God's 

virtues (and says He is great), but how great is He, no one can say that. (As for me), I 

am a lowly foolish person. I only understand through (some reliable) testimony. (I 

know that) testimony of the Guru is true; it utters nectar like (sweet, and immortal 

words. This testimony) has convinced my mind. (This testimony tells that ordinarily 

mortals) come into this world, laden with the poison of Maya (worldly riches and 

power), and depart (from the world no better than before, and so they keep going 

through rounds of birth and death. However there are some) who through the true 

word (of praise of the eternal God) meet my Guru; (the Guru saves them. O’ my 

friends, unlimited are the virtues of God, by) uttering these, no shortage occurs (in His 

virtues). Storehouses of His devotion are brimful (and no shortage ever occurs in these 

by distributing the gifts of devotion). That God is fully pervading everywhere. Nanak 

says, the one who makes true supplication (to God from the core of one’s heart), that 

one alone cleanses the mind and becomes an embodiment of the true (God).” (4-1) 

The message of this shabad is that instead of visiting pilgrimage places and 

bathing the body without truly cleansing the mind of its evil thoughts, we should 

try to remain absorbed in the love of God and truthful in our acts, and through 

the Guru's advice mediate on God's Name with true love and devotion of our 

mind. Then we would obtain the merits of bathing at all the holy places of the 

world. In other words, the true pilgrimage station is within our own mind, where 

we can realize God by meditating on His Name under the guidance of the Guru.  

Note: - According to Hindu belief, the ten most auspicious holy days or festivals are 

Massaya- The dark moon less night, Sangraand- The first day of solar month, Pooran 

Masshi- Night of full moon, Chaanana- a special light day, Sunday, Solar eclipse, 

Lunar eclipse, two eighth days of Moon waxing and waning rounds and two nights 

before the full moon, and no moon. 
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Dhanaasree mehlaa 1. 

jeevaa tayrai naa-ay man aanand hai 

jee-o. 
saacho saachaa naa-o gun govind hai 

jee-o. 

gur gi-aan apaaraa sirjanhaaraa jin 
sirjee tin go-ee. 

parvaanaa aa-i-aa hukam pathaa-i-aa 

fayr na sakai ko-ee. 

aapay kar vaykhai sir sir laykhai aapay 

surat bujhaa-ee. 

naanak saahib agam agochar jeevaa 
sachee naa-ee. ||1|| 

 

tum sar avar na ko-ay aa-i-aa jaa-isee 

jee-o. 

hukmee ho-ay nibayrh bharam chukaa-

isee jee-o. 

gur bharam chukaa-ay akath kahaa-ay 
sach meh saach samaanaa. 

aap upaa-ay aap samaa-ay hukmee 

hukam pachhaanaa. 

sachee vadi-aa-ee gur tay paa-ee too 

man ant sakhaa-ee. 

naanak saahib avar na doojaa naam 
tayrai vadi-aa-ee. ||2|| 

 

too sachaa sirjanhaar alakh sirandi-aa 
jee-o. 

ayk saahib du-ay raah vaad vaDhandi-

aa jee-o. 
du-ay raah chalaa-ay hukam sabaa-ay 

janam mu-aa sansaaraa. 

naam binaa naahee ko baylee bikh 
laadee sir bhaaraa. 

hukmee aa-i-aa hukam na boojhai 

hukam savaaranhaaraa. 

naanak saahib sabad sinjaapai saachaa 

sirjanhaaraa. ||3|| 
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bhagat soheh darvaar sabad suhaa-i-aa 

jee-o. 

boleh amrit baan rasan rasaa-i-aa jee-o. 

rasan rasaa-ay naam tisaa-ay gur kai 

sabad vikaanay. 

paaras parsi-ai paaras ho-ay jaa tayrai 
man bhaanay. 

amraa pad paa-i-aa aap gavaa-i-aa 

virlaa gi-aan veechaaree. 

naanak bhagat sohan dar saachai 
saachay kay vaapaaree. ||4|| 

bhookh pi-aaso aath ki-o dar jaa-isaa   

jee-o. 

SGGS  P-689 

satgur poochha-o jaa-ay naam Dhi-aa-
isaa jee-o. 

sach naam Dhia- a- ee  saach chavaa -

ee gurmukh saach pachhaanaa. 

deenaa naath da-i-aal niranjan an-din 

naam vakhaanaa. 

karnee kaar Dharahu furmaa-ee aap 
mu-aa man maaree. 

naanak naam mahaa ras meethaa 

tarisnaa naam nivaaree. ||5||2|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-1 

In the previous two shabads, Guru Ji described the futility of performing various faith 

rituals or going to different pilgrimage stations and advised us to meditate on God's 

Name and thereby purify our mind. In this shabad, he elaborates on the value of 

Name. He also comments on the nature of the world, how it is subject to the will of 

God, and shows us the way to beg God for the gift of the Name, which is our true 

support and sustenance.  

He says: “O' God, I live (meditating) on Your Name, (because by doing so a state of) 

bliss wells up in my mind. (O’ my friends), eternal is the true God’s Name and 

treasure of praises is that Master of the earth. The divine knowledge provided by the 

Guru (tells us that) limitless is our Creator and He who has created (this universe has 

destroyed (it also). When a summon sent under (God’s) command (for anybody’s 

recall from this world, i.e. death) arrives, then nobody can turn it back (and escape  
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death). God Himself creates (the creatures) and looks after them. He Himself scribes 

the destiny on everyone’s forehead, and He Himself makes one understand (the right 

conduct of life). O' Nanak, the Master is beyond the reach of (our) understanding 

faculties; I live by meditating on (His) eternal Name.” (1) 

Now Guru Ji sheds light on the omnipotence of God, how the Guru is able to remove 

our doubts, and how by following his instruction, we can obtain honor and glory. He 

says “O' God, there is no one equal to You. (Whosoever) has come into this world has 

to go from it (one day). By (Your) command one is emancipated, and one’s wandering 

is removed. It is the Guru who removes one’s doubt and makes one utter (praises of 

the) indescribable God. (In this way), one merges in the true (God) becoming the 

embodiment of truth. Such a person understands the command of God, (the supreme) 

commander. He realizes that God) Himself creates and (Himself) absorbs (the world 

back into Him). Through the Guru, the one who has obtained true glory (realizes and 

says: “ O God), in the end You are the friend of one’s mind.” Nanak says: “O’ my 

Master, (except You) there is no other, (by meditating on) Your Name one obtains 

glory.” (2) 

Next Guru Ji explains how God who has created the world has also created the two 

ways of life (one of spiritualism and the other of materialism), what is the true nature 

of humans and how one can realize the eternal God. Acknowledging God as the 

Creator, Guru Ji says: “(O' God), You are the eternal Creator, and incomprehensible 

Maker (of this world). It is the one Master who has put into motion the two ways (of 

life, the one of materialism and the other of spirituality), and the conflict (between the 

two) keeps multiplying. (Yes it is God who has) initiated both the ways, all creatures 

are under His command, and the world keeps on going through birth and death. 

Without the Name (of God) there is no other true companion (of a person in the end), 

but the world has loaded itself with the poison (of Maya, the worldly riches and 

power. It is a pity) that even though one has come (into this world) as per His will, but 

still one doesn’t recognize the will (or command of God, and does not realize that 

only by obeying His) command, one can embellish oneself. O’ Nanak, only by 

listening to the (divine) shabad, one realizes that our Master is the true Creator.” (3) 

Describing the blessings enjoyed by those who listen to the divine word and become 

true devotees of God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), embellished by the (divine) 

word, the devotees look beauteous in (God’s) court. With their tongue immersed in 

the (divine) relish, they utter nectar sweet words. Yes, immersed in its relish they 

become so thirsty for (God’s) Name, (as if they) have sold themselves for the Guru’s 

word. (O’ God), when they became pleasing to Your mind by coming in touch with 

the philosopher stone (Guru, they themselves became like) philosopher stones.” 

Therefore Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), they who have erased their self conceit (and 

listened to the Guru have) obtained the immortal status. However, it is only a rare 

person who reflects on this (divine) wisdom. O' Nanak, (only the true) devotees look 

beauteous at the court of the true (God. They are the) dealers of the eternal (God’s 

Name).” (4)  
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Guru Ji concludes the shabad by putting himself in the shoes of the ordinary humans. 

He first wonders how in spite of all our worldly cravings we can still reach God, and 

after finding the answers, he shares these with us. He says: “(O’ my friends, when I 

examined myself, I found that I) am hungry and thirsty for worldly wealth. (In other 

words, I am a greedy person, so how could I reach the court (of God? I resolved that I) 

should go and ask from the true Guru, (the way out. Then in accordance with his 

instruction, I resolved that) I should meditate on God's Name. By meditating on the 

true Name, by always uttering (the Name of) the eternal (God) and by Guru’s grace, I 

should recognize the true (God). Yes, I should utter the Name of the merciful and 

immaculate God day and night, who is the support of the support less. (However), 

only the one whom God has blessed (with this gift) from the very beginning by 

shedding ego has controlled the mind. O' Nanak, (to such a person) the relish of 

(God’s) Name seems the sweetest, and through God's Name has got rid of his (or her 

thirst of worldly) desire.” (5-2) 

The message of this shabad is that as per the will of God, humans come into this 

world, but soon after birth they forget and forsake their Creator, and as per His 

will they go into different ways of materialism or spiritualism. It is only when one 

meets the true Guru and follows his immaculate advice that one meditates on 

God’s Name, stills one’s ego and greed for material things and ultimately merges 

in Him. 

Dhanaasree chhant mehlaa 1. 

pir sang mooth-rhee-ay khabar na       

paa-ee-aa jee-o. 
mastak likhi-arhaa laykh purab       

kamaa-i-aa jee-o. 

laykh na mit-ee purab kamaa-i-aa ki-aa 
jaanaa ki-aa hosee. 

gunee achaar nahee rang raatee avgun 

bahi bahi rosee. 

Dhan joban aak kee chhaa-i-aa biraDh 

bha-ay din punni-aa. 

naanak naam binaa dohaagan chhootee 
jhooth vichhunni-aa. ||1|| 

 

boodee ghar ghaali-o gur kai bhaa-ay 

chalo. 

saachaa naam Dhi-aa-ay paavahi sukh 

mahlo. 
har naam Dhi-aa-ay taa sukh paa-ay     

pay-ee-arhai din chaaray. 
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nij ghar jaa-ay bahai sach paa-ay an-din 

naal pi-aaray. 

vin bhagtee ghar vaas na hovee      
suni-ahu lok sabaa-ay. 

naanak sarsee taa pir paa-ay raatee 

saachai naa-ay. ||2|| 

 

pir Dhan bhaavai taa pir bhaavai naaree 

jee-o. 
rang pareetam raatee gur kai sabad 

veechaaree jee-o. 

gur sabad veechaaree naah pi-aaree niv 
niv bhagat karay-ee. 

maa-i-aa moh jalaa-ay pareetam ras 

meh rang karay-ee. 

parabh saachay saytee rang rangaytee 

laal bha-ee man maaree. 

naanak saach vasee sohagan pir si-o 
pareet pi-aaree. ||3|| 

 

pir ghar sohai naar jay pir bhaav-ay    
jee-o. 

jhoothay vain chavay kaam na aav-ay    

jee-o. 
jhooth alaavai kaam na aavai naa pir 

daykhai nainee. 

avguni-aaree kant visaaree chhootee 
viDhan rainee. 

gur sabad na maanai faahee faathee 

saa Dhan mahal na paa-ay. 

naanak aapay aap pachhaanai gurmukh 

sahj samaa-ay. ||4|| 

 

Dhan sohagan naar jin pir jaani-aa    

jee-o. 

naam binaa koorhi-aar koorh     
kamaani-aa jee-o. 

har bhagat suhaavee saachay bhaavee 

bhaa-ay bhagat parabh raatee. 

pir ralee-aalaa joban baalaa tis raavay 

rang raatee. 
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gur sabad vigaasee saho raavaasee fal 

paa-i-aa gunkaaree. 

naanak saach milai vadi-aa-ee pir ghar 
sohai naaree. ||5||3|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-1 

In this shabad, Guru Ji uses the metaphor of a bride for the soul and addressing this 

bride (soul), he tells us how in spite of being near God, she doesn’t recognize Him and 

therefore suffers and grieves because of her own sinful worldly pursuits. Guru Ji then 

gives some practical suggestions to this bride (soul, and indirectly all of us,) how she 

can win back the love and affection of God by following the advice of the Guru and 

enjoy everlasting peace and bliss.  

Addressing the soul (bride) Guru Ji says: “(O' the bride soul), misled (by false worldly 

allurements, God your) Spouse is with you, (but) you are not even aware of it. (But 

you are helpless,) on account of your pre-written destiny, based on your past deeds, 

such is your fate. (This prescribed) destiny cannot be erased and no bride knows what 

would happen (to her) in future. (The bride soul) who has neither merits, nor knows 

any good life conduct, nor is imbued with the love (of God) would sit and grieve over 

her faults again and again. (O’ bride soul), wealth and youth are like the shadow of 

Akk (a very small plant in India) . When one becomes old, ultimately the days of one’s 

life are exhausted (and then this youth and wealth desert one’s company. In short, O’) 

Nanak, without God's Name (one becomes like a) deserted bride, who is separated 

(from her spouse because of her) false ways.” (1) 

Still using the metaphor of the soul (bride), Guru Ji now warns us about our life 

conduct and tells us some practical things, which could still save us. He says: “O' the 

drowned soul bride, (because of your worldly greed) you have destroyed your house. 

(I tell you that you better) live your life as per the Guru’s advice, so that by meditating 

on the true Name, you may peacefully obtain (entry into God’s) mansion. Only by 

meditating on God's Name (a bride soul) can obtain (lasting) peace, because she has to 

live only for a few days in (this world, which is like) her parent’s house. By 

meditating on God’s Name), a bride goes to live peacefully (in God’s mansion, which 

is truly) her own home, where she) meets her true (Spouse) and spends day and night 

with her beloved (God). Therefore listen O’ all people, without devotion (to God, the 

mind) cannot (steadily) reside in its own home (and keeps wandering around). O' 

Nanak, only when imbued with the love of true (God’s) Name, the soul is immersed in 

divine bliss and one obtains her Spouse.” (2) 

Guru Ji now tells us how a bride (soul) can become pleasing and loving to God, and 

then how she enjoys the love of her beloved Spouse. He says: “It is only when the 

groom (God) seems pleasing to the bride (soul), that bride (soul starts) seeming dear 

to the groom (God). Imbued with her beloved’s love, she reflects on the Guru's 

hymns. (Then such a soul bride who) reflects on (Gurbani) the Guru's word becomes 

dear to her Spouse, and bending down again and again (to express her humility, she)  
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worships Him. Her beloved Spouse burns away her attachment (for worldly riches and 

power), and immersed in the relish (of God’s Name, she enjoys the bliss of His) love. 

Thus imbued with the love of the true God and stilling her mind, she becomes 

beauteous (in her life conduct). O' Nanak, by abiding in truth and by imbuing herself 

with the love of her Spouse, the happy bride becomes dear (to Him).” (3) 

However, Guru Ji wants to impress upon us the importance of true love for God and 

not a false love or just a false show off. He also draws our attention to enshrining the 

Guru’s advice in our heart. He says: “(O’ my friends), the soul bride looks beauteous 

in her Groom’s house, only if she seems loving to her spouse (God). If she utters 

(only) false words (in His praise, these) serve no purpose. Her lies are neither of any 

use, nor she is able to see the Spouse with her eyes. The spouse (God) has deserted 

such an un-virtuous (bride), she becomes a divorcee and the night (span of her life) 

passes in agony. The bride (soul) who does not obey the Guru's word (of advice) is 

caught in the noose of death, and such a bride does not ever obtain to the (God’s) 

palace. O' Nanak, (it is only when the soul) recognizes its own self (its true essence, 

only) then through the Guru's advice, it can imperceptibly merge in the true God.” (4) 

Guru Ji now congratulates the bride (soul) who has realized her groom God and 

describes how she enjoys the love of her playful and colorful Spouse. He says: “(O’ 

my friends), blessed is the bride (soul) who has realized the Spouse. But that bride is 

false who is without (the love of His) Name and earns only falsehood. However, the 

bride (soul) who embellishes her life through loving devotion seems pleasing to the 

true (God), and she remains imbued with the loving adoration of her God. Then 

imbued in His love, she enjoys the company of her colorful, youthful and ever-fresh 

Spouse day and night. In short (the bride soul) who through the Guru’s word has 

bloomed (with spiritual delight), imbued with His love, she enjoys His company and 

has obtained the fruit, which has many meritorious qualities. Nanak says, (such a 

bride soul) is blessed with true glory and that woman looks beauteous in the house of 

her Spouse.” (5-3) 

The message of this shabad is that our spouse (God) is always with us, but we 

don’t realize Him. We can easily recognize Him and enjoy the bliss of His 

company if we listen to Guru’s advice, live a truthful life, and truly love Him 

from the core of our heart.  

SGGS  P-690 

Dhanaasree chhant mehlaa 4 ghar 1 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

har jee-o kirpaa karay taa naam          

Dhi-aa-ee-ai jee-o. 
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satgur milai subhaa-ay sahj gun gaa-ee-ai 

jee-o. 

gun gaa-ay vigsai sadaa an-din jaa aap 
saachay bhaav-ay. 

ahaNkaar ha-umai tajai maa-i-aa sahj 

naam samaav-ay. 

aap kartaa karay so-ee aap day-ay ta 

paa-ee-ai. 

har jee-o kirpaa karay taa naam          
Dhi-aa-ee-ai jee-o. ||1|| 

 

andar saachaa nayhu pooray satigurai 

jee-o. 
ha-o tis sayvee din raat mai kaday na 

veesrai jee-o. 

kaday na visaaree an-din samHaaree jaa 
naam la-ee taa jeevaa. 

sarvanee sunee ta ih man tariptai 

gurmukh amrit peevaa. 

nadar karay taa satgur maylay an-din 

bibayk buDh bichrai. 

andar saachaa nayhu pooray satigurai. 
||2|| 

 

satsangat milai vadbhaag taa har ras    
aav-ay jee-o. 

an-din rahai liv laa-ay ta sahj samaav-ay 

jee-o. 

sahj samaavai taa har man bhaavai sadaa 

ateet bairaagee. 

halat palat sobhaa jag antar raam naam 
liv laagee. 

harakh sog duhaa tay muktaa jo parabh 

karay so bhaav-ay. 

satsangat milai vadbhaag taa har ras    
aav-ay jee-o. ||3|| 

 

doojai bhaa-ay dukh ho-ay manmukh jam 
johi-aa jee-o. 
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haa-ay haa-ay karay din raat maa-i-aa 

dukh mohi-aa jee-o. 

maa-i-aa dukh mohi-aa ha-umai rohi-aa 
mayree mayree karat vihaava-ay. 

jo parabh day-ay tis chaytai naahee ant 

ga-i-aa pachhutaava-ay. 

bin naavai ko saath na chaalai putar 

kaltar maa-i-aa Dhohi-aa. 

doojai bhaa-ay dukh ho-ay manmukh jam 
johi-aa jee-o. ||4|| 

 

kar kirpaa layho milaa-ay mahal har    

paa-i-aa jee-o. 

sadaa rahai kar jorh parabh man        

bhaa-i-aa jee-o. 

parabh man bhaavai taa hukam samaavai 
hukam man sukh paa-i-aa. 

an-din japat rahai din raatee sehjay naam 

Dhi-aa-i-aa. 

naamo naam milee vadi-aa-ee naanak 
naam man bhaav-ay. 

kar kirpaa layho milaa-ay mahal har 

paav-ay jee-o. ||5||1|| 

Dhanasari Chhant Mehla-4 Ghar-1 

In the previous so many shabads, Guru Ji has been stressing upon the need for us to 

seek the guidance of the Guru and under his guidance meditate on God's Name. In this 

shabad, he wants us to realize that in fact this gift of holy company and the gift of 

meditation on God’s Name is obtained only when God Himself shows His own mercy 

on us. In other words, if we are doing any of these things, such as going to the holy 

congregation or trying to live in accordance with the guidance of the Guru or 

meditating on God's Name, then instead of feeling conceited about it we should be 

thankful to God that He has shown His grace and mercy on us and is bestowing this 

invaluable gift of Name on us. 

Therefore Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), only when the reverend God shows mercy 

can we meditate on (His) Name, and when in a natural way we meet the true Guru that 

we can sing (God’s) praises in a state of poise. When it so pleases the true (God), then 

one remains in bloom day and night by singing His praises. Then one forsakes 

arrogance, self-conceit, (and worldly attachment or) Maya, and through (meditation 

on) the Name, merges in a state of peace and poise. (But again) it is the Creator (God)  
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who does everything Himself, and only when He Himself gives (this gift) that we get 

it, and only when the reverend God shows mercy that we can meditate on (His) 

Name.” (1) 

Next Guru Ji shares with us his own state of mind. He tells us how the true Guru has 

enshrined God's Name in him and what he is doing now day and night. He says: “(O’ 

my friends), the perfect true Guru has enshrined within me a true love for God; now I 

remember Him day and night and He never goes out of my mind. Yes, I never forsake 

Him, and day and night I remember Him (in my heart). Because I survive only when I 

meditate on (His) Name. When I hear (God's Name), this mind is satiated (from 

worldly riches), and through the Guru's (word) I drink the nectar (of God’s Name. 

But) only when He shows His grace does He unite one with the true Guru, and then a 

sense of discrimination prevails (in one’s mind). The perfect true Guru has enshrined 

a true love for God within me.” (2) 

Elaborating on the necessity and blessings of the holy congregation, Guru Ji says: 

“(O’ my friends), only when by great good fortune one is blessed with holy 

congregation does one obtain the relish of God’s (Name). If day and night one 

remains attuned (to God), then one merges in the state of poise. When one merges in 

the state of poise, one seems pleasing to God’s mind, and then forever becomes 

detached from Maya (the worldly riches and power). Then one’s glory spreads, both 

in this and the next world, while the mind remains attuned to God’s Name. One 

becomes free (from the effect) of both pleasure and pain; whatever God does seems 

pleasing. (O’ my friends), only when by great good fortune, one is blessed with holy 

congregation, that one obtains the relish of God’s (Name).” (3)  

Now Guru Ji describes the state of mind of those, who remain in love with duality or 

worldly things instead of loving God, such as their wealth, possessions, or relatives. 

He says: “(O’ my friends, when instead of God), one remains in love with duality (or 

worldly riches and relatives), one suffers in pain, and the demon of death has kept 

such a self- conceited person under his eye (or close scrutiny). Then caught in the pain 

of worldly affairs, one suffers from anger due to one’s ego, and spends one’s life 

crying: “this is mine, that is mine.” Then one doesn’t remember that it is God who 

gives everything, and in the end when departing (from the world), one repents. Except 

God's Name, no one goes (with the mortal) and one is deceived by worldly attachment 

for one’s sons, wife, (and wealth. Yes, O’ my friends, when instead of God), one 

remains in love with duality, one suffers in pain, and the demon of death has kept such 

self- conceited person under his eye (or close scrutiny).” (4) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad, with a humble address to God. He says: “(O’ reverend 

God), showing mercy, whom You unite (with Yourself), has obtained to the mansion 

of God. Such a person always remains (present before You) with folded hands, and 

God seems pleasing to that person’s mind. When God becomes pleasing to the mind, 

one merges in the will (of God), and by obeying (God's) command has enjoyed peace. 

Then day and night, one keeps remembering God and keeps meditating on the Name 

in a state of peace and poise. Then O’ Nanak, it is only God’s Name which seems  
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pleasing to one’s mind, and by meditating on (God's) Name, one has been blessed 

with the glory of Name. O’ reverend (God), showing mercy whom You unite (with 

Yourself) obtains God’s mansion.” (5-1) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to find eternal peace and union with 

God, then forsaking our self-conceit, joining the holy congregation under the 

guidance of the saint (Guru Granth Sahib Ji), we should meditate on God's 

Name in a state of poise, so that if it so pleases Him, God may unite us with Him. 

SGGS  P-691 

Dhanaasree mehlaa 5 chhant 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

satgur deen da-i-aal jis sang har 

gaavee-ai jee-o. 

amrit har kaa naam saaDhsang 
raavee-ai jee-o. 

bhaj sang saaDhoo ik araaDhoo 
janam maran dukh naas-ay. 

Dhur karam likhi-aa saach sikhi-aa 

katee jam kee faas-ay. 

bhai bharam naathay chhutee 
gaathay jam panth mool na aavee-ai. 

binvant naanak Dhaar kirpaa sadaa 

har gun gaavee-ai. ||1|| 

 

niDhri-aa Dhar ayk naam niranjano 

jee-o. 
too daataa daataar sarab dukh 

bhanjno jee-o. 
dukh harat kartaa sukhah su-aamee 

saran saaDhoo aa-i-aa. 

sansaar saagar mahaa bikh-rhaa pal 
ayk maahi taraa-i-aa. 

poor rahi-aa sarab thaa-ee gur gi-aan 

naytree anjno. 

binvant naanak sadaa simree sarab 
dukh bhai bhanjno. ||2|| 
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aap lee-ay larh laa-ay kirpaa 
Dhaaree-aa jee-o. 

mohi nirgun neech anaath parabh 
agam aapaaree-aa jee-o. 

da-i-aal sadaa kirpaal su-aamee 

neech thaapanhaari-aa. 

jee-a jant sabh vas tayrai sagal 
tayree saari-aa. 

aap kartaa aap bhugtaa aap sagal 
beechaaree-aa. 

binvant naanak gun gaa-ay jeevaa 

har jap japa-o banvaaree-aa. ||3|| 
 

tayraa daras apaar naam amola-ee 

jee-o. 
nit jaapeh tayray daas purakh     

atola-ee jee-o. 
sant rasan voothaa aap toothaa har 

raseh say-ee maati-aa. 

gur charan laagay mahaa bhaagay 
sadaa an-din jaagi-aa. 

sad sadaa simartab-y su-aamee saas 

saas gun bol-ee. 

binvant naanak Dhoor saaDhoo naam 
parabhoo amola-ee. ||4||1|| 

Dhanasari Mehla-5 Chhant 

In so many previous shabads, Guru Ji advised us to meditate on God's Name and sing 

His praises under the guidance of the true Guru. In this shabad, he explains the merits 

of singing God's praises and meditating on His Name under the guidance of the true 

Guru and also suggests the kinds of gifts or blessings for which we should pray to 

God.  

He says: “(O’ my friends), that true Guru is merciful to the meek in whose company 

we sing (praises of) God. God's Name is (rejuvenating) like nectar, which we should 

meditate upon in the company of saints. (O’ my friend), in the company of saints, 

meditate on the one (God. By doing this) the pain of birth and death flees away. 

However, only the one in whose destiny it is so pre-ordained acts on this advice of 

meditating on the eternal (God), and that person’s noose of (birth and) death is cut off. 

(By meditating on God’s Name), all our fears and doubts disappear, the knot (of 

worldly bonds) is loosed, and then we don’t tread on the path that subjects us (to the 

tortures of) the demon of death. Therefore, Nanak prays: “O' God, show Your mercy 

(and bless us) that we may always sing Your praises.” (1) 
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Continuing his prayer, Guru Ji says: “O' God, Your Name is unstained by the darkness 

(of Maya, the worldly riches and power), and is the one and only support of the 

unsupported. You are the Giver of gifts (to all) and destroyer of all pains. O' God, the 

destroyer of pains, the Creator and Master of comforts, (whosoever) has come under 

the refuge of the saint (Guru) in just one moment You have ferried (that person) 

across the terrible worldly ocean. (In whom is enshrined the divine knowledge of the 

Guru, that person feels as if) the therapeutic powder of Guru’s knowledge has been 

put in his or her eyes, (and as a result, that person is able to see that God) pervading 

everywhere. Therefore, Nanak prays: “(O’ God, bless me that I) may always meditate 

on (You) the destroyer of (all) fears.” (2) 

As if God has accepted his prayer and blessed Guru Ji with His union, therefore 

expressing his gratitude to God, he says: “(O' God) by showing mercy on Your own, 

You have united me with You. I am a meritless, low (caste) orphan, but You are 

infinite and incomprehensible God. O’ the merciful and always gracious Master, the 

installer of the lowly to the (most prestigious) positions, all beings and creatures are 

under Your control and the entire (creation) is under Your care. You Yourself are the 

doer, Yourself the enjoyer and think about (the welfare of) all creatures. Nanak 

submits: “O God, (bless me that as long as) I live, (I may keep) singing (Your praises) 

and meditating on (Your Name).” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by once again expressing his gratitude to God and 

describing some of the merits of His devotees. He says: “(O' God), infinite is Your 

vision and invaluable is Your Name. O' the peerless Master, everyday (Your) servants 

meditate on You. They on whom You Yourself have bestowed Your grace (You have 

come to) reside on their tongue and they remain intoxicated with Your love. They who 

have come and got attached to the shelter of the Guru's feet (and have humbly 

engaged in his service), day and night they always remain awake (to the worldly 

temptations). Ever and forever, they sing praises of the praiseworthy Master with each 

and every breath. Nanak submits, that the dust (the humble service) of the saint 

(Guru’s) feet is priceless, and priceless is God’s Name.” (4-1) 

The message of this shabad is that we should humbly seek and act on the advice 

of the true saint (Guru Granth Sahib Ji), sing praises of God, and meditate on 

His Name with utmost love and devotion. So that God may show His mercy and 

make us His own. Then all the sins of our past would be washed off and all our 

pains of birth and death would come to an end. 

raag Dhanaasree banee bhagat 
kabeer jee kee 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

sanak sanand mahays samaanaaN. 
saykhnaag tayro maram na jaanaaN. ||1|| 
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santsangat raam ridai basaa-ee. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 

hanoomaan sar garurh samaanaaN. 
surpat narpat nahee gun jaanaaN. ||2|| 

 

chaar bayd ar simrit puraanaaN. 
kamlaapat kavlaa nahee jaanaaN. ||3|| 

 

kahi kabeer so bharmai naahee. pag lag 
raam rahai sarnaaNhee. ||4||1|| 

Raag Dhanasari Baani Bhagat Kabir Ji Kee 

In this shabad, devotee Kabir Ji tells us how nobody has been able to find God's limit 

or His mystery, and then he advises us what should we do to reach or become one 

with Him. 

First talking about the sons Sanak and Sanand of god Brahma, and god Shiva (also 

called Mahesh), and Shesh Naag (the mythological king of snakes), who has a 

thousand tongues, and every day with each tongue utters new names of god Vishnu, 

Kabir Ji says: “(O’ God), even entities like Sanak, Sanand, Mahesh, and Sesh Naag 

have not understood Your mystery.” (1) 

Therefore, Kabir Ji advises us and says: “(O’ my friend, in case you want to reach 

God, then) joining the company of saint (Guru) enshrine (God) in your heart (by 

remembering Him from the core of your heart).” (1-pause) 

Elaborating on the mysterious nature of God, Kabir Ji says: “(O’ my friends), even a 

person like Hanuman (who was the greatest devotee and closest friend of god Rama) 

and Garurr (the supposed king of the birds), and Indira (the king of gods), and other 

great human kings have not realized the end of limit of (God’s) merits.” (2) 

But that is not all, Kabir Ji adds: “(All the) four Vedas, Simritis, and Puranas (the 

books on Hindu philosophy), and (Vishnu) the Master of the goddess of wealth have 

not realized God.” (3) 

Kabir Ji concludes the shabad by telling us how one can save oneself from doubt 

when even the gods and goddesses cannot find the true nature of God and solve His 

mystery. He says: “(O’ my friends, the person) who remains attached to God’s feet 

(His Name) never wanders in doubt.” (4-1) 

The message of this shabad is that instead of trying to solve the mystery of God 

and His nature, we should concern ourselves with meditating on His Name. We 

should keep remembering Him with love and affection and singing His praises in 

the company of the saintly persons. 
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din tay pahar pahar tay gharee-aaN 
aav ghatai tan chheejai. 

kaal ahayree firai baDhik Ji-o kahhu 

kavan biDh keejai. ||1|| 

 

so din aavan laagaa. 

maat pitaa bhaa-ee sut banitaa kahhu 
ko-oo hai kaa kaa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

jab lag jot kaa-i-aa meh bartai aapaa 

pasoo na boojhai. 

laalach karai jeevan pad kaaran 

lochan kachhoo na soojhai. ||2|| 

 

kahat kabeer sunhu ray paraanee 
chhodahu man kay bharmaa. 

kayval naam japahu ray paraanee 

parahu ayk kee sarnaaN. ||3||2|| 

In this shabad, Kabir Ji wants to remind us that our life is getting shorter and shorter 

moment by moment and death is hanging over our head, therefore without any more 

delay we should avail this opportunity to meditate on God's Name. 

He wonders: “From days to quarters, and from quarters to hours, our life is becoming 

shorter, and our body is becoming weaker. The demon of death is hovering over us 

like a hunter, so what way could be adopted to escape from it?” (1) 

Then Kabir Ji reminds us and says: “(O' brothers), that day (of death) is imminent, 

when (we would wonder), who among the brothers, mother, father, son or daughter is 

going to be of any help (to anybody else)?” (1-pause) 

But he observes: “As long as there is soul in this body, the animal (like human being) 

doesn’t understand its true self. (Every one) craves for (a longer and longer) lifetime, 

but doesn’t understand anything that one sees with one’s eyes: (that right in front of 

him or her others are departing from this world and one day, that he or she would also 

depart).” (2) 

In conclusion, Kabir Ji urges us and says: “Hear O' mortals, Kabir says, forsake (all) 

the doubts of the mind. Seek the shelter of the one God and meditate on His Name 

alone.” (3-2)  
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The message of this shabad is that we should remember that any time, death 

might overtake us; therefore without wasting any moment and falling into any 

kinds of doubts about worshipping the lesser gods or goddesses, we should seek 

the shelter of God alone and meditate on His Name. 

jo jan bhaa-o bhagat kachh jaanai taa ka-o 

achraj kaaho. 

Ji-o jal jal meh pais na niksai ti-o dhur   
mili-o julaaho. ||1|| 

 

har kay logaa mai ta-o mat kaa bhoraa. 

ja-o tan kaasee tajeh kabeeraa rama-ee-ai 

kahaa nihoraa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

kahat kabeer sunhu ray lo-ee bharam na 
bhoolahu ko-ee. 

ki-aa kaasee ki-aa ookhar maghar raam 

ridai ja-o ho-ee. ||2||3|| 

 

In this shabad, Kabir Ji wants to remove the superstitions that if one dies at a place 

called Banaras or Kashi, (India) that one goes to heaven and on the other hand, the 

one who dies in a place called Maghar that one falls into the species of a donkey. In 

this stanza Kabir Ji rejects all such doubts and superstitions. 

He says: “(O' my friends), the devotee who knows even a little bit about doing loving 

adoration (of God), for him (or her to obtain union with God) is nothing extraordinary. 

Just as water (of a small creek) merges in another water, it cannot be separated (from 

it again), similarly after softening (his egoistic mind) this weaver has merged (in 

God).” (1) 

Kabir Ji now questions the validity of the belief that irrespective of any other 

consideration, just by dying in Kashi, one would go to heaven. But he raises this 

question in a very humble manner, and says: “O’ the devotees of God, (assume that) I 

have very little intellect. (But I wonder) that if Kabir (dies and) sheds his body in 

Kashi, then where is God’s favor (in it to grant him access to heaven, because as per 

your belief, just by dying in Kashi, one would automatically go to heaven. (If that is 

so, then what is the need of meditating on God, or doing good deeds)?” (1-pause) 

Therefore Kabir Ji concludes the shabad by advising us to forsake all such false 

beliefs, and says: “Hear O' people, Kabir says, let no one be strayed by any doubt. If 

God is enshrined in the heart, then whether (you die in) Kashi or the barren land of 

Maghar, (you would go to heaven)”(2-3) 
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The message of this shabad is that if we want to go to heaven and unite with God, 

then instead of living in any such illusions of dying at a particular place, we 

should meditate on God with true love and devotion. 

indar lok siv lokeh jaibo. 

ochhay tap kar baahur aibo. ||1|| 

 

ki-aa maaNga-o kichh thir naahee. 

raam naam rakh man maahee. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 
 

sobhaa raaj bibhai badi-aa-ee. 

ant na kaahoo sang sahaa-ee. ||2|| 

putar kaltar lachhmee maa-i-aa. 

in tay kaho kavnai sukh paa-i-aa. ||3|| 

 

kahat kabeer avar nahee kaamaa. 

hamrai man Dhan raam ko naamaa. 

||4||4|| 

In this shabad, Kabir Ji comments on the futility of performing rituals to please lesser 

gods and goddesses in the hope of getting worldly riches, comforts for ourselves and 

relatives, or obtaining heaven after death. He also tells us about the best form of 

worship, and the true reward we should look for. 

Kabir Ji says: “(O’ my friends), even if by doing some poor quality acts of penance 

and austerities, one is able to go to (heavenly places, such as the) realm of Indra or 

Shiva, still (after sometime, that one would) come out (of those places, because as per 

the Hindu scriptures, one has to pay for one’s sins) after enjoying the reward for the 

virtuous deeds.” (1) 

Therefore, Kabir Ji says: “(I wonder) what may I ask (from God, because) except for 

God’s Name, nothing else is everlasting. (Therefore, I pray to God to) implant God’s 

Name in my mind.” (1-pause) 

Now commenting on the futility of worldly riches, powers, and relatives, Kabir Ji 

says: “(O’ my friends, the worldly) glory, kingdom, sinful pleasure, and false 

greatness, none of them prove helpful to anyone in the end.” (2) 

Pointing to our hopes and expectations from our sons, wife, or other relatives, he says: 

“(O’ my friends, we often talk about our) sons, wife, wealth and possessions, (but) tell 

me, who has ever obtained (true) comfort from them?” (3) 
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Therefore Kabir Ji concludes the shabad by saying: “(O’ my friends), Kabir says, (in 

the end, except God’s Name, nothing) is of any use to my mind; only God’s Name (is 

of everlasting) wealth.” (4-4) 

The message of this shabad is that even if some rituals, worldly relations, or 

worldly riches may bring us some temporary comfort, these would soon end. So 

if we want to find something, which may bring us everlasting happiness and 

proves truly useful even after death, then we should meditate on God's Name. 

raam simar raam simar raam simar 
bhaa-ee. 

raam naam simran bin boodtay 
aDhikaa-ee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

banitaa sut dayh garayh sampat 
sukh-daa-ee. 

inH mai kachh naahi tayro kaal avaDh 

aa-ee. ||1|| 
 

ajaamal gaj ganikaa patit karam 
keenay. 

tay-oo utar paar paray raam naam 
leenay. ||2|| 
 

sookar kookar jon bharamay ta-oo 
laaj na aa-ee. 

raam naam chhaad amrit kaahay bikh 
khaa-ee. ||3|| 
 

taj bharam karam biDh nikhayDh 
raam naam layhee. 

gur parsaad jan kabeer raam kar 
sanayhee. ||4||5|| 

In the previous shabad, Kabir Ji told us about the futility of performing rituals 

depending upon our relatives or riches for our comforts and help in our time of need. 

Instead he advised us to meditate on God’s Name for everlasting peace and happiness. 

In this shabad, he refers to many stories from Hindu mythology to illustrate his point 

and to once again stress upon the unique benefits of meditating on God’s Name. He 

first cites the example of a Brahmin named Ajamall, who fell in love with a prostitute 

and started living a life of sin, but then on the advice of a saint, named one of his sons 

as (God) Narayan, and by association started attuning his mind to God Himself until 

the end and was emancipated. Next, Kabir Ji cites the legendary story of a god, who 

because of a curse had become an elephant, and as such fell into a pond where an 

alligator caught it. At that moment of peril, when he fervently prayed to God to save  
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him, his prayer was answered. Finally, Kabir Ji quotes the example of a court dancer, 

who was living a life of sin and prostitution. Once a saint happened to pass that way, 

she served him, and in return the saint gave her a parrot, with the instruction to teach it 

to say God’s Name. In the process, she herself sincerely started repeating God’s Name 

and was saved.  

Therefore, Kabir Ji says: “O' my brother, meditate on God again and again. (Because) 

without meditation on God's Name, many people get drowned (in the worldly ocean 

of sins and rounds of births and deaths).” (1-pause) 

Next warning us about the inability of our relatives or riches to help us in the end, he 

says: “(O' my friend), when the time of death comes (you would realize, that out of) 

your wife, daughter, son, body, house, and other (seemingly) comfort providing 

possessions, none is (truly) yours, (because nothing would accompany you after 

death).” (1) 

However contrasting the above with the effectiveness of God’s Name, Kabir Ji says: 

“(O’ my friends, even though for long periods, persons like the Brahmin) Ajamall, 

(the elephant) Gaj, (and the prostitute) Ganika did sinful deeds, but they crossed over 

(the worldly ocean) by meditating on God’s Name.” (2) 

Now reminding us about our past births in low species, because of our sinful deeds, 

Kabir Ji asks: “(O’ my friend), did you not feel a sense of shame, wandering around 

(in such low species, such as) pigs and dogs? Why still forsaking God’s Name, (you 

have amassed worldly wealth by dishonest means, and thus) eaten the poison (of 

sins)?” (3) 

Finally, in order to save people from the complications of ritualistic dos and don’ts 

prescribed by the Hindu holy books, Kabir Ji recommends a simple and sure way of 

obtaining salvation. He says: “(O’ my friend), forsake all the doubts about which 

deeds are recommended, and which are prohibited (as per Vedas and Shastras); only 

mediate on God's Name. Devotee Kabir says, through your Guru’s grace, make God 

as your friend (and you would be saved).” (4-5) 

The message of this shabad is that all the ritualistic deeds, our friends, relatives, 

or wealth cannot save us in the end. The only thing that can help and save even 

the worst sinners is meditation on God's Name.  

Dhanaasree banee bhagat 

naamdayv jee kee 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

gahree kar kai neev khudaa-ee oopar 
mandap chhaa-ay. 

maarkanday tay ko aDhikaa-ee jin 
tarin Dhar moond balaa-ay. ||1|| 
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hamro kartaa raam sanayhee. 

kaahay ray nar garab karat hahu 
binas jaa-ay jhoothee dayhee. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 

SGGS  P-693 

mayree mayree kaira-o kartay 

durjoDhan say bhaa-ee. 

baarah jojan chhatar chalai thaa 
dayhee girjhan khaa-ee. ||2|| 

 

sarab so-in kee lankaa hotee raavan 
say aDhikaa-ee. 

kahaa bha-i-o dar baaNDhay haathee 
khin meh bha-ee paraa-ee. ||3|| 

 

durbaasaa si-o karat thag-uree 
jaadav ay fal paa-ay. 

kirpaa karee jan apunay oopar 

naamday-o har gun gaa-ay. ||4||1|| 

Dhanasari Bani Bhagat Namdev Ji Kee 

In this shabad, devotee Namdev is quoting many stories from Hindu legends to 

illustrate how all those powerful persons who were inflated with ego were humiliated 

and how miserable was their end. Consequently, we may take a lesson from their 

lives, and instead of being arrogant about our wealth or possessions; we may humbly 

meditate upon God.   

First citing the example of sage Markanda, who is believed to have lived for 

thousands of years in a thatched hut, Namdev Ji says: “Some dig deep foundations and 

build big mansions for them (as if they are going to live there for a very long time, but 

ask them who had a longer life span than sage) Markanda? (If he could spend all his 

life) under a roof of  straw, (where is the need for them to dig such deep and long 

lasting foundations)?” (1) 

Therefore Namdev Ji reminds us and says: “(O’ my friends, remember that only) our 

creator God is our (true) friend. O’ man, why do you feel proud (of your body). This 

false body would soon perish.” (1- pause) 

Now citing the example of Daryodhan, the villain of Hindu legend Mahabharata     

and his ninety-nine brothers called Kauravs, Namdev Ji says: “(O’ my friends), the  
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Kauravs, who had brothers like powerful Daryodhan, were obsessed with their sense 

of ownership of everything, and proud of their vast empire, whose canopy or 

jurisdiction extended over twelve Yojans (approx. hundred miles. However, when they 

were all killed in the battle, there was nobody to pick up even their corpses, so) their 

bodies were eaten by vultures.” (2) 

Next Namdev Ji gives the example of king Raavan from Hindu legend Ramayana, 

who was so rich that his entire capital city Sri Lanka is believed to be built in gold, 

and his stables always remained filled with numerous elephants and horses, (which 

were considered the most esteemed rides in those days, equivalent to modern day 

prestigious cars like Mercedes, Rolls Royce, and Lamborghini). So quoting that 

example Namdev Ji says: “Has there been any (king more powerful or richer) than 

Raavan, who used to rule over Lanka (Ceylon), which was all built in gold? But in the 

end (nobody knows) where all his elephants went, and in an instant all his wealth 

became property of others. (3) 

Namdev Ji concludes the shabad by citing the story of the end of the entire clan of 

Yadav (the lineage of god Krishna), who in their arrogance, made fun of a very short-

tempered sage called Durvasha and were cursed by him. He says: “By making fun of 

Durvasha, the Yadavs obtained this fruit (that their entire lineage went extinct. But 

God has) shown mercy on His devotee Namdev (so abandoning his ego; he is) singing 

God’s praises.” (4-1) 

The message of this shabad is that we should never feel proud of our worldly 

wealth or power. Instead, we should humbly keep meditating on God's Name and 

singing His praises with true love and devotion.  

das bairaagan mohi bas keenHee 

panchahu kaa mit naava-o. 

satar do-ay bharay amrit sar bikh ka-o 
maar kadhaava-o. ||1|| 
 

paachhai bahur na aavan paava-o. 

amrit banee ghat tay uchara-o aatam 
ka-o samjhaava-o. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

bajar kuthaar mohi hai chheenaaN kar 

minat lag paava-o. 

santan kay ham ultay sayvak bhagtan 
tay darpaava-o. ||2|| 
 

ih sansaar tay tab hee chhoota-o ja-o 
maa-i-aa nah laptaava-o. 

maa-i-aa naam garabh jon kaa tih taj 

darsan paava-o. ||3|| 
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it kar bhagat karahi jo jan tin bha-o 
sagal chukhaa-ee-ai. 

kahat naamday-o baahar ki-aa 

bharmahu ih sanjam har paa-ee-ai. 
||4||2|| 

It appears in this shabad that Namdev Ji is answering a question from someone who 

asked him the way to obtain God. Instead of giving any long sermon, Namdev Ji 

shares with him what he himself is doing about it. 

He says: “(O’ my friend), I have controlled my ten sense organs and have so 

(completely overcome) my five passions (of lust, anger, greed, ego, and attachment as 

if) I have erased their very name. I have kicked out the poison (of worldly attachments 

(and now I feel, as if all my) seventy-two veins are filled with rejuvenating nectar (of 

God’s Name).” (1)  

Sharing his state of mind and hopes for the future, Namdev Ji says: “(O’ brother), I 

instruct my soul that I don’t want to come back (to the world), therefore I (always) 

utter the divine nectar words (of God’s Name) from my heart.” (1-pause) 

Talking about the fear of death, Namdev Ji says: “By falling at the feet and making a 

humble entreaty (before my Guru, I have so completely got rid my fear of death, as if) 

I have snatched the hard-hitting axe (from the demon of death). Now turning back 

(from the world), I have become servant of the saints, and I fear (and respect) the 

devotees.” (2) 

Stating the essence of his belief, Namdev says: “(O’ my friend, I believe that) I can get 

emancipated from (bonds of) this world, only if I am not entangled in Maya (the 

worldly allurements and attachments. In fact I believe that) the worldly attachments 

are the root cause of one’s falling into the rounds of births and deaths. Therefore it is 

only by forsaking (the worldly attachment, that) I can see the sight (of God).”(3) 

In conclusion, Namdev Ji says: “(O’ my friends), the devotees who worship God in 

this way, all their fears are dispelled. Namdev says: “Why do you wander outside in 

doubt, it is through such austerities that (God) is obtained.” (4-2) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to get liberated from rounds of 

births and deaths and be united with God, then we should control our sense 

organs and drive out the five evil impulses of (lust, anger, greed, attachment and 

ego). Further we should pay respect to God's devotees and saints and forsake 

involvement in worldly riches, only then we can obtain the sight of God. 

maarvaarh jaisay neer baalhaa bayl 

baalhaa karhalaa. 

Ji-o kurank nis naad baalhaa ti-o mayrai 

man raam-ee-aa.||1|| 
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tayraa naam roorho roop roorho at rang 
roorho mayro raam-ee-aa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

Ji-o Dharnee ka-o indar baalhaa kusam 

baas jaisay bhavralaa. 

Ji-o kokil ka-o amb baalhaa ti-o mayrai 
man raam-ee-aa. ||2|| 
 

chakvee ka-o jaisay soor baalhaa maan 
sarovar hansulaa. 

Ji-o tarunee ka-o kant baalhaa ti-o mayrai 

man raam-ee-aa.||3|| 
 

baarik ka-o jaisay kheer baalhaa chaatrik 

mukh jaisay jalDharaa. 

machhulee ka-o jaisay neer baalhaa ti-o 

mayrai man raam-ee-aa. ||4|| 
 

saaDhik siDh sagal mun chaaheh birlay 

kaahoo deethulaa. 

sagal bhavan tayro naam baalhaa ti-o 
naamay man beethulaa. ||5||3|| 

In the previous shabad (4-1), devotee Namdev Ji advised us that we should never feel 

proud of our worldly wealth, or power. Instead, we should humbly keep meditating on 

God's Name and singing His praises with true love and devotion. In this shabad, he 

cites some beautiful ordinary examples to illustrate to what extent God and His Name 

should seem dear and loving to us, and how God’s Name is loved in all the worlds. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), just as in a desert like Marwarr (a great desert in 

Rajasthan, India) water seems so dear, a green creeper looks so tempting to a camel, 

or just as the music of the hunter’s flute in the night is so enticing to a deer, similarly 

God is dear to my mind.” (1) 

Therefore addressing God directly, Namdev Ji says: “O’ my all pervading God, 

beauteous is Your Name, beautiful is Your figure, and extremely beautiful is Your 

color.” (1- pause) 

Giving more examples of his love, Namdev Ji says: “Just as rain is dear to the land, 

fragrance of a flower to a black bee, or just as a mango is dear to (a black bird) Koel, 

similarly You are dear to my mind, O’ my all pervading God.” (2) 

Namdev Ji adds: “(O’ my friends), just as the Sun is dear to (a bird called) Chakwi, the 

beautiful lake Mansarovar is dear to a swan, or as her groom is dear to a young bride, 

similarly You are dear to me, O’ my all pervading God.” (3) 
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But that is not all. Namdev Ji gives yet more examples to express his love for God. He 

says: “Just as milk is endearing to an infant, a special drop of water carried by clouds, 

to the tongue of the (bird) Chatrik, or just as water is loving to a fish, similarly the all 

pervading God is (dear to) my mind.” (4) 

In conclusion, Namdev Ji says: “(O’ my friends), all the adepts, men of miracles, and 

all sages want to see the sight of God, however only a very rare person has seen Him. 

O’ God, just as Your Name is loving to all the worlds, similarly You are loving to the 

mind of (Your devotee) Namdev.” (5-3) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to see the sight of God, then we 

should love Him just as a fish loves water, an infant loves milk, or a black bee 

loves the fragrance of a flower; we should love God so much, as if we cannot live 

even for a moment without remembering Him and meditating on His Name. 

pahil puree-ay pundrak vanaa. 

taa chay hansaa saglay janaaN. 

krisnaa tay jaan-oo har har naachantee 

naachnaa. ||1|| 

 

pahil pursaabiraa. 

athon pursaadmaraa. 

asgaa as usgaa. 

har kaa baagraa naachai pinDhee meh 

saagraa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

naachantee gopee jannaa. 

na-ee-aa tay bairay kanna. 

tarak na chaa. 

bharmee-aa chaa. 

kaysvaa bach-unee a-ee-ay ma-ee-ay 

ayk aan jee-o. ||2|| 

SGGS  P-694 

pinDhee ubhkalay sansaaraa. 

bharam bharam aa-ay tum chay           

du-aaraa. 
too kun ray. 

mai jee. naamaa. ho jee. 

aalaa tay nivaarnaa jam kaarnaa. 
||3||4|| 
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In this shabad Namdev Ji refers to different Hindu theories regarding how the earth 

came into existence, how the rest of the creation evolved from it, including the human 

beings, and what sort of process is going on now. In the end, he talks about his brief 

exchange with God, while reflecting on such things. 

He says:“(O’ my friends), at first this world was like a garden of beautiful white 

lotuses. In which all mortals were (pure and truthful like) swans, and this creation of 

God is dancing to the tune of its Creator.” (1) 

Clarifying the above concept, Namdev Ji says: “At first God became manifest. (Then 

He created the creation or) Maya. Then there was union between God and Maya (and 

this world came into existence. Therefore what belongs to this  (Maya), that (actually) 

belongs to Him. So this world is like a garden of God and this world is (so madly 

running after Maya or worldly riches and power, as if) it is dancing like water pots in 

a Persian wheel.” (1-pause) 

Once again, Namdev Ji addresses us and says: “(O’ my friend), people are dancing 

like Gopies (or milk-maids. But even among these, it is God Himself (who is dancing, 

because) who else it could be? Don’t argue about it, and cast away your doubt. 

Because God says that He and Maya are one and the same thing.” (2) 

Namdev Ji now relates his conversation with God. Addressing God, he says: “(O’ 

God), just as the pots of Persian wheel keep going down and coming up, (similarly the 

worldly creatures keep going around different species). But, O’ God, after wandering 

through (many births), I have come to Your door.” 

Then God asks: “Who are you?” 

Namdev Ji replies: “I, sir, am Naama.” 

God asks: “So what do you want?” 

Namdev replies: “Sir, I am afraid of demon of death, liberate me from this fear of 

death (the process of coming and going from this world again and again).” (3-4)  

The message of this shabad is that it is God who created everything, including the 

nature and the universe. But forsaking God, we are running after worldly riches 

and power, as water dances in the pots of a Persian wheel. It is only by seeking 

God’s refuge and meditating on His Name that we can save ourselves from this 

madness.  

patit paavan maaDha-o birad tayraa. 

Dhan tay vai mun jan jin Dhi-aa-i-o har 

parabh mayraa. ||1|| 
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mayrai maathai laagee lay Dhoor gobind 

charnan kee. 

sur nar mun jan tinhoo tay door. ||1|| 
rahaa-o. 
 

deen kaa da-i-aal maaDhou garab 

parhaaree. 

charan saran naamaa bal tihaaree. ||2||5 

In this short stanza, Namdev Ji tells us about the greatness of God, who saves even the 

worst sinners. He also tells us what we need to do to deserve God's favor. 

He says: “O’ God, it is Your tradition to purify even the worst sinners. (Therefore I 

say), blessed are those sages and saints who have meditated on my God.” (1) 

Stating how much he values God’s Name, which he calls as dust of God’s feet, 

Namdev Ji says: “On my forehead is applied the dust of the feet of God, which is very 

difficult to obtain even by the angels, adepts, and sages.” (1-pause) 

Namdev Ji concludes this stanza with an appeal to God saying: “O’ God, You are 

compassionate to the poor and destroyer of pride (of the proud), I, Nama, seek the 

shelter of Your feet, and I am a sacrifice to You.” (2-5) 

The message of this shabad is that even if we are the worst sinners, we should still 

humbly seek the support and grace of God, so that as per His tradition, showing 

mercy He may save us also. 

Dhanaasree bhagat ravidaas jee kee 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

ham sar deen da-i-aal na tum sar ab 

patee-aar ki-aa keejai. 

bachnee tor mor man maanai jan ka-o 
pooran deejai. ||1| 

 

ha-o bal bal jaa-o rama-ee-aa kaarnay. 

kaaran kavan abol. rahaa-o. 
 

bahut janam bichhuray thay maaDha-o ih 
janam tumHaaray laykhay. 

kahi ravidaas aas lag jeeva-o chir bha-i-o 

darsan daykhay. ||2||1|| 
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Dhanasari Bhagat Ravi Das Ji Kee 

According to some authors, devotee Ravi Das Ji uttered this shabad when he was 

being tested for his miraculous powers. In this incident, he and his Brahmin rivals 

were challenged to make the statues of stone swim across a river from one bank to the 

other. It is said that in spite of their best efforts and reading of all kinds of Mantras, 

the Brahmins could not move those stones. But when in a state of complete devotion, 

love, and dedication, Ravidas Ji uttered this shabad, the statues swam across that river 

and he won.   

Addressing God with deep love, adoration, and humility, Ravi Das says: “(O’ God), 

there is no one as helpless as I, and no one as merciful as You are. So why should we 

do any more testing?  O’ God, now bless this devotee with this perfection, that my 

mind may get convinced with Your words (of praise).” (1) 

Perhaps not seeing any response from God, Ravi Das Ji again addresses God, and 

lovingly asks: “O’ my all pervading God, I am again and again a sacrifice to You, (but 

please tell me) why don’t You talk (or respond) to me?” (1-pause) 

But still seeing no response, with utmost love and adoration, Ravi Das Ji makes one 

more final appeal and says: “O’ God, since many births, I have remained separated 

from You, but now this birth is dedicated to You. Ravi Das says, it has been a long 

time since I saw Your sight, now I am living in the hope of seeing You.” (2-1) 

(It is said that after hearing Ravi Das Ji’s prayer, God responded and the statues 

started swimming across the river). 

The message of this shabad is that we should have full faith in the mercy and the 

kindness of God, because if we love Him from the core of our heart and have full 

faith in His power, then even impossible and miraculous things can happen.   

chit simran kara-o nain avilokano 
sarvan baanee sujas poor raakha-o. 

man so maDhukar kara-o charan 

hirday Dhara-o rasan amrit raam 
naam bhaakha-o. ||1|| 
 

mayree pareet gobind si-o jin ghatai. 

mai ta-o mol mahgee la-ee jee-a 

satai. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

saaDhsangat binaa bhaa-o nahee 

oopjai bhaav bin bhagat nahee ho-ay 
tayree. 

kahai ravidaas ik bayntee har si-o paij 
raakho raajaa raam mayree. ||2||2|| 
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In this shabad, devotee Ravi Das Ji shows us what kind of feelings of deep love we 

should have for God. He tells us why this kind of love is absolutely essential to obtain 

the gift of God's Name, where such love can be developed, and how we should pray to 

God for this gift.  

He says: “(O’ my friends, I wish that) in my mind I should meditate (on God); with 

my eyes, I should see His sight, and keep my ears filled with immaculate word 

(Gurbani) and praise of God. (May I) make my mind (love God like) a black bee, 

enshrine God’s feet (His Name) in my heart, and recite the nectar-like (God’s) Name 

with my tongue.” (1) 

Describing how dear is God’s love to him, Ravi Das Ji says: “(I do all the above 

things), lest my love for God may lessen, because I have obtained this love at a very 

dear price, in exchange for my life breath itself.” (1- pause) 

Ravi Das Ji concludes this shabad by telling us where one can develop such a true 

love, which is essential for seeing the sight of God. He says: “(O’ my friends), without 

the saintly congregation, the love for God does not well up (in one’s heart), and 

without love (O’ God), Your worship can not be performed. Therefore Ravi Das 

makes a prayer before God, the king and says: “O’ my God and King, save my honor 

(and bless me with the gift of Your loving devotion).” (2-3) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to obtain the love and affection of 

God, we should seek the company of saints and sing praise of God with full love 

and devotion of our mind, body, and tongue. 

naam tayro aartee majan muraaray. 

har kay naam bin jhoothay sagal 

paasaaray. ||1|| rahaa-o 

 

naam tayro aasno naam tayro ursaa 

naam tayraa kaysro lay chhitkaaray. 

naam tayraa ambhulaa naam tayro 
chandno ghas japay naam lay tujheh 

ka-o chaaray. ||1|| 
 

naam tayraa deevaa naam tayro baatee 

naam tayro tayl lay maahi pasaaray. 

naam tayray kee jot lagaa-ee bha-i-o 

uji-aaro bhavan saglaaray. ||2|| 

 

naam tayro taagaa naam fool maalaa 

bhaar athaarah sagal joothaaray. 

tayro kee-aa tujheh ki-aa arpa-o naam 
tayraa tuhee chavar dholaaray. ||3|| 
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das athaa athsathay chaaray khaanee 

ihai vartan hai sagal sansaaray. 

kahai ravidaas naam tayro aartee sat 
naam hai har bhog tuhaaray. ||4||3|| 

As per the old Hindu customs, in many temples ritual worship of the statues of gods 

and goddesses is performed with the help of lights. This ritual worship is called Aarti 

in which the high priest lights some candles or small clay lamps in a silver platter, and 

moves it around that deity, while chanting some mantras. In this shabad Ravi Das Ji 

describes what kind of Aarti (or worship) of God he is performing instead of the 

ritualistic worship of idols with lighted lamps, fragrances, or moving around of lamps 

in a silver platter as per Hindu customs. 

He says: “O’ God, for me uttering Your Name is the Aarti (or worship with the 

lightened lamps), and a bath at the holy places. (I believe that) without (God's) Name, 

all other things are false ostentations.” (1-pause) 

Describing the intensity of his love for God’s Name, Ravi Das Ji says: “(O’ God), for 

me Your Name is my special sitting cushion. Your Name is that stone for rubbing 

saffron, which I sprinkle on You. Your Name is the water, Name the sandal, and 

repetition of Your Name is making the paste, which I apply on You.” (1) 

Referring to the lamps, the oil, and wicks for these lamps used in traditional worship 

or Aarti, Ravi Das Ji says: “O’ God, for me Your Name is the lamp, wick, and oil 

which I have taken and put in the lamps.  I have lighted the lamps with Your Name, 

by virtue of which the entire world has been illuminated.” (2) 

Ravi Das Ji now refers to another aspect of that worship or Aarti, in which the priests 

and other devotees offer garlands of flowers to their deity. He says: “O’ God, Your 

Name is the thread, and Your Name is the garland of flowers, because offering even 

all the eighteen loads (of vegetation) is a false pretense, as compared to the offering of 

Your Name. (O’ God), when every thing is created by You, then what can I offer You 

out of Your own creation? Therefore I waive the fly brush of Your Name over 

You.”(3) 

Ravi Das Ji concludes the shabad by commenting on the false ostentations of worship 

of God and describes, what is the true worship in his view. He says: “O’ God, the 

entire world is engaged in false ostentations of the eighteen Puranas, sixty-eight 

pilgrimage places, and all the four sources of creation. Ravi Das says that (meditation 

on Your) Name is Your true Aarti (or worship), and to meditate on Your true Name is 

the genuine food offering.” (4-3) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to please God, there is no need for 

us to make a show of our worship by lighting lamps, burning candles, or making 

offerings of food or flowers, etc. The true worship of God lies in meditating on 

His Name with true love and devotion. 
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SGGS  P-695 

Dhanaasree banee bhagtaaN kee 
tarilochan 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

naaraa-in nindas kaa-ay bhoolee 

gavaaree. 
dukarit sukarit thaaro karam ree. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 
 

sankraa mastak bastaa sursaree isnaan 

ray. 
kul jan maDhay mili-yo saarag paan 

ray. 
karam kar kalank mafeetas ree. ||1|| 

 

bisav kaa deepak savaamee taa chay 
ray su-aarthee pankhee raa-ay garurh 

taa chay baaDhvaa. 

karam kar arun pingulaa ree. ||2|| 

 

anik paatik hartaa taribhavan naath ree 

tirath tirath bharmataa lahai na paar 
ree. 

karam kar kapaal mafeetas ree. ||3|| 

 

amrit sasee-a Dhayn lachhimee kalpatar 

sikhar sunaagar nadee chay naathaN. 

karam kar khaar mafeetas ree. ||4|| 

 

daaDheelay lankaa garh upaarheelay 
raavan ban sal bisal aan tokheelay 

haree. 

karam kar kachh-utee mafeetas ree. 
||5|| 
 

poorbalo kirat karam na mitai ree ghar 

gayhan taa chay mohi jaapee-alay raam 

chay naamaN.  
badat tarilochan raam jee. ||6||1|| 
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Dhanasari Baani Bhagtaan Kee; Trilochan 

In this shabad, devotee Trilochan Ji is addressing his wife, who perhaps was 

complaining about some economically difficult and adverse days the family was 

facing, and she was blaming God for giving them such a bad time. Trilochan Ji tries to 

clarify the mind of his wife and tells her not to blame God for her fate, because 

whatever we get in this life is the result of our past deeds. He cites many examples 

from Hindu mythology to prove that no matter how great a person might be, one has 

to suffer the consequences of one’s deeds. In the end he tells us the way to get 

ourselves absolved of all our past actions. 

So addressing his wife (and indirectly us), Trilochan Ji says: “O’ my foolish, strayed 

wife, why are you cursing God, all these pains and pleasures are the result of our past 

deeds.” (1- pause) 

To illustrate his point, Trilochan Ji gives the example of moon, which has kind of 

ugly spots on its face. According to a Hindu legend, this is the result of (god) moon’s 

involvement in helping god Indra in raping the wife of sage Gautam. He says: “(O’ 

my wife, even though god moon is believed to reside) in the forehead of god Shiva, 

and daily bathes in the most sacred river Ganges, and in its lineage god Vishnu 

reincarnated himself as god Krishna, yet still the stain of its past evil deed didn’t get 

removed.” (1) 

Next Trilochan Ji cites the example of god Aruna, who as per Hindu mythology broke 

the feet of a bird and revolved it on a spindle. Referring to him Trilochan Ji says: 

“Aruna, the chauffeur of god Sun, (the light providing) lamp of the universe, and who 

is related to Garad the king of birds, until now remains crippled because of his past 

deeds.” (2) 

Next Trilochan Ji refers to the legend, according to which the great god Shiva 

mistakenly chopped off the head of another great god Brahma and had to roam around 

from one holy place to another, but still could not erase the consequence of his 

misdeed. Trilochan Ji says: “(Listen O’ my wife), Shiva who destroys countless sins 

committed by others, who is the master of three worlds, and has been wandering 

around from shrines to shrines, which have no limit, but he couldn’t get rid of the 

skull fixed on his hand due to his evil deed.” (3) 

Trilochan Ji next gives the example of the ocean, which contains so many jewels, 

fishes, and other beautiful plants and creatures in it. According to a Hindu legend, 

nectar was churned out of the ocean by many gods and goddesses, and even the 

greatest physician Dhanantri and the all wish fulfilling cow was obtained from the 

ocean, but its water has remained so brackish that it cannot be used for drinking. So 

referring to the ocean, Trilochan Ji says: “(O’ my wife, look at the ocean), which is 

the master of all rivers (in which so many rivers ultimately merge. According to a 

legend, this ocean was once churned by the gods, and) from it came out the Nectar, 

the Moon, Kaamdhain (the wish fulfilling cow), Laxami (the goddess of wealth), Kal  
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pattar (the miraculous tree), Sikhar (the seven-headed galloping horse), and the great 

physician Dhanantri, yet on account of its own deeds, the ocean itself remains 

brackish.”(4) 

Finally Trilochan Ji cites the example of legendry monkey god Hanuman, who in his 

past deeds had taken away the clothes of some saint and left him only with a small 

underwear. So he was cursed to wear only a lion cloth in his next life. He could not 

absolve himself from this sin, even though he became a true devotee of god Rama, for 

whom he burnt the kingdom of Raavan, and brought the life-saving herb from a 

mountain to cure Rama’s brother Laxman. 

Referring to that story, Trilochan Ji says: “(Even though Hanuman) burnt down the 

fort of Lanka and uprooted the garden of Ravan, brought the wound-healing herb for 

(Rama’s brother Laxman, who had been very seriously hurt in the battle) and pleased 

god (Rama), yet due to his past deeds the curse of wearing a lion cloth didn’t get 

removed.” (5) 

In conclusion, Trilochan Ji says: “O’ my wife, the jewel of my home, the consequence 

of our past deeds cannot be erased, therefore I meditate on God's Name, and Tirlochan 

says, you should also meditate on God. (Because that is the only way to be absolved 

of our past sins).” (6-1) 

The message of this shabad is that our pains and pleasures are a result of our 

own past deeds, and we should not blame God for any difficulty or adversity in 

our life. The only way to obliterate the consequences of our past sins is to 

meditate on the Name of God, who can forgive our past sins and bless us with 

eternal happiness. 

saree sain. 

Dhoop deep gharit saaj aartee. 

vaarnay jaa-o kamlaa patee. ||1|| 

 

manglaa har manglaa. nit mangal raajaa 

raam raa-ay ko. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

ootam dee-araa nirmal baatee. 

tuheeN niranjan kamlaa paatee. ||2|| 

 

raamaa bhagat raamaanand jaanai. 

pooran parmaanand bakhaanai. ||3|| 

 

madan moorat bhai taar gobinday. 

sain bhanai bhaj parmaananday. ||4||2|| 
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Sri Sain 

In the previous shabad (4-3), devotee Ravi Das Ji advised us that if we want to please 

God there is no need for us to make a show of our worship by lighting lamps, burning 

candles, or making offerings of food and flowers, etc. The true worship of God lies in 

meditating on His Name with sincere love and devotion. In this shabad, devotee Sain 

Ji also expresses similar belief.  

He says: “(O’ God), the spouse of (the goddess of wealth), may I be a sacrifice to 

You. (For me to be a sacrifice to You is my worship or Your) Aarti, with incense, 

lighted lamps, and clarified butter, etc.” (1) 

Describing the kinds of joys he is experiencing in his heart, he says: “O’ God the 

King, (I feel that) within me joyous songs in Your praise are being sung every day.” 

(1-pause) 

Now directly addressing his beloved God, Sain Ji says: “O’ God, for me You are the 

most sublime lamp, the immaculate wick, and the detached Spouse of Lakshmi, the 

goddess of wealth.” (2) 

Regarding true worship of God, Sain Ji observes: “(I believe that) the one who utters 

praises of the all-pervading perfect God, truly knows how to worship God and enjoy 

the bliss (of such a devotion).” (3) 

Devotee Sain Ji concludes the shabad by making a humble prayer to God. He says: 

“O’ handsome God of the universe, Your Name ferries one across the dreadful 

worldly ocean. Therefore Sain says, Your worship is bliss giving.” (4-1) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to be ferried across this dreadful 

worldly ocean, we don’t need to do all kinds of ritual worships such as rotating 

lighted lamps, offering flowers, or burning incense, etc. All we need to do is to 

meditate on God's Name with true love and devotion. 

peepaa. 

kaa-ya-o dayvaa kaa-i-a-o dayval 

kaa-i-a-o jangam jaatee. 

kaa-i-a-o Dhoop deep na-eebaydaa 
kaa-i-a-o pooja-o paatee. ||1|| 

 

kaa-i-aa baho khand khojtay nav 
niDh paa-ee. 

naa kachh aa-ibo naa kachh jaa-ibo 
raam kee duhaa-ee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
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jo barahmanday so-ee pinday jo 
khojai so paavai. 

peepaa paranvai param tat hai satgur 

ho-ay lakhaavai. ||2||3|| 

Peepa 

The devotee Peepa Ji used to be a king and worshipper of statues. One time a saint, 

who was a disciple of Rama Nand, enlightened Peepa Ji that God doesn’t reside in 

temples or holy places, He resides right in our body and pervades there. Therefore, 

instead of trying to find Him in temples and worshipping the stone statues, one should 

try to find Him within oneself, through His loving devotion. In this shabad, Peepa Ji 

conveys this message.  

He says: “(O’ my friends), our body itself is the temple, and in the body itself the 

illuminating God resides; therefore for me searching the body is to become a Jangam 

yogi (the worshipper of god Shiva, who keeps roaming around holy places in search 

of God), and the body itself is my pilgrimage place. Similarly for me, to search (God 

within) the body is my burning of incense, lighting of lamps, offering delicious food 

on special leaf plates and my worship.” (1) 

Now Peepa Ji shares with us the result of his search within the body. He says: “(O’ 

my friends), while searching many regions within my own body, I have obtained all 

the nine treasures. (I have realized) that neither anything comes, nor goes (because our 

soul is the spark of eternal God. Therefore) I am loudly advocating the worship of that 

all pervading God (instead of the statues or human beings, who some people worship 

as God).” (1-pause) 

In conclusion, Peepa Ji says: “(O’ my friends, the God who pervades in all the 

universe resides in our body also, because) whatever exists in the universe, that exists 

in the body also), whosoever searches (with true loving devotion and commitment), 

finds Him. Peepa submits that God is the quintessence of all (truth), who surrenders to 

the true Guru, that person (the Guru, helps to) comprehend (God within).” (2-3) 

The message of this shabad is that to find God, we don’t need to go outside 

anywhere. All we need to do is to follow the advice of the true Guru, and try to 

search Him within our own body through loving devotion. 

Dhannaa. 

gopaal tayraa aartaa. 

jo jan tumree bhagat karantay tin kay 
kaaj savaarataa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
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daal seeDhaa maaga-o ghee-o. 

hamraa khusee karai nit jee-o. 

panHee-aa chhaadan neekaa. anaaj 

maga-o sat see kaa. ||1|| 
 

ga-oo bhais maga-o laavayree. 

ik taajan turee changayree. 

ghar kee geehan changee. 

jan Dhannaa layvai mangee. ||2||4|| 

Dhanna 

In this shabad, devotee Dhanna Ji shows us that if we become the true worshippers of 

God and address Him with due humility and love, then we can ask for anything that 

we genuinely need including the basic necessities of life, and also ask for His 

protection and help in arranging our affairs.  

So addressing God, he says: “O’ God, I am a humble beggar of Yours, (and I know 

that) You accomplish the tasks of those who worship You.” (1-pause) 

Now Dhanna Ji humbly presents his basic needs, without which it is not humanly 

possible to do any kind of worship or devotion. He says: “O’ God, I beg from You, 

some lentil, flour, and clarified butter, which may daily keep my soul happy. I ask for 

(a pair of) shoes, good wear, and for (good quality) corn grown by tilling the land 

seven times.” (1) 

Concluding his request, Dhanna Ji says: “(O’ God), I ask for a milk-yielding cow and 

a buffalo, and a good Arabian (female) horse. Finally, Dhanna will like to ask for and 

have a good housewife (who is obedient and loving).” (2-1) 

The message of this shabad is that whatever we need including the daily 

necessities of life, we should ask only from God and nobody else. God would 

provide us with everything and accomplish all our tasks, provided we become 

His most humble and true devotees. 

SGGS  P-696 

jaitsaree mehlaa 4 ghar 1 cha-upday 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

mayrai hee-arai ratan naam har basi-aa 

gur haath Dhari-o mayrai maathaa. 

janam janam kay kilbikh dukh utray gur 
naam dee-o rin laathaa. ||1|| 
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mayray man bhaj raam naam sabh arthaa. 

gur poorai har naam drirh-aa-i-aa bin 

naavai jeevan birthaa. rahaa-o. 
 

bin gur moorh bha-ay hai manmukh tay 

moh maa-i-aa nit faathaa. 

tin saaDhoo charan na sayvay kabhoo tin 
sabh janam akaathaa. ||2|| 
 

jin saaDhoo charan saaDh pag sayvay tin 

safli-o janam sanaathaa. 

mo ka-o keejai daas daas daasan ko har 
da-i-aa Dhaar jagannaathaa. ||3|| 
 

ham anDhulay gi-aanheen agi-aanee ki-o 
chaalah maarag panthaa. 

ham anDhulay ka-o gur anchal deejai jan 

naanak chalah milanthaa. ||4||1|| 

Jaitsary Mehla-4 Ghar-1 Chaupada 

In this shabad, Guru Ji is telling us what kind of blessings he obtained when his Guru 

showed mercy and blessed him. He also tells us what kind of prayer we should make 

before the Guru and what is the importance of God's Name. 

He says: “(O' my friends), when the Guru (blessed me and) placed his hand of grace 

on my forehead, the jewel of God's Name was enshrined in my mind. When the Guru 

gave me the (gift of God’s) Name, my sins and sorrows accumulated birth after birth 

were washed off, and the loan (of breaths given to me by God) was paid off.” (1) 

Therefore advising his mind (and us), he says: “O’ my mind, for all purposes, 

meditate on God's Name. The perfect Guru has firmly taught me to meditate on the 

(God’s) Name, and without God's Name the life is a waste.” (pause) 

Now commenting on the conduct of self-conceited persons, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my 

friends), without the guidance of the Guru, the self-conceited persons have become 

foolish and are daily caught in the web of Maya (pursuit of worldly riches and power). 

They have never served at the feet of saint (Guru, and listened to Gurbani, the Guru’s 

word, therefore) all their (human) birth is purposeless.” (2) 

On the other hand, talking about the Guru’s followers, he says: “They who have 

touched and served at the feet of the saint (Guru, and have humbly listened and acted 

upon the Guru’s words or Gurbani), their entire life has become fruitful. (Therefore), 

O’ God of the universe, show Your mercy and make me the slave of such slaves of 

God.” (3) 
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Guru Ji concludes the shabad by showing us how to pray to God, so that we too may 

obtain the guidance of the Guru. He says: “O’ God, we are ignorant blind persons 

without any wisdom, so how could we follow the (right) path? O’ Guru, devotee 

Nanak prays, extend to us the hand (of your guidance), so that we may walk in unison 

with you.” (4-1) 

The message of this shabad is that instead of turning away our face from the 

Guru and remaining involved in worldly affairs, we should pray to God to grant 

us the guidance and humble service of our true Guru. So that following his 

instructions we may be blessed with the gift of God's Name and ultimately 

achieve the purpose of life of reuniting with God from whom we have been 

separated for so many ages. 

jaitsaree mehlaa 4. 

heeraa laal amolak hai bhaaree bin 

gaahak meekaa kaakhaa. 

ratan gaahak gur saaDhoo daykhi-o tab 
ratan bikaano laakhaa. ||1|| 

 

mayrai man gupat heer har raakhaa. 

deen da-i-aal milaa-i-o gur saaDhoo gur 

mili-ai heer paraakhaa. rahaa-o. 

 

manmukh kothee agi-aan anDhayraa tin 

ghar ratan na laakhaa. 

tay oojharh bharam mu-ay gaavaaree 
maa-i-aa bhu-ang bikh chaakhaa. ||2|| 

 

har har saaDh maylhu jan neekay har 
saaDhoo saran ham raakhaa. 

har angeekaar karahu parabh su-aamee 

ham paray bhaag tum paakhaa. ||3|| 

 

jihvaa ki-aa gun aakh vakhaaneh tum 

vad agam vad purkhaa. 

jan naanak har kirpaa Dhaaree 
paakhaan dubat har raakhaa. ||4||2|| 

Jaitsary Mehla-4 

In previous so many shabads, and actually in the entire Guru Granth Sahib, Guru Ji 

has been stressing upon the virtues, and value of God's Name. But often we          

don’t realize its great value. In this shabad, he illustrates the worth of God's Name by  
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comparing it to a most precious jewel or a diamond, whose value can only be judged 

by a true jeweler or assayer of diamonds and not by ignorant customers who wouldn’t 

consider it worth more than a few pennies. 

He says: “(O’ my friends, God’s Name) is very precious like a ruby or a diamond, but 

without a genuine customer (a true devotee, who knows the value of Name), it is 

worthless like a blade of grass. When the saint Guru (the true customer of this 

commodity) saw it, (it was being appreciated so much, as if it) was selling for 

millions.” (1) 

Now as if telling us how he came across this jewel of God’s Name, Guru Ji says: “(O’ 

my friends), God had kept this Jewel (of His Name) in a secret place (in my mind. 

Then on His own), the merciful Master of the meek, united me with the saint Guru, 

and upon meeting the Guru I realized that diamond (and its value).” (1-pause)  

However, pointing to the attitude and fate of the self-conceited persons regarding this 

invaluable and precious jewel, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), in the room of self-

conceited (minds) is the darkness of ignorance. (Therefore in their minds), this jewel 

(of God’s Name) is not realized, and those uncouth foolish persons die wandering in 

the wilderness (of worldly illusions, as if they have) tasted the poison of serpent like 

Maya (the worldly riches and power).” (2) 

Therefore addressing God, Guru Ji says: “O’ God, unite me with Your sublime saints 

and keep me under the protection of those saints. O’ God, protect me like a 

bodyguard, I have came running to Your shelter.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad by expressing his gratitude to God. He says: “O’ God, 

You are the great incomprehensible person. I have but only one tongue, so which of 

Your merits may I describe? I only know this thing, that on devotee Nanak, God      

has showered His grace and saved a person like me, who was drowning like a     

stone.” (4-2) 

The message of this shabad is that the most valuable jewel of God's Name, which 

can give us all kinds of pleasures, lies hidden in our own heart. In order to find it 

we need to pray to God to grant us the shelter and guidance of the true Guru so 

that we could also find this jewel and enjoy its bliss. 

SGGS  P-697 

jaitsaree mehlaa 4. 

ham baarik kachhoo-a na jaanah gat mit 

tayray moorakh mugaDh i-aanaa. 

har kirpaa Dhaar deejai mat ootam kar 
leejai mugaDh si-aanaa. ||1|| 
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mayraa man aalsee-aa ughlaanaa. 

har har aan milaa-i-o gur saaDhoo mil 
saaDhoo kapat khulaanaa. rahaa-o. 

 

gur khin khin pareet lagaavahu mayrai 
hee-arai mayray pareetam naam 

paraanaa. 

bin naavai mar jaa-ee-ai mayray thaakur 
Ji-o amlee amal lubhaanaa. ||2|| 

 

jin man pareet lagee har kayree tin Dhur 
bhaag puraanaa. 

tin ham charan sarayveh khin khin jin har 

meeth lagaanaa. ||3|| 

 

har har kirpaa Dhaaree mayrai thaakur 

jan bichhuri-aa chiree milaanaa. 

Dhan Dhan satgur jin naam drirh-aa-i-aa 

jan naanak tis kurbaanaa. ||4||3|| 

Jaitsary Mehla-4 

Some of us might have observed that although many times our inner conscious is 

saying to us to rise up and meditate on God's Name, but still again and again we keep 

on postponing it for some other day. We show laziness like those children who know 

that the chores need to be done, but they keep on playing and hoping that somehow 

they will escape punishment. In this shabad, putting himself in our position, Guru Ji 

shows us the way to approach our father God to treat us like his ignorant foolish 

children, put us on the right path, and motivate us to shed our laziness and our sleep 

(of involvements in the worldly affairs) so that we may meditate on God’s Name. 

So addressing God, Guru Ji says: “O’ God, we are like Your foolish ignorant children, 

we don’t know about You or Your limit. Please show mercy, make our wisdom 

sublime, and make the stupid people (like us) wise.” (1) 

Describing what happened after the above prayer, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), my 

mind was lazy and drowsy (in the slumber of worldly affairs, but) God brought and 

made me meet the saint (Guru), and upon meeting (and listening to) the saint Guru, 

the doors (of my mind) were opened (and I realized, how foolishly, I was spending my 

life).” (pause) 

Now describing the prayer he made to his Guru, he says: “(O’ my friends, I said), “O’ 

Guru, inculcate in me such a love (for God, that) I may remember Him at every 

moment, and the Name of my beloved God may become (essential like my) life  
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breath. (O’ my Guru, I wish that I may have such a love and longing for God, that just 

as an addicted person becomes restless without his or her intoxicant, similarly I may 

feel like dying without God’s Name.” (2)  

Guru Ji now tells us how fortunate are they who are blessed with such a love of for 

God. He says: “(O’ my friends), they who are imbued with the love of God, it must be 

due to their great pre-ordained destiny and to whom God seems sweet (and loving). I 

will like to serve at their feet (and perform their most humble service) at every 

moment.” (3)  

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by describing the end result of his entreaty, and 

expressing his gratitude to God and the Guru, he says: “(O’ my friends), God showed 

His mercy and united (me) the long separated devotee (with Him).  Blessed is that true 

Guru who inspired me with meditating on God's Name, and Nanak is a sacrifice to 

him.” (4-3) 

The message of this shabad is that we should realize that like foolish, lazy 

children we keep postponing the most fruitful deed of meditating on God's 

Name. We should pray to God to unite us with the Guru, who may so imbue us 

with love for God, that we feel restless without meditating on Him even for a 

moment. 

jaitsaree mehlaa 4. 

satgur saajan purakh vad paa-i-aa 

har rasak rasak fal laagibaa. 

maa-i-aa bhu-i-ang garsi-o hai 

paraanee gur bachnee bis har 

kaadhibaa. ||1|| 
 

mayraa man raam naam ras laagibaa. 

har kee-ay patit pavitar mil saaDh gur 

har naamai har ras chaakhibaa. 

rahaa-o. 
 

Dhan Dhan vadbhaag mili-o gur 
saaDhoo mil saaDhoo liv unman 

laagibaa. 
tarisnaa agan bujhee saaNt paa-ee 

har nirmal nirmal gun gaa-ibaa. ||2|| 
 

tin kay bhaag kheen Dhur paa-ay jin 

satgur daras na paa-ibaa. 

tay doojai bhaa-ay paveh garabh 
jonee sabh birthaa janam tin         

jaa-ibaa. ||3|| 
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har dayh bimal mat gur saaDh pag 

sayvah ham har meeth lagaa-ibaa. 

jan naanak rayn saaDh pag maagai 
har ho-ay da-i-aal divaa-ibaa. ||4||4|| 

Jaitsary Mehla-4 

Guru Ji concluded the previous shabad by saying to us: “(O’ my friends), God showed 

His mercy and united (me) the long separated devotee (with Him).  Blessed is that true 

Guru, who inspired me with meditating on God's Name, and Nanak is a sacrifice to 

him.” In this shabad, he elaborates on the blessings; one obtains upon being united 

with God. 

First describing in general the blessings one enjoys when blessed with the guidance of 

the true Guru, he says: “(O’ my friends), the person who has obtained (the guidance 

of) the great true Guru starts enjoying the praise of God with great relish. (Ordinarily), 

a human being remains in the grip of the serpent-like (Maya, the) worldly 

entanglements, but when one follows the Guru’s words (of advice), God expels the 

poison (of the effects of worldly attachments) out.” (1)  

Sharing the present state of his own mind and describing the kinds of blessings he has 

obtained from God and the Guru, he says: “(O’ my friends, now) my mind is     

attuned to the relish of God's Name. By uniting me with the saint (Guru), God has 

purified  me the sinner, and by meditating on God’s Name, I have tasted the relish of 

God.” (1-pause) 

Explaining how fortunate are they who have met the Guru, and upon meeting the 

Guru their mind has been attuned to the love of God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), 

blessed is the person who by good destiny has met the saint Guru and upon meeting 

that saint, (that person’s) mind is attuned to the highest (spiritual) state. Then one 

repeatedly sings the immaculate praises of God, (and by doing so) one’s fire (of 

worldly desires) is extinguished, and one obtains peace.” (2) 

Contrasting the above blissful state with the state and fate of those, who have not been 

blessed with the meeting or guidance of the true Guru, he says: “(O’ my friends), from 

the very beginning, weak is the destiny of those who do not obtain the sight (or 

guidance) of) the true Guru. Because of their love for the duality (or things other than 

God), they keep falling into the womb, and in this way their entire (human) birth goes 

waste.” (3) 

Therefore Guru Ji concludes this shabad by showing us the kind of prayer we should 

make to God. He says: “O’ God, bless us with such pure intellect that we may serve at 

the feet of the saint Guru (and the words of his Gurbani may so inspire us) that God's 

(Name) may sound sweet to us. In short, devotee Nanak begs for the dust of saint’s 

feet (the most humble service of the Guru, and says), “O’ God, show Your mercy, and 

arrange for us to obtain (this gift).” (4-4) 
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The message of the shabad is that if we want to obtain the true bliss of God's love 

and be free from the troubles and pains of worldly entanglements, then we 

should humbly pray to God to show His kindness upon us and unite us with the 

true Guru, who may imbue us with the love of God's Name. 

jaitsaree mehlaa 4. 

jin har hirdai naam na basi-o tin maat 
keejai har baaNjhaa. 

tin sunjee dayh fireh bin naavai o-ay 

khap khap mu-ay karaaNjhaa. ||1|| 

 

mayray man jap raam naam har 

maajhaa. 
har har kirpaal kirpaa parabh Dhaaree 

gur gi-aan dee-o man samjhaa. rahaa-o. 

 

har keerat kaljug pad ootam har          

paa-ee-ai satgur maajhaa. 

ha-o balihaaree satgur apunay jin gupat 
naam pargaajhaa. ||2|| 

 

darsan saaDh mili-o vadbhaagee sabh 
kilbikh ga-ay gavaajhaa. 

satgur saahu paa-i-aa vad daanaa har 

kee-ay baho gun saajhaa. ||3|| 

SGGS  P-698 

jin ka-o kirpaa karee jagjeevan har ur 

Dhaari-o man maajhaa. 

Dharam raa-ay dar kaagad faaray jan 
naanak laykhaa samjhaa. ||4||5|| 

Jaitsary Mehla -4 

In the previous shabad Guru Ji advised us that if we want to obtain the true bliss of 

God's love and be free from the troubles and pains of worldly entanglements, then we 

should humbly pray to God to show His kindness upon us and unite us with the true 

Guru who may imbue us with the love of God's Name. In this shabad, he again tells 

us how essential God's Name is, and how unfortunate are they in whose heart God's 

Name has not come to abide.   
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Guru Ji says: “O’ God, in whose mind is not enshrined the (God’s) Name, make their 

mothers sterile. Without the Name, their body wanders around lonely and they die 

wailing and grieving.” (1) 

Therefore advising his own mind and indirectly all of us, he says: “O’ my mind, 

meditate on the Name of that God, who resides within you. (O’ my friends, when) the 

merciful God showed mercy and the Guru gave me the (divine) knowledge, my mind 

understood (the importance of God’s Name).” (1-pause) 

Commenting on the value of singing God's praise, Guru Ji says: “(O my friends), in 

Kal Yug (the present age of strife), singing praises of God is the most sublime (deed), 

and it is through the true Guru that we find God. Therefore I am a sacrifice to my true 

Guru who has revealed this secret of Name to me.” (2) 

Guru Ji now tells us what happened when he obtained the vision (or guidance) of the 

saint (Guru). He says: “It was by great pre-ordained destiny that I obtained the vision 

of the saint (Guru) and all my sins and misdeeds were erased. I obtained (the guidance 

of) that most sagacious and wise Guru, who made me share many of the qualities of 

God (and I imbibed within me many merits and virtues of the eternal God).” (3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), they on whom (God) the life of the 

universe has shown His mercy, they have enshrined Him in their minds. Servant 

Nanak says the judge of righteousness has torn away their record, and their account 

has been settled. (Therefore, they won’t suffer any more pains of births and deaths).” 

(4-5) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to avoid any future pains of births 

and deaths, we should approach God to bless us with the guidance of the true 

Guru. Under his guidance we should meditate on God's Name, so that all our 

past sins and evil deeds are erased and we are united with God.  

jaitsaree mehlaa 4. 

satsangat saaDh paa-ee vadbhaagee 

man chaltou bha-i-o aroorhaa. 

anhat Dhun vaajeh nit vaajay har 
amrit Dhaar ras leerhaa. ||1|| 

 

mayray man jap raam naam har 
roorhaa. 

mayrai man tan pareet lagaa-ee 
satgur har mili-o laa-ay jhapeerhaa. 

rahaa-o. 
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saakat banDh bha-ay hai maa-i-aa 

bikh saNcheh laa-ay jakeerhaa. 

har kai arath kharach nah saakeh 
jamkaal saheh sir peerhaa. ||2|| 

 

jin har arath sareer lagaa-i-aa gur 
saaDhoo baho sarDhaa laa-ay mukh 

Dhoorhaa. 
halat palat har sobhaa paavahi har 

rang lagaa man goorhaa. ||3|| 

 

har har mayl mayl jan saaDhoo ham 

saaDh janaa kaa keerhaa. 

jan naanak pareet lagee pag saaDh 
gur mil saaDhoo paakhaan hari-o man 

moorhaa. ||4||6|| 

Jaitsary Mehla-4 

In paragraph (3) of the previous shabad, Guru Ji stated: “It was by great pre-ordained 

destiny that I obtained the vision of the saint (Guru) and all my sins and misdeeds 

were erased. I obtained (the guidance of) that most sagacious and wise Guru, who 

made me share many of the qualities of God (and I imbibed within me many merits of 

God).” In this shabad, Guru Ji elaborates on the bliss experienced by him when he 

obtained the company of the holy saints. He also comments on the fate of those who, 

instead of attuning their mind to God, are badly gripped in the clutches of Maya (or 

worldly entanglements) and do not try to invest any of their riches in the cause of God 

or for the good of other people.   

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), by great good fortune, the person who has obtained the 

holy company of the saint (Guru, that person’s) mercurial mind has become steady. 

The person who has relished the rejuvenating stream of (God’s Name), within that 

person rings the music of non stop divine melody every day.” (1) 

Therefore advising his own mind, Guru Ji says: “O’ my mind, meditate on the 

beauteous Name of immaculate God. My true Guru has imbued my mind and body 

with such love for God that He has embraced me to His bosom.” (pause) 

Commenting on the conduct and fate of Saakats (the worshippers of power or worldly 

wealth), Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), the Saakats have become bonded slaves of 

Maya (worldly riches and power), and with all their might, they amass the poison of 

worldly wealth. They cannot spend any money in the cause of God (or for any 

charitable purpose. For this reason), in the end they suffer the pain of punishment by 

the demon of death.” (2) 
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Contrasting the above fate with those who dedicate their life to the cause of God or 

welfare of the people, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, on the other hand), they who 

have dedicated their body to the cause of God and with great dedication (have 

faithfully followed the advice of the Guru, as if they) have applied the dust of saint’s 

feet to their foreheads, they obtain glory both in this and the next world, because their 

minds have been imbued with intense love for God.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by making a prayer to God (and indirectly advising us 

what kind of prayer, we should also make). He says: “O’ God, unite me with the 

devotees and saints of God. (I would like to become such a humble servant of saintly 

people, as if) I am a worm of the devotees and saints of Yours. Slave Nanak says, he 

who has been imbued with the love for (humble service at the) saints’ feet, upon 

meeting the saint (Guru) his stone-like foolish mind has become (soft and 

compassionate like wax and has been delighted, as if it has) come to bloom.” (4-6) 

The message of this shabad is that if we attune our mind to the true Guru and as 

per his advice dedicate our life to the welfare of the people, we obtain stability of 

mind, are united with God, enjoy the unstuck melody of His blissful divine music, 

and our minds become kind and compassionate. 

jaitsaree mehlaa 4 ghar 2 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

har har simrahu agam apaaraa. 

jis simrat dukh mitai hamaaraa. 

har har satgur purakh milaavhu gur 

mili-ai sukh ho-ee raam. ||1|| 

 

har gun gaavhu meet hamaaray. 

har har naam rakhahu ur Dhaaray. 

har har amrit bachan sunavhu gur mili-

ai pargat ho-ee raam. ||2|| 

 

maDhusoodan har maaDho paraanaa. 

mayrai man tan amrit meeth lagaanaa. 

har har da-i-aa karahu gur maylhu 
purakh niranjan so-ee raam. ||3|| 

 

har har naam sadaa sukh-daata. 

har kai rang mayraa man raataa. 

har har mahaa purakh gur maylhu gur 

naanak naam sukh ho-ee raam. 
||4||1||7|| 
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Jaitsary Mehla-4 Ghar-2 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we attune our mind to the true Guru 

and as per his advice dedicate our life to the welfare of the people, we obtain stability 

of mind, are united with God, enjoy the unstuck melody of His blissful divine music, 

and our minds become kind and compassionate. In this shabad, he tells us what we 

need to do to meet God to obtain the Guru and how the Guru unites us with God. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), again and again meditate on the inaccessible and infinite 

God, by doing which all our pain is ended. (Pray to Him: “O’ God), unite me with the 

true Guru, (because) on meeting the Guru we obtain peace.” (1) 

Continuing his advice, Guru Ji says: “O’ my friends, sing praises of God and keep 

God’s Name enshrined in your heart. Recite the nectar sweet words of God (the 

Gurbani to your heart. In this way) on meeting the Guru (and singing Gurbani), God 

becomes manifest (and is revealed within our own heart).” (2) 

Now Guru Ji addresses God and makes this supplication to Him: “O’ my dear God, 

the slayer of demons, and Master of goddess of wealth, Your nectar (Name) seems 

pleasing to my mind and body, O’ God, show mercy and unite me with the Guru, who 

alone is free from the influence of Maya (the worldly riches, and power).” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by once again describing the virtues of God’s Name and 

praying for the guidance of the Guru. He says: “(O’ my friends), God's Name is 

always giver of peace and comfort; my mind is imbued with the love of God. 

(Therefore, I say again and again): “O’ God, unite me with that supreme being, the 

Guru. Nanak says: “O’ Guru, by meditating on the Name (given by you), peace is 

obtained.” (4-1-7) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to enjoy divine peace, we should 

pray to God to unite us with the true Guru who may instruct us how to meditate 

on God's Name and thus unite with God. (But God has already shown His mercy 

and provided us with the eternal Guru in the form of Guru Granth Sahib Ji. All 

we need to do is to lovingly read, understand, and faithfully act on the guidance 

provided therein). 

jaitsaree mehlaa 4. 

har har har har naam japaahaa. 

gurmukh naam sadaa lai laahaa. 

har har har har bhagat darirhaavahu 
har har naam omaahaa raam. ||1|| 
 

har har naam da-i-aal Dhi-aahaa. 

har kai rang sadaa gun gaahaa. 

har har har jas ghoomar paavhu mil 

satsang omaahaa raam. ||2|| 
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aa-o sakhee har mayl milaahaa. 

sun har kathaa naam lai laahaa. 

SGGS  P-699 

har har kirpaa Dhaar gur maylhu gur 

mili-ai har omaahaa raam. ||3|| 

 

kar keerat jas agam athaahaa. 

khin khin raam naam gaavaahaa. 

  

mo ka-o Dhaar kirpaa milee-ai gur 
daatay har naanak bhagat omaahaa 

raam. ||4||2||8|| 

Jaitsary Mehla-4 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that if we want to enjoy divine peace, we 

should pray to God to unite us with the true Guru who may instruct us how to 

meditate on God's Name, and thus unite us with God. In this shabad, he explains how 

we should meditate on God's Name again and again at every moment, what should be 

the state of our mind, and how happy and full of joy we should be while meditating on 

God's Name. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), meditate on God's Name again and again. Through the 

Guru's advice, always keep earning the profit of God's Name. Firmly implant worship 

of God (in your mind) and repeat God’s Name with passion.” (1) 

Once again urging us to sing praises of God in the congregation of saintly persons, 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), always meditate on the Name of that merciful God, 

and imbued with His love always keep singing praises of God. Let singing praises of 

God be your dance of joy, and meeting the saintly congregation, enjoy the (divine) 

bliss.” (2) 

Guru Ji again invites his spiritual friends and says: “Come O’ mates, let us join the 

holy meeting at the feet of God. Let us reap the profit of God's Name by listening to 

the gospel of God. (Let us pray to God and say to Him): “O’ God, show mercy and 

unite us with the Guru, because on meeting the Guru, (divine) happiness wells up in 

the mind.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad by once again saying: “(O’ my friends), always praise 

and sing the praise of that unfathomable and infinite God. At each and every moment, 

meditate on God's Name. Nanak says: “O’ Guru, the Giver of Name, showing       

Your mercy, come and meet me, (so that) a zeal for God’s devotion may arise in me.” 

(4-2-8) 
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The message of this shabad is that we should be so much imbued with the love 

and zeal for God’s devotion that we should always pray to Him to unite us with 

the Guru, who may inspire us to passionately meditate on God's Name, and 

ultimately merge in the bliss of eternal union with God. 

jaitsaree mehlaa 4. 

ras ras raam rasaal salaahaa. 

man raam naam bheenaa lai laahaa. 

khin khin bhagat karah din raatee 

gurmat bhagat omaahaa raam. ||1|| 
 

har har gun govind japaahaa. 

man tan jeet sabad lai laahaa. 

gurmat panch doot vas aavahi man tan 

har omaahaa raam. ||2|| 
 

naam ratan har naam japaahaa. 

har gun gaa-ay sadaa lai laahaa. 

deen da-i-aal kirpaa kar maaDho har 
har naam omaahaa raam. ||3|| 
 

jap jagdees japa-o man maahaa. 

har har jagannaath jag laahaa. 

Dhan Dhan vaday thaakur parabh 
mayray jap naanak bhagat omaahaa 

raam. ||4||3||9|| 

Jaitsary Mehla-4 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should be so much imbued with the 

love and zeal for God’s devotion that we always pray to Him to unite us with the 

Guru, who may inspire us to passionately meditate on God's Name and ultimately 

merge us in the bliss of eternal union with God. In this shabad, he shares with us what 

he himself is doing about it, and what kind of benefits he is reaping thereof.  

He says: “(O’ my friends), with great love and relish I praise the beauteous God, who 

is like the house of all relishes and tastes. My mind is reaping the profit of being 

soaked in the Name of God. At each and every moment of day and night, I worship 

God because by virtue of Guru’s instruction the zeal for God’s worship wells up in 

me.” (1) 

Describing once again how he is worshipping God day and night and what kinds        

of blessings he is experiencing, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), again and again I        

sing praises of God and meditate on (His Name); by doing so I obtain the profit of  
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(Gurbani, the) Guru’s word. By winning over my body and mind (and thus 

controlling the desires of my mind. I have concluded that by following) the Guru's 

advice, all the five passions (of lust, anger, greed, attachment, and ego) come under 

one’s control, and within our mind and body wells up a keen love (for God).” (2) 

Now Guru Ji shows us another interesting thing. Even though he is already enjoying 

the relish of meditating on God’s Name, yet still he is praying to God to bless him 

with even more love and passion for singing His praise. He says: “(O’ my friends), I 

am meditating on the jewel (like precious) God's Name. By singing praises of God, I 

am earning the everlasting profit (of God’s Name. But still I pray to God and say to 

Him): “O’ merciful God of the meek, the Master of goddess of wealth, show            

this kindness on us that our mind may always have a craving to meditate on God’s 

Name.” (3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, I wish that) I may keep contemplating 

on God of the universe with a sincere longing in my mind, because meditating on God 

of the universe is (the greatest) profit of coming into this world. Therefore, Nanak 

(prays to God and says): “O’ my blessed, supreme Master and God, (bless me) that by 

meditating on You, there always keep arising a keen desire to worship You.” (4-3-9) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to obtain the true and everlasting 

profit of our human birth, and if we want to control our five passions and evil 

tendencies, then we should keep meditating on God's Name and singing His 

praises. Even while doing so, we should keep praying to God to grant us this gift, 

that we may keep singing and meditating on His Name with true love and passion 

till our last breath. 

jaitsaree mehlaa 4. 

aapay jogee jugat jugaahaa. 

aapay nirbha-o taarhee laahaa. 

aapay hee aap aap vartai aapay naam 

omaahaa raam. ||1|| 

 

aapay deep lo-a deepaahaa. 

aapay satgur samund mathaahaa. 

aapay math math tat kadhaa-ay jap 

naam ratan omaahaa raam. ||2|| 

 

sakhee milhu mil gun gaavaahaa. 

gurmukh naam japahu har laahaa. 

har har bhagat darirh-ee man bhaa-ee 

har har naam omaahaa raam. ||3|| 
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aapay vad daanaa vad saahaa. 

gurmukh poonjee naam visaahaa. 

har har daat karahu parabh bhaavai 

gun naanak naam omaahaa raam. 
||4||4||10|| 

Jaitsary Mehla-4 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji shared with us how at each and every moment he 

meditates on God's Name and what kind of blessings he has received. In this shabad, 

he tells us that even when we think that we are worshipping God or meditating on His 

Name it is actually God who is doing His own worship. We are, only a tool in God's 

hand. 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), God Himself is the Yogi and throughout all ages He is 

the way (of Yoga or His union). He Himself fearlessly sits in a (meditative)         

trance, Himself pervades everywhere, and Himself inspires us with meditation on His 

Name.” (1) 

Guru Ji now wants us to realize that not only in the human beings or other living 

creatures, God is also pervading in all lands and waters. He says: “(O’ my friends), 

God Himself is all the islands, and all the worlds, and Himself is the light (in these 

worlds). He Himself is the ocean, and Himself the one to churn (and reflect on it). On 

His own, He arranges to bring out the essence out of it, by getting it churned (and 

deliberated upon). By Himself meditating on the jewel (like) Name, He inspires (the 

creatures with the worship of) God.” (2) 

After telling us about God's excellent virtues and unique qualities, Guru Ji invites us 

to join him in singing God’s praises. He says: “Come O’ my mates, let us join 

together and sing (God’s) praises. Through Guru’s grace, let us meditate on God’s 

Name, (this is the everlasting) profit (of human life). The person who has firmly 

implanted the devotion of God in the mind, (to whom this devotion) seems pleasing in 

that person’s mind keeps lasting the zeal for God’s Name.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by comparing God to that wholesaler who deals in the 

jewels of Name, and the devotee to a salesman who eagerly buys that jewel, and 

suggests what should we pray to God for. He says: “(O’ my friends), the true God 

Himself is the most sagacious and the wisest wholesaler. Through Guru’s grace, buy 

the commodity of God’s Name. Nanak (suggests that we should pray to Him and say): 

“O’ God, if it so pleases You, bless us with the gift, that there remains always a zeal in 

us for meditating on God’s Name and singing Your praises.” (4-4-10) 

The message of this shabad is that even if we are meditating on God's Name, we 

should not feel any ego. Instead we should realize that actually it is God sitting in 

us, who is doing this. We should pray to God that there always remains a keen 

desire in us for meditating on God's Name with great love and devotion. 
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jaitsaree mehlaa 4. 

mil satsangat sang guraahaa. 

poonjee naam gurmukh vaysaahaa. 

har har kirpaa Dhaar maDhusoodan mil 
satsang omaahaa raam.||1|| 
 

har gun banee sarvan sunaahaa. 

kar kirpaa satguroo milaahaa. 

gun gaavah gun bolah banee har gun 

jap omaahaa raam. ||2|| 
 

sabh tirath varat jag punn tolaahaa. 

har har naam na pujeh pujaahaa. 

har har atul tol at bhaaree gurmat jap 

omaahaa raam. ||3|| 
 

sabh karam Dharam har naam 

japaahaa. 
kilvikh mail paap Dhovaahaa. 

deen da-i-aal hohu jan oopar dayh 

naanak naam omaahaa raam. 
||4||5||11|| 

Jaitsary Mehla-4 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that even if we are meditating on God's 

Name, we should not feel any ego. Instead we should realize that actually it is God 

sitting in us who is doing this. We should pray to God that, there always remains a 

keen desire in us for meditating on God's Name with great love and devotion. In this 

shabad, he shows us how to pray to God for that everlasting keen desire to meditate 

on His Name and how meritorious is the meditation on God’s Name as compared to 

all other ritualistic ways. 

Addressing God, he says: “O’ the Slayer of demons like Madhu, (the evil demon 

mentioned in the legend of Mahabharata, do this favor on us that) joining the 

congregation of saintly persons, a keen desire for meditating on Your Name may arise 

in us. (Bless us, that) joining the company of saintly persons in the congregation of the 

Guru, we may procure the commodity of (God’s) Name.” (1) 

Suggesting what else we should ask from God, Guru Ji says: “O’ God, showing Your 

mercy, unite us with the true Guru, so that on meeting him we may listen with our 

ears, (the words of) Gurbani in Your praise, sing Your praise, and by singing Your 

praises, (a new) zeal for Your worship may well up in us.” (2) 
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Guru Ji now tells us how much more valuable is God's Name than any modes of 

ritualistic worships. He says: “(O’ my friends, if we add the merits of bathing at) all 

the holy places, observing fasts, performing Yaajnaas (special ritual prayers), or 

giving in charities (still they don’t) equal (the merit) of meditating on God’s Name. 

(In short, the merit of) God's Name is so valuable that it is inestimable. By meditating 

on God, under the instruction of the Guru, still more craving (for meditating) arises 

(within us).” (3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), in meditation of God’s Name are 

contained (the merits of performing all) rituals and deeds of righteousness, and the dirt 

of all sins and evil deeds is washed off. (Therefore, I pray: “O’ God), be merciful on 

Your meek servants, and bestow upon Nanak, the craving (for meditation on Your) 

Name.” (4-5-11) 

The message of this shabad is that none of the charities, righteous deeds, or 

rituals is equal in merit to meditation on God's Name. But the desire to meditate 

on God's Name with true love and zeal comes only when joining the saintly 

congregation, under the guidance of the true Guru, we sing praises of God.  

SGGS  P-700 

jaitsaree mehlaa 5 ghar 3 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

ko-ee jaanai kavan eehaa jag meet. 

jis ho-ay kirpaal so-ee biDh boojhai 

taa kee nirmal reet. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

maat pitaa banitaa sut banDhap isat 

meet ar bhaa-ee.  

poorab janam kay milay sanjogee 
anteh ko na sahaa-ee. ||1|| 

 

mukat maal kanik laal heeraa man 
ranjan kee maa-i-aa. 

haa haa karat bihaanee avDhahi taa 

meh santokh na paa-i-aa. ||2|| 

 

hasat rath asav pavan tayj Dhanee 

bhooman chaturaaNgaa. 
sang na chaali-o in meh kachhoo-ai 

ooth siDhaa-i-o naaNgaa. ||3|| 
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har kay sant pari-a pareetam parabh 
kay taa kai har har gaa-ee-ai. 

naanak eehaa sukh aagai mukh oojal 

sang santan kai paa-ee-ai. ||4||1|| 

Jaitsary Mehla-5 Ghar-3 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that none of the charities, righteous deeds, 

or rituals are equal in merit to meditation on God's Name. But the desire to meditate 

on God's Name with true love and zeal comes, only when joining the saintly 

congregation, under the guidance of the true Guru; we sing God’s praises. In this 

shabad, he brings to our attention a bitter truth regarding our reliance on our relatives, 

friends, or worldly possessions during our time of need, particularly at the time of 

death. He also tells us who is our true friend, and how to get His help.  

He says: “Rare is the one who (really) knows who in this world is one’s (true) friend. 

Only the one on whom (God) becomes gracious understands the way (to find a true 

friend); immaculate is such a person’s way (of life).” (1-pause) 

Now Guru Ji tells us about the background reasons why certain persons are our 

relatives or friends. He says: “(O’ my friends, our) mother, father, wife, son, relatives, 

and dear friends, have all joined together here (in one place), as a result of some 

connections of past births, but in the end nobody is truly helpful (to us).” (1) 

Next, commenting on the worldly riches or Maya to amass which every body is 

working day and night and doing all kinds of right or wrong things, Guru Ji says: “(O’ 

my friends, all such things as) pearl necklaces, gold, rubies, or diamonds are illusory 

pleasures of mind. Getting involved (in such things), all one’s life passes away, but 

(no one) has found contentment in these.” (2) 

Referring to the luxuries of those days, such as beautiful horses, elephants, and 

chariots (which are equivalent to modern day cars, suvs, or airplanes), Guru Ji says: 

“(O’ my friends), one may have all kinds of elephants, chariots, horses who can run 

fast like wind, or one may be a big landlord and have all the four kinds of armies, but 

none of these accompany a person in the end and one departs naked (from this 

world).” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad by telling us what we need to do to obtain peace here, 

and hereafter and. He says: “(O’ my friends), the saints of God are His dear beloveds, 

in their company we should utter His Name again and again.  Nanak says, (in this 

way) in the company of saints we obtain peace here (in this world) and honor in the 

next.” (4-1) 
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The message of this shabad is that we should realize that none of our relatives, 

possessions, or power would be our true helpers in the end. If we want to obtain 

peace in this world and honor in God's court, then we should sing praises of God 

in the company of His beloved saints. 

jaitsaree mehlaa 5 ghar 3 

dupday 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

dayh sandaysaro kahee-a-o pari-a 

kahee-a-o. 
bisam bha-ee mai baho biDh suntay 

kahhu suhaagan sahee-a-o. ||1|| 
rahaa-o. 

 

ko kahto sabh baahar baahar ko 
kahto sabh mahee-a-o. 

baran na deesai chihan na lakhee-ai 

suhaagan saat boojhhee-a-o. ||1|| 

 

sarab nivaasee ghat ghat vaasee layp 

nahee alaphee-a-o. 

naanak kahat sunhu ray logaa sant 
rasan ko bashee-a-o. ||2||1||2|| 

Jaitsary Mehla-5 Ghar-3 Dupadas 

Guru Ji recited this shabad in the form of a metaphor, in which he is asking his friends 

and mates with great curiosity, about the whereabouts of God, because different 

people have different things to say on this matter. After listening to different 

assertions about God and His existence, Guru Ji tells us where God can be truly found. 

He says: “O’ my dear friends, give me the pleasant message of my beloved (God). I 

am mesmerized upon listening many kinds of things (about Him). O’ the wedded 

(united) brides (of God), give me (some clue about Him).” (1-pause) 

Commenting on different claims made by different people about the whereabouts of 

God, Guru Ji says: “Some say that He lives outside (all), some say He lives within all 

(creatures). But neither His color is visible, nor we can understand any of His features. 

O’ the united brides (of God), help me understand the truth (about Him).” (1) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by answering his own question. He says: “(O’ my 

friends, God) is resident of all places. He abides in each and every heart. But He is so  
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detached that He is not emotionally involved (with anybody or place). Nanak says, 

listen O’ people, He abides on the tongues of the saints (who always keep meditating 

on Him).” (2-1-2) 

The message of this shabad is that we should not try to find God in different far 

off places, jungles or mountains, etc. Instead, we should sing praises of God in 

the company of the saint (Guru), then we would realize Him pervading 

everywhere and in each and every heart. 

jaitsaree mehlaa 5. 

Dheera-o sun Dheera-o parabh ka-o. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 

 

jee-a paraan man tan sabh arpa-o neera-o 

paykh parabh ka-o neera-o. ||1|| 
 

baysumaar bay-ant bad daataa maneh 

gaheera-o paykh parabh ka-o. ||2|| 
 

jo chaaha-o so-ee so-ee paava-o aasaa 

mansaa poora-o jap parabh ka-o. ||3|| 
 

gur parsaad naanak man vasi-aa dookh na 

kabhoo jhoora-o bujh parabh ka-o. 
||4||2||3|| 

Jaitsary Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should not try to find God in 

different far off places, jungles, or mountains, etc. Instead, we should sing praises of 

God in the company of the saint (Guru), then we would realize Him pervading 

everywhere and in each and every heart. In this shabad, he shares with us what kind 

of solace and peace he obtains by realizing God within him, what kinds of feelings 

arise in his mind, and what other blessings he enjoys. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), I obtain solace and peace (of mind) by listening to 

(amazing things) about God.” (1- pause) 

Describing how much he is ready to sacrifice, in order to see God near by, he says: 

“(O’ my friends, if I could) see God from near and close proximity, I would sacrifice 

my life-breath, mind, and body, and everything else.” (1) 

Sharing with us what else he feels about God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), that 

infinite and limitless (God) is the great Giver, (I wish that) by seeing that God, I may 

enshrine Him in my mind.” (2) 
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Now talking about the boons and blessings, he is able to obtain from God, he says: 

“(O’ my friends), whatever I desire, that very thing I obtain (from God), and I fulfill 

all my hopes and desires by meditating on God.” (3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), by Guru’s grace, (God) has come to 

reside in the heart of Nanak. Now after realizing God, I am not worried in any kind of 

sorrow (or painful circumstance).” (4-2-3) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to enjoy the blessings of realizing 

God in our heart, have all our wishes fulfilled and our worries removed, we 

should sing God’s praise in the company of saints. 

jaitsaree mehlaa 5. 

lorheedarhaa saajan mayraa. 

ghar ghar mangal gaavhu neekay ghat 

ghat tiseh basayraa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

sookh araaDhan dookh araaDhan bisrai 

na kaahoo bayraa. 

naam japat kot soor ujaaraa binsai 
bharam anDhayraa. ||1|| 

 

thaan thanantar sabhnee jaa-ee jo 
deesai so tayraa. 

satsang paavai jo naanak tis bahur na 
ho-ee hai fayraa.||2||3||4|| 

Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to enjoy the blessings of 

realizing God in our heart, have all our wishes fulfilled, and our worries removed, we 

should sing God’s praise in the company of saints. In this shabad, Guru Ji shares with 

us the unique qualities of His beloved God, where He resides, and advises us what we 

need to do if we also want to enjoy His company and blessings. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), such is my beloved Spouse, whom everybody wants to 

meet. (O’ my friends), in each and every home, sing His beauteous praises, because 

He resides in each and every heart.” (1-pause) 

Continuing his advice, Guru Ji says: “(O' my friends), meditate on God during 

happiness and remember Him in pain as well, so that He never is forsaken (from our 

mind). By meditating on God's Name, our mind is (enlightened with divine 

knowledge, as if it has been) illuminated by thousands of suns and the darkness of 

doubt is destroyed.” (1) 
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Guru Ji concludes the shabad by addressing God and telling us about the blessings 

one obtains in the company of His saints. He says: “O’ God, You pervade in every 

place, every nook and corner, whatever is visible is Yours. Nanak says, one who finds 

You in the company of the saints doesn’t go through the round (of birth and death) 

again.” (2-3-4) 

The message of this shabad is that in case we want to end this otherwise endless 

rounds of pains of birth and death, then we should sing praises of God in the 

company of saints and meditate on His Name. 

SGGS  P-701 

jaitsaree mehlaa 5 ghar 4 dupday 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

ab mai sukh paa-i-o gur aaga-y. 

tajee si-aanap chint visaaree ahaN 

chhodi-o hai ti-aaga-y. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

ja-o daykh-a-u ta-o sagal mohi    

mohee-a-o ta-o saran pari-o gur bhaag. 

kar kirpaa tahal har laa-i-o ta-o jam 
chhodee moree laag. ||1|| 

 

tari-o saagar paavak ko ja-o sant 
bhaytay vad bhaag. 

jan naanak sarab sukh paa-ay moro har 

charnee chit laag. ||2||1||5|| 

Jaitsary Mehla-5 Ghar-4 Dupadiy 

Most of us remain preoccupied with amassing worldly wealth and properties, or 

performing various religious rituals in pursuit of happiness, but ultimately feel 

exhausted and disappointed when we find that none of these things provides true or 

lasting happiness. In this shabad, Guru Ji tells us how and from where he has found 

real peace. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), now I have found (true) peace (by obeying) Guru’s 

command (and living as per Guru’s advice). I have shed my cleverness, forgotten my 

worry, and have forsaken my self-conceit.” (1-pause) 

Stating why he sought the Guru’s shelter and what happened after that, he says:     

“(O’ my friends), wherever I looked, I saw that all were being deceived by worldly  
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attachment, so I hastened to the shelter of the Guru. Showing mercy, he yoked me   

into service of God (and meditation on His Name), then the demon of death left me 

alone.” (1) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), when by great good fortune I met the 

saint (Guru), I swam across the fiery ocean of (worldly problems). Now, servant 

Nanak has obtained all kinds of comforts, and my mind is attached to the love of 

God's feet (His immaculate Name).” (2-1-5) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to live in true peace and,want to be 

free from the fear of death, then we should seek the shelter of Guru (Granth 

Sahib Ji), live our life as per his instructions and meditate on God's Name.  

jaitsaree mehlaa 5. 

man meh satgur Dhi-aan Dharaa. 

darirhhi-o gi-aan mantar har naamaa 
parabh jee-o ma-i-aa karaa. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 
 

kaal jaal ar mahaa janjaalaa chhutkay 

jameh daraa. 

aa-i-o dukh haran saran karunaapat 
gahi-o charan aasraa. ||1|| 

 

naav roop bha-i-o saaDhsang bhav niDh 
paar paraa. 

api-o pee-o gat thee-o bharmaa kaho 

naanak ajar jaraa. ||2||2||6|| 

Jaitsary Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to live in true peace and 

want to be free from the fear of death, then we should seek the shelter of Guru (Granth 

Sahib Ji), live our life as per his instructions and meditate on God's Name. In this 

shabad, he shares with us his own experience in this regard.   

He says: “(O’ my friends, when I) focused my mind on the true Guru’s feet (his 

Gurbani), reverend God showed mercy and firmly enshrined Guru’s (divine) 

instruction and the mantra of God’s Name (in my mind).” (1-pause) 

Describing what happened after that, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, when I followed 

Guru’s instruction), I got rid of the nooses of death, the enormous worldly 

entanglements, and the fear of the demon of death. I came into the sanctuary of         

the destroyer of pain, the merciful God, and grasped the support of His feet (His 

Name).” (1) 
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Guru Ji concludes this shabad, by metaphorically describing how the company of the 

saint (Guru) helped and saved him. He says: “(O’ my friends), the saint (Guru’s) 

company became like a boat for me, (riding that boat) I crossed over the dreadful 

(worldly) ocean. (In short) Nanak says, I have partaken in the (rejuvenating) nectar (of 

God’s Name, thus, all my) doubt has vanished, and I have endured even the 

unendurable.” (2-2-6) 

The message of this shabad is that if we internalize the instructions of the Guru 

in our mind and following the same sincerely meditate on God's Name, then God 

would show His mercy and would emancipate us from all fears, doubts, worldly 

entanglements, and even the fear of death. 

jaitsaree mehlaa 5. 

jaa ka-o bha-ay govind sahaa-ee. 

sookh sahj aanand sagal si-o vaa ka-o 
bi-aaDh na kaa-ee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

deeseh sabh sang raheh alaypaa nah 

vi-aapai un maa-ee. 

aykai rang tat kay baytay satgur tay 

buDh paa-ee. ||1|| 

 

da-i-aa ma-i-aa kirpaa thaakur kee 

say-ee sant subhaa-ee. 

tin kai sang naanak nistaree-ai jin ras 
ras har gun gaa-ee. ||2||3||7|| 

Jaitsary Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that if we internalize the instructions of the 

Guru in our mind and following the same sincerely meditate on God's Name, then 

God would show His mercy, and would emancipate us from all fears, doubts, worldly 

entanglements, and even the fear of death. In this shabad, Guru Ji tells us exactly what 

kind of blessings those persons have obtained on whom God has shown His mercy 

and has become their helper.   

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), they for whom God has become their supporter (spend 

all their life) in peace, poise, and bliss, and no ailment ever afflicts them.” (1-pause) 

Describing how such people live in the world, he says: “They seem to mingle with all 

(people, but) they remain detached, and Maya (the worldly attachment) doesn’t afflict 

them. They obtain such wisdom from the true Guru, that they remain imbued only 

with the one love (for God), and become the knowers of (the essence of life).” (1) 
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Guru Ji concludes this shabad by saying: “(O’ my friends), only they on whom has 

been bestowed God’s mercy and grace, have become the sublime saints (of God). O’ 

Nanak, we are saved in the company of those who with love and relish sing praises of 

God.” (2-3-7) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to obtain true peace and happiness 

and cross over this worldly ocean, then we should lovingly sing praises of God in 

the company of saints and while having cordial relations with other people, we 

should remain detached from the worldly affairs. 

jaitsaree mehlaa 5. 

gobind jeevan paraan Dhan roop. 

agi-aan moh magan mahaa paraanee 
anDhi-aaray meh deep. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

safal darsan tumraa parabh pareetam 

charan kamal aanoop. 

anik baar kara-o tih bandan maneh 

charHaava-o Dhoop. ||1|| 

 

haar pari-o tumHrai parabh du-aarai 
darirhHu kar gahee tumHaaree look. 

kaadh layho naanak apunay ka-o 

sansaar paavak kay koop. ||2||4||8|| 

Jaitsary Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to obtain true peace and 

happiness and cross over this worldly ocean, then we should lovingly sing praises of 

God in the company of saints, and while having cordial relations with other people, 

we should remain detached from the worldly affairs. In this shabad, he shows us how 

to pray to God for showing His mercy upon us, detach us from the temptations of 

worldly Maya and save us. 

He says: “O’ God of the universe, You are the life, breath, wealth, and beauty (of 

Your devotees). The human beings remain drowned in ignorance and attachment, and 

You are like a lighted lamp in this (kind of) darkness.” (1-pause) 

Expressing his love and devotion to God, Guru Ji says: “O’ my beloved (God), fruitful 

is Your sight, and of incomparable beauty are Your lotus feet (Your immaculate 

Name). I bow to You a myriad of times. (I wish that I may so completely obey Your 

command, as if I) offer my mind as incense (before You).” (1) 
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Guru Ji concludes the shabad, by saying: “(O’ God, after getting disappointed from all 

other sources of support, I have now fallen at Your gate (for shelter), and I have 

firmly grasped onto Your support. (O’ God), pull out Your (slave) Nanak from this 

worldly well of fire (of worldly desire and sufferings).” (2-4-8) 

The message of this shabad is that in case we want to get out of all our troubles, 

sorrows, and pains, then we should surrender ourselves completely to God's 

protection, and pray to Him to pull us out of the worldly desires and 

attachments, which ultimately result in untold sorrows and sufferings. 

jaitsaree mehlaa 5. 

ko-ee jan har si-o dayvai jor. 

charan gaha-o baka-o subh rasnaa 
deejeh paraan akor. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

man tan nirmal karat ki-aaro har 

sinchai suDhaa sanjor. 

i-aa ras meh magan hot kirpaa tay 

mahaa bikhi-aa tay tor. ||1|| 

 

aa-i-o saran deen dukh bhanjan 
chitva-o tumHree or. 

SGGS  P-702 

abhai pad daan simran su-aamee ko 
parabh naanak banDhan chhor. 

||2||5||9|| 

Jaitsary Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that in case we want to get out of all our 

troubles, sorrows, and pains, we should surrender ourselves completely to God's 

protection, and pray to Him to pull us out of the worldly desires and attachments, 

which ultimately result untold sorrows and sufferings. In this shabad, he shows us 

how to pray and look for such an intercessor (the Guru), who can unite us with God. 

He also tells us how rare are such persons who truly purify their minds and bodies 

with the immaculate nectar of Guru’s word or Gurbani.  

So with utmost humility, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), if some devotee could unite 

me with the reverend God, I would touch his feet, utter sweet words (in his praise), 

and would surrender my very life-breaths to him.” (1-pause)  
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However, Guru Ji notes and says: “(O’ my friends, it is only a rare person who 

purifies his) mind and body like tidy field plots, and then irrigates these with the 

immaculate water of God’s (Name), and breaking (ties with the) gigantic poisonous 

worldly riches is absorbed in this (divine) relish.” (1) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by showing us how to pray to God for such blessing. He 

says: “O’ God, the destroyer of pains, I have come to Your shelter, and I look   

towards You (for Your blessings. O’ God), liberate Nanak from the (worldly) bonds 

and bestow upon him the state of fearlessness and meditation of his Master (You).” 

(2-5-9) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to be liberated from worldly bonds 

and be united with God our Master, then we need to find the guidance of a saint 

Guru who may cleanse our mind and body of all sorts of false temptations and 

lusts, and then pray to God to bless us with His Name . 

jaitsaree mehlaa 5. 

chaatrik chitvat barsat mayNh. 

kirpaa sinDh karunaa parabh Dhaarahu 

har paraym bhagat ko nayNh. ||1|| 
rahaa-o. 

 

anik sookh chakvee nahee chaahat 

anad pooran paykh dayNh. 

aan upaav na jeevat meenaa bin jal 
marnaa tayNh. ||1|| 

 

ham anaath naath har sarnee apunee 

kirpaa karayNh. 

charan kamal naanak aaraaDhai tis bin 

aan na kayNh. ||2||6||10|| 

Jaitsary Mehla-5 

The ordinary human beings and other creatures have different longings or wishes. For 

example, human beings generally wish for more and more wealth and power. A fish 

has such a keen desire for water that it cannot survive without water. In this shabad, 

Guru Ji shows us by his personal example what should be the longing and strong 

craving of a Guru’s follower.  

He says: “(O’ God), just as the Chatrik (a pied Cuckoo) always keeps wishing for 

rainfall, (similarly) O’ the ocean of mercy, (I wish that You) , show compassion and 

bless me with the longing for Your loving devotion.” (1-pause) 
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Citing some more examples of intense love, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God), a Chakwi (the 

shell duck) does not care for innumerable comforts, but on seeing the sun a sense of 

total bliss wells up in her, (because it is a harbinger of her reunion with her male 

partner, from whom she is separated during the night). By any other efforts, a fish 

cannot survive and it would definitely die without water. (Similarly, I cannot survive 

without Your Name).” (1) 

Therefore concluding this shabad, Guru Ji prays: “O’ God, our Master, we the 

unsupported ones have come to (Your) shelter, show Your mercy (and bless) Nanak 

that he may meditate on Your lotus feet (Your immaculate Name), because except that 

nothing else seems pleasing to him.” (2-6-10) 

The message of this shabad is that just as a pied cuckoo always keeps longing for 

rain and a fish cannot survive without water, similarly we should always crave 

for and feel restless without God’s Name. 

jaitsaree mehlaa 5. 

man tan bas rahay mayray paraan. 

kar kirpaa saaDhoo sang bhaytay 

pooran purakh sujaan. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

paraym thag-uree jin ka-o paa-ee tin 

ras pee-a-o bhaaree. 

taa kee keemat kahan na jaa-ee kudrat 

kavan hamHaaree. ||1|| 

 

laa-ay la-ay larh daas jan apunay 

uDhray uDhaaranhaaray. 

parabh simar simar simar sukh paa-i-o 
naanak saran du-aaray. ||2||7||11|| 

Jaitsary Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that just as a pied cuckoo always keeps 

longing for rain and a fish cannot survive without water, similarly we should always 

crave for and feel restless without God’s Name. In this shabad, he shares with us the 

kind of bliss he is now enjoying as a result of joining the company of his saint Guru 

and following his advice. 

He says: “(O’ my friends, since the time I have joined the company of saint Guru and 

as advised by him started loving and craving for God), showing His mercy the perfect 

all-knowing supreme Being has come to meet me in the company of the saint Guru, 

and (like) my life-breath, He is residing in my mind and body.” (1-pause) 
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Describing the kind of bliss he enjoys as a result of God’s union, Guru Ji humbly 

admits: “(O’ my friends), they to whom (God) has administered the potion of love, He 

has helped them to drink a supremely relishing (divine) drink. The worth of that relish 

cannot be described; what power do I have to (describe the value of that drink)?” (1) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad by saying: “(O’ my friends, God) has attached His 

servants and devotees to His gown (of support), and thus the Savior has saved them. 

(So in this way) Nanak has obtained peace by seeking the shelter at (God’s) door and 

by meditating on Him again and again.” (2-7-11) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to obtain peace and enjoy the bliss 

of God’s union, then joining the congregation of the saint Guru (Granth Sahib 

Ji), we should meditate on God’s Name. 

jaitsaree mehlaa 5. 

aa-ay anik janam bharam sarnee. 

uDhar dayh anDh koop tay laavhu 

apunee charnee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

gi-aan Dhi-aan kichh karam na 

jaanaa naahin nirmal karnee. 

saaDhsangat kai anchal laavhu 
bikham nadee jaa-ay tarnee.||1|| 

 

sukh sampat maa-i-aa ras meethay ih 
nahee man meh Dharnee. 

har darsan taripat naanak daas 

paavat har naam rang aabharnee. 
||2||8||12|| 

Jaitsary Mehla-5 

According to Sikh belief, we have obtained this human life after wandering through 

millions of species, and this is our opportunity to once again unite with God. But 

unfortunately, we forget this, and instead of our Beloved God, we start craving 

worldly riches and power. In this shabad, Guru Ji shows us how to pray to God to put 

us on the right path, so that this invaluable human birth of ours may not go waste. 

He says: “(O’ God), after wandering through many lives, we have come to Your 

shelter. (Please) save us (from drowning in the) blind well (of worldly entanglements), 

and attach us to Your feet (Your Name).” (1- pause) 

Next Guru Ji shows us how instead of boasting about our merits, we should confess 

our faults and weaknesses, humbly pray to God and say: “(O’ God), I don’t have any  
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(divine) wisdom, meditation, (or the knowledge to perform faith) rituals, nor I have 

done any virtuous deeds. (Therefore, I beseech that) attach me to the gown of 

(guidance of) the company of saintly persons, so that this torturous (worldly) river 

could be crossed.” (1) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad by instructing himself (and us) about the right conduct 

of life. He says: “O’ Nanak, don’t put (the thoughts of worldly) comforts, possessions, 

wealth, and the sweet relishes of Maya (the worldly pleasures) in your mind. Because 

the (true) devotees obtain contentment by seeing the sight of God, and for them love 

for God’s Name is their ornamentation.” (2-8-12) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to enjoy true and lasting happiness, 

then instead of running after worldly pleasures, we should pray to God to bless 

us with the company of His saints, so that they may help us meditate on His 

Name, embellish us with His love, and help us see His vision. 

jaitsaree mehlaa 5. 

har jan simrahu hirdai raam. 

har jan ka-o apdaa nikat na aavai 

pooran daas kay kaam. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

kot bighan binsahi har sayvaa nihchal 

govid Dhaam. 

bhagvant bhagat ka-o bha-o kichh 
naahee aadar dayvat  jaam. ||1|| 

 

taj gopaal aan jo karnee so-ee so-ee 
binsat khaam. 

charan kamal hirdai gahu naanak sukh 

samooh bisraam. ||2||9||13|| 

Jaitsary Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to enjoy true and lasting 

happiness, then instead of running after worldly pleasures, we should pray to God to 

bless us with the company of His saints, so that they may help us meditate on His 

Name, embellish ourselves with His love, and see His sight. In this shabad, he tells us 

what kind of blessings we receive when we worship God with true love and devotion. 

He says: “O’ the devotees of God, meditate on God from the core of your heart; (by 

doing so) no calamity ever comes near the devotees (of God), and all the tasks of His 

servants are accomplished successfully.” (1-pause) 
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Listing the blessings one obtains by serving God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), by 

performing the service of God, (through meditation of His Name) millions of 

obstacles are destroyed and one obtains the immovable abode of God. The devotees  

of God have nothing to fear (because) even the demon of death treats them with 

respect.” (1) 

Regarding all other kinds of ritual worships, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), forsaking 

God, whatever other (ritualistic) deed we do that gets destroyed, because that deed is 

flimsy (and useless. Therefore) O’ Nanak, grasp the immaculate feet (of God and 

steadfastly meditate on His Name), which is the abode of all comforts.” (2-9-13) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want that no calamity should ever afflict 

us, all the obstacles in our way are removed, and we enjoy all kinds of comforts, 

then we should meditate on God with true loving devotion from the core of our 

hearts.  

jaitsaree mehlaa 9 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

bhooli-o man maa-i-aa urjhaa-i-o. 

jo jo karam kee-o laalach lag tih tih 
aap banDhaa-i-o. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

samajh na paree bikhai ras rachi-o 
jas har ko bisraa-i-o. 

sang su-aamee so jaani-o naahin ban 

khojan ka-o Dhaa-i-o. ||1|| 

SGGS  P-703 

ratan raam ghat hee kay bheetar taa 

ko gi-aan na paa-i-o. 

jan naanak bhagvant bhajan bin 
birthaa janam gavaa-i-o. ||2||1|| 

Jaitsary Mehla-9 

In the previous so many shabads, Guru Ji has been directly and indirectly advising us 

to seek the company and guidance of the saint (Guru), and under his guidance 

remember and enshrine God in our minds. But unfortunately, in spite of listening to 

such advice so many times, we keep following our sinful worldly ways and therefore 

keep suffering the pain and anguish of human existence and rounds of births and 

deaths in different species. In this shabad, Guru Ji shows us the mirror of our life 

conduct and how we are wasting this invaluable human birth. 
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He says: “(O’ my friend, throughout life your) erring mind remained entangled in 

Maya (the pursuit of worldly riches). Motivated by greed, whatever deeds you did, 

you got yourself bound (to punishment).” (1- pause) 

Commenting further on our conduct, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friend, the divine) 

understanding never dawned upon you; (you) remained engrossed in sinful pleasures 

and (completely) forgot about (singing) praise of God. You did not recognize God 

residing in your company, but (unnecessarily) went to search Him in the forests.” (1) 

In closing, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friend), the jewel of God’s Name is within your 

heart, but you never knew about it. (In short, O’) servant Nanak, without meditation 

on God, (one) has wasted one’s life in vain.” (2-1) 

The message of this shabad is that instead of wasting this precious human life in 

pursuit of worldly riches and powers, we should meditate on God, who is 

residing right within our own heart, and there is no need for us to go out to 

jungles and mountains to search Him. 

jaitsaree mehlaa 9. 

har joo raakh layho pat mayree. 

jam ko taraas bha-i-o ur antar saran 
gahee kirpaa niDh tayree. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

mahaa patit mugaDh lobhee fun karat 
paap ab haaraa. 

bhai marbay ko bisrat naahin tih chintaa 

tan jaaraa. ||1|| 

 

kee-ay upaav mukat kay kaaran dah dis 

ka-o uth Dhaa-i-aa. 

ghat hee bheetar basai niranjan taa ko 
maram na paa-i-aa. ||2|| 

 

naahin gun naahin kachh jap tap ka-un 
karam ab keejai. 

naanak haar pari-o sarnaagat abhai 

daan parabh deejai. ||3||2|| 

Jaitsary Mehla-9 

In the previous shabad Guru Ji noted how we keep doing all kinds of misdeeds, 

motivated by greed and worldly attachments. Then those misdeeds of ours become our 

problems, and we feel as if we are surrounded by troubles, so gripped by the fear of  
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death we dread the consequences of our misdeeds. In this shabad, Guru Ji puts 

himself in our situation and shows us a way to pray to God and ask for His 

forgiveness.  

So addressing God on our behalf, Guru Ji says: “O’ God, save my honor. In my heart 

is the terrible fear of death. O’ the treasure of mercy, (to save myself from this fear) I 

have grasped onto Your support.” (1-pause) 

Unlike those of us who make lame excuses for our misdeeds, Guru Ji makes candid 

confessions (on our behalf), and says: “(O’ God), I am a great sinner and a foolish 

greedy person. But now I feel exhausted from committing sins. Now the fear of death 

doesn’t forsake me, and (I feel as if) that worry has burnt down my body.” (1) 

Describing the result of various kinds of rituals and ways of works, which many of us 

sometimes do to save ourselves from future punishment for our sins and to seek 

salvation, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God), I have already made many efforts to get salvation 

(from the consequences of my sins), and have run in all the ten different directions (to 

worship and bathe at holy places, or to meditate in jungles and mountains), but still I 

did not realize the secret, that God is abiding in my heart itself, (therefore there is no 

need to go outside anywhere to find Him).” (2) 

Guru Ji concludes by showing us how to pray to God, even when we have tried and 

miserably failed to find any answer to our deep pain and mental anguish. He says: 

“(O’ God), I don’t have any merit, nor I have (done) any worship, or penance. (I don’t 

know) what deed I (could) do now (to free myself from fear of death and punishment.) 

Therefore admitting defeat, Nanak has sought Your shelter, (please) bless him with 

the state of fearlessness.” (3-2) 

The message of this shabad is that even if so far we have been wasting our life in 

pursuits of Maya and have committed many misdeeds and sins, and now are 

possessed by the fear of death and punishment, still we can save ourselves if we 

make a candid confession of our demerits before God, and pray to Him in all 

sincerity to forgive us and save our honor. 

jaitsaree mehlaa 9. 

man ray saachaa gaho bichaaraa. 

raam naam bin mithi-aa maano sagro ih 

sansaaraa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

jaa ka-o jogee khojat haaray paa-i-o 

naahi tih paaraa. 

so su-aamee tum nikat pachhaano roop 
raykh tay ni-aaraa.||1|| 
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paavan naam jagat mai har ko kabhoo 
naahi sambhaaraa. 

naanak saran pari-o jag bandan raakho 

birad tuhaaraa. ||2||3|| 

Jaitsary Mehla-9 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that even if we have been wasting our life 

in pursuits of Maya, misdeeds, and sin, and now are possessed by the fear of death and 

punishment, we can still save ourselves if we make a confession of our demerits 

before God and sincerely pray to Him to forgive us and save our honor. In this 

shabad, while advising us to always remember God and deem Him near us, he shows 

us how to invoke God’s own tradition. 

Addressing his mind (actually us), Guru Ji says: “O’ my mind, grasp this true wisdom 

that except God, deem all the rest of the world as an illusion.” (1-pause) 

Continuing his advice Guru Ji says:  “(O’ my mind, that God) whom even the yogis 

have failed to find and could not reach His end or limit, and who is beyond any form 

or feature, you deem that Master near (you).” (1)  

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by showing us how to pray to God, even when we have 

never remembered Him before. He says: “(O’ God, I confess that even though) God’s 

Name, which is the most immaculate thing in the world, I have never contemplated it, 

yet still O’ God, whom the entire world worships, Nanak has humbly fallen at Your 

feet, honor Your own tradition (of saving Your devotees, and save him also).” (2-3) 

The message of this shabad is that except God’s Name, we should deem the entire 

world as short lived, and realizing God is near us, we should pray to Him to 

ignore our sins and shortcomings and save us as per His own tradition. 

jaitsaree mehlaa 5 chhant ghar 1 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

salok. 

darsan pi-aasee dinas raat chitva-o an-din 

neet. 

kholiH kapat gur maylee-aa naanak har 

sang meet. ||1|| 

chhant. 

sun yaar hamaaray sajan ik kara-o 
banantee-aa. 
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tis mohan laal pi-aaray ha-o fira-o 

khojantee-aa. 

tis das pi-aaray sir Dharee utaaray ik 
bhoree darsan deejai. 

nain hamaaray pari-a rang rangaaray ik til 

bhee naa Dheereejai. 

parabh si-o man leenaa ji-o jal meenaa 

chaatrik jivai tisantee-aa. 

jan naanak gur pooraa paa-i-aa saglee 
tikhaa bujhantee-aa. ||1|| 

 

yaar vay pari-a habhay sakhee-aa moo 
kahee na jayhee-aa. 

yaar vay hik dooN hik chaarhai ha-o kis 

chitayhee-aa. 

hik dooN hik chaarhay anik pi-aaray nit 
karday bhog bilaasaa. 

tinaa daykh man chaa-o uthandaa ha-o 

kad paa-ee guntaasaa. 

jinee maidaa laal reejhaa-i-aa ha-o tis 

aagai man dayNhee-aa. 

naanak kahai sun bin-o suhaagan moo das 
dikhaa pir kayhee-aa. ||2|| 

 

yaar vay pir aapan bhaanaa kichh neesee 
chhandaa. 

SGGS  P-704 

yaar vay tai raavi-aa laalan moo das 

dasandaa. 

laalan tai paa-i-aa aap gavaa-i-aa jai Dhan 

bhaag mathaanay. 

baaNh pakarh thaakur ha-o ghiDhee gun 
avgan na pachhaanay. 

gun haar tai paa-i-aa rang laal banaa-i-aa 

tis habho kichh suhandaa. 

jan naanak Dhan suhaagan saa-ee jis sang 
bhataar vasandaa. ||3|| 
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yaar vay nit sukh sukhaydee saa mai     

paa-ee. 
var lorheedaa aa-i-aa vajee vaaDhaa-ee. 

mahaa mangal rahas thee-aa pir da-i-aal 

sad nav rangee-aa. 

vad bhaag paa-i-aa gur milaa-i-aa saaDh 

kai satsangee-aa. 

aasaa mansaa sagal pooree pari-a ank ank 
milaa-ee. 

binvant naanak sukh sukhaydee saa mai 

gur mil paa-ee. ||4||1|| 

Jaitsary Mehla-5 Chhant Ghar-1 

This shabad is perhaps an outstanding example of the heights of Guru Ji’s poetic 

imagery. In this shabad, Guru Ji compares himself to a young and innocent bride who 

sees that her other (saintly) friends are enjoying the company of the beloved 

bridegroom God and all of them are more beautiful (more spiritually advanced) than 

her. Therefore, they are enjoying the pleasures of the company of God. Seeing them, 

in her heart also appears the craving to enjoy the company of that beauteous God of 

the universe.  

Salok 

First summarizing how he was longing for God and how his Guru united him with his 

beloved God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, I am so) thirsty for the sight of (my 

beloved) God that I think of (Him) day and night. Opening the doors (of my mind   

and liberating me from the worldly bonds), the Guru has united me with God (my 

friend).” (1) 

Chhant 

Now Guru Ji tells in detail how all this happened, how he went to one of his saintly 

friends and said to him: “Listen to me, O’ my dear friend, I make a supplication 

before you. I am searching around for that captivating loving (God. O’ my friend, 

please) tell me His whereabouts. (I am so eager to see Him that even if) just for a 

moment He shows His vision, (I am ready to) chop of my head and place it before 

Him. My eyes are so imbued with the love of my Beloved that without seeing Him, 

(my eyes) don’t rest even for a moment. My mind is attached to God like a fish is 

attached to water, or a Chatrik (the pied cuckoo) thirsts for (a special drop of rain). 

Devotee Nanak (says: “when he) obtained the perfect Guru, (all his) thirst for (the 

sight of) God was quenched.” (1) 
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Guru Ji now shares with us his love and longing for his Beloved, but still in his 

humility, he says: “O’ my friend, (I recognize that other saints enjoying the company 

of God are) all like the beloved friendly mates (of God), and not at all (meritless) like 

me. O’ my friend, (I see that) each one is more beautiful (and meritorious) than the 

other, so who cares for me? Yes, each one is more beautiful than the other, and the 

beloveds (of God) are innumerable; every day they enjoy His company and indulge in 

(spiritual) fun and frolic. Seeing them a craving wells up in my mind (also, and I 

wonder), when I too could obtain (and enjoy the company of) the Treasure of virtues. 

I surrender my mind before those (saint brides) who have allured my beloved (God). 

Nanak says: “Listen to my prayer, O’ the dear united bride (of God), tell me and show 

me what our Spouse looks like).” (2) 

Guru Ji once again addresses his dear mate (his saintly friend) and says: “O’ my 

friend, (I realize that God our) Spouse, follows His own will, He is not dependent on 

any one. O’ my dear friend, you have enjoyed the company of that dear Spouse; I ask 

you, please tell me also about His whereabouts. (Did) you obtain to that dear Groom 

of ours because you shed your self-(conceit? Or is it that God meets) only that bride in 

whose destiny it is (so written)?” 

(The united bride replies): “(O’ my dear friend, I only know that on His own, God) 

caught hold of my hand and took me into His embrace, and He did not care about my 

merits or demerits.” 

Then looking at the beauty of his united friend, Guru Ji addresses God and says: “(O’ 

God, the bride soul) whom You have decked with the necklace of merits, You have 

dyed her in deep red color (of Your Love); everything looks beauteous on her. Nanak 

(says), blessed is that bride in whose company resides her beloved Groom.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by sharing with us the bliss he is enjoying after his own 

wishes for union with God were fulfilled. He says: “O’ my friend, the wish for which 

I have been daily praying for has been fulfilled. Yes, the Groom whom I was seeking 

has come (to wed me, and I feel as if) songs of joy are being sung (in the house of my 

heart). Within me is welling up (a sense of) great celebration and joy, because my 

Spouse is very compassionate and ever young and loving. It was by great good destiny 

that I obtained (such a wonderful Spouse). It was the Guru, who united me in the 

company of the saintly people. Now all my hope and desire has been fulfilled, and my 

Beloved spouse has embraced me to His bosom. (In short), Nanak says: “I have 

obtained that thing for which I was daily praying by meeting the Guru.” (4-1) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to enjoy the bliss of God’s union, 

then we should never have any kind of pride about our merits or efforts. Instead, 

we should try to emulate those devotees of God who are united with Him. We 

should also keep humbly praying to God to show His mercy on us and bless us 

with the company of saintly persons, and guidance of the true Guru, who may 

teach us how to acquire such merits that on His own, God may pull us into His 

arms and unite us with Him. 
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jaitsaree mehlaa 5 ghar 2 chhant 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

salok. 

oochaa agam apaar parabh kathan na 

jaa-ay akath. 
naanak parabh sarnaagatee raakhan 

ka-o samrath. ||1|| 

chhant. 

ji-o jaanhu ti-o raakh har parabh 
tayri-aa. 

kaytay gan-o asaNkh avgan mayri-aa. 

asaNkh avgan khatay fayray nitparat 
sad bhoolee-ai. 

moh magan bikraal maa-i-aa ta-o 
parsaadee ghoolee-ai. 

look karat bikaar bikh-rhay parabh 

nayr hoo tay nayri-aa. 

binvant naanak da-i-aa Dhaarahu 
kaadh bhavjal fayri-aa. ||1|| 

Jaitsary Mehla-5 Ghar-2 Chhant 

In this shabad, Guru Ji shows us how to pray to God, so that in spite of our so many 

faults and evil ways, He may still forgive us and save us. 

Salok 

First listing some qualities of God, Guru Ji says: “God is exalted, incomprehensible, 

and infinite; that indescribable God cannot be described. Nanak has sought the shelter 

of (that) God who has the power to save (us).” (1) 

Chhantt 

Now on our behalf, Guru Ji addresses God and says: “O’ God, we are Yours, save us 

as You will. (O’ God), I cannot count my countless demerits; they are in millions. 

Yes, my faults and misdeeds are innumerable; day after day we always forget 

(something). We are entangled in the dreadful worldly attachments; it is only by Your 

grace that we are saved. In secret, we commit so many evils and sins, (but do not 

realize that) You are nearer than the near. Nanak prays: “(O’ God) show mercy and 

pull us out of the rounds of birth and death in the dreadful (worldly) ocean.” (1) 
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The message of this shabad is that if we want to be saved, we should become true 

servants of God and humbly pray to Him to ignore our faults and save us 

because we are His own. 

salok. 

nirat na pavai asaNkh gun oochaa parabh 

kaa naa-o. 

naanak kee banantee-aa milai nithaavay 
thaa-o. ||2|| 

chhant. 

doosar naahee thaa-o kaa peh jaa-ee-ai. 

aath pahar kar jorh so parabh Dhi-aa-ee-ai. 

Dhi-aa-ay so parabh sadaa apunaa maneh 

chindi-aa paa-ee-ai. 

taj maan moh vikaar doojaa ayk si-o liv 

laa-ee-ai. 

arap man tan parabhoo aagai aap sagal 
mitaa-ee-ai. 

binvant naanak Dhaar kirpaa saach naam 

samaa-ee-ai.||2|| 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to be saved, we should 

become true servants of God and humbly pray to Him to ignore our faults and save us 

because we are His own. In this shabad, he shows us how to pray like His servants 

and win His pleasure. 

Salok 

First commenting on God’s excellence, he says: “(O’ my friends), there cannot be any 

resolution of His countless merits, most supreme is God’s Name. Nanak’s prayer is 

that he the unsupported one, be granted His support.” (2) 

Chhantt 

Now Guru Ji tells us exactly what we need to do to seek the mercy of God and 

become one of His own. He says: “(O’ my friends, besides God) there is no other 

place where we could go (for any support. Therefore) with folded hands, we should 

meditate on that God at all times. (Because) by always meditating on our God, we get 

the fruit of our heart’s desire. Therefore, shedding our self-conceit, worldly 

attachment, and the sin of duality, we should fix our attention on the one (God. In    

this way), surrendering our mind and body before God, we should erase all our self  
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(conceit). Therefore Nanak submits: “(O’ God), show mercy, that we may get 

absorbed in (Your) true Name.” (2) 

The message of this shabad is that there is no other power except God who can 

save us, therefore if we want to be saved, we have to abandon all our ego and 

sinful ways and most humbly pray to God to show mercy on us and attune us to 

contemplation of His Name at all times. 

salok. 

ray man taa ka-o Dhi-aa-ee-ai sabh 

biDh jaa kai haath. 

raam naam Dhan sanchee-ai naanak 
nibhai saath. ||3|| 

chhant. 

saathee-arhaa parabh ayk doosar naahi 

ko-ay. 

thaan thanantar aap jal thal poor so-ay. 

jal thal mahee-al poor rahi-aa sarab 

daataa parabh Dhanee. 

gopaal gobind ant naahee bay-ant gun 
taa kay ki-aa ganee. 

bhaj saran su-aamee sukhah gaamee 

tis binaa an naahi ko-ay. 

binvant naanak da-i-aa Dhaarahu tis 

paraapat naam ho-ay. ||3|| 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that there is no other power except God 

who can save us, therefore if we want to be saved, we have to abandon all our ego and 

sinful ways and most humbly pray to God to show mercy on us and attune us to 

contemplation of His Name at all times. In this shabad, he shows us how to do that. 

Salok 

Addressing his mind (and indirectly us), Guru Ji says: “O’ my mind, we should 

worship (that God) in whose hand is everything. O’ Nanak, we should amass the 

wealth of God’s Name, which accompanies (us even after death).” (3) 

Chhantt 

Guru Ji now addresses us and says: “(O’ my friends), God is our one (true) 

companion, and there is no other. He Himself is pervading all space and interspaces, 

and He the same one pervades all waters and lands. Yes, that God and beneficent  
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Master of all pervades in all waters and lands. There is no limit to the merits of that 

Preserver and Master of the universe; myriads are His merits, so how can I count 

those? Therefore, we should hasten to the shelter of that God, the Giver and the 

harbinger of all comforts, (because) except Him there is no other (savior). Nanak 

prays: “O’ God, only that person on whom You show Your mercy obtains (the gift of) 

Your Name.” (3) 

The message of this shabad is that we should meditate on the Name of that God 

in whose power is everything and seek His mercy, because only it is God’s Name 

that accompanies our soul even after death and saves us from the future pains of 

births and deaths. 

SGGS P-705 

salok. 

chit je chitvi-aa so mai paa-i-aa. 

naanak naam Dhi-aa-ay sukh sabaa-i-aa. 
||4|| 

chhant. 

ab man chhoot ga-i-aa saaDhoo sang 
milay. 

gurmukh naam la-i-aa jotee jot ralay. 

har naam simrat mitay kilbikh bujhee 
tapat aghaani-aa. 

geh bhujaa leenay da-i-aa keenay aapnay 

kar maani-aa. 

lai ank laa-ay har milaa-ay janam marnaa 

dukh jalay. 

binvant naanak da-i-aa Dhaaree mayl 
leenay ik palay. ||4||2|| 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should meditate on the Name of 

that God in whose power is everything and seek His mercy, because only God’s Name 

accompanies our soul even after death and saves us from the rounds of births and 

deaths. In this shabad, he tells us what kind of gifts he has obtained by meditating on 

God's Name, and what kinds of blessings have been bestowed on others who have 

done the same thing. 

 Salok 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), I have obtained whatever I had wished in my mind. 

Nanak says, (one obtains) all comforts by meditating on God's Name.” (4) 
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Chhantt 

Guru Ji now describes in detail the blessings he and others enjoy by meditating on 

God’s Name.  He says: “(O’ my friends), now because of obtaining the company of 

the saint (Guru), my mind has been liberated (from the bonds of worldly allurements 

and evils). Under the guidance of the Guru, they who have meditated on (God’s) 

Name have merged into the (divine) light. By contemplating on (God’s) Name all 

their sins were washed off and the fire (of lust in them) was quenched, and they were 

fully satiated. Showing His mercy (God) held them by His hand and accepted them as 

His own. When hugging them to His bosom, God united (them) with Him, all their 

pains of birth and death were burnt off. (In short), Nanak submits that showing His 

mercy, God united them with Him in an instant.” (4-2) 

The message of this shabad is that when under the guidance of the Guru, we 

meditate on God’s Name from the core of our heart, all our sins and evil passions 

are destroyed, and holding out His hand God pulls us out of this worldly ocean of 

birth and death and hugs us to His bosom. 

jaitsaree chhant mehlaa 5. 

paaDhaanoo sansaar gaarab ati-aa. 

kartay paap anayk maa-i-aa rang 
rati-aa. 

lobh mohi abhimaan booday maran 
cheet na aav-ay. 

putar mitar bi-uhaar banitaa ayh 

karat bihaava-ay. 
puj divas aa-ay likhay maa-ay dukh 

Dharam dootah dithi-aa. 

kirat karam na mitai naanak har 
naam Dhan nahee khati-aa. ||1|| 

 

udam karahi anayk har naam na 
gaavhee. 

bharmeh jon asaNkh mar janmeh 

aavhee. 
pasoo pankhee sail tarvar ganat 

kachhoo na aav-ay. 
beej bovas bhog bhogeh kee-aa 

apnaa paav-ay. 
ratan janam harant joo-ai parabhoo 

aap na bhaavhee. 

binvant naanak bharmeh     
bharmaa-ay khin ayk tikan na 

paavhee. ||2|| 
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joban ga-i-aa biteet jar mal   

baithee-aa. 
kar kampeh sir dol nain na       

deethi-aa. 

nah nain deesai bin bhajan eesai 
chhod maa-i-aa chaali-aa. 

kahi-aa na maaneh sir khaak 

chhaaneh jin sang man tan jaali-aa. 

sareeraam rang apaar pooran nah 

nimakh man meh voothi-aa. 

binvant naanak kot kaagar binas 
baar na jhoothi-aa. ||3|| 

 

charan kamal sarnaa-ay naanak     
aa-i-aa. 

dutar bhai sansaar parabh aap 
taraa-i-aa. 

mil saaDhsangay bhajay sareeDhar 

kar ang parabh jee taari-aa. 

har maan lee-ay naam dee-ay avar 

kachh na beechaari-aa. 

gun niDhaan apaar thaakur man 
lorheedaa paa-i-aa. 

binvant naanak sadaa tariptai har 

naam bhojan khaa-i-aa. ||4||2||3|| 

Jaitsary Chhantt Mehla-5 

This shabad is a beautiful pictorial commentary on the life of general human beings. 

In the pursuits of Maya, or attachment for their relatives, and hunger for worldly 

wealth and power, humans waste their lives, and then in the end they suffer and 

repent. In this shabad, Guru Ji is showing us the mirror of our life conduct and its 

consequences, and he also tells us the right way to lead our life, which can help us 

enjoy true happiness and also obtain salvation.  

First commenting on the general state of the world and the conduct of ordinary human 

beings, he says: “(O’ my friends), the world is like a way station or temporary hotel, 

but inflated with ego and dyed in the color of Maya (worldly riches and power, human 

beings) are committing innumerable sins. They are (in a way) drowned in greed, 

attachment, and arrogance, but the thought of death does not enter their mind (at all). 

They spend their entire lives attending to the affairs of their children, friends, business 

or wife. O’ mother, when as per their predetermined destiny, their days of stay in this 

world come to an end, then they feel pain upon seeing the demons of death in front of  
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them. But O’ Nanak, the writ of destiny based on their (past deeds) cannot be     

erased, (because) they have not gathered the wealth of God's Name (which could save 

them).” (1) 

Now Guru Ji comments on the fate of some people who try to do righteous deeds to 

avoid the above situation, but unfortunately instead of meditating on God's Name, 

they indulge in ritualistic deeds, such as going to pilgrimage, and bathing at holy 

places, or doing elaborate faith ceremonies, which don’t help them at all in their 

spiritual purification. So talking about such persons, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), 

those who make countless (ritualistic) efforts, but do not worship God's Name wander 

around in a myriad of species and keep going through many births (and deaths). There 

is no count of the species of animals, birds, rocks, and trees (through which such 

human beings go through). They reap what they sow and bear the consequences of 

their own deeds. They waste away their jewel-like human birth in gamble, and God 

also doesn’t like them at all. (In short) Nanak submits, that being strayed by (worldly 

affairs), they can not obtain peace even for a moment (and keep wandering as 

species).” (2) 

Next Guru Ji comments on the state of those who spend all their lives in pursuit of 

worldly riches or are involved in family affairs till the last stages of their old age 

nearing death. Guru Ji says: “(When one’s) youth has passed and the old age has taken 

over, (one’s) hands tremble, head shakes, and eyes cannot see. (Yes, one) cannot see 

anything with one’s eyes, and without meditating on God, forsaking the (accumulated 

worldly) wealth, one departs (from the world). Those (sons and daughters) for whom 

one had been consuming one’s body and mind do not listen at all (and so disrespect 

and humiliate one, as if) they throw ashes on one’s head. Nanak submits, (now one 

realizes that) even for a moment, love for the infinite God did not abide (in the mind, 

and like) a paper castle, it doesn’t take long for this false body to perish.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by sharing with us what he has done and how he has 

been saved from such a painful end as described above. He says: “(O’ my friends, as 

for) Nanak, he has come to seek the shelter of the lotus feet (of God. Taking pity) God 

Himself has made him swim across the dreadful and difficult worldly ocean. Joining 

the company of the saint (Guru, Nanak has) meditated on God, and hugging him to 

His bosom, the reverend God has made him cross (the worldly ocean). God has 

bestowed honor and blessed him with His Name and has not taken into account any 

other thing. (In this way) as desired by my mind, I have obtained the infinite Master, 

who is the treasure of virtues. Nanak submits that he has partook the food of God's 

Name and has been satiated forever.” (4-2-3) 

The message of this shabad is that this world is like a hotel for a short temporary 

stay, which can end anytime without notice. Therefore we should not waste our 

human life in pursuit of worldly attachments and committing sins to amass 

wealth for ourselves or for our families and friends. Instead, we should pray to 

God to bless us with the shelter of the saints and gift of His Name, so that God 

may show His mercy and pull us out of this dread full worldly ocean and provide 

us eternal satisfaction. 
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jaitsaree mehlaa 5 vaar salokaa 

naaial 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

salok. 

aad pooran maDh pooran ant pooran 

parmaysureh. 

simrant sant sarbatar ramnaN naanak 
aghnaasan jagdeesureh. ||1|| 

SGGS  P-706 

paykhan sunan sunaavano man meh 
darirh-ee-ai saach. 

poor rahi-o sarbatar mai naanak har 

rang raach. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

har ayk niranjan gaa-ee-ai sabh antar 
so-ee. 

karan kaaran samrath parabh jo karay 

so ho-ee. 
khin meh thaap uthaapadaa tis bin 

nahee ko-ee. 

khand barahmand paataal deep ravi-aa 
sabh lo-ee. 

jis aap bujhaa-ay so bujhsee nirmal jan 

so-ee. ||1|| 

Jaitsary Mehla-5 Vaar salokan Naal 

According to the present tradition of doing Akhand Path (continuous reading of Sri 

Guru Granth Sahib), beginning of this Vaar (epic) is considered to be the middle point 

by many sikhs. Therefore, when the reader reaches this point, another person 

immediately rises up and performs Ardaas (prayer), thanking God for help up to this 

point. However, it is believed that Guru Ji uttered this Vaar in response to the request 

of some disciples to compose a sermon, as an alternative to the Hindu tradition of 

reciting Garad Puran at the time of death of one’s relatives or friends. This Vaar has 

been composed in three languages. The first salok is in Sahiskriti, which is a kind of 

amalgam of Pali and Prakrit (the ancient Hindu and Buddhist languages). The second  
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salok is in southern Punjabi, and the Paurri is in eastern or central Punjabi. Actually, 

the second salok is a kind of translation of the first salok, and Paurri is its more 

detailed explanation. In this way, any reader or listener could understand and grasp the 

message, as the reading progresses. For this reason in some places, there is a tradition 

in Sikh families to listen to this Vaar along with explanation till ten days after a death 

in their family. The translation and explanation of the Vaar as per the humble 

understanding of this author is as follows: 

Salok: 

To start with, Guru Ji points to the omnipotence of God at all times and reverence paid 

to Him by the saintly people. He says: “(O’ my friends), God was fully present before 

the beginning of this universe, He is present (now) in the middle, and would remain 

fully existent even after the end (of universe). O’ Nanak, (all) the saints meditate on 

that God of the universe, who is destroyer of all sins.” (1) 

Therefore, Guru Ji advises: “(O’ my friends), we should behold, listen, recite, and 

firmly implant such an eternal (God) in our mind. O’ Nanak, absorb yourself in the 

love of that God, who pervades everywhere.” (2) 

Paurri 

Explaining his message in detail, he says: “(O’ my friends), we should sing praises of 

that immaculate God who is present in all. God is powerful to do everything and to 

create the reasons (behind any event); that alone happens, which He (Himself) does. 

In an instant, He creates and destroys (everything), and there is none beside Him (who 

can do any such thing). He is pervading all continents, nether regions, and islands. 

However, only the one whom (God) Himself makes to understand (Him) would 

understand (His mystery) and that one alone is an immaculate person.” (1) 

The message of this Paurri is that we should realize that God is present 

everywhere. He was present before the beginning, is present now, and would 

remain present even after the end of the world. He is the destroyer of sins, and if 

we want to become pure, we should always meditate on His Name. 

salok. 

rachant jee-a rachnaa maat garabh 

asthaapnaN. 
saas saas simrant naanak mahaa 

agan na binaasnaN. ||1|| 

 

mukh talai pair upray vasando 

kuhtharhai thaa-ay. 

naanak so Dhanee ki-o visaar-i-o 
uDhrahi jis dai naa-ay. ||2|| 
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pa-orhee. 

rakat bind kar nimmi-aa agan udar 
majhaar. 

uraDh mukh kucheel bikal narak ghor 

gubaar. 
har simrat too naa jaleh man tan ur 

Dhaar. 
bikham thaanahu jin rakhi-aa tis til na 

visaar. 

parabh bisrat sukh kaday naahi 
jaaseh janam haar. ||2|| 

Salok 

In the previous Paurri, Guru Ji advised us that we should realize that God is present 

everywhere and in every heart. He was present before the beginning, is present now, 

and would remain present even after the end of the world. He is the destroyer of sins, 

and if we want to become pure, we should always meditate on His Name. In this 

Paurri, he challenges us and asks, why have we forgotten that God who has been our 

savior right from our conception when we were in such a delicate situation. 

Reminding us about the very first step of our coming into this world, starting with our 

conception, Guru Ji says: “(O my friends, God) Himself engineers the creation of  

(human) beings and establishes them in the womb of a mother. O’ Nanak, (there the 

mortal) remembers (God) with each and every breath, therefore even the intense fire 

(of mother’s) womb cannot destroy him or her.” (1) 

Therefore, addressing us, Guru Ji asks: “(O’ mortal, when you were in the womb), 

with your head downwards and feet upwards, were residing in a very inhospitable, 

filthy place, (you survived by meditating on God's Name); Nanak (asks): “why      

have you forsaken that Master (by meditating) on whose Name, you were saved 

(there)?” (2) 

Paurri 

Explaining his above message once again, Guru Ji advises: “(O’ mortal), you were 

created with the union of father’s sperm and mother’s egg, in the fiery womb of the 

mother. At that time, you were hanging upside down, and meditating restlessly in the 

filthy and terrible hell. By remembering God, you did not get burnt (there); enshrine 

Him in your body and mind. Do not forsake Him even for a moment, who saved you 

in the most difficult place. But by forsaking God, You would never find peace and 

you would depart losing (the game of human) life.” (2) 
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The message of this Paurri is that remembering God saves us even in the dreadful 

fiery womb of the mother. Therefore, if we want to obtain peace in this life and 

be emancipated from the pains of future births and deaths, we should never 

forsake God and always remember Him with true love. 

salok. 

man ichhaa daan karnaN sarbatar 
aasaa poornah. 

khaNdnaN kal kalayseh parabh simar 

naanak nah poornah. ||1|| 

 

habh rang maaneh jis sang tai si-o 

laa-ee-ai nayhu. 

so saho bind na visra-o naanak jin 
sundar rachi-aa dayh. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

jee-o paraan tan Dhan dee-aa deenay 

ras bhog. 

garih mandar rath as dee-ay rach 
bhalay sanjog. 

sut banitaa saajan sayvak dee-ay 
parabh dayvan jog. 

har simrat tan man hari-aa leh jaahi 
vijog. 

saaDhsang har gun ramhu binsay 

sabh rog. ||3|| 

Salok 

In the previous Paurri, Guru Ji told us that remembering God saves us even in the 

dreadful fiery womb of the mother. Therefore, if we want to obtain peace in this life 

and be emancipated from the pains of future births and deaths, we should never 

forsake God and always remember Him with love and devotion. But it is not just 

during our stay in the mother’s womb that God protects us and saves us. In this 

Paurri, he points to so many other gifts and blessings, which God bestows upon us in 

life as well, for which we need to be grateful and remember Him with true love and 

devotion.  

He says: “God bestows gifts in accordance with the wishes of our mind and fulfills all 

our desires. He destroys all our conflicts and woes, therefore Nanak (says “O’ my 

friends), remember that God who is not far from you.” (1) 
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Addressing us again Guru Ji says: Meeting whom, you enjoy all kinds of pleasures, 

imbue yourself with His love. Nanak says, “(O’ man) don’t forsake even for a 

moment that God, who has made your handsome body.” (2) 

Paurri 

Elaborating on God’s blessings, Guru Ji says: (O’ man, God) has given you life, 

breath, body, and wealth, and also gave you all kinds of things for your enjoyment. 

Then blessing you with good fortune, He gave you houses, mansions, chariots, and 

horses. The beneficent God also blessed you with sons, daughters, friends, and 

servants. By contemplating that God, the body and the mind are delighted and all 

separations are removed. (O’ my friends) in the company of saintly people, sing 

praises of that God, then all your ailments would be destroyed.” (3) 

The message of this Paurri is that God fulfills all our desires and bestows many 

gifts including our life, wealth, relatives, and friends. Therefore, we should 

always remember Him and sing His praises in the company of His saints, then all 

our maladies and sorrows will end. 

salok. 

kutamb jatan karnaN maa-i-aa anayk 

udmah. 
har bhagat bhaav heenaN naanak 

parabh bisrat tay paraytah. ||1|| 

 

tutrhee-aa saa pareet jo laa-ee bi-ann 

si-o. 
naanak sachee reet saaN-ee saytee 

rati-aa. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

jis bisrat tan bhasam ho-ay kahtay 

sabh parayt. 

khin garih meh basan na dayvhee jin   

si-o so-ee hayt. 

kar anrath darab sanchi-aa so kaaraj 
kayt. 

jaisaa beejai so lunai karam ih khayt. 

akirat-ghanaa har visri-aa jonee 
bharmayt. ||4|| 
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Salok 

In the previous Paurri, Guru Ji advised us that God fulfills all our desires and gives us 

many gifts including our life, wealth, relatives, and friends. Therefore, we should 

always remember Him, and sing His praises in the company of His saints, then all our 

maladies and sorrows will end. In this Paurri, he comments on our conduct, and tells 

us how instead of remembering that beneficent God, we become totally obsessed with 

enjoying those gifts, and completely forget about God, who blessed us with all these 

comforts and pleasures, and then suffer the consequences of our own deeds.  

Guru Ji observes: “(Humans) make many efforts for the sake of their families, and 

labor in many ways to amass wealth. But O’ Nanak, they who are without the feeling 

of devotion, by forsaking God they become like ghosts.” (1) 

So cautioning us against loving others except God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), 

that love shall break, which you have imbued with others (except God). O’ Nanak, the 

right thing is that one remains imbued with the Master.” (2) 

Paurri 

Now Guru Ji tells about the dire consequences, which the ungrateful persons suffer for 

not remembering God. He says: “(O’ my friends, that God) separating from whom, 

the body becomes ashes and (all near and dear ones), start calling it a ghost. With 

whom one had imbued love, they don’t let it remain in the house even for a moment. 

So what is the use of those deeds and that wealth which that person accumulated after 

committing so many sins? (Remember that) this body is like a farm for our actions), 

whatever we sow here, so shall we reap.  (That is why), the ungrateful who have 

forsaken God, keep wandering in existences.” (4) 

The message of this Paurri is that although we should provide reasonable 

sustenance for our family, but we should not at any moment let that 

responsibility become obsession, or start resorting to sinful ways to amass wealth 

for our family and completely forget God. Because if we forget God then our soul 

will not have any rest or peace and would keep wandering in existences. 

salok. 

kot daan isnaanaN anik soDhan 
pavitartah. 

uchrant naanak har har rasnaa sarab 
paap bimuchtay. ||1|| 

 

eeDhan keetomoo ghanaa bhoree 

diteem bhaahi. 
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man vasand-rho sach saho naanak 
habhay dukh-rhay ulaahi. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

kot aghaa sabh naas hohi simrat har 

naa-o. 
man chinday fal paa-ee-ah har kay 

gun gaa-o. 
janam maran bhai katee-ah nihchal 

sach thaa-o. 

poorab hovai likhi-aa har charan 
samaa-o. 

kar kirpaa parabh raakh layho naanak 
bal jaa-o. ||5|| 

Salok 

Many of us want to know how can we obtain salvation and enjoy permanent bliss. 

According to our individual beliefs we do different deeds such as going to 

pilgrimages, observing fasts, giving charities, or performing our faith rituals, but still 

all these things do not seem to help. In this Paurri, Guru Ji tells us a technique which 

is far superior to all other ways and which can ensure us permanent peace, salvation, 

and union with God.  

He says: “O’ Nanak, they who utter God’s Name with their tongue, (obtain the fruits) 

of millions of charities, baths (at holy places), cleansings (of inner systems), and 

purifications, and all their sins are destroyed.” (1) 

Guru Ji now illustrates with an example, how God’s Name can have such a 

miraculous effect. He says: “(O’ my friends), just as if I collect lot of firewood and 

(light) it with a little spark, (it would all reduce to ashes, similarly) O’ Nanak, if the 

true Master comes to abide in our heart, all our woes are ended.” (2)  

Paurri 

Now listing the merits of meditating on God’s Name in simple language, Guru Ji says: 

“(O’ my friends), all the millions of sins are destroyed by meditating on God’s Name. 

By singing praises of God, we obtain the fruits of our heart’s desires. Our fears of 

birth and death are removed and we obtain a true and eternal status. However, if it is 

so pre-written (in our destiny, only then) we merge in the God’s lotus feet (His 

immaculate Name). Therefore O’ Nanak, (pray to God and say: “O God) showing 

Your mercy, save me, (I am) a sacrifice to You.” (5) 
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The message of this Paurri is that if we want to wash away millions of our sins, 

then instead of performing various rituals, we should meditate on God's Name. 

Once that Name resides in our heart, our sins would be destroyed like a stack of 

wood burnt by a spark, and we would obtain eternal bliss. 

salok. 

garih rachnaa apaaraN man bilaas su-
aadaN rasah. 

kadaaNch nah simrant naanak tay jant 

bistaa kirmeh. ||1|| 

much adambar habh kihu manjh 

muhabat nayh. 

so saaN-ee jaiN visrai naanak so tan 
khayh. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

sundar sayj anayk sukh ras bhogan 

pooray. 

garih so-in chandan suganDh laa-ay 
motee heeray. 

man ichhay sukh maandaa kichh naahi 
visooray. 

so parabh chit na aavee vistaa kay 
keeray. 

bin har naam na saaNt ho-ay kit biDh 

man Dheeray. ||6|| 

Salok 

In the previous Paurri, Guru Ji told us that if we want to wash away millions of our 

sins, then instead of performing various rituals, we should meditate on God's Name. 

Once that Name resides in our heart, our sins would be destroyed like a stack of wood 

burnt by a spark, and we would obtain eternal bliss. In this Paurri, he shows us the 

opposite side of the picture, and tells us about the fate of those who may be enjoying 

all the worldly pleasures, but do not ever think of God or meditate on His Name.  

He says: “(O’ my friends, many persons) remain busy in unlimited decorations of 

their houses, and in their mind are joys and relishes of tasty foods, but O’ Nanak, if 

they never meditate (on God, they are like the) worms of filth.” (1) 

Stating the above concept in another way, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), one may 

have a vast ostentation (of wealth and possessions) with everything, and within that 

person is love (for all these worldly things, but O’ Nanak, (the body) from whose 

(mind) God has been forsaken, that body is (useless like) ashes.” (2) 
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Paurri 

Now explaining the above concept with one more example, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my 

friends, one) may sleep on a beauteous bed, have countless comforts, and enjoy all 

kinds of relishes. One may possess mansions of gold, on which is applied the 

fragrance of sandal and which are studded with pearls and diamonds. One may enjoy 

all the comforts of one’s heart’s desire, and has no worries. But if that God doesn’t 

come into one’s mind, one is like a worm of filth. Because without (God’s) Name, 

(mind) doesn’t have peace and is satiated in no other way.” (6) 

The message of this Paurri is that even if we are enjoying all kinds of luxuries, we 

should never forget to meditate on God’s Name, because this is the only thing 

which can give us true peace of mind. 

salok. 

charan kamal birahaN khojant 

bairaagee dah disah. 
ti-aagant kapat roop maa-i-aa naanak 

aanand roop saaDh sangmah. ||1|| 

 

man saaN-ee mukh uchraa vataa 

habhay lo-a. 

naanak habh adambar koorhi-aa sun 
jeevaa sachee so-ay. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

bastaa tootee jhumprhee cheer sabh 

chhinnaa. 

jaat na pat na aadro udi-aan 
bharminnaa. 

mitar na ith Dhan roopheen kichh 
saak na sinnaa. 

raajaa saglee sarisat kaa har naam 

man bhinnaa. 
tis kee Dhoorh man uDhrai parabh 

ho-ay suparsannaa. ||7|| 

Salok 

In the previous Paurri, Guru Ji told us that even if we are enjoying all kinds of 

luxuries, we should never forget to meditate on God’s Name, because this is the only 

thing that can give us true peace of mind. In this Paurri, he tells us about the conduct  
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of those Guru’s followers, who truly love God and the kind of blessings they enjoy in 

that love, even when they may be living without any worldly comforts and facilities. 

He says: “O’ Nanak, the lovers of (the sight of) God's lotus feet, so feel the pangs of 

separation that becoming detached (from the world, they) wander around in (all the) 

ten directions in His search. They forsake the false ostentations of Maya (worldly 

riches and power), and reside in the blissful company of saintly persons.” (1)  

Expressing his own wish in this regard, Guru Ji says: “(I wish that) I may enshrine the 

Master in my mind, utter (His Name) from my tongue, and go to all the worlds (to 

hear about His praise. Because O’) Nanak, all (worldly) ostentations are false, (I wish 

that) I survive only by listening to (God’s) true praise.” (2) 

Paurri 

Guru Ji now tells us how great is that person in his eyes and that of God, who even 

though utterly a pauper and has absolutely no one to support him, but his mind is 

absorbed in God’s Name. He says: “(Even if a person) is residing in a shattered hut, 

and all his clothes are shredded. He may neither belong to any high caste, nor have 

any social status, and may be roaming (so lonely, as if he is wandering) in jungles. He 

may neither have any friends, nor any acquaintances, and may be without any wealth, 

or beauty, nor has any relative or acquaintance. But if his mind is soaked (in the love 

of God’s) Name, (then deem him as the) king of entire universe. On him God is so 

pleased that just by the dust of his feet (a little bit of his humble service and 

company), one’s mind is saved (from all evils).” (7) 

The message of this Paurri is that if we want to enjoy true bliss and pleasure like 

that of a king of the universe, we should so soak our mind with God’s love that 

we keep searching for Him everywhere.  

salok. 

anik leelaa raaj ras roopaN chhatar 
chamar takhat aasnaN. 

rachant moorh agi-aan anDhah naanak 

supan manorath maa-i-aa. ||1|| 

 

supnai habh rang maani-aa mithaa 

lagrhaa moh. 

naanak naam vihoonee-aa sundar     

maa-i-aa Dharoh. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

supnay saytee chit moorakh laa-i-aa. 

bisray raaj ras bhog jaagat bhakhlaa-i-aa. 
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aarjaa ga-ee vihaa-ay DhanDhai        

Dhaa-i-aa. 
pooran bha-ay na kaam mohi-aa        

maa-i-aa. 

ki-aa vaychaaraa jant jaa aap         
bhulaa-i-aa. ||8|| 

Salok 

In the last stanza of previous Paurri, Guru Ji remarked that even if a person is residing 

in a shattered hut and all his clothes are shredded, yet if his mind is soaked in the love 

of God’s Name, then deem him as the king of entire universe. In this Paurri, he shows 

us the opposite side of the picture and warns us about the consequences of not 

remembering God and always remaining engrossed in enjoyment of worldly comforts, 

pleasures, and plays.  

He says: “(O’ my friends, in this world) there are myriad of amusements, diversions, 

plays, and opportunities for enjoying the relish of kingdoms and beauty with regal 

canopies, thrones, and cushions. But O’ Nanak, these worldly pleasures are false like 

dreams, so only the foolish ignorant persons are engrossed in them.” (1) 

Commenting further on the reality of these worldly pleasures, Guru Ji says: “ (The 

enjoyment of worldly pleasures is as if one has) enjoyed the relish of all delicious 

things in a dream, and to that person the attachment (with relatives) has seemed sweet. 

But O’ Nanak, without (meditating on) God’s Name, one has been deceived by 

captivating Maya (because by not meditating on God’s Name, one has lost the 

invaluable opportunity to reunite with God).” (2) 

Paurri 

Summarizing the above, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, by remaining involved in 

worldly affairs), the foolish person has attuned the mind to a dream. But upon waking 

up feels baffled, (because then all these) kingdoms and enjoyments of pleasures 

disappear. (In this way, one’s) entire life is spent running after (useless worldly) 

pursuits. Being lured by Maya (the worldly riches and power), none of the real 

objectives is accomplished. However, what the poor creature (could do) when (God) 

Himself has strayed (that person from the right path).” (8) 

The message of this Paurri is that if we want to avoid the disappointments, which 

worldly riches and power ultimately bring, we should pray to God to keep us on 

the right path and bless us with the guidance of the Guru, who may show us the 

right way to love and meditate on God’s Name.  
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salok. 

basant savarag lokah jittay parithvee nav 
khandnah. 

bisrant har gopaalah naanak tay 

paraanee udi-aan bharamneh. ||1|| 

 

ka-utak kod tamaasi-aa chit na aavas 

naa-o. 

naanak korhee narak baraabaray ujarh 

so-ee thaa-o. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

mahaa bha-i-aan udi-aan nagar kar 

maani-aa. 

jhooth samagree paykh sach kar jaani-aa. 

SGGS  P-708 

kaam kroDh ahaNkaar fireh dayvaani-aa. 

sir lagaa jam dand taa pachhutaani-aa. 

bin pooray gurdayv firai saitaani-aa. ||9|| 

Salok 

In the previous Paurri, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to avoid the 

disappointments, which the worldly riches and power ultimately bring, we should pray 

to God to keep us on the right path, and bless us with the guidance of the Guru, who 

may show us the right way to love and meditate on God’s Name. In this Paurri, he 

explains how without God's Name any place with so many worldly comforts and 

pleasures is like hell. 

He says: “(O’ my friends, even if some people) may be residing in a country like 

heaven, and might conquer all the nine regions of the earth, but if they forsake God of 

the universe, they are as if wandering (aimlessly) in forests.” (1) 

Commenting on places, where one may enjoy all kinds of pleasures, but where God’s 

Name is not remembered, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, if one is residing at a place), 

where one is enjoying myriads of plays and shows, but O’ Nanak, if God’s          

Name doesn’t come into mind there, that place is like millions of hells and is a 

wasteland.” (2) 
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Paurri 

Guru Ji now comments on the general state of the world and he says: “(O’ my friends, 

this world) is like a dreadful, dense forest, but (many foolish people) have deemed it 

(comfortable) like a city. Seeing perishable material, they have deemed it as 

everlasting. Intoxicated in lust, anger, and self-conceit, they are walking around like 

mad people, but when they are hit by the blow of the demon of death, they repent. (In 

short), without (the guidance of) the perfect Guru, (human being) is walking around 

like the devil.” (9) 

The message of this Paurri is that even if we are living in big mansions and 

enjoying all kinds of luxuries, but still if we do not meditate on God’s Name, all 

these places are like hell, and we would ultimately repent. Therefore, if we want 

to avoid such disappointments, then we should conduct ourselves according to 

the instructions of our Guru and meditate on God’s Name. 

salok. 

raaj kaptaN roop kaptaN Dhan kaptaN kul 
garabteh. 

saNchant bikhi-aa chhalaN chhidaraN 

naanak bin har sang na chaaltay. ||1|| 

 

paykhand-rho kee bhul tummaa disam 

sohnaa. 
adh na lahand-rho mul naanak saath na 

jul-ee maa-i-aa. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

chaldi-aa naal na chalai so ki-o sanjee-ai. 

tis kaa kaho ki-aa jatan jis tay vanjee-ai. 

har bisri-ai ki-o tariptaavai naa man 

ranjee-ai. 

parabhoo chhod an laagai narak 
samanjee-ai. 

hohu kirpaal da-i-aal naanak bha-o 

bhanjee-ai. ||10|| 

Salok 

In the previous Paurri, Guru Ji told us that even if we are living in big mansions, and 

enjoying all kinds of luxuries, but still if we do not meditate on God’s Name, all    

these places are like hell. Therefore we should conduct ourselves according to the  
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instructions of our Guru and meditate on God’s Name. In this Paurri, he again warns 

us about worldly wealth. 

He says: “O’ Nanak, kingdom, beauty, wealth, and pride of (high) caste is an illusion. 

(People), amass poison (of worldly wealth) by committing frauds and sins, but 

without God's (Name), nothing accompanies us after death.” (1) 

Comparing worldly wealth to a Tumma (a variety of pumpkins, which looks very 

beautiful from outside, but is very bitter from inside), Guru Ji says to us: “(O’ mortal), 

why do you err, while beholding a Tumma, which looks very beautiful (from outside), 

but it doesn’t sell even for half a penny. Similarly O’ Nanak, (because) the worldly 

wealth doesn’t accompany us (after death, it is worthless as for as our soul is 

concerned).” (2)  

Paurri 

Therefore advising us like a friend and well-wisher, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friend), 

why should we amass that (wealth) which doesn’t accompany us when we depart 

(from this world)? Why do we need to make any effort for (that thing), from which we 

are going to be separated (one day? We should also remember that) by forsaking God, 

our mind cannot be satiated or pleased. By forsaking God and getting attached to 

others, we have to live in hell. Therefore Nanak (prays: “O’ God), show mercy and 

dispel this fear of his.” (10) 

The message of this Paurri is that worldly riches, kingdoms, and pleasures might 

look alluring to us, but bring us misery and unhappiness in the end. If we want to 

find peace both here and hereafter, then instead of worldly wealth, we should try 

to amass the wealth of God’s Name, which alone would accompany us after death 

and save us from falling in hell. 

salok. 

nach raaj sukh mistaN nach bhog ras 
mistaN nach mistaN sukh maa-i-aa. 

mistaN saaDhsang har naanak daas 

mistaN parabh darsanaN. ||1|| 

 

lagrhaa so nayhu man majhaahoo 

rati-aa. 
viDh-rho sach thok naanak mith-rhaa 

so Dhanee. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

har bin kachhoo na laag-ee bhagtan 

ka-o meethaa. 
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aan su-aad sabh feeki-aa kar nirna-o 

deethaa. 
agi-aan bharam dukh kati-aa gur 

bha-ay baseethaa. 

charan kamal man bayDhi-aa ji-o 
rang majeethaa. 

jee-o paraan tan man parabhoo 
binsay sabh jhoothaa. ||11|| 

Salok 

In the previous Paurri, Guru Ji advised us that worldly riches, kingdoms, and 

pleasures might look alluring to us, but bring us misery and unhappiness in the end. If 

we want to find peace both here and hereafter, we should amass the wealth of God’s 

Name instead of worldly wealth, which alone would accompany us after death and 

save us from falling in hell. Therefore in this Paurri, Guru Ji tells us what looks sweet 

or pleasing to devotees of God.  

He says: “(To the devotees of God), neither the comforts of a kingdom, nor enjoyment 

of delicious foods is sweet (and pleasing), nor is the comfort of worldly riches. O’ 

Nanak, to the servants of God, only God’s Name obtained in holy congregation seems 

sweet, and also God’s sight is sweet (and pleasing to them).” (1) 

Now talking about the state of mind of a person, whose heart has been pierced with 

the love of God, Guru Ji says: “The person, who has been imbued with such a love 

(for God), as if his or her mind has been pierced with the pearls of true (God’s) Name, 

O’ Naak, to such a person, only that Master seems dear and sweet.” (2)  

Paurri 

Now summarizing the feelings and conduct of true devotees, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my 

friends), to the devotees, nothing else seems sweet (or pleasing) except God’s (Name). 

They have come to the conclusion that all other relishes (except the relish of God’s 

Name) are insipid. The Guru has become their intercessor (and by reunion with God, 

through him), their ignorance, doubt, and pain has been dispelled. Their mind is so 

much imbued with the love of God’s lotus feet, (His Name, like dying a cloth in the 

fast color of) Majeeth; they are imbued with the everlasting love of God. For them, 

God is their life, breath, body, and mind, and all their false (short-lived worldly) 

attachments have been destroyed.” (11) 

The message of this Paurri is that we should realize that all the pleasures of 

worldly wealth, kingdoms, and power are false. If we want to enjoy true and 

lasting happiness, we should seek and act on the Guru’s guidance, and forsaking 

enjoyment of all other false pleasures, learn to enjoy and relish the pleasure of 

singing praises of God in the company of the saintly persons. 
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salok. 

ti-akat jalaN nah jeev meenaN nah     

ti-aag chaatrik maygh mandlah. 

baan bayDhanch kurank naadaN al 
banDhan kusam baasnah. 

charan kamal rachant santeh naanak 

aan na ruchtay. ||1|| 

 

mukh daykhaa-oo palak chhad aan 

na day-oo chit. 
jeevan sangam tis Dhanee har 

naanak jantaaN mit. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

ji-o machhulee bin paanee-ai ki-o 

jeevan paavai. 
boond vihoonaa chaatriko ki-o kar 

tariptaavai. 
naad kuraNkeh bayDhi-aa sanmukh 

uth Dhaavai. 
bhavar lobhee kusam baas kaa mil 

aap banDhaavai. 

ti-o sant janaa har pareet hai daykh 
daras aghaavai. ||12|| 

Salok 

In the last stanza of the previous Paurri, Guru Ji stated that to the devotees, nothing 

else seems sweet (or pleasing), except God. They come to the conclusion, that all 

other relishes (except the relish of God) are insipid. In this Paurri, he cites many 

beautiful examples to illustrate the love of devotees for God and how they crave for 

His sight.  

He says: “(O’ my friends, just as) a fish cannot survive by abandoning water, a 

Chatrik (pied cuckoo) cannot forsake the sky, listening to the hunter’s tune a deer lets 

itself be pierced by his arrow, and a black bee lets itself get bound in a flower, due to 

its fragrance, similarly the saints (of God) are absorbed in the lotus feet (of God, His 

Name) and O’ Nanak, they are not allured by anything else.” (1) 

Commenting on the love of the devotees for the sight of their beloved God, Guru Ji 

says: “If (God) shows His sight just for a fleeting moment, forsaking Him His saints  
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go nowhere (and except God, they do not worship anyone else). O’ Nanak, God is a 

friend of His saints, and the union between them lasts throughout their life.” (2) 

Paurri 

Summarizing the love between saints and God, Guru Ji says: “A fish cannot survive 

without water. A pied cuckoo cannot quench its thirst without a special drop (of rain). 

Being enticed by the hunter’s tune, a deer goes right in front (of the hunter and is 

easily killed). A black bee being greedy for the sweet fragrance gets itself bound (in 

the flower). Similarly the saintly people are in love with God, and they are satiated 

(only) by seeing His sight.” (12)  

The message of this Paurri is that just as a fish cannot live without water, a black 

bee is crazy for the fragrance of a flower; similarly we should be in love with God 

and always crave for His sight. 

salok. 

chitvant charan kamlaN saas saas 

araaDhneh. 

nah bisrant naam achut naanak aas pooran 
parmaysureh. ||1|| 

 

seet-rhaa man manjhaahi palak na theevai 

baahraa. 

naanak aasrhee nibaahi sadaa paykhando 

sach Dhanee. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

aasaavantee aas gusaa-ee pooree-ai. 

mil gopaal gobind na kabhoo jhooree-ai. 

dayh daras man chaa-o leh jaahi    

visooree-ai. 

SGGS  P-709 

ho-ay pavitar sareer charnaa Dhooree-ai. 

paarbarahm gurdayv sadaa hajooree-ai. 
||13|| 
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Salok 

In the previous Paurri, Guru Ji advised us that just as a fish cannot live without water, 

a black bee is crazy for the fragrance of a flower; similarly we should be in love with 

God and always crave for His sight. In this Paurri, he describes, what kinds of 

blessings the devotees of God receive who always keep Him enshrined in their minds. 

He says: “(They who) attune their minds to (God’s) lotus feet, meditate on Him with 

each and every breath; they never forsake the Name of the imperishable God. O’ 

Nanak, the all-pervading God fulfills their wishes.” (1) 

Re-iterating the above message in a little bit different way, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my 

friends), they in whose minds, (God always remains) enshrined, and from whom He 

doesn’t get separated even for an instant, O’ Nanak the eternal Master fulfills all their 

wishes and always looks (to their welfare).” (2) 

Paurri 

Guru Ji now shows us how to addresses God in a most affectionate and loveable way 

and what to pray for. He says: “O’ the Master of the earth, fulfill my hope, all my 

hopes are in You. O’ God the sustainer of the universe, come and see me, so that I 

may never grieve. My mind has a longing that You bless me with Your sight, so that 

all my worries are removed. (O’ God), by touching the dust of Your feet (by humbly 

meditating on Your Name), my body would become pure. O’ the all-pervading Guru-

God, bless me that I may always remain in Your presence.” (13) 

The message of this Paurri is that if we wish that God may fulfill all our desires 

and remove all our worries, then we should have so much love for Him that we 

never let His Name go out of our mind, and we always feel His presence right in 

front of us.  

salok. 

rasnaa uchrant naamaN sarvanaN sunant 

sabad amritah. 

naanak tin sad balihaaraN jinaa  Dhi-aan 
paarbrahmaneh. ||1|| 

 

habh koorhaavay kamm ikas saa-ee 
baahray. 

naanak say-ee Dhan jinaa pirharhee 

sach si-o. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

sad balihaaree tinaa je suntay har 

kathaa. 
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pooray tay parDhaan nivaaveh parabh 
mathaa. 

har jas likheh bay-ant soheh say 
hathaa. 

charan puneet pavitar chaaleh parabh 
pathaa. 

jantaaN sang uDhaar saglaa dukh 

lathaa. ||14|| 

Salok 

In the previous Paurri, Guru Ji told us that if we wish that God may fulfill all our 

desires and remove all our worries, then we should have so much love for Him that we 

never forsake His Name and always feel His presence right in front of us. In this 

Paurri, he tells us how much he values those who are so imbued with the love of God 

that they only want to talk about God and meditate upon His Name and nothing else.  

He says: “(O’ my friends, they who with their) tongue utter God’s Name, and with 

their ears listen to nectar-like rejuvenating word (of the Guru), Nanak is always a 

sacrifice to them whose attention is (always) in God.” (1) 

Next commenting on the (true value of other things and tasks as compared to God’s 

Name), Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), except the remembrance of the one Master, all 

other tasks are false (and have no lasting value), therefore O’ Nanak, blessed are they 

whose love is only for the eternal (God and not for any thing else).” (2) 

Paurri 

Once again describing how much he values and respects those who are truly imbued 

with the love of God and whose attention is always turned to listening, hearing, or 

talking about God and nothing else, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), I am a sacrifice to 

those who listen to the discourse of God. They who bow to God are perfect and 

superior. Those hands look beauteous, which write about the praises of the infinite 

(God). Pure and immaculate are those feet, which walk on the path of God. In the 

company of such saints one is saved, and all one’s suffering is removed.” (14) 

The message of this Paurri is that we should be so much imbued with the love of 

God that we remember Him in our mind, utter His Name from our tongue, listen 

His praise from our ears, and practice holy deeds with our hands at all times,; 

our entire life should revolve around God and nothing else. By doing so we would 

be saved, and all our pain would be removed.  

salok. 

bhaavee udot karnaN har ramnaN 

sanjog poornah. 
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gopaal daras bhaytaN safal naanak so 
mahoorteh. ||1|| 
 

keem na sakaa paa-ay sukh mitee 
hoo baahray. 

naanak saa vaylrhee parvaan jit 
miland-rho maa piree. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

saa vaylaa kaho ka-un hai jit parabh 

ka-o paa-ee. 
so moorat bhalaa sanjog hai jit milai 

gusaa-ee. 
aath pahar har Dhi-aa-ay kai man 

ichh pujaa-ee. 
vadai bhaag satsang ho-ay niv laagaa 

paa-ee. 

man darsan kee pi-aas hai naanak bal 
jaa-ee. ||15|| 

Salok 

Many people, particularly Hindus, have great faith in astrology, and the importance of 

auspicious moments for doing anything important, such as marriage, opening a new 

business, or even going on a long journey. In this Paurri, Guru Ji comments on this 

practice and tells us what he considers as the most auspicious moment. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), only when God reveals His desire, one’s destiny is 

fulfilled, and one meditates on God. O’ Nanak, fruitful is that auspicious moment 

when one sees the sight of the Master of the universe.” (1) 

Stating how invaluable is that moment, when one meets the beloved God, Guru Ji 

says: “O’ Nanak, that moment is exemplary, when I meet my beloved (God. It brings 

such) limitless comforts that I cannot estimate their worth.” (2) 

Paurri 

Now Guru Ji expresses his longing to see the sight of his beloved God and challenges 

those who believe in such things as auspicious or in auspicious moments to tell him 

what is the auspicious moment when he can find His God and then he provides the 

answer himself. He says: “(O’ pundits, tell me) what is that moment in which I can 

meet God, because that moment is very auspicious when the Master of the earth is  
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met. (I think the answer is) that by meditating on God at all times, one can get fulfilled 

the desire of one’s heart. If by good fortune I could join the company of the saintly 

persons, I would respectfully bow to them and tell them that in my heart is a craving 

for the sight (of God), and (I) Nanak would be a sacrifice to them (if they could guide 

me to my beloved God).” (15) 

The message of this Paurri is that we should not bother about the right or 

auspicious moment to meditate on God’s Name.  Joining the congregation of 

saintly persons, we should sing God’s praises and meditate on His Name. When 

God so wills, our destiny would be fulfilled, and we would see Him. 

salok. 

patit puneet gobindah sarab dokh 

nivaarneh. 
saran soor bhagvaaneh japant naanak 

har har haray. ||1|| 

 

chhadi-o habh aap lagrho charnaa paas. 

nath-rho dukh taap naanak parabh 

paykhandi-aa. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

mayl laihu da-i-aal dheh pa-ay           
du-aari-aa. 

rakh layvhu deen da-i-aal bharmat baho 

haari-aa. 

bhagat vachhal tayraa birad har patit 

uDhaari-aa. 

tujh bin naahee ko-ay bin-o mohi     
saari-aa. 

kar geh layho da-i-aal saagar     

sansaari-aa. ||16|| 

Salok 

In the previous Paurri, Guru Ji advised us that we should not bother about what is the 

right or auspicious moment to meditate on God’s Name.  All we need to do is join the 

congregation of saintly persons, sing God’s praises, and meditate on His Name. When 

God so wills, our destiny would be fulfilled, and we would see Him. In this Paurri, he 

tells us what are the blessings obtained when we meditate on God with true love and 

devotion. 
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He says: “(O’ my friends), God is the purifier of sinners and dispeller of all sorrows. 

O’ Nanak, they who meditate on that God again and again, God is the protector of the 

honor (of such persons who seek) His shelter.” (1) 

Now telling us what kinds of blessings he obtained when abandoning his self-conceit, 

he attuned himself to meditation on God’s Name, Guru Ji says: “O’ Nanak, when 

abandoning my self-conceit, I attuned myself to (God’s) feet (His Name), immediately 

upon seeing God all my sorrow and anxiety hastened away.” (2) 

Guru Ji now shows us how to seek God’s shelter. Putting himself in our position, he 

says: “O’ merciful Master, we have come and fallen at Your door, unite us with 

Yourself. O’ merciful Master of the meek, save us, we are now exhausted from 

wandering too much. O’ the Savior of the sinners, it is Your tradition to love Your 

devotees. Except You, there is no one else who could listen to my prayer. O’ merciful 

Master, hold my hand and pull me out of this worldly ocean.” (16) 

The message of this Paurri is that if we want to be free of all kinds of worries and 

sorrows and want to be emancipated from this worldly sea of troubles, then we 

should humbly pray to God and beg Him to save us as per His own tradition of 

saving His devotees (and not on account of our good or bad deeds). 

salok. 

sant uDhran da-i-aalaN aasraN gopaal 
keeratneh. 

nirmalaN sant sangayn ot naanak 
parmaysureh. ||1|| 

 

chandan chand na sarad rut mool na 
mit-ee ghaaNm. 

seetal theevai naankaa japand-rho 
har naam. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

charan kamal kee ot uDhray sagal 

jan. 

sun partaap govind nirbha-o bha-ay 
man. 

tot na aavai mool sanchi-aa naam 
Dhan. 

sant janaa si-o sang paa-ee-ai vadai 
pun. 

aath pahar har Dhi-aa-ay har jas nit 

sun. ||17|| 
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Salok 

In the previous Paurri, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to be free of all kinds of 

worries and sorrows and want to be emancipated from the worldly sea of troubles, 

then we should humbly pray to God and beg Him to save us as per His own tradition 

and not on account of our good or bad deeds. In this Paurri, he tells us what kinds of 

blessings and merits those saints who make meditation on God’s Name as the 

mainstay of their lives receive, and what kinds of blessings ordinary persons obtain in 

the company of such devotees of God.  

He says: “(O’ my friends), by singing praises of the merciful God of universe, the 

saints save themselves and others. O’ Nanak, immaculate is the company of such 

saints, it is like seeking the support of God Himself.” (1) 

Now referring to the unique qualities of God’s Name, he says: “(O’ my friends), 

whether one applies sandal paste, or it may be moonlit night or cold season, still the 

heat (or the anxiety of one’s mind) is not removed at all. O’ Nanak, it is only by 

meditating on (God’s) Name, that (one’s mind) becomes cool (and calm).” (2) 

Paurri 

Once again describing the merits of the company of saint (Guru) and meditating on 

God’s Name, Guru Ji says: “All devotees have been saved by seeking the shelter of 

the lotus feet (of God, His Name). By listening to God’s praises, their minds have 

become fearless. (They know that) by amassing the wealth of (God’s) Name, one 

never faces any shortage at all. It is only by virtue of some great good deed (done in 

the past) that we obtain the company of saints. (Therefore, you should) meditate on 

God at all times and daily listen to the praises of God.” (17)  

The message of this Paurri is that the only way to obtain true comfort and peace 

of mind is to seek the company of the saintly persons and to sing God's praises 

and meditate on His Name in their company.  

salok. 

da-i-aa karnaN dukh harnaN ucharnaN 

naam keeratneh. 

da-i-aal purakh bhagvaaneh naanak 

lipat na maa-i-aa. ||1|| 

SGGS  P-710 

bhaahi baland-rhee bujh ga-ee 
rakhand-rho parabh aap. 

jin upaa-ee maydnee naanak so parabh 
jaap. ||2|| 
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pa-orhee. 

jaa parabh bha-ay da-i-aal na bi-aapai 

maa-i-aa. 
kot aghaa ga-ay naas har ik Dhi-aa-i-aa. 

nirmal bha-ay sareer jan Dhooree      

naa-i-aa. 
man tan bha-ay santokh pooran parabh 

paa-i-aa. 
taray kutamb sang log kul sabaa-i-aa. 

||18|| 

Salok 

In the previous Paurri, Guru Ji told us that the only way to obtain true comfort and 

peace of mind is to seek the company of the saints and to sing God's praises and 

meditate on His Name in their company. In this Paurri, he tells us what kind of 

blessings one may obtain when one follows this advice and sings praises of God. 

He says: “O’ Nanak, the merciful God shows mercy and dispels sorrows of (the 

person who) utters God's Name and sings His praises, and O’ Nanak, such a person 

doesn’t get engrossed in Maya (worldly attachments and riches).” (1) 

Therefore addressing himself and indirectly us, Guru Ji says: “O’ Nanak, worship that 

(God), who has created this universe. (Because they who have meditated on that 

God’s Name), the burning fire (the painful anguish of their mind) has been put out, 

and God Himself has saved them.” (2) 

Paurri 

Guru Ji now tells us what kinds of blessings devotees obtain when they meditate on 

God and He showers His grace on them. He says: “(O’ my friends), when God 

becomes merciful (the attachment for worldly riches and power or) Maya does not 

afflict that person. (They who have) meditated on the one God, millions of their sins 

have been destroyed. When a devotee bathes in the dust of the feet of the saint (Guru 

and performs his humble service, that devotee’s) body becomes immaculate. Peace 

and contentment prevail in the body and mind, because such a person obtains (union 

with the) perfect God. (By meditating on God’s Name), that person’s family and all 

people in their company are saved.”(18) 

The message of this Paurri is that if we want to get rid of our pains and sorrows 

and become immune to the effects of Maya or worldly attachments, then we 

should meditate on God and sing His praises, so that He may show His mercy 

and bless us with peace and contentment and save us.  
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salok. 

gur gobind gopaal gur gur pooran 
naaraa-ineh. 

gur da-i-aal samrath gur gur naanak 

patit uDhaarneh. ||1|| 

 

bha-ojal bikham asgaahu gur bohithai 

taari-am. 

naanak poor karamm satgur charnee 

lagi-aa. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

Dhan Dhan gurdayv jis sang har japay. 

gur kirpaal jab bha-ay ta avgun sabh 

chhapay. 
paarbarahm gurdayv neechahu uch 

thapay. 
kaat silak dukh maa-i-aa kar leenay ap 

dasay. 

gun gaa-ay bay-ant rasnaa har jasay. 
||19|| 

Salok 

In the last stanza of the previous Paurri, Guru Ji stated that when God becomes 

merciful on a person, Maya or the attachment for worldly riches and power does not 

afflict that person. They who have meditated on the one God, millions of their sins 

have been destroyed. When one bathes in the dust of the feet of the saint (Guru), and 

performs his humble service, one’s body becomes immaculate. Peace and contentment 

prevail in one’s body and mind, because one obtains union with the perfect God. In 

this Paurri, he summarizes the merits of the Guru, and tells us how great is the Guru, 

and what kind of blessings one obtains, when one seeks the Guru’s refuge, or remains 

in his company?  

He says: “(O’ my friends), the Guru is the (embodiment) of God. Guru is the Master 

of the universe. Guru is the perfect all-pervading God. The Guru is merciful and all-

powerful, and O’ Nanak, Guru is the purifier of sinners.” (1) 

Now Guru Ji shares with us, his own experience of taking shelter in his Guru's 

sanctuary. He says: “(O’ my friends, this world) is like a terrible ocean of limitless 

depth, which is very difficult to swim across. But like a ship (of God’s Name), the  
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Guru has ferried me across. Therefore Nanak says, that perfect are the destinies of 

those who have sought the shelter of the true Guru’s feet (and have humbly followed 

his advice).” (2) 

Paurri 

Therefore, Guru Ji concludes this Paurri by expressing his thanks to his Guru. He 

says: “Great is my Guru-God, in whose company I meditated on God's Name. When 

the Guru became merciful, all my demerits were dispelled. The Guru-God raised me 

from a lowly to high (status). Cutting my painful nooses of Maya (the worldly 

attachments), he has made me his servant, and now with great relish, my tongue sings 

praises of that infinite God.” (19) 

The message of the Paurri is that Guru is the manifestation of God Himself and is 

powerful to save us from all kinds of pains and bonds of worldly Maya. So we 

should listen to Gurbani (the word of the Guru in Guru Granth Sahib Ji), and as 

advised, sing praises of God and meditate on His Name. 

salok. 

daristaNt ayko sunee-ant ayko vartant 

ayko narhareh. 

naam daan jaachant naanak da-i-aal 
purakh kirpaa karah. ||1|| 

 

hik sayvee hik sammlaa har ikas peh 

ardaas. 

naam vakhar Dhan sanchi-aa naanak 

sachee raas. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

parabh da-i-aal bay-ant pooran ik 

ayhu. 
sabh kichh aapay aap doojaa kahaa 

kayhu. 

aap karahu parabh daan aapay aap 
layho. 

aavan jaanaa hukam sabh nihchal 
tuDh thayhu. 

naanak mangai daan kar kirpaa naam 

dayh. ||20||1|| 
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Salok 

In the previous Paurri, Guru Ji advised us that Guru is the manifestation of God 

Himself and is powerful enough to save us from all pains and worldly bonds. So we 

should listen to Gurbani (the Guru’s word), and as advised, sing praises of God and 

meditate on His Name. In this Paurri, he points to the first and foremost principle 

emphasized by our Guru about the oneness of God and the need to worship only that 

one God.   

He says: “(To me) only one (God) is visible, only one is audible, and only one (God) 

is pervading everywhere. O’ Nanak, may the merciful (Supreme) being show 

kindness; I beg (from Him), the gift of His Name.” (1)  

Reiterating his faith, Guru Ji says: “I serve (only) one (God), worship only one (God), 

and my prayer is only before the (one) God. Nanak has amassed the commodity and 

wealth of (God's) Name, the everlasting capital.” (2) 

Paurri 

Summarizing his belief in the oneness of God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), only 

the merciful and infinite God is pervading everywhere. He by Himself is everything, 

and there is no other (beside Him). O’ God, on Your own You bestow gifts, and on 

Your own You take (these gifts) back. All coming and going (in and out of this world) 

is as per Your command, but immovable is Your abode. Nanak begs that showing 

mercy give (him) Your Name.” (20-1) 

The message of this Paurri is that we should firmly believe that there is only one 

God, and it is only He whom we need to meditate upon, pray, and ask only for 

the gift of His Name (or loving remembrance). 

jaitsaree banee bhagtaa kee 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

naath kachhoo-a na jaan-o. 

man maa-i-aa kai haath bikaana-o. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 
 

tum kahee-at hou jagat gur su-aamee. 

ham kahee-at kalijug kay kaamee. ||1|| 
 

in panchan mayro man jo bigaari-o. 

pal pal har jee tay antar paari-o. ||2|| 
 

jat daykh-a-u tat dukh kee raasee. 

ajouN na pat-yaa-ay nigam bha-ay 

saakhee. ||3|| 
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gotam naar umaapat savaamee.  

sees Dharan sahas bhag gaaNmee. ||4|| 
 

in dootan khal baDh kar maari-o. 

bado nilaaj ajhoo nahee haari-o. ||5|| 
 

kahi ravidaas kahaa kaisay keejai. 

bin raghunaath saran kaa kee leejai. 

||6||1|| 

Jaitsary Baani Bhagtan Kee 

In this shabad devotee Ravi Das Ji is showing us how to humbly approach God in 

spite of all our sins and impulses of lust, anger, and greed, etc., so that He may save us 

from these evils and accept us in His shelter. 

Addressing God he says: “O’ my Master, I know nothing; my mind is (so              

badly influenced by) Maya (the worldly riches and power, as if it is) sold out to 

them.” (1 –pause) 

Making a humble confession about his human shortcomings, Ravi Das Ji says: “O’ 

God, You are called the Master of the universe, but we are the lustful people of Kal 

Yug (the present age dominated by evils).” (1) 

Explaining how the five evils or the impulses of (lust, anger, greed, attachment, and 

ego) have afflicted the ordinary human mind, Ravi Das Ji puts himself in our 

situation, and says: “O’ God, these five (passions) have so polluted my mind, that at 

every moment they have increased my (inner) distance (from You).” (2) 

Commenting further on evil tendencies of the mind (on our behalf), he says: “O’ God, 

wherever I see, I see the story of pain. But even then (and in spite of the fact that) the 

scriptures like Vedas are testifying (that the worldly attachments or infatuation with 

the five evil impulses have terrible consequences, we still are allured by these).” (3) 

Now Ravi Das Ji cites examples from Hindu legends to illustrate the terrible 

punishment suffered by even such great gods as Indira (the god of rain) and Shiva (the 

god of death and destruction). 

According to one legend, god Indira seduced the wife of sage Gautam with the 

connivance of moon. As a result, Indira was cursed with one thousand womb marks 

on his body, and the moon with a large, permanent, ugly stain on his face. Similarly 

god Brahma cursed god Shiva to permanently carry the former’s fifth head on his 

hand, which Shiva had cut off in rage. So referring to these examples, Ravi Das Ji 

says: “It was these five evil passions, which ruined “Ahylya, the wife of sage Gautam, 

god Brahma the husband of Paarvati, and god Indira who has thousands of vulva 

marks on his body.”(4) 
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Observing that in spite of such stories from the scriptures, we human beings are still 

being swayed by such passions, Ravi Das Ji says on our behalf: “(O’ God), these 

demons have so badly damaged my intellect, that even now this shameless great fool 

hasn’t got tired (of these evil pursuits).” (5) 

Therefore Ravi Das Ji concludes the shabad by asking God to guide us regarding what 

we should do or where should we go to seek help against these demons. He says: “(O’ 

God), devotee Ravi Das humbly asks, what we should do, and without You our 

Master, whose shelter we may seek (to save us from theses evil passions)?” (6-1) 

The message of this shabad is that we human beings are tempted by the 

allurements of Maya and commit so many sins, swayed by the five passions of 

lust, greed, anger, attachment, and ego. Therefore, if we want to save ourselves 

from their evil influences then we should seek the shelter of God to save us. 

SGGS  P-711 

ik-oNkaar sat naam kartaa purakh 

nirbha-o nirvair akaal moorat ajoonee 
saibhaN gur parsaad. 

raag todee mehlaa 4 ghar 1. 

har bin reh na sakai man mayraa. 

mayray pareetam paraan har parabh gur 

maylay bahur na bhavjal fayraa. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 
 

mayrai hee-arai loch lagee parabh kayree 
har nainhu har parabh hayraa. 

satgur da-i-aal har naam drirh-aa-i-aa har 

paaDhar har parabh kayraa. ||1|| 

 

har rangee har naam parabh paa-i-aa har 

govind har parabh kayraa. 

har hirdai man tan meethaa laagaa mukh 
mastak bhaag changayraa. ||2|| 

 

lobh vikaar jinaa man laagaa har visri-aa 

purakh changayraa. 

o-ay manmukh moorh agi-aanee kahee-ahi 

tin mastak bhaag mandayraa. ||3|| 
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bibayk buDh satgur tay paa-ee gur gi-aan 

guroo parabh kayraa. 

jan naanak naam guroo tay paa-i-aa Dhur 
mastak bhaag likhayraa. ||4||1|| 

Raag Todi Mehla-4 Ghar-1 

This shabad is a prime example of the poetic expression of Guru Ji’s longing for the 

sight of God and his expression of bliss when he is favored with that vision. He also 

tells us how fortunate are they who are blessed with this vision, and how unfortunate 

are those, who remain engrossed in committing sins for worldly riches and power by 

forsaking God.   

Describing his craving for God’s sight, Guru Ji says: “My mind cannot rest without 

(seeing) God. Whom the Guru unites with God the beloved of my life breaths, doesn’t 

come back to the dreadful (worldly) ocean.” (1-pause) 

Describing how his desire to meet God was fulfilled and who helped him in that 

endeavor, he says: “(O’ my friends), within my mind was persisting a craving that 

with my eyes, I must see my reverend God. The merciful true Guru implanted God's 

Name in me, which is the plain (and simple) way to meet God.” (1) 

Commenting further on the above statement, he says: “(O’ my friends, the person) 

who has obtained the Name of that God of countless plays, God seems pleasing to the 

mind and body, and good fortune shines on his or her forehead.” (2) 

But regarding those self-conceited persons who are engrossed in greed and sins and 

forget God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), whose mind is attached to greed and evils, 

and who have forsaken the immaculate God, those self-conceited persons are called 

ignorant fools and deem that their misfortune has surfaced on their foreheads (see note 

below).” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by telling us once again where he obtained the wisdom 

to discriminate between right and wrong. He says: “(O’ my friends), it was from the 

true Guru that I obtained the intellect to distinguish between good and evil, and also 

the spiritual knowledge regarding Guru God. Nanak says that it was due to his         

pre-ordained good destiny on his forehead, that the devotee Nanak obtained God’s 

Name from the Guru.” (4-1) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to obtain the wisdom to 

discriminate between right and wrong and spiritual knowledge about God, then 

we should follow the Guru’s guidance (as included in Guru Granth Sahib Ji), so 

that we don’t have to suffer the rounds in this dreadful worldly ocean again. 

Note: as per Indian belief system, one’s destiny is written on their foreheads. 
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todee mehlaa 5 ghar 1 dupday 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

santan avar na kaahoo jaanee. 

bayparvaah sadaa rang har kai jaa ko 

paakh su-aamee. rahaa-o. 

 

ooch samaanaa thaakur tayro avar na 

kaahoo taanee. 
aiso amar mili-o bhagtan ka-o raach 

rahay rang gi-aanee. ||1|| 

 

rog sog dukh jaraa maraa har janeh 

nahee niktaanee. 

nirbha-o ho-ay rahay liv aykai naanak 
har man maanee. ||2||1|| 

Todi Mehla-5 Ghar-1 Dupadaiy 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to obtain the wisdom to 

discriminate between right and wrong, and see our beloved God, then we should 

follow the Guru’s guidance, so that we don’t have to suffer the rounds in this dreadful 

worldly ocean again. In this shabad, he lists some of the qualities of those saints and 

devotees, who follow Guru’s advice and meditate on God’s Name as per his advice. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), the saints do not recognize anybody else’s (authority over 

God). Yes, they on whose side is the Master (Himself), remain always carefree and 

imbued with the love of that God.” (pause) 

Guru Ji now addresses God and showing his appreciation for His greatness, he says: 

“O’ God, Your canopy (the sky) is the highest of all, no one has been able to spread 

such a high and vast canopy (extending over all the three worlds). Yes, the devotees 

have obtained such an immortal God, that those (spiritually) wise persons remain 

merged in His love.” (2) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, none of the fears) of diseases, sorrow, 

old age, or death comes near the devotees. O’ Nanak, they live fear-free by remaining 

attuned and believing in only one (God) in their mind,.” (2-1) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to be true devotees of God then we 

should have complete faith in the protection of God. Except God we should not 

depend upon anybody else, and we should always remain imbued with His love. 

Then no worry, pain, sorrow, or disease would ever frighten us. 
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todee mehlaa 5. 

har bisrat sadaa khu-aaree. 

taa ka-o Dhokhaa kahaa bi-aapai jaa 

ka-o ot tuhaaree. rahaa-o. 

SGGS  P-712 

bin simran jo jeevan balnaa sarap jaisay 

arjaaree. 

nav khandan ko raaj kamaavai ant 
chalaigo haaree. ||1|| 
 

gun niDhaan gun tin hee gaa-ay jaa   
ka-o kirpaa Dhaaree. 

so sukhee-aa Dhan us janmaa naanak 

tis balihaaree. ||2||2|| 

Todi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to be true devotees of God 

then we should have complete faith in the protection of God. We should not depend 

upon anybody else except God, and we should always remain imbued with His love. 

Then no worry, pain, sorrow, or disease would ever frighten us. In this shabad, he 

tells us what are the consequences of not remembering God and what kind of a life we 

live if we don’t meditate on God. 

Addressing God and us, he says: “(O’ my friends), by forsaking God, one always goes 

through sufferings (and miseries). But O’ God, how could they be deceived (or 

allowed to suffer), who pin their hope in You?” (pause) 

Next Guru Ji cites some beautiful examples to show us how miserable that person’s 

life is, who does not meditate on God. He says: “(O’ my friends), without meditating 

on God is like living a long life of a serpent, (which even though  lives for a long time, 

yet keeps releasing poison, hurting others. Therefore it is considered such an enemy of 

man that he wants to kill it on sight). Moreover, even if a person may rule over all the 

nine regions of the world, yet (still without remembering God), in the end that person 

would depart as a loser (from the world).” (1) 

However Guru Ji concludes the shabad by noting another important point that the 

opportunity to meditate on God or singing His praises is not obtained easily. He says: 

“(O’ my friends, only that person) has sung praises of (God) the treasure of virtues, on 

whom He has bestowed His kindness. Most peaceful is the life and blessed is the birth 

and Nanak is a sacrifice (to such a fortunate person).” (2-2) 
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The message of this shabad is that no matter what kind of a long life, riches and 

power, we may be enjoying, but if we don’t meditate on God, we are bound to 

suffer terribly. Therefore we should pray to God to show mercy and bless us that 

we may always sing His praises and meditate on His Name. 

todee mehlaa 5 ghar 2 cha-upday 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

Dhaa-i-o ray man dah dis Dhaa-i-o. 

maa-i-aa magan su-aad lobh mohi-o tin 

parabh aap bhulaa-i-o. rahaa-o. 

 

har kathaa har jas saaDhsangat si-o ik 

muhat na ih man laa-i-o. 

bigsi-o paykh rang kasumbh ko par 
garih johan jaa-i-o. ||1|| 

 

charan kamal si-o bhaa-o na keeno nah 
sat purakh manaa-i-o. 

Dhaavat ka-o Dhaaveh baho bhaatee   

Ji-o taylee balad bharmaa-i-o. ||2|| 

 

naam daan isnaan na kee-o ik nimakh 

na keerat gaa-i-o. 

naanaa jhooth laa-ay man tokhi-o nah 

boojhi-o apnaa-i-o. ||3|| 

 

par-upkaar na kabhoo kee-ay nahee 

satgur sayv Dhi-aa-i-o. 

panch doot rach sangat gosat matvaaro 
mad maa-i-o. ||4|| 

 

kara-o bayntee saaDhsangat har bhagat 
vachhal sun aa-i-o. 

naanak bhaag pari-o har paachhai 

raakh laaj apunaa-i-o. ||5||1||3|| 

Todi Mehla-5 Ghar-2 Chaupadaiy 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that no matter what kind of a long life or riches 

and power, we may enjoy, if we don’t meditate on God, we are bound to suffer 

terribly. Therefore we should pray to God to show mercy and bless us that we may  
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always sing His praises and meditate on His Name. In this shabad, he shows us the 

mirror of our life, how in spite of repeated advice to the contrary, we still are involved 

in worldly attachments, amassing riches and committing sins, and therefore suffering 

grievously. He also tells us what should we do to save us from future troubles. 

So addressing us Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friend, your) mind keeps wandering in all the 

ten directions. It remains engrossed in worldly riches and allured by the relishes of 

greed. (Actually,) God Himself has led it astray.” (pause) 

Elaborating his comments on our conduct, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friend), you haven’t 

attuned your mind even for a moment to the gospel of God, His praises, or the 

company of saintly persons. Like the (short-lived) color of the safflower, you feel 

delighted on seeing the beauty of an other person’s woman and try to go and seduce 

her.” (1) 

Commenting on man’s nonstop efforts in search of more and more worldly 

possessions, and never caring to remember God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ man, you) have 

neither developed love for God’s lotus feet (His immaculate Name), nor you have 

tried to please God, the eternal being. But like the oil man’s bull (which keeps going 

around the oil press, the entire day without reaching anywhere), you keep running 

after the short-lived (worldly riches) in many different ways.” (2) 

Commenting further on our conduct, Guru Ji says: “(O’ man), you have neither 

meditated on God’s Name, nor you have done any charitable deeds, nor ablutions (of 

mind), and even for a single moment you have not sung praises of God. By diverting 

it to countless types of false things, you have pleased your mind, but didn’t recognize 

your own (true) self.” (3) 

That is not all. Describing other weaknesses and sinful ways of human beings, Guru Ji 

says: “(O’ my friend), you have never done any deeds for the welfare of others, nor by 

serving (and following the advice of) the Guru have meditated on God. Keeping       

the company and in consultation with the five demons (of lust, anger, greed, 

attachment, and ego) you remain intoxicated in the pride of Maya (the worldly riches 

and power).” (4) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by showing us how we can still abandon the above 

sinful ways and save us from severe punishment. He tells: “(O’ my friends, resorting 

to) the congregation of saintly persons, I submit and say, “O’ God, upon hearing that 

You love Your devotees, I have sought Your shelter. Therefore O’ God, (I) Nanak 

have come running after You, please accept me as Your own and save my honor.” (5-

1-3) 

The message of this shabad is that if in spite of being so much misguided by 

worldly allurements, sins, and lustful ways, we want to save ourselves from the 

inevitable punishment, then joining the company of saintly persons we should 

humbly pray to God to forgive us and save us, deeming us as His own. 
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todee mehlaa 5. 

maanukh bin boojhay birthaa aa-i-aa. 

anik saaj seegaar baho kartaa ji-o 

mirtak odhaa-i-o. rahaa-o. 

 

Dhaa-ay Dhaa-ay kirpan saram keeno 

ikatar karee hai maa-i-aa. 

daan punn nahee santan sayvaa kit hee 
kaaj na aa-i-aa. ||1|| 

 

kar aabhran savaaree sayjaa kaaman 
thaat banaa-i-aa. 

sang na paa-i-o apunay bhartay paykh 

paykh dukh paa-i-aa. ||2|| 

 

saaro dinas majooree kartaa tuhu 

mooslahi chharaa-i-aa. 

khayd bha-i-o baygaaree ni-aa-ee ghar 
kai kaam na aa-i-aa. ||3|| 

 

bha-i-o anoograhu jaa ka-o parabh ko 

tis hirdai naam vasaa-i-aa. 

saaDhsangat kai paachhai pari-a-o jan 

naanak har ras paa-i-aa. ||4||2||4|| 

Todi Mehla-5 

In stanza (3) of the previous shabad, addressing us Guru Ji said: “(O’ man), you have 

neither meditated on God’s Name, nor have done any charitable deeds, nor ablutions 

(of mind), and even for a single moment you have not sung praises of God. By 

diverting it to countless false things, you have pleased your mind, but didn’t recognize 

your own true self.” In this shabad, he explains how absolutely useless is that person’s 

life who has not understood his or her own true self, or the purpose of his or her 

coming into this world.   

He says: “(O’ my friends, any) human being who doesn’t understand (the purpose of 

life, deem that person’s) coming into the world as fruitless. One may be embellishing 

oneself with myriad of decorations and ornamentations, but (without God’s Name) all 

this is just like dressing up a dead body.” (pause) 
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Commenting on the futility of amassing worldly wealth, if it is not used for any good 

cause, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), after running and working hard again and again, 

a miser may amass worldly wealth, but if he or she hasn’t done any charitable or    

holy work, nor any service of the saints (with it, then this wealth) has served no 

purpose.” (1) 

Giving, another example to illustrate how an ordinary human being makes all kinds of 

useless efforts, Guru Ji says: “After decking herself with all kinds of ornaments, (a 

bride may) spread out a beautiful bed and make all other preparations, but if she 

doesn’t obtain the company of her spouse, then looking at these things she grieves. 

(Similar is the fate of a miser).” (2) 

Citing yet another example to illustrate how an ordinary human being suffers 

unnecessarily, he says: “(O’ my friends, without realizing its purpose, one’s life is like 

that of a person who) may labor all day thrashing husk with a pestle, or like a forced 

laborer (work for some one without wages), but does nothing for his (own) 

household.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by telling us who are those persons, whose human life is 

a success. He says: “The person on whom has been bestowed the grace of God, that 

(person) has enshrined (God’s) Name in the mind. O’ Nanak, the devotee who) seeks 

and follows the guidance of the saintly congregation, enjoys the relish of God’s 

(Name).” (4-2-4) 

The message of this shabad is that instead of wasting our life in useless worldly 

pursuits, we should realize the purpose of our human life, which is to reunite 

with God through meditation on His Name.  

todee mehlaa 5. 

kirpaa niDh bashu ridai har neet. 

taisee buDh karahu pargaasaa laagai 

parabh sang pareet. rahaa-o. 
 

daas tumaaray kee paava-o Dhooraa 

mastak lay lay laava-o. 

mahaa patit tay hot puneetaa har 
keertan gun gaava-o. ||1|| 

SGGS  P-713 

aagi-aa tumree meethee laaga-o kee-o 
tuhaaro bhaava-o. 

jo too deh tahee ih tariptai aan na 

kathoo Dhaava-o. ||2|| 
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sad hee nikat jaan-o parabh su-aamee 
sagal rayn ho-ay rahee-ai. 

saaDhoo sangat ho-ay paraapat taa 

parabh apunaa lahee-ai.||3|| 
 

sadaa sadaa ham chhohray tumray too 
parabh hamro meeraa. 

naanak baarik tum maat pitaa mukh 

naam tumaaro kheeraa. ||4||3||5|| 

Todi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that instead of wasting our life in useless 

worldly pursuits we should realize the purpose of our human life, which is to reunite 

with God, through meditation on His Name. In this shabad, he shows us how to 

achieve this purpose. 

It is a fact that to unite with a person, you have to be truly in love with that person, 

therefore to unite with God. Guru Ji respectfully addresses God Himself (on our 

behalf) and says: “O’ the Treasure of mercy, come and always reside in my heart. O’ 

God, manifest such wisdom (in my mind, that I) may be imbued with love (for You).” 

(pause) 

Next realizing the primary steps in this direction, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God, bless me 

that I consider it such a great honor to serve Your servant), that I may obtain the dust 

of the feet of Your servant and apply it to my forehead. (In this way), from a great 

sinner, I may become an immaculate (person), and sing God’s praises and virtues.” (1) 

Stating another blessing which Guru Ji asks from God, he says: “O’ God (bless me), 

that Your command may always sound sweet to me, and whatever You do, that should 

seem pleasing to me. I may feel contented with whatever You give me, and I may not 

go anywhere else for (anything).” (2) 

Continuing his prayer, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God, also bless me, that we) may always 

deem (God) the Master as near, (and we may become so humble, that we) always live 

like the dust of others, and when we obtain the company of the saint (Guru, we may) 

find our God (in that company).” (3) 

Finally addressing God in the most humble and affectionate way, Guru Ji says: “O’ 

God, forever we are like Your lowly servants and You may remain our true king and 

Master. Nanak says, we are like Your infant children, and You are like our mother and 

father, (bless us so that) the milk of Your Name (may remain) in our mouths.” (4-3-5) 

The message of this shabad is that we should approach God in the most 

affectionate way, and ask Him to bless us with humility, contentment, and love 

for His life-giving Name so that we may reunite with Him. 
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todee mehlaa 5 ghar 2 dupday 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

maaga-o daan thaakur naam. 

avar kachhoo mayrai sang na chaalai 

milai kirpaa gun gaam. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

raaj maal anayk bhog ras sagal tarvar 

kee chhaam. 

Dhaa-ay Dhaa-ay baho biDh ka-o 

Dhaavai sagal niraarath kaam. ||1|| 

 

bin govind avar jay chaaha-o deesai 

sagal baat hai khaam. 

kaho naanak sant rayn maaga-o mayro 
man paavai bisraam. ||2||1||6|| 

Todi Mehla-5 Ghar-2 Dupadaiy 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should approach God in the most 

affectionate way, and ask Him to bless us with humility, contentment, and love for His 

life-giving Name. In this shabad, he tells us why; asking for anything else except 

God’s Name is ultimately of no use. 

Addressing God, he says: “O’ my Master, I beg for the charity of Your Name. 

Nothing else (such as wealth or power) is going to accompany me (after death. 

Therefore), if You show mercy, I may be blessed with singing Your praises.” (1) 

Guru Ji now explains why he doesn’t care for worldly riches and power. He says: “(O’ 

God, all such things as) kingdom, possession, or myriad of enjoyments are all like the 

shadow of a tree; (even though an ordinary human being) ceaselessly runs after them 

from place to place, yet all these things are short-lived like the shade of a tree.” (1) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God, in my opinion), to wish for anything else 

except the (love) for God, this entirely seems an untenable thing Therefore Nanak 

says, I beg for the dust of the feet (the humble service) of the saints, so that my mind 

may rest (in peace).” (2-1-6) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to find true and lasting peace of 

mind, then instead of asking God for worldly things, we should ask from Him the 

gift of humble service of the saints, singing of God's praises, and meditating on 

God's Name.  
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todee mehlaa 5. 

parabh jee ko naam maneh saDhaarai. 

jee-a paraan sookh is man ka-o bartan 
ayh hamaarai. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

naam jaat naam mayree pat hai naam 
mayrai parvaarai. 

naam sakhaa-ee sadaa mayrai sang har 

naam mo ka-o nistaarai. ||1|| 

 

bikhai bilaas kahee-at bahutayray chalat 

na kachhoo sangaaray. 

isat meet naam naanak ko har naam 
mayrai bhandaarai. ||2||2||7|| 

Todi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to find true and lasting 

peace of mind, then instead of asking God for worldly things, we should ask Him for 

the gift of humble service of the saints, singing of God's praises, and meditating on 

His Name. In this shabad, he tells us how much importance he himself places on the 

Name and why?  

He says: “(O’ my friends), it is the Name of dear God which provides support to my 

mind. (God’s Name) is the life, breath, and comfort for this mind (of mine), and this is 

the (thing of) my daily use.” (1-pause) 

Describing how much he values and respects God’s Name, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my 

friends), for me God’s Name is my caste, my honor, and my family. The Name is my 

close friend, who is always with me, and it is God’s Name, which is going to ferry me 

across (the worldly ocean).” (1)  

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), we are told about too many sinful 

pleasures, but none of these accompany us (after our death. Therefore the) Name is 

Nanak’s friend and mate, and God’s Name is in my treasure.” (2-2-7) 

The messages of this shabad is that instead of feeling proud of our wealth and 

high caste or trying to find happiness in false sinful pleasures, we should deem 

God’s Name as our wealth, high caste, source of pleasure, and our true friend, 

who would accompany us to the end and ferry us across the worldly ocean. 
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todee mehlaa 5. 

neekay gun gaa-o mithee rog. 

mukh oojal man nirmal ho-ee hai tayro 

rahai eehaa oohaa log. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

charan pakhaar kara-o gur sayvaa 
maneh charaava-o bhog. 

chhod aapat baad ahaNkaaraa maan   

so-ee jo hog. ||1|| 

 

sant tahal so-ee hai laagaa jis mastak 

likhi-aa likhog. 

kaho naanak ayk bin doojaa avar na 
karnai jog. ||2||3||8|| 

Todi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that instead of feeling proud of our wealth 

and high caste, or trying to find happiness in false sinful pleasures, we should deem 

God’s Name as our wealth, high caste, source of pleasure, and our true friend who 

would accompany us to the end and ferry us across the worldly ocean. In this shabad, 

he tells us how to meditate on God’s Name, what are different aspects of doing that, 

and what kinds of blessings we obtain if we follow the Guru’s advice. 

He says: “(O’ my friend), sing immaculate praises (of God; by doing so), your 

maladies would be removed. You would obtain honor, your mind would become pure, 

and your (life) in this and the next world would be (peaceful).” (1-pause) 

In addition to singing of the praises of God, Guru Ji advises: “(O’ man, with utmost 

respect, as if) washing his feet serve the Guru (by so humbly obeying his advice, as if 

you are) surrendering your mind to him as your offering. Give up your self-conceit, 

contentious nature, arrogance, and accept whatever happens (as the will of God).” (1) 

However, Guru Ji concludes this shabad by pointing out that not everybody is so 

fortunate as to be blessed with the guidance of the Guru and the inclination to follow 

him. He says: “(O’ my friends), only the one in whose destiny is written this writ can 

attune the mind to the service of the saint (Guru). Nanak says that except the one 

(God), there is no other, who can do anything (including inspiring a person to follow 

Guru’s advice and meditate on God’s Name).” (2-3-8) 

The message of this shabad is that we should listen to the advice of the Guru 

(Granth Sahib Ji) and sing praises of God; by doing so all our sufferings would 

cease, and we would find honor both in this and the next world. 
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todee mehlaa 5. 

satgur aa-i-o saran tuhaaree. 

milai sookh naam har sobhaa chintaa 

laahi hamaaree. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

avar na soojhai doojee thaahar haar 

pari-o ta-o du-aaree. 

laykhaa chhod alaykhai chhootah 

ham nirgun layho ubaaree. ||1|| 

 

sad bakhsind sadaa miharvaanaa 
sabhnaa day-ay aDhaaree. 

naanak daas sant paachhai pari-o 

raakh layho ih baaree. ||2||4||9|| 

Todi Mehla-5 

In stanza (1) of the previous shabad, Guru Ji said to us: “(O’ man, with utmost 

respect, as if) washing his feet serve the Guru by so humbly obeying his advice, as if 

you are surrendering your mind to him as your offering. In this shabad, he shows us 

how to seek the shelter of the true Guru and what to ask for. 

Putting himself in our situation, he addresses his Guru and says: “O’ true Guru, I have 

come to your refuge. (I beg that) I may be bestowed with the bliss of (meditating on) 

God’s Name, which may rid me of my worry.” (1-pause) 

Showing even more humility, Guru Ji adds: “(O true Guru), I cannot think of any 

other source of support; I have come to your door (for help, completely exhausted. O’ 

my Guru God), ignore the account (of our deeds, because it is only without 

considering account (of our deeds that we) could be saved. Save me the meritless one 

(as you will).” (1) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad, by saying: “(O’ my friends, God) is always forgiving 

and merciful and provides sustenance to all. Servant Nanak has sought the shelter of 

the saint (Guru and prays, “O God) save me this time (from further rounds of births 

and deaths).” (2-4-9) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to save ourselves from all kinds of 

worries and future rounds of births and deaths, then we should follow the advice 

of the saint (Guru Granth Sahib Ji), and most humbly pray to God to have 

mercy on us and emancipate us without taking into account our faults. 
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todee mehlaa 5. 

rasnaa gun gopaal niDh gaa-in. 

saaNt sahj rahas man upji-o saglay 
dookh palaa-in. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

SGGS  P-714 

jo maageh so-ee so-ee paavahi sayv 
har kay charan rasaa-in. 

janam maran duhhoo tay chhooteh 

bhavjal jagat taraa-in. ||1|| 

 

khojat khojat tat beechaari-o daas 

govind paraa-in. 

abhinaasee khaym chaaheh jay naanak 
sadaa simar naaraa-in. ||2||5||10|| 

Todi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad (2), Guru Ji advised us that we should listen to the advice of 

the Guru and sing praises of God. By doing so all our sufferings would cease and we 

would find honor, both in this and the next world. In this shabad, on the basis of his 

personal experience he lists the blessings those devotees have enjoyed who have sung 

praises of God.   

He says: “(O’ my friends), they who with their tongues have sung praises of God of 

the universe, the treasure of merits, in their mind has welled up peace, poise, bliss, and 

all their sorrows have hastened away.” (1- pause) 

Listing other benefits of meditating on God's Name, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), 

by serving God’s lotus feet (by meditating on His Name, which) is the source of all 

pleasure), the devotees obtain that very thing, which they ask for. They are) liberated 

both from (future) births and deaths and are thus ferried across the dreadful worldly 

ocean.” (1) 

Guru Ji now gives his conclusion and says: “(O’ my friends), after searching and 

reflecting again and again, I have reached this conclusion, that servants of God always 

remain dependant on the support of God of the universe. Therefore Nanak says, (O’ 

man), if you wish to enjoy eternal bliss, then always meditate on the all-pervading 

God.” (2-5-10) 
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The message of this shabad is that singing praises of God is so beneficial that it 

can cure all our ailments, bring us eternal bliss, and save us from the pains of 

birth and death. 

todee mehlaa 5. 

nindak gur kirpaa tay haati-o. 

paarbarahm parabh bha-ay da-i-aalaa 
siv kai baan sir kaati-o. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

kaal jaal jam johi na saakai sach kaa 
panthaa thaati-o. 

khaat kharchat kichh nikhutat naahee 

raam ratan Dhan khaati-o. ||1|| 

 

bhasmaa bhoot ho-aa khin bheetar 

apnaa kee-aa paa-i-aa. 

aagam nigam kahai jan naanak sabh 
daykhai lok sabaa-i-aa. ||2||6||11|| 

Todi Mehla-5 

In this shabad, Guru Ji cites an incident from his life, which illustrates how the Guru 

saves us even from the worst of danger when a devotee seeks His shelter. He refers to 

the story when Sulhi Khan, a general of the Mughal empire, came to attack Guru Ji. 

But instead of inflicting any harm on Guru Ji, he himself fell in a brick kiln and was 

killed.  

Referring to the above incident, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), by Guru's grace, the 

slanderer (Sulhi Khan) was warded off. The all-pervading God became merciful, and 

He chopped off his head, as if with (the god) Shiva’s arrow.” (1-pause) 

Expressing his firm faith in God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, now) the demon with 

his net of death cannot even look towards us with evil intentions, because I have set 

up the path of truth (true loving devotion of God). I have earned the jewel of God's 

Name, which even after enjoying and spending never falls short.” (1)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

Referring again to the fate of the evildoer, Guru Ji concludes: “Within a moment (the 

evil doer) was reduced to ashes, and obtained the fruit of his own deeds. Devotee 

Nanak is uttering this in-comprehensible principle, which all people can see (for 

themselves, how God destroyed the slanderer, and protected His devotee).” (2-6-11) 

The message of this shabad is that no matter what, we should always stick to 

truth and keep meditating on God’s Name, and on His own God would take care 

of our enemies, and protect us from all other dangers as well. 
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todee mehlaa 5. 

kirpan tan man kilvikh bharay. 

saaDhsang bhajan kar su-aamee 

dhaakan ka-o ik haray. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

anik chhidar bohith kay chhutkat thaam 

na jaahee karay. 

jis kaa bohith tis aaraaDhay khotay 
sang kharay. ||1|| 
 

galee sail uthaavat chaahai o-ay oohaa 

hee hai Dharay. 

jor sakat naanak kichh naahee parabh 
raakho saran paray. ||2||7||12|| 

Todi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that no matter what, we should always 

stick to truth and keep meditating on God’s Name, on His own God would take care 

of our enemies and protect us from all dangers. But the human being does not care for 

God’s Name; instead like a miser keeps engrossed in amassing worldly wealth, and in 

that pursuit commits many misdeeds and even sins. But towards the end of life, the 

same human being still wishes to go to heaven or obtain salvation. In this shabad, 

Guru Ji comments on the general nature and conduct of human beings, and tells us 

what is the way to save ourselves even at this late stage of life.  

Guru Ji says: “O’ miser person, your body and mind are full of so many sins and 

vices. (I suggest), that joining the society of saints, you should worship God, because 

it is only the One God who could cover your (sins).” (1-pause) 

Giving an example to illustrate his point, Guru Ji says: “(If you compare your soul to a 

ship, then you can see that) this ship is full of countless holes, and this boat cannot be 

saved by trying to plug the holes with hands. In such a situation if a person prays to 

(God) the Master to whom this ship belongs, (then He makes such arrangements that) 

along with the genuine (truly pious persons, the sinners and the) base ones are also 

saved.” (1)                                                                                                                                                          

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by reminding us that just by mere words we cannot save 

ourselves from the consequences of our sins and misdeeds. The only way is to seek 

the shelter of God and pray for His mercy. So putting himself in our situation, Guru Ji 

addresses God and says: “(O’ God), if one wants to lift rocks by mere talk, one cannot 

do so, one has to let it remain where it is. Nanak says, “We don’t have any energy or 

power in us (to take off the weight of these sins, therefore) we have sought Your 

shelter, save us.” (2-7-12) 
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The message of this shabad is that we should realize our evil nature, and 

remember how many sins and bad deeds we have already committed. Simply by 

our own wisdom or efforts we cannot save ourselves. The only way now is to seek 

the shelter of God and beg Him to save us without taking into account our 

misdeeds. 

Personal Note: This shabad reminds me of an incident from my own life. In 1965, 

when we were both newly married, my brother and I, along with our wives, went for 

boating in a small lake in India. In the middle of the lake we noticed that our boat had 

one hole, through which water was seeping in. All of us started trying, but could not 

stop even that one hole with our own hands, so we started panicking and calling for 

help. Ultimately some one from the shore called us and said: “Do not to worry, just 

look around; the water is very shallow and you can simply stand in the water.” 

Therefore, I wonder, if so many persons could not stop one hole in the boat, how 

could any one stop so many holes in the ship of one’s life and save him or herself 

without the help and grace of one’s Guru and God? 

todee mehlaa 5. 

har kay charan kamal man Dhi-aa-o. 

kaadh kuthaar pit baat hantaa             
a-ukhaDh har ko naa-o. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

teenay taap nivaaranhaaraa dukh 
hantaa sukh raas. 

taa ka-o bighan na ko-oo laagai jaa kee 

parabh aagai ardaas. ||1|| 

 

sant parsaad baid naaraa-in karan 

kaaran parabh ayk. 

baal buDh pooran sukh-daata naanak 

har har tayk. ||2||8||13|| 

Todi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad (2-6-11), Guru Ji advised us that no matter what, we should 

always stick to truth and keep meditating on God’s Name; On His own God would 

take care of our enemies and protect us from all other dangers as well. In this shabad, 

he tells us how meditating on God's Name can save us from all kinds of sufferings and 

pains, whether physical, psychological, or social, and how a sincere prayer to God can 

bring us His blessings and support. 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), meditate on the lotus feet of God (His immaculate 

Name) in your mind. Just as Kuthar (Kaahrra, a special Indian potion) cures a person 

of diseases of bile and gas, similarly the Name of God is the panacea or cure-all (for 

all such ailments as lust, anger, and greed etc.).” (1-pause) 
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Commenting further on the power and potency of God’s Name, he says: “(O’ my 

friends, God’s Name) can destroy all the three major maladies of a person; (whether 

mental, physical or social. God) is the destroyer of sorrows, and provider of the 

commodity of comforts. No impediment comes that person’s way, who prays to God 

(for His support).” (1) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad, by saying: “(O’ my friends), through the grace of the 

saints (one realizes) that only the one God is the (true) physician, who is the Cause 

and Doer of every thing. He is the giver of wisdom to those whose intellect is like    

that of children and giver of complete comfort. Nanak seeks the shelter of that God.” 

(2-8-13) 

The message of this shabad is that in case we want to find relief from any of our 

troubles, whether physical, psychological, or social, we should seek the support of 

the Guru and through him seek the grace of God who is the cure all for all kinds 

of ailments and problems. 

todee mehlaa 5. 

har har naam sadaa sad jaap. 

Dhaar anoograhu paarbarahm su-aamee 

vasdee keenee aap. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

jis kay say fir tin hee samHaalay binsay 

sog santaap. 

haath day-ay raakhay jan apnay har     
ho-ay maa-ee baap. ||1|| 

 

jee-a jant ho-ay miharvaanaa da-yaa 
Dhaaree har naath. 

naanak saran paray dukh bhanjan jaa kaa 

bad partaap. ||2||9||14|| 

Todi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that in case we want to find relief from any 

of our troubles, whether physical, psychological, or social, we should seek the support 

of the Guru and through him seek the grace of God who is the cure all for all kinds of 

ailments and problems. In this shabad, he describes how God protected him from the 

attacks of his enemies and helped him in repopulating the city of Amritsar, when he 

returned from village Vadaali. 

Expressing his gratitude to God at this occasion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my mind), ever 

and forever contemplate on God. See, showing His mercy, God has repopulated (this 

town of Amritsar).” (1-pause) 
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Continuing to express his gratitude, he says: “(O’ my friends), to whom we belonged 

that God Himself has taken care of us, and all our sorrows and worries have been 

destroyed. By extending His own hand, God has saved His slaves and He Himself has 

become (like) their mother and father.” (1) 

In closing, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), when God showed His mercy all creatures 

and beings became kind upon (us). Therefore Nanak has fallen at the feet of (God, 

who is) the destroyer of pains (and) highest is whose glory.” (2-9-14) 

The message of this shabad is that if we seek the shelter of God with full faith in 

Him, He becomes our own, and like parents, He protects and takes care of all our 

personal or social problems. 

todee mehlaa 5. 

savaamee saran pari-o darbaaray. 

kot apraaDh khandan kay daatay tujh 
bin ka-un uDhaaray. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

khojat khojat baho parkaaray sarab 

arath beechaaray. 

saaDhsang param gat paa-ee-ai   
maa-i-aa rach banDh haaray. ||1|| 

SGGS  P-715 

charan kamal sang pareet man 
laagee sur jan milay pi-aaray. 

naanak anad karay har jap jap saglay 

rog nivaaray. ||2||10||15|| 

Todi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad Guru Ji told us that if we seek the shelter of God, with full 

faith and trust in Him, He becomes our own, and like parents, He protects and takes 

care of all our personal or social problems. In this shabad, he shows us how to seek 

the shelter of God, where we find the right guidance, and what kinds of blessings we 

obtain when we meditate on God’s Name. 

First of all approaching God on our behalf, Guru Ji says: “O’ Master, I have 

surrendered myself to (the mercy of) Your court. O’ the destroyer of millions of sins, 

without You who else can save us?” (1-pause) 

Next addressing us, Guru Ji tells us how important it is to seek the company of the 

saintly persons for obtaining true guidance and inspiration. He says: “(O’ my friends)  
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after researching in many ways and reflecting on all the meanings (of different things 

given in the books of knowledge, I have come to the conclusion that it is only) in the 

company of saints that we obtain the supreme state (of bliss), but by getting engrossed 

in the bonds of Maya (the worldly riches and power), we lose (the game of life).” (1) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by sharing with us what kind of blessing he enjoyed 

when he got in touch with the company of saints. He says: “(O’ my friends, when) I 

met the dear saintly persons, (my mind) was imbued with the love of the lotus feet 

(the immaculate Name) of God. Now, by meditating on God’s Name again and again, 

Nanak enjoys in bliss, and all his afflictions have been dispelled.” (2-10-15)  

The message of this shabad is that if we want to be free from all kinds of troubles, 

sorrows, and pains, then instead of being absorbed in worldly riches and power, 

we should seek the company of saintly persons, imbue our mind with the love of 

God, and enjoy the pleasure of meditating on God's Name. 

todee mehlaa 5 ghar 3 cha-upday 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

haaN haaN lapti-o ray moorhHay kachhoo 

na thoree. 
tayro nahee so jaanee moree. rahaa-o. 
 

aapan raam na cheeno khinoo-aa. 

jo paraa-ee so apnee manoo-aa. ||1|| 
 

naam sangee so man na basaa-i-o. 

chhod jaahi vaahoo chit laa-i-o. ||2|| 
 

so sanchi-o jit bhookh tisaa-i-o. 

amrit naam tosaa nahee paa-i-o. ||3|| 
 

kaam kroDh moh koop pari-aa. 

gur parsaad naanak ko tari-aa. 

||4||1||16|| 

Todi Mehla-5 Ghar 3 Chaupadey 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to be free from all kinds of 

troubles, sorrows, and pains, then instead of being absorbed in worldly riches and 

power, we should seek the company of saintly persons, imbue our mind with the love 

of God, and enjoy the pleasure of meditating on God's Name. However, we actually 

do quite the opposite. In this shabad, Guru Ji shows us the mirror of our own life, how  
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tightly we are attached to the pursuits of worldly riches, which we are going to leave 

here one day, but we do not try to amass the wealth of God's Name, which could 

provide us real support and sustenance even after our death. 

Addressing us, he says: “Yes, O’ foolish (human being), you are clinging to (worldly 

riches and power), and your grip on it is not insignificant either. (But the problem is 

that this wealth), which is (truly) not yours, you have deemed it as yours. (Because if 

not in your life time itself, it is certainly going to desert you upon your death).” 

(pause) 

Stressing the above point again, Guru Ji days: “(O’ man), God, who is really your 

own, you did not familiarize even for a moment. But Maya (the worldly riches and 

power), which belongs to others, you deemed as yours.” (1)   

That is not all; commenting upon our involvement with friends and relatives, Guru Ji 

says: “(O’ man), God's Name, which could be your real companion, you have not 

enshrined in your mind, but (the relatives and friends), who are going to desert you, 

you have attuned your mind to them.” (2) 

Once again commenting on our tendency to amass more and more worldly wealth, 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ man, you) have amassed that  (wealth, after having which you still) 

remained hungry and thirsty (and kept on craving for more of it), but you did not 

acquire the ambrosial Name, which could serve you as your sustenance (on your 

journey after death).” (3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friend), you have fallen into a deep blind well of 

lust, anger, and attachment. O’ Nanak by Guru’s grace, only a rare person has been 

able to swim across (the worldly ocean).” (4-1-16). 

The message of this shabad is that we are so pre-occupied with amassing false 

worldly wealth, or satisfying the demands of our transitory relatives and friends, 

that we do not find any time to acquire the wealth of God’s Name, which could 

be our real sustenance after death and save us. It is only a rare person, who by 

Guru’s grace meditates on God’s Name and is saved from continuous pains of 

births and deaths. 

todee mehlaa 5. 

hamaarai aykai haree haree. 

aan avar sinjaan na karee. rahaa-o. 

vadai bhaag gur apunaa paa-i-o. 

gur mo ka-o har naam darirhaa-i-o. ||1|| 
 

har har jaap taap barat naymaa. 

har har Dhi-aa-ay kusal sabh khaymaa. 
||2|| 
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aachaar bi-uhaar jaat har gunee-aa. 

mahaa anand keertan har sunee-aa. ||3|| 
 

kaho naanak jin thaakur paa-i-aa.  

sabh kichh tis kay garih meh aa-i-aa. 

||4||2||17|| 

Todi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji observed that we are so preoccupied with amassing 

false worldly wealth, or satisfying the demands of our transitory relatives and friends, 

that we do not find any time to meditate on God’s Name, which could be our real 

sustenance after death and save us. It is only a rare person, who by Guru’s grace 

meditates on God’s Name, and is saved from continuous pains of births and deaths. In 

this shabad, he shares with us his own belief and conduct, and how he found the way 

to save his honor and enjoy eternal bliss.  

He says: “(O’ my friends, in my heart) I depend on the support of one God alone. 

(Except God), I do not recognize any other (support).” (1-pause) 

 Sharing with us how he obtained this understanding about God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ 

my friends), by great good fortune I found my Guru, and the Guru helped me enshrine 

God’s Name (in my heart).” (1) 

Describing what kinds of worships or penances he now does and what kind of 

blessings he receives, as a result, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), God's Name is my 

worship, penance, fast, and my daily routine, and just by meditating on God's Name 

again and again (I enjoy all kinds of) comforts and pleasures.” (2) 

Elaborating on his daily routine, he says: “(O’ my friends, in my view) to sing praises 

of God (is the observance of proper social) conduct, and (belonging to high) caste. By 

listening to the praises (of God), I enjoy supreme bliss.” (3) 

Therefore on the basis of his personal experience, Guru Ji concludes: “(O’ my 

friends), Nanak says, that the person who has found the Master (feels such 

contentment, as if) everything has come in that person’s home.” (4-2-17) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to obtain all kinds of comforts, 

contentment, and supreme bliss, then we should seek the shelter of the Guru and 

under his guidance meditate on God's Name. 

todee mehlaa 5 ghar 4 dupday 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

roorho man har rango lorhai. 

gaalee har neehu na ho-ay. rahaa-o. 
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ha-o dhoodhaydee darsan kaaran 

beethee beethee paykhaa. 
gur mil bharam gavaa-i-aa hay. ||1|| 
 

ih buDh paa-ee mai saaDhoo 
kannahu laykh likhi-o Dhur maathai. 

ih biDh naanak har nain alo-ay. 

||2||1||18|| 

Todi Mehla-5 Ghar 2 Chaupadey 

It goes without saying that when we are in love with a person we always want to see 

him (or her) with our own eyes.  Similarly if any person were in love with God, that 

person would like to see Him with his or her own eyes. But the problem is that we 

may search God in different places of the world, still we cannot see or have His 

vision. Because God is not any particular person or thing whom we could see with our 

ordinary eyes. In this shabad, Guru Ji shares with us his love for God and how he has 

been able to see Him, and with what kind of eyes?   

He says: “(O’ my friends), my beautiful (immaculate) mind seeks God’s love, (and 

craves to see Him. But I have come to the conclusion) that by mere words, God’s love 

is not obtained.” (pause) 

Describing his experience regarding search for God, Guru Ji says: “I have been 

searching for Him from street to street (and from place to place, but in this way, I had 

no success. But now) after meeting the Guru, I have dispelled my illusion (and have 

realized that God is not anywhere outside, He is within ourselves).” (1) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by telling us how and from where he obtained this 

divine wisdom. He says: “(O’ my friends), I obtained this (divine) wisdom from the 

saint (Guru). This writ was written in my destiny from the very beginning (by God). 

In this way, (I) Nanak saw God with (spiritual) eyes.” (2-1-18) 

The message of this shabad is that in case we want to behold the sight of God, 

then instead of trying to find Him outside in any jungles or mountains, we should 

seek the guidance of the Guru, and obtain from Him the divine wisdom to 

develop true love for God and realize Him within our own selves. 

todee mehlaa 5. 

garab gahilarho moorh-rho hee-o ray. 

hee-o mahraaj ree maa-i-o.  

deehar ni-aa-ee mohi faaki-o ray. 

rahaa-o. 
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ghano ghano ghano sad lorhai bin 

lahnay kaithai paa-i-o ray. 

mahraaj ro gaath vaahoo si-o lubh-rhi-o 
nihbhaagrho bhaahi sanjo-i-o ray. ||1|| 

 

sun man seekh saaDhoo jan saglo 
thaaray saglay paraachhat miti-o ray. 

jaa ko lahno mahraaj ree gaath-rhee-o 

jan naanak garbhaas na pa-orhi-o ray. 
||2||2||19|| 

Todi Mehla-5 

In the concluding paragraph of previous shabad (4-1-16), Guru Ji said to us: “(O’ my 

friend), you have fallen into a deep blind well of lust, anger, and attachment. O’ 

Nanak, it is a rare person, who by Guru’s grace has been saved (from falling in this 

well of worldly riches).” In this shabad, he illustrates with beautiful examples how we 

are completely in the grip of worldly riches and powers, burning with the fires of 

desires, and instead of loving God the Giver of all gifts, we are infatuated with the 

gifts themselves. He also tells us how we can save ourselves from our sinful ways. 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), our ignorant mind is in the grip of self-conceit. Like a 

witch, Maya (the worldly riches and power) created by God has ensnared it in 

(worldly) attachment.” (pause) 

Describing how this mind always hankers after worldly riches and how it is burning 

itself in the fire of desire, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, this mind caught in worldly 

attachment) always keeps on hankering for more and more wealth, but how can it 

obtain this (wealth) without (it being written) in its destiny. It also is in love with the 

wealth and body given to it by God. In this way, the unfortunate (person) keeps 

burning in the fire of desire.” (1) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by instructing him and indirectly us. He says: “O’ my 

mind, listen to the wisdom of the saints (Guru. Then) all your sins would be washed 

off. Servant Nanak says, that in whose destiny is written the receipt of (the wealth of 

God's Name, that person) doesn’t go through the womb (the round of birth and death 

again).” (2-2-19) 

The message of this shabad is that in case we want to save ourselves from the 

pains of continuous cycles of birth and death, then we should listen to the 

instructions of our Guru, and instead of obsessing our mind with the pursuits of 

worldly riches and power, we should concentrate on meditating on God's Name. 
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SGGS  P-716 

todee mehlaa 5 ghar 5 dupday 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

aiso gun mayro parabh jee keen. 

panch dokh ar ahaN rog ih tan tay sagal 
door keen. rahaa-o. 

 

banDhan tor chhor bikhi-aa tay gur ko 
sabad mayrai hee-arai deen. 

roop anroop moro kachh na beechaari-o 

paraym gahi-o mohi har rang bheen. ||1|| 

 

paykhi-o laalan paat beech kho-ay anad 

chitaa harkhay pateen. 

tis hee ko garihu so-ee parabh naanak so 
thaakur tis hee ko Dheen. ||2||1||20|| 

Todi Mehla-5 Ghar-5 Dupadaiy 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to save ourselves from the 

pains of continuous cycles of birth and death, then we should listen to the instructions 

of our Guru and instead of obsessing our mind with pursuits of worldly riches and 

power, we should concentrate on meditating on God's Name. In this shabad, he tells 

us what kind of blessings he obtained from God when he sung His praises and attuned 

his mind to Him with love and devotion.   

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), my benevolent God blessed me with such a virtue that 

all the five evil passions and the malady of ego have been completely eradicated from 

my body (and mind).” (pause) 

Describing the process through which God blessed him, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my 

friends), breaking the bonds and liberating me from the poison (of Maya, the worldly 

riches and power), He implanted the word of the Guru in my heart. He did not take 

into account my beauty or ugliness, but taking hold of me filled me with His love.” (1) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad, by describing his state of mind after seeing God. He 

says: “(O’ my friends, since) the curtains between me and God have been removed, 

and I have seen my beloved (God), my mind is elated in delight. Now (I) Nanak (feel  
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that this body) is the abode of (God) Himself, He is the Master, and I am His servant.” 

(2-1-20) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to be released from the clutches of 

worldly problems, and enjoy a state of supreme bliss then we should enshrine the 

Guru's instructions in our mind and meditate on God's Name with love and 

devotion. One day, showing His mercy, God would embrace us with love, and 

bless us with such virtues that all our vices would vanish, and we would live in 

eternal peace and bliss. 

todee mehlaa 5. 

maa-ee mayray man kee pareet. 

ayhee karam Dharam jap ayhee raam 
naam nirmal hai reet. rahaa-o. 
 

paraan aDhaar jeevan Dhan morai 
daykhan ka-o darsan parabh neet. 

baat ghaat tosaa sang morai man 

apunay ka-o mai har sakhaa keet. ||1|| 
 

sant parsaad bha-ay man nirmal kar 

kirpaa apunay kar leet. 

simar simar naanak sukh paa-i-aa aad 

jugaad bhagtan kay meet. ||2||2||21|| 

Todi Mehla-5 

It is but natural that all good parents want and often advise their children to study 

hard, devote some time in worshipping God, and doing other deeds and rituals as per 

the practices of their particular religion or community. Sometimes the parents, 

generally the mother, would ask the child about such things. In this shabad, as if 

talking to his mother Guru Ji describes, what kind of rituals and deeds he is doing and 

how he is going to earn money. As if addressing his mother, Guru Ji says: “O’ my 

mother! (First of all, let me share with you the real passion and) love of my mind (For 

me, meditation on) God’s Name (is the most) immaculate way (of worshipping Him. 

Therefore for me), this is the most sacred religious deed and worship.” (pause) 

Describing how much he loves and values God and His Name, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my 

mother), to see the sight of God every day is the support of my life breath. God's 

Name is my sustenance on the high way and the river bank, and in my mind I deem 

God as my companion.” (1) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by stating how he obtained God as his friend and mate. 

He says: “(O’ my mother), by the grace of the saint (Guru), my mind became 

immaculate and showing mercy, he made me his own. (Then as advised by him), by  
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meditating (on God) again and again, (I) Nanak obtained bliss (and God as my    

friend), because He is the friend of His devotees from the beginning to the end of all 

ages.” (2-2-21) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to enjoy the love, affection, and 

support of God, then we should love Him so much, that meditating on the His 

Name, singing His praises, and remembering God should become the purpose of 

our life and our preoccupation. 

todee mehlaa 5. 

parabh jee mil mayray paraan. 

bisar nahee nimakh hee-aray tay 

apnay bhagat ka-o pooran daan. 
rahaa-o. 

 

khovhu bharam raakh mayray 

pareetam antarjaamee sugharh 

sujaan. 
kot raaj naam Dhan mayrai amrit 

darisat Dhaarahu parabh maan. ||1|| 

 

aath pahar rasnaa gun gaavai jas poor 

aghaaveh samrath kaan. 

tayree saran jee-an kay daatay sadaa 
sadaa naanak kurbaan.  ||2||3||22|| 

Todi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to enjoy the love, affection, 

and support of God, then we should love Him so much that meditating on His Name, 

singing His praises, and remembering Him should become the purpose of our life and 

our preoccupation. In this shabad, Guru Ji teaches us how to start loving God, and 

how to pray to God for imbuing us with such love. 

Addressing God, Guru Ji says: “O’ reverend God, my life-breath, come and meet me. 

Please bestow upon Your devotee, this perfect boon that You are never forsaken from 

his mind even for a moment.” (pause) 

Continuing his prayer, Guru Ji says: “O’ my Beloved, the inner–knower of all hearts, 

and wisest of the wise, eradicate my doubts and save me. (O’ God), for me the wealth 

of Your Name is like millions of kingdoms. O’ reverend God, bestow Your nectar like 

glance of grace (and bless me with this boon).” (1) 
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In closing, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God), I wish that at all the times my tongue may sing 

Your praises, and my ears remain completely satiated listening to these. O’ the 

benefactor of all creatures, Nanak has come to Your shelter, and forever he is a 

sacrifice to You.” (2-3-22) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to enjoy the bliss of God’s love and 

union, then we should pray to Him to bless us with this gift that our tongue may 

sing His praises day and night, our ears feel satiated listening to His praise, and 

His Name should be more valuable for us than anything else.  

todee mehlaa 5. 

parabh tayray pag kee Dhoor. 

deen da-i-aal pareetam manmohan kar 

kirpaa mayree lochaa poor. rahaa-o. 

 

dah dis rav rahi-aa jas tumraa 

antarjaamee sadaa hajoor. 

jo tumraa jas gaavahi kartay say jan 
kabahu na martay jhoor. ||1|| 

 

DhanDh banDh binsay maa-i-aa kay 
saaDhoo sangat mitay bisoor. 

sukh sampat bhog is jee-a kay bin har 

naanak jaanay koor. ||2||4||23|| 

Todi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to enjoy the bliss of God’s 

love and union, then we should pray to Him to bless us that our tongue may sing His 

praises day and night, our ears feel satiated listening to His praise, and His Name is 

more valuable for us than anything else. In this shabad, Guru Ji indicates how much 

he loves and values God, and what kinds of blessings those devotees obtain who sing 

His praises.   

Addressing God, Guru Ji says: “O’ merciful God of the meek, my heart enticing 

Beloved, show mercy and fulfill this longing of mine, that I may always keep 

obtaining the dust of Your feet (Your love).” (pause) 

Acknowledging the glory of God, he says: “O’ the Knower of all hearts, You are 

always present with us, Your glory pervades in (all) ten directions. O’ Creator, the 

devotees who sing Your praises never die repenting.” (1) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by saying: “(O’ my friends, by singing praises of God) 

in the company of saints, all one’s worldly conflicts, bonds and worries are destroyed, 
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and Nanak considers that all the comforts, possessions, or worldly enjoyments of this 

body are false (and short lived) without God’s (Name).” (2-4-23) 

The message of this shabad is that instead of running after worldly riches, 

possessions, and pleasures, and entering into conflicts and quarrels for their 

sake, we should sing praises of God in the company of saintly people and pray for 

God’s love and grace. Then we would experience and enjoy true and eternal 

pleasure. 

todee mehlaa 5. 

maa-ee mayray man kee pi-aas. 

ik khin reh na saka-o bin pareetam 
darsan daykhan ka-o Dhaaree man 

aas. rahaa-o. 
 

simra-o naam niranjan kartay man 

tan tay sabh kilvikh naas. 

pooran paarbarahm sukh-daatay 

abhinaasee bimal jaa ko jaas. ||1|| 

 

sant parsaad mayray poor manorath 

kar kirpaa bhaytay guntaas. 

SGGS  P-717 

saaNt sahj sookh man upji-o kot soor 
naanak pargaas. ||2||5||24|| 

Todi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that instead of running after worldly riches, 

possessions, and pleasures, and entering into conflicts and quarrels for their sake, we 

should sing praises of God in the company of saintly people and pray for God’s love 

and grace. Then we would experience and enjoy, true and eternal pleasure. In this 

shabad, he again shares with us his deepest longing and craving for God, how it was 

fulfilled, and what kind of bliss he obtained.   

He says: “O’ my mother, this is the craving of my mind that without seeing God I 

cannot live even for a moment, therefore in my heart I cherish a desire to see the 

vision of God.” (pause) 

Guru Ji now tells why he has this kind of craving and love for God. He says: “(O’ my 

mother, I wish that I may keep) meditating on the Name of that immaculate Creator,  
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because it destroys the sins and evils from one’s body and mind. That perfect all-

pervading and bliss giving God is immortal and immaculate is His glory.” (1) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by telling us how his wishes were fulfilled and what 

kind of bliss he is now enjoying. He says: “By the grace of the saint (Guru), my 

wishes have been fulfilled, by showing His mercy, the Treasure of all virtues has 

blessed me with His sight. Now in my mind has welled up peace, poise, and pleasure, 

and (I) Nanak (say that I have gained such immense divine wisdom, as if) there is 

illumination of millions of suns in my mind.” (2-5-24) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to enjoy the bliss and immense 

divine wisdom, then we should seek the grace of the saint (Guru) and meditate on 

God’s Name with true love and devotion. 

todee mehlaa 5. 

har har patit paavan. 

jee-a paraan maan sukh-daata 

antarjaamee man ko bhaavan. rahaa-o. 

 

sundar sugharh chatur sabh baytaa rid 

daas nivaas bhagat gun gaavan. 

nirmal roop anoop su-aamee karam 

bhoom beejan so khaavan. ||1|| 

 

bisman bisam bha-ay bismaadaa aan na 

bee-o doosar laavan. 

rasnaa simar simar jas jeevaa naanak 
daas sadaa bal jaavan. ||2||6||25|| 

Todi Mehla-5 

In the concluding paragraph of the previous shabad, Guru Ji stated that by the grace of 

the saint (Guru), his wishes have been fulfilled; by showing His mercy (God) the 

Treasure of all virtues has blessed him with His sight. In this shabad, he shares with 

us what else did he find about God after seeing Him, and what was his reaction at that 

time. 

 Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, I have found out that) God is the purifier of sinners. 

He is the giver of life-breath, honor, and comfort. That inner knower of all hearts is 

pleasing to the mind.” (pause) 

Describing how God looks like, where He lives, and some other unique merits about 

God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), God is most beauteous, sagacious, wise and all-

knowing. He abides in the hearts of His devotees, who sing His praises. That Master is  
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of immaculate form and unequalled beauty.  (As per His law, whatever the human 

beings) sow in the field of their duty (their body), they reap accordingly. (In other 

words, their fate is determined by their actions).” (1) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by describing his reaction upon seeing God. He says: 

“(O’ my friends, upon seeing God), I was completely dazed and went into a state of 

ecstasy, I tell you, no one else is equal to Him. I, servant Nanak, feel rejuvenated by 

meditating on His Name with my tongue again and again and am always a sacrifice to 

Him.” (2-6-25) 

The message of this shabad is that God is wise, sagacious, and inner knower of all 

hearts. His astonishing wonders and qualities should remind us about Him at all 

times and make us sing His praises.  

todee mehlaa 5. 

maa-ee maa-i-aa chhal. 

tarin kee agan maygh kee chhaa-i-aa 

gobid bhajan bin harh kaa jal. rahaa-o. 

 

chhod si-aanap baho chaturaa-ee du-ay 

kar jorh saaDh mag chal. 

simar su-aamee antarjaamee maanukh 
dayh kaa ih ootam fal. ||1|| 

 

bayd bakhi-aan karat saaDhoo jan 

bhaagheen samjhat nahee khal. 

paraym bhagat raachay jan naanak har 

simran dahan bha-ay mal. ||2||7||26|| 

Todi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that God is wise, sagacious, and knower of 

all hearts. His astonishing wonders and qualities should remind us about Him at all 

times and make us sing His praises. However, it is seen that in spite of all these 

instructions from the Guru, we are engrossed in the pursuits of Maya or worldly riches 

and power, and keep suffering on account of that. In this shabad, Guru Ji is cautioning 

us against being involved in the pursuit of worldly wealth, which is a very illusory and 

transitory thing and tells us about the real purpose of our human birth. 

Addressing us very respectfully, Guru Ji says: “O’ mother, this Maya (worldly riches 

and power) is an illusion. It is transitory like the fire of straw, or shadow of a cloud, 

and without (God’s) meditation is like the water of a flood (which comes and 

disappears very quickly).” (pause) 
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Therefore, Guru Ji advises: “(O’ man), forsake cleverness or too much sharp wit, and 

instead with both hands joined (in utmost humility), walk on the path shown by the 

saint (Guru). Meditate on our Master, the inner knower of all hearts, this is the 

foremost objective of human life.” (1) 

However Guru Ji observes: “(O’ my friends, many) saintly persons keep delivering 

such sermons based on Vedas (holy scriptures, but still) the unfortunate foolish 

(human being) doesn’t understand. However O’ Nanak, God’s devotees who remain 

absorbed in His loving devotion, by worshipping God burn down the dirt (of their evil 

deeds).” (2-7-26) 

The message of this shabad is that we should realize that Maya (the worldly 

wealth) is very short lived, and only meditation of God’s Name is the lasting 

thing. Therefore instead of running after Maya, we should act on the guidance of 

our Guru, and meditate on God's Name, which is the only objective of the human 

life. 

todee mehlaa 5. 

maa-ee charan gur meethay. 

vadai bhaag dayvai parmaysar kot falaa 

darsan gur deethay. rahaa-o. 

 

gun gaavat achut abhinaasee kaam 

kroDh binsay mad dheethay. 

asthir bha-ay saach rang raatay janam 
maran baahur nahee peethay. ||1|| 

 

bin har bhajan rang ras jaytay sant    
da-i-aal jaanay sabh jhoothay. 

naam ratan paa-i-o jan naanak naam 

bihoon chalay sabh moothay. 
||2||8||27|| 

Todi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should realize that Maya (the 

worldly wealth) is very short lived, and only meditation of God’s Name is the lasting 

thing. Therefore instead of running after Maya, we should act on the guidance of our 

Guru, and meditate on God's Name, which is the only objective of the human life. In 

this shabad, he shares with us his own experience of falling at the feet of his Guru and 

acting on his advice. 

He says: “(O’ my mother), sweet are the feet of the Guru (his immaculate words        

of advice). Most fortunate are they, whom God gives (the love of Guru’s words or  
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Gurbani. They who) see the sight of the Guru (deem that they) have obtained the 

reward of millions (of virtues).” (pause) 

Now describing some of the blessings one enjoys by singing praises of God, he says: 

“(O’ my friends), by singing praises of the immortal and imperishable God, one’s 

stubborn addictions of lust and anger are destroyed, and they who remain imbued   

with the love of eternal God are not subjected to agonizing pains of birth and death 

again.” (1) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by saying: “(O’ my friends), they on whom the saint 

(Guru) has shown mercy (and given his immaculate advice), have realized that 

without meditation on God all the pleasures or revelries are false (and short lived). O’ 

Nanak, such devotees have obtained the (invaluable) jewel of God’s Name, and all 

others who are without Name, have departed (from the world) cheated.” (2-8-27) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to save ourselves from the pain of 

birth and death and enjoy eternal pleasure, then we should be in love with the 

lotus feet or the immaculate word of our Guru (Guru Granth Sahib), and 

following the advice contained therein meditate on the jewel of God's Name.  

todee mehlaa 5. 

saaDhsang har har naam chitaaraa. 

sahj anand hovai din raatee ankur bhalo 

hamaaraa. rahaa-o. 

 

gur pooraa bhayti-o badbhaagee jaa ko 
ant na paaraavaaraa. 

kar geh kaadh lee-o jan apunaa bikh 

saagar sansaaraa. ||1|| 

 

janam maran kaatay gur bachnee 

bahurh na sankat du-aaraa. 

naanak saran gahee su-aamee kee 
punah punah namaskaaraa. ||2||9||28|| 

Todi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to save ourselves from the 

pain of birth and death and enjoy eternal pleasure, then we should be in love with the 

lotus feet (the immaculate words) of our Guru and following his advice meditate on 

the jewel of God's Name. In this shabad, he shares with us what he himself did in the 

company of his saint (Guru) and what kind of blessings he received as a result.   
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He says: “(O’ my friends), in the company of the saint (Guru), I contemplated on 

God’s Name. Now I enjoy a state of poise and bliss at all times and I feel that my 

good destiny has started to emerge.” (pause) 

Guru Ji however does not want to take any credit for his efforts, instead he feels 

indebted to God for blessing him with good destiny, so he says: “By good fortune, I 

met the perfect Guru, whose limit of (merits) cannot be defined. Extending his hand, 

he pulled out His slave from the poisonous ocean of the worldly (temptations).” (1) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), by acting in accordance with the Guru's 

words, my nooses of birth and death have been cut off, and (now I know that) I would 

not have to suffer through any more major troubles. Therefore, Nanak has caught hold 

of the shelter of the Master, and I bow (to my Guru, again and again for his advice).” 

(2-9-28) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to enjoy peace, avoid repeated pains 

of births and deaths, or major troubles, then we should follow the guidance of the 

saint (Guru) and meditate on God's Name. 

todee mehlaa 5. 

maa-ee mayray man ko sukh. 

kot anand raaj sukh bhugvai har simrat 

binsai sabh dukh. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

kot janam kay kilbikh naaseh simrat 

paavan tan man sukh. 

daykh saroop pooran bha-ee aasaa 
darsan bhaytat utree bhukh. ||1|| 
 

chaar padaarath asat mahaa siDh 
kaamDhayn paarjaat har har rukh. 

naanak saran gahee sukh saagar janam 

maran fir garabh na Dhukh. 
||2||10||29|| 

Todi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji, told us that if we want to enjoy peace, avoid repeated 

pains of births and deaths, or major troubles, then we should follow the guidance of 

the saint (Guru) and meditate on God's Name. In this shabad, he describes the kind of 

blessings he has obtained by meditating on God’s Name.   

Respectfully addressing us, Guru Ji says: “O’ mother, by meditating on God's Name, 

my mind is in (so much) peace, as if I am enjoying the bliss of millions of kingdoms. 

(I find that) by meditating on God’s Name all pain is destroyed.” (1) 
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Elaborating on the merits of meditating on God's Name, he says: “(O’ mother), by 

meditating on God, sins of millions of births are eradicated, one’s body and mind are 

purified and obtain peace. Seeing the form (of God), all my desire has been fulfilled, 

and seeing His sight my hunger (for worldly things) has been quenched.” (1) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by sharing with us another important secret. He says: 

“(O’ mother, I have found out that in reality, God Himself is) the four objects of life: 

(health, wealth, faith, and beauty), the eight extra psychic powers, Kaamdhain (the 

legendry wish-fulfilling cow) and even Paarjaat (the mythical wish-fulfilling tree in 

the garden of the god Indira). Therefore Nanak has caught hold of the shelter of 

(God), the ocean of peace Himself, (so that he) may not suffer the pains of birth and 

death again.” (2-10-29) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to get rid of our sins of myriads of 

births, fear of pains of birth and death, and want to enjoy so much bliss and 

pleasure as if we are having the peace and happiness of millions of empires, we 

should follow the Guru's instructions and meditate on God’s Name. 

SGGS  P-718 

todee mehlaa 5. 

har har charan ridai ur Dhaaray. 

simar su-aamee satgur apunaa kaaraj 

safal hamaaray. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

punn daan poojaa parmaysur har keerat 

tat beechaaray. 

gun gaavat atul sukh paa-i-aa thaakur 
agam apaaray. ||1|| 

 

jo jan paarbarahm apnay keenay tin 
kaa baahur kachh na beechaaray. 

naam ratan sun jap jap jeevaa har 

naanak kanth majhaaray. ||2||11||30|| 

Todi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to get rid of our sins of 

myriads of births, fear of pains of birth and death, and want to enjoy so much bliss and 

pleasure as if we are having the peace and happiness of millions of empires, we 

should follow the Guru's instructions and meditate on God’s Name. In this shabad, he 

tells us what he himself does, what kinds of blessings he is enjoying as a result, and 

what advice he has for us. 
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He says: “(O’ my friends), I have enshrined the feet (the immaculate Name) of God in 

my heart, and by meditating on my Master again and again, all my tasks have been 

successfully accomplished.” (pause) 

So on the basis of his own experience, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), after due 

reflection I have come to this conclusion, that all (the merits of) charity, alms, or 

worship of God are included in singing praises of God. By singing praises of the 

incomprehensible and limitless God (I) have obtained inestimable peace.” (1) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by mentioning another wonderful quality of God. He 

says: “(O’ my friends, I have found out that) whom God has accepted as His own, He 

does not bother about anything else about them (and count their merits or demerits). 

Therefore (I) feel rejuvenated upon listening and meditating on the jewel of God's 

Name, and God’s (Name) is enshrined in Nanak’s heart.” (2-11-30) 

The message of this shabad is that in case we want that all our tasks are 

accomplished and God doesn’t count our merits and demerits, then we should 

meditate on God’s Name with such an intense love and devotion that He is 

enshrined in our heart, and He accepts us as His own. 

todee mehlaa 9 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

kaha-o kahaa apnee aDhmaa-ee. 

urjhi-o kanak kaamnee kay ras nah 
keerat parabh gaa-ee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

jag jhoothay ka-o saach jaan kai taa si-
o ruch upjaa-ee. 

deen banDh simri-o nahee kabhoo hot 

jo sang sahaa-ee. ||1|| 

 

magan rahi-o maa-i-aa mai nis din 

chhutee na man kee kaa-ee. 

kahi naanak ab naahi anat gat bin har 
kee sarnaa-ee. ||2||1||31|| 

Todi Mehla-9 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that in case we want that all our tasks are 

accomplished and God doesn’t count our merits or demerits, then we should meditate 

on God’s Name with such an intense love and devotion that He is enshrined in our 

heart, and He accepts us as His own. But in this shabad, Guru Ji notes with regret that 

we human beings do not listen to the Guru and do not meditate on God’s Name.  
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Instead we remain engrossed in the love of false worldly wealth, possessions, and 

relatives. However, when we realize that our end is near and reflect on our past life, 

then we feel miserable and dread the punishment awaiting us. Out of his compassion, 

Guru Ji suggests us a solution, adopting which we may still save ourselves. 

First making a complete confession on our behalf, he says: “(O’ my Guru), how far 

may I describe my baseness? I have remained engrossed in enjoying the relish of     

gold (and affairs with other’s) women (or men), but I have never sung praises of 

God.” (1-pause) 

Continuing his confession on our behalf, Guru Ji says: “Assuming the false world as 

true, I got interested in it. But I never meditated on (God, the powerful) relative of the 

weak, who becomes our helper (in this and the next world).” (1) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “Day and night I have remained involved in the pursuit of 

worldly riches, and the evil of my mind was never removed. Nanak says, now except 

the shelter of God, there is no other way for salvation.” (2-1-31) 

The message of this shabad is that if we reflect on our past life, we would 

conclude that so far we have been living a totally misguided life, indulging in all 

kinds of greed and pursuits of lust. The only way we can save our soul from 

terrible punishment is that we seek the shelter of God and meditate on His Name.  

Detail of Shabads-M: 4=1, M: 5=30, M: 9=1, Total=32  

todee banee bhagtaaN kee 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

ko-ee bolai nirvaa ko-ee bolai door. 

jal kee maachhulee charai khajoor. ||1|| 
 

kaaN-ay ray bakbaad laa-i-o. 

jin har paa-i-o tineh chhapaa-i-o. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 
 

pandit ho-ay kai bayd bakhaanai. 

moorakh naamday-o raameh jaanai. 
||2||1|| 

Todi Bani Bhakta Kee 

(Todi hymens of the saints) 

In this very brief couplet devotee Namdev Ji comments upon the useless claims and 

arguments between different people regarding whereabouts of God. He tells us how 

can we truly realize God, and what should be our real focus. 
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He says: “(O’ my friends), someone says that God is very near, and some other person 

tells that He is very far off. (But to reach any conclusion with such discussions is as 

impossible as) a fish climbing a tree.” (1) 

So admonishing people for making such claims without actually seeing God, devotee 

Namdev Ji says: “(O’ my friends), why are you entering into such useless discussion 

(about God, because) they who have obtained God (and have known how He looks    

or where He lives, they) have kept it as a secret (and have not revealed His identity).” 

(1-pause) 

Namdev Ji humbly concludes the couplet by saying: “(O’ my friends), by becoming a 

Pundit one may discourse on Vedas (the Hindu holy books), but simpleton Namdev 

knows God only (by meditating on His Name).” (2-1) 

The message of this shabad is that we should not be mislead by the false claims of 

others regarding God, and whetherr He exists or not. We should simply keep 

meditating on His Name with love and devotion, one day we will realize Him 

within our own heart. 

ka-un ko kalank rahi-o raam naam layt 

hee. 
patit pavit bha-ay raam kahat hee. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 

 

raam sang naamdayv jan ka-o     

partagi-aa aa-ee. 

aykaadasee barat rahai kaahay ka-o 
tirath jaa-eeN. ||1|| 

 

bhanat naamday-o sukarit sumat      
bha-ay. 

gurmat raam kahi ko ko na baikunth   

ga-ay. ||2||2|| 

In the previous shabad, devotee Namdev Ji advised us that we should not be mislead 

by false claims of others regarding God, and whether does He exists or not. We should 

simply keep meditating on His Name with love and devotion, one day we will realize 

Him within our own heart. In this shabad, he tells that once you are meditating on 

God's Name with true love and devotion, then there is no need to do any rituals, 

pilgrimages, or any kinds of penances, and no matter what sins you might have 

committed before, you would be saved. 

In this regard, he asks: “(O’ friends, tell me) whose any stigma has ever remained 

once that person started uttering God's Name? (Because I know that) as soon as they 

uttered God's Name, even the sinners became immaculate.” (1-pause) 
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Sharing his own experience, devotee Namdev Ji says: “By getting attuned to God, 

devotee Namdev has developed this faith (that to meditate on God’s Name is the only 

way to realize Him). Therefore now gone are my fasts on days such as Ekaadasi (the 

eleventh lunar day), and what for I have to go to pilgrimage places (when God is with 

me)?” (1) 

In conclusion, Namdev Ji says: “Namdev submits that by doing the virtuous deed (of 

meditation on God’s Name), I have become a man of good intellect, because (I don’t 

know any persons), who after uttering God’s Name in accordance with the Guru’s 

instruction, have not gone to heaven.” (2-2) 

The message of this shabad is that the meditation on God's Name, under Guru's 

instruction is far superior to any other rituals such as fasting or going to 

pilgrimage places. All persons who have meditated on God’s Name (with true 

love and devotion) without exception have gone to heaven. 

teen chhanday khayl aachhai. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 
 

kumbhaar kay ghar haaNdee aachhai 

raajaa kay ghar saaNdee go. 

baaman kay ghar raaNdee aachhai 
raaNdee saaNdee haaNdee go. ||1|| 

 

baanee-ay kay ghar heeNg aachhai 
bhaisar maathai seeNg go. 

dayval maDhay leeg aachhai leeg seeg 

heeg go. ||2|| 
 

taylee kai ghar tayl aachhai jangal 

maDhay bayl go. 
maalee kay ghar kayl aachhai kayl bayl 

tayl go. ||3|| 
 

jantaaN maDhay gobind aachhai gokal 

maDhay si-aam go. 

naamay maDhay raam aachhai raam  

si-aam gobind go. ||4||3|| 

This stanza or poem is masterpiece of devotee Namdev Ji. In this shabad, he uses 

three different commodities or things to highlight the character or the nature of 

different kinds of people or different kinds of places, and then in the end he shows us 

what is the real defining characteristic of a saint or devotee of God.   
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But before presenting his poetic play, Namdev Ji muses about the play of the world, 

and says: “(O’ my friends, this entire world as set up by God) is in fact a play of the 

three dispositions (of vice, virtue, and power).” (1-pause) 

Now Namdev Ji gives the identifying signs of places belonging to different kinds of 

people. He says: “In the potter’s home, you would find pots of different kinds, in a 

king’s house you would see camels (and other means of comfort and pleasure). 

Similarly in the house of a Brahmin, there would be scriptures like Vedas. So in the 

houses of these three different kinds of people, the main things are pots, camels, and 

the scriptures.” (1) 

Namdev Ji adds: “In the house of grocer, you will find (herbs like) Heeng, just as on 

the head of a buffalo there are horns. Similarly in a temple dedicated to god Shiva, (a 

stone idol called) Lingam is the hallmark. In this way these three are known by their 

herbs, lingam, and the horns.” (2) 

Continuing his thoughts, Namdev Ji says: “There is oil in the house of a oil man, in the 

forest there are creepers, and bananas in the house of a gardener. (So these three are 

known by their) bananas, creeper, and oil.” (3) 

Namdev Ji concludes the shabad by telling us how God is being cherished and 

worshipped by holy people and at sacred places. He says: “(O’ my friends), amidst the 

saints (God is being remembered by the name) Gobind. In the holy city of Gokal (they 

worship Him as god Krishna or) Shayam. Similarly in the heart of Namdev is the all 

pervading God or Raam. (So God is paramount in all the hearts of holy people and 

sacred places as) Raam, Shayam, or Gobind.” (4-3) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to be saints or devotees of God then 

just as there are pots in a potter’s house and oil in oilman’s place, it is essential 

that there should always be God's Name in our heart. 

SGGS  P-719 

raag bairaarhee mehlaa 4 ghar 1 
dupday 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

sun man akath kathaa har naam. 

riDh buDh siDh sukh paavahi bhaj 

gurmat har raam raam. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

naanaa khi-aan puraan jas ootam 

khat darsan gaavahi raam. 

sankar krorh taytees Dhi-aa-i-o nahee 

jaani-o har marmaam. ||1|| 
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sur nar gan ganDharab jas gaavahi 

sabh gaavat jayt upaam. 

naanak kirpaa karee har jin ka-o tay 
sant bhalay har raam. ||2||1|| 

Raag Bairari Mehla 4 Ghar 1 Dupadaiy 

Guru Ji begins this new Raag (musical measure) with an advice to his own mind 

(actually to us) to listen and sing God’s praises, so that it may obtain peace and bliss, 

and have its wishes fulfilled. Guru Ji also tells it to listen to the indescribable 

discourse of God, whose secret even the scholars of Vedas, Puranas, and gods 

couldn’t unravel.  

Guru Ji says: “O’ my mind, listen to the indescribable discourse of God’s Name. 

Following Guru’s instruction, meditate on God’s Name; by doing so you would obtain 

riches, wisdom, supernatural powers, and comforts.” (1-pause) 

Next commenting on the mystery of God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my mind), myriads of 

legends (in Hindu holy books like) Mahabharata, Puranas, and the six Shastras sing 

sublime praises of God. (Even god) Shiva and three hundred thirty million gods have 

meditated on God, but they could not obtain His secret.” (1) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by saying: “(O’ my mind), even the heavenly beings, 

servants, and musicians of gods and all other creatures, which God has created sing 

His praises. However O’ Nanak, only those on whom God has shown His grace        

are the sublime saints of God, (and they alone are privileged to know the secret of 

God).” (2-1) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to enjoy true peace and have our 

wishes fulfilled, then we need to meditate on God's Name, without trying to 

unravel His mystery, which even the Vedas, Puranas, and gods like Shiva have 

not been able to unravel. That privilege is reserved for the true saints only. 

bairaarhee mehlaa 4. 

man mil sant janaa jas gaa-i-o. 

har har ratan ratan har neeko gur 

satgur daan divaa-i-o. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

tis jan ka-o man tan sabh dayva-o jin 

har har naam sunaa-i-o. 

Dhan maa-i-aa sampai tis dayva-o jin 
har meet milaa-i-o. ||1|| 
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khin kichint kirpaa karee jagdeesar 

tab har har har jas Dhi-aa-i-o. 

jan naanak ka-o har bhaytay          
su-aamee dukh ha-umai rog       

gavaa-i-o. ||2||2|| 

Bairari Mehla-4 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to enjoy true peace and 

have our wishes fulfilled, then we should meditate on God's Name, without trying to 

unravel His mystery. In this shabad, he tells us how God’s Name is obtained and who 

are those people who can help us in this endeavor.   

First addressing his mind, he says: “O’ my mind, whom the Guru, the true Guru has 

helped to obtain the gift of the jewel like invaluable Name (from God), joining the 

saintly devotees, that person has sung praises of God.” (1-pause) 

Guru Ji now describes how much indebted he feels to that person who has recited 

God’s Name to him and has helped him to meet his friend (God.)  He says: “I offer 

my body, mind, and everything to that person who recited to me the God’s Name. I 

surrender my wealth, riches, and property to him who has united me with my friend, 

God.” (1) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by indicating how he started singing praises and 

meditating on God's Name. He says: “When for a moment God showed just a little bit 

mercy on me, right then I started praising God again and again, and when devotee 

Nanak was blessed with the sight of God the Master showed, he lost his pain and 

ailment of ego.” (2-2) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to get rid of all our pains including 

the ailment of ego, then we should pray to God to show His mercy upon us and 

unite is with the company of the saint (Guru) so that he may recite to us the value 

of God's praise and unite us with Him. 

bairaarhee mehlaa 4. 

har jan raam naam gun gaavai. 

jay ko-ee nind karay har jan kee 

apunaa gun na gavaavai. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

jo kichh karay so aapay su-aamee har 

aapay kaar kamaavai. 

har aapay hee mat dayvai su-aamee har 
aapay bol bulaavai. ||1|| 
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SGGS  P-720 

har aapay panch tat bisthaaraa vich 
Dhaatoo panch aap paavai. 

jan naanak satgur maylay aapay har 

aapay jhagar chukhaavai. ||2||3|| 

Bairari Mehla-4 

Guru Ji concluded the previous shabad by describing how he started singing  praises 

of Gods. He stated that when for a moment, God showed just a little bit mercy on him, 

right then he started praising God again and again. In this shabad, he tells us about the 

qualities of true devotees of God and how they keep singing His praises in all 

circumstances. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), a devotee of God always keeps singing praises of God. 

Even if somebody slanders him or her, (the devotee just ignores it) and does not loose 

his or her own merit (of singing praises of God).” (1-pause) 

Explaining why a devotee remains unmindful of slander or other criticism and keeps 

singing praises of God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, even upon hearing his or her 

slander a devotee doesn’t change behavior, because the devotee knows that) what ever 

(God) the Master is doing, He is doing Himself and He Himself is doing every deed. 

The Master Himself gives (a person whatever) intellect (he or she has) and makes a 

person utter the words (which God wants uttered. In other words it is God who           

is causing the slanderer to slander the devotee, perhaps to test the faith of that 

devotee).” (1) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by pointing out some more basic concepts about the 

reality of God and this world. He says: “(O’ my friends), God Himself has created the 

expanse (of the world, from the) five (basic elements of air, fire, water, earth, and 

ether), and it is He who has infused the five impulses of (sight, speech, relish, touch, 

and sexual desire) there in. Devotee Nanak (says that God) Himself unites His devotee 

with Him and He Himself ends all conflicts.” (2-3) 

The message of this shabad is that we should keep singing God’s praises. We 

should have so much faith in God that even if some one tries to make fun of us or 

vilify us, we should not abandon our good habit of praising Him. We should 

understand that whatever our slanderers are doing is not in their power, it is as 

per God's own plan and He would Himself end our troubles. 
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bairaarhee mehlaa 4. 

jap man raam naam nistaaraa. 

kot kotantar kay paap sabh khovai har 

bhavjal paar utaaraa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

kaa-i-aa nagar basat har su-aamee har 

nirbha-o nirvair nirankaaraa. 

har nikat basat kachh nadar na aavai har 
laaDhaa gur veechaaraa. ||1|| 

 

har aapay saahu saraaf ratan heeraa har 
aap kee-aa paasaaraa. 

naanak jis kirpaa karay so har naam 

vihaajhay so saahu sachaa vanjaaraa. 
||2||4|| 

Bairari Mehla-4 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that we should that we should keep singing 

God’s praises. We should have so much faith in God that even if some one tries to 

make fun of us or vilify us, we should not abandon our good habit of praising Him. 

We should understand that whatever our slanderers are doing is not in their power, it 

is as per God's own plan and He would Himself end our troubles. In this shabad, Guru 

Ji tells us the benefits of meditating on God's Name, where He resides, and how He 

can be obtained. 

Addressing his own mind, Guru Ji says: “O’ my mind meditate on God’s Name, (by 

doing so) you would cross over (the (worldly ocean. God) washes away sins of 

millions of births and ferries one across the dread full ocean.” (1-pause) 

Now Guru Ji tells us where God resides and how He is recognized. He says: “(O’ my 

friends), God our Master resides in the city of the body itself. He is without fear, form, 

or enmity. (Even though) that God resides near us, yet He is not visible, but by 

reflecting on the Guru's word (the devotees) have found Him (in the body itself).” (1) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad by commenting on another very important quality of 

God. He says: “(O’ my friends), God Himself is the banker, Himself the jewel and the 

diamond, and He Himself has made this expanse of the universe. Nanak says on 

whom (God) shows mercy, that person invests in God’s Name and is a true banker 

and peddler (of Name).” (2-4) 

The message of this shabad is that we should seek the guidance of the Guru, and 

as per his guidance meditate on God’s Name, so that we may be able to realize 

God residing in our body and are ferried across this dreadful worldly ocean. 
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bairaarhee mehlaa 4. 

jap man har niranjan nirankaaraa. 

sadaa sadaa har Dhi-aa-ee-ai         

sukh-daata jaa kaa ant na 
paaraavaaraa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

agan kunt meh uraDh liv laagaa har 

raakhai udar manjhaaraa. 

so aisaa har sayvhu mayray man har 
ant chhadaavanhaaraa. ||1|| 

 

jaa kai hirdai basi-aa mayraa har har tis 
jan ka-o karahu namaskaaraa. 

har kirpaa tay paa-ee-ai har jap naanak 

naam aDhaaraa. ||2||5|| 

Bairari Mehla-4 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should seek the guidance of the 

Guru, and as per his guidance meditate on God’s Name, so that we may be able to 

realize God residing in our body and are ferried across this dreadful worldly ocean. In 

this shabad also, Guru Ji is instructing his own mind (actually us) to meditate on that 

formless immaculate God. He tells us how God saves us in the midst of fire like 

mother’s womb, and how much he values and respects the person who meditates on 

God. 

Guru Ji says: “O’ my mind, meditate on the (Name of) immaculate and formless God. 

Yes, we should ever and forever mediate on that comfort giving God, whose limit or 

ends can not be found.” (1-pause) 

Reminding us about our state while in the mother’s womb, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my 

friends), when hanging upside down in the fiery hot womb of the mother, the fetus is 

attuned to the love of God, He saves it in the middle of the womb. Therefore O’ my 

mind, serve (and worship) that God, because God could save us in the end also.” (1) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by telling us how much he respects the person in whose 

mind God is enshrined. He says: “I salute that person in whose heart is enshrined my 

God. It is by God's grace that we obtain (the opportunity to) meditate on Him, and O’ 

Nanak, then God’s Name becomes the support (of our life and soul).” (2-5)  

The message of this shabad is that we should meditate on God’s Name, because it 

is God who saved us in our mother’s womb, and it is God alone who can save us 

from the future pains of any birth and death. 
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bairaarhee mehlaa 4. 

jap man har har naam nit Dhi-aa-ay. 

jo ichheh so-ee fal paavahi fir dookh na 

laagai aa-ay. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

so jap so tap saa barat poojaa jit har   

si-o pareet lagaa-ay. 

bin har pareet hor pareet sabh jhoothee 
ik khin meh bisar sabh jaa-ay. ||1|| 

 

too bay-ant sarab kal pooraa kichh 
keemat kahee na jaa-ay. 

naanak saran tumHaaree har jee-o 

bhaavai tivai chhadaa-ay. ||2||6|| 

Bairari Mehla-4 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should meditate on God’s Name, 

because it is God who saved us in our mother’s womb, and it is God alone who can 

save us from the future pains of any birth and death. In this shabad, Guru Ji wants to 

stress upon a very important ingredient of meditating on God or worshiping Him, the 

ingredient of Love, because without love all kinds of worship or any other ritual is of 

no use. 

So Guru Ji says: “O’ my mind, worship and meditate on God's Name day after day, 

(by doing so) you would obtain whatever you wish, and no sorrow would touch you 

again.” (1-pause) 

Next he tells us what the best type of meditation, austerity, or worship is. He says: 

“(O’ my mind), that meditation, that penance, and that worship which imbues us with 

the love for God (is the most fruitful). Moreover any other love except the love of God 

is false because in an instant it is entirely forsaken.” (1) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by lovingly praying to God. He says: “(O’ God), You 

are infinite and all powerful, nothing can be said about Your worth. O’ God, Nanak 

has come to Your shelter, save him how so ever You please.” (2-6) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to obtain that all our wishes are 

fulfilled and no sorrow ever afflicts us, then we should imbue ourselves with love 

for God and meditate on His Name day and night. 
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raag bairaarhee mehlaa 5 ghar 1 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

sant janaa mil har jas gaa-i-o. 

kot janam kay dookh gavaa-i-o. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 
 

jo chaahat so-ee man paa-i-o. 

kar kirpaa har naam divaa-i-o. ||1|| 
 

sarab sookh har naam vadaa-ee. 

gur parsaad naanak mat paa-ee. 

||2||1||7|| 

Raag Bairari Mehla-5 Ghar 1 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that if we want that all our wishes are fulfilled 

and no sorrow ever afflicts us, then we should imbue ourselves with love for God and 

meditate on His Name day and night. In this shabad, Guru Ji shares with us how he 

meditated on God's Name and what kinds of blessings he obtained.   

He says: “(O’ my friends), joining with the saintly persons, I sang praises of God and 

got rid of sins of millions of births.” (1-pause) 

Describing what happened after that, he says: “(O’ my friends), then showing mercy 

(the Guru) helped me to obtain God's Name, and I obtained what I wanted in my 

heart.” (1) 

Therefore on the basis of his personal experience, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), 

through Guru's grace Nanak has obtained this wisdom that all comforts and glory (lie 

in meditating on) God's Name.” (2-1-7) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to get rid of all our pains and 

sorrows and obtain all kinds of comforts and glory both here in this and the next 

world, then we should sing praises of God in the company of saints, and meditate 

on His Name with true love and devotion. 

SGGS  P-721 

raag tilang mehlaa 1 ghar-1 

ik-oNkaar sat naam kartaa purakh 
nirbha-o nirvair akaal moorat 

ajoonee saibhaN gur parsaad. 
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yak araj guftam pays to dar gos kun 

kartaar. 

hakaa kabeer kareem too bay-aib 
parvardagaar. ||1|| 

 

dunee-aa mukaamay faanee tehkeek dil 
daanee. 

mam sar moo-ay ajraa-eel girafteh dil 

haych na daanee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

jan pisar padar biraadaraaN kas nays 

dastaNgeer. 

aakhir bi-aftam kas na daarad chooN 
savad takbeer. ||2|| 

 

sab roj gastam dar havaa kardaym badee 
khi-aal. 

gaahay na naykee kaar kardam mam eeN 

chinee ahvaal. ||3|| 

 

badbakhat ham cho bakheel gaafil 

baynajar baybaak. 

 

naanak bugoyad jan turaa tayray 

chaakraaN paa khaak. ||4||1|| 

Raag Tilang Mehla-1 Ghar-1  

According to some historians Guru Nanak Dev Ji uttered this shabad when he was 

passing through Kabul and Kandahar in Afghanistan. The language used in this 

shabad is a mixture between Indian language Hindi and the Afghan language Pashto. 

In this shabad, Guru Ji is awakening us to the fact that human life is not eternal; soon 

we would be in the clutches of death, and at that time none of our friends or relatives 

would be able to save us. But, as is Guru Ji’s style, instead of advising others, he 

assumes himself in that position and then shows us how to pray to God to save us.  

So addressing God, Guru Ji says: “O’ Creator, You are truly the greatest, merciful, 

and faultless sustainer of the world. Presenting myself before You, I have uttered one 

supplication; please listen to it carefully.” (1) 

Next addressing his mind, he says: “O’ my mind, know this truth, that this world is a 

perishable place. O’ my mind, you don’t understand that (death is hovering over my 

head, as if) the angel Azrael has seized me by my hair.” (1-pause) 
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In regards to any possibility of help from our friends and relatives at the time of our 

death, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my mind, remember that) when you fall down (dead) and 

(when after putting your body in the grave) the last prayer is read, then neither your 

wife, son, father, nor brothers would hold your hand (and save you from being thus 

buried).” (2) 

Next showing us how to confess when facing judgment for our life conduct, he says: 

“(O’ God), the story of my life is that night and day I have been wandering in greed 

and kept thinking evil thoughts and never did a virtuous deed.” (3) 

Concluding his confession on our behalf, Guru says: “(O’ God, I confess that like me) 

the unfortunate one, there is no one more slandering, careless, and shameless person. 

But still Nanak says that he is Your creature, the dust of the feet of Your servants, (so 

please show mercy and save him, as You would).” (4-1) 

The message of this shabad is that we should reflect on our selves and realize 

what kind of sinful life we are leading. We should remember that any time death 

may come and nobody will be able to save us at that time. Therefore before it is 

too late, we should confess all our sins before God ask for His forgiveness and 

pray for His mercy to save us, by considering us as one of His humble servants. 

tilang mehlaa 1 ghar 2 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

bha-o tayraa bhaaNg khalrhee mayraa 

cheet. 
mai dayvaanaa bha-i-aa ateet. 

kar kaasaa darsan kee bhookh. 

mai dar maaga-o neetaa neet. ||1|| 
 

ta-o darsan kee kara-o samaa-ay. 

mai dar maagat bheekhi-aa paa-ay. ||1|| 
rahaa-o. 
 

kaysar kusam mirgamai harnaa sarab 
sareeree charhHnaa. 

chandan bhagtaa jot inayhee sarbay 

parmal karnaa. ||2|| 
 

ghi-a pat bhaaNdaa kahai na ko-ay. 

aisaa bhagat varan meh ho-ay. 

tayrai naam nivay rahay liv laa-ay. 

naanak tin dar bheekhi-aa paa-ay. 

||3||1||2|| 
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Tilang Mehla-1 Ghar-2 

According to mythology, Guru Nanak Dev Ji uttered this shabad during his 

conversation with Mogul king Baabar at the time of latter’s first invasion of India. In 

this shabad, Guru Ji uses many different kinds of metaphors to express his love and 

desire to see the sight of God and have the gift of His Name. 

First using the metaphor of an intoxicated person, Guru Ji addresses God and says: 

“O’ God, for me Your fear is my hemp, and my mind the leather pouch. (In this way) 

I have become a crazy recluse of Yours. My hands are the begging bowl and I am 

hungry for Your sight. Day after day, I stand and beg at Your door.” (1) 

Continuing the metaphor of a beggar, Guru Ji says: “O’ God I am begging at Your 

door and making a humble call for (the charity of) Your sight; please bless me with 

this charity.” (1-pause) 

Now Guru Ji gives some examples of the merits of the saintly people. He says: “(O’ 

God), just as saffron flowers, deer’s musk, and gold embellish and please all without 

any distinction, similarly sandal and devotees (of God) have the same virtue that they 

give (true delight or) fragrance to all.” (2) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by stating more virtues of the devotees and praying for 

service of such pious souls. He says: “(O’ God), just as no one says anything against 

clarified butter or silk, similarly a devotee of God is immaculate, no matter to what 

caste he or she belongs. Therefore O’ God, they who surrender to Your Name and are 

attuned to You in love, bless Nanak with the charity of their door, (so that joining 

them, he too may meditate on Your Name).” (3-1-2) 

The message of this shabad is that in case we want to enjoy the vision of God, 

then we should pray for the most humble service and company of the devotees of 

God who remain attuned to Him. Then joining them we should meditate on God 

with true love and devotion, and keep begging Him like a beggar for the gift of 

His sight. Finally, we should be like saffron flowers and deer’s musk, which give 

fragrance to everybody.  

tilang mehlaa 1 ghar 3 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

ih tan maa-i-aa paahi-aa pi-aaray leet-

rhaa lab rangaa-ay. 

SGGS  P-722 

mayrai kant na bhaavai cholrhaa      
pi-aaray ki-o Dhan sayjai jaa-ay. ||1|| 
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haN-u kurbaanai jaa-o miharvaanaa 

haN-u kurbaanai jaa-o. 

haN-u kurbaanai jaa-o tinaa kai lain jo 
tayraa naa-o. 

lain jo tayraa naa-o tinaa kai haN-u 

sad kurbaanai jaa-o. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

kaa-i-aa ranyan jay thee-ai pi-aaray 

paa-ee-ai naa-o majeeth. 

ranyan vaalaa jay ranyai saahib aisaa 
rang na deeth. ||2|| 

 

Jin kay cholay rat-rhay pi-aaray kant 
tinaa kai paas. 

Dhoorh tinaa kee jay milai jee kaho 

naanak kee ardaas. ||3|| 

 

aapay saajay aapay rangay aapay 

nadar karay-i. 
naanak kaaman kantai bhaavai aapay 

hee raavay-ay. ||4||1||3|| 

Tilang Mehla-1 Ghar-3 

This is the beauty of Guru Ji’s sublime poetry that he uses very striking examples 

from common daily life to help us think about God and how to meet Him. In this 

shabad, he compares the soul to a lady who dyes and wears very beautiful colored 

dresses, but still her spouse is not pleased with her, because he knows that she does 

not have true love for him, and she is more concerned with his wealth or possessions. 

Using this example, Guru Ji tells us that if we try to please God by wearing holy 

clothes or doing empty rituals, but lack true love for Him, then we are sadly mistaken.  

Using the above metaphor, Guru Ji addresses us and says: “O’ my dear, that (bodily) 

dress of yours is treated with the chemical of Maya (the worldly riches and power) 

and dyed in the color of greed. Such a dress is not pleasing to my Groom at all, so 

how can such a woman be welcomed at His couch (or enjoy the company of God) her 

spouse?” (1) 

Indicating what kind of persons God likes and how much he respects them, Guru Ji 

says: “O’ my merciful (God), I am a sacrifice to those who meditate on Your Name. I 

am always a sacrifice to them who meditate on Your Name.” (1-pause) 
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Again resuming the metaphor of colorful dress, Guru Ji explains how we could win 

over our spouse (God). He says: “O’ my dear, if your body becomes the dyeing vat, 

and in that you put the fast color of God's Name, and (imbuing it with His love, God 

Himself) dyes it, then it would be dyed (in such a beautiful) color, which is never seen 

before (i.e. you would be imbued with such a love of God, which you have not 

experienced before).” (2) 

Describing how much he respects those who are dyed in the color of God's love, Guru 

Ji says: “(O’ my friend, those souls who are so imbued in Your love, as if) their 

dresses are dyed in (the pleasing) red color (of love), their dear spouse (God) is with 

them, (and they become so sacred that) Nanak prays for the dust of their feet.” (3) 

However Guru Ji concludes the shabad by making a very important point, so that we 

may not enter into any kind of egoistic thoughts about our holiness or apparent love 

for God. He says: “(O’ my friends, actually God) Himself embellishes and dyes (a 

person, and imbues him or her with His Love). He Himself casts His glance of grace 

on that person. Only then O’ Nanak, the bride (soul) becomes pleasing to God, and He 

Himself enjoys her company.” (4-1-3) 

The message of this shabad is that instead of trying to look holy by wearing 

saintly clothes or performing false rituals without true love for God, we should 

pray to Him to show His grace on us and imbue us with His true love, so that we 

may meditate on His Name with true devotion and become worthy of His union. 

tilang mehlaa 1. 

i-aanrhee-ay maanrhaa kaa-ay karayhi. 

aapnarhai ghar har rango kee na 
maaneh. 

saho nayrhai Dhan kammlee-ay baahar 

ki-aa dhoodhayhi. 
bhai kee-aa deh salaa-ee-aa nainee 

bhaav kaa kar seegaaro. 

taa sohagan jaanee-ai laagee jaa saho 
Dharay pi-aaro. ||1|| 

 

i-aanee baalee ki-aa karay jaa Dhan 

kant na bhaavai. 

karan palaah karay bahutayray saa 
Dhan mahal na paavai. 

vin karmaa kichh paa-ee-ai naahee jay 

bahutayraa Dhaavai. 

lab lobh ahaNkaar kee maatee maa-i-aa 
maahi samaanee. 
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inee baatee saho paa-ee-ai naahee   

bha-ee kaaman i-aanee. ||2|| 

 

jaa-ay puchhahu sohaaganee vaahai 
kinee baatee saho paa-ee-ai. 

jo kichh karay so bhalaa kar maanee-ai 

hikmat hukam chukhaa-ee-ai. 

jaa kai paraym padaarath paa-ee-ai ta-o 
charnee chit laa-ee-ai. 

saho kahai so keejai tan mano deejai 

aisaa parmal laa-ee-ai. 

ayv kaheh sohaaganee bhainay inee 
baatee saho paa-ee-ai. ||3|| 

 

aap gavaa-ee-ai taa saho paa-ee-ai a-or 
kaisee chaturaa-ee. 

saho nadar kar daykhai so din laykhai 

kaaman na-o niDh paa-ee. 

aapnay kant pi-aaree saa sohagan 

naanak saa sabhraa-ee. 

aisay rang raatee sahj kee maatee 
ahinis bhaa-ay samaanee. 

sundar saa-ay saroop bichkhan kahee-ai 

saa si-aanee. ||4||2||4|| 

Tilang Mehla-1  

One of the most prominent features of Guru Ji’s divine poetry is that he often 

compares the human soul to a young bride who is ignorant and childlike and longs to 

win the love and affection of her beloved spouse, but does not know the right way to 

please him. She makes all kinds of efforts, such as wearing costly and enticing 

clothes, applying cosmetics, and decking herself with all kinds of jewelry, etc. But 

somehow, she misses doing the only thing that pleases her spouse, and that thing is 

imbuing her self with true love for him. Similar is the case of the human souls; we try 

to win the affection of God by such things as giving charities, wearing holy garbs, 

doing pilgrimages, and observing fasts, but we don’t do that one real thing that pleases 

God, and that is abiding in His will and attuning our mind to His lotus feet and 

meditating on His Name. So in this shabad, using that metaphor of the young bride, 

Guru Ji gives a very practical advice to the human soul.   

He says: “O’ ignorant young bride, why do you feel so proud of Yourself, God resides 

in your own heart, why don’t you enjoy His love? O’ ignorant woman, your spouse  
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(God) is near you (in your heart itself), why are you searching outside (in jungles, 

mountains, or pilgrimage places? If you want to see Him, then instead of embellishing 

yourself with ordinary cosmetics) apply the needles of  (the slaver of God’s) fear (in 

your eyes), and decorate yourself with the ornaments of love. One is considered a 

truly united wedded united bride, only when she is attuned to her spouse (God), and 

He loves her.” (1) 

Guru Ji now makes a general comment about these ignorant brides or souls who make 

all kinds of efforts, such as doing penances, observing fasts, and going to pilgrimages, 

but still cannot obtain to God, and then lament and wonder what else could they do. 

So on behalf of such a young bride (human soul), Guru Ji asks a question, and then he 

himself provides the answer. He says: “What can the young ignorant bride do, if she 

doesn’t sound pleasing to her Spouse? (Even though) she moans and groans a lot, still 

that bride does not get to reach the mansion of her spouse (and win his heart. The 

answer is that) even if we run around a lot (and make too many efforts, still) without 

God’s grace, we cannot obtain anything. The (soul) bride, who is intoxicated with lust, 

greed, and ego and is engrossed in Maya (the worldly riches and power),             

cannot obtain to her spouse (God) with such faults; she has remained an ignorant 

woman.” (2) 

But Guru Ji doesn’t leave us high and dry. He provides us guidance and tells us what 

can we do if we find ourselves in such a situation. Continuing the same metaphor, he 

says: O’ (soul) bride go and ask the wedded and united wives, in what ways, we can 

obtain (the loving company of God, our) spouse? (They would tell you): (1) whatever 

God does, we should accept it as for our good; (2) discard cleverness and dictates of 

your own mind. (3) By being imbued in whose love, we obtain the commodity (of 

God's Name), we should attune our mind to the feet of that (God. 4) Whatever God 

asks us to do, we should (willingly) do that. (5) We should surrender our body and 

mind to Him; this is the kind of fragrance we should apply (to ourselves). So this is 

what the married and united wives would say, “O’ sister, it is by doing these kind of 

things that we obtain our spouse (God).” (3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ ignorant bride), only when we shed our self 

(conceit) that we obtain our Groom, what other cleverness is there? The day the 

Master looks at us with His glance of grace, that day is fruitful one (as if the bride 

soul) has obtained the nine treasures (of life). O’ Nanak, that bride (soul) who is dear 

to her spouse (God), she is the happily wedded wife, and she enjoys honor and respect 

(in the world). Such a bride (soul), who remains imbued with the love (for her 

spouse), and day and night remains absorbed in a state of peace and poise is called the 

most beautiful cultured and the wisest bride (soul with bewitching eyes).” (4-2-4) 

The message of this shabad is that like a truly wedded wife we should embellish 

our soul and our entire personality with the love, fear, and respect for God. 

Whatever He does, we should accept it as the best thing. In that way when we are 

intoxicated with such a true and immaculate love and devotion for God, we 

would become dear to Him and would be respected both in this and the next 

world. 
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tilang mehlaa 1. 

jaisee mai aavai khasam kee banee 
taisrhaa karee gi-aan vay laalo. 

paap kee janj lai kaablahu Dhaa-i-aa 

joree mangai daan vay laalo. 

saram Dharam du-ay chhap khalo-ay 
koorh firai parDhaan vay laalo. 

kaajee-aa baamnaa kee gal thakee 

agad parhai saitaan vay laalo. 

musalmaanee-aa parheh kataybaa kasat 
meh karahi khudaa-ay vay laalo. 

jaat sanaatee hor hidvaanee-aa ayhi 

bhee laykhai laa-ay vay laalo. 

SGGS  P-723 

khoon kay sohilay gavee-ah naanak rat 

kaa kungoo paa-ay vay laalo. ||1|| 

 

saahib kay gun naanak gaavai maas 

puree vich aakh masolaa. 

Jin upaa-ee rang ravaa-ee baithaa 
vaykhai vakh ikaylaa. 

sachaa so saahib sach tapaavas 

sachrhaa ni-aa-o karayg masolaa. 

kaa-i-aa kaparh tuk tuk hosee 
hindusataan samaalsee bolaa. 

aavan ath-tarai jaan sataanvai hor bhee 

uthsee marad kaa chaylaa. 

sach kee banee naanak aakhai sach 

sunaa-isee sach kee baylaa. ||2||3||5|| 

Tilang Mehla-1 

This shabad is one of many proofs that Gurbani (the word of the Guru as included in 

Guru Granth Sahib Ji) is the word of God. In this shabad, while addressing one of his 

disciples Lallo, Guru Ji foretells the coming attack of a ruthless invader Baabar. Here 

he describes in graphic details what kind of massacre and bloodshed is imminent. At  
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the same time Guru Ji also made a prediction when these tyrants would go away from 

here, when some other brave person would rise up and chase them away. Many people 

tie this prophecy to the event when Baabar’s grandson Himayun was defeated, and 

lost his empire to Sher Shah Soori. 

So addressing his devotee Lallo, Guru Ji says: “O’ Lallo, as I receive the word of God, 

I am describing it accordingly.  (A man from Kabul-Afghanistan would march so 

ruthlessly on to India), as if he is leading a marriage party of sin, and (he would force 

people to surrender their wealth and property on pain of death as if he is) asking 

charity by force. The social conditions would deteriorate to such an extent, and there 

would be so much anarchy as if) modesty and righteousness have gone into hiding, 

and falsehood is reigning supreme. (Even small children and women wouldn’t be 

spared, and they would be forcibly made to satisfy the lust of the Mogul soldiers), as 

if there is no need of Muslim Judges or) Qazis and Brahmins (to preside over the 

marriage ceremonies), and now the devil is reading the marriage covenant. (In that 

tragic situation) the Muslim ladies would be reading Koran, and in this time of 

suffering they would utter the Name of God again and again. O’ Lallo, similar would 

be the account of the low and other high caste Hindu ladies. Nanak says, “O’ Lallo, 

(there would be so much carnage and bloodshed, as if) men are singing songs of 

blood, and instead of saffron, the ladies are anointing their hair with blood.” (1) 

Guru Ji now shares with us what he thinks about this entire matter and what he 

expects to happen in future. He says: “(O’ Lallo, this is a very tragic situation, 

however) even in this city of death, Nanak is singing praises of the Master and is 

uttering the conclusive words. (The thing is that) He who has created (this universe) 

has also engrossed it in (the false worldly) pleasures, and then sitting alone, He is 

watching (the show: how the creatures in this world act and react with each other). 

That God is true, true is His justice, and ultimately He would do true justice. (But 

before that, there would be so much tearing of clothes, and cutting of bodies into 

pieces, that (entire) India would remember (this tragedy for a long time. (The end 

result would be that the Moguls) would come (and occupy India) in nineteen seventy-

eight (A.D 1521), and would go away in ninety-seven (A.D 1540. Because at that 

time, another brave person would rise up (and chase the Moguls away. Nanak is 

uttering the words of truth and would always utter the truth when it is the time to say 

the truth, (and he wouldn’t hesitate to do so, because of any fear or other expedient 

considerations).” (2-3-5) 

The message of this shabad is that the words included in Sri Guru Granth Sahib 

Ji are not ordinary sermons of some holy persons; these are the direct revelations 

to our divinely anointed Gurus, or to the devotees, whose shabads are included in 

Sri Guru Granth Sahib. Secondly, we should have faith in the justice of God, 

although for sometime some false evildoers may seem to be reigning supreme, 

ultimately the truth and justice would prevail. Finally this true happening should 

remind us that those who do not remember God when there is the time for it 

suffer terribly in the end. 
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tilang mehlaa 4 ghar 2 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

sabh aa-ay hukam khasmaahu hukam 
sabh vartanee. 

sach saahib saachaa khayl sabh har 

Dhanee. ||1|| 
 

saalaahihu sach sabh oopar har 
Dhanee. 

jis naahee ko-ay sareek kis laykhai ha-o 

ganee. rahaa-o. 

 

pa-un paanee Dhartee aakaas ghar 

mandar har banee. 

vich vartai naanak aap jhooth kaho     
ki-aa ganee. ||2||1|| 

Tilang Mehla-4  

In this shabad, Guru Ji wants to impress upon us the extent of power and 

resourcefulness of the eternal God. Also he wants to tell us how everything is working 

under His all pervading command.   

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), all have come into this world as per the command of 

God, the entire universe is working as per His directive. Immortal is that Master, 

everlasting is His play, and everywhere is God the Master.” (1) 

Therefore Guru Ji advises: “(O’ my friends), keep praising that eternal God, because 

God is the supreme commander. There is no rival of His; of what account am I, that I 

may be able to describe any of His merits.” (pause) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad, by commenting on the true nature and purpose of this 

earth, water, air and sky. He says: “(O’ my friends), the air, water, land, and the sky 

have been made to serve as God's homes and temples. Nanak says (that God) Himself 

pervades in these, and he cannot count any of these as false (or short-lived).” (2-1)   

The message of this shabad is that we should realize that everything happens 

under God’s command and God lives everywhere. Therefore, all places including 

air, water, earth, and the sky are abodes or temples of God. So we should live in 

these with care and respect and shouldn’t pollute or spoil them. 
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tilang mehlaa 4. 

nit nihfal karam kamaa-ay bafaavai 

durmatee-aa. 
jab aanai valvanch kar jhooth tab 

jaanai jag Jitee-aa. ||1|| 

 

aisaa baajee saisaar na chaytai har 
naamaa. 

khin meh binsai sabh jhooth mayray 
man Dhi-aa-ay raamaa. rahaa-o. 

 

saa vaylaa chit na aavai Jit aa-ay 
kantak kaal garsai. 

tis naanak la-ay chhadaa-ay Jis kirpaa 

kar hirdai vasai. ||2||2|| 

Tilang Mehla 4 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji commented on the nature and purpose of this universe 

and advised us that all have come here as per His command, and all this air, water, 

earth and sky are His abodes. In this shabad, he comments on the general conduct of 

human beings, how we keep boasting about ourselves, and then suffer on account of 

our ego.  

He says: “(O’ my friends, generally) every day the man of false intellect keeps doing 

useless deeds, and then feels puffed up. When earning by deceit, he brings home false 

wealth, he feels as if he has conquered the entire world.” (1) 

Guru Ji therefore cautions his own mind (actually ours) and advises: “(O’ my mind), 

such is the play of the world that it does not remember God's Name. (But, whatever 

you see) is all false and would be destroyed in an instant, therefore you should 

meditate on God (who alone is true, and who alone can save you).” (Pause) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji comments: “(O’ my mind, the man) doesn’t remember the time 

when terrible death comes, and grips him (in its jaws). But O’ Nanak, (God) rescues 

him, showing mercy in whose mind God abides.” (2-2) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to be saved from the tortures of 

birth and death, then instead of being absorbed in collecting wealth and 

possessions through falsehoods and deceits, we should remember God and 

meditate on His Name, so that He may come to reside in our heart and save us. 
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tilang mehlaa 5 ghar-1 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

khaak noor kardaN aalam dunee-aa-ay. 

asmaan Jimee darkhat aab paidaa-is 
khudaa-ay. ||1|| 
 

banday chasam deedaN fanaa-ay. 

duneeN-aa murdaar khurdanee gaafal 

havaa-ay. rahaa-o. 
 

gaibaan haivaan haraam kustanee murdaar 

bakhoraa-ay. 

dil kabaj kabjaa kaadro dojak sajaa-ay. 
||2|| 
 

valee ni-aamat biraadaraa darbaar milak 

khaanaa-ay. 

jab ajraa-eel bastanee tab chay kaaray 
bidaa-ay. ||3|| 
 

havaal maaloom kardaN paak alaah. 

bugo naanak ardaas pays darvays 
bandaah. ||4||1|| 

Tilang Mehla 5 Ghar 1 

As per tradition, it is believed that at one time some people complained to the Mogul 

emperor Akbar that the scriptures (Guru Granth Sahib Ji compiled) by Guru Arjan 

Dev Ji contains some hymns that are insulting to the beliefs of Hindus and Muslims. 

They cited this shabad as an example, but when the meanings of this shabad were 

explained to him, he found nothing offensive or objectionable, so he chastised the 

complainants and dismissed the complaint. In this shabad, Guru Ji once again warns 

us to remember that it is God who has made this universe, and that all men and other 

things in this universe are short-lived; therefore we shouldn’t try to covet what 

belongs to others.  

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), by infusing His light into dust, God has made this 

universe and the world. (We should remember that the) sky, the earth, the trees, and 

the water are all creations of that God.” (1) 

Next, showing us the mirror of our life, Guru Ji says: “O’ man, whatever you see with 

your eyes is all perishable. But still (swayed by greed) this world has forsaken God 

and keeps usurping what belongs to others.” (pause) 
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Commenting further on our nature, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, I see that human 

beings are robbing others like) ghosts and goblins, like beasts killing and eating dead 

animals. (It appears, as if) man’s mind is completely under the control (of greed). 

Therefore, God would award him the punishment of hell.” (2) 

Referring to the occasion when at the time of death none of his relatives or 

possessions would be able to help him, Guru Ji asks: “(O’ brother), of what use would 

all your patrons who gift you invaluable things, your brothers, lands and mansions be 

when Azrael (the angel of death) would bind you in his grip.” (3) 

Therefore, Guru Ji advises: “(O’ my friend), that God who is purest of pure knows 

everything that you do (secretly or otherwise). Nanak advises you to pray before His 

saints, (so that they may lead you on to the right path).” (4-1) 

The message of this shabad is that we should remember that it is God who has 

made the universe and us . He is closely watching our sinful deeds and animal-

like behavior in amassing our wealth and possessions. Lest we suffer punishment 

in hell, we should seek the company of the saint (Guru) so that he may lead us to 

the right path and guide us into living a pure truthful life and remembering God. 

tilang ghar 2 mehlaa 5. 

tuDh bin doojaa naahee ko-ay. 

too kartaar karahi so ho-ay. 

tayraa jor tayree man tayk. 

sadaa sadaa jap naanak ayk. ||1|| 

 

sabh oopar paarbarahm daataar. 

tayree tayk tayraa aaDhaar. rahaa-o. 

SGGS  P-724  

hai toohai too hovanhaar. agam agaaDh 
ooch aapaar. 

jo tuDh sayveh tin bha-o dukh naahi. 

gur parsaad naanak gun gaahi. ||2|| 

 

jo deesai so tayraa roop. gun niDhaan 

govind anoop. 

simar simar simar jan so-ay. 

naanak karam paraapat ho-ay. ||3|| 
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jin japi-aa tis ka-o balihaar. 

tis kai sang tarai sansaar. 

kaho naanak parabh lochaa poor. 

sant janaa kee baachha-o Dhoor. ||4||2|| 

Tilang Ghar-2 Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji awakened us to the reality that it is God who has 

created us and everything else.  But under the influence of worldly attachments, we 

human beings forget that God and indulge in all kinds of sinful ways. It is only when 

we are in the grips of death that we repent and ask ourselves why we wasted our life 

in sinful ways. In that shabad, Guru Ji advised us that in order to save us from such 

repentance we should seek the guidance of the saints who may show us the right path. 

In this shabad he shows us that right path. 

He suggests that first thing to do is to pray to God. So addressing God, Guru Ji says: 

“(O’ God), except You there is no other (Master). You are the Creator, and only that 

which You do happens. In our minds are Your power and Your support. (Therefore) 

O’ Nanak, worship that God ever and forever.” (1) 

Once again addressing God, Guru Ji says: “O’ beneficent all pervading God, You are 

higher than all, (all creation is dependent) upon Your support and sustenance.” (pause) 

Continuing his praise and appreciation for God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God), You always 

have been, You are, and You always will be. O’ inaccessible, incomprehensible, lofty, 

and infinite God, they who serve (and worship) You are not afflicted by any fear or 

pain. Nanak says that by Guru’s grace, they sing (Your) praises.” (2) 

Guru Ji now comments on the rest of the world and the reality about it. He says: “O’ 

the treasure of merits, the Master of universe, O’ God of unparallel beauty, whatever 

we see is Your manifestation. O’ devotees, meditate on that (God) again and again. O’ 

Nanak, it is only by good fortune that one is blessed with this (meditation on God’s 

Name).” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by describing how much he values those who meditate 

on God. He says: “I am a sacrifice to those who have worshiped (God, because) in 

their company, (the rest of the world) also gets saved., Nanak says: “I beg for the dust 

of the feet of the saintly people, O’ God, please satisfy this craving (of mine).” (2) 

The message of this shabad is that we should realize that except God there is no 

one else. He is the highest power. We should obtain the humble service of the 

saints (Guru) and as per their advice meditate on God's Name and sing His 

praises. By doing so we would obtain ever-lasting peace and happiness. 
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tilang mehlaa 5 ghar 3. 

miharvaan saahib miharvaan. 

saahib mayraa miharvaan. 

jee-a sagal ka-o day-ay daan. rahaa-o. 
 

too kaahay doleh paraanee-aa tuDh 

raakhaigaa sirjanhaar. 

jin paidaa-is too kee-aa so-ee day-ay 
aaDhaar. ||1|| 

 

Jin upaa-ee maydnee so-ee kardaa 
saar. 

ghat ghat maalak dilaa kaa sachaa 
parvardagaar. ||2|| 

 

kudrat keem na jaanee-ai vadaa 
vayparvaahu. 

kar banday too bandagee jichar ghat 

meh saahu. ||3|| 

 

too samrath akath agochar jee-o pind 

tayree raas. 

raham tayree sukh paa-i-aa sadaa 

naanak kee ardaas. ||4||3|| 

Tilang Mehla-5 Ghar-3 

Many times when we human beings face any big trouble, adversity, or disease, we 

really feel distressed, tense, and worried. At that time, we wonder what we should do, 

or to whom should we go for help. We are even afraid of approaching God and 

praying to Him for His support, because in our heart we know that our previous 

conduct has been so evil and sinful that it is unforgivable. So we feel doomed, 

hopeless, and sometimes so desperate that we feel like committing suicide. It appears 

that Guru Ji uttered this shabad to help and reassure us in these kinds of situations, 

and tell us that we should never give up and feel that God is not going to forgive our 

sins, because God is very magnanimous. He is not unforgiving like ordinary human 

beings. The only thing that God wants is that we approach Him with a truly sincere 

heart, genuinely realize our mistakes, and firmly resolve not to repeat these mistakes 

again. 

So in that kind of context, Guru Ji tells us about the magnanimity of God and 

proclaims: “(O’ my friends), merciful is my Master. Yes, most kind hearted is my 

Master. He provides sustenance to all (His creatures).” (pause)   
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Therefore addressing those of us who might be feeling so desperate and depressed 

about their adverse circumstances that they might be feeling like committing suicide, 

Guru Ji says: “O’ mortal, why do you waiver and worry yourself like this, (I assure 

you that) He who has given birth to you, that Creator would protect you also.” (1) 

Elaborating on the support and power of God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friend, remember 

that) He who has created this universe, also remembers and takes care of His 

creatures. That true Provider and sustainer pervades all hearts and knows what is 

happening inside each one.” (2) 

Advising particularly those in distress, Guru Ji says: “We do not understand the worth 

or limits of that very magnanimous and carefree God. O’ mortal, you keep 

worshipping Him as long as you have breath in your body.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by showing us how to pray to such a merciful God. He 

says: “(O’ God), You are omnipotent, indescribable, and incomprehensible; this body 

and mind are Your capital. The prayer of Nanak is that by Your grace we have 

enjoyed peace, (please always remain compassionate to us).” (4-3) 

The message of this shabad is that no matter how desperate our situation is 

regarding any kind of problem, and no matter how many sins we have 

committed in the past, but if we sincerely pray to God and admit to Him that it is 

only by His grace that we can be saved, then God would surely come to our aid 

and bless us with such grace and happiness that we would forget when there was 

any problem. 

tilang mehlaa 5 ghar 3. 

kartay kudratee mustaak. 

deen dunee-aa ayk toohee sabh khalak 
hee tay paak. rahaa-o. 

 

khin maahi thaap uthaapadaa aacharaj 
tayray roop. 

ka-un jaanai chalat tayray anDhi-aaray 

meh deep. ||1|| 
 

khud khasam khalak jahaan alah 

miharvaan khudaa-ay. 

dinas rain je tuDh araaDhay so ki-o dojak 

jaa-ay. ||2|| 
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ajraa-eel yaar banday Jis tayraa aaDhaar. 

gunah us kay sagal aafoo tayray jan 

daykheh deedaar. ||3|| 
 

dunee-aa cheej filhaal saglay sach sukh 

tayraa naa-o. 

gur mil naanak boojhi-aa sadaa aykas 
gaa-o. ||4||4|| 

Tilang Mehla 5 Ghar 3 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that no matter how desperate our situation is 

regarding any kind of problem, and no matter how many sins we have committed in 

the past, if we sincerely pray to God and admit to Him that it is only by His grace that 

we can be saved, then God would surely come to our aid and bless us with such grace 

and happiness that we would forget when there was any problem. In this shabad, he 

points to another aspect of God, His vast creation, beauty, and wonders that exist right 

before us, such as the beauty of daily sunrise and sunsets, vast creations after 

creations, millions and millions of starts, etc. All such phenomena should 

automatically bring in us a sense of awe, respect, and even a sense of love for our all-

pervading God.  

Reflecting on the such like astonishing wonders of God, Guru Ji goes into deep prayer 

and appreciation mode, and addressing God he says: “O’ Creator, seeing Your 

creation, I have become Your enraptured lover. (I am convinced) that whether it is the 

spiritual or the temporal world, You are the only Master, and although You are 

pervading everywhere, yet You remain detached from all the creation (of Yours).” (1) 

Pointing to some more unique qualities of God, Guru Ji says: “O’ God, You (can) 

create and destroy (anything) in a moment. Astounding is Your manifestation; who 

can understand Your miracles, which serve as lights in the darkness (and provide 

divine wisdom, where there is ignorance).”(1) 

Next commenting on God’s powers and merits of worshipping Him, Guru Ji says: “O’ 

Allah (O’ God), You Yourself are the Master of the entire universe. Therefore, 

whoever worships You day and night cannot go to hell.” (2) 

Continuing to describe the merits of worshipping God, Guru Ji says: “O’ God, even 

(Azrael) the angel of death becomes that person’s friend, who depends only on Your 

support; all the sins of such a person are forgiven, (therefore such a person lives 

without any fear of death. That is why), Your devotees are anxious only to see Your 

sight.” (3) 

In closing, Guru Ji says: “O’ God all other things in the world are very short lived, 

everlasting is the comfort of Your Name. After meeting the Guru, Nanak has realized 

this (truth); therefore, I always sing praises of one God alone.” (4-4) 
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The message of this shabad is that astounding and wonderful are the creations of 

God. It is He who establishes and destroys everything. He is the most merciful 

and beneficent Master of all this creation. Although we may find some little bit 

temporary pleasure in worldly things, yet if we want to enjoy eternal bliss, we 

should meditate on God's Name alone. 

tilang mehlaa 5. 

meeraaN daanaaN dil soch. 

muhabtay man tan basai sach saah 

bandee moch. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

deednay deedaar saahib kachh nahee is 

kaa mol. 

paak parvardagaar too khud khasam 
vadaa atol. ||1|| 

 

dastgeeree deh dilaavar toohee toohee 
ayk. 

kartaar kudrat karan khaalak naanak 

tayree tayk. ||2||5|| 

Tilang Mehla 5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that astounding and wonderful are the 

creations of God. It is He who establishes and destroys everything. He is the most 

merciful and beneficent God of all creation. Although we may find some little bit 

temporary pleasure in worldly things, yet if we want to enjoy eternal bliss, we should 

meditate on God's Name alone. In this shabad, Guru Ji shows us how to meditate on 

God's Name, sing His praise, and the kind of words we should speak when we address 

Him.  

Addressing God, Guru Ji says: “O’ my sagacious King, I think about You in my heart. 

O’ Deliverer from the bondages, my true Banker, my body and mind are imbued with 

Your love.” (pause) 

Describing the intensity of his love for God, and how much he values even the vision 

of his Beloved, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God), no value can be placed even on a slight 

glance of Your vision. You are the most immaculate cherisher of the world, and You 

Yourself are the supreme and immeasurable Master.” (1) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “O’ brave Warrior God, hold my hand, it is You and You 

alone (on whom I depend). You are the Creator of all creation, and Master of the 

universe, Nanak (leans only on) Your support.” (2-5) 
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The message of this shabad is that we should always address God with love and 

respect and express our full faith in Him and ask only for His grace and support 

in all our spiritual and temporal endeavors. 

tilang mehlaa 1 ghar 2 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

Jin kee-aa tin daykhi-aa ki-aa   

kahee-ai ray bhaa-ee. 

SGGS  P-725 

aapay jaanai karay aap Jin vaarhee 
hai laa-ee. ||1|| 

 

raa-isaa pi-aaray kaa raa-isaa Jit 
sadaa sukh ho-ee. rahaa-o. 

Jin rang kant na raavi-aa saa pachho 

ray taanee. 
haath pachhorhay sir Dhunai jab rain 

vihaanee. ||2|| 
 

pachhotaavaa naa milai jab 

chookaigee saaree. 
taa fir pi-aaraa raavee-ai jab aavaigee 

vaaree. ||3|| 

 

kant lee-aa sohaaganee mai tay 

vaDhvee ayh. 

say gun mujhai na aavnee kai jee dos 
Dharayh. ||4|| 

 

Jinee sakhee saho raavi-aa tin 
poochh-ugee jaa-ay. 

paa-ay laga-o bayntee kara-o        
lay-ugee panth bataa-ay. ||5|| 

 

hukam pachhaanai naankaa bha-o 
chandan laavai. 

gun kaaman kaaman karai ta-o       

pi-aaray ka-o paavai. ||6|| 
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jo dil mili-aa so mil rahi-aa mili-aa 

kahee-ai ray so-ee. 

jay bahutayraa lochee-ai baatee mayl 
na ho-ee. ||7|| 
 

Dhaat milai fun Dhaat ka-o liv livai 

ka-o Dhaavai. 

gur parsaadee jaanee-ai ta-o anbha-o 
paavai. ||8|| 
 

paanaa vaarhee ho-ay ghar khar saar 

na jaanai. 

rasee-aa hovai musak kaa tab fool 
pachhaanai. ||9|| 
 

api-o peevai jo naankaa bharam 

bharam samaavai. 

sehjay sehjay mil rahai amraa pad 
paavai. ||10||1|| 

Tilang Mehla-1 Ghar-2  

This shabad is again a very beautiful and pictorial example of Guru Ji’s poetry. Here 

Guru Ji once again uses the metaphor of a young bride who wants to know how she 

can also meet and enjoy the love of God like many of her other friends. That bride is 

the human soul. 

First of all commenting on the working of this universe, Guru Ji says: “O’ brother, He 

who has created this universe, He has looked after it (also), but we cannot say (how 

He does that). He who has planted this garden (of the world), He Himself knows what 

He is doing.” (1) 

Next putting himself in place of that bride (soul) who is dearly in love with her spouse 

and is looking forward to the joy of meeting her Beloved (God), Guru Ji says: “(O’ 

my friends), I would enjoy His company, yes I would enjoy the company of my 

Beloved, (by contemplating) whom one is always in bliss.” (pause) 

Now Guru Ji shows us the opposite side of the picture, the condition and the state of 

mind of those who do not enjoy the company and love of God throughout their lives. 

He says: “(O’ my friends, that bride-soul) who has not enjoyed the love of her spouse 

(God) writhes her hands and beats her head in repentance when the night (of her life) 

is over.” (2) 

Warning us further about this golden opportunity, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), 

when all your life (span) ends, at that time you would not get the chance even to  
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repent. After that we can enjoy the company of our Beloved only when our turn (for 

human birth) comes again, (which may not happen for millions of years).” (3) 

Looking at those meritorious brides who have already obtained union with the 

beloved Spouse, Guru Ji humbly says: “Those wedded and united brides who have 

obtained the company of their Spouse, they are all much more meritorious than me. 

Those kinds of virtues are not in me, so whom can I blame (for my inability to meet 

God)?” (4) 

But instead of feeling jealous, Guru Ji says (to himself): “I would go and ask those 

(saintly) friends who have enjoyed the company of our Spouse. I would fall at their 

feet and supplicate them to tell me the way (to meet God).” (5) 

Next sharing with us the advice he obtained, Guru Ji says: “(I was told) that O’ 

Nanak, when (a bride soul) understands the will (of her spouse God), when she deems 

the respectful fear (of God as her) sandal, and when the bride (soul) charms (her 

Spouse) with her merits, then she obtains to her Beloved (God).” (6) 

Describing who is truly united with God, he says: “That person alone is considered 

united (with God) who within his or her heart remains united with (God). Even if we 

crave to do so, we cannot meet (God) by mere words.” (7) 

Citing a beautiful example to illustrate the above statement. Guru Ji says: “(O’ my 

friends, just as upon melting one piece of) of metal blends with (another piece of the 

same) metal, similarly the love of a devotee attracts (God’s) love. But only when 

through the Guru's grace one understands this thing that one obtains to the fear free 

(God).” (8) 

But commenting on the nature of human beings, Guru Ji says: “(But O’ my friends), 

just as a donkey who has orchard of betel leaves in its own backyard does not know its 

value, (similarly the human being has the jewel of Name within his or her own mind 

but does not realize it). Or just as if one is a lover of fragrance, only then one 

recognizes the flowers, (similarly one realizes the value of God's Name in one’s own 

heart, if one is a lover of God).” (9)  

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by describing the blessings, that person receives, who 

drinks the nectar of God. He says: “O’ Nanak, one who drinks the nectar (of God, all 

that one’s doubt is so destroyed, as if) it has merged in doubt itself. Then slowly and 

steadily one blends with God and obtains the immortal status (of union with God).” 

(10-1) 

The message of this shabad is that we should go and seek the guidance from those 

who have already relished the bliss of union with God. Like those beautiful 

brides who are in search of their love we should embellish our selves with the 

merits of God's love and fear. Then we would merge in God just as a gold 

ornament when melted merges in the gold itself. 
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tilang mehlaa 4. 

har kee-aa kathaa kahaanee-aa gur 

meet sunaa-ee-aa. 

balihaaree gur aapnay gur ka-o bal 
jaa-ee-aa. ||1|| 
 

aa-ay mil gursikh aa-ay mil too 
mayray guroo kay pi-aaray. rahaa-o. 

har kay gun har bhaavday say guroo 

tay paa-ay. 
jin gur kaa bhaanaa mani-aa tin 

ghum ghum jaa-ay. ||2|| 
 

jin satgur pi-aaraa daykhi-aa tin ka-o 

ha-o vaaree. 

jin gur kee keetee chaakree tin sad 

balihaaree. ||3|| 
 

har har tayraa naam hai dukh 

maytanhaaraa. 

gur sayvaa tay paa-ee-ai gurmukh 
nistaaraa. ||4|| 
 

jo har naam Dhi-aa-iday tay jan 

parvaanaa. 
tin vitahu naanak vaari-aa sadaa 

sadaa kurbaanaa. ||5|| 
 

saa har tayree ustat hai jo har parabh 

bhaavai. 
jo gurmukh pi-aaraa sayvday tin har 

fal paavai. ||6|| 
 

jinaa har saytee pirharhee tinaa jee-a 

parabh naalay. 

o-ay jap jap pi-aaraa jeevday har 
naam samaalay. ||7|| 
 

jin gurmukh pi-aaraa sayvi-aa tin    
ka-o ghum jaa-i-aa. 

o-ay aap chhutay parvaar si-o sabh 

jagat chhadaa-i-aa. ||8|| 
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gur pi-aarai har sayvi-aa gur Dhan 
gur Dhanno. 

gur har maarag dasi-aa gur punn vad 
punno. ||9|| 

SGGS  P-726  

jo gursikh gur sayvday say punn 
paraanee. 

jan naanak tin ka-o vaari-aa sadaa 
sadaa kurbaanee. ||10|| 

 

gurmukh sakhee sahaylee-aa say aap 
har bhaa-ee-aa. 

har dargeh painaa-ee-aa har aap gal 

laa-ee-aa. ||11|| 

 

jo gurmukh naam Dhi-aa-iday tin 

darsan deejai. 
ham tin kay charan pakhaalday 

Dhoorh ghol ghol peejai. ||12|| 

 

paan supaaree khaatee-aa mukh 

beerhee-aa laa-ee-aa. 

har har kaday na chayti-o jam pakarh 
chalaa-ee-aa. ||13|| 

 

Jin har naamaa har chayti-aa hirdai 

ur Dhaaray.  

tin jam nayrh na aavee gursikh gur 
pi-aaray. ||14|| 

 

har kaa naam niDhaan hai ko-ee 
gurmukh jaanai. 

naanak Jin satgur bhayti-aa rang 

ralee-aa maanai. ||15|| 

 

satgur daataa aakhee-ai tus karay 

pasaa-o. 
ha-o gur vitahu sad vaari-aa Jin dit-

rhaa naa-o. ||16|| 
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so Dhan guroo saabaas hai har    
day-ay sanayhaa. 

ha-o vaykh vaykh guroo vigsi-aa gur 
satgur dayhaa. ||17|| 
 

gur rasnaa amrit boldee har naam 
suhaavee. 

Jin sun sikhaa gur mani-aa tinaa 
bhukh sabh jaavee. ||18|| 
 

har kaa maarag aakhee-ai kaho kit 
biDh jaa-ee-ai. 

har har tayraa naam hai har kharach 

lai jaa-ee-ai. ||19|| 
 

Jin gurmukh har aaraaDhi-aa say 

saah vad daanay. 

ha-o satgur ka-o sad vaari-aa gur 

bachan samaanay. ||20|| 
 

too thaakur too saahibo toohai 

mayraa meeraa. 
tuDh bhaavai tayree bandagee too 

gunee gaheeraa. ||21|| 
 

aapay har ik rang hai aapay baho 

rangee. 
jo tis bhaavai naankaa saa-ee gal 

changee. ||22||2|| 

Tilang Mehla 4 

In this shabad again, Guru Ji touches the heights of poetic imagination and displays 

his intense love and longing for God. What to speak of God, Guru Ji starts this shabad 

by telling us how much he values and respects those other fellow Gursikhs (the 

disciples of the Guru), who like him are passionately in love with God and long to see 

Him.  

First stating how much he loves his Guru and friend and why, he says: “(O’ my 

friends), it was my Guru and friend who narrated to me the discourses and legends of 

God. Therefore, I am a sacrifice unto my Guru.” (1) 

Guru Ji not only loves his Guru, but also has a longing to see others who also love the 

Guru so fondly. He says: “Come, and meet me, yes, come and meet me O’ Gursikh, 

the beloved of my Guru.” (pause) 
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Now giving the reasons why he so much loves the Guru and why he respects those 

who abide by Guru’s advice, he says: “(O’ my friends, singing) praises of God is 

pleasing to God; it is from the Guru that I have learnt those praises and they who have 

obeyed the will of the Guru, I am a sacrifice to them again and again.” (2) 

Elaborating on the above, Guru Ji says: “I am a sacrifice to those who have seen my 

beloved true Guru. I am always a sacrifice to those who have performed service of the 

Guru (and have faithfully followed his advice).” (3) 

Next addressing God, Guru Ji says: “O’ God, Your Name is the destroyer of all pains. 

It is through the Guru's service that we obtain it, and it is by Guru's grace that we 

obtain emancipation (from this dreadful worldly ocean).” (4) 

Describing how much he respects those who meditate on God's Name, Guru Ji says: 

“(O’ my friends), the devotees, who meditate on God's Name are approved (by God). 

Nanak is a sacrifice to them, ever and forever.” (5) 

Next defining what is true praise of God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God), that alone is Your 

(true) praise which pleases You. (Therefore), those who worship the Beloved through 

the Guru (by singing with love and devotions hymns uttered by the Guru), them God 

rewards with the fruit (of His Name).” (6) 

Listing some of the qualities of those who are in true love with God, Guru Ji says: 

“They who are in love with God, their minds always remain attuned to God. They live 

(as if) only to remember their Beloved and to amass (the wealth) of God's Name.” (7) 

Therefore once again telling us what kind of respect he has for those who truly love 

God. He says: “I am sacrifice unto those Guru’s followers who have served (and 

worshiped the) beloved (God). They themselves are saved along with their family, and  

(in fact) they get the entire world delivered (by inspiring them to meditate on God).” 

(8) 

Going one step farther in praise his Guru, he says: “Blessed again and again is my 

beloved Guru, (because it is by his grace that I have worshipped and) served dear 

God. (In fact, it is the Guru who) showed me the divine path, so this is the great deed 

of virtue and favor, which the Guru has done to me.” (9) 

Commenting on the merits of those Gurmukhs (Guru’s followers) who serve (by 

acting on the advice of the Guru), he says: “Blessed are the Gurmukhs who serve (and 

follow his advice). Slave Nanak is a sacrifice to them forever.” (10) 

Continuing his praise of the Gurmukhs, Guru Ji says: “The Gurmukh mates and 

friends are pleasing to God Himself, they are honored in God’s court and God Himself 

hugs them to His bosom.” (11) 

Therefore Guru Ji prays to God, and says: “(O’ God), bless me with the sight of those 

Gurmukhs who meditate on Your Name. I would like to touch their feet and drink 

with relish the wash of dust of their feet again and again.” (12) 
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Now Guru Ji tells us about the fate of those who keep wasting their lives in enjoying 

false worldly pleasures. He says: “Those bride (souls) who waste their life in (such 

false pleasures as) chewing nuts and betel leaves with beerries (cheap cigars) in their 

mouths, but never remember God; they are caught and driven (to hell) by the demon 

of death.” (13) 

On the other hand, listing the rewards those persons reap who keep God enshrined in 

their hearts, Guru Ji says: “They who have meditated on God's Name and have 

enshrined Him in their heart are the true Gurmukhs and beloveds of the Guru, and 

even the demon (or fear) of death does not come near them.” (14) 

Therefore commenting on the merits of God’s Name, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), 

God’s Name is (a unique) treasure. However only a rare Guru’s follower knows this 

(secret). Nanak says: "One who has seen the true Guru (and following his advice has 

amassed this treasure) enjoys many (spiritual) pleasures.” (15) 

Elaborating on the merits of the true Guru, he says: “The true Guru is said to be the 

donor (of Name). When he is pleased, he blesses (one with this gift). I am a sacrifice 

to that Guru, who gave me (this gift of God’s) Name.” (16) 

Continuing to talk about the merits of his Guru, and how much he loves his very sight, 

Guru Ji says: “Blessed and praiseworthy is that Guru who gives us (the divine) 

message. Seeing the body of the true Guru, I blossom in joy.” (17) 

It is not just the true Guru’s body which charms him, even his speech so charms him 

that he says: “The Guru's tongue utters the nectar (Name) of God, and being imbued 

with God's Name, it looks beauteous. After listening (to the Guru’s advice), the sikh 

(disciples) who have obeyed it, all their hunger (for worldly possessions) goes away.” 

(18) 

Next Guru Ji raises the question how to meet God, and then he himself provides an 

answer. He says: “We talk about the path leading to (union with God), pray tell me 

how can we tread on (such a path? O’ God), it is Your Name, which is our helper, 

therefore it is God’s Name, which we should take along with us as our expense on the 

way to God.” (19) 

Therefore praising those Guru’s followers, who meditate on God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ 

my friends), following Guru’s advice, they who have meditated on God, they have 

become big wealthy bankers (of the wealth of God’s Name). I am always a sacrifice to 

the true Guru, following whose words (of advice), they have merged in (God).” (20)  

However Guru Ji recognizes another essential fact about the grace of God for doing 

any meditation. Therefore addressing God, he says: “O’ God, You are my Master, and 

You are my King. Only if it so pleases You could I worship You, because You are the 

treasure of merits.” (21) 
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Guru Ji concludes the shabad by commenting on the unique quality of God, and what 

is the best thing for us. He says: “(O’ my friends), God Himself manifests in one form, 

and on His own He is manifesting in myriad forms. Nanak says, whatever pleases 

Him, that is the best thing (for us).” (22-2) 

The message of this shabad is that we should seek the company of those 

Gurmukhs who following Guru’s guidance, meditate on God’s Name. We should 

have such intense love for our Guru that just the sight of him brings us into 

bloom, and whatever pleases God we should accept it as the best thing for us. 

tilang mehlaa 9 kaafee 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

chaytnaa hai ta-o chayt lai nis din mai 
paraanee. 

chhin chhin a-oDh bihaat hai footai 
ghat Ji-o paanee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

har gun kaahi na gaavhee moorakh 
agi-aanaa. 

jhoothai laalach laag kai neh maran 
pachhaanaa. ||1|| 
 

ajhoo kachh bigri-o nahee jo parabh 
gun gaavai. 

kaho naanak tih bhajan tay nirbhai 
pad paavai. ||2||1|| 

Tilang Mehla-9 Kaafi  

In this couplet Guru Ji is giving us a warning that if we want to meditate on God's 

Name, we should start meditating right now, because our life is passing by us very 

quickly.   

He says: “O’ mortal, if you want to remember God, then do it right now by meditating 

on God day and night. Because with every moment your life is being shortened, just 

as water leaks out of a cracked pitcher.” (1-pause) 

Guru Ji asks: “O’ ignorant fool, why don’t you sing praises of God? (It appears) that 

being engrossed in false greed, you have not even realized (that with every passing 

moment you are getting closer to) death.” (1) 

Therefore urging us to meditate on God even now, Guru Ji says: “O’ mortal still no 

harm would come to you if you sing praises of God now. Nanak says by meditating on 

God, you would obtain state of fearlessness.” (2-1) 
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The message of this shabad is that just as water leaks out of a cracked pitcher, at 

every moment our life is becoming shorter and shorter. Therefore if we still want 

to save us from the fears of births and deaths, then we should start remembering 

God day and night, before it is too late and our life comes to an end. 

tilang mehlaa 9. 

jaag layho ray manaa jaag layho 
kahaa gaafal so-i-aa. 

jo tan upJi-aa sang hee so bhee sang 

na ho-i-aa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

maat pitaa sut banDh jan hit jaa si-o 

keenaa. 

jee-o chhooti-o jab dayh tay daar 
agan mai deenaa. ||1|| 

SGGS  P-727  

jeevat la-o bi-uhaar hai jag ka-o tum 
jaan-o. 

naanak har gun gaa-ay lai sabh sufan 

samaana-o. ||2||2|| 

Tilang Mehla-9 

In the second paragraph of previous shabad, Guru Ji observed that being engrossed in 

false greed, we have not even realized that with every passing moment we are getting 

closer to death. Not only that, in spite of these warnings about our impending death, 

we human beings remain absorbed in worldly affairs and relationships, as if asleep in 

these pleasures. So Guru Ji wants to awaken us from that slumber and use this 

opportunity to meditate on God’s Name.  

Therefore, putting himself in place of ordinary human beings, Guru Ji addresses his 

own mind and says: “Wake up O’ (my) mind, wake up. Why are you sleeping in that 

ignorant state? (Remember that even) the body which was born along with you 

doesn’t accompany you (after death).” (pause) 

Commenting on our relatives with whom we often get so attached, Guru Ji says: “(O’ 

man), as soon as your breath leaves the body, (even your) mother, father, son, and 

relatives whom you have loved would throw you in fire.” (1) 
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In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ mortal), deem this world (as a place) with which you 

have any business, (only) as long as you are alive. (Therefore) Nanak says, (while you 

are alive), sing praises of God (and meditate on His Name, which alone can help you 

even after death, otherwise) all else is just like a dream (and is of no use).” (2-2) 

The message of this shabad is that what to speak of other things even our closest 

relatives and our body is not going to accompany us after death? The only thing 

that would accompany us and save us from future pains of births and deaths is 

God’s Name. Therefore while still we have time we should utilize it in singing 

God’s praises and meditating on His Name, instead of wasting it in false worldly 

attachments. 

tilang mehlaa 9. 

har jas ray manaa gaa-ay lai jo sangee 
hai tayro. 

a-osar beeti-o jaat hai kahi-o maan lai 

mayro. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

sampat rath Dhan raaj si-o at nayhu 

lagaa-i-o. 

kaal faas jab gal paree sabh bha-i-o 

paraa-i-o. ||1|| 

 

jaan boojh kai baavray tai kaaj bigaari-o. 

paap karat sukchi-o nahee nah garab 

nivaari-o. ||2|| 

 

Jih biDh gur updaysi-aa so sun ray bhaa-

ee. 

naanak kahat pukaar kai gahu parabh 

sarnaa-ee. ||3||3|| 

Tilang Mehla-9 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that what to speak of other things when 

even our closest relatives and our body is not going to accompany us after death. The 

only thing that would accompany us and save us from future pains of births and deaths 

is God’s Name. Therefore while still we have time we should utilize it in singing 

God’s praises and meditating on His Name instead of wasting it in false worldly 

attachments. In this shabad again, Guru Ji is awakening us from the slumber of Maya 

(involvement in worldly riches and relatives) and is advising us to make use of this 

opportunity of human birth in meditating on God’s Name, otherwise we would have 

to repent.  
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Addressing his own mind, Guru Ji says: “O’ my mind sing praises of God, who is 

your real friend and companion. Listen to my advice, (because) your opportunity (to 

meditate on God’s Name) is passing by.” (1-pause) 

Commenting on what we are doing now and what awaits us, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my 

mind), you have attuned yourself very much to your possessions, such as your 

chariots, wealth, and power. But when the noose of death grips your neck, all these 

things would become property of others.” (1) 

Guru Ji adds: “O’ foolish (mind), you have knowingly spoiled your own case. You 

have never hesitated from committing sins, nor you have eradicated your self-

conceit.” (2) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by sharing with us the wisdom he has obtained from his 

Guru, and says: “O’ brother, listen to how my Guru has instructed me. Speaking 

loudly, Nanak says, (O’ man) grasp the shelter of God.” (3-3) 

The message of this shabad is that if we don’t want to loose this opportunity of 

human life to reunite with God, then we should listen to what Guru Ji says, and 

taking our mind away from the worldly riches, power, and relatives, seek the 

shelter of God and meditate on His Name. 

tilang banee bhagtaa kee kabeer 
jee 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

bayd katayb iftaraa bhaa-ee dil kaa 

fikar na jaa-ay. 

tuk dam karaaree ja-o karahu haaJir 

hajoor khudaa-ay. ||1|| 

 

banday khoj dil har roj naa fir 
paraysaanee maahi. 

ih jo dunee-aa sihar maylaa 

dasatgeeree naahi. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

darog parh parh khusee ho-ay 

baykhabar baad bakaahi. 

hak sach khaalak khalak mi-aanay      

si-aam moorat naahi. ||2|| 

 

asmaan mi-yaanay lahang daree-aa 

gusal kardan bood. 
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kar fakar daa-im laa-ay chasmay jah 

tahaa ma-ujood. ||3|| 

 

alaah paakaN paak hai sak kara-o jay 

doosar ho-ay. 

kabeer karam kareem kaa uho karai 
jaanai so-ay. ||4||1|| 

Tilang Baani Bhagta Kee Kabir Ji 

In this shabad Kabir Ji is enlightening us about the true way to find and experience 

God. He wants to discourage us from entering into arguments about others’ holy 

books, and instead asks us to look within our own self for the divine.  

He says: “(O’ my friends), by giving references to Vedas and Semitic books (Bible, 

Koran, Torah, and Talmud, in order to prove others’ beliefs) as false, the worry of 

one’s mind doesn’t go away. But if you fix your attention just for a moment (on God), 

you can see Him right in front of you.” (1) 

Therefore advising us directly, Kabir Ji says: “O’ man, daily reflect on God little bit, 

then you would not sink into any worry or depression. Like a magic show, this world 

is (an illusion, in which) no one holds an others’ hand (or helps in real time of need).” 

(1-pause) 

Commenting on the philosophies of different religions regarding the shape, form, or 

existence of God at different places, Kabir Ji says: “Reading holy books of other 

faiths, some people find pleasure in proving them as false. But they don’t know that 

the eternal God resides in His creation itself and is not any person of black (or white) 

form.” (2) 

Next telling us where exactly God resides and how can we realize Him, Kabir Ji says: 

“(O’ my friend, that God) is flowing like a river in the tenth gate (of your mind). You 

should bathe in that (river and become so humble, as if you are) permanently looking 

through the glasses of a beggar, then you would (find God) present everywhere.” (3) 

In conclusion Kabir Ji says: “(O’ my friends), God is the purest of the pure; I would 

doubt it if there were any other. Kabir says that all this creation is by the grace of that 

gracious (God), and He alone does and knows about it.” (4-1) 

The message of this shabad is that instead of finding pleasure in finding faults in 

the holy books of other faiths we should daily search our own minds and try to 

realize the divine river flowing in our own tenth gate (the secret place in the 

body, where God resides). If we do that and always look at others with attitude of 

such humility as if we are beggars, then we would see God everywhere and all 

this creation as His.  
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naamdayv jee. 

mai anDhulay kee tayk tayraa naam 

khundkaaraa. 
mai gareeb mai maskeen tayraa naam hai 

aDhaaraa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

kareemaaN raheemaaN alaah too ganeeN. 

haajraa hajoor dar pays tooN maneeN. 

||1|| 
 

daree-aa-o too dihand too bisee-aar too 
Dhanee. 

deh layhi ayk tooN digar ko nahee. ||2|| 
 

tooN daanaaN tooN beenaaN mai beechaar 

ki-aa karee. 
naamay chay su-aamee bakhsand tooN 

haree. ||3||1||2|| 

Namdev Ji 

This is a very famous shabad of devotee Namdev Ji; it depicts the humility, love, and 

faith of Namdev Ji in God.  

Addressing God in extreme humility, Namdev Ji says: “O’ God, for me Your Name is 

like the staff of a blind person. I am poor, I am humble, and (O’ God), Your Name is 

my only support.” (1-pause) 

Continuing to express his complete faith in God, Namdev Ji says: “O’ the one who 

showers bounties on us, O’ the merciful one, You are our inaccessible and affluent 

Master. You are always present right in front and within me.” (1) 

But that is not all, Namdev Ji says: “O’ God, You are (large hearted) like a river, the 

giver (of so many bounties), and You bless us like a magnanimous rich person. You 

alone give and take (everything to all of us), there is no other.” (2) 

In conclusion, Namdev Ji humbly confesses and says: “O’ God, You are wise, and 

You see everything (done by the creatures, so which of Your merits, I may reflect 

upon? (I can say only this thing, that) O’ the Master of Namdev, O’ the Creator of the 

universe, You are always kind and forgiving.” (3-1-2) 

The message of this shabad is that we should always remember God and love 

Him, deeming Him present right in front of us, and within us. No matter how 

many sins we might have committed in the past, but if we approach God in 

absolutely humble and truly loving fashion, the merciful God would forgive us. 
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halay yaaraaN halay yaaraaN khusikhabree. 

bal bal jaaN-o ha-o bal bal jaaN-o. 

neekee tayree bigaaree aalay tayraa naa-o. 
||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

kujaa aamad kujaa raftee kujaa may ravee. 

davaarikaa nagree raas bugo-ee. ||1|| 
 

khoob tayree pagree meethay tayray bol. 

davaarikaa nagree kaahay kay magol. ||2|| 
 

chandeeN hajaar aalam aykal khaanaaN. 

ham chinee paatisaah saaNvlay barnaaN. 

||3|| 
 

aspat gajpat narah narind. 

naamay kay savaamee meer mukand. 
||4||2||3|| 

According to some writers, Namdev Ji uttered this shabad on the occasion, when he 

was asked to do forced labor by a Mogul (a person belonging to the ruling class of that 

time), while he was going to Dwaarka, the Hindu holy city, where it is believed that 

god Krishna was born. Instead of grudging this forced labor, Namdev Ji realized God 

in that Mogul and started conversing with him in a very friendly way. 

So addressing that Mogul, Namdev Ji says: “Greetings my friend, greetings. Is 

everything alright with you?” 

As if without waiting for his answer, Namdev Ji adds: “I am a sacrifice to you again 

and again, the task you gave me is very pleasing, and beautiful is your name.”           

(1-pause) 

Trying to engage him in further conversation, Namdev Ji asks: “(May I know), where 

you came from, and where are you going? (But remember that) it is the city of 

Dwaarka (the birth place of god Krishna), here we are all supposed to speak truth 

only, (so please don’t try to give me a false or vague answer).” (1) 

Since Namdev Ji had recognized God in that Mogul, he confronts him and says: “(O’ 

my friend), beautiful is your turban, and sweet are your words, (but I wonder) what a 

Mogul is doing in Dwaarka (the holy city of Hindus)?” (2) 

Without waiting for the response from the other side, Namdev Ji says: “(O’ God),even 

though myriads are the worlds, but You alone are the Master (of all). Similar king (of 

all worlds) is the dark colored (god Krishna).” (3)  
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In conclusion, Namdev Ji says: “O’ Master of Namdev, You Yourself are the sun god, 

You Your self are Indira, the god of rains. (You are god Brahma) the king of human 

beings, and You are the one who gives salvation.” (4-2-3) 

The message of this shabad is that we should be so much in love with God that we 

cheerfully accept even the adverse circumstances and the troubles given to us by 

others, and instead of seeing the villain in our adversaries, we should be able to 

see God in them. This would make our life much happier. 

SGGS  P-728  

ik-oNkaar sat naam kartaa purakh 

nirbha-o nirvair akaal moorat 

ajoonee saibhaN gur parsaad. 

raag soohee mehlaa 1 cha-upday 
ghar-1 

bhaaNdaa Dho-ay bais Dhoop dayvhu ta-o 
dooDhai ka-o jaavhu. 

dooDh karam fun surat samaa-in ho-ay 

niraas jamaavahu. ||1|| 

 

japahu ta ayko naamaa. 

avar niraafal kaamaa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

ih man eetee haath karahu fun naytara-o 

need na aavai. 

rasnaa naam japahu tab mathee-ai in 
biDh amrit paavhu. ||2|| 

 

man sampat Jit sat sar naavan bhaavan 
paatee taripat karay. 

poojaa paraan sayvak jay sayvay inH biDh 

saahib ravat rahai. ||3|| 

 

kahday kaheh kahay kahi jaaveh tum sar 

avar na ko-ee. 

bhagat heen naanak jan jampai ha-o 
saalaahee sachaa so-ee. ||4||1|| 
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Raag Suhi Mehla-1 Chaupadaiy Ghar-1 

Throughout Guru Granth Sahib Ji, the one point that is being stressed again and again 

is the importance of meditating on God's Name. But the question arises how really to 

do that? What preparations we need to make before starting on this task? What 

precautions we need to observe so that our effort is fruitful, and we experience God in 

our heart?  

In this shabad, Guru Ji uses two examples to answer the above question. First he takes 

a very common example from the life in villages in those days when they used to 

churn curdled milk to obtain butter. In those days, when there were no machinery of 

any kind, the method to prepare butter was that you take a vat or clay pot, wash it 

thoroughly and then dry it either in the sun or put some burning charcoal to dry and 

disinfect it. Then you slowly pour lukewarm milk in it, and mix some fermentation 

material (usually some yogurt from the previous day), and leave it undisturbed 

overnight. Next morning when the milk has become yogurt, you slowly churn it with a 

Madhaani, till butter starts floating on the surface.  (Madhaani is a specially crafted 

wooden round stick on which is tied a small rope in the form of a coil, whose both 

ends are tied to small wooden pieces, which one holds in one’s hands to slowly churn 

the spindle in the yogurt).  

So first using the above metaphor of making butter, Guru Ji describes the way to 

meditate on God’s Name, and to obtain the nectar of God. He says: “(O’ my friends, 

just as to obtain butter) you first sit and wash your pot, dry (and disinfect it) in sun, 

you go to obtain milk, and then you curdle (and make yogurt) by applying the ferment 

(usually, the a small amount of previous day’s yogurt. Similarly if you want to obtain 

the nectar of Name), you need to first clean your inner mind (of the impurities of evil 

thoughts, and then you should go to obtain milk) of good deeds, and apply to it the 

ferment of concentration on God’s feet (or meditation on His Name). Thus rising 

above (worldly hopes and desires), curdle the milk. (In other words, becoming 

detached from worldly allurements, live in a state of peace and poise).” (1) 

Once again cautioning us against being side tracked into worldly affairs or some other 

useless rituals, such as going to pilgrimages, or observing fasts for obtaining to God, 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), meditate only on God's Name, all other deeds, (rituals, 

or austerities) are useless efforts.” (1-pause) 

Resuming the above example, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), like holding the wooden 

pieces, control your mind and don’t let it fall into the slumber of worldly allurements 

again. Let this be the cord (to churn the spindle). This is how by uttering God’s Name 

with our tongue, you churn (the milk, and) this is how you obtain the nectar (of 

God’s) Name.” (2) 

Next Guru Ji uses another metaphor of the practice of some Hindus to worship a small 

idol called Thaakur, which is kept in a small box. Whenever they want to do any 

worship, they take out this idol, wash it in some tank, place it on a pedestal, offer 

some flowers or leaves to it as their offering, and then start their prayer before it.  
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Using this metaphor, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, like a Hindu worshipper, one 

should make) his mind the box (for God), wash it in the tank of holy congregation, 

and make leaf offering of devotion (to please God). In this way, the servant who 

serves God with his life-breath keeps enjoying the company of the Master.” (3) 

In closing, Guru Ji makes a humble prayer and addressing God, he says: “O’ God, 

many people say many things (about many lesser gods and goddesses), and after 

saying all these things they depart from here, but (I know that) there is no one equal to 

You. The devotion less servant Nanak also worships, but (I only) praise that eternal 

(God).” (4-1) 

The message of this shabad is that in case we want to obtain the nectar of God's 

Name and invite God into our heart, then we have to first purify our mind with 

enlightenment from the Guru. Then while doing good deeds, we have to keep 

uttering God’s Name with our tongue. Secondly, we have to keep our mind pure 

and free of evil thoughts, like a beautiful clean box for our Thaakur, the eternal 

God, whom we daily bathe in the tank of holy congregation, and please Him with 

the leaf offerings of songs in His praise.   

soohee mehlaa 1 ghar 2 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

antar vasai na baahar jaa-ay. 

amrit chhod kaahay bikh khaa-ay. ||1|| 
 

aisaa gi-aan japahu man mayray. 

hovhu chaakar saachay kayray. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 
 

gi-aan Dhi-aan sabh ko-ee ravai. 

baaNDhan baaNDhi-aa sabh jag bhavai. 
||2|| 
 

sayvaa karay so chaakar ho-ay. 

jal thal mahee-al rav rahi-aa so-ay. ||3|| 
 

ham nahee changay buraa nahee ko-ay. 

paranvat naanak taaray so-ay. ||4||1||2|| 

Suhi Mehla-1 Ghar-2 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji described how to obtain the gift of God's Name and 

how to make our heart the abode of God. In this shabad, he describes some of the 

qualities of such a person who has obtained that butter of God's Name, how such a 

person conducts and how he or she advises the mind.  
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Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, the one who knows that God) resides within, doesn’t go 

out (to look for Him in jungles and mountains). Why should one forsake the nectar  

(of God’s Name) and eat the poison (of worldly evils)?” (1) 

Therefore advising his own mind (and indirectly ours), Guru Ji says: “O’ my mind, 

meditate on such (divine) knowledge (as stated above), and thus become the (true) 

servant of the eternal (God).” (1-pause) 

However Guru Ji wants to caution us against boasting about our divine knowledge or 

meditation. He says: “(O’ my friends), everybody talks (as if he or she knows 

everything about) divine knowledge or meditation, (but the reality is that) the       

entire world is roaming around tied in the bonds (of Maya, the worldly riches and 

power).” (2) 

Next telling us who becomes a true servant of God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, the 

person) who serves (and meditates upon Him) becomes the (true) servant (of God. 

Such a person) believes that God is pervading in all waters, lands, and skies.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by summarizing the thinking of such a true servant of 

God. He says: “(A true servant of God says to himself), I am no better (than others), 

and no one is worse than me. Nanak submits, such a (person) saves him or herself, and 

(also) others.” (4-1-2) 

The message of this shabad is that we should be so humble that we do not 

consider ourselves superior than anybody else and see God in every heart and 

everywhere. Secondly, we should meditate on God's Name with such dedication 

that we realize God in our heart and all places. 

SGGS  P-729  

soohee mehlaa 1 ghar 6 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

ujal kaihaa chilkanaa ghotim kaalrhee 
mas. 

Dhoti-aa jooth na utrai jay sa-o Dhovaa 

tis. ||1|| 
 

sajan say-ee naal mai chaldi-aa naal 
chalaNniH. 

Jithai laykhaa mangee-ai tithai kharhay 

disann. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
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kothay mandap maarhee-aa paashu 
chitvee-aahaa. 

dhathee-aa kamm na aavnHee vichahu 

sakh-nee-aahaa. ||2|| 

 

bagaa bagay kaprhay tirath manjh 

vasaNniH. 
ghut ghut jee-aa khaavnay bagay naa 

kahee-aniH. ||3|| 

 

simmal rukh sareer mai maijan daykh 

bhulaNniH. 

say fal kamm na aavnHee tay gun mai 
tan haNniH. ||4|| 

 

anDhulai bhaar uthaa-i-aa doogar vaat 
bahut. 

akhee lorhee naa lahaa ha-o charh 
langhaa kit. ||5|| 

 

chaakree-aa chang-aa-ee-aa avar        

si-aanap kit. 

naanak naam samaal tooN baDhaa 

chhuteh Jit. ||6||1||3|| 

Suhi Mehla-1 Ghar 6 

According to (old chronicles of Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s life stories, called) Janam 

Saakhi, Guru Nanak Dev Ji uttered this shabad to render life-changing advice to 

Sajjan Thug (a highway robber), who used to entrap the innocent travelers by his 

hospitality and show of holiness, but later would steal their belongings and kill them. 

In this shabad, Guru Ji comments on those people who outwardly wear holy clothes or 

make pious gestures, but within their heart is all evil and malicious intent and tells us 

what we can do to save ourselves from such temptations and where to look for help.   

Guru Ji begins this shabad by giving the example of a bronze vessel. He says: “(O’ 

my friend), a bronze vessel looks very bright and shining from outside, but when I 

scrub it (with some force), its blackness from within comes out, and then even if I 

wash it hundred times, the impurity (or blackness) doesn’t go away.” (1) 
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Now advising ordinary people like us regarding whom we should consider as our true 

friends, and perhaps making an oblique reference to Sajjan Thug (the villain referred 

to above in the Janam Saakhi) to remind him about the true meaning of his Name,  

Guru Ji says: “I consider only those as Sajjan (true friends) who accompany me 

wherever I go, and where I am asked to render account (of my deeds), they are seen 

standing by my side (to help me).” (1-pause) 

Next Guru Ji takes the example of big buildings and mansions, which may look very 

beautiful and impressive from outside, but are built with substandard material or are 

empty on the inside. He says: “(O’ my friend, there may be some) houses, mansions, 

and sky-scrapers, which are painted and beautifully carved from outside, but if these 

are empty inside (and there is nobody to take care of them), then these soon fall down 

and serve no purpose.” (2)   

Now Guru Ji comments on those hypocritical persons who wear holy garbs, but from 

within are real cheats and murderers. Citing the example of white herons, Guru Ji 

says: “The herons have white bodies with white wings. They even reside in holy 

places. But when they throttle living beings to death, they are not considered white (or 

pure. The same is true for those human beings who appear holy on the outside, but are 

cheats inside).” (3) 

Next Guru Ji puts himself in place of an ordinary person who realizes his own 

inadequacies. He says: “My body is like a Simmal tree (which grows very big and tall, 

but yields no useful fruit or leaves), beholding it the parrots are misled to it (but when 

they come and taste its fruits), they are disappointed, because these fruits are totally 

insipid and useless. Similarly I feel that my robust healthy body is (useless, if I don’t 

use it to help some needy person with it).” (4)  

Next Guru Ji compares himself to a blind person with a heavy load on his head and is 

trying to find a way to the mountaintop (or salvation). He says: “(O’ my friend), I am 

like that blind man who is carrying a heavy load (of sins) and walking on a very 

difficult and treacherous path (of life). Even if I strain my eyes, I cannot find (the right 

path), so how can I climb or cross over (to my destination or obtain salvation, without 

true divine guidance)?” (5)  

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by himself giving very simple answers to the above 

questions. He says: “(O’ my friends), the services, flatteries, and clever ways (to 

please others) don’t serve any purpose. Nanak says, (O’ man), you simply meditate on 

(God’s) Name, so that you may be liberated from the (worldly) bonds to which you 

are tied.” (6-1-3) 

The message of this shabad is that instead of trying to impress the worldly people 

by wearing holy clothes, or by flatteries or other clever ways, we should simply 

meditate on God’s Name, which alone would liberate us from the bonds of 

worldly Maya and unite us with God. 
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soohee mehlaa 1. 

jap tap kaa banDh bayrhulaa jit 

langheh vahaylaa. 
naa sarvar naa oochhlai aisaa panth 

suhaylaa. ||1|| 
 

tayraa ayko naam manjeeth-rhaa 

rataa mayraa cholaa sad rang dholaa. 
||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

saajan chalay pi-aari-aa ki-o maylaa 
ho-ee. 

jay gun hoveh ganth-rhee-ai 
maylaygaa so-ee. ||2|| 
 

mili-aa ho-ay na veechhurhai jay    
mili-aa ho-ee. 

aavaa ga-on nivaari-aa hai saachaa 
so-ee. ||3|| 
 

ha-umai maar nivaari-aa seetaa hai 
cholaa. 

gur bachnee fal paa-i-aa sah kay 
amrit bolaa. ||4|| 
 

naanak kahai sahayleeho saho kharaa 
pi-aaraa. 

ham sah kayree-aa daasee-aa 
saachaa khasam hamaaraa. 

||5||2||4|| 

Suhi Mehla-1 

It is a common practice that whenever we want to cross a river, canal, or ocean, we 

build or ride a big boat, ship, or a raft to cross over that water. Using that analogy, 

Guru Ji tells us how we can cross this worldly ocean. 

Addressing us, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friend, for your spiritual journey) make your 

self a raft of worship and penance (meditation of God’s Name), riding which you 

would easily cross (the worldly ocean. By doing so, your spiritual journey would be 

along such) an easy path, in which there is neither any ocean nor rising (waves of 

attachment).” (1) 
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Therefore addressing God, Guru Ji says: “O’ my eternally loving Groom, Your one 

Name alone is (fast) like madder, with which my gown is dyed (and imbued deeply 

with love).” (1-pause) 

Seeing some of his friends departing, Guru Ji raises a question and wonders whether 

they would ever be able to meet God, and then he himself provides the answer. He 

says: “(I see, some of my) dear friends are departing towards the dear friend (God, I 

wonder how would their union with Him happen when He is invisible? I know the 

answer is that) if they have merits in their account, that (God) Himself would unite 

them with Him.” (2) 

Next describing the virtues of a union once formed with God, he says: “(O’ my 

friends, a person once) united with God, is not separated from Him (again). Then 

one’s coming and going are ended, (because) eternal is that (God).” (3) 

Guru Ji now stresses upon the importance of erasing our self-conceit as one of the 

essential qualities of pleasing God. He uses the metaphor of a bride (soul), who wants 

to win the love of her beloved spouse and says: “(The bride soul) who has erased her 

self-conceit, she has in a way sewed for herself a dress (which is very pleasing to God. 

By following the instructions of the Guru, (she) has obtained the fruit of nectar sweet 

words of her Groom.” (4) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji tells us: “O’ my friends, Nanak says, truly loveable is our 

Groom; we are the maid servants of our Spouse, and He is our eternal Master.” (5-2-4) 

The message of this shabad is that we should listen to the Guru’s advice, erase 

our ego, and meditate on God’s Name with true love and devotion, so that God 

may unite us with Him. Once united, we would never be separated from Him. 

soohee mehlaa 1. 

jin ka-o bhaaNdai bhaa-o tinaa 
savaarasee. 

sookhee karai pasaa-o dookh 
visaarasee. 

sahsaa moolay naahi sarpar taarsee. 
||1|| 

 

tinHaa mili-aa gur aa-ay jin ka-o 
leekhi-aa. 

amrit har kaa naa-o dayvai deekhi-aa. 

chaaleh satgur bhaa-ay bhaveh na 
bheekhi-aa. ||2|| 
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jaa ka-o mahal hajoor doojay nivai kis. 

dar darvaanee naahi moolay puchh 
tis. 

chhutai taa kai bol saahib nadar jis. 
||3|| 

 

ghalay aanay aap Jis naahee doojaa 
matai ko-ay. 

dhaahi usaaray saaj jaanai sabh so-ay. 

naa-o naanak bakhsees nadree karam 

ho-ay. ||4||3||5|| 

Suhi Mehla-1 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should listen to the Guru’s advice, 

erase our ego, and meditate on God’s Name with true love and devotion, so that God 

may unite us with Him. In this shabad, in addition to the above requirements for union 

with God, he points to another essential thing, the God’s grace. He tells us how from 

the very beginning God blesses a person with His love, unites that person with the true 

Guru, and bestows the gift of His Name. 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), they in the vessels (of whose hearts, God puts the gift 

of His) love, He would embellish (their lives). They on whom He bestows comforts 

He would make them forget their sorrows. There is absolutely no doubt that He would 

definitely ferry them across (the worldly ocean).” (1) 

Next Guru Ji tells us who are the persons who are blessed with the guidance of the 

Guru and what kinds of merits and virtues they acquire. He says: “(O’ my friends), 

only those in whose destiny (God has) so written from the beginning, the Guru comes 

to meet them, and gives them nectar Name of God as Deekhya (the Guru’s special 

divine mantra). They follow the path laid down by the Guru, (lead their life as per the 

guidance of the Guru), and they don’t roam around (from door to door) begging (for 

guidance).” (2) 

Explaining why a person who has been blessed with the guidance of the Guru doesn’t 

care for any further guidance or spiritual advice from others, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my 

friends, when one starts following the guidance of one’s divine true Guru, one feels 

very close to God). Therefore, when the mansion of God seems right in front of 

someone, why would that person bow down before any other? (Because even) the 

gatekeeper at (God’s palace) doesn’t ask (any question) from (that person). In short, 

the grace of the Master is upon the person who (by following the) Guru’s words is 

liberated (from worldly bonds).” (3) 

In conclusion, he says: “(O’ my friends) the Master, whom no other gives any advice, 

Himself sends and calls back the mortals (from the world). On His own, He destroys,  
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creates, and embellishes (the universe), and He knows everything (happening 

anywhere). O’ Nanak, on whom is bestowed the gift of His grace is blessed with (His) 

Name.” (4-3-5) 

The message of this shabad is that we should always pray to God to bless us with 

the gift of His grace and guidance of the Guru. So that following the advice of 

that divine true Guru, we may rid ourselves from all kinds of worldly 

allurements and evils, and without any difficulty walk on the path to the mansion 

of God. 

SGGS  P-730  

soohee mehlaa 1. 

bhaaNdaa hachhaa so-ay jo tis 

bhaavsee. 
bhaaNdaa at maleen Dhotaa hachhaa na 

ho-isee. 
guroo du-aarai ho-ay sojhee paa-isee. 

ayt du-aarai Dho-ay hachhaa ho-isee. 

mailay hachhay kaa veechaar aap 
vartaa-isee. 

mat ko jaanai jaa-ay agai paa-isee. 

jayhay karam kamaa-ay tayhaa ho-isee. 

amrit har kaa naa-o aap vartaa-isee. 

chali-aa pat si-o janam savaar vaajaa 

vaa-isee. 

maanas ki-aa vaychaaraa tihu lok 

sunaa-isee. 

naanak aap nihaal sabh kul taarsee. 
||1||4||6|| 

Suhi Mehla-1 

In stanza (1) of the previous shabad (4-3-5), Guru Ji stated that they in the vessels of 

whose hearts God puts the gift of His love, He embellishes their lives. It goes without 

saying that the vessel or the heart, which is going to receive the gift of God’s love, has 

to be clean or pure. So in this shabad, Guru Ji tells us, what kind of vessel or the heart 

is good and clean enough to receive this gift, who makes this determination, how and 

where one can clean and purify the vessel of one’s heart, and what kinds of blessings 

that person obtains. 
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 He says: “(O’ my friends), only that vessel (of the heart) is pure which would look 

pleasing to God. If one’s mind is extremely dirty (and full of evil thoughts from 

inside), it won’t become pure by washing (the body from outside). Only by going to 

the Guru’s abode (by listening and reflecting on the Guru’s words or Gurbani, one) 

obtains the wisdom (to purify one’s mind). If one purifies (the mind) in this way, it 

becomes good (and pure enough to be pleasing to God. However, it is God) Himself 

who would determine (which vessel) is clean (and pure) and which one is soiled (or 

evil). Let no one think that he or she would obtain (the wisdom to purify the mind 

upon going to the next world. This is the law of the nature, that) whatever deeds one 

does (in this life), so would he or she become (in the next life. Lastly it is God) 

Himself who distributes the nectar of God’s Name. (The fortunate person who obtains 

this gift) embellishes his or her human birth and departs (from this world) earning 

honor and fame. What to speak of the poor human world (that person’s glory) 

resounds in all the three worlds. In short, O’ Nanak, that one is blessed personally and 

saves his or her entire lineage.” (1-4-6) 

The message of this shabad is that by simply washing our body from outside, we 

cannot wash the evil thoughts in our minds. It is only by joining the holy 

congregation of the Guru and reflecting on his Gurbani that we can learn to 

purify our minds. We shouldn’t assume that we could learn this technique in our 

next life, because our next life would be determined by what we do in this life. 

Secondly, it is God who determines which human vessel or body is clean or pure 

enough to receive the nectar of His Name, and the one who is blessed with this 

gift obtains honor and salvation for him or her and the entire lineage.  

soohee mehlaa 1 

jogee hovai jogvai bhogee hovai 
khaa-ay. 

tapee-aa hovai tap karay tirath mal 
mal naa-ay. ||1|| 

 

tayraa sad-rhaa suneejai bhaa-ee jay 
ko bahai alaa-ay. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

jaisaa beejai so lunay jo khatay so 

khaa-ay. 
agai puchh na hova-ee jay san 

neesaanai jaa-ay. ||2|| 
 

taiso jaisaa kaadhee-ai jaisee kaar 

kamaa-ay. 
jo dam chit na aavee so dam birthaa 

jaa-ay. ||3|| 
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ih tan vaychee bai karee jay ko la-ay 

vikaa-ay. 
naanak kamm na aavee Jit tan 

naahee sachaa naa-o. ||4||5||7|| 

Suhi Mehla-1 

In the opening lines of the previous shabad, Guru Ji stated that only that heart is pure 

which looks pleasing to God. If one’s mind is extremely dirty and full of evil thoughts 

from inside, it won’t become pure by washing the body from outside. It is only by 

going to the Guru’s abode and by reflecting on his words or Gurbani that one obtains 

the wisdom to purify one’s mind. Yet followers of different faiths and traditions keep 

on following such practices, in the hope of purifying their minds and obtaining union 

with God. In this shabad, Guru Ji tells us what does a true devotee of God does to 

purify him or herself, and what is the most effective method of winning God’s 

pleasure. 

He says: “(O’ my friends, the person) who becomes a yogi, practices Yoga; one who 

becomes a householder wants to enjoy worldly pleasures. The penitent practices 

penance and rubs and bathes the body at pilgrimage places.” (1) 

But stating what he himself wants to do, Guru Ji says: “But (O’ my dear God), if 

somebody would sit and recite (Your message), I would (lovingly) listen to (that 

message).” (1-pause) 

Explaining why he wants only to listen to the message or words in praise of God, 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, in this world, what) one sows, so does one reap; 

whatever one earns, that one eats. (But in the court of God, only the singing of God’s 

praise is valued. Therefore the person who) goes from here with the certificate (or 

mark of God’s praise, that person) is not asked any question (and is received with 

honor in God’s court).” (2) 

Restating the above concept in simple words and what should we really do, Guru Ji 

states: “(O’ my friends), whatever deeds a person does, that person is known 

accordingly. (So if we want to be considered as the devotees of God, then we should 

have the attitude that) the moment in which God is not remembered, that moment is 

going waste.” (3) 

Therefore in closing, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), if someone would buy this body 

of mine, I would sell and transfer it to his Name. Because, O’ Nanak, that body serves 

no purpose in which is not (enshrined God’s) true Name.” (4-5-7) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to be the true devotees of God, then 

instead of doing any kinds of yoga, penances, or ablutions at holy places we 

should always look forward to listening to the Gurbani or message of the Guru, 

and enshrine God’s Name in our hearts.  
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soohee mehlaa 1 ghar 7 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

jog na khinthaa jog na dandai jog na 

bhasam charhaa-ee-ai. 

jog na mundee moond mudaa-i-ai jog 

na sinyee vaa-ee-ai. 

anjan maahi niranjan rahee-ai jog jugat 
iv paa-ee-ai.||1|| 

 

galee jog na ho-ee. 

ayk darisat kar samsar jaanai jogee 

kahee-ai so-ee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

jog na baahar marhee masaanee jog na 

taarhee laa-ee-ai. 

jog na days disantar bhavi-ai jog na 
tirath naa-ee-ai. 

anjan maahi niranjan rahee-ai jog jugat 

iv paa-ee-ai. ||2|| 

 

satgur bhaytai taa sahsaa tootai 

Dhaavat varaj rahaa-ee-ai. 

nijhar jharai sahj Dhun laagai ghar hee 
parchaa paa-ee-ai. 

anjan maahi niranjan rahee-ai jog jugat 

iv paa-ee-ai. ||3|| 

 

naanak jeevti-aa mar rahee-ai aisaa jog 

kamaa-ee-ai. 

vaajay baajhahu sinyee vaajai ta-o 

nirbha-o pad paa-ee-ai. 

anjan maahi niranjan rahee-ai jog jugat 
ta-o paa-ee-ai. ||4||1||8|| 

Suhi Mehla-1 

In the days of Guru Nanak, many people used to abandon their homes and family life 

and go to mountains or jungles to become yogis. By adopting different holy looking 

garbs and doing some yogic practices, they used to think that they would have Yoga or  
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union with God. In this shabad, Guru Ji tells us what is the right way to obtain union 

with God.   

He says: “(O’ my friend), Yoga is not (obtained by wearing) a patched coat, a staff, or 

smearing our body with ashes. Nor does wearing earrings, shaving the head, or 

blowing a horn obtains union with God. While still living amongst the soot (of 

worldly affairs), we should remain unaffected by that soot. This is how we obtain the 

way to Yoga.” (1) 

Giving the true definition of a Yogi or the person united with God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ 

my friend), just by mere talk, union with God is not obtained. That person alone is 

called a (true) Yogi, who views all with same respect.” (1-pause) 

Commenting on some other practices of the yogis, Guru Ji says:  “(O’ my friends), 

Yoga doesn’t lie in living outside in cemeteries and burial grounds or sitting in pseudo 

trance. By roaming around in countries and foreign lands, or bathing at pilgrimage 

places, one does not obtain union with God. We should remain unaffected (or un 

smeared) by the soot (of allurement of the world), while still living amongst that soot; 

this is how we obtain the way to Yoga.” (2) 

Next describing how one advances through different stages of true Yoga, Guru Ji says: 

“(O’ my friend), it is only when we meet the true Guru (and listen to his advice) that 

our doubt is removed, and we can keep the wandering (mind) in check. Then the mind 

is attuned in a state of poise, the divine spring of celestial bliss starts flowing, and 

while living in our household itself, we come to know (about God). Yes, we should 

remain unaffected (untarnished) by the soot (of allurement of the world), while still 

living amongst that soot; this is how we obtain the way to Yoga.” (3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), Nanak says that we should practice 

such yoga, that while still alive, we behave (so humbly) as if we are dead. It is only 

when instead of the horn (from outside, we can hear a divine horn blowing inside us), 

that we obtain the status of fearlessness (and union with God). It is then that while 

remaining unaffected (untarnished) by the soot (or allurement of the world), while still 

living amongst that soot that we obtain the way to Yoga (or union with God).” (4-1-8) 

The message of the shabad is that if we want to obtain union with God, then 

instead of leaving the world and living in jungles, or wearing holy garbs, we 

should still our ego so much as if we are dead. In other words, while living in the 

world, we should be so detached from it that the worldly temptations don’t affect 

us. For that, we should listen and follow Guru’s advice with such loving devotion 

that a stage is reached when we start hearing the melody of divine non-stop 

music within our own mind, and we are living in a state of fearlessness. It is only 

then that we know the way to Yoga or union with God. 
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soohee mehlaa 1. 

ka-un taraajee kavan tulaa tayraa 

kavan saraaf bulaavaa. 

ka-un guroo kai peh deekhi-aa layvaa 
kai peh mul karaavaa. ||1|| 

SGGS  P-731 

mayray laal jee-o tayraa ant na 
jaanaa. 

tooN jal thal mahee-al bharipur leenaa 

tooN aapay sarab samaanaa. ||1|| 
rahaa-o. 
 

man taaraajee chit tulaa tayree sayv 

saraaf kamaavaa. 

ghat hee bheetar so saho tolee in 
biDh chit rahaavaa. ||2|| 

 

aapay kandaa tol taraajee aapay 
tolanhaaraa. 

aapay daykhai aapay boojhai aapay 

hai vanjaaraa. ||3|| 
 

anDhulaa neech jaat pardaysee khin 
aavai til jaavai. 

taa kee sangat naanak rahdaa ki-o 

kar moorhaa paavai. ||4||2||9|| 

Suhi Mehla-1 

It is a common practice that we try to assess the value of a person or commodity on 

some kinds of scales. We always say such things as that mountain is so many feet 

high, that thing weighs so many pounds, or that man has this much wealth.  In this 

shabad, Guru Ji lovingly talks to God and expresses his inability to find any measure 

or yardstick to measure, weigh, or value the greatness or magnitude of God’s vast 

power.  

So addressing God with love and humility, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God), what is that scale, 

what is the weight, and what assayer I may call (to assay Your worth)? From what 

Guru I may receive an education or estimate your worth?” (1) 
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But then realizing the limitlessness of his dear God, Guru Ji declares: “O’ my 

venerable Beloved, I don’t know Your limit. You are fully contained in waters, lands, 

and skies, and You Yourself are pervading everywhere else.” (1-pause) 

Now as if after reflecting in his own mind, Guru finds a partial answer to his own 

question, and he says: “(If) I make my mind the balance, my consciousness as the 

measuring weight, and Your service as the assayer, if in my heart I weigh (and value) 

that Spouse, (then even though I may still not be able to find Your worth or limit, but 

could at least) stabilize my mind.” (2) 

The above explanation may be good enough for his own mind, but Guru Ji realizes 

that no one knows or can find the worth or limit of God. It is only He Himself who 

knows the extent of His power or magnitude. Therefore, he says: “(O’ my friends, 

God) Himself is the scale, Himself the weight, and the pointer, and He Himself is the 

assayer. He Himself   beholds and understands everything, and He Himself is the sales 

person.” (3) 

Guru Ji now concludes this shabad by acknowledging his inadequacy and inability to 

measure the worth of God. So he humbly submits: “(O’ my God, my mind is ignorant, 

as if it) is blind, of low caste, and is like a stranger. It comes and goes in a moment 

(from one place to the other).  In the company of such a mercurial mind Nanak lives, 

so how could such a foolish (person) estimate (the limit of Your merits)?” (4-2-9) 

The message of this shabad is that with our limited intellect and mercurial mind, 

we cannot measure the limit or extent of God’s power. He pervades in all waters, 

lands, skies, and hearts. However, if within our hearts, we meditate on His Name, 

and reflect on His merits, then we can at least stabilize our minds. 

raag soohee mehlaa 4 ghar 1 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

man raam naam aaraaDhi-aa gur 
sabad guroo gur kay. 

sabh ichhaa man tan pooree-aa sabh 

chookaa dar jam kay. ||1|| 
 

mayray man gun gaavhu raam naam 
har kay. 

gur tuthai man parboDhi-aa har    

pee-aa ras gatkay. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

satsangat ootam satgur kayree gun 

gaavai har parabh kay. 

har kirpaa Dhaar maylhu satsangat 

ham Dhovah pag jan kay. ||2|| 
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raam naam sabh hai raam naamaa 

ras gurmat ras raskay. 

har amrit har jal paa-i-aa sabh 
laathee tis tis kay. ||3|| 

 

hamree jaat paat gur satgur ham 
vaychi-o sir gur kay. 

jan naanak naam pari-o gur chaylaa 

gur raakho laaj jan kay. ||4||1|| 

Suhi Mehla-4 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that with our limited intellect and mercurial 

mind; we couldn’t measure the limit or extent of God’s power. He is pervading in all 

waters, lands, skies, and hearts. It is only within our own hearts that we can 

experience His presence and enjoy the extent and beauty of His love. In this shabad, 

he describes what kind of blessings one enjoys, when one meditates on God’s Name 

under Guru’s instruction.  

He says: “(O’ my friends), by reflecting upon and getting attuned to the Guru’s word 

(the Guru’s hymns), the one who in the mind has meditated on God’s Name, all the 

desires of that person’s mind and body have been fulfilled and all fear of the demon of 

death has been dispelled.” (1) 

Therefore advising his own mind (and indirectly ours), Guru Ji says: “O’ my mind, 

sing praises of God's Name. Becoming gracious, whose mind the Guru has instructed 

that person has eagerly partaken the relish of God.” (1-pause) 

Guru Ji now shows us where we can find the appropriate atmosphere where we are 

inspired to sing praises of God, and how we should pray to God for such a company. 

He says: “(O’ God, I have realized that) the saintly congregation of the true Guru is 

the most sublime one, because it sings praises of God. (Therefore) O’ God showing 

mercy, unite me with saintly congregation, so that I may wash the feet of Your 

devotees (and sing Your praises in their company).” (2) 

Now on the basis of his personal experience of singing God’s praises and meditating 

on His Name, Guru Ji tells us: “(O’ my friends), God's Name gives all kinds of 

comforts. But only by following Guru’s instruction one can truly enjoy its relish. The 

person who has obtained the nectar or the life rejuvenating water of God’s Name, all 

that person’s thirst (for worldly riches) has been quenched.” (3) 

Therefore, expressing his gratefulness to his Guru, he says: “(O’ my friends, I am so 

grateful to the Guru that for me), the true Guru is my caste and my honor. I have (so  
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completely surrendered myself to him, as if I have) sold my head to the Guru. O’ 

Guru, the devotee Nanak is called the Guru’s disciple, (now) save the honor of Your 

devotee.” (4-1-10) 

The message of this shabad is that we should seek and act on Guru’s advice and 

joining his congregation, sing praises of God and meditate on His Name with true 

love and devotion. Then all our worldly desires would be fulfilled and we would 

enjoy a unique sense of peace and bliss. 

soohee mehlaa 4. 

har har naam bhaji-o purkhotam sabh 

binsay daalad dalghaa. 

bha-o janam marnaa mayti-o gur sabdee 
har asthir sayv sukh samghaa. ||1|| 

 

mayray man bhaj raam naam at pirghaa. 

mai man tan arap Dhari-o gur aagai sir 
vaych lee-o mul mahghaa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

narpat raajay rang ras maaneh bin naavai 
pakarh kharhay sabh kalghaa. 

Dharam raa-ay sir dand lagaanaa fir 

pachhutaanay hath falghaa. ||2|| 

 

har raakh raakh jan kiram tumaaray 

sarnaagat purakh partipalaghaa. 

darsan sant dayh sukh paavai parabh 
loch poor jan tumghaa. ||3|| 

 

tum samrath purakh vaday parabh       
su-aamee mo ka-o keejai daan har 

nimghaa. 

jan naanak naam milai sukh paavai ham 
naam vitahu sad ghumghaa. ||4||2|| 

Suhi Mehla-4 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us to seek and act on Guru’s advice, and 

joining his congregation sing praises of God and meditate on His Name with true love 

and devotion. Then all our worldly desires would be fulfilled and we would enjoy a 

unique sense of peace and bliss. In this shabad, he describes the kinds of blessings  
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those people have enjoyed, who have followed this advice of the Guru. He also tells 

us what happens to those who don’t care for such things, and instead spend their time 

indulging in merry making and worldly entertainments. 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), the person who has meditated on the Name of God the 

supreme being, all that person’s poverty and sloth has been destroyed. By following 

the advice contained in (Gurbani) the word of the Guru, that person has erased the 

fear of birth and death, and by serving (and meditating on) the eternal God, such a 

person is absorbed in a state of comfort (and peace).” (1) 

Therefore addressing his own mind, Guru Ji says: “O’ my mind, worship the utmost 

dear God's Name. I have (so completely) surrendered my mind and body before the 

Guru (as if I) have sold my head at a very dear price, (because I have obtained the 

valuable gift of the jewel of God's Name by foregoing my own will).” (1-pause) 

Describing what happens to those kings and rich people who spend their lives in 

enjoying worldly pleasures and entertainments, he says: “(Generally) the kings and 

rich people indulge in entertainments and parties without (meditating on God’s) 

Name. The demon of death would seize and drive them all away. When the judge of 

righteousness punishes them with blows on their head, then they suffer the 

consequences of their deeds and repent.” (2) 

Therefore, lest it is too late, Guru Ji shows us how to pray to God even at this stage. 

Putting himself in our situation and making a prayer on our behalf, he says: “O’ God, 

the Sustainer of the world, we Your humble creatures have sought Your shelter, save 

us, save us. Bless us with the sight (and guidance) of the saint (Guru), so that (by 

following his advice), we may obtain peace. (O’ God), fulfill this wish of Your 

devotee.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes his prayer by saying: “O’ God, You are our all-powerful, great 

Master. Bless me with just a little bit of God’s Name. Servant Nanak says, the person 

who is blessed with God’s Name, that person enjoys peace, therefore I am always a 

sacrifice unto Your Name.” (4-2-11) 

The message of this shabad is that even if so far we have been committing all 

kinds of sins and indulging in the false pleasures of the world without meditating 

on God's Name, it is still time for us to pray to God to bless us with the guidance 

of saint (Guru) who may instruct us in singing God’s praises and meditating on 

His Name. Then we may receive the mercy of God, forgiven our sins, and be 

blessed with eternal joy. 

soohee mehlaa 4. 

har naamaa har rany hai har rany 
majeethai rany. 

gur tuthai har rang chaarhi-aa fir 
bahurh na hovee bhany. ||1|| 
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mayray man har raam naam kar 
rany. 

gur tuthai har updaysi-aa har   
bhayti-aa raa-o nisany. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

munDh i-aanee manmukhee fir aavan 
jaanaa any. 

har parabh chit na aa-i-o man doojaa 

bhaa-o sahlanny. ||2|| 

 

ham mail bharay duhchaaree-aa har 

raakho angee any. 

gur amrit sar navlaa-i-aa sabh laathay 
kilvikh pany. ||3|| 

 

har deenaa deen da-i-aal parabh 
satsangat maylhu sany. 

mil sangat har rang paa-i-aa jan 

naanak man tan rany. ||4||3|| 

Suhi Mehla-4 

Throughout Guru Granth Sahib Ji, Guru Ji stresses again and again upon the absolute 

necessity of meditating on God's Name and the blessings we obtain by doing so. 

However many times we wonder, what does God's Name really mean, and how to 

meditate on God's Name? Is it continuous repetition of some word or Mantra, 

continuous sitting in a trance, or is it reading of some books, or something else? In 

this shabad, Guru Ji answers this question.   

He says: “(O’ my friends), God's Name is God's love. (So if you love God, then you 

are meditating on God's Name). Further more, this love with God is fast like (the deep 

red color of) madder (an Indian plant used to prepare red dye). Becoming gracious, 

once the Guru has dyed some one with this color (of divine love), then it doesn’t fade 

again.” (1) 

So addressing his own mind (and indirectly us), Guru Ji says: “O’ my mind, imbue 

your self with the love of God's Name. If becoming gracious, the Guru has         

imbued (some one with God’s Name), without doubt that person has seen God the 

King.” (1-pause) 
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However, comparing a general human being to a young ignorant self-conceited bride, 

Guru Ji says: “Being self-conceited the ignorant bride (soul follows dictates of her 

own mind and not the Guru's advice, therefore like a permanent companion), coming 

and going in and out of this world (becomes her fate. Because) her mind is attached to 

the love of the other (worldly riches and power), the thought of God doesn’t enter her 

mind.” (2) 

Next showing us how to pray to God and what happens when we do that, Guru Ji 

says: “(O’ God), we the evil-doers are full of the dirt (of sins). O’ God, You protect us 

like a bodyguard, save us (from our sins. O’ my friends, whom) the Guru has bathed 

in the pool of nectar (of God’s Name), all the mud of sins within that person is 

removed.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad with a prayer on our behalf and describing its result, he 

says: “O’ God, the merciful Master of the meek, unite me with the congregation of 

saintly persons. (The person whose prayer has been accepted), upon joining the holy 

congregation that person has acquired the love of God, and O’ Nanak, the mind and 

body of such a devotee has been imbued with the love (for God).” (4-3) 

The message of this shabad is that we should pray to God to unite us with the 

congregation of saintly persons and guidance of the Guru. So that by singing 

God’s praises and meditating on His Name in that congregation we may be 

imbued with the love for God. Once becoming gracious, the Guru imbues us with 

this divine love; it would remain fast like the permanent red color of madder, 

and all the scum of sins in us would be washed away. 

soohee mehlaa 4. 

har har karahi nit kapat kamaaveh 

hirdaa suDh na ho-ee. 

an-din karam karahi bahutayray supnai 
sukh na ho-ee. ||1|| 
 

gi-aanee gur bin bhagat na ho-ee. 

korai rang kaday na charhai jay lochai 

sabh ko-ee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

jap tap sanjam varat karay poojaa 

manmukh rog na jaa-ee. 

antar rog mahaa abhimaanaa doojai 
bhaa-ay khu-aa-ee. ||2|| 
 

baahar bhaykh bahut chaturaa-ee 

manoo-aa dah dis Dhaavai. 

ha-umai bi-aapi-aa sabad na cheenHai 
fir fir joonee aavai. ||3|| 
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naanak nadar karay so boojhai so jan 

naam Dhi-aa-ay. 

gur parsaadee ayko boojhai aykas 
maahi samaa-ay. ||4||4|| 

Suhi Mehla- 4 

In the previous shabad Guru Ji advised us that we should pray to God to unite us with 

the holy congregation and guidance of the Guru. So that by singing His praises and 

meditating on His Name in the saintly congregation, we may be imbued with the love 

for God. Once becoming gracious, the Guru imbues us with divine love; it would 

remain fast like the permanent red color of madder, and all the scum of sins in us 

would be washed away. In this shabad, he again stresses upon the guidance of the 

Guru and the futility of repeating God’s Name or doing ritual worships, but practicing 

falsehood and deceit in our dealings.  

First commenting on the fate of those, who even though always keep uttering God's 

Name, yet still keep doing bad deeds, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), they who keep 

repeating God's Name (from their tongue), but at the same time keep practicing 

deceitful deeds, their heart isn’t purified. Day and night, they may do many deeds (of 

faith, such as reciting mantras, observing fasts, or giving charities, but still even) in 

their dreams, they find no peace.” (1) 

Therefore making one thing very clear, Guru Ji says: “O’ wise man, without the 

(guidance) of the Guru (true) worship (of God) cannot be done. Just as even if 

everybody tries the unbleached cloth doesn’t capture the color (of the dye, (similarly) 

in the absence of Guru’s (guidance), the mind cannot be imbued with the love for 

God).” (1-pause) 

Next talking about those self-conceited persons who think that by going to 

pilgrimages, reading holy books, or by performing some rituals, they are meditating 

on God's Name, Guru Ji says: “A self-conceited person may perform all kinds of 

worships, austerities, penances, and fasts, but still the malady (of one’s mind) doesn’t 

go away. Because within is the chronic disease of self-conceit, and one is ruined by 

the love of other (worldly riches and power).” (2) 

Commenting on those who outwardly adopt saintly garbs, but their minds keep 

thinking about clever ways to cheat others, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), from 

outside one may adorn (a holy) garb, but still with great cleverness one’s mind runs in 

all the ten directions. Being afflicted by self-conceit, such a person doesn’t reflect on 

the (Guru’s) word, therefore keeps wandering in existences again and again.” (3) 

He concludes the shabad by telling us who truly understands the right way to 

salvation. He says: “O’ Nanak, on whom God casts His glance of grace (that person)  
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understands (the right way to unite with God), and such a person meditates on (God's) 

Name. By Guru's grace, such a person understands the one (and only God) and merges 

in that One.” (4-4-13) 

The message of this shabad is that God's Name is not simply repeating any 

mantra again and again, or doing some faith ritual, while the mind is still full of 

sins and evil thoughts. God's Name is obtained through the Guru's instructions, 

which first washes off the malady and dirt of ego and other evils from our minds, 

and then makes us wise in the word (of God). In this way, the Guru so imbues us 

with God’s love, as if we have been dyed in divine color. Then we get so much 

absorbed in His love that at all times, we think of Him and nothing else and are 

ultimately absorbed in Him. 

soohee mehlaa 4 ghar 2 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

gurmat nagree khoj khojaa-ee. 

har har naam padaarath paa-ee. ||1|| 
 

mayrai man har har saaNt vasaa-ee. 

tisnaa agan bujhee khin antar gur mili-ai 
sabh bhukh gavaa-ee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

har gun gaavaa jeevaa mayree maa-ee. 

satgur da-i-aal gun naam darirhaa-ee. 

||2|| 

 

ha-o har parabh pi-aaraa dhoodh 

dhoodhaa-ee. 

satsangat mil har ras paa-ee. ||3|| 
 

Dhur mastak laykh likhay har paa-ee. 

gur naanak tuthaa maylai har bhaa-ee. 
||4||1||5|| 

Suhi Mehla- 4 Ghar-2 

In central idea (the sentence before pause) of the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that 

just as even if everybody tries, the unbleached cloth doesn’t capture the color of the 

dye; similarly without the guidance of the Guru, true worship of God cannot be done. 

In this shabad, he describes how exactly the Guru helped him in his spiritual journey.   

Right at the outset, Guru Ji states: “(O’ my friends, following Guru’s instruction), I 

seriously searched the township (of my body. As a result I) obtained the commodity of 

God's Name.” (1) 
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Describing what other blessings he has received from his Guru and what was the 

effect of God’s Name on him, he says: “(O’ my friends, by blessing me with the gift 

of God’s Name, the Guru) has enshrined peace in my mind. Moreover on meeting the 

Guru, I have got rid of all my hunger (for worldly riches), and my fire of desire (for 

worldly things) has been extinguished in a moment. Now God’s Name has filled my 

heart with peace and bliss.” (1-pause) 

Describing how important God’s Name is to him, he says: “O’ my mother, the 

merciful true Guru has so implanted the praises of God’s Name in me, that I survive 

only by singing praises of God.” (2) 

Describing his present state of mind and what he is doing now, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my 

friends, now) I am searching and arranging searches for the beloved God and joining 

the true congregation, I am obtaining the relish of God.” (3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), in whose destiny has been written the 

writ, that person obtains to God. O’ my brother, on whom Guru Nanak has become 

gracious, he unites (that person with God).” (4-1-5) 

The message of this shabad is that the only way to meet God is to seek and follow 

the guidance of the Guru, who would clear our minds of all kinds of thirsts and 

hungers for worldly desires and ultimately unite us with God. But we should 

never let any kind of ego enter our mind; instead we should always feel thankful 

to God for blessing us with such good destiny and guidance of the Guru. 

soohee mehlaa 4. 

har kirpaa karay man har rang laa-ay. 

gurmukh har har naam samaa-ay. ||1|| 
 

har rang raataa man rang maanay. 

sadaa anand rahai din raatee pooray gur 

kai sabad samaanay. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

har rang ka-o lochai sabh ko-ee. 

gurmukh rang chaloolaa ho-ee. ||2|| 
 

manmukh mugaDh nar koraa ho-ay. 

SGGS  P-733 

jay sa-o lochai rang na hovai ko-ay. ||3|| 
 

nadar karay taa satgur paavai. 

naanak har ras har rang samaavai. 

||4||2||6|| 
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Suhi Mehla- 4 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that the only way to meet God is to follow the 

guidance of the Guru, who may clear our minds of all thirsts and hungers for worldly 

desires and ultimately unite us with God. In this shabad, he tells us what happens 

when God shows mercy on us, imbues us with His love, and blesses us with the 

guidance of the Guru. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), when God becomes gracious (on a person, then He) 

imbues (the) mind with the love of God, and by meditating on His Name under the 

guidance of the Guru, that person remains absorbed in (God’s) Name.” (1) 

Describing what kind of bliss that person enjoys, who thus remains absorbed in    

God’s Name, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, the person who) is imbued with God’s 

love,   that person’s mind enjoys (the bliss of) God’s love. Day and night remaining 

absorbed      in the word of the perfect Guru, that person remains in a state of (divine) 

bliss.” (1-pause) 

Therefore, emphasizing upon the importance of the Guru, he says: “(O’ my friends), 

everybody craves (to be dyed) in the color of God’s love. But it is only through 

Guru’s grace, that one is imbued with the fast color (of God’s) love.” (2) 

But regarding those self-conceited persons who follow the dictates of their own mind 

and indulge in penances, pilgrimages, and faith rituals, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, 

like an unbleached cloth) a self-conceited fool is bereft (of God’s love). So even if 

such a person craves it a hundred times, that person is not imbued with any love (for 

God).” (3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “It is only when (God) casts His glance of grace, that one 

obtains the (guidance of the) true Guru, and O’ Nanak (then one) remains merged in 

the relish and color of God’s love.” (4-2-6) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to obtain and enjoy the bliss of 

God's love, we have to pray to God to unite us with the true Guru. If becoming 

gracious God blesses us with the guidance of the true Guru, then following his 

guidance and meditating on God’s Name, we would remain imbued with His 

love. 

soohee mehlaa 4. 

jihvaa har ras rahee aghaa-ay. 

gurmukh peevai sahj samaa-ay. ||1|| 

 

har ras jan chaakhahu jay bhaa-ee. 

ta-o kat anat saad lobhaa-ee. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 
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gurmat ras raakho ur Dhaar. 

har ras raatay rang muraar. ||2|| 
 

manmukh har ras chaakhi-aa na jaa-ay. 

ha-umai karai bahutee milai sajaa-ay. ||3|| 
 

nadar karay taa har ras paavai. 

naanak har ras har gun gaavai. ||4||3||7|| 

Suhi Mehla-4 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to obtain and enjoy the 

bliss of God's love, then we have to pray to God to unite us with the true Guru. If 

becoming gracious God blesses us with the true Guru, then following his guidance 

and meditating on God’s Name, we would remain imbued in His love. In this shabad, 

he describes what happens when a person is blessed with the guidance of the Guru and 

then keeps following the Guru’s advice. 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, when one is conducting oneself in accordance with the 

Guru’s advice and meditating on God’s Name, that person’s) tongue remains satiated 

with the relish of God’s (love), and that Guru’s follower keeps drinking and enjoying 

(this nectar) in a state of peace and poise.” (1) 

So addressing us, Guru Ji says: “O’ my brothers, if you taste the relish of God’s 

(Name), then you would not be allured by other (worldly) tastes (such as dainty dishes 

or intoxicating drinks)?” (1-pause) 

Therefore, Guru Ji advises: “(O’ my friends), following Guru’s teaching, keep the 

relish of God’s (Name) enshrined in your heart. Because they who are imbued with 

the love of relish of God’s (Name) are imbued with God’s love.” (2) 

But regarding the self-conceited persons, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), a self-

conceited person cannot drink the relish of God’s (Name). Such a person acts in self-

conceit, and is therefore awarded severe punishment.” (3) 

However in his compassion, Guru Ji concludes the shabad by saying: “(O’ my 

friends), if God casts His glance of grace (on the self-conceited person), then he (or 

she obtains the guidance of) the true Guru, and O’ Nanak, then imbued with (God’s) 

love that person also sings His praises.” (4-3-7) 

The message of this shabad is that instead of following our own self-conceit, we 

should pray to God to bless us with the guidance of the Guru, so that following 

his guidance, we may so much enjoy the relish of God’s Name, that we don’t care 

for any other worldly relishes.   
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soohee mehlaa 4 ghar 6 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

neech jaat har japti-aa utam padvee   

paa-ay. 

poochhahu bidar daasee sutai kisan    
utri-aa ghar jis jaa-ay. ||1|| 

 

har kee akath kathaa sunhu jan bhaa-ee 
jit sahsaa dookh bhookh sabh leh jaa-ay. 

||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

ravidaas chamaar ustat karay har keerat 

nimakh ik gaa-ay. 

patit jaat utam bha-i-aa chaar varan     
pa-ay pag aa-ay. ||2|| 

 

naamday-a pareet lagee har saytee lok 
chheepaa kahai bulaa-ay. 

khatree baraahman pith day chhoday har 

naamday-o lee-aa mukh laa-ay. ||3|| 

 

jitnay bhagat har sayvkaa mukh athsath 

tirath tin tilak kadhaa-ay. 

jan naanak tin ka-o an-din parsay jay 
kirpaa karay har raa-ay. ||4||1||8|| 

Suhi Mehla-4 Ghar-6 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that instead of following our own self-

conceit, we should pray to God to bless us with the guidance of the Guru, so that 

following his guidance we may so much enjoy the relish of God’s Name, that we 

don’t care for any other worldly relishes. In this shabad, he cites many legendry 

examples to tell us, what kind of blessings one obtains, when one meditates on God's 

Name and remembers Him with love and devotion. 

Guru Ji begins with the example of Bidar, who was the son of a slave girl and a very 

poor man, but because of his love, god Krishna honored him by visiting his house 

instead of the palace of king Daryodhan. He says: “(O’ my friends), by meditating on 

God even a low caste person obtains the most sublime status; you may go and verify 

this from Bidar, the son of a slave girl, in whose house (god) Krishna came to stay 

(forsaking king Daryodhan).” (1) 
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Therefore advising us to listen to the indescribable discourse of God, Guru Ji says: 

“O’ my brothers, listen to the indescribable story of God, by (listening to which) all 

our doubt, pain, and hunger goes away.” (1-pause) 

Next giving the example of Ravi Das who used to repair shoes, a profession which 

was assigned to the lowest class citizens of India, he says: “(O’ my friends), Ravi Das 

the shoe repair, used to sing praises of God at every moment; (as a result), even 

though belonging to the untouchable caste, he became exalted and all the four classes 

(of Hindus) came to bow at his feet.” (2) 

Guru Ji now cites the example of Namdev who was a calico printer, which again was a 

profession assigned to persons of very low caste. One day, when with great love and 

dedication, Namdev went to the temple, he was kicked out on account of his low caste. 

So he sat at the back of the temple and kept singing praises of God. Seeing such love 

and dedication, God blessed him by turning the face of temple towards Namdev, and 

back towards the pundits, who had insulted and turned him out.  

Referring to this incident, Guru Ji says: “Namdev, whom people used to call a weaver 

was imbued with God’s love. God showed His back to the (high caste) Kashatyryas 

and Brahmins, but blessed Namdev with His sight.” (3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “The sixty-eight pilgrimage places (honor) all the 

devotees and servants of God by putting frontal marks (on their foreheads). If God 

shows mercy, servant Nanak would day and night touch their feet.” (4-1-8) 

The message of this shabad is that no matter how lowly, meek, poor, and of low 

status or caste one might be considered in the society, but if one truly loves God, 

and keeps remembering Him with faith and dedication, then one day God would 

surely grace that one with so much honor and glory that even the most respected, 

and honored persons of the society would come and bow before that person. 

soohee mehlaa 4. 

tinHee antar har aaraaDhi-aa jin ka-o Dhur 
likhi-aa likhat lilaaraa. 

tin kee bakheelee ko-ee ki-aa karay jin kaa 

ang karay mayraa har kartaaraa. ||1|| 
 

har har Dhi-aa-ay man mayray man       
Dhi-aa-ay har janam janam kay sabh 

dookh nivaaranhaaraa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

Dhur bhagat janaa ka-o bakhsi-aa har 

amrit bhagat bhandaaraa. 

moorakh hovai so un kee rees karay tis 
halat palat muhu kaaraa. ||2|| 
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say bhagat say sayvkaa jinaa har naam    

pi-aaraa. 

tin kee sayvaa tay har paa-ee-ai sir nindak 
kai pavai chhaaraa.||3|| 

 

jis ghar virtee so-ee jaanai jagat gur 
naanak poochh karahu beechaaraa. 

chahu peerhee aad jugaad bakheelee kinai 

na paa-i-o har sayvak bhaa-ay nistaaraa. 
||4||2||9|| 

Suhi Mehla-4 

According to some writers, the fourth Guru (Ram Das Ji) uttered this shabad in 

reference to some of his relatives, who used to be jealous of him because of his being 

anointed the Guru. They used to slander and speak against Guru Ji in the court of the 

Mogul emperor of that time, but could not do any harm to him. 

With the above context in mind, Guru Ji begins the shabad by saying: “(O’ my 

friends), they in whose destiny, (God) has written from the very beginning, they have 

meditated on God within (their heart. God protects such devotees. Therefore), what 

can anybody speak against these (devotees) on whose defense is my God?” (1) 

Therefore advising his own mind (and indirectly ours), Guru Ji says: “O’ my mind, 

remember and meditate on the Name of God again and again, because (God) can 

emancipate all the sins committed birth after birth.” (1-pause) 

Commenting on the blessings showered on His devotees, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my 

friends), from the very beginning God has blessed the devotees with the storehouse of 

the nectar of God’s devotion. Therefore, only a fool would try to copy them; (such a 

person) would be disgraced both in this and the next world.” (2) 

Next Guru Ji tells us what are the signs and merits of devotees of God. He says: “(O’ 

my friends, only) they are the (true) devotees and servants (of God) to whom God’s 

Name is dear. By serving them, we obtain God; (on the other hand), slanderers of the 

devotees obtain nothing but disgrace.” (3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ brothers, that person alone) knows (the suffering) in 

whose heart resides (the malady of slander). You may ask and reflect upon, what 

Nanak the Guru of the world says about this matter. In all the four generations, from 

the beginning of all ages, nobody has obtained (union with God) through slander. It is 

only by adopting an attitude of a servant (towards the devotees) that one is 

emancipated.” (4-2-9) 
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The messages of this shabad is that if we want to obtain God and get out of the 

pain of repeated births and deaths, then we should serve and honor the devotees 

of God and meditate on His Name, and we should not enter into any kind of 

slander or rivalry of God’s devotees. 

soohee mehlaa 4. 

jithai har aaraaDhee-ai tithai har mit 

sahaa-ee. 

SGGS  P-734 

gur kirpaa tay har man vasai horat biDh   

la-i-aa na jaa-ee. ||1|| 

 

har Dhan sanchee-ai bhaa-ee. 

je halat palat har ho-ay sakhaa-ee. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 

 

satsangtee sang har Dhan khatee-ai hor 

thai horat upaa-ay har Dhan kitai na      
paa-ee. 

har ratnai kaa vapaaree-aa har ratan 

Dhan vihaajhay kachai kay vaapaaree-ay 
vaak har Dhan la-i-aa na jaa-ee. ||2|| 

 

har Dhan ratan javayhar maanak har 
Dhanai naal amrit vaylai vatai har 

bhagtee har liv laa-ee. 

har Dhan amrit vaylai vatai kaa beeji-aa 
bhagat khaa-ay kharach rahay nikhutai 

naahee. 

halat palat har Dhanai kee bhagtaa ka-o 
milee vadi-aa-ee. ||3|| 

 

har Dhan nirbha-o sadaa sadaa asthir hai 
saachaa ih har Dhan agnee taskarai 

paanee-ai jamdootai kisai kaa gavaa-i-aa 
na jaa-ee. 

har Dhan ka-o uchkaa nayrh na aavee 

jam jaagaatee dand na lagaa-ee. ||4|| 
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saaktee paap kar kai bikhi-aa Dhan   

sanchi-aa tinaa ik vikh naal na jaa-ee. 

haltai vich saakat duhaylay bha-ay 
hathahu chhurhak ga-i-aa agai palat 

saakat har dargeh dho-ee na paa-ee. 
||5|| 
 

is har Dhan kaa saahu har aap hai 

santahu jis no day-ay so har Dhan lad 

chalaa-ee. 
is har Dhanai kaa totaa kaday na aavee 

jan naanak ka-o gur sojhee paa-ee. 
||6||3||10|| 

Suhi Mehla-4 

Most of us try to amass worldly wealth or make friends and relatives so that they may 

help us in the time of need. But it is the experience of many that at the time of need 

we find that our wealth has already been stolen or exhausted, and all our friends and 

relatives are either unable or unwilling to help us. Therefore in this shabad, Guru Ji 

tells us about another kind of wealth, which is not taken away by any thieves, tax 

collectors, or destroyed by any kinds of natural calamities. He also tells us about a 

friend who is always there to help us, whenever and wherever we remember him.  

First talking about that friend, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), wherever we remember 

God, right there our friend God is present as our helper. However, it is only through 

Guru’s grace that God comes to reside in our mind and cannot be obtained in any 

other way.” (1) 

Next advising us, what kind of wealth we should try to amass, he says: “O’ my 

friends, we should amass the wealth of God’s (Name), which may help us both in this 

and the next world.” (1-pause) 

Guru Ji now tells us, where can we find this wealth of God and how. He says: “(O’ 

my friends), joining the congregation of saintly persons, we can earn the wealth of 

God's Name; nowhere else, and by no other means can this wealth be earned. It is only 

a dealer in the jewels of God's Name, who purchases the jewel of God's Name. It 

cannot be obtained from a dealer in short-lived (worldly wealth), who tries to 

purchase this wealth by mere talk. (In other words, we can acquire the wealth of 

God’s Name by singing God’s praises in the company of saintly people, under the 

guidance of the true Guru, and not by listening to the fake saints who try to impress us 

with their sweet talk).” (2) 

Guru Ji now tells us how valuable and priceless is this wealth of God’s Name and how 

we can amass and enjoy it in abundance. He says: “(O’ my friends), the wealth of God  
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is (valuable like) jewels, diamonds, and pearls. Therefore, in the most appropriate 

time of early morning, the devotees of God lovingly attuned themselves to God. (In 

this way), the seed of God’s wealth sown at the appropriate time (grows in such 

abundance, that) the devotees consume and spend it lavishly (on their own spiritual 

nourishment, and for the uplift of others), but it never falls short. Therefore, due to the 

wealth of God’s Name, the devotees are honored both in this and the next world.” (3) 

Describing another unique quality of the wealth of God’s Name, Guru Ji says: “(O’ 

my friends), there is no fear of any sort to the wealth of God's Name. It is immovable, 

and everlasting forever. This wealth of God’s Name cannot be destroyed by fire or 

water, or taken away by any thief or demon of death. No robber comes near the wealth 

of God's Name, and not even the demon of death can tax it (or nullify its merits).” (4) 

However commenting on the end fate of those worshippers of power, who amass only 

worldly wealth, even if they have to commit many sins, he says: “(O’ my friends), the 

worshipers of worldly riches and power collect the poisonous (worldly) wealth by 

committing sins, which doesn’t accompany them even one step (after death. In fact), 

the worshippers of Maya badly grieve when this wealth slips out of their hands (due to 

stock-market crash, business losses, or any other calamity), and they find no support 

in the court of God.” (5) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad by telling us another very important fact about the 

wealth of God.  He says: “O’ my dear saints, it is God Himself, who is the banker of 

the wealth of God's Name. Only the one whom God gives this wealth; loads this 

divine wealth and takes it home. (In short), this wealth never falls short, this is the 

understanding, which his Guru has given to devotee Nanak.” (6-3-10) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to ensure that we may have such 

wealth, which helps us not only in life, but also after our death, then instead of 

collecting worldly wealth and making worldly friends, we should try to collect the 

wealth of God's Name. That wealth would always go with us, would never get 

exhausted, and would bring us glory both in this and next world. We can acquire 

this wealth of God’s Name by singing God’s praises in the company of saintly 

people under the guidance of the true Guru. 

soohee mehlaa 4. 

jis no har suparsan ho-ay so har gunaa 
ravai so bhagat so parvaan. 

tis kee mahimaa ki-aa varnee-ai jis kai 

hirdai vasi-aa har purakh bhagvaan. 
||1|| 

 

govind gun gaa-ee-ai jee-o laa-ay 
satguroo naal Dhi-aan. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
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so satguroo saa sayvaa satgur kee safal 

hai jis tay paa-ee-ai param niDhaan. 

jo doojai bhaa-ay saakat kaamnaa arath 
durganDh sarayvday so nihfal sabh    

agi-aan. ||2|| 
 

jis no parteet hovai tis kaa gaavi-aa 

thaa-ay pavai so paavai dargeh maan. 

jo bin parteetee kaptee koorhee 

koorhee akhee meetday un kaa utar 

jaa-igaa jhooth gumaan. ||3|| 

 

jaytaa jee-o pind sabh tayraa tooN 

antarjaamee purakh bhagvaan. 

daasan daas kahai jan naanak jayhaa 
tooN karaa-ihi tayhaa ha-o karee    

vakhi-aan. ||4||4||11|| 

Suhi Mehla-4 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to have such a wealth, 

which helps us not only in life but also after our death, then instead of amassing 

worldly wealth and friends, we should amass the wealth of God's Name. That wealth 

would always go with us, it would never get exhausted, and would bring us glory both 

in this and next world. He also told us that we could acquire this wealth by singing 

God’s praises in the company of saintly people under the guidance of the true Guru. In 

this shabad, he explains further how and in what way this wealth is obtained.  

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), on whom God is very much pleased, that person sings 

praises of God. He is considered His devotee and is the approved on (in the eyes of 

God). What can be said about the glory of (such a person) in whose heart has God 

come to reside?” (1)   

Therefore, Guru Ji advises: “(O’ my venerable friends), being fully attuned to the true 

Guru (and with full concentration of mind) we should sing praises of God.” (1-pause) 

Next describing the signs of a true Guru, the value of service of such a Guru, and the 

end fate of those who remain obsessed with false worldly pleasures, Guru Ji says: 

“(O’ my friends), he alone is the true Guru and fruitful is the service of that true Guru 

from whom we obtain the supreme treasure (of God’s Name). But the worshippers of 

power, who being in love with the other (worldly riches) indulge in sensual      

pleasures to satisfy the lust of their minds, their entire life is fruitless and is spent in 

ignorance.” (2) 
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Next stressing upon the need to have full faith in the Guru, he says: “(O’ my friends), 

only that person’s singing praises of God is approved and is honored in God's court 

who has (true) faith (in the Guru). But they who are without faith, and who 

hypocritically and falsely close their eyes (in the congregation), their falsehood and 

ego would be exposed.” (3) 

However Guru Ji concludes the shabad by humbly stating: “O’ God, what ever soul or 

body (I have), is all Yours, and You are the inner knower and the all pervading God. 

Nanak the servant of Your servants says, that whatever sermon You make me deliver, 

I say that accordingly.” (4-4-11) 

The message of this shabad is that the wealth of God's Name is inexhaustible and 

imperishable. It is obtained only through the grace of the true God and only 

under the guidance and shelter of the true Guru. Second, it is only when we sing 

praises of God with true faith and respect for the Guru that we obtain the wealth 

of God's Name and not by any kinds of deceit or hypocrisy.  

SGGS  P-735 

soohee mehlaa 4 ghar 7 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

tayray kavan kavan gun kahi kahi 

gaavaa too saahib gunee niDhaanaa. 

tumree mahimaa baran na saaka-o 

tooN thaakur ooch bhagvaanaa. ||1|| 

 

mai har har naam Dhar so-ee. 

ji-o bhaavai ti-o raakh mayray saahib 

mai tujh bin avar na ko-ee. ||1|| 
rahaa-o. 
 

mai taan deebaan toohai mayray   

su-aamee mai tuDh aagai ardaas. 

mai hor thaa-o naahee jis peh kara-o 
baynantee mayraa dukh sukh tujh 

hee paas. ||2|| 
 

vichay Dhartee vichay paanee vich 

kaasat agan Dhareejai. 

bakree singh iktai thaa-ay raakhay 
man har jap bharam bha-o door 

keejai. ||3|| 
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har kee vadi-aa-ee daykhhu santahu 
har nimaani-aa maan dayvaa-ay. 

ji-o Dhartee charan talay tay oopar 

aavai ti-o naanak saaDh janaa jagat 
aan sabh pairee paa-ay. ||4||1||12|| 

Suhi Mehla-4 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us to sing praises of God who is merciful and 

has all merits in Him. In this shabad, he shows us how to pray to God in a most 

sincere and humble manner, how to repose our complete faith and trust in Him, and 

what kind of blessings we receive when we do that. 

Guru Ji says: “O’ God, (I wonder), which of Your merits, may I utter again and again 

and sing, because You are the treasure of merits. Your glory, I cannot describe 

because You are the Master and highest God of all (gods).” (1) 

Showing us how to repose our complete faith in God, and surrender ourselves to His 

care, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God), for me that Name of Yours is my only support. Except 

You, I have nobody else, so save me as You please.” (1-pause) 

Reiterating his faith in God, Guru Ji says: “O’ my Master, You are my anchor and 

support, my prayer is only before You. I don’t have any other place before which I 

may make any request, and my weal or vow is in Your hands.” (2) 

Now as if providing a moral support to his own mind (and indirectly us), Guru Ji 

comments on the vast power and justice of God, and says: “(O’ my mind, in His true 

justice, God) has kept water in the earth, and fire in the wood (but neither water can 

harm the earth, nor fire can burn the wood from inside, as if) He has kept a goat and a 

lion at one place. Therefore O’ my mind, you should also remove your doubt and fear 

by meditating on such a God.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by pointing to the glory of God; how He bestows honor 

on those who are very humble, and honor-less. He says: “O’ saints, look at the glory 

of God, how that God brings honor to the un honored ones. Nanak says, just as the 

earth remains under our feet all the time, but is poured over us (after death), similarly 

He makes the entire world to come and bow to the feet of the saints and devotees 

(who live as most humble persons).” (4-1-12)  

The message of this shabad is that we should always depend upon the support of 

God and nobody else. We should have complete faith in God, keep meditating on 

His Name, and stick to the path of truth. If we do that, God would protect us, 

grant us justice, and one day the entire world would respect and honor us. 
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soohee mehlaa 4. 

tooN kartaa sabh kichh aapay jaaneh ki-aa 
tuDh peh aakh sunaa-ee-ai. 

buraa bhalaa tuDh sabh kichh soojhai 

jayhaa ko karay tayhaa ko paa-ee-ai. ||1|| 

 

mayray saahib tooN antar kee biDh jaaneh. 

buraa bhalaa tuDh sabh kichh soojhai tuDh 

bhaavai tivai bulaaveh. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

sabh moh maa-i-aa sareer har kee-aa vich 

dayhee maanukh bhagat karaa-ee. 

iknaa satgur mayl sukh dayveh ik 

manmukh DhanDh pitaa-ee. ||2|| 

 

sabh ko tayraa tooN sabhnaa kaa mayray 

kartay tuDh sabhnaa sir likhi-aa laykh. 

jayhee tooN nadar karahi tayhaa ko hovai 
bin nadree naahee ko bhaykh. ||3|| 

 

tayree vadi-aa-ee tooNhai jaaneh sabh 
tuDhno nit Dhi-aa-ay. 

jis no tuDh bhaavai tis no tooN mayleh jan 

naanak so thaa-ay paa-ay. ||4||2||13|| 

Suhi Mehla-4 

Many times we wonder, why one person is so good and another is so bad? We also 

wonder who inspires some to be saintly and detached, while others to be so involved 

in worldly affairs, and what should an ordinary person do? In this shabad, while 

addressing God in a most humble way, Guru Ji indirectly provides answers to all such 

questions. 

He says: “O’ Creator, You Yourself know everything, what can we say and tell You? 

You know what is good or bad (in any person, (that is why) whatever one does, one 

obtains the result accordingly.” (1) 

Next Guru Ji tells us how completely God knows what we are thinking in our mind, 

and makes us utter what we say. He says: “O’ God, You know the inner state (of 

every body’s mind, whatever) evil or virtuous (thoughts are in us), You know about 

them all, and howsoever You please, You make a person speak.” (1-pause) 
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Guru Ji now tells us who has made all the creatures, and who makes them do all the 

good or bad things. He says: “(O’ my friends), it is God who has created worldly 

attachment, and (man’s) body, and within the body has made the soul to worship Him 

while within the (human) body. (O’ God), there are some whom You provide peace 

by uniting them with true Guru, while You keep the other self-conceited one’s, 

entangled in worldly problems.” (2) 

Once again acknowledging the omnipotence of God in all good or bad things, or good 

and bad people, Guru Ji says: “O’ my Creator, everybody belongs to You, and You 

are the Master of all. It is You who has scribed the destiny on everybody’s forehead. 

Howsoever You cast Your glance of grace on any one, so does one become, and 

without Your grace nobody can assume any garb (or any kind of character).” (3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God), only You know about Your glory, all meditate 

on You every day. Servant Nanak says, whom You wish, You unite with Yourself, 

and that person is approved (in Your court).” (4-2-13) 

The message of the shabad is that God is omnipotent. He knows who is good, and 

who is bad. It is as per God's grace that any person becomes, whatever he or she 

is. Therefore, we should pray to God for the Guru’s guidance, so that we may 

meditate on God’s Name and remain on His good books.  

soohee mehlaa 4. 

jin kai antar vasi-aa mayraa har har 

tin kay sabh rog gavaa-ay. 

tay mukat bha-ay jin har naam      
Dhi-aa-i-aa tin pavit param pad     

paa-ay. ||1|| 

 

mayray raam har jan aarog bha-ay. 

gur bachnee jinaa japi-aa mayraa har 

har tin kay ha-umai rog ga-ay. ||1|| 
rahaa-o. 

 

barahmaa bisan mahaaday-o tarai 

gun rogee vich ha-umai kaar    

kamaa-ee. 
jin kee-ay tiseh na cheeteh bapurhay 

har gurmukh sojhee paa-ee. ||2|| 

 

ha-umai rog sabh jagat bi-aapi-aa tin 

ka-o janam maran dukh bhaaree. 
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gur parsaadee ko virlaa chhootai tis 
jan ka-o ha-o balihaaree. ||3|| 

 

jin sisat saajee so-ee har jaanai taa 
kaa roop apaaro. 

naanak aapay vaykh har bigsai 

gurmukh barahm beechaaro. 
||4||3||14|| 

Suhi Mehla-4 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should pray to God for the 

guidance of the Guru, so that following his advice we might meditate on God’s Name 

and remain in His good books. In this shabad, he tells us what kinds of blessings one 

obtains when one acts on the Guru’s advice, meditates on God’s Name, and then God 

comes to reside in one’s heart. 

Guru Ji proclaims: “(O’ my friends), they in whose heart resides my God, (He) has 

vanished all their maladies. (Yes), they who have meditated on God's Name have been 

saved and obtained the supreme state (of union with God).” (1) 

Indicating the kinds of people who are free from the disease (of ego, the root cause of 

the most human ailments), Guru Ji says: “O’ my God, Your devotees have become 

free from the malady (of ego). Yes, as per Guru’s advice, they who meditated on my 

God, their maladies of ego have vanished.” (1-pause) 

Guru Ji now describes how even the gods are not free from this disease of self-conceit. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), being afflicted with the three worldly impulses (of vice, 

virtue, and power, even) great (Hindu) gods like Brahma, Vishnu, and Mahadev, (the 

gods of creation, sustenance, and death) acted in self-conceit. These poor ones 

(suffered immensely, because) they didn’t remember that (God) who had created 

them. Only those who have followed the advice of the Guru have obtained true 

understanding about God.” (2) 

Guru Ji therefore observes: “(O’ my friends), the entire world is afflicted by the 

disease of ego, (therefore all) keep suffering from the severe ailment of birth and 

death. It is only a rare one who is spared (from this malady) by Guru’s grace, and I am 

a sacrifice to that devotee.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad by saying: “(O’ my friends), He who created this 

universe, only that God knows (why it is so). His form is beyond any limit. O’ Nanak, 

on His own He sees (His creation) and feels pleased (beholding it). It is through 

Guru’s grace that one obtains divine understanding.” (4-3-14) 
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The message of this shabad is that not only the human beings, but also the gods 

are afflicted by the malady of ego, and because of this ailment everybody is 

suffering from the pains of birth and death. If we want to be saved from this 

disease, then we need to follow the Guru’s advice and meditate on God's Name. 

Only then our ego would vanish, and we would attain the supreme state of union 

with God. 

soohee mehlaa 4. 

keetaa karnaa sarab rajaa-ee kichh 

keechai jay kar sakee-ai. 

aapnaa keetaa kichhoo na hovai ji-o har 
bhaavai ti-o rakhee-ai. ||1|| 
 

mayray har jee-o sabh ko tayrai vas. 

asaa jor naahee jay kichh kar ham 

saakah ji-o bhaavai tivai bakhas. ||1|| 
rahaa-o. 
 

sabh jee-o pind dee-aa tuDh aapay 

tuDh aapay kaarai laa-i-aa. 

jayhaa tooN hukam karahi tayhay ko 
karam kamaavai jayhaa tuDh Dhur likh 

paa-i-aa. ||2|| 
 

panch tat kar tuDh sarisat sabh saajee 

ko-ee chhayvaa kari-o jay kichh keetaa 
hovai. 

iknaa satgur mayl tooN bujhaaveh ik 
manmukh karahi se rovai. ||3|| 
 

har kee vadi-aa-ee ha-o aakh na saakaa 
ha-o moorakh mugaDh neechaan. 

jan naanak ka-o har bakhas lai mayray 

su-aamee sarnaagat pa-i-aa ajaan. 
||4||4||15||24|| 

Suhi Mehla-4 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji explained how the entire world is gripped in the 

malady of ego. What to speak of ordinary human beings, even the so called great 

Hindu gods like Shiva and Brahama are not free from this disease, with the result that 

we all keep suffering in the pains of repeated births and deaths. In this shabad, Guru Ji 

shows us how to remain humble and how to express our humility and thankfulness to 

God, even when we are doing the right things including meditating on His Name. 
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Guru Ji begins the shabad with an humble address, and says: “(O’ God), whatever 

You did, and whatever You still have to do is all as per Your will; we would do 

something if we could do anything. But nothing will happen, according to our doings, 

(therefore) please save us as You will.” (1) 

Therefore once again Guru Ji addresses God and asking for His benevolence, says: 

“O’ my venerable God, everything is under Your control; we don’t have any power 

that we could do anything, so please forgive us as You will.” (1-pause) 

Elaborating on the power of God and thanking Him for all the gifts given by Him, 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ God), it is You who has given us this body and the soul, and it is 

You Yourself who have put us to work. So whatever deed one does, it is as per Your 

command, and as You prescribed in one’s destiny from the very beginning.” (2) 

Commenting further on the omnipotence of God and challenging those who question 

God’s power, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God), by creating five elements (earth, fire, water, 

air, and ether), You created the universe; if anybody has any power, let that person 

create the sixth element. (O’ God), by uniting them with the true Guru, You make 

some to realize (the truth); some You make self-conceited, and they grieve.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad by showing us what kind of prayer we should make to 

God. He says: “I cannot describe the glory of God, because I am a lowly ignorant fool. 

O’ God, please forgive the ignorant slave Nanak who has fallen at Your feet (and has 

sought Your shelter).” (4-4-15-24) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to be united with God, then we 

should follows Guru's instructions and should never have any iota of ego in us. 

We should pray to God that we are like foolish ignorant children of His and 

request Him to save us as He pleases. 

raag soohee mehlaa 5 ghar 1 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

baajeegar jaisay baajee paa-ee. 

naanaa roop bhaykh dikhlaa-ee. 

saaNg utaar thamiHa-o paasaaraa. 

tab ayko aykankaaraa. ||1|| 
 

kavan roop daristi-o binsaa-i-o. 

kateh ga-i-o uho kat tay aa-i-o. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 
 

jal tay ootheh anik tarangaa. 

kanik bhookhan keenay baho rangaa. 

beej beej daykhi-o baho parkaaraa. 

fal paakay tay aykankaaraa. ||2|| 
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sahas ghataa meh ayk aakaas. 

ghat footay tay ohee pargaas. 

bharam lobh moh maa-i-aa vikaar. 

bharam chhootay tay aykankaar. ||3|| 
 

oh abhinaasee binsat naahee. 

naa ko aavai naa ko jaahee. 

gur poorai ha-umai mal Dho-ee. 

kaho naanak mayree param gat ho-ee. 
||4||1|| 

Raag Suhi Mehla-5 Ghar- 1 

In this shabad, Guru Ji expounds on the nature of this universe, which appears in 

many shapes and forms and seems to appear and disappear in the course of time. 

Taking examples from everyday life, he illustrates how God is manifesting Himself 

behind various phenomena of the universe, which are all transitory but He Himself is 

stationary and eternal.  

First taking the example of street jugglers, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), when a 

juggler spreads his play, he appears in many forms and guises, but after removing his 

masks when he folds his expanse, he remains all by himself. (Similarly, God has 

expanded Himself in myriad forms of this world, but when He decides to contract, He 

remains all by Himself).” (1) 

Regarding the question of appearance and disappearance of various forms or 

manifestations of God, Guru Ji humbly admits his inability to answer; therefore he 

says: “(O’ my friends, it is impossible to tell) which of the forms (of God) have 

already manifested, which ones of those have been destroyed, where did these forms 

go and from where these originated? (No one can answer such questions).” (1-pause) 

Guru Ji now gives some more examples to explain why so many things and 

phenomena, which even though appear very different from each other, yet have the 

same origin and ultimately go back to that one source. He says: “Myriads of waves 

arise in water, (but soon are dissolved back in the water). Gold is converted into many 

different kinds of ornaments, (but when melted together, they all become gold again). 

Similarly after sowing a seed, one may see it sprouting into various shapes (such as 

branches and leaves), but when its fruits ripen up, then from inside comes the same 

kind of seed. (Similarly, the origin of all the different elements and parts of the 

universe is one God).” (2) 

Next explaining why we cannot see or realize the one original source behind all these 

myriads of worldly elements, planets, and phenomena, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), 

the same one sky appears different in thousand different pitchers, but when these  
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pitchers break down, then only that one sky is visible. Similarly when one’s doubt, 

greed, and evil thoughts due to worldly attachment are removed, then one realizes the 

one Creator.” (3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, that God) is imperishable and doesn’t 

vanish at all. (Therefore in reality), neither any one comes (takes birth), nor goes (or 

dies). Nanak says, the perfect Guru has washed off my scum of ego, (because of 

which), I have been blessed with the supreme state (of salvation).” (4-1) 

The message of this shabad is that we should realize that the entire universe in all 

different shapes and forms has originated from the same one God and would 

ultimately merge into Him. Similarly, if we shed our doubt, ego, and worldly 

attachments, we would realize the one God and merge in Him. 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

keetaa lorheh so parabh ho-ay. 

tujh bin doojaa naahee ko-ay. 

jo jan sayvay tis pooran kaaj. 

daas apunay kee raakho laaj. ||1|| 

 

tayree saran pooran da-i-aalaa. 

tujh bin kavan karay partipaalaa. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 
 

jal thal mahee-al rahi-aa bharpoor. 

nikat vasai naahee parabh door. 

lok patee-aarai kachhoo na paa-ee-ai. 

saach lagai taa ha-umai jaa-ee-ai. ||2|| 

SGGS  P-737 

jis no laa-ay la-ay so laagai. 

gi-aan ratan antar tis jaagai. 

durmat jaa-ay param pad paa-ay. 

gur parsaadee naam Dhi-aa-ay. ||3|| 

 

du-ay kar jorh kara-o ardaas. 

tuDh bhaavai taa aaneh raas. 

kar kirpaa apnee bhagtee laa-ay. 

jan naanak parabh sadaa Dhi-aa-ay. 

||4||2|| 
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Suhi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that the entire universe including all its 

different shapes and forms has originated from the same one God and will ultimately 

merge into that same one source. Similarly, if we shed our doubt, ego, and worldly 

attachments, we would also merge back into the same one God. In this shabad, Guru 

Ji shows us how to approach God who is at the root of each and every phenomenon 

and what kind of prayer we should make to him.    

He says: “O’ God, whatever You wish to happen that happens, (because) except You 

there is no other (who is powerful to do anything). The devotee who serves You (by 

meditating on Your Name), all his (or her) tasks are accomplished. You (always) save 

the honor of Your servant.” (1) 

Next showing us how to completely surrender before God, Guru Ji says: “O’ my 

perfect merciful God, I have come to Your shelter, except You who else can sustain 

me?” (1-pause) 

However, Guru Ji wants us to seek the shelter of God with full faith and not for the 

sake of pleasing others. He says: “(O’ my friends), God is pervading in all waters, 

lands, and skies. He abides near us; He is not far (from us), by pleasing (other) people, 

we don’t obtain anything. Only when we are attuned to the true (God), that our ego 

goes away.” (2) 

Even regarding attuning our mind to God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), only the one 

whom God attunes to His Name) is attuned to Him, and the gem of divine knowledge 

illuminates within that person. By Guru’s grace, one meditates on the (God’s) Name, 

then one’s evil intellect goes away, and one obtains the supreme status (of union with 

God).” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by showing us how to pray before God and what to ask 

from Him. He says: “(O’ God), folding both hands I pray that only when You wish, 

You accomplish the tasks (of Your devotees). Showing mercy attune me to Your 

worship, (so that) slave Nanak may always contemplate on You.” (4-2) 

The message of this shabad is that God is all-powerful, and it is only He who can 

fulfill all our wishes. Therefore, instead of running after any worldly people, we 

should seek the guidance of the Guru, and under his guidance learn to get rid of 

our ego, and other evil thoughts, and meditate on God’s Name with true love. 

Then surely, God would show His mercy on us, fulfill our wishes, and bless us 

with His union.  

soohee mehlaa 5. 

Dhan sohaagan jo parabhoo 

pachhaanai. 
maanai hukam tajai abhimaanai. 

pari-a si-o raatee ralee-aa maanai. ||1|| 
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sun sakhee-ay parabh milan neesaanee. 

man tan arap taj laaj lokaanee. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 
 

sakhee sahaylee ka-o samjhaavai. 

so-ee kamaavai jo parabh bhaavai. 

saa sohagan ank samaavai. ||2|| 
 

garab gahaylee mahal na paavai. 

fir pachhutaavai jab rain bihaavai. 

karamheen manmukh dukh paavai. ||3|| 
 

bin-o karee jay jaanaa door. 

parabh abhinaasee rahi-aa bharpoor. 

jan naanak gaavai daykh hadoor. ||4||3|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that God is all-powerful and it is only He 

who can fulfill all our wishes. Therefore instead of running after any worldly people, 

we should seek the guidance of the Guru and under his guidance learn to get rid of our 

ego and evil thoughts and meditate on God’s Name with true love. Then God would 

show His mercy on us, fulfill our wishes, and bless us with His union. In this shabad, 

he compares the human soul to a bride and assuming him to be a close friend of ours, 

tells us how we could also enjoy the company of (God) our beloved Groom.   

Describing some basic qualities of a praiseworthy bride soul, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my 

friends), blessed is that wedded bride (soul) who realizes God (her beloved Groom). 

Shedding her ego, she obeys His command, and imbued with the love of her Groom, 

she enjoys (spiritual) pleasures of His company.” (1) 

Now talking to us as if we are also his friends and mates and telling us what are the 

signs of union with God our (spiritual) spouse, Guru Ji says: “Listen O’ my dear 

friend and mate, the sign (or the first step to be) united with God. That you shed    

(any thoughts of) worldly embarrassment and surrender your body and mind (to 

God).” (1-pause) 

Next Guru Ji takes another format and he tells us how a united bride instructs her 

friend who is yet not united with her spouse (God). He says: “(The united) bride 

friend advises her (ignorant) mate, that the bride (soul) who does only that which is 

pleasing to God, that wedded bride merges in the embrace (of God, her beloved 

groom).” (2) 

At the same time cautioning her ignorant friend about any kind of self-conceit, the 

united bride says: “(O’ my friend), the bride (soul) who is caught in ego, she never 

obtains to the mansion (of God). She repents when the night (of her life span) passes  
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away. Then the unfortunate self-conceited bride suffers in pains (of births and 

deaths).” (3) 

Guru Ji now reaches another height of poetic imagination and the stage of true love 

and faith in God when a bride soul doesn’t feel even the necessity of making any 

request, as if her beloved Groom is so close to her, that He Himself knows her needs. 

So Guru Ji says: “I would pray to Him, if I deem Him far from me. (But I know that) 

the imperishable God is pervading everywhere, therefore slave Nanak is singing His 

praises seeing Him right in front (of him).” (4-3) 

The message of this shabad is that if like truly wedded and united brides, we also 

want to enjoy the company of God, then abandoning all our ego and thoughts of 

worldly embarrassments, we should keep singing God’s praises, as if He is right 

in front of us, and do only those pious deeds, which our Spouse likes (such as 

practicing truth, compassion, contentment, and humility), and let Him take care 

of our needs. 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

garihu vas gur keenaa ha-o ghar kee naar. 

das daasee kar deenee bhataar. 

sagal samagree mai ghar kee jorhee. 

aas pi-aasee pir ka-o lorhee. ||1|| 
 

kavan kahaa gun kant pi-aaray. 

sugharh saroop da-i-aal muraaray. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 
 

sat seegaar bha-o anjan paa-i-aa. 

amrit naam tambol mukh khaa-i-aa. 

kangan bastar gahnay banay suhaavay. 

Dhan sabh sukh paavai jaaN pir ghar aavai. 

||2|| 
 

gun kaaman kar kant reejhaa-i-aa. 

vas kar leenaa gur bharam chukaa-i-aa. 

sabh tay oochaa mandar mayraa. 

sabh kaaman ti-aagee pari-o pareetam 

mayraa. ||3|| 
 

pargati-aa soor jot ujee-aaraa. 

sayj vichhaa-ee saraDh apaaraa. 

nav rang laal sayj raavan aa-i-aa. 

jan naanak pir Dhan mil sukh paa-i-aa. 

||4||4|| 
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Suhi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if like truly wedded and united brides, 

we also want to enjoy the company of God, then abandoning all our ego and thoughts 

of worldly embarrassments, we should keep singing God’s praises, as if He is right in 

front of us, and do only those pious deeds which our Spouse likes (such as practicing 

truth, compassion, contentment, and humility), and let Him take care of our needs. In 

this shabad, he shares his personal experience with us and tells us what happens when 

we do love God with sincere heart.  

Describing his present state of mind, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, the Guru has 

helped me to take charge of my body and mind, as if he) has put my household under 

my control, and I feel that I am the mistress of my house. (Not only that, now God 

my) Groom has made the ten sense organs (of my body, such as the senses of speech, 

sight and sound) as my maid-servants. (Therefore instead of going after undesirable 

worldly luxuries and pleasures, I have devoted myself to acquiring high moral and 

spiritual merits, as if) I have collected together all the things of my house. Now 

feeling thirsty and desirous (of His sight), I am looking forward to see (God) my 

beloved Groom.” (1) 

As if somebody has asked Guru Ji why he is so much in love with His God, and what 

are such unique qualities in Him that he is trying to find Him so desperately, Guru Ji 

answers: “(O’ my friend), which of the merits of my beloved God, may I mention? 

That Destroyer of evil doers is very sagacious, beauteous, and merciful.” (1-pause) 

Just as a loving young bride would deck her with beautiful dresses and ornaments, and 

make other preparations to receive her beloved groom, similarly Guru Ji shares with 

us how he has prepared himself to welcome God in his heart. He says: “(O’ my 

friends), I have decked myself with truth and put the collyrium of loving respect (for 

God in my eyes). I have chewed with my mouth the betel leaf of nectar Name, and 

now these (spiritual) bracelets, clothes, and ornaments look beauteous, and when      

the Spouse comes to the house (of her heart), this bride (soul) would enjoy all 

pleasures.” (2) 

Continuing the above metaphor of the young bride, Guru Ji describes, what else did he 

do to completely win over the love of his beloved (God), and what kind of blessings 

he is enjoying after that. He says: “(O’ my friends), by using the magic of merits, I 

have bewitched my Spouse. The Guru has removed all my doubt, and I have gained 

control over Him. (Now my status in God’s eyes is so high, as if) my house is the 

highest of all, He has deserted all other wives, and the beloved Spouse has become 

mine alone.” (3) 

In closing, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, I feel as if) the sun of wisdom has risen, and 

there is the brightness of (divine) light (in my mind). Devotee Nanak has spread the 

couch of unlimited devotion (in his heart). His playful Beloved has come to enjoy that 

couch, and together the bride and the Groom have enjoyed (immense) peace.” (4-4) 
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The message of this shabad is that if we want to invite and captivate God in our 

love, then we should so equip ourselves with spiritual merits, as if we are wearing 

the dresses and ornaments of merits, true devotion, and obedience to God and 

surrender our mind and body before Him like a beautiful couch laid out by a 

most loving bride. Then we would enjoy such a spiritual bliss, as if the sun of 

divine wisdom has risen in our mind, and God has come to abide in our heart 

and we enjoy the bliss of His company. 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

umki-o hee-o milan parabh taa-ee. 

khojat chari-o daykh-a-u pari-a jaa-ee. 

sunat sadaysro pari-a garihi sayj    

vichhaa-ee. 
bharam bharam aa-i-o ta-o nadar na    

paa-ee. ||1|| 
 

kin biDh hee-aro Dheerai nimaano. 

mil saajan ha-o tujh kurbaano. ||1||  
rahaa-o. 
 

aykaa sayj vichhee Dhan kantaa. 

Dhan sootee pir sad jaagantaa. 

pee-o madro Dhan matvantaa. 

Dhan jaagai jay pir bolantaa. ||2|| 
 

bha-ee niraasee bahut din laagay. 

days disantar mai saglay jhaagay. 

SGGS  P-738 

khin rahan na paava-o bin pag paagay. 

ho-ay kirpaal parabh milah sabhaagay. 
||3|| 
 

bha-i-o kirpaal satsang milaa-i-aa. 

boojhee tapat ghareh pir paa-i-aa. 

sagal seegaar hun mujheh suhaa-i-aa. 

kaho naanak gur bharam chukaa-i-aa. ||4|| 
 

jah daykhaa tah pir hai bhaa-ee. 

kholHi-o kapaat taa man thahraa-ee. ||1|| 

rahaa-o doojaa. ||5|| 
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Suhi Mehla-5 

This shabad is another highlight of Guru Ji’s poetry and imagination. Here he 

compares the human soul to that bride who is in love with God and is trying to search 

Him in far off places, but she suffers from the problem of being intoxicated with the 

allurement of worldly affairs. The irony is that her spouse (God) is sharing the same 

bed with her, but being intoxicated, she is unconscious and cannot recognize Him. It is 

only when her spouse, God awakens her that she can wake up from her sleep and 

recognizes her spouse. Only then she can enjoy the blissful union with Him.  

So using the above metaphor of a bride (soul), Guru Ji says: “A big craving has welled 

up in my mind to meet God. Therefore I have embarked on a search to go and find my 

Beloved. Hearing about the news (of possible arrival) of my Beloved, I have spread 

the couch (of my heart) for His welcome. But after roaming around in His search, in 

all kinds of places (including jungles and pilgrimage places), I couldn’t see Him.” (1) 

Therefore, in great anguish and agony, the bride soul cries out and says: “(O’ my 

beloved Spouse), how this poor soul of mine can have any consolation, come and 

meet me O’ my dear friend, I am a sacrifice to You.” (1-pause) 

As if painting a picture of irony of the situation, between the bride (soul) and her 

groom (God), Guru Ji says: “The same one bed (of the heart) is spread out for the 

bride (soul) and the groom (God). However, the bride is asleep while the Groom is 

always awake. (As if) after drinking the wine (of ego, the bride is) unconscious in     

its intoxication. The bride would wake up, only if the Groom (Himself) wakes her 

up.” (2) 

But till the time God gives such a call, the bride (soul) keeps on wandering around in 

jungles, mountains, and pilgrimage places, but doesn’t find her beloved God 

anywhere. Therefore on behalf of this unfortunate bride (soul), Guru Ji says: “(O’ my 

beloved God), many days have passed (without meeting You), and I have become 

very disappointed. I have visited all countries and foreign lands, (but could not find 

You. O’ my Beloved), I cannot survive even for a moment, without touching Your 

feet (and seeing Your sight). O’ God, it would be my great fortune, if becoming 

merciful, You come and meet me.” (3) 

Now describing the result of this passionate and sincere prayer of the bride soul, Guru 

Ji says: “(Hearing my prayer, God) became merciful, and He united me with the holy 

congregation (of the saint Guru). Then all the fire of (my worldly) desire was 

quenched, and within the home (of my heart itself) I realized my groom (God). Nanak 

says, the Guru has dispelled my doubt, and all the ornamentation (of spiritual merits), 

now looks beauteous on me.” (4) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by describing his state of mind after seeing His 

Beloved. He says: “When the Guru opened the door (and removed the curtain of 

doubt), my mind became stable, and O’ brothers, now wherever I look, (I find that 

God our) spouse is there.” (1- pause second-5) 
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The message of this shabad is that if we want to meet God and enjoy the bliss of 

His union, then we should join the congregation of saintly persons, and seek the 

advice of the Guru. Following Guru’s advice, we should detoxify ourselves from 

the wines of worldly desires, and attractions for worldly riches and power. Then 

the Guru would remove all our doubts, and help us see our spouse God right 

within our own heart, and we would be able to enjoy His blissful sight within us, 

in front of us, and everywhere else. 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

ki-aa gun tayray saar samHaalee mohi 

nirgun kay daataaray. 

bai khareed ki-aa karay chaturaa-ee 

ih jee-o pind sabh thaaray. ||1|| 

 

laal rangeelay pareetam manmohan 

tayray darsan ka-o ham baaray. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 
 

parabh daataa mohi deen 
bhaykhaaree tumH sadaa sadaa 

upkaaray. 
so kichh naahee je mai tay hovai 

mayray thaakur agam apaaray. ||2|| 

 

ki-aa sayv kamaava-o ki-aa kahi 

reejhaava-o biDh kit paava-o 

darsaaray. 
mit nahee paa-ee-ai ant na lahee-ai 

man tarsai charnaaray. ||3|| 

 

paava-o daan dheeth ho-ay maaga-o 

mukh laagai sant raynaaray. 

jan naanak ka-o gur kirpaa Dhaaree 
parabh haath day-ay nistaaray. 

||4||6|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad Guru Ji expressed his deep craving and love for God and 

shared with us how he longed to see his Beloved. In this shabad again, he expresses 

his love, humility, and deep desire to see God’s sight, but he expresses his inability to 

do any service or utter any words, which would be enough to make God accede to his 

request. Therefore, he simply begs like a humble but unyielding beggar at the door of 

his Beloved God for the charity of His sight. 
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So addressing God in complete humility, Guru Ji says: “O’, the Benefactor of mine 

the meritless one, which of Your merits may I remember and enshrine in my heart? 

What cleverness a purchased slave can exercise when this body and soul and 

everything else belongs to You?” (1) 

Therefore displaying intense love, he says: “O’ my dear and playful Beloved, I am a 

sacrifice to Your sight.” (1-pause) 

Once again showing his humility and acknowledging his inability to do anything 

without God’s grace, Guru Ji says: “O’ God, You are the benefactor, and I am but a 

poor helpless beggar, ever and forever You bestow favors (on me). O’ my 

incomprehensible and limitless God, there is nothing which could be done by me 

(without Your help).” (2) 

Guru Ji has an intense desire and longing to see His Beloved, but he does not know 

how can he fulfill this craving of his. Therefore, addressing God in all humility and 

love, he says: “(O’ God), what service may I perform for You, uttering what words 

may I please You, in what way may I obtain your vision? (O’ God), we cannot find 

Your limit or its end, but my mind craves (for the touch of Your) feet (Your 

immaculate Name).” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by sharing with us how he succeeded in achieving his 

objective of seeing God, and what kind of blessings he obtained thereafter. He tells: 

“(I said), O’ God, becoming stubborn I ask You for this charity, that my face be 

blessed with the dust of saints’ feet (the opportunity to most humbly serve the saint-

Guru. God accepted this prayer, and blessed me with the guidance of the Guru). Then 

the Guru showed his mercy upon servant Nanak (and blessed him with God’s     

Name. Then) extending His hand, God ferried him across (the dreadful worldly 

ocean).” (4-6) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to see the sight of God, we should 

confess before Him that we don’t have any cleverness or merits, but keep 

persistently begging Him to guide us. One day showing His mercy, He would 

unite us with the Guru, who would instruct us how to love God and meditate on 

His Name. Then God would not only show us His sight, but would also ferry us 

across the worldly ocean. 

soohee mehlaa 5 ghar 3 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

sayvaa thoree maagan bahutaa. 

mahal na paavai kahto pahutaa. ||1|| 
 

jo pari-a maanay tin kee reesaa. 

koorhay moorakh kee haatheesaa. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 
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bhaykh dikhaavai sach na kamaavai. 

kahto mahlee nikat na aavai. ||2|| 
 

ateet sadaa-ay maa-i-aa kaa maataa. 

man nahee pareet kahai mukh raataa. ||3|| 
 

kaho naanak parabh bin-o suneejai. 

kuchal kathor kaamee mukat keejai. ||4|| 
 

darsan daykhay kee vadi-aa-ee. 

tumH sukh-daatay purakh subhaa-ee. ||1|| 

rahaa-o doojaa. ||1||7|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 Ghar-3 

In many previous shabads, Guru Ji described the feelings, conduct, and intense desire 

of true lovers and devotees of God who sincerely love God from the core of their 

hearts. In this shabad, he portrays the conduct of many people like us, who don’t truly 

meditate on God’s Name or serve His saints, but ask for too many favors from God. 

Not only that, there are many who pose as recluses, devotees, and beloveds of God, 

but in reality, are still engrossed in worldly greed. Therefore, what to speak of being 

close to God, they are farthest away from Him. 

Therefore, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, there are many hypocrites whose) service is 

very meager, but (their) demand is very excessive. They cannot reach the mansion (of 

God, but they) boast that they have reached (there).” (1) 

Commenting on the nature of such hypocritical false persons, he says: “(O’ my 

friends), this is the stubbornness of a false foolish person, that he envies those 

beloveds (of God) who have been honored (by Him).” (1-pause) 

Elaborating on the behavior of the hypocritical persons, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, 

outwardly a hypocrite) shows the garbs (of holy persons, but in reality) he doesn’t do 

truthful (or honest) deeds. He claims that he lives in (God’s) mansion, but (in 

actuality) he reaches nowhere near.” (2) 

Continuing the description of such a person, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, the false 

man) intoxicated with the wine of worldly riches calls himself the detached one. In his 

heart, he has no love (for God, but) from his mouth he boasts that he is imbued (with 

God’s) love.” (3) 

However, still showing compassion even for such false and hypocritical persons, Guru 

Ji prays on their behalf and says: “O’ God, Nanak says, listen to his submission; (in 

reality a mortal is helpless, on his own he cannot do anything. Therefore, even though 

he is) dirty, stone-hearted, and lustful (still he is Yours, so) emancipate him (from 

evils).” (4) 
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Guru Ji concludes the shabad by acknowledging the merits of God. He says: “O’ God, 

great is the glory of seeing Your sight, You are the giver of peace and bliss, and well-

wisher (of all Your creatures).” (1-pause-second-7) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to obtain a blissful vision of God, 

then instead of boasting about a few good deeds done occasionally, or making 

claims that we are very holy persons in close contact with God, we should simply 

go and confess to God that we are very low, meek, and meritless persons, and beg 

for His forgiveness, so that God may show mercy upon us, and emancipate us 

from our evil habits.   

soohee mehlaa 5. 

buray kaam ka-o ooth khalo-i-aa. 

naam kee baylaa pai pai so-i-aa. ||1|| 
 

a-osar apnaa boojhai na i-aanaa. 

maa-i-aa moh rang laptaanaa. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 
 

lobh lahar ka-o bigas fool baithaa. 

saaDh janaa kaa daras na deethaa. ||2|| 
 

kabhoo na samjhai agi-aan gavaaraa. 

bahur bahur lapti-o janjaaraa. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 
 

bikhai naad karan sun bheenaa. 

har jas sunat aalas man keenaa. ||3|| 
 

darisat naahee ray paykhat anDhay. 

chhod jaahi jhoothay sabh DhanDhay. 
||1|| rahaa-o. 

kaho naanak parabh bakhas kareejai. 

SGGS  P-739 

kar kirpaa mohi saaDhsang deejai. ||4|| 
 

ta-o kichh paa-ee-ai ja-o ho-ee-ai raynaa. 

jisahi bujhaa-ay tis naam lainaa. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. ||2||8|| 
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Suhi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to obtain blissful sight of 

God, then instead of boasting about a few good deeds done occasionally, or making 

claims that we are very holy persons in close contact with God, we should simply go 

and confess to God that we are very low, meek, and meritless persons, and beg for His 

forgiveness. So that God may show mercy upon us and emancipate us from our evil 

habits. In this shabad, he shows us the mirror image of our life, how we shirk from 

meditating on God’s Name, but do not hesitate even for a moment to indulge in sinful 

activities or false worldly pleasures. Guru Ji warns us against such false and transitory 

worldly allurements, and advises us to use this opportunity to meditate on His Name, 

which would be our true companion in the end. 

He says: “(O’ my friends, the foolish human being unhesitatingly) rises up for evil 

deeds, but in (the early morning hour, which is the most appropriate) time for 

meditation on God’s Name, he or she lies down repeatedly to sleep.” (1) 

Guru Ji further observes: “The ignorant man doesn’t realize his opportunity (to get 

reunited with God) and remains engrossed in the love and attachment for Maya (or 

worldly riches and relatives).” (1-pause) 

Pointing to our greed for worldly riches and apathy towards holy company, Guru Ji 

says: (O’ my friends, a person) gets easily puffed up with the waves of greed (rising in 

the mind), but has never seen the sight of saintly persons.” (2) 

Commenting further on man’s inclination towards worldly affairs, he says: “This 

unwise and uncivilized human being never understands (the divine wisdom), and 

again and again gets entangled in (worldly) problems.” (1-pause) 

Listing some harmful things an ordinary person loves, and the virtuous things he or 

she shuns, Guru Ji says: “(One) feels delighted hearing poisonous worldly tunes with 

one’s ears, but shows laziness in listening to God’s praises.” (3) 

After pointing out so many sinful tendencies of ours, Guru Ji asks: “O’ (foolish) blind 

one, don’t you see with your own eyes that soon you would depart (from this world), 

abandoning all the false (worldly) affairs?” (1-pause) 

But again in his compassion, Guru Ji puts himself in our place and shows us how to 

get away from our false worldly ways, and start moving on the right path (of union 

with God). So addressing God, he says: “O’ God, Nanak says, show Your mercy, and 

please bless me with the company of the saint (Guru).” (4) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad by pointing to one basic truth. He says: “(O’ my 

friends), it is only when we become the dust (of the saints and most humbly serve 

them), that we obtain anything (worthwhile. But only that person) would obtain the 

(gift of God’s) Name, whom (God) imparts this understanding.” (1-pause-2-8)  
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The message of this shabad is that we should recognize the reality of our 

character that how eagerly we run after evil deeds and are greedy for worldly 

riches and power, but how we shirk and hesitate from meditating on God's Name 

and listen to His praises. We don’t realize that soon we have to depart from this 

world, leaving all our worldly possessions here, and the only valuable thing that 

would accompany us after death is God’s Name, which can reunite us with Him. 

So if we don’t want to loose this rare opportunity to meet God, then we should 

most humbly pray to Him to bless us with the company and guidance of the saint 

(Guru), so that he may imbue us with the love of God's Name and unite us with 

Him. 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

ghar meh thaakur nadar na aavai. 

gal meh paahan lai latkaavai. ||1|| 
 

bharmay bhoolaa saakat firtaa. 

neer birolai khap khap martaa. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 
 

jis paahan ka-o thaakur kahtaa. 

oh paahan lai us ka-o dubtaa. ||2|| 
 

gunahgaar loon haraamee. 

paahan naav na paargiramee. ||3|| 
 

gur mil naanak thaakur jaataa. 

jal thal mahee-al pooran biDhaataa. 

||4||3||9|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

In the first stanza of the previous shabad, Guru Ji observed that ordinarily a person 

unhesitatingly rises up for evil deeds, but (in the early morning hour, which is the 

most appropriate) time for meditation on God’s Name, he or she repeatedly lies down 

to sleep. In this shabad, Guru Ji talks about those who think and boast about their 

holiness, by performing different kinds of rituals and statue worships. They believe so 

much in their statues, that they even wear stone idols of gods around their necks, but 

remain unaware of God abiding in their own heart. 

Addressing us in general and those statue worshippers in particular, Guru Ji says: 

“(The worshipper of power) does not realize God (the Master) in his own heart, but he 

is hanging a stone god around his neck.” (1) 

Telling the truth about the conduct of such people, Guru Ji says: “(Such) a worshipper 

of power is wandering around lost in doubt. As if churning water, he is ruining 

himself and is suffering (a spiritual) death.” (1-pause) 
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Shedding more light on the true nature of those stone idols, Guru Ji says: “The stone, 

which he calls Thaakur (or God), that very stone drowns him along with itself.” (2) 

Therefore warning such idol worshippers, Guru Ji says: “O’ ungrateful sinner, just as 

a boat of stone cannot ferry you across (a river, similarly a stone god) cannot ferry you 

across this (worldly) ocean.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by indicating who is the true God, and how he has 

found Him. He says: “(O’ my friends) meeting the Guru (and obtaining divine 

wisdom from him), I have recognized the (real God or) Thaakur. That perfect Master 

of our destiny is pervading all waters, lands, and skies.” (4-3-9) 

The message of this shabad is that in case we want to find God and save 

ourselves, then we need not perform any rituals or worship any stone gods. All 

we need to do is to listen and follow the advice of the Guru (Granth Sahib Ji), 

and realize that God is pervading everywhere and within our own heart. 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

laalan raavi-aa kavan gatee ree. 

sakhee bataavhu mujheh matee ree. ||1|| 
 

soohab soohab soohvee. apnay pareetam 

kai rang ratee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

paav malova-o sang nain bhateeree. 

jahaa pathaavhu jaaN-o tatee ree. ||2|| 
 

jap tap sanjam day-o jatee ree. 

ik nimakh milaavhu mohi paraanpatee ree. 

||3|| 

 

maan taan ahaN-buDh hatee ree. 

saa naanak sohaagvatee ree. ||4||4||10|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

In the previous two shabads, Guru Ji commented on the general nature of a human 

being, who is always ready to commit sins but is lazy to meditate on God's Name or if 

he does make an effort, he does counter productive deeds like worshiping stone idols. 

This shabad is a beautiful poem, written in the format of question and answer, where 

one bride (soul) who is ignorant but is really anxious to meet and be united with her 

spouse (God), is not sure what is the best way to please Him. So she asks a friend of 

hers who is united with her beloved spouse (God) the secret of her success. 
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She says to her friend (the saint Guru): “O’ my dear friend and mate, (kindly tell me) 

how did you enjoy the company of our beloved groom (God)? O’ my dear friend, give 

me that instruction by which I may also enjoy (His company).” (1) 

Next praising the unique charm of inner joy on the face of her (saint) friend, the 

ignorant bride (soul) says: “(O’ my dear friend), your face is shining crimson red and 

being imbued in the love of your beloved (Spouse, you are looking most beautiful).” 

(1-pause) 

Getting back to her request for guidance, the young bride (soul) says to her friend: “I 

would (go to the extent of) massaging your feet with my eye lids, and would dash to 

any place, you ask me to go (if you accede to my request).” (2) 

Making a still better offer, this ignorant bride (soul) adds: “(O’ my dear friend), I 

would let you have the credit of all my worships, penances, and austerities, if just for a 

moment you unite me with my (God), the master of my life breaths.” (3) 

Finally, as if being impressed by the sincere and humble entreaties of her young 

friend, the united friend and Guru says: “(O’ my friend), Nanak (says), that bride 

(soul) is the truly wedded and united bride (of her spouse God) who completely 

annihilates the sense of pride in her status, power, or self-conceit.” (4-4-10) 

The message of this shabad is that in case we want to enjoy the bliss of union with 

God, our eternal spouse then we have to seek and follow the guidance of the 

already united saintly friends, and have to shed off our sense of pride in our 

status, power, and self-conceit; only then we can be united with our dear Master. 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

tooN jeevan tooN paraan aDhaaraa. 

tujh hee paykh paykh man saaDhaaraa. ||1|| 
 

tooN saajan tooN pareetam mayraa. 

chiteh na bisrahi kaahoo bayraa. ||1||  

rahaa-o. 

 

bai khareed ha-o daasro tayraa. 

tooN bhaaro thaakur gunee gahayraa. ||2|| 
 

kot daas jaa kai darbaaray. 

nimakh nimakh vasai tinH naalay. ||3|| 
 

ha-o kichh naahee sabh kichh tayraa. 

ot pot naanak sang basayraa.       
||4||5||11|| 
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Suhi Mehla- 5 

In the previous shabad Guru Ji advised us that in case we want to enjoy the bliss of 

union with God, our eternal spouse, then we have to seek and follow the guidance of 

the already united saintly friends and have to shed off our sense of pride in our status, 

power, and self-conceit; only then can we be united with our dear God. In this shabad, 

he shows us how to pray to God in extreme humility, love, and devotion. 

He says: “O’ God, You are my life, You are the support of my breaths. By seeing 

You, my mind feels comforted.” (1) 

Continuing to address God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God), You are my friend, and my 

beloved Groom. At no time, You are forsaken from my mind.” (1-pause) 

Next showing his extreme humility, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God), I am (like) Your 

purchased slave, You are my powerful Master, and You are like an ocean full of 

virtues.” (2) 

But that is not all; Guru Ji is so completely mesmerized by the power and excellence 

of God, his Master, that he says: “(O’ my friends, God is a great king) in whose court 

are millions of slaves; He abides with them at every moment.” (3) 

In conclusion, surrendering and dedicating everything to God, Guru Ji says: “O’ God, 

I am nothing; everything (within me or mine) is Yours. Like warp and woof, You are 

abiding with Nanak.” (4-5-11) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to unite with God, our beloved 

Groom, then like His purchased slaves we have to surrender everything to Him 

and remember Him with love and dedication. 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

sookh mahal jaa kay ooch du-aaray. 

taa meh vaaseh bhagat pi-aaray. 

||1|| 

 

sahj kathaa parabh kee at meethee. 

virlai kaahoo naytarahu deethee. 

||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

tah geet naad akhaaray sangaa. 

oohaa sant karahi har rangaa. ||2|| 

 

tah maran na jeevan sog na harkhaa. 

saach naam kee amrit varkhaa. ||3|| 
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guhaj kathaa ih gur tay jaanee. 

naanak bolai har har banee. 
||4||6||12|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji taught us how to show extreme humility, love, and 

devotion to God, so that we may be able to enjoy the bliss of His union. In this 

shabad, he describes the state of mind of those who have already attained this union, 

and the kind of bliss they are enjoying. Guru Ji uses the metaphor of an extremely 

pleasurable spiritual theatre, in which the beloved saints of God are enjoying a most 

enchanting music and absorbing play.  

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, that God) whose mansions are full of comforts, and 

through whose gates (can enter only souls of) high spiritual status, in those (mansions) 

live His beloved devotees.” (1) 

Describing the beauty and sweetness of the discourse of God, Guru Ji says: 

“Extremely sweet is God's gospel of peace and poise; only a very rare person has seen 

it with his or her own eyes (enjoyed it spiritually).” (1-pause) 

Regarding the kind of bliss being enjoyed by the devotees in that place, Guru Ji says: 

“There in the arena of the saints’ congregation, songs (in praise of God are being sung 

and) divine music is being played, and the saints of God enjoy the bliss of loving 

company of God.” (2) 

Guru Ji adds: “(O’ my friends, in that divine congregation, there is no such thing as) 

birth and death, or happiness and sorrow, because there is always falling the nectar 

rain of God's true Name.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by sharing with us the source from where he has learnt 

about this confidential description of God’s mansion. He says: “(O’ my friends), it is 

from my Guru that I came to know about this mysterious discourse of God, and it is 

only the gospel word of God that Nanak utters.” (4-6-12) 

The message of this shabad is that when as advised by the Guru, we join the 

congregation of saintly persons and sing praises of God with true love and 

devotion, a stage comes when we feel as if we are sitting in the mansion of God 

Himself and are enjoying the most blissful divine music, in a state of peace and 

poise, free from any kinds of worries about birth or death, happiness or sorrow.  

soohee mehlaa 5. 

jaa kai daras paap kot utaaray. 

bhaytat sang ih bhavjal taaray. ||1|| 
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o-ay saajan o-ay meet pi-aaray. 

jo ham ka-o har naam chitaaray. 

||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

jaa kaa sabad sunat sukh saaray. 

jaa kee tahal jamdoot bidaaray. ||2|| 
 

jaa kee Dheerak is maneh saDhaaray. 

jaa kai simran mukh ujlaaray. ||3|| 
 

parabh kay sayvak parabh aap 

savaaray. 
saran naanak tinH sad balihaaray. 

||4||7||13|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that when as advised by the Guru we join the 

congregation of saintly persons and sing praises of God with true love and devotion, a 

stage comes when we feel as if we are sitting in the mansion of God Himself and are 

enjoying the most blissful divine music in a state of peace and poise, free from any 

kinds of worries about birth or death, happiness or sorrow. Therefore in this shabad, 

he tells us whom does he consider as his dearest friends, and how much he loves and 

respects them.  

He says: “They (are my close friends) by whose sight millions of one’s sins are 

washed off, and by meeting whom this worldly ocean is crossed.” (1) 

Guru Ji adds: “Yes, they are my well wishers and dear friends, who help me 

remember God's Name.” (1-pause) 

Continuing to give the qualification of his friends, he says: “Those (saints are my 

friends) listening to whose word (or Gurbani) all kinds of comforts (are obtained), and 

by serving whom even the demons of death are driven away.” (2) 

But that is not all, Guru Ji says: “Those (saints are my friends) whose consolation 

gives comfort to the mind and meditation in whose (company) brings honor.” (3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), God Himself has embellished His 

servants. Seeking their shelter, Nanak always wants to sacrifice himself unto them.” 

(4-7-13). 

The message of this shabad is that instead of running after worldly people, we 

should seek the shelter and friendship of those devotees and saints of God, who 

make us meditate on God’s Name, so that by singing praises of God in their 

company, we too may enjoy divine pleasures and shed away all our fears.  
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SGGS  P-740 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

rahan na paavahi sur nar dayvaa. 

ooth siDhaaray kar mun jan sayvaa. 

||1|| 
 

jeevat paykhay jinHee har har           

Dhi-aa-i-aa. 
saaDhsang tinHee darsan paa-i-aa. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 

 

baadisaah saah vaapaaree marnaa. 

jo deesai so kaaleh kharnaa. ||2|| 
 

koorhai mohi lapat laptaanaa. 

chhod chali-aa taa fir pachhutaanaa. 

||3|| 
 

kirpaa niDhaan naanak ka-o karahu 
daat. 

naam tayraa japee din raat. ||4||8||14|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

With a few exceptions, none of us wants to die; all of us want to live for as long as 

possible. That is why we run to doctors and take all kinds of medications and 

precautions when we feel sick or think that our life is in danger. But the fact of life is 

that one-day all of us die and ultimately are forgotten. However there are some who 

although physically disappear from this world, yet are remembered for many years or 

even centuries after their bodily death. In this shabad, Guru Ji tells us who are such 

fortunate persons and what should we pray for in that connection. 

He begins the shabad with the observation: “(O’ my friends), neither angels, nor 

human beings, nor gods can stay (in this world forever). After performing their service 

(of God, even) the sages and devotees have departed from here.” (1) 

Guru Ji now tells us who are the persons who remain (spiritually) alive                    

(and remembered for long times). He says: “(O’ my friends), only those have         

been seen alive (in the minds of people), who have meditated on God’s Name. 

(Because  by doing so) in the company of saintly persons, they have seen the sight (of 

God).” (1-pause) 
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Regarding the inevitability of physical death for men of all professions and status in 

life, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, whether it be) the kings, or the businessmen, all 

have to die. (In fact) whatever is seen (in this universe) is going to be taken away by 

the passage of Time (and bound to be destroyed one day).” (2) 

Commenting on the conduct of ordinary human beings in spite of all the warnings, 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, one) remains engrossed in false attachment (of one’s 

wealth, possessions, and relatives), but when abandoning them (all), one departs from 

this world, then one repents (and feels sorry for not loving God, instead of false 

worldly things).” (3) 

However in his compassion, Guru Ji shows us how even at this late stage we could ask 

for God’s forgiveness, and do something to save ourselves from future pains of births 

and deaths. On our behalf, he humbly addresses God and says: “O’ the Treasure of 

mercy, bestow this boon on Nanak that day and night he may meditate on Your 

Name.” (4-8-14) 

The message of this shabad is that one day like all other great and small people, 

we would also die, and would be forgotten soon thereafter. But if we want to live 

(at least in the memories of the people for a long time), then we should pray to 

God to bless us that we meditate on His Name day and night. 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

ghat ghat antar tumeh basaaray. 

sagal samagree soot tumaaray. ||1|| 
 

tooN pareetam tooN paraan aDhaaray. 

tum hee paykh paykh man bigsaaray. 

||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

anik jon bharam bharam bharam 

haaray. 
ot gahee ab saaDh sangaaray. ||2|| 
 

agam agochar alakh apaaray. 

naanak simrai din rainaaray. 

||3||9||15|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that one day like all other great and small 

people, we would also die and would be forgotten soon thereafter. But if we want to 

live (at least in the memories of the people for a long time), then we should pray to 

God to bless us that we meditate on His Name day and night. In this shabad, he shows 

us how to sing God’s praises and meditate on His Name.  
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Addressing God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God), it is You who abides in each and every 

heart; the entire universe is (administered under Your universal law, as if it is) strung 

on Your thread.” (1)   

Therefore expressing his love and admiration for God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God), You 

are my beloved Spouse, You are the support of my breath; it is upon seeing You again 

and again, that my mind blossoms (in delight).” (1-pause) 

Listing the reasons why now he has sought the shelter of His saintly congregation, he 

says: “O’ God, we are now tired of wandering through innumerable existences, (so we 

have now) caught hold of the shelter of the company of saints (so that in their 

company, we may meditate on Your Name and get out of this continuous cycle of 

births and deaths).” (2) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad, by saying: “O’ incomprehensible, unknowable, and 

unperceivable God, (bless) Nanak, that he may keep meditating on You day and 

night.” (4-9-15) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to end the misery of wandering 

through innumerable existences, then we should pray to God to bless us that we 

may meditate on His Name day and night. 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

kavan kaaj maa-i-aa vadi-aa-ee. 

jaa ka-o binsat baar na kaa-ee. ||1|| 
 

ih supnaa sovat nahee jaanai. 

achayt bivasthaa meh laptaanai. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 
 

mahaa mohi mohi-o gaavaaraa. 

paykhat paykhat ooth siDhaaraa. ||2|| 
 

ooch tay ooch taa kaa darbaaraa. 

ka-ee jant binaahi upaaraa. ||3|| 
 

doosar ho-aa naa ko ho-ee. 

jap naanak parabh ayko so-ee. 

||4||10||16|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to end the misery of 

wandering through innumerable existences, then we should pray to God to bless us 

that we may meditate on His Name day and night. But still we do not realize this truth 

and keep attached to worldly riches, possessions, and relatives. Our state is like a  
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person, who while unconscious in sleep, sees a dream and being unaware of the 

reality, unnecessarily remains involved in it.  

Therefore trying to wean us away from the short lived glory of the world, Guru Ji asks 

us: “(O’ my friends), of what use is that worldly glory, which takes no time in getting 

destroyed?” (1) 

Commenting on the conduct of human beings, he says: “(O’ my friend), this world is 

(like) a dream. (Just as in a dream, one) doesn’t know that one is asleep, (similarly 

one) remains attached to the world in an unconscious state.” (1-pause) 

Guru Ji adds: “(O’ my friends), this foolish human being remains allured by the great 

enticement of worldly riches and power, but while looking (at his or her wealth and 

power) again and again, (a mortal) departs from this world.” (2) 

So again reminding us about the need to meditate on God’s Name, instead of 

remaining intoxicated in worldly allurements, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), highest 

of high is the court (of that God), He destroys and creates myriads of creatures. 

(Therefore, instead of focusing on your riches and power, you better meditate on His 

Name).” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad, by saying: “(O’ my friends, except God), there has 

never been another (like Him), and never will be, therefore O’ Nanak, meditate on that 

one (God alone).” (4-10-16) 

The message of this shabad is that we should wake ourselves up from this 

unconscious dream like state of our mind, which is attached to short-lived 

worldly riches, power, and glories, and can be destroyed in an instant. Instead, 

we should meditate on the Name of the one eternal God, who can create and 

destroy all. 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

simar simar taa ka-o ha-o jeevaa. 

charan kamal tayray Dho-ay Dho-ay 

peevaa. ||1|| 
 

so har mayraa antarjaamee. 

bhagat janaa kai sang su-aamee. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 
 

sun sun amrit naam Dhi-aavaa. 

aath pahar tayray gun gaavaa. ||2|| 
 

paykh paykh leelaa man aanandaa. 

gun apaar parabh parmaanandaa. ||3|| 
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jaa kai simran kachh bha-o na bi-aapai. 

sadaa sadaa naanak har jaapai. 
||4||11||17|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should wake ourselves up from this 

unconscious dream like state of our mind, which is attached to short-lived worldly 

riches, power, and glories, and can be destroyed in an instant. Instead we should 

meditate on the Name of the one eternal God who can create and destroy all. In this 

shabad, Guru Ji shares with us how he himself not only meditates on God but also 

affectionately talks to Him and tells Him what kinds of blessings he obtains by 

remembering Him with true love and devotion.  

So lovingly talking to God, he says: “(O’ God, I am meditating on Your Name with 

such love and devotion, as if) I am drinking the water obtained by washing Your lotus 

feet again and again. Because, I feel rejuvenated by meditating on that (Name of 

Yours) again and again.” (1) 

Commenting on the merits of God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), that God of mine is 

the inner knower of hearts. That Master is always in the company of His devoted 

servants.” (1-pause) 

Next, expressing his own love and devotion for God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my God, I 

wish that) hearing Your Nectar Name again and again, I too may meditate on it and 

sing Your praise at all times.” (2) 

Continuing his praise of God, Guru Ji says: “O’ God of limitless merits and 

embodiment of supreme bliss, my mind goes into ecstasy, seeing Your wondrous 

plays.” (3)  

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), meditating on whom no fear afflicts, 

Nanak meditates on that God ever and forever.” (4-11-17) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to get rid of all our fears and want 

to really enjoy the excellencies and the wondrous plays of God then we should 

ever and forever meditate on His Name. 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

gur kai bachan ridai Dhi-aan Dhaaree. 

rasnaa jaap japa-o banvaaree. ||1|| 
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safal moorat darsan balihaaree. 

charan kamal man paraan aDhaaree. 
||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

saaDhsang janam maran nivaaree. 

amrit kathaa sun karan aDhaaree. ||2|| 
 

kaam kroDh lobh moh tajaaree. 

darirh naam daan isnaan suchaaree. ||3|| 
 

kaho naanak ih tat beechaaree. 

raam naam jap paar utaaree. 

||4||12||18|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad Guru Ji advised us that if we want to get rid of all our fears and 

want to enjoy the excellencies and the wondrous plays of God, then ever and forever 

we should meditate on His Name. In this shabad, he describes what he himself does in 

this regard.  

To start with, he says: “(O’ my friends), remembering the words uttered by the Guru, I 

meditate (on God). With my tongue I worship the God of the universe.” (1) 

Describing how powerful is the personality of his Guru, he says: “(O’ my friends), 

fruitful is the personality of the Guru; I am a sacrifice to the sight (of my Guru. His 

Name, which is like His) lotus feet, is the support of my life.” (1-pause) 

Elaborating on the above statement, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), through the 

company of saints, I obtain emancipation (from the fear of) birth and death, and by 

listening to the nectar like discourse (of God) with my ears, I make it the support of 

my life.” (2) 

Guru Ji now shares with us what else he has done and has achieved. He says: “I have 

abandoned lust, anger, greed, and attachment; by meditating on God's Name with 

great discipline, practicing charity, I have purified my character.” (3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), Nanak says that I have reflected and 

reached this essence: meditating on God's Name can ferry us across (the dreadful 

worldly ocean.)” (4-12-18) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to swim across this worldly ocean 

and get rid of our impulses of lust, anger, greed, and infatuation, etc., then we 

should enshrine the Guru's immaculate word (the Gurbani) in our heart and live 

our life according to those instructions.  
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soohee mehlaa 5. 

lobh mohi magan apraaDhee. 

SGGS  P-741 

karanhaar kee sayv na saaDhee. ||1|| 
 

patit paavan parabh naam tumaaray. 

raakh layho mohi nirgunee-aaray. ||1|| 
rahaa-o. 
 

tooN daataa parabh antarjaamee. 

kaachee dayh maanukh abhimaanee. 

||2|| 
 

su-aad baad eerakh mad maa-i-aa. 

in sang laag ratan janam gavaa-i-aa. 
||3|| 
 

dukh bhanjan jagjeevan har raa-i-aa. 

sagal ti-aag naanak sarnaa-i-aa. 

||4||13||19|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

It is a fact that generally we human beings are very much attracted by the glare and 

attraction of worldly riches and power, and in its pursuits we commit many kinds of 

sins and evil deeds. But we do not find any time to remember our Creator and 

therefore depart from this world without attaining the objective of union with God for 

which we have come here, and thus loosing the game of life. In this shabad, Guru Ji 

puts himself among us and shows us how to make an honest confession before God 

about our weaknesses and evil tendencies, and how to pray to Him to save us from all 

these sins and ferry us across the worldly ocean.   

Addressing God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God, we human beings) are sinners, absorbed in 

greed and worldly attachment. We have not performed any service (or worship) of our 

Creator (You).” (1) 

But still making a humble request, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God), Your (very) Name is the 

‘Purifier of Sinners,’ therefore save me, the meritless one, also.” (1-pause) 

Commenting on the beneficent nature of God, and the vain pride in which ordinary 

human beings indulge, Guru Ji says: “O’ God, You are the benevolent Master and  
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Inner-Knower of all hearts, but we human beings (unnecessarily) keep feeling proud 

of our perishable body.” (2) 

Continuing to describe the harmful tendencies of human beings, Guru Ji says: “(O’ 

God, generally we human beings) remain intoxicated with (false) pleasures, strife, 

jealousy, worldly riches and power, and being attached to these (lusts), we have 

wasted away the jewel like (human) birth.” (3) 

In closing, Guru Ji makes a prayer to God on our behalf. He says: “O’ God the King, 

and Giver of life to the world, You are the destroyer of all sorrows and sins; 

abandoning all others, Nanak has come to Your shelter.” (4-13-19) 

The message of this shabad is that we human beings are generally attached to all 

kinds of greed, attachments, and other worldly sins. Most of us waste away our 

entire human lives in worldly pursuits. In case we want to be saved from the 

terrible consequences, we should go and confess to God about our sins, and evil 

tendencies, and request Him to save us as per His tradition of saving even the 

worst sinners.  

soohee mehlaa 5. 

paykhat chaakhat kahee-at anDhaa 

sunee-at sunee-ai naahee. 

nikat vasat ka-o jaanai dooray paapee 

paap kamaahee. ||1|| 

 

so kichh kar jit chhuteh paraanee. 

har har naam jap amrit baanee. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 

 

ghor mahal sadaa rang raataa. 

sang tumHaarai kachhoo na jaataa. ||2|| 

 

rakheh pochaar maatee kaa bhaaNdaa. 

at kucheel milai jam daaNdaa. ||3|| 

 

kaam kroDh lobh mohi baaDhaa. 

mahaa garat meh nighrat jaataa. ||4|| 

 

naanak kee ardaas suneejai. 

doobat paahan parabh mayray leejai. 

||5||14||20|| 
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Suhi Mehla-5 

In stanza (3) of the previous shabad, Guru Ji said: “(O’ God, generally we human 

beings) remain intoxicated with (false) pleasures, strife, jealousy, worldly riches and 

power, and being attached to these (lusts), we have wasted away the jewel-like 

(human) birth.” In this shabad, he addresses us in a very straightforward manor, and 

showing the mirror of our life conduct tells us how foolishly and blindly we are 

allured and involved in very short-lived worldly luxuries, as if we are drowning in the 

sea of sins. But in his compassion, he shows us how we can still save ourselves. 

He says: “(O’ my friends, even though one) sees and observes everything, (yet) still 

(in the spiritual context), one is considered blind. (Even though one sees, people dying 

right before him or her, one doesn’t realize that one day he or she also has to die. 

Similarly), one hears (lectures and sermons from saints and spiritual teachers, how to 

avoid sins, and lead a virtuous life, but one still commits so many heinous sins, 

therefore one should be called) deaf. Even though He abides so close, yet one deems 

(that God) is far off, , and the sinner keeps committing sins.” (1) 

Telling us the remedy, Guru Ji says: “O’ mortal, do that thing by which you are 

emancipated (from evil deeds. You should) meditate on God's Name, (and the nectar 

like) rejuvenating word (of the Guru).” (1- pause) 

Reminding us about the ultimate uselessness of all our wealth and possessions, Guru 

Ji says: “(O’ my friend), you always remain intoxicated in the love of your horses 

(cars), and palaces, (but upon death), nothing goes with you.” (2) 

Even regarding our body, which we often try to embellish and decorate with costly 

costumes and cosmetics, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friend), you try to keep clean and 

embellished (this body which is like a) pot of clay, (but from inside) it is so extremely 

filthy (with evil desires, that upon death the soul) receives punishment from the 

demon of death.” (3) 

Now pointing directly where the ordinary human being is heading, Guru Ji says: “(O’ 

man), bound in the (grips of) lust, anger, greed, and temporal love, you are sinking 

down into the deep marshy pit (of worldly sins).” (4) 

But still in his compassion Guru Ji prays on our behalf, and says: “(O’ God), listen to 

the prayer of Nanak, (we human beings are sinking like) stones, save us (from 

drowning in the worldly ocean).” (5-14-20) 

The message of this shabad is that we are so much engrossed in worldly 

attachments, greed, lust, and anger, etc., that even while seeing and hearing 

about the results of these things, we still do not resist from being allured by these, 

and do not even care that God, who is right beside us, watching each and every 

deed of ours. Therefore, like sinking stones, we are dooming ourselves to severe 

punishment at the hands of demon of death. The only way to save us is that right 

away, we should seek the shelter of God and ask Him to forgive our sins and save 

us. 
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soohee mehlaa 5. 

jeevat marai bujhai parabh so-ay. 

tis jan karam paraapat ho-ay. ||1|| 
 

sun saajan i-o dutar taree-ai. 

mil saaDhoo har naam uchree-ai. 
||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

ayk binaa doojaa nahee jaanai. 

ghat ghat antar paarbarahm 

pachhaanai. ||2|| 
 

jo kichh karai so-ee bhal maanai. 

aad ant kee keemat jaanai. ||3|| 
 

kaho naanak tis jan balihaaree. 

jaa kai hirdai vaseh muraaree. 
||4||15||21|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad Guru Ji told us that we are so much engrossed in worldly 

attachments, greed, lust, and anger, etc. that even while seeing and hearing about the 

results of these things, we still do not resist from being allured by these, and do not 

even care that God who is right beside us, watching each and every deed of ours. 

Therefore like sinking stones, we are dooming ourselves to severe punishment at the 

hands of demon of death. The only way to save us is that right away, we should seek 

the shelter of God, and ask Him to forgive our sins and save us. In this shabad, he 

elaborates on the way to swim across this dreadful worldly ocean. 

First listing the basic quality of a person who may realize God, Guru Ji says: “That 

person alone realizes God who dies while still alive. (In other words such a person 

becomes so humble and detached, that he or she is not affected by any kind of 

provocation and temptation), and by (God's grace) obtains union with Him.” (1) 

Stating how can we get rid of this continuous cycle of births and deaths, or in other 

words swim across this worldly ocean, Guru Ji says: “Listen O’ my friend, this is how 

the dreadful (worldly) ocean is crossed over. That meeting the saint (Guru), we should 

utter God's Name.” (1-pause) 

Giving some more qualities of a godly person, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friend, the 

person who) except the one (God) does not recognize anyone (as worth worshipping), 

recognizes the all-pervading God in each and every heart.” (2) 
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Listing additional qualities of such a person, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, a godly 

person) deems all what (God) does as the best thing, and understands the greatness of 

(that God) who lives from the beginning to the end.” (3)  

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “O’ Nanak, say that I am a sacrifice to that devotee in 

whose heart resides God.” (4-15-21) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to realize God, then joining the 

congregation of the saint (Guru), we should meditate on God’s Name. Further we 

should become so humble and detached that we are not affected by any kind of 

provocation or temptation and we see the one God pervading every heart.  

soohee mehlaa 5. 

gur parmaysar karnaihaar. 

sagal sarisat ka-o day aaDhaar. ||1|| 
 

gur kay charan kamal man Dhi-aa-ay. 

dookh darad is tan tay jaa-ay. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 
 

bhavjal doobat satgur kaadhai. 

janam janam kaa tootaa gaadhai. ||2|| 
 

gur kee sayvaa karahu din raat. 

sookh sahj man aavai saaNt. ||3|| 
 

satgur kee rayn vadbhaagee paavai. 

naanak gur ka-o sad bal jaavai. 

||4||16||22|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to realize God, then joining 

the congregation of the saint (Guru), we should meditate on God’s Name. In this 

shabad, he tells us how great and powerful the Guru is. 

He says: “The Guru is the embodiment of God, the doer (of everything) and provides 

support to the entire universe.” (1) 

Next describing the merits of meditating on the lotus feet (the immaculate words or 

Gurbani) of the Guru, he says: “ (O’ my friends), meditate on Gurbani (which 

represents the lotus feet of the Guru; one who does that), all ailment and pain goes 

away from that one’s body.” (1-pause) 
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Continuing to describe the powers of the Guru, he says: “(O’ my friends), the true 

Guru pulls out the drowning persons from the dreadful worldly ocean and unites (the 

person with God, who was) separated from Him for many births.” (2) 

Therefore, Guru Ji advises: “(O’ my friends), day and night perform the service 

advised by the Guru, (by doing so) happiness, equipoise, and peace would well up in 

your mind.” (3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “It is only a very fortunate person who obtains the service 

of the true Guru, and Nanak is always a sacrifice to the Guru.” (4-16-22) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to get rid of all the pains, sufferings, 

and problems of our mind, and be saved from this dreadful worldly ocean, then 

we should respect the Guru-like God Himself and following his advice; meditate 

on God's Name with true love, devotion, and concentration of our mind. 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

gur apunay oopar bal jaa-ee-ai. 

aath pahar har har jas gaa-ee-ai. ||1|| 

 

simra-o so parabh apnaa su-aamee. 

sagal ghataa kaa antarjaamee. ||1|| 
rahaa-o. 

 

charan kamal si-o laagee pareet. 

saachee pooran nirmal reet. ||2|| 

 

sant parsaad vasai man maahee. 

janam janam kay kilvikh jaahee. ||3|| 

 

kar kirpaa parabh deen da-i-aalaa. 

naanak maagai sant ravaalaa. 

||4||17||23|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to get rid of all the pains, 

sufferings, and problems of our mind and be saved from this dreadful worldly ocean, 

then we should respect the Guru-like God Himself and following his advice; meditate 

on God's Name with true devotion and concentration of our mind. In this shabad, also 

stresses upon us the importance of fully respecting our Guru and following his advice. 

Guru Ji also shares with us what he himself does in this regard and what kind of 

blessings he has obtained.  
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He says: “(O’ my friends), we should always be a sacrifice to our Guru (and following 

his advice), we should sing praises of God at all the times.” (1) 

Stating what he himself does, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), I meditate on that God 

of ours, who is the inner knower of all hearts.” (1-pause)  

Describing the present state of his mind, he says: “(O’ my friends, by Guru’s grace), I 

have been imbued with the love of (God’s Name, which is like His) lotus feet. This is 

the truly perfect way (of uniting with Him).” (2) 

Stating the blessings obtained by saint (Guru’s) grace, he says: “(O’ my friends), by 

the saint (Guru’s) grace, the one in whose mind God comes to reside, all the sins 

committed by that one birth after birth are destroyed.” (3) 

Therefore Guru concludes the shabad by making a prayer to God, in which he says: 

“O’ merciful God of the meek, do this favor, Nanak begs from You the dust of the 

saints’ feet (their most humble service).” (4-17-23) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to unite with God and get rid of our 

sins and misdeeds of all our births, then we should recognize the value and the 

merit of performing most humble service of our Guru, by most carefully and 

respectfully listening to his advice (the Gurbani, in Guru Granth Sahib Ji). 

SGGS  P-742 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

darsan daykh jeevaa gur tayraa. 

pooran karam ho-ay parabh mayraa. 

||1|| 
 

ih baynantee sun parabh mayray. 

deh naam kar apnay chayray. ||1||    
rahaa-o. 
 

apnee saran raakh parabh daatay. 

gur parsaad kinai virlai jaatay. ||2|| 
 

sunhu bin-o parabh mayray meetaa. 

charan kamal vaseh mayrai cheetaa. ||3|| 
 

naanak ayk karai ardaas. 

visar naahee pooran guntaas. 

||4||18||24|| 
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Suhi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to unite with God and get 

rid of our sins and misdeeds of all our births, then we should recognize the value and 

the merit of performing most humble service of our Guru by most carefully and 

respectfully listening to his advice (the Gurbani, in Guru Granth Sahib Ji). In this 

shabad, he shows us how to pray to the Guru and God, and what to ask from them. 

Addressing his Guru, he says: “O’ Guru, (bless me) that I live seeing your sight; (bless 

me) that this task of mine may be fulfilled.” (1) 

Next addressing God, he states what he wants from Him. He says: “O’ my God, listen 

to this submission of mine, that making me Your disciple, bless me with Your Name.” 

(1-pause) 

Continuing his prayer to God, Guru Ji says: “O’ my beneficent God, always keep me 

in Your shelter. By Guru’s grace only a very rare person has realized You.” (2) 

Guru Ji adds: “O’ God my friend, listen to my prayer (and bless me) that the lotus feet 

(of Your Name) may abide in my mind.” (3) 

In closing, Guru Ji says: “O’ God, Nanak makes this one supplication, (and says): “O’ 

the perfect treasure of virtues, please be never forsaken (from my mind).” (4-18-24) 

The message of this shabad is that instead of always praying to the Guru or God 

for worldly riches and comforts, we should pray to them to bless us with their 

sight and their Name, and bless us that we may never forsake them from our 

mind. By doing so, we would not only enjoy the bliss of God’s Name, but would 

also obtain all the necessary worldly comforts. 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

meet saajan sut banDhap bhaa-ee. 

jat kat paykha-o har sang sahaa-ee. ||1|| 
 

jat mayree pat mayree Dhan har naam. 

sookh sahj aanand bisraam. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

paarbarahm jap pahir sanaah. 

kot aavaDh tis bayDhat naahi. ||2|| 
 

har charan saran garh kot hamaarai. 

kaal kantak jam tis na bidaarai. ||3|| 
 

naanak daas sadaa balihaaree. 

sayvak sant raajaa raam muraaree. 

||4||19||25|| 
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Suhi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad Guru Ji advised us that instead of always praying to the Guru 

or God for worldly riches and comforts, we should pray to them to bless us with their 

sight and their Name, and bless us that we may never forsake them from our mind. By 

doing so, we would not only enjoy the bliss of God’s Name, but would also obtain all 

the necessary worldly comforts. In this shabad, he shows us how much faith in the 

Guru and God he has, and what kind of blessings he is enjoying as a result thereof.   

Guru Ji says: “(O’ people), God is my friend, mate, son, relative, and brother. (In 

fact), wherever I look I see God as my companion and helper.” (1) 

Expressing his total dedication and intimacy with God, he says: “(O’ my friends), 

God’s Name is my (high) caste, my honor, and my wealth. (Because of God’s Name), 

I am abiding in peace, poise, and bliss.” (1-pause) 

On the basis of his personal experience Guru Ji advises us all, and says: “(O’ my 

friend), meditate on the all-pervading God, and wear this as your bullet proof shield, 

which even millions of weapons (of evil impulses) cannot pierce.” (2) 

Continuing his metaphor of defense against our internal enemies, Guru Ji says: “(O’ 

my friends), the refuge of God's feet (His Name) is like my fort and barricade, (which 

are so strong that even) the demons of death cannot destroy.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by saying: “Slave Nanak is always a sacrifice to the 

servants and devotees of God, who is the king of kings, and the destroyer of the 

arrogant.” (4-19-25) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to enjoy a life full of peace, poise, 

and bliss and free from any kinds of fear from our internal enemies and the 

demon of death, then we should serve God's servants and devotees and meditate 

on God's Name day and night. 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

gun gopaal parabh kay nit gaahaa. 

anad binod mangal sukh taahaa. ||1|| 
 

chal sakhee-ay parabh raavan jaahaa. 

saaDh janaa kee charnee paahaa. ||1|| 
rahaa-o. 
 

kar bayntee jan Dhoor baachhaahaa. 

janam janam kay kilvikh laahaaN. ||2|| 
 

man tan paraan jee-o arpaahaa. 

har simar simar maan moh kataahaaN. 
||3|| 
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deen da-i-aal karahu utsaahaa. 

naanak daas har saran samaahaa. 
||4||20||26|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that if we want to enjoy a life full of peace, 

poise, and bliss, free from any kinds of fear from our internal enemies and the demon 

of death, then we should serve God's servants and devotees and meditate on God's 

Name day and night. In this shabad, he shows us how not only to meditate on God’s 

Name and sing His praise ourselves, but also invite and inspire our friends and mates 

to do the same.  

Therefore in the metaphor of a young bride talking to some of her close friends, Guru 

Ji says: “(O’ my friend, I tell you there is a place), where there is bliss, fun, pleasure, 

and peace, (and that place is the congregation of saints), where the praises of God of 

the universe are sung.” (1)  

Therefore suggesting to her friend to accompany him, Guru Ji says: “Come O’ my 

dear mate, let us go and enjoy (the bliss of union with) God, by falling at the feet of 

the saints, (and sing God’s praises in their company).” (1-pause) 

Continuing the above dialogue, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my dear friend), by making a 

request (before God), we should ask for the dust if saints’ feet (their most humble 

service), and remove the dirt of sins of many births.” (2) 

Describing what should be our attitude when we approach the saints, and what will be 

its benefit, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), we should surrender our mind, body, and 

life breath (to the saints), and by meditating on God again and again we should get rid 

of our self-conceit and false worldly attachment.” (3) 

But Guru Ji concludes the shabad with another subtle point that even this inspiration 

(to seek the company of the saints, and meditation on God) comes by His grace. 

Therefore, Guru Ji prays to God, and says: “O’ merciful God of the meek, inspire 

slave Nanak, that he may remain absorbed in Your shelter.” (4-20-26) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to enjoy true pleasure, bliss, and 

happiness in life, we should pray to God to inspire us to go and seek the most 

humble service of the saints (Guru), and in their company sing praises of God 

and meditate on His Name. 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

baikunth nagar jahaa sant vaasaa. 

parabh charan kamal rid maahi nivaasaa. 
||1|| 
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sun man tan tujh sukh dikhlaava-o. 

har anik binjan tujh bhog bhunchaava-o. 
||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

amrit naam bhunch man maahee. 

achraj saad taa kay barnay na jaahee. 
||2|| 
 

lobh moo-aa tarisnaa bujh thaakee. 

paarbarahm kee saran jan taakee. ||3|| 
 

janam janam kay bhai moh nivaaray. 

naanak daas parabh kirpaa Dhaaray. 

||4||21||27|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad Guru Ji advised us that if we want to enjoy true pleasure, bliss, 

and happiness in life, we should pray to God to inspire us to go and seek the most 

humble service of the saints (Guru), and in their company sing praises of God and 

meditate on His Name. In this shabad, he is telling his mind (and indirectly us) the 

merits of the company of saints and what kind of blessings one can enjoy by joining 

such a congregation. 

Describing the merits of the place where God’s devotees reside, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my 

friend), that place is (like) a city in heaven where saintly persons live because in their 

heart abides (God’s Name, which is like His) lotus feet.” (1) 

Normally we run after foods and drinks and worldly entertainments, in the hope of 

pleasing our bodies or minds. But often these pleasures fade away and prove harmful 

to our health, and then we repent. Therefore, Guru Ji invites us to show us a place 

where we can obtain true and lasting pleasure for our body and mind. So addressing 

us, he says: “Listen (O’ my friend), let me show your mind and body, (what true) 

happiness is, (and help you enjoy such delight in the company of God’s devotees), as 

if I am helping you taste numerous kinds of most delicious dishes.” (1-pause) 

Therefore once again, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friend), enjoy the nectar Name (of God) 

in your mind; the astonishing relishes of that (nectar) cannot be described.” (2) 

Next describing some of the blessings obtained by those who have acted on the above 

advice, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friend, the devotees who) have sought the refuge of the 

all-pervading God (in the congregation of saints), the greed in them is finished, and all 

their fire of worldly desire fades away.” (3) 
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In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), Nanak says that God shows mercy on 

His devotees, and He emancipates them from the fears and worldly attachments of 

many births.” (4-21-27) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to enjoy a true bliss, which is far 

superior to any kind of false worldly pleasure, and if we want to get rid of all our 

sins and evil tendencies of innumerable previous births, then we should seek the 

company of saints and sing praises of God in their company. 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

anik beeNg daas kay parhari-aa. 

kar kirpaa parabh apnaa kari-aa. ||1|| 
 

tumeh chhadaa-ay lee-o jan apnaa. 

urajh pari-o jaal jag supnaa. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 
 

parbat dokh mahaa bikraalaa. 

khin meh door kee-ay da-i-aalaa. ||2|| 
 

sog rog bipat at bhaaree. 

door bha-ee jap naam muraaree. ||3|| 
 

darisat Dhaar leeno larh laa-ay. 

SGGS  P-743 

har charan gahay naanak sarnaa-ay. 
||4||22||28|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to enjoy a true bliss, which 

is far superior to any kind of false worldly pleasure, and if we want to get rid of all our 

sins and evil tendencies of innumerable previous births, then we should seek the 

company of saints and sing praises of God in their company. In this shabad, Guru Ji 

uses an excellent way of conveying his message in first person. As if relating his 

personal experience, he tells us what kinds of merits and blessings God bestowed on 

him when he sought the shelter of the saint (Guru) and meditated on God’s Name. 

Humbly acknowledging God’s favors, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, God) dispelled 

innumerable defects of His slave, and showing mercy, God made him His own.” (1) 
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Expressing his gratitude to God, he says: “(O’ God), Your slave had got himself 

entangled in the web of worldly dream. But You liberated Your devotee (from this 

noose).” (1-pause) 

Guru Ji goes on to add: “(O’ merciful God, not only that,) You dispelled my most 

heinous faults in an instant.” (2) 

But that is not the end; listing other blessings bestowed upon him, Guru Ji says: “(O’ 

my friends), by meditating on the Name of (God) the destroyer of ego, all my 

sufferings, maladies, and serious calamities were dispelled.” (3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, slave) Nanak sought His shelter (and 

intensely got absorbed in meditating on His Name, as if he had) caught hold of God’s 

lotus feet. Then casting a glance of grace (God accepted him into His union, as if He 

had) let him grasp to His gown.” (4-22-28) 

The message of the shabad is that even if we have so many defects and sinful 

habits we should totally and sincerely surrender ourselves to the mercy of God 

and ask for His forgiveness. God would surely cast His glance of grace on us, and 

removing all our demerits, He would accept us in His blissful union. 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

deen chhadaa-ay dunee jo laa-ay. 

duhee saraa-ee khunaamee kahaa-ay. 

||1|| 
 

jo tis bhaavai so parvaan. 

aapnee kudrat aapay jaan. ||1||     

rahaa-o. 
 

sachaa Dharam punn bhalaa karaa-ay. 

deen kai tosai dunee na jaa-ay. ||2|| 
 

sarab nirantar ayko jaagai. 

jit jit laa-i-aa tit tit ko laagai. ||3|| 
 

agam agochar sach saahib mayraa. 

naanak bolai bolaa-i-aa tayraa. 
||4||23||29|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

Many religions wonder from whence good or evil comes, who is responsible for these 

tendencies of humans to do virtuous or evil deeds, particularly the latter. According to 

western faiths such as Christianity, Judaism, and Islam, it is the Devil who tempts the   
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mortal to do evil things and commit sinful acts. According to Buddhism, it is Trishna, 

or the fire-like desires in the human beings, which tempt them. According to 

Hinduism, it is Maya or attachment to worldly riches and power that is the root cause 

of all evil in the world. But according to Sikh philosophy it is God Himself who yokes 

some to spiritual enlightenment, and others to worldly involvements and consequent 

misdeeds and sufferings. So in this shabad, Guru Ji expounds on this concept. 

First talking about those whom God makes to abandon the path of righteousness and 

involves in worldly allurements, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), those whom (God) 

makes to forsake the path of faith (or meditation on God’s Name), and involves them 

into worldly affairs, both in this and the next world, they are known as persons of ill-

repute.” (1) 

But Guru Ji does not claim to know why God does this thing. Like a faithful and 

humble servant, he says: “(O’ my friends), His ways, God Himself understands; 

whatever He does is acceptable to me.” (1-pause) 

Guru Ji now talks about those whom God puts on the path of faith and makes them do 

good deeds. He says: “Those whom He blesses with the true faith (of meditation on 

God’s Name), and from whom He gets done deeds of charity and welfare (of others, 

He ensures) that for the sake of spiritual treasures, they don’t lose the worldly 

happiness, (because then God Himself takes care of their worldly needs).” (2)  

But Guru Ji wants us to remember one basic concept about all people. He says: “(O’ 

my friends), the (light of) one (God) alone shines in everyone. To whatever (job God) 

has yoked (a person), he or she does that.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by once again acknowledging the incomprehensible 

ways of God. He says: “(O’ my friends), “In accessible and incomprehensible is my 

Master. O’ God, Nanak utters what You make him say.” (4-23-29) 

The message of this shabad is that we shouldn’t hate even the sinners and 

evildoers because they are doing what God has made them to do. For our selves, 

we should pray to God to engage us in virtuous deeds and the righteous faith of 

meditating on His Name. 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

paraatehkaal har naam uchaaree. 

eet oot kee ot savaaree. ||1|| 
 

sadaa sadaa japee-ai har naam. 

pooran hoveh man kay kaam. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

parabh abhinaasee rain din gaa-o. 

jeevat marat nihchal paavahi thaa-o. ||2|| 
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so saahu sayv jit tot na aavai. 

khaat kharchat sukh anad vihaavai. 
||3|| 

 

jagjeevan purakh saaDhsang paa-i-aa. 

gur parsaad naanak naam Dhi-aa-i-aa. 

||4||24||30|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should pray to God to engage us in 

virtuous deeds and meditation on His Name. In this shabad, he tells us what should be 

our daily routine, so that all the desires of our heart are fulfilled. 

Guru Ji advises: “(O’ my friend), in the early morning hours utter the Name of God 

and (in this way) build a support (for you) in this and the next world.” (1) 

Giving the gist of his message, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friend), ever and for ever we 

should meditate on God's Name, (so that all) the wishes of our heart are fulfilled.”    

(1-pause) 

Continuing his advice, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friend), day and night sing about the 

imperishable God; (by doing so), you would obtain an immortal status both in life and 

death (in this and the next world).” (2) 

Next clarifying whom should we serve or worship, whether lesser gods and goddesses 

or the supreme God of all, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friend), worship that Banker (that 

Master), meditating on whose Name there is never a shortage of anything, and while 

eating and spending you enjoy peace and bliss.” (3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), through the company of saintly persons, 

by Guru’s grace, one who has meditated on (God’s) Name, that one has obtained 

(God), the life of the world.” (4-24-30)  

The message of this shabad is that if we want to unite with God and find peace 

and bliss both in this and the next world, then in the company of the saints we 

should sing praises of God and meditate on His Name.  

soohee mehlaa 5. 

gur pooray jab bha-ay da-i-aal. 

dukh binsay pooran bha-ee ghaal. ||1|| 
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paykh paykh jeevaa daras tumHaaraa. 

charan kamal jaa-ee balihaaraa. 

tujh bin thaakur kavan hamaaraa. ||1|| 
rahaa-o. 
 

saaDhsangat si-o pareet ban aa-ee. 

poorab karam likhat Dhur paa-ee. ||2|| 
 

jap har har naam achraj partaap. 

jaal na saakeh teenay taap. ||3|| 
 

nimakh na bisrahi har charan 

tumHaaray. 
naanak maagai daan pi-aaray. 

||4||25||31|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to unite with God and find 

peace and bliss both in this and the next world, then in the company of saintly persons 

we should sing praises of God and meditate on His Name. In this shabad, on the basis 

of his personal experience, he tells us what happens when the saint (Guru) in whose 

company we are meditating on God's Name, becomes merciful on us. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), when the perfect Guru became gracious (on me), my effort 

(of meditating on God’s Name) was accomplished (and approved in God’s court and) 

all my sufferings vanished.” (1) 

Therefore addressing God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God), I feel rejuvenated seeing Your 

vision. I am a sacrifice to Your (immaculate Name, which is like Your) lotus feet. (O’ 

my Master), except You, who else is mine?” (1-pause) 

Stating what happened before he was blessed with the sight of God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ 

my friends), as per my destiny scribed by (God) based on my past deeds, I developed 

friendship with the congregation of the saint (Guru).” (2) 

Next describing what has happened since he has developed friendship with the 

company of saints, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), by meditating on God’s Name (in 

the company of saints), I am experiencing a wonderful glory. Now none of the three 

maladies (of physical, psychological, or social kind) can harm me.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by making a humble prayer. He says: “O’ my dear 

(God), Nanak begs this charity, that even for an instant, he may not forsake (Your 

immaculate Name, the embodiment of) Your lotus feet.” (4-25-31)  
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The message of this shabad is that we should join the saintly congregation and 

sing praises of God, with complete love and dedication, so that showing his grace; 

the Guru may unite us with God. Then all our physical, psychological, or social 

problems would be solved and we would live in complete peace and bliss.  

soohee mehlaa 5. 

say sanjog karahu mayray pi-aaray. 

jit rasnaa har naam uchaaray. ||1|| 
 

sun bayntee parabh deen da-i-aalaa. 

saaDh gaavahi gun sadaa rasaalaa. ||1|| 
rahaa-o. 
 

jeevan roop simran parabh tayraa. 

jis kirpaa karahi baseh tis nayraa. ||2|| 
 

jan kee bhookh tayraa naam ahaar. 

tooN daataa parabh dayvanhaar. ||3|| 
 

raam ramat santan sukh maanaa. 

naanak dayvanhaar sujaanaa. 

||4||26||32|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

Many worldly people like us generally look for that auspicious moment when we 

might marry our son or daughter, win a lottery, or hear some other good news. In this 

shabad, Guru Ji tells us what kind of auspicious moment he prays for and what are its 

unique qualities. 

Guru Ji prays: “O’ my beloved (God, kindly) arrange such an auspicious 

circumstance, which may make my tongue utter God's Name.” (1) 

Making his request more specific, Guru Ji says: “O’ my merciful God of the meek, 

listen to my prayer (and unite me with (Your) saints who always sing (Your praise) 

with relish.” (1-pause) 

Stating how beneficial is God’s meditation, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God), Your meditation 

is like (new lease of) life for us. The person on whom You show Your grace, that 

person (sees) You residing near (in the heart).” (2) 

Describing the intimate relationship between God and His devotees, he says: “(O’ 

God), Your Name is (like) food to satisfy the (spiritual) hunger of Your devotees and 

You are their beneficent provider.” (3) 
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In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), by meditating on God's Name saints 

have enjoyed peace, O’ Nanak (God) our Giver is all wise.” (4-26-32) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to enjoy true peace and bliss, then 

instead of searching for some auspicious moments for our children’s marriage or 

for some good luck, we should ask God to bless us with the auspicious moment of 

meditating on His Name in the company of His saints. 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

bahtee jaat kaday darisat na Dhaarat. 

mithi-aa moh banDheh nit paarach. ||1|| 
 

maaDhvay bhaj din nit rainee. 

janam padaarath jeet har sarnee. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 

 

karat bikaar do-oo kar jhaarat. raam 

ratan rid til nahee Dhaarat. ||2|| 

 

bharan pokhan sang a-oDh bihaanee. 

SGGS  P-744 

jai jagdees kee gat nahee jaanee. ||3|| 
 

saran samrath agochar su-aamee. 

uDhar naanak parabh antarjaamee. 
||4||27||33|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us to ask for the grace of God, so that we may 

meditate on His Name and sing His praises. But we do not care about this advice; 

instead we keep on wasting our entire life in pursuit of worldly riches and power, as if 

we are asleep in this worldly dream. In this shabad, Guru Ji cautions us how quickly 

our life is passing by us and may soon be over. Thus we may lose this rare opportunity 

to reunite with God from whom we have been separated for so long. 

Commenting upon our general state of mind, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friend, like the 

flow of a river), your life is passing by you, but you never look towards it (and think 

about this aspect of your life. Instead you) always get yourself bound to the false love 

of (your body, which is like a) dress for your soul.” (1) 
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So telling us what we need to do, he says: “(O’ my friend), day and night meditate on 

God of the universe, and in this way by seeking the shelter of God, win the game of 

life (and achieve the objective of union with Him).” (1-pause) 

Showing us once again the mirror of our life, Guru Ji says: “(O’ man), with full 

fervor, you keep on committing all kinds of evil deeds, but you do not try to enshrine 

the jewel of God's Name in your heart. (In other words, you spend all your energy  

and time in committing sins, but don’t spend even a single moment to remember 

God).” (2) 

Continuing his comments on our way of life, he says: “(O’ man), your entire life is 

being spent in fulfilling the needs of your body, or your house hold, but you have 

never understood the merit of singing praises of the victorious God.” (3) 

In his compassion Guru Ji shows us how to pray to God for His protection. He says: 

“O’ the incomprehensible, all powerful Master, and inner knower of hearts, Nanak has 

sought Your shelter, save him (as You please).” (4-22-33) 

The message of this shabad is that we should pause for a moment and look at our 

conduct and see how our life is passing by in worldly entanglements and pursuit 

of worldly riches and power. We better stop this rat race right now and focus on 

meditating on God’s Name, otherwise suddenly one day we might have to depart 

from this world without achieving the purpose of human life, which is to reunite 

with God. 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

saaDhsang tarai bhai saagar. 

har har naam simar ratnaagar. ||1|| 

 

simar simar jeevaa naaraa-in. 

dookh rog sog sabh binsay gur pooray 

mil paap tajaa-in. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

jeevan padvee har kaa naa-o. 

man tan nirmal saach su-aa-o. ||2|| 

 

aath pahar paarbarahm Dhi-aa-ee-ai. 

poorab likhat ho-ay taa paa-ee-ai. ||3|| 

 

saran pa-ay jap deen da-i-aalaa. 

naanak jaachai sant ravaalaa. 

||4||28||34|| 
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Suhi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad Guru Ji advised us that we should pause for a moment, look at 

our conduct, and see how our life is passing by in worldly entanglements and pursuit 

of worldly riches and power. We better stop this rat race right now and focus on 

meditating on God’s Name, otherwise suddenly one day we might have to depart from 

this world without achieving the purpose of human life, which is to reunite with God. 

In this shabad, Guru Ji tells us how we can obtain the object of life and get out of this 

dreadful worldly ocean. 

He says: “ (O’ my friend), it is in the company of the saints that one crosses the 

dreadful worldly ocean by meditating on God’s Name, which is like a mine of 

jewels.” (1) 

Sharing with us what he himself does in this regard, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, I) 

live by meditating on God’s Name again and again. (By doing that), all my pains, 

afflictions, and sorrows have been destroyed, and by meeting the perfect Guru (and 

following his advice), I have shed off all my sins.” (1-pause) 

Describing how valuable is God's Name, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), God's Name 

is itself supreme status of life, (by meditating on God's Name), mind and body 

become immaculate, which is the true object of the life.” (2) 

Therefore Guru Ji advises: “(O’ my friends), we should always meditate on the all 

pervading God, however we (obtain this gift) only if it is so preordained in our 

destiny.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by telling us how much he respects those who have 

sought the shelter of God and have meditated on His Name. He says: “(O’ my 

friends), by meditating on (the Name of merciful) God, they who have obtained His 

shelter; Nanak begs for the dust of the feet (the most humble service) of such saints.” 

(4-28-34) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to cross this dreadful worldly ocean 

and get rid of all our sufferings, then we should seek the shelter of the saints and 

in their company meditate on God's Name. 

soothe mehlaa 5. 

ghar kaa kaaj na jaanee roorhaa. 

jhoothai DhanDhai rachi-o moorhaa. ||1|| 

 

jit tooN laaveh tit tit lagnaa. 

jaa tooN deh tayraa naa-o japnaa. ||1|| 
rahaa-o. 
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har kay daas har saytee raatay. 

raam rasaa-in an-din maatay. ||2|| 
 

baah pakar parabh aapay kaadhay. 

janam janam kay tootay gaadhay. ||3|| 
 

uDhar su-aamee parabh kirpaa Dhaaray. 

naanak daas har saran du-aaray. 
||4||29||35|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

In paragraph (2) of the previous shabad (4-22-33), Guru Ji admonished us: “(O’ man), 

you go on committing all kinds of evil deeds with full fervor, but you do not try even 

a bit to enshrine the jewel of God's Name in your heart.” Now in this shabad, out of 

compassion Guru Ji pleads with God on our behalf, and asks Him to save this world.  

Acknowledging human weakness, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God), the foolish (human) 

doesn’t know the most beautiful task for embellishing the home (of one’s own heart). 

Instead, he or she is engaged in false (worldly) affairs.” (1)  

However in his compassion, pleading on our behalf, he says: “(O’ God, a mortal is 

helpless); whatever (task) You yoke one, he or she has to do that. Only when You 

bless one (with the gift, only then one) meditates on Your Name.” (1-pause) 

Guru Ji now describes the conduct of those devotees who are imbued with the love of 

God. He says: “(O’ my friends), the servants of God remain imbued with God; day 

and night they remain intoxicated with the elixir of God's Name.” (2) 

Next listing the blessings, which God showers on His devotees, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my 

friends), holding them by their hands, God has Himself pulled (His devotees) out of 

dreadful ocean (of involvements in worldly attachments, and in this way) He has 

reunited those who were separated from Him for births after births.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by making a prayer on our behalf and says: “O’ my 

Master, slave Nanak has come to seek refuge at Your door, show Your mercy and 

save us.” (4-29-35) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to be liberated from the false 

worldly affairs and reunited with God, then we should pray to Him to show 

mercy on us, bless us with the gift of His Name and save us. 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

sant parsaad nihchal ghar paa-i-aa. 

sarab sookh fir nahee dolaa-i-aa. ||1|| 
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guroo Dhi-aa-ay har charan man 
cheenHay. 

taa tay kartai asthir keenHay. ||1|| 
rahaa-o. 
 

gun gaavat achut abhinaasee. 

taa tay kaatee jam kee faasee. ||2|| 
 

kar kirpaa leenay larh laa-ay. 

sadaa anad naanak gun gaa-ay. 
||3||30||36|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

Guru Ji concluded the previous shabad (4-28-34), saying: “(O’ my friends), by 

meditating on (the Name of merciful) God, they who have obtained His shelter; 

Nanak begs for the dust of the feet (the most humble service) of such saints. In this 

shabad, he explains why he made such a statement concerning the benefit of serving 

the saint (Guru). 

On the basis of his personal knowledge and experience, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my 

friends), by the grace of the saints (Guru), they who have (so stabilized their heart, as 

if they) have obtained an immovable home (for it), they have enjoyed all comforts and 

have not wavered again.” (1) 

Describing how they have obtained such stability of mind, he says: “(O’ my friends), 

by meditating on the Guru, they have experienced (the presence of God in them, as if 

they have) recognized God’s lotus feet in their mind; due to that, the Creator has made 

them unwavering (in pain and pleasure).” (1-pause) 

Therefore on the basis of his personal knowledge and experience, Guru Ji proclaims: 

“(O’ my friends), they who sing praises of the immovable and imperishable God, their 

noose of death is cut off.” (2) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), showing mercy, they whom God has 

attached to the gown (of His Name), O’ Nanak, they always remain in a state of bliss 

by singing God’s praises.” (3-30-36) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to enjoy a state of eternal bliss and 

stability of mind then we should seek the guidance of our Guru and through His 

grace meditate on God's Name. 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

amrit bachan saaDh kee banee. 

jo jo japai tis kee gat hovai har har naam 

nit rasan bakhaanee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
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kalee kaal kay mitay kalaysaa. 

ayko naam man meh parvaysaa. ||1|| 
 

saaDhoo Dhoor mukh mastak laa-ee. 

naanak uDhray har gur sarnaa-ee. 
||2||31||37|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to enjoy a state of eternal 

bliss and stability of mind, then we should seek the guidance of our Guru and through 

His grace meditate on God's Name. In this shabad, Guru Ji explains the important of 

seeking the shelter and guidance of the Guru, and what kind of blessings one obtains 

when one acts on the saint (Guru’s) advice.   

He says: “ (O’ my friends, the) word of the saint (Guru) is like immortalizing elixir. 

Whosoever meditates (on it) is emancipated, because every day such a person keeps 

uttering (God’s) Name from the tongue.” (1-pause) 

Listing some more benefits of listening to the Guru's advice and acting on it, Guru Ji 

says: “(O’ my friends, by acting on the Guru's advice), one’s conflicts of Kal Yug (the 

present iron age) are dispelled, and only the one Name of God comes to reside in 

one’s mind.” (1) 

In closing, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, they who) have applied the dust of the feet 

of the saint (Guru) to their fore heads (have respectfully followed his advice), Nanak 

(says), they have been saved by the Guru’s grace.” (2-31-37) 

The message of this shabad is that we should seek the guidance of the Guru, 

respectfully act on his advice (the Gurbani as included in Guru Granth Sahib Ji), 

and meditate on God’s Name. By doing so we will be emancipated from all the 

troubles of this worldly ocean and live in a state of eternal bliss. 

soohee mehlaa 5 ghar 3. 

gobindaa gun gaa-o da-i-aalaa. 

darsan dayh pooran kirpaalaa. rahaa-o. 
 

kar kirpaa tum hee partipaalaa. 

jee-o pind sabh tumraa maalaa. ||1|| 
 

amrit naam chalai jap naalaa. 

naanak jaachai sant ravaalaa. 

||2||32||38|| 
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Suhi Mehla-5 Ghar-3 

In the previous shabad Guru, Ji advised us that we should seek the guidance of the 

Guru, respectfully act on his advice and meditate on God’s Name. By doing so we 

will be emancipated from the troubles of this worldly ocean and live in a state of 

eternal bliss. In this shabad, he shows how to pray to God and what to ask from Him. 

First lovingly addressing God, he says: “O’ the Master of universe, the merciful God, 

I sing Your praises, (please) bless me with Your sight.” (pause) 

Then with great humility, he acknowledges and says: “(O’ God), showing Your 

mercy, it is You who has nourished me, (therefore) my body and soul are Your 

property.” (1) 

Finally Guru Ji advises us and says: “(O’ my friends), the rejuvenating (God’s) Name 

is worth meditating upon, because it accompanies us (even after death. Therefore) 

Nanak begs for the dust of the feet of the saint (Guru, his most humble service, 

because in his company God’s Name can be meditated upon).” (2-32-38) 

The message of this shabad is that we should beg God for the humble service of 

saint (Guru), so that in his company, we may meditate on His Name, which may 

become our companion and helper even after death. 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

tis bin doojaa avar na ko-ee. 

aapay thammai sachaa so-ee. ||1|| 
 

har har naam mayraa aaDhaar. 

karan kaaran samrath apaar. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

sabh rog mitaavay navaa niro-aa. 

naanak rakhaa aapay ho-aa. ||2||33||39|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should beg God for the humble 

service of saint (Guru), so that in his company, we may meditate on His Name, which 

may become our companion and helper even after death. 

In this shabad, he tells us why he stresses upon the importance of meditating on God’s 

Name and the benefit thereof. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), except Him there is no other (who is immortal). That 

everlasting (God) Himself provides support (to the entire universe).” (1) 
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Therefore stating his own belief, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, for) me God's Name 

is my anchor, because I know that limitless God is powerful to do and get done 

anything.” (1-pause) 

Guru Ji concludes by telling us, what kind of blessings God bestows upon His 

devotees. He says: “(O’ my friends, God) dispels away all afflictions, and makes us 

perfectly healthy. O’ Nanak, (God) Himself becomes our protector.” (2-33-39) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to get rid of all our pain and 

sufferings, whether spiritual or physical, we should depend upon one God alone 

and none other. 

SGGS  P-745 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

darsan ka-o lochai sabh ko-ee. 

poorai bhaag paraapat ho-ee. rahaa-o. 
 

si-aam sundar taj need ki-o aa-ee. 

mahaa mohnee dootaa laa-ee. ||1|| 
 

paraym bichhohaa karat kasaa-ee. 

nirdai jant tis da-i-aa na paa-ee. ||2|| 
 

anik janam beetee-an bharmaa-ee. 

ghar vaas na dayvai dutar maa-ee. ||3|| 
 

din rain apnaa kee-aa paa-ee. 

kis dos na deejai kirat bhavaa-ee. ||4|| 
 

sun saajan sant jan bhaa-ee. 

charan saran naanak gat paa-ee. 
||5||34||40|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

In the previous so many shabads, Guru Ji has been advising us to meditate on God's 

Name and sing His praises again and again. But we human beings remain so absorbed 

in our worldly affairs as if we are kind of asleep in those false worldly pursuits, while 

our time to see the sight of beloved God and being united with Him is passing by. In 

this shabad, Guru Ji reflects on this state of human beings and tries to find the reason 

and remedy to wake us up from this slumber, and use this opportunity of human life, 

for its true purpose of reuniting with God. 
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Observing this one very important reality, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), everyone 

craves to see the sight of God, but it is only by perfect destiny, that (this vision) is 

obtained.” (1-pause) 

Now Guru Ji wonders, why abandoning our beauteous God, are we in love with Maya 

(the worldly riches, powers, and relatives), who has let loose this infatuation after us? 

So as if talking to himself in regret and finding the source behind this allurement, he 

says: “Why did I go to sleep (and get involved in worldly affairs), abandoning the 

beauteous God? (It must be that) the great enticer (Maya) has let loose the demons (of 

internal impulses) after me.” (1) 

Describing the kind of cruelty is being perpetrated on a human heart by the absence of 

love or feeling of separation from God, he says: “(O’ my friends, the absence or) 

separation of love exerts a pull on the (human soul), but this heartless mortal doesn’t 

have even a little bit of compassion in it, (and ignoring God, runs after worldly 

riches).” (2) 

Commenting further on Maya, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, the human soul) has 

wandered through countless births, but the terrible Maya doesn’t let it, obtain a 

residence in its own home (the heart).” (3) 

However Guru Ji reminds human beings about their own responsibility in this matter. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), day and night, one receives the result of one’s own (past) 

deeds. Therefore, we shouldn’t blame anyone (else, because) it is our own doing (in 

the past), which is making us wander around (in countless existences).” (4) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by giving his suggestion, so that we may wake up from 

our worldly slumber and obtain salvation. He says: “Listen O’ my dear friends, saints, 

devotees, and brothers. Nanak says that (it is only by seeking) the shelter of the       

feet (of God, His immaculate Name that any body) has received high spiritual state.” 

(3-34-40) 

The message of this shabad is that instead of blaming anybody for our sufferings, 

we should realize that it is our own past deeds, which are responsible for our 

continuous pains of births and deaths. Now if we want to end this cycle and 

obtain reunion with our beloved God, then we should wake up from this 

ignorance or slumber of worldly Maya and seeking the shelter of our Guru 

meditate on God's Name. 

raag soohee mehlaa 5 ghar 4 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

bhalee suhaavee chhaapree jaa meh 

gun gaa-ay. 
kit hee kaam na Dha-ulhar jit har 

bisraa-ay. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
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anad gareebee saaDhsang jit parabh 

chit aa-ay. 
jal jaa-o ayhu badpanaa maa-i-aa 

laptaa-ay. ||1|| 
 

peesan pees odh kaamree sukh man 

santokhaa-ay. 
aiso raaj na kitai kaaj jit nah   

tariptaa-ai. ||2|| 
 

nagan firat rang ayk kai oh sobhaa 

paa-ay. 
paat patambar birthi-aa jih rach 

lobhaa-ay. ||3|| 
 

sabh kichh tumHrai haath parabh aap 
karay karaa-ay. 

saas saas simrat rahaa naanak daan 

paa-ay. ||4||1||41|| 

Raag Suhi Mehla-5 Ghar-4 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us to wake up from the slumber of Maya. But 

it so happens that we human beings always keep running after more and more wealth, 

so that we may have better clothes to wear, more posh cars to ride, and more 

magnificent houses to reside in, but we don’t find time to meditate on God's Name. 

Consequently we keep suffering the pains of repeated births and deaths. It is believed 

that Guru Ji uttered this shabad on the occasion when he met a very poor man named 

Hema living in a dilapidated hut, wearing almost no clothes, grinding corn, but still 

meditating on God's Name in utter devotion. Guru Ji was very much impressed by the 

devotion of that poor man, and addressing his accompanying disciples, he uttered this 

shabad. 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), very pleasant and beauteous is that hut wherein are 

sung praises of God. (On the other hand), of no use are those white marble mansions 

(residing in which) one forsakes God.” (1-pause) 

Therefore preferring the saintly congregation, even if it is full of poor people, Guru Ji 

says: “(O’ my friends), in spite of living in poverty there is bliss in the saintly 

company, because in that congregation God comes to mind. On the other hand let this 

(false reputation of) greatness burn, which entangles a person in Maya (the worldly 

allurements).” (1)  

Referring to the bliss and contentment being enjoyed by that poor man, who was 

grinding corn with only a small blanket to cover him for preparing food for the needy, 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), when there is contentment in the mind, one feels  
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happy, even when (one is living in such utter poverty), that wearing only a small 

blanket over the body one is grinding corn. (On the other hand), such a kingdom in 

which the mind is not satiated is of no avail.” (2) 

Continuing to contrast the state in which one remains imbued with the love of God to 

the one in which one remains allured by worldly enticements, he says: “(O’ my 

friends), the one who may be wandering naked, but is attuned to the one (God) 

receives glory. But useless are those silk and satin (dresses), enticed by which one 

becomes greedy.” (3) 

However in his compassion, Guru Ji concludes this shabad by praying on our behalf. 

He says: “O’ God, everything is in Your hand, it is You who does and gets everything 

done, therefore (I) Nanak beg You for this one charity, that I may keep remembering 

You with each and every breath.” (4-1-41) 

The message of this shabad is that we should be having so much love and 

devotion for God that for us meditating on His Name and doing virtuous deeds 

should have priority over amassing wealth and comforts. The divine peace and 

contentment, which one enjoys by meditating on God even while living in poverty 

is far better than the life of luxury, which makes us forsake God, and involves us 

in worldly greed. 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

har kaa sant paraan Dhan tis kaa 
panihaaraa. 

bhaa-ee meet sut sagal tay jee-a hooN 
tay pi-aaraa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

kaysaa kaa kar beejnaa sant cha-ur 
dhulaava-o. 

sees nihaara-o charan tal Dhoor mukh 
laava-o. ||1|| 
 

misat bachan bayntee kara-o deen kee 
ni-aa-ee. 

taj abhimaan sarnee para-o har gun 

niDh paa-ee. ||2|| 
 

avlokan punah punah kara-o jan kaa 
darsaar. 

amrit bachan man meh sincha-o   

banda-o baar baar. ||3|| 
 

chitva-o man aasaa kara-o jan kaa sang 

maaga-o. 
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naanak ka-o parabh da-i-aa kar daas 

charnee laaga-o. ||4||2||42 

Suhi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should be having so much love and 

devotion for God that for us meditating on His Name and doing virtuous deeds should 

have priority over amassing wealth and enjoying comforts of life. The divine peace 

and contentment which one enjoys even while living in utter poverty is far better than 

the life of luxury, which makes us, forsake God and involves us in worldly greed. In 

this shabad, he expresses how much love and respect he has for the saints and 

devotees of God. 

He says: “(O’ my friends, for me a) saint of God is the wealth of my life, (and) I am 

his water carrier. To me he is dearer than all my brothers, friends, sons, and even my 

life.” (1-pause) 

Expressing his zeal and craving to serve the devotees of God, Guru Ji says: “(O' my 

friends, I wish) that making a fan out of my hair, I may waive it like a whisk over the 

saints. (I wish that I may pay so much respect to the saints, that) I may place my head 

below the (saint’s) feet and apply the dust of their feet to my forehead.” (1) 

Next sharing with us how would he like to talk and what he wants to say to the saints, 

Guru Ji says: “(I wish that) like the most humble and meek persons, I may make my 

submission in sweet words. Abandoning ego, I may fall at their feet and obtain from 

them the treasure of virtues of God.” (2) 

Continuing to express his noble desire, he says: “(I wish that) with my eyes I may 

again and again see the sight of (God’s) devotees and embellish) my mind with the 

nectar sweet words and pay my obeisance again and again.” (3) 

In closing, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my God), in my mind I desire and wish for the company 

of Your devotees. (O’ God), show mercy on Nanak, that he may be attuned to the feet 

of (Your) slaves (and keep humbly serving them).” (4-2-42) 

The message of this shabad is that we should do the most humble service of the 

saint (Guru). But since after the tenth Guru, for us the eternal Guru is Guru 

Granth Sahib, we can serve our Guru by devotedly reading, understanding, and 

acting on the Gurbani included therein. This would bring us peace and bliss. 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

jin mohay barahmand khand taahoo 
meh paa-o. 

raakh layho ih bikh-ee jee-o dayh 
apunaa naa-o. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
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jaa tay naahee ko sukhee taa kai 

paachhai jaa-o. 
chhod jaahi jo sagal ka-o fir fir 

laptaa-o. ||1|| 

 

karahu kirpaa karunaapatay tayray 

har gun gaa-o. 
naanak kee parabh bayntee 

saaDhsang samaa-o. ||2||3||43|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

Guru Ji concluded the previous shabad with a prayer saying: “(O’ my God) in my 

mind I desire and wish for the company of Your devotees. (O’ God), show mercy on 

Nanak, that he may be attuned to the feet of (Your) slaves (and keep humbly serving 

them).” But we human beings don’t really listen to that kind of advice, instead we 

keep running after worldly riches and power and then suffer badly. So putting himself 

in our position, he acknowledges this situation, and shows us how to pray to God to 

take us out of this evil web and turn our attention to meditation on God’s Name. 

So first making an honest confession on our behalf, he says: “ (O’ God, Maya, the 

worldly riches and power), which has enticed (people living in all) continents and 

regions (of the world), I (too) am also involved in that. (O’ God), save this poison 

filled human being and give him Your Name.” (1-pause) 

Elaborating on his confession, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God), I go again and again after that 

(wealth, amassing) which no one has become (truly) happy. Again and again, I cling 

to that (Maya), which (ultimately) deserts all.” (1) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by making a prayer to God and says: “O’ Master of 

mercy, show kindness that I may sing Your praises. This is the prayer of Nanak before 

God, that I may merge in the company of saints.” (2-3-43) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to get rid of our worldly 

entanglements and want to divert our attention to God’s Name then we should 

pray to God to bless us with the company of saints. 

SGGS  P-746 

raag soohee mehlaa 5 ghar 5  parh-taal 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

pareet pareet guree-aa mohan laalnaa 
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jap man gobind aykai avar nahee ko laykhai 

sant laag maneh chhaad dubiDhaa kee 
kuree-aa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

nirgun haree-aa sargun Dharee-aa anik 
khothree-aa bhinn bhinn bhinn bhin      

karee-aa. 

vich man kotvaree-aa. 

nij mandar piree-aa. 

tahaa aanad karee-aa. 

nah maree-aa nah jaree-aa. ||1|| 
 

kirtan juree-aa baho biDh firee-aa par ka-o 

hiree-aa. 

bikhnaa ghiree-aa. 

ab saaDhoo sang paree-aa. 

har du-aarai kharee-aa. 

darsan karee-aa. 

naanak gur miree-aa. 

bahur na firee-aa. ||2||1||44|| 

Raag Suhi Mehla-5 Ghar-5 Partal 

In this world we always talk of love as the most sublime thing. This love can be 

between two human beings, or it can be love of a person for wealth, children, or 

worldly possessions. In this shabad, Guru Ji tells us what is the most sublime and the 

highest kind of love, which far exceeds the merits and happiness obtained from any 

other kind of worldly love. 

Addressing his own mind and us, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), among all kinds of 

love, the highest love is for the charming dear God. (Therefore), O’ my mind, 

meditate only on the one God; nothing else is of any account. Attune yourself to the 

advice of the saints and forsake the path of duality (the love of worldly riches and 

power).” (1-pause) 

Now telling us about the whereabouts of God with whom he wants us to fall in love, 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), the absolute God has manifested Himself in physical 

forms. (For His abode), He has built myriads of mansions (in the form of human 

bodies). Within (each body) the mind is like the police officer, and (therein) lives the 

beloved God in His temple, and enjoys bliss. For Him, there is neither death, nor old 

age.” (1) 
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However, commenting on the state of human beings, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), 

the mortal remains involved in God’s creation and keeps wandering in various ways, 

usurping others’ rights, remaining surrounded by evil deeds.” 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by describing what happens when a person reaches the 

congregation of saintly persons. Describing it as his personal experience, he says: 

“(O’ my friends), now I have joined the company of the saint (Guru), which has 

helped me reach and stand at the door of God. There I have seen the sight (of God). In 

this way, Nanak has met God, and he is not going to wander in existences any more.” 

(2-1-44) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to fall in love with anybody, or 

anything else, we should fall in love with God. Instead of being too much involved 

in worldly affairs and committing all kinds of undesirable or sinful deeds, we 

should seek and act on the advice of the Guru, so that instead of wandering 

around in a myriad of species, we may also see the sight of God and be absorbed 

in Him. 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

raas mandal keeno aakhaaraa. 

saglo saaj rakhi-o paasaaraa. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 
 

baho biDh roop rang aapaaraa. 

paykhai khusee bhog nahee haaraa. 

sabh ras lait basat niraaraa. ||1|| 
 

baran chihan naahee mukh na 

maasaaraa. 

kahan na jaa-ee khayl tuhaaraa. 

naanak rayn sant charnaaraa. 

||2||2||45|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to fall in love with 

anybody, we should fall in love with God Himself. In this shabad, he describes the 

excellencies of God, and also describes His relationship with this universe.  

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, just as god Krishna used to play with his milkmaids, 

similarly God) has made this universe like an arena (to play with His creatures). He 

has kept embellished the entire (worldly) expanse.” (1-pause) 

Commenting further on the grandeur and magnificence of this universe and how God 

enjoys His creation, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, God) has made this limitless  
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(expanse of the universe) in many different beauteous forms, colors, and ways. He 

looks at these with great pleasure and never gets tired (of enjoying this wonderful play 

being played in front of Him). He relishes all, yet He remains aloof (from the worldly 

pleasures or affairs).” (1) 

Guru Ji now clears another very important aspect of God. Contrary to many beliefs, 

according to which God is some old bearded man living somewhere in the sky and 

ruling the world from there, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God, You) have no form, color, face, 

or beard. Your play cannot be described, Nanak is only the dust of (Your) saints’ 

feet.” (2-2-45) 

The message of the shabad is that this world is God's creation and His play, and 

He is enjoying it. As far as we are concerned, we should simply marvel at God 

and His play and not try to describe His limits. Instead following saint (Guru’s) 

guidance, we should keep meditating on His Name with true love and devotion. 

Note: In one of his plays Shakespeare  expresses similar thoughts about this world, 

when he says : “This world is a stage, and men are the actors.” 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

ta-o mai aa-i-aa sarnee aa-i-aa. 

bharosai aa-i-aa kirpaa aa-i-aa. 

ji-o bhaavai ti-o raakho su-aamee 

maarag gureh pathaa-i-aa. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 
 

mahaa dutar maa-i-aa.  

jaisay pavan jhulaa-i-aa. ||1|| 
 

sun sun hee daraa-i-aa. 

karro Dharamraa-i-aa. ||2|| 
 

garih anDh koopaa-i-aa. 

paavak sagraa-i-aa. ||3|| 
 

gahee ot saDhaa-i-aa. 

naanak har Dhi-aa-i-aa. 

ab mai pooraa paa-i-aa. ||4||3||46|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad (2-1-44), Guru Ji advised us that instead of being too much 

involved in worldly affairs and committing all kinds of undesirable or sinful deeds, we 

should seek and act on the advice of the Guru, so that instead of keeping wandering  
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around in a myriad of species, we also may see the sight of God and get absorbed in 

Him. In this shabad, he shows us how and what to say when we go and seek the 

shelter and the protection of that God. 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ God), I have come to You to seek Your shelter. I have come with 

this faith that You would show mercy on me. Therefore O’ my Master, save me as 

You please. It is the Guru who has shown me this path.” (1-pause) 

Stating the reason for seeking the shelter of God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God), The Maya 

(the worldly expanse is like a) very difficult to cross ocean. (In this ocean) are 

blowing strong winds (of worldly allurements).” (1) 

Continuing to express his concerns, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God), just upon hearing again 

and again that the judge of righteousness (who decides our fate) is very strict, I am 

terrified.” (2) 

Summarizing the nature of this world, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), this world is 

like a blind well, which is all filled with the water of fire (of worldly desires).” (3) 

Stating what he himself has done to escape from further sufferings, he says: “(O’ my 

friends, I) Nanak have grasped on to the support of the saint (Guru and) meditated on 

God, and now I have obtained the Perfect (God).” (4-3-46)  

The message of this shabad is that if we want to save ourselves from the evils of 

this worldly Maya and the punishment of the strict righteous judge, then we 

should seek the shelter of the Guru and as per his guidance go to God in 

complete humility and beg Him to save us in what ever way it pleases Him. 

raag soohee mehlaa 5 ghar 6 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

satgur paas banantee-aa milai naam 
aaDhaaraa. 

tuthaa sachaa paatisaahu taap ga-i-aa 
sansaaraa. ||1|| 

 

bhagtaa kee tayk tooN santaa kee ot 
tooN sachaa sirjanhaaraa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

sach tayree saamagree sach tayraa 

darbaaraa. 
sach tayray khaajni-aa sach tayraa 

paasaaraa. ||2|| 
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tayraa roop agamm hai anoop tayraa 

darsaaraa. 
ha-o kurbaanee tayri-aa sayvkaa jinH 

har naam pi-aaraa. ||3|| 

SGGS  P-747 

sabhay ichhaa pooree-aa jaa paa-i-aa 
agam apaaraa. 

gur naanak mili-aa paarbarahm tayri-aa 

charnaa ka-o balihaaraa. ||4||1||47|| 

Raag Suhi Mehla-5 Ghar-6 

In the previous shabad Guru Ji told us that if we want to save ourselves from the evils 

of this worldly Maya and the punishment of the strict righteous judge, then we should 

seek the shelter of the Guru and as per his guidance go to God in complete humility 

and beg Him to save us in what ever way it pleases Him. In this shabad, he shares 

with us his experience of praying before his Guru and the result of those prayers.  

Guru Ji tells: “(O’ my friends), I made a prayer before the true Guru that I may be 

blessed with the support of (God's) Name. (The result was that God) the true king 

became gracious on me, and all my worldly worry was gone.” (1) 

Therefore expressing his gratitude, Guru Ji said: “(O’ God), You are the eternal 

Creator (of the universe). You are the support of Your devotee, and the anchor of 

Your saints.” (1- pause) 

Continuing to express his praise of God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God), everlasting are Your 

provisions (for the world), eternal is Your court (of justice). Your treasures are always 

full, and true is Your expanse (of the world).” (2) 

But that is not all, Guru Ji adds: “(O’ God), incomprehensible is Your form, and 

unparallel (in bliss) is Your sight. I am a sacrifice to Your servants, to whom God's 

Name is dear.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by once again expressing his gratitude and total 

satisfaction. He says: “O’ my limitless and incomprehensible God, (when I saw Your 

sight) all my wishes were fulfilled. O’ my all-pervading God, I am a sacrifice to Your 

feet (Your Name. I say, the one who has met Guru Nanak, deem that) person has met 

God.” (41-47) 
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The message of this shabad is that we should always humbly pray to God to bless 

us with the guidance of the Guru, and gift of God’s Name. These gifts would give 

us such happiness and contentment, that we wouldn’t feel the need for any other 

worldly wealth, possession, or power.  

raag soohee mehlaa 5 ghar 7 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

tayraa bhaanaa toohai manaa-ihi jis no 
hohi da-i-aalaa. 

saa-ee bhagat jo tuDh bhaavai tooN 

sarab jee-aa partipaalaa. ||1|| 

 

mayray raam raa-ay santaa tayk 

tumHaaree. 
jo tuDh bhaavai so parvaan man tan 

toohai aDhaaree. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

tooN da-i-aal kirpaal kirpaa niDh mansaa 

pooranhaaraa. 

bhagat tayray sabh faraanpat pareetam 
tooN bhagtan kaa pi-aaraa. ||2|| 

 

too athaahu apaar at oochaa ko-ee avar 

na tayree bhaatay. 

ih ardaas hamaaree su-aamee visar 

naahee sukh-daatay. ||3|| 

 

din rain saas saas gun gaavaa jay       

su-aamee tuDh bhaavaa. 

naam tayraa sukh naanak maagai 
saahib tuthai paavaa. ||4||1||48|| 

Raag Suhi Mehla-5 Ghar-6 

In the previous so many shabads Guru Ji has advised us to always sing praises of God 

and happily submit to His will or command. However, in this shabad he wants to 

emphasize this point that actually it is God Himself who gives us the strength and will 

power to submit to His will. Therefore, we should never feel conceited that we are 

such obedient servants of God. Instead, we should always remain humble and pray to 

God to bless us with this quality. 
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Guru Ji says: “O’ God, on whom You become kind, You Yourself get Your command 

obeyed by that (person. Therefore), that alone is Your (true) worship which is pleasing 

to You; You are the sustainer of all beings.” (1) 

Describing the relationship between God and His saints, Guru Ji says: “O’ my God 

and King, Your saints have only Your support. Whatever pleases You is acceptable to 

them; Yours is the only support in their mind and body.” (1-pause) 

Continuing his comments on the above relationship, Guru Ji says: “O’ God, You are 

compassionate treasure of mercy and fulfiller of hopes. O’ the Master of life, You 

love all the devotees, and You are the Beloved of the devotees.” (2) 

Therefore Guru Ji prays: “(O’ God), You are unfathomable, infinite, and extremely 

high. There is no one else like You. This is my prayer O’ Master, my bliss-giving 

benefactor, that You never go out of my mind.” (3)  

Guru Ji concludes this shabad by saying: “O’ my Master, if I sound pleasing to You, 

(bless me) that day and night; with each and every breath I may sing Your praises. (In 

short), Nanak begs for the blessing of Your Name. (But I know) that if my Master 

becomes gracious, only then I would obtain it.” (4-1-48) 

The message of this shabad is that even if we are worshiping God day and night 

and accepting His will as His true and obedient devotees, still we should never 

feel proud or arrogant about it. Instead we should think and truly believe that 

even this inspiration in us to meditate on His Name or to obey His will is due to 

God’s grace upon us. Therefore we should always keep praying to God to never 

let us forget Him, and always keep us under His gracious glance of grace.  

soohee mehlaa 5. 

visrahi naahee jit too kabhoo so 
thaan tayraa kayhaa. 

aath pahar jit tuDh Dhi-aa-ee nirmal 
hovai dayhaa. ||1|| 

 

mayray raam ha-o so thaan bhaalan 

aa-i-aa. 
khojat khojat bha-i-aa saaDhsang tinH 

sarnaa-ee paa-i-aa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

bayd parhay parh barahmay haaray 

ik til nahee keemat paa-ee. 

saaDhik siDh fireh billaatay tay bhee 
mohay maa-ee. ||2|| 
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das a-utaar raajay ho-ay vartay 

mahaadayv a-uDhootaa. 
tinH bhee ant na paa-i-o tayraa laa-ay 

thakay bibhootaa. ||3|| 

 

sahj sookh aanand naam ras har 

santee mangal gaa-i-aa. 

safal darsan bhayti-o gur naanak taa 
man tan har har Dhi-aa-i-aa. 

||4||2||49|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that even if we are worshiping God day 

and night and accepting His will as His true and obedient devotees, still we should 

never feel proud or arrogant about it. Instead we should think and truly believe that 

even this inspiration in us to meditate on His Name or to obey His will is due to God’s 

grace upon us. Therefore we should always keep praying to God to never let us forget 

Him, and always keep us under His gracious glance of grace. In this shabad, Guru Ji 

even asks God to tell him that place or society where he may not forget Him. Then 

after finding such a place he tells us what this place is, which even many great gods 

couldn’t find?  

First wondering about such a place, Guru Ji asks: “O’ God, what could be like that 

place of Yours, sitting where You are never forsaken, and where I may meditate on 

You all the time and my body is purified?” (1) 

As if after a long search he found that place, he says: “O’ my God, I have come to find 

that place. After searching from place to place, I reached the congregation of saints 

and in their shelter, I have found that place.” (1-pause) 

Guru Ji now comments on the efforts made by others in this regard and tells how 

fruitless were all their efforts. Guru Ji says: “(O my friends, what to speak of ordinary 

people), if even gods like Brahma, have exhausted themselves reading Vedas, but they 

could not estimate even a bit of (God’s) worth. (Similarly many) seekers and adepts 

roam about wailing and crying, because they too have been allured by Maya, (the 

worldly riches and power).” (2) 

But that is not all. Guru Ji tells how even great kings and the so-called incarnations of 

god Vishnu have failed in their search for God. He says: “O’ God, even the ten 

incarnations (of god Vishnu), who lived as kings, and (god) Shiva who became a 

recluse, kept roaming around with ashes (applied to their bodies), but could not find 

Your limit.” (3) 
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Guru Ji concludes this shabad by describing the merits of the place where he has 

found the answer to his quest. He says: “(O’ God), the saints who have always sung 

praises of God have enjoyed peace, poise, bliss, and the relish of God's Name. When 

Nanak obtained the fruitful sight of the (saint) Guru, his mind and body meditated on 

God.” (4-2-49) 

The message of the shabad is that it is in the congregation of saintly persons we 

can enjoy the state of peace, poise, and bliss, because there they sing praises of 

God day and night and never forsake God. 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

karam Dharam pakhand jo deeseh tin 

jam jaagaatee lootai. 

nirbaan keertan gaavhu kartay kaa 
nimakh simrat jit chhootai. ||1|| 

 

santahu saagar paar utree-ai. 

jay ko bachan kamaavai santan kaa 

so gur parsaadee taree-ai. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 
 

kot tirath majan isnaanaa is kal meh 
mail bhareejai. 

saaDhsang jo har gun gaavai so 

nirmal kar leejai. ||2|| 

 

bayd katayb simrit sabh saasat inH 

parhi-aa mukat na ho-ee. 

ayk akhar jo gurmukh jaapai tis kee 
nirmal so-ee. ||3|| 

 

khatree baraahman sood vais updays 

chahu varnaa ka-o saajhaa. 

SGGS  P-748 

gurmukh naam japai uDhrai so kal 

meh ghat ghat naanak maajhaa. 
||4||3||50|| 
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Suhi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that it is in the congregation of saintly persons 

where we can enjoy the state of peace, poise, and bliss, because there they sing praises 

of God day and night and never forsake God. 

However in this shabad, Guru Ji wants to caution us, and advises us to make sure that 

these people are not entering into rituals, austerities, or such things as bathing at holy 

places, because these are all useless things. He wants us to concentrate only on 

meditating on God’s Name, which alone is the sure way to reach God. 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), all these rituals, religious rites and other hypocrisies, 

which are seen (in this world), are all plundered by the tax collector of the death (and 

all these rituals would not save us from the cycles of death and birth). Therefore 

without any (worldly) desires, sing praises of the Creator, meditating on whom even 

for a moment one is liberated (from the noose of death).” (1) 

Restating his advice, Guru Ji says: “O’ my dear saints, (by meditating on God’s 

Name) we swim across this (worldly) ocean. If some body acts on this advice of the 

saints, by Guru's grace, that person is ferried across.” (1-pause) 

Commenting on the practice of bathing at the so-called holy places, Guru Ji says: “(O’ 

my friends), in this iron age, even by bathing at millions of holy places, one gets filled 

with dirt (of sins. On the other hand), one who in the company of saints sings praises 

of God makes him or herself immaculate.” (2) 

Regarding reading of holy books of different faiths, he says: “(O’ my friends), by 

reading Vedas (the Hindu holy books), the Katebas (the Muslim, Jews, and Christian 

holy books), and all other Simritis and Shastras (Hindu philosophy on religion), one 

does not obtain salvation. (On the other hand), one who by Guru’s grace meditates on 

the one word (Ik Onkar), gains glory (both in this and the next world).” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by giving a universal message. He says: “(O’ my 

friends, this is) the common message to all the four castes, the Khattris (warriors), 

Brahmins  (priests), Shudras  (menials), and Vaaish (the business community), that in 

this iron age, that one alone who by Guru’s grace meditates on (God’s) Name is 

saved. O’ Nanak such a person sees God residing in each and every heart.” (4-3-50) 

The message of this shabad is that instead of wasting time in performing rituals 

and reading holy books, we should concentrate only on meditating on God’s 

Name and remember that God lives in each every heart, therefore we should love 

and respect everybody as our brother and sister or loved one.  

soohee mehlaa 5. 

jo kichh karai so-ee parabh maaneh   

o-ay raam naam rang raatay. 
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tinH kee sobhaa sabhnee thaa-ee jinH 

parabh kay charan paraatay. ||1|| 

 

mayray raam har santaa jayvad na   

ko-ee. 
bhagtaa ban aa-ee parabh apnay si-o 

jal thal mahee-al so-ee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

kot apraaDhee satsang uDhrai jam taa 
kai nayrh na aavai. 

janam janam kaa bichhurhi-aa hovai 

tinH har si-o aan milaavai. ||2|| 

 

maa-i-aa moh bharam bha-o kaatai 

sant saran jo aavai. 

jayhaa manorath kar aaraaDhay so 
santan tay paavai. ||3|| 

 

jan kee mahimaa kaytak barna-o jo 

parabh apnay bhaanay. 

kaho naanak jin satgur bhayti-aa say 
sabh tay bha-ay nikaanay. 

||4||4||51|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

Guru Ji concluded the previous shabad (4-2-29) by addressing God and saying to 

Him: “(O’ God), the saints who have always sung Your praises have enjoyed peace, 

poise, and bliss of the relish of God's Name. When Nanak obtained the fruitful sight 

of the (saint) Guru, his mind and body meditated on God.” In this shabad, he lists the 

blessings of seeking the shelter and guidance of the saints and tells what kind of 

blessings saints shower upon those who seek their refuge.  

To start with, Guru Ji tells us some of the traits and habits of the saintly people. He 

says: “(O’ my friends, the saints and devotees) who are imbued with the love of God 

accept whatever God does; they deem it good for them. They who have thus repaired 

to the feet (or shelter) of God, their glory is proclaimed all over.” (1) 

Elaborating on the virtues of the saints and God’s relationship with the devotees, he 

says: “O’ my God, nobody is equal to Your saints. The devotees are in love with their 

God who pervades all land, water, and space.” (1-pause) 
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Listing the blessings the saints shower on those who seek their shelter, Guru Ji says: 

“(O’ my friends), in the company of saints, even those sinners who committed 

millions of sins have been saved (from evils); the demon of death does not come near 

them. One might have been separated from God for many births, (the saint) unites that 

one with God.” (2) 

Describing further the blessings received by those, who seek the shelter of saints, 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, the person) who seeks the shelter of the saints, that 

person’s attachment to Maya (worldly riches and power), doubt, and fear is dispelled. 

With whatever objective one meditates on God, one gets that wish fulfilled from the 

saints.” (3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), how much may I describe the glory of 

saints who are pleasing to their God? Nanak says, “They who have met the true Guru 

(and followed him) have become independent of all.” (4-4-51) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to be absolved of sins of millions of 

births, have all our wishes fulfilled, and be united with God, then we should seek 

the shelter of the saint (Guru Granth Sahib), and act on the advice contained 

therein.  

soohee mehlaa 5. 

mahaa agan tay tuDh haath day 
raakhay pa-ay tayree sarnaa-ee. 

tayraa maan taan rid antar hor doojee 

aas chukaa-ee. ||1|| 

 

mayray raam raa-ay tuDh chit aa-i-ai 

ubray. 
tayree tayk bharvaasaa tumHraa jap 

naam tumHaaraa uDhray. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

anDh koop tay kaadh lee-ay tumH aap 

bha-ay kirpaalaa. 

saar samHaal sarab sukh dee-ay aap 
karay partipaalaa. ||2|| 

 

aapnee nadar karay parmaysar 

banDhan kaat chhadaa-ay. 

aapnee bhagat parabh aap karaa-ee 

aapay sayvaa laa-ay. ||3|| 
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bharam ga-i-aa bhai moh binaasay miti-

aa sagal visooraa. 

naanak da-i-aa karee sukh-daatai 
bhayti-aa satgur pooraa. ||4||5||52|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to be absolved of sins of 

millions of births, have all our wishes fulfilled, and be united with God, then we 

should seek the shelter of the saint (Guru), and act on his advice. In this shabad, on 

the basis of his personal knowledge he describes how God has saved those who 

sought His shelter. 

Expressing his sentiments of gratitude to God, Guru Ji says: “O’ God, they who came 

to Your shelter, extending Your hand, You pulled them out of the terrible fire (of 

worldly desires). O’ God, in their minds, it is only Your support and power, on which 

they depend upon, and they have discarded any other support.” (1) 

Guru Ji adds: O’ my God the King, in whose hearts You have come to reside, they 

have been saved (from evils). By depending only upon Your support and meditating 

on Your Name, they have been saved.” (1-pause) 

Now describing the kind of blessings those persons received, on whom God became 

gracious, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God), on whom You became kind, You pulled them out 

from the blind well (of worldly attachments. Not only that), cherishing and taking care 

of them, You blessed them with all comforts and You Yourself sustained them.” (2) 

Therefore addressing us, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), they on whom God has cast 

His glance of grace, cutting off their (worldly) bonds, He Himself has liberated them. 

He Himself has got His worship done (from them), and on His own He has yoked 

them to His service.” (3) 

In conclusion, he says: “O’ Nanak, on whom the bliss giving (God) has shown mercy, 

they have met the perfect true Guru. Their doubt went away, their fears and worldly 

attachment were destroyed, and all worry was removed.” (4-5-52) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to get rid of all our sorrows, 

suffering, and bonds of worldly riches relatives and power, then we should have 

full trust and faith in the protection and the support of God and as advised in 

Guru (Granth Sahib Ji) meditate on God’s Name with true love and devotion. 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

jab kachh na see-o tab ki-aa kartaa 
kavan karam kar aa-i-aa. 
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apnaa khayl aap kar daykhai thaakur 
rachan rachaa-i-aa. ||1|| 

 

mayray raam raa-ay mujh tay 

kachhoo na ho-ee. 

aapay kartaa aap karaa-ay sarab 
nirantar so-ee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

gantee ganee na chhootai kathoo 
kaachee dayh i-aanee. 

kirpaa karahu parabh karnaihaaray 
tayree bakhas niraalee. ||2|| 

 

jee-a jant sabh tayray keetay ghat 
ghat tuhee Dhi-aa-ee-ai. 

tayree gat mit toohai jaaneh kudrat 

keem na paa-ee-ai.||3|| 

 

nirgun mugaDh ajaan agi-aanee 

karam Dharam nahee jaanaa. 

da-i-aa karahu naanak gun gaavai 
mithaa lagai tayraa bhaanaa. 

||4||6||53|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

It is often a subject of discussion between many intellectuals, why one does the things 

which one does, and the punishment one bears. According to Eastern philosophy 

(including Sikhism), one undergoes rounds of births and deaths, and other pains as a 

result of the destiny prescribed for that one by God on the basis of one’s previous 

record. But then question arises, if our present birth and suffering is as a result of the 

bad deeds done in the previous birth, then what was our very first birth due to, before 

which there was nothing except God Himself, and there was no question of our doing 

any bad deeds. In this shabad, Guru Ji explores this question and shows us the way to 

get out of this dilemma. 

Guru Ji begins the shabad with a question and comment. He says: “(O’ my friends), 

when there was nothing then what did the man do and (on account of) what deeds did 

the man come (into this world? The real thing is this that) God Himself has set up this 

creation (of the world). Himself setting up His show, He Himself watches it.” (1) 

Therefore, in all humility Guru Ji confesses: “O’ my God the King, there is nothing 

which can be accomplished by me. (O’ my friends), that same (God) is within all, and 

the Creator Himself gets everything done.” (1-pause) 
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Some people believe that if we balance our past sins with equivalent good deeds, then 

we can be liberated from the rounds of births and deaths. But Guru Ji humbly prays: 

“(O’ God), this human being can never be emancipated by accounting (for his good 

and bad deeds). This human body is perishable, and intellect is immature. O’ all 

powerful God, You Yourself show mercy (and save us), because Your generosity is 

unique.” (2) 

Continuing his address, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God), all these creatures are created by 

You. In each and every heart, it is You who is meditated upon. Your state and limit 

only You know, we cannot evaluate Your creation.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by showing us, how humbly we should approach God, 

and what should we ask for, so that God may show His mercy on us also and save us. 

He says: “(O’ my God), I am a meritless, foolish, ignorant, and illiterate person, I do 

not know any kind of (pious) or righteous deeds. (You Yourself) show (such)     

mercy, that Nanak may sing (Your) praises, and Your Will may sound sweet (to 

him).” (4-6-53) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to get out of the circles of sins and 

virtuous deeds, then instead of trying to make any kinds of claims regarding our 

piety or worship, we should pray to God to show His mercy on us, and without 

taking into account any of our past deeds save us and bless us with the 

inspiration to sing His praises and cheerfully accept His Will. 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

SGGS  P-749 

bhaagtharhay har sant tumHaaray jinH 
ghar Dhan har naamaa. 

parvaan ganee say-ee ih aa-ay safal 

tinaa kay kaamaa. ||1|| 

 

mayray raam har jan kai ha-o bal    

jaa-ee. 
kaysaa kaa kar chavar dhulaavaa 

charan Dhoorh mukh laa-ee. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 
 

janam maran duhhoo meh naahee 
jan par-upkaaree aa-ay. 

jee-a daan day bhagtee laa-in har     

si-o lain milaa-ay. ||2|| 
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sachaa amar sachee paatisaahee 
sachay saytee raatay. 

sachaa sukh sachee vadi-aa-ee jis 

kay say tin jaatay. ||3|| 
 

pakhaa fayree paanee dhovaa har jan 

kai peesan pees kamaavaa. 

naanak kee parabh paas baynantee 

tayray jan daykhan paavaa. 

||4||7||54|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

Describing the virtues of the saints in paragraph (2) of the previous shabad (4-4-51), 

Guru Ji said: “(O’ my friends), in the company of saints, even those sinners who 

committed millions of sins have been saved (from evils), and the demon of death does 

not come near them. The one who has been separated from God for many births, (the 

saint) unites that one with God.” In this shabad, Guru Ji again picks up this thread and 

describes some more excellencies and merits of those saints and devotees of God who 

are imbued with His Love. 

He says: “O’ God, very fortunate are Your saints, who have the wealth of God's Name 

in their hearts. In fact, approved is the advent of only such (persons into this world) 

and fruitful are their deeds.” (1) 

Next describing the extent of his respect for the saints, he says: “O’ my God, I am a 

sacrifice to the devotees of God. (I wish that) making a fan of my hair, I may wave 

over their heads and apply the dust of their feet on my face.” (1-pause) 

Explaining the purpose for which the saints come into this world, Guru Ji says: “(O’ 

my friends), the saints are not bound by (any rounds of) births and deaths, these 

devotees have come (to this world) for the welfare of others. Giving the charity of 

(true spiritual) life, they induce people into (His) worship and get them united with 

God.” (2) 

Commenting further on the virtues of the saints, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, since) 

they remain imbued with the love of the eternal (God, their own) command becomes 

eternal, and their kingdom also remains eternal. They enjoy eternal happiness and 

their glory lasts forever. They are recognized (with honor) by that (God) to whom they 

belong.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad by showing us how much he respects such saints, and 

how he longs to serve them. He says: “(O’ God), I wish that I wave a fan over the 

heads, bring water for them, and grind corn for the devotees of God. O’ my God, this 

is the prayer of Nanak before You that I may be blessed with the vision of Your 

saints.” (4-7-54) 
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The message of this shabad is that we should pray to God to yoke us in the 

service of the saints (imbue us with the love of Guru Granth Sahib Ji), so that by 

reading and understanding the Gurbani, we may be inspired to meditate on 

God’s Name and get reunited with Him. 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

paarbarahm parmaysar satgur aapay 
karnaihaaraa. 

charan Dhoorh tayree sayvak maagai 

tayray darsan ka-o balihaaraa. ||1|| 
 

mayray raam raa-ay Ji-o raakhahi ti-o 
rahee-ai. 

tuDh bhaavai taa naam japaaveh 

sukh tayraa ditaa lahee-ai. ||1|| 
rahaa-o. 
 

mukat bhugat jugat tayree sayvaa jis 

tooN aap karaa-ihi. 

tahaa baikunth jah keertan tayraa 
tooN aapay sarDhaa laa-ihi. ||2|| 
 

simar simar simar naam jeevaa tan 

man ho-ay nihaalaa. 

charan kamal tayray Dho-ay Dho-ay 
peevaa mayray satgur deen           

da-i-aalaa. ||3|| 
 

kurbaan jaa-ee us vaylaa suhaavee jit 

tumrai du-aarai aa-i-aa. 

naanak ka-o parabh bha-ay kirpaalaa 

satgur pooraa paa-i-aa. ||4||8||55|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad (4-6-53), Guru Ji advised us that if we want to get out of the 

circles of sins and virtuous deeds, then instead of trying to make any kinds of claims 

regarding our piety or worship, we should pray to God to show His mercy, and 

without taking into account any of our past deeds save us and bless us with the 

inspiration to sing His praises, and cheerfully accept His Will. In this shabad, Guru Ji 

shows us how to pray to God and what to ask from Him.   

Addressing God, he says: “O’ the all pervading God, my true Guru, You Yourself are 

the doer of every thing. Your servant begs for the dust of Your feet (the meditation on 

Your Name), and he is a sacrifice to Your sight.” (1) 
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However, Guru Ji humbly acknowledges and says: “O’ my God the King, we live as 

You keep us. If it so pleases You, You make us meditate on the Name; we obtain only 

that comfort which You bless us with.” (1-pause) 

But at the same time, Guru Ji also wants to tell us what kinds of blessings are 

contained in the service of God and His union. He says: “O’ God, from whom You 

Yourself get Your service (meditation of Your Name) done, (that person) obtains 

salvation, enjoyment (of worldly pleasures), and the way (to live in this world. In 

fact), heaven is there where Your praises are being sung, You Yourself instill such 

devotion (on whom You are kind).” (2) 

Therefore even for himself, Guru Ji makes a humble prayer to God and says: “O’ my 

true Guru, who shows mercy on the meek, (bless me) that I may live meditating on 

Your Name again and again, (as if I am) repeatedly drinking the wash of Your feet, 

and my body and mind are in bliss.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad by expressing his gratitude to his true Guru. He says: 

“(O’ my true Guru), I am a sacrifice to that auspicious moment when I came to your 

door, because God became merciful on Nanak when he obtained the perfect true 

Guru.” (4-9-55) 

The message of this shabad is that in case we want to obtain peace, happiness, 

and salvation, then we should humbly fall at the feet of our Guru (Granth Sahib 

Ji), and following the advice contained therein, we should sing praises of God 

and meditate on His Name with true love and devotion. One day God would 

show His mercy on us also and bless us with the bliss of His union. 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

tuDh chit aa-ay mahaa anandaa jis 
visrahi so mar jaa-ay. 

da-i-aal hoveh jis oopar kartay so tuDh 

sadaa Dhi-aa-ay. ||1|| 

 

mayray saahib tooN mai maan 

nimaanee. 
ardaas karee parabh apnay aagai sun 

sun jeevaa tayree banee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

charan Dhoorh tayray jan kee hovaa 

tayray darsan ka-o bal jaa-ee. 

amrit bachan ridai ur Dhaaree ta-o 
kirpaa tay sang paa-ee. ||2|| 
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antar kee gat tuDh peh saaree tuDh 

jayvad avar na ko-ee. 

jis no laa-ay laihi so laagai bhagat 
tuhaaraa so-ee. ||3|| 

 

du-ay kar jorh maaga-o ik daanaa 
saahib tuthai paavaa. 

saas saas naanak aaraaDhay aath pahar 

gun gaavaa. ||4||9||56|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

In stanza (2) of the previous shabad, Guru Ji said: “O’ God, from whom You Yourself 

get Your service (meditation of Your Name) done, that person obtains salvation, 

enjoyment (of worldly pleasures), and the way (to live in this world). In fact, heaven 

is there where Your praises are being sung; You Yourself instill such devotion (on 

whom You are kind).” In this shabad, Guru Ji shows us how to sing praises of God, 

and what kind of blessing we should ask for. 

Addressing God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God), when You come into one’s mind, one 

experiences supreme bliss, but the one who forgets You dies (spiritually). O’ the 

Creator, on whom You become gracious always meditates upon You.” (1)   

Next comparing himself to an utterly humble woman, Guru Ji says: “O’ God, You are 

the honor of honorless lady like me. I make a prayer before You my God, and ask that 

I may keep listening to Your word (as long as I) live.” (1-pause) 

Showing even more humility, Guru Ji requests and says: “(O’ God, bless me) that (I 

may serve Your saints in such a humble way, as if I have) become the dust of the feet 

of Your servants, and I may be a sacrifice to Your vision. I may enshrine the 

ambrosial words (of Your servants) in my heart, and by Your grace, I may obtain 

Your company.” (2) 

Now baring out the state of his mind before God, Guru Ji says:  “(O’ God), I am 

placing open before You, the inner most state (of my mind), because there is nobody 

like You (who can help me. I also know) that whom You attach to Yourself,            

that person is attuned (to Your worship), and such a person alone is Your (true) 

devotee.” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by stating what he is begging from God (and indirectly 

indicating, what we may also beg). He says: “(O’ God), with folded hands, I beg from 

You one charity. O’ my Master, only if You become gracious, I would obtain (this 

gift), that with each and every breath and at all times, Nanak may sing Your praises.” 

(4-9-56) 
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The message of this shabad is that if we want to avoid any kind of miseries and 

obtain true happiness, then we should listen to the advice of the Guru and beg 

God to grant this gift, that day and night we remember Him and sing His praises.  

soohee mehlaa 5. 

jis kay sir oopar tooN su-aamee so 

dukh kaisaa paavai. 

bol na jaanai maa-i-aa mad maataa 

marnaa cheet na aavai. ||1|| 
 

mayray raam raa-ay tooN santaa kaa 

sant tayray. 

SGGS  P-750 

tayray sayvak ka-o bha-o kichh 

naahee jam nahee aavai nayray. ||1|| 
rahaa-o. 
 

jo tayrai rang raatay su-aamee tinH 
kaa janam maran dukh naasaa. 

tayree bakhas na maytai ko-ee satgur 

kaa dilaasaa. ||2|| 
 

naam Dhi-aa-in sukh fal paa-in aath 
pahar aaraaDheh. 

tayree saran tayrai bharvaasai panch 

dusat lai saaDheh. ||3|| 
 

gi-aan Dhi-aan kichh karam na 

jaanaa saar na jaanaa tayree. 

sabh tay vadaa satgur naanak jin kal 

raakhee mayree. ||4||10||57|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that if we want to avoid any kind of miseries 

and obtain true happiness, then we should listen to the advice of the Guru and beg 

God to grant this gift that day and night we remember Him and sing His praises. In 

this shabad, Guru Ji tells us what kinds of blessings and assurances, we receive if we 

repose full faith in God and consider Him as our true friend and protector.  
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Regarding the faith of God's saints, Guru Ji says: “O’ God, how can (that devotee) 

suffer any pain under Your protection? (Such a devotee always remains so humble), 

that he or she does not even know how to utter any (rude words) intoxicated with the 

wine of worldly riches; (at the same time, that person is so fear free that even the fear) 

of death doesn’t enter his or her mind.” (1) 

Summarizing the intimate relationship between God and His devotees, and what kind 

of fearless state the devotees live in, Guru Ji says: “O’ my God the King, You belong 

to the saints and the saints belong to You; Your devotee is afraid of nothing, because 

even the demon of death does not come near, (and he or she is not even afraid of 

death).” (1-pause) 

Describing further the blessings enjoyed by those who are imbued with the love of 

God, Guru Ji says: “O’ my Master, they who are imbued with Your love, their pain of 

birth and death is removed. (Because) they have the assurance from the true Guru, that 

nobody can take away or nullify, what You have graciously given them.” (2)  

Next commenting on the conduct and state of mind of the devotees themselves, Guru 

Ji says: “(O’ God, Your saints) meditate on Your Name, (and by doing so) they enjoy 

the fruit of peace (of mind), and so they keep remembering You all the time. Seeking 

Your refuge and (leaning on) Your support, they gain control over the five demons 

(the impulses for lust, greed, anger, attachment, and ego).” (3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by showing us how humbly we should also approach 

God. He says: “(O’ God), I do not know (what is divine) knowledge, (meditation), or 

the (righteous) deeds, nor do I know anything about Your (true) state. (But by Your 

grace, I met) Nanak the greatest true Guru, who has saved my honor (in Your court).” 

(4-10-57) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to be free from all the worldly 

worries, including the fear of death, we should seek the shelter of Guru (Granth 

Sahib Ji), and following the advice therein, meditate on God’s Name day and 

night and have full faith in Him, He would surely show mercy and save us.  

soohee mehlaa 5. 

sagal ti-aag gur sarnee aa-i-aa raakho 
raakhanhaaray. 

jit too laaveh tit ham laagah ki-aa ayhi 

jant vichaaray. ||1|| 

 

mayray raam jee tooN parabh 

antarjaamee. 
kar kirpaa gurdayv da-i-aalaa gun gaavaa 

nit su-aamee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
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aath pahar parabh apnaa  Dhi-aa-ee-ai 

gur parsaad bha-o taree-ai. 

aap ti-aag ho-ee-ai sabh raynaa      
jeevti-aa i-o maree-ai. ||2|| 

 

safal janam tis kaa jag bheetar 
saaDhsang naa-o jaapay. 

sagal manorath tis kay pooran jis da-i-aa 

karay parabh aapay. ||3|| 

 

deen da-i-aal kirpaal parabh su-aamee 

tayree saran da-i-aalaa. 

kar kirpaa apnaa naam deejai naanak 
saaDh ravaalaa. ||4||11||58|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to be free from all the 

worldly worries, including the fear of death, we should seek the shelter of the Guru 

and following his advice, meditate on God’s Name day and night and have full faith in 

Him. He would surely show mercy and save us. In this shabad, he shows us how to 

express our full faith in the Guru and pray to God to show mercy on us and save us. 

So addressing God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God), after abandoning all other (supports), I 

have come to the shelter of the Guru, now save me O’ my Savior. (O’ God, I don’t 

want to depend upon any human beings, because) what is in the control of these 

(poor) creatures, wherever You yoke us (we human beings) get engaged in that.” (1)  

Continuing his prayer, Guru Ji says: “O’ my all pervading God, You are the Master 

and Inner knower of all hearts. O’, my merciful Guru-God, show Your kindness and 

bless me that every day I may sing Your praises.” (1-pause) 

Now Guru Ji gives us some advice on the basis of his personal experience. He says: 

“(O’ my friends), we should meditate on our God at all times, in this way by Guru's 

grace we swim across the dreadful worldly ocean. Shedding our self-conceit, we 

should become the dust of the feet of all; this is how, we (become so detached from 

the world, as if we) die while still alive.” (2) 

Describing the blessings obtained by the one who meditates on God’s Name, and who 

by God’s grace becomes humble as described above, he says: “(O’ my friends), 

approved is the advent of the one in this world who in the company of the saints 

meditates on God's Name. All that one’s wishes are fulfilled, on whom God Himself 

shows mercy.” (3) 
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Guru Ji concludes the shabad by making a prayer on our behalf, and says: “O’ 

merciful God and Master of the meek, I have come to Your shelter. Showing Your 

mercy, bless Nanak with Your Name and the dust of saints’ feet.” (4-11-58) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to get rid of all our fears including 

the fear of death and want all our desires and wishes fulfilled, then abandoning 

all other supports, we should seek the support of the Guru and implore God to 

show mercy and bless us with the gift of His Name and the most humble service 

of His saints. 

raag soohee asatpadee-aa mehlaa 1 

ghar 1 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

sabh avgan mai gun nahee ko-ee. 

ki-o kar kant milaavaa ho-ee. ||1|| 
 

naa mai roop na bankay nainaa. 

naa kul dhang na meethay bainaa. ||1|| 
rahaa-o. 
 

sahj seegaar kaaman kar aavai. 

taa sohagan jaa kantai bhaavai. ||2|| 
 

naa tis roop na raykh-i-aa kaa-ee. 

ant na saahib simri-aa jaa-ee. ||3|| 
 

surat mat naahee chaturaa-ee. 

kar kirpaa parabh laavhu paa-ee. ||4|| 
 

kharee si-aanee kant na bhaanee. 

maa-i-aa laagee bharam bhulaanee. ||5|| 
 

ha-umai jaa-ee taa kant samaa-ee. 

ta-o kaaman pi-aaray nav niDh paa-ee. 

||6|| 
 

anik janam bichhurat dukh paa-i-aa. 

kar geh layho pareetam parabh raa-i-aa. 
||7|| 
 

bhanat naanak saho hai bhee hosee. 

jai bhaavai pi-aaraa tai raavaysee. ||8||1|| 
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Raag Suhi Ashatpadis Mehla-1 Ghar-1 

In stanza (2) of the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to meet God, 

we should become so humble as if we are just like dust or dead bodies. In this shabad, 

Guru Ji elaborates on his definition of humility in another way. He assumes all the 

human beings along with himself as young brides who are longing to unite with one 

Spouse, God the Master. Of course, this Master will like to enjoy the love and 

company of only that bride, who is most beautiful, is full of good qualities, and above 

all is most obedient and faithful to Him. But in this shabad, Guru Ji puts himself in the 

situation of a young ignorant bride who does not consider herself to be beautiful or 

full of merits, but is most faithful and truly longs to enjoy the company of her Spouse, 

God. 

On behalf of this young bride, Guru Ji talks to one of her friends and says: “(O’ my 

friend), I have all the faults and no merit in me. So I wonder, how could my union 

with the Spouse (God) take place?” (1) 

Elaborating on the negative points (on her behalf), Guru Ji says: “Neither I have 

beauty, nor enchanting eyes. I neither know the etiquettes of (high class) family, nor   

(I know) how to speak sweet words.” (1-pause) 

Now on behalf of her friend, Guru Ji provides some guidance to this young and 

ignorant bride, and says: “(O’ my friend), if after decking herself with the 

ornamentation of peace and poise, a bride (soul) comes near, and if she looks pleasing 

to the spouse (God), only then she becomes the united wedded bride (and obtains 

eternal union with Him).” (2) 

Reminding us about the abstract nature of God and wanting to remove any misgivings 

in the minds of those who think that they would meditate on God in the end or when 

they are old, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), that (God) has no feature or form, that 

Master could not be meditated upon at the end (in your old age or at the time of 

death).” (3)  

Therefore going back to the previous metaphor of a young bride, Guru Ji suggests that 

we should humbly pray to God, and say: “(O’ God), I do not have any understanding, 

wisdom, or cleverness, but show Your mercy and attach me to Your feet (and yoke me 

into Your service).” (4) 

Next commenting on those human beings who try to be clever and wise and think that 

just by their cleverness, they would obtain God, Guru Ji says: “The bride (soul), who 

is attached to Maya (the worldly riches and power), and is strayed in doubts, she    

may be very wise (in worldly affairs), but she is not (at all) pleasing to (God) the 

Spouse.” (5)  

Guru Ji now tells us how a human bride (soul) cannot only unite but also merge in 

God. He says: “(O’ my friends), when her ego goes away, (the bride) merges in her 

spouse (God), and then that bride obtains to her beloved (spouse), who is the Master 

of all the nine treasures (of wealth).” (6) 
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Therefore showing us how to pray to God, Guru Ji says: “O’ my God the King, by 

getting separated from You, I have suffered for many births, now O’ my beloved God 

the King, hold me by Your hand (and reunite me with You).” (7) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by stating the fundamental truth about God. He says: 

“(O’ my friends), Nanak submits that (our) spouse God is present now, and He would 

always be there. But that beloved (God) would enjoy only her company if she is 

pleasing to Him. (He would unite those with Him who are pleasing to Him).” (8-1) 

The message of this shabad is that we cannot please God by cleverness, or by 

meditating on Him at the last moment. If we want to end our suffering of many 

births, due to our separation from Him, we should right away approach God and 

confess that we are full of faults and have no merits in us, but we truly love Him, 

and long to reunite with Him. Then God may show mercy and take us into His 

embrace. 

SGGS  P-751 

soohee mehlaa 1 ghar 9 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

kachaa rang kasumbh kaa thorh-rhi-aa 
din chaar jee-o. 

vin naavai bharam bhulee-aa thag 

muthee koorhi-aar jee-o. 

sachay saytee rati-aa janam na doojee 
vaar jee-o. ||1|| 

 

rangay kaa ki-aa rangee-ai jo ratay rang 
laa-ay jee-o. 

rangan vaalaa sayvee-ai sachay si-o chit 

laa-ay jee-o. ||1||  rahaa-o. 

 

chaaray kundaa jay bhaveh bin bhaagaa 

Dhan naahi jee-o. 

avgan muthee jay fireh baDhik thaa-ay 
na paahi jee-o. 

gur raakhay say ubray sabad ratay man 

maahi jee-o. ||2|| 
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chitay jin kay kaprhay mailay chit kathor 

jee-o. 
tin mukh naam na oopjai doojai vi-aapay 

chor jee-o. 

mool na boojheh aapnaa say pasoo-aa 
say dhor jee-o. ||3|| 

 

nit nit khusee-aa man karay nit nit 
mangai sukh jee-o. 

kartaa chit na aavee fir fir lageh dukh 

jee-o. 

sukh dukh daataa man vasai tit tan 
kaisee bhukh jee-o. ||4|| 

 

baakee vaalaa talbee-ai sir maaray 
jandaar jee-o. 

laykhaa mangai dayvnaa puchhai kar 

beechaar jee-o. 
sachay kee liv ubrai bakhsay bakhsanhaar 

jee-o. ||5|| 

 

an ko keejai mit-rhaa khaak ralai mar jaa-

ay jee-o. 

baho rang daykh bhulaa-i-aa bhul bhul 
aavai jaa-ay jee-o. 

nadar parabhoo tay chhutee-ai nadree 

mayl milaa-ay jee-o. ||6|| 

 

gaafal gi-aan vihooni-aa gur bin gi-aan na 

bhaal jee-o. 

khinchotaan viguchee-ai buraa bhalaa du-

ay naal jee-o. 

bin sabdai bhai rati-aa sabh johee 
jamkaal jee-o. ||7|| 

 

jin kar kaaran Dhaari-aa sabhsai day-ay 
aaDhaar jee-o. 

so ki-o manhu visaaree-ai sadaa sadaa 

daataar jee-o. 

naanak naam na veesrai niDhaaraa 
aaDhaar jee-o. ||8||1||2|| 
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Suhi Mehla-1 Ghar-1 

In this shabad, Guru Ji compares and contrasts the two kinds of love, one the love of 

Maya (or worldly riches and power) and the other, the love of God and His Name. He 

explains what kinds of sufferings and punishments, the first kind of lovers go through, 

and what kinds of comforts and blessings the lovers of God enjoy. 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, like) the color of Kasumbah (safflower, the worldly 

love) lasts only for a few days, and without God's Name (the love for God, a human 

soul) is lost in doubt, and this false soul is deceived and looted by Maya (the worldly 

allurements, and keeps suffering through the rounds of births and deaths. But the soul, 

which is) imbued with the love of the eternal (God), doesn’t suffer the (pain) of birth 

(and death) another time.”(1) 

Commenting upon the merits of those who are imbued with God’s love, he says: “(O’ 

my friends), there remains no further need to imbue them with anything else, who 

have already been imbued with the love (of God’s Name). Instead, attuning our mind 

with that eternal (God), we should serve (that God) who has imbued them (with His 

love).”(1-pause) 

Guru Ji now cautions us against wandering around in search of true wealth and 

happiness, and advises us on how to be saved from all the worldly pains. He says: 

“(O’ man), even if you wander in all the four directions, without destiny you cannot 

obtain (true) wealth (which can provide you lasting happiness). If being deceived by 

the sinful tendencies, you wander around, and then like a hunter you will not find any 

place (of rest). Only those have been saved, whom the Guru has protected and who 

always remain imbued with (the love of Guru’s) word in their minds.”(2) 

However Guru Ji cautions us about those false saints, who wear holy garb on the 

outside, but are full of sin and greed inside. He says: “(O’ my friends), they whose 

clothes may be white (or holy looking), but their minds are hard (and callous, God’s) 

Name doesn’t come out from their tongues; (because in reality, they are) thieves 

afflicted with duality (the love for worldly riches, rather than God). They don’t realize 

their origin, and are like animals and cattle.”(3) 

Guru Ji now comments on our continuous search for happiness and fulfillment of 

worldly desires, and tells us how we can get all our desires fulfilled and enjoy a happy 

and contented life. He says:  “(O’ my friends), day after day (a person’s) mind craves 

for enjoyment and every day asks for peace (and comfort). But if God doesn’t come 

into one’s mind, one is afflicted with pain again and again. However, in whose mind 

(God) the Giver of pain and pleasure comes to reside, that person doesn’t feel any 

hunger (for worldly pleasures)?”(4) 

Above is the secret of happiness and contentment in the world in this life. Now Guru 

Ji sheds light on the state of affairs in the next world or after our death. He says: “(O’ 

man, one whose sins outweigh the virtues, whose account is in) debit, is summoned 

(in the court of the righteous judge), and there the demon of death hits on the head  
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(and subjects that soul to suffering and pain). Because, when (the righteous judge) 

asks, the soul has to render the account (of its good and bad deeds).  After reflecting 

(the judge) asks it to answer (for its sins), but the one who is imbued with the love of 

the eternal (God) is saved, because the forgiving (God) forgives (such a soul 

completely).”(5) 

Therefore cautioning us against having a friendship with any other except God, Guru 

Ji says: “(The person) who makes friendship with anyone else except God (is ruined 

so badly, as if he or she) dies, being reduced to dust. Allured by many false 

allurements (of the world, such a person) being strayed (from the right path) keeps 

coming and going (and suffering through pains of birth and death) again and again. 

Only by the grace of God, are we emancipated (from these rounds, because) by His 

grace God unites us (with Himself, by first) uniting (us with the Guru).”(6) 

Guru Ji now addresses us directly and as if waking us from our sleep in the worldly 

affairs, he says: “O’ careless (human being) devoid of any wisdom, don’t try to find 

any (divine) wisdom except from the Guru. (Remember that) we are destroyed by 

opposing pulls (of virtues and vices, and the account of) both good and evil deeds 

remains with the soul (even after death). Without the support of Gurbani (the Guru’s 

word), the entire world remains in fear, because the demon of death has his eye on it 

(for inflicting appropriate punishment).”(7) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says to us: “(O’ my friends), He who has created and provided 

support (to this universe), provides sustenance to all. Why should we forget that God, 

who has always been and will forever be our Giver. Therefore Nanak prays that he 

may never forget His Name, who is the support of the supportless.”(8-1-2) 

The message of this shabad is that we should realize that the allurement of 

worldly riches and power and their enjoyment is very short-lived. On the other 

hand the enjoyment and bliss of the love of God’s Name is eternal. Therefore we 

should always pray to God to imbue us with His love and Name, so that we may 

never forget such a God who has created this universe and who is the support of 

the supportless. 

soohee mehlaa 1 kaafee ghar 10 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

maanas janam dulambh gurmukh       

paa-i-aa. 

man tan ho-ay chulambh jay satgur 
bhaa-i-aa. ||1|| 

 

chalai janam savaar vakhar sach lai. 

pat paa-ay darbaar satgur sabad bhai. 

||1|| rahaa-o. 
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man tan sach salaahi saachay man    

bhaa-i-aa. 

SGGS  P-752 

laal rataa man maani-aa gur pooraa     

paa-i-aa. ||2|| 

 

ha-o jeevaa gun saar antar too vasai. 

tooN vaseh man maahi sehjay ras rasai. 
||3|| 
 

moorakh man samjhaa-ay aakha-o     
kayt-rhaa. 

gurmukh har gun gaa-ay rang       
rangayt-rhaa. ||4|| 
 

nit nit ridai samaal pareetam aapnaa. 

jay chaleh gun naal naahee dukh 

santaapanaa. ||5|| 

 

manmukh bharam bhulaanaa naa tis rang 

hai. 
marsee ho-ay vidaanaa man tan bhang 

hai. ||6|| 
 

gur kee kaar kamaa-ay laahaa ghar     

aani-aa. 
gurbaanee nirbaan sabad pachhaani-aa. 

||7|| 
 

ik naanak kee ardaas jay tuDh bhaavsee. 

mai deejai naam nivaas har gun gaavsee. 
||8||1||3|| 

Suhi Mehla-1 Kaafi Ghar-10 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should realize that the allurement 

of worldly riches and power and their enjoyment is very short-lived. On the other 

hand the enjoyment and bliss of the love of God’s Name is eternal. Therefore we 

should always pray to God to imbue us with His love and Name, so that we may never 

forget such a God who has created this universe and who is the support of the 

supportless. In this shabad, he tells us about the conduct of Gurmukhs or those who  
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follow the Guru's advice. Guru Ji also mentions some of the blessings received by 

those Gurmukhs who are imbued with the love of God and His Name.  

First talking about the merits of the Guru, he says: “(O’ my friends), human birth is 

very difficult to obtain. It is only by Guru’s grace that anyone gets this (opportunity). 

If it so pleases the true Guru, then one’s mind and body become deeply imbued (with 

love for God).”(1) 

Now referring to the blessings received by those who revere and love the Guru, he 

says: “(O’ my friends), they who depart from (this world) embellishing their life, 

taking along with them the true commodity (of God’s) Name. By living in respectful 

fear of Guru’s word, they obtain honor in (God’s) court.”(1-pause) 

Describing the conduct of Guru’s followers and blessings received by them, Guru Ji 

says: “(O’ my friends), by praising the eternal (God) with full dedication of mind and 

body, (a Guru’s follower) becomes pleasing to the mind of the true (God). Then being 

fully imbued with (God’s) love one’s mind is convinced, and one obtains the perfect 

Guru.”(2)  

Therefore even for himself, Guru Ji prays: “(O’ God), if You come to reside in (me) I 

feel rejuvenated recalling Your merits. Yes (O’ God), if You reside in my mind, it 

would steadily keep enjoying the relish (of Your love).”(3) 

Guru Ji now admonishes his own mind and says: “O’ my foolish mind, how many 

times must I tell you, that by singing praises of God through the Guru, you get 

yourself imbued with the love (of God).”(4) 

Continuing to address his mind, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my mind), day after day remember 

your Beloved (God) in your heart. If you depart from this world with these merits (of 

God’s Name), then you will not suffer any pain or sorrow.”(5) 

Commenting on the state of mind of a self-conceited person and his end fate, Guru Ji 

says: “A self-conceited person is lost in doubt. Such a person has no love for God. He 

or she would die in agony because such a person’s body and mind are always in 

turmoil.”(6)  

Switching back to the conduct of the Guru’s followers and the blessings received by 

them, he says: “(O’ my friends), by acting on the advice of the Guru, (the Guru’s 

followers) have returned to the home (of their heart) with profit. By reflecting on the 

word of the Guru and his immaculate shabad (hymn, they have) realized the desire-

free God.”(7) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad with a prayer and says: “(O’ God), the one prayer of 

Nanak (before You is) that if it so pleases You, establish (Your) Name (in his heart), 

so that he (Nanak) may keep singing Your praises.”(8-1-3) 
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The message of this shabad is that if we want to make this invaluable human 

birth fruitful, then we should sincerely meditate on God’s Name at all times. By 

doing so we obtain glory in this world, and would be received with honor in 

God’s court. 

soohee mehlaa 1. 

Ji-o aaran lohaa paa-ay bhann      
gharhaa-ee-ai. 

ti-o saakat jonee paa-ay bhavai        

bhavaa-ee-ai. ||1|| 
 

bin boojhay sabh dukh dukh 
kamaavanaa. 

ha-umai aavai jaa-ay bharam 

hulaavanaa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

tooN gurmukh rakhanhaar har naam     

Dhi-aa-ee-ai. 
mayleh tujheh rajaa-ay sabad        

kamaa-ee-ai. ||2|| 

 

tooN kar kar vaykheh aap deh so         

paa-ee-ai. 

too daykheh thaap uthaap dar        
beenaa-ee-ai. ||3|| 

 

dayhee hovag khaak pavan             
udaa-ee-ai. 

ih kithai ghar a-utaak mahal na        

paa-ee-ai. ||4|| 

 

dihu deevee anDh ghor ghab         

muhaa-ee-ai. 
garab musai ghar chor kis roo-aa-ee-ai. 

||5|| 
 

gurmukh chor na laag har naam     

jagaa-ee-ai. 
sabad nivaaree aag jot deepaa-ee-ai. 

||6|| 
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laal ratan har naam gur surat       

bujhaa-ee-ai. 
sadaa rahai nihkaam jay gurmat       

paa-ee-ai. ||7|| 

 

raat dihai har naa-o man vasaa-ee-ai. 

naanak mayl milaa-ay jay tuDh        

bhaa-ee-ai. ||8||2||4|| 

Suhi Mehla-1 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji shed light on the conduct and the blessings received 

by those who follow the Guru's advice. He also talked about the state of mind and end 

fate of those who follow their own self-conceit. Actually such people are motivated 

only by the greed for Maya or worldly riches and power and for that reason they are 

called Saakats (or worshippers of power). Guru Ji begins this shabad by commenting 

on the terrible fate suffered by these worshippers of power, and then proceeds to tell 

us how can we remain awake to the false worldly allurements and live the life of a 

Guru following person or Gurmukh. 

First citing the example of a piece of iron, Guru Ji says: “Just as a piece of iron is put 

into a furnace, beaten and refashioned (into useful things), similarly a Saakat (the 

worshipper of power) is made to roam (in many) wombs.”(1) 

Therefore, Guru Ji warns us: “(O’ my friends), without realizing (the truth), one earns 

nothing but pain, one keeps on coming and going (in and out of the world, because of 

one’s) ego and remains lost in doubt.”(1-pause) 

Guru Ji now shows us how to pray to God to save us from such terrible fate as that of 

a worshipper of Maya. He says: “(O’ God, it is only when) through the Guru, You 

become (our) savior that we meditate on God’s Name. (Only when) as per Your will 

You unite us (with the Guru) that we live in accordance with his word.”(2) 

Continuing his prayer and describing how we mortals are dependent upon God’s grace 

for everything, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God), creating and fashioning again and again, You 

behold (and take care of Your creation). Whatever You give us, we obtain only that. 

(We know) that You create and destroy and keep (the needs of) all in Your sight.”(3) 

Addressing us again, he says: “(O’ my friends, when we die), our body becomes dust 

and the soul is scattered away in the wind. (Then we don’t know) where our houses 

are, and we won’t ever get back our mansions.”(4) 

Guru Ji wants to awaken us against being robbed of the true wealth, which really 

matters after death. He says: “(O’ my friends, we are living in such ignorance, as if ) 

in bright daylight, we are living in pitch darkness, and we are letting our precious  
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wealth (of life breaths) being stolen away. Because of our self-conceit, (we are letting 

our precious life-breaths go waste, as if) a thief living in the) house is robbing us, so 

before whom can we complain?”(5)  

Guru Ji now tells us how the Gurmukhs (Guru’s followers) remain protected from any 

such thefts and worldly desires. He says: “(O’ my friends), a Guru’s follower is not 

robbed by any (internal) thief, because through God's Name, the Guru keeps him or 

her awake (and conscious of the value of life- breaths). With his word, the Guru puts 

off the fire (of worldly desires) from within such a person, and illuminates the mind 

with the light (of divine knowledge).”(6) 

Explaining what this divine knowledge is, he says: “(O’ my friends), the Guru imparts 

this awakening (to a Gurmukh that) God's Name is the (true) jewel and a gem. (If a 

person truly) obtains (and acts on) the Guru’s instruction, he or she never cares (for 

any worldly riches, power, or recognition).”(7) 

In closing Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), day and night we should enshrine (God’s) 

Name in our hearts. Nanak (says, O’ God), if such be Your pleasure, by uniting (with 

the Guru), You unite us (with Yourself).”(8-2-4) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to get rid of our pains of births and 

deaths and want to save our mind from being robbed by the false worldly desires 

then we should follow the advice of the Guru, meditate on God's Name day and 

night, and pray to God to unite us with Him through the Guru. 

soohee mehlaa 1. 

manhu na naam visaar ahinis           
Dhi-aa-ee-ai. 

Ji-o raakhahi kirpaa Dhaar tivai sukh 

paa-ee-ai. ||1|| 

 

mai anDhulay har naam lakutee tohnee. 

raha-o saahib kee tayk na mohai 
mohnee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

jah daykh-a-u tah naal gur         
daykhaali-aa. 

antar baahar bhaal sabad nihaali-aa. 

||2|| 
 

sayvee satgur bhaa-ay naam 
niranjanaa. 

tuDh bhaavai tivai rajaa-ay bharam 
bha-o bhanjnaa. ||3|| 
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janmat hee dukh laagai marnaa aa-ay 

kai. 
janam maran parvaan har gun gaa-ay 

kai. ||4|| 
 

ha-o naahee too hoveh tuDh hee      

saaji-aa. 

SGGS  P-753 

aapay thaap uthaap sabad nivaaji-aa. 

||5|| 
 

dayhee bhasam rulaa-ay na jaapee kah 
ga-i-aa. 

aapay rahi-aa samaa-ay so vismaad 

bha-i-aa. ||6|| 

 

tooN naahee parabh door jaaneh sabh 

too hai. 
gurmukh vaykh hadoor antar bhee too 

hai. ||7|| 
 

mai deejai naam nivaas antar saaNt    
ho-ay. 

gun gaavai naanak daas satgur mat 

day-ay. ||8||3||5|| 

Suhi Mehla-1 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to get rid of our pains of 

births and deaths and want to save our mind from being robbed by the false worldly 

desires, we should follow the advice of the Guru, meditate on God's Name day and 

night, and pray to God to unite us with Him through the Guru. In this shabad, he 

elaborates on his advice and tells us how he meditates on God’s Name and what 

blessings he enjoys. 

So addressing us, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friend), don’t forsake God's Name from your 

mind, meditate (on Him) day and night (and say: “O’ God), showing Your mercy in 

whatever state You keep, we find peace (in that).”(1) 

Stating his own feelings about God’s Name, he says: “For me, God's Name is like the 

guiding stick of a blind person. When I live on the support of the Master, the 

captivating Maya (worldly riches) doesn’t entice me.”(1-pause) 
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Describing how his Guru has helped him, he says: “(O’ my friends), wherever I look, 

the Guru has shown me that (God is) with me. (After) trying (to find Him) both in and 

out, ultimately through the Guru’s word I have seen Him.”(2) 

Stating what he does now, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), as per Guru’s advice I 

meditate on the Name of the immaculate God. (I say: “O God) as it pleases You, 

(one’s) doubt and dread is destroyed.”(3) 

Describing the merits of singing praises of God, Guru says: “(O’ my friends), as soon 

as we take birth, we are afflicted with the disease of death. But both birth and death of 

a person become approved by singing praises of God.”(4) 

Guru Ji now shows us how to pray to God to make our birth and death fruitful and 

honorable. He says: “(O’ God), I am nothing. It is You who always are, and will be. It 

is You who has embellished (this universe). You on Your own have created and 

destroyed (everything, and have) glorified (a person) through the (Guru’s) word.”(5) 

Expressing wonder at the phenomenon of death, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), 

leaving the body to roll in dust, no one knows, where does (the soul) go (after death. 

But God) Himself remains merged in all. I am wonder stuck (at this).”(6) 

Continuing to express his admiration of God for His unique qualities, Guru Ji says: 

“(O’ God), all know that You are not far off, by Guru’s grace we see You right in 

front of us (and also realize) that within (us also) it is You.”(7) 

Guru Ji concludes by making an appeal to his true Guru. He says: “O’ my true Guru, 

bless me that (God’s) Name may reside in me, so that there is peace within, and give 

Nanak such advice that he may sing praises (of God).”(8-3-5) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to find emancipation from the 

burning desires of the world, and want to find eternal peace and happiness, then 

we should pray to God to give us the guidance of our Guru, and bless us with the 

gift of His Name so that our inner self is pacified and always remains in bliss. 

raag soohee mehlaa 3 ghar 1 

asatpadee-aa 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

naamai hee tay sabh kichh ho-aa bin 
satgur naam na jaapai. 

gur kaa sabad mahaa ras meethaa bin 

chaakhay saad na jaapai. 

ka-udee badlai janam gavaa-i-aa 

cheenas naahee aapai. 

gurmukh hovai taa ayko jaanai ha-umai 
dukh na santaapai. ||1|| 
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balihaaree gur apnay vitahu jin saachay 

si-o liv laa-ee. 

sabad cheeneh aatam pargaasi-aa 
sehjay rahi-aa samaa-ee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

gurmukh gaavai gurmukh boojhai 
gurmukh sabad beechaaray. 

jee-o pind sabh gur tay upjai gurmukh 

kaaraj savaaray. 

manmukh anDhaa anDh kamaavai bikh 

khatay sansaaray. 

maa-i-aa mohi sadaa dukh paa-ay bin 
gur at pi-aaray. ||2|| 

 

so-ee sayvak jay satgur sayvay chaalai 
satgur bhaa-ay. 

saachaa sabad sifat hai saachee 

saachaa man vasaa-ay. 

sachee banee gurmukh aakhai ha-umai 
vichahu jaa-ay. 

aapay daataa karam hai saachaa 
saachaa sabad sunaa-ay. ||3|| 

 

gurmukh ghaalay gurmukh khatay 
gurmukh naam japaa-ay. 

sadaa alipat saachai rang raataa gur kai 

sahj subhaa-ay. 

manmukh sad hee koorho bolai bikh 
beejai bikh khaa-ay. 

jamkaal baaDhaa tarisnaa daaDhaa bin 

gur kavan chhadaa-ay. ||4|| 

 

sachaa tirath jit sat sar naavan 

gurmukh aap bujhaa-ay. 

athsath tirath gur sabad dikhaa-ay tit 

naatai mal jaa-ay. 

sachaa sabad sachaa hai nirmal naa mal 
lagai na laa-ay. 

sachee sifat sachee saalaah pooray gur 

tay paa-ay. ||5|| 
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tan man sabh kichh har tis kayraa 

durmat kahan na jaa-ay. 

hukam hovai taa nirmal hovai ha-umai 
vichahu jaa-ay. 

gur kee saakhee sehjay chaakhee 

tarisnaa agan bujhaa-ay. 

gur kai sabad raataa sehjay maataa 

sehjay rahi-aa samaa-ay. ||6|| 

SGGS  P-754 

har kaa naam sat kar jaanai gur kai 
bhaa-ay pi-aaray. 

sachee vadi-aa-ee gur tay paa-ee sachai 

naa-ay pi-aaray. 

ayko sachaa sabh meh vartai virlaa ko 

veechaaray. 

aapay mayl la-ay taa bakhsay sachee 
bhagat savaaray. ||7|| 

 

sabho sach sach sach vartai gurmukh 
ko-ee jaanai. 

jaman marnaa hukmo vartai gurmukh 
aap pachhaanai. 

naam Dhi-aa-ay taa satgur bhaa-ay jo 

ichhai so fal paa-ay. 

naanak tis daa sabh kichh hovai je 
vichahu aap gavaa-ay. ||8||1|| 

Raag Suhi Mehla-3 Ghar-1 Ashatpadian 

In the previous so many shabads, Guru Ji has urged us to meditate on God’s Name, 

and has told us about the blessings, one obtains by doing that. In this shabad, he 

explains why God’s Name is so important, what its significance is.  He also tells us 

about the conduct of those who are able to understand and realize these truths, and the 

blessings they enjoy. 

At the very outset, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), it is from (God’s) Name that 

everything happens, but without the (guidance of) the Guru, Name cannot be 

comprehended (and appreciated). The relish of (Gurbani), Guru’s word is most 

pleasing, but without tasting, its relish cannot be realized. The one who doesn’t reflect 

on one’s own self (wastes one’s human life in vain, as if that person has) gambled it  
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away. But if one becomes a Guru’s follower, one recognizes the one (God) alone, 

(abiding in all), and then the malady of ego doesn’t afflict (that person).”(1) 

Therefore Guru Ji thanks his Guru who has provided him with true guidance. He says: 

“I am a sacrifice to my Guru who has imbued me with the love of the eternal (God). 

By reflecting on the Guru's word, my soul has been enlightened (with divine wisdom), 

and imperceptibly I have merged (in that eternal God).”(1-pause) 

Now comparing the conduct of Guru following and self-conceited persons, Guru Ji 

says: “(O’ my friends), a Guru’s follower sings praises of God, understands the 

(significance and meaning of Gurbani, the Guru’s word), and the Guru’s follower 

reflects on the word (of advice of the Guru. As a result he or she becomes a totally 

new person, as if) his or her entire body and soul are re-born through the Guru, and 

following Guru’s guidance, accomplishes all the tasks (successfully. On the other 

hand) the blind self-conceited foolish person does foolish deeds and earns nothing but 

the poison (of worldly riches and power. Therefore) without (the guidance) of the 

dearly beloved Guru, (a self-conceited person) remains attached to the lure of worldly 

riches and power and always suffers in pain.”(2) 

Guru Ji now tells us who is a Guru’s follower or true servant of Guru. He says: “(O’ 

my friends), that person alone is the (true) servant (of the Guru), who serves the true 

Guru and does whatever pleases the Guru. (A Guru’s follower understands that) 

eternal is the word (of the Guru) and eternal is His praise. (Therefore following 

Guru’s advice, such a person) enshrines the eternal (God) in the heart. The Guru’s 

follower recites the eternal word (of the Guru, and in this way) ego departs from 

within his or her (mind. A Guru’s follower believes) that (God) Himself is the Giver, 

and eternal is His gift. Such a person recites the true (eternal) word (of the Guru to the 

self and others).”(3) 

Now comparing traits of the Guru’s followers and the self-conceited persons, Guru Ji 

says: “Guru’s follower makes the effort and works hard to earn the true commodity 

(of Name), and motivates others also to meditate on God's Name. Being blessed with 

the serene and poised nature bestowed by the Guru and imbued with the love of the 

eternal (God, a Guru’s follower) always remains detached (from worldly allurements. 

However) a self-conceited person always utters lies, (does evil deeds and gets evil 

results, as if such a person) sows poison and reaps poison. So burnt by (evil) desire, (a 

self-conceited person) is bound by the demon of death, and except Guru no one can 

save such a person.”(4) 

There are some, who at some point in their lives, realize that they have been 

committing many sins, and therefore are likely to go to hell after their death. 

Therefore they go to many pilgrimage places and holy shores, in the belief that by 

bathing at such holy places they would get their sins washed off and thus escape any 

punishment. Commenting on such misplaced beliefs Guru Ji tells us, what is the true 

holy place and what true ablution (of the soul) can really save us. He says: “(O’ my 

friends, Gurbani the Guru’s word is) the true pilgrimage place, and it is the (true 

Guru) who teaches his follower how to bathe in that true lake. (The Guru imparts the  
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merits of bathing) at all the (so-called) sixty-eight holy places (in the lake of his 

word), in which one’s dirt (of sins) goes away. Eternal and immaculate is the word (of 

the Guru), it neither catches dirt (of evils) nor imparts dirt (of ego to the person, who 

bathes in it). From the true Guru, one learns the true qualities (of God) and (how to 

sing His) true praise.”(5) 

Reminding us how we owe our very existence to God, how we can learn to quench 

our worldly desires and live in peace, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), all this body and 

mind (of ours) belong to God, but because of our evil intellect we do not realize (this 

fact). It is only when (God) so commands that one’s mind becomes pure, and self-

conceit departs from within. (Then one) easily understands the Guru's advice, which 

quenches one’s (fire of worldly) desires. When one is imbued with the (love of) 

Guru's word, one imperceptibly remains absorbed in (divine) poise.”(6) 

Next, describing some more characteristics of the Guru’s followers, Guru Ji says: “(O’ 

my friends, a Guru’s follower) believes in the truth of God's Name. Being in love with 

the true Name, such a person obtains true honor through the Guru. However, only a 

rare person reflects (on this fact) that one eternal God pervades all, and only when 

God unites a person with Himself, then He forgives and embellishes that person with 

His eternal worship.”(7) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), only a rare Guru’s follower understands 

that it is the eternal (God), who is pervading everywhere. Only a rare person reflects 

on the one eternal (God, who) pervades in all. The Guru’s follower realizes the self, 

and understands that birth and death happens as per (God’s) command. (When one) 

meditates on (God's) Name one becomes pleasing to the true Guru, and whatever one 

wishes one obtains that fruit. In short O’ Nanak, all that person’s tasks are 

accomplished who sheds his or her self-conceit from within.”(8-1) 

The message of this shabad is that if we don’t want this precious birth of ours to 

go waste, then we should listen to the Guru's instructions and understand that it 

is God to whom belongs our body and everything else. Therefore, it is our duty to 

obey and love Him through the true Guru's true word, and not by going on 

pilgrimages or performing other rituals. This way our mind would be cleansed of 

all its evil tendencies including self-conceit, and we would merge in the true God 

in a state of peace, poise, and bliss.  

soohee mehlaa 3. 

kaa-i-aa kaaman at su-aaliha-o pir vasai 

jis naalay. 

pir sachay tay sadaa suhaagan gur kaa 
sabad samHaalay. 

har kee bhagat sadaa rang raataa        

ha-umai vichahu jaalay. ||1|| 
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vaahu vaahu pooray gur kee banee. 

pooray gur tay upjee saach samaanee. 
||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

kaa-i-aa andar sabh kichh vasai khand 
mandal paataalaa. 

kaa-i-aa andar jagjeevan daataa vasai 

sabhnaa karay partipaalaa. 

kaa-i-aa kaaman sadaa suhaylee 

gurmukh naam samHaalaa. ||2|| 

 

kaa-i-aa andar aapay vasai alakh na 
lakhi-aa jaa-ee. 

manmukh mugaDh boojhai naahee 

baahar bhaalan jaa-ee. 

satgur sayvay sadaa sukh paa-ay satgur 

alakh ditaa lakhaa-ee. ||3|| 

 

kaa-i-aa andar ratan padaarath bhagat 
bharay bhandaaraa. 

is kaa-i-aa andar na-ukhand parithmee 

haat patan baajaaraa. 

is kaa-i-aa andar naam na-o niDh      

paa-ee-ai gur kai sabad veechaaraa. ||4|| 

 

kaa-i-aa andar tol tulaavai aapay 
tolanhaaraa. 

ih man ratan javaahar maanak tis kaa 

mol afaaraa. 

mol kit hee naam paa-ee-ai naahee naam 

paa-ee-ai gur beechaaraa. ||5|| 

 

gurmukh hovai so kaa-i-aa khojai hor 

sabh bharam bhulaa-ee. 

jis no day-ay so-ee jan paavai hor ki-aa 
ko karay chaturaa-ee. 

kaa-i-aa andar bha-o bhaa-o vasai gur 

parsaadee paa-ee. ||6|| 
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kaa-i-aa andar barahmaa bisan mahaysaa 

sabh opat jit sansaaraa. 

sachai aapnaa khayl rachaa-i-aa aavaa 
ga-on paasaaraa. 

poorai satgur aap dikhaa-i-aa sach naam 

nistaaraa. ||7|| 

 

saa kaa-i-aa jo satgur sayvai sachai aap 

savaaree. 

vin naavai dar dho-ee naahee taa jam 

karay khu-aaree. 

naanak sach vadi-aa-ee paa-ay jis no har 
kirpaa Dhaaree. ||8||2|| 

Suhi Mehla-3 

Some people believe that our body is just like a mechanical robot, which moves 

around and nothing more. Others believe that this body is full of all kinds of evil 

passions and is an obstruction in our way to meet God, For that reason many yogis 

and sages, subject it to all kinds of tortures and pains, such as not eating for many 

days, or sleeping on a bed of nails. However in this shabad, Guru Ji tells us how 

wonderful and valuable this body of ours is. What to speak of other pleasures, which 

one enjoys because of this body, one can enjoy even the bliss of seeing God Himself 

in it, Comparing this body to a young human bride, Guru Ji tells us which bride is 

truly beautiful and what the traits and merits of such a beautiful human bride are. 

To start with Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), very beautiful is the body of that bride 

(soul in whose mind) resides (God), the spouse. Because she always cherishes the 

Guru’s word (and remembers God), she obtains eternal (God) as her spouse, and thus 

becomes an ever-wedded wife. (In other words, through the Guru’s word the person) 

who burns away ego from within that person always remains imbued with the love of 

God.”(1) 

Expressing his admiration for the profound wisdom in the Guru’s words (the 

Gurbani), he says: “(O’ my friends), wonderful is the word of the perfect Guru,  

which emanates from (the heart of) the true Guru and merges in the eternal (Guru 

God).”(1-pause) 

Describing, how we can experience the entire universe within our body itself, Guru Ji 

says: “Within the body abides everything (one can experience the sight of all) 

continents, galaxies, and the nether regions. In the body resides the Giver of life to the 

world who sustains all. The body bride, who by Guru’s grace cherishes (God’s) Name 

always remains in peace.”(2) 
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Guru Ji now explains, what the obstacle is, which doesn’t allow us to see or realize 

God within us, and how we can remove it. He says: “(God) Himself abides in the 

body, but being incomprehensible, He cannot be comprehended. The ignorant foolish 

self-conceited man does not realize (this fact) and goes out to find God outside. But 

the (one) who serves the Guru (by following his advice), finds the incomprehensible 

God, and always enjoys peace.”(3)  

Describing what other wonderful and priceless commodities are contained in our 

body, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), within (our) body are invaluable jewels (of 

God’s Name), valuable things, and storehouses full of (God’s) worship. Within this 

body (can be experienced) the nine regions of the world, including shops, towns, and 

markets. By reflecting on Guru’s word, we can obtain (God’s) Name, which is like all 

the nine treasures of the world.”(4) 

Now Guru Ji explains what kinds of (spiritual) business is taking place within the 

shops and markets of the body. He says: “(O’ my friends), in the body, the assayer 

(God) (is sitting. He)  assays and then teaches (humans to evaluate the spiritual merits. 

Then one realizes that) this mind is valuable like jewels, and rubies, whose value is 

very high. (Then that person realizes that) at no price, can we obtain (God’s) Name. 

Only by reflecting on (Gurbani), the word of the Guru (and following the advice 

contained therein), we can obtain (it).”(5) 

After telling us about the invaluable commodities, which lie in the body, Guru Ji tells 

us about the conduct of a Guru’s follower. He says: “(O’ my friends, the one) who is a 

Guru’s follower, looks for (God and His Name) in the body. The rest of the world is 

lost in doubt.  God Himself gives (the gift of His Name. One cannot (obtain this gift) 

by using any other cleverness. Within the body also reside the fear and love of God, 

but that too, one obtains by Guru’s grace.”(6) 

Now talking about the creation of the world, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, within the 

body resides that Creator from whom gods like) Brahma, Vishnu and Mahesh came 

into existence, by whom was created the rest of the world. The eternal (God) has set 

up His play and (the cycle) of birth and death is its expanse. Whom the perfect Guru 

has himself shown (this truth), by getting attuned to the Name of eternal God that 

person is emancipated.”(7) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by telling us how can we make our body accomplished 

and obtain honor in God’s court. He says: “(O’ my friends), that body (alone is 

accomplished), which follows the (advice of) the true Guru, and which the eternal 

(God) has Himself embellished. Without (meditating on God’s) Name, one finds no 

support in (God’s) court. O’ Nanak, that person obtains true glory on whom God 

bestows His mercy.”(8-2)  

The message of this shabad is that we should have full faith in Gurbani, the 

immaculate word of the Guru (in Guru Granth Sahib) and realize that God and 

the true riches of His Name are within our body itself. Therefore instead of 

trying to find God or the worldly riches outside us, we should reflect on the 

Guru’s word and search God and His Name within ourselves.  
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SGGS  P-755 

raag soohee mehlaa 3 ghar 10 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

dunee-aa na saalaahi jo mar vanjsee. 

lokaa na saalaahi jo mar khaak thee-ee. 

||1|| 
 

vaahu mayray saahibaa vaahu. 

gurmukh sadaa salaahee-ai sachaa 
vayparvaahu. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

dunee-aa kayree dostee manmukh dajh 
marann. 

jam pur baDhay maaree-ah vaylaa na 
lahann. ||2|| 
 

gurmukh janam sakaarthaa sachai sabad 
lagann. 

aatam raam pargaasi-aa sehjay sukh 

rahann. ||3|| 
 

gur kaa sabad visaari-aa doojai bhaa-ay 

rachann. 

tisnaa bhukh na utrai an-din jalat firann. 
||4|| 
 

dustaa naal dostee naal santaa vair 

karann. 

aap dubay kutamb si-o saglay kul 
dobann. ||5|| 
 

nindaa bhalee kisai kee naahee manmukh 
mugaDh karann. 

muh kaalay tin nindkaa narkay ghor 

pavann. ||6|| 

ay man jaisaa sayveh taisaa hoveh 

tayhay karam kamaa-ay. 

aap beej aapay hee khaavnaa kahnaa 
kichhoo na jaa-ay. ||7|| 
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mahaa purkhaa kaa bolnaa hovai kitai 

parthaa-ay. 

o-ay amrit bharay bharpoor heh onaa til 
na tamaa-ay. ||8|| 

 

gunkaaree gun sanghrai avraa 
updaysayn. 

say vadbhaagee je onaa mil rahay an-din 
naam la-ayn. ||9|| 

 

daysee rijak sambaahi jin upaa-ee 

maydnee. 
ayko hai daataar sachaa aap Dhanee. 

||10|| 
 

so sach tayrai naal hai gurmukh nadar 

nihaal. 

aapay bakhsay mayl la-ay so parabh 

sadaa samaal. ||11|| 

 

man mailaa sach nirmalaa ki-o kar mili-aa 
jaa-ay. 

parabh maylay taa mil rahai ha-umai 

sabad jalaa-ay. ||12|| 

 

so saho sachaa veesrai Dharig jeevan 

sansaar. 
nadar karay naa veesrai gurmatee 

veechaar. ||13|| 

 

satgur maylay taa mil rahaa saach rakhaa 

ur Dhaar. 

mili-aa ho-ay na veechhurhai gur kai hayt 
pi-aar. ||14|| 

 

pir saalaahee aapnaa gur kai sabad 

veechaar. 

mil pareetam sukh paa-i-aa sobhaavantee 

naar. ||15|| 
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manmukh man na bhij-ee at mailay chit 

kathor. 

sapai duDh pee-aa-ee-ai andar vis nikor. 
||16|| 
 

aap karay kis aakhee-ai aapay 

bakhsanhaar. 

gur sabdee mail utrai taa sach bani-aa 
seegaar. ||17|| 

SGGS  P-756 

sachaa saahu sachay vanjaaray othai 

koorhay na tikann. 

onaa sach na bhaav-ee dukh hee maahi 
pachann. ||18|| 
 

ha-umai mailaa jag firai mar jammai 

vaaro vaar. 

pa-i-ai kirat kamaavanaa ko-ay na 
maytanhaar. ||19|| 
 

santaa sangat mil rahai taa sach lagai     
pi-aar. 

sach salaahee sach man dar sachai 

sachiaar. ||20|| 
 

gur pooray pooree mat hai ahinis naam 

Dhi-aa-ay. 

ha-umai mayraa vad rog hai vichahu 

thaak rahaa-ay. ||21|| 
 

gur saalaahee aapnaa niv niv laagaa  

paa-ay. 

tan man sa-upee aagai Dharee vichahu 
aap gavaa-ay. ||22|| 
 

khinchotaan viguchee-ai aykas si-o liv 
laa-ay. 

ha-umai mayraa chhad too taa sach rahai 

samaa-ay. ||23|| 
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satgur no milay se bhaa-iraa sachai sabad 

lagann. 

sach milay say na vichhurheh dar sachai 
disann. ||24|| 

 

say bhaa-ee say sajnaa jo sachaa 
sayvann. 

avgan vikan pulHran gun kee saajh 
karaNniH. ||25|| 

 

gun kee saajh sukh oopjai sachee bhagat 

karayn. 

sach vanaNjahi gur sabad si-o laahaa 

naam la-ayn. ||26|| 

 

su-inaa rupaa paap kar kar sanchee-ai 
chalai na chaldi-aa naal. 

vin naavai naal na chalsee sabh muthee 

jamkaal. ||27|| 

 

man kaa tosaa har naam hai hirdai 

rakhahu samHaal. 

ayhu kharach akhut hai gurmukh nibhai 

naal. ||28|| 

 

ay man moolhu bhuli-aa jaaseh pat 
gavaa-ay. 

ih jagat mohi doojai vi-aapi-aa gurmatee 

sach Dhi-aa-ay. ||29|| 

 

har kee keemat na pavai har jas likhan na 

jaa-ay. 

gur kai sabad man tan rapai har si-o 
rahai samaa-ay. ||30|| 

 

so saho mayraa rangulaa rangay sahj 
subhaa-ay. 

kaaman rang taa charhai jaa pir kai ank 
samaa-ay. ||31|| 
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chiree vichhunay bhee milan jo satgur 

sayvann. 

antar nav niDh naam hai khaan kharchan 
na nikhuta-ee har gun sahj ravann. ||32|| 

 

naa o-ay janmeh naa mareh naa o-ay 
dukh sahann. 

gur raakhay say ubray har si-o kayl 

karann. ||33|| 

 

sajan milay na vichhurheh je an-din milay 

rahann. 

is jag meh virlay jaanee-ahi naanak sach 
lahann. ||34||1||3|| 

Raag Suhi Mehla-3 Ghar-10 

In this shabad, Guru Ji gives us some very important lessons for leading a truthful and 

fruitful life, which will bring honor and glory not only to ourselves, but, also to our 

family and friends.  

First of all commenting on the habits of many, who try to flatter powerful, rich, or 

influential persons in order to gain their favor. But in the end they face 

disappointment, because either these high ups promise but do not provide any real 

help, or they lose their power and influence or die. So Guru Ji says to us: “(O’ man) 

do not flatter this world which shall pass away, and don’t flatter the people who are 

going to die and become dust one day.”(1) 

Guru Ji now shows us whom to praise and whom to glorify. Addressing God, he says: 

“Amazing are You O’ my Master, amazing are You. (O’ my friends), through Guru's 

hymns we should always praise the eternal Being.”(1-pause) 

Commenting on the efforts of many self-conceited people, who try to court friendship 

with worldly influential persons, Guru Ji says: “Self-conceited people burn (and 

exhaust themselves) out, for the sake of friendship with (influential people of the) 

world, (and do not devote any time or energy in worshipping God). So (after death), 

they are bound and beaten at the door of demon of death, and then they do not get 

another opportunity (to meditate on God’s Name, which could save them).”(2) 

But regarding the Guru’s followers, he says: “Fruitful is the life of Guru’s followers, 

because they get attuned to the true word (of the Guru). Their minds are illuminated 

with the all-pervading God and they easily abide in peace.”(3) 
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Commenting again on the conduct of self-conceited persons, Guru Ji says: “Having 

forsaken the Guru's word, (the self- conceited persons) embrace love for the other 

(worldly things and people). But their thirst and hunger (for wordily riches) never 

dies, so day and night they move around suffering in pain.”(4) 

Commenting further on the conduct of self-conceited persons, he says: “(Such people) 

make friendship with evil people, but they harbor enmity with the saints. So they are 

drowned along with their families, and cause their entire lineage to drown (in the 

worldly ocean, and thus they not only ruin themselves, but also bring dishonor to their 

entire lineage).”(5) 

Describing another evil habit of such people, Guru Ji says: “It is not good to slander 

any one, but these foolish self- conceited people do indulge in it. So in the end these 

slanderers earn disgrace and suffer in horrible hell.”(6) 

Therefore counseling his own mind (and actually us), he says: “O’ my mind 

(remember that), whom so ever you serve (or follow), by doing similar deeds you 

would become like them. (This is the natural law) that “as you sow, so shall you 

reap”, and nothing else can be said (against this law, and you have to bear the 

consequences of your deeds).”(7) 

Therefore motivating us to associate with great holy persons, he says: “(O’ my 

friends, anything) uttered by the great pious persons is for some (profound) purpose. 

They are brimful with the nectar (of God's Name), they themselves don’t have any 

kind of selfish motive in their mind; (whatever they say, is for the welfare of 

others).”(8) 

Describing the merits of associating with such pious people, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my 

friends), the meritorious (holy) persons amass virtues and instruct others to do 

likewise. Therefore fortunate are they, who meet those (holy persons), (because in 

their company, they also) meditate on the (God’s) Name day and night.”(9) 

Guru Ji now touches on another aspect of human life: the concern regarding the 

sustenance of one’s family and his dependence on other people for survival. He says: 

“(O’ my friend, remember that) He who has created this universe provides sustenance 

to all.  He alone is the Giver and eternal is that rich Master.”(10) 

But most of us dismiss this assurance and say to ourselves, who knows where that 

God is, and we need somebody to whom we can go right away and present our needs, 

face to face. To such questions, Guru Ji responds: “(O’ man), that eternal God is with 

you, By following Guru's advice (try to) behold Him (with your spiritual eyes). On 

His own showing mercy, He unites you with Him, and you should always remember 

that God.”(11) 

However cautioning us, Guru Ji says: “(O my friends, our) mind is dirty, but the 

eternal (God) is immaculate, so how could we unite with (that true and immaculate 

God? The answer is) that if God so wishes, then by destroying one’s ego through the 

Guru's word, one can get united (with Him).”(12) 
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Now Guru Ji tells us how important it is that we never forsake God. He also tells us 

how to insure that this never happens. He says: “(O’ my friends), accursed is living in 

this world, if we forsake that eternal Spouse. But if we reflect upon the Guru's advice 

(and act upon it), then (God) shows His grace and we do not forget Him.”(13) 

Therefore describing his own present state of mind, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, I 

know this thing) that if the true Guru unites me (with that God), then I could remain 

united with Him and keep the true (God) enshrined in my heart. He, who is thus 

united (with God) through the love and affection of the Guru, is not separated (from 

Him again).”(14) 

So on the basis of his personal experience, Guru Ji tells us: “The bride (soul), who by 

reflecting on the Guru's word, praises her Spouse, meeting her Beloved she obtains 

peace, and is known as a woman of good repute.”(15) 

Guru Ji now comes back to the attitude of self-conceited people and tells us why these 

people behave as they do. He says: “(O’ my friends), the mind of self-conceited 

people is extremely dirty, and they are so stone hearted that they are never convinced 

(about the truth and the virtue in any good advice). They are (like) snakes who even 

when fed with milk, still have only poison in them.”(16) 

Reflecting on the reasons, why the self-conceited are so evil hearted and how they 

never become pious, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, when God Himself) is doing 

(everything, then) whom can we say (good or bad). He Himself is capable of 

pardoning and showing mercy on them. (So when), by (reflecting) on Guru’s word, 

one’s dirt (of ego) is washed off, then one’s soul is embellished with everlasting 

beauty.”(17) 

Stressing upon the importance of truth in the court of God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my 

friends), eternal is the Master (of divine riches of God’s Name), and also eternal are 

the traders (who come to do business in that commodity). There, the false ones cannot 

stay at all, because to them this truth is not pleasing, and they are consumed in 

pain.”(18) 

Guru Ji now comments on the attitude of the world in general, and says: “(O’ my 

friends), soiled with ego, the world is wandering around, therefore it keeps on going 

through birth and death again and again. (One) has to act according to one’s pre-

ordained destiny (based on deeds done in past lives), which no one (except God) can 

erase.”(19) 

But Guru Ji is always compassionate to everyone. Therefore, he tells us what one 

could do in this birth, so that one does not have to suffer through birth and death 

again. He says: “(O’ my friends, if one) remains united with the company of saints, 

then one is imbued with the love for the eternal (God). By praising that true God with 

true (love and concentration of) mind, one is accepted as true in the court of the 

eternal God, (and thus by loving the eternal God through the company of the saints, 

one can end one’s cycle of birth and death and get merged in God Himself).”(20) 
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Commenting on the merits of Guru’s advice, he says: “(O’ my friends), perfect is the 

advice of the perfect Guru. Therefore (following Guru’s advice), one who day and 

night meditates on God's Name, internally puts a stop to ego and the sense of 

mineness, which is a severe chronic malady.”(21) 

Therefore even for himself, Guru Ji says: “I (wish that I may) keep praising my Guru 

(and paying respect to him) by bowing and touching his feet, and shedding my ego 

from within, I may surrender my body and soul to him.”(22)  

Giving us another piece of advice, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), we are simply 

ruined by remaining torn between different pulls. Therefore, you should attune your 

mind only to the one (God). When you forsake your ego and sense of “I-amness”, then 

you remain absorbed in the everlasting God.”(23) 

Describing the blessings received by those who follow the advice of the true Guru, 

and how much he respects them, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, they who meet (and 

follow the advice of) the true Guru are (like) my brothers and sisters, because they 

remain attuned to the true word (of Gurbani).  And they who are thus united with the 

eternal (God) are not separated from Him again, They look truly (honorable) in the 

court of the true (God).”(24) 

Now Guru Ji describes how such Guru’s followers get rid of their faults or 

weaknesses, and how much God loves them. He says: “They are my brothers, sisters 

and close friends, who serve (and remember) the eternal God. When their faults are 

(disposed of), and merits start to accumulate, they develop a partnership with (divine) 

merits.”(25) 

Elaborating on the blessings obtained by those who participate in acquiring divine 

virtues, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), by developing a partnership in divine merits 

(with the Guru, divine) peace wells up (in their minds), and they perform true worship 

(of God). Then through the Guru's word they invest in truth, and obtain the profit of 

(God's) Name.”(26) 

Once again warning us about the sins associated with amassing worldly wealth and its 

uselessness in the end, and talking about the merits of amassing the wealth of God’s 

Name, he says: “(O’ my friends), by committing many sins, we amass gold and silver 

(and other worldly riches, but none of these) accompany us, when we depart (from the 

world). Except (God’s) Name, nothing will go with us, (thus) the entire world has 

been deceived by the demon of death.”(27) 

Therefore, Guru Ji advises: “(O’ my friends), the real sustenance of the mind is God's 

Name, so keep it preserved in your heart. This expense “money” is inexhaustible and 

it accompanies a Guru’s follower till the end.”(28) 

Therefore addressing his own mind (actually ours), Guru Ji says: “O’ my mind, you 

have strayed away from (God, your) true origin, (and if you remain strayed like this),  
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you would depart from this world, losing all your honor. (As for as) this world (is 

concerned), it is afflicted by attachment to duality (or worldly riches and power, 

therefore) following Guru’s instruction, you (better) meditate on the eternal God.”(29)  

Now talking about the glories of God and the merits of Guru’s instruction, he says: 

“(O’ my friends), the worth of God cannot be assessed, and praise of God cannot be 

written down. Through (Gurbani), the Guru’s word, one who imbues one’s body and 

mind with (God’s) love, remains absorbed in God.”(30) 

Regarding the experience enjoyed by those Guru’s followers, who remain absorbed in 

God’s love, using the metaphor of a young bride, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), that 

Spouse of mine is very colorful, He imperceptibly imbues (the bride souls) with His 

love. But the bride soul is imbued with this love only (when she truly remembers and 

surrenders herself to God, and thus) merges in the body of her Spouse.”(31) 

Elaborating on the merits of following Guru’s advice, he says: “(O’ my friends), they 

who serve (and act on the advice of) the Guru are united (with God), even if they have 

been separated from Him for a long time. (By doing so they obtain) all the nine 

treasures of (God’s) Name, which is contained within (themselves, and it is so 

abundant that) even after enjoying and spending, it does not fall short, and they keep 

uttering God’s praises in a state of (divine) poise.”(32) 

Describing the blessings enjoyed by such Guru’s followers, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my 

friends, such Guru’s followers, who are attuned to God through the Guru's word), 

neither take birth nor die, and they do not suffer any pain or sorrow. (In short), they 

who have been saved by the Guru are emancipated and enjoy games of love with 

God.” (33) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad by telling us how everlasting is the union of those rare 

Guru’s followers, who day and night remain attuned to God and keep meditating on 

His Name. He says: “(O’ my friends), they who, day and night, remain united (with 

God through meditation on His Name), are not separated (from God). However O’ 

Nanak, very rarely are (visibly) known such persons who thus obtain union with the 

eternal God).”(34-1-3) 

The message of this shabad is manifold: First of all we should understand that 

there is no use of flattering the worldly people, because they are short-lived, and 

would not be able to help us for too long. Therefore, we should only praise and 

meditate on God, who alone is eternal and can help us even after death. Secondly, 

we should forsake our ego and self-conceit, and instead of being engrossed in 

amassing worldly wealth or power, we should try to seek the company of the true 

saints of God, who would guide us to have friendship and love for the eternal 

God. Then by remaining imbued with the love of that God, one day we may also 

be eternally united with Him.  
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soohee mehlaa 3. 

har jee sookham agam hai kit biDh 
mili-aa jaa-ay. 

gur kai sabad bharam katee-ai achint 

vasai man aa-ay. ||1|| 
 

gurmukh har har naam japann. 

SGGS  P-757 

ha-o tin kai balihaarnai man har gun 

sadaa ravann. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

gur sarvar maan sarovar hai 
vadbhaagee purakh lahaNniH. 

sayvak gurmukh khoji-aa say 

hansulay naam lahann. ||2|| 
 

naam Dhi-aa-eeniH rang si-o gurmukh 

naam lagaNniH. 

Dhur poorab hovai likhi-aa gur 

bhaanaa man la-ayniH. ||3|| 
 

vadbhaagee ghar khoji-aa paa-i-aa 

naam niDhaan. 
gur poorai vaykhaali-aa parabh aatam 

raam pachhaan. ||4|| 
 

sabhnaa kaa parabh ayk hai doojaa 

avar na ko-ay. 
gur parsaadee man vasai tit ghat 

pargat ho-ay. ||5|| 
 

sabh antarjaamee barahm hai 

barahm vasai sabh thaa-ay. 
mandaa kis no aakhee-ai sabad 

vaykhhu liv laa-ay. ||6|| 
 

buraa bhalaa tichar aakh-daa jichar 

hai duhu maahi. 
gurmukh ayko bujhi-aa aykas maahi 

samaa-ay. ||7|| 
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sayvaa saa parabh bhaavsee jo 

parabh paa-ay thaa-ay. 
jan naanak har aaraaDhi-aa gur 

charnee chit laa-ay. ||8||2||4||9|| 

Suhi Mehla-3 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that we should not flatter the worldly people, 

because they are short-lived, and would not be able to help us for too long. Instead, we 

should praise and meditate on the true God, who alone is eternal and can help us even 

after death. But then the question arises that if God does not have any form, features, 

or any solid figure then how can we attain to Him? How can we merge in Him? In this 

shabad, Guru Ji provides the answer.  

First Guru Ji himself states this question and provides a very brief answer. He says: 

“(O’ my friends), God is beyond our understanding, (because He is invisible, and 

inaccessible), so how can He be met? (The answer is) that when through the Guru's 

word we remove our doubt, then unknowingly (He) comes to reside in our mind.”(1) 

Therefore describing the conduct of Guru’s followers and how much he respects them, 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), the Guru’s followers always meditate on God's Name, 

and I am a sacrifice to those, who in their mind always contemplate on the merits of 

that God.”(1-pause) 

Next Guru Ji illustrates the relationship between the Guru and his followers with a 

beautiful metaphor. He says: “(O’ my friends), the Guru is like a most beautiful scenic 

lake, and some very fortunate persons search it out. These swan like Guru following 

servants, who have found out this pool (of the Guru), meditate on God’s Name.”(2) 

Continuing to describe the conduct of the Guru following persons, he says: “(O’ my 

friends), with great love the Guru’s followers meditate on (God’s) Name and remain 

attuned to it. But only those in whose destiny it is so pre-written from the very 

beginning, obey the Guru’s command (and meditate on God’s Name).”(3) 

Stating some of the blessings received by such Guru’s followers, Guru Ji says: “(O’ 

my friends), they who by good fortune have searched their own heart, have found the 

treasure of (God’s) Name. The perfect Guru has shown them (this treasure of Name) 

and they have recognized the all-pervading God (in their own hearts).”(4) 

Now telling us some facts about God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), God alone is the 

Master of all and there is no other. If by Guru’s grace, God abides in (someone’s) 

mind, He becomes manifest in that (person’s) heart.”(5) 

Next pointing to the pervasiveness of God, Guru Ji advises: “(This entire world is the 

embodiment) of the all-pervading God, who is pervading all places. (O’ my friends),  
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attuning your mind to the (Guru’s) word, see it (for yourself. Then you would wonder) 

whom can you call bad, (when God resides in all)?”(6) 

Commenting on human tendency to call some good and some bad, Guru Ji says: “(O’ 

my friends, one) calls someone good, and someone bad only as long as one is caught 

in duality. But a Guru’s follower has realized the one God alone. (He or she never 

considers any one bad or good) and remains merged in that one God.”(7) 

In closing, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), only that service is pleasing to God, which 

He approves.Therefore attuning his mind to the Guru’s feet (his shabad), slave Nanak 

has meditated on God.”(8-2-4-9) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to realize that God, who has no 

features and no form, and want to enjoy the bliss of His eternal union, then 

following Guru’s advice we should meditate on God's Name, so that we may 

realize Him residing in everybody. 

raag soohee asatpadee-aa mehlaa 
4 ghar 2 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

ko-ee aan milaavai mayraa pareetam   

pi-aaraa ha-o tis peh aap vaychaa-ee. 
||1|| 
 

darsan har daykhan kai taa-ee. 

kirpaa karahi taa satgur mayleh har har 

naam Dhi-aa-ee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

jay sukh deh ta tujheh araaDhee dukh 

bhee tujhai Dhi-aa-ee. ||2|| 

 

jay bhukh deh ta it hee raajaa dukh 

vich sookh manaa-ee. ||3|| 

 

tan man kaat kaat sabh arpee vich 

agnee aap jalaa-ee. ||4|| 

 

pakhaa fayree paanee dhovaa jo 

dayveh so khaa-ee. ||5|| 

 

naanak gareeb dheh pa-i-aa du-aarai 

har mayl laihu vadi-aa-ee. ||6|| 
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akhee kaadh Dharee charnaa tal sabh 

Dhartee fir mat paa-ee. ||7|| 

 

jay paas bahaaleh taa tujheh araaDhee 

jay maar kadheh bhee Dhi-aa-ee. ||8|| 

 

jay lok salaahay taa tayree upmaa jay 

nindai ta chhod na jaa-ee. ||9|| 

 

jay tuDh val rahai taa ko-ee kihu   

aakha-o tuDh visri-ai mar jaa-ee. ||10|| 

 

vaar vaar jaa-ee gur oopar pai pairee 

sant manaa-ee. ||11|| 

 

naanak vichaaraa bha-i-aa divaanaa har 

ta-o darsan kai taa-ee. ||12|| 

 

jhakharh jhaagee meehu varsai bhee 

gur daykhan jaa-ee. ||13|| 

 

samund saagar hovai baho khaaraa 
gursikh langh gur peh jaa-ee. ||14|| 

 

Ji-o paraanee jal bin hai martaa ti-o sikh 
gur bin mar jaa-ee. ||15|| 

SGGS  P-758 

Ji-o Dhartee sobh karay jal barsai ti-o 
sikh gur mil bigsaa-ee. ||16|| 

 

sayvak kaa ho-ay sayvak vartaa kar kar 
bin-o bulaa-ee. ||17|| 

 

naanak kee baynantee har peh gur mil 
gur sukh paa-ee. ||18|| 

 

too aapay gur chaylaa hai aapay gur 

vich day tujheh Dhi-aa-ee. ||19|| 
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jo tuDh sayveh so toohai hoveh tuDh 
sayvak paij rakhaa-ee. ||20|| 

 

bhandaar bharay bhagtee har tayray jis 

bhaavai tis dayvaa-ee. ||21|| 

 

jis tooN deh so-ee jan paa-ay hor nihfal 

sabh chaturaa-ee. ||22|| 

 

simar simar simar gur apunaa so-i-aa 

man jaagaa-ee. ||23|| 

 

ik daan mangai naanak vaychaaraa har 

daasan daas karaa-ee. ||24|| 

 

jay gur jhirhkay ta meethaa laagai jay 

bakhsay ta gur vadi-aa-ee. ||25|| 

 

gurmukh boleh so thaa-ay paa-ay 
manmukh kichh thaa-ay na paa-ee. 

||26|| 
 

paalaa kakar varaf varsai gursikh gur 

daykhan jaa-ee. ||27|| 

 

sabh dinas rain daykh-a-u gur apunaa 

vich akhee gur pair Dharaa-ee. ||28|| 

 

anayk upaav karee gur kaaran gur 

bhaavai so thaa-ay paa-ee. ||29|| 

 

rain dinas gur charan araaDhee da-i-aa 

karahu mayray saa-ee. ||30|| 

naanak kaa jee-o pind guroo hai gur mil 
taripat aghaa-ee. ||31|| 

 

naanak kaa parabh poor rahi-o hai jat 

kat tat gosaa-ee. ||32||1|| 
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Raag Suhi Ashatpadian Mehla-4 Ghar-2 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to realize that God, who 

has no features and no form, and enjoy the bliss of His eternal union, then following 

Guru’s advice we should meditate on God's Name, so that we may realize Him 

residing in everybody. But according to Sikh philosophy there is also a beautiful twist 

on this aspect. On the one hand it is the Guru who gives us his immaculate advice and 

unites us with God. On the other hand, it is only when we are blessed with the grace 

of God that we meet the true Guru, who unites with God. Therefore in this shabad, 

Guru Ji expresses his love and desire to meet both the Guru and God in a most 

humble, sincere, and deeply emotional way. 

He says: “If someone comes and unites me with my Beloved God, I would sell off 

myself (and give everything) to that person.”(1) 

However, acknowledging that God is met only by meditating on His Name, which one 

does only, when one is blessed with the guidance of the true Guru, he says: “(O’ God), 

if You show mercy and unite me with the true Guru, then to see Your sight I would 

always keep meditating on Your Name.”(1-pause) 

Now showing his love and total acceptance of the will of God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ 

God), if You bless me with happiness I would contemplate on You, but even in pain I 

would remember You. (2) If You give me hunger, I would feel satiated (in this 

hunger), and would find a reason to be happy even in pain.”(3) 

Showing his commitment to God, Guru Ji humbly submits: “(O’ God, for the sake of 

seeing Your sight, if needed) I would cut my body and mind into pieces, offer it all to 

You, and wouldn’t hesitate to burn myself in fire (for Your sake). (4) (I wish that) I 

may wave a fan (over Your devotees), carry water for them, and eat whatever You 

give. (5)  (O’ God), poor Nanak has fallen at Your door; (please) unite him (with 

Yourself). This would be (Your) greatness.”(6) 

Stating how much effort he is ready to make to find the true Guru, he says: “(O’ God), 

I would pluck out my eyes, and place under the feet (of the Guru) and would roam 

around the entire earth, in the hope that I may find (the Guru).”(7) 

Next describing the extent of his love for God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God), if You seat 

me near You, I would keep meditating on You, and even if You kick me out, I would 

still remember You. (8) If people praise me (I would consider it as) Your glory, and if 

they slander me still I wouldn’t go away abandoning You. (9) If You remain on my 

side then I don’t care what anybody else says to me, but when You are forsaken from 

my mind (I feel so depressed, as if I) have died. (10) O’ God, I would sacrifice myself 

again and again to the Guru, and falling at his feet, I would try to please the saint 

(Guru. In short, O’ God), poor Nanak has gone crazy to see Your sight.”(12) 

Guru Ji now expresses the depth of his commitment to see the sight of that Guru who 

unites him with God. He says: “O’ God, even if a violent storm is raging and torrential  
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rain is falling, still braving that storm I would go to see the Guru. (13) Even if in front 

of him is a very vast and brackish sea, the Guru’s sikh would cross it and go to the 

Guru.”(14) 

Stating the reasons why a true sikh loves his Guru so much, and why he is willing to 

take such big risks for the sight of his Guru, he says: “(O’ my friends), just as a mortal 

dies without water, similarly a disciple dies without the Guru. (15) On the other hand, 

just as when rain falls the earth looks beautiful, similarly a sikh is in rapture on seeing 

his Guru.”(16) 

Therefore Guru Ji makes a prayer to God and says: “(O’ my God, bless me that) I may 

live as a servant of (the Guru’s) servant (the Guru), and I may address him always in 

the form of a request. (17) This is the prayer of Nanak before God, (that please unite 

him with the Guru, because) upon meeting the Guru he obtains the greatest 

comfort.”(18) 

Next acknowledging the unique qualities of God, how he honors those who serve and 

worship Him, and how everybody depends upon His grace, Guru Ji says: “(O' God), 

You Yourself are (both) the Guru and the disciple. Therefore through the Guru I 

meditate on You. (19) They who serve (worship) You become like You. (20) Your 

storehouses are brimful with devotion, but only on whom You are pleased, You 

provide them (through the Guru). (21) Yes, only that person obtains (Your devotion), 

whom You give; all other cleverness is useless. (22) Therefore (O' God, I wish and 

pray) that by meditating on my Guru again and attain, I may awaken my sleeping 

mind (to the onslaughts of worldly temptations). (23) (O' God), poor Nanak, begs but 

only one gift (from You) that make him the servant of Your servants.”(24) 

Finally expressing his utmost respect, sincere devotion and complete faith in his Guru, 

he says: “(O’ God, if I err and) my Guru reprimands me, it sounds sweet to me (and I 

do not mind it at all. However) if he forgives me, that is Guru's greatness. (25)  

(Because I know that) whatever Guru’s followers utter, the Guru approves, but 

nothing said (or done) by the self-conceited person is given any weight. (26) (A 

Guru’s follower is so dedicated that) even if there is bitter cold or frost and snow is 

falling, the Guru’s disciple goes to see the Guru. (27) Therefore (I wish that) day and 

night I may keep beholding the Guru and enshrine Guru’s feet (his sweet memories) 

in my eyes. (28)  (I know that) I may keep doing innumerable things for the Guru, but 

what pleases the Guru that alone is approved by him. (29) O' my Master, show         

this mercy that day and night I may worship the feet (the immaculate words of my) 

Guru.” (30) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by stating how much he depends upon his Guru, and 

what he has come to realize about God. He says: “(O’ God), the Guru is Nanak’s body 

and soul, upon meeting the Guru, his thirst is quenched (31) (By Guru’s grace, he has 

realized that) the God of Nanak and the Master of the universe is pervading 

everywhere.”(32-1) 
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The message of this shabad is that if we think of ourselves as the disciples or sikhs 

of our Guru, then we should be so much imbued with his love and devotion that 

we should have the craving to see him, no matter where and how far is he and 

what kind of weather conditions we are facing. Secondly we should respect the 

Guru so much that even if he reprimands us we should still be in love with him, 

and deem all his reprimands as sweet words uttered for our own good. Thirdly, 

following the guidance of our beloved Guru, we should meditate on God's Name 

and feel so satisfied and happy that even if we are suffering in pain, we should 

happily accept it as the will and grace of God. 

raag soohee mehlaa 4 asatpadee-aa 

ghar 10 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

andar sachaa nayhu laa-i-aa pareetam 
aapnai. 

tan man ho-ay nihaal jaa gur daykhaa 

saamHnay. ||1|| 

 

mai har har naam visaahu. 

gur pooray tay paa-i-aa amrit agam 
athaahu. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

ha-o satgur vaykh vigsee-aa har naamay 
lagaa pi-aar. 

kirpaa kar kai mayli-an paa-i-aa mokh   

du-aar. ||2|| 

 

satgur birhee naam kaa jay milai ta tan 

man day-o. 

jay poorab hovai likhi-aa taa amrit sahj 

pee-ay-o. ||3|| 

 

suti-aa gur salaahee-ai uth-di-aa bhee 

gur aalaa-o. 

ko-ee aisaa gurmukh jay milai ha-o taa 
kay Dhovaa paa-o. ||4|| 

 

ko-ee aisaa sajan lorh lahu mai pareetam 
day-ay milaa-ay. 

satgur mili-ai har paa-i-aa mili-aa sahj 

subhaa-ay. ||5|| 
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SGGS  P-759 

satgur saagar gun naam kaa mai tis 
daykhan kaa chaa-o. 

ha-o tis bin gharhee na jeev-oo bin 

daykhay mar jaa-o. ||6|| 

 

Ji-o machhulee vin paanee-ai rahai na 
kitai upaa-ay. 

ti-o har bin sant na jeev-ee bin har 

naamai mar jaa-ay. ||7|| 

 

mai satgur saytee pirharhee ki-o gur bin 

jeevaa maa-o. 

mai gurbaanee aaDhaar hai gurbaanee 
laag rahaa-o. ||8|| 

 

har har naam ratann hai gur tuthaa 
dayvai maa-ay. 

mai Dhar sachay naam kee har naam 

rahaa liv laa-ay. ||9|| 

 

gur gi-aan padaarath naam hai har 
naamo day-ay drirh-aa-ay. 

jis paraapat so lahai gur charnee laagai 

aa-ay. ||10|| 

 

akath kahaanee paraym kee ko pareetam 

aakhai aa-ay. 

tis dayvaa man aapnaa niv niv laagaa 
paa-ay. ||11|| 

 

sajan mayraa ayk tooN kartaa purakh 
sujaan. 

satgur meet milaa-i-aa mai sadaa sadaa 
tayraa taan. ||12|| 

 

satgur mayraa sadaa sadaa naa aavai na 
jaa-ay. 

oh abhinaasee purakh hai sabh meh   

rahi-aa samaa-ay. ||13|| 
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raam naam Dhan sanchi-aa saabat 

poonjee raas. 
naanak dargeh mani-aa gur pooray 

saabaas. ||14||1||2||11|| 

Raag Suhi Mehla-4 Ashatpadian Ghar-10 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji described how much love a true Guru’s follower has 

for his or her Guru and God. Giving an example of the intensity of this love, Guru Ji 

states that even if it is extremely cold and is snowing heavily, still the Guru's disciple 

goes to see his Guru. In this shabad, Guru Ji states how much love he has for his Guru 

and God. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), within my mind I have enshrined true love for my beloved 

(Guru. This love is so deep that) both my body and mind feel delighted when I see the 

Guru in front of me.”(1) 

Summarizing the blessings he has obtained from his Guru, he says: “(O’ my friends), I 

have faith in God’s Name. It is from the perfect Guru that I have obtained the 

immortal, unapproachable, and unfathomable (God).” (1-pause) 

Continuing to describe the joy he feels on seeing his Guru, and the kinds of blessings 

the Guru has bestowed on him, he says: “(O’ my friends), I have blossomed (in 

delight) upon seeing the Guru, and I have been imbued with the love of God's Name. 

Showing his mercy (the Guru has united me with God), and I have found the door to 

salvation.”(2) 

Therefore on the basis of his personal experience, Guru Ji says to us: “(O’ my 

friends), the true Guru is the lover of the (God's Name). If I find the Guru I surrender 

my body and mind to him. (But I realize) that if it is already pre-written (in my 

destiny), then I will easily drink this (divine) nectar.”(3) 

Continuing his advice, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), we should praise the Guru 

while asleep, and also utter the Guru's Name while awake. (In fact), if I meet such a 

Guru’s follower I would wash his feet (and would humbly serve him).”(4) 

Guru Ji further suggests: “(O’ my friends), find me some such a good person who may 

unite me with my Beloved (Guru. Because it is only upon) meeting the true Guru that 

God is obtained and met in quite a natural way.”(5) 

Stating how full of merits is the true Guru and how he longs to see him, Guru Ji says: 

“(O’ my friends), the true Guru is an ocean of virtues. I long to see him. Without 

seeing him I cannot survive even for a moment. In fact without seeing (the Guru I feel 

so depressed, as if I am going to) die.”(6) 
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Now explaining the importance of God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), just as 

without water a fish cannot survive, similarly without God a saint does not remain 

alive, and without God's Name, he dies (spiritually).”(7) 

Therefore describing his love for the true Guru and as if he is talking to his mother, 

Guru Ji says: “O' my mother, I am deeply in love with the true Guru. How can I 

survive without the Guru? (His word) the Gurbani is the support of my life. 

(Therefore) I remain attuned to the Gurbani.”(8) 

 Describing why he so much loves and respects his true Guru, he says: “(O’ my 

mother), God's Name is (like) a precious jewel, which the Guru bestows when he 

becomes kind (on any person), and it is on the support of the true Name that I depend; 

so I remain attuned to God’s Name.” (9) 

Guru Ji now elaborates on the concept of God's Name and Gurbani (the Guru's word). 

He says: “(O' my friends), in Guru's (divine) wisdom is the commodity of God's 

Name, and it is the Name, which the Guru instills (in a person). However only the 

one, who is so predestined receives it by coming and falling at the feet of the 

Guru.”(10) 

Sharing with us how much he loves and respects not only God, but also anyone who 

talks to him about God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), indescribable is the story of 

(God’s) love. If a friend comes and narrates it to me, I would surrender my mind to 

him and would (pay so much respect that) I would again and again bow to touch his 

feet.”(11) 

Next, expressing his gratitude to God, who has united him with such a friend in the 

form of his Guru, he says: “O' my Creator, You are my sagacious God and (true) well-

wisher. It is my friend the true Guru, who has united me with You. Forever, I depend 

on Your support.”(12) 

Describing the virtues of his true Guru in whom he sees God Himself, Guru Ji says: 

“(O’ my friends), my true Guru is and will always be there. He neither comes nor 

goes. He is the imperishable Creator and is pervading in all.”(13) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by listing the virtues received by a person, whom the 

perfect Guru has blessed. He says: “(O’ my friends), whom the perfect Guru has 

blessed, that person has amassed the wealth of God's Name, and this capital always 

remains stable. Nanak (says, such a person) is approved (and honored) in the God’s 

court.”(14-1-2-11)  

The message of this shabad is that we should be so much in love with our Guru 

and his Gurbani that we always remain imbued and satiated in the enjoyment of 

that immaculate word and keep meditating on God's Name with so much love 

and affection that God may accept us in His court and unite us with Him. 
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raag soohee asatpadee-aa mehlaa 5 

ghar 1 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

urajh rahi-o bikhi-aa kai sangaa. 

maneh bi-aapat anik tarangaa. ||1|| 
 

mayray man agam agochar. kat paa-ee-ai 
pooran parmaysar. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

moh magan meh rahi-aa bi-aapay. 

at tarisnaa kabhoo nahee Dharaapay. ||2|| 
 

bas-i karoDh sareer chandaaraa. 

agi-aan na soojhai mahaa gubaaraa. ||3|| 
 

bharmat bi-aapat jaray kivaaraa. 

jaan na paa-ee-ai parabh darbaaraa. ||4|| 
 

aasaa andaysaa banDh paraanaa. 

mahal na paavai firat bigaanaa. ||5|| 
 

sagal bi-aaDh kai vas kar deenaa. 

firat pi-aas Ji-o jal bin meenaa. ||6|| 
 

kachhoo si-aanap ukat na moree. 

ayk aas thaakur parabh toree. ||7|| 
 

kara-o bayntee santan paasay. 

mayl laihu naanak ardaasay. ||8|| 
 

bha-i-o kirpaal saaDhsang paa-i-aa. 

naanak tariptai pooraa paa-i-aa. ||1|| 

rahaa-o doojaa. ||1|| 

Raag Suhi Ashatpadis Mehla-5 Ghar-1 

It is a fact of life that generally human beings remain engrossed in Maya (the worldly 

riches, relatives, power, and possessions) and therefore keep suffering from the 

maladies of greed, anger, and lust. These ailments give rise to evil thoughts and      

lead one to commit many sins. So the question arises how one can get out of these  
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unending circles of lustful lives full of evils, and instead be attuned to God and find 

salvation from repeated births and deaths. In this shabad, Guru Ji first puts himself in 

our situation and on our behalf raises the question, how can we get rid of these vices, 

and then he shows us the way to get out of this vicious circle and reunite with God. 

So first summarizing our present situation, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, human 

mind) is entangled in the company of poisonous Maya (the worldly riches and power). 

His mind is afflicted with innumerable waves (of greed).”(1) 

Therefore addressing his own mind, Guru Ji asks: “O' my mind (being involved in so 

many sinful affairs), how can we obtain that incomprehensible, inapproachable God? 

Yes, how can we obtain that perfect all-pervading God?”(1-pause) 

Elaborating on our involvement in worldly affairs and fire-like desires, which never 

seem to be quenched, he says: “(O’ my friends, one always remains gripped in 

(worldly) attachments. One’s extreme fire-like desire (for worldly riches and power) 

never gets quenched.”(2) 

Stating what other maladies, with which a human being is afflicted, Guru Ji says: “(O’ 

my friends, in a human body) resides the demon of anger. Because of complete 

(spiritual) ignorance in the mind, there remains pitch darkness in one’s life journey, 

because of which one cannot find the right way to lead one’s life.”(3)  

Now Guru Ji illustrates with a beautiful example, the reason for our inability to reach 

God. He says: “(O’ my friends), the wandering and distraction of the mind, and the 

pressure of Maya (or worldly attachments are like two) shutters (on our minds), due to 

which we cannot enter God’s court.”(4) 

Describing, what else is keeping us separated from God, Guru Ji says: “One remains 

bound by hope and fear. Therefore, one cannot attain God's castle, and keeps 

wandering around like a (lost) stranger.”(5) 

Summarizing man’s state of helplessness, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, God) has put 

a human being under the control of all kinds of psychological ailments, and one keeps 

wandering (and suffering) like a thirsty fish out of water.”(6) 

Guru Ji now shows us, what we should do to get out of this mess. Addressing God (on 

our behalf), he says: “(O' God), I do not have any wisdom or clever thought (to 

overcome this difficulty). O’ my Master, my only one hope is in You.”(7) 

Stating what else he does beside his above prayer, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God), I pray to 

Your saints (and say that) Nanak humbly requests You to unite him (with their lotus 

feet).”(8) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by sharing with us the result of his above prayer, he 

says: “(O’ my friends, after my above prayer, God) became merciful and I obtained 

the company of the saint (Guru, now I) Nanak have obtained to the perfect (God, and I 

have been completely) satiated.”(1-pause second-1) 
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The message of this shabad is that we should pray to God to unite us with the 

Guru, so that by acting on his advice, we may get rid of our evil desires and 

worldly attachments. By doing so, we would get rid of  the evil circle of 

committing sins and suffering pains of births and deaths, and then would merge 

in God. 

SGGS  P-760 

raag soohee mehlaa 5 ghar 3 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

mithan moh agan sok saagar. 

kar kirpaa uDhar har naagar. ||1|| 

 

charan kamal sarnaa-ay naraa-in. 

deenaa naath bhagat paraa-in. ||1|| 
rahaa-o. 

 

anaathaa naath bhagat bhai maytan. 

saaDhsang jamdoot na bhaytan. ||2|| 

 

jeevan roop anoop da-i-aalaa. 

ravan gunaa katee-ai jam jaalaa. ||3|| 

 

amrit naam rasan nit jaapai. 

rog roop maa-i-aa na bi-aapai. ||4|| 

 

jap gobind sangee sabh taaray. 

pohat naahee panch batvaaray. ||5|| 

 

man bach karam parabh ayk Dhi-aa-ay. 

sarab falaa so-ee jan paa-ay. ||6|| 

 

Dhaar anoograhu apnaa parabh keenaa. 

kayval naam bhagat ras deenaa. ||7|| 

 

aad maDh ant parabh so-ee. 

naanak tis bin avar na ko-ee. 

||8||1||2|| 
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Raag Suhi Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji instructed us that that we should pray to God to unite 

us with the Guru, so that by acting on his advice, we may be able to get rid of our evil 

desires and worldly attachments. So that instead of going through the evil circle of 

committing sins and suffering pains of births and deaths, we merge in God. In this 

shabad, Guru Ji elaborates further on state of the world, and shows us how to pray to 

God to save us from its temptations. 

Addressing God, Guru Ji says: “O' beauteous God, this world is like a sea of false 

attachment, fire (of desire), and sorrow. (Please) show mercy (and) save us (from 

drowning in this dreadful worldly ocean).”(1) 

Continuing his prayer, he says: “O' immaculate God, the Master of the meek, and the 

support of devotees, we have sought the shelter of Your immaculate feet (please save 

us).” (1-pause) 

Commenting on the merits of God and the society of His saints, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my 

friends), that God is the support of support less and destroyer of fear of His devotees. 

By remaining in the company of (His) saints, even the (fear of) the demons of death 

does not touch a person.”(2) 

Guru Ji adds: “(O’ my friends), by uttering the praises of the embodiment of life and 

compassionate God of un-paralleled beauty, the noose of death is cut down (and we 

get out of the circle of birth and death).”(3) 

Now listing some of the blessings of meditating on God’s Name, Guru Ji says: “(O’ 

my friends), the person who daily utters the nectar Name of God from the tongue is 

not afflicted by Maya (the attachment for worldly riches and power), which is the 

source of all evils.”(4) 

Guru Ji adds: “(O’ my friends), by meditating on God of the universe, one (saves 

oneself, and also) ferries across all one’s companions, and even the five demons (of 

lust, anger, greed, attachment, and ego) cannot touch that person.”(5) 

Summarizing the benefits of meditating on God’s Name, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my 

friends), that person alone obtains all the fruits (of human birth), who with his or her 

mind, body, and deeds meditates on the one God.”(6)   

Stating how God blesses a person whom He accepts as His own, Guru Ji says: “(O’ 

my friends), showing His mercy, whom God has made His own, on that person He has 

bestowed His immaculate Name and relish of devotion.”(7) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O' my friends), in the beginning, middle, and the end, it 

is that same God (who is the Master). O’ Nanak, except Him there is no other second 

(God or Master).”(8-1-2)  
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The message of this shabad is that if we want to find relief from the fires of 

worldly desires, falsehoods, and other social tensions and get rid of our own 

internal enemies, such as lust, anger, and greed, then we should pray to God to 

show His mercy, and bless us with the gift of His Name and unite us with Him. 

raag soohee mehlaa 5 asatpadee-aa 

ghar 9 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

jin dithi-aa man rehsee-ai ki-o paa-ee-ai 
tinH sang jee-o. 

sant sajan man mitar say laa-in parabh 

si-o rang jee-o. 

tinH si-o pareet na tut-ee kabahu na hovai 
bhang jee-o. ||1|| 

 

paarbarahm parabh kar da-i-aa gun 

gaavaa tayray nit jee-o. 

aa-ay milhu sant sajnaa naam japah man 
mit jee-o. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

daykhai sunay na jaan-ee maa-i-aa   
mohi-aa anDh jee-o. 

kaachee dayhaa vinsanee koorh 

kamaavai DhanDh jee-o. 

naam Dhi-aavahi say jin chalay gur 
pooray san-banDh jee-o. ||2|| 

 

hukmay jug meh aa-i-aa chalan hukam 
sanjog jee-o. 

hukmay parpanch pasri-aa hukam karay 

ras bhog jee-o. 

jis no kartaa visrai tiseh vichhorhaa sog 
jee-o. ||3|| 

 

aapnarhay parabh bhaani-aa dargeh 
paiDhaa jaa-ay jee-o. 

aithai sukh mukh ujlaa iko naam         

Dhi-aa-ay jee-o. 

aadar ditaa paarbarahm gur sayvi-aa sat 

bhaa-ay jee-o. ||4|| 
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thaan thanantar rav rahi-aa sarab jee-aa 
partipaal jee-o. 

sach khajaanaa sanchi-aa ayk naam Dhan 

maal jee-o. 

man tay kabahu na veesrai jaa aapay    
ho-ay da-i-aal jee-o. ||5|| 

SGGS  P-761 

aavan jaanaa reh ga-ay man vuthaa 
nirankaar jee-o. 

taa kaa ant na paa-ee-ai oochaa agam 

apaar jee-o. 

jis parabh apnaa visrai so mar jammai 
lakh vaar jee-o. ||6|| 

 

saach nayhu tin pareetamaa jin man 
vuthaa aap jee-o. 

gun saajhee tin sang basay aath pahar 

parabh jaap jee-o. 

rang ratay parmaysrai binsay sagal 
santaap jee-o. ||7|| 

 

tooN kartaa tooN karanhaar toohai ayk 
anayk jee-o. 

too samrath too sarab mai toohai buDh 

bibayk jee-o. 

naanak naam sadaa japee bhagat janaa 
kee tayk jee-o. ||8||1||3|| 

Raag Suhi Mehla-5 Ashatpadian Ghar-9 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to find relief from the fires 

of worldly desires, falsehoods, and social tensions, and get rid of our own internal 

enemies, such as lust, anger, and greed, then we should pray to God to show His 

mercy, and bless us with the gift of His Name and unite us with Him. In this shabad, 

he elaborates on this topic and shows us what else we may ask God to help us out of 

our internal and external problems. 
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First of all realizing the importance of the company of saints and devotees of God, 

Guru Ji wonders and asks: “(O’ my friends, I am wondering), how could we obtain the 

company of such (holy persons), meeting whom the mind feels delighted? (In my 

mind, I feel that those) saintly persons are the (true) friends, who imbue us with the 

love of God. (I wish that) my love with them may never end.”(1) 

Therefore making a prayer to God and inviting his saintly friends to come and join 

him in meditating on God’s Name, he says: “O' my all-pervading God, show mercy 

(and bless me) that I may always sing Your praises. O' my saintly friends, come and 

meditate on God’s Name (with me).”(1-paue) 

However commenting on the general egoistic and careless attitude of human beings 

toward spiritual matters, Guru Ji says: “(O my friends), being allured by Maya (the 

attachment for worldly riches and power, a mortal) has become so (spiritually) blind, 

that in spite of seeing and hearing (everything, one), doesn’t understand that the frail 

body has to perish (one day, but still) one keeps engaging in false (worldly) pursuits. 

Only those who have developed a relationship with the perfect Guru and meditate on 

God’s Name, depart from here winning (the game of life).”(2) 

Next commenting on the phenomena of birth and death, creation of the world, and 

worldly enjoyments, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), it is as per God's command that 

one comes into this world, and one’s departure is also in accordance with the time set 

(by God for this purpose). Under His command, the universe of five elements (earth, 

water, fire, air, and ether) has extended, and under His will (one) enjoys worldly 

pleasures. (However, getting involved in these enjoyments, the one from whose mind) 

the Creator is forsaken, there is separation and sorrow for that person.”(3) 

Guru Ji now tells what kinds of blessings those persons enjoy, who win God’s 

pleasure. He says: “(O’ my friends), one who becomes pleasing to His God, goes to 

His court with honor. (Such a person) enjoys peace here (in this world), and honor in 

(the next. Such a person) meditates only on the Name of one (God). With truly good 

intention, such a person has served his or her Guru (in this world, therefore) God has 

given honor (to such a person in His court).”(4) 

Elaborating on the above concept, Guru Ji says: “(O' my friends, that God) who 

provides sustenance to all beings, is pervading all the spaces and interspaces. When on 

His own He becomes gracious (on someone, then) He never goes out of that person’s 

mind. (Such a person) amasses the everlasting treasure (of God’s Name), because 

such a person deems God’s Name alone as his or her wealth and possession.”(5)  

Stating the blessings a person enjoys, who amasses the wealth of God’s Name, Guru 

Ji says: “(O’ my friends), in whose mind the formless God comes to abide, that 

person’s comings and goings (in and out of this world) cease forever. We cannot find 

the end limit of that (God); He is the highest, unapproachable and unperceivable 

(Being). The one who forsakes one’s God dies and gets born millions of times.”(6) 
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Describing the blessings enjoyed by those in whose mind God comes to reside, Guru 

Ji says: “(O’ my friends, those saints) in whose mind God Himself comes to abide 

have true love and craving for their beloved (God). In their company also reside those 

(other saints like them), who also meditate on God’s Name, and share their merits. 

Being imbued with the love of God, all their troubles and maladies are destroyed.”(7) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by showing us what kind of prayer we should make to 

God. He says: “O' God, You are the Creator and the Doer (of everything). You are the 

(only) One, and also You are myriads. You are all powerful, You pervade in all, and 

You alone have the wisdom to discriminate between good and bad. Nanak (prays, O’ 

God show mercy, and bless him that he may) always meditate on (Your) Name, which 

is the support of (God’s) devotees.” (8-1-3). 

The message of this shabad is that we should realize that we come to this world as 

per the will of God and will go away from here also as per His will. So if we want 

to pass this life of ours in peace and obtain honor in God’s court, then we should 

pray to Him to bestow upon us the gift of the company and the shelter of His 

saints, so that under their guidance, we may meditate on God’s Name and never 

forget Him. 

raag soohee mehlaa 5 asatpadee-aa 
ghar 10 kaafee 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

jay bhulee jay chukee saa-eeN bhee 
tahinjee kaadhee-aa. 

jinHaa nayhu doojaanay lagaa jhoor 

marahu say vaadhee-aa. ||1|| 

 

ha-o naa chhoda-o kant paasraa. 

sadaa rangeelaa laal pi-aaraa ayhu 
mahinjaa aasraa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

sajan toohai sain too mai tujh upar baho 

maanee-aa. 

jaa too andar taa sukhay tooN nimaanee 

maanee-aa. ||2|| 

 

jay too tuthaa kirpaa niDhaan naa doojaa 
vaykhaal. 

ayhaa paa-ee moo daat-rhee nit hirdai 
rakhaa samaal. ||3|| 
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paav julaa-ee panDh ta-o nainee daras 
dikhaal. 

sarvanee sunee kahaanee-aa jay gur 

theevai kirpaal. ||4|| 

 

kitee lakh karorh piree-ay rom na pujan 

tayri-aa. 

too saahee hoo saahu ha-o kahi na sakaa 
gun tayri-aa. ||5|| 

 

sahee-aa ta-oo asaNkh manjahu habh 
vaDhaanee-aa. 

hik bhoree nadar nihaal deh daras rang 

maanee-aa. ||6|| 

 

jai dithay man Dheeree-ai kilvikh vaNnjniH 

dooray. 

so ki-o visrai maa-o mai jo rahi-aa 
bharpooray. ||7|| 

 

ho-ay nimaanee dheh pa-ee mili-aa sahj 
subhaa-ay. 

poorab likhi-aa paa-i-aa naanak sant 

sahaa-ay. ||8||1||4|| 

Raag Suhi Mehla-5 

Ashatpadian Ghar-10 Kaafi 

This is another example of the Guru Ji’s most enchanting and heart touching poetry, 

which shows his extreme humility, love, and full faith in God’s grace. In this shabad, 

he shows us how like a very innocent child bride who is prone to making many 

mistakes and errors, we should approach God our Master and ask for His forgiveness 

and grace. 

So lovingly and in a very humble manner, Guru Ji addresses God and says: “O' my 

Master, if I have erred or have strayed still I am known as Your bride; therefore 

correct me in whatever way You like, but don’t discard me. Because those who have 

been discarded (by You) for being attuned to the love of others, they die grieving 

miserably”(1) 
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Expressing his firm commitment to God, Guru Ji declares: “(O’ my friends), I would 

never forsake the company of my Spouse. He is my ever lively, endearing Beloved, 

and He is my only support.”(1-pause) 

Next stating how much he depends upon the support and love of his beloved God, 

Guru Ji says: “O' God, You are my well wisher, You are my relative, and I hold great 

pride in You. When You reside within me, there is peace in my heart, You are the 

pride of my humble being.”(2) 

As if guessing that God is in mercy and is asking him what he wants, Guru Ji responds 

by saying: “O' the Treasure of kindness, if You have become gracious upon me, then 

don’t make me seek the help of any other person, bestow only this small gift upon me 

that I may always keep You carefully enshrined in my heart.”(3) 

Elaborating on his wishes, Guru Ji adds: “O' God, I also wish that my feet may walk 

on the path of Your union, and pray to You to show Your sight. Lastly, if Guru 

becomes merciful on me, with my own ears I will listen to immaculate stories about 

You.”(4) 

Describing the excellences of God, Guru Ji says: “O’ God, no matter how many 

millions or billions of highly placed persons there may be, they cannot equal Your 

excellence even a little bit. You are the King of all kings, and I cannot describe Your 

merits.”(5) 

Next showing his extreme humility, Guru Ji recognizes that there may be many other, 

much more pious persons than he, but still he prays to God to bless him also with His 

vision. So once again addressing God in the metaphor of a young faithful bride, Guru 

Ji says: “O' my Beloved, there are unaccountable numbers of Your brides (devotees), 

and all are more beautiful (meritorious) than I am. But please, bless me also with a 

moment of Your glance of grace, and show me Your sight so that I too may enjoy the 

bliss of Your Love.”(6) 

Now answering the question, why he is in so much love with God, Guru Ji says: “O' 

my mother, why should we forsake that (God) who is pervading everywhere, seeing 

whom our mind is comforted and our sins go away.”(7) 

Summarizing his story, Guru Ji says: “O’ my friends, becoming utterly humble, I fell 

down at the feet of God, and surrendered myself before Him. Then unknowing, 

Beloved God came and met me. In this way, with the help of the saint (Guru), Nanak 

obtained what was prewritten in His destiny.”(8-1-4) 

The message of this shabad is that if in spite of committing many blunders, we 

want to be forgiven by God and blessed with His sight, then instead of playing 

clever we should seek the help of the Guru to intervene on our behalf and 

humbly pray to God to forgive our sins, because we are the members of His 

household. Then showing His mercy, God would forgive us and bless us with His 

sight, and embrace us in His union. 
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soohee mehlaa 5. 

simrit bayd puraan pukaaran pothee-aa. 

naam binaa sabh koorh gaalHee    
hochhee-aa. ||1|| 
 

naam niDhaan apaar bhagtaa man vasai. 

janam maran moh dukh saaDhoo sang 

nasai. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

mohi baad ahaNkaar sarpar runni-aa. 

sukh na paa-iniH mool naam      
vichhunni-aa. ||2|| 
 

mayree mayree Dhaar banDhan      
banDhi-aa. 

narak surag avtaar maa-i-aa DhanDhi-aa. 
||3|| 

 

soDhat soDhat soDh tat beechaari-aa. 

naam binaa sukh naahi sarpar haari-aa. 
||4|| 

SGGS  P-762 

aavahi jaahi anayk mar mar janmatay. 

bin boojhay sabh vaad jonee bharmatay. 

||5|| 
 

jinH ka-o bha-ay da-i-aal tinH saaDhoo 

sang bha-i-aa. 

amrit har kaa naam tinHee janee jap      

la-i-aa. ||6|| 

 

khojeh kot asaNkh bahut anant kay. 

jis bujhaa-ay aap nayrhaa tis hay. ||7|| 

 

visar naahee daataar aapnaa naam dayh. 

gun gaavaa din raat naanak chaa-o ayhu. 

||8||2||5||16 || 
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Suhi Mehla-5 

In previous shabad (8-1-3), Guru Ji advised us that we should realize that we come to 

this world as per the will of God, and will go away from it also as per His will. So if 

we want to pass this life of ours in peace and obtain honor in God’s court, then we 

should pray to Him to bestow upon us, the gift of the company and the shelter of His 

saints, so that under their guidance we may meditate on God’s Name and never forget 

Him. In this shabad, Guru Ji tells us why meditating on God’s Name is so important, 

and how all other ritualistic deeds such as reading or reciting holy books, or bathing at 

holy places are useless and empty deeds, if we don’t meditate on God’s Name. 

At the very outset, Guru Ji says: “O' my friends, there are some, who loudly recite the 

Simritis, Vedas, and other holy books, but without (meditating on) God’s Name, all 

these things are empty actions, and are completely useless.”(1) 

Now telling us from where and how to obtain the commodity of God’s Name, Guru Ji 

says: “O’ my friends, the infinite treasure of God’s Name resides in the hearts of the 

devotees and by meditating on God’s Name, in the congregation of the saint (Guru), 

one’s pain of birth and death and worldly attachment flees away.”(1-pause) 

Describing the state of those who do not listen to the Guru's advice and remain 

involved in the false worldly attachments, he says: “O’ my friends, they who remain 

involved in worldly attachment, strife, and self-conceit, for sure cry out in grief at 

being separated from God’s Name and do not obtain peace at all.”(2) 

Continuing to comment on the fate of those who do not listen to the Guru, and do not 

meditate on God’s Name, Guru Ji says: “O’ my friends, such egocentric persons who 

remain obsessed by their own selfish motives, being bound by worldly bonds, keep 

going through hell and heaven (pain and pleasure) again and again.”(3) 

Therefore sharing the result of all his deliberations and studies, Guru Ji says: “O’ my 

friends, after deliberating and reflecting again and again, I have found this to be the 

essence of wisdom, that without God, no one has obtained peace and surely has lost 

his (game of life).”(4) 

However commenting on the general state of human beings in the world, Guru Ji says: 

“O’ my friends, without meditating on God’s Name, myriads of mortals keep coming 

and going from this world, and are born to die again. But without realizing God, 

whatever they do is useless strife. They therefore keep wandering through 

existences.”(5) 

Now Guru Ji tells us who are those fortunate persons who meditate on God’s Name. 

He says: “O’ my friends, on whom God became merciful, they were blessed with the 

company and guidance of the saint (Guru), and these fortunate persons have meditated 

on the life rejuvenating Name of God.”(6) 
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Stating how rare are those on whom God showers His grace and becomes close to 

them, Guru Ji says: “O’ my friends, many millions, countless, and infinite numbers of 

persons search for God, but He comes near only those, whom He Himself makes to 

realize Him. (Our own efforts to search God are not enough).”(7) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad by showing us what kind of prayer we should make 

before God. With extreme love and devotion, he says: “O' my benefactor God, never 

forsake me and please bless me with Your Name. This alone is the desire of Nanak 

that day and night he may sing Your praises.”(8-2-5-16) 

The message of this shabad is that without meditating on God’s Name, all other 

rituals including reading or reciting of holy books are empty and unfruitful 

things. They who keep entangled in their egoistic worldly pursuits, surely come 

to grief.  Lastly, no matter how many efforts we might make on our own to 

search God, unless we seek the guidance of the Guru and grace of God, we 

cannot see His sight. 

raag soohee mehlaa 1 kuchjee 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

manj kuchjee ammaavan dosrhay ha-o 

ki-o saho raavan jaa-o jee-o. 

ik doo ik charhandee-aa ka-un jaanai 
mayraa naa-o jee-o. 

jinHee sakhee saho raavi-aa say ambee 

chhaavrhee-ayhi jee-o. 

say gun manj na aavnee ha-o kai jee 
dos Dharay-o jee-o. 

ki-aa gun tayray vithraa ha-o ki-aa ki-aa 

ghinaa tayraa naa-o jee-o. 

ikat tol na ambrhaa ha-o sad kurbaanai 
tayrai jaa-o jee-o. 

su-inaa rupaa rangulaa motee tai 

maanik jee-o. 
say vastoo seh ditee-aa mai tinH si-o 

laa-i-aa chit jee-o. 

mandar mitee sand-rhay pathar keetay 
raas jee-o. 

ha-o aynee tolee bhulee-as tis kant na 
baithee paas jee-o. 

ambar koonjaa kurlee-aa bag bahithay 

aa-ay jee-o. 
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saa Dhan chalee saahurai ki-aa muhu 

daysee agai jaa-ay jee-o. 

sutee sutee jhaal thee-aa bhulee 
vaatrhee-aas jee-o. 

tai sah naalahu mutee-as dukhaa kooN 

Dharee-aas jee-o. 

tuDh gun mai sabh avganaa ik naanak 

kee ardaas jee-o. 

sabh raatee sohaaganee mai dohaagan 
kaa-ee raat jee-o. ||1|| 

Raag Suhi Mehla-1 Kuchajji (Ill Mannered) 

This is another hymn uttered by Guru Ji in the sweet dialect of Multan (Pakistan). In 

this Shabad, putting himself in the shoes of a bride soul who has no merits and all 

demerits, Guru Ji shows us how such a bride (soul) needs to first acknowledge her 

own faults and lack of virtues, before feeling any kind of jealousy towards other 

virtuous brides (or holy persons), who are already enjoying the blissful company of 

God, their beloved Spouse. 

At the very start, on behalf of that meritless, but humble bride (soul), Guru Ji says: 

“O’ my friends, I am ill-mannered woman with unaccountable faults, so how can I go 

to enjoy the company of my spouse, God?  In His household are innumerable brides 

(souls), everyone is more beautiful (and virtuous) than the other, who knows even my 

name (or cares for a meritless person like me)?” 

However instead of feeling any jealousy towards those who are enjoying a blissful 

happy life in the company of God their Spouse, Guru Ji acknowledges that it is all 

because they have so many merits, which he does not have, therefore he should not 

blame anyone else. So on her behalf, Guru Ji says, “Those mates who have enjoyed 

the company of the Spouse are in so much joy, as if they are enjoying the shade of a 

mango tree (which yields very delicious fruit and provides very comforting shade). 

Such merits are not in me, so whom can I blame (for my separation)?” 

Therefore addressing God, Guru Ji says: “O' God, on which of Your merits may I 

elaborate and which of Your Name I may utter, (because infinite are Your merits and 

limitless are the names based on those merits). I cannot come close to even one of 

Your merits, so I am always a sacrifice to You.” 

Referring to our love and involvement in the worldly riches and possessions and the 

habit of forgetting God, Guru Ji says: “O’ my friends, gold, silver, pearls and rubies; 

all these things have been given to me by that spouse God, but I have transfixed my 

mind on these (instead of on God). Similarly, I have beautiful mansions, made of 

bricks and mortar, which have been beautified with stones. Being absorbed in these 

toys, I have not sat near God (or been thankful to Him).”   
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Now Guru Ji puts himself in the position of a person, who all through his or her youth 

has been lost in the pursuit of worldly pleasures. But now becoming old and close to 

death, wonders how would he or she account for in God’s court. 

Continuing the same metaphor of the bride (soul), Guru Ji says: “O’ my friends, like 

flamingoes, the black hair have flown away from the sky (of my head), and now the 

white herons (gray hair) have come and taken their place. The bride soul is about to 

depart to her in-laws (the God’s court, I wonder) with what face she would go there?” 

Next comparing our involvement in worldly affairs to the situation of that bride, who 

while going together on a journey with her spouse goes to sleep, and later when the 

day rises, she finds herself separated from her spouse. Guru Ji says, “I have been 

sleeping through all the night (of youth), and now when there is daylight (of old age), 

I find that I have forgotten my way, and have been separated from You, O’ my Spouse 

and I have acquired all pains.” 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by saying: “(O' God), this is the humble prayer of 

Nanak: that You have all the merits, and I am full of faults. All the blessings of joyous 

nights in Your company are meant for the united wedded brides (the Guru following 

souls). Could there be any joyous night for a deserted bride like me?”(1) 

The message of this shabad is that we should realize that how, under the 

influence of worldly riches and possessions, which have been given to us by God, 

we have forgotten God Himself. Therefore we should not feel any jealousy 

toward those Guru’s followers, who, because of their virtues are enjoying the 

peace and bliss of God’s union. Instead we should acknowledge our own faults 

and pray for His mercy. 

soohee mehlaa 1 suchjee. 

jaa too taa mai sabh ko too saahib 

mayree raas jee-o. 

tuDh antar ha-o sukh vasaa tooN antar 
saabaas jee-o. 

bhaanai takhat vadaa-ee-aa bhaanai 

bheekh udaas jee-o. 

bhaanai thal sir sar vahai kamal fulai 

aakaas jee-o. 

bhaanai bhavjal langhee-ai bhaanai 
manjh bharee-aas jee-o. 

bhaanai so saho rangulaa sifat rataa 

guntaas jee-o. 

bhaanai saho bheehaavalaa ha-o aavan 
jaan mu-ee-aas jee-o. 
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too saho agam atolvaa ha-o kahi kahi 

dheh pa-ee-aas jee-o. 

ki-aa maaga-o ki-aa kahi sunee mai 
darsan bhookh pi-aas jee-o. 

gur sabdee saho paa-i-aa sach naanak 

kee ardaas jee-o. ||2|| 

Suhi Mehla-1 

Suchajji (Good Mannered) 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji assumed himself as a merit less bride of God, who 

still craved for the company of her beloved Spouse. He expressed her feelings and 

showed how such a bride (soul) needed to acknowledge first, her own faults and 

demerits, before making any complaints or feelings of jealousy toward anyone else. In 

this shabad, he describes the state of mind of a meritorious bride (soul), and how she 

expresses her feelings of love and admiration for her spouse (God). She also expresses 

how she willingly accepts God’s will and prays to Him to unite her with Him through 

the Guru. 

Describing how happy the bride (soul) feels when she is enjoying the company of 

God, Guru Ji says (on behalf of the bride), “O' God, when You are with me, 

everybody is on my side. O' God, You are my Master and the capital of my life. When 

I enshrine You in my heart I abide in peace. When You manifest in me, I obtain 

glory.” 

Acknowledging how everything happens as per God’s will or command, Guru Ji says: 

“O' God, in Your will one enjoys such glories as sitting on a throne, and in Your will 

one begs like a recluse. As per Your command, a river starts flowing in a desert, and 

in Your will such a wave of love arises in a stonehearted person, as if a lotus has 

bloomed in the sky (high mountain, where there is no water). It is in Your will that we 

cross the most dreadful worldly ocean, and in Your will we are drowned in the evils of 

this world, (just as a ship filled with water sinks into the sea).” 

Now explaining why we sometimes love God very much, and sometimes go to the 

extent of denying His existence, Guru Ji says: “O’ my friends, it is as per His will that 

the Spouse seems so very playful and endearing to the human mind, that one gets 

ingrained with the praises of that treasure of merits. Also in His will, the Spouse 

seems very dreadful to a bride (soul).  Because of her ego, she keeps coming and 

going and is ruined spiritually.” 

Therefore, Guru Ji humbly prays to God saying,  “O' God, You are the Master of 

incomprehensible and unaccountable merits. After getting exhausted trying to 

describe (Your merits) I have fallen down at Your feet and have sought Your shelter. 

But I don’t know what I may ask for, and what I should say, hoping to listen in 

response.  I know only this:  that I am thirsty and hungry for Your sight.” 
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In conclusion, Guru Ji says, “O God, it is only by following the Guru’s word that any 

one has obtained the eternal Spouse. (Therefore Nanak prays to You, to put him in the 

Guru’s shelter, and bless him with Your sight).”(2) 

The message of this shabad is that even if we have some merits and are enjoying 

the love of the God, we should always remain humble and recognize that it is 

God who has blessed us with so many gifts and in His will He can take those back 

also. Therefore, we should always follow Guru's advice and becoming humble, 

pray to Him to grant us the guidance of the Guru and the blessings of His sight. 

SGGS  P-763 

soohee mehlaa 5 gunvantee. 

jo deesai gursikh-rhaa tis niv niv 

laaga-o paa-ay jee-o. 

aakhaa birthaa jee-a kee gur sajan 
deh milaa-ay jee-o. 

so-ee das updaysrhaa mayraa man 

anat na kaahoo jaa-ay jee-o. 

ih man tai kooN dayvsaa mai maarag 
dayh bataa-ay jee-o. 

ha-o aa-i-aa Dhoorahu chal kai mai 

takee ta-o sarnaa-ay jee-o. 

mai aasaa rakhee chit meh mayraa 

sabho dukh gavaa-ay jee-o. 

it maarag chalay bhaa-ee-arhay gur 
kahai so kaar kamaa-ay jee-o. 

ti-aagayN man kee mat-rhee 

visaarayN doojaa bhaa-o jee-o. 

i-o paavahi har darsaavarhaa nah 
lagai tatee vaa-o jee-o. 

ha-o aaphu bol na jaandaa mai    

kahi-aa sabh hukmaa-o jee-o. 

har bhagat khajaanaa bakhsi-aa gur 

naanak kee-aa pasaa-o jee-o. 

mai bahurh na tarisnaa bhukh-rhee 
ha-o rajaa taripat aghaa-ay jee-o. 

jo gur deesai sikh-rhaa tis niv niv 

laaga-o paa-ay jee-o. ||3|| 
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Suhi Mehla-5 Gunwanti  (Meritorious) 

In the previous two shabads, Guru Ji depicted before us the state and fate of ill 

mannered and good-mannered bride (souls). He told us how the ill-mannered bride 

(soul) suffers the pain of separation from her spouse (the beloved God), and how by 

acting on Guru’s advice the well mannered obtains and enjoys His company. Guru Ji 

calls such a bride (soul), who loves and acts on the word of the Guru as Gunwanti or 

Gursikharra (the meritorious, or a lovable disciple of the Guru). In this shabad, he 

tells us how much he respects and loves such meritorious Gursikh bride (souls). 

Indirectly he tells us what should be our attitude towards those saintly persons whom 

we know are Gurmukhs (who follow Guru’s advice). 

Guru Ji says: “O’ my friends, whosoever looks to me a loving disciple of the Guru, 

bowing to him again and again I touch his feet. I narrate to him the craving of my 

heart and ask him to unite me with my friend the Guru. I ask him to give me such 

instruction that my mind may not wander anywhere else except to the Guru. I say to 

him, “O’ my dear, I would surrender my heart to you, if you tell me the way to meet 

the Guru. Please take pity on me, because I have come walking from a very far off 

distance (after passing through millions of existences), and now I have sought your 

shelter. I have cherished this expectation in my mind, that you would dispel all my 

pain.” 

Now Guru Ji answers on behalf of the Guru’s follower, and says: “O' my brother, if 

you walk on this path, then do whatever the Guru says. Abandon the immature 

intellect of your mind, and forsake the love of other worldly things, In this way, you 

would obtain the beauteous door (of God), and you would not be afflicted with the 

slightest pain. Whatever I have told you is as per the Guru’s command. On my own, I 

don’t know to say anything.” 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by sharing with us the blessings he obtained, when he 

acted on the above advice. He says: “O’ my friends, when I followed the above 

advice, Guru Nanak became compassionate to me and blessed me with the treasure of 

God's devotional service. Now I feel no hunger or thirst (for worldly things), and I 

feel fully satiated. Therefore, whenever I see a loving disciple of the Guru, I bow and 

touch his feet again and again.”(3) 

The message of the shabad is that we should have great love and respect for those 

Gursikhs, who follow the Guru's path, and instead of following the dictates of our 

own mind; we should do whatever our Guru (Granth Sahib Ji) advises, so that 

the Guru may become merciful upon us also and unite us with God. 

raag soohee chhant mehlaa 1 ghar 1 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

bhar joban mai mat pay-ee-arhai ghar 
paahunee bal raam jee-o. 
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mailee avgan chit bin gur gun na 
samaavanee bal raam jee-o. 

gun saar na jaanee bharam 

bhulaanee joban baad gavaa-i-aa. 

var ghar dar darsan nahee jaataa pir 

kaa sahj na bhaa-i-aa. 

satgur poochh na maarag chaalee 
sootee rain vihaanee. 

naanak baaltan raadaypaa bin pir 

Dhan kumlaanee. ||1|| 

 

baabaa mai var deh mai har var 

bhaavai tis kee bal raam jee-o. 

rav rahi-aa jug chaar taribhavan 
banee jis kee bal raam jee-o. 

taribhavan kant ravai sohagan 

avganvantee dooray. 
jaisee aasaa taisee mansaa poor     

rahi-aa bharpooray. 
har kee naar so sarab suhaagan 

raaNd na mailai vaysay. 

naanak mai var saachaa bhaavai jug 
jug pareetam taisay. ||2|| 

 

baabaa lagan ganaa-ay haN bhee 
vanjaa saahurai bal raam jee-o. 

saahaa hukam rajaa-ay so na talai jo 

parabh karai bal raam jee-o. 

kirat pa-i-aa kartai kar paa-i-aa mayt 
na sakai ko-ee. 

jaanjee naa-o narah nihkayval rav 

rahi-aa tihu lo-ee. 

maa-ay niraasee ro-ay vichhunnee 

baalee baalai haytay. 

naanak saach sabad sukh mahlee 
gur charnee parabh chaytay. ||3|| 

SGGS  P-764 

baabul dit-rhee door naa aavai ghar 
pay-ee-ai bal raam jee-o. 
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rahsee vaykh hadoor pir raavee ghar 

sohee-ai bal raam jee-o. 

saachay pir lorhee pareetam jorhee 
mat pooree parDhaanay. 

sanjogee maylaa thaan suhaylaa 
gunvantee gur gi-aanay. 

sat santokh sadaa sach palai sach 

bolai pir bhaa-ay. 
naanak vichhurh naa dukh paa-ay 

gurmat ank samaa-ay. ||4||1|| 

Raag Suhi Chhant Mehla-1 Ghar-1 

In this shabad, Guru Ji uses the metaphor of a young girl, who during her childhood 

and youth, does not care for acquiring any merits, which could help her in getting 

wedded and united with the meritorious groom (God). But later, she realizes her 

mistake and asks her father to equip her with the needed qualities and unite her back 

with her fiancé (God). Then leaving her mother (the worldly attachment), she goes to 

the home of her spouse, and being equipped with many virtues, she is received and 

treated there with honor. In a way, this shabad is the story of many human beings who 

although were strayed from the right path during their early age and youth, later 

realized their mistakes, and sought the shelter of the Guru. Then by following his 

advice, they were united with the God. 

Speaking on behalf of a human bride (soul) who realizes that she has been wasting her 

youth in vain, Guru Ji says: “O’ my friends, during the prime of my youth I have been 

living, as if intoxicated in the wine of my self-conceit. I did not realize that in this 

world, which is like my parents’ house, I am only a guest. Yes, I have lived my youth, 

in evils as if my soul is soiled with many blemishes, and without the guidance of the 

Guru, no virtues can get enshrined in my mind. Being lost in doubt I did not 

understand the value of God’s virtues, and I wasted away my youth in vain. I did not 

care to know about the traditions or the ways of my bridegroom’s house.  Even the 

poised conduct of the groom didn’t appeal me. I did not care to ask the true Guru and 

follow the right path to get united with my groom, and my youth passed away in such 

ignorance, as if the night of my life passed away in sleep. In short, I, Nanak, say that I 

have passed my youth in such a way, as if I became a widow while still a child; 

without the company of her spouse, this bride has withered away and has lost her 

charm and beauty.”(1) 

As it might happen that after a certain incident or awakening, many people abandon 

their old sinful ways and start walking on the right path, Guru Ji depicts the next stage 

of the bride who has realized her mistake, and now she seeks the guidance of her 

father (Guru) to help her, so that she can also get wedded and united with (God) her 

spouse. 
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So again on behalf of that bride soul, Guru Ji says, “O' my respected father (Guru), 

bless me that I may look pleasing to God, my Spouse, and that I may become His 

wedded bride. He prevails over all the ages and all the worlds.  The Master of the 

world enjoys the company of the Guru’s followers, as if they are His united wedded 

brides.  But he keeps the unworthy ones away from Him. Whatever the bride (soul) 

wishes, God fulfills her desire. The bride (soul) who is wedded to God remains 

eternally married and never becomes a widow or has to wear soiled clothes (as was 

the custom in those days). Nanak says, “I wish that the eternal Groom who remains 

same age after age may seem pleasing to me.”(2) 

Now expressing the sentiments of that bride soul who is eager to unite with her groom 

(God), Guru Ji says: “O' my respected father, fix the auspicious date so that I too may 

go to the house of my in-laws.” 

Responding to her request on behalf of her father, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my dear girl), in 

accordance with the deeds done by mortals in the past, God has already issued a 

command (for the couples union or separation), and whatever God does that, cannot 

be stalled. (In other words), whatever the Creator has written in the destiny (of a 

person), that nobody can erase. That God who is independent of all human beings, and 

is pervading over all the three worlds, with the marriage party of saints comes as a 

Groom to wed (and unite the deserving bride (soul) with Him. Then, her mind gets so 

diverted towards God, that the intellect which previously was attached to the worldly 

affairs), grieves like a mother (when her daughter leaves after marriage), because now 

the young bride loves her young groom, (God, and not worldly affairs). Now O' 

Nanak, acting on the true word (of advice) of the Guru, she resides in the peaceful and 

comforting mansion of God, and through the words of her Guru, she keeps God 

enshrined in her mind.”(3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by describing the final stage of mind and the blessings 

enjoyed by a Guru-following soul who has been united with God, and always remains 

absorbed in Him. He compares this stage to the bliss being enjoyed by that bride who 

has been fully accepted into her in-laws household and is deemed a respected member 

of their family. 

So on behalf of that wedded and respected bride (soul), Guru Ji says, “My father 

(Guru has so completely turned my thoughts away from the worldly enticements, as if 

he) has wedded me away in a far off place, so that I may not come back to this home 

(and go through the circles of birth and death. It looks like that when) the eternal 

Groom needed (and He thought the bride soul was of use to Him), He united her with 

Him. Her intellect became perfect, and she was given a prime status. Because of her 

good fortune, she was united with her Spouse and her life became comfortable in the 

company of her Groom, She became meritorious, possessing the wisdom given by the 

Guru. Now there is always truth and contentment in her mind, and she always speaks 

truth and is pleasing to her Spouse. O’ Nanak, this bride would neither get separated 

from her spouse, God, nor would she suffer pains of births and deaths, Following 

Guru’s instruction, she would merge (in God Himself).”(4-1) 
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The message of this shabad is that while we are living in this world, we should not 

waste our time in useless worldly pursuits. Instead, we should utilize this 

opportunity to learn from our Guru (Granth Sahib Ji), the right way to lead a 

virtuous life, while meditating on God’s Name, so that when we depart from this 

world, we may be accepted in God’s union, and exempted from any more pains 

of births and deaths. 

raag soohee mehlaa 1 chhant ghar 2 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

ham ghar saajan aa-ay. 

saachai mayl milaa-ay. 

sahj milaa-ay har man bhaa-ay panch 
milay sukh paa-i-aa. 

saa-ee vasat paraapat ho-ee jis saytee 

man laa-i-aa. 

an-din mayl bha-i-aa man maani-aa ghar 

mandar sohaa-ay. 

panch sabad Dhun anhad vaajay ham 
ghar saajan aa-ay. ||1|| 
 

aavhu meet pi-aaray. mangal gaavhu 
naaray. 

sach mangal gaavhu taa parabh 

bhaavahu sohilrhaa jug chaaray. 

apnai ghar aa-i-aa thaan suhaa-i-aa 

kaaraj sabad savaaray. 

gi-aan mahaa ras naytree anjan 
taribhavan roop dikhaa-i-aa. 

sakhee milhu ras mangal gaavhu ham 

ghar saajan aa-i-aa. ||2|| 
 

man tan amrit bhinnaa. 

antar paraym ratannaa. 

antar ratan padaarath mayrai param tat 
veechaaro. 

jant bhaykh too safli-o daataa sir sir 

dayvanhaaro. 

too jaan gi-aanee antarjaamee aapay 

kaaran keenaa. 

sunhu sakhee man mohan mohi-aa tan 
man amrit bheenaa. ||3|| 
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aatam raam sansaaraa. 

saachaa khayl tumHaaraa. 

sach khayl tumHaaraa agam apaaraa 
tuDh bin ka-un bujhaa-ay. 

siDh saaDhik si-aanay kaytay tujh bin 

kavan kahaa-ay. 

kaal bikaal bha-ay dayvaanay man 

raakhi-aa gur thaa-ay. 

naanak avgan sabad jalaa-ay gun 
sangam parabh paa-ay. ||4||1||2|| 

Raag Suhi Mehla-1 Chhant Ghar-2 

In Sikh marriages, this has become a practice that when the groom’s marriage party 

arrives at the house of the bride, her parents and other relatives sing this hymn to 

welcome the marriage party. But actually, in this shabad Guru Ji expresses his delight 

and happiness when the eternal God unites him with the Guru, who comes to reside in 

his heart. 

Guru Ji says, “O’ my friends, within the home of my heart has come my dear (saintly) 

friend. It is the eternal (God), who has brought about this union. Almost unnoticeably 

(God) has united me (with the Guru), and God seems pleasing to my mind; meeting 

the elects (saints), I have obtained peace. In this way, I have obtained that very thing, 

to which I had attuned my mind. Now my mind is satiated, every day my meeting 

with God takes place, and my houses and mansions (of my heart) look beauteous. Yes, 

in the house of my heart has come my friend, the saint Guru, and I feel so delighted, 

as if within me are continuously playing the celestial tunes of five divine musical 

instruments.”(1) 

Now Guru Ji compares himself to that bride in whose house her beloved spouse (God) 

has come, and invites her friends to come and join her at this happy occasion, singing 

joyous songs. On behalf of that happy bride, Guru Ji says, “Come O' my dear friends, 

let us sing the songs of joy, because when you sing songs of joy in praise of the 

eternal God, you become pleasing to Him, which would keep you in divine bliss.” 

Elaborating on the bliss brought about by this occasion, Guru Ji says, “O’ my friends, 

deeming my heart as His home, God has come into His own house, which has made 

that place beauteous, and all my tasks have been accomplished.” 

Explaining how all this happened, Guru Ji says, “O’ my friends, by applying the 

supreme collyrium of divine wisdom, the true Guru showed me that form of God, 

which is throughout all the three worlds. So come and join me O’ my friends, and sing 

songs of joy, because within the home of my heart has come my Beloved God.”(2) 
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Now describing his present state of mind, Guru Ji says, “O’ my friends, my mind and 

body are drenched with (soul) rejuvenating nectar (of God’s Name), and within me 

has manifested the jewel of God's love. Yes, within my mind has developed such a 

valuable jewel of wisdom, that when I reflect on this sublime thought, I say, “O' God, 

all beings are like beggars at Your door, and You supply all of our needs. You are 

wise, knowledgeable, and know (what is in) our hearts. You have created the world. 

Therefore I say, “Listen O’ my (saintly) friends, God has touched my heart and my 

mind, and body is drenched with the life rejuvenating water of His Name.”(3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by acknowledging that this entire universe is like a play 

produced and directed by God. He says: “O’ God, the all pervading soul of the world, 

this world is Your eternal play. Yes, O' in comprehensible, limitless God, eternal is 

Your play, but without You, who else can make us understand this. There are 

numerous seekers and wise men, but without Your grace, how can anybody be called 

anything. It is all by Your grace, that anyone achieves any status. O' God, they whose 

minds the Guru has stabilized, have risen above birth and death, and have become so 

attuned to God’s Name, as if  they have lost focus. In short, O’ Nanak, they who have 

burnt away their faults through (the Guru’s) word, by associating with virtues, have 

obtained God.”(4-1-2) 

The message of this shabad is that by acting on (Gurbani), the Guru’s word as 

included in Guru Granth Sahib Ji, we should abandon our faults, and amass 

virtues. Secondly, with true love and devotion we should meditate on God’s 

Name. One day showing His mercy, God would manifest in our heart, and we 

would feel such a peace and bliss, that we would invite other Guru following 

friends to come and join us in singing songs of joy, as if God has come to our 

house to wed and unite us with Him forever. 

raag soohee mehlaa 1 ghar 3 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

aavhu sajnaa ha-o daykhaa darsan tayraa 
raam. 

ghar aapnarhai kharhee takaa mai man 

chaa-o ghanayraa raam. 

man chaa-o ghanayraa sun parabh 
mayraa mai tayraa bharvaasaa. 

darsan daykh bha-ee nihkayval janam 

maran dukh naasaa. 

SGGS  P-765 

saglee jot jaataa too so-ee mili-aa      

bhaa-ay subhaa-ay. 
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naanak saajan ka-o bal jaa-ee-ai saach 
milay ghar aa-ay. ||1|| 
 

ghar aa-i-arhay saajnaa taa Dhan kharee 

sarsee raam. 

har mohi-arhee saach sabad thaakur 
daykh rahansee raam. 

gun sang rahansee kharee sarsee jaa 

raavee rang raatai. 

avgan maar gunee ghar chhaa-i-aa 
poorai purakh biDhaatai. 

taskar maar vasee panchaa-in adal karay 

veechaaray. 

naanak raam naam nistaaraa gurmat 

mileh pi-aaray. ||2|| 
 

var paa-i-arhaa baalrhee-ay aasaa 

mansaa pooree raam. 

pir raavi-arhee sabad ralee rav rahi-aa 
nah dooree raam. 

parabh door na ho-ee ghat ghat so-ee tis 

kee naar sabaa-ee. 

aapay rasee-aa aapay raavay Ji-o tis dee 
vadi-aa-ee. 

amar adol amol apaaraa gur poorai sach 

paa-ee-ai. 

naanak aapay jog sajogee nadar karay liv 

laa-ee-ai. ||3|| 
 

pir uchrhee-ai maarh-rhee-ai tihu lo-aa 

sirtaajaa raam. 

ha-o bisam bha-ee daykh gunaa anhad 
sabad agaajaa raam. 

sabad veechaaree karnee saaree raam 

naam neesaano. 

naam binaa khotay nahee thaahar naam 

ratan parvaano. 

pat mat pooree pooraa parvaanaa naa 
aavai naa jaasee. 

naanak gurmukh aap pachhaanai parabh 

jaisay avinaasee. ||4||1||3|| 
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Raag Suhi Mehla-1 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that by acting on (Gurbani) the Guru’s word, 

we should abandon our faults, and amass virtues. Secondly, with true love and 

devotion we should meditate on God’s Name. A stage would come, when showing 

His mercy God would manifest in our heart and we would feel such a peace and bliss 

that we would invite other Guru-following friends, to come and join us in singing 

songs of joy, as if God has come to our house to wed and unite us with Him forever. 

In this shabad, he shows us what else we need to do to facilitate that moment and try 

to bring that moment of blissful union even closer. In other words, he shows us how to 

invite our beloved God into the home of our heart after we have made all the 

preparations. 

So still using the metaphor of the bride soul longing to see the sight of her beloved 

(God), Guru Ji says: “Come O' my dear Friend, so that I may see Your sight. In my 

heart is such a huge craving for Your sight, that standing at the door of my house I am 

looking forward to see You. O' my God, I have an immense longing (for Your sight) 

and I only have my faith in You. O' God, I know that whosoever has seen Your sight, 

has become immaculate (detached from the worldly entanglements), and her fear of 

birth and death has vanished. She has realized that Your light (soul) is pervading in all 

the lights (souls) of the world, and from that light, You have become known to her.  

Through the pull of her love, You have come and met her in a natural sort of way. O’ 

Nanak, we should be a sacrifice to that friend (God), who comes to meet (us in our) 

heart when we live a truthful life.”(1) 

Now Guru Ji describes the bliss that bride (soul) enjoys, in whose heart God comes to 

reside. He says, “When the beloved Spouse came into the home (of the bride soul’s 

heart), the bride was truly delighted. The eternal word (of God) captivated her and 

seeing the Master, she was in ecstasy. When bathed with love, God attuned her to 

immaculate feet (of His Name).  Getting deeply absorbed in (God’s) merits she 

became very happy. Then God, the perfect scribe of destiny, dispelled her demerits 

and filled her with virtues. Then killing her inner thieves (like the impulses of lust, 

anger, and greed), she started living like the head of the village council, and dispensed 

justice after due deliberation. O’ Nanak, emancipation is obtained through God’s 

Name, and by following Guru's instruction, beloved (God) meets us.”(2) 

Describing the blessings being enjoyed by the bride soul who, as described above, has 

obtained union with her beloved (God), Guru Ji says, “When the young bride obtained 

her Groom, all her (worldly) hopes and desires were fulfilled. She now enjoys the 

company of her Spouse, and merged in His Name, realizes that (God) is pervading 

everywhere. She firmly believes that God is not far from any place. It is the same God 

who is pervading in each and every heart and all the souls are like His brides. He 

Himself is the source of bliss; He relishes and enjoys the company of His brides, as 

becomes His glory. He is immortal, unwavering, invaluable, and limitless. It is 

through the perfect Guru that we obtain that eternal (God). O' Nanak, on His own He 

creates the circumstances for union of His beings with Him, and when He shows His 

grace we attune our mind to Him.”(3) 
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Guru Ji concludes the shabad by reverting to the personal feelings of the bride who 

has recently been blessed with the sight of her dear Groom, and feels immense 

pleasure in narrating the qualities of her Spouse to her friends. So on her behalf, Guru 

Ji says: “My Spouse lives in a (spiritually) high, lofty palace (of the mind). He is the 

crowned king of all the worlds. Seeing His merits I have been mesmerized, because in 

all directions, is playing the non-stop melody of His Word. The one, who has reflected 

on this (divine) word (the Gurbani), that one’s conduct, has become sublime. Such a 

person has been awarded the mark of God’s Name. The false ones, who are without 

the mark of God’s Name, don’t get any place of rest in God’s court, because there, 

only the jewel of God's Name is accepted. The one who has the perfect mark of God’s 

Name, perfect becomes that one’s intellect, and is received with full honor in God’s 

court; such a bride (soul) wouldn’t come or go again. In short, O' Nanak, under Guru's 

guidance, the one who examines one’s own life conduct and recognizes one’s true 

self, becomes like the immortal God.”(4-1-3) 

The message of this Shabad is that if we want to unite with (God) our eternal 

spouse, then acting on the guidance of our Guru we should still our ego, drive out 

our demerits and amass the commodity of God's Name. This would serve us as 

our visa to God's palace and with that visa we would not only be allowed, but 

would also be received with honor in His court. Then we would enjoy His blissful 

company just as a young bride enjoys the company of her newly wedded spouse 

and is never separated from him.  

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

raag soohee chhant mehlaa 1 ghar 4. 

jin kee-aa tin daykhi-aa jag DhanDh-rhai 

laa-i-aa. 

daan tayrai ghat chaannaa tan chand 
deepaa-i-aa. 

chando deepaa-i-aa daan har kai dukh 

anDhayraa uth ga-i-aa. 

gun janj laarhay naal sohai parakh 

mohnee-ai la-i-aa. 

veevaahu ho-aa sobh saytee panch sabdee 
aa-i-aa. 

jin kee-aa tin daykhi-aa jag DhanDh-rhai 

laa-i-aa. ||1|| 

 

ha-o balihaaree saajnaa meetaa avreetaa. 

ih tan jin si-o gaadi-aa man lee-arhaa 

deetaa. 
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lee-aa ta dee-aa maan jinH si-o say sajan 
ki-o veesrahi. 

jinH dis aa-i-aa hohi ralee-aa jee-a saytee 

geh raheh. 

sagal gun avgan na ko-ee hohi neetaa 

neetaa. 

ha-o balihaaree saajnaa meetaa avreetaa. 
||2|| 

 

gunaa kaa hovai vaasulaa kadh vaas        

la-eejai. 
jay gun hovniH saajnaa mil saajh kareejai. 

SGGS  P-766 

saajh kareejai gunah kayree chhod avgan 

chalee-ai. 

pahiray patambar kar adambar aapnaa pirh 
malee-ai. 

jithai jaa-ay bahee-ai bhalaa kahee-ai jhol 

amrit peejai. 

gunaa kaa hovai vaasulaa kadh vaas        
la-eejai. ||3|| 

 

aap karay kis aakhee-ai hor karay na      
ko-ee. 

aakhan taa ka-o jaa-ee-ai jay bhoolrhaa 

ho-ee. 
jay ho-ay bhoolaa jaa-ay kahee-ai aap 

kartaa ki-o bhulai. 

sunay daykhay baajh kahi-ai daan 
anmangi-aa divai. 

daan day-ay daataa jag biDhaataa naankaa 

sach so-ee. 

aap karay kis aakhee-ai hor karay na       
ko-ee. ||4||1||4|| 
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Raag Suhi Chhant Mehla-1 Ghar-4 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to unite with (God) our 

eternal spouse, then acting on the guidance of our Guru we should still our ego, drive 

out our demerits and amass the commodity of God's Name. This would serve us as our 

visa to God's palace and with that visa we would not only be allowed but would also 

be received with honor in His court. Then we would enjoy His blissful company just 

as a young bride enjoys the company of her newly wedded spouse and is never 

separated from him. In this shabad, he tells us what else we need to do to get rid of 

our faults and acquire merits so that we may become worthy of uniting with (God) our 

beloved Groom. 

Guru Ji first makes an observation and says: “(O’ my friends), that (God) who created 

this universe has also taken care of it and has yoked all (creatures in) the world to 

(their individual) tasks. (But O' God), it is through Your gift that someone’s mind is 

illuminated with the (divine wisdom), as if the moon is shining in the form of a lamp 

in (that person’s) body. Yes, when by (God’s) grace the moon (of wisdom) shines (in 

one’s mind), the darkness of sorrow (and ignorance) disappears (from there). Just as a 

marriage party looks beauteous in the company of the groom only, similarly the merits 

of a (soul) bride look virtuous (if) the charming lady has chosen her Spouse after due 

examination, and if (God) the groom resides in her heart. Then the marriage (of this 

bride) is performed with great splendor, and God accompanied by musical instruments 

playing five celestial tunes comes to wed her and (reside in her heart). Yes, that (God) 

who created this world has taken care of it, and has yoked (the creatures in it to their 

individual) tasks.”(1) 

Sharing with us his feelings about his saintly friends, with whom he has shared so 

many virtues and happy moments. Guru Ji says: “I am a sacrifice to those (saintly) 

friends, who are unaffected by worldly ways, (with whom) I have let this body of 

mine mingle (and with whom I) have exchanged (the intimate thoughts of my) heart. 

How can I forsake those friends, with whom I have exchanged (intimate thoughts of 

my) heart? Seeing whom I revel in (spiritual) joy, I keep them clasped to my body 

(enshrined in my mind, like) my life breaths. Day after day, they acquire new merits 

and there is no fault (in them). I am a sacrifice to those friends who are free from the 

evil ways (of the world).”(2) 

Next Guru Ji tells us how to gather more and more virtues and become worthy of our 

spotless and immaculate God. First speaking metaphorically, he says: “If we have a 

box full of fragrant virtues, then we should take out that box, and open it to enjoy its 

fragrance. Similarly, if (we know that) our friends have some virtues, joining them we 

should participate (and also try to acquire) those merits. Yes, we should share the 

merits (with the Guru’s followers), and shedding our demerits, we should conduct 

ourselves (as per our Guru’s advice). In this way, decking us with the silken robes (of 

virtues) and making appropriate preparations to beautify our life, we should occupy 

our position in the arena of the world (and do our duty). Wherever we go and sit, we 

should speak well (of others), and removing the pollen (of worldly impurities) drink  
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the nectar (of God’s Name. Yes) if we have a box of virtues, we should take it out and 

enjoy the fragrance (of those virtues).”(3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), on His own (God) is doing everything, 

no one else does anything, so to whom can we go and say (or complain about 

anything. Moreover) we may go (and complain only) if He were prone to make 

mistakes. Yes, if He were mistaken, we could have gone and told Him, but how can 

the Creator ever make a mistake. He listens and sees (everything), and without our 

asking, He gives us in charity, which we have not even asked for. That Creator of the 

universe gives charity to all. O' Nanak, He is eternal. Again, it is He who does 

everything, whom else can we say when there is nobody who does anything?”(4-1-4) 

The message of this shabad is that we should try to gather virtues and merits 

from our virtuous saintly friends. Following Guru’s advice, we should meditate 

on God's Name. We have to accept that God is infallible, and we should not 

complain against any of His doings, and we should gladly obey His will. 

soohee mehlaa 1. 

mayraa man raataa gun ravai man 

bhaavai so-ee. 

gur kee pa-orhee saach kee saachaa 
sukh ho-ee. 

sukh sahj aavai saach bhaavai saach 
kee mat ki-o talai. 

isnaan daan sugi-aan majan aap   

achhli-o ki-o chhalai. 

parpanch moh bikaar thaakay koorh 
kapat na do-ee. 

mayraa man raataa gun ravai man 

bhaavai so-ee. ||1|| 
 

saahib so salaahee-ai jin kaaran kee-aa. 

mail laagee man maili-ai kinai amrit 
pee-aa. 

math amrit pee-aa ih man dee-aa gur 
peh mol karaa-i-aa. 

aapnarhaa parabh sahj pachhaataa jaa 

man saachai laa-i-aa. 

tis naal gun gaavaa jay tis bhaavaa ki-o 
milai ho-ay paraa-i-aa. 

saahib so salaahee-ai jin jagat         

upaa-i-aa. ||2|| 
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aa-ay ga-i-aa kee na aa-i-o ki-o aavai 

jaataa. 

pareetam si-o man maani-aa har saytee 
raataa. 

saahib rang raataa sach kee baataa jin 
bimb kaa kot usaari-aa. 

panch bhoo naa-iko aap sirandaa jin 

sach kaa pind savaari-aa. 

ham avgani-aaray too sun pi-aaray 
tuDh bhaavai sach so-ee. 

aavan jaanaa naa thee-ai saachee mat 

ho-ee. ||3|| 
 

anjan taisaa anjee-ai jaisaa pir bhaavai. 

samjhai soojhai jaanee-ai jay aap 
jaanaavai. 

aap jaanaavai maarag paavai aapay 
manoo-aa layv-ay. 

karam sukaram karaa-ay aapay keemat 

ka-un abhayva-ay. 

tant mant pakhand na jaanaa raam ridai 
man maani-aa. 

anjan naam tisai tay soojhai gur sabdee 

sach jaani-aa. ||4|| 

 

saajan hovan aapnay ki-o par ghar 

jaahee. 
saajan raatay sach kay sangay man 

maahee. 
man maahi saajan karahi ralee-aa 

karam Dharam sabaa-i-aa. 

athsath tirath punn poojaa naam 
saachaa bhaa-i-aa. 

SGGS  P-767 

aap saajay thaap vaykhai tisai bhaanaa 

bhaa-i-aa. 
saajan raaNg rangeelrhay rang laal 

banaa-i-aa. ||5|| 
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anDhaa aagoo jay thee-ai ki-o paaDhar 
jaanai. 

aap musai mat hochhee-ai ki-o raahu 

pachhaanai. 
ki-o raahi jaavai mahal paavai anDh kee 

mat anDhlee. 

vin naam har kay kachh na soojhai 
anDh boodou DhanDhlee. 

din raat chaanan chaa-o upjai sabad 

gur kaa man vasai. 

kar jorh gur peh kar binantee raahu 

paaDhar gur dasai. ||6|| 

 
man pardaysee jay thee-ai sabh days 
paraa-i-aa. 

kis peh kholHa-o ganth-rhee dookhee 
bhar aa-i-aa. 

dookhee bhar aa-i-aa jagat sabaa-i-aa 

ka-un jaanai biDh mayree-aa. 

aavnay jaavnay kharay daraavanay tot 
na aavai fayree-aa. 

naam vihoonay oonay jhoonay naa gur 

sabad sunaa-i-aa. 

man pardaysee jay thee-ai sabh days 
paraa-i-aa. ||7|| 

 
gur mahlee ghar aapnai so bharpur 
leenaa. 

sayvak sayvaa taaN karay sach sabad 

pateenaa. 
sabday pateejai ank bheejai so mahal 

mehlaa antray. 

aap kartaa karay so-ee parabh aap ant 
nirantray. 

gur sabad maylaa taaN suhaylaa baajant 

anhad beenaa. 

gur mahlee ghar aapnai so bharipur 

leenaa. ||8|| 
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keetaa ki-aa salaahee-ai kar vaykhai   

so-ee. 
taa kee keemat na pavai jay lochai     

ko-ee. 

keemat so paavai aap jaanaavai aap 
abhul na bhul-ay. 

jai jai kaar karahi tuDh bhaaveh gur kai 

sabad amula-ay. 

heena-o neech kara-o baynantee saach 

na chhoda-o bhaa-ee. 

naanak jin kar daykhi-aa dayvai mat 
saa-ee. ||9||2||5|| 

Suhi Mehla-1 

In the previous shabad Guru Ji advised us that we should try to gather virtues and 

merits from our virtuous saintly friends. Following Guru’s advice, we should meditate 

on God's Name. We have to accept that God is infallible, and we should not complain 

against any of His doings, and we should gladly obey His will. In this shabad, he lays 

down before us a sort of complete guide map to have an overview of the world, and 

how to navigate our life’s journey through it, so that we may have no difficulty on the 

way, and reach our destination (God’s palace) without any difficulty. 

Describing what he himself is doing, and how his mind feels, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my 

friends), imbued with love my mind reflects on God's merits; (more I reflect, more 

that God) seems pleasing to my mind. (I feel that reflecting on God’s virtues is like 

taking a step) on the ladder provided by the Guru to reach the eternal (God, upon 

climbing which one) obtains eternal peace. (When one) reaches this state of peace, the 

eternal (God) looks pleasing, and this state of attainment of the eternal (God) becomes 

everlasting. Because He Himself is unperceivable, (except this intellect of sincerely 

reflecting on God’s virtues, no other) bathing at holy places, charity or superficial 

knowledge can deceive (Him). Then all one’s frauds, worldly attachments, and evils 

cease, and there is no falsehood or deceit (in one’s life. Therefore) imbued with 

(God’s) love my mind reflects on (His) virtues,(and that God) seems pleasing to my 

mind.”(1) 

Now Guru Ji gives us some advice regarding whom to pray, whom to remember and 

how to attach our mind to that eternal God. He says: “(O’ my friends), we should 

praise only that Master, who has created the world. (Without praising that creator 

God, our) soiled mind remains soiled (with evils, and with soiled mind) no one can 

drink the nectar of God’s Name. The one, who) has first learnt from the Guru the price 

one has to pay in exchange for God’s Name, and then as directed has) surrendered 

one’s mind to the Guru (by acting on his advice without question, only that one) has 

quaffed the rejuvenating water (of God’s Name) by slowly and steadily meditating (on  
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God). In this way, when turning the mind away from false worldly affairs), one has 

attuned one’s mind to the eternal (God), then one has easily recognized one’s Master. 

(I could also) sing God’s) praises with that (Guru’s follower), if it so pleases Him. 

How can any body meet (Him, by) remaining alien (to Him. So) we should praise only 

that God who has created the world.”(2) 

Describing the blessings received by a Guru’s follower, in whose mind God has come 

to reside, he says: “(O’ my friends), when (God Himself) comes to reside (in one’s 

mind, then it means that) everything has come; then one doesn’t come and go (in and 

out of this world any more. Then) one’s mind gets tuned with one’s Beloved, and one 

is imbued with God’s love. Being imbued with the (love of God, that person) always 

talks about the eternal (God), who from a drop of water (sperm has) raised the fortress 

(of the human body. God) is the Master of the body of five elements, who Himself is 

the Creator (of these elements and has) fashioned the human body for His eternal self 

(to reside in).” 

Therefore making a very humble request to God, he says: “O' my dear God, listen, we 

are full of demerits, that alone is the truth which is pleasing to You. (We know that) 

when one is imbued with true understanding, there is no more coming and going for 

that one. (One’s rounds of births and deaths are ended, and one merges in the eternal 

God).”(3) 

Guru Ji now comes back to the metaphor of the bride who has wedded her loving 

spouse, but now wonders, with what clothes, cosmetics, and collyrium she should 

embellish herself, so that she may look attractive to her spouse. So keeping that 

picture of a bride in his mind, Guru Ji tells us, what should a human bride soul do to 

please her beloved God. He says: “(O’ my friends, just as in daily life) we should put 

that kind of collyrium in our eyes, which pleases our spouse, (similarly to please God, 

our spiritual Groom, we should do that that deed, which pleases Him). But, we could 

know what He likes, if He Himself makes us know about this. (The fact is that) He 

Himself makes us understand, He Himself puts us (on the right) path, and He Himself 

attunes our mind (to Him). He Himself makes us do ordinary or sublime deeds. But, 

no one can find the worth of that impenetrable (God. Therefore, I haven’t learnt) any 

trickery of mantra or charms, I have only enshrined that God in my mind. (I have 

come to the conclusion, that to please our spouse God, His Name is the only 

collyrium, but it is only) from Him, that we come to know about the collyrium of 

Name, and it is by attuning to the word of the Guru, that any one has understood the 

eternal (God, and what He likes or dislikes).”(4) 

Next describing the conduct and attitude of those Guru’s followers, who have full 

faith in God, and who trust Him like their faithful true Friend, Guru Ji says: “(They 

who deem God, as their) personal friend, why they have to go to any other’s house (or 

temple for help)? They always remain imbued with the love of that eternal (God), and 

in their mind always enjoy the bliss of His company. In their own mind, they revel (in 

joy with God), and for them this includes all their rituals of faith and righteousness. 

(Instead of) pilgrimage to the sixty-eight (holiest) places, charities, or worships, to  
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them the true Name (of God seems more) pleasing. To them, God’s will seems sweet, 

and they realize that He Himself creates, and Himself takes care (of His creation. In 

short, such Guru following) friends are so imbued with the love (for God, as if they 

have) dyed their inner self with the red color (of God’s love).”(5) 

Now Guru Ji explains the dangers of seeking advice from any saints or spiritual 

leaders, without ensuring about their genuineness and divine knowledge. He says: 

“(O’ my friends), if such a person becomes a spiritual leader, who himself is blind 

(ignorant about divine knowledge, then how can that person’s follower) know the 

right path to lead his or her life? How can the person know the right way (of life, who 

is following the lead of the one, who because of his immature intellect is himself 

being deceived (by such passions as lust, anger, and greed)one’s. Yes, how can one 

follow the right path and obtain to the mansion of God, because blind (misleading) is 

the intellect of the one who is ignorant himself. Without God’s Name one understands 

nothing, and (like a) blind person one remains drowned in the darkness (of worldly 

strife). But, the one in whose heart resides (Gurbani) the word of the Guru, that one’s 

mind remains illuminated day and night (with God’s Name), and a keen desire (to 

serve and meditate on God’s Name) keeps arising in the mind. With folded hands, one 

keeps making a supplication before one’s Guru, who tells one the straight path (to 

God).”(6) 

Describing further the sufferings which one goes through if one follows the guidance 

of a false or ignorant Guru and is led away from God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), 

if one’s mind becomes alienated (from God), then the entire world seems alien (and 

then one says to oneself): “Before whom, I may open the load (and relate the story of 

my) suffering, so my mind has become full of grief. (Actually I notice that like me) 

the entire world is filled with grief, so who can understand my state (of suffering? I 

notice that mortals) who because of being alienated from God, keep coming and going 

(in and out of this world, look) truly dreadful and their rounds (of births and deaths) 

never become less. They, whom the Guru has not recited the word (of God’s praise), 

without meditating on God’s Name, remain depressed and sad. (That is why), if one’s 

mind becomes alienated (from God), the entire world seems alien.”(7) 

Now Guru Ji tells us how one’s tortured mind can find solace and how one can 

enshrine God in one’s heart. He says: “The one, in whose heart comes to reside (God) 

the owner of the lofty palace, that person remains attuned to the remembrance of that 

all pervading (God). When one’s mind is propitiated with the eternal word (of the 

Guru, one becomes the (true) servant of God and engages in the service (worship of 

God. In this way), when through the word one’s mind is satiated and one’s body feels 

a sense of bliss, one recognizes God and His mansion within. (One then truly believes 

that) the Creator Himself does everything, and is going to exist continuously till the 

end. When through the Guru's word, one’s union with (God) takes place, one’s life 

becomes so beauteous, (as if) within one is always playing a celestial flute. Through 

the Guru's (word), one who searches God’s palace in one’s own mind, that one merges 

in the all pervading (God).”(8) 
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Guru Ji concludes the shabad by strongly advising us to praise God and worship Him 

alone and not His created entities such as sun, moon, or other lesser gods and 

goddesses. He says: “(O’ my friends), what for should we praise that, which is created 

by (God? We should praise only Him), who after creating (the world) looks after it. 

Even if one wishes so, God’s worth (or the extent of His power) cannot be estimated. 

Only that person knows the worth (of God), to whom He Himself reveals it. He is 

infallible, and He never makes any mistake. (Therefore, that person says: “O’ God), 

through the Guru’s word, who proclaim Your victory, they look pleasing to You.” O’ 

Nanak, He who after creating (the world, has) looked after it, alone gives this intellect 

(that the person humbly says: “O God), me a weak and lowly person make this 

submission, that I may never forsake (the support of that) eternal God.”(9-2-5) 

The message of this shabad is that this world of ours is full of sin and evils, 

therefore it ceaselessly suffers the pains of birth and deaths. To get out of this 

continuous circle we need to seek the guidance of true friends, the true saints of 

God, and we shouldn’t go to seek support or guidance from those, who pray to 

lesser gods, or men created by God. Because the leaders of such places, may be 

themselves ignorant about the true path and may not be able to give us any right 

direction. Through the true Guru we should reflect in our own mind and follow 

his advice. Then meditating on God’s Name, we should prepare our mind for the 

reception of God in it. When God shows His mercy, He would come to reside in 

our heart, and then there would be end to all our troubles. Finally we should 

always pray to God in a most humble and submissive way and say to Him, “O’ 

God bless us that we may never forget You”. 

raag soohee chhant mehlaa 3 ghar 2 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

sukh sohilrhaa har Dhi-aavahu. 

gurmukh har fal paavhu. 

gurmukh fal paavhu har naam Dhi-aavahu 

janam janam kay dookh nivaaray. 

balihaaree gur apnay vitahu jin kaaraj sabh 

savaaray. 

har parabh kirpaa karay har jaapahu sukh 
fal har jan paavhu. 

naanak kahai sunhu jan bhaa-ee sukh 

sohilrhaa har Dhi-aavahu. ||1|| 

 

sun har gun bheenay sahj subhaa-ay. 

gurmat sehjay naam Dhi-aa-ay. 
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jin ka-o Dhur likhi-aa tin gur mili-aa tin 

janam maran bha-o bhaagaa. 

SGGS  P-768 

andrahu durmat doojee kho-ee so jan har 

liv laagaa. 

jin ka-o kirpaa keenee mayrai su-aamee tin 
an-din har gun gaa-ay. 

sun man bheenay sahj subhaa-ay. ||2|| 

 

jug meh raam naam nistaaraa. 

gur tay upjai sabad veechaaraa. 

gur sabad veechaaraa raam naam pi-aaraa 

jis kirpaa karay so paa-ay. 

sehjay gun gaavai din raatee kilvikh sabh 

gavaa-ay. 

sabh ko tayraa too sabhnaa kaa ha-o 
tayraa too hamaaraa. 

jug meh raam naam nistaaraa. ||3|| 

 

saajan aa-ay vuthay ghar maahee. 

har gun gaavahi taripat aghaahee. 

har gun gaa-ay sadaa tariptaasee fir 

bhookh na laagai aa-ay. 

dah dis pooj hovai har jan kee jo har har 
naam Dhi-aa-ay. 

naanak har aapay jorh vichhorhay har bin 

ko doojaa naahee. 

saajan aa-ay vuthay ghar maahee. ||4||1|| 

Raag Suhi Chhant Mehla-3 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that following Guru’s advice, we should 

sing God’s praises, meditate on God’s Name, and thus prepare our mind for the 

reception of God in it. When God shows His mercy, He would come to reside in our 

heart and then there would be end to all our troubles. In this shabad, he elaborates on 

the fruits and blessings we obtain when following Guru’s advice we sing praises of 

God, and He comes to reside in our heart. 
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Guru Ji says: “(O' my friends), by singing the song of joy (in praise of God) meditate 

on that God. By following this advice of the Guru, you would obtain the fruit of God’s 

(Name). Yes, through the Guru, meditate on God's Name, obtain this fruit, (and by 

doing this) your sufferings of many births would be eradicated. (You should be) a 

sacrifice to your Guru who has accomplished all your tasks (of this and the next 

world). O’ devotees of God, (always pray that) may God the Master show mercy, (and 

bless you) that you too may keep worshipping Him, and you may obtain peace. Nanak 

says, listen O' devotees (of God, my) brothers, sing the song of divine bliss (in praise 

of God).”(1) 

Describing the blessings enjoyed by a person who listens to or sings joyous songs in 

praise of God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), on listening to the merits of God, 

(devotees) have been easily saturated with (divine bliss), and following Guru’s 

instruction, they have meditated on (God's) Name in a state of poise. However those, 

in whose destiny it has been so pre-ordained from the very beginning, have met the 

Guru and that devotee’s fear of birth and death has hastened away. Then shedding evil 

intellect and sense of duality from within, such a person has got attuned to God. Yes, 

on whom my Master has showed mercy, they have sung praises of God everyday. 

(That is why I say, that by listening to God’s praises, their) minds have been easily 

saturated (with divine bliss).”(2) 

Now Guru Ji tells us, why we need both the grace of the Guru and God for meditating 

on God’s Name and singing songs in His praise. He says: “(O’ my friends), in this age 

emancipation is obtained only (by meditating on) God’s Name. But it is through the 

Guru that (the desire and the ability to) reflect on his word (the Gurbani) develops (in 

a person, and as one) reflects on (Gurbani) the Guru’s word, God’s Name seems 

pleasing (to that one). However, only the one on whom (God) shows mercy obtains 

(this gift). Then in a state of poise, one sings praises (of God) day and night, and gets 

rid of all one’s sins and evils. (Such a devotee says): “(O’ God), everybody belongs to 

You, and You belong to all. I am Yours and You are mine, and (for sure), in this age 

the emancipation is only through God’s Name.”(3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by describing the kind of bliss those devotees enjoy in 

whose heart God comes to abide. He says: “Becoming gracious, they in whose house 

(of the heart) dear friend (God) has come, being completely satiated, they sing praises 

of God. Yes, by singing praises of God, all their thirst is quenched, and then hunger 

(for worldly things) never afflicts them. (Not only that), the one who meditates on 

God's Name, is acclaimed all over the world. (But O'), Nanak, (God) Himself unites 

and separates (a person from Him), and there is no body else except God (who does 

anything). They in whose heart, their friend (God) graciously comes to reside, (always 

remain satiated).”(4-1) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to enjoy the bliss of union with God, 

we should reflect on Guru's instruction, sing praises of God, and meditate on His 

Name in a state of peace and poise. If it is so pre- written in our destiny, God 

would come to reside in our heart, then there will be no suffering. 
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ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

raag soohee mehlaa 3 ghar 3 

bhagat janaa kee har jee-o raakhai jug 

jug rakh-daa aa-i-aa raam. 

so bhagat jo gurmukh hovai ha-umai 
sabad jalaa-i-aa raam. 

ha-umai sabad jalaa-i-aa mayray har 

bhaa-i-aa jis dee saachee banee. 

sachee bhagat karahi din raatee 

gurmukh aakh vakhaanee. 

bhagtaa kee chaal sachee at nirmal 
naam sachaa man bhaa-i-aa. 

naanak bhagat soheh dar saachai jinee 

sacho sach kamaa-i-aa. ||1|| 

 

har bhagtaa kee jaat pat hai bhagat har 

kai naam samaanay raam. 

har bhagat karahi vichahu aap 
gavaaveh jin gun avgan pachhaanay 

raam. 

gun a-ugan pachhaanai har naam 
vakhaanai bhai bhagat meethee laagee. 

an-din bhagat karahi din raatee ghar 

hee meh bairaagee. 

bhagtee raatay sadaa man nirmal har 

jee-o vaykheh sadaa naalay. 

naanak say bhagat har kai dar saachay 
an-din naam samHaalay. ||2|| 

 

manmukh bhagat karahi bin satgur vin 

satgur bhagat na ho-ee raam. 

ha-umai maa-i-aa rog vi-aapay mar 

janmeh dukh ho-ee raam. 

mar janmeh dukh ho-ee doojai bhaa-ay 
paraj vigo-ee vin gur tat na jaani-aa. 

bhagat vihoonaa sabh jag bharmi-aa 

ant ga-i-aa pachhutaani-aa. 
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kot maDhay kinai pachhaani-aa har 
naamaa sach so-ee. 

naanak naam milai vadi-aa-ee doojai 

bhaa-ay pat kho-ee. ||3|| 

 

bhagtaa kai ghar kaaraj saachaa har 

gun sadaa vakhaanay raam. 

bhagat khajaanaa aapay dee-aa kaal 
kantak maar samaanay raam. 

kaal kantak maar samaanay har man 

bhaanay naam niDhaan sach paa-i-aa. 

sadaa akhut kaday na nikhutai har    

dee-aa sahj subhaa-i-aa. 

har jan oochay sad hee oochay gur kai 
sabad suhaa-i-aa. 

naanak aapay bakhas milaa-ay jug jug 

sobhaa paa-i-aa. ||4||1||2|| 

Raag Suhi Mehla-3 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to enjoy the bliss of union 

with God, we should act on Guru's instruction, sing praises of God, and meditate on 

His Name in a state of peace and poise. If it is so pre- written in our destiny, God 

would come to reside in our heart, and then there will be no suffering. In this shabad, 

he describes the blessings, which devotees of God enjoy and how while still living in 

our households we can also become His devotees. 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), God saves (the honor) of His devotees, and He has 

been saving (their honor) throughout all the ages. But that (person alone) is a devotee 

who is a Gurmukh (who follows the Guru's advice), and who stills his or her ego by 

acting on the Guru's word. Such a person who has burnt his or her ego (by following) 

the (Guru’s word, has thus) become pleasing to my God, whose word is eternal. (Such 

Guru’s followers), day and night perform sincere worship (of God) through (Gurbani) 

the word, which the Guru has narrated and explained to them. Moreover, true and 

immaculate is the way (of life) of the devotees and the eternal Name of God seems 

pleasing to their mind. O’ Nanak, the devotees who have (lived a truthful and honest 

life, and thus) have earned nothing but truth in their life, look beauteous at the door of 

eternal (God).”(1) 
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Commenting on the love and respect the true devotees have for God, and how they 

live their life, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), for the devotees God is their (high) caste 

and their honor, therefore the devotees remain merged in the (God’s) Name. They, 

who have identified their merits and faults, dispel their self- conceit from within and 

worship God. (The one who) identifies his or hers merits and faults, utters God's 

Name and to such a person the fear and respect (of God) seems sweet. (Such persons), 

day and night keep worshipping God and even while living in their households they 

remain detached (from worldly allurements. Thus) they who always remain imbued 

with (God’s) devotion, their mind becomes immaculate and they always see their 

beloved God with them. O’ Nanak, by always enshrining God’s Name in their hearts, 

such devotees become true (and approved) in God’s court.”(2) 

Now Guru Ji comments on the practices of those persons who do want to worship 

God, but as per the dictates of their own mind, and not in accordance with what the 

Guru says. Regarding such self-conceited persons, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), the 

self - conceited persons do worship God, but without the (guidance of) the true Guru. 

(They do not realize that) without (the guidance of) the true Guru worship (of God) 

cannot be done. (Such self-conceited persons) remain afflicted with the maladies of 

ego and worldly attachments, so they keep dying and being born again and again, and 

keep suffering in pain. Yes, they who keep dying to be born again suffer in pain, (and 

in this way) the world keeps getting ruined by duality (love for the world, instead of 

God), and without the (guidance of the) Guru it has not understood the essence (of 

true devotion. The fact is that) without true devotion the entire world has gone astray, 

and in the end departs repenting. Among millions, only a rare one has realized that 

only (God’s) Name is eternal. (In short) O' Nanak, glory is obtained only through 

(God’s) Name, but in love of duality one loses one’s honor.”(3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by listing some of the blessings a true devotee enjoys, 

and what such a person keeps doing to continually receive these blessings. He says: 

“(O’ my friends), in the hearts of true devotees, always keeps going the true work of 

singing praises of God, and they always keep uttering God’s (Name. God) Himself 

has given them the treasure of devotion, so dispelling their fear of death they remain 

merged in Him. By overcoming their fear of death, they become pleasing to the mind 

of God, and they have obtained the everlasting treasure of God’s Name. (This 

treasure), which God has unnoticeably given to them is always in exhaustible, and 

never falls short. Therefore, the devotees of God are (spiritually) lofty and always 

remain so; they look beauteous through the Guru's word. O' Nanak, on His own, by 

granting pardon (God) has united (them) with Him, and age after age they have 

obtained glory.”(4-1-2) 

The message of this shabad is that we should learn from the true Guru what is 

true devotion of God. Then acting on his advice we should still our ego, sense of 

I- am ness, and sense of duality from within, and remember God day and night. 

Further we should be so much attached to Him that even while living in the 

household, we appear to be detached from it and un-affected by worldly lusts or 

greed etc. If God so pleases, showing His mercy He would unite us with Himself 

and we would obtain honor in His court. 
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soohee mehlaa 3. 

sabad sachai sach sohilaa jithai 

sachay kaa ho-ay veechaaro raam. 

ha-umai sabh kilvikh kaatay saach 
rakhi-aa ur Dhaaray raam. 

sach rakhi-aa ur Dhaaray dutar 

taaray fir bhavjal taran na ho-ee. 

sachaa satgur sachee banee jin sach 

vikhaali-aa so-ee. 

saachay gun gaavai sach samaavai 
sach vaykhai sabh so-ee. 

naanak saachaa saahib saachee    

naa-ee sach nistaaraa ho-ee. ||1|| 

 

saachai satgur saach bujhaa-i-aa pat 

raakhai sach so-ee raam. 

sachaa bhojan bhaa-o sachaa hai 
sachai naam sukh ho-ee raam. 

saachai naam sukh ho-ee marai na 

ko-ee garabh na joonee vaasaa. 

jotee jot milaa-ee sach samaa-ee 

sach naa-ay pargaasaa. 

jinee sach jaataa say sachay ho-ay 
an-din sach Dhi-aa-in. 

naanak sach naam jin hirdai vasi-aa 

naa veechhurh dukh paa-in. ||2|| 

 

sachee banee sachay gun gaavahi tit 

ghar sohilaa ho-ee raam. 

nirmal gun saachay tan man saachaa 
vich saachaa purakh parabh so-ee 

raam. 
sabh sach vartai sacho bolai jo sach 

karai so ho-ee. 

jah daykhaa tah sach pasri-aa avar 
na doojaa ko-ee. 

sachay upjai sach samaavai mar 
janmai doojaa ho-ee. 

naanak sabh kichh aapay kartaa aap 
karaavai so-ee. ||3|| 
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sachay bhagat soheh darvaaray 

sacho sach vakhaanay raam. 
ghat antray saachee banee saacho 

aap pachhaanay raam. 

aap pachhaaneh taa sach jaaneh 
saachay sojhee ho-ee. 

sachaa sabad sachee hai sobhaa 
saachay hee sukh ho-ee. 

saach ratay bhagat ik rangee doojaa 
rang na ko-ee. 

naanak jis ka-o mastak likhi-aa tis 

sach paraapat ho-ee. ||4||2||3|| 

Suhi Mehla-1 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should learn from the true Guru 

what is the true devotion of God. Then acting on his advice we should still our ego, 

sense of I- am ness, and sense of duality from within, and remember God day and 

night. Further, we should be so much attached to Him that even while living in the 

household, we appear to be detached from it and un-affected by worldly lusts or greed 

etc. In this shabad, Guru Ji tells us what kind of blessings they obtain who always 

keep singing praises of the eternal God and keep meditating on His Name. 

To start with Guru Ji states: “(O’ my friends), the place (of the heart) in which there is 

deliberation about the eternal God, and praises of the eternal God are being sung 

through the true word (of the Guru), from there ego and all sins are dispelled (and 

such a person) keeps the eternal (God) enshrined in the heart. (They, who have) kept 

the eternal (God) enshrined in their hearts, (God) ferries them across the dreadful 

(worldly) ocean, and they are not required to swim across the dreadful ocean (or again 

go through the rounds of birth and death. O’ my friends), eternal is the true Guru and 

eternal is his word (the Gurbani), who has shown us that eternal (God. By Guru’s 

grace, such a person keeps) singing praises of the eternal God, merges in the eternal 

(God) and sees Him everywhere. In short, O' Nanak, eternal is God the Master, eternal 

is His Name, (and by meditating on the) eternal (God), one is emancipated.”(1) 

Describing the blessings a person enjoys, whom the true Guru has imparted divine 

knowledge, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), that eternal God) preserves (that person’s) 

honor to whom the true Guru has revealed the eternal (God, Then being in true love 

(with the eternal God, love for His) eternal Name becomes the food (for that person’s 

soul), who finds peace through His eternal Name. Through the eternal Name, they 

who obtain (spiritual) comfort, none of them dies (again, and) reside in the womb 

again. (Because the one whose light or) soul (the Guru) has united with the (Prime) 

soul, merges in the eternal (God, and through) the eternal Name (one’s mind) is 

illuminated (with divine wisdom). Yes, they who by meditating day and night have  
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realized the eternal, have become one with the eternal. In short, O’ Nanak, they in 

whose heart the eternal Name (of God) is enshrined, don’t suffer any pain by 

separating from Him again.”(2) 

Continuing to narrate the blessings obtained by those who sing praises of God, 

through Gurbani (the words of the Guru), he says: “(O’ my friends), through the 

eternal word (of the Guru, they who) sing praises of the eternal (God, always remain 

so delighted, as if) in their hearts keeps playing a song of joy. (By reflecting on) the 

immaculate merits of the eternal (God), their body and mind become pure (and they 

realize that) within them is pervading that eternal (Master. They say to themselves): 

“Wherever I see, there the eternal (God) is pervading, (in fact) everywhere the eternal 

(God) is pervading, there is no other, and whatever He does, only that happens. (They 

also realize, and say to themselves): “Wherever I look, I see pervading that true (God), 

and no other. (The one who is thus) born again through the eternal (God), merges in 

the eternal (God Himself, but the one who is in love with) the other worldly riches, 

keeps dying and getting born (again and again. But) O' Nanak, (God) Himself is the 

doer (of everything) and it is that (God) Himself, who gets everything done.”(3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), by always uttering the eternal (God’s) 

Name, the devotees obtain honor in the court of the eternal God. Within their hearts 

resides the eternal word (of the Guru, and) they themselves recognize the eternal (God 

within them). When they understand themselves they know the eternal (God), and 

obtain understanding about the eternal (God. Then they realize that) eternal is the 

word (of the Guru) and eternal is its glory, (and by remaining attuned to the) eternal 

word, bliss is obtained. The devotees imbued with the love of the eternal (God), only 

remain imbued with this one love (of God), for them there is no other love. However 

O' Nanak, in whose destiny it has been so written, only that person obtains (union 

with) the eternal (God).”(4-2-3) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to enjoy the bliss of everlasting 

union with the eternal God, then we should keep singing His praises through the 

eternal word of our Guru (Gurbani as contained in Guru Granth Sahib Ji). A 

stage would come, when we would recognize the eternal God within us, and see 

Him pervading everywhere, and would ultimately merge and become one with 

Him. 

soohee mehlaa 3. 

jug chaaray Dhan jay bhavai bin 

satgur sohaag na ho-ee raam. 

SGGS  P-770 

nihchal raaj sadaa har kayraa tis bin 

avar na ko-ee raam. 
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tis bin avar na ko-ee sadaa sach     

so-ee gurmukh ayko jaani-aa. 

Dhan pir maylaavaa ho-aa gurmatee 
man maani-aa. 

satgur mili-aa taa har paa-i-aa bin 
har naavai mukat na ho-ee. 

naanak kaaman kantai raavay man 

maanee-ai sukh ho-ee. ||1|| 

 

satgur sayv Dhan baalrhee-ay har var 

paavahi so-ee raam. 

sadaa hoveh sohaaganee fir mailaa 
vays na ho-ee raam. 

fir mailaa vays na ho-ee gurmukh 

boojhai ko-ee ha-umai maar 
pachhaani-aa. 

karnee kaar kamaavai sabad 
samaavai antar ayko jaani-aa. 

gurmukh parabh raavay din raatee 

aapnaa saachee sobhaa ho-ee. 

naanak kaaman pir raavay aapnaa 
rav rahi-aa parabh so-ee. ||2|| 

 

gur kee kaar karay Dhan baalrhee-ay 
har var day-ay milaa-ay raam. 

har kai rang ratee hai kaaman mil 

pareetam sukh paa-ay raam. 

mil pareetam sukh paa-ay sach 
samaa-ay sach vartai sabh thaa-ee. 

sachaa seegaar karay din raatee 

kaaman sach samaa-ee. 

har sukh-daata sabad pachhaataa 

kaaman la-i-aa kanth laa-ay. 

naanak mahlee mahal pachhaanai 
gurmatee har paa-ay. ||3|| 

 

saa Dhan baalee Dhur maylee mayrai 

parabh aap milaa-ee raam. 

gurmatee ghat chaanan ho-aa parabh 

rav rahi-aa sabh thaa-ee raam. 
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parabh rav rahi-aa sabh thaa-ee man 

vasaa-ee poorab likhi-aa paa-i-aa. 

sayj sukhaalee mayray parabh 
bhaanee sach seegaar banaa-i-aa. 

kaaman nirmal ha-umai mal kho-ee 

gurmat sach samaa-ee. 

naanak aap milaa-ee kartai naam 

navai niDh paa-ee. ||4||3||4|| 

Suhi Mehla-3 

Just as a stream of water runs down the mountains to go and merge in the ocean, the 

original source of its existence, similarly in Sikh faith a human soul’s main desire is to 

unite and merge in its primal source (God). Guru Ji compares this desire of the soul to 

a young human bride who always longs to get and remain united with her groom. In 

this shabad, using this metaphor of the bride, Guru Ji describes from whom one must 

seek guidance, what other steps, one needs to take for meeting God (her Groom), and 

then what kinds of blessings such a human bride enjoys. 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), even if the bride (soul) wanders around for all the four 

ages, without (the guidance of) the true Guru her union with (the groom God) doesn’t 

take place. Always unchangeable is the rule of God, and without Him there is not 

another. Yes, there is no other except Him, that (God) Himself is always there, and a 

Guru following (soul) has recognized only that one (as her true Spouse). When, 

through Guru’s instruction her mind accepts this truth, union between the bride (soul) 

and the groom (God) takes place. But only when (the bride soul) met the true Guru 

(and acted on his advice) she obtained God, (and realized that) without meditating on 

the God’s Name, salvation is not obtained. O' Nanak, if the mind is convinced (about 

meditation on God’s Name, then the bride soul) enjoys peace.”(1) 

Now as if addressing us in the metaphor of human bride, Guru Ji says: “O' ignorant 

bride (soul) serve the true Guru (by acting on his advice), so that you may obtain that 

God as your groom. Then you would become eternally wedded wife (so that as per 

Hindu custom) your dress would never be soiled (like that of a widow). Yes, your 

dress would never be soiled (because, you would never be separated from your 

Groom). But only a rare one has understood (this secret, by following the path shown 

by) the Guru, and stilling her ego has recognized (God. Such a bride soul) does the 

righteous deed (of meditating on God’s Name), remains absorbed in the word (of the 

Guru) and within (her mind) she has recognized the one (God). The Guru following 

(bride soul) meditates on her God day and night, and obtains eternal glory. O' Nanak, 

(in this way) the bride (soul) enjoys the company of her Spouse, who is pervading 

everywhere.”(2) 

Continuing his advice to the human soul, Guru Ji says: “O' young bride, do what the 

Guru tells you, he would get you united with your spouse God. The bride (soul who)  
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is imbued with the love of God, enjoys peace upon meeting her Beloved. Yes, she 

obtains bliss on meeting her Beloved, and she merges in the eternal (God), who is 

forever pervading everywhere. Day and night, she decks herself with the everlasting 

decoration (of virtues), and that bride (soul) remains absorbed (in the remembrance 

of) the eternal (God. In this way, through the Guru’s) word, the bride (soul) has met 

the Giver of peace, and she has embraced Him to her bosom. In short, O' Nanak, , the 

bride (soul) recognizes mansion of (God) the Master, and by following Guru’s 

instruction is united with God.”(3) 

Lest, any person who succeeds in meeting God entertains any kind of egoistic 

thoughts, Guru Ji concludes the Shabad by saying: “(O’ my friends), the young bride 

(soul), whom God has united (with Himself), He has so pre-ordained in her destiny 

from the very beginning. Through Guru’s instruction, her mind has been illuminated 

(with this divine wisdom that) God is pervading everywhere. She enshrines that all 

pervading God in her mind, and has thus obtained what was pre-ordained for her. (The 

bride, who) decked the couch of her heart with the true decoration of virtues, looks 

pleasing to my God, and the bed of her heart has become delightful. (In this way, the 

soul) bride, who by following Guru’s instruction is absorbed (in the Name of) the 

eternal (God), sheds the dirt of ego from her within and becomes immaculate. O' 

Nanak, the Creator Himself has united her with Him, she has obtained (God’s) Name, 

(as if she has) obtained all the nine treasures (of happiness).”(4-3-4) 

The message of this shabad is that we cannot obtain union with God, without 

following the advice of the true Guru. Only through Guru's instruction, we are 

able to shed our ego and make our mind immaculate. Then by following Guru's 

advice and decorating ourselves with true merits we become pleasing to God, and 

worthy of uniting with Him. 

soohee mehlaa 3. 

har haray har gun gaavhu har 
gurmukhay paa-ay raam. 

andino sabad ravhu anhad sabad   

vajaa-ay raam. 

anhad sabad vajaa-ay har jee-o ghar 

aa-ay har gun gaavhu naaree. 

an-din bhagat karahi gur aagai saa 
Dhan kant pi-aaree. 

gur kaa sabad vasi-aa ghat antar say 

jan sabad suhaa-ay. 

naanak tin ghar sad hee sohilaa har kar 
kirpaa ghar aa-ay. ||1|| 
 

bhagtaa man aanand bha-i-aa har naam 

rahay liv laa-ay raam. 
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gurmukhay man nirmal ho-aa nirmal 

har gun gaa-ay raam. 

nirmal gun gaa-ay naam man vasaa-ay 
har kee amrit banee. 

JinH man vasi-aa say-ee jan nistaray 

ghat sabad samaanee. 

SGGS  P-771 

tayray gun gaavahi sahj samaaveh 

sabday mayl milaa-ay. 

naanak safal janam tin kayraa je satgur 
har maarag paa-ay. ||2|| 

 

santsangat si-o mayl bha-i-aa har naam 
samaa-ay raam. 

gur kai sabad sad jeevan mukat bha-ay 

har kai naam liv laa-ay raam. 

har naam chit laa-ay gur mayl milaa-ay 

manoo-aa rataa har naalay. 

sukh-daata paa-i-aa moh chukaa-i-aa 
an-din naam samHaalay. 

gur sabday raataa sehjay maataa naam 

man vasaa-ay. 

naanak tin ghar sad hee sohilaa je 
satgur sayv samaa-ay. ||3|| 

 

bin satgur jag bharam bhulaa-i-aa har 
kaa mahal na paa-i-aa raam. 

gurmukhay ik mayl milaa-i-aa tin kay 

dookh gavaa-i-aa raam. 

tin kay dookh gavaa-i-aa jaa har man 

bhaa-i-aa sadaa gaavahi rang raatay. 

har kay bhagat sadaa jan nirmal jug sad 
hee jaatay. 

saachee bhagat karahi dar jaapeh ghar 

dar sachaa so-ee. 

naanak sachaa sohilaa sachee sach 
banee sabday hee sukh ho-ee. 

||4||4||5|| 
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Suhi Mehla-3 

In the beginning of the previous shabad, Guru Ji declared that even if the bride (soul) 

wanders around for all the four ages, without (the guidance of) the Guru she cannot 

obtain union with (God, her groom). Guru Ji begins this shabad, by advising us to 

sing praises of God, and reminds us once again that God is obtained only through 

Guru’s guidance.  

He says: “(O' my friends, always), sing praises of God. However (remember that) God 

is obtained only through the Guru (by acting on his advice). Therefore through 

(Gurbani), the Guru's word, day and night utter praises of God; (by doing so) one 

enjoys the relish of the continuous music of the (divine) word. The one, who keeps 

playing the continuous music of the (divine) word, God comes to reside in that one’s 

heart. Therefore, O’ bride (souls), make the habit of) singing praises of God. The 

bride (souls), who before the Guru worship God day and night, become dear to the 

Spouse. Yes, they in whose heart is enshrined the Guru's word, (by acting on Guru’s 

advice, they become virtuous and their life looks) beauteous through the (Guru’s) 

word. Then O’ Nanak, in their hearts always plays a song of joy, because showing 

mercy God comes to reside in their heart.”(1) 

Describing further the blessings, which devotees enjoy, when God comes to reside in 

their hearts, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), the devotees who remain attuned to God's 

Name, bliss prevails in their minds. By singing praises of the immaculate God through 

the Guru's word, their mind becomes immaculate. Yes, by singing immaculate praises, 

through the divine word of God, they have enshrined (God's Name) in their hearts. 

However, only they in whose mind (God’s Name) is enshrined are emancipated; they 

realize that the (God's nectar) word is pervading in each and every heart. (O' God), 

they who sing Your praises, merge in a state of poise, and through his word (the Guru) 

arranges their union (with You). O’ Nanak fruitful is the birth of those, whom the true 

Guru has put on the (right) path.”(2) 

Now describing the blessings obtained by those who are blessed with the saintly 

congregation of the Guru, he says: “(O’ my friends), they who are united with the 

saintly congregation, they remain absorbed in God's Name. By attuning their mind to 

God’s Name, through (Gurbani) the Guru's word, they forever become free from 

(worldly entanglements, even while living in their households). Yes, they whom the 

Guru has united with (God’s lotus feet) have attuned their mind to God’s Name, and 

their mind remains imbued with God’s love. By day and night contemplating on 

(God’s) Name, they have got rid of their (worldly) attachment, and obtained union 

with the bliss giving (God). The one who is imbued with the (Guru's) word remains 

intoxicated in a state of poise, and keeps enshrined God's Name in the heart. In short, 

O' Nanak, they who remain absorbed in the service of the Guru, in their heart always 

plays the song of joy.”(3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), without the (guidance of) true Guru, 

this world remains lost in doubt, and they have not been able to obtain the mansion of 

God. But there are some, who by Guru's grace have been united with God; all their  
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sorrows have been dispelled. Yes, when it so pleased God, their sorrows were 

dispelled, imbued with God’s love they always sing praises of God. The devotees of 

God remain eternally immaculate, and they become manifest in each and every age. 

They perform true worship of God, (therefore) they are honored in God’s house, and 

that eternal God comes to reside in their hearts. Yes O' Nanak, in their hearts remains 

enshrined the eternal word, and through the word (of the Guru) peace remains 

(prevailing in their minds).”(4-4-5) 

The message of this shabad is that we should sing praises of God through the 

immaculate word of the Guru (Gurbani as included in Guru Granth Sahib Ji). 

This will imbue us with love for God and His Name. Then, a stage would come, 

when we would feel such peace and bliss, as if unstuck melodies of divine music 

are always playing in our heart, and we would enjoy the bliss of God’s 

manifestation in us.  

soohee mehlaa 3. 

jay lorheh var baalrhee-ay taa gur 
charnee chit laa-ay raam. 

sadaa hoveh sohaaganee har jee-o 

marai na jaa-ay raam. 

har jee-o marai na jaa-ay gur kai sahj 

subhaa-ay saa Dhan kant pi-aaree. 

sach sanjam sadaa hai nirmal gur kai 
sabad seegaaree. 

mayraa parabh saachaa sad hee 

saachaa jin aapay aap upaa-i-aa. 

naanak sadaa pir raavay aapnaa Jin 
gur charnee chit laa-i-aa. ||1|| 

 

pir paa-i-arhaa baalrhee-ay an-din 
sehjay maatee raam. 

gurmatee man anad bha-i-aa tit tan 

mail na raatee raam. 

tit tan mail na raatee har parabh 
raatee mayraa parabh mayl milaa-ay. 

an-din raavay har parabh apnaa 

vichahu aap gavaa-ay. 

gurmat paa-i-aa sahj milaa-i-aa 

apnay pareetam raatee. 

naanak naam milai vadi-aa-ee parabh 
raavay rang raatee. ||2|| 
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pir raavay rang raat-rhee-ay pir kaa 

mahal tin paa-i-aa raam. 

so saho at nirmal daataa Jin vichahu 
aap gavaa-i-aa raam. 

vichahu moh chukaa-i-aa jaa har 

bhaa-i-aa har kaaman man bhaanee. 

an-din gun gaavai nit saachay kathay 

akath kahaanee. 

jug chaaray saachaa ayko vartai bin 
gur kinai na paa-i-aa. 

SGGS  P-772 

naanak rang ravai rang raatee Jin har 

saytee chit laa-i-aa. ||3|| 

 

kaaman man sohilrhaa saajan milay 

pi-aaray raam. 

gurmatee man nirmal ho-aa har 

raakhi-aa ur Dhaaray raam. 

har raakhi-aa ur Dhaaray apnaa 
kaaraj savaaray gurmatee har jaataa. 

pareetam mohi la-i-aa man mayraa 

paa-i-aa karam biDhaataa. 

satgur sayv sadaa sukh paa-i-aa har 
vasi-aa man muraaray. 

naanak mayl la-ee gur apunai gur kai 

sabad savaaray. ||4||5||6|| 

Suhi Mehla-3 

It is a given that every girl wants to marry the best bachelor in town. In this shabad, 

Guru Ji compares the human soul to a young ignorant girl who wants to wed such a 

groom, who always remains young, and remains alive forever, so that she never has to 

live the wretched life of a widow of those days, when a woman was totally dependent 

upon man for her social and economic survival. 

So addressing us, in the metaphor of a marriageable young girl, Guru Ji says: “O' dear 

ignorant young girl, if you are looking for (a groom of your dreams), then attune your 

mind to Guru’s feet (his word, the Gurbani). Then you would become a wedded   

bride forever, because the reverend God neither dies, nor goes (anywhere). Yes, the  
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reverend God neither dies, nor goes anywhere, and the bride who adopts the poised 

and contented demeanor of the Guru, that bride becomes dear to her Spouse. (By 

following Guru's advice, she acquires pleasing manners, and such virtues that) 

through the discipline of truth she always remains immaculate and by acting on Guru's 

advice, she embellishes her life. (O’ my friends), eternal is my God, and He who has 

created Himself always remains eternal. Nanak says, the bride soul, who has attuned 

her mind to the Guru’s feet, (his Gurbani), always enjoys the company of her 

Spouse.”(1) 

Now elaborating on the blessings enjoyed by that bride soul, who has obtained union 

with her spouse (God), Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), the youthful bride who has 

obtained (God as) her spouse, imperceptibly remains intoxicated (in His love), day 

and night. Through the Guru's advice, her mind remains in bliss and not even the 

slightest dirt (of evil thoughts) remains in her body. Yes, she who remains imbued 

with love for God, her body (soul) is not soiled even a little bit by (any kind of evil 

thoughts), and God arranges her union (with Him, through the Guru). By shedding her 

self- (conceit) from within, day and night, she keeps remembering (God) her groom. 

By following Guru's advice, she has obtained (her spouse God. By embellishing her) 

with a state of poise, (the Guru) has united her with (God, and now she remains) 

imbued with the love of her Beloved. In short, O' Nanak it is through God's Name that 

glory is obtained and imbued in His love, she keeps remembering God.”(2) 

Guru Ji now summarizes the character and life conduct of those persons who obtain 

God. As if addressing us in the metaphor of a bride (soul), he says: “O’ the bride 

(soul) imbued in the love of your spouse (God, remember that the bride soul), who 

always remembers her spouse (God, and who) has dispelled her self-conceit from 

within, only she has obtained to the mansion of her spouse (God). However, only 

when it so pleased God, and the bride (soul) sounded pleasing to His mind, that she 

has got rid of worldly attachment from her within. Then day and night she sings 

praises of the eternal (God), and describes the indescribable gospel (of God. She 

realizes, that) only one eternal (God) pervades in all the four ages, and without (the 

guidance of) the Guru, no one has ever obtained (Him). But O' Nanak, (the bride soul) 

who has attuned her mind to God, being always imbued with His love, she keeps 

enjoying His company.”(3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad, by describing the bliss enjoyed by that bride (soul), 

who has been united with her beloved God. He says: “(O’ my friends), the bride 

(soul), who gets united with her beloved Spouse, (she feels so delighted, as if) a song 

of joy is playing in her heart. (This has happened, because by acting in accordance 

with) the Guru’s instruction, her mind has become immaculate and she has kept God 

enshrined in her heart. By keeping God enshrined (in her mind) she has accomplished 

the objective (of her life), and through the Guru's advice she has understood God. (If 

anybody asks, she says): “My beloved spouse has captivated my heart, and I have 

obtained the Scribe of my destiny. By serving (and following) the true Guru I have 

always obtained bliss, and God the chastiser of demons has come to reside in my 

heart. In short, O' Nanak, (the bride soul) who has embellished (her life by following) 

the Guru's word, the Guru has united her with God.”(4-5-6) 
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The message of this shabad is that if we want to enjoy the bliss of eternal union 

with (God) our spouse, we should make our life immaculate as per Guru's advice 

and sing God's praises with love and devotion.  

soohee mehlaa 3. 

sohilrhaa har raam naam gur sabdee 

veechaaray raam. 

har man tano gurmukh bheejai raam 

naam pi-aaray raam. 

raam naam pi-aaray sabh kul uDhaaray 
raam naam mukh Banee. 

aavan jaan rahay sukh paa-i-aa ghar 

anhad surat samaanee. 

har har ayko paa-i-aa har parabh 
naanak kirpaa Dhaaray. 

sohilrhaa har raam naam gur sabdee 

veechaaray. ||1|| 

 

ham neevee parabh at oochaa ki-o kar 

mili-aa jaa-ay raam. 

gur maylee baho kirpaa Dhaaree har kai 
sabad subhaa-ay Raam. 

sil sabad subhaa-ay aap gavaa-ay rang 

si-o ralee-aa Maanay. 

sayj sukhaalee jaa parabh bhaa-i-aa har 

har naam samaanay. 

naanak sohagan saa vadbhaagee jay 
chalai satgur bhaa-ay. 

ham neevee parabh at oochaa ki-o kar 

mili-aa jaa-ay raam. ||2|| 

 

ghat ghatay sabhnaa vich ayko ayko 

raam bhataaro raam. 

iknaa parabh door vasai iknaa man 
aadhaaro raam. 

iknaa man aadhaaro sirjanhaaro 

vadbhaagee gur paa-i-aa. 

ghat ghat har parabh ayko su-aamee 
gurmukh alakh lakhaa-i-aa. 
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sehjay anad ho-aa man maani-aa 

naanak barahm beechaaro. 

ghat ghatay sabhnaa vich ayko ayko 
raam bhataaro raam. ||3|| 

 

gur sayvan satgur daataa har har naam 
samaa-i-aa raam. 

har dhoorh dayvhu mai pooray gur kee 

ham paapee mukat karaa-i-aa raam. 

paapee mukat karaa-ay aap gavaa-ay 

nij ghar paa-i-aa vaasaa. 

bibayk budhee sukh rain vihaanee 
gurmat naam pargaasaa. 

har har anad bha-i-aa din raatee 

naanak har meeth lagaa-ay. 

gur sayvan satgur daataa har har naam 
samaa-ay. ||4||6||7||5||7||12|| 

Suhi Mehla-3 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to enjoy the bliss of eternal 

union with (God) our spouse, we should make our life immaculate as per Guru's 

advice and sing God's praises with love and devotion. In this shabad, he tells us what 

kind of blessings and gifts we obtain when we reflect on the Guru's word, (the 

Gurbani).  

He says: “(O’ my friends, the person) who by attuning his mind to the Guru's word 

(the Gurbani) reflects on God’s Name, (in that person starts flowing such a wave of 

bliss, as if a) song of joy is playing in the heart. Then the mind and body of such a 

person gets soaked in the relish of love for God’s Name. Yes, the person who so loves 

God’s Name, that from the mouth that person utters God’s Name, and (Gurbani) the 

words in praise of God; thereby such a person saves his or her entire lineage (from 

evils). Such a person’s comings and goings (or rounds of births and deaths) are ended, 

he/she obtains peace, and his/her consciousness remains absorbed in the unstuck 

melody of (divine) music. O’ Nanak, God shows His mercy on that person, and he or 

she obtains union with the one and only God. (Yes, the one) who by attuning the mind 

to the Guru's word, (the Gurbani) reflects on God’s Name, (in that one starts flowing 

such a wave of bliss, as if a) song of joy is playing in the heart.”(1)  

Now on our behalf, Guru Ji deliberates on the question, why we human bride souls 

cannot get united with our Groom, and shares the answer with us. In his humility, he 

puts himself among us, and says: “(O’ my friends, we human brides, are full of so 

many faults, that spiritually we are very) low, but God is extremely lofty, so how  
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could we meet Him? (I believe that the bride soul) on whom the Guru has shown 

mercy, by embellishing her with the beauteous word (of God’s Name), he has united 

her (with God. In this way the bride), who by meeting God through that beauteous 

word (of the Guru), sheds away her ego, she lovingly enjoys the pleasures of (God’s) 

company. When upon God’s Name being enshrined in her heart, it so pleases God; the 

couch of her heart starts feeling comfortable to her. (In short), O' Nanak, the bride 

who lives in accordance with the true Guru’s will is a very fortunate wedded bride. 

(But otherwise, we human brides are spiritually very) low and God is extremely lofty, 

so how could we meet Him?”(2) 

Next Guru Ji tells us why some persons seem to be so far, while others so near God, 

when that same God resides in each and every heart. He says: “(O’ my friends, no 

doubt) in all the hearts, the same one God, our Spouse is residing. But to some God 

seems residing far off, and for others, He is the very support of their mind. Yes, to 

some, God the Creator is the anchor of their mind, (because) by good fortune (they) 

have obtained (the guidance) of the Guru. (By his grace), the Guru, has shown them 

the indescribable God pervading each and every heart. In this way, O’ Nanak, by 

reflecting on the divine wisdom (of the Guru), their mind is convinced (about this 

truth), and imperceptibly it enjoys a state of bliss. (O’ my friends, you should also 

believe) that in each and every heart resides the same one God, our Spouse.”(3) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad, by once again seeking the shelter of the true Guru, and 

sincerely following his advice. He says: “(O’ my friends), they who serve the true 

Guru, who is the giver (of God’s Name, by following his advice), in their mind God’s 

Name is enshrined. (Therefore, even I pray to God, and say): O' God, bless us with the 

dust of the feet, (the most humble service) of the perfect Guru, who has got 

emancipated sinners like us. Yes, the Guru has got emancipated the sinners, by getting 

them to shed away their selfishness, and then they have obtained residence in their 

own heart (where God also resides). Through Guru’s instruction, and (by meditating 

on) God’s Name, their mind is illuminated with the sense of discrimination (between 

good and evil), and their night (of life) passes in peace. O' Nanak they who seek the 

shelter of the Guru, to them, God’s Name seems pleasing, day and night a state of 

spiritual bliss prevails within them, and they remain absorbed in God’s Name.”         

(4-1-7-5-7-12)  

The message of this shabad is that we should serve the Guru, by sincerely acting 

on his advice, and singing praises of God. We should be in so much love with 

God, that we merge in it. When it so pleases God, He would come to reside in our 

own heart, and we would enjoy such a state of peace and bliss, as if eternal divine 

music and songs of joy keep playing in our heart. 

Detail of shabads: 

Chhantt M: 3, Ghar 3=6, Ghar 2=1, sub total=7 

Chhantt M; 1=5, M: 3=7, Total=12 
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SGGS  P-773 

raag soohee mehlaa 4 chhant ghar 1 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

satgur purakh milaa-ay avgan viknaa gun 
ravaa bal raam jee-o. 

har har naam Dhi-aa-ay gurbaanee nit nit 

chavaa bal raam jee-o. 

gurbaanee sad meethee laagee paap 
vikaar gavaa-i-aa. 

ha-umai rog ga-i-aa bha-o bhaagaa 

sehjay sahj milaa-i-aa. 

kaa-i-aa sayj gur sabad sukhaalee gi-aan 

tat kar bhogo. 

an-din sukh maanay nit ralee-aa naanak 
Dhur sanjogo. ||1|| 

 

sat santokh kar bhaa-o kurham    
kurhmaa-ee aa-i-aa bal raam jee-o. 

sant janaa kar mayl gurbaanee     

gaavaa-ee-aa bal raam jee-o. 

banee gur gaa-ee param gat paa-ee 
panch milay sohaa-i-aa. 

ga-i-aa karoDh mamtaa tan naathee 

pakhand bharam gavaa-i-aa. 

ha-umai peer ga-ee sukh paa-i-aa 
aarogat bha-ay sareeraa. 

gur parsaadee barahm pachhaataa 

naanak gunee gaheeraa. ||2|| 

 

manmukh vichhurhee door mahal na   

paa-ay bal ga-ee bal raam jee-o. 

antar mamtaa koor koorh vihaajhay 
koorh la-ee bal raam jee-o. 

koorh kapat kamaavai mahaa dukh 

paavai vin satgur mag na paa-i-aa. 
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ujharh panth bharmai gaavaaree khin 
khin Dhakay khaa-i-aa. 

aapay da-i-aa karay parabh daataa satgur 

purakh milaa-ay. 

janam janam kay vichhurhay jan maylay 

naanak sahj subhaa-ay. ||3|| 
 

aa-i-aa lagan ganaa-ay hirdai Dhan 

omaahee-aa bal raam jee-o. 

pandit paaDhay aan patee bahi     
vaachaa-ee-aa bal raam jee-o. 

patee vaachaa-ee man vajee  vaDhaa-ee 

jab saajan sunay ghar  aa-ay. 

gunee gi-aanee bahi mataa pakaa-i-aa 

fayray tat divaa-ay. 

var paa-i-aa purakh agamm agochar sad 
navtan baal sakhaa-ee. 

naanak kirpaa kar kai maylay vichhurh 

kaday na jaa-ee. ||4||1|| 

Raag Suhi Mehla-4 Chhant Ghar-1 

It is a common urge in girls to embellish themselves with cosmetics, fancy dresses, 

and ornaments to attract the most eligible bachelor in town. But many times, a girl 

needs to go to a special guide, trainer, or a beautician, who teaches her, which 

cosmetics, dresses, and ornaments to use, and how to adorn herself, so that she may 

look most charming, and attractive to her intended Beloved. In this shabad, Guru Ji 

uses this metaphor to guide a human bride soul to attract and get united with (God), 

her (spiritual) Groom.  

To start with Guru Ji shows us how a bride (soul) should pray to God to unite her with 

the spiritual guide, the Guru, who may equip her with the necessary virtues, so that 

she may become pleasing to her Beloved. On her behalf, Guru Ji says: “O' all-

pervading God, unite me with the true Guru so that I may sell off (shed) my faults, 

and remember (Your) merits. (O' God), I wish that every day by meditating on Your 

Name, I may recite Gurbani, (the Guru's word. The bride soul to whom) Gurbani 

always sounds sweet, is able to dispel all sins and evil thoughts (from within her). Her 

malady of ego and fear hastens away and imperceptibly in a state of peace and poise 

she is united (with God). By acting on the Guru’s advice, the bed of her body becomes 

comforting and she enjoys the essence of (divine) knowledge. O’ Nanak, as per her 

pre-ordained destiny, day and night she enjoys peace and revels in pleasures.”(1) 

Continuing the above metaphor, Guru Ji describes the scene when impressed by the 

merits acquired by the bride soul; God takes the initial step to unite the bride soul with  
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Him, as if He has come to perform the engagement ceremony. Guru Ji says: “O’ God, 

I am a sacrifice to You. (I feel that upon acquiring the virtues of) truth, contentment 

and love, my fiancé has come to perform the engagement ceremony. By organizing 

the gathering of saintly persons, He has arranged singing of Gurbani, (the hymns 

composed by the Guru in praise God). When Gurbani was sung, the bride (soul) 

obtained supreme (spiritual) status, and meeting with the elect of God (His saints), the 

ceremony became beauteous. (After this, the bride’s) anger vanished, and false 

attachment hastened away from her body, and she got rid of hypocrisy and doubt. (In 

this way), the pain of ego also went away, her body became free from all ailments, 

and she enjoyed spiritual bliss. O’ Nanak, (in this way) by Guru’s grace, she realized 

God, the ocean of virtues.”(2) 

Now Guru Ji tells us about the fate of those self-conceited persons, who instead of 

following Guru’s advice, act as per the dictates of their own mind. Using the same 

metaphor, he says: “(O’ my friends), the self-conceited bride soul, who is separated 

(from God) remains far away (from Him; she) cannot find His mansion, and she gets 

burnt (by the fire of her worldly desires). Within her is false attachment, she gathers 

false (worldly wealth), and has been deceived by falsehood. Without (the guidance of) 

the Guru, she does not find the (right) way (of life); therefore she earns falsehood and 

deceit, and suffers immense pain. The uncouth (bride soul) roams around in 

wilderness (of evil impulses), and keeps wandering, and suffering setbacks at each 

step. When the beneficent God Himself shows mercy, He unites her with the true 

Guru. Then, O' Nanak, un-knowingly (the Guru) unites (with God, even those who 

have been) separated (from Him) ages after ages.”(3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by switching back to the Guru following bride (soul), 

and describing the culminating scene of her wedding or union with her Beloved God. 

He says: “(O’ my friends, when) after finding an auspicious date, (the groom) comes 

(to her house), the bride feels delighted in her heart. The pundits and astrologers come 

and sitting together they study the horoscopes. (On the other hand, upon hearing 

about) the coming of the Groom, and the horoscope being studied, the bride’s heart 

feels delighted. Then sitting together, the divinely wise and learned persons resolve to 

go ahead and perform the marriage ceremony right away. (Similarly, when by Guru’s 

grace, God becomes manifest in the heart of a bride soul, a wave of spiritual bliss 

starts flowing in her heart. In this way), the bride soul obtains the inaccessible and 

incomprehensible (God, who is) always youthful, and her friend from childhood. O’ 

Nanak, showing His mercy, whom He unites (with Him, she) never gets separated 

(from Him).”(4-1) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to unite with our spouse (God), then 

we should pray to Him to unite us with the Guru, who may impart us such 

immaculate instruction and understanding, that we shed away our faults and 

acquire such merits which make us pleasing to our God. Then through Gurbani 

(the Guru’s word), we should keep singing praises of God, and meditating on 

God’s Name, so that getting pleased, one day God may show mercy and forever 

unite us with Him. 
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soohee mehlaa 4. 

har pahilarhee laav parvirtee karam 

drirh-aa-i-aa bal raam jee-o. 

banee barahmaa vayd Dharam darirhHu 
paap tajaa-i-aa bal raam jee-o. 

Dharam darirhHu har naam Dhi-aavahu 

simrit naam drirh-aa-i-aa. 

satgur gur pooraa aaraaDhahu sabh 

kilvikh paap gavaa-i-aa. 

sahj anand ho-aa vadbhaagee man har 
har meethaa laa-i-aa. 

SGGS  P-774 

jan kahai naanak laav pahilee aarambh 

kaaj rachaa-i-aa. ||1|| 

 

har doojrhee laav satgur purakh     

milaa-i-aa bal raam jee-o. 

nirbha-o bhai man ho-ay ha-umai mail 
gavaa-i-aa bal raam jee-o. 

nirmal bha-o paa-i-aa har gun gaa-i-aa 

har vaykhai raam hadooray. 

har aatam raam pasaari-aa su-aamee 

sarab rahi-aa bharpooray. 

antar baahar har parabh ayko mil har 
jan mangal gaa-ay. 

jan naanak doojee laav chalaa-ee anhad 

sabad vajaa-ay. ||2|| 

 

har teejrhee laav man chaa-o bha-i-aa 

bairaagee-aa bal raam jee-o. 

sant janaa har mayl har paa-i-aa 
vadbhaagee-aa bal raam jee-o. 

nirmal har paa-i-aa har gun gaa-i-aa 

mukh bolee har banee. 

sant janaa vadbhaagee paa-i-aa har 
kathee-ai akath kahaanee. 
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hirdai har har har Dhun upjee har 

japee-ai mastak bhaag jee-o. 

jan naanak bolay teejee laavai har upjai 
man bairaag jee-o. ||3|| 

 

har cha-utharhee laav man sahj bha-i-
aa har paa-i-aa bal raam jee-o. 

gurmukh mili-aa subhaa-ay har man tan 

meethaa laa-i-aa bal raam jee-o. 

har meethaa laa-i-aa mayray parabh 

bhaa-i-aa an-din har liv laa-ee. 

man chindi-aa fal paa-i-aa su-aamee 
har naam vajee vaaDhaa-ee. 

har parabh thaakur kaaj rachaa-i-aa 

Dhan hirdai naam vigaasee. 

jan naanak bolay cha-uthee laavai har 
paa-i-aa parabh avinaasee. ||4||2|| 

Suhi Mehla-4 

This is an extremely important shabad for the Sikhs, because it is read and sung at the 

time of a Sikh marriage ceremony, and is often referred to as Laavaan (which means 

rounds or stages). This shabad was originally narrated by fourth Guru Ram Das Ji to 

describe the four stages of the journey of a soul on its way to union with God. To start 

with the soul is imbued with the love for God, passes through stages of self-

purification under the guidance of the Guru, and then feels lonely without her beloved 

(God), and ultimately is wedded, and eternally united with Him. Therefore, the Sikh 

marriage ceremony is called Anand Karaj, or the deed of bliss. This marriage 

ceremony is started after singing appropriate hymns from Guru Granth Sahib and then 

the first Laanv (or round) is read and sung to the accompaniment of music, while the 

bride and the groom slowly walk around Guru Granth Sahib  (the Sikh scriptures) one 

time. After they sit down, the next Laanv or stanza is read, and then again the couple 

stands up, and goes around Guru Granth Sahib, while the Raagis (musicians) sing the 

same second stanza to the tune of music. In this way, when all the four Laavan have 

been read, and the couple has completed the four rounds, the ceremony is considered 

complete.  

In the first Laanv or stage, Guru Ji says: “(O' my friend), in the first round (of 

marriage or union of the soul with God, the Guru) has impressed upon the bride soul, 

her duty in life. (Guru Ji says: “O’ bride soul), firmly grasp (this as your sacred duty, 

that for you the Guru’s word or) Baani is (the most sacred text, or) the Veda uttered 

by the god Brahma. (The person who has acted on this advice has) dispelled (all his or 

her) sin. Yes, firmly grasp this thing that for you the true Dharma (your spiritual duty)  
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is to meditate on God’s Name, because even the Simritis (the Hindu sacred books, 

have in essence) laid stress upon contemplation of God’s Name. (The other point is to) 

remember the perfect Guru; (she who has done so, has) got rid of her sins and evils. A 

state of peace and bliss has welled up, in the mind of that fortunate person to whom 

(the Guru) has made God’s Name sound sweet. Devotee Nanak says this is how in the 

first Laanv (or round, God) has arranged the beginning of the task (of marriage or 

union of the bride soul with Him).”(1)  

Describing the second Laanv or stage, Guru Ji says: “In the second stage, (God) unites 

(the bride soul) to the true Guru. (Following Guru’s instruction), her mind becomes 

free of (worldly) fear, and becoming fear free she dispels the dirt of ego (from her 

within. In its place, she) acquires immaculate fear (of God), sings praises of God and 

sees God right in front of her. (She realizes that) the Master is pervading in all and is 

filling all places. (She also realizes that) the same one (God) is both within and 

without; so meeting with God's devotees, she sings the songs of joy (in His praise). O' 

devotee Nanak, (this is how God) has initiated the second stage and has played non-

stop music (in the bride soul’s heart).”(2) 

After, the above realization that God pervades everywhere and in all hearts, a keen 

desire to see God in person arises in the bride (soul)’s mind. She is no longer 

interested in worldly affairs, but is always lost in the thoughts about her Beloved, and 

longs to see Him in person. Describing this third stage of the human journey, Guru Ji 

says:  “In the third Laanv (or stage), the soul feels detached form the world, and in her 

mind arises a craving (to meet God). They, who by good fortune are blessed with the 

meeting (and guidance of) saints, have obtained God. They have obtained the 

immaculate God, have sung praises of God, and have uttered (nectar word of the 

Guru), the divine Baani. Yes, it is only fortunate saintly devotees, who have obtained 

God, (that is why, we should always) keep describing the indescribable story (of God. 

By doing so) a continuous tune of divine music starts flowing in one’s heart. But, it is 

only if such good fortune is scribed on our forehead that we meditate on God. Devotee 

Nanak says that in the third stage (of marriage), an intense longing to see God, wells 

up in the mind (of the bride soul).”(3) 

Now regarding the fourth and final stage of the soul’s union with (God) the Prime 

soul, Guru Ji says: “In the fourth Laanv or stage, pervades a sense of peace and poise 

in the mind (of the bride soul), because she has obtained (her Beloved) God. By 

Guru’s grace, in a matter of fact way she has obtained to God, because (the Guru) 

made God’s (Name) sound pleasing to her mind and body. Yes, when (the Guru) 

made God sound sweet (to the bride soul), it pleased God, and then day and night she 

kept her mind attuned (to Him. In this way, the bride soul) obtained the fruit of her 

heart’s desire, and obtained God as her Master. (In this way, the meditation on) God’s 

Name brought her good wishes and messages of congratulations (for obtaining God as 

her Groom. O’ my friends, when) God the Master makes arrangements for the task (of 

marriage or union of a bride soul with Him), by meditating on God’s Name that bride 

soul blossoms in her heart (with delight). The devote Nanak says, this is how in        

the fourth Laanv (or stage), the bride soul obtains (union with) the imperishable 

God.”(4-2) 
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The message of this shabad is that we should pray for and seek the guidance of 

the Guru to imbue us with such love and devotion for God that we always long to 

see and become one with Him, as if we are the wedded brides of our eternal God. 

In the worldly sense, the marriage ceremony teaches us that we need to enter the 

family life to practice righteousness, and truthful living. Secondly we should have 

so much love and respect for each other as if we are two bodies, but one soul. 

Then under Guru’s guidance, we should try to advance in our spiritual journey 

to unite with God (our true and eternal spouse).  

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

raag soohee chhant mehlaa 4    

ghar 2. 

gurmukh har gun gaa-ay. 

hirdai rasan rasaa-ay. 

har rasan rasaa-ay mayray parabh 

bhaa-ay mili-aa sahj subhaa-ay. 

an-din bhog bhogay sukh sovai sabad 
rahai liv laa-ay. 

vadai bhaag gur pooraa paa-ee-ai      

an-din naam Dhi-aa-ay. 

sehjay sahj mili-aa jagjeevan naanak 
sunn samaa-ay. ||1|| 

 

sangat sant milaa-ay. har sar nirmal 
naa-ay. 

nirmal jal naa-ay mail gavaa-ay bha-ay 

pavit sareeraa. 

durmat mail ga-ee bharam bhaagaa    
ha-umai binthee peeraa. 

nadar parabhoo satsangat paa-ee nij 

ghar ho-aa vaasaa. 

SGGS  P-775 

har mangal ras rasan rasaa-ay naanak 

naam pargaasaa. ||2|| 

 

antar ratan beechaaray. gurmukh naam 

pi-aaray. 
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har naam pi-aaray sabad nistaaray   

agi-aan aDhayr gavaa-i-aa. 

gi-aan parchand bali-aa ghat chaanan 
ghar mandar sohaa-i-aa. 

tan man arap seegaar banaa-ay har 

parabh saachay bhaa-i-aa. 

jo parabh kahai so-ee par keejai 

naanak ank samaa-i-aa. ||3|| 

har parabh kaaj rachaa-i-aa. 

gurmukh vee-aahan aa-i-aa. 

vee-aahan aa-i-aa gurmukh har         

paa-i-aa saa Dhan kant pi-aaree. 

sant janaa mil mangal gaa-ay har    
jee-o aap savaaree. 

sur nar gan ganDharab mil aa-ay 

apoorab janj banaa-ee. 

naanak parabh paa-i-aa mai saachaa 

naa kaday marai na jaa-ee. ||4||1||3|| 

Raag Suhi Chhant Mehla-4 Ghar-2 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji used the metaphor of marriage of a human bride to 

describe the union of the soul with God. In this shabad, he describes the entire process 

in direct terms and states what happens, when following Guru’s advice, a person starts 

singing God’s praises, and how a person advances from one spiritual stage to another. 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, the person who under) Guru's guidance keeps singing 

God’s praises, lovingly keeps enshrining (these merits of God) in the heart, and keeps 

enjoying the relish (of God’s merits) with the tongue, that person becomes pleasing to 

God, who then comes to meet (that human being) in a very natural sort of way. Then 

day and night that person enjoys the pleasures (of singing God’s praises), sleeps in a 

state of peace, and remains attuned to (God, through the Guru’s) word. (O’ my 

friends, it is) by great good fortune that we obtain the perfect Guru, (the one he who is 

thus blessed), day and night meditates on (God's) Name. O’ Nanak, in quite a natural 

way (God) the Light of the world has met that person, and such a person remains 

merged in a state where no thoughts arise in the mind.”(1) 

Guru Ji now explains how the company of saint (Guru) helps a person become 

immaculate, and remain united with God. He says: “(O’ my friends, whom God) 

unites with the company of saint (Guru, sheds the dirt of evil habits, as if he or she has) 

bathed in the immaculate divine pool. When one bathes in the immaculate pool (of 

God’s) Name, one sheds the dirt (of evils), and one’s body (soul) becomes 

immaculate. When the dirt of evil intellect is gone, all one’s doubt and fear vanishes,  
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and the pain (caused by) ego is dispelled. Then one’s dirt of evil intellect goes away, 

doubt also flies away and the pain caused by ego is (also) destroyed. But it is only 

through God's grace that one obtains the company of saint (Guru) and obtains 

residence in one’s own home (the abode of God. Then) O’ Nanak, with the tongue one 

delightfully enjoys relish of songs in God’s praise, and (God’s) Name becomes 

manifest within.”(2) 

Next Guru Ji tells us, what one  ought to do to swim across the worldly ocean, and 

how the Guru helps the one, who follows his advice. He says: “(O’ my friends, one) 

should reflect on the jewel (of God’s Name) in him or her. Following Guru’s advice, 

one should love God’s Name. (When one) loves God’s Name, then through his word 

(the Guru) dispels the darkness of (one’s spiritual) ignorance, and ferries that person 

across (the world ocean). Then within that person burns the bright light (of divine) 

wisdom, and the body temple looks beauteous. (In this way, the one who decorates 

oneself, by surrendering the body and mind to God), sounds pleasing to the eternal 

God. In short, O’ Nanak, whatever God the Master says, we should whole heartedly 

do exactly that, (one who does that) merges in (God’s) embrace.”(3) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad by describing how a human soul merges in God’s 

embrace. He says: “(O’ my friends, when God decides to unite a soul with Him, then 

like a bride groom) God the Master arranges for His marriage (or union). Through the 

Guru, He comes to wed (the bride soul). Yes, He comes to wed, and by following 

Guru’s advice, the bride who has obtained that God, becomes dear to her Spouse. At 

that occasion) getting together, the saintly people sing songs of joy, and God Himself 

embellishes her. Such is the uniquely wondrous marriage party that angelic beings, 

heavenly singers, and attendants of gods come (to participate in this marriage). O’ 

Nanak, (then the bride soul says to herself), I have obtained the eternal God (as my 

Spouse), who never dies nor goes (away).”(4-1-3) 

The message of this shabad is that we should seek the company of the Guru’s 

followers, who may unite us with the Guru (and his Gurbani, as contained in 

Guru Granth Sahib). So that we may sing praises of God, and enshrine love for 

God’s Name in our hearts. A stage would come, when showing His mercy, God 

would remove all our faults, embellish us with virtues, and then He Himself 

would unite us with Him. 

raag soohee chhant mehlaa 4 

ghar 3 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

aavho sant janhu gun gaavah govind 
kayray raam. 

gurmukh mil rahee-ai ghar vaajeh 

sabad ghanayray raam. 
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sabad ghanayray har parabh tayray 

too kartaa sabh thaa-ee. 
ahinis japee sadaa saalaahee saach 

sabad liv laa-ee. 

an-din sahj rahai rang raataa raam 
naam rid poojaa. 

naanak gurmukh ayk pachhaanai 

avar na jaanai doojaa. ||1|| 

 

sabh meh rav rahi-aa so parabh 

antarjaamee raam. 
gur sabad ravai rav rahi-aa so parabh 

mayraa su-aamee raam. 

parabh mayraa su-aamee 
antarjaamee ghat ghat ravi-aa so-ee. 

gurmat sach paa-ee-ai sahj samaa-

ee-ai tis bin avar na ko-ee. 

sehjay gun gaavaa jay parabh 
bhaavaa aapay la-ay milaa-ay. 

naanak so parabh sabday jaapai 

ahinis naam Dhi-aa-ay. ||2|| 

 

ih jago dutar manmukh paar na     

paa-ee raam. 
antray ha-umai mamtaa kaam kroDh 

chaturaa-ee raam. 
antar chaturaa-ee thaa-ay na paa-ee 

birthaa janam gavaa-i-aa. 

jam mag dukh paavai chotaa khaavai 
ant ga-i-aa pachhutaa-i-aa. 

bin naavai ko baylee naahee put 

kutamb sut bhaa-ee. 
naanak maa-i-aa moh pasaaraa aagai 

saath na jaa-ee. ||3|| 

 

ha-o poochha-o apnaa satgur daataa 

kin biDh dutar taree-ai raam. 

satgur bhaa-ay chalhu jeevti-aa iv 
maree-ai raam. 

jeevti-aa maree-ai bha-ojal taree-ai 

gurmukh naam samaavai. 
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SGGS  P-776 

pooraa purakh paa-i-aa vadbhaagee 
sach naam liv laavai. 

mat pargaas bha-ee man maani-aa 

raam naam vadi-aa-ee. 

naanak parabh paa-i-aa sabad    

milaa-i-aa jotee jot milaa-ee. 

||4||1||4|| 

Raag Suhi Chhant Mehla-4 Ghar-3 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should seek the company of the 

Guru’s followers, who may unite us with the Guru. So that, we may sing praises of 

God and enshrine love for God’s Name in our heart. A stage would come, when 

showing His mercy, God would remove all our faults, embellish us with virtues, and 

then He Himself would unite us with Him. Therefore in this shabad, Guru Ji invites us 

to come and join him in singing praises of God, and tells us what kinds of blessings 

we obtain, when we do that. 

Addressing us in a very respectful and affectionate manner, Guru Ji says: “Come O' 

dear saintly people, let us sing praises of Master of the universe, so that through 

Guru’s grace we may get united (with God), and in our heart ring numerous melodies 

of the (divine) word.” 

Now Guru Ji goes into rapture and addressing God, he says: “O' God, numerous are 

Your (divine) hymns, and O’ the Creator, You pervade everywhere. (Bless me), that I 

may meditate on Your Name day and night, and always praise You by attuning myself 

to the true word (the Gurbani. Because I know that) imbued with (His) love, who day 

and night worships God’s Name that person remains in a state of peace and poise. 

Nanak says that (such) a Guru’s follower recognizes (and worships) only one (God), 

and does not care for any other.”(1) 

Now Guru Ji describes the greatness of God and tells us how to reach Him. He says: 

“(O’ my friends), God is the inner knower of all hearts, He is pervading in all. The 

person who meditates upon Him through (Gurbani), the Guru's word  sees my Master 

pervading in all. Yes, in each and every heart, it is that God my Master, the inner 

knower of hearts, who is pervading. It is through Guru’s instruction that we obtain the 

eternal (God), and imperceptibly merge in Him, without whom there is no other. (O’ 

my friends, if by God’s grace), I become pleasing to God, then (I too) may sing (His) 

praises, in a state of poise, and on His own He may unite (me with Him). O’ Nanak, 

that God is realized through the (divine) word, therefore one should day and night 

meditate on (His) Name.”(2)  
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However, commenting on the state of affairs of this world, Guru Ji tells us why a 

human being is generally not able to unite with God and end his or her sufferings of 

repeated births and deaths. He says: “(O’ my friends), this world is like an impassable 

ocean, and a self-conceited person cannot cross it. Because within such a person is 

self-conceit, false attachment, lust, anger and cleverness. (The one who has) cunning 

within, doesn’t get anywhere, (is not approved in God’s court, so) wastes his or her 

human birth in vain. (Such a person conducts life in such a way), as if treading on the 

path of the demon of death, where one has to suffer the pain of blows, and in the end 

departs grieving. (Such a person doesn’t realize that) without the Name there is no real 

friend, whether it is son, family, wife, or brother. Because O’ Nanak, all this world is 

the expanse of worldly attachment, which does not accompany us in the yond.”(3) 

In his compassion, Guru Ji concludes the shabad by sharing with us, what he did to 

cross this un-crossable worldly ocean, and unite with God. He says: “(O’ my friends, 

when I went and) asked my beneficent true Guru, how could we cross this dreadful 

(worldly) ocean? (My Guru advised), lead your life in accordance with the will of the 

true Guru, (and this is how) we die while still alive (i.e. live detached from the world, 

while living in it. When in this way), we die while alive, we cross the dreadful worldly 

ocean, and by Guru's grace a person merges in God's Name. Such a person fixes  

attention on the true Name (of God), and by good fortune obtains to the perfect God. 

Then one’s intellect gets illuminated (with divine wisdom), mind is convinced, and 

one obtains honor through God’s Name. (In short) O’ Nanak, the (Guru’s) word has 

united that person with God, and united his or her soul with the (Prime) soul.”(4-1-4) 

The message of this shabad is that we should surrender ourselves so completely to 

the Guru, as if we are dead, as if we don’t have any of our own intellect and 

simply follow the advice contained in the Gurbani. In addition we should sing 

praises of God under Guru's instruction. Then our mind would be illuminated 

with divine wisdom, and meditating on God's Name under Guru’s guidance we 

would be united with God. 

soohee mehlaa 4 ghar 5 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad 

gur sant jano pi-aaraa mai mili-aa 

mayree tarisnaa bujh ga-ee-aasay. 

ha-o man tan dayvaa satigurai mai 
maylay parabh guntaasay. 

Dhan Dhan guroo vad purakh hai mai 

dasay har saabaasay. 

vadbhaagee har paa-i-aa jan naanak 
naam vigaasay. ||1|| 
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gur sajan pi-aaraa mai mili-aa har 

maarag panth dasaahaa. 

ghar aavhu chiree vichhunni-aa mil 
sabad guroo parabh naahaa. 

ha-o tujh baajhahu kharee udeenee-aa 

Ji-o jal bin meen maraahaa. 

vadbhaagee har Dhi-aa-i-aa jan naanak 

naam samaahaa. ||2|| 

 

man dah dis chal chal bharmi-aa 

manmukh bharam bhulaa-i-aa. 

nit aasaa man chitvai man tarisnaa 
bhukh lagaa-i-aa. 

antaa Dhan Dhar dabi-aa fir bikh 

bhaalan ga-i-aa. 

jan naanak naam salaahi too bin naavai 
pach pach mu-i-aa. ||3|| 

 

gur sundar mohan paa-ay karay har 
paraym banee man maari-aa. 

mayrai hirdai suDh buDh visar ga-ee 

man aasaa chint visaari-aa. 

mai antar vaydan paraym kee gur 

daykhat man saaDhaari-aa. 

vadbhaagee parabh aa-ay mil jan 
naanak khin khin vaari-aa. ||4||1||5|| 

Suhi Mehla-4 Ghar-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should surrender ourselves so 

completely to the Guru, as if we are dead, as if we don’t have any of our own intellect 

and simply follow the advice contained in the Gurbani and sing praises of God under 

Guru's instruction. Then our mind would be illuminated with divine wisdom, and 

meditating on God's Name under Guru’s guidance we would be united with God. In 

this shabad, Guru Ji is sharing with us his own spiritual experience and how on 

meeting the Guru he felt blessed, and what his Guru told him about the way to meet 

God. He also tells, what kind of stages his mind passed through, before ultimately 

merging in God, and then what kind of blessings he received. 

He says: “O' my dear saintly devotees of the Guru, I have met the beloved Guru, and 

now all my thirst (for worldly things has been quenched). I surrender my body and 

mind to that true Guru, who unites me with (God), the treasure of merits.  Blessed  
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again and again is that great Guru, who tells me about the praise worthy God. By good 

fortune, Nanak has obtained God, and by getting attuned to (God’s) Name, his mind 

has blossomed forth (with divine bliss).”(1) 

Describing his present state of mind, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, since the time) I 

have met my friend Guru, I keep asking him the way to meet God. (Then as per his 

advice, I keep praying to God, and saying: “(O’ God), come into the house (of my 

heart, and listening to my prayer through Gurbani) the Guru’s word, O’ God my 

spouse come and meet me the long-separated (beloved of Yours). Just as a fish dies 

without water, similarly without You, I remain very sad and depressed. Nanak says 

those devotees have merged in His Name, who by good fortune have meditated on 

God.”(2) 

However, instead of meditating on God’s Name, many conceited people keep running 

after worldly wealth, even when they have accumulated it in abundance and they 

ultimately waste their entire life in that useless rat race. Talking about such self-

conceited persons, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), the mind of a self- conceited person 

keeps wandering in all the ten different directions, (because God has) strayed it in 

doubt. Every day, such a person entertains hopes (for more and more wealth, because 

his or her mind is afflicted with thirst and hunger (for worldly riches. Even though, 

that person might have) hoarded unaccountable wealth underground or in secret bank 

accounts), but still goes out to search for (more of this worldly) poison. Devotee 

Nanak (says, O’ human being), you better meditate on (God’s) Name, because without 

the Name one dies, being consumed (in the fire like desire for worldly wealth).”(3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by describing his own state of mind, on meeting his 

Guru, and following his instructions. He says: “(O’ my friends), on meeting the 

beauteous and captivating Guru, my mind has been pierced by the arrows of his loving 

word the (Gurbani. From my heart is forsaken its intellect and understanding, and my 

mind has shed off (all worldly) desires or worries. Upon seeing the Guru, my mind 

has become contented (as for as worldly desires are concerned, and) within me is the 

(pleasing) pain of love. (Now it keeps on praying to God and saying: “It would be his 

good fortune, if O’ God, You come and meet him, devotee Nanak is a sacrifice to 

You, bit by bit.”(4-1-5) 

The message of this shabad is that we should read and understand what Gurbani 

says, and acting on its advice, still our worldly thirsts and hungers, and meditate 

on God’s Name. Then just as a fish craves for water, we should pray for His 

vision, so that He may bless us also with His sight. 

soohee chhant mehlaa 4. 

maarayhis vay jan ha-umai bikhi-aa Jin 
har parabh milan na ditee-aa. 

dayh kanchan vay vannee-aa in  ha-umai 

maar vigutee-aa. 
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moh maa-i-aa vay sabh kaalkhaa in 
manmukh moorh sajutee-aa. 

jan naanak gurmukh ubray gur sabdee 

ha-umai chhutee-aa. ||1|| 
 

vas aanihu vay jan is man ka-o man 
baasay Ji-o nit bha-udi-aa. 

dukh rain vay vihaanee-aa nit aasaa aas 

karaydi-aa. 

gur paa-i-aa vay sant jano man aas 
pooree har cha-udi-aa. 

jan naanak parabh dayh matee chhad 

aasaa nit sukh sa-udi-aa. ||2|| 
 

saa Dhan aasaa chit karay raam  raaJi-aa 

har parabh sayjrhee-ai aa-ee. 

mayraa thaakur agam da-i-aal hai raam 

raaJi-aa kar kirpaa layho milaa-ee. 

SGGS  P-777 

mayrai man tan lochaa gurmukhay raam 
raaJi-aa har sarDhaa sayj    vichhaa-ee. 

jan naanak har parabh bhaanee-aa raam 

raaJi-aa mili-aa sahj subhaa-ee. ||3|| 
 

ikat sayjai har parabho raam raaJi-aa gur 

dasay har maylay-ee. 

mai man tan paraym bairaag hai raam 

raaJi-aa gur maylay kirpaa karay-ee. 

ha-o gur vitahu ghol ghumaa-i-aa raam 
raaJi-aa jee-o satgur aagai day-ee. 

gur tuthaa jee-o raam raaJi-aa jan 

naanak har maylay-ee. 
||4||2||6||5||7||6||18|| 

Suhi Chhantt Mehla-4 

In stanza (3) of the previous shabad, Guru Ji stated that “every day, a self-conceited 

person entertains hopes (for more and more wealth, because his or her mind is 

afflicted with thirst and hunger (for worldly riches. Even though, one might have) 

hoarded unaccountable wealth underground or in secret bank accounts), one still goes  
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out to search for (more of this worldly) poison.” Guru Ji begins this shabad, by 

advising us to completely destroy our ego and this burning desire for worldly wealth. 

He also tells us other specific steps to reach our objective. 

Addressing us in a respectful and friendly way, Guru Ji says: “O' dear devotee (of 

God), destroy this ego of the poison (of worldly riches), which has not let you meet 

God. Your body is valuable like gold, but this self-conceit has destroyed it. The Maya 

(worldly riches and power) is a pure evil commodity, but the egocentric (person) has 

fully attached him to it. Devotee Nanak says, that the Guru’s followers are saved 

(from this worldly attachment, and by acting on the) Guru’s word, they have been 

saved from ego.”(1) 

Continuing his advice, Guru Ji says: “(O' my friends), bring your mind under control, 

which keeps on wandering (in search of worldly wealth) like a wild hawk. Every day 

hoping (for more wealth), the entire night (of human life) passes in pain. But O' saints, 

the one who has obtained the Guru, by meditating on God's Name, the) desire of that 

one’s heart has been fulfilled. O’ God, give devotee Nanak this wisdom, that he may 

shed the desire (for worldly riches), and the night (of his life) may pass sleeping in 

peace.”(2)  

Now in the metaphor of the young bride, who truly loves and longs for the company 

of her groom, Guru Ji describes, how a true devotee of God, keeps praying and 

inviting God into his heart. He says: “(O’ my friends), the bride (soul, who truly loves 

God, her Spouse) daily keeps hoping (for union with the Groom) in her mind, and 

keeps saying: “O God, the king come to the bed (of my heart. O’ my friends), my 

Master is inaccessible and compassionate, (so I keep praying to Him, O’ God): 

“Showing Your mercy, unite me (with You). By Guru's grace, in my mind and body a 

craving (to meet You) has arisen, so I have spread out my bed of devotion (for You in 

my heart). O’ God, the king, devotee Nanak (knows that those bride souls), who are 

pleasing to God, to them He has come and met all-too spontaneously.”(3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad, with a very beautiful example of how the Guru unites 

us with God, who although so near, seems so far away from us. Using the same 

metaphor of a young bride for a human being, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), on the 

same bed (of the bride soul’s heart) is God the king, (whom) the Guru tells this, that 

bride soul he unites with God. O’ God the king, in my mind and body is love and 

longing (for You, but only the bride on whom the Guru shows mercy, he unites with 

God. I am a sacrifice to my Guru, O' my God the  King, and I surrender my soul to 

him. Devotee Nanak says, on whom, the Guru is pleased, that bride he unites with 

God.”(4-2-6-5-7-6-18). 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to meet God then we have to read, 

understand, and act on what Gurbani says. We have to abandon our ego and all 

our false worldly desires and attachments, and instead have a strong love and 

craving for union with God. A stage will come, when Guru will become so kind to 

us, that he will reveal God residing right in our heart, and will merge us in His 

eternal union. 

Detail of Shabads: M: 1=5, M: 3=7, M: 4=6, Total=18 
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raag soohee chhant mehlaa 5 ghar 1 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

sun baavray too kaa-ay daykh bhulaanaa. 

sun baavray nayhu koorhaa laa-i-o 

kusambh rangaanaa. 

koorhee daykh bhulo adh lahai na mulo 
govid naam majeethaa. 

theeveh laalaa at gulaalaa sabad cheen 

gur meethaa. 

mithi-aa mohi magan thee rahi-aa jhooth 
sang laptaanaa. 

naanak deen saran kirpaa niDh raakh laaj 

bhagtaanaa. ||1|| 

 

sun baavray sayv thaakur naath 

paraanaa. 
sun baavray jo aa-i-aa tis jaanaa. 

nihchal habh vaisee sun pardaysee 

satsang mil rahee-ai. 

har paa-ee-ai bhaagee sun bairaagee 

charan parabhoo geh rahee-ai. 

ayhu man deejai sank na keejai gurmukh 
taj baho maanaa. 

naanak deen bhagat bhav taaran tayray 

ki-aa gun aakh vakhaanaa. ||2|| 

 

sun baavray ki-aa keechai koorhaa 

maano. 
sun baavray habh vaisee garab gumaano. 

nihchal habh jaanaa mithi-aa maanaa 

sant parabhoo ho-ay daasaa. 

jeevat maree-ai bha-ojal taree-ai jay 
theevai karam likhi-aasaa. 

gur sayveejai amrit peejai Jis laaveh sahj 

Dhi-aano. 

naanak saran pa-i-aa har du-aarai ha-o 

bal bal sad kurbaano. ||3|| 
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sun baavray mat jaaneh parabh mai    
paa-i-aa. 

sun baavray thee-o rayn Jinee parabh 

Dhi-aa-i-aa. 

Jin parabh Dhi-aa-i-aa tin sukh paa-i-aa 

vadbhaagee darsan paa-ee-ai. 

thee-o nimaanaa sad kurbaanaa saglaa 
aap mitaa-ee-ai. 

oh Dhan bhaag suDhaa Jin parabh 

laDhaa ham tis peh aap vaychaa-i-aa. 

naanak deen saran sukh saagar raakh 
laaj apnaa-i-aa. ||4||1|| 

Raag Suhi Chhant Mehla-5 Ghar-1 

It is a common observation that generally one remains engrossed in amassing Maya or 

worldly riches and power. One is so much preoccupied in this pursuit, as if one is 

madly in love with it. But one doesn’t realize that this Maya is very transitory, and 

ultimately its pursuit is fruitless. Because, often times these worldly riches abandon a 

person in the lifetime itself, but definitely after one’s death. Moreover this Maya, for 

amassing which one puts oneself through so much effort and pain, brings no real 

peace or happiness in the end. In this shabad, Guru Ji wants to awaken us to this 

reality and tells us a far better way to find true and lasting happiness.  

Addressing us in a very affectionate but stern way, Guru Ji says: “Listen, O' silly man, 

why looking (at the false glitter of Maya, the worldly riches and power), you are going 

astray. Yes, listen O' crazy person you have attached yourself to the false love (of 

Maya) which is transitory like the color of a safflower. This false (Maya), seeing 

which you have gone astray, (upon death) doesn’t bring the value of even half a 

penny, (instead) God’s Name (is of everlasting value) like the fast color of madder. 

By reflecting on the sweet word of the Guru, (you would become so deeply imbued 

with the love of God, as if) you have become red like a deep pink flower. But you are 

completely intoxicated and engrossed in the false (worldly) attachment and you are 

attached to falsehood. Nanak (suggests that you pray and say to God): “O' the treasure 

of mercy, I the poor one have come to Your shelter, save the honor of Your 

devotee.”(1) 

After awakening us to the reality of fruitless worldly pursuits, Guru Ji suggests, what 

we should do instead of running after worldly riches. He says: “Listen, O' crazy one, 

serve (remember) that God who is the Master of your life-breath. Listen O' silly 

human being, whosoever has come (in this world) has also to go (from here). Listen 

O’ foreigner (this world, which you think as) everlasting, would all go away, 

(therefore) we should remain united with the company of saint (Guru). Listen O'  
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stranger (to this world), we should remain firmly attached to the feet (Name) of God, 

because it is only by good fortune that we attain Him. Without entertaining any doubt, 

we should surrender our mind to the Guru, and (follow his advice, without any 

question), and in this way following Guru’s advice, we should shed off our extreme 

self-conceit. Nanak (says, O’ man pray to God and say to Him): ‘O' God, who ferries 

the meek and the devotees across the dreadful (worldly) ocean, which of Your merits I 

may utter and describe (please ferry me  across).”(2) 

Cautioning us against false pride and telling us what is the right way to live in this 

world, Guru Ji says: “Listen O' crazy one, what is the use of engaging in false pride? 

Yes, listen O' silly human being, all your pride and ego will (soon) vanish. (Because 

this world, which you deem as) everlasting, has all to go away (one day, therefore) 

false is the pride (of any worldly things). You should live here (humbly follow the 

advice) of God’s saints, (as if you are their) servant. If such, be your pre-ordained 

destiny, (then remain so humble, as if) you are dead while alive. (This is how) we 

cross the dreadful worldly ocean. The one whom (God) imperceptibly attunes to His 

meditation, serves the Guru (by following his advice), and drinks the nectar (of 

Name). Nanak has sought the shelter of God’s door, (and says: “O God), I am always 

a sacrifice to You.”(3) 

Before concluding the shabad, Guru Ji cautions us against any self-conceit on account 

of our devotion to God, even when we have obtained His grace and sight. He says: 

“Listen O’ crazy one, don’t ever think that you have obtained God (on your own). 

Listen O’ mad person, (keep humbly serving) those who have meditated on God, as if 

you have become the dust of their feet. Because, they who have contemplated on God 

have obtained peace, (but) it is by good fortune that we obtain (His) vision. Therefore, 

becoming humble, always (remaining ready to) be a sacrifice to them), we should 

erase our self (conceit). Blessed is that fortunate person, who has found God, and I 

have sold off myself to him. Nanak says: “O' Ocean of Peace, poor Nanak has sought 

Your shelter, own him and save his honor.”(4-1)  

The message of this shabad is that we should realize that all these worldly things, 

which seem so sweet and attracting are false, we should not get ourselves 

engrossed in them. Instead we should seek the shelter and guidance of the saints 

who have meditated on God and have already obtained His sight. Following their 

advice we should get totally imbued with the love of God, but we should be 

cautious that even if we realize God, we should still remain humble and never 

feel conceited thinking that it is by our efforts, we have obtained God. Then we 

will get permanently accepted as God’s own, and enjoy eternal peace.  

soohee mehlaa 5. 

har charan kamal kee tayk satgur 

ditee tus kai bal raam jee-o. 
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SGGS  P-778 

har amrit bharay bhandaar sabh kichh 
hai ghar tis kai bal raam jee-o. 

baabul mayraa vad samrathaa karan 

kaaran parabh haaraa. 

Jis simrat dukh ko-ee na laagai bha-ojal 

paar utaaraa. 

aad jugaad bhagtan kaa raakhaa ustat 
kar kar jeevaa. 

naanak naam mahaa ras meethaa      

an-din man tan peevaa. ||1|| 

 

har aapay la-ay milaa-ay ki-o 

vaychhorhaa theev-ee bal raam jee-o. 

Jis no tayree tayk so sadaa sad jeev-ee 
bal raam jee-o. 

tayree tayk tujhai tay paa-ee saachay 

sirjanhaaraa. 
Jis tay khaalee ko-ee naahee aisaa 

parabhoo hamaaraa. 

sant janaa mil mangal gaa-i-aa din rain 
aas tumHaaree. 

safal daras bhayti-aa gur pooraa naanak 

sad balihaaree. ||2|| 

 

sammHli-aa sach thaan maan mahat 

sach paa-i-aa bal raam jee-o. 

satgur mili-aa da-i-aal gun abhinaasee 
gaa-i-aa bal raam jee-o. 

gun govind gaa-o nit nit paraan 

pareetam su-aamee-aa. 

subh divas aa-ay geh kanth laa-ay milay 

antarjaamee-aa. 

sat santokh vajeh vaajay anhadaa 
jhunkaaray. 

sun bhai binaasay sagal naanak parabh 

purakh karnaihaaray. ||3|| 
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upJi-aa tat gi-aan saahurai pay-ee-ai ik 
har bal raam jee-o. 

barahmai barahm mili-aa ko-ay na 

saakai bhinn kar bal raam jee-o. 

bisam paykhai bisam sunee-ai bismaad 
nadree aa-i-aa. 

jal thal mahee-al pooran su-aamee ghat 

ghat rahi-aa samaa-i-aa. 

Jis tay upJi-aa tis maahi samaa-i-aa 

keemat kahan na jaa-ay. 

Jis kay chalat na jaahee lakh-nay 
naanak tiseh Dhi-aa-ay. ||4||2|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

In the previous so many shabads, Guru Ji has been telling us that if we want to meet 

God and enjoy the bliss of His union we have to first seek the shelter of our Guru. 

Then under his guidance, we have to remember God's Name and sing His praise. Only 

then we can meet God. In this shabad, Guru Ji shares with us how his Guru blessed 

him with all the needed support and guidance and since then what kind of blessings he 

has been enjoying.  

He says: “(O’ my friends), becoming gracious, my true Guru has given me the support 

of God's lotus feet (His immaculate Name). I am a sacrifice to that God, whose 

storehouses are brimful with the rejuvenating nectar (of Name); everything is there in 

His house. (God), my father is very powerful, that God is the cause of all causes. 

Contemplating whom no malady afflicts, and who ferries us across the dreadful 

(worldly) ocean. From the beginning of the ages, He has been the savior of (His) 

devotees; I live by continuously praising Him. O’ Nanak, very sweet is the nectar of 

(God’s Name), day and night I quaff this nectar (by meditating on God, with full 

concentration of my) body and mind.”(1) 

Now expressing his gratitude to God, for blessing him with His union, Guru Ji says: 

“(O’ my friends), I am a sacrifice to my beauteous God. On His own, whom (God) 

unites with Him, that person never gets separated from Him. O’ my God, I am a 

sacrifice to You; the one who has Your Support (spiritually) lives forever. But O' true 

Creator, Your support is obtained from You Yourself (only). Yes, such is our God 

from whose door nobody goes empty handed. Joining together, the saintly people 

have sung songs of joy in Your praise, day and night they look for Your support. 

Nanak is always a sacrifice to You, by Your mercy he has obtained the perfect Guru, 

fruitful is whose vision.”(2) 
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Describing in little more detail, how his union with God came about, and what kind of 

blessings he is enjoying after that, he says: “(O’ my friends), I am a sacrifice to my 

beauteous God. (By God’s grace), whom the merciful true Guru has met, has started 

singing praises of the imperishable God. That person has obtained to the place of the 

eternal God, (and from there) has obtained honor and glory. Therefore, I too keep 

singing praises of God my master the beloved of my soul day after day, (by doing so, I 

feel that) good days of my life have come, (as if) holding me (God) has embraced me 

to His bosom, and I have obtained the Inner Knower of hearts. There is now truth and 

contentment (in my heart, as if) a slow and steady tune of non-stop divine melody 

keeps playing in it. Upon listening (to this divine music) of the all-powerful God, O’ 

Nanak, all my fears have vanished.”(3)  

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by describing the kind of divine wisdom a person 

obtains and what other pleasures, that person enjoys, who meditates on God. He says: 

“(O’ my friends, the one who meditates on God), this essence of wisdom wells up (in 

that person) that there is only one God (who is pervading) both in this and the next 

world. (That person is united with God in such a way, as if) God has met God, and 

now no one can differentiate between the two. (Now everywhere), one sees and hears 

the wondrous (God, and everywhere) the wondrous God meets his eyes. He notes that 

the perfect Master is pervading in land and sea, and is residing in each and every 

heart. From whom he or she was created, has got merged into Him again; the worth 

(of this union) cannot be described. Nanak meditates on that God, whose wonders 

cannot be understood.”(4-2) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to enjoy the blissful union with the 

wonderful God, we should seek the grace of our Guru, who through his 

immaculate word (the Gurbani) would unite us with God. Then while singing His 

praises and meditating on His Name, (God) may one-day show His mercy, and 

unite us in His eternal union, and we too may see and enjoy the sight of that 

wonderful God.  

raag soohee chhant mehlaa 5 ghar 2 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

gobind gun gaavan laagay. 

har rang an-din jaagay. 

har rang jaagay paap bhaagay milay sant 

pi-aari-aa. 

gur charan laagay bharam bhaagay kaaj 
sagal savaari-aa. 

sun sarvan banee sahj jaanee har naam 

jap vadbhaagai 

binvant naanak saran su-aamee jee-o 

pind parabh aagai. ||1|| 
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anhat sabad suhaavaa. 

sach mangal har jas gaavaa. 

gun gaa-ay har har dookh naasay rahas 

upjai man ghanaa. 

man tann nirmal daykh darsan naam 

parabh kaa mukh bhanaa. 

SGGS  P-779 

ho-ay rayn saaDhoo parabh araaDhoo 
aapnay parabh bhaavaa. 

binvant naanak da-i-aa Dhaarahu sadaa 

har gun gaavaa. ||2|| 

 

gur mil saagar tari-aa. 

har charan japat nistari-aa. 

har charan Dhi-aa-ay sabh fal paa-ay 

mitay aavan jaanaa. 

bhaa-ay bhagat subhaa-ay har jap 
aapnay parabh bhaavaa. 

jap ayk alakh apaar pooran tis binaa 

nahee ko-ee. 

binvant naanak gur bharam kho-i-aa jat 
daykhaa tat so-ee. ||3|| 

 

patit paavan har naamaa. 

pooran sant janaa kay kaamaa. 

gur sant paa-i-aa parabh Dhi-aa-i-aa 

sagal ichhaa punnee-aa. 

ha-o taap binsay sadaa sarsay parabh 

milay chiree vichhunni-aa. 

man saat aa-ee vajee vaDhaa-ee manhu 
kaday na veesrai. 

binvant naanak satgur drirh-aa-i-aa sadaa 

bhaj jagdeesrai. ||4||1||3|| 

Raag Suhi Chhant Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to enjoy the blissful    

union with the wonderful God, we should seek the grace of our Guru, who through  
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his immaculate word (the Gurbani) would unite us with God. Then while singing His 

praises and meditating on His Name, (God) may one day show His mercy, and unite 

us in His eternal union. In this shabad, he elaborates on the blessings, people obtain 

by singing God’s praises.  

He says: "(O’ my friends), they whom the beloved saint (Guru) meets, start singing 

praises of God, being attuned to God’s love, day and night they keep awake (and 

cautious to the worldly allurements). Swayed by the love for God, they remain 

cautious (about the worldly enticements) and sins run away (from them. They who are 

thus) attuned to singing praises of God of the universe, their doubts hasten away, and 

all their tasks are accomplished. Hearing the Guru's hymns with their ears, and 

meditating on God’s Name, those fortunate persons have realized a state of peace and 

poise. Very fortunate are they who meditate on (God’s) Name. Nanak submits that he 

has sought the shelter of his Master, and surrenders his body and mind before that 

God.”(1) 

Continuing to describe the blessings those persons enjoy who sing praises of God, 

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, they) who sing songs of joy in praise of the eternal 

God, start listening the unstuck (melody of) the divine beauteous word. By singing 

praises (of God) again and again, their sorrows flee away, and an intense feeling of 

divine bliss arises (in their minds. Therefore, I too feel that becoming humble), like 

the dust of saints’ feet, I may meditate on God, so that I may look pleasing to God. 

(So I pray to God, and say: “O’ God), Nanak submits, please show mercy (upon me 

and bless me) that I may always sing (Your) praises.”(2) 

But that is not all. Listing still some more blessings one obtains on meeting the Guru 

and following his advice, Guru Ji says: "(O’ my friends), the one who has met the 

Guru, has crossed over (the worldly) ocean. (Because by following the Guru’s advice) 

and by meditating on God’s lotus feet (His Name), has been emancipated. Not only 

that), by meditating on God’s Name, one has obtained all the fruits (of one’s heart’s 

desires), and one’s coming and going (or the rounds of birth and death) also come to 

an end. By worshipping God, with loving devotion, and in a state of poise, one 

becomes pleasing to one’s God. (Therefore, O’ my friend, you too should) meditate 

on that one, indescribable, infinite, and perfect (God, because) except for Him, there is 

no other (God). Nanak humbly submits: “The Guru has dispelled (all my) doubt, (and 

now) wherever I look, I (behold) that same (God).”(3)   

Therefore, concluding this shabad, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), God's Name is the 

purifier of sinners. It fulfills (all the) tasks of saintly people. They who met the saint 

Guru, and meditated on God, all their wishes were fulfilled. Their maladies of ego 

vanished, they felt always in good spirits, and met God, from whom they had been 

separated for a very long time. Within their minds came a sense of peace (and they felt 

so happy, as if they had) received a message of congratulations; (and God) never gets 

forsaken from their minds. Nanak submits, that the true Guru has firmly instructed me 

to always meditate on the God of the universe.”(4-1-3) 
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The message of this shabad is that following Guru’s instruction, we should 

remain awake to the worldly allurements, sing praises of God and meditate on 

His Name. By doing so all our problems of ego would vanish, and God would 

come to reside in our heart. Then we would feel, that all our wishes have been 

fulfilled, and we are enjoying an everlasting peace and poise. 

raag soohee chhant mehlaa 5 ghar 3 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

too thaakuro bairaagro mai jayhee ghan 

chayree raam. 
tooN saagro ratnaagro ha-o saar na 

jaanaa tayree raam. 

saar na jaanaa too vad daanaa kar 
mihramat saaN-ee. 

kirpaa keejai saa mat deejai aath pahar 

tuDh Dhi-aa-ee. 

garab na keejai rayn hoveejai taa gat    

jee-aray tayree. 

sabh oopar naanak kaa thaakur mai 
jayhee ghan chayree raam. ||1|| 

 

tumH ga-uhar at gahir gambheeraa tum 
pir ham bahuree-aa raam. 

tum vaday vaday vad oochay ha-o itneek 

lahuree-aa raam. 

ha-o kichh naahee ayko toohai aapay aap 
sujaanaa. 

amrit darisat nimakh parabh jeevaa sarab 

rang ras maanaa. 

charnah sarnee daasah daasee man     
ma-ulai tan haree-aa. 

naanak thaakur sarab samaanaa aapan 

bhaavan karee-aa. ||2|| 

 

tujh oopar mayraa hai maanaa toohai 

mayraa taanaa raam. 

surat mat chaturaa-ee tayree too     

jaanaa-ihi jaanaa raam. 

so-ee jaanai so-ee pachhaanai jaa ka-o 
nadar siranday. 
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manmukh bhoolee bahutee raahee 

faathee maa-i-aa fanday. 

thaakur bhaanee saa gunvantee tin hee 
sabh rang maanaa. 

naanak kee Dhar toohai thaakur too 

naanak kaa maanaa. ||3|| 

 

ha-o vaaree vanjaa gholee vanjaa too 

parbat mayraa olHaa raam. 

ha-o bal jaa-ee lakh lakh lakh baree-aa 
Jin bharam pardaa kholHaa raam. 

SGGS  P-780 

mitay anDhaaray tajay bikaaray thaakur 
si-o man maanaa. 

parabh jee bhaanee bha-ee nikaanee 

safal janam parvaanaa. 

bha-ee amolee bhaaraa tolee mukat jugat 
dar kholHaa. 

kaho naanak ha-o nirbha-o ho-ee so 

parabh mayraa olHaa. ||4||1||4|| 

Raag Suhi Chhantt Mehla-5 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that following Guru’s instruction, we 

should remain awake to the worldly allurements, sing praises of God and meditate on 

His Name. By doing so all our problems of ego would vanish, and God would come to 

reside in our heart. Then we would feel that all our wishes have been fulfilled, and we 

are enjoying an everlasting peace and poise. In this shabad, Guru Ji shows us with 

what kind of true humility devotion and love he himself sings God’s praises and what 

kind of confidence he has in God’s protection. 

He says: "O’ God, You are the carefree and detached Master (of us all). There are 

myriads of slave girls like me (to serve You). You are like an ocean of jewels (of 

virtues), but I do not know Your worth. Yes, You are very wise, but I do not know 

Your worth, O’ my Master, have mercy on me. Please do this favor, and bless me with 

such wisdom, that day and night I may meditate upon You. (O’ my soul), we should 

never feel proud, instead we should become (humble) like dust (of the feet of others), 

only then you would obtain high spiritual state. (We should remember that) above all 

is the Master of Nanak, and there are myriads of slave girls like me (to serve 

Him).”(1) 
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Continuing his praises of God, Guru Ji says: "O’ God, You are deep and of profound 

wisdom. You are the groom and I am Your bride. You are the highest of the high and 

I am such a small entity. I am nothing, it is only You who is there, and You Yourself 

are the wise one. (O’ God, even by) a little bit of Your nectar like glance of grace, I 

feel rejuvenated, and enjoy the relish of all kinds of spiritual pleasures. (O’ God), I 

have sought the shelter of Your feet, I am the slave of Your slaves; (with Your glance 

of grace, my) mind comes into bloom, and the body feels invigorated. O’ Nanak, my 

Master is pervading in all (beings), and He does what pleases Him.”(2) 

Describing how much he depends on God for his protection, Guru Ji states: (O’ God), 

You are the source of my pride, and it is upon You, that I lean. Whatever knowledge, 

wisdom, or cleverness I have is all Your (gift), and I only know what You teach me. 

But, that one alone knows, and that one alone realizes (the true path of life) on whom 

is the grace of God. Otherwise a self- conceited (bride soul) remains lost in many 

paths, and remains caught in the net of Maya (or worldly riches and power). Only that 

(bride soul), who is pleasing to the Master, is the meritorious one, and she alone has 

enjoyed all pleasures. O’ my Master, You alone are the support of Nanak, and You 

Yourself are the pride of Nanak.”(3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: "(O’ God), I am a sacrifice to You, because You are a 

mountain like shield for me. Yes, I am sacrifice million upon millions of times (to 

You), who has removed the curtain of doubt (from my mind). My darkness (of 

ignorance) has been erased, I have shed off evils, and my mind is pleased with the 

Master. (The bride soul, who) becomes pleasing to God, becomes independent (of 

worldly people); her human birth becomes fruitful and approved (in God’s court. Her 

life) becomes invaluable and full of virtues. For her the way and door to salvation 

(from worldly evils) is opened. (In short), Nanak says, I have become fearless, 

because that God is my shield.”(4-1-4) 

The message of this shabad is that we should never feel that we are doing any 

kind of favor to the Guru or God, if we are doing any charitable work, or 

performing religious duties. Instead we should remember that there are millions 

of persons like us, who are doing God’s work. If we are doing any such thing, we 

should consider it as God’s favor on us, and not the other way around. When we 

are favored by the Guru and he brings us close to God, instead of feeling any ego, 

we should become more humble, and feel all the more grateful to the Guru and 

God for blessing us with so many pleasures and virtues.  

soohee mehlaa 5. 

saajan purakh satgur mayraa pooraa tis 

bin avar na jaanaa raam. 

maat pitaa bhaa-ee sut banDhap jee-a 

paraan man bhaanaa raam. 

jee-o pind sabh tis kaa dee-aa sarab 
gunaa bharpooray. 
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antarjaamee so parabh mayraa sarab 

rahi-aa bharpooray. 

taa kee saran sarab sukh paa-ay ho-ay 
sarab kali-aanaa. 

sadaa sadaa parabh ka-o balihaarai 

naanak sad kurbaanaa. ||1|| 

 

aisaa gur vadbhaagee paa-ee-ai Jit mili-ai 

parabh jaapai raam. 

janam janam kay kilvikh utreh har sant 
Dhoorhee nit naapai raam. 

har Dhoorhee naa-ee-ai parabhoo       

Dhi-aa-ee-ai baahurh jon na aa-ee-ai. 

gur charnee laagay bharam bha-o 

bhaagay man chindi-aa fal paa-ee-ai. 

har gun nit gaa-ay naam Dhi-aa-ay fir 
sog naahee santaapai. 

naanak so parabh jee-a kaa daataa 

pooraa Jis partaapai. ||2|| 

 

har haray har gun niDhay har santan kai 

vas aa-ay raam. 

sant charan gur sayvaa laagay tinee 
param pad paa-ay raam. 

param pad paa-i-aa aap mitaa-i-aa har 

pooran kirpaa Dhaaree. 

safal janam ho-aa bha-o bhaagaa har 
bhayti-aa ayk muraaree. 

Jis kaa saa tin hee mayl lee-aa jotee jot 

samaa-i-aa. 

naanak naam niranjan japee-ai mil satgur 

sukh paa-i-aa. ||3|| 

 

gaa-o manglo nit har janhu punnee ichh 
sabaa-ee raam. 

rang ratay apunay su-aamee saytee 

marai na aavai jaa-ee raam. 

abhinaasee paa-i-aa naam Dhi-aa-i-aa 

sagal manorath paa-ay. 
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saaNt sahj aanand ghanayray gur charnee 

man laa-ay. 

poor rahi-aa ghat ghat abhinaasee thaan 
thanantar saa-ee. 

kaho naanak kaaraj saglay pooray gur 

charnee man laa-ee. ||4||2||5|| 

Suhi Mehla 5 

In the previous shabad Guru Ji advised us that when we are favored by the Guru and 

he brings us close to God, instead of feeling any ego, we should become more 

humble, and feel all the more grateful to the Guru and God for blessing us with so 

many pleasures and virtues. In this shabad, he shares with us, what kind of blessings 

one obtains from one’s true Guru, and what kind of wonderful and unique virtues the 

Guru possesses.  

He says: "(O’ my friends), my true and perfect Guru is my close friend, except for him 

I don’t know anybody else (who could give me divine guidance). He seems loving to 

my mind, like my mother, father, brother, son, kin, and my life breath. (My Guru has 

given me this understanding) that all our body and soul has been given to us by that 

(God, who is) brimful with all merits. That God of mine, the Inner Knower of hearts is 

pervading everywhere. In His shelter I have obtained all comforts, and am blessed in 

every way. Ever and forever, Nanak is a sacrifice to God, and is forever dedicated to 

Him.”(1) 

Describing, how fortunate one should consider oneself, if one finds the guidance of a 

true Guru, and what kind of blessings one obtains, if one is so fortunate, Guru Ji says: 

"(O’ my friends), it is only by good fortune, that we find such a Guru, meeting whom, 

we start understanding God. (Upon meeting such Guru, when one carefully and 

regularly listens to Guru’s advice, one’s mind starts getting purified, as if) one is daily 

bathing in the dust of the feet of the saint (Guru), and one’s sins and evils, 

(accumulated) birth after birth are removed. (In this way, if we) bathe in the dust of 

saint’s feet, and meditate on God’s Name), we don’t fall into existences again. By 

attuning to the Guru’s feet (his immaculate word or Gurbani), our dreads and doubts 

flee away, and we obtain the fruit of our heart’s desire. (In short, O’ my friends, one) 

who daily sings songs in praise of God, and meditates on (God's) Name, sorrow or 

grief doesn’t afflict that one again. O’) Nanak, that God is the Giver of life, perfect is 

whose glory."(2) 

Guru Ji now tells us another very important secret about the nature of God, and what 

kinds of blessings He bestows on those, who love and remember Him. He says: “(O’ 

my friends), God is the treasure of merits, (however), He comes under the (loving) 

influence of His saints. (Therefore), they who by humbly touching the feet (and 

following the advice) of the saintly persons, yoked themselves to the service of the 

Guru, have obtained high spiritual status. Yes, the one on whom, God has shown  
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mercy, has abandoned self-conceit, and has obtained supreme (spiritual) status. (In 

this way), one’s human life became fruitful, one’s fear hastened away, and that person 

saw the sight of the one (God), the destroyer of demons. He, to whom one belonged, 

that (God) united that one with Him, and merged that person’s (soul) light with His 

(prime) soul. Therefore O’ Nanak, we should meditate on the Name of the immaculate 

God; by meeting the true Guru (one who has contemplated on God’s Name) has 

obtained peace."(3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad with specific recommendations on the basis of his 

personal experience. He says: "O’ the devotees of God, daily sing songs of joy (in 

praise of God; they who do so), all their wishes are fulfilled. They remain imbued 

with the love of their Master, who neither dies, nor comes and goes. The one who has 

meditated on (God’s) Name has obtained the imperishable (God), and all that one’s 

objectives have been obtained. The one, who attunes one’s mind to the Guru’s feet 

(his immaculate advice), obtains peace, poise, and immense bliss. (Such a person 

realizes that) the imperishable (God) is pervading each and every heart and in all 

spaces and inter space, and O’ Nanak all one’s tasks get accomplished by attuning 

one’s mind to the Guru's feet (his immaculate words, the Gurbani)."(4-2-5) 

The message of this shabad is that following Guru's advice, we should erase our 

self-conceit, and meditate on God's Name. Then our Guru will intercede on our 

behalf, and being under the loving sway of the saints (Guru), God may show His 

grace upon us too and unite us with Himself. 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

kar kirpaa mayray pareetam su-aamee 
naytar daykheh daras tayraa raam. 

laakh jihvaa dayh mayray pi-aaray 

mukh har aaraaDhay mayraa raam. 

har aaraaDhay jam panth saaDhay 
dookh na vi-aapai ko-ee. 

jal thal mahee-al pooran su-aamee jat 

daykhaa tat so-ee. 

bharam moh bikaar naathay parabh 
nayr hoo tay nayraa. 

SGGS  P-781 

naanak ka-o parabh kirpaa keejai naytar 

daykheh daras tayraa. ||1|| 
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kot karan deejeh parabh pareetam har 

gun sunee-ah abhinaasee raam. 

sun sun ih man nirmal hovai katee-ai 
kaal kee faasee raam. 

katee-ai jam faasee simar abhinaasee 

sagal mangal sugi-aanaa. 

har har jap japee-ai din raatee laagai 

sahj Dhi-aanaa. 

kalmal dukh jaaray parabhoo chitaaray 
man kee durmat naasee. 

kaho naanak parabh kirpaa keejai har 

gun sunee-ah avinaasee. ||2|| 

 

karorh hasat tayree tahal kamaaveh 

charan chaleh parabh maarag raam. 

bhav saagar naav har sayvaa jo charhai 
tis taarag raam. 

bhavjal tari-aa har har simri-aa sagal 

manorath pooray. 

mahaa bikaar ga-ay sukh upjay baajay 
anhad tooray. 

man baaNchhat fal paa-ay saglay kudrat 

keem apaarag. 

kaho naanak parabh kirpaa keejai man 

sadaa chalai tayrai maarag. ||3|| 

 

ayho var ayhaa vadi-aa-ee ih Dhan     
ho-ay vadbhaagaa raam. 

ayho rang ayho ras bhogaa har charnee 

man laagaa raam. 

man laagaa charnay parabh kee sarnay 

karan kaaran gopaalaa. 

sabh kichh tayraa too parabh mayraa 
mayray thaakur deen da-i-aalaa. 

mohi nirgun pareetam sukh saagar 

satsang man jaagaa. 

kaho naanak parabh kirpaa keenHee 
charan kamal man laagaa. ||4||3||6|| 
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Suhi Mehla 5 

We mortals generally wish and pray for all kinds of worldly wealth, power, influence, 

and popularity etc. In this shabad, Guru Ji tells us, for what kinds of things he prays to 

God, and indirectly advises us to pray for similar gifts.   

So addressing God in a most loving and respectful way, Guru Ji says: “O’ my beloved 

Master, show Your mercy (and bless me that) my eyes keep seeing Your sight. O’ my 

Beloved, bless me with millions of tongues, and my mouth may keep uttering God’s 

Name. So that by meditating on God’s Name, the path of (troubles laid out by) the 

demon of death is made easy, and no pain afflicts me. The perfect Master is pervading 

in all waters, lands, and skies, wherever I look, it is He who is there. (By meditating 

on God’s Name, all my) doubts, false attachments, and sinful habits have hastened 

away, (and I see) God nearer than near. O’ God, show mercy on Nanak that his eyes 

may keep seeing Your sight."(1) 

In the previous stanza Guru Ji prayed for millions of tongues so that he may sing 

praises of God, but he also wants to listen to God’s praises in every possible way. So 

adding to his prayer, Guru Ji says: “O’ my beloved God, bless me with millions of 

ears, so that I may listen to the merits of imperishable God. Because, by hearing again 

and again (God’s praises, one’s mind) becomes immaculate, and one’s noose of death 

is cut off. Yes, by meditating on the imperishable God, one's noose of death is cut off 

(and one’s mind feels so happy, as if) all kinds of joyous songs are being played in it 

and sublime divine knowledge wells up. (Therefore O’ my friends), day and night we 

should meditate on God's Name (by doing so) one’s mind is imperceptibly attuned (to 

God). By remembering God, all one’s sins and sufferings are burnt away and the 

mind’s evil intellect hastens away. Therefore Nanak says, O’ God show Your mercy 

(and bless me) that we may listen to the merits of the imperishable (God).”(2) 

But Guru Ji is not content just with millions of tongues and millions of ears, so that he 

can utter and listen to God's praises at all times. He wants to show and express his 

love for God in every possible way, and wants to use every part of his body in God’s 

service. Therefore adding to his wish list, Guru Ji prays: “(O’ God bless me that I may 

have) millions of hands engaged in Your service, (and similarly my millions of) feet 

may walk on Your path, (so that I may obey and carry out Your command. O’ my 

friends), service of God is like a boat; whosoever embarks on it, it ferries him or her 

across the dreadful (worldly) ocean. Yes, whosoever has meditated on God’s (Name) 

has crossed the dreadful (worldly ocean), and all his/her wishes have been fulfilled. 

Even one’s worst evils (like ego, lust, and anger) are gone and peace wells up within, 

as if melodies of (divine) non-stop music are playing (in the mind). One obtains all the 

fruits of one’s heart’s desire; there is no price of such limitless blessings of Your 

wonders. Therefore Nanak says, O’ God, please show mercy, (and bless me) that my 

mind may always walk on Your path."(3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by expressing his deep and sincere gratitude to God for 

acceding to his request, and attuning his mind towards Him. So addressing us, he says: 

"(O’ my friends), for me this alone is (the true) blessing, glory, wealth, good fortune, 

and enjoyment of pleasures, that (my) mind is attuned to God’s Name. Yes, my mind  
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is (now) attuned to the feet of God, and has sought the shelter of God of universe, who 

is the cause and doer of every thing. (I say): “O’ my merciful Master of the meek, 

everything belongs to You, and You are my God and Master. O’ the Ocean of virtues, 

I am merit less, but in the company of saints my mind has awakened (to Your love). 

Therefore, Nanak says: “God showed mercy, and my mind was attached to His lotus 

feet (Gurbani, the divine word).”(4-3-6) 

The message of this shabad is that instead of asking for millions of dollars, 

magnificent houses or dominions over hundreds of countries, we should beg from 

God millions of tongues, ears, hands, and feet. So that we may sing, and listen to 

God’s praises, and engage in many virtuous activities for the welfare of the 

universe created by God, and our mind and body always remain engaged in 

thoughts about God, and nothing else. A stage would come, when God would 

show His mercy, and would bless us with such a state of peace, poise, and bliss, as 

if a continuous non-stop melody of divine music is always playing in our mind. 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

har japay har mandar saaji-aa sant 

bhagat gun gaavahi raam. 

simar simar su-aamee parabh apnaa 
saglay paap tajaaveh raam. 

har gun gaa-ay param pad paa-i-aa 

parabh kee ootam banee. 

sahj kathaa parabh kee at meethee 
kathee akath kahaanee. 

bhalaa sanjog moorat pal saachaa 

abichal neev rakhaa-ee. 

jan naanak parabh bha-ay da-i-aalaa 
sarab kalaa ban aa-ee. ||1|| 
 

aanandaa vajeh nit vaajay paarbarahm 

man voothaa raam. 

gurmukhay sach karnee saaree binsay 
bharam bhai jhoothaa raam. 

anhad banee gurmukh vakhaanee jas 

sun sun man tan hari-aa. 

sarab sukhaa tis hee ban aa-ay jo 
parabh apnaa kari-aa. 

ghar meh nav niDh bharay bhandaaraa 

raam naam rang laagaa. 

naanak jan parabh kaday na visrai 

pooran jaa kay bhaagaa. ||2|| 
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chhaa-i-aa parabh chhatarpat keenHee 

saglee tapat binaasee raam. 

dookh paap kaa dayraa dhaathaa kaaraj 
aa-i-aa raasee raam. 

har parabh furmaa-i-aa mitee balaa-i-aa 

saach Dharam punn fali-aa. 

SGGS  P-782 

so parabh apunaa sadaa Dhi-aa-ee-ai 

sovat baisat khali-aa. 

gun niDhaan sukh saagar su-aamee jal 
thal mahee-al so-ee. 

jan naanak parabh kee sarnaa-ee tis bin 

avar na ko-ee. ||3|| 

 

mayraa ghar bani-aa ban taal bani-aa 

parabh parsay har raa-i-aa raam. 

mayraa man sohi-aa meet saajan sarsay 
gun mangal har gaa-i-aa raam. 

gun gaa-ay parabhoo Dhi-aa-ay 

saachaa sagal ichhaa paa-ee-aa. 

gur charan laagay sadaa jaagay man 

vajee-aa vaaDhaa-ee-aa. 

karee nadar su-aamee sukhah gaamee 
halat palat savaari-aa. 

binvant naanak nit naam japee-ai jee-o 

pind jin Dhaari-aa. ||4||4||7|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

It is a historical fact that Sikh fifth Guru Arjan Dev Ji completed the holy temple at 

Amritsar (India), which is the only one of its kind in the world. In contrast to other 

holy places, its foundation stone was laid not by any of the saints or dignitaries of 

Sikh faith, but by a renowned holy person of Islam faith, the kings and rulers of which 

faith later killed and tortured many Sikh prophets and followers including Guru Arjan 

Dev Ji. Here, instead of climbing stairs to reach the main temple, one has to step down 

many stairs (and symbolically become very humble) to reach this temple, which is 

surrounded on all sides by water. It has four gates, one on each side, implying that it 

welcomes people from all the four corners, all the four (Hindu casts) and all          

races across the world. But, instead of taking any credit for getting such a holy and  
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magnificent divine building completed, Guru Ji expressed his thanks to God. This 

shabad is one of many utterances by Guru Ji expressing his gratitude for this and 

many other blessings bestowed by God on him and the entire world.  

He says: "(O’ my friends), in order to meditate on God’s Name, God has built this 

temple (sitting in which) the saints and devotees sing praises (of God). By 

contemplating again and again on their Master, they shed all their sins. By singing 

praises of God through (Gurbani) the sublime word of God, they have obtained the 

supreme (spiritual) status).  Extremely sweet is the poise-producing gospel of God, 

and they have described this indescribable story. Auspicious was that juncture, true 

the time and moment, when immovable foundation (of this temple) was laid. (I feel) 

that God became kind on devotee Nanak, and all the necessary power (for completion 

of this temple) became manifest.”(1) 

Describing the kinds of blessings and pleasures he and many other devotees are 

enjoying after completion of this temple, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, now in this 

temple) every day play the bliss producing melodies, and God has come to reside in 

the devotee’s hearts. By following Guru’s advice, their entire conduct has become 

truthful, and all their false doubts and fears have been destroyed. By Guru’s grace, 

they have uttered the non-stop divine word (of Gurbani), and listening to praises (of 

God through this divine word, their) mind has blossomed (with joy. O’ my friends), 

all kinds of comforts have come to that person, whom God has made His own. The 

house (of one’s heart) is filled with all the nine treasures of wealth, and one is imbued 

with the love of God’s Name. O’ Nanak, God is never forsaken (from the mind) of the 

devotee whose destiny is perfect.”(2) 

Expressing further, how grateful and blessed he feels with the completion of this 

temple, and other blessings bestowed by God, Guru Ji says: “(I feel that with the 

completion of this temple, God) the canopied King of the universe has spread a shade 

(of comfort over all humanity, and sitting in this temple whosever has sung praises of 

God), all that person’s worry has been dispelled. (By singing praises of God, one 

feels, as if one’s) entire abode of pain and sorrow has been demolished and one’s task 

has been accomplished. When God so commanded all the evil from within one was 

obliterated (and in its place) truth, righteousness, and charity has flourished. 

Therefore, whether sitting or standing, awake or asleep, we should always remember 

that God of ours. That God and Master, the treasure of all merits is the ocean of peace 

and comfort, and it is He who pervades in all water, lands, and skies. Devotee Nanak 

has sought the shelter of that God, except whom there is no other.”(3) 

Summarizing his feelings of gratitude for this temple, and other blessings bestowed by 

God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, when I sought His shelter, and) touched the feet 

of God the King, my house was built along with a beautiful garden and pool. My mind 

was embellished (with virtuous thoughts, all) my friends and mates became happy, 

and (then joining together, we) sang songs in praise of God. By singing praises of God 

and meditating on the eternal Master, we got all our wishes fulfilled. By getting 

attuned to the feet of the Guru (his immaculate Gurbani), we have become ever awake 

(and alert to the pitfalls of worldly temptations), and in our heart play messages of  
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congratulations. (In short), God the Giver of peace has cast His glance of grace, and 

has embellished our present and future life. Nanak therefore submits, “(O’ my 

friends), everyday we should contemplate on that God, who has supported our body 

and soul."(4-4-7) 

The message of this shabad is that when we have built any magnificent house, or 

have acquired some prestigious car, we should never feel proud due to that. 

Instead, we should deem it as God's blessing upon us, so that joining together 

with our friends, we may sing songs in praise of God, and share our blessings 

with the less fortunate.  

(Note: Prof. Sahib Singh, and some others have translated the above and many 

similar shabads, by referring to the word Hari Mandir as the temple of the body to 

meditate on God. But in view of the historical context corroborated by Bhai Gurdas 

Ji, the scribe of Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji and other arguments forwarded by Gyani 

Habans Singh in his translation, this humble author has chosen the above 

interpretation).  

soohee mehlaa 5. 

bhai saagro bhai saagar tari-aa har har 
naam Dhi-aa-ay raam. 

bohithrhaa har charan araaDhay mil 

satgur paar laghaa-ay raam. 

gur sabdee taree-ai bahurh na maree-ai 

chookai aavan jaanaa. 

jo kichh karai so-ee bhal maan-o taa 
man sahj samaanaa. 

dookh na bhookh na rog na bi-aapai 

sukh saagar sarnee paa-ay. 

har simar simar naanak rang raataa 
man kee chint mitaa-ay. ||1|| 

 

sant janaa har mantar drirh-aa-i-aa har 
saajan vasgat keenay raam. 

aapnarhaa man aagai Dhari-aa sarbas 

thaakur deenay raam. 

kar apunee daasee mitee udaasee har 

mandar thit paa-ee. 

anad binod simrahu parabh saachaa 
vichhurh kabhoo na jaa-ee. 

saa vadbhaagan sadaa sohagan raam 

naam gun cheenHay. 
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kaho naanak raveh rang raatay paraym 

mahaa ras bheenay. ||2|| 

 

anad binod bha-ay nit sakhee-ay 

mangal sadaa hamaarai raam. 

aapnarhai parabh aap seegaaree 
sobhaavantee naaray raam. 

sahj subhaa-ay bha-ay kirpaalaa gun 

avgan na beechaari-aa. 

kanth lagaa-ay lee-ay jan apunay raam 
naam ur Dhaari-aa. 

maan moh mad sagal bi-aapee kar 

kirpaa aap nivaaray. 

kaho naanak bhai saagar tari-aa pooran 

kaaj hamaaray. ||3|| 

 

gun gopaal gaavhu nit sakheeho sagal 

manorath paa-ay raam. 

safal janam ho-aa mil saaDhoo 
aykankaar Dhi-aa-ay raam. 

jap ayk parabhoo anayk ravi-aa sarab 

mandal chhaa-i-aa. 

barahmo pasaaraa barahm pasri-aa 
sabh barahm daristee aa-i-aa. 

jal thal mahee-al poor pooran tis binaa 

nahee jaa-ay. 

SGGS  P-783 

paykh darsan naanak bigsay aap la-ay 

milaa-ay. ||4||5||8|| 

Suhi Mehla 5 

In the previous shabad (4-3-6), Guru Ji advised us that instead of asking for millions 

of dollars, magnificent houses or dominions over hundreds of countries, we should 

beg from God millions of tongues, ears, hands, and feet. So that we may sing and 

listen to God’s praises, and engage in virtuous activities for the welfare of the universe 

created by God, and our mind and body always remain engaged in thoughts about God 

and nothing else. A stage would come, when God would show His mercy, and we  
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would enjoy such a state of peace, poise, and bliss, as if a continuous melody of divine 

music always keeps playing in our mind. But that is not all; in this shabad Guru Ji lists 

so many other benefits of meditating on God’s Name. 

He says: "(O’ my friends), this world is like a dreadful ocean. Only that person can 

swim across this dreadful ocean, who meditates on God's Name. God’s feet 

(represented by His immaculate Name) are like a ship. The one who by meeting the 

Guru meditates on God’s Name, (Guru) helps that person cross (the ocean. Yes my 

friends, by acting on Guru’s advice) the Guru’s word, we swim across (the worldly 

ocean), we do not die again and our coming and going (in and out of the world) stops. 

When we deem as pleasing whatever (God) does, our mind merges in a state of poise. 

In the shelter of (God), the ocean of peace, no pain, hunger, or any other malady 

afflicts us. Nanak says, by meditating on God's Name, the one who is imbued with 

love for God removes the anxiety of one’s mind."(1) 

Describing further the blessings received by those who by acting on the advice of 

saints (Guru) have meditated on God’s Name, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, the bride 

soul) in whom the saints have firmly instilled the mantra of God’s (Name) has 

obtained loving control over her friend and mate (God. The bride soul), who has 

surrendered her mind before Him; the Master has blessed her with everything. (Yes, 

God has) made her His maid servant, her sadness (caused by worldly problems) has 

been erased, and she has obtained a place of rest in God’s temple (in her heart. O’ my 

friends), meditate on the joyous and bliss giving eternal God; He is never separated, 

nor goes anywhere. Very fortunate and eternally wedded (is that bride soul) who 

reflects on the virtues of God's Name. Nanak says, they who remain imbued with the 

love (of God), remain filled with the supreme relish of (His) love."(2) 

Describing the kinds of pleasures he himself is enjoying, Guru Ji says: "(O’ my 

friends), now everyday I revel in joys and pleasures, and there is always a sense of 

happiness in my heart. Because on His own, God has embellished me and made me 

His praiseworthy bride. Un noticeably (God) became merciful upon me, and He did 

not think about my virtue or vice. He simply hugged the devotees to His bosom who 

have enshrined God’s Name in their hearts. Showing His mercy, He has emancipated 

His devotees from the intoxication of ego and worldly attachment with which the 

entire world is afflicted. Nanak says, “I have crossed the dreadful (worldly) ocean, and 

all my tasks have been completed.”(3) 

On the basis of his personal experience, Guru Ji recommends: "O’ my friends, sing 

praises of God of the universe, by doing so I have achieved all the objectives (of my 

life, so you can also achieve your goals).  By meeting the saint (Guru) and meditating 

on the (Name of the) one Creator, my life has become fruitful. By meditating on that 

one God, (you would realize that) He is pervading over all the galaxies in myriad of 

forms. This entire universe is the expanse of God, who is pervading everywhere, and 

it is God's sight which you would see everywhere. (O’ my friends, the) perfect God is 

fully pervading all the waters, lands, and skies, and there is no place without Him. 

Nanak says, whom He Himself has united with Him, they feel delighted seeing His 

sight.”(4-5-8) 
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The message of this shabad is that if we want to swim across this dreadful 

worldly ocean and get out of painful rounds of birth and death, then we should 

ride the boat of the true Guru. Then acting like our sailor and captain, the Guru 

would ferry us across this worldly ocean and would unite us with our beloved 

God. On meeting Him, we would understand that God is one and infinite, and He 

is pervading each and every place, seeing His wonders we would be totally 

delighted, and would not be separated from Him again. 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

abichal nagar gobind guroo kaa naam 

japat sukh paa-i-aa raam. 

man ichhay say-ee fal paa-ay kartai aap 

vasaa-i-aa raam. 

kartai aap vasaa-i-aa sarab sukh paa-i-aa 
put bhaa-ee sikh bigaasay. 

gun gaavahi pooran parmaysur kaaraj    

aa-i-aa raasay. 

parabh aap su-aamee aapay rakhaa aap 
pitaa aap maa-i-aa. 

kaho naanak satgur balihaaree jin ayhu 

thaan suhaa-i-aa. ||1|| 

 

ghar mandar hatnaalay sohay jis vich 

naam nivaasee raam. 

sant bhagat har naam araaDheh katee-ai 

jam kee faasee raam. 

kaatee jam faasee parabh abhinaasee har 
har naam Dhi-aa-ay. 

sagal samagree pooran ho-ee man ichhay 

fal paa-ay. 

sant sajan sukh maaneh ralee-aa dookh 
darad bharam naasee. 

sabad savaaray satgur poorai naanak sad 

bal jaasee. ||2|| 

 

daat khasam kee pooree ho-ee nit nit 

charhai savaa-ee raam. 

paarbarahm khasmaanaa kee-aa jis dee 
vadee vadi-aa-ee raam. 

aad jugaad bhagtan kaa raakhaa so 

parabh bha-i-aa da-i-aalaa. 
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jee-a jant sabh sukhee vasaa-ay parabh 

aapay kar partipaalaa. 

dah dis poor rahi-aa jas su-aamee 
keemat kahan na jaa-ee. 

kaho naanak satgur balihaaree jin abichal 

neev rakhaa-ee. ||3|| 

 

gi-aan Dhi-aan pooran parmaysur har har 

kathaa nit sunee-ai raam. 

anhad choj bhagat bhav bhanjan anhad 

vaajay Dhunee-ai raam. 

anhad jhunkaaray tat beechaaray sant 
gosat nit hovai. 

har naam araaDheh mail sabh kaateh 

kilvikh saglay khovai. 

tah janam na marnaa aavan jaanaa 
bahurh na paa-ee-ai jonee-ai. 

naanak gur parmaysar paa-i-aa jis 

parsaad ichh punee-ai. ||4||6||9|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

Like the previous shabad, according to some authors this shabad also refers to the 

human body, which God has built for us to meditate on God’s Name. But according to 

others like Giani Harbans Singh Ji, Guru Ji uttered this shabad, when his big project 

of building the beautiful and imperishable city of Amritsar along with Harimandir 

(the temple of God) was completed. For Guru Ji this was not an ordinary city. For him 

it was a unique gift by God to him and all humanity.  

Therefore expressing his gratitude to God and describing some of the unique qualities 

of this city, Guru Ji says: "(O’ my friends), imperishable is (Amritsar) the city of 

(God) the great Guru, where by meditating on God's Name, (the devotees) have 

obtained peace. (It is not me, but) the Creator Himself who has established it, (and I 

feel) that whatever I had wished for in my mind, I have obtained. Yes, it is the Creator 

Himself who established (this city, and its citizens the devotees) have obtained all 

kinds of peace, and (my) sons, brothers, and disciples are all delighted. Here, they sing 

praises of the perfect God (by whose grace, this) task has been successfully 

accomplished. (O’ my friends, God) Himself is the Master, and Himself the protector. 

He Himself is (our) father and Himself the mother. Nanak says: “I am a sacrifice to 

the true Guru who has adorned this place."(1) 

Now Guru Ji describes the divine scenes and activities, which are going on in that 

holy city. He says: "(O’ my friends), those homes, mansions, and shops look beautiful,  
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in which resides God's Name, where the saints and devotees meditate on God's Name, 

and get their nooses of death cut off. The imperishable God has cut off the noose of 

death of those, who have contemplated on God's Name. All the things necessary (for 

this task) have been acquired, and they have obtained the fruits of their heart's desire. 

(Now abiding here), the saints and devotees enjoy peace and pleasures, and all their 

pain, suffering, and doubt has fled away. (In short), through his immaculate word, the 

true Guru has embellished them, and Nanak is forever a sacrifice to (that true 

Guru)."(2) 

Expressing his gratitude to God for blessing him with this city and so many other 

invaluable gifts, Guru Ji says: "I have received in full, the gift bestowed by the 

Master, which multiplies day after day. The all-pervading God, great is whose glory, 

has protected me like His own. He, who has been the protector of His devotees since 

the beginning of ages that God has become merciful (upon all the inhabitants of this 

city). He has ensured that all the beings and residents (in the city) live in peace and 

happiness, and He Himself is taking care of them. The glory of the Master is 

pervading in all the ten directions, whose worth cannot be described. Nanak says, he is 

a sacrifice to the true Guru, who got laid this unshakable foundation (of this holy city 

from God)."(3) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad by briefly listing the holy and immaculate things, 

which were happening in this city during that time. He says: "(O’ my friends, in this 

city) every day, we hear discourse on (divine) knowledge, and meditation on the all 

pervading perfect God. There, the devotees keep playing non-stop (divine) plays with 

God, the destroyer of fear, and within them keep ringing the tunes of continuous 

(divine) melodies. Yes, every day there plays the divine music of non-stop melodies, 

and divine discussion between the saints takes place every day. By meditating on 

God's Name, they wash off all the filth (of evil thoughts), and get rid of all their sins. 

(By doing so they obtain a sate) where there is no birth, no death, no coming and 

going, and no more getting into existences or species. In short, Nanak has obtained his 

Guru-God, by whose grace all his desires have been fulfilled."(4-6-9) 

The message of this shabad is that forsaking all the worldly pursuits for wealth 

prestige etc., we should sing His praises, talk about His wonders, and meditate on 

His Name. Then we would obtain wonderful state of bliss, and would not suffer 

any more pains of birth and death. 

soohee mehlaa 5. 

santaa kay kaaraj aap khalo-i-aa har 
kamm karaavan aa-i-aa raam. 

Dharat suhaavee taal suhaavaa vich amrit 

jal chhaa-i-aa raam. 

amrit jal chhaa-i-aa pooran saaj     karaa-
i-aa sagal manorath pooray. 
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jai jai kaar bha-i-aa jag antar laathay 

sagal visooray. 

pooran purakh achut abhinaasee jas vayd 
puraanee gaa-i-aa. 

apnaa birad rakhi-aa parmaysar naanak 

naam Dhi-aa-i-aa. ||1|| 

 

nav niDh siDh riDh deenay kartay tot na 

aavai kaa-ee raam. 

SGGS  P-784 

khaat kharchat bilchhat sukh paa-i-aa 

kartay kee daat savaa-ee raam. 

daat savaa-ee nikhut na jaa-ee 
ntarjaamee paa-i-aa. 

kot bighan saglay uth naathay dookh na 

nayrhai aa-i-aa. 

saaNt sahj aanand ghanayray binsee 

bhookh sabaa-ee. 

naanak gun gaavahi su-aamee kay achraj 
jis vadi-aa-ee raam. ||2|| 
 

jis kaa kaaraj tin hee kee-aa maanas      
ki-aa vaychaaraa raam. 

bhagat sohan har kay gun gaavahi sadaa 

karahi jaikaaraa raam. 

gun gaa-ay gobind anad upjay 
saaDhsangat sang banee. 

jin udam kee-aa taal kayraa tis kee 

upmaa ki-aa ganee. 

athsath tirath punn kiri-aa mahaa nirmal 

chaaraa. 

patit paavan birad su-aamee naanak 
sabad aDhaaraa. ||3|| 
 

gun niDhaan mayraa parabh kartaa ustat 
ka-un kareejai raam. 

santaa kee baynantee su-aamee naam 

mahaa ras deejai raam. 
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naam deejai daan keejai bisar naahee ik 

khino. 

gun gopaal uchar rasnaa sadaa gaa-ee-ai 
andino. 

jis pareet laagee naam saytee man tan 

amrit bheejai. 

binvant naanak ichh punnee paykh 

darsan jeejai.||4||7||10|| 

Suhi Mehla-5 

This shabad is again an expression of Guru Ji's sense of gratitude, humility, and love 

for God almighty. Instead of allowing any thoughts of ego to enter his mind on the 

completion of such a mammoth task of setting up an altogether new city, along with 

the uniquely beautiful temple for continuous worship, Guru Ji truly believes that it is 

God Himself, who invisibly came down and got this task completed. (Up to this day, 

there are many pictures and murals on the walls of Golden temple complex in 

Amritsar, showing God looking like a laborer participating in the construction of the 

temple). In the shabad, Guru Ji goes to the extent of saying that actually it was God's 

own task, which He got completed. It was beyond the capacity of a humble person 

like him. 

He begins the shabad by humbly stating: "(O’ my friends, God) Himself has came and 

stood there to get the tasks of His saints (of building the temple, and establishing the 

city) completed. (With this completion, all the surrounding) land looks scenic, along 

with beautiful pool, which is filled with nectar (sweet) water. By getting the pool 

filled with nectar like water, (God) has got this task fully accomplished, and all my 

desires have been fulfilled. Now my glory rings throughout the world and all my 

anxieties have been removed. (All this credit goes to) that perfect, omnipotent, 

immovable, and imperishable (God), whose praise even the Vedas and Puranas have 

sung. (By the completion of this task) God has maintained His old tradition (of 

helping His devotees), Nanak has only meditated on His Name.”(1) 

Guru Ji now shares with us what other blessings he has obtained by meditating on 

God's Name. He says: “(O’ my friends, I feel that when I meditated on God’s Name I 

obtained so many blessings, as if) the Creator has given me all the nine treasures (of 

wealth) and miraculous powers, so that there is never any shortage of anything (in my 

house. So much so that) even after I have enjoyed, spent, shared, and relished its 

comfort, still this gift of the Creator has multiplied. Yes I have obtained the Inner 

knower of hearts, whose bounty keeps on multiplying and never gets exhausted. 

Millions of obstacles have hastened away and no sorrow comes near me. All my 

hunger (for worldly things) has disappeared, (and in my heart is) contentment, peace, 

poise, and immense bliss. Therefore Nanak sings praises of that Master, astonishing is 

whose glory."(2) 
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Guru Ji spent an unaccountable number of hours and immense effort getting this 

mammoth task of establishing an altogether new city, which is now the business hub 

of the entire state, and like Mecca, is the holiest Sikh shrine. But instead of allowing 

any thoughts of ego enter his mind, he says: “(O’ my friends), He whose task it was, 

has Himself accomplished it, otherwise what could a poor human being (like me) do. 

(Now in this temple), the devotees look beauteous singing God’s praises; they always 

proclaim His victory. By singing praises of God, a sense of bliss arises (in their 

minds) and they are imbued with love for the holy congregation. How can we describe 

His praise, by whose effort this pool was completed? (The merit of visiting all) the 

sixty-eight pilgrimage stations, giving charities, doing good deeds, and practicing 

great virtues are (contained in God's praise). Therefore Nanak, has sought the shelter 

of that Master, whose tradition is to purify the sinners through the word (of the 

Guru).”(3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by recognizing God's greatness, and making a humble 

request for blessing him with His Name. He says: "(O’ my friends), God my creator is 

the treasure of all virtues; no one can fully praise Him. Therefore, he says: “O’ 

Master, this is the prayer of (Your) saints that bless them with the supreme relish (of 

God’s Name. Yes, please bless us with Your Name, and give us this gift that You are 

not forsaken (even for a moment from our minds. Bless us that) day and night we may 

keep uttering and singing praises of God of the universe. (Because), the person who is 

imbued with the love for God's Name, that person’s mind and body are filled with the 

(divine rejuvenating) nectar. Nanak submits that his desire has been fulfilled and he 

feels rejuvenated seeing (God's) sight."(4-7-10) 

The message of this shabad is that even when we get any big religious task (such 

as building of a Gurdwara, or a Hospital for the poor) completed, we should still 

remain humble and think that it was God's own job, who Himself has got it done. 

Further we should always sing God's praises for helping us and assigning us with 

such worthy projects. We should pray to God to bless us that we never forget 

Him.  

raag soohee mehlaa 5 chhant 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

mith bolrhaa jee har sajan su-aamee 
moraa. 

ha-o sammal thakee jee oh kaday na 

bolai ka-uraa. 
ka-urhaa bol na jaanai pooran 

bhagvaanai a-ugan ko na chitaaray. 

patit paavan har birad sadaa-ay ik til 
nahee bhannai ghaalay. 

ghat ghat vaasee sarab nivaasee 

nayrai hee tay nayraa. 
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naanak daas sadaa sarnaagat har 

amrit sajan mayraa. ||1|| 

 

ha-o bisam bha-ee jee har darsan 

daykh apaaraa. 
mayraa sundar su-aamee jee ha-o 

charan kamal pag chhaaraa.  

parabh paykhat jeevaa thadhee 
theevaa tis jayvad avar na ko-ee 

aad ant maDh parabh ravi-aa jal thal 

mahee-al so-ee. 

charan kamal jap saagar tari-aa 
bhavjal utray paaraa. 

naanak saran pooran parmaysur 

tayraa ant na paaraavaaraa. ||2|| 

 

ha-o nimakh na chhodaa jee har 

pareetam paraan aDhaaro. 

gur satgur kahi-aa jee saachaa agam 

beechaaro. 

mil saaDhoo deenaa taa naam leenaa 
janam maran dukh naathay. 

sahj sookh aanand ghanayray ha-

umai binthee gaathay. 

SGGS  P-785 

sabh kai maDh sabh hoo tay baahar 

raag dokh tay ni-aaro. 

naanak daas gobind sarnaa-ee har 

pareetam maneh saDhaaro. ||3|| 

 

mai khojat khojat jee har nihchal so 

ghar paa-i-aa. 

sabh aDhruv dithay jee-o taa charan 
kamal chit laa-i-aa. 

parabh abhinaasee ha-o tis kee 

daasee marai na aavai jaa-ay. 

Dharam arath kaam sabh pooran 
man chindee ichh pujaa-ay. 
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sarut simrit gun gaavahi kartay siDh 

saaDhik mun jan Dhi-aa-i-aa. 

naanak saran kirpaa niDh su-aamee 
vadbhaagee har har gaa-i-aa. 

||4||1||11|| 

Raag Suhi Mehla-5 Chhantt 

In previous shabad (4-6-9) Guru Ji advised us that forsaking all the worldly pursuits 

for wealth prestige etc., we should meditate on God's Name, sing His praises, talk 

about His wonders, and meditate on His Name. Then we would obtain wonderful state 

of bliss, and would not suffer any more pains of birth and death. In this shabad, he 

tells us about the nature and some of the unique qualities of God Himself. 

He says: "(O’ dear sir), very sweet tongued is God my friend and master. I have 

exhausted myself, trying to remember (if He ever spoke a harsh word, but I have 

concluded that) He never utters an unpleasant word. In fact, that perfect God doesn’t 

know how to utter any bitter word, and He never reminds others about any fault (in 

them). By tradition (that God) is called a purifier of sinners and doesn’t ignore even 

the slightest service of anybody. That all pervading (God) is residing in each and 

every heart and is nearer than the near. Slave Nanak is always in His shelter (and says 

to himself):  “My friend God is like rejuvenating nectar.”(1) 

It is not just His sweet tongue, but God has so many other wonderful qualities that 

Guru Ji feels utterly amazed and delighted to have such a friend and Master. So he 

says: "(O’ my dear) sir, I am completely astounded on seeing the sight of that limitless 

(God). So beauteous is my beloved Master, that I feel myself like dust of His feet. Just 

on seeing the sight of God, I become rejuvenated and feel calmed; there is no one 

equal to Him. That God has been pervading in the beginning, middle, and would 

pervade to the very end, and it is He who permeates the waters, lands, and the       

skies. By meditating on His lotus feet (His immaculate Name, many) have crossed 

over the dreadful (worldly) ocean. Therefore, Nanak says: “O’ perfect all pervading 

God, (I have come to Your) shelter, there is no end or limit to Your state."(2) 

Describing the extent of his faith in God and some additional qualities of his friend 

and Master, Guru Ji says: “O’ my dear sir, I cannot forsake Him even for a moment, 

because my beloved God is the very support of my life breaths. My Guru the true 

Guru has told me this thing for meeting the eternal and incomprehensible God. That 

when upon meeting the saint (Guru, one is) given (this gift, only then) God’s Name is 

meditated upon, and then the pains of birth and death flee away. Then one enjoys 

peace, poise, and myriads of pleasures, and the knot of one’s ego is destroyed. (God) 

is in the midst of all, yet He is detached from all, and He is free from any attachment 

or jealousy. Servant Nanak has sought the shelter of that beloved God of the universe, 

who provides support to the minds (of all beings.”(3)  
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In conclusion Guru Ji says: “O’ my dear sir, after searching out again and again, I 

have found out the immovable abode of God. When I found out that all (worldly 

entities and things) are perishable, I attuned my mind to (God’s) lotus feet (His 

immaculate Name). That God is imperishable, I have become His maidservant who 

never comes or goes. (He has under His control, all the three main objective of life, 

namely) faith, wealth, and love, and He fulfills the desire of one’s heart. All Vedas 

and Simritis (the sacred Hindu books) sing praises of that Creator God, and all adepts, 

saints, and sages have meditated on Him. So Nanak has sought the shelter of that God, 

the treasure of mercy, whose praise only the fortunate have sung."(4-1-11) 

The message of this shabad is that just as God always speaks sweet like nectar, 

never speaks a bitter word, and never tries to point out our mistakes, we should 

also try to speak sweetly, avoid pointing other people's mistakes and slandering 

them. Further we should remember that it is only when we sing praises of God 

and meditate on His Name as instructed by Guru Ji, that we obtain God, and 

enjoy peace and bliss, and not by worshipping other entities or things, or by 

amassing worldly possessions and power etc.  

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

vaar soohee kee salokaa naal 
mehlaa 3. 

salok mehlaa 3. 

soohai vays duhaaganee par pir raavan 
jaa-ay. 

pir chhodi-aa ghar aapnai mohee doojai 
bhaa-ay.  

mithaa kar kai khaa-i-aa baho saadahu 

vaDhi-aa rog. 

suDh bhataar har chhodi-aa fir lagaa 

jaa-ay vijog. 

gurmukh hovai so palti-aa har raatee 
saaj seegaar. 

sahj sach pir raavi-aa har naamaa ur 

Dhaar. 

aagi-aakaaree sadaa sohagan aap 
maylee kartaar. 

naanak pir paa-i-aa har saachaa sadaa 

sohagan naar. ||1|| 
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mehlaa 3. 

soohvee-ay nimaanee-ay so saho sadaa 

samHaal. 
naanak janam savaareh aapnaa kul 

bhee chhutee naal. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

aapay takhat rachaa-i-on aakaas 

pataalaa. 
hukmay Dhartee saajee-an sachee 

Dharam saalaa. 

aap upaa-ay khapaa-idaa sachay deen 
da-i-aalaa. 

sabhnaa rijak sambaahidaa tayraa 
hukam niraalaa. 

aapay aap varatdaa aapay partipaalaa. 
||1|| 

Vaar Suhi Kee salokan naal, Mehla-3 

Salok Mehla-3 

In this salok, Guru Ji uses the metaphor of two different kinds of brides. One is more 

interested in wearing fancy clothes, costly jewelry, and enjoying false worldly 

pleasures for the sake of which she abandons her own husband and later suffers 

because of that. The other bride follows her teacher's advice, loves her groom, and 

enjoys the bliss of his company without caring for any luxuries of life. Actually in the 

first case Guru Ji is talking about those humans who are only concerned with enjoying 

the luxuries and false pleasures of the world, and do not ever remember or thank God 

who has blessed them with this human life and all other pleasures. In the other 

category, he describes the conduct of those Guru’s followers, who do not indulge in 

false worldly pleasures, but instead look for every opportunity to love and cherish 

God and serve His creation. 

First commenting on the fate of those who are more interested in luxuries of life, Guru 

Ji says: "(O’ my friends, the person, who is engrossed in the enticing worldly 

pleasures, and doesn’t remember God) is like that wedded bride, who wearing red 

(sexy) clothes goes out to enjoy the company of a person other than her own spouse. 

(Such a bride) has deserted (God) her own groom, and she has been enticed by duality 

(the love for worldly things. But the person, who has) enjoyed (the worldly pleasures) 

deeming them as sweet, (does not realize that) by indulging too much in false relishes, 

one’s malady multiplies. Ultimately she ends up in forsaking God her true Groom, and 

is afflicted with separation (from Him for many lives. On the other hand, the one who)  
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is a Guru following (bride soul), she turns her mind away from these worldly relishes, 

and embellishing (herself with the ornaments of divine love) remains imbued with the 

love of (God) her true Spouse. Enshrining God’s Name in her heart, she easily enjoys 

the company of (God), her eternal Spouse. The Creator Himself has united such an 

ever-obedient bride (soul) with Him. O’ Nanak, (the bride soul, who has) obtained the 

eternal God as her Groom is (like an) eternally wedded and united bride.”(1) 

Mehla-3 

Advising those bride souls who are very humble and are imbued with God’s love, 

Guru Ji says: “O’ red robed humble bride, always remember that Spouse of yours. 

Nanak says (in this way), you would embellish your own life, and your lineage would 

be emancipated along with (you).”(2) 

Paurri 

Before proceeding further, Guru Ji describes some of the fundamental facts about this 

world, who has created it, and who takes care of it. He says: “(The eternal God 

Himself) has established (this world) as His throne (along with the) sky and the nether 

world. By His command He created the earth like a true temple (for the creatures to 

practice righteousness).” 

Now going into a prayer mode, Guru Ji says: “O’ eternal merciful Master of the meek, 

You Yourself create and Yourself destroy (everything). You provide sustenance to all; 

unique is Your command. You Yourself pervade everywhere and provide sustenance 

(to all creatures)."(1) 

The message of this shabad is that God is like an all-knowing sagacious Spouse, 

who is not impressed by bright colored fancy clothes (such as saintly gowns, and 

false shows of piety) by His human brides. He has created this earth for us to 

practice righteousness. Therefore, instead of getting engrossed in false worldly 

shows or pleasures we should always remember Him, so that we may be saved 

along with our family. 

salok mehlaa 3. 

soohab taa sohaaganee jaa man laihi 

sach naa-o. 

satgur apnaa manaa-ay lai roop charhee 
taa aglaa doojaa naahee thaa-o. 

aisaa seegaar banaa-ay too mailaa kaday 

na hova-ee ahinis laagai bhaa-o. 

naanak sohagan kaa ki-aa chihan hai 

andar sach mukh ujlaa khasmai maahi 

samaa-ay. ||1|| 
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mehlaa 3. 

lokaa vay ha-o soohvee soohaa vays 

karee. 
vaysee saho na paa-ee-ai kar kar vays 

rahee. 

naanak tinee saho paa-i-aa jinee gur kee 
sikh sunee. 

jo tis bhaavai so thee-ai in biDh kant 

milee. ||2|| 

SGGS  P-786 

pa-orhee. 

hukmee sarisat saajee-an baho bhit 
sansaaraa. 

tayraa hukam na jaapee kayt-rhaa sachay 

alakh apaaraa. 

iknaa no too mayl laihi gur sabad 
beechaaraa. 

sach ratay say nirmalay ha-umai taj 

vikaaraa. 
jis too mayleh so tuDh milai so-ee      

sachi-aaraa. ||2|| 

Salok Mehla-3 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that God is like an all-knowing sagacious 

spouse, who is not impressed by bright colored fancy clothes (such as saintly gowns, 

and false shows of piety) by His human brides. In this shabad he continues this 

metaphor and tells us how we can embellish ourselves, so that God may be pleased 

with us, and accept us in His union. 

Addressing any such person who thinks that simply by wearing saintly clothes, or 

doing some ritualistic worship such as observing fasts or bathing at holy places, one 

could get united with God, Guru Ji says: "O’ you the red-robed bride, (wearing holy 

looking garbs), you can become wedded and united bride (of God), if you accept His 

eternal Name. Please your true Guru; (by doing so you would become so meritorious 

that your face would) glow with ravishing beauty. There is no other place (except the 

true Guru, where you can acquire such merits). Yes, you should embellish        

yourself with such (spiritual) ornamentation, which may never get soiled (by any evil  
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tendency), and day and night you remain imbued with the love (for God, your Spouse. 

In short) O’ Nanak, (if you want to know), what is the sign of a wedded bride (soul 

united with God, the answer is) that within her is truth, her face shines (with spiritual 

peace), and she always remains absorbed in (the loving thoughts of God) her 

Spouse.”(1) 

Mehla-3 

Now Guru Ji puts himself in place of those who have tried all kinds of saintly robes, 

and practiced different ritualistic ways of various faiths, but have failed to obtain God, 

and now want to warn others about the futility of such efforts. Still using the metaphor 

of an ignorant bride, who has been trying to please her spouse with sexy clothes, Guru 

Ji says: “Listen O’ people, I am a red robed bride, and have dressed myself in fancy 

red (holy looking) garbs, and I have exhausted myself wearing all kinds of enticing 

clothes. (But have come to the conclusion that simply) by wearing (holy) garbs, we 

cannot obtain (God) our Spouse. O’ Nanak, only they have obtained the Spouse, who 

have listened to the advice of the true Guru, and accepted that whatever pleases Him, 

that happens; only in this way the Spouse is met.”(2) 

Paurri  

Therefore, Guru Ji concludes the shabad by once again stressing that only that 

happens, which pleases Him, and only those meet Him, whom He Himself wants to 

unite with Him. He says: "(O’ God), it is by Your command that You created this 

universe of myriad kinds. O’ eternal, incomprehensible, and infinite God, it is not 

known, how far-reaching is Your command. Some, You unite with Yourself through 

reflection on the Guru's word. (Because, by reflecting on the Guru’s word, they) 

become imbued with the eternal (God), and by shedding their ego and evil pursuits, 

they become immaculate. But, only the one whom You unite, gets united (with You), 

and that person alone is a true person.”(2) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to unite with God our true Spouse, 

then we should not try to entice Him with false show of holy garbs or empty 

rituals etc. Instead we should imbue ourselves with the love of God by reflecting 

on the Guru's word, meditating on His Name, and becoming worthy of His grace. 

salok mehlaa 3. 

soohvee-ay soohaa sabh sansaar hai jin 

durmat doojaa bhaa-o. 

khin meh jhooth sabh binas jaa-ay  ji-o 
tikai na birakh kee chhaa-o. 

gurmukh laalo laal hai ji-o rang majeeth 

sachrhaa-o. 

ultee sakat sivai ghar aa-ee man vasi-aa 
har amrit naa-o. 
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naanak balihaaree gur aapnay jit mili-ai 

har gun gaa-o. ||1|| 

mehlaa 3. 

soohaa rang vikaar hai kant na paa-i-aa 

jaa-ay. 
is lahday bilam na hova-ee rand baithee 

doojai bhaa-ay. 

munDh i-aanee dummnee soohai vays 
lobhaa-ay. 

sabad sachai rang laal kar bhai bhaa-ay 
seegaar banaa-ay. 

naanak sadaa sohaaganee je chalan 

satgur bhaa-ay. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

aapay aap upaa-i-an aap keemat      

paa-ee. 

tis daa ant na jaap-ee gur sabad 

bujhaa-ee. 

maa-i-aa moh gubaar hai doojai 
bharmaa-ee. 

manmukh tha-ur na paa-inHee fir aavai 
jaa-ee. 

jo tis bhaavai so thee-ai sabh chalai 
rajaa-ee. ||3|| 

Suhi Mehla-3 

Generally red color is considered more attractive and beauteous than other colors, and 

may be that is why in USA there is more demand for red colored cars). In India this 

red color is a symbol of beauty and embellishment, particularly at the time of marriage 

the brides generally dress themselves in the most shining and attractive red colored 

clothes to impress their grooms and rest of the marriage party. That is why in spiritual 

terminology, this world is considered as crimson red, due to its enticement of human 

beings. So in this shabad, Guru Ji addresses us as red robed brides, who are enticed 

with the crimson red world (or false worldly pleasures) and tells us how we can turn 

our mind away from these false pleasures, and advance towards our true objective of 

getting united with God our true Spouse. 

He says: "(O’ the young ignorant bride soul, wearing enticing) crimson red dresses, 

they within whom is duality due to evil intellect, to them the entire world also seems  
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(enticing) red. (They don’t realize that) just as the shade of a tree does not stay (at any 

particular point all the time, all this falsehood vanishes in a moment. But the bride 

soul who follows Guru’s advice is (so imbued with immense love for God, as if she is) 

dyed in truly deep red color of madder. Turning back (from the false worldly 

enticements) her mind is attuned to God, and in it resides the nectar like Name of 

God. O’ Nanak, (we should be) a sacrifice to our Guru meeting whom we sing praises 

of God."(1) 

Mehla-3 

Once again cautioning us against false worldly pleasures or wearing outward holy 

clothes, Guru Ji says: "(O’ my friends, just as wearing enticing) red colored dresses is 

useless (in winning the love of a sagacious groom, similarly God our spiritual) Groom 

cannot be obtained (by just wearing holy garbs or doing some rituals). It doesn’t take 

much time for this (false love) to fade away (and the hypocracy in one’s mind to 

become exposed, and the person has to) go and sit (disgraced) like a widow. 

Therefore, the ignorant bride (soul) who is enticed by the false worldly pleasure 

remains double minded (torn between God and the world). The best thing is that 

through the eternal word (of the Guru a bride soul) should adorn her with the true love 

and fear (of God). O’ Nanak, those bride (souls) remain eternally wedded (and united 

with their Groom) who conduct themselves as per the advice of the true Guru.”(2) 

Paurri  

Guru Ji concludes this shabad by reminding us about the limitlessness of God and fate 

of those self- conceited persons, who forsaking Him remain engrossed in false worldly 

pleasures. He says: "(O’ my friends, God Himself) has created the world and He 

Himself has estimated its worth. His limit is not known; only through the Guru’s word 

He bestows this understanding. The attachment for Maya (worldly riches and power is 

like) darkness, which makes one wander in the love of the other (worldly allurements, 

instead of God). Therefore the self-conceited (persons who follow the dictates of their 

minds) do not obtain a place of rest (for their soul); so they keep coming and going 

again and again (in and out of this world). However whatever pleases that (God) 

happens; the entire (universe) operates as per His will."(3) 

The message of this shabad is that by adorning outward holy clothes or 

performing empty rituals we cannot obtain God. Only those who following 

Guru’s advice truly love God and act as per His will are united with Him. 

salok mehlaa 3. 

soohai vays kaaman kulkhanee jo 
parabh chhod par purakh Dharay pi-aar. 

os seel na sanjam sadaa jhooth bolai 

manmukh karam khu-aar. 
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jis poorab hovai likhi-aa tis satgur milai 

bhataar. 

soohaa vays sabh utaar Dharay gal 
pahirai khimaa seegaar. 

pay-ee-ai saahurai baho sobhaa paa-ay 

tis pooj karay sabh saisaar. 

oh ralaa-ee kisai dee naa ralai jis raavay 

sirjanhaar. 

naanak gurmukh sadaa suhaaganee jis 
avinaasee purakh bhartaar. ||1|| 

mehlaa 1. 

soohaa rang supnai nisee bin taagay gal 
haar. 

sachaa rang majeeth kaa gurmukh 
barahm beechaar. 

naanak paraym mahaa rasee sabh   

buri-aa-ee-aa chhaar. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

ih jag aap upaa-i-on kar choj vidaan. 

panch Dhaat vich paa-ee-an moh jhooth 

gumaan. 
aavai jaa-ay bhavaa-ee-ai manmukh 

agi-aan. 

iknaa aap bujhaa-i-on gurmukh har     
gi-aan. 

bhagat khajaanaa bakhsi-on har naam 

niDhaan. ||4|| 

Suhi Mehla-3 

In the previous shabad, using the metaphor of a young bride, Guru Ji advised us that 

instead of trying to attract God with false shows of holy clothes or empty rituals, we 

should imbue ourselves with His love and fear, and act as per His will. In this shabad 

again, Guru Ji uses the metaphor of a red robed bride for the human being who is 

more interested in enjoying worldly pleasures instead of wining God’s Love. 

Commenting on the state of such a person engrossed in worldly pleasures, Guru Ji 

says: (O’ my friends), the bride soul allured by the enticing worldly pleasures and  
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engrossed in amassing worldly wealth and possessions is like a characterless evil 

woman, who forsaking (God) her groom loves a stranger. She neither has a good 

character, nor discipline, always tells lies; therefore she is ruined by her self-conceited 

deeds. But in whose (destiny) it is so pre-written, she obtains the true Guru as her 

guardian. Then she casts away the enticing red dress (the love of worldly luxuries), 

and instead adorns herself with the ornamentation of forbearance. She obtains 

enormous honor both in her parents’ house (this world) and her in-laws house (the 

next world), and the entire world immensely respects her. She, whose company God 

the Creator enjoys, even if some one tries to mix her with others, she stands out as 

unique. O’ Nanak, that bride soul who follows Guru’s advice, and whose groom is the 

imperishable Being is an eternally wedded and united bride.”(1) 

Mehla: 1 

Once again warning us against the deceiving short lived worldly pleasures, Guru Ji 

says: “(O’ my friends), the enticing red color (of worldly wealth is very short lived) 

like a night dream, (or like) a garland without thread around the neck. (On the other 

hand), reflection on the divine wisdom through the Guru is like the fast (long lasting) 

color of madder. O’ Nanak, the bride (soul) who is immersed in the great relish of 

love (for God), all her sins are reduced to ashes.”(2) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by commenting on the way; God has created this 

universe and the human beings. He says: "(O’ my friends), by performing astonishing 

wonders, (God) Himself has created this universe. He has infused it with five 

elements, which are the basis for worldly attachment, falsehood, and arrogance. 

(Getting entangled in these), an ignorant self- conceited person, keeps wandering and 

coming and going. (But) there are some to whom through the Guru, God has revealed 

Himself. On them, He has bestowed the treasures of devotion and His Name."(4) 

The message of this shabad is that the person who cares more for worldly riches 

and pleasures and tries to win God with false shows of holy garbs and empty 

rituals does not obtain God. But the one who forsakes the outside ostentations 

and the love for the worldly pleasures and tries to imbibe the qualities of mercy, 

contentment, and obedience to the Guru's will, is accepted by God and that 

person’s glory is sung all over.  

salok mehlaa 3. 

soohvee-ay soohaa vays chhad too taa 
pir lagee pi-aar. 

SGGS  P-787 

soohai vays pir kinai na paa-i-o 

manmukh dajh mu-ee gaavaar. 
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satgur mili-ai soohaa vays ga-i-aa      
ha-umai vichahu maar. 

man tan rataa laal ho-aa rasnaa ratee 

gun saar. 

sadaa sohagan sabad man bhai     

bhaa-ay karay seegaar. 

naanak karmee mahal paa-i-aa pir 
raakhi-aa ur Dhaar. ||1|| 

mehlaa 3. 

munDhay soohaa parahrahu laal karahu 
seegaar. 

aavan jaanaa veesrai gur sabdee 

veechaar. 
munDh suhaavee sohnee jis ghar sahj 

bhataar. 

naanak saa Dhan raavee-ai raavay 
ravanhaar. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

moh koorh kutamb hai manmukh 
ugaDh rataa. 

ha-umai mayraa kar mu-ay kichh saath 
na litaa. 

sir upar jamkaal na sujh-ee doojai 
bharmitaa. 

fir vaylaa hath na aavee jamkaal vas 

kitaa. 

jayhaa Dhur likh paa-i-on say karam 
kamitaa. ||5|| 

Salok Mehla-3 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that the person who cares more for worldly 

riches and power and tries to win God with false shows of worldly wealth or holy 

garbs does not obtain God. On the other hand, the person who forsakes all the outside 

ostentations and the love for the worldly pleasures, and tries to imbibe qualities of 

mercy, contentment, and obedience to the Guru's will is accepted by God, and that 

person’s glory is sung all over. In this shabad, Guru Ji directly talks to such persons, 

who are more interested in outward holy garbs, instead of having true love for God, 

but still try to make a false show of their devotion to God by wearing saintly gowns 

and performing empty rituals.   
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Using the same metaphor of a young bride for the human soul, Guru Ji says: "O’ bride 

(soul), in love with (the saintly looking) red dresses, abandon these red garbs, only 

then you would be imbued with the love of (God, your true) Groom. No body has ever 

attained to her Spouse by wearing crimson colored (holy looking) garb, and such an 

uncouth self-conceited bride (soul) has died burning (in false love). But upon meeting 

the true Guru (and following his advice), by stilling one’s ego from within, one’s 

crimson dress (the attraction for worldly pleasures) goes away. Then by singing and 

reflecting on the essence of God’s merits with one’s tongue, one’s mind and body (is 

so imbued with the everlasting love of God, as if it) has been dyed deep red. In this 

way, the bride (soul) who adorns herself with the ornamentation of loving fear (of her 

spouse God) becomes an eternally wedded (and united bride of God). O’ Nanak, by 

(God’s) grace, she has obtained the mansion (of God) and has kept her Spouse 

enshrined in her heart.”(1) 

Mehla-3 

Once again advising us to abandon our outward false shows of piety and have true 

love for God, Guru Ji says: "O’ bride (soul), cast away crimson colored enticing dress 

(the love for short-lived worldly attractions), and deck yourself with the red color 

ornaments (of true love for God). By reflection on God’s Name, through Guru’s word, 

one’s coming and going (in and out of this world) comes to an end. That bride looks 

beautiful and attractive, in the house (of whose heart), imperceptibly her groom (God 

comes to reside). O’ Nanak, then that (loving God, who loves to enjoy the company of 

such truly loving bride souls), enjoys her company (as well)."(2) 

Paurri  

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by describing in simple words the conduct and fate of a 

self-conceited person, who flouting all the advices given above remains obsessed with 

false worldly attachments and pleasures. He says: "(O’ my friends), illusory is the 

attachment for family, (but still) the foolish self-conceited person remains engrossed 

in its love. (Such persons) die practicing their egoism and sense of I-am-ness, without 

having anything to accompany them (after death). Being misled by duality (the love 

for worldly things, instead of God), they don’t realize the death hanging upon their 

heads. (But when) the demon of death has put (some one) under his control, one 

cannot get back the opportunity (to remember God, and one has to suffer severe 

punishment. However, what can these helpless self-conceited persons do, because) 

what ever was written in their destiny from the very beginning, they acted 

accordingly."(5) 

The message of this shabad is that we should reflect on the word of the Guru and 

should not get entangled in worldly attachment and false worldly pleasures. We 

should not try to impress God by wearing holy robes or doing ritualistic deeds; 

instead we should imbue ourselves with true love, respect, and fear for God. Only 

then He will be pleased with us and would accept us into His mansion. 
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salok mehlaa 3. 

satee-aa ayhi na aakhee-an jo marhi-aa 
lag jalaNniH. 

naanak satee-aa jaanee-aniH je birhay 

chot maraNniH. ||1|| 

mehlaa 3. 

bhee so satee-aa jaanee-an seel 

santokh rahaNniH. 

sayvan saa-ee aapnaa nit uth 

samHaalaNniH. ||2|| 

mehlaa 3. 

kantaa naal mahaylee-aa saytee ag 
jalaahi. 

jay jaaneh pir aapnaa taa tan dukh 
sahaahi. 

naanak kant na jaannee say ki-o ag 

jalaahi. 
bhaavai jeeva-o kai mara-o Dhoorahu 

hee bhaj jaahi. ||3|| 

pa-orhee. 

tuDh dukh sukh naal upaa-i-aa laykh 

kartai likhi-aa. 

naavai jayvad hor daat naahee tis roop 

na rikhi-aa. 

naam akhut niDhaan hai gurmukh man 

vasi-aa. 

kar kirpaa naam dayvsee fir laykh na 
likhi-aa. 

sayvak bhaa-ay say jan milay jin har jap 

japi-aa. ||6|| 

Salok Mehla-3 
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In this very famous shabad, Guru Ji fearlessly and openly condemns the evil practice 

of Brahmanism of coercing and sometimes forcing a widow to be burnt alive along 

with her dead husband. To glorify this apparent suicide, they used to call her Sati or  

the true wife. The irony was that while so many poor and almost child like young girls 

had to kill themselves on the pyres of their dead husbands, there was no such 

requirement for men to burn themselves on the death of their wives, instead they 

would have new wives as soon as their brief period of mourning was over. 

To start with, while condemning this evil practice Guru Ji tells us who is a Sati or a 

truly faithful wife. He says: "(O’ my friends, those women) are not called Satis (or 

true wives) who burn themselves along with the dead bodies (of their husbands). O’ 

Nanak, they are known as the Satis (who love their husband so much, that they can 

not live even for a moment without them and feel, as if they have) died by the pain of 

separation (from their beloveds).”(1) 

Mehla-3 

Now Guru Ji gives another definition of a Sati or a truly wedded wife, even when she 

is in the company of her husband. He says: “(O’ my friends, even those women) 

should be known as Satis, who live a life of modesty and contentment with their 

spouses. Rising daily in the morning they serve their spouse and remember (this duty 

of theirs).”(2) 

Mehla-3 

Guru Ji now criticizes the custom of Sati from another angle. He says: "(One could 

understand) the burning of those brides along with their husbands and bearing pain to 

their bodies, if they know (and truly love) their spouse. But, O’ Nanak, why should 

they burn themselves in fire who do not know (or love) their spouse. Whether (their 

spouse) is alive or dead (in pleasure or pain, such un-faithful brides) keep far away 

(from him).” (3) 

Paurri  

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by giving us true perspective in times of pain and 

pleasure and tells us what is the way to rise above all such emotions and become one 

with the bliss giving God. He says: "(O’ my friends), when the Creator created you, 

He scribed both pain and pleasure in your destiny. (But if you want any special gifts 

from God, then remember that) there is no better gift or boon like God's Name. (God) 

has no form or feature. However, (God’s) Name is an inexhaustible treasure, which is 

enshrined in the mind of a Guru‘s follower. Showing mercy, He would give (the gift 

of His Name, then no account of his good or bad deeds) is written. However, only 

they have met (God, who have) meditated on Him, and always remained with the 

feeling of being His servants."(6) 

The message of this shabad is that they are not Satis or truly faithful wives who 

burn themselves along with their dead husbands. But they are the Satis who love 
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their husband so much that for them every moment of separation from their 

spouse is worse than death. They serve their spouse with love, contentment, and 

obedience, and day and night meditate on God’s Name. Secondly, we should 

understand that all pain and pleasure in our life is pre written by God in our 

destiny, and there is nothing we can do to change it. Therefore, we should bear 

all happenings in our life with equanimity, and meditate on God’s Name, so that 

we are liberated from the pain of birth and death and are eternally united with 

God. 

salok mehlaa 2. 

jinee chalan jaani-aa say ki-o karahi 

vithaar. 

chalan saar na jaannee kaaj 
savaaranhaar. ||1|| 

mehlaa 2. 

raat kaaran Dhan sanchee-ai bhalkay 

chalan ho-ay. 

naanak naal na chal-ee fir 
pachhutaavaa ho-ay. ||2|| 

mehlaa 2. 

baDhaa chatee jo bharay naa gun naa 
upkaar. 

saytee khusee savaaree-ai naanak 
kaaraj saar. ||3|| 

mehlaa 2. 

manhath taraf na jip-ee jay bahutaa 

ghaalay. 

taraf jinai sat bhaa-o day jan naanak 
sabad veechaaray. ||4|| 

pa-orhee. 

kartai kaaran jin kee-aa so jaanai so-ee. 

aapay sarisat upaa-ee-an aapay fun   

go-ee. 
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SGGS  P-788 

jug chaaray sabh bhav thakee kin keemat 
ho-ee. 

satgur ayk vikhaali-aa man tan sukh     

ho-ee. 

gurmukh sadaa salaahee-ai kartaa karay 

so ho-ee. ||7|| 

Salok Mehla-2 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that they are not Satis or true wives who kill 

themselves at the death of their spouses. He starts this shabad by pointing out to us the 

inevitability of our own death, which may come at any time and indicates what the 

conduct of those persons is who realize this fact. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), they who realize that they will have to depart (from this 

world some day), don’t spread themselves (and don’t let their mind be scattered over 

too many worldly affairs). Only they who do not realize the truth (about their 

departure) continue accomplishing their (worldly tasks and accumulating more and 

more wealth).”(1) 

Mehla-2 

Once again reminding us that our stay in this world is short like a stay of only one 

night, therefore we should not keep accumulating too much wealth for this short stay. 

He says: “(O’ my friends, if) we accumulate wealth for a (short stay like a) night and 

in the morning we have to depart (leaving all the wealth, then) O’ Nanak, we are 

going to regret.”(2) 

Mehla-2 

Guru Ji now comments on those who keep on amassing wealth for themselves or 

enjoying false worldly pleasures. But they give to charity or do any good thing only 

when they are compelled and not on their own free will. He says: “(O’ my friends), if 

out of compulsion a person pays a fine (or does a task under compulsion), that has no 

merit or virtue. O’ Nanak, deem only that deed as accomplished (and has merit or 

virtue), which we do with our own sweet free will."(3) 

Mehla-2 

Next Guru Ji tells us, which types of people win the game of this life. He says: “(O’ 

my friends), no matter how hard they may try, the side (or the party) which practices 

obstinacy of mind (such as fasting, living in jungles, or torturing the body), doesn’t 

win (God to their) side. O’ Nanak, only that side wins, which reflects on the word (of 

the Guru and meditates on God) with true love.”(4) 
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Paurri 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by telling us why things happen as they do and what is 

the best way to live a happy life. He says: “(O’ my friends), the Creator who has 

engineered all this cause (of births, death, pains and pleasures), He alone knows why 

it is so. He Himself has created this universe and He Himself destroys it. The entire 

world has grown weary of wandering through all the four ages but none has been able 

to know the worth (of God). Whom the true Guru has shown the one (God), peace 

prevails in that person’s mind and body. Therefore (the best thing for us is that) we 

should praise God through the word of the Guru and remember that alone happens, 

which the Creator does.”(7) 

The message of this shabad is that we should not spend too much time and energy 

in collecting more and more wealth, because our stay in this world is very short-

lived. Secondly we should try to do good deeds with true love and sincerity and 

not out of any compulsion, because any thing done under compulsion has no 

merit or virtue in it. Lastly we should remember that God alone is the cause of all 

causes and instead of trying to find those causes, we should happily accept God's 

will and live as per His command. 

salok mehlaa 2. 

jinaa bha-o tinH naahi bha-o much 
bha-o nibhvi-aah. 

naanak ayhu patantaraa tit deebaan 
ga-i-aah. ||1|| 

mehlaa 2. 

turday ka-o turdaa milai udtay ka-o 
udtaa. 

jeevtay ka-o jeevtaa milai moo-ay   
ka-o moo-aa. 

naanak so salaahee-ai jin kaaran  

kee-aa. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

sach Dhi-aa-in say sachay gur sabad 
veechaaree. 

ha-umai maar man nirmalaa har 

naam ur Dhaaree. 
kothay mandap maarhee-aa lag pa-ay 

gaavaaree. 
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jiniH kee-ay tiseh na jaannee 
manmukh gubaaree. 

jis bujhaa-ihi so bujhsee sachi-aa     

ki-aa jant vichaaree. ||8|| 

Salok Mehla-2 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should not spend too much time 

and energy in collecting more and more wealth, because our stay in this world is very 

short-lived. Secondly, we should remember that God alone is the cause of all causes 

and instead of trying to find those causes; we should happily accept God's will and 

live as per His command. In this shabad, Guru Ji conveys this advice in a different 

format by pointing to the need of having fear of God, who is the cause of all causes. 

He says: “O’ my friends, they who have the fear (of God), do not have any fear (of the 

world. But they who are not afraid of God) are very much afflicted with worldly fear. 

However, O’ Nanak, this mystery is only revealed, when one goes into God’s court 

(and is asked to account for his or her past deeds).”(1)  

Mehla-2 

In this salok , Guru Ji comments on the general nature of the creatures in this world, 

and how just as birds and animals of one kind mix with the other of similar kind, 

similarly human beings with similar disposition like to remain together with those of 

same disposition. He says: "(O’ my friends, just as) a walking (animal) associates with 

another walking (animal), a flying (bird) meets another flying (bird, similarly a 

spiritually courageous or) alive (person) associates with another (spiritually) alive 

(person), and a (timid man, whose conscience is) dead meets another similarly 

(spiritually) dead (person). O’ Nanak, we should praise that (God) who has created 

this world (with myriad types of creatures)."(2) 

Paurri 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by telling us who are the kind of people who are judged 

true and are approved in God’s court. Thus he indirectly tells us, what should be our 

conduct in life and with what kinds of people we should associate. He says: "(O’ my 

friends), they who by reflecting on the Guru's instructions, meditate on the eternal 

(God) are true (or the approved ones). By enshrining God’s Name in their mind they 

still their ego and their mind becomes immaculate. (On the other hand), the foolish 

uncouth persons yoke themselves to building houses, mansions, and balconies. These 

ignorant self- conceited persons do not recognize that (God) who created them. But O’ 

true God, only those realize (this truth) to whom You reveal this fact, otherwise) what 

these poor creatures can do (on their own)?"(8) 
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The message of this shabad is that instead of engaging ourselves in collecting 

more and more worldly wealth and building big mansions, we should live under 

the fear of God who created us. We should seek and join the company of Guru 

following persons, and by reflecting on the Guru's word, we should still our ego 

and make our mind immaculate, so that we may be judged true and are 

approved in God’s court. 

salok mehlaa 3. 

kaaman ta-o seegaar kar jaa pahilaaN 

kant manaa-ay. 

mat sayjai kant na aavee ayvai birthaa 
jaa-ay. 

kaaman pir man maani-aa ta-o bani-aa 
seegaar. 

kee-aa ta-o parvaan hai jaa saho 

Dharay pi-aar. 
bha-o seegaar tabol ras bhojan bhaa-o 

karay-i. 

tan man sa-upay kant ka-o ta-o naanak 
bhog karay-i. ||1|| 

mehlaa 3. 

kaajal fool tambol ras lay Dhan kee-aa 
seegaar. 

sayjai kant na aa-i-o ayvai bha-i-aa 

vikaar. ||2|| 

mehlaa 3. 

Dhan pir ayhi na aakhee-an bahan 

ikthay ho-ay. 

ayk jot du-ay moortee Dhan pir     
kahee-ai so-ay. ||3|| 

pa-orhee. 

bhai bin bhagat na hova-ee naam na 
lagai pi-aar. 

satgur mili-ai bha-o oopjai bhai bhaa-ay 

rang savaar. 

tan man rataa rang si-o ha-umai 
tarisnaa maar. 
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man tan nirmal at sohnaa bhayti-aa 
krisan muraar. 

bha-o bhaa-o sabh tis daa so sach 

vartai sansaar. ||9|| 

Salok Mehla-3 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that instead of engaging ourselves in 

collecting more and more worldly wealth and building big mansions, we should live 

under the fear of God who created us. In this shabad, Guru Ji uses the metaphor of a 

young bride of 500 years ago, when the women completely depended upon their 

husbands for their economic and social survival. Therefore, the women used to deck 

themselves with all possible ornaments, cosmetics, and fancy clothes, so that their 

spouses would feel attracted to them and sleep with them. But if in spite of all their 

ornamentation, their groom doesn’t like them, he won’t come near them, and all their 

efforts would go waste. Guru Ji uses this metaphor to drive home the point that if we 

want to meet God and enjoy His company, then it is more important to please Him 

with our inner qualities rather than wasting our time and efforts on outer garbs. 

So he says: "O’ young bride, decorate yourself only if you first please your spouse 

(God). Lest the Groom may never like to come to the bed (of your heart, and all this 

decoration) may go waste.  O’ bride (soul), only when the mind of your Spouse is 

pleased, that you are considered truly bedecked. All your effort is fruitful, only if the 

Groom loves you. Therefore, a bride (soul) should bedeck herself with the ornament 

of fear (of God), on her lips should be the redness of the betel leaf of love, and she 

should prepare the food of love. She should surrender her body and mind to her 

Spouse (and do whatever God wants her to do). O’ Nanak, only then (the Spouse) 

enjoys her company.”(1) 

Mehla-3 

Now Guru Ji comments on the fate of those bride souls who simply wastes their time 

and energy in decorating themselves with all kinds of ornaments (saintly robes and 

articles), but in the end find that their spouse (God) did not at all come to the beds (of 

their hearts). So taking one such example, Guru Ji says: “The bride (soul) decorated 

herself with Surma (black eye powder), flowers, and betel juice (eye shadow, flowers, 

and lipstick), but if the spouse didn’t come to the bed, then all this effort went in vain. 

(Similarly if one decks oneself with saintly clothes and adopts other symbols of one’s 

faith, but without true love, then God does not come to reside in the heart, and all 

one’s effort goes waste.)”(2) 

Mehla-3 

Now Guru Ji utters a very famous couplet, which in a way summarizes the concept of 

marriage in the Sikh faith. Unlike others, the Sikh marriage is not a contract of mutual  
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interest or an official living together agreement between two persons. It is a unique 

binding of two souls into a joint spiritual journey to God.  

Therefore, Guru Ji says: "(O’ my friends), they are not called the (true) husband and 

wife, who sit (or live) together. Only when they live as if one light in two forms (in 

other words, even though they have two different bodies, but are one in all their 

thoughts and deeds), they are called (true) husband and wife.”(3) 

Paurri 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by telling us what are the essential ingredients or 

necessary steps to develop true love for God, without which He will not come to us, 

no matter how hard we may try. He says: "(O’ my friends), without the fear (of God) 

one cannot worship Him, and one's mind is not imbued with the love of God's Name. 

It is only when the true Guru is met, that fear of God arises (in one’s mind), and one is 

embellished with the loving fear (of God). By stilling one’s self- conceit and (worldly) 

desire, one’s body and mind is imbued with the love of God. In this way, when one 

sees God, the body and mind seem immaculate and extremely beautiful. But again, all 

this fear and love are His (gift), who eternally pervades the entire world."(9) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to win love and affection of God, we 

should have His fear and love in our mind. Only then we would become dear to 

Him. Further we have to remember that even in ordinary life, those are not true 

couples who are simply living together, but they who although two different 

bodies, are one in their thoughts and have the same one object of union with 

God. To achieve that union we need to seek the guidance of the true Guru and 

stilling our ego and worldly desires we should make our mind and body pure and 

beauteous, so that God may accept us in His eternal union. 

salok mehlaa 1. 

vaahu khasam too vaahu jin rach 
rachnaa ham kee-ay. 

saagar lahar samund sar vayl varas 

varaahu. 
aap kharhoveh aap kar aapeenai 

aapaahu. 
gurmukh sayvaa thaa-ay pavai unman 

tat kamaahu. 

maskat lahhu majooree-aa mang mang 
khasam daraahu. 

naanak pur dar vayparvaah ta-o dar 

oonaa naahi ko sachaa vayparvaahu. 
||1|| 
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mehlaa 1. 

ujal motee sohnay ratnaa naal jurhann. 

tin jar vairee naankaa je budhay      

thee-ay marann. ||2|| 

SGGS  P-789 

pa-orhee. 

har saalaahee sadaa sadaa tan man    
sa-up sareer. 

gur sabdee sach paa-i-aa sachaa gahir 

gambheer. 

man tan hirdai rav rahi-aa har heeraa 
heer. 

janam maran kaa dukh ga-i-aa fir pavai 

na feer. 

naanak naam salaahi too har gunee 

gaheer. ||10|| 

Salok Mehla-1 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to win the love and 

affection of God, we should have His fear and love in our mind. Only then we would 

become acceptable to Him. In this shabad, he describes some of the wonderful 

qualities of God, and while doing so he goes into a state of astonishment and ecstasy. 

He says: “Wonderful, yes truly wonderful are You O’ my Master, who after creating 

this creation, have created us. It is You who has made the ocean currents, the sea, 

rivers, creepers, and the rain producing clouds. After creating everything Yourself, 

You are standing amidst (and pervading) Your creation. Those Guru’s followers, who 

in a state of mind’s ecstasy reflect on the essence (and meditate on Your Name); their 

service is approved. By doing the labor of meditation and begging at the door of their 

Master, they obtain wages (of His Name). Nanak says, O’ care free God, Your 

storehouses are brimful (with blessings), no one goes empty handed from Your door. 

You are the eternal carefree (Master).”(1) 

Mehla-1 

Now Guru Ji reminds us about our impending old age and cautions us against too 

much pride in our handsome body and its beautiful parts. He says: "(O’ my friends,  
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don’t ever be arrogant about your body. Because, even though at this time, your 

bodies may be looking) beautiful with teeth sparkling like pearls and (eyes, as if) 

studded with jewels. Yet O’ Nanak, old age is their enemy, because becoming old 

they would die (and all such beautiful parts would go waste).”(2) 

Paurri 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad by suggesting to us the best way to spend our lifetime, 

and the blessings a person obtains, who acts on this advice. He says: "(O’ my friends, 

the one) who surrendering one’s body and mind praises God through the Guru’s word, 

has obtained the true, profound, and unfathomable God. In that person’s body, mind 

and heart, pervades (God), the jewel of all jewels. That person’s pain of birth and 

death is gone, and is not made to go through this round again. Therefore Nanak (says: 

“O’ mortal) praise the Name of that God, who is ocean of virtues.”(10) 

The message of this shabad is that we should remember that it is God who has 

created this wonderful world, including us. Therefore instead of ever feeling 

proud of ourselves, we should always praise and remember Him, through the 

Guru’s word. Then He would pervade all our body and mind, and we would be 

freed from any future pains of births and deaths. 

salok mehlaa 1. 

naanak ih tan jaal jin jali-ai naam 
visaari-aa. 

pa-udee jaa-ay paraal pichhai hath na 

ambrhai tit nivanDhai taal. ||1|| 

mehlaa 1. 

naanak man kay kamm fiti-aa ganat na 

aavhee. 

kitee lahaa sahamm jaa bakhsay taa 
Dhakaa nahee. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

sachaa amar chalaa-i-on kar sach 

furmaan. 
sadaa nihchal rav rahi-aa so purakh 

sujaan. 

gur parsaadee sayvee-ai sach sabad 
neesaan. 

pooraa thaat banaa-i-aa rang gurmat 

maan. 
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agam agochar alakh hai gurmukh har 
jaan. ||11|| 

Salok Mehla-1 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should remember that it is God 

who has created this wonderful world including us. Therefore instead of ever feeling 

proud of ourselves, we should always praise and remember Him through the Guru’s 

word. Then He would pervade all our body and mind, and we would be freed from 

any future pains of births and deaths. But in spite of repeated advice, we human 

beings completely forsake God, keep doing wrong things, and committing many sins 

to satisfy our desires and sense of ego. Therefore in this shabad, putting himself 

among us, Guru Ji uses very strong words to warn us against continuing such sinful 

activities. 

He says: “O’ Nanak, burn down this body consumed (by worldly desires), which has 

forsaken God's Name. (Because, without meditating on the Name), the straw (of sins) 

keeps accumulating in it, and later on our hands would not be able to reach (and pull 

out) these weeds (of sin) from the deep pool (of our heart).”(1) 

Mehla-1 

Next Guru Ji points out the painful consequences of our evil pursuits, but at the same 

time in his compassion, he tells us how we might escape this punishment. Again 

putting himself in our situation, he says: "O’ Nanak, there is no count of (evil) deeds 

done as per the dictates of my mind. I’ don’t know how much punishment, I would 

have to bear (on account of those sins). However if (God) forgives, then I won’t be 

kicked out (of His court).”(2) 

Paurri 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by describing some of the wonderful qualities of God, 

and how to win His favor. He says: "(O’ my friends), by issuing an eternal command, 

He has run a true (and just) administration. That sagacious and eternally immovable 

God is pervading everywhere. When by the Guru’s grace we serve (and worship) 

Him, we are anointed with the mark of true shabad (His Name). He has made this 

perfect expanse (of the world), so that following Guru’s instruction, we may revel in 

His love. (That God) is incomprehensible, inaccessible, and indescribable; one should 

try to know Him through the Guru’s (instruction).”(11)  

The message of this shabad is that if we want to avoid severe punishment after 

death, then we should forsake our evil habits right now and meditate on God's 

Name. Otherwise the count of our sins would keep multiplying and later it would 

become impossible to wash off these sins. Further, we should understand that 

God's is running a just administration through His unchallengeable command, 

and it is only through the Guru's true word that we receive a mark of approval 

in His court. 
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salok mehlaa 1. 

naanak badraa maal kaa bheetar 
Dhari-aa aan. 

khotay kharay parkhee-an saahib kai 

deebaan. ||1|| 

mehlaa 1. 

naavan chalay teerthee man khotai 

tan chor. 
ik bhaa-o lathee naati-aa du-ay bhaa 

charhee-as hor. 
baahar Dhotee toomrhee andar vis 

nikor. 
saaDh bhalay annaati-aa chor se 

choraa chor. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

aapay hukam chalaa-idaa jag 

DhanDhai laa-i-aa. 
ik aapay hee aap laa-i-an gur tay 

sukh paa-i-aa. 

dah dis ih man Dhaavdaa gur thaak 
rahaa-i-aa. 

naavai no sabh lochdee gurmatee 

paa-i-aa. 
Dhur likhi-aa mayt na sakee-ai jo har 

likh paa-i-aa. ||12|| 

Salok Mehla-1 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to avoid severe punishment 

after death, then we should forsake our evil habits right now and meditate on God's 

Name. Otherwise the count of our sins would keep multiplying and later it would 

become impossible to wash off these sins. Further, we should understand that God's is 

running a just administration through His unchallengeable command, and it is only 

through the Guru's true word that we receive a mark of approval in His court. In this 

shabad, he uses a beautiful metaphor of the olden times, when the administrator of a 

king used to present the revenue collected by him in big bags. The king would get all 

the coins examined. The genuine coins would be accepted and put in the treasury and 

the counterfeit would be rejected and thrown out. 
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Using the above metaphor for the souls presented to God or the judge of 

righteousness, Guru Ji says: “O’ Nanak, when a bag (load) of revenue (of the souls of 

dead persons) is brought in and placed (before God), the genuine and counterfeit (or 

the virtuous and sinners) are examined in the Master’s court (and rewarded or 

punished accordingly).”(1) 

Mehla-1 

However, Guru Ji wants to make it clear to us that we cannot wash off our sins and 

become pure simply by bathing at holy places, without first cleansing the dirt or evil 

within our mind. Such bathing may even bring more arrogance in us, and thus 

increase the filth in our mind. He says: “(There are some, who) go to bathe at holy 

places, along with false minds and thieves (of evil impulses) in their bodies. (By doing 

so), even though one part of filth (from the body may be) removed, but (their mind) is 

soiled two times (because their mind becomes even more arrogant than before. Such a 

person is like a Tumma (a bitter fruit), which even when washed from outside remains 

very bitter inside. Therefore the saints are better off without bathing (at holy places), 

while the thieves would remain thieves (even after bathing).”(2) 

Paurri 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by once again clarifying that actually it is God, who 

yokes people to different tasks and puts them on different paths. It is only by 

following Guru’s advice that we can control our mind, meditate on God’s Name, and 

become worthy of His grace. He says: "(O’ my friends, God) Himself is issuing His 

command, and has yoked the world to (different) tasks. Some on His own, He has 

attuned to His (Name) through the Guru and they have obtained peace. This mind 

keeps running in ten different directions (all the time), and it is only the Guru, who 

stabilizes it (and teaches it how to focus on God’s Name). The entire world craves for 

(God’s) Name, which is only obtained through Guru’s teaching. (However, we obtain 

true Guru, if such is our pre-ordained destiny, because) we cannot erase, what has 

been written from the very beginning (for us, and we) obtain what God has written (in 

our destiny).”(12)   

The message of this shabad is that when we die our account would be placed 

before God and He would take into account all our sins and virtues, before 

deciding our next fate. In order to win His approval it is no use going to the 

pilgrimage places for taking baths, without purifying the mind. The best thing is 

to follow Guru’s advice and meditate on God’s Name, which alone can make us 

acceptable in God's court. 

salok mehlaa 1. 

du-ay deevay cha-odah hatnaalay. 

jaytay jee-a taytay vanjaaray. 

khulHay hat ho-aa vaapaar. 
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jo pahuchai so chalanhaar. 

Dharam dalaal paa-ay neesaan. 

naanak naam laahaa parvaan. 

ghar aa-ay vajee vaaDhaa-ee. 

sach naam kee milee vadi-aa-ee. ||1|| 

mehlaa 1. 

raatee hovan kaalee-aa supaydaa say 

vann. 

dihu bagaa tapai ghanaa kaali-aa kaalay 
vann. 

anDhay aklee baahray moorakh anDh 
gi-aan. 

naanak nadree baahray kabeh na 

paavahi maan. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

kaa-i-aa kot rachaa-i-aa har sachai 
aapay. 

ik doojai bhaa-ay khu-aa-i-an ha-umai 
vich vi-aapay. 

ih maanas janam dulambh saa 

manmukh santaapay. 
jis aap bujhaa-ay so bujhsee jis satgur 

thaapay. 

sabh jag khayl rachaa-i-on sabh vartai 
aapay. ||13|| 

Salok Mehla-1 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that when we die our account would be 

placed before God and He would take into account all our sins and virtues, before 

deciding our next fate. In order to win His approval it is no use going to the 

pilgrimage places for taking baths, without purifying the mind. The best thing is to 

follow Guru’s advice and meditate on God’s Name, which alone can make us 

acceptable in God's court. In this shabad, Guru Ji uses another very beautiful example 

of a market in which people come to sell their merchandise and then depart after 

making a profit or suffering a loss. 

So Guru Ji says: "(O’ my friends), the Sun and the Moon are like two lamps, which 

light the fourteen markets (seven underground and seven over ground worlds). All the 

creatures (in this world) are like merchants. (In these markets), the shops remain open  
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and trade goes on (at all times and people keep earning profit of good deeds or 

suffering loss due to bad deeds). Whosever, comes here has to depart (also sooner or 

later. Like a) broker, the judge of righteousness puts a mark (of approval on the 

merchandise or the life conduct of the selected few). Because O’ Nanak, only the 

profit of God’s Name is approved (in His court). The one who reaches one’s home 

(the God’s court, with the profit of Name) is greeted with congratulations and is 

received with honor for (earning the profit of) eternal Name.”(1)   

Mehla-1 

But Guru Ji observes that human nature is such that it remains unchanged, no matter 

what the circumstances are. They who are evil remain evil, and the virtuous always 

remain virtuous. For example he says: “Even if the nights are pitch dark, the white 

remain white, and even when the day is heated white, still the black remain black. 

Similarly, O’ Nanak without the grace (of God) the ignorant blind fools (remain 

foolish) and never obtain honor (in God’s court).”(2) 

Paurri 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by describing the underlying reason why people remain 

what they are, whether good or bad. He says: "(O’ my friends), the eternal (God) 

Himself has fashioned this (human) body like a fortress. Some, He has strayed 

through (the sense) of duality, and they are consumed in their arrogance. This human 

body was obtained with great difficulty, but the self-conceited persons are suffering in 

agony. Because, only the one whom God makes to realize and whom the true Guru 

blesses, understands (the right use of this body. Therefore we cannot blame anyone for 

his or her conduct, because) God has set up the universe like a play and He Himself is 

pervading everywhere.”(13) 

The message of this shabad is that our body is like a fortress and in it we need to 

accumulate virtues, and try to become like the traders of God's Name, which 

alone is acceptable in His market. We should also realize that it is as per God's 

command that some remain good, and others remain evil. Therefore we should 

never blame any body, but always seek the grace of God, and guidance of the 

Guru to keep us in the right track and in the company of good and saintly 

people. 

SGGS  P-790 

salok mehlaa 1. 

choraa jaaraa randee-aa kutnee-aa 

deebaan.  
vaydeenaa kee dostee vaydeenaa kaa 

khaan.       
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siftee saar na jaannee sadaa vasai 

saitaan. 
gadahu chandan kha-ulee-ai bhee saahoo 

si-o paan. 

naanak koorhai kati-ai koorhaa tanee-ai 
taan. 

koorhaa kaparh kachhee-ai koorhaa 
painan maan. ||1|| 

mehlaa 1. 

baaNgaa burgoo sinyee-aa naalay milee 
kalaan. 

ik daatay ik mangtay naam tayraa 

parvaan. 

naanak jinHee sun kai mani-aa ha-o tinaa 

vitahu kurbaan. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

maa-i-aa moh sabh koorh hai koorho    

ho-ay ga-i-aa. 

ha-umai jhagrhaa paa-i-on jhagrhai jag 

mu-i-aa. 

gurmukh jhagarh chukaa-i-on iko rav 
rahi-aa. 

sabh aatam raam pachhaani-aa bha-ojal 

tar ga-i-aa. 

jot samaanee jot vich har naam sam-i-aa. 

||14|| 

Salok Mehla-1 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should realize that our body is like 

a fortress and in it we need to accumulate virtues, and try to become like the traders of 

God's Name, which alone is acceptable in His court. We should also realize that it is 

as per God's command that some remain good, and others remain evil. Therefore we 

should never blame any body, but always seek the grace of God and guidance of the 

Guru to keep us in the right track and in the company of good and saintly people. 

Guru Ji begins this shabad, by commenting on the conduct of evil people how they all 

flock together, and in spite of all efforts; keep sticking to their evil ways. 

He says: “(O’ my friends, the evil people like) thieves, illicit lovers, prostitutes, and 

pimps have their own gathering, where the irreligious people nurture their friendship,  
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and dine together. They do not realize the value of God’s praise because the devil 

always resides (in their minds. No matter, how much any one may try, they don’t 

change because their mind is like a) donkey, which even when plastered with sandal 

paste, still rolls in dust. Nanak says, (it is no use trying to rectify such people, 

because) with false threads, we can weave only false clothes. When we measure and 

(stitch) false clothes, false would be the pride of wearing (those clothes).”(1) 

Mehla-1 

After commenting on thieves, prostitutes and other such people, Guru Ji comments on 

another group of people, who although may appear holy and adherents of their faith, 

yet turn even their faith into a vehicle for earning money. So addressing God he says: 

“(O’ God), by giving calls (to Muslims for) prayer, (the Maulavis earn their 

livelihood. The beggars beg for food by) blowing whistles, (yogis do the same by 

blowing) horns, (and the bards) sing eulogies (in the hope of being rewarded by rich 

people. In this way) You have made some the givers, and some beggars, (but I know); 

it is only Your Name, which is approved (in Your court). Therefore, I Nanak am a 

sacrificed to them, who after listening to (Your Name) have adopted it (as their way of 

life).”(2) 

Paurri  

Guru Ji now concludes the shabad by cautioning us against attachment for worldly 

riches and power, and by telling us what is the right way of living our lives. He says: 

"(O’ my friends), the attachment for Maya (the worldly riches and power) is all false 

and the one who indulges in it also becomes false. (By involving the mortals in the 

attachment for Maya, God) has created the strife of ego, and the world is being 

consumed in this strife. (But the one who) follows the Guru has ended this strife; For 

such a person, the same one (God) seems pervading (in all). By recognizing the same 

divine Soul pervading everywhere, such a person has crossed over the dreadful 

(worldly) ocean. That person merges in God’s Name, and his or her light (soul) 

merges in the supreme light (the Prime soul).”(14) 

The message of this shabad is that instead of joining or trying to correct those 

who are indulging in evil or immoral acts, we should leave them alone, because 

such people are beyond us to rectify. Also we should not be like those priests and 

beggars who live on the charity of others, instead we should earn our honest 

living and remember God's Name. We should further realize that the same one 

God pervades everywhere and in every heart, therefore we should not enter into 

any kind of strife with any body. In this way we would be ferried across this 

worldly ocean and our soul would merge in the Prime soul of God. 

salok mehlaa 1. 

satgur bheekhi-aa deh mai tooN 

samrath daataar. 
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ha-umai garab nivaaree-ai kaam 
kroDh ahaNkaar. 

lab lobh parjaalee-ai naam milai 

aaDhaar. 
ahinis navtan nirmalaa mailaa 

kabahooN na ho-ay. 
naanak ih biDh chhutee-ai nadar 

tayree sukh ho-ay. ||1|| 

mehlaa 1. 

iko kant sabaa-ee-aa jitee dar 

kharhee-aah. 

naanak kantai ratee-aa puchheh 
baat-rhee-aah. ||2|| 

mehlaa 1. 

sabhay kantai ratee-aa mai dohaagan 
kit. 

mai tan avgan -ayt-rhay khasam na 
fayray chit. ||3|| 

mehlaa 1. 

ha-o balihaaree tin ka-o sifat jinaa dai 
vaat. 

sabh raatee sohaaganee ik mai 
dohaagan raat. ||4|| 

pa-orhee. 

dar mangat jaachai daan har deejai 
kirpaa kar. 

gurmukh layho milaa-ay jan paavai 
naam har. 

anhad sabad vajaa-ay jotee jot Dhar. 

hirdai har gun gaa-ay jai jai sabad 
har. 

jag meh vartai aap har saytee pareet 
kar. ||15|| 
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Salok Mehla-1 

It is a given that whenever we pray or do any worship of God, or other gods and 

goddesses, we ask for some thing, such as wealth, health, happiness, or salvation. In 

this shabad, Guru Ji shares with us what kinds of things he begs from God, and thus 

indirectly suggests what we should also ask for when we pray to God. 

He says: “O’ true Guru, You are all-powerful Giver, (please) give me the charity (of 

God’s Name). Dispel my ego and  (false) pride along with lust, anger, and arrogance. 

Let my craving (for dainties), and greed (for wealth) be burnt away, and may I be 

blessed with the support of (God’s) Name. Every day and night (God’s Name) is new, 

different, and immaculate, and never gets soiled. (More we meditate on it, more our 

love for God multiplies, and it never fades). O’ Nanak, in this way, we are 

emancipated (from the bonds of ego) and by Your grace we obtain peace.”(1) 

Mehla-1 

Now in a mood of pure love and affection Guru Ji sees so many other saints at the 

door of God and imagines him also at the far end of that line. Comparing these saints 

to the beloved brides of God, he comments: "All these brides (saints), who are 

standing at the door, all belong to one Spouse (God). O’ Nanak, imbued in the love of 

the Spouse, they ask (each other) news about the Spouse (and share with each other 

the stories about the Spouse). "(2) 

Mehla-1 

However in his humility, Guru Ji feels himself far less meritorious than other saints, 

and comparing them to the united wedded brides of God, he says: "All the brides are 

imbued with the love of our Spouse. Of what account am I, the separated one? So 

many are the faults in my body that the Spouse does not (even) turn His mind towards 

me.”(3) 

Mehla-1 

Guru Ji therefore praises those beautiful brides (the holy saints) who are enjoying the 

love and affection of their Spouse, but humbly requests Him for a little favor on him 

also. He says: "(O’ God), I am a sacrifice to those brides (saints) who have Your 

praise on their lips. These wedded brides (the devoted saints) enjoy Your company all 

nights. (Could You, let) me the separated one (also) enjoy (Your company for a little 

while) for just one night?”(4) 

Paurri 

After showing us how to acknowledge our own faults and inadequacies, Guru Ji 

concludes the shabad by showing us how and what to beg from God. He says: “(O’ 

God), this beggar is begging at Your door, show mercy and give him charity. Through 

the Guru unite him with You, so that this devotee may obtain Your Name. By uniting  
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my soul with Your (prime) soul, ring within me the non-stop melody (of the word). So 

that (this servant of Yours) may sing praises of God, and proclaim victory of His 

Name (and may say to every body, that God) Himself pervades the world, therefore 

you should imbue yourself with love for God.”(15) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to enjoy the bliss of God’s 

company, we should go to Him like a beggar and humbly pray to Him to unite us 

with the Guru. Then by following Guru's advice we should still our ego, lust, and 

anger etc., and standing at the door of God, sing His praises like those saints who 

are truly imbued with His love and are enjoying His company. One day, God 

would show mercy on us also, and bless us with His blissful company.  

salok mehlaa 1. 

jinee na paa-i-o paraym ras kant na 

paa-i-o saa-o. 

sunjay ghar kaa paahunaa ji-o aa-i-aa 
ti-o jaa-o. ||1|| 

mehlaa 1. 

sa-o olaamHay dinai kay raatee milniH 

sahaNs. 
sifat salaahan chhad kai karangee lagaa 

hans. 
fit ivayhaa jeevi-aa jit khaa-ay     

vaDhaa-i-aa payt. 

naanak sachay naam vin sabho dusman 
hayt. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

dhaadhee gun gaavai nit janam    
savaari-aa. 

gurmukh sayv salaahi sachaa ur    
Dhaari-aa. 

SGGS  P-791 

ghar dar paavai mahal naam pi-aari-aa. 

gurmukh paa-i-aa naam ha-o gur ka-o 

vaari-aa. 

too aap savaareh aap sirjanhaari-aa. 
||16|| 
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Salok Mehla-1 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to enjoy the bliss of God’s 

company, then we should go to Him like a beggar and humbly pray to Him to unite us 

with the Guru. In this salok (couplet), he tells us the significance of enjoying the relish 

of God’s love and company. 

He says: “They who have not enjoyed the bliss of (God’s) love, and have not tasted 

the relish of (union with) their spouse God, their state is like the guest in a deserted 

house, who goes back as empty handed as he came.”(1) 

Mehla-1 

Guru Ji now comments on the state of those who forsaking praise of God remain 

absorbed in false worldly pleasures. He says: “(They who do not meditate on God’s 

Name, and instead remain engrossed in enjoying false worldly pleasures), are cursed 

hundreds of times in the day, and thousands of times at night. They are like that swan, 

which forsaking the jewels takes to eating dead skeletons. Cursed is such living, 

where one simply bloats one’s belly by eating. Because O’ Nanak, without meditating 

on God’s Name, all turn out to be our enemies (in the end, including our false 

pleasures and dainty dishes, because they afflict us with all kinds of physical and 

mental ailments).”(2) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by describing the blessings a person obtains; who under 

the guidance of the Guru sings praises of God, and meditates on His Name. He says: 

“Like a bard (the devotee) always sings praises (of God), and gets his life 

embellished. By serving and praising (God) under Guru’s guidance, such a person 

enshrines the eternal (God) in the mind. Through the love of (God’s) Name such a 

person obtains the door and mansion of God. Through the Guru (I too) have obtained 

the (God’s) Name, therefore I am a sacrifice to (such a) Guru. (But) O’ Creator, You 

Yourself embellish (one’s life by making him or her follow Guru’s guidance).”(16) 

The message of this shabad is that instead of wasting our time in false worldly 

pleasures, we should act on Guru’s advice, meditate on God’s Name, and try to 

enjoy the relish and bliss of His company.   

salok mehlaa 1. 

deevaa balai anDhayraa jaa-ay. 

bayd paath mat paapaa khaa-ay. 

ugvai soor na jaapai chand. 

jah gi-aan pargaas agi-aan mitant. 

bayd paath sansaar kee kaar. 

parhH parhH pandit karahi beechaar. 

bin boojhay sabh ho-ay khu-aar. 

naanak gurmukh utras paar. ||1|| 
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mehlaa 1. 

sabdai saad na aa-i-o naam na lago   

pi-aar. 
rasnaa fikaa bolnaa nit nit ho-ay       

khu-aar. 

naanak pa-i-ai kirat kamaavanaa ko-ay 
na maytanhaar. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

je parabh saalaahay aapnaa so sobhaa 

paa-ay. 

ha-umai vichahu door kar sach man 
vasaa-ay. 

sach banee gun uchrai sachaa sukh 
paa-ay. 

mayl bha-i-aa chiree vichhunni-aa gur 
purakh milaa-ay. 

man mailaa iv suDh hai har naam     

Dhi-aa-ay. ||17|| 

Salok Mehla-1 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that the person who daily sings praises of God 

like a bird, gets his or her life embellished. In this shabad, Guru Ji comments on the 

reading of holy books such as Vedas and Puranas. 

He says: “Just as with the lighting of a lamp, darkness goes away.  Similarly, reading 

of (holy books, such as) Vedas dispels one’s sinful intellect. Just as when the sun 

rises, the moon is not seen.  Similarly where there is enlightenment of (divine) 

wisdom, ignorance is removed. However (the pundits and other such people) have 

made reading of Vedas (and other holy books) like any other (worldly) profession. 

The pundits read (these books) again and again and discourse on them. But without 

understanding their essence, all are ruined. O’ Nanak, only those who follow Guru’s 

advice cross over (the dreadful worldly ocean).”(1) 

Mehla-1 

Now Guru Ji describes the importance of not only listening to Guru’s advice, but also 

understanding it to the extent that one really enjoys the wisdom in each and every 

word of the Guru. He says: “(The person), who has not enjoyed the relish of (Gurbani, 

the Guru’s) word, and has not been imbued with the love of God’s Name, utters 

insipid (words) with his or her tongue, and is wasted (and disgraced) day after day.  
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But O’ Nanak (in a way, such a person is helpless, because) one has to do things as 

per one’s pre-ordained destiny, which no body can erase.”(2) 

Paurri 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by telling us what kinds of blessings they receive, who 

follow Guru’s advice and praise God. He says: "(O’ my friends), one who sings 

praises of God, obtains glory. Dispelling self-conceit from within, such a person 

enshrines the eternal (God) in the mind. Through (Gurbani) the true word, utters 

God's praises and obtains true peace. In this way the person long separated (from 

God) is re-united (with Him). It is the Guru who brings about this union. In this way, 

by meditating on God’s Name, the soiled mind becomes pure.”(17) 

The message of this shabad is that instead of reading Vedas or holy scriptures 

including Guru Granth Sahib just for the sake of entering into useless discussions 

we should try to obtain real wisdom from these holy books. Just as on the rising 

of the sun darkness goes away, similarly by reading (and understanding) the holy 

books we should remove the darkness of our mind, and imbue ourselves with the 

love of God's word. Then following Guru’s advice we should remove our self-

conceit from within, and meditate on God’s Name. Then the Guru would unite us 

with God from whom we have been separated for a long time.  

salok mehlaa 1. 

kaa-i-aa koomal ful gun naanak 
gupas maal. 

aynee fulee ra-o karay avar ke 
chunee-ah daal. ||1|| 

mehlaa 2. 

naanak tinaa basant hai jinH ghar 
vasi-aa kant. 

jin kay kant disaapuree say ahinis 
fireh jalant. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

aapay bakhsay da-i-aa kar gur satgur 
bachnee. 

an-din sayvee gun ravaa man sachai 
rachnee. 

parabh mayraa bay-ant hai ant kinai 

na lakhnee. 
satgur charnee lagi-aa har naam nit 

japnee. 
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jo ichhai so fal paa-isee sabh gharai 
vich jachnee. ||18|| 

Salok Mehla-1 

Many people buy beautiful flowers woven into garlands and offer the same before 

their idols, or their Guru. In this shabad, Guru Ji tells us which are the most beautiful 

flower-garlands that God likes.   

He says: “This body of ours is like a soft green branch, and qualities (such as truth, 

contentment, and compassion) are like flowers on the branch. O’ Nanak, it is only a 

rare fortunate person, who (embellishes his or her body with such virtues, as if he or 

she is) weaving a garland of these flowers. (But if instead of other ornaments or 

cosmetics), one turns one’s mind towards these flowers (of virtues), then there is no 

need to look for any other branch (or decoration).”(1) 

Mehla-2 

Talking of flowers, Guru Ji points out that during the spring season when the nature 

blooms with greenery and all kinds of flowers, every body should feel happy. But just 

as in such a beautiful and pleasant season, many feel very depressed because of 

separation from their beloved, similarly the human soul feels sad when it is not united 

with its beloved God. He says: “O’ Nanak, (those bride souls) in whose hearts reside 

their beloved Groom, feel so happy as if for them it is spring. (But they in whose 

hearts God doesn’t reside are like those brides) whose grooms have gone to foreign 

lands, and day and night they are burning (with pain of separation).”(2) 

Paurri 

Guru Ji now tells us what is the way to please God and what kind of prayer we should 

make to him.  He says: "If on His own (God) shows mercy and unites us with the 

immaculate word of the true Guru, only then with our mind absorbed in the eternal 

(God), we could serve and sing His praises day and night.  God is infinite and nobody 

has ever realized His limit. It is only by attaching to the true Guru’s feet (the Gurbani) 

that one meditates on God’s Name every day. Then whatever one wishes, one would 

obtain that and all one’s desires are fulfilled.”(18)  

The message of the shabad is that we should embellish ourselves with divine 

virtues. Then God would reside in our heart.  Our desires would be fulfilled, and 

we would feel so happy, as if it is always spring for us.  

salok mehlaa 1. 

pahil basantai aagman pahilaa      

ma-uli-o so-ay. 

jit ma-uli-ai sabh ma-ulee-ai tiseh na 
ma-ulihu ko-ay. ||1|| 
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mehlaa 2. 

pahil basantai aagman tis kaa karahu 
beechaar. 

naanak so salaahee-ai je sabhsai day 
aaDhaar. ||2|| 

mehlaa 2. 

mili-ai mili-aa naa milai milai mili-aa 
jay ho-ay. 

antar aatmai jo milai mili-aa kahee-ai 

so-ay. ||3|| 

pa-orhee. 

har har naam salaahee-ai sach kaar 

kamaavai. 
doojee kaarai lagi-aa fir jonee paavai. 

naam rati-aa naam paa-ee-ai naamay 

gun gaavai. 
gur kai sabad salaahee-ai har naam 

samaavai. 
satgur sayvaa safal hai sayvi-ai fal 

paavai. ||19|| 

Salok Mehla-1 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should embellish ourselves with 

divine virtues. Then God would reside in our hearts; our desires would be fulfilled, 

and we would feel so happy, as if it is always spring.  In this shabad, Guru Ji tells us 

who the original source of spring or happiness is. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), before the coming of the first spring, it was that (God) who 

blossomed (and manifested Himself in this universe). When He blossoms, everything 

else also blossoms, but no one makes Him blossom.”(1) 

Mehla-2 

Guru Ji therefore advises us: “(O’ my friends), think about Him, who came even 

before the first spring (season). O’ Nanak, we should praise (that God) who provides 

support to everything (including the spring season).”(2) 
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Mehla-2 

Now Guru Ji tells us what the sign of true union or love between two persons or 

between man and God is.  He says: “One is not considered united (until one is truly 

united from inside). That person alone is called truly united (with God), who is truly 

united with Him from within his or her inner self (or soul).”(3)  

Paurri 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by telling us how we can truly unite with God. He says: 

“(O’ my friends), we should praise God's Name again and again. (The person) who 

does that, is doing the right deed. By engaging in other things (such as worldly wealth 

or power), a person is cast into the womb again. It is only by being imbued with the 

love of (God’s) Name that we obtain the Name. (Therefore the one engaged in Name, 

always) sings the praises of the Name itself. Fruitful is the service of the true Guru, by 

serving (and following) him one obtains the reward (of God’s Name).”(19) 

The message of this shabad is that it is God who is the prime source of spring or 

happiness in this universe. Therefore we can only obtain true and lasting 

happiness when we get united with Him. But that union has to be the union of 

our soul with that Prime soul, and for such a union we have to meditate on God’s 

Name under Guru’s guidance. Only then we would be rewarded with the bliss of 

His eternal union. 

salok mehlaa 2. 

kis hee ko-ee ko-ay manj nimaanee ik 
too. 

SGGS  P-792 

ki-o na mareejai ro-ay jaa lag chit na 
aavhee. ||1|| 

mehlaa 2. 

jaaN sukh taa saho raavi-o dukh bhee 
sammHaali-o-i. 

naanak kahai si-aanee-ay i-o kant 
milaavaa ho-ay. ||2|| 

pa-orhee. 

ha-o ki-aa saalaahee kiram jant 
vadee tayree vadi-aa-ee. 
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too agam da-i-aal agamm hai aap 
laihi milaa-ee. 

mai tujh bin baylee ko nahee too ant 

sakhaa-ee. 
jo tayree sarnaagatee tin laihi 

chhadaa-ee. 

naanak vayparvaahu hai tis til na 
tamaa-ee. ||20||1|| 

Salok Mehla-1 

This is the first salok preceding the last Paurri of this Vaar (Epic) of Raag (musical 

measure) Suhi. In this salok, Guru Ji teaches us, how humble we need to be and what 

kind of  firm faith we should have in God.   

He says: "O’ God, some have support of one, some of the other, but for me the lowly 

one, You are (the only support). Therefore, why shouldn’t I cry myself to death till 

You come into my mind (and I feel Your presence).”(1) 

Mehla-2 

Therefore Guru Ji advises us all and says: “When there is peace, meditate on (God) 

Your Spouse, and remember Him also when you are in pain. Nanak says: “O’ wise 

(bride souls), this is how union with the Spouse (God) takes place.”(2) 

Paurri 

Guru Ji concludes the Paurri, and this Vaar of Suhi by showing us, how humble we 

need to be, even when praising God. He says: "(O’ God), how could a worm like me 

praise You, because great is Your glory. O’ merciful (God), You are 

incomprehensible and unapproachable; on Your own You unite with You. For me, 

there is no friend except You.     You are my companion till the end.  Whosoever 

seeks Your shelter, You free them (from worldly pains). O’ Nanak, (God) is carefree, 

He doesn’t have even an iota of expectation (of any kind for all His favors).”(20)  

The message of this shabad is that we should remember God; both in pain and 

pleasure and except for Him we should not look to anybody else for any kind of 

support. We should always meditate on His Name, and sing His praises, but 

remember that it is beyond the capacity of small worms like us to even 

comprehend the great glory of God, who keeps bestowing favors on us without 

expecting anything in return. 
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raag soohee banee saree kabeer 
jee-o tathaa sabhnaa bhagtaa kee. 

kabeer kay 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

avtar aa-ay kahaa tum keenaa. 

raam ko naam na kabhoo leenaa. ||1|| 
 

raam na japahu kavan mat laagay. 

mar ja-ibay ka-o ki-aa karahu 

abhaagay. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

dukh sukh kar kai kutamb jeevaa-i-aa. 

martee baar iksar dukh paa-i-aa. ||2|| 
 

kanth gahan tab karan pukaaraa. 

kahi kabeer aagay tay na samHaaraa. 
||3||1|| 

Raag Suhi 

Baani Kabir Jeo Tatha Sabhna Bhagtaan Ki, Kabir Kaiy 

(The Word Of Devotee Kabir Ji And All Other Devotees) 

Kabir Ji 

In this shabad devotee Kabir Ji reminds us about our impending death and warning us 

to acquire some virtues and do good deeds, while we are alive so that when we die we 

have some merit to show to the righteous judge. But if we remain absorbed in false 

worldly affairs, then we would repent at the time of death and suffer in pain. 

Kabir Ji asks: "(O’ man), what have you achieved since your birth? You have never 

meditated on God’s Name.”(1) 

Warning us, against our perpetual involvement in worldly affairs, and never 

remembering God’s Name, Kabir Ji asks: “ By what (bad) intellect you are being 

guided by that you do not meditate on God’s Name. (Tell me), what will you do, when 

you die, O’ unfortunate one?”(1- pause) 

Commenting further on fate of those, who always remain absorbed in the worldly 

affairs, Kabir Ji says: "(O’ man), by suffering through all kinds of pains and pleasures 

you provided sustenance to your family, but at the time of your death you suffer in 

agony all alone.”(2) 
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Kabir Ji concludes the shabad with the final warning, and says: “ (O’ man), when 

your neck is in the grip (of the demons of death), you would cry out aloud. (But, at 

that time there wouldn’t be anybody to listen to your cries. Kabir says: “(At that time 

you would repent, and ask yourself): “Why did I not remember (God) before?”(3-1) 

The message of this shabad is that we should not waste all our time in providing 

sustenance to our family, we should spare at least some time for remembering 

God and acquiring some virtues. Otherwise at the time of our death, which can 

come any moment we would grieve and say to ourselves: “Why we did not 

remember God’s Name before, which could have saved us from punishment by 

the demon of death?”  

soohee kabeer jee. 

tharhar kampai baalaa jee-o. 

naa jaan-o ki-aa karsee pee-o. ||1|| 

 

rain ga-ee mat din bhee jaa-ay. 

bhavar ga-ay bag baithay aa-ay. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 
 

kaachai karvai rahai na paanee. 

hans chali-aa kaa-i-aa kumlaanee. ||2|| 

 

ku-aar kanniaa jaisay karat seegaaraa. 

ki-o ralee-aa maanai baajh bhataaraa. ||3|| 

 

kaag udaavat bhujaa piraanee. 

kahi kabeer ih kathaa siraanee. ||4||2|| 

Suhi Kabir Ji 

In the previous shabad, Kabir Ji advised us that we should not waste time providing 

sustenance to our family, but instead, we should spare at least some time for 

remembering God and acquiring some virtues. Otherwise at the time of our death, 

which can come any moment, we would grieve and say to ourselves: “Why did us not 

remember God’s Name before, which could have saved us from punishment by the 

demon of death?” In this shabad, Kabir Ji puts himself in the situation of a bride, who 

has wasted all her youth in sinful life and now in her old age is afraid and wonders, 

what kind of punishment she will receive at the hands of her Master? 

On behalf of that bride, Kabir Ji says: “My tender heart is trembling again and again. I 

do not know what my Master is going to do with me (when I face Him after 

death).”(1)  
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Continuing his inner talk in the metaphor of a bride (soul), Kabir Ji says: “My       

night (like youth) has already gone (and I am afraid, lest) the day (of my old age)    

may also go to waste. Because my black hair is gone and gray hair has taken its 

place.”(1-pause) 

Next comparing his body to an unbaked earthen pitcher, Kabir Ji says: “Just as water 

would not stay (indefinitely) in an unbaked pitcher, similarly when the swan (like 

soul) departs, the body withers away.”(2)  

Therefore Kabir Ji makes an earnest prayer to God for His sight, and says: “(O’ God), 

Just as an unmarried girl may bedeck herself, but she cannot enjoy any revelries 

without the groom, (similarly I cannot feel happy without You).”(3)  

Kabir Ji now refers to another beautiful example of those days when separated brides 

used to feed the crows and wish that these crows will fly and take their messages to 

their spouses who were gone abroad. Putting himself in the situation of that bride who 

is waiting for her spouse Kabir Ji says: "(O’ God) my hands are exhausted flying 

crows (to take my message to You, please at least come now), when (even) the story 

of my life is about to end.”(4-2) 

The message of this shabad is that we should realize that already so much of our 

age has passed in vain and if we let the rest of our old age also pass by us without 

remembering God, then we would suffer the painful fate of a long separated 

bride who could never meet her spouse.  

soohee kabeer jee-o. 

amal siraano laykhaa daynaa. 

aa-ay kathin doot jam laynaa. 

ki-aa tai khati-aa kahaa gavaa-i-aa. 

chalhu sitaab deebaan bulaa-i-aa. ||1|| 
 

chal darhaal deevaan bulaa-i-aa. 

har furmaan dargeh kaa aa-i-aa. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 
 

kara-o ardaas gaav kichh baakee. 

lay-o nibayr aaj kee raatee. 

kichh bhee kharach tumHaaraa saara-o. 

subah nivaaj saraa-ay gujaara-o. ||2|| 
 

saaDhsang jaa ka-o har rang laagaa. 

Dhan Dhan so jan purakh sabhaagaa. 

eet oot jan sadaa suhaylay. 

janam padaarath jeet amolay. ||3|| 
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jaagat so-i-aa janam gavaa-i-aa. 

maal Dhan jori-aa bha-i-aa paraa-i-aa. 

kaho kabeer tay-ee nar bhoolay. 

khasam bisaar maatee sang roolay. 

||4||3|| 

Suhi Kabir Ji 

In the previous shabad, using the metaphor of a bride, Kabir Ji advised us that we 

should realize that already so much of our age has passed in vain and if we let this old 

age also pass by us without remembering God, then we would suffer the painful fate 

of a long separated bride who could never meet her spouse. In this shabad, he uses the 

metaphor of a tax collector or Patwaari of a district, who has not been keeping his tax 

collections up to date, and then is suddenly summoned by his boss to come right away 

and render his accounts. Then the poor Patwaari has to make all kinds of humble 

pleas, and even offer some sort of bribes, to the agents who have been sent to fetch 

him. Actually Kabir Ji uses this analogy to portray our situation, when the demons of 

death would come to take us to the judge of righteousness and report the account of 

our deeds in this human life; then we would pray for mercy and beg for more time to 

settle our worldly affairs or meditate on God’s Name. 

Describing the scene of a person’s impending death, as if someone comes and breaks 

the news to a Patwaari, that he has been called by the Boss to render the account of 

his collections, Kabir Ji says: “(O’ my friend), you have been called to render your 

past account. The very strict officers of law (the demons of death) have come to take 

you. They are telling you to come immediately with them, because the Minister (the 

judge of Righteousness) has called you. (He wants to know) what you have earned 

and what you have lost. (What good or bad deeds have you done) so far?”(1) (They 

would insist) that you have to accompany them right away, this is the command from 

the court of God.”(1-pause) 

Imagining himself in the position of that Patwaari, who has been summoned, but 

wants some more time to straighten his accounts, Kabir Ji makes pleas, and even 

offers indirect bribe to have some more time. So addressing those agents, he says: 

“(O’ my dear sir), I make this prayer that there are a few villages left (whose account 

still remains to be entered in the books). But, I can take care of these tonight. I am 

ready to pay whatever expense you have to bear (on that account, in other words, I am 

ready to offer whatever bribe you ask. But I promise that I wouldn’t take much time, 

and would depart so early) that we would say our morning prayers in a hotel (on our 

way).”(2) 

However Kabir Ji knows, that once the demons of death arrive, they don’t hear any 

pleas, and take away a person right away in whatever situation he or she may be        

at that moment. Now Kabir Ji tells us about those, who are not worried about death,  
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because by meditating on God’s Name in the company of saints, they have already 

embellished their life. He says: "Blessed is that fortunate person, who through the 

company of the saint (Guru) has been imbued with the love (for God. Such) devotees 

are always at peace both here and hereafter, because they win the precious human 

life."(3) 

Kabir Ji concludes the shabad, by commenting on the fate of those who simply waste 

their human life in amassing worldly wealth. He says: "The person who remains 

asleep (in worldly attachments, even when he or she is supposed to be alert and) 

awake has wasted (the human) birth. (Because soon after death, all) the worldly 

wealth and possessions amassed by him or her would belong to someone else. Kabir 

says, such persons have strayed (from the right path of life, because forsaking the 

Master (God), they are getting consumed in the dust (of short lived worldly 

wealth).”(4-3) 

The message of this shabad is that we should not waste all our time in amassing 

worldly wealth and possessions. Because at the time of death, we would not be 

given any opportunity to rectify our deeds or remember God. At that time we 

would be dragged to the court of the judge of righteousness and punished 

severely, because the account of our life would show only the evil deeds that we 

committed for the sake of worldly wealth, but no virtuous deeds or time spent in 

remembrance of God. 

SGGS  P-793 

soohee kabeer jee-o lalit. 

thaakay nain sarvan sun thaakay thaakee 

sundar kaa-i-aa. 

jaraa haak dee sabh mat thaakee ayk na 
thaakas maa-i-aa. ||1|| 

 

baavray tai gi-aan beechaar na paa-i-aa. 

birthaa janam gavaa-i-aa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

tab lag paraanee tisai sarayvhu jab lag 
ghat meh saasaa. 

jay ghat jaa-ay ta bhaa-o na jaasee har 

kay charan nivaasaa. ||2|| 

 

jis ka-o sabad basaavai antar chookai 

tiseh pi-aasaa. 
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hukmai boojhai cha-uparh khaylai man jin 
dhaalay paasaa. ||3|| 

 

jo jan jaan bhajeh abigat ka-o tin kaa 

kachhoo na naasaa. 

kaho kabeer tay jan kabahu na haareh 

dhaal jo jaaneh paasaa. ||4||4|| 

Suhi Kabir Ji Lalit  

In this beautiful shabad Kabir Ji is commenting on the general nature of man, who 

even in old age, when the body is so weakened that at any time it may die, remains 

engaged in amassing more and more worldly wealth, which does not accompany him 

or her after death, and he/she departs as a loser from this world. In this shabad, Kabir 

Ji tells us what we need to do so that instead of departing as losers we go as winners 

from this world. 

So first awakening us to the reality of our present situation, Kabir Ji says: "(O’ human 

being, even when you have become so weak and frail that) your eyes look tired, your 

ears look tired (and in fact your entire) body looks tired, so much so that with the 

coming of old age even your intellect has become weak, but the only thing which is 

not tired (or weakened is your obsession for) Maya (the worldly riches and 

power).”(1) 

Therefore telling us in straightforward terms, what we are really missing, Kabir Ji 

says: "O’ foolish person, you have not acquired divine wisdom and meditation, and so 

you have wasted your life in vain.”(1-pause) 

Now Kabir Ji suggests what we should  be doing instead of remaining obsessed with 

worldly wealth or worldly affairs. He says: “O’ mortals, as long as there is breath in 

your body, remember that (God) so that even when the body perishes, your love (for 

God) should not cease and you may find abode in the feet of God (His presence).”(2) 

Describing the kinds of blessings and merits a person obtains in whose mind God 

enshrines the divine wisdom of His word (the Name), Kabir Ji says: “(O ‘my friends), 

in whom God enshrines the gospel word (of His Name), all that person’s desires and 

thirsts (for worldly things) are quenched. (Then such a person lives his/her life) 

realizing and accepting God’s will and makes decisions with such a calm and 

controlled mind, as if) he or she is playing a chess- (like) game of life with the 

understanding of (God’s) will.”(3) 

In conclusion, Kabir Ji says: “(O’ my friends), they who contemplate on the 

imperishable God don’t lose anything. (In short), Kabir says that those devotees, 

never lose, (in the chess game of life).” (4-4) 
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The message of this shabad is that we should realize that soon our body and all 

our faculties will get very frail and we could die at any moment. Therefore 

instead of wasting all our time in amassing wealth or remaining involved in 

worldly affairs, we should devote at least some time to meditation on God, and 

learn to live as per God’s will,  with full control of our mind’s desires. In this 

way, we would win the game of life and would find happiness both in this and the 

next world. 

soohee lalit kabeer jee-o. 

ayk kot panch sikdaaraa panchay 
maageh haalaa. 

jimee naahee mai kisee kee bo-ee 
aisaa dayn dukhaalaa. ||1|| 

 

har kay logaa mo ka-o neet dasai 
patvaaree. 

oopar bhujaa kar mai gur peh   

pukaari-aa tin ha-o lee-aa ubaaree. 
||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

na-o daadee das munsaf Dhaaveh   

ra-ee-at basan na dayhee. 

doree pooree maapeh naahee baho 
bistaalaa layhee. ||2|| 

 

bahtar ghar ik purakh samaa-i-aa un 
dee-aa naam likhaa-ee. 

Dharam raa-ay kaa daftar soDhi-aa 

baakee rijam na kaa-ee. ||3|| 

 

santaa ka-o mat ko-ee nindahu sant 

raam hai ayko. 
kaho kabeer mai so gur paa-i-aa jaa 

kaa naa-o bibayko ||4||5|| 

Suhi Lalit Kabir Ji 

This shabad is an example of the beauty of Kabir Ji 's poetry and uses of metaphors. 

In this shabad Kabir Ji uses the example of Indian revenue system to compare our 

body with a fort and our soul to a poor farmer, who is being daily harassed by five 

chaudris (the revenue officers:  lust, anger, greed, attachment, and ego). 

So putting himself in the place of that poor farmer, Kabir Ji describes his situation and 

says: “(O’ my friends, this body is like a fortress farm, in which five chaudris reside,  
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and all five demand tax. But, when I have not farmed anybody’s land, paying such a 

tax is painful (because I have not fallen victim to any of these impulses).”(1) 

Describing what he did about this problem and indirectly suggesting, what we could 

do in a similar situation, Kabir Ji says, that he went to the saint Guru, and said: “O’ 

devotees of God, every day like a Patwaari (the village tax collector, the demon of 

death) tortures me. So with raised hands, I cried to the Guru (for help) and he saved 

me.”(1-pause) 

Giving some more details of  who else is bothering him and how, Kabir Ji says: 

“(Every day) the nine surveyors and ten judges march on to the farms, and don’t let 

(the poor) subjects live in peace. They do not measure accurately, and ask for too 

much kickback. (In other words, the nine sense organs, such as eyes and ears, and ten 

sense faculties, such as sense of speech, and touch, mislead a person into sinful 

tendencies and do not let them live in peace).”(2) 

Now Kabir Ji describes what his Guru did for him and how he saved him. He says: 

"(O’ my friends, that Guru) got written for me (the entry permit of) the Name (in the 

court of the supreme) Being, who lives in the body (house) itself, which has seventy 

two chambers. When with this favor of the Guru), the office of the righteous judge 

was straightened (and made to examine the account of my deeds justly, then) no 

balance (of any bad deeds was) found.”(3) 

Therefore on the basis of wonderful help he obtained from the saint (Guru), Kabir Ji 

says: "(O’ my friends, such are the blessings of seeking the shelter of the saint Guru. 

Therefore), let no one slander the saints, because the saint (Guru) and God are one. 

Kabir says, I have obtained such a Guru whose very Name provides (one with divine) 

wisdom.”(4-5) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to be free from the four passions of 

lust, anger, greed, and attachment, which often lead us into sinful acts, and 

subject us to punishment by the righteous judge, then we should seek the shelter 

and advice of the Guru. He would give us such immaculate advice, that we would 

know how to control our worldly desires and sinful tendencies, and also would 

intercede on our behalf in God’s court. We would also be saved from any further 

pains of birth and death. 

raag soohee banee saree ravidaas 

jee-o kee 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

sah kee saar suhaagan jaanai. 

taj abhimaan sukh ralee-aa maanai. 

tan man day-ay na antar raakhai. 

avraa daykh na sunai abhaakhai. ||1|| 
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so kat jaanai peer paraa-ee. 

jaa kai antar darad na paa-ee. ||1|| 
rahaa-o. 

 

dukhee duhaagan du-ay pakh heenee. 

jin naah nirantar bhagat na keenee. 

pur salaat kaa panth duhaylaa. 

sang na saathee gavan ikaylaa. ||2|| 

 

dukhee-aa daradvand dar aa-i-aa. 

bahut pi-aas jabaab na paa-i-aa. 

kahi ravidaas saran parabh tayree. 

ji-o jaanhu ti-o kar gat mayree. ||3||1|| 

Raag Suhi of Shri Ravidas Ji 

Most of us remain engrossed in worldly affairs without ever remembering our God 

and Master, who blessed us with this human life and many other invaluable gifts. For 

this reason, we keep on suffering pains of birth and death, without ever realizing or 

enjoying the relish of a union with God. Very few Guru-following people have 

enjoyed this relish and really know the value of a union with God our Groom. In this 

shabad, devotee Ravidas Ji compares such united souls with the wedded brides and 

tells us what their other qualities are which we need to acquire. 

He says: “(O’ my friends), only a united wedded wife knows the worth of (union 

with) her spouse (God). Shedding her ego, she revels (with her spouse) in peace. She 

surrenders her body and mind (to her spouse), and does not keep anything secret from 

him. She does not want to hear or talk about other (men, except her own spouse. 

Similarly a Guru-following person never considers bowing or praying before other 

gods or idols).”(1) 

However, commenting on the state of mind of those bride souls, who have never 

experienced the bliss of God’s union), Ravidas Ji says: “(O’ my friends, that bride 

soul) in whose mind, (God) has not (ever) put the pain (of separation), how can she 

understand the pain of others (who have been separated from their beloved groom or 

God).”(1-pause) 

Describing the terrible fate of those who do not worship God, Ravidas Ji says: “(The 

bride soul), who has not performed continuous worship of (God the Master, that) 

separated bride keeps suffering and remains deprived (of happiness) on both sides of 

(this and the next world. After death, the soul of such a person has) to suffer through 

the treacherous walk over Pursalaat (the bridge of hair’s width over the fire of hell 

which everyone has to cross after death, according to Muslims). There will be no 

companion or mate (and the soul) has to do this journey alone.”(2) 
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Now putting himself in place of such a suffering bride soul, Ravidas Ji shows us how 

even now we could approach God for His mercy and save ourselves from such terrible 

fate as described above. Addressing God on our behalf, he says: "(O’ God, like) a 

suffering person in great pain (I) have come to Your door. I am extremely thirsty (for 

Your sight), but I have not yet obtained any response. Ravidas says, I have sought 

Your shelter. Save me, howsoever You may."(3-1) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to save our soul from such terrible 

tortures as walking over fires of hell, then like truly wedded and united brides of 

our spouse God, we should continually worship Him with full dedication, and 

humbly pray to Him to show mercy on us and save us, howsoever He may.   

soohee. 

jo din aavahi so din jaahee. 

karnaa kooch rahan thir naahee. 

sang chalat hai ham bhee chalnaa. 

door gavan sir oopar marnaa. ||1|| 

SGGS  P-794 

ki-aa too so-i-aa jaag i-aanaa. 

tai jeevan jag sach kar jaanaa. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 
 

jin jee-o dee-aa so rijak ambraavai. 

sabh ghat bheetar haat chalaavai. 

kar bandigee chhaad mai mayraa. 

hirdai naam samHaar savayraa. ||2|| 
 

janam siraano panth na savaaraa. 

saaNjh paree dah dis anDhi-aaraa. 

kahi ravidaas nidaan divaanay. 

chaytas naahee dunee-aa fan khaanay. 

||3||2|| 

Suhi 

In this shabad, devotee Ravidas Ji is reminding us about death, which is always 

hanging over our heads. He points out that right in front of our own eyes our 

companions are going; therefore we should also realize that any day we too have to 

depart from this world. He tells us, how important, it is to utilize this opportunity to 

meditate on God's Name, which is the only thing that could save us from further pains 

of birth and death or punishment for our misdeeds.   
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Ravidas Ji says: "(O’ my friend), whatever days come, they keep passing away, 

(similarly whatever creatures come to this world, they) have to depart and cannot stay 

here forever. (We can see that many in our) company are departing and we too have to 

depart (one day). Death is hovering over our heads, and we have to go to a far off 

place.”(1) 

Therefore trying to alert us to our impending death, Ravidas Ji says: "Wake up, O’ 

ignorant one, why are you still sleeping (and engrossed in worldly affairs). You have 

(mistakenly) assumed this worldly life to be eternal.”(1-pause) 

Now Ravidas Ji comments on our often repeated excuse for not meditating on God’s 

Name, that we have to earn a livelihood for ourselves and our families, and we don’t 

have any time for worship. He says: "(O’ my friends), He who has given life, also 

provides for its sustenance. In fact sitting in all hearts, He is running the shop (of our 

body and providing necessary energy and intellect to each living being to procure the 

necessary sustenance. Therefore, O’ man) shed off (such thoughts as) I am (so great, 

or this wealth is) mine; devote yourself to meditation and amass the (wealth) of God’s 

Name in your heart as early as possible, (because who knows when death might 

overtake you)."(2) 

Ravidas Ji concludes the shabad by once again reminding us and asking us, why we 

have spent all our life in other worldly pursuits, but have not done anything to make 

easier our long journey after death. He says: "(O’ foolish man), you have spent away 

your entire life (in straightening your worldly affairs, but you) have not straightened 

(made easier) your journey (after death. Remember that), when the evening (of old 

age) sets in, (you would feel so weak and helpless, as if) there is darkness in all the ten 

directions. Therefore Ravidas says: “O’ foolish mortal, why don’t you remember 

(God, when you know that) this world is like a house which is ultimately going to be 

destroyed.”(3-2) 

The message of this shabad is that we should remember that our purpose in life is 

not just taking care of our family needs, but also to do something to smoothen 

our journey after death, which may overtake us anytime. Therefore after taking 

care of our basic personal and family needs, we should devote at least some time 

to remember God and meditate on His Name. 

soohee. 

oochay mandar saal raso-ee. 

ayk gharee fun rahan na ho-ee. ||1|| 
 

ih tan aisaa jaisay ghaas kee taatee. 

jal ga-i-o ghaas ral ga-i-o maatee. ||1|| 
rahaa-o. 
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bhaa-ee banDh kutamb sahayraa. o-ay 

bhee laagay kaadh savayraa. ||2|| 

 

ghar kee naar ureh tan laagee. 

uh ta-o bhoot bhoot kar bhaagee. ||3|| 
 

kahi ravidaas sabhai jag looti-aa. 

ham ta-o ayk raam kahi chhooti-aa. 
||4||3|| 

Suhi 

In the previous shabad, Ravidas Ji tried to awaken us from our slumber and 

involvement in the affairs of the family and amassing wealth for them. In this shabad, 

he reminds us what would happen to our body after death, and what would be the 

attitude of our friends and relatives for whom we toil so hard, and sacrifice the future 

welfare of our soul. 

Addressing a man in general he says: "(O’ man), you may have lofty mansions and 

(elaborate) kitchens, (but after death) one is not allowed to stay in them even for a 

moment.”(1) 

Illustrating the fate of the body after death, Ravidas Ji says: “(O’ man) this body is 

like a hut made out of straw; (just as, with a small flame) straw is burnt down and 

blends in earth, (similar is the fate of our body).”(1-pause) 

Commenting on the attitude of our friends and family for whom we toil so hard, he 

says: "(As soon as a person dies), one’s entire family say: “Let us take (this dead body 

out) as early as possible.”(2) 

But pointing to the most painful thing, Ravidas Ji says: “(Even) the lady of the house, 

who used to remain clasped to (the man) runs away (from his body, as if he is) a 

ghost.”(3) 

Ravidas Ji concludes the shabad by sharing with us, how he has saved himself from 

such a situation. He says: “(O’ my friends), Ravidas says, that the entire world is 

being cheated (by the false attachment to one's relatives and wealth), but I have saved 

myself (from such a fate) by uttering the one God's Name.”(4-3)   

The message of this shabad is that our friends or families for whom we toil so 

hard would be of no help to us after death. They would be anxious to dispose of 

our body as soon as possible. Therefore, instead of wasting all our time in 

amassing huge wealth for our families, or building lofty mansions, we should 

devote ourselves to God’s Name, so that we may be saved from any future pains 

of birth and death. 
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ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

raag soohee banee saykh fareed jee 

kee. 

tap tap luhi luhi haath marora-o. 

baaval ho-ee so saho lora-o. 

tai seh man meh kee-aa ros. 

mujh avgan sah naahee dos. ||1|| 
 

tai saahib kee mai saar na jaanee. 

joban kho-ay paachhai pachhutaanee. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 
 

kaalee ko-il too kit gun kaalee. 

apnay pareetam kay ha-o birhai jaalee. 

pireh bihoon kateh sukh paa-ay. 

jaa ho-ay kirpaal taa parabhoo milaa-ay. 

||2|| 
 

viDhan khoohee munDh ikaylee. 

naa ko saathee naa ko baylee. 

kar kirpaa parabh saaDhsang maylee. 

jaa fir daykhaa taa mayraa alhu baylee. 

||3|| 
 

vaat hamaaree kharee udeenee. 

khanni-ahu tikhee bahut pi-eenee. 

us oopar hai maarag mayraa. 

saykh fareedaa panth samHaar savayraa. 

||4||1|| 

Raag Suhi Baani Farid Ji Ki 

(The Word Of Sheikh Farid Ji) 

This is a very famous shabad of Farid Ji, expressing the anguish of his soul due to 

separation from God. He compares himself to a young bride who has annoyed her 

groom and is now suffering in pain, because of separation from him. But unlike most 

of us, he is not blaming God for this separation; instead he confesses his own faults 

and shortcomings. 

So using the above metaphor, Farid Ji says: "I am wringing my hands, and burning 

with (the pain of separation).  Becoming crazy, I am wandering in search of that  
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Groom. (In my heart, I say): “O’ my Beloved, (I know that) in Your mind, You have 

felt annoyed with me. It is my fault; not Yours, O’ my Master.”(1) 

Continuing to express his remorse in the same metaphor, Farid Ji says: “I did not 

realize Your worth, O’ Master. After wasting my youth, I am now repenting (for my 

mistakes, in pursuit of short-lived worldly pleasures).”(1-pause) 

Now Farid Ji sees a Koel (a famous black song bird in India), and in his imagination 

asks it: “O’ Kaali Koel (black bird) due to what shortcomings, why have you become 

black? (The bird replies): “(O’ my friend), I have been burnt by the pain of separation 

from my spouse. How can any bride (soul) find peace without her spouse? (But when 

God) becomes merciful, then on His own He unites one with Himself.”(2) 

Farid Ji now uses another metaphor to describe the helplessness of a human soul in 

the world to illustrate the above point. He says: "(My soul is) like a lonely girl who 

had fallen into a dreadful deserted well. There she had no friend or mate to help her 

out. But then becoming gracious, God united her with the company of the saints (who 

pulled her out of this well or the state of depression and loneliness), and now 

wherever I look (I find God, my) friend and mate.”(3) 

Farid Ji concludes this shabad by reminding himself and indirectly us, about the 

difficult journey which our souls would have to undertake after death. He says: "(O’ 

my friends), our journey (after death) is truly worrisome, it is like walking on a 

narrow path sharper than the two-edged sword. Yes, I have to walk over that dreadful 

path (after death. Therefore, I say to myself): “O’ sheikh Farid, plan and get ready for 

that path well in time (by meditating on God’s Name)."(4-1) 

The message of this shabad is that we should remember that after death, our soul 

has to undertake a difficult and arduous journey without any company. The only 

way, in which we can avoid this pain is that without further delay, we should 

pray to God to bless us with the guidance of a saint (Guru), who may help us 

divert our attention from the false worldly involvements, and attune it to 

meditating on God’s Name. So that showing His mercy, God may pull us out of 

our worldly pursuits and unite us with Him. 

soohee lalit. 

bayrhaa banDh na saki-o banDhan 

kee vaylaa. 
bhar sarvar jab oochhlai tab taran 

duhaylaa. ||1|| 
 

hath na laa-ay kasumbh-rhai jal 

jaasee dholaa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

ik aapeenHai patlee sah kayray bolaa. 

duDhaa thanee na aavee fir ho-ay na 
maylaa. ||2|| 
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kahai fareed sahayleeho saho       

alaa-aysee. 
hans chalsee dummnaa ah tan 

dhayree theesee. ||3||2|| 

Suhi Lalit 

In this shabad also, Farid Ji is reminding himself and us about the necessity of 

meditating on God's Name while we have the opportunity in our human life, otherwise 

we may never get this opportunity to unite with Him. 

Using the metaphor of building and riding a boat when the ocean is calm, Farid Ji 

says: "(O’ man, if during earlier years, you did not meditate on God’s Name and 

remained engrossed in sinful worldly pleasures, then later on it would become very 

difficult to get out of your bad habits. In such a situation one would have to say: “(O’ 

my friend), you couldn’t build a raft (of meditation on God’s Name to cross this 

worldly ocean when it was calm, and was) the right time to do so. When becoming 

full (and tumultuous) the sea would start to rise, it would become very difficult to 

swim across. (In other words, if you don’t meditate on God’s Name at the right time, 

and let your mind fill with evil thoughts, then these thoughts would so overpower your 

conduct that you would find it impossible to control).”(1)  

Therefore, warning us against getting attached to Maya (the short lived worldly riches 

and power), Farid Ji says: “(Don’t fall a prey to the attraction of false worldly 

pleasures, these would soon disappear, just as one may say to you), O’ my beloved 

don’t touch the safflower, it would get burnt (its beautiful red color would fade 

away).”(1-pause) 

Commenting on the difficult situation in which the human soul is, Farid Ji says: 

“Firstly the bride (soul) is spiritually so weak (that it is easily tempted by worldly 

allurements. Secondly) the commands of the Spouse are very strict and difficult to 

obey (because it is very difficult to meditate on His Name, and lead a truthful life. So 

just as once taken out), the milk cannot come back to the teats, (similarly once the 

soul goes out of body it cannot return), and then union (with God) never takes 

place.”(2) 

Therefore Farid Ji concludes the shabad by warning us once again. He says: “O’ my 

friends, Farid is telling you that when our Spouse would issue a command (for our 

recall), with a saddened heart our swan (soul) would depart (from here), and this body 

would become (like) a heap of dust (and our soul would have to suffer again).”(3-2) 

The message of this shabad is that we should meditate on God’s Name while we 

are young and have the health and ability to do so. Further, we should not be 

misled by the deceptive worldly allurements, otherwise we might get so addicted 

to evil habits that later on it may become impossible to get rid of them.  
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SGGS  P-795 

ik-oNkaar sat naam kartaa purakh 
nirbha-o nirvair akaal moorat ajoonee 

saibhaN gur parsaad. 

raag bilaaval mehlaa 1 cha-upday 

ghar 1. 

too sultaan kahaa ha-o mee-aa tayree 
kavan vadaa-ee. 

jo too deh so kahaa su-aamee mai 

moorakh kahan na jaa-ee. ||1|| 

 

tayray gun gaavaa deh bujhaa-ee. 

jaisay sach meh raha-o rajaa-ee. ||1|| 
rahaa-o. 
 

jo kichh ho-aa sabh kichh tujh tay tayree 

sabh asnaa-ee. 

tayraa ant na jaanaa mayray saahib mai 
anDhulay ki-aa chaturaa-ee. ||2|| 

 

ki-aa ha-o kathee kathay kath daykhaa mai 
akath na kathnaa jaa-ee. 

jo tuDh bhaavai so-ee aakhaa til tayree 

vadi-aa-ee. ||3|| 

 

aytay kookar ha-o baygaanaa bha-ukaa is 

tan taa-ee. 

bhagat heen naanak jay ho-igaa taa 
khasmai naa-o na jaa-ee. ||4||1|| 

Raag Bilawal Mehla-1 Chaupadaiy Ghar-1 

Guru Ji starts this new musical measure Bilawal with a prayer to God by first 

acknowledging that he does not know how to even praise Him. He fears that because 

of his inadequate knowledge and vocabulary, instead of glorifying God, he might be 

downgrading Him. 

Therefore addressing God, Guru Ji humbly submits: "(O’ God), You are a great 

emperor, and if I call You (only) a chief, how could that be Your glorification. O’ my  
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Master, whatever (wisdom You give me) I say accordingly, (actually) I the ignorant 

one do not know what to say (in Your praise).”(1)  

Therefore Guru Ji prays to God to bless him with the right intellect and words, so that 

he could truly sing His praises. He says: “(O’ God), give me (such) understanding that 

I may be able to sing Your praises, and I may live in accordance with the truth (of 

Your will).”(1-pause) 

Describing whatever he knows and also confessing his limited knowledge, Guru Ji 

says: “(O’ God, I know only this thing that) whatever (expanse of the world) has 

happened, has been brought about by You, it is all Your greatness. O’ my Master, I 

don’t know Your limit. What wisdom has a blind (ignorant person like) me (to sing 

Your praises)?”(2) 

Once again, expressing his inability to describe the merits of God, Guru Ji says: "O’ 

God, what may I say (in Your praise, because when) after uttering Your praises I look 

around, I come to the conclusion that I cannot describe (the glories of the) 

indescribable (God. Therefore) whatever pleases You, I say only that little bit of Your 

glory.”(3) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad by openly confessing why he is trying to praise God. 

He says: “(O’ God, there are so many persons, who), like dogs, bark at Your door; I 

am also a stray dog barking at Your door for the sake of (protecting) my body (and 

soul, with this belief:  that even if) Nanak might be without (Your) devotion, still the 

Name of his Master (on him) would not go (waste, and he would be allowed entry into 

the Master’s palace).”(4-1) 

The message of this shabad is that we should never feel proud of our worship or 

praise of God. We should realize that God is such a great King, that we do not 

even have vocabulary to sing His praises. There are millions of better singers of 

God’s praise than us. We are just like a stray dog, among so many other dogs 

barking at His door for a few crumbs of food. So let us hope and pray that in His 

mercy, He may bless us also with a little bit of the divine food of His Name. 

bilaaval mehlaa 1. 

man mandar tan vays kalandar ghat 

hee tirath naavaa. 

ayk sabad mayrai paraan basat hai 
baahurh janam na aavaa. ||1|| 

 

man bayDhi-aa da-i-aal saytee mayree 
maa-ee. 

ka-un jaanai peer paraa-ee. 

ham naahee chint paraa-ee. ||1|| 
rahaa-o. 
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agam agochar alakh apaaraa chintaa 

karahu hamaaree. 

jal thal mahee-al bharipur leenaa ghat 
ghat jot tumHaaree. ||2|| 

 

sikh mat sabh buDh tumHaaree mandir 
chhaavaa tayray. 

tujh bin avar na jaanaa mayray 

saahibaa gun gaavaa nit tayray. ||3|| 

 

jee-a jant sabh saran tumHaaree sarab 

chint tuDh paasay. 

jo tuDh bhaavai so-ee changa ik naanak 
kee ardaasay. ||4||2|| 

Bilawal Mehla-1 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should never feel proud of our 

worship or praise of God. We should realize that God is such a great king that we do 

not even have vocabulary to sing His praises. There are millions of better singers of 

God’s praise than us. We are just like a stray dog among so many other dogs barking 

at His door for a few crumbs of food (of His Name). So let us hope and pray that in 

His mercy, He may bless us also with a little bit of His divine food. In this shabad, he 

shows us with what kind of humility and devotion, we should sing praises of God. 

Guru Ji says: "(O’ God), my mind is like a temple (for You); on my body I have put 

the garb of a mendicant and I bathe at the pilgrimage station of my heart (and do not 

go to any holy places to bathe or worship). In my heart is enshrined the one word (of 

God’s Name, and I am confident that) I will not fall into existences again."(1) 

Guru Ji now describes the intensity of his love for God and the pain, which his heart is 

feeling due to his separation from God. He says: "O’ my mother, my heart is pierced 

with the shaft of love of the merciful God. (In such a state), who can know about the 

pain of any other?  (And except God) I too am not worried about others.”(1-pause) 

Next with candid humility, Guru Ji acknowledges and says: “O’ unperceivable, 

inaccessible, indescribable, and infinite God, You take care of us (all). You are 

pervading in all waters, lands, and skies, and in every heart is Your light.”(2) 

Expressing his full faith in God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God), whatever knowledge, 

intellect, or wisdom (is there in the creatures) is all given by You, and their mansions 

and canopies (or wealth and power) are Your blessings. Therefore, except You, I do 

not recognize any other (power) and every day I sing Your praises.”(3) 
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In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God), all creatures and living beings depend on 

Your shelter. You have the care of all (in Your mind). The only one prayer of Nanak 

is that whatever pleases You, may sound pleasing (to him).”(4-2) 

The message of this shabad is that we need not go to any pilgrimage places for 

taking holy baths. We can meditate on Him while sitting in our own home, 

because He resides in our hearts. We should be so much in love with God that 

even a single moment of separation from Him should feel so painful, that it 

makes us forget about any other pains or problems.  We need to realize that in all 

hearts resides His light, and whatever pleases Him we have to accept it for our 

good. 

bilaaval mehlaa 1. 

aapay sabad aapay neesaan. 

aapay surtaa aapay jaan. 

aapay kar kar vaykhai taan. 

too daataa naam parvaan. ||1|| 

SGGS  P-796 

aisaa naam niranjan day-o. 

ha-o jaachik too alakh abhay-o. ||1|| 

rahaa-o. 
 

maa-i-aa moh Dharkatee naar. 
bhooNdee kaaman kaamani-aar. 

raaj roop jhoothaa din chaar. 

naam milai chaanan anDhi-aar. ||2|| 
 

chakh chhodee sahsaa nahee ko-ay. 

baap disai vayjaat na ho-ay. 

aykay ka-o naahee bha-o ko-ay. 

kartaa karay karaavai so-ay. ||3|| 
 

sabad mu-ay man man tay maari-aa. 

thaak rahay man saachai Dhaari-aa. 

avar na soojhai gur ka-o vaari-aa. 

naanak naam ratay nistaari-aa. ||4||3|| 

Bilawal Mehla-1 

In the previous shabad Guru Ji, told us that we need not go to any pilgrimage places 

for taking holy baths. We can meditate on Him while sitting in our own homes,  
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because He resides in our hearts. We should be so much in love with God that even a 

single moment of separation from Him should feel so painful to us that it makes us 

forget about any other pains or problems. We should realize that in all hearts resides 

His light, and whatever pleases Him we have to accept it for our good. In this shabad, 

he describes many unique qualities of God and tells us how God assumes different 

roles. 

To start with, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), God Himself is the Word (the divine 

Name) and Himself the entry permit (into His palace). He Himself is the listener and 

Himself the knower. He Himself creates (the universe) using His power and He 

Himself takes care of it. (O’ God), You are the Giver (of all, in Your court only Your) 

Name is acceptable.”(1) 

Describing how wonderful God’s Name is, Guru Ji says: "O’ my indescribable and 

mysterious God, so immaculate is Your Name that I have become a beggar at Your 

door!”(1-pause) 

Now Guru Ji comments on the nature of Maya (worldly riches and power). He says: 

"(O’ my friends), attachment with the Maya is like being in love with a condemned, 

ugly, and adulterous woman. (We should remember that pride of), kingdom or beauty 

is false; it lasts only for a few days. (When one) is blessed with God's Name, one’s 

darkness (of ignorance due to attachment for Maya) is replaced with the light (of 

divine wisdom)."(2) 

Describing the state of minds of those Gurus’ followers, who have forsaken 

attachment to Maya, and have attuned God, Guru Ji says: “(They who have 

experienced the effect of worldly riches and power, and thus tasted the relish of Maya 

in their minds), remains no doubt (regarding its evil effects, and they don’t fall for the 

false worldly allurements, just as the one whose) father is visible (and known) doesn’t 

want to be called a person of unknown (origin, like a prostitute’s child). The person 

who depends upon and considers only one (God as his or her father) has no fear 

(because he or she believes that it is that) Creator who does or gets done 

(everything).”(3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(Following the Guru, they who so still their self-conceit, 

as if they) have died through the Word), have controlled their mind through the mind 

itself. (They have so changed their thought process, that they have) stopped the mind 

(from thinking about Maya, and have) attuned it to support of the eternal (God. Except 

the Guru), they cannot think of anybody (who could save them). Therefore, they are a 

sacrifice to the Guru (for such guidance). O’ Nanak, imbued with the (God’s) Name, 

they are ferried across (the dreadful worldly ocean).”(4-3) 

The message of this shabad is that we should understand that the pride of Maya 

(the worldly riches and power) is very short-lived. Therefore, we should seek the 

guidance of the Guru to divert our minds from the attachment to Maya and 

imbue us with the love of God’s Name, which alone can save us. 
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bilaaval mehlaa 1. 

gur bachnee man sahj Dhi-aanay. 

har kai rang rataa man maanay. 

manmukh bharam bhulay ba-uraanay. 

har bin ki-o rahee-ai gur sabad 

pachhaanay. ||1|| 

 

bin darsan kaisay jeeva-o mayree       

maa-ee. 
har bin jee-araa reh na sakai khin satgur 

boojh bujhaa-ee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

mayraa parabh bisrai ha-o mara-o 

dukhaalee. 

saas giraas japa-o apunay har bhaalee. 

sad bairaagan har naam nihaalee. 

ab jaanay gurmukh har naalee. ||2|| 
 

akath kathaa kahee-ai gur bhaa-ay. 

parabh agam agochar day-ay dikhaa-ay. 

bin gur karnee ki-aa kaar kamaa-ay. 

ha-umai mayt chalai gur sabad samaa-ay. 

||3|| 
 

manmukh vichhurhai khotee raas. 

gurmukh naam milai saabaas. 

har kirpaa Dhaaree daasan daas. 

jan naanak har naam Dhan raas. ||4||4|| 

Bilawal Mehla-1 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should understand that the pride 

due to Maya (the worldly riches and power) is very temporary. Therefore, we should 

seek the guidance of the Guru to divert our minds from the attachment of Maya and 

imbue us with the love of God’s Name, which alone can save us. In this shabad, he 

describes how the Guru’s instruction has provided true peace and solace to his mind 

and what he feels about those who do not care for the Guru’s guidance. 

Guru Ji says: "(O’ my friends, by acting on the advice) of the Guru, my mind has been 

attuned (to God’s) meditation in a state of poise. Imbued with God's love, the mind 

remains satisfied (with whatever God has bestowed). But the self-conceited (persons, 

who only follow the dictates of their own minds), like crazy persons wander in doubt  
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because, without realizing God through (Gurbani), the Guru’s word it is not possible 

(to live in peace).”(1) 

Stating how important for him is the Guru’s advice, he says: "O’ my mother, the true 

Guru has made me understand that the soul cannot live without God even for a 

moment, So how can I live without the sight of God?"(1- pause) 

Sharing with us the present state of his mind, Guru Ji says: "(O’ my mother), if my 

God is forsaken (from my mind), I die in pain. Therefore with every breath and 

morsel, I meditate on and search for my God. Always getting detached (from worldly 

pleasures), I see God’s Name (spread everywhere). Now by the Guru's grace, I have 

understood that (God is always) with me (in my heart)."(2) 

Therefore on the basis of his personal experience, Guru Ji tells us: “(O’ my friends), if 

we describe the indescribable discourse of God with such love that is pleasing to the 

Guru, then he shows the unfathomable and incomprehensible God (to us. Therefore, I 

feel that) except for the way of life (advised by) the Guru, any other way is no good. 

The one who merges (and sincerely acts on the) Guru’s word; lives stilling his or her 

ego."(3) 

Guru Ji concludes this shabad by comparing the fate of the self-conceited with the 

Guru’s followers. He says: "The self-conceited get separated from God because (they 

have) false capital (of worldly wealth with them). But, because of the (true capital of) 

Name, the Guru’s followers receive praise (in God’s court). On whom (God) has 

shown mercy, He has made that person a servant of His servants, and O’ Nanak, 

(blessed that person with) the capital of God’s Name.”(4-4) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to have peace and union with God, 

then we should not live any other way of life, except the way shown by our Guru. 

Following his advice, we should meditate on God's Name and still our ego, so that 

God may show His mercy upon us also and unite us with Him. 

bilaaval mehlaa 3 ghar 1 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

Dharig Dharig khaa-i-aa Dharig Dharig 

so-i-aa Dharig Dharig kaaparh ang 
charhaa-i-aa. 

Dharig sareer kutamb sahit si-o jit hun 
khasam na paa-i-aa. 

pa-orhee chhurhkee fir haath na aavai 

ahilaa janam gavaa-i-aa. ||1|| 

 

doojaa bhaa-o na day-ee liv laagan jin 

har kay charan visaaray. 
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jagjeevan daataa jan sayvak tayray tin 

kay tai dookh nivaaray. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

too da-i-aal da-i-aapat daataa ki-aa ayhi 

jant vichaaray. 

mukat banDh sabh tujh tay ho-ay aisaa 
aakh vakhaanay. 

gurmukh hovai so mukat kahee-ai 

manmukh banDh vichaaray. ||2|| 

 

so jan mukat jis ayk liv laagee sadaa 

rahai har naalay. 

tin kee gahan gat kahee na jaa-ee 
sachai aap savaaray. 

SGGS  P-797 

bharam bhulaanay se manmukh    
kahee-ahi naa urvaar na paaray. ||3|| 

 

jis no nadar karay so-ee jan paa-ay gur 

kaa sabad samHaalay. 

har jan maa-i-aa maahi nistaaray. 

naanak bhaag hovai jis mastak kaaleh 

maar bidaaray. ||4||1|| 

Bilawal Mehla-3 Ghar 1 

In this shabad Guru Ji reminds us of the rare opportunity to reunite with God from 

whom we have been separated. He tells us that accursed is this human birth of ours, if 

instead of achieving that goal by meditating on His Name or singing His praises, we 

waste this opportunity by indulging in false worldly pleasures.  

Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), accursed again and again is that eating, sleeping, 

wearing of cloth on the body, and the human body along with the entire family, which 

now in this (birth) has not attained (union with God, our) Spouse. (Because this 

human body is like a ladder to climb to the mansion of God. If once this) ladder slips 

out, it doesn’t come into our grip again, and the invaluable (human) birth is wasted in 

vain.”(1) 
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However Guru Ji understands the reason for the inability of human beings to avail this 

opportunity, and like a compassionate mediator pleads on our behalf before God. He 

says: "(O’ my friends, it is the) love of the other (worldly riches and power, which) 

doesn’t let one get attuned to (God, and has made the human beings) forsake God’s 

feet (His Name). But O’ the Giver of life to the world, they who become Your 

servants (and meditate on Your Name), You have dispelled all their pains (arising 

from worldly attachments).”(1-pause) 

Continuing his pleadings, Guru Ji says: "(O’ God), You are the merciful Master and 

compassionate Giver. What are these lowly creatures, (what power have these helpless 

beings)? So it is said and described, that it is as per (Your wish) that all get 

emancipated or tied into bondage. The one who becomes Gurmukh (follower of 

Guru’s advice) is said to be emancipated, but the poor Manmukhs (who follow their 

own minds) remain bound (in worldly affairs).”(2) 

Elaborating on the above statement, Guru Ji says: “That person is emancipated (from 

worldly bonds), who’s mind remains attuned to the one (God) and who always 

remains (absorbed) in God. The profound and lofty state (of mind) of such persons 

cannot be described; the eternal God has Himself embellished them. But they who are 

strayed in doubts, are called Manmukhs; they reach neither this nor the other shore 

(and are disgraced both in this and the next world).”(3) 

However Guru Ji concludes the shabad by making one thing clear. He says: “(O’ my 

friends), only the one on whom (God) casts His glance of grace, by cherishing the 

Guru’s word (and faithfully following his advice) that devotee obtains (God). In this 

way, even in the midst of Maya (the worldly involvements, God has) emancipated His 

servants. O’ Nanak, the one in whose destiny it is so prescribed, annihilates and drives 

away (spiritual) death."(4-1) 

The message of this shabad is that this human birth is a onetime golden 

opportunity to reunite with God from whom we have been separated for many 

ages. Therefore instead of wasting this opportunity in false worldly pleasures, we 

should meditate on God's Name and sing His praises, so that showing His mercy, 

God may bless us also with His union. 

bilaaval mehlaa 3. 

atul ki-o toli-aa jaa-ay. 

doojaa ho-ay ta sojhee paa-ay. 

tis tay doojaa naahee ko-ay. 

tis dee keemat kikoo ho-ay. ||1|| 
 

gur parsaad vasai man aa-ay. 

taa ko jaanai dubiDhaa jaa-ay. ||1|| 
rahaa-o. 
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aap saraaf kasvatee laa-ay. 

aapay parkhay aap chalaa-ay. 

aapay tolay pooraa ho-ay. 

aapay jaanai ayko so-ay. ||2|| 
 

maa-i-aa kaa roop sabh tis tay ho-ay. 

jis no maylay so nirmal ho-ay. 

jis no laa-ay lagai tis aa-ay. 

sabh sach dikhaalay taa sach samaa-ay. 
||3|| 
 

aapay liv Dhaat hai aapay. 

aap bujhaa-ay aapay jaapay. 

aapay satgur sabad hai aapay. 

naanak aakh sunaa-ay aapay. ||4||2|| 

Bilawal Mehla 3 

In the previous shabad Guru Ji advised us that this human birth is an opportunity for 

us to reunite with God from whom we have been separated. Therefore instead of 

wasting this opportunity in false worldly pleasures, we should meditate on God's 

Name and sing His praises, so that showing mercy, God may bless us also with His 

union. In this shabad, he describes the greatness and glory of that God, whose praises 

he sings all the time, but still finds himself inadequate to describe even an iota of 

God’s greatness. 

Describing the basic reasons, why he or anybody else cannot describe the greatness of 

God, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), how can the immeasurable be measured, (how 

the One whose worth is inestimable, can be estimated)? Only if there were another 

one (equal or higher than Him), then perhaps one could understand (God’s worth. 

Except Him, there is none other (like Him). So how could anyone (estimate) His 

worth?”(1) 

Stating, how such a God comes to reside in our heart, Guru Ji says: "(O’ my friends), 

by Guru's grace, He comes to abide in our mind. (But one only knows this secret, 

when one’s love for worldly things or) duality goes away.”(1-pause) 

Describing the changes, which come in the person in whose mind God comes to 

reside, he says: “(O’ my friends, the one in whose mind God comes to reside fully 

believes that it is God Himself), who like a jeweler tests (the human beings) on the 

touchstone (of merits. Like coins), He Himself examines the humans, puts them in 

circulation (and yokes them to different tasks for the betterment of others). He 

Himself weighs (and examines their character, and it is by His grace that anybody) 

becomes perfect. However it is only that one (God), who knows (about this play).”(2) 
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Explaining how everything including Maya (the worldly play) happens as per God’s 

plan, and how ultimately some get merged in His truth, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my 

friends), all manifestations of Maya emanate from Him. However, whom He unites 

(with Him), that person’s character becomes immaculate. But whom He afflicts (with 

Maya), that person is afflicted by it. But when He reveals His eternal (form) 

everywhere, then one merges in that eternal (God).”(3) 

In closing, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends, God) Himself is (the embodiment of) love, 

and Himself Maya (the worldly illusion). He Himself gives understanding and He 

makes the human beings meditate (on His Name). God is Himself the true Guru, and 

Himself (the sermon, as the Guru’s) word. O’ Nanak, He Himself utters and 

recites.”(4-2) 

The message of this shabad is that we should understand that it is God, who 

attunes some to His Name and afflicts others with Maya or worldly attachment. 

It is He who evaluates us and in His grace makes us perfect, and unites us with 

Him through the Guru’s word. Therefore we should always remain humble and 

seek the blessings of God and ask Him to unite us with the Guru (Granth Sahib 

Ji). 

bilaaval mehlaa 3. 

saahib tay sayvak sayv saahib tay ki-aa 

ko kahai bahaanaa. 

aisaa ik tayraa khayl bani-aa hai sabh 
meh ayk samaanaa. ||1|| 

 

satgur parchai har naam samaanaa.  

jis karam hovai so satgur paa-ay an-din 

laagai sahj Dhi-aanaa. ||1||     rahaa-o. 

 

ki-aa ko-ee tayree sayvaa karay ki-aa 

ko karay abhimaanaa. 

jab apunee jot khincheh too su-aamee 
tab ko-ee kara-o dikhaa vakhi-aanaa. 

||2|| 
 

aapay gur chaylaa hai aapay aapay 

gunee niDhaanaa. 

ji-o aap chalaa-ay tivai ko-ee chaalai   

ji-o har bhaavai bhagvaanaa. ||3|| 

 

kahat naanak too saachaa saahib ka-un 

jaanai tayray kaamaaN. 
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iknaa ghar meh day vadi-aa-ee ik 

bharam bhaveh abhimaanaa. ||4||3|| 

Bilawal Mehla-3 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should understand that it is God, 

who attunes some to His Name, and afflicts others with Maya or worldly attachment. 

It is He who evaluates us, in His grace makes us perfect and unites us with Him 

through the Guru’s word. Therefore we should always remain humble and seek the 

blessings of God, and ask Him to unite us with the Guru. In this shabad, he cautions 

even those who are engaged in some worship or service of God, to never let any 

thoughts of ego enter their minds. Because, even when one is engaged in any kind of 

service for God, it is as per His grace and not by any of the efforts or merits of the 

individual. 

Guru Ji says: "(O’ my friends), it is by the grace of (God) the Master, that any one 

becomes His servant, and it is by the grace of the Master that one serves Him, 

otherwise what excuse (or argument) can anybody present? O’ God, such is Your play 

(that Your devotion is obtained only by Your grace, even though) You are pervading 

equally in all."(1) 

Describing the importance of the true Guru, he says: "(O’ my friends, by) following 

the true Guru’s (advice), one’s mind is attuned to God’s Name. However, only on 

whom is (God’s) grace, meets the true Guru and is imperceptibly absorbed in 

meditation (of God’s Name).”(1-pause) 

Cautioning those who might feel some kind of pride or arrogance on account of their 

service of God, Guru Ji says: "(O’ God, by his own might), no one can perform any 

service for You, and no one can take pride (in this regard).  Because, O’ Master, when 

You pull back (the power of) Your light, then no one can talk (about one’s service or 

devotion).”(2) 

Therefore Guru Ji proclaims: "(O ’my friends, God) Himself is the Guru, Himself the 

disciple, and Himself the treasure of virtues. So whatever pleases that God and 

Master, and whatever He Himself makes one do, one does that.”(3) 

In closing, Guru Ji says: "(O’ God), Nanak says You are the eternal Master; no one 

can know (the mystery of) Your deeds. Some, You bless with glory (even while 

sitting) in their own homes, while some keep wandering in doubt."(4-3) 

The message of this shabad is that even if we are doing any service for God, such 

as singing His praise, or meditating on His Name, we should never feel proud of 

ourselves. Instead, we should feel all the more humble and thankful to God for 

His grace of granting this opportunity to us. Otherwise like many others, we 

would also have been wandering around and getting wasted in doubts, dread, 

and self-conceit. 
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bilaaval mehlaa 3. 

pooraa thaat banaa-i-aa poorai 
vaykhhu ayk samaanaa. 

is parpanch meh saachay naam kee 

vadi-aa-ee mat ko Dharahu 
gumaanaa. ||1|| 
 

satgur kee jis no mat aavai so satgur 

maahi samaanaa. 

ih banee jo jee-ahu jaanai tis antar 
ravai har naamaa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

chahu jugaa kaa hun nibayrhaa nar 
manukhaa no ayk niDhaanaa. 

jat sanjam tirath onaa jugaa kaa 

Dharam hai kal meh keerat har 
naamaa. ||2|| 
 

jug jug aapo aapnaa Dharam hai soDh 
daykhhu bayd puraanaa. 

gurmukh jinee Dhi-aa-i-aa har har jag 

tay pooray parvaanaa. ||3|| 

SGGS  P-798 

kahat naanak sachay si-o pareet     

laa-ay chookai man abhimaanaa. 

kahat sunat sabhay sukh paavahi 
maanat paahi niDhaanaa. ||4||4|| 

Bilawal Mehla-3 

In the stanza (1-pause) of the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that by following the 

true Guru’s (advice), one’s mind is attuned to God’s Name. However, only on whom 

is (God’s) grace, meets the true Guru, and is imperceptibly absorbed in meditation (of 

God’s Name). In this shabad, Guru Ji explains the importance of God’s Name. 

He says: "(O’ my friends), the perfect God has created this perfect expanse (of the 

universe); you can see that He is equally contained in all (the universe). In this world, 

glory is obtained by meditating on the eternal Name (of God alone), therefore no one 

should feel proud (of one’s celibacy, charity, discipline, or any other merit),.”(1)  
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Now pointing to the importance of the true Guru's advice, he says: "(O’ my friends), 

the one who is blessed with the instruction of the true Guru, remains absorbed (in the) 

true Guru, and the one who understands (and acts on it from the core of one’s) heart, 

in that one God's Name comes to reside.”(1-pause) 

Naturally the question arises, what is the effectiveness of other practices, such as 

visiting holy places, giving charities, or observing austerities, which people have been 

practicing for ages. Answering all such questions, Guru Ji says: "From the experience 

of all the four ages, we have reached this conclusion that for all human beings, there is 

but one treasure (of God’s Name, as the only effective way of salvation). Chastity, 

self-discipline, and pilgrimages have been (propagated as the) righteous deeds in those 

ages (by the Vedas and other Hindu holy books, but) in (the present age), only God’s 

praise and meditation on His Name is the true faith.”(2)  

Even to allay the doubts of those, who have faith in Vedas and Puranas, and other 

such holy books, Guru Ji says: "(O’ my friends, If you) carefully study Vedas, 

Puranas (and other such holy books, you would conclude) that each age has 

recognized its right Dharma (or Duty. But for the present age the Guru’s advice is 

that) in this world, only those are perfect and approved, who under Guru’s instruction 

have meditated on God’s Name.”(3) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: "(O’ my friends), Nanak says that the one who imbues 

oneself with the love of the eternal (God), has all the ego of his or her mind dispelled. 

All those who utter or listen (to God’s) Name obtain peace, and they who believe (in 

the Guru’s advice) obtain the treasure (of God’s Name)."(4-4) 

The message of this shabad is that rituals such as celibacy, charity, and discipline 

might have been propagated as Dharma or one’s sacred duty in previous ages, 

but in Kalyug (the present age), the only right way to obtain salvation or union 

with God is to sing His praise and meditate on His Name. 

bilaaval mehlaa 3. 

gurmukh pareet jis no aapay laa-ay. 

tit ghar bilaaval gur sabad suhaa-ay. 

mangal naaree gaavahi aa-ay. 

mil pareetam sadaa sukh paa-ay. ||1|| 
 

ha-o tin balihaarai jinH har man     

vasaa-ay. 
har jan ka-o mili-aa sukh paa-ee-ai     

har gun gaavai sahj subhaa-ay. ||1||   
rahaa-o. 
 

sadaa rang raatay tayrai chaa-ay. 

har jee-o aap vasai man aa-ay. 
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aapay sobhaa sad hee paa-ay. 

gurmukh maylai mayl milaa-ay. ||2|| 
 

gurmukh raatay sabad rangaa-ay. 
 

nij ghar vaasaa har gun gaa-ay. 
rang chaloolai har ras bhaa-ay. 

ih rang kaday na utrai saach samaa-ay. 

||3|| 
 

antar sabad miti-aa agi-aan anDhayraa. 

satgur gi-aan mili-aa pareetam mayraa. 

jo sach raatay tin bahurh na fayraa. 

naanak naam drirh-aa-ay pooraa gur 

mayraa. ||4||5|| 

Bilawal Mehla-3 

Guru Ji concluded the previous shabad by stating that the one who imbues oneself 

with the love of the eternal (God) has all the ego of his or her mind dispelled. All 

those who utter or listen (to God’s) Name obtain peace. They who believe (in Guru’s 

advice) obtain the treasure (of God’s Name). In this shabad, he elaborates on this 

statement and describes some of the blessings they enjoy when under Guru's 

instructions they meditate on God's Name and sing His praises.  

He says: "Through the Guru, the one whom (God) imbues with His love remains in a 

(state of joyful harmony, or) Bilawal, and that person’s life is embellished with the 

Guru’s Word. (Such a person’s state of mind is like that bride) who starts singing 

songs of joy, when (her beloved) comes to her house and meeting him she always 

enjoys peace."(1) 

Therefore, Guru Ji says: "(O’ my friends), I am a sacrifice to those who have 

enshrined God in their hearts. Because by meeting such a devotee of God, who in a 

natural sort of way keeps singing praises of God, we obtain peace."(1- pause) 

Describing the blessings enjoyed by those who keep singing God’s praises, he says: 

"(O’ God, they who keep singing Your praise), always remain imbued with Your love 

and look forward to meeting You. (God) comes to reside in their hearts. (He) blesses 

them with eternal glory, and through the Guru unites them with Himself.”(2) 

Continuing to describe the blessings enjoyed by those Guru’s followers who are 

imbued with the love of God, Guru Ji says: "(O’ my friends), they who have been 

imbued with the love (of God), through the word of the Guru; by singing praises of 

God, have obtained abode in their own heart (also the God’s abode). Being imbued 

with the intense love for God, they look beauteous. This love of theirs never fades, 

because they always remain merged in the eternal (God).”(3) 
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In conclusion, Guru Ji says: "(O’ my friends), they within whom (is enshrined the 

Guru’s) word, their darkness of ignorance has been dispelled. (They, who are blessed 

with the divine) wisdom of the true Guru, have met my Beloved (God). They, who are 

imbued with the love of the eternal (God), are not subjected to the round (of birth and 

death) again. But O’ Nanak, (it is only) my perfect Guru who firmly implants God’s 

Name in a person.”(4-5) 

The message of this shabad is that if we want to get rid of the pains of births and 

deaths, and unite with God, then enshrining Guru's advice in our mind, we 

should meditate on God’s Name, and sing His praises. Then we will enjoy such 

celestial bliss, as if we are listening to the most beautiful and melodious music in 

our hearts all the time, and on His own God would come to reside in our hearts. 

bilaaval mehlaa 3. 

pooray gur tay vadi-aa-ee paa-ee. 

achint naam vasi-aa man aa-ee. 

ha-umai maa-i-aa sabad jalaa-ee. 

dar saachai gur tay sobhaa paa-ee. ||1|| 
 

jagdees sayva-o mai avar na kaajaa. 

an-din anad hovai man mayrai gurmukh 

maaga-o tayraa naam nivaajaa. ||1|| 
rahaa-o. 
 

man kee parteet man tay paa-ee. 

pooray gur tay sabad bujhaa-ee. 

jeevan maran ko samsar vaykhai. 

bahurh na marai naa jam paykhai. ||2|| 
 

ghar hee meh sabh kot niDhaan. 

satgur dikhaa-ay ga-i-aa abhimaan. 

sad hee laagaa sahj Dhi-aan. 

an-din gaavai ayko naam. ||3|| 
 

is jug meh vadi-aa-ee paa-ee. 

pooray gur tay naam Dhi-aa-ee. 

jah daykhaa tah rahi-aa samaa-ee. 

sadaa sukh-daata keemat nahee paa-ee. 

||4|| 
 

poorai bhaag gur pooraa paa-i-aa. 

antar naam niDhaan dikhaa-i-aa. 
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gur kaa sabad at meethaa laa-i-aa. 

naanak tarisan bujhee man tan sukh  
paa-i-aa. ||5||6||4||6||10|| 

Bilawal Mehla-3 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to get rid of the pains of 

births and deaths and unite with God, then enshrining Guru's advice in our mind, we 

should meditate on God’s Name, and sing His praises imbued with God’s love. Then 

we will enjoy such celestial bliss, as if we are listening to the most beautiful and 

melodious music in our hearts all the time, and God would come to reside in our 

hearts. In this shabad, he tells us what kinds of blessings a person enjoys, who by 

following his advice has obtained honor from the perfect Guru. 

He says: "(O’ my friends, the person) who has obtained honor from the perfect Guru, 

un knowingly God’s Name has come to reside (in that person’s heart. Such a person 

has) burnt down his or her ego caused by Maya (the worldly riches and power), and 

through the Guru has obtained glory at the door of the eternal (God).”(1) 

Therefore even for himself, Guru Ji prays to God and says: "O’ Master of the 

universe, (bless me that) I may always keep serving (and meditating on You), and not 

engage in any other task. Through the Guru, I beg for Your Name, which brings glory 

(to all, so that) day and night there is bliss in my mind.”(1-pause) 

Describing what kind of faith develops in a person, who obtains divine wisdom by 

reflecting on (Gurbani) the Guru’s word, he says: “(O’ my friends, by reflecting) on 

the word of the perfect Guru, one who has understood (how to lead a spiritual life), 

has obtained the faith of mind (in God) from the mind itself. Then such a person looks 

upon life and death alike. That person neither dies (nor is born) again, nor sees the 

demon of death (and bears any punishment)."(2) 

Guru Ji adds: “(O’ my friends), in the house (of the heart) itself are millions of 

treasures of all (kinds of comforts). Whom the true Guru has shown (these treasures), 

all ego has gone from his or her mind. (Such a person) always remains attuned (to 

God) in a state of poise, and day and night keeps meditating on (God’s) Name.”(3) 

Listing what other blessings, people have obtained from the Guru, he says: “(O my 

friends, by obtaining instruction) from the perfect Guru, the one who has meditated on 

God’s Name, has obtained honor in this world. (As for me), wherever I look, I see 

(God) pervading there. He is always the Giver of peace, but nobody has realized His 

worth.”(4) 

In conclusion, Guru Ji says: “(O’ my friends), by good fortune, the one who has 

obtained the perfect Guru, (to that person, the Guru) has shown the treasure of Name 

within. O’ Nanak, to whom the Guru's word started seeming pleasant, that one’s thirst 

(for worldly riches) was quenched, and obtained peace in mind and body."(5-6-10) 
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The message of this shabad is that when following Gurbani (the Guru's word) we 

praise God and meditate on the His Name. God Himself comes to reside in our 

heart and all our sorrows and pains of birth and death are destroyed; our mind 

and body enjoy a state of peace, poise, and bliss. 

Detail of Shabads: M: 1=4, M; 3=6, Total=10 

raag bilaaval mehlaa 4 ghar 3 

ik-oNkaar satgur parsaad. 

udam mat parabh antarjaamee ji-o 

parayray ti-o karnaa. 

ji-o natoo-aa tant vajaa-ay tantee ti-o 
vaajeh jant janaa. ||1|| 

SGGS  P-799 

jap man raam naam rasnaa. 

mastak likhat likhay gur paa-i-aa har 
hirdai har basnaa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

maa-i-aa girsat bharmat hai paraanee 
rakh layvhu jan apnaa. 

ji-o par-hilaad harnaakhas garsi-o har 

raakhi-o har sarnaa. ||2|| 

 

kavan kavan kee gat mit kahee-ai har 

kee-ay patit pavannaa. 

oh dhovai dhor haath cham chamray 

har uDhaari-o pari-o sarnaa. ||3|| 

 

parabh deen da-i-aal bhagat bhav 

taaran ham paapee raakh papnaa. 

har daasan daas daas ham karee-ahu 
jan naanak daas daasannaa.||4||1|| 

Raag Bilawal Mehla-4 Ghar-3 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that when following Gurbani (the Guru's 

word) we praise God and meditate on His Name, God Himself comes to reside in our 

hearts. Then all our sorrows and pains of birth and death are destroyed, and our mind 

and body enjoy a state of peace, poise, and bliss. However in this shabad, Guru Ji  
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once again cautions us against letting any thoughts of ego enter our mind that because 

of our efforts we have achieved this high status. He wants us to realize that it is only 

by God’s grace that one makes the effort to meditate on God’s Name.  

Addressing his own mind (and indirectly us), Guru Ji says: “(O’ my mind), it is God 

the inner knower (of hearts, who) gives one the instruction to make the effort (to do 

anything). We do as He commands us. Just as when a drama player plays on a guitar it 

resounds accordingly, similarly (the creatures) have to do (what God) wants them to 

do.”(1) 

Therefore Guru Ji says: "O’ my mind, utter God's Name with your tongue. 

(Remember that) only the one in whose destiny it has been so written, obtains the 

Guru and God comes to abide in that one’s heart.”(1 – pause) 

However, knowing the state of ordinary human beings who somehow remain 

entangled in the grip of worldly affairs, and keep suffering, Guru Ji pleads on our 

behalf and says: "(O’ God), caught in the grip of Maya, the human being is wandering 

around. (But) just as when Prehlaad sought the shelter of God, You saved him from 

the grip of (his demonic father) Harnakash, (similarly) save this creature of 

Yours."(2) 

Prehlaad is not the only one whom God saved, Guru Ji says: "(O’ my friends), stories 

of rescue of how many persons, I may narrate (because there are so many) sinners, 

whom God has sanctified. (Even Ravidas), who used to transport dead animals, was 

always holding (unholy) leather in his hands, God saved that shoe maker, when he 

sought His shelter.”(3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by showing us how to pray to God, so that we may also 

be saved. He says: “O’ merciful God, You ferry Your devotees across the dreadful 

(worldly) ocean. Please save us the sinners (from committing) sins. O’ God, make us 

the servants of Your servants, (make) devotee Nanak the slave of Your slaves.”(4-1) 

The message of this shabad is that we should always feel grateful to God for 

blessing us with any kind of   divine service, because it is God who inspires us 

with any good thoughts and deeds. Like Ravidas and Prehlaad we should always 

pray to God to save us from the grips of Maya and other worldly sins. 

bilaaval mehlaa 4. 

ham moorakh mugadh agi-aan matee 

sarnaagat purakh ajnamaa. 

kar kirpaa rakh layvhu mayray thaakur 

ham paathar heen akarmaa. ||1|| 
 

mayray man bhaj raam naamai raamaa. 

gurmat har ras paa-ee-ai hor ti-aagahu 

nihfal kaamaa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
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har jan sayvak say har taaray ham 

nirgun raakh upmaa. 

tujh bin avar na ko-ee mayray thaakur 
har japee-ai vaday karammaa. ||2|| 

 

naamheen dharig jeevtay tin vad dookh 
sahammaa. 

o-ay fir fir jon bhavaa-ee-ah         
mand-bhaagee moorh akarmaa. ||3|| 

 

har jan naam adhaar hai dhur poorab 
likhay vad karmaa. 

gur satgur naam drirh-aa-i-aa jan 

naanak safal jannamaa. ||4||2|| 

Bilawal Mehla-4 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that we should always feel grateful to God 

for blessing us with any kind of divine service, because it is God who inspires us with 

good thoughts and deeds. However our situation is much worse, because we may talk 

of good deeds, but we often commit sins, and never think of meditating on God’s 

Name. In this shabad, putting himself among sinners like us, Guru Ji shows us with 

what kind of attitude we should pray to God and what we should say to Him.   

So on our behalf, Guru Ji says: "O’ the all-pervading Being, free from (the bondage 

of) existences, we the blind fools of ignorant intellect have sought Your shelter. O’ 

our Master, we are (hard hearted) like stones, and devoid of any merits or good deeds, 

but showing Your mercy, (please) save us.”(1) 

Instructing his mind (actually ours), Guru Ji says: "O’ my mind meditate upon the 

Name of the all-pervading God. We should shed all other useless tasks (such as going 

to pilgrimages, or doing rituals. Instead following) Guru's instruction, we should 

obtain the relish of God’s (Name)."(1- pause) 

Next reminding God, His own good tradition and merciful nature, Guru Ji says: "(O’ 

God), they who are Your servants and devotees, You ferried them across. (So please), 

save us also the meritless ones; this would also be Your glory. Except You there is no 

other, O’ my Master (who can save us, and only by) good fortune we meditate on 

God.”(2) 

Now commenting on the state of those who do not meditate on God's Name, Guru Ji 

says: "(O’ my friends), accursed is the life of those who live without meditating on 

God's Name; they have to suffer through grievous pains. Those unfortunate fools 

bereft of good deeds are made to roam around in existences again and again."(3) 
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Contrasting the above with the blessings enjoyed by the devotees of God, Guru Ji 

says: “(O’ my friends), for the devotees of God, His Name is their support. O’ devotee 

Nanak, in whom the Guru has implanted God’s Name, that person’s life has become 

fruitful.”(4-2) 

The message of this shabad is that even if we are sinners and bereft of any merit, 

we should still, most humbly pray to God to show mercy on us and bless us with 

the guidance of the Guru. So that following his guidance we may meditate on 

God’s Name and as per His own tradition, God may save us also. 

bilaaval mehlaa 4. 

hamraa chit lubhat mohi bikhi-aa baho 

durmat mail bharaa. 

tumhree sayvaa kar na sakah parabh 
ham ki-o kar mugadh taraa. ||1|| 
 

mayray man jap narhar naam narharaa. 

jan oopar kirpaa parabh dhaaree mil 

satgur paar paraa. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
 

hamray pitaa thaakur parabh  su-aamee 

har dayh matee jas karaa. 

tumhrai sang lagay say udhray ji-o sang 

kaasat loh taraa. ||2|| 
 

saakat nar hochhee mat madhim jinh 

har har sayv na karaa. 

tay nar bhaagheen duhchaaree o-ay 
janam mu-ay fir maraa. ||3|| 
 

jin ka-o tumh har maylhu su-aamee tay 
nhaa-ay santokh gur saraa. 

durmat mail ga-ee har bhaji-aa jan 

naanak paar paraa. ||4||3|| 

Bilawal Mehla-4 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that even if we are sinners and bereft of 

any merit, still we should most humbly pray to God to show mercy on us and bless us 

with the guidance of the Guru. So that following his guidance we may meditate on 

God’s Name and as per His own tradition God may save us also. In this shabad again, 

Guru Ji shows us how to pray to God, if in spite of all good advice our mind still 

keeps turning towards false worldly pleasures, and sinful acts in pursuit of worldly 

riches and power. 
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Putting him in our place, Guru Ji says: “(O’ God), our mind is enticed by the poison of 

(worldly) attachment. It is filled with the dirt of evil intellect. Therefore O’ my 

Master, we cannot serve You, so then how could we, the foolish ones, swim across 

(the dreadful worldly ocean and save ourselves from the continuous pains of births 

and deaths) ?” (1) 

Next addressing his own mind (and indirectly us), Guru Ji says: "O’ my mind, 

meditate on the Name of God. The person, on whom God has shown mercy, meeting 

the true Guru has crossed over (the worldly ocean)."(1-pause) 

Next approaching God like a very sweet and innocent child approaching father, Guru 

Ji says: "O’ God, my Father, my Master, give me such intellect that I may keep 

singing Your praise. (Because) just as a piece of iron swims across in the company of 

wood, (similarly) they who are attuned to You are ferried across.”(2) 

Commenting on the state and fate of Saakats who instead of God love worldly riches 

and power, Guru Ji says: "(O’ my friends), they who have not served (or worshipped) 

God, those Saakats are persons of poor and evil intellect. These unfortunate persons 

are of evil character, and they keep taking birth to die again and again.”(3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by describing the blessings obtained by those on whom 

God shows His grace. He says: “Whom You unite with Yourself, O’ my Master, (by 

listening to the immaculate advice of the Guru, they learn how to live with 

contentment in God’s will, as if they) have bathed in the Guru’s pool of contentment. 

Devotee Nanak (says), by meditating on God, their dirt of evil intellect goes away and 

they are ferried across (the worldly ocean)."(4-3) 

The message of this shabad is that even when engrossed in worldly riches and 

power, we should humbly pray to God to bless us with the guidance of the Guru, 

so that listening to his immaculate advice, our mind may shed its evil intellect, 

and get attuned to God, and showing mercy God may end our rounds of births 

and deaths. 

bilaaval mehlaa 4. 

aavhu sant milhu mayray bhaa-ee mil 
har har kathaa karahu. 

har har naam bohith hai kaljug 

khayvat gur sabad tarahu. ||1|| 

 

mayray man har gun har uchrahu. 

mastak likhat likhay gun gaa-ay mil 

sangat paar parahu. ||1|| rahaa-o. 
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SGGS  P-800 

kaa-i-aa nagar meh raam ras ootam 
ki-o paa-ee-ai updays jan karahu. 

satgur sayv safal har darsan mil amrit 

har ras pee-ahu. ||2|| 

 

har har naam amrit har meethaa har 

santahu chaakh dikhahu. 

gurmat har ras meethaa laagaa tin 
bisray sabh bikh rasahu. ||3|| 

 

raam naam ras raam rasaa-in har 
sayvhu sant janhu. 

chaar padaarath chaaray paa-ay 

gurmat naanak har bhajahu. ||4||4|| 

Bilawal Mehla-4 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that even when engrossed in worldly riches 

and power, we should humbly pray to God to bless us with the guidance of the Guru, 

so that listening to his immaculate advice, our mind may shed its evil intellect and get 

attuned to God. In this shabad, Guru Ji extends an open invitation to all of us and very 

affectionately asks us to come and join him in talking and singing about God. 

So he says: "Come O’ my brotherly saints, let us all meet and speak of the (praises of) 

God. In Kalyug (the present age), God's Name is like a boat (whose) boatman is the 

Guru. By getting attuned to (the oar of) Guru’s word, you should swim across (the 

worldly ocean).”(1) 

Guru Ji is not passing on this advice to others alone, but even to his mind, he says: 

“O’ my mind, utter praises of God again and again, and as per the pre-ordained 

destiny scribed on your forehead, by joining the holy congregation and singing praises 

(of God in their company), swim across (the worldly ocean).”(1-pause) 

Guru Ji now asks his saintly friends about a very important secret treasure hidden in 

our body. He says: “O’ my saintly friends (I have heard that) within the city of the 

body, there is the supreme elixir of God’s (Name); O’ the devotees of God, advise 

how we could obtain that. (They answer): “By serving (and following) the true Guru, 

obtain the fruitful sight of God and then meeting Him, drink the nectar of God's 

elixir."(2) 
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Next describing the unique qualities of this nectar, Guru Ji says: "O’ saintly devotees 

of God, sweet is the nectar of God's Name, taste it and see for yourself. By following 

Guru’s instruction, whom this nectar of God’s (Name) has sounded sweet (and 

pleasing), they have forsaken all the poisonous relishes (of worldly riches and 

power).”(3) 

In closing, Guru Ji says: “(O’ saintly devotees), elixir of God’s Name is a universal 

remedy, partake it. (They who have done this), have obtained all the four (cardinal) 

boons (of righteousness, financial prosperity, satisfaction of physical desires, and 

salvation. Therefore) Nanak (says), following Guru’s instruction, meditate on 

God.”(4-4)  

The message of this shabad is that if we want to obtain all the four main objects 

of life (true faith, secure financial state, happy married life, and salvation then 

we should get together with saintly people, sing praises of God in their company, 

and taste the immortalizing nectar of God's Name. 

bilaaval mehlaa 4. 

khatree baraahman sood vais ko jaapai 

har mantar japainee. 

gur satgur paarbarahm kar poojahu nit 
sayvhu dinas sabh rainee. ||1|| 

 

har jan daykhhu satgur nainee. 

jo ichhahu so-ee fal paavhu har bolhu 

gurmat bainee. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

anik upaav chitvee-ah bahutayray saa 

hovai je baat hovainee. 

apnaa bhalaa sabh ko-ee baachhai so 
karay je mayrai chit na chitainee. ||2|| 

 

man kee mat ti-aagahu har jan ayhaa 

baat kathainee. 

an-din har har naam dhi-aavahu gur 

satgur kee mat lainee. ||3|| 

 

mat sumat tayrai vas su-aamee ham 
jant too purakh jantainee. 

jan naanak kay parabh kartay su-aamee 

ji-o bhaavai tivai bulainee. ||4||5|| 
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Bilawal Mehla-4 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji advised us that if we want to obtain all the four main 

objects of life (the true faith, secure financial state, happy married life, and salvation) 

then we should get together with saintly people, sing praises of God in their company, 

and taste the immortalizing nectar of God's Name. But in some faiths there are strict 

restrictions against many parts of the society. For example in Hindu faith, persons 

belonging to the lowest Shudra (or untouchable) caste are barred from reading any 

holy book or doing any kind of God’s worship. This restriction automatically implies 

that these people could never hope to enjoy prosperity or salvation mentioned above. 

But Guru Ji does not impose any kinds of restrictions on any class of people. 

Therefore in this shabad, he specifically declares that all the four casts have the equal 

right to meditate on God’s Name and enjoy the blessings thereof. 

 He says: "(O’ my friends), whether anybody is a Khattri (warrior), Brahmin (priest), 

Vaaish (businessman), or a Shudra (menial servant), he or she can meditate on the 

sacred Mantra of God’s (Name, which can be) chanted (by all. O’ my friends), 

worship the Guru deeming him as the true all-pervading God and serve him day and 

night.”(1) 

Emphasizing his above message and describing some of the blessings of serving the 

Guru, he says: “O’ devotees of God, see the Guru with (your inner divine) eyes, the 

Guru is the true (embodiment of) God. Therefore following Guru’s instruction utter 

praises of God, (by doing so) you would obtain whatever you wish.”(1-pause) 

In order to teach us the lesson of accepting and abiding in the will of God, Guru Ji 

says: “(O’ my friends), we think of many plans (to achieve our objectives), but that 

alone happens which has to happen. Everyone wishes for one’s own welfare, but 

(God) does that which may never be in our thought or imagination."(2) 

Therefore, Guru Ji advises: "O’ devotees of God, abandon the directive of your own 

mind, (even though) it is very difficult to do. Instead, day and night meditate on God's 

Name, and seek (and act on) the true Guru’s advice.”(3) 

Guru Ji concludes the shabad by teaching us an important lesson in humility: lest we 

feel self-conceited thinking that we are very wise because we are doing a good deed, 

he wants to impress upon us that even the good intellect comes to any person as per 

God’s grace. Therefore Guru Ji humbly says: “O’ Master, good or bad intellect are in 

Your hands, (only upon Your prodding, one follows the right or wrong path). O’ God, 

we are (like musical) instruments and You are the player. O’ the Creator of slave 

Nanak, You make us utter whatever pleases You.”(4-5) 

The message of this shabad is that firstly, all classes of society have the right to 

meditate on God’s Name, and enjoy its blessings. Secondly abandoning our own 

intellect we should follow the advice of the Guru, but never feel arrogant about 

it. Lastly we should accept that whatever God wills, only that happens. 
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bilaaval mehlaa 4. 

anad mool dhi-aa-i-o purkhotam an-din 

anad ananday. 

dharam raa-ay kee kaan chukaa-ee 
sabh chookay jam kay chhanday. ||1|| 

 

jap man har har naam gobinday. 

vadbhaagee gur satgur paa-i-aa gun 

gaa-ay parmaananday. ||1|| rahaa-o. 

 

saakat moorh maa-i-aa kay badhik vich 

maa-i-aa fireh firanday. 

tarisnaa jalat kirat kay baadhay ji-o 
taylee balad bhavanday. ||2|| 

 

gurmukh sayv lagay say udhray 
vadbhaagee sayv karanday. 

jin har japi-aa tin fal paa-i-aa sabh 

tootay maa-i-aa fanday. ||3|| 

 

aapay thaakur aapay sayvak sabh 

aapay aap govinday. 

jan naanak aapay aap sabh vartai ji-o 
raakhai tivai rahanday. ||4||6|| 

Bilawal Mehla-4 

In the previous shabad, Guru Ji told us that all classes of society have the right to 

meditate on God’s Name, and enjoy its blessings. In this shabad he describes the 

supreme bliss, which one enjoys by meditating on God's Name. 

He says: "(The person) who has contemplated on immaculate God the source of 

supreme-bliss, day and night remains in a state of bliss. That person has shed 

dependence on the judge of righteousness, and he is rid of all the fears of the demon 

of death.”(1) 

Therefore advising his mind (actually ours), Guru Ji says: "O’ my mind, meditate on 

the Name of God of the universe. The fortunate person who has obtained (guidance 

of) the true Guru sings praises of God of supreme bliss.”(1-pause) 

Commenting on the conduct and the fate of Saakats, (the worshippers of power, who 

do not care to meditate on God’s Name), Guru Ji says: "The foolish Saakats have  
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become captives of Maya (the worldly riches and power), and they keep wandering 

around in pursuit of Maya. Burnt by the (fire of their) desire, and bound by their (bad) 

deeds, they keep revolving in existences like the bull of an oilman (which keeps going 

around the oil press).”(2) 

Contrasting the above with the state of those who serve and act on the advice of the 

Guru, he says: "They who are engaged in the service of the Guru have been saved, but 

it is only the fortunate ones who perform such service. They who have meditated on 

God, have obtained the reward, and all their entanglements of Maya have been 

snapped."(3) 

However before concluding the shabad, Guru Ji cautions us against having any kind 

of self-conceit or sense of superiority over others, who do not meditate on God’s 

Name. He reminds us that whatever anybody is doing in this world is as per God’s 

will. So Guru Ji says: "(O’ my friends), He Himself is the Master and Himself the 

servant; everywhere, it is God Himself. O’ devotee Nanak, He Himself pervades 

everywhere, and as He keeps so all live.”(4-6) 

The message of this shabad is that following the advice of the true Guru, we 

should sing praises and meditate on the Name of that God, who is the source of 

supreme bliss. Then all our entanglements of Maya would be broken and we 

would be free from all subservience or fear of the demon of death, and we would 

enjoy a state of peace and bliss in the company of God.  


